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NOTES. 
Tagore Meeting in London:-The fullest report 

of the meeting held in London to do honour to 
the memory of Rabindranath Tagore, that we 
have seen, is from the London correspondent of 
the llindu, The Conway Hall was filled to 
ov~rflowing. Bernard Shah, H. G. Wells, J. B. 
Praestley and Aldous Huxley, who were expected 
to speak, contented themselves with sending 
m~ss~ges more or less of appreciation. fhe 
prmc1pal speakers were M. Maisky, Soviet 
Ambassador in London, the Chinese Ambassador. 
and Dr. Hewlett Johnson, the Dean of Canter
bury. . M. Maisky quoting a Russian Proverb. 
that the stars shine brightest when the night 
is darkest, said that Tagore as the apostle 
of ~reedom appeared to the greatest advantage 
a~amst the background of Nazi repression. 
:rhe C~inese Ambassador referred to the great 
unpress1on made by the Poet on the Chinese 
people when he visited that country. The 
speech of the Dean of Canterbury was 
the most noteworthy contribution to the 
proceedings. Dr. Hewlett Johnson ranked 
Tagoro with Homer, Tolstoi and Shakespeare 
as one who spoke across the frontiers and the 
ages.: To the same group belong Goethe and 
1\lazzmi and Victor Hugo, Emerson in the New 
\Vor!J takes rank in the class of men who 
~bought and wrought for humanity. If mankind 
IS ever to reahse its oneness, it will de> SQ 

through the men who think in terms of humanity 
and nations can help only to the extent that they 
sit at the feet of their prophets. 

Australians and the Indian Army :-The Simla 
~orresponde!tt o[ the Hi11d11 off.:rs what evidently 
IS the offietal answer to the criticism that 
,Australians are drafted as officers in the Indian 
Army while Indians are debarred from settling 
li_\ A usttalia. This is no I bing new, we are told. 
h:ven before the war, Dominions men were 
el•~ble for admission into the Indian Army af1er 
\l'lllllhtg at W oolwlch and Sandhurst. But the 
war itself is a new problem and Indians are . . . 

exhorted and expected to feel that their responsi
bility is greater than that of any other part 
of the Empire to bring it to a victorious close. 
The least that the Government here and in 
Btitai~ ~ho.uld have d.one, before training and 
comm1SS1omng Austr<~.hans as officers of ·· the 
Ind~~ Army in Singapore, was to persuade the 
Australians to remove the ban on the entry of 
Indians into their country. This would probably 
have been refused. and so Indians who have no 
rights, only obligations, must accept Dominions 
men in their services. As a matter of fact the 
::~dmission of Australians after traini;o- in 
Singapore, is an innovation and a fu~ther 
encroachment on Indian susceptibilities, Wool
wich and Sandhurst are institutions to . which 
Indians are eligible for admission thougli not 
many might have been admitted. . Here 
the Australians are sp~cially selected for 
training. The explanation that England 
and India are incapable of meeting . the large 
demand for officers, is ludicrous. Britain 
can not provide enough personnel because her 
youth are already in the Army. But against 
Australia's some ten millions, India has a 
population of four hundred millions. Forty time~ 
more young men should be available for 
training, if there was the will to train them as 
officers, from tndia than from Australia. This, 
Vl"e are told, is a drop in the ocean but the point 
involves a principle. The importance "of the 
infinitesimal is not less in politics than in other 
vital human concerns. 

India and the Dominions :-It has been 
suggested at various times by optimistic or idle 
London correspondents that the Uominions are 
to mediate on the differences that exist between 
India and Britain. How fitted they are to 
mediate, is shown in the Australian Dominion's 
connivance at a policy which even the exigencies 
of war cannot condone. Glimpses of the new 
order that come to us, from policies followed in 
India are far from reassuring. It is onlt fair 
to remark that in this as in other instances we 
are paying dearly for the political folly of 
thinking that the remedy can only come with 
independence. If the policy of indiff<!tence to 
such conditions is intended to stress and advance 
the national interest, nothing could be farther 
from the rea t y. · 

Fifth Coloma :-His Excellency the Viceroy in· 
his broadcast on September 3 exhorted the 
Indian people "not to let this insidious fifth 
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column eat like dry rot into the fabric of their Lord Liolithgow's Successor :-Some months 
determination." He explained in the preceding- back it was announced, officially or semi-officially., 
sentences what he meant by "this fifth column." that Lord Linlithgow's tenure of the office of 
There were those among Indians, he said, Viceroy of India was extended until after the 
who would like to reap the harvest of victory end of the war. During the last few days, 
without having put their hands to the i however, London correspondents have been 
plough. Others there were, he went on, who transmitting various names as being canvassed 
for one reason or another were not ashamed in the British Press for the Viceregal succession. 
though the nation stood in grave peril, to seek Lord Halifax, Sir Samuel Hoare, the Duke of 
to divide the people, to weaken the war Devonshire, Sir Stafford Cripps and Viscount 
effort, to destroy confidence. The Illustratetf Samuel, have been mentioned. Lord Halifax 
Weeko/ ol India four days later published an has been a failure as British Ambassador in 
illustrated article on "fifth columnists'' and the United States. His return to India would 
how to deal with them. The fifth columnist be no more a success than the return of 
is described by the composer of this article, Lord Curzon for a second term was. Sir Samuel 
as a person carrying concealed about him Hoare is not the mJSt appropriate man to over
a number of deadly w~apons of which pict•1res haul completely the Government of Act which 
;were given. The fifth columnist is bracketed he 110 doubt continues to regard as the out
with the parachutist for the purpose of standing achievement of his Parliamentary career, 
treatment. When a Home Guard suspects a and to overhaul it, it has been conceded, will be 
person to be either, he should throw ~.stone the first step in framing a new constitution. The 
in his direction without making himself -oisible Duk~ ·Of Devonshire's first and only attempt to 
to the man. If the latter shows signs of being outline a scheme of Indian reform, was inconti-l 
lltartled, the Home Guard should knock him nently thrown overboard although the Dukej 
on the back of his head with \he butt of his expressly declared that he spoke with the autho-1 
gun. Shooting is to be avoided .for two rity of the British Government in whiclt 
reasons. One is that, if the man has accomplices he is an Under-Secretary. It may be 
lurking in the vicinity, the sound of gunshot recalled that it was the absent-mindedness of 
would bring them to his rescue. The second his uncle when Secretary of State for lndi<t 
is that information can be coaxed or coerced that led io the agitation on the IIbert Bill. 
from the captive regarding the enemy. Dead The Marquis of Hartington put the despatch 
men tell no tales. If the Home Guard is able from the Government of India in his pocket 
to knock the fifth columnist or. parachutist flat and torgot all about it. The Marquis was also 
on his back, he should kneel on his belly with distinguished as the only politician the who 
his knees pressing down as heavily as his yawned when he was making his maiden speech:! 
weight allows. This also is shown in a picture. in the House of Commons. Sir Stafford Cripps~ 
.The general advice is given: "Every Home is recommended as one who can conci..: 
Guard, when confronted with a job of this liate Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, because, we. 
sort must get out of his mind all the inbred ideas suppose, both had leanings towards Soviet • 
of fair play.'' It would be idiotic to assume Russia. But what about Mr. V. D. Savarkat 
that the composer of the Illustrated Weekly and Mr. M. A. Jinnah, not to mention Dr. 
article intended it as a practical demonstration B. R. Ambedkar? Viscount Sam.1el was a : 
in continuation of the Viceroy's exhortation, conspicuous success as first High Com nissioner. 
It is obvious that the Viceroy and he did in Palestine. But the · p.11icy which he . 
not mean the same type when referring to followed th~re, that of promoting a s~nse of 1 
the fifth column. But the average reader fellow-citizenship among Arabs anJ Jews, can 
who heard the Viceroy's broadcast and not be applied· to Indian problems so long as 
perused the Illustratea W.ekly's pictures, is Lord Mint.J's mistake of basin.~ the francllise 
not likely to perceive the distinction between the on religious beliefs, hold-; the field. On the 
Vlc<roy's idea of the fifth columnist and the idea whole, a change of Viceroyalty in itself 
of the propagandist in the illustrated paper. is a matter of minor importance. · Lord 
When one next reads or hears of an innocent Linlithgow,. however, requires a change badly, 
Citizen bdng knocked senseless in the streets, he. · His broadcast on · the second anniverSary 
should not jump to the conclusion that communal of the war showed signs of unmistakeable 
riots have restarted in the city. Tne article is weariness, · ; 
a direct, though unintended, step bkely to force Sir Sultan Ahmed :-Sir Sultan Ahmed of 
Indian politics back into the channel of revolu- Patna has assumed charge of trte Law Member· 
· tionary 1 anarchic violence from which with ship of the Government of India in succession 
infinite labour and at considerable risk, Indian to Sir Mahomed Zaffrullah Khan who has 
leaders. notably Gandhiji, have just succeeded in been nominated a Judge of the Federal Court 
divertin>! it. It is str .. nge that the arrant folly in the vacancy caused by the death of Sir Shah 
of publishing such a composition at this time Sulaiman. Sir Sultan was one of those 
in a country where to the unsophisticated against whom disciplinary action was con-. 
mass-mind every white man is as a parachutist templated by the Working C.1mmilt<e of thl!j 
dropped from the sky, d1d not strike those res- Muslim League of which he was a me~be~J 
pons1ble for the production of the Illustratetf At its last meeting in Bombay, the Comm1~~f 
W eeko/. , I authorised its President, Mr. J innah, to take sr:• 
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action as he thought fit, if within ten days Indian in interests, they are probably to be wei
Sir Sultan Ahmed did not withdraw his accept· corned but they tend to morbidity. Anyone who 
ance of the Law Membership. The ten days sits by himself and broods over the communal 
have elapsed and Sir Sultan has assumed office. problem, is bound to find all sorts of grievances. 
In a statement, he explains that the Law No Christian actually need feel uncomfortable 
Membership stands quite apart from the in the presence of his non-Christian friends 
scheme of expansion of the Executive because of his name and we can think of very 
Council. His acceptance of the office, there- few who are worried about it. 
fore, stands on a totally different footing from Polish Jew ~efugees :-The Bombay Sentinel 
the acceptance of any other of the seven new published last week a complaint that the 
memberships of the Viceroy's Council or member- Polish Consul-General in Bombay, Dr. Bana· 
ship of the National Advisory Council which sinski, was showing unfair discrimination against 
l'oas been newly created. By implication, Sir refugees from his country belonging to the 
Sultan approves of the expulsion of Muslim Hebrew race, in the distribution of relief. The 
League members who have accepted nominations treatment of Jews in Poland was notoriously 
in the newly created categories. Mr. Jinnah, oppressive, but it might have been hoped that 
however, maintains that there is no difference fellowship in misfortune would lead to the 
between the old and new members of the extinction of race prejudice. In any case, · the 
Executive Council and this is also the view Jews have always been honourably treated in 
expressed by Mr. Amery in his speech uphold in~ India since the days of the Dispersion when a 
the Viceroy's contention that the three Muslim· -branch of the race sought asylum in this country. 
Premiers were nominated to the Advisory Council If there is any m~asure of truth in the complaint 
as Premiers of their resp:ctive provinces and not of discrimination against Jewish refugees, the 
as representatives of the Muslim community, Polish Consul-General may b~ reminded that 
Disagreeing with this view, the Premier of the India expects that her traditional policy of 
Punjab· has, w1th the unanimous approval of religious toleration will be respected by all who 
his party and his followers in the Punjab enjoy her hospitality either in an official or 
Assembly, resigned his seat on the Advisory private capacity. 
Council. The Bengal Premier, Mr. Fazlul Irani Girl Case:-After a trial which lasted 
Huq, has resigned his membership of the several days before Mr. Ju~tice N.J. Wadia and 
League and has reque3ted the Viceroy to permit a Common Jury, the accused, Kohli and hi:; wife, 
him to resign the membership of the National were found guilty of having brought a girl from 
Aavisory Council. He denounces Mr. Jinnah Iran, made her lead a life of prostitution and 
for acting as an autocrat. Mr. Huq does not lived on her earnings. They were sentenced to 
evidently agree with the opinion that democracy imprisonment for three years under the Indian 
paves the way to dictatorship. Begum Shah Penal Code and the Prevention of Prostitution 
Nawaz, another member of the Workin~ Com- Act. The facts disclosed in the case show that 
mittee of the Muslim League, who had accepted the grossest and most brutal type of Western 
a membership on the Advisory Council and had brothels, has been reproduced in this city. The 
been called upon to resign it within ten days, girl deposed that she had not less than four 
has declined to comply with the mandate plead- visitors every day and more on some days. The 
ing that she was nominated to the Adv1sory main line of defence was that the accused, Kohli, 
Council as· sole representative of women, and was a well-to-do man and had no need to resort 
not as a Muslim League member or as a to this nefarious traffic to maintain himself. It 
Muslim. is notorious, however, that the international 

Indian, European and Christian :-Mr. John trade in prostitution is a highly organised 
Barnabas' article on names of Christians which one with plenty of finance behind it. Like the 
appeared in Til~ Reforme,. of August SO trade in drink with which it is closely allied, 
and the letter from Mr. Caiero which we it is also a highly profitable one. The 
print this week, are curious products of sentences cannot be regarded as excessive, 
over-sensitive minds. So far as a large From the public pJint of view, the case has 
num~r of educated Indians is concerned, we do , raised the question whether it was ~ solitary one, 
not th1nk anyJne worries very much today about Counsel for the defence made a pomt when he 
names. There might be cases of youn"' men asked why the Vigilance Agencies in 
being given or refused jobs on the stren'gth of Bombav had not taken action during the two 
being Christians but except in Government and years that the Kohlis were keeping the girl in 
semi·official institutions this is extremely un• Bombay. The other question more particularly 
common. And so f.u- as officialdom is concerned concerns the Parsis. The status of some of the 
profession of Christianity has been rather a~ persons whose names were mentioned ia the 
a~t than a liability. But we have seen from case, makes one wonder that action was not 
time t.o time InJian Christian you?g men coming taken so.lner .to release the victim ~rom _her 
,out With pronouncements on clothin.,., names and degradin"' serv1tude. The case also brmgs mtG 
pther accidents of life, which seem <>woefully out promine~ce the need for special procedure which 
oC p\ace in the midst Of more SeriOUS problemS. will Obviate Subjecting VICtims of a tender age 
In so far as these are symptoms of a greater and of little educatioo to the ordeal ol a 1oog' 
desire to identify themselves with the other 

1
. and distressing public examination. 

COinmWlities in India, as Indian ia origin and 
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INDIA AND BRITAIN. 

Of alL reasons for India giving her support 
to Britain in warding off the great danger 
'which ·threatens her existence, the poorest and 
the least likely to quicken the Indian conscience 
is that, if Britain lost the war, India will. have 
to en.dure .the horrors of the Nazi regime. Men 
live and suffer in the present and not in the 
future. The. present is. real, the future, even 
the next minute, is an idea. The average man 
is not likely to reconcile himself to a toothache 
by the thought . that he might have to suffer 
later from cancer of the stomach. 

Who can hold a fire in his hand· 
By thinking on the frosty Caucasus ? 

To use the alternative of Nazi oppression as a 
plea for Indian support, is to put the case on the 
lowest and most uninspiring basis. Surely, there 
are more substantial reasons on which Britain 
is entitled to India's help .in her .hour . of need. 
Unfortunately. io this commercia] age, these 
reasons do not command the weight that· they 
should in any• thoughtful· estimate of human 
values. And the irony is that Englishmen will 
be the lirst. to deride them. Congress nationalists 
have denounced the British connection, wholesale 
as having ruined the moral, I!Piritual, · economic 
and industrial life of the country, But there are 
still some who continue to cherish the values 
which the British ·connection, not always 
consciously, infused into Indian life. To 
these, the Areopagitica which it brought us, is 
alone worth a.hundred flourishing factories. And, 
indeed, it is the spirit of the Areopagitica which 
made us aware of our deficiencies in factories 
and the need to correct them. The idea of civic 
freedom was alien to both Hindu and Muslim 
polity. It came to us with the British oonnec
tion. That the dry bones of the valley had 
become instinct with life under the touch of 
English education, was one of. the slogans 
oftenest heard from Congress platforms in the 
first twenty-five years of its existence. The 
religious and social reform movements which 
preceded by over fifty years and provided a 
solid basis for the political reform movement, 
came into existence under the impact of the 
I;!ritish connection. The women's movement 
which is the most conspicuous feature of Indian 
national life today, sprang under the same 
impetus, Thirty years ago girls could be got 
to be sent to school only· With much difficulty. 
Today schools can not be. started sufficiently 
rapidly for their swelling numbers and they are 
overflowing ·into boys' institutions. These are 
achievements during the British period which 
should have a prominent place in a just estimate 
of the British connection, The British period 
has been a period of spiritual and social 
emancipation and must inevitably fulfil itself in. 

political emancipation also. Not the assurances of 
British statesmen but the momentum of British 
Indian history, makes this an inescapable cer~ 
tainty. Among British statesmen whose names will 
remain landmarks in Indian history, none stands 
higher than Edmund Burke. If :British states.; 
men had all along dealt with India in the spirit 
of Burke, no plopaganda, no pressure would be 
necessary to make India feel at one witb 
Britain in weal and woe. The men, some of 
them Governors of provinces, who hold up 
the terrors of Nazi tyranny as the m~in if 
not the sole reason· for. demanding India's full 
measure of suppory:, tacit! y accept the Gandhiail 
estimate of the results of British rule. Swami 
Vivekananda again and again acknowledged that, 
while India had nothing to learn from the West 
in the sphere of religion, Britain was the great 
master of the world in the science of politics. ~ 

, 'Edmund Burke was· and still is the most 
illustrious of political philosophers. AD 
American Committee of eminent scholars 
belonging to the original thirteen American 
Colonies, is bringing out a memorial edition of 
the complete works-speeches and writings-of 
:gdmund Burke, Professor Hopson Owen Murfee 
of Virginia University, Secretary of the Edmund 
Burke American Memorial Committee, contri
butes the biographical volume which he took in 
hand many years ago -with the counsel of hi• 
friend, Woodrow Wilson. Six other volumes are 
included in the edition and one of them, the fifth~ 
is specially reserved for India. In a personal 
letter inviting our. estimate of Burke's influen~ 
on Indian political thought, and asking for a list 
of published works in India on Edmund ,Burke, 
Professor Murfee says, "Even above America; 

. Edmund Burke regarded his services to India as 
the supreme work of his illustrious life." We 
are unable at the moment to think of any 
published work on Burke by Indians. We 
should be obliged if any of our readers who 
know of such, will kindly communicate with us 
or write direct to Professor Murfee, Pratville, 
Alabama, U. ~. A. There is sure to be some 
study of Burke's literary and political writings 
by Indian scholars, which might have escaped 
our notice. But, speaking generally, our 
impression is that .Burke's influence as a . writer 
and political thinker was a part of Indian political 
consciousness and had not become a matter of 
objective study •. It is no exaggeration to sai 
that Burke's effor.-ts to bring to book W arreq 
Hastings-who, by the way, was deeply 
interested in the culture and religion of India 
-for his maladministration, and the speeches 
which he delivered as leader of the Commons 
delegation which conducted the impeachment 
before the l:iouse of Lords, formed for tw9 
score years the main source from which the 
Indian intelligentsia drew its political inspiration. 
Burke's works were the foundation on which 
Indian nationalism shaped itself in communion 
with the British connection. Burke'$ 
sympathy for India was not merely political or 
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~ntimental, . He bad a reverent feeling for Mr. Churchill has proved himself a good nationa
:ancient things and the historical continuity of list but a petty-minded imperialist. It was his 
'Indian religion and culture through the ages, vision· th'lt gripped the imagina•ion . of the 
-strongly appealed to him. When the emi11saries of British by putting the worst b~fore them and 
the Peishwa, Baji Rao, perhaps the first Indians calling for the utmost sacrifice. It saved Britain 
whovi1ited England, were stranded an.J shivermg from the fate of France and other less powerful 
in the streets of London, Burke took them to 

1 
nations. He is unable, however, to bring the 

his own home, and made arrangements for their ' same largeness of mind to the problems of 
· board, lod!(in~ and strict observance of the reli· Empire. His reference to the "manifold 
gious practices in accordance with their customs. r problems" is, in effect, an assurance that, whoever. 
The feeling of regret expressed by several is called on to make sacrifice3 after the war, it 
American scholars in letters to the Memorial will not be the ruling race of the British . Empire. 

;Committee that there is no adequate biography :. This surely is not the way to hold ·a great 
of this greatest of political philosophers; • Empire tog~ther. . Mr. Churchill's reservations 
is shared by many Indian students of Polatical ; on India shake the eight-point ediilce from the 
Science. They will welcome, as we do, the foundations. All that is left is the d~claration 
prospect of this long-felt Wilnt being satisfac· ·. against territorial gams, for the freedom of the 
torily met by the devotion of American scholars. seas and for the destruction of Nazi tyranny. 

1 None of these required a manifesto. 
I 

· Mr. Cbur,hlll Explains:-When we commented THE BRA HMO SAMAJ: PROGRESS 
-on the Noosevelt-Chui'Chiil M;.nifesto in J he OJ.t DIUFtP 
.Reformr,. of August ?.3, we observed that the · I 
·()n)y promising fe!!.ture about it was the declara~ ' (BY KOPARGAM RAMAMURTt, AsKA), 

1ion of ·Mr. Attlee, the Deputy Premier, a few ! The tradition, prestige and progress ofthe Brahmo 
days later at a West Indies luncheon, that the · Samaj are dear to the tollo..-ers of the social reform 
manifesto applied to Asiatics and Africans as , !"'ovement in India .who. arE! '?ot l:lrahmos. For it 
well. It was, we said, a distinct. ad\ance on . 1s the_l:lrahmo SamaJ wh•ch, m 1ts later devel~pments 

previous pronouncem~~ts '",~i.ch restr!cted all i ~:~i~~~~~ f,~~trel::~ in:X:~P~~ar~~~ H~~S~e!c,i~~; 
progress to Europe. That, at was pomted out, 1 in modern times-even where it failed to instil the 
"is abJut the only thing in it to be complacent · mere sochl reformer with the same aversion to the 
about, at least for Asiatics and Africans." Even 1 Hindu name and the same holy horror for the 
that is now taken away. Mr. Churchill in · sinfulness of Hindu "idolatry" and Hindu "supersti· 
:his speech in the House of Corumons on tions" as ~ns instilled !nto itself by early Christian 
Tuesday warried his public not to fit the propag~nd1sts whom. at sought to c:heckm;1te by 
• h • h " 'f ld bl 'th emulauon. . e1g t pomts to t e mam O pro ems WI The l:lrahmo Samaj has softened much of late 

which we shall be faced after the war" and he towards Hinduism without giving up ho.,ev<r its high 
-went on to show by example how he proposes to relig•ou!l principles, which Hindus in their turn have 
interpret and apply the principles involved, As cordially recognised as emanating from their own 
Indian "Pinion is generally consi.Jered negl :gible, "higher Hinduism." The. Samaj ~as thus become 
the example he chose for candid disillusionment more and more dear. to Hm~u soo1al reformers who 
was lnd' Nothing he said was meant by naturally .took to .1t tor h•gh eumple ot healLhy 

1 ~· ' ' progress m the social sphere, 
the M:omfesto beyond what had been already No•v there is an inveterate Hindu sentiment 
offered in the August 19 it) declaration· which which' clings to the o:>nviction that marriage is a 
Indian opinion had rejected, Mr. Churchill's sacrament which can be eRected only by a priest 
statement should serve as a warning to others. with prescribed, ancient, religious ~remonies, a!'d !"ot 
besicle Indians, who hav~ pinned their faith on a secular oontr•ot to be e~1ered m•o ny the s•gmng 
high sou d'ng wartime declarations whether they of oertaon prm.ted fo~ms and the attestauon of. a ~ew 11 1 

• . witnes!ks, Even 10 the West whtre reg1strat1on 
an; .countersigned by Pr:s1dent R?os~vel~ or ~y either by the priest or by a muri~ge registrar 
'Bnt1sh Lab.1ur. What has begun Wtth I ndta, wtll is the unavoidable concomihnt of every 
surely not end with her. It is fairly obvious marriage, whether religious or s .. oular, a mere 
that Mr. Roosevelt, tne other party to the ''Regiotry marrhge" without a Church ceremony 
Manifesto, must have acquiesced in Mr. Chur- gi~ea littl~ satisfacu~n and .lottie con6~~~ to the 

<Chii's procrustean ing.-nuity in applying the br1dal pa•r and thetr ~la•oon•1 thoug~ lt.as perfectly 
· · 1 1 d' A ~ •·I A 1 h has valid and complete by lt.elf amJ as bmdmg on tile 

prmc•p es to n Ia.' S 10~ " r, tl ~e, , e arties as any marriage done by a priest The 
apparently subordmate,t hts own pnnc1ples to ~xistenoe of this undeniable sentiment in the l:lritisb 
·the need ('If having Mr. Churchill as pr~mier, Isles is vouched for by the t~arned author of "How 
This is in the tradition of Brui.;h Labour's lnJian to be Happy though Married" in his book on 
policy. So far as the internal pohtics of Boitain mmiage)·!".and J?rooedure. • • 
go an American observer's comment comes to 1 h~ pnm111ve mmd of the Hmdu I! not favourable 
JJ. 'd • t 1 • to rogimation at all f..>r any purpost", least of all (01' a 

an appropno~ e Y• sacred function like marria>:<'· It proudly expects 
Churchill has proved ~lmsel£ an over-rated statesmaD 

but unhappily there are row t.:> rq>1aco him, and i£ 1\e 
goes out, it will be lleaverbroolc, oot a Labourite, who 
will ropl.oco hJ.n, ai0011 Labour's power Is 1..,. tbao 
AmoricaDI thi Die. 

and insist• that every desirable legal consequence 
should automatically folio• and w •it subserviendy 
upon the perlormanoe _of a rel•gious wedding. And, 
what i• more to the potnt, the l!r tosb Courts 10 India 
bave fully acklll)wledged this claim. 



is 

: : TW ~r~~ ;bbefs 'agai~st ',Icilniu 'blf~~dxycc.-,•h:-cd---.,r-es:-'. e-ri-te-. d-f<-~r -~registratibn: before t a Registrar. of 
formed the· 1Mt~Branma. Saniaj under.' the spiritliaf Cdnveyahces and Lontracts, or being left unregisterelt 
iniiiistt)' !lr MliharsKI Devendriinath Tagore nwerlf in some cases, to mislead ,them' ei~her. into. avoiding 
imbued ··wlth~:the (!lamer mentality; They ·were:.is the Special.Marriage Act,,al.tog~tber or postponing 
inveterately sentimental on·this point as any orthodox, resort to it till after the consummation of a Brahmo 
Bindu,and ,f~Utatic;dly !ftuck to re!igio~ ritqal alone tq. Marriage wtth , the priest's' blessing. · They knew' 
1:fiectuate their . marriages. · And this they.: did, that what that Act provided for, and what a Brahrrio. 
notwithstanding.' the awkward fact that the rtlulir priest was powerless to effect; was' not the 
compiled and adopted by' them had scrupulously "regisiration" of a marriage already· completed iri 
eschewed as "idolatrous" or "superstitio•Js" all the some other form, but the solemnization .. of a marita• 
ceremonies prescti bed by orthodox tradition as union between persons who had not been previously. 
indispensable ·and also held by British Indian married to eacb other, and that, -until ihis is done 
Courts . to be absolutely essential to a valid according to .the. procedure prescribed in the Act,. 
marriage I , Neither. the Shastraic opinion of no Brahrno can claim to have been l!lwfully marrie~ 
Pandit bwar ChanJra Vidyasagar nor the to another. · · · 
up.tO-date legaJ opinion of the learned Advo~ate- Every marriage "solemnized" under · the Act is 
General of Bengal, could swerve them the least bit 
from their · stubborn and high resolve. It must, solemnized in fact by the parties ·themselves bu~ 
indeed, be due to the unquenchable moral fervour in ths prmnc1 of an officer of GoVernment called the 
and unbending spiritual rectitude imbibed from their Marriage Registrar, and of three witnes•es of their own. 
venerable Guru, the Maharshi, and his saintly choice, by the utterance of any form of words which 
successors in the Tagore family, that no cases • of clearly express their willing aooeptance of each other 
desertion and repudiation of the "!arriage by either as husband and wife (SeC. lt). B•for• the marriage is 
party as invalid or a hreaeh by the bridegroom alone ''solemnized," certain forms of declaration about age ... 
of the newly adopted Brahmo principle of monogamy religion, etc,, shall have beep signed by the parties in 
has ever come before the law courts, the presence of the Marriage Registrar and the three 

. . witnesses (sec, 10). · And aftsr the marriage has been. 
But the Brahmo Samaj did not stop its onward "solemnized," the Marriage-Registrar has to enter a 

inarch at· that stage. Whatever innovations the certificate thereof in a book called the "Marriage ' 
Maharshi rna}' have made in the sacred marriag.: Certificate Book under Act III of 1872," and such. 
ritual, he at least respected the Hindu law prohibi- Certificate has to be signed by the parties and the 
tion against interoaste and intercommunal marriages. three witnesses. But the word "Register" or • 
Not so, however, the more iconoclastic section of his "Registration" occurs nowhere in the Special . 
followers who ·broke· away from his leading strings Marriage Act. M<irriages solemnised under the Ace 
and waged war with Hindu orthodoxy simultaneausly are no doubt i'~gistered subsequently, that is, noted 
on the social as· well- ·as the ·religious fronts under in a permanent record or register kept by Government: 
the daring leadership of Brahmananda Keshub as events that have actually taken place. But that 
Chandra Sen. But late in the day, an uneasy feeling duty is done through a different officer and under a. 
dawned on · their mind that all was nor well different and later enactment called the ''Births,· 
and they awoke with a start· to the ·disquieting Deaths and Marriages Registration Act." ' The 
truth that there was also a legal front to face "Marriage Registrar" appointed to do duty under the 
if their hard-won victories on. the other two ·fronts Sp·ecial Marriage Act is not to be confounded by· 
were not to land them ultimately in a ditch, The any means with the "Registrar of Marriages" who~ 
details of· their' historio struggle to obtain a functions under the latter Act, though this Act makes 
suitable marriage legislation for. themselves and it a part .of the duty of the "Marriage Registrar'' of 
of its various vicissitudes ending· finally in the Act III of 1872 to send periodically to the "Registrar
enactment of the Special Marriage Act of 1872, as an General of Births, Deaths and Marriages" a true 
optional measure for all non-religionists, have been cQpy of all entries made by him in his "Marriage 
described and the practical problems arising out of Certificate Book" (See. 13 A). But a wrong habit. 
it and its amendment of '1.923 have also been of speaking of getting one's marriage "registered 
discussed at some length in an article on ·~The under the Special Marriage Act" has come intQ 
Family Law of the Samajists" in· Ths R1jurmor of 9th vogue very widely <~ond by fal~e analogies ancl . 
and 16th April 1~38. wrong association of ideas, a lamentable psycho• 

Suffice it here simply to recall that the ·special logical change has come. about whicll has. 
robbed the Special Marriage Act of the place of:. 

Marriage Act is the sheet-anchor and only support honour which it o.nce enjoyed in the estimation Of, 
of family life in the Brahmo Samaj, Though few Brahmo families while it clothed them with a legai. 
Brahmos .. seem to be aware of it nowadays, it 1 status which they did not otherwise posse~S"' 
was conc~ived as such by the successive official 
sponsors of the legi~lation and was also accepted a.!j ·:I 
such· from the beginning, in spite of its defect•, 
by the progressive section of the Brahmo Samaj 
headed by Keshub' Chandcr Sen, who disavowed 
their Hindu affiliations for its sake.. Sir Henry 
Sumner Maine, Law Member, who prese'nted 
his first draft in the Viceroy's Legislative Council 
made it clear at the very start that registration 
of the marriage should take place first and only then 
any religious ceremony favoured by the parties 
may be performed nell't, The Sadharan Brahmo 
Samaj and the Naba-Bidhan Brahmo Church into which 
the Progressivists split themselves over the Cooch
Hehar. marriage of their leader's daughter, have both 
thoughtfully and faithfully observed this sequence of 
procedure ever since the passing of the Act in 
1872. They ne\'er allowed the analogy ql doourne.nts 
being written and executed· first before berng 

THE DNIEPER-DUN lA CANAL. 
The recently completed D'nieper Dunia canal, which , 

opens a continuous water-way from tbe Black St>a pQrt , 
of Odessa to Riga,, capital of the Baltic state of 
Latvia, now incorporated in the Soviet Union, ' 
The strategic valuf! of this canal is great, lor oil• 
barges can now be loaded at Hatum, where the 
pipe.lines from the Baku fields end, and brought an: 
the way to the Baltic, or to any point along the! 
route, without reloading. For the Red ·Army, this 
waterway, which passes through Kiev, means a new·, 
possibility of supply without relying on the railways,, 
and a freeing of rail transport . for the movement of' 
troops. · · 

-No Fronti1r NtWs 

-
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. INDIANS IN BURMA.' . ' · ' .J,er sh'Otiiif havt¥ : sbow gr'eatel' ~fmtla'ciry '-' ad((Li\,'t 
t(Bv'MANILAL C. PAREKH, RA.]:KOT.). '" ' for them. Our sin becoines still greater.;thea Ni!: 

1 beg to say th'l.t I bad an oo:ia~iQn tQ ·'study ~e re'!'~mber ~t we wenU<J Huiina as. parasites of lli.e 
problem of 1ndo-Buonese relatio111. when 1 went to I ~rtttsb Emp1re ~nd commerce. In Vtew of all thtWj·it 
Burm'l 1ome four years back and stayed there for '' oo, wO!Ider. tf. .the ,Bu~aqs should. resen~-. eur 
about four. month•. Even then 1 had come to the P'~"!"noe in their mids~ "''!oh more tban, ,tha l o( ~~ 
c:onclusioq that our people's relations with ·the BrttJsb, The latter they m;ght accept as a neoe&!!a!J 
Burmans were · deteriorating day by day, and evtl, but the former, they need not. It must also be 
that a cataltrophe wa• In store· for the Indiana said here that,. while the British have exploited 
there. I bad the audacity, ifl may use tbat term, B:Jrma as much as they could, a number of the._ 
to say to our peopl" that the cause for the growing have been qeeply interested in the oountry-i~ 
re1entment in the mlnd of Burman• lay with us, marv~llous. beauty, its civilization and oulture. 
and that wa bad not done our duty by them Some ot the best books on Burma have beeQ 
during the last century or so that we were there, written by them. This is all the more remukable 
The remedy that 1 suggested for the evil, was a since the number of the British there has beeii 
g reater Indo-Burman cultural and even religious almost 'insignificant as compared with· that of oilr 

f · people. · · · · ·• contact, and the lessening o eoonomic exploitatton, 
1 

Tb.:se things should have been done lon2 ago, but All this constrains me to ·say that the Burmans. 
,our failure to do so and the rising tide of national have a good case against us, What we !)we to them 
consciousness in Burma resulted in matters getting is reparation for our manifold sins of omission and 
worse than ever, 1 commission, and a resolve now to behave better in 

Our people and especially the Hindus have lost, i the tuture, I know that a number of our people; jp 
at least for the time bdng, one of the greatest oppor- Burma would look upon this as pur~; sentiment, whicll 
tunitiea given to us to create fresh reli~ious and i should have no· place in practiool life. Well, their 
cultural contacts with people who are allied to us I way of life in Burma has resulted in this Agreement, 
both in their religion and culture for hundreds of and, if they persist in it, things are not. going to 
year1. Burma is a vital link, not merely geographi· stop there. . ·1 

cally but culturally and even religiously, between ! As regards the relations of tbe Moslems wi_th tli" 
Hindustan and suoh Mongolian countri,.R, as China BurJllans,_ the situation is far worse than in the o~ 
and Japan. Besides, Burma itself should have been i of the Hindus. This i5 due to their marriage
to us a land pre-eminently of pilgrimage. · 1~ is the : cum-conversion poli.::y in relation t9 the people there, 
Buddha-land par neellatw, In no country of the · In this they are dealing a doubla blow- .to. • the 
world, has the tehgion of Buddha so great a hold Burmans, wounding the•r racial and religious oon!l
over the people as in Burma. This apart, there are ciou_HneHs at the same iime, Whatever: may be tll.e 
few people in the world who are so deeply religious weakness of the Burmans, they are religioJJsly very 
In the higher sense of the term as the Burmans. I self-conscious, even more so than Jhe .majority of tQe 
Their culture and civilization are unique, and we .

1 

Hindus, .The Christian Missions, whivh have been 
could have learnt many a lesson from them. working there for over a century, have been able to 

Unfortunately, we olosed our eyes almost altoge• make no im;lression, on them whatsoever~ .and all. 
ther to the good and great things in Burma. 1 their gains are among. the bill-tribos, eto. ,Tqe 
ahall give only ·one instance of how our people Burme!e have a most higttly organised. religillUJI 
there have neglectell their first duty towards system in tile world, and ttte beauty of. this system 
the Burman!, which was to understand and appreciate is that it is . free from ·the evils that att~nd most 
their oivilrzation, culture and reli"ion. To do this organi~ationa. There is one Buddhist monk to. ever;y 
was Incumbent on them in every way apart from our hundred people, a ratio which will not be found an,y" 
put relation with them, for we go to a foreign where in the world, Such a people can not but 
oountry as guests, But It was still more so since fee4 dee pi y wounded when their women are converted 
the religions of Burma had come from India, and the to an alien faith and that too for the pqrpose .<>f 
people there worshipped one who has been one of m~rriage, I he prAsence of the :Zarbadi community 
the very greatest men that India has produced-1 amonl( them makes matters worse, It is a perpetual 
mean, Gautama Buddha. Because of him, Burma eyesore and constant reminder of what a religion can 
ahouiJ have been to us a land of pilgrimage, and we do in the matter of disintograting their social and 
should have entered and worked there in the spirit of religrous life, Ttie Burmans are, moreover, too n~ 
pilgrims. us not to know what M<>hamnedans can do by way 

ln!tead of this, what do we find P I must have of cl't!atin.{ a national echison, It is no wonder if 
visited some soores of houses of our people, most of they do not wish to have a Pakistan problem in their 
them well· to-do and of the middlo cl•sses, and country, and if they take all possible precaution!! to 
belonging to all the communities of India, and, prevent it from coming. fhe marriage clau•e in tile 
l!ltrange to say, In not one of them, did I find a picture agreem<nt is due solely to this fear bl thoirs, an.:! -the 
of ~autama Buddha, much less a statue or a statuett"' silence of moot of us who criticise thi~ Agreement' io 
These things are sold everywhere, and, even from l'f'gard to this matter, is due to our feeling that the 
the point of view of art, we should have made ruom •Burm•ns are justified in their contention, AU that 
for I hem In our hou9es, The only reason for our we can and should say is that the Agreement 
failure to do this is that it never ocourred to us. This should mak" it clear thac it .ia a problem largely 
is a fair sample of what has not ooourred to us in of Burmese-Moslem ·relations, This is known 
Burma. We are there only for making money, and to all, but it is better to make it explicit. . ' 
why should we give a thought to things that do not My o.,n fe.,Jing rs that we have no right to thrust 
belong to that reahn P ourselves on the Burmang. We should clearly Ml 

It has been aaid that the British people have them that we have done them wrong in t~e past, 
exploited the country. and that we have not been but that we are now determined to change our 
so bad. a1 they are. Not only is this no ar~ment, attitude towards them. · There must be a genuirie 
bnt It 11 a matter of shame to us that we should uy change of heart among us, and with that we should 

'thig. Two wrongs do not make one right. A put leave ourselve1 entirely to the generositY of the 
from this, our ain is greater einoe we have auftered people of Burma. Let me add here that perhape 
from exploitation and have known wh•t an evil tt 1.. there are no people more generous than those of that 
Be.idea• we are neighbour• of Burmana and as auoh fair land. , ' 
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~!~:~=0~IAL AUTO~O~Y SI~C~ TH~ WAR, I 
• • · ThiJ IndiO!fl Social I/4ormer. , ' 
Sir, . · . . ·. . 
··From the statement in the Government 'commu~ 
hique' that, once a Premier ceases to be a Premier, 
he ceases ·to be also a member of the National 
Defence Council you have drawn the conclusion that 
the converse is also true-t~iz., if the Premier ceases 
to he a member of the National Defence Council he 
should cease to be•the Premier as •well. 
· Yqur c!Jnclusion finds' suppol't from the consti
tutional position as it exists to-day. The Premiers 
are ,not toJay what they were bel ore the Governor
i:;eneral's Proclamation of Emergency made on the 
outbreak of the ·war. On that day provincial 
autonOI)'IY died, the Federal constitution was done 
away Wit..,. and India re,;·erted to the system of unitary 
:government that existed before the inauguration of 
the_ Mont.ford Constitution. That is a development 
'which neither 1.'he R•formBr ··nor those who agree with 
its vie'W8 on the form or the Government suited to 
'India,, has any reason to deplore.· "Strengthen the 
Centre and capture the Centre," should be our 
.slogan, il any slogan be permitted at all, 
· · The· Premiers and Minbters today have not even 
the restricted independence which the mini•ters in the 
·transferred field had under the Montford Constitution 
with its Devolution Rules, Today they exercise 
only the authority delegated to them by the Centre. 
Assuming that the National Defence Council has 
been' created to meet a: vital need connected with 
t~e_ •Defence of the country, how can any one exer
Cistng the delegated governmental authority of the 
·certtre refuse· to be a•sociated with it when called 
upon ·to do so i' In such a erne, participation in the 

·Council becomes one of the par~mount duties of any 
'member of the subordinate branch or the govern. 
ment, and failure to do this duty should disentitle 
him to exercise any of tne delegated governmental 
authority. 
• But lo~:ic is never the strong point of an English· 
man and 'muddling through' he hoa~ts to be one of 

'his virtues. And it w•ll cause no surprise if the 
obvious conclusion you have drawn from the Simla 
communiqlte does not commend itself to those who 
co~trol the aff .. irs of a continent from the Olympian 
he1ghts, · . . 

One word about the Governor's Acts which are 
being enacted in the provinces in which the 
Constitution has been suspended, We are told, that 

'during th~ period of suspension, only the minimum 
··amount of legislation to keep things going is being 
undertaken, Why should ·not such legblation be 
brought before the Central Legi,l;ture which is 
functioning and which is quite competent today to 
entertain them P 

New Delhi, } 
September 3, 194.1, 

Yours etc., 
B. BANERJI, 

· · "RELIGION, ~ATIONALISM AND NAMES." 
The Editor, 

' Th• liidian SJcial R•formBr. 
'Sir, 
. In your issue of August 30, Mr. J. Barnabas of 
,Luck now writes a very interesting article under the 
'paption, ''Rc·ligion, Nationalism and Names." 
: The article seems to begin with a profundity of 
. thought; but when one comes to the concluding 
por: ton• of it and take a retrosp~ctive view of the 
whJie essay one gets the unshakeable impression 
that its profundity is an illusion, · 

. · . Mr. l:larnabas divides. name-changers into three 
lasses; those who, on account ·of diffioulti~s. of . 

employment, under some rank communalists feel the' 
purely material necessity of changing their names • ! 
second, tho~e who feel their identity with the Hindu; 
an~ are ab•olutely coAsciou! bf this identity; and 

1 

th1r~, those who· change thetr names on the hybrid 
fasbton-the Indo-Christian name fusion, ' 

Now, between the people of this 'third· class and 
~hose.of.the first class, there seems to be very little, 
1f any, d1fference; the motives of both being equated. 
The one changes his Christian name into a· Hindu 
name, because he wants a job in a Hindu firm; the 
other changes his name into a hybrid Christian name 
because he wants a job in some Government Depart- · 
ment from the belter prospects of which he is, 
excluded, and excluded precisely on identical! 
grounds as t1e person of the former class. These 
two cla•ses are, therefore, capable of adj:Jstment on 
purely material grounds. But I am much concerned 
with the class of persons who are conscious of their 
ancestral culture and are proud of that culture and 
profoundly feel thtir identity with their other brothers 
who are classed in a separate sense as Hindus, 

In a preceding paragraph Mr. Barnabas divides 
names th<m~elves into three classes; religious 
names, personality rP.cognition names, and the 
virtue-wish names, The third class of names he 
tells us, being virtue names and as such common·· 
to all· religions are translatable-example, GracJ 
becomes Kripa, Charity becomes Shanti, etc. 
Accepted. This is complete m•rging, The 
so-called personality names he would have rej·cted. 
'1 his also i4 accepted, although there appears no 
greater re .. on why this p<rticular brand which ill 
also benefact"~Y •. s~ould be rejected than religious 
names. And u IS md~ed very diffbult for a man 
who. understands what is meant by culture and 
is proud of his ancestral heritage, Mr. l:larnabas' 
rec~mme":dations ore !mpossible or being merged in 
ones national consciousness. This wtll be seen 
from the . attempts he makes to bring about 
changes in names. . 

The religious names he recommends are Mary, 
James and l:'aul but he would not have them as they 
are,. but changed to Miriam, Yakub and Paulus, 
I do not see where really chanae comes in· for 
instead of taking the name Jam~s, he would 'have 
us take. the name Yakub, and in this process he 
-only g•ves up a European name for a Semetic: 
one. Miriam is likewise a Semetic name. Paulus 
smells of Latini~m. If we must go to that absurdity. 
our anc~stors call~d the Greeks "Yavana." If we 
call ourselves Yayan~s, what ~h .• nge i~ it P . 1 Mr. Barna b JS IS mwlved m a senous d1fficulty; • 
''For the Indian Christhn,"· he writes, ''will hav;' 
to develop a religion, rooted in the culture of the 
land in which he os horn." This sentence, perhaps 
would P•ss muster, had it not b, en tnat, among 
other things, Mr. Harnabas goes to. Abraham·(for 
}\braham i~ ~ne of the names recommended) ·for 
h1s . Chrtsttantty, ·Why Mr. Barnabas accepts 
"i\hraham'' as . a <.:hristian name and rejects 
"Elizabeth".. simply passes my understanding. 
Abraham ts ·out . and out a Jew; Elizabeth 
was • ~he mo.ther of John the Baptist 'is 
a hmthar ascdt~e :(igure I Why, may I ask, is John's 
!~~other . t.o bo reject.ed P Mary is ~o ~e changed 
mto M 1r1am, and M1nam, as I have sa1d, IS a Semetio 
n>me. In t''e same way, if we. follow. Mr. Barnabas 
the name Jesus will have to be changed; for the na~ 
Jesus is a European translation of the name Yeschu • 
Where wtll Mr. l:lamabas lead us P , 

If Mr. l:larn<bas is a student of the Bible, he will 
know that Abraham, Jacob, etc., are names of tte 
people of Israel. That is to say the names of the . 
.Jewtsh ancestral heroes. Would Mr. Barnabas have: 
us .take the jewish names in preference to our own t 
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How does be differentiate between the culture of 
the Jewish people and their religious thought P 
Mr. Barnabas, let us hope, will satiety us on thete 
points. . 

Mr. Barnabas' mistake, I suppose, is his attempt 
to differentiate or rather to show a contrast, 
presumptiou~ly between culture and reli!Pon, and 
unless he gives ua a satisfactory explanation ofthis 
differentiation we cannot arrive at any satisfactory 
result. Our fundamental mistake is our failure to 
-realize that religion is nothing but the conscious 
growth of a people and that it .is at the same time 
the histpry of this conscious growth, 

In conclusion, I would sugg~st that we should 
recommend to our people virtue-wish names only, up 
till auch time as they are made conscious of thelt 
rich heritage, In this the nationalist-minded Hindus 
may be able to help and if so, they must help as in 
duty bound. 

Bombay, } 
September 8, 194.1. 

Yours etc., 
EDWARD CAEIRO. 

THE WAR AND CHRISTIAN CIVILISATION· 
The Editor, 

Sir, 
Tlu Indian Social Btformer. 

You made some pertinent comments some time 
back when Lord Halifax expressed his views about 
this war being in defence of Christian civilisation, 
After that several eminent gentlemen have reiterated, 
in one form or another, those views, Now comes no 
'leas a person than President Roosevelt who, in his 

mVJOQE 
/~NDALWCDD 

OIL 

Labour Day address, said ''the preservation of these 
rights is now vitally important not only to· us who 
enjoy them but · to the whole. future of Christian 
civilisation." The question is, What is Christian 
civilisation P The civilisation which we know of in 
Europe a!ld Am~rica and which evidently men like 
Lord Halifax and President Roosevelt have in mind, 

. is a civilisation which happens to be the order of the 
day in the West, a civilisation which is based on all 
to which Christ was opposed. Christ would not have 
recognised the present-day so-called Christian civili
sation as Christian civilisation at aiL There is also 
another question as to whether this war is meant 

1 only for · the so-called Christian civilisation, or 
· for the civilisations of Asia also like the Jslamio 
civilisation, Hindu civilisation, Buddhistic civilisation, 
etc. Evidently what President Roosevelt and 
others of bis type of thinking have in mind is, that 
they are only concerned with safeguarding the 
civilisation of Europe and America. Perhaps, they 
consider that there is no such thing as Hindu, 
Islamic or Buddhistic civilisation and tbat, even 
if there is anything like that, it is not worth fighting 
for. The implication even goes further. Asiatic 
countries have sent: hundreds of· thousands of 
youogmen to fight for ~he Allies ill the war. Is ie 
meant that they also are only. fighting for preserving 
the so-called Christian civilisation and ndt for the 
civilisation which they individually represent? 
The whole question needs to be · clarified. Who 
will do it; however P 

Bombay, 
September 2, 19il. 

Yours etc., 
· J. K. M. 

THE FINEJT 
FOR 

PE~FUffiE/ 

MYSOaK SANDALWOOD 
OIL co.lform1 to all pharma
copoeia• of the world. lhl 

aroma il uoezcelled. 

eo .. r.. w .w- cit...., .. lllrouglt ...,. Agone. : 
11011. SOUTH INDIA, BOMBAY PRESIDENCY Ill BUII.MA 

Messrs. M· A. T. ACHARYA & Co., 
"Sri Krishna BuUdl~~p," A•eaue lt.oad, BIIJIP)ore City 

ud 
THE MYSORE PRODUCTS Ltd., Princess Street, BOMBAY. 
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TRA VANCOR.E 
-The Land of Hills, Forests & Lagoons. 
OFFE~S A WONDERFUL VARIETY OF 

SCENIC BEAUTY. 
Ancient temples have opened. their portals 

to Hindus of all castes. 
:rRIVANDRUM the capital affords modern ame

nities of City Life-See the great Temple, 
the Museum; the Zoological Gardens, the 
Aquarium, the Art Gallery, Sri Chitralayam. 
Trivandrum is a terminus of the South 
Indian Railway and connected· by air to 
Bombay, Madras and Colombo. Seven 

. , and a half hours by air from Bombay. · 
While at Trivandrum Sta:r in the MASCOT 

HOTEL. Eleven single rooms and six double 
rooms. All with Bathrooms attached. 
Hot and Cold Water. Modern sanitation. 
Comfortable furniture. Excellent cuisine. 

ALSO VISIT THE ROYAL GAME SANCTUARY on 
the shores of the Periyar Lake, where you 
can see wild animals in their natural 
habitat. View sunset and sunrise on the 
sea from CAPE COMORIN the Land's 
End of India and stay at the CAPE 

'HOTEL run under Government auspices. 

For Particulars Address:-
THE DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION, 

TRIVANDRUM. 

THE 
SCINDIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD • 

. PIONEERS 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 
Managing Ag611U : 

NAitOTTAM MO~AitJEE & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Be.ngoon-Bomba.y-Ka.raohi, via Ma.lab&r. 
Rangoon-Ma.dra&-Oolombo. 
Oa.loutta-Ka.ra.chi via Cout Ports. 
Rangoon-Calcutta according to demand. 
Bom boy-Gull of Outoh Ports to Koroohi, 
Bombay-Bhavnagar-Ports. 
Bombay-MMmugao-Mauga.lore. 
Rangoon-(}orom&Dd&l Ports. 
Obittagoug-Rangoon. Ohittogong-Cors Bazar. 
Ooloutta-Bomboy-Koraohi, to Jeddoh. 

KONKAN LINES - Bomboy to l'onjim. 
c&l.ling at all intermediate Ports. 

HARBOUR LINE-Rev .... Dhoromtaz-.Urou-Eiephoni&-Nohovo 

ASSOCIATI:.D COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NA V. 00., LTD, 
HAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAJII. NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
INDIAN 00-0PERA.TIVE NAV. CO., LTD, 
11ATH ~GAR STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 

SciDdla House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tela-
phones:' 
30075· 
6-Lines 

25061/3 
21779 

THE BAN~· OF BARODA, LTD~ , 
(lnoo~ora~ in B&roaa. T~e l:l&billty of llemben beiDR Li.mlted.) ~· 

Under the Patronage of and largely supported by the 
Oovemment of H. H. the MaharaJa Oaekwar of Baroda, 

CAPITAl. AUTHOIUSE!D b, :a,40,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL ISSUED oll: SUBSCRIBED ,. r,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP • 6o,oo,ooo. 
RESERVE! FUND • ss.oo.ooo ' 

·Head Office-BARODA. r 
. \ 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Blllimora, 

, Bombay, Calcutta, Dabbol, Dwarka, .Harij (N. 0.), 
Kadl, Kalal, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mebsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okba, Sankheda. 
Sldbpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), and Vyara. " 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, & 
PAT AN. 

-:o:--

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

"GENERAL BANKING BUSINESI 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W •. G. 6ROUNDWATE~, 

General Manage 

The following ~oks can be had · from t~ 

office of The Indian Soci"al Reformer: · 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. 1/~ .i 

S, Natarajan's ·~West of Suez'' Rs. 3/-

Bombay Representative Conference 1822 Re. 11-

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in l922 in Bombay. 

· Inrerest In this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the M~narer. 

(Post free), 

,, 
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THE BANK Of'INDIA, LTD. 
(E8tabU•hed '7th eeptembeP 1906.> 

llfOORPOIIATm UBDBB ft.B IIIDIUI OOIIPAIIIM &J1'I 

VI o• 1881,· 

1 ·Cspltal Subllcribecl ·-- . Rs. 2.00,00,000 
.. 1,00,00,000 
.. 1,15,50,000 

' -capital Called up ···-
' ,.Reserve Fund ...... 

HEAD OFPICBI 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Bl'Bnches:-. 

·.AHMEDABAD 
Blwlra (MaiD Office), 
Ellia Bridge. 

. Statioa ElraDdL 
ANDHERI: 
·Neat Bombay. 

•SANDRA: 
Neat Bombay, 

•BOMBAY: 
BullioD &clwlge 

. Colalla 
.Kalbaderi 
Malat.r Hill. 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Main Oflice) 
Bar& Bazar 
Cbowringbee 
Square. 

JAM SHED PUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAGPUR: 

Kingsway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY, 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The,Westminster Bank Ltd. 

CURRENT '•DB:POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
JtoUowed on dally balances from Rs. 300 to Rs, 1,00,000 
(iJ i% per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
R1o 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 

·credit wW be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
le11 than Rs. 3!- per half yra~. 

FIXRD DB: POSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates whl~b may be ascertained on 
•ppllcatlon. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
<terms, Rules on application, 

The Banlr acts as Executop and TPustee 
undep Wills and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business eenerally. Rules ·may be obtained on 

. application, 

LOANS, OVKRDJt.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS : 
'l'he Bank grants aocommodatlon on terms to be an"Bnged, 

. agalnat approved oeeurltles, 
The Banlr undertal<e• on behalf of Its constituents the 

· ufe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
. dividends and Interest thereon, It also undertalres the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrfP" 

· tiona of Stocir at modarata roarp, particulars of whlcb 
• may be had on application. 

A, G, GRAY, 

JliJ'IIIJgtr• 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

Sm VITRALDAS THACKEBSEY MEMOBi.u. BUILDING, 

9, Bakehouse Lo.ne, Part, llcala11, 

Barsmatl (D~ Pooaa). Vlrsmcam (ot.trlct A~,..,_ 

lalampur (Diatrtct 5atars). Dbulla (rn.trlcl da~ 
Karsd ( • • ). l'baadesll}. 
Tucaoa ( ,. • ). Doadalcba ( • • )o 
5atara ( , , ). Naadurbar ':( • • ). 
ltlrl 5blrpur (( , , ,, 

Oakanradl ( • • ). 5bebada • • ), 
!lblrsla ( • , ). 5akrl ( • • l 
ltorecaoa ( .. " ). 51adkbeda ( • • J: 
Wal ( 11 " ), Taloda ( ., 11 ' ' 
"operr;aoa (Dlltrlct Abmed· Malecaoa (Dlltrlcl Nullk), 

aacar). 5atara · ( ' • · • ), 
Betapur ( " , !' Kalwa• ( • . 11 ~. 
~aburl ( " " • Lualpoa ( .. . ·.,. ) , 
,:,aevcaoa ( " ,1 , Nandgaon ( 11 ,. ), 

Abmedaar;ar , , ), Dobacl. ( DlotrtGt ·P-
Bblwaadl (Dlltrlct Tbaaa), · lllabal 
Palgbar ( •• •• ). l:alol , ( n · ). 
l.al)'aa ( • • ). AklaJ (Dlltrlcl Sbol:.:piu). 

DIBEOTOBS, 

R. G. Saralya, Eiq., (OhalnnaD), 
Prof. V. G. Kale. 
G. V,1adhav, Eoq, 
Gordhandu G. :Morarjl, Esq. 
B. 0. V, Mehta, Esq, 
Rao B&badur :R. 'V. Vandeklir. 
8. N. J'amdar, Esq. 
R. !1. Thakor, Esq. 

BHARIII O.&l'ITAL t-

C Full,. Paid) -

It. V. VlebaN,Eiq. 
D. 1. Zunjurao, Es4· 
Rao Sabah V, 0. 1adbav, 
D, V. Potdar, Esq. 
V. B. Baeawanlll, Eaq, 
8. T. lfore, Esq. 
Vailran$h L. Mehta, Esq. 

IMaJI&IIIna Dlreotor, 

- -
1. DEPOSITS llsed lor ono )'oar oaa obGnor 01 lODger ,.....,. 

on aaoopled. Bow. olber parldaulan m&J 01 aooeralaoa 
11om $bo IUidon'lgnecl. 

L OUBBEN'l! AOOOtmTB aN oponocl for Cbeponllft 
9ooleM• and lndloldn&ll. lnloreot II oUowed DD diUJ IIIIIDOII 
aol ouoedlns IM. 1,00,000. · 

I, SAVINGS BANK DmPOBITB on -~ &114 hlloooll 
po14 •• 11 por ...,., on minim am mon..UJ bale1111-. BDI• moJ 
be obtained 11om tbe IWI-ped, 

1. DnUooNIIIuedoadlllrla•aad.U..to_oo....,. '" h --lnld Oll&ppliolllollt 

a. Aooonn'" on &ad!..,. qDartorlJ 11J a 111m o1 IIIIOI'pOII ... 
t.ooonntonto lad ,.arl:r bJ a Bpool&l Gotwnmant Aadl..,, 
QuonariJ -• ol llnonalal JIOIIIIoll "" pabllllll4 te bl 
u BombaJ Goftnmlllt GaiiHI.11 

V AIKO'NTB L. IIIJIHT&, 
llaDIJIIIII DlaoUI, 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDED IN 1880, ) 

Subsoplptton Rates. 
Inland ... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Fl'ee). 
FoNign ... ... ••. Rs. 10 (Post Fl'ee) • 

.Singie ooplea of the QIMDt montn, If available can be had at t annas, current J1ISI' .A annas and copies -
thaD a J1ISI' old I annas each, exclusive of ji08Iai"t 

Casual: Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Foor per Jioe, subject to a mlolmom 
of five lines, or Rupee One Annas Four per loeb • 

. Fol' Partieulan, Apply t~ 
THB MANAGER, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 
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CHEST COLD 
' 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn. 

into bronchitis; avoid this by ·.rubbing your 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and brings quick relid. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Bring'$ Quick Relief ·Always . 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY & MADRAS. 

' 

THE • 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, LIMITED: 

Est.o.blished-Decembsr, 1911, 

AUTHOitJSED CAPITAL ... Rs· 3.50,00,0011 
SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL ... Rs· 3.36,26,400 
PAID-UP CAPITAL ... Rs. 1.68.13,200 
RESERVE & OTHEit FUNDS ... Rs- 1,25,12,00~ 

DEPOS. TS AS AT 30-6-41 ... Rs· 36,37,99,00~ 

HEAD OFFICE:-Esplanade Road, Fort, BOMBAY •. 
140 Branches and l'ay-Offices throughout India. 

·-DIRECTORS. 
Haridas Madhavdas, Esq., Chairman, The Rt, Hoil, 
Nawab Sir Akbar Hyder!, Kt., P. C~ Ardeshlr B. 
Dubash, Esq., Dlnshaw D. Romer Esq., Vithaldas 
Kanji, Esq., Noormahomed M. Chlnoy, Esq., Hapujl 
Dadabhoy Lam, Esq., Dharamsey Mulraj ~hata11, Esq., 
Sir Ar<leshir Dalal, Kt., H. F. CollllDissariat, Esq. ~ 

1 

LONDON AGENTS :-Messrs. Barclay's Bank Limited and 
M""""'- Midland Baok Ltd. NEW YORK AGENTS:-The 
Guara..ty Trust Co. of New York. . ., 

Ba.nking Business of every description tranBBcted on terms 
which may be ascertained on application. 

H. C. CAPTAIN, Managing DiredtJ.,, 

Qulmarg for Qo!f 
f[ihQ ideal place for a golfing 

holiday. rDiih three flr31 cla33 

· cour;e.J in magniflcQn/ · "'u"ounding-3. 

TRAVEL PAATICULAAS FROM : DIRECTOR, VISITOR'S 8UREAU, SRINAGAR, OR FROM TOURIST AGpjCIES . , 

Printed b:r Jal B. Dnboah, Mr.Dager, !rhe Oommerolal, :I'rlullus_ 1'resa, 10~, Oowaajl Pat.ell, Slireet, Fort, Bombay, IUld l'llbllslled ..,. 
Kam&kehl Natarajan lor tho l'roprleton ol lbo "lr.dliUl Soolal llelormer" Limited, at 105, Oowasjl Patel Street, Forl, Bombay.! I 
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CONTENTS. 
E•lt &1A Shah. 
Mr. Hodaon and Indian 

Refonnt. 
"The Be vi D Boys", 
Miuionary Zea.l Rebuked. 
Tho "Leader" on Indian Army 

Officer&. 
Ollioera a.nd Army 

Indianizn.tion. 
Firat Indi&DI in Engla.nd. 
Tho;Atrugglc for Population. 

Quialin~. 
St.ate Control against Private 

Mo.na.gement. 
Ca.Tl Sa.ndburg on Halifax. 
The 'Muslim League Drama. 
A Ceylonese view of the Indian 

Question. 
The Bra hmo So.maj: Progress 

or Drift? 
Widow's Right of SuoceBBion 

to a Raj. 

NOTES. 
Exit Reza Shah :-Although the ground was 

being prepared by Reuter for the deposition of 
Reza Shah Pehlavi of Iran, the news of his 
abdication on Tuesday must have come as a 
shock to most Indians. The newspapers 
announcing the abdication on WedneFday pub. 
lished a curious item frorn Reuter which ran: 

It il known in I.ondon that the poople in Teheran 
were surprised that the Allies did not themselves 
mke a atronger line against the intri~uers with the 
(Jerman& from the beginning, but British polioy hll8 
been rather to strengthen the people in the reali811tion 
of their aims of sel!-expresaion. In the circumstances, 
tharefore, it will oe aurpriaing: if Iranians accept 
the action of the Shal!. in nomtnnting the Crown 
Prince B8 hiR successor. The Iranian G<>vernment hB8 
shown so far helpful apprecintiou of the realities of the 
situation. 

A more mischievous report it would be 
difficult to circulate, and the confusion of 
language in which it is couched, shows that 
the writer was at pains to put about his ideas. 
There is a cleverness which often shades off into 
silliness. The blunt impression this message 
conveys is that the British are intriguing in Iran 
and that is about the last suggestion that the 
correspondeJ;tt intends to convey. The abdication 
of Reza Shah is, like other similar abdications 
jn the not very distant past, explainable in the 
simplest terms. He backed the wrong horse 
and he pays the penalty for doing SO; So did 
Benes of Czechoslovakia in 11138, Prince Paul of 
Yugoslavia a few months ago and Syed Raschid 
Ali Gilani of Iraq. Mr. Churchill in his review 
last week was very realistic about the attack on 
Iran. He said : 

I have no doubt the Honse will approve the somewhat 
tln18tlo rnllll8nree we thought it righb to take to achieve 
thoao important objoot.s. (llr. Churchill earlier narrated 
the object& 118 bmng to secure the shortest route for 
help to the Soviet lwpuhlio, and the expulsion of 
(lorman and ltalhm Legat.iona.) The oooupat.ion of 
Persia enables liB to join han<ls with the southern flank 
of the Rll8!lian army. 

Although the British Premier, as was to be 
e.'l:pected, denounced Germany's "usual tricks," 
he did so more as a matter of congratulation 

to himself for out-tricking them. There was' 
nothing at any rate to warrant any charge 
against Reza Shah for " intrigues with the 
enemy " which is unsurpassable as a piece of 
political audacity. After all, as head of a neutral 
State, Reza Shah was perfectly free to choose· 
his company. The hint from Reuter'S corres
pondent that the new Shah might prove 
unacceptable is in execrable taste. But what 
is one to make of the naive suggestion put 
forward by a leader in the Bombay Ck1'onicle 
which, in repudiating the . mischief of the 
Reuter message, actually lends support to it? 
The writer says: 

If, like Kamal Attatw·k, he had chosen to become 
the elected President of an Iranian Republic, probably 
today he would have continued to gmde the destinies 
of his country and had, like T1nkey, kept it free from' 

. the Nazi menace. A Republic would have aatisfieii,jl!fji 
political BSpirations of the people, and savett-thtpeople 
from the consequences of an ill-considered financial 
policy. 

How wo11ld Reza Kh'ln, President, have avoided 
the calamities visited on him and his people 
any more than Reza Shah, King ? As 
for the ill-considered financial policy of the 
Shah, the biographical sketch published on 
another page of the same issue of the Chronicle, 
tells a very different story. Modern Iran is 
entirely. the creation of Reza Shah Pehlavi. 
The work he has done for his people, faces 
a severe testing. A great deal of it will prove 
of permanent value. The new Shah, iL is 
reported, is to rule as a constitutional monarch. 
British and Russian · forces · are now in 
Teheran, the Iranian capital, watching events. 

Mr. Hodson and tndian Reforms :-We have 
learnt on good authority that in remarking 
that Mr. H. V. Hodson, the Reforms Com
missioner, was" concerned in putting forward 
a scheme of rerorm based on Mr. Amery's pe~ 
ideas of irremovable executive and functional 
representation during his recent visit to Bombay 
(Tn~ Refo1'111e,.,August 16), we were doing Mr. 
Hodson an injustice. It is all the more unfo~
nate since following The Reforme,., several 
newspapers have attacked these two features. 
or the two, the irremovable executive, other• 
wise known as the ''American system of govern
ment,'' is the more objectionable. As for the 
other, as we pointed out in our note, it is 
recognized by all political students that any 
system of representation can work provided it 
does not lend itself to manipulation. Mr. 
Amery's unnecessary garrulity on the 
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ll.Q respqnsible p~r~n: wishes to claim the credit promote lmparfalist profits, not local production and 
for ~he_~, i$. as gratifying as it is startling. It is consumption. _ _ _ • 't 1 

• 

grat1fymg that the points are abandoned by . Mr. R. Santoris approaches the problem from 
evc;rybody. It is startling to think that on a 1 another angle; He asks fQr better understanding 
subject like India where there is so much differ- I of the South American· mind by- the North 
ence between the British and American view- I Americans, the elimination of condescension. 
~nt,- the work of presenting Britain's case These are timely reminders- of the fact -that 
Should: have !;Jeen left to an unnamed petty the U. S• A. is not altogether in a position to 
official. The point v as made that the talking throw stones at other nations. It is more than 
points wefll only in operation for· 15 days in prob~ble that the two chief negotiators of the 
F~br'flry; The question is not whether they Atlantic Charter agreed to reserve certain areas 
wer.e .· in. operittion f~r ten days or fifteen as ex.empt ~ro!ll the operation of the high· 
l>ut h()w .. many persons used them and sOJllldmg prmc1ples of that document. In that 
whether_·,__ ~fter b~ing. "withdrawn,''_. they are I event the quid pro quo for India would be 
still being "unofficially~' used as the skeleton for South America. . - · 
S,~ch~, by British propa~andists _in America. 1 • India and the Atla~tic Charter :--In a statement 

Qeuttr s Agency :-__ There has_ been a 1 18!\Ued under the aeg1s of the Sapru Conference, 
~nttoversy in Britain and India regarding a : Sir Tej Bahadur laboriously argued for an appli
r#eilt change in th~ ownership of Reuter's 1 catioo of the Atlantic Charter to India. We 
Agency on which India depends almost wholly / do _ not think any useful, or for that matter 
fodts daily supply of foreign news. The new 1 even ornamental, purpose would be served by 
management has assured India that there would ' Mr. Churchill now coming out with a state
~e no want of consideration for the requirements ment extending the Atlantic Charter· to India. 
of the Indian public in its news service. It may As for the Charter it&elf, it cannot be held 
9r may not be due to the changed management inapplicable to India without also excluding 
·but a_ distinct ~and wholesome change from several other areas and many subjects promised 
the public point of view has been noticeable to be considered in the post-war peace-making 
~n, -~euter's messages relating particularly A document which limits the beneficiaries to 
to movements in the United States. Reuter's two, is bound to find the disinherited banded 
~ until a few weeks ago were togetherin a fellowship of the ·snubbed. If the 
I!Olely and exclusively coloured by the views Atlantic Charter does not apply to India, so 
of the New York Press and political circles. much the worse for the Charter. · 
There. was not a word idlowed to come over Persecntlon and Caste Hindns :-A .valued 
that inight disclose the ux1stence of opposition friend writeS · on the subject. of the 
to-· the .RQQSev.elt policy. Latterly there has isolation of- the ·Christian. community, "It is 
been- a ·-breach.:· in this cloud "f silence, the the experience of other countries as well 
latest being Lord .. Halifax's being pelted with that pressure came from the Christian side 
rotten eggs by members of the League of rather than from the non-Christian to separate 
Mothers who . are strongly opposed to their Christians from those of other -·faithS. 
c6untry entering the war. In the absence Gibbon's pages on Christianity give ample 
of all i.nformation about the opposition to evidence of this. So does the evidence of China 
the Roosevelt policy, the President's ·frequent in the days of .the Christian drive in that country, 
"fireside talks" appeared to be without purpose. There is, however, this difference : In the 

-. "Amerl~a and Her Neltbbours :-We publish this ancient Roman Emp~ th~ pagans were t~e ~n· 
week an -article sent to us by. the No Ff'ontier trollers of the state ; 10 Chma the non-ChriStians 
News Seruice ·which deal with the problems were supported by a Government, menaced no 
Confronting the -United. States in her relations doubt by the more powerful "Christian Powers'' 
With South American republics. Mr. Lewis behi~d the. ':llissionary, but !leverthele~ ~ith a 
Corey writing in the Nation of January 4 ~rtau~ poltt1cal power; w~•l~ the miSSIOnary 
~\lggeSted immediate steps to consolidate the 1D I!ldta, after the first objeCtions of the Ea~t 
two'-Americas. His main indictment of past In~1a Co!llpany were removed, has been_m 
policies rested on: the "economic imperialism" albance With the ~~te. ~nd to talk of persecuuon 
~the U, s. A. He defined imperialism in the ~y the non-ChriStians m these CU"~mces 
economic sphere as the exploitation 1s to p~rvert facts. No useful purpose IS seryed 

of backward countries, making them disastrously by rakmg up the ~ast but . whe_n .our ChnstJan 
dopeodent on the movements of wald markets and countryme11 following the1r miSSionary leaders 
depriving them of economic independ•nce. It trace their self ·acquired . isolo~.tion to caste 

-oftrdevelops their production of foo<J.tuffs and Hindu intolerance, they should give some 
minerals for expert. As a result they find them,..lves concrete instances of persecution with all the 
wltll a lbpslcled economy which rests on one or two • . 

.CI'~-• or _mlnerals ... Imperialism discourages indus- facts of th_ e case ID~tead_ o~. the presen~ Wlgue 
. ~aatlon in the- countries it controls ... It invests and general accusation. Gtbb;m- asserting that 
, !ts popital pr~rily, in ~he extracti.v~ industries and exaggeratiop of martyrdom was not uncommon; 

~ u~. tl"&nsportau~n and pu!J!Ic utl~ttes that produce says : •Christians , have inflicted in the course of 
'_ •_-vices not goOdS .. _.A noo-anW..tr•al country which their · temal di · ·ODS_ 'f greater 'ti' . ' -~ raw maiMials and 11nports msnutactures, 1D ssewq . . c ar . seven es on 

. ~ res11t imperialist pe-aon. Sarategic lndw>- each ot~~r than they hq.ve experienced from the 
.,_ COlJIO under forelp COI!trol aDd are used to zeal of mfidels \" 
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NOTES. 
Exit Reza Shah :-Although the ground was 

being prepared by Reuter for the deposition of 
Reza. Shah Pehlavi of Iran, the news of his 
abdication on Tuesday must have come as a 
shock to most Indians. The newspapers 
anno·uncing the abdication on Wedne~day pub. 
lished a tllrious item frorn Reuter which ran : 

It ia known in J,ondon that the people in Teheran 
were surprisecl that the Allies did not theJIUjelves 
tuko o. stronger line against the intriguers with the 
Germano from the ber,:inning, but B1·itioh policy h118 
been rather to strengthen the people in the realisation 
a! their aims of self-expression. In the circumMtances, 
therefore, it will be surprising if Iranians accept 
the action of the Shuh in nominating the Crown 
Prince Ill! his successor. The Iranian Government hll8 
ohown so far helpful appreciution of the realities of the 
situation. · 

A more mischievous report it would be 
difficult to circulate, and the confusion of 
language in which it is couched, shows that 
the writer was at pains to put about his ideas. 
There is a cleverness which often shades off into 
silliness. The blunt impression this message 
conveys is that the British are intriguing in Iran 
and that is about the last suggestion that the 
correspondent intends to convey. The abdication 
of Reza Shah is, like other similar abdications 

· in the not very distant past, explainable in the 
simplest terms. He backed the wrong horse 
and he. pays the penalty for doing so, So did 
Benes of Czechoslovakia in 11138, Prince Paul of 
Yugoslavia a few months ago and Syed Raschid 
Ali Gilani of Iraq. Mr. Churchill in his review 
last week ·was very realistic about the attack on 
Iran. He said : 

I have no donbt the Honse will approve the somewhat 
clnll!tlo measur01 we thought it righb to take to achieve 
t.hoao important ohject.a. (Mr. Ohurchill earlier narrated 
the objects 118 hemp: to oeoure the shortest route for 
help to the Soviet Republic, and the e:rpnloion of 
(lorman and Italian l.egations.) Tba oooupation of 
l'enia euahlll8 us to join hands with the aonthorn Dank 
of the Russian army. 

Although the British Premier, as was to be 
expected, denounced Germany's "usual tricks," 
he did so more as a matter of congratulation 

to himself for out"tricking them. There was· 
nothing at any rate to warrant any charge 
against Reza Shah for " intrigues with the 
enemy " which is unsurpassable as a piece of 
political audacity. After all, as head of a neutral 
State, Reza Shah was perfectly free to choose 
his company. The hint from Reuter'!! corres
pondent that the new Shah might prove 
unacceptable is in execrable taste. But what 
is one to make of the naive suggestion put 
forward by a leader in the Bombay Ck1'onicle 
which, in repudiating the mischief of the 
Reuter message, actually lends support to iti' 
The writer says : 

If, like Kamal Attatnrk, he had chosen to become 
. the elected President of an Iranian Republic, probably 

today he wonld have continued to gUide the destiniea 
of his country and had, like To.rkey, kep~ it free from· 

. the Nazi menace. A Republic would have oatiafi<)d.fiff• 
, political aspirations of the people, and savelttlul"people 

from the consequences of an ill-considered financial 
policy. 

How would Reza Kh:1n, President, have avoided 
the calamities visited on him and his people 
any more than Reza Shah, King? As 
for the ill-considered financial policy of the 
Shah, the biographical sketch published on 
another page of the same issue of the Ck1'onif:le, 
tells a very different story. Modern Iran is 
entire! y, the creation of Reza Shah Pehlavi. 
The work he has done for his people, faces 
a severe testing. A great deal of it will prove 
of permanent value. The new Shah, iL is 
reported, is to rule as a constitutional monarch. 
British and Russian · forces · are now in 
Teheran, the Iranian capital, watching events. 

Mr. Hodson and Indian Reforms :-We have 
learnt on good authority that in remarking 
that Mr. H. V. Hodson, the Reforms Com
missioner, . was· concerned in putting forward 
a scheme of reform based on Mr. Amery's pe~ 
ideas of irremovable executive and functional 
representation during his recent visit to Bombay 
(Tke Reformer, August lS), we were doing Mr. 
Hodson an injustice. It is all the more unfortu
nate since following Tile Reformer, several 
.newspapers have attacked these two features. 
or the two, the irremovable executive, other
wise known as the ''American system of govern· 
ment, '' is the more objectionable. As for the 
other, as we pointed out in our note, it is 
recognized by all political students that any 
system of representation can work provided it 
does not lend itself to manipulation. Mr. 
Amery's unnecessary garrulity on the 
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subject ·of Indian reforms, after having 
declared Britain's intention to leave it to 
Indians, makes the position of the Reforms 
Commissioner very difficult-if not impossible. 
This is clearly proved by the suspicions aroused 
by Mr. Hodson's innocuous visit to Bombay. 
The fact that Mr. Hodson is not attempting to 
put . through any scheme based on the Amery 
suggestions, makes his work in India and its 
progress all the more intriguing. If the British 
Government has suddenly veered round to a 
rejection of the 1935 Reforms, we may be sure 
it is more because those reforms have been found 
unsatisfactory from Britain's view than because 
all sections of Indian thought condemned it. The 
attitude of .the two parties which consolidated 
their power and throve under the Reforms, on the 
outbreak of war, was not likely to endear them 
to the Government in India or at Whitehall. 
Naturally the new constitution will be one which, 
whatever experience might show, will in theory 
at least be less favourable to the Congress and 
the Muslim League. Mr. Amery has said this 
in so many words to the Congress and the 
actions of the Government of India and its 
subsidiary administrations. in the provinces in 
regard to Mr. Jinnah make the rest clear for 
the League. This might not be altogether 
disadvantageous to the country as both organi· 
zations have proved bankrupt of ideas. What we 
are concerned about is that the outmanoeuvring 
should lead to better conditions. But even in 
regard to the mere mechanical change which 
would satisfy the British, the question is how 
this is to be achiev~ without bringing in the 
two Amery suggestiOns about the executive and 
the legislature. The Reforms Commissioner has 
surely not been sent out to imbibe the views 
of Indian political leaders and · to report to 
Mr. Amery. 

"The Bevin Boys" :-When the scheme for 
training Indian young men in the manufacture 
of war-craft in Britain was first mooted, The 
Reformer expressed its misgivings about its 
outcome. \Ve are glad that the misgivings are 
proving to be ill-founded. Mr. J. L. Hodson in 
the Spectat(}1' of May 30 gives his impressions of 
a visit to the centre where the Indian young men 
are trained. The impression he formed was so 
favourable that he fe}t that the British might, per· 
haps, have been earher and more ambitious. He 
was impressed by the Indians' good looks, their 
high intelligence and their courtesy. "Had I been 
told they were all students of our universities I 
should not have been surprised." This we fully 
expected. What we were anxious about was 
the social consequences of the contact of Indians 
with the British working-man. These too seem 
to hav.e been quite happy. Mr. Hodson writes : 

Thts small town has made them warmly welcome . the 
word lionised has been used to me. B11t that m~y be 

· exaggeration. At all event.•, a number of people have 
· entertained groll.PB of them in English homes and have 

- , been, I am told, delighted with them. I can well believe 
·~ . . 

The Englishman, when he is not thinking of 
himself as carrying "the white man's burden,'' 

is a kindly judge of his fellowmen and there is 
much in common between the British and Indian 
ways of thought, which should make good 
understanding between them not too difficult. 
Mr. Hodson was also impressed by the aptitude 
shown by the Indians in different operations. 
A Reuter's message la~t week reported a visit 
paid by the originator of the scheme, Mr. Bevin, 
to the training centre accompanied by the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Winant. In his 
remarks, Mr. Bevin reiterated his intention that 
the scheme should inculcate in the Indians the 
principles and methods of British Labour organi· 
zation, with a view to their being adopted 
in India for the raising of the standards of work 
and life. Mr. Winant said a few words which 
might not have been meant as a comment on Mr. 
Winston Churchill's declaration that India was 

1 not included in the eight points of the Roosevelt
Churchill manifesto, but are significant as coming 
so soon after it. Mr. Winant expressed the 
hope that the Indians would be able to visit 
America "and he assured them that they had 
many friends in that country." 

Missionary Zeal Rebuked :-Years of famine 
have brought a great harvest of converts tQ 
Christian Missions in India. The excuse was 
that the Missions only .wanted to feed the starving 
but the latter insisted on being taken into· the 
fold and they could not be refused. Somewhat 
in the same spirit a Society was recently formed 
called the Hebrew Christian Alliance of America. 
In inviting the co-operation of Dr. John Haynes 
Holmes, the Secretary spoke of carrying the 
message of Jesus Christ to New York's millions 
of Jews at a time when they are ripe and ready 
to receive it. Dr. Holmes in a trenchant reply 
declining to join this "grievous and tragically 
mistaken" undertaking, makes three points. In 
the first place, ~e Jews are not without a 
religion which, indeed, was the source of Christi
anity. The second is that the present time when 
the Jews are grievously persecuted everywhere is 
hardly the time to ask them to change their faith. 
On this point Dr. Holmes writes in a spirit of 
indignant remonstrance. "I should think,'' he 
writes, "that at such a time as this, Christians 
would rush to the succour of Jews in their own 
homes and synagogues, to confirm them anew 
in their faith and to comfort them in their great 
sorrow." Lastly he observes: "I am wondering 
what you find in Christianity today to commend 
to the Jews, or any other non-Christians any· 
where. What is Christianity doing in the awful 
chaos of the civilization which it has created,. 
to justify its faith or prove its worth? ThiS hour 
strikes me as the supreme hour of Christianity's 
humiliation and shame.'' These observations. 
are not without_ application to proselytising 
missions in India. 
· The "Leader·• on Indian Army Officers :-We 
turned with interest to an editorial in the 
Lealfe1' of Allahabad entitled "Conditions of 
Service in Army,'' especially as that newspaper 
has a reputation in Indian journalism of having 
made the cause of army Indianization its own. 
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The editorial begins with a reference to a note in 
Tke Reformer on discrimination in the Army. 
The Leatler restricts itself to the narrower 
question of lndianization, i. e., of the status 
of Indian officers who, of course, are not the 
whole army. The expert is always in cJ:lnger 
of assuming that even the knowledge whtcb he 
bas in common with the rest of humanity, is 
exclusively his own. The Leader gives rather a 
blatant example of this. "We are," it writes 
somewhat pompously, "in a position to supply 
some of the information desired;" and what it 
proceeds to tell its readers is something_ w~ich 
any in teres ted person can get out of publtcatlons · 
like either the Pionee~s recent Indian War
Effort Supplement or more authoritatively the 
older Indian Information India's War-Effort 
Special Number (December 1940). The Leatler 
concludes that there is discrimination : 

While they (the Indian commissioned officers) have 
to maintain the same standard of living as the 
King's commissioned officers, they are paid less than 
the latter. Relations between the Indian officers and 
the British officers, we nnderstand, are very cordiaL 

For all the Leatler' s rejoicings over the 
abolition of the selected units scheme, it is 
obvious that, though the exigencies of war 
compelled Government to throw all units in the 
Indian Army open to Indian officers, the logical 
corollary to this of establishing equal pay for 
officers in the army, irrespective of race, was not 
con~ed. Yet the lndianization Committee. 
which met before the war, had a. Few members 
who opposed a change in the selected units scheme 
without a corresponding increase in the Indian 
officers' pay as, with such a change, these officers 
would have to maintain a higher standard of 
living than the one in the lndianized units. 
The Leader regards it as a sign of progress 
that the earlier pre~war policy of eliminating 
Viceroy's commissioned officers and replacing 
them by Indian commissioned officers has been 
given up because of the need of more officers 
during the war. But, after all, the class from 
which the V. C. O.'s are drawn, has to be given 
a place in the army according to Section 2a9 of 
the Gov~rnment of India Act 1935 which, we 
presume, is not inoperative. The section reads : 

In the appointment of officers to His Majesty's army 
the aamo provision as heretofore, or equal provision, 
ahall be made for the appointment of aons of persons 
who have served in India in the military or civil service 
of the Orown. 

In other words, a sub·caste has been formed 
to distinguish the sons of servants of the 
Crown from the rank and file below them. 

Ollh:ers · and Army lndlanlzation :-What 
has now taken place is that instead of 
Indian commissioned officers being set on a 
level with the V, C. O.'s as was the practice 
when peace made officers' jobs in the Army 
scan:e, now the V. C. 0. is recognized as below 
the L C. o. This is clear from Indi'an/nfomuJ
Ii'o,. (December 15, 1940) from which we take 
the following paragraph: 
· A further measure waa the reintrodnotion of Viceroy'a 

oommiaeioned officers aa Platoon Oommand¥1 in 
Indianiaed nnibl ; auch Vioero:r'a oommissioned offioers, 
if Ullder the age of 86, were also eligible for training u 

Indian commissioned officers. It has also been decided 
that selected Viceroy's commissioned officers, up to a 
maximum of two per Indian Cavalry Regiment and 
Indian Infantry Battalion, shonld be granted emergency 
commiseiona in the Indian Land Forces. 

This not only fixes the V. C. 0. on. a lower 
grade than the I. C. 0. but it also re-introduces 
by a back-door the distinction between 
"Indianized units" and other units in the army. 
The Pionee? s Supplement mentions that from 
December 1, 1940 the pay and allowances of 
officer-cadets were increased ; emergency allow
ances and messing allowances were granted to 
the junior Indian commissioned officers whtch, 
to quote, had the effect of "increasing. the pay'' 
of an Indian Second Lieutenant by Rs. 107 a 
month ; and improvements were intitiated also in 
the conditions of service of the V. C. O.'S. The 
basic principle, however, has not been touched, 
The army has not proved quite the leveller it 
has claimed to be, in India. It would seem 
that, far from being inspired by progressive 
ideas, the changes in the army are, like the 
expansion of the Viceroy's Council, mainly for 
"administrative convenience." Officers from the 
Dominions, we suppose, automatically go into 
the highest caste. This is an unfair distinction 
between Indian officers and alien officers. As 
the Dominions will not agree to their men being 
taken on the same basis as Indian commissioned 
officers the obvious remedy is to raise the I.C.O.'s , - _, , 
to the higher level. The Le~er s assur~~ce 
that the relations between lndmn and Brttlsh 
officers are "very cordial" is irrelevant and 
inane. Of course, the relations are cordial. 
What is objected to is the system prevailing. 
Both Indian and British officers are equally 
victims to it. 

First Indians in England :-In the leading 
article last week, the two Indians who were the 
first to visit England, were described as emissaries 
of the Peishwa Baji Rao. This was an error. 
Raghunath Rao was the Peishwa, not Baji Ra~ 
The incident is recounted at some length Ill 

Kursondas Mulji's accou?t of hi~ lrll;vels in 
England. Raghunath Rao s two emtssartes ~re 
a Brahmin, Hanumanta Rao, and a Pars1 by 
name Maniar. "They were found by Mr. 
Burke,'' Kursondas quotes · from the L}fe of 
Burke by Prior, "under very ~npleasa_nt Cll'Cum
stances occasioned by . thetr peculiar modes 
of . life,' and the obligations of their religi?n· 
With the attention to strangers for wh1ch 
Mr Burke was so remarkable, he took them 
do~n to Beaconsfield, and it being summe~, 
gave them up a large greenhouse fo~ thetr 
separate · use where they prepared thetr food 
according to the rules of their caste, performed 
their ablutions and dischar~ such oth~r 
duties as the rites of their rehg~on and thetr 
customs required, and as circumstances P_er· 
mitted." Kursondas reprints the letter . which 
Burke wrote to the Peishwa w~o had ~1den~y 
written acknowledging the attenttons paid to htS 
men. Burke in this letter plainly told the 
Peisbwa that he could not expect help from 
the British. The date of the incident is 1 '781. 
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THE STRUGGLE FOR POPULATION. 

, The relative trends of population in Europe 
are treated with much detail in "Population. 
Policies and Movements in Europe" (Oxford 
University Press) by D. V. Gla~s, from ~he 
historical as well as the demograph1c standpomt. 
Glass begins with an account of how Malthus' 
essay on Population led to the search for 
substitutes for the positive checks of famine, 
epidemics and war on the tendency of 
population to outstrip the means of subsistence. 
Late marriages had been recommended by 
Malthus himself. But this was regarded as 
insufficient and contraceptives came into the field. 
Soon the original purpose of restricting the 
growth of population fell into the back
ground and birth control came to be 
advocated, "laying more emphasis on indi
vidual liberty and needs, and upon the 
desirability of spacing births." Women 
demanded that the decision to bear children 
belonged. as of right <to them and that it 
was for them also· to .. decide when and how. 
many children they would give birth to. 
Clinics were established to spread··· a knowledge 
of the technique of birth control. The .. old 
Malthusian League ceased . to function and 
became a purely advisory body to the new 
movement. After the last war, practically all 
countries made laws restricting immigratiol;i, 
the United States' being the most stringent, In 
this connection, Glass mentions the interesting 
fact that emigrants from Ireland who used 
to go to the United States went to ·Britain 
instead. The use of contraceptives became 
popular and in addition abortion cases also 
increased. Owing to these and other causes, 
prominent amongst which is . the rise of 
the standard of living in Europe, the capacity of 
women to bear children, that. is, their. natural 
fertility decreased. As amongst the_ several 
countries, the poorer showed more births and 
greater female fertility than the richer countries. 
The two richest count,ies _ of Europe, Great 
Britain and , France, were at the bottom of 
the scale. Among the ·causes which contri
buted to the collapse of France, Marshal Petain 
in his message to the French people .on the 
morrow of the disaster, mentioned ''too r:few, 
babies." . This . was not .Pis discovery a(ter 
the fall . of_ France. F_or.so;ne years before 
the catastrophe, french refo,rmers had realised. 
that the declining . population ' was the vital 
defect Jn. Frencl~ defence against · foreign 
aggression. : ,Glass observ,es : . , 

Appeals tO: patriotism followed the last' :war, and the 
:Munich Agreement 1of 1~88< was .succeed.•~ by state
ments that, withont an. mcrease m fertility, France 
would "be nseless 118 an ally, an:d. w~d: ther~ 
lose the" friendship of the conntr1es which were still· 

,anxious to,~oppose :Gerrn:an domination .in; Europe, 
b)l!i "D.OJonge~ ~pable of ,d91p.g ~o._. . 

Pro-Natalist propaganda, observes the author, 
is now a basic element in . the social pattern 
of France. But the value of mere propaganda in 
such matters is very little. The women of 
France who for nearly a century have been 
brought up in the social pattern of family . 
limitation, cannot by propaganda be converted 
to a passion for bearing children. For this 
and nothing less can bring up France to 
an equality with her prolific neighbour. 
The case of Russia presents a completely 
contrary picture. At the outbreak of the 
Bolshevik revolution Lenin, no doubt in pursu
ance of his policy of relieving home-life of 
the drudgery it involved for women, adopted 
i,everal measures to promote restriction of 
births. Birth control clinics were established. 

The Ia w against artificial abortion was repealed 
and official establishments for facilitating abor
tion by experts were instituted. In spite of these 
and propaganda in favour of birth control, the 
Kussian birth-rate showed no sign of diminution. 
The Russian people were too fond of children to 
do without them· even when encouraged to do 
so by the all-power£ ul authority of the Bolshevik 
State in the first flush of a triumphant revolution. 
Stalin has reversed the Lenin policy in this 
and other respects. Even without the stimulus 
of family allowances from the State, the Russian 
birth-rate will never fall behind the Nazi birth
rate. The Nazis want more children to serve as 
food for powder. The Russians want them for 
their own sake. Glass is perhaps a bit prejudiced 
in· his estimate of the motives of the totalitarian 
States for more population He writes : 

Italy and Germany have been concerned largely with 
the desire to jnstify their statements on the question 
of' livings·pace.' In both Germany and Italy it is 
possible that, were there a smaller population, the 
standard ot living would be higher, but that is not the 
point at issue ....... In the present state of the world, it 
is certain that differential rates of growth of population 
of the Great Powers give a genuine basis for anxiety. 
But here, again, it wonld be probably much cheaper, 
118. wel\118 more satisfactory, to solve the problem by tho· 
rough international control of migration and settlement 
than· if each ' nation were to rnsh headlong into a 
demographic armament race. · 

That Germany and Italy are bent on increasing 
their population merely with the object of 
providing an excuse for their territorial expan
sion, is hardly plausible. To whom should 
they justify their claims? How is the growth 
of the Japanese population to be explained ? 

International control nowadays is the panacea 
fpr every problem. The difficulties in the way. 
of intemational control are many times greater 
for .controlling. emigration than for almost every· 
other problem. Small countries like Burma and 
Ceylon insist on their right to determine · the 
composition of their population. · 'The validitf 
of thi!l right, assumed to be axiomatic, must be 
examined . anew and we · notice that the 
American -leader, Norman Thomas, in a letter 
in the New Repuhlic Quly 28, 1941) replying 
tO ~r Norman Angell .ha:s ·.challenged its 
validity; · 
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- Britlsh- Dominions an~ ;he mothcrla~d i~ the r M~mbers of the M~lim League who in defiance 
eyea of many of the .dtl!advaniAige<_l peoplea of the 1 of party discipline acc~pted th • 'tati 

. trorlrJ, have no moral nght to fence tn 80 large a part f y· . . e • IDVI 0.11 
of the earth's surface. Think, for insiAince, what the r 0 the 1ceroy to JOtn the Execuhve Counc1l 
Australian immigration policy means to a crowded worltl . and the National Advis:>ry Council, were 

. in • which se.ven milliorn. A1111tralians,, occopyi~ a · extolled by Mr. Amery for their patriotism. 
territory the SIZe of t~e u.m~ SIAitcs, wdl find 80 little . From the party point of view, their conduct 
room for any 10rt o( Jmmtgran.. wo ld J. f f th 'th t Q • t• I • h 
Gl h• If . h h • • • u us 1 y e ep1 e u1s mg. t JS t e 

ass 1mse r~?1ses t at t e lmm1gratl."n part· of wisdom to avoid the use of words of 
!aws of th~ I?omt~tons • an~ other countries · unacknowledged origin and indefinite sense, such 
mt';l"pose ~rtlfi~tal d1fficult1es. m the way of a as "fifth column" and Quisling, which only hurt 
rat!Of!al dareeuon to populat1~n trends. In any without convincing and are, therefore, merely 
senous. attempt to gra~le Wtth the problem of terms of abuse. 'I he following message from 
popuhtaon !rends, the rt)2ht now arroga~ed to . a Nagpur correspondent was published in the 
prevent nat1onals of overcrowded countries to Bombay ChroniCle loth September • 
settle in countries with sparse populations, must Mr A G F . F, r h D t '0 · · 
L- • d • f f · 1 d • · · · · a qu ar, epu y ommtsstoner, 
.,.. .reJecte ~n avour o a more rat1ona an Nagpur, ap?l~gisf;d for having called Pt. Jawaharlal 
equ1table poltcy, Nehru a.QDJShng JD Wednesday's War Snpport Meeting 

· at Itwar~, where brooms, shoes and stones were hurled. 

QUISLING. 
at him, for having uttered the said expression. The 
Deputy Commissioner says: "When I saw the statement 
in cold print extracted from its context to the effect 
that I had called Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, a Qnisling, 
I 11'88 horrified at implications that would naturally . be 
put on it. Therefore I come forward 88 quickly 88 
:possible to apologise absolutely sincerely for having said 
1n the heat of a rowdy meeting a thing that conld be 
so interpreted." . 

State Control against Private Management :-~ 

w~ .teferred last week to the phrase "fifth 
column," which has come to fulfil the sam~ pur. 
pose .as the word 'heretic' in. the Middle Ages. 
Another word which the war has thrown up and 
which is even more offensive and meaningless is 1 

"Quisling.'' 'Quisling was the Norwegian states
man who, realizing that opposition to the Nazi 
invader was bound to. fail and shrinking 1 

from the bloodshed and devastation which 
it must entail · without in the least affecting 
the rtsult, preferred to surrender and to 
agree ·to carry on the administration in compli
ance , with the · wishes of the invader. Quisling 
was not the only man who acted in this way. 
Marshal Petain and more recently the Shah of 
Persia did the same. But the word, Quisling, 
caught the common ear more easily than 
Petain or Pehlavi. Besides the French Marshal 
and ' the Persian King bad a record of 
meritorious service behind them which could not 
be Ignored. Quisling , was an unknown man, 
so far at least as 'the outside. world was concerned. 
His naine was, therefore, more effectiy~ .for the 
purpose .of concentrated obloquy than those of 
the ·Frenchman and the Persian whose names 

The Polztical Science Quarterly has been 
publishing extracts from Professor Seligman's 
letters. In the second of the series published in 
the current (June) number, the Professor neatly 
disposes of the question about the relative merits 
of State and private management of industries. 

' In t~e course of a letter to his friend, Henry 
Carter Adams, described as one of the creative 
fig~~ in Americ1n Economics, Seligman writes: 

I' wish you would tell me frankly what chance, In 
,yolll' opinion, there is, under present industrial 
conditions, for a man who desires ~o make provision 
for his old age and for his family t>l obtain investments 
which are safe and in whicn he feels 4ome d""'ree of 
proprietorship. · I find myself impelled, against ;;.y will, 
to the extreme theory of state control, for it seems to 
me'that the lime has como when ·the American people 
are abliged to choose between responsible control by 
means of relatively poor government administration, 
and better administration in the hands of private 
oorP<>rations which recogbise in no sense any 

a wa 1tened associations detrimental to that purpose; 
That is the. history' and psychology of the term; 
But it. has )l~c()me detached from its Origins 
and is now, , used as • generic term of hatred. 
Dr. M. R. Jayakar has suggested that ·lndians 
were regarded as Quislin~s perhaps because of the 
belief "that Mr. Gandhi's civil disobedience move
ment 1!1 a pin·prick to the British . Government in 
their '.present hour of trial.'' But the Norwegian's 
action. was .more than a pin-pric~,. otherwise 
his name would not have become the byword 
which it has b~ome. Even in its mJre 

·generalised· sense, it means something more·than 
, and somethl•lg' d·ff~rent from the attitude. of 
i people who are ot feel that they are perfectly 
\ helples5 to 'check the extravagances of Gover
' ment in the name o£. war. Nobody has called 

Gandhiji a Quisling. On the contrary, Gandhiji's 
friends and foJ1,Jwers apply ~that opprobrious. 
epith6t to those who do not· ·accept his 
doctrine!. T114 /lejoi'PIUJI' has · been · called 
Quisling by an infuriated Congressman.' 

. responsibility to the public. · 
The letter is dated June 1901. 

Car( Sandburg •. on . Halifax :-Under. this 
heading ·carl Sandburg, author of the' latest 
biography of Abraham Lincoln in six volumes; 
slates Lord· Halifax in the Natio• of the 
26th April, ·for going fox-hunting while 
American working men were working all night 
to 'manufacture armaments for. despatch tO 
Britain to help her fight L'le Nazi. Lord Lothian 
hi$ predeces:;or, Sandburg is sure, would not 
have done it. In India Lord Irwin, as be then 
was, was respected by some and ·suspected by a 
larger number as a religious man. Fox-hunting 
parsons were ·common in England in the midJle. 
of the last century but they are rare now, whicb 
shows thi~ even in th1t country fox·hlUlting is 
no longer regardeli as in keeping with religious 
profession. 
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THE MUSLIM LEAGUE DRAMA. J 
The human interest of the developments in the 

Muslim League, to my mind, · far transcends their 
political interest. Mr. Jinnah easily stands head 
and shoulders above the other actors in this drama. 
The Viceroy evokes sincere sympathy. Intending 
to conciliate the President of the Muslim League, by 
communicating to him in advance and in confidence a 
detailed account of the course which His Excellency 
was adopting with the approval of his Majesty's 
Government, Lord · Linlithgow :finds himself con
fronting the wrath of a leader infuriated by 
the overtures made successfully to some of his 
leading colleagues over his head and behind his 
back• Incidentally, I was surprised to read in 
the F'rBB Prm Journal an attempt to shift the 
responsibility for the contretemps from the Viceroy 
by attributing the reference to the representation 
of the great Moslem community in the National 
Advisory Council to Sir Roger Lumley, My first 
impression on reading Sir Roger's letter, which 
has been confirmed by subsequent perusal, was that 
Sir Roger was not overpleased with the mission 
entrusted to him. Almost in every other sentence, 
the letter makes it plain that it is almost a 
word for word reproduction of the Viceroy's message. 
';l"he sentence referring to the representation of 
Muslims opens with a special and definite reference 
to the Viceroy, "The Viceroy regards it as essential 
that the great Muslim community should be 
represented on that Council by persons of the highest 
prominence and capacity." Sir Roger Lumley is 
ordinarily clear and simple. The only intriguing 
sentence in his letter was that in which he 
said that, though he was then (20th July) in a 
position to do so, he was not quite fit to· receive 
Mr. Jinnah, Referring to Government House news 
at that date, it is found that the Governor of Bombay 
at~en~ed on· the 19th the annual.meeting ofl the 
D1str1ct Grand Chapter. and afterwards dined with 
the members of the Lodge. It does not appe"r that 
there was ·anything s~riously the matter wit!t 'His 
Excellency and, · 1f he w:as at all l!nitious; ; he 
could have received Mr. Jinnah ·at Ganeshkhind -in 
the course ".[the next few ~ays, · •·. · '/ 

Between these · two · major' personag~ ;;.'the 
other characters in this drama play their pi ~rts. 
$ir Sikandar Hayat . Khan, like the soldier thai he 
is, surrenders at discretion the moment he.is s~wn 
the Lumley letter, The Premier of Assam da<;s jthe 
same by telephone, The Bengal Pcemier,.Mr, J1azlul 
Huq,.: resign!! both the Muslim league and the 
Defence Council but keeps the Premiership though, 
according to the Secretary of State, membership of 
tbe Advisory Council was a constitutional corollary 
to the · Premiership. S~r Sultan ,Ahmed , holding. 
that the Law Membershtp of the V1ceroy's .council 
stands' apart from membership on the Expanded: 
Council, assumes charge of it and is dismissed from the 
League with the condition that he will be ineligible 
for readmission to it for the next five years, that 'is, 
during his term _of office. Begum Shah Nawaz's plea
for not resigning the Defence Council is highly inter
esting,· She maintains that she was nominated I to 
the Committee not as a Muslim but as a woman and 
that for her to resign would be to betray the cause of 
the womanhood of India and, perhaps, the whole world, 
She quotes the telegram of the Viceroy intimating 
his intention tO· confer upon her this representative: 
character by nominating her to the Defence Council· 
The Begum would probably have accepted a member
ship of the Executive Council too if the Viceroy had 
thought of the claims ,of women in selecting membete 
for the Expanded Council. The portfolio of Sir Gilj!l 
Shankar Bajpai mighLhave.been further subdivide![ 

into Education, Health and Lands for Women and 
the new portfolio handed to the Begum, I said that in 
this drama Mr. Jinnah stands out as the most cons
picuous :figure, If he had said 'yes' to the Viceroy 
or even me~ely remained silent, he could have got 
almost anythmg he asked for, By his refusal to do 
so, he has taken a heavy responsilihity on himself. 
incl!ld.ing the _risk of disruption of his t:;>arty. He ha~ 
exhtblted a h1gh type of character wh1ch in the last 
analysis is the power to say 'No' to temptations from 
within and allurements from without. . 

Those who rejoice over the 'split' in the Muslim 
League are extremely short-sighted. "Splits" like 
this are the best means of consolidating the strength 
of a movement as one of principle, Examples are 
only too many of leaders starting with drums 
beating and banners flying to establish · a great 
principle but bein_g lur~d by the prospect or a cheap 
bargam on a mmor 1ssue on the wayside.· Mr. 
Jinnah's refusal to be sidetracked is altogether to 
bis credit and to the credit of Indians of whom he i!!l 
one, notwithstanding his bombast about Pakistan. 

K,N, 

A CEYLONESE VIEW OF THE INDIAN 
QUESTION. 

(BY 0, B. D. S. VIJEMANI,) 

'J"he steady deterioration oflndo-Ceylonese relations 
is in great measure due to misund~standing and in 
some small measure to 'misrepresentation. In the 
best informed circles in India there is little knowledge 
of the very extensive economic dominion Indians 
have established in Ceylon, It is scarcely realised 
that in every branch of economic. activity outside 
banking, the learned professions, and agriculture 
Indians have entrenched themselves to the exolusio~ 
of almost every one else. 

The entire importation of foodstuffs,, whether ol 
rice from Burma, or of pul~es ·and currystuffs from 
Gujerat, is in the hands of Borah, Memon and Chetcy 
merchants. Of :fifty-one firms handling this trade 
one alone is Sinhalese. The little wayside boutiques 
that sell provisions or food to the poorer classes 
are almost a monopoly of Indian Coast Moor~ 
or of Moplahs, The hawkers of · cloth·' and 
provisions, and 'the ' manufacturers of gur 'from 
sweet toddy are exclusively Nadars; Chinese 
pedlars lllone offer them . competition, Every· tree 
that. is· tapped for fermented toddy is -tapped 
by a T,hiya from Malabar. Every bungalow-servant 
comes from the same territory, while every 
rickshawalla come from Tinnevelly. Every barber, 
every sweeper, every oooly, every scavenger and 
conservancy cooly · comes from the corresponding 
class in South· India. Only'the very fashionable 
barbers are Sinhalese, Only skilled labour too, 
in factories and in· Government employ, is Sinhalese. 
The rough, unskilled work whether in the harbours 
of Colombo, Galle or Trincomalie, or on the numerous 
well-kept roads of the country, is exclusively Tamil. 
Every shop in the principal towns, but for a score 
of European and Ceylonese establishments;· iS in 
the hands of Sindhi, Memon or Bharathar merchants, 
Every market' gardener and almost every dairyman. 
i~ a Madrassee . Tamil, while every butcher· is 
a Coast Moor (South Indian Muslim). And 
every· money-lender, except for a few Sinhalese 
pawn-brokers, is a Natukotai Chetty, ·· The Ceylon 
Moors, the only merchant community in Ceylon, 
have been ste.adily squeezed out of th~ir shops by 
the fearsome mterest rates of the Chettles. · : 

The three biggest property owners in Colombo are 
Borahs; while' :fifty-thousand acres ofSinhalc:se-owned 
'10COnut plantations have passed, since the last 
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<.llepresaion, in~ th~ ~nd~ of Chetties, T~ ~ast- r ~ilk sarees for lndi:m jutas and Kh~dd~ sarees, while. 
bulle of the remaini_n~ million odd acces have a loa~ of 1 the men in their ~urry began to affect costumes that. 

1"oughly Re. 250 malhons of debt on them carrymg I to use a very maxed metaphor, were neither Bengali 
•interest at 15% to 18% to Chetties, A smaller amount fi,h nor Punjabi fowL It was then that 
Qf agricultural debt, of about Rs, 25 millions, is owing Pandit Nehru caught the imagination of the 
to European lenders at 5% to 6%. Unfortunately, Sinhalese, for he more than any other Indiam 
European lending has stopped with tbe levying of seemed to embody the forthright qualities they most 
Income-tax in Ceylon, thus adding one more to the admire, But the enthusiasms of the last decade 
-many Ceylonese discontents, have died down considerably. Epidemics, bad 
' The economic position of the Ceylonese is thus trade, and ~~ancial depre~sion bav~ led to closer 

-one offairly complete subjugation to Indian traders and more cnta~l exama!lataon of national proble~~ 
.and money-lender~, who in their turn are dependent and the econ?m1c fa~tor 10 ea?h bas began to acquue 
on the British Banks. The only class that stands greater prommence 10 the nat1onal awareness, 

.outside and apart from this subjugation, consists The greatest decline in the profit of the coconut 
of owners of tea and rubber plantations, and industry bas been traced to oppressive freights, high 
members of the Public Service. That Service has insurance rates, and prohibitive tariffs imposed by 

.acquired a glamour it never had before, for in it the Indian Government, Freight rates to Indian ami 
alone can steady and attractive employment be European ports . from Colombo were feund to be as 
found today, To the multitudes of Sinhalese high as rates from Singapore and even from far-away 
·snemployed, the Service, which before the war Java. The tariffs imposed on coconut products bad 
they disdained to enter, has become the promise established a permanent gap of about Rs. 13 betweem 

.. of every contentment, the sure hope and prospect Cocbin and. Colombo prices. for copra, The lower. 
of economic leourity, The sight of thousands of price for copra fixed by Borah buyers at the 
Malayalis in actual enjoyment of that contentment Colombo Auction Rooms became operative for 
and security, while thousands of Ceylonese waste European shipments too, though there were no pro
. a way in hunger and. anxiety, has provided the hibitive tariffs to meet at the European end, 'l'hus 
dynamic to action by the Minister of Works and the coconut industry not merely lost its profits to the. 
Communication. The entire Government of Ceylon Indian Government in the way of tariffs, but lost its 

iis agreed that its Service must be the prerogative profit in the European market as well as a result of 
-cf the Ceylonese, And, as a Ceylon Tamil asked, those tariffs. And when it was realised that the tariffs 
Does a different principle prevail m India regarding were the result of a Malabar allegation that CeylOil 

<the right of the indigenous population to service was dumping her copra on India, resentment against 
under their own Government P . . Malabar began to flame up, · 

The present discontents have largely arisen out "Dumping" has a definite content of meaning. ·It 
-of the temperamental defects of the Sinhalese as implies selling unwanted goods at reduced prices. 
well as of the Tamils in Ceylon. The Sinhalese But copra is sold at an open auction, and Borah 
are a forthright, proud, and quick. tempered people; buyers go all, the way to Celom bo to buy at these 

·the Tamils, canny and cool, but academic word- auctions, because India needs Ceylon oopra, On 
11 pinners, Neither race is inclined to trade. the other. band, no Ceylonese merchant bas sold 
Neither race is willing to do the hardy and the copra in India. The English word •dumping" has 
dirty work that every community has to face. The acquired a new content in Malabar, bew:ildering to 
'lndian has only filled the economic vacuum that those who know only the English meaning of it.· · 
existed in Ceylon.. But hardship anJ poverty have The absurd -charge of dumping is all the more 
made even dirty work acceptable, and it is the to be regretted in that India buys only Rs, 9 
·demand for any work at all, by Ceylonese, that is at millions \'mrth. ·of Ceylon produce· (mostly copra) 
.the bottom of the present trouble. against Ceylon's purchases of Rs, 51 millions of 

There are nearly eight lakhs of Indians in Ceylon, Indian comm~ities. And this margin represents 
-cf whom about seven and a half are of the labouring !' great reduot1on of the gap of ~he decad~s preced
'Cius, either indentured for work· on tea or rubber mg. Any threat, therefore, of a str1ke by ~n~~an lab~ur 
estates, or in free private employment. The former on tea estates, would be met by prohibitiVe d!lt1es 
are Tamils, the latter mostly Ma!ayalis, There has on Bo~bay cotton and foodstuffs from GuJerar. 
'l!ever been thought of interterenoe with Tar~~il l'aralys1s_ of trade can creep both ways, . 
labour, but. with Malayali labour, there has been Finally, th'ere is the village vote denied to Indian 

.4JOnsiderable friction, because of. the competition it labour.· It must be realised that the tea estate is a 
()ffers to Sinhalese labour in skilled occupations. separate jurisdictional unit from the village. No 
Malayali associations finance their members, from Indian resident of an estate can be brought before a 
>the bribe to the Sinhalese foreman that is the "open village tribunal. For estate labourers there is 
eesame" to employment ln. every. factory, down to compulsory protection under the Medical Wants 
-unemployment relief when they lose their jobs, Ordinance, which compels estates to maintain their 
Their cohesion and loyalty to their associations, has own dispensaries and sometimes their own hospitals . 
.enabled the Malayalis to oust thousands of Ceylonese No villager gets similar provi~ion in his village. 
>from employment, He may die in a ditch for all that one may ·care. 

There are thirty thousand odd Indian merchants Nor is he so well off as the Indian in the matter of 
·traders, carriers, caterers, and contractors succesafully edu.cation, for estates maintain their own. schools. The 
·-c>perating their businesses in Ceylon, There has optiOn was, ther~fore, placed before l?dJan labour ~f 
never been talk of segregation or discrimination e1th~r. these pr1v1!eges or ~ share 10 the uncertain 
·against them, On the other hand, where freedom dest1mes of the Smha!e~e vJila~e. Preference was 
·from social inbibiUon has permitted Indians to mix expressa;d for the pra.valeges t~s.tead of the votes. 
with Ceylonese, who are very partial to European Only ag1t:ators wh~ tbtJve ?n poht1cal ferment, have 
manners and modes of Jiving, firm friendship• have ~een trymg to g1ve In~1an la~ur an -:mpty vo~e 
been • built up'· Pars is, Sindhis and Bengalis, more anstead of the substantial phys1cal pr:valeges at 

-espeo1ally, movmg on terms of easy camaraderie enjoys. 
with the impressionable and outspoken Sinhalese, Fortunately for both India and Ceylon, there is 
'Ouring the troubled days of Indian non-co-operation, still considerable sympathy in Ceylon witb lndi~o 
.Ceylonese ladies discarded high-heeled shoes and industrial . expansion. Industrially Ceylon is BUI 
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virgin soil, There is still no production of cement,_ 
sugar, paper, ·hydrogenated fats, hydro-electricity, 
glass, or any of the modern pro::lucts that form the 
needs of a modern community, Under the leadership 
of Indian· finance, however, Ceylon's material and 
financial • resources could · be mobilised for the 
productions of all these, Statemanship points towards 
such co-operation.· Nor is the hope lost that the 
good sense of both countries will slowly overcome 
the disruptive agitations that are threatenmg to keep 
two kindred peoples apart. 

[• Tb~ adlc~ wa.a written two years a.go,-Editor.] 

THE BRAHMO SAMAJ: PROGRESS OR DRIFTP 

II. 

(BY KOPARGAM RAMAMURTI, ASKA.) 

In 1938 the Hindu public of Ganjam in South 
Orissa heard to their amazement a local Secretary 
of the Brahmo Samaj declare that registration 

1 

under the Special Marriage Act ·was not 1 

absolutely necessary to a Brahmo marriage and was 1 

not invariably practised in Brahmo families nowa· 1 

days, And, true to his declared convictions, he pro- I 
eeeded directly to administer the Bmhmo ritual of 
marriage to a newly converted couple of different com
munal origins without the least attempt to get the j 

marriage registered, though some importunate friends ~
succeeded in persuading him with difficulty later on to 
advise the new! y married bridegroom to give a formal 
notice to the Marriage . Registrar under the Act ' 
statio~ that a marriage bet\veen him and his . bride 
was •·mtended to be had" under the, Act within the 
three months from that date I The. scant respect 
shown to the Act in this instance struck the public 
mind . then . as due to the Secretary's ignorance ol 
Brahmo. rules and , tradition coupled with hi!! .own 
self-assertive arrogance. But recurring even~ since 
then have proved beyond cavil that the go9c! old 
"arrogant" Secretary was really a wise man anc! 
prophet of t)le new Brahmo Samaj that is quietly in 
the making. before our very eyes, 

The priest is obviously coming into his own even in 
the Brahmo Samaj and he is trying to snap his fingers 
at the Law, heedless of the vicious bite which that 
faithful servant is capable of giving in return for the 
outrage. The inveterate Hindu sentiment which 
in the case of Hindu marriages justifiably exalts its 
religious ritual into a self-sufficient legal instrument 
to effect a valid union, is evidently overpowering 
and tempting the Brahmo Samaj too of Keshub 
Chander Sen and Pandit Shivanath Sastri to do 
likewise with its own improvised modern ritual, but 
without the same justification. The stalwart men of 
old who. re.belled against. the Hind':!'ism of their day 
and rejected Hindu customs and rituals as· effete, 
offensive or obstructive to their spiritual and so~ial 
advance, wi:re yet realistic enough to take good care 
~o prqvide themselves with a statute law to safeguard 
~heir family interests, The neo:crusaders C?f the 
present generation, however, are mdolently, 1f not 
deliberately, giving the go-by to the legal safeguard 
so though;tfully prescribed by the early Fathers of 
and making their new ritual the sole arbiter of their 
their Church's future destiny though it _confers no 
wifeho(ld o_n, the bride nor legitimacy on .her children. 

The President of the Sadharan Brahmo Samaj in · 
Calcutta no doubt, took prompt notice of the dange
rous inn~vations made in this and other respects by 
the inofussil Secretary in 1938. He directed an inves
tigation by a specially appoi~te~ .Brahm(l Commis
sioner and issued an authoritative endorsement of 
his report, condemnin~ tpe ,Secretary's action as 
wrong through the lilil1an M1ssmger of 8th May and 

Ths India11'8oclal Refm·m•r of 14tb May of that year;! 
But it must, nevertheless, be sadly confessed andi 
loudly proclaimed from the house-tops that the 
practice of neglecting the Special Marriage Act at 
Brahmo marriages has definitely come to stay-at 
least in the mofussil, · When earnest and talented 
Brahmo gentlemen who are regular mi~sionaries or 
the Brahmo Samaj ignore without a qualm, and as a 
minor matter of individual choice or convenience~. 
the claims of the· Special Marriage Act 
when performing a marriage in their own· 
family or in the family of a fellow-mission •. 
ary, it is, of course, no wonder if distinguished lay. 
members of the Samaj noted for their piety· 
readily proceed with the ritual without bothering for 
the law when they are respectfully invited to officiate 
at a friend's marriage function as unordained priests •. 
But all these tragic lapses make a confounding 
example to the unfortunate Hindu social reformers 
who are striving in their own humble way to
persuade their orthodox kinsmen to patronise the 
Special Marriage Act for their Hindu marriages fol" 
the sake of th3 protection of monogamy which it: 
gives to the bride, They can on I y stand aghast 
now, rub their eyes and ask themselves : ''Stands
our examplar where he did P If the salt loseth its 
savour, with what shall it be salted ? '' 

It behoves the Brahmo Samaj, therefore, to come tc>
the rescue of the Hindu social reformers and save
them from this cruel dilemma, Every earnest 
Brahmo has only to ask. himself a simple question 
and answer it frankly to himself, Does a. 
consummated Brahmo. marriage without previous 
solemnization under the Act create an honourable 
relationship of h.isba:nd and wife recognisable as
legitimate by a court of ·Jaw, or does 'it only 
amount to an unmarried family relationship which 
carries a more opprobrious name· in legal parlance i'" 
If the latter, is he prepared to court the legal• 
opprobrium and risk the future of the couple and: 
their progeny, in the hope that not (ling untoward! 
miy really happen in his life-time or in this parti
cular case ? If it is found in practice too expensive 
and too troublesome to reach or get an e~fficio or· 
non-official· Marriage Registrar because he is usually 
stationed in a District town, far ·away perhaps
from the residence of the parties >concerned, why not 
agitate and compel the appointment· of at least_ one 
Marriage Registrar for each Revenue Taluk or F1rkai" 
If. on the other hand, it is against the. system of 
s~-ca1led Registration or religious negation embodied 
in the Act that Brahmo religious sentiment 
has begun to revolt, why not agitate !"nd compel ~e 
legislature to pass a Brahmo .Mamage Validation. 
Act, as the Arya ~amaj has done, but with> 
monoaamy prescribed m express. terms ? Unless the 
one thing or the other is done, the present .u~decla~ed 
and surreptitious war. against Brahmo trad1t1on ~y 1ts 
own members is bound to lead to a shameful dtsrup·
tion of the Brahmo Samaj as a social community; • 
The present repeated ne~;lect of marria~e re~istration. . 
by prominent Brahmos ·•'! th<: mo~ss1l • w1tll .s~lf
deluding -excuSeS and piOUS IntentiOnS IS dece1vmg 
nobody, It can certainly never hoodwink a law 
court when, perhaps tomorrow o~ forty y_ears. hence, · 
the validity of t~e ma.rriage 19 que~t1!med br a 
polygamously inchned bfldegroom or by h1s rapaclous
collaterals clamouring to inherit his property to the
exclusion of his wife and · childr\)llo Let us al• 
beware betimes and do the qeedfuL . 
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WIDOW'S RIGHT OF SUCCESSION 
TO A RAJ, 

The Editor, . 
TM Irulion Social Rl/ortTUr. 

Sir, 
Sinoe the death of His Highness the Maharaja 

Rajaram Chbatrapati of Kolhapur, much literature has 
appeared in regard to the right of the widow in an 
impartible estate to adopt a son to her husband, and 
the relative importance of the consent of the Ruling 
power. Arguments for and against the free choice 
of a boy by Her Highness the Maharani Tarabai• 
saheb have been set up, and the right of the Baby 
Prinoeu to succeed to her father has also been 
sponsored by one view. 

But what strikes one is the absolute absence of 
any recognition cf the right of Her Highness the 
Maharani to succeed to her bus band as ths widow. 
The wonder is the greater that neither the Women's 
Assooiations nor those who sponsor their rights have 
yet made any suggestion as to this right of the 
Maharani to take the place of her husband directly 
as the next eligible heir in the absence of the male 
issue, 

The Cannon of Inheritance stated by Yajnavalky a 
is well known, and has been univer9all y followed in 
principle throughout the India. At any · rate they 

textually govern India and · the rules as to 
impartible estate do not strike any exception. 

It would appear, ·therefore, that this is just the 
time when Her Highness the Maharani Tarabaisaheh 
should assert her right the direct suOC"..ession as a 
widow, 

Precedents are not wanting where women's right 
to succeed to the Gadi has been tacitly accepted, 
The well-known instance of Ahilyabai or Indore, 
where not the widow of the last holder but the 
widowed daughter-in-law held sway. In the very 
house of Kolhapur the well-known namesake of the 
present Maharani also held sway as the widow-mother 
after the death of her son. 

The suggestion that a Ruling State must be 
governed either by a male or a female has been 
recently answered by Her Highness the Begum of 
Bhopal by successfully arranging the devolution 
or the right upon a male, and there is no reason why, 
with this instance ot the subordination of the sex 
distinction, the same should not also prevail in the 
converse case of a woman succeeding a male. 

This is, ;therefore, just the time for Her Highness 
the Maharanisaheb to assert her right and one is 
surprised that such an opportunity is . being lost by 
the W omen~s Orga~ization. . . 

• 

Yours truly, 
LEx. 

·.'- ) ··.'l'! 

. GOVERNMENT,sqJ(p FAC';fORY~ B.ANGALORE. 
' I ~ - .! 
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T R AVA N C 0 R E G 0 VERN M. E TN. 
CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, 

KUNDA~A, S.l. Ry. 
kave pleasure in announcin~ 

that their show room at Kundara where exquisite 
decorative China Ware for the modem 
drawing rooms' flower vases and statuettes_ 
in porcelain are on show, is open to public 
every day. All the exhibits are for sale. 
The concerns are · situated on the 
Ashtamudi lake in a delightful 
locality and well worth a visit. 

;__ _____ We specialise in---,---,--~ 
" CHINA CLAY 

for 

Textiles, Paper, 

Pottery, Etc. 

• ELECTRICAL INSU- · 
LA TORS 

of All Types 
• LABORATORY 

PORCELAIN, 

• CROCKERY and 

STONE WARE 

Crucibles, Basins, 
Spatulas Etc. 

• SANITARY WARES. 

Acid Containers, 

Pickle Jars, Etc. • 

Drainage Pipes and 
Refractories for Iron 

and Steel Works. 

• FIREBRICLS, SILLIMANITE BRICKS, ZIRCON 
BRICKS, FIRE CLAY AND FIREl CEMENT. 

THE 
SCIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
IN THE· DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 
Managing AgBTIU : 

NAitOTTAM MOitAitJEB & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Rangoon-Bombay-Ka.raohi, via Malabar. 
Rimgodn-Madraa-(Jolombo, 

·Oalcutta-Ke.raohi via. Ooa.st Porta. 
Ra.ngoon-Oaloutta according to demand. 
Bombay-Gull of Outoh Porte to Karachi, 
Bombay-BbaVDAgiU'-Porte. 
Bombay-Marmuga.o-Mangalore. 
Bangoon-Coromendal Porte. 
Ohittagoug-Rangoon. Ohittegong-Cox'a Buar, 
Oaloutta-Bombay-Karaohi, to Jeddah. 

KONKAN LINE!S -Bombay to Panjim, 
oalling at all intermediate Porte. 

HARBOUR LINE!-Revu-Dharamter-Uran-Elepbanta-Nahava 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV, 00., LTD. 
HAl LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. oo~ LTD. 
BA'rl'IAGAB STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD, 

Scllldla House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tela-
phonea: 
30075 
6-Linel 

2 5061/3 
217711 

THK BANK· OF BARODA, LTD; 
(Inoorpon.tel Ia. Baro4a. The UabWtJ. of M:embere beiq Limited.) 

Under tbe Patronage of and largely .supported by tbe 
Government of H. H. tbe Mabara)a Oaekwar of Baroda. 

CAPITAL AUTHORISE!O R-, :a..co,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL ISSUE!D & SUBSCRIBED . , l,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAII).UP • 6o,oo,ooD 
RE!SE!RVB FUND " ss,oo,ooD 

Head OHiee>-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad . ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabalt 
( Panchkuva ), AmreU, Bhavnagar, Billlmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, Harlj (N, 0.). 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 

. Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda. 
Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0, ), and Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, 8 
PATAN. 

-:o:--

LOCKE~S Of DlffE~ENT 
SIZES AVAIUBLB 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. 6. GROUNDWATE~, 

General Mana~er. 

The following books can· be had from the 

office of Tke Intlian Social Reformer: 

K, Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" R~ 1/• 
S. Natarajan's "Wo!st of Suez'' 

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 . . 
(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay, 

Interest In this has revived as a resul' 

of the recent Sapru _Confel'e';lce.) 
' ' ' 

·Apply to tke Mana~er. 

Rs. 3~ 

Re. 1/
(Poa lree). · • 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Dtabllalled 7th SaJ)tembeJ' 1906.) 

llf<X)RPORA'RD O•DBB ftB IIIDU.. 00KPAIIU8 AD'I 

Yl Of 1881, 

Capltel Subecribed •••••• Ra. 2,00,00,000 
" 1.00,00,000 
" 1,15,50, 000 

Capltel Callecl up ... -
Re.et'Ye Fund ..... . 

"EAD OPPICBt 

ORIENTAL BmLDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD CALCUTTA: 
Bbadra (Main Ollice). 
Em. Bridge. 

en .. street. (Main Oflice) 
Bara Bezar 
Chowringbee Station Branch. 

ANDHERI: 
Near Bombay. 

SANDRA: 
Near Bombay. 

BOMBAY: 
Bullion Escllange 
Colaba 
Kalbadevi 
Malabar HilL 

Square. 
JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAGPUR: 

Kiageway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA, 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The. WestmiDstor Benk Ltd. 

CURRENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
aUowad on dally balances from :Rs. soe to Iil.s. 1,00,000 
@ ~~ per aanum. Interest on balances In excess of 
lila. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit will be glven In accounts for Interest amounting to 
le11 than Ra. ~/- per half year. 

FIXED DEPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates which may lle ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terma. Rules on application, 

The Bank acts as Executop and Tpustee 
undep Wills and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business eeneraUy. Rules may be obtained on 
application, · · 

LOANS, OVE:RDiilAFTS AND CASH CREDITS : 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
agelnst approved securities. 

The Bank undertake• on behalf of Its constituents the 
aafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon. It also undertakes the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrip
tion• of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of whlch 
may be bad on application. 

A. G. GRAY, 
MaMgw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

8111 VITHALDAS TIUCKEIISEY 'HEMOBUL BUir.DING, 

9. B&kahouaa Laue, l'odr t~m~u.w. 

~OBEIII 

Baramad (Diatrlct 1'-a). 
....,par (OI&trlct .liatara). 

Vlramcam (DUtrlc:t A~

Obulla 
dabad), 

IOUtrlct W•t Karad ( • 0 ). 

Taacaoa ( ,. ., ). 
.liatara ( ,. • ). 

ltlrlo•karwadl ( • • ). 
&blrala ( • • ). 
l:oreaaoa ( " " ). 
Wltal ( n ••J: 

opeqaoa (DI&tl1ct Allm .. , .. ,. 
Belapur ( i R.aburl ( n n • 

&bnsaoa <. .·: :; : 
Ahmedtlaaal' .. " ). 
Bblwaadl (District Tllaaa). 
Palcbar C " •• ). 
Kalyaa C ., .. ). 

Doadalcba 
Naadartoar 
.lihlrpur 
.lihabada 
.liakrl 
51adklleda 
Taloda 
Malecaoa 
5atara 
Kalwaa· 
Lasalgaoa 
Naadgaoa 
Do bad 

K.llaM.-~, 
( . . )· 
·.c • • ), 
( " . . . 
~
( . . ), 

• • J• . . ). 
( " . " ·. (Diatrlct Null<), 
( . . ~· 
c " • -· 
( II It '· ( " .. ,. 

( Dl•trlct Pa-
Mallal 

Kalal ( ,, ., ), 
4klal (DI•trlct .lillolapar). 

DlBEO'l!OBS, 

B. G. Saralya, Esq., (Obalmlan). 
Prot. V. G. Kale. 
G. V. Jodbav, Esq. 
Gordhandu G. Morarjl, Esq. 
B. C. V. Mehta, Eoq. 
Bao Babadur B. V. Vandekor. 
S. N. Jamdar, Esq. 
K. M. Tbakor, Esq. 

8HARIII CAPITAL 1-

C Pally Paid) 

K. V. Vloharo,Eoq. 
D. 1. Zunjarrao, Esq. 
Bao Sabah v. 0. lr.dba1', 
D. V. Poldar, Esq. 
V. B. B ... waual, Esq, 
B. T. More, Eoq, 
Val!mntb L. Mehla, Eoq, 

(Manaslng Dlreolor, 

R. .. s:a,pp,aso 

J, DEPOIIITBIIsocllor ono J••r oncl oborter 01 longn p11101 
are aaoeplecl. Baloo oncl olhor pari!Gularo m•J Dl •-lnol 
!rom lht underolgnocl. 

1. OUBBEN'l A000UN1!8 ara opened .. l)o.eponllft 
Boal""• ond lndlotdaall. lnaon II allowo4 on clol17 hlau11 
Dol naoedlng Be. 1,00,000. 

6. Dralto on lallllll on cllllrlol oa4 otha lo.,. oa - lo lit 
-orlalnod on applloollon. 

a. Aooounlo an onclllod quarleriJ bJ • llrm o1 1........,.•111 
l.oaounRnlo oncl ""'"'' bJ • 8paolal Gowrnmtnl Aaclllol1 
QuorteriJ llalomtnlo ol Bn•nolal poollloa on pabllabo4 Ia Hit 
u Bomb•Y Gonnuneat Ga.nte.•• 

VAlKUNTB L. oi!EBTA, 

14an•&lllfl Dblotoo. 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDED IN 1890, ) 

Subscplptlon Rates. 
Inland ... ... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). 
Foreign ... ... -· Rs. 10 (Post Free). 

Single ooplea of the C:UJ""ent montn, If avaDable can be bad at 1 annes, current J8ll' ' annes and copies 3IOID 

than a year old I annas each, exclusive of ~ 

Casual· Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Four per line, subject to a minimum 
ol live lines, or Rupee One Annas Four per Inch. 

• Ftn' Pa,h'cu/ars, Apply to-
THE MANAGER, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 
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CHEST COLD 

' ; I 

(Ree-d·• 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

into bronchitis; avoid this by .. rubbing your 

chest with AMRUTANJAN. Its penetrating . ' 

,;warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

''the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Brings Quick Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN L TO. 
BOMBAY 

~ 
··.i ·,g 

·>: 

1
:~ 
. . . 

< 
.•. 
~ 
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& MADRAS. 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An Illustrated Journal ol International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(E1ta1Jli8hed 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 
, Professor Nicholas Roerlch, Sir Barf Singh Gaur, 

Sri ll.abula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesb Chandra Sen, 
Mr. J. F. McKechnie (Bhlkkhu bllacara), Sir S, Radba
krisbnan, Dr. D. "8., Bhandarkar, Mr. A run Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. B. M. Barua, Dr, B. C, Law, M.A., Ph.D,, 
B.L., Dr, P. C. Bagchl, Dr. Benoy Chandra Sen, 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr. N. Dutt, and others. · 

Annual 8ulJ81lrlption. · Adv1rtiumlllt rat1. 

India, Ceylon .. :·:s.s. 4 Full page (Cover) ; .. JI.s, 2S 
Burma ... , 5 Ditto (Body) ... , U 
Far Bast ... Yen 8 Half page ... , · I 
lurope .I. 8 ShiUlngs 

or equivalent Quarter page ... , ' 
America .. .8 DoDars 

d.PJ ly to th• Manag1r, 

1VI AHA-BODHI SOCIETY, 
CALCUTTA • 

• 

Printed by 1al B. Dubaob, Manager, !rho Oommerclol, :Prtntms .. .Preeo, 106, Oowaejl Po tell, Street, Fort, Bombay, oud Publlabed,b1 
Xamakahl Natarajau lor the Proprietors ol the "lr.dlou Boolol Belormer" Limited, at 106, Oowaaji Patel Street, Fort, Bombar• 
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CONTENTS. 

The Indian Paradot:. 
Lor.d Linli<bgow'• Eneuoion. 
The. Pnblio lorvl011 

Oommi.Mion. 
Buaia and llie Atl.&ntio 

"Obaner; 
National Democratio Unlou. 
Broad and Habit, 
OlvUIIUIDIJ al Orooo-purpo-. 

The Pope and Renter. 
Bre.hm1n on the Brain. 
Uoustitatimlal Origins. 
Tamils and Biuhaleae in Oeylon. 
Some Thougb.ta on CommuDal 

Dlebarmony. ' · 
J'oad11 War Aims. 
Tbe Indian Oouotitntion-I. 
Tbe Brahmo Balllll4. ' 

• . . , NOTES. 
The indian ·Paradox :-Mr. Amery and his 

supporters in Parliament stres!l the fact that 
recruitment to the ·army, production o£ arma
ments and cdllection of .funds, have not been 
impeded by the political deadlock. They do n~t 
acknowledge that this is due chiefly to the major 
political parties deliberately and expressly re-. 
fraining ftom, embarrassing the "Yar effort' of 
Government. · They, no doubt, beheve that the 
politiQ&l parties are making a virtue ot necessity 
and, if .they refrain from embarrassing the war 
effort, it IS because they cannot embarrass 
them if they wished to, In' this they are 
completely mlstak.en; If the Indian leaders did 
not follow a policy of self-restraint, it will not be 
dillicult for them· .to· throw the administration 
appreciably out of gear, It is proclaimed 
that ·the great contributions of India in aid 
of the war, are due to Indians' lively apprehenSion 
of the ·difference between the British Indian 
ayslem and the Nazi system. Mr. Amery and 
Mr. Winston Churchill are entitled to make the 
most of war. efforts in India, as proving that th• 
political cJeadlock is due solely to the niachina~ 
tlons of politicians for their personal· aggrandise
cnent illtd · that it does .nOI'- represent the attitude 

·of the Indian people' towards E!ritisli rule and 
the· \vat, But ' there is another Side to the 
pictiu; The Ne'IQ Statesma• in a recent lead
Ing. article from which we quoted a passage 
CT~. R'/orme,., August U, 1941) summarised 
this aspect. ln4ian recruitment · to the Army 
Is txplicable on· the. same grounds a5 Indian 
emigration ·,to Burma and Ceylon at . wages 
which the Burmese and Ceylonese regard to be 
unattraCtive. 1 

· Professor ' Gulshan Rai · iri the 
Tra!J""' showed that the poorellt dlstricts in the 
Punjab ~~tnt the latg!st number of recruits to the 
Army (Refo""'"•· December U, 11140). The 
t!XplanatiOQ Of the I paradOX iS ' Simple. The 
body' of 1nrua; bet material resources, are con~ 
;~11tlf"'by · ~ 'A:.mety.·· But lhe ~ p[ ~ndia 
'Stalids llpatt · and brooding. · This iS a1 'pilsition 
which in the nature of things can not last. 

Some way of co-ordination between the body =~ond 
the soul should be found or the soul whiCh is 
immortal will find another body. 

Lord Lfnlitbgow's Extension :-The news that 
Lord Linlithgow's term as Viceroy has been 
extended till 19 13, has been received without 
enthusiasm and without depression. The questic>n 
of a successot to him has been certainly CJnsider
ed. The speculation about his successor during 
the last few months, was not all iule gossip. 
The only conclusion possible is that affair$ in 
this country have been allowed to get into such' 
a tangle that no capable man was willing to, 
undertake the task of unravelling it without an

1 
amplitude of powers, which Mr. Amery. and; 
Mr. Churchill 'fere unwilling to accord. ~r4r 
Linlithgow's : ~ex~ two years will make .110. 
difference to' :India's 4estiny which· is now 
safely beyond the reach of politi~ians, British: 
and ~fl~ia0• If Lord Linlithgow can b!J~ get. 
his mind· clear of the .deep-rooted behef-. 
illustrated in his' message to Mr. Jinnah-that 
Indians ar~ incapable of having Convictions _o£ 
their own and sticking to them. and if he will d~l 
with them as he would, we think! with. a f'ellowr; 
Scotsman, His Excellency's reg1me m~y, yet ~ 
not barren of benefit to britain ;~.nd lndi~. Thi~ 
is very h=~ord for a man who has a fixed tdea illl~ 
has found it w;>rk for the last. six or seven years, 
without ~ucb difficulty to ~~If, .but no~ 
impossible. . , , . . , 
. The, Public Services Commission :-It. ~ 

announced early this week that appointmen~ 
during war-time whic~ have someth~ to~~ 
with the war effort, w11l not be submitted to 
the , Public "Services Commi&sion. Selection 
by the j:>ublic Services Commission was it~l~ 
so' surrounded by quotas based on . race an~ 
religion that it was deprived of some of th11 
merit which would in normal conditions attach to 
it. The total exclusion o{ the Commission ia wa~1 
time appoint~ents must be talten to be a pafl; 
o£ · the . war effJrt to enlist public support b,y, 
every m~ans possible in its prosecution. Th~t. 
this is about th~; first order is;.ued under ~e 
expanded Council. -not fully expanded yet-:- IS 

unfortunate for its power .of inspiring confid~n~ 
in the public mind. A very litlle msight m~ 
human psychology will show that the new or~er: 
will have exactly the opposite effi!Ct to that wh!~
was intended. The man who secures a W3.!· 
~ime. -~~- ~ ;naturally • incline to prove ~ 
liationaJWn, · iJ:\ ways · ~hicb c:an. rea~•!Y Olfllfi 
to' every one who knows bow seoiSlUVe &he 
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Jndi,ut or any avera!{ll man in his own c:untry, 
is to the opinion of his· friends and neighbours. 
IL' is, p.!rhaps, intrnded to fill all or most cf the 
W3r-time posts with Australians, which would 
in no wise improve matters. 

Russia and the Atlantic Charter :-<\t an 
Inter-Allied Conference held in LondJn on 
Septt mb~r 24, a resolution was adopted suppo1t• 
ing the Atlantic Charter. The most, and 
perhaps only i.nportant member of the Con
ference was the Soviet representative whose 
support went to embarrassing lengths. Mr. 
Maisky said : 

The Sovie~.Union defends ~he right of every nation 
· to its inrlependenoe nnd territorial integrlt,Y and its 
right to choose snch lorm of ·Government •as lB. deemed 
opportnne und no.:essarrfor the better promotion of 1ts 

:economic prosperity. The Soviet Union lias consistently 
condemned all violation of sovereign rights .of peoples 

',by ·aggre•sion and-' aggressors and anr. . attempts of 
ag"rossive States to itnpose their w11l upon other 
pe:;ples·.. The Soviet Government procluima its acoep-

. tBnce of the fnnC.amenr.al principles of the declaration ... 
The con$istent applicaMon of these principles will secure 
most energetic Rnpport on the part of the Government 
and people of the Soviet; Union. 

Here is a third · powerful adherent to the 
Atlantic Charter and apparently one who takes 
it' sericusly. As earnest of this comes a 
mess~ge . teported on the same day that, with 
the consent of' the 5Jviet Government, Britain 
has· warned ·Finland to desist from invading 
"purely. Russian t~rritory" and th~t there was a 
cht.nce bf'peace for Finland if Finland remained 
within her p1 e•, 9 \9 bJrders. · In Poland also it 
was said that Russia was prepared to conl!1d~r a: 
settlement · renouncing the gains which her 
asSOciation · with Germany had brought her. 
Mr.· Maisky's recent speeches aim at gaining 
Russia resf:Jfc·ability in the eyes of the 
democratic nations. · · He has said, for example; 
that Rus-ia respected religious beliefs scrupu
J;:usly. . What · is surprising is ·that those 
who ha ile in · the past carried on propa• 
ganda. about the anti-God mov~ment ·in :Russia, 
are now • sil~nt. Nevertheless, Russ1a has 
much headway to make in winning the go~dwill 
of her allte'3· of today; Mr.· Hoover has' been 
rather inauspici,,usly crying out against toO close 
involvement with Russian Bolshevism. · 

National ' · Democratic Union: -·A party 
meeting of the National Democratic· Union, it 
is report~d. wtlltake place at an early date. We 
have had with us for some time past a statement 
of the obj~cts of this Union by its President, Sir 
H. M. Mehta. in the form of a ·speech at a Press 
luncheon meeting, in· the Governor's Pavilion 
in the Cricket Club of Ind1a helJ in July. It is 
unusual lor a political party, and one which 
styles itself. democratic, td be inaugurated 
at · a luncheon meeting in. the Governor's 
Pavilion in the Cricket Club. On the back 
page of the 1ract the three slogans of· this 
Party are emblazoned as· lollows. •·Democra
tizalion, Industrialization and Militarization.'' 
Th !se are ·t urther elaborated in the presid~ntial 
ad Jren thus : •· Progressive Democratization, 
intensive industria lz•ation and 'Tap1Cl militariza
tibn." ·oemoJCratization ·is •to be progressiVe; 
l•.l ,..... •• ' " j • '··' 

but· industrialization is to be int~nsive 
and militarization to be rapid. Intensive 
industrialization and rapid militarization are 
the means by which Italy, Germany and Japan 
deve!Jped th~ir present political systems ; and 
it is doubtful if in India they will have the 
effect of helping democratization even in a 
progressive, that is at an unintensive, non-rapid 
pace. Sir H. M. Mehta is a business magnate 
and he is not expected to understand the interac
tion of policies in the industrial. political and 
military spheres. · But the Vice-President, 
Mr. Jamnadas Mehta, is a seasoned pol.tician, 
and is al•o a Labour Leader, and he ought to 
have realised that the last two slogans of the 
National Democratic Union are incompatible 
with the first and the central one, D.::mocratiza
tion. Militariz.tion will, as in other countries, 
be the Aaron's rod swallowing up the other two. 
Both industrialization and democratization will 
have to take a back seat, while militarization 
moves at a rapid pace. 

llrud and ttabit :-In the early days of the 
village industrie; movement, workers who tried 
to popuh.rise hand-pounded rice and wheat 
throughout the country, often remarked that 

· villagers apj)eared to have acquired a taste for 
polhhed rice and would not be persuaded to take 
to the healthier article. Even . in the cities the 
demand was a stimulated artificial one. · The· 
London c;,rrespondent of the Times of /tulia 
describes the kindred adventures in Britain of the 
•·nationalloat" which, he writes, is a "cross 
betwe.en the.old brown bread which is rather 
gritty, and the anaemic white bread.'' Long· 
years of stay in India have instilled into him an 
interest in diet reform and he finds it "far more 
palateable and more satisfying." But, he writes,' 

Will the public eat it ? Not on your life ...... It is 
hard to get. I have it in the country because my baker 
supplies it as a special favour. In London m,r house
keeper tried every shop between Piccadilly Cncns and 
Knighlisbridge, without; success. This week she tells 
me that not a lo~f ~ availahle, for the bakers said if 
tl;l.ey made it they could not sell it. Lord Woollon 
is to have a pnblieity csmpaign to encourage its use; 
bot he should be more heavy-handed ; he should say, 
"'fhe national loaf or none." , 

This is an original suggestion and ill-advised in 
the extreme. In his study, "The Politics of 
Food" (a recent Labour Book Service publica
tion), Mr. George Darting who makes many 
radical proposal;, wisdy warns against disregard
ing the consumer in matters of public taste, 
After all, how much vitamin does one hope to. 
get out of the Wdolton loaf which, ·granted 
that supplies of other foodstuffs are not lacking, 
cannot be ob:ained elsewhere ? Lord. W colton 
apparen\ly has'been trying so far to popularise· 
som~thing that does noL . exist. But it is no 
solution to rush to the other extreme of compell· 
ing people to take something they have never 
seen before. If the insistence is due to food 
shortage (which is officially denied), is it not 
time that the Government in Brit..in took a more 
comprehensive view of the food problem than 
the Tatherli'llited question of. popularising the 
WooltJn loaf? Man does not live 'by bread 
alone. · · · 
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ClvilJsatioo at Cross-purposes :-All India i that Shivaji's p:1triotism was inspired by the 
Radio announced almost simultaneously the : Brahmin Saint, Ramdas. Swami Thirthaji 
isolation of the influenza bacillus by scientists ! makes the charge that the Brahmin Peishwas 
in South Africa and the manufacture of 

1

. deprived Shivaji's family of the sovereignty of 
incendiary bombs in Indian as achievements Maharashtra. This is a canard· prompted by 
equally deserving of applause. We wish that 1 caste hatred. The Bengali historical writer, 
India had the credit of discovering the bacillus MaJor B. D. Basu who has no reason to c::mdone 
rathtr than of manufacturing incendiary bombs. the faults of the Peishwas, begins his important 
The two events represent the double and work, "The Story of Satara,'' by a categorical 
contrary ends of civilisation. In one direction, refutation of this calumny. He writes: , 
it is seeking means of protecting human life ; The Peishwflll have been accused of depriving the 
in the next it is engaged in devising and descendants of Shivaji of the power and dignity whicb, 

'pe. rfecting means of destroying it. , These legitimately belonged to them and of reducing th~m to 
d f · "I' r the d" ect mere ynp,Pets and keeping them captives. A little opposite en s o CIVI !Sa 10n · are It invest1gat10n into the matter will show how bfllleless 

cause of the confusion in which the world is these accusations are, and, if anything, the Peishwas 
plunged. deserve the best thanks of all for maintaining the 

fabric of Shivaji's Empire entire for at least a century 
The Pope and Reuter :-In a sermon in June last and preventing it from crumbling into pieces, which it 

His Holiness the Pope, replying to the question surely would have done but for their support ...... The 
why God permits evil to dominate the world, Peishwas, taking the administration of the empire into 

d their hands, prevented the wreckage of the empire and quoted Isaiah's saying that Go 's ways are not hence should be looked upon as saviours of Shivaji's 
as man's. Reuter in summarising the Pope's kingdom. 

observation made His Holiness attribute the Coming to later times, the services of Brahmins 
saying to Jesus. . We pointed out the "!ista~e to the country have been great. The founder 
but the Examiner has ventured to adm1t th1s of the Brahmo Samaj and the father of modern 
only when the full text of the Pope's sermon India was the Brahmin, Rammohun Roy. 
was available to it this month. Reuter has Maharshi Devendranath Tagore, his successor 
once again we are sure, badly let ·down the in the headship of the Samaj, was also a 
Pope. su:Umarising the Pope's reply to a letter Brahmin. Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa was 
from President Roosevelt appealing to His a Brahmin. Dayanand Saraswati. the founder of 
Holiness to declare himself on the side of the the Arya Samaj, was a Brahmin. Pandit lswar 
Allies in the present War, Reuter says that for Chandra Vidyasagar, the social reform pioneer, 
doctrinal reasons the Pope is unable to regard , was a ~rahmin. So were Ranade, Raghun~thr?-o, 
any war as just and ha~l, therefore, not respOnd- Veeresalingam, Ramakrishna Bhandarkar and 
ed to the President's invitation. This would Narayan Chandavarkar. In the political field, 
imply that the Pope himself is not ~atisfi~ with Bonnerjee and Banerjee from Bengal, Tilak and 
the doctrinal reasons but that he 1s obhged to Gokhale in Maharashtra, Subrahmanya and 
desist from expressing an opinion on the war Krishnaswami Aiyar in Madras, were Brahmins. 
which he would have done if he were 'not the The Poet Tagore was a Brahmin. The scientist 
Pope. This is hardly fair to His Holiness. Raman is a Brahmin. Asutosh Mukherjee, 
The Examine,. also doubts the correctness of acknowledaedly, the greatest of Indian educatio
Reuter's message but on the · ground that nists was "'a Brahmin. So is Radhakrishnan, 
Catholic doctrine approves of a just war and the Spalding Professor in Oxford. The li;st can be 
Pope could not ,~ave. expressed ~· diffe;ent indefinitely prolonged. For a commumty.numbe· 
opinion. The Examtner •.s, pe~haps, nght. . f~e ring scarcely 3 per cent of the popul~tiOn .the 
Pope blessed the Italian tnvas1on of Eth10p1a, Brahmins have played a great part m Ind1an 
though the League of Nations condemned it as history. The Brahmin has rendered disting
wanton ag~ressio.n. T~e proxi'?ity of th: Duce uished service to the country and to all classes 
is evidently a I actor m the mterpretallon of of the people and it is sheer perversity to hold 
religious doctrine. him up as the evil genius of the Hindu race. 

Brabmlo on tbe Brain :-"The Menace of We are no apologists for Brahmins and no 
Hindu Imperialism" is the sensational title of one is more keenly aware and has more severely 
a book by· Swami Dharma Thirthaji ~aharaj denounced the defects and weaknesses of 
B. A. L L., B.) published by the Hindu Brahmins. But, when all is said, Brahmins ha~e 
Missionary Society of Lahore. The central through the centuries upheld the ancient tradi
theme is that Hinduism is a great religion which tion of plain living and high thinking though, 
has been corrupted and its social system it must be confessed, there have been many 
wickedly Jespo1led by Brahmins for their grievous defections among them. . ~he S~ami 
selfish ends. This thesis is sought to be complains that the Muslim an~ Bnllsh regn~tes 
established by historical and philosophical have.only been media for extendtng Brahmantcal 
Proofs. The Swami's history as well as his influence. The obvious deduction is that that 

ped f d Th influence was found on the whole to be best 
philosophy are sha or propagan a use. e for the public good. But the Swami pe_rversely 
propaganda, however, is too evident .. ~o tWl"sts l't l"nto evidence of the cunn•.ng and deceive any one who does not share ~e Swamt s 

1 preconceived notions. Take the mstan<;e of devious ways and intrigues of the Brahmtns 
Shivaji's Empire. It is common knowledge 
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INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER 
BOMBAY, BepttJmber 27, 1941. I Viceroy will be the German Chancellor, 

and the British Cabinet will be the Kaiser 
I using Mr. Amery as its mouthpiece. The 

------~-- ~~~~~~~~- irremovable Executive was removable by the 
CONSTITUTIONAL ORIGINS. Kaiser, who dismissed Bismark at practically 

The suspicion that the Reforms Commissioner a moment's notice. Every member of the 
specially sent out from London has been busy Government Service in this country including 
canvassing support for a constitutional arrange- the Viceroy, as Lord Morley told Lord Minto, 
ment based on an irremovable Executive and a is bound to obey the orders of, and is 
Legislature elected on functional representation, removable from office by, the Cabinet far the 
has given rise to protests in the Indian Press time being acting through the Secretary of 
and from public men. Mr. H. V. Hodson has State for India. The strongest Viceroy can 
emphatically disclaimed this activity imputed not challenge the authority of the ~cre~ary of" 
to him. · It is worthwhile, nevertheless, to exa· State as Lord Curzon found to· hts Intense 
mine the origin of these two principles. discomfiture. The Secretary of State will be no 
Mr. K. M. Munshi has taken upon himse~f the less free to dismiss the "irremovable'' Executive. 
responsibility for the statement that Mr. Wmston The Kaiser was a hereditary monarch while 
Churchill offered to support the Indian delega- the British Government derives its. authority 
tion at the Round Table Conference on condition from a Parliament elected once in five years. 
that the delegation agreed to have an irremova- But as this Parliament is ekcted exclusively by 
ble Executive with functional representation British electors and India has no representation 
for the Legislature. The statement is on in it, so far as India is concerned the Cabinet 
the face of 1t preposterous. Mr. Churchill's and the Secretary of State for the time being, 
objection to the Indian demand was based, stand in the same position as tl\e late Kaiser in 
as he said. in his evidence, upon his belief, relation to the Chancellor. Lord Morley, indeed, 
gathered during his experience of India in the liked to fancy himself as the successor of the 
short period of a few months when he was a Great Moghul. British political thought has 
subaltern here, that Indians were not capable of been much influenced by German, since the last 
working democratic institutions in their proper quarter of the last cent~ry. •:The Rhine h~s 
spirit. The idea of irremovable Executive and flown into the Thames,' exclatms Hobhouse m 
functicnal representation is a much later growth. his "Democracy and Reaction." 
At the Round Table Conference, it was a The second idea with which Mr. Amery has 
question of introducing the English deq~.ocratic been playing, is borrowed from Fascist lta!Y• 
system in cautious doses into the Indian con- Functional representation is a specially F asc1st 
stitution. ·No question of departure from that product. Hyderabad has in its recen_t refo~ 
system had arisen at that date. The first adopted it and Mr. Amery spoke as 1f lndtan 
British statesman to conceive of it was the (Hyderabad) statesmen had invented it. As a 
present Secretary of State for India. Mr. L. S. matter of fact, however, it was avowedly b:>rrow
Amery has more than once publicly stated ed by Hyderabad and borrowed as a way of 
that an irremovable Executive might per· escape from communal representation. The 
haps Suit Indian conditions better than the Chairman of the Hyderabad Reforms Com
British principle that a Ministry is dismissed mittee expressly dissociated himself from the 
t'rom office by a vote of no-confidence arguments of his colleagues against territorial 
in the House of Commons. He has done electorates, and made it clear that the only 
so apparently under the impression that the consideration which weighed with him in 
irremovable Executive is the corner-stone of agreeing to functional representation, was that 
the United States system. As a fact, however, it would dispense with communal representa· 
it is not a feature of the American system tion. But this hope was frustrated. Both 
except in a very superficial sense. The President communal and functional representation were 
is the head of the American Executive and he kept and territorial representation also remained . 
.appoints and dismisses his Secretaries. He is We are not now examining the merits of 
elected and holds office for four years. During different kinds of representation. We are only 
his term he can, it is true, do_ many things indicating the sources to which the British. 
which a British king can not. No President has Government, as represented by Mr. Amery, 
used his powers on such a scale and to such are looking for help in dealing with the 
.a point as Mr. Franklin Roosevelt. But no one Indian problem •. A constitution based on an. 
knows better that he has to be circumspect in im~movable Executive and on functiona 
order to keep the Se!late in step with him a.nd representation will l;>e a Kaisar-Fascist solu· 
in order not to have hts measures swept aSide tion for .what is called the Indian deadlock. 
by a judgment of the Supreme Federal Court. Functional representation, or repre:.--entation by 

The real source of Mr. Amery's inspiration interests, is a highly elastic political contrivance 
as regards the irremovable Executive, though he to keep the Legislature subservient to the . ~xe· 
.does not seem to know it or for obvious reasons cutive. Territory and, to a )es<J extent, religtous 
.does not find it expedient to acknowledge j~t ~t profession, are readily ascertainable and cannot 
present is the German system under the Ka1ser s be easily manipulated. Not. so "functions'' or 
regime.' With an irremovable Executive, the "interests'~ which are amenable to any ntlq~.ber 
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of permutations and combinations. The main SOME THOUGHTS ON COMMUNAL 
object of functional representation in the Fascist DISHARMO~Y. 
system and in the systems which have borrowed (BY T. N. }AGA!'~· MADRAS.) 
it, is to eliminate the politician who is in many "Unhappy India! Diltlded India 1 Doomed India!" 
cases also a lawyer. It may be observed in we often.say in tragic llones .. More often, perhaps, 
passing that every political system, with the we say m moods of cllaos, Impotence and despair: 
possible exception of military autocracy, has its "Nothing gets done. Nothing can be done', Such is 
politicians, and it depends entirely on the our wretched country." "This wretched country" is 

h k th h • an expression that comes readily. to our lip!!-I fear 
men w o war e system, w at type Its all too easily, almost glibly. The tragically-earnest, 
politicians are. If politicians are treated as the despairing-pessimistic, the bitter-misanthropic. 
pariahs, they will tend to the lowest type. the selfish-cynical. the cheerful-irresponsible-all of 
If they are treated as honest and honourable us say it. A thousa.nd platforltl3, a million tongues 
men, they will steadily tend to be honest and 

1

. bewail the absence of Indian unity and proclaim the 
honourable men. The same is true of the great need or it. But all the time almost all of us are 
administrator who is a politician receiving a indulging in separatist thought and action. 
S!llary from the State to keep the unsalaried J The diversity of social and religious phenomena in 

I. · · • h q A • eel • the country is often cited as a barrier to unity. In 
po 1t1c1an m c ec... s was pomt out tn 1 impatience, the extreme suggestion is even made 
a recent article in the Political Science that, unles• India throws up a Hitler who would in 
Quartedy, (Reformer, February 1, 1941) the ' twenty-four hours abolish caste, create religious. 
lawyer is the natural representator of all clas>es uniformity in the country and hold up before the 
and, if he is not allowed to come into the peoples a single political, religious and social ideal, 
constitution by the door, he will climb in through there can never be unity in India. This impatience 
the window, The speeches of the represen· [ is born of weakness, not of strength or sagacity. It 

betrays an ignorance of the historical roots of the 
tatives of interests .will be drafted by the complicated structure ot our society. It ignores the 
politician! lawy~r or jour~alis~, who will_ exerci~e I continuity and homogeneity of I!ldian. culture. A 
from behmd an 1rrespons1ble mfluence 1f he IS I little more knowledge, a little less 1mpat1ence should 
denied open and responsible participation in the I ma.ke us catc~ a re.vealing glimpse of the underlying 
work of the legislature. Herman Finer's umty. of ~nd1an hfe. We should then lo~k. ul?on 
observation about the Fascist system embodies the d1verstty of castes and cre.eds as a d•sc1pl!ne 
h I f 1 b t d d t "I d · whereby to evolve stronger umty than that whlch

t. e resu t O an e a ora e an e ale. examma- comes easily to nations with a less complicated social 
t1on of the electoral arrangements m modern structure· an inspiring idea that the great leader of a' 
countries, He writes: recent pa~t, Justice Ranade, derived from history and 

In some Euro~an countries already economic and tradition and expounded to hi~ generation with faith 
social interests have shown their implacability, with and fervour We shall then see, as the Rt. Hon. 
resultant friction and instability surely to ·be !"voided; V. S. Sriniv~sa. Sastri said, that "the civilisation of 
and In Italy It Is doub~ful whet~er the Corporative State India has stood the inexorable test of time and bas 
could peacefully fu';'ct•c;>n.were 1t not for the rram~work received in the course of its long history many 
of val~s Into wh1ch 1t 1s forced by the pe~sonahty of 1 elements of strength and variety. The Raj put has 
Ml utessohtlnl aneld thet_lathtenFt th~eattP ortf co•,r:;\othn htyththe I given it his stern chivalry, the Mussalman his keen,, 
o gra og omen , e asets a y. , 1 ou ese 1 • 1 f h th M h h" 

the corporations would not march together. (Ths a most Jea ous, sens~ o onour, , e. a. ratta IS 
ThfJ()r!f ana Praclie• of ModBm GovBrn1TI8n.t. Vol-II. endura~ce and hardt!less, the Pars• h1s w1de-awa~e 
page 807.) enterpnse and a~apt!veness, ,and the Brahman h1s 

Strange that in seeking for models for an subtle and perv~s1v~ mtellect. . . 
Indian constitution a British Minister should turn Unbiassed h1stonans and clear-stghted patr1ots 
to the sources which Britain is out completely 1 haye alw3;ys reco~nised that there is an. under!ying 

I H B · · I 1. · I . umty behmd the hfe and culture or lnd•a. Emment 
to. ~est~oy . as r1tam ost he~ po 1t1ca 1 European scholars could be quoted in support 
or1gmaltty wh•ch was her greatest cla1m to the of the statement, but I prefer to cite the authority 
homage of the world ? of two of our compatriots, both Mussalmans of the 

highest type, one a contemporary scholar of repute, 
TAMILS AND SINHALESE IN CEYLON. the other an illustrious figure of the recent past, 

"Scrutator'' writes in the Jfoming Sta~ of Jaffna:- the founder of the Aligarh University, 
' "Jaffncse are very conservative aa regards inter- Mr. Abdulla Yusuf-Aii in his "Life and Labour 
raoe marriages, While the Sinhalese have been of the People of India," pages 805-310, says: 
readier to mix with other races matrimonially, the The diversity of social phenomena in India is a fact 
Tamils have Rtrenuously opposed it. Thee chief visible on the surface. Bu~ the ground-work on whtch 
reason why Jaffna, which was once the ohief centre that diversity is . traced-the underlying ":nifo!mity of 
of Por-tuguese and Dutch people, has now scarcely life from the HnnalayiiS to Cape Comorm-18 often 
any of those people left here, is that the Tamils, lost sight of. The unity of Indian life, however, is 
except the dregs, refused to mix with other races. not confined to those pointa which it shares in 
The result has been that they have been able to common with the rest of the world. All ita infinite 
maintain their cultural traditions, and especially their variety han!!'S on " common ~bread of. 8 somewhat 
1 1 b :1 S · S distinc&ive Indian colour. It 18 the fatlnre to griiSp 
anguage. remem er the Rt.l on. rmivasa astry this element.ary fact that 1~ to 80 much hea~hnrn-

calling Jaffna the land of pure T.!l.miL But there ing, jealousy. and ~ntagomsm . among the d1Jferent 
are signs that inter-marriages among Tamils and sections of the Ind1an popnlation. Whore they do 
Sinhalese are on the increase. The Registrar• oo-operate, they find. tha~ thero. is much in their 
General's Report showed that there were 189 marriages ideas that is harmomous, 1f not 1dent1Cal. But r.he 
between Sinhalese and Tamils during last year, -power of labels and shibboleth& is strong in ea.•tern 
There is, however, a good side to this mixture. The oonntries and ean ~nly_ be removed by a c:nrefnl. st~dy 
best way of solving the problem of political unity in of r.he ideas that he, m substance, behind dtlfenng 
Ceylon is to have racial unity," names and institutions. Nor has the point <~~Cllped 
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those Europeans who (like Mr. Vincent Smith) have 
an intim"te · prootical acqnaiutance with life and 
thought in Modern India. 
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan said the following memo

l'able words which may~ll be worn as a frontlet on 
every Indian brow: 

1 
, '~'"'- . , 

We, Hindus and . ohame~+. ~hould try to become 
one heart and son! d act m \nntson. If united, we 
can support each ~qther; if not, the effect of one 
against the other w~nld tentl to the destruction and 
,downfall of both. In old historical books and traditions 
yon will have read ~nd, heard, and we see it even now 
that all the people l inhabiting one country are desig: 
nated by the term one nation. The different tribes 
of Afghanistan are termed one nation and so are the 
mis~eUaneons hordes peop~ng Iran, abounding in 
vanety of thoughts and rel!gwns, known as one nation. 
People of other countries also do come and settle with 
them, but being mixed together they are called 
members of one and the same nation. So that from 
~he o.ldest times the word nation is applied to the 
tnhabttants of one country, though they differ in 
some peculiarities which are characteristic. of their 
own. Hinclu and Mahomedan brethren, do you 
people any country other thnn · Hindus tan ? Do you 
not inhabit the same land ? Are you not burned and 
buried on the same soil ? Do yon not tread the · same 
ground and live upon the same soil ? Remember that 
the words Hindu and Mahomedan are only meant 
for religious distinction; otherwise all persons whether 
Hindu or Mohamedan or Christian, nll in this particular 
respect belong to one and the same nation. All these 
sects can ouly be described as one nation; they must 
each and all unite for the good of the country which 
is common to all. 
Knowledge does not merely explain. It consoles 

and destroys impatie .. ce. To know the facts about 
our castes and the structure of our society is 
to know that in the ancient past "the concept 
of organic unity and interdependence ran through 
the whole system (of caste)," and that" the system 
"onduced to the solidarity of castes as distinct 
units of the social -organisation, it promoted effective 
association not only ot the different members of 
each group but also of group and group. Clashes 
of interests, such as they were, did not hamper 
neighbourliness and co-operation among the different 
Hindu· castes."* It is undeniable, of course, that 
the caste ~ystem- with its "elaborate code of 
pollution, penance, and purification" is antagonistic 
to the !'lodern spirit and has been to a large extent 
responstble for the decay of national spirit in the 
country. Narrow sectarian prejudices, jealousies, 
hostilities and tyrannies are continuaUy driving ouc 
patriotic feeling and public spirit. Caste must go. 
Untouchability, the greatest blot on Hinduism, must 
go. But impatience and mere hate will not avaiL 
An organisation of society which has survived the 
test of centuries, cannot be abolished in a day even 
by the violence of Hitler. The change must come 
about by adjustments arising out of the internal 
oonsciousness of the peoples. We should neither 
acquiesce in the situation as it is nor impatiently 
attempt to shatter the whole structure. The slow 
and silent pressure of enlightened propaganda 
assisted by the necessities of the times should 
bring about the needed change of outlook. The 
railway, the ~chool, the hotel, the cinema·house, 
these are perhaps doing more to abolish untouch
ability (and unsee-ability) thm the most influential 
propaganda, even as economic pressure does more 
to. postpone the . age of marriage for our girls than 
does the Sarda Act. Caste will be too long a-dying 
and we of the country cannot say: "As long as 
caste remains, we cannot come together." That my 
frie!Jd cannot now enter my kitchen is no reaaon 

• n.. P. Ma.sani, 110e.ste and The Structure of Society" in '!-The 
Legacy of India." 

why he and I cannot work together for a publia_ 
cause. 

The truth of our communal rivalries is not that 
they are the inherent and inevitable issue of 
the caste system but that they are the rivalries 
organised by skilful and ambitious politicians on 
the basis of caste and race feeling. The ambitious · 
politician is an opportunist and he is ever ready to 
sacrifice the interests of hill country to the prospects · 
of leadership. He knows ttlat, while honesty, courage, 
vision, unwearied labour are needed to stir up the 
loyalty of people, their reasoned devotion to a worthy 
cause, it is easy to stir up the emotions of people on 
the basis of prejudice and hatred. It is easiest to 
stir up a following and organise rivalries on the 
basis of a grouping that already exists and bas a firm .. 
hold on the people. You have only to say-and the· 
response is ready: "Are we not Hindus? We must 
fight together." "Are we not Mussalmans P We 
must fight together:• "Are we not Brahmans P We 
must fight together. "Are we not Non-brahmans P 
We must fight together." So it goes on until the 
cry degenerates into the aggressive group conscious-
ness of petty local sects. . 

Communal rivalries, as we know them, came with 
the vote and the competition for power and place. 
Hence the deepest differences of communalism arise 
mainly amongst the educated classes a11d spread 
from them to the others. The educated classes sin 
against their light and in subtle and seductive ways 
ingrain into the young the general habit of looking at 
everything through communal spectacles. This 
ruinous spirit of communalism is seen to enter into 
the portals of educational institutions which are in all 
countries rightly regarded as beneficent instruments 
for bringing together human beings into a bond of · 
brotherhood. The spirit of the communal Govern
ment order overflows into every department of life. 
The citizens of tomorrow are told that they own 
their allegiance to a mere community and not to the 
whole collectivity of the nation. A student of the 
non-brahmin community was observed to say, on being 
asked whet her he was a brahmin, that, if he had been 
born a brahmin, he should have long ago committed 
suicide rather than belong to that· community. And 
I do not torget that this is the violent counterpart of 
the brahmin boy's displeasure at being mistaken 
for a non-brahmin. This is a measure of the 
ruinous operation of the communal spirit. . The 
disaster for the future of our nation lies precisely 
in the stirring up of this hatred. For all hatred 
destroys. Love alone . can build and sustain. 
Tbose that are eaten up with hatred are to be 
pitied. 

Hatred can never be the basis of constructive 
action. Even where hatred is based on solid 
grievance, it is a principle of-destruction. A man 
may hate a system, which keeps a numerous and 
useful class of our society in the bonds of untouch
ability but unless he has much more in his mind 
than hate he will do nothing towards the eradication' ' 
of the sooial eviL When a speaker arouse'!' hatred · 
in his audience nothing c•n come out of it except 
a . row. Hatred is . stupid and wasteful. We 
organise meetings, blow off hate, sing songs, shout 
slogans, carry . baimers and feel that great things· 
have been done. In ·reality we only obscure our 
judgment and stifle our action. The way of the 
true worker is different. It is the unobtrusive, 
single-minded, loving labour of silent workers like 
Thakkar Bapa. 
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JOAD'S WAR AIMS. 
(B, NATARAJAN, CHIDAMBARAM.) 

Since the war began, there had been an insistent 
.demand that the British Government should make 
a clear statement of its war and peace aims. 
To a question in Parliament, Mr. Attlee replied 
that they would be elaborated at the appropriate 
time. Pressed to define the ''appropriate" time, 
~e added, "An appropriate time is a time which is 
lppropriate." The propitious hour came at last. 
Churchill and Roosevelt met at sea and drew up 
& declaration-the memorable Atlantic Charter ! 

The purpose of Joad's book• is to suggest an 
lnswer to the question what Britain is fighting 
lor. Professor load is well-known as a pacifist, 
His prolific wriungs have emphatically denounced 
war, however righteous. He has often insisted 
that war is fratricidal and bas been 'debunked', But, 
und<r the stress of the times, he has abandoned a 
pacifism which has served him as a political 
stand-by for a quarter of a century and has made 
common cause with those engaged in winning the 
war. Let Joad himself explain this amazing 
conversion ~ 

D811pite our hatred of war, despit.e our realization that 
the goods for the sake of wliich ware are fongM are 
endangered in the process of fi~hting for them, this 
war must be fon~~:ht and won. We are not fighting for 
increase of empire, for the oontinnance of onr rule of 
In<lia, for the multiplication of markete, for the dis
memberment of Germany or the humiliation of Germans, 

. hut for the preservation of those political values which 
are the ncccsoary conditions of civilized existence. 
Joad's thesis in this book is that to turn this war 

into a war of ideal is the best, perhaps the c.nly, 
way to win it. He would put it that Britain is fighting 
for the establishment of a European order which 
embodies the principJ.,s of the liberal tradition. This 
great tradition is to-day in peril; and the victory 
of the Nazis in the war would mean its complete 
destruction. 

Mr. H. G. Wells once complained that the 
Government would not say what was to come after 
llitlerism had been. destroyed. Pinning his faith 
on the liberal tradition, Joad suggests a declaration 
covering two points : lint, it must define the status, 
rights •md duties of individuals of our times and their 
relation to the new eociety which will follow this 
war 1 secondly, it must define the relation among 
the states, 'The oh~rter for Twentieth century Man' 
which Joad has drafted, includes his basic rights and 
Jays down the conditions for a tolerable existence, 
Man has certain needs-peace, security, work, 
leisure. He has certain rights-equality of opport
unity in education, for work and for leisure; self
expression in speech and writing; access to true 
information and protection against misleading official 
propaganda, freedom from illegal arrest and imprison
ment without trial; freedom to change his govern
ment by peaceful means. It is the function of the 
State to fulfil these needs and safeguard these rights. 
In Its turn, the State has certain duties to the indivi
dual. It is under an obligation to plan for peace by 
surrender of sovereign powers to a federal 
government ; to plan for prosperity and the common 
welfare, to protect the citizen against violence,. 
to guarantee luitable occupation, reasonable leisure 
and suoh education a~ will exercise his talents to the 
utmost, to ensure a free press, a truthful radio news 
service. The citizen, too, must serve his com
munity, participate in the choice of its government 
and the conduct of its aff1irs, He must be well
informed to participate effectively and choose wisely, 

•uwba' I• at atake and why not I&J 10 '111 By 0. m. H. lot.d: 
Gol\anoa Violol'1 Bookl. 

Having restated the principles of the liberal tradi
tion to meet the changed circumstances of the age, 
Joad eeeks out the indispensable conditions for the 
continuance of that tradition. He associates with 
these principles the principle of federation-the 
union of free peoples under a common government-' 
as the pre-requisite of their realization. In his 
scheme, foreign and economic policies are to be 
vested in the hands of the common government. 
Colonies and dependencies may enter the federation 
in their own right as responsible self-governing 
units. Matters of domestic concern are to be controlled 
by the various national government!. The supreme 
merit of federation is that it preserves the whole. 
without destroying ito parts ; and it strengthens its 
parts without jeopardizing the whole. . 

At the present time the existence of sovereign 
national states is the chief ob!tacle to federation. 
No doubt, during the last three centuries, the nation' 
state served the liberal tradition best. It is· no
longer the guardian of our cherished rights; to-day 
the nation-state ha! become an anachronism, For· 
whatever good the liberal tradition aimed at, the 
modern st•te ha~ thwarted, Some even maintain 
that nationalism is a myth. · But it is an exceedingly 
potent myth, So long as each state pursues an 
unbridled economic nationalism and puts its own 
cherished ideas of absolute sovereignty above the 
common good and adopts war as the anstrument of 
policy, federation will remain an unattainable ideal. 

The type of federation. Joad advocates is singularly: 
defective, He has in mind only the federation 11[ 
Europe. Such a continental or regional arrangement 
is bound to fail; for, in their hectic efforts to make 
their separate defences impregnable, each of these 
federal units will be obliged still to maintain colossal 
armies, navies, and thus condemn our kind to the 
horrors of endless war. 

The Atlantic Charter raised great expectations, · 
Mr. Attlee announced, perhaps on his own initiative, 
that it applied · to all-;-not only to Europ~, but 
also to Africa and Asta. But Mr. Churchtll has 
allayed our doubts. He has now explained that, 
when they were planning for future peace, the 
two statesmen had in mind only the nations . of 
Europe now under Nazi yoke. Being narrow and 
sectional, the Charter stands self-condemned. 

A more comprehensive plan to enlarge the bases 
of organised society by establishing a government 
for the community of nations, in order to preserve 
civilization and enable mankind to live in pe•ce 
and be free is embodied in a joint resolution 
providing for' a Declaration of the Federatio~ of 
the world passed by the House of Representatives 
and the Senate of North Carolina, U. S, A. 
Rightly it declares, ••At this _hour tw_o elem~ntal 
forces are struggling to orgamse the mternatton~l 
community-totalitarianism and democracy. Th~s 
world cannot remain half-slave, haJf.free, half-totali
tarian half-democratic," Only if democr-.. cy triumphs in 
this decisive struggle, the nations of the earth ~ill. ~e 
united in a commonwealth of free peoples, and mdiVI• 
duals wherever found, will be the sovereign unit~ of 
the n~w world order. The need of the times is an 
international sovereignty of reason, social ju~tice 
and peace and the abolitio!l ot dive.rse "!attonal 
sovereignties bent upon thetr own dtssolutton by 
mutual conquest. The principl~ of fe~eration ~an 
unite all free peoples of the world, mh'!-bttmg ~xte'?s.'ve 
territories under one government wtthout lm(?atn_ng 
thei~ local autonomy, Such a world ~rgamsat~on 
vitalizes all nations by endowing them Wtth security 
and freedom to develop their respective cultures 
without the menace of foreign do~n~ti~';l· It ID?ks 
upon the entire human race as an mdtV1s1ble fam1l11 
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it reduces to the ultimate minimum the possibility of 
war. 

Aristide Briand once wrote "There cannot be one 
peace ~or America, orie peace for Europe, and another 
for Asta, but one peace for the entire world." His 
words convey a great lesson. The federation of 
the world may seem a veritable chimera ; but our 
hopes for the future lie in a steadfast pursuit of the 
ideal. 

. If the. At!antic Ch8:rter is an exclusive privilege, 
:what active mterest Will the present conflict evoke 
m coloure~ peoples who, for centuries, have groaned 
under poht1cal and economic disabilities? Can 
India, consistent with her own honour and stature, 
throw herself whole-heartedly in the struggle on the 
sjde of Britain if she denies India what she values 
most?. The times call for :t>otd statesmanship, I 
Shortsightedness and reaction w11l only spell disaster. 
There ts yet time to avert it. The National Peace 
Council. '?f Britain have v~ntured to suggest that 
the Bnttsh must set thetr own house in order if 
their cause is to prevail. Will the powers that 'be 
heed the warning before it is too late? 

THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION-I. 
.(BY K. CHANDY, KOTTAVAM. ) 

Readers of 7.'h• Inilian Socia! R8f"rm•r probahly 
know that I have been writing about a constitution 
for India from the year 1928. I anticipated the need 
for a Round Table Conference including the Princes, 
long before it was announced. A collect ton of some of 
my articles and the rough outlines of a constitution 
were !lent to over a hundred persons in India and 
England, many of whom became members of the 
Conference long after. The Secretary of State for 
lndia and the Secretary of the Simon Commission 
were among that number. 

there must be a pooling of resources. As far a,. 
possible, party distiuctions should be abandoned and; 
policy judged not from the point of view of its bearings. 
UP?n the !nterests of this party or of that but from the 
point of Vtew of all parties-that is of the nation. . . 
All this was in the year 1929. The arguments 

us~~ by Mr. A!:"ery in England showing why the 
Brtttsh model d1d not succeed, were identically those 
~rg<;d by me. Although it might be that no one 
In h1s ~ffice had read my little pamphlet when it was 
stated m the House of Commone that no alternative 
sche!:"e had ~een suggested, it is still pertinent to
enqu~re why It is .that Engli~h statesmen did not 
ant1c1pate these evils at the t1me. So far as IndiaD 
leaders at the Conference are concerned, subsequent 
e~ents as also a perusal of almost any article dealing · 
With the matter shows that barring experts in Political 
Science, there are few Indians who have sufficiently 
gr~sped the truth that a political party majority 
w~tch. at. the sut;>sequent election might become a 
mmonty, IS very different from a communal majority,. 
and that, as I wrote twelve years ago, tllere is 
nothi~g in Political Science or in Ethics to justify 
wanting to a communal majority the ri<Yhts claimed 
m England by a political majority. "' 

The utterances of Mr. Savarkar and Dr. Moonje 
and Mr. Jinnah are only striking instances. of a 
general sub;,onscious feeling which all or most 
Hindus and Mahomedans seem to share-namely 
that racial or religious numbers have the sam~ 
political weight in democracy as had Tory or Whig 
and liberal or conservative votes in England support: 
ing great political leaders. Even the Hin•u of Madras 
has been showing in article after article a seeming 
ignorance or overlooking of the fact that democracy 
need not be equated with Party majority government. 
The general will could be expressed in other ways. 
Even the dharma which Indian sovereigns have been 
expected to uphold is a form of the . general will. 
When minorities have the suspicion that voting 
might take a communal turn, it is simple fantasy, the 
result of non-clarified thinking, to imagine 51 votes 
out of a hundred as expressing the general will. 
when opposed to 49. This danger had oeen pointed 
out in several articles but the unconscious bias 
mentioned above prevented its being grasped; and. 
it is not p~rceived even now ttlat Jinnah and 
Pakistan are not simple perversities but a result of 
the above fear compleJr. The increasing communal 
tension is also its result. Parties in India could 
never be like parties in England during the heyday 
of· Party Government. "fbe introduction of that 
system has done immense injury already. Hence 
the pre~sing need for a different type of government 
for India. 

In the report leading to the Act of 1935 there are 
~uite a dozen suggestions similar to the' points made 
m those articles ; but it is the suggestions which 
no one took up, which have become important. What 
was attempted was a realistic approach to the 1 

problem of granting India Dominion Status, which ' 
necessarily mcluded Defence and Foreign Affairs 1 

and the States. Hy means of an order · 
in Council, Paramountcy was to be exercised in I 
India by the Crown representative with the help 
of certain Indian Princes. The present Defence I 
Conncil was anticipated twelve years ago, Defence · 
and Foreign Affairs being entrusted to a·Council 
consisting of Prime Ministers and representatives of 
the States. It is well known that after a war, treaties 1' 

could be revised. It was sugge~ted that after 
Gandhiji's "peaceful war", the Princes could be asked ' 
to enter an all-India Federation, making needful 1 The. above statements do 110t imply that it is 
changes in internal autonomy without necessarily 1 essential to adopt the functional form of government. 
introducing responsible government on the British / which has led to so many evils •. Although it would 
model. : be necessary to represent functions also, such as 

The most important suggestion of mine, which no I' Labour, it is quite feasible to establish governmnt 
one advocated at the Conference, was that majority fo! the pe~ple, ot _the . people, by the _people~. 
government was quite unsuited in a communally · 'Ytthout havmgo Party. Government. Any expert, 
minded country with no 'genuine political parties' I hke P!of. P. J. Thomas, Mr. Sbiraz, Dr.~· 1<. Reddy,_ 
cutting ·across communal attachments,. and hence I etc., tf asked, could formulate the .outl!nes of such 
that it was essential to introduce a form of: no. a. scheme. It ·Should. be essential. m any such, 
party' govermrierit,' which· was· called ··Panchayet scheme. to make it. a rule that ·members of the 
Government. Legislature, after election, should cease to owe ali-

T 
. . h T egiance to 'any party during the term ot their 

hese suggestions were· not a~ateuriS • h':Y membership because it is no ion er the Part but 
ha~ ~he full. approval of two emtf!ent experts !n the All-Indian State that they serv g. y 
Poht1cal Sc1ence. As my name ts unknown tn . e 
England, and in most parts of India, the· following So far as I know, nowhere else in the world has the 
words of a great English publicist, the late Mr. head of a communal party, not elected by the people, 
C. P. Scott of the Manolwster Guardian were quoted: set himself up as a Dictator over Prime Ministers, 

The whole traditional idea of a government which Bf!d he has only followed ~e. example of another 
governs, and than opposition must be abandoned and Dtctator who, although sptntually the highest 
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person in India, is not an elected Dictator. 
Pakistan ia the direct result of majority govern
ment and the present political place in India of 
Gandhiji and of Jinnah and their Executives 
manifestly and obviously establishes the unsuitabi· 
lity of the system established in 1935. 

THE BRAHMO SAMAJ. 
A CORRECTION, 

The Editor, 
Th• Indian Social RBformJJr, 

Sir, 
A marriage aolemnized before a Marriage 

Registrar under Act Ill ot 1872 (The Special Marriage 
Act) can at the worst be called a "marriage by 
registration" or ••registration marriage," It may also be 
called a "Civil Marriage," but never as "registration 
<>f marriage." The Registrar of Marriage, like the 
Registrar of Births and Deaths, simply takes note of 
the events after they happen by whatever process and 
by whomsoever they may have been brought about. 
But unlike a Marriage Registrar, the Registrar of 
Birth&, Deaths and Marriages is not instrumental in 
any way in bringing about any of the events which 
they record. 

To emphasize this difference and point out how 
the wrong vogue of the expression "registration of 
marriage" to denote a marriage under Act ·Ill of 
1872 bas undermined its primary importance at 
Brahmos marriages, misleading, at least, some 
Brahmos into neglecting it altogether or till long after 
«he consummation of their marriages, contrary to 

mv;o~E 
/J:lNDAL WCDD 

OIL 

their best traditions and their own legal necessity, 
and to plead for the strict observance of the Act 
until such time as the Brahmos may obtain from the 
legislature a new marriage Ia w suited to their present 
day sentiments, was the object of my article on the 
Brahmo Sarnaj commenced in The Reformer of 13th 
September, 

I regret, however, that a grave mistake which was 
inadvertently made in my original copy bas found 
its way into print, although I corrected it in good 
time. In the penultimate paragraph, the third sen· 
tence reads as though Sir Henry Sumner Maine said 
in Council that under his Bill "registration of 
marriage" should take place first, which outs at the 
root of my whole argument. 

I corrected this into "marriage under the proposed 
Act should take place first." But the correction 
seems to ba ve escaped notice, 

The actual words used by Sir Henry in introducing 
his Bill, as reported in a supplement to the "Gazette 
of India" dated 19th September 1868, were a11 
follows~- . 

"It would be in substance a Civil Marriage 
Bill ......... With religious ceremonial it would not 
be concerned, The Brahmos could add to the 
requirements of the law whatever ritual they 
preferred, and the result would be that, as in 
several European countries, there would be rs 
a civil and afl,rwarda a religious marriage." 

Aska } Yours etc,, 
17-9-194.1. KOPARGAM RAMAMVRTHI, 

THE FIN~JT 
FOR 

PE~FUffiE/ 

MYSORE SANDAI.WOOD 
OIL conform• to all pharma· 
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ea .. 1>o 1l<ld oithfr lit,... or ~Moo~giO oow .tfi""'I : 
FOR SOUTH INDIA, BOMBAY PRESIDENCY & BURMA 

Messrs. M. A. T. ACHARYA & Co., 
"Sri Krishna BuUdlnp," Avenue Road, Bangalore City 

and 
THE MYSORE PRODUCTS Ltd •• Princess Street, BOMBAY. 
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Visit Travancore. 

THE TRAVANCORE STATE 
TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT 
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.·1 • Bus Services on the following- Routes. • . 

TRIVANDRUM. NAGERCOIL. 
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. TRIV AN DRUM CITY SERVICES., 

Travel to Cape Comorin, 
The Land's end of India where the Three 

Big Oceans meet. 
Comfortable seating arrangemt.nts. 

Cheap Educational Tours for Students at 
liberal concessions. 

Buses available for private hire. 
For Terms Apply to 

The Director of State 7 ran sport, 
TRAVANCORE TRIVANDRUM. 

'fHE 
SGIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
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INDIAN 
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MARINE 
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NAROTTAM MORARJEE & co., BOMBAY 
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Ba.ngoon-M&dra.a-Oolombo. 
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KONKAN LINES - Bomboy to Ponjim. 
ca.lling at all intermediate Port& 

HARBOUR LJNB-Rev .. ·Dboromtar-Uron-Elepbanto-Nohovo 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NA V. 00., LTD. :. · 
HAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM. NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. 00., LTD. 
RATlitAGAB STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 

Scindla Houoe, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tele-
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THE BANK OF BARODA. LTD; 
(lnoorporate4 in Baroda, The liability of M~~Dl~Mra being Limited.) 

Under the Patronage of and largely supported by the 
Oovemment of H. H. the Maharaja Oaekwar o1 Baroda, . 

CAPITAl. AUTHORISED tt.. :o,4o,o0.ooe • 
CAPITAL ISSUED & SUBSCRIBED , 1,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP 0 6o,oo,ooo 
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Head Office=--BA~ODA. 
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( Panchkuva )r A,mreli, Bhavnagar, Billi~.~mt 
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SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, -

NAVSARI, 8 
PATAN. 

.-. -:o:--

LOCKER'S OF DIFFERENT 
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--:o:-
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GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPL.lCATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Manag-e,., 

The following books can be had from the 

office of The Indian Social Reformet': 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" B'e. 11-
S, Natarajan's "West of Suez"· Rs.Sl-

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 Re. 11- · 

(being the oflicial report of the unity 

Conference held in U22 in Bombay, 

'Interest In this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the Manaffet'. 

(Post free), 
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NOTES. 
The Lesson of Russia :-It was a frequent 

comment after the collapse of Austria that the 
only eRective resistance to Nazi-Fascist aggres
sion would come from ·a Socialist State. The 
fall of Poland, the collapse of Holland, Belgium 
and France and the breakdown of the Scandi· 
navian countries seemed to show negatively the 
truth of this observation even though the 
political prophets were discredited on a thousand 
other events. The resistance put up by Britain 
where the anti-Socialist Churchill rallied all partieS 
under him, was accounted for on the ground that 
SCICialism, as it was known on the. ~ontinent, 
never existed in Britain. British Sociali'sm had 
always collapsed under stress, and patriotism had 
won an easy victory. The Communists, it is true, 
bad latterly shown a tendency to strike 
out an "international" path but to too many 
of them defence of shifting Soviet . policies 
had taken the place of any definit~ outlook 
on international affairs. Because· . Hritish 
Communists and their American prototypes~ 
with I{ ussia neutral, denounced · the . Anglo~ 
German war as an imperialist war and urged 
non-participation, it was readily assumed that 
Soviet Ru:ISia \loOuld not fight, . however mucli 
l'rc;IYoked, and that, in the· improbability of· her 
Clbing so, he• resistance ·would prove uninspired 
by any general national emotion. M. Stalin, 
however. on the outbreak or hostilities appealed 
to his people in the· n1me of nationalism. Even 
i~ Soviet appeals to the outside world ·there 
Is little lise made of the fact that ·the Soviet 
. Union is a wo,.kers' State, though . foreign 
admirers of· the Soviet Republic have stressed 
that aspect of the question. We were surprised, 
f,,r example, to read jn the New Sta•esman 
that the fortuitous entry.of Russia into the war 
must create a greater enthusiasm on the part of 
workers in Britain. Why? Russia is not 
fi!:hting for .the workers' wor'd. , [q every one 
of their atatemenui;· RuS!Iian· spokesmen have 
emph4Sized the a;:>proximation of their systein 
to that of the democracies. If they ar 

wooing any section of opinion abroad, it is not. 
that . opinion which ·has been with them in; 
the :past. But· it .is rather those men wl}o 
yesterday were antagonl~tic :to everything, 
that Soviet Russia stood .for. In the circum-! 
stances, Russian representatives .must .find. thj: 
support of pro-Russian. enthusial'tS more than 
a trifle embarrassing to them. In her re&istaQ~, 
to German. aggression, Russia has shown_ that, 
her people, believed hitherto ,to -have turned, 
their backs on nationalism, are more staunch in 
their love of !:Quntry than the bo)Jr~oisie. ·This 
i~ largely, because the Russian worker, like the 
British worker, has a stake to lose. :The, eve.nt 
has an. obvious lesson. · . , . . . 

Mr. Jog on the War :-Mr. N. G.· .Jog'l! 
"Will War Come to India?:' (Messrs. _ 1he 
New · Book . Co., , Bom)lay, .Rs. r>/-L is ,~ 
collection of articles on the war published 
week by week in tbe Sunday Chronicle. Ther~; 
have been. very few newspapers in India which 
make a weekly feature of the.war and certainly 
very few .nationalist newspapers. Mr, Jog'l! 
arlicles, many of them, . were, excellently writtcm. 
and often gave one a. desire to see· tr.em 
collecteJ in book from. 6ut. 11ow that, they 
have been put together,· one .feels that, th~ 
material read much better as weekly articl~s. 
;rhe events of the past two. years have been 
startling enough to make any bo.Jk on them 
Jnteresting, even if it be but a mere recording of 
facts; and Mr. Jog's book is certainly no ba~e 
record of incid~nts. Mr. Jog has a lively pen and 
he 'bas read widely ,in the anti-Nazi litera· 
ture of Britain and the U.S. A, But. if such 
a book had to be written, we would much 
rather it had not been· .written· by an Indian. 
After all, there are certain things which are in 
character as coming from a member of the rulirig 
political classes ol the world which do not fit in 
wtth those of us who are under.iogs. . Besidllll, 
th~re is some excuse for a man who curses under 
intense suffering; there is none for. the onlooker 
who imitates his language •. The one juotification 
fm: an Indian writing on such a subject is the 
greater measure of detachment he can bring to 
it. Mr. Jog, it . is clear,. sees the . war, 
a~d has always . seen . it, as one between 
Fascism and ·Democracy. Even so. Ind!a. is 
ne•ther the one· nor the other. Mr. ChutchiU on 
the Atlantic Charter lias .made this quite. clear. 
Mr. Jo,r might feel that the war came . ..to 

"'ndia two years ago, but it has come in a 
very effective disguise and not as it came 
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to so many other countries. Mr. Jog repeats I population. The work, as it is described in the 
the oft-repeated Anglo-Saxon reproach against ! communique, seems prodigious but it all boils 
Ribbentrop tha~ he was a champagne seller, i down to a few central features. Undue delay in 
against Hitler that he was named Schicklgruber. i bringing the reforms into force will deprive them 
Does it really matter who Ribbentrop was I of the sustaining influence of popular enthusiasm 
before he took to politics? Whatever reason and, indeed, the scheme may become out of date. 
there was for the change from Schicklgruber Dr. Jayakar on the Present Situation:-Dr. M. 
to Hitler, it took place just a hundred years ago R. Jayakar delights in stirring up the placid 
and it is no part of the German campaign. So waters of Rotary Club functions. We referred 
far as India is concerned, there is very little in I some months ago to the observations he made at 
the book except the answer to the title question , the function arranged in honour of the Thailand 
at the end. That too rests on Lord Linlithgow's : Goodwill Mission in Bombay. Speaking on 
declaration of war, on behalf of India. Mr. Jog : October 1 at a dinner at~ the Madras Rotary 
bas done himself ~ disservice. What is a Club, Dr. Jayakar summed up the present 
week-by-week survey of the war is related by a political situation in the country :as a conflict 
twist of the title to a politica,l question. As Dr. between the instinct of self-defimce and the 

' M, R. Jayakar remarks in his Foreword to sense of self-respect, The war, he said, was 
the book, the chief merit of this book lies in its : coming nearer and nearer and the frontiers of 
bei~g the first book of i~ type written by an 1 India were ext~nding as far as Ir;'ln, Iraq and 
Indtan for the benefit of Ind~.ans. : perhaps Russta; but, strange as 1t may seem, 

Hyderabad Reforms:-The Information Bureau : the discontent, apathy and sense of frustration 
of the Nizam's Dominions has issued a lengthy of the Indian people are simultaneously 
communique on the work that has been done increasing. Dr. Jayakar continued his search
and which yet remains to do in respect of the ing . analysis of the Indian position with 
l{~forms sanctioned by His Exalted Highness references to the recent editorial of the London 
two years ago, The work that has been done 1 T1mes and the even more · recent speech broad~ 
is the enactment of about five out of the many 1 cast to America by Mr. Amery. Whilst the 
laws which are required to give statutory form . Times asked for India's spiritual support, the 
to the proposals. Some eight others have to ; authorities in India, Dr. Jayakar. complained; 
be further scrutinised 'and the Legal Remem- ~ were more concerned with material assistance: 
brancer has been ' relieved of his normal duties : Perhaps it is because of the efficient work 
for the p\U"pose. But much the more difficult ' of Indian authorities that . British spokes
and essential part of the work has yet to be ' man are able to occupy their time with consider
taken in hand,· The Special difficulties which . ing the. spiritual side. Dr. Jayakar appealed 
beset the Hyderabad Secretariat are three. 1 for the acceptance of the Sapru Conference 
The Reforms cover the·whole ground of adminis- • demand for an· all Indian personnel on the 
tration a~d involve new regulations and legisla- Executive Committee ' but . he omitted · td 
tion- froiD top to bottom. The basing of the mention how this would improve the spiritua~ 
franchise on ~'interests" has created a novel position, without a radical change in the· 
and unprecedented sphere in which there are ideas that inspire · the Government of the 
no clues to guide the Hyderabad compilers. , country; 'Dr. Jayakar · himself supported !;lis 
Then all the ·regulations framed in the official ' suggestion by urging that an Indian Defence 
language have to be translated into English and · Member can create a · sentiment of war as no. 
the three Hyderabad languages, Marathi, Telugu , European could. His advice to the Congress 
and Kanarese. There is a tone of querulousness ! was strangely worded,· according to the press 
due to enactments being passed without being i report. Dr. Jayakar suggested to the Congress 
accompanied by the rules for which they provide, either to stiften the present movement or to' 
But this has necessarily to be done. To draw up go back to Parliamentary activities. ·It is 
rules before an Act to which they pertain is true that the 'Congress, by openly declaring 
passed, is possible only under a system where its intention to ·refrain from mass activities, 
the lawgiver is also the executor• of laws. In a ,-obbed the present. movement of much of its· 
system of legislation by debate, it is impossible . sting and gave the administration a sense 
to foresee what amendments may be introduced '• of general security. . The threat of an immim;nt 
in a Bill during its passage through the Legis- ' mass movement is often more effect,ive tha,n 
lature. It is possible, of course, t() prepare • an actual campaign. Even· if the present 
beforehand a tentative set of rules but when campaign is stiffened we cannot expect any great 
once the principles are accepted by the law· success for it, As for its returning to Parlia..' 
making body, it should not be difficult for a mentary activities, Dr. Jayakar himself realised 
'COmpetent drafting establishment to frame the : that there will be · considerable modification in 
necessary rules. The making of a register 1 the conditions which prevailed before the 
"f voters on the basis· of interests -as well i ministerial resignations. • . · · 
as communities is, i_nd~, a difficult task and·we J' . Sir. Sikandar's Advic~ to Brit~sh Statesmen:=-. 
should not be surpriSed 1f the Hyderabad scheme SJr Stkandar Hyat Khan, Premter of the PunJab; 
has to be revised in this respect. Otherwise, the has come out with a criticism of Mr. Churchill's 
.voters' lists will have to , be a Census of the repudiation of the Atlantic Charter in regard to 
occupational castes for a large part ·of the India-his first public "tterance since his unfor-

.~ ' '· 
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tunate part In the Jinnah-Linlithgow controversy. 
Sir Sikandar does not believe in the value of 
any declaration or. statement or assurance
because he believes that the shtus of India 
is being won by the Sacrifices . of Indians 
in the various theatres· of war. And as an 
encouraging example, he cites the 192.2 
Reforms as the fruits of the 1914-18 
sufferings. It would be hard to think of any 
other instance oC. much suffering with little 
gain. It is a dangerous game for Sir Sikand:1r 
to play, to try to rouse false hopes in the people 
and it would be the part of wiSdom to accept 
British declarations that India has little to hope 
for from the war beyond freedom from a possib'e 
Nazi regime, and interminable wrangling over 
the future political structure, with Britain 
holding the ring. This is what is meant by 
telling Indians that the future constitution has 
to be devised by agreement among Indians. 
This has not been sug~rested to Czechoslovakia, 
Poland, Holland, Belgium, Norway, Greece, 
Yugoslavia, France and Abyssinia. It is time 
Indian politicians realised that Britain has cut 
out her path in India and intends to follow 
it. Most of them we believe, do see this. The 
Churchill watering down of the Atlantic Charter 
has upset .or surprised no one except the Anglo· 
Indian press which remarks that Mr. Churchill 
should not have said what he. did, and Sir 
Sikandar who, after proclaiming his· disbelief in 
the need for a declaration, asks for a clear and 
unambiguous statement on India's future so that 
he may -down his political opponerts. Sir 
Sikandar in fact asks for Mr. Churchill's help in 
putting down .his opponents. He wants an assur
ance that those who have not helped in the war, 
will not "enjoy the fruits of victory'' to quote 
Lord Linlithgow. There is so close a connection 
between Lord Linlithgow's trend of thought on 
the occasion when he spoke on the second year of 
war, and Sir Sikandar's observations now that it 
would be not surprising if his advice is taken. 
The J innah-Linlithgow controversy which arose 
out of Sir Sikandar's own doubtful. position, 
temporarily separated the Viceroy and the 
Punjab Premier;· but it has now brought them 
together-probably under a sense of common 
suffering at Mr. Jinnah's hands. If Sir Sikandar's 
efforts to divide the country on the war issue 
succeed, he may find that he has little supp0rt 
when he and his British friends are fighting 
over the spoils or war. 

Mr. Aney and Dr. Rao:-The Central Provin· 
ces has been exceedingly lucky in the distri· 
bution of memberships in . the expanded 
Governor-General's Executive Council. Two out 
of the seven new additions are from that pro~ 
vince, Mr. M. S. Aney and Dr. E. Raghavendra 
Rao. . Mr. Aney was once a Congress leader. 
.Then he . followed Pandit Madan. Mohan 
Mataviya in forming . the Congress Democratic 
Party which had one foot in .the Congress 
and the ' other in. the. ,Legislative Assembly 
whereas Congressmen without a suffix abstained 
.frpm attending the Legislature, .except for a. 

single day in order to prevent their seats being 
decla~~ vacant The Congress Democratic 
~rmiSSIO'? to at~end the Legislature, however. 
d1d not ev1dently mclude permissi;>n to accept
office and, when Mr. Aney was mentioned as a 
nominee to the expanded Council, the Pandit 
declared that he could accept office only in his 
personal capacity. Mr. Aney was not deterred 
by this pronouncement from carrying out 
his intention. But he has to wait until 
Sir Girjashankar Bajpai cleared the table of the 
Indo-Burma and. Ind;>-Ceylonese agreements, in 
order to assume his duties as Overseas Member 
of Government, Sir Girja is back in Simla, 
and Mr. Aney is expected to take charge of thtj 
Overseas part of Sir Girja's functions in the 
course of the next fortnight. Prior to. departing 
from his province to Simla, Mr. Aney had an 
interview with Gandhiji at Sevagram. . His last 
minute attempt to convert Gandhiji to the Tilak 
opportunist creed, "Take what is give0 and ask 
f~r more,'' was appare.ntly infructuous •. For 
immediately afterwards he made a speech at 
a public meeting at Wardha ·criticising .the 
Congress for giving up office and . power 
and advised his audience-frQm a worker 
he bas already become an· advisor-to accept 
positions in the Army and become war-minded. 
Dr. Raghavendra Rao who has just relinquished 
his pos•tion as Advisor to the Secretary of 
State, on the eve .of his taking over the 
Membrrship for Civil Defence-. does it include 
the Police ? ..... advised his countrymen almost in 
the words of Mr. Amery-perhap~ Mr. Amery 
himself was repeating his Indian Advisor's 
words-to forget their internal differences and 
present . a united front. Dr. Rao stressed 
agreement especially between the Congress 
and the Muslim League. The country has 
now the satisfaction of hearing from the lips of 
Indians . what it has hitherto heard from those 
of Mr. Amery and Lord Linlithgow. 

Lord Llnlithgow's. Mystery :-The_ Times 
(London) in an eulogy on Lord Linlithgow on the 
occasion of the· extension of his tenure in this 
country, referred to some service of his which 
will be known and appreciated only after the war. 
Whatever' this might be, there is· one which 
surely entitles him to the Times' compliment. 
When- the last war broke out; the dull-witted 
Englishman who was Prime Minister· was moved 
to tears when announcing India's participation 
in a quarrel which was not hers. Tne Viceroy, 
also an Englishman, acted in the same spirit. 
At the opening of· the present war the quick
witted Scotch Vicero:r; hastened to make out 
that this· was India's war,· and since · his 
pronouncements-the last broadcast for in
stance and his measures have tended· to 
emphasise India as being more concerned in 
the prosecution ofthe war than Britain herself. 
It will- not be surprising if · at the ·victoriouS 
close, it is made out that India owes a greater 
debt to Britain than Britain to India. - -

. • l •• 
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MR. AMERY AND AMERICAN CRITICS. 

· The radio has often been mentioned as an 
aid to· education. But it has a defect which is· 
fatal for this purpose. The eSsential factor in 
·education is that the pupil must be able to stop 
the teacher when he feels a doubt and ask him 
to clear it up. In the radio you are at the mercy 
-of the man at the microphone. There is no 
means yet discovered-one may be discovered 
hereafter, we hope-to stop him where. he is 
·deliberately vague or clearly mistaken and ask 
him to clarify his meaning or to correct his 
-error. The British Broadcasting Corporation is 
-exploiting this defect of the radio for propaganda 
purposes in respect of American criticism of 
British Indian administration. A few questions 
.are selected and answers to them framed which 
are often grossly fallacious or even palpably false; 
hut the listener has no instant means of exp;:>sing 
the fallacy and the falsity. A good instance is 
the recent broadcast of a colloquy between 
various American questioners and Mr. L. S. 
Amery, Secretary of State for India. The 
first question was one by Judge Austin Griffiths, 
of Seattle, Washirigton, and it was: "What 
taxes, direct or indirect, does India pay towards 
the· British Government ?'' The question is 
framed, it is clear, to suit the answerer. Mr. 
Amery's tone to the American is in marked 
-contrast to his usual tone to his Indian critics. 
But it is not Mr. Amery atone am;:>ng British 
statesmen who speak in two voices-cringing to 
the American, insolent to the Indian, Mr. 
Amery prefaces his reply by expressing his 
delight at Judge . Griffiths' question. The 
Judge was evidently thinking of the question of 
American taxation by Britain, which result· 
ed in the war of Independence. Whether 
he was doing so or not, Mr. Amery cer
tainly was and his answer was clearly intended 
to assure the judge that Britain is not in the case 
.pf India making the mistake which she made. 
in the case of the New England States~ "Neither 
India nor any other part of the British Empire,'' 
is Mr. Amery's reply, "pays any taxes, direct or 
.indirect, to the British Government. All her 
,Jiivenues "are used for the benefit of the people 
'of India. In fact the British Government makes 
a contribution of many millions of dollars a year 
'to the military · defence of India."' · What the 
judge thought of ·this reply the British Broad
casting Corporation does not inform its listeners. 
.If the judge was slightly acquainted with the 
.'conditions of British rule in this country, he 
'would not have framed his question in the. way 
P,e did •. , He · would have asked Mr. Amery· 
if it was true that five shillinglj in the pound 
,of the British national income is . derived from 
)ndia; if it was true that £50 millions is derived 
,from India in the shape of Home Charges every 
year; if Indian industrial development has been 
.made subservient to British industrial interests; 

if it is true that though India has several 
thousands of miles of railways, she still imports 
locomotive engines chiefly from Sc:>tland; if it is 
true that the Indian Army is maintained not 
exclusively with a view to India's defence but 
also and largely with a view to British interests as 
is shown by their despatch at the present time to 
distant lands; if it is true that the British official 
and soldier in India, notwithstaouing that they 
form part ofthe garrison, receive many times 
more pay and all;:>wances than corresponding 
Indian employees. Even if he was totally igno
rant of Indian conditions, the Judge would surely 
have asked, if the Broadcasting Corporation 
had not cut him short, for figures of the British 
contribution to India's military Defence and 
India's contribution to British national income. 
Educated Am~ricans are better informed as to 
actual conjitions in India and the Coionies and 
Mr. Amery's quibbles will be estimated at 
their true worth by informed American opinion 
of which we get but rare glimpses in India 
now.adays; The reply of Mr. Norman Thomas to 
Sir Norman Angell in the New Republz& of 
July 28 to which we l;lave referred once before, 
is a fairer sample of American opinion tha,n 
Judge Griffiths' unintelligent question. 

Mr. Amery's answer to the second question 
by Mr. E. W. Jeffry of East Cleveland, Ohio, 
made one gasp as one read it. The question 
was :-"Is it true that the . Viceroy of India 
declared war against Germany without 
reference to the people of India ? Is that demo• 
cratic? " Mr. Amery begins his reply by assert
ing that the Viceroy never . declared war 
and could not have declared war. The latter 
half of the answer is true. But the former 
is blatantly wide off the truth. The Viceroy 
did declare that India was at war. The declara
tion was criticised in Parliament and the British 
Press as unfortunate and that the Viceroy 
should have convened the Legislature and made 
the_ declaration on its authority. Now, two years 
after the incident, Mr. Amery comes forward to 
say that the Viceroy never declared war. The 
constitutional position which made India auto
matically a party in the war was .explained in 
TM Reformer. And it was suggested that Lord 
Linlithgow's object in making the declaration 
was perhaps to stake out a place in the post-war 
Commonwealth for· India as an independent unit. 
Mr. Amery's analogy between Ohio in relation 
to the United States aod India . in relation· 
to the British Government, is grossly . mis
leading. Ohio is a constituent part of the 
States, with representation in Congress and 
enjoying absolutely. equal rights· with the 
citizens of every ot~er State, India has none 
of these attributes. A citizen .of..Ohio can be 
President of the. United .-.States. He can be 
Commander-in-Chief of the American Army. He 
can represent his country in foreign countries. 
Indians have ; .none.· of these .rights. All that 
they. possess . are obligations., This is no .doubt 
the actual state .. of things, but it . is hardly 
entitled . to . claim .. to be~ democratic, ;It might 
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have. been the legal constituti;nal ~osltion, I -
as Mr. Amery claimed it was, but certainly' it I 
wall · not democratic in any sense of th(l : 
term. 

MORE .THOUGHTS ON COMMUNAL 
DISHARMONY. 

(BY~· N. ]AGADISAN, MADRAs). . 

, It gladdened my heart to read in Th1 India~! &t:iGt 
''India was from the first, and is today," 1

1 Rsformor of August 23,194.1, that "any new approach 
said Mr. Amery, ''behind the British Government to the problem (of co-operative spirit among 

oommunities) should be entirely distinct from and 
in its struggle against Nazi tyranny_ and 1 uncon~ected with any pol!tic~l or economic purpose.· 
aggression.'' To equate hatred of Nazi tyranny · That 1s to say, the questoon 1s purely one of social 
with support of· "the British Government in its : psychology."· I. take it the editor means "the 
present struggle'' has struck us all along as · question ought to be one of social psychology." 
an unfortunate fallacy which has led to many The politician cannot be expected to help towards 
mistakes of policy. To begin . with, . India 1 communal harmony. It is not to his interest to do 
does not think enough of the Nazi might to : so. By politician, I do not mean Mahatma Gandhi 
pay it the compliment of hating it, Her attitude ! or the Right Honourable V. S, Srinivasa Sastri. 
to it is J"ust the same as her attitude to the- i I mean the politician for whom politics is a career, 

· I ' a ladder of personal ambition and power. · The 
earthqQake which shook Quetta severa times , politician· of this variety is not at all anxious for 
this week and which apparently must be taken the establishment of the good society. •Those 
as a chronic menace to that fair city, which who want to keep power are all archaisers. They 
should be provided against but which it is all want· to stop the future. They take the ancient 
impossible to forecast and prevent. Then, I forms of scarcity-conditioned history, nations with 
those who have followed the events which boundaries, secular or religious hierarchies, lies and 
preceded and led up to the war, feel Nazi ! violence; they are prepared to use all means to keep 
tyranny had not extended to Brit;;lin or ally part J ~~er.;..o~l~e~:~ ~~~ v;~~~n ~f,t~~;~~d '¥~:;;~~~= 
~r the British Empire when the war began, and 1 the implications of morality, freedom and equality 
1!1 all probability it would n6t have extended to and acceptance and general good will. Against 
her in any future of which reasonable men need these basic concepts they will use all means. 
take account. Of course, tyranny anywhere and They are doing so now." • 
iD every form is an evil but not the most The politician then only aggravates disharmony. 
powerful nation in the world has undertaken to We should not look to him for remedy. Rather 
light tyranny as such wherever it exists and in we must work against his influ~nce. 
\Vhatc:ver form. Even the United States whose What about the educationist, the vast army of 
President has been straining every nerve to teachers and professors ? They can help, they 
convince his fellow citizens that Nazism is an must help, but I fear they do not, There are 
immediate menace i:o their own freedom, notable ex<:~eptions of teachers who shed a moral 
has not yet proceeded beyond selling and intellectual illumination by their learning and 

righteousness, but generally I have noted with 
munitions and materials to Britain. Perhaps, dismay that the educationist is content to be the 
Indians are wanting in altruistic imagina- pale shadow of the politician. He too loves •'power' 
tion but, speaking. for ourselves, we and, as Bertrand Russell has said, the teache~ 
do not feel that, in the economic and who loves power is more harmful· to society than 
political . conditions of India, she is under' the politician who loves power. He is a worshipper 

b · • h 1 p 1 d d th of power too. "If the Congress is in power; 
a moral o hgatlon to e P o an an e applaud it. If it is out of power, decry it," is the 
other European countries to regain their attitude of some. learned men. With amazing 
independence which they can not preserve for flexibility they change loyalties and work revolutions 
any length of time against a future Hitler in their faith. Some of them are chameleon-like 
who, so long as humanity does not cease from I and ' can be all thin~s to all men. ''To the 
greed for power and possessions, is sure to I Communist be commumst, to the communalist a 

• h h' · d d A 1 communalist, to the congreuman a congressman, eto,0 
artse V: en t IS present. one IS estroy.e • s J eto.," is their motto! Doubtless there are very many 

, a subject coun~ry: Indta has n~ . optton but good and stlent scholars but their influence pales 
to obey the btdding of the Bnttsh overlord.

1

- before the fascination of the fussy politician-professor. 
and this she is already doing, according to The result is that the students are not helped 
her bond. To the Goner ills and' Regans towards the building up of character. "The hungry 
who make flamboyant professions, may be I sheep look up and are not fed." 
put the question which Cordelia posed to her What_ about the religious fellowships? They 
sisters : 1 can help and do help, but only to a limited extent. 

The International Fellowship, for instance, arranges 
for meetings of influential members of differing 
groups and sects. Views are exchanged, religious 
differences discussed, meeting-points explored. 

Why have my sisters husbands, if they say, 
They love my father all? 

We have in mind especially the Princes But those talks can do no more than touch the 
who would not yield an inch to advance tringe of. the probl~m. For they are based on the 
I · 'C' d • "b' b • " h'ch assumption. that dtfferences of creed and custom 

, nd1an ... e eratton and tg usmess w I really account for tbe great tension of communal 
· clamours for ••orders'' in the same breath I feeling. It is not the fact that the Hindu worships 
in which it professes its enthusiasm for the at a temple, tbe Moslem at a mosque that 
war, prevents them from working together for a - ----------------

• Nooml MiflohiaoD: TIM Moml Boril of Polilico (0olll!ll.blo.) 
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public' cause. It is the' - fact· that they are 
both ambitious of power . and preferment and 
regard each other as rivals. A friend once 
expressed ·the view that if people knew · that there 
were marked similarities . of thought, ceremonial 
custom, etc., between the religions of the land, then 
there should be. greater unity among· the people, 
••Do you know,'' be asked, "Jehangir and Jagadisan 
mean one and the same thing I' How can the Muslim 
and the Hindu fight I'" This is an interesting piece 
of information but I fear this sort of knowledge may 
not help us much towards communal harmony, 

What about the so::ial worker P He can help, he 
does help but only where he is of the unobtrusive 
and genuine type. The note in The Ind•an Boeial 
Reformw already referred to rightly lays stress on 
''personal conduct'. · "Personal conduct is of the first 
importance and those who wish to bring about this 
result (of communal harmony) should themselves 
show the way by precept and example." People are 
iudged by their lives, not by their opinions, If men 
and- women can begin, even in a small way, among 
their immediate friends and relations to live in good 
relationships, then they are helping forward the 
good of the society. We must also remember that 
we should be grievously wrong to separate, in our 
conception of virtue, private and public life, The 
moral life is difficult. Few people can live it 
continuously, for it is a life dominated by the 'not
self,' It is, to use the language of our great rishis, 
a life of aliirnsa,(love) t.Jwards the rest of the world, 
an attitude of aatya (truth, i.e. an acceptance of facts, 
an illumination that does not exclude any aspect of 
knowledge or being} and the practice of bralimacliarya 
or self-restraint and self-conquest, the conquest of 
interests and appetites, So stated the ideal throws 
us into awe by its dizzy heights and makes us 
despair of ever reaching it, But ideals alone shape 
a people. From time to time we shall fall 
off our standards, but the true devotee of 
truth sees the vision even from his depths. 
With every fall he strives better, Whatever happens 
he does not lose the gleam of the ideal be is 
striving' after, This incessant striving alone can 
keep us away from sinking into the position of: 
"Oh I that's the ideal I As an ideal it is good. The 
practioe cannot come up to it." In general it is 
perhaps safe to say to ourselves : "Blame yourself 
when you fall below your ideal. Be charitable to 
another when he falls below his," 

Sometimes one feels that there is only one solution 
for communal disharmony-the throwing up by 
society of peaceful men who will befriend people of 
other castes and creeds and develop into intimate 
human relationships with them. It is in such friend
ship that we get below labels and shibboleths and 
discover that men •are not so wicked as we are apt 
to imagine, Unfortunately almost all of us are 
pugnacious and_have too much ardour for the fray, 
Where hate is the rule, how shall society produce 
peaceful men P Where fear and suspicion abound, 
how shall we generate wholesome feelingsP It is true 
that our venerated national leader, Mahatma Gandbi, 
is full of love and courage but the nation is not able 
to emulate him, We have only to fall back on 
hope; Peaceful men cannot be made to order but we 
may expect an ancient culture rooted in ideals of 
aliirnsa and truth to give us in the immediate future ' 
a rich harvest of men and women who work for the 
good society, In the meanwhile, let us rejoice in 
every friendship between members of differing 
communities and try to emulate such friendship. 
Unfortunately this is not always easy in the suspici
ous atmosphere of communal antipathy. I have a 
good non-brahmin friend of. Congress persuasion, a 
man of my own age, one who has been my school 

and college mate. I may call myself a '•youn~ liberal' 
and am a brahmin. Between us perfect fnendship 
prevails, But I have been often warned by some 
brahmins that my friend is a staunch non-brahmin 
and that I was wrong to befriend b im, With the 
closest observation, I have not been able to 
see any caste 'hatred' in him and I am sorry 
and surprised that even his reputation as an 
ardent Congressman has not saved him from 
the suspicion that he is cherishing an antipathy 
to the brahmin. Perhaps many of my friend's 
non-brahmin friends are not able to sympathise 
actively with his friendship for me. Still we under
stand and respect each other, Our love increases: 
Our friendship is a blessing of our lives and we 
would fain have the blessing of knowing others blest. 
For such good as this propagates itselfinto time and 
space. · 

I have reserved to the end a pet idea of mine. It 
seems to me that one effective way of progressing 
towards communal harmony is to oreste anew a 
great 'national mythology', a splendid vision of our 
culture and history which will drive out the notion of 
a wretched land doomed for ever to division, By 
•mythology', I do not mean anything fictitious. 
But a vision founded on fact and invested with poetic 
intensity, a vision that will act upon the imagination 
of the young, the imagination that is the only 
instrument of moralitY', This mythology should not 
be deliberately invented for a certain kind of 
propaaganda merely, but should be derived from the 
tacts of history and founded on the deepest traditions 
of the land. It must be the product of the culture 
pattern peculiar to our country, This mythology 
should hold up before the children of the land toe 
synthetic nationalism of which Ranade always spoke 
in accents of deep earnestness. The conviction 
must be instilled into all minds, young and old, that 
we have a g"~Ceat past and a greater --future, The 
blossoms of today derive their strength from the 
roots of a thousand years ago. \Ve are heirs to a 
rich inheritance and we can look forward to a 
brighter progeny capable of greater things, The 
society to which we belong has shown wonderful 
elasticity in the past and may be expected to do so 
in the future, Let us say with Ranade : 

This country of onrs is the true land of promise. 
This race of onrs is the chosen race.· It was not for 
nothing that -God bas showered his choicest blessin~s 

· -on this ancient land of Aryavarta. W ~ can . see ~ 
hand in history. Above all other countries we ~nhent a 
civilization and a religious and social polity which have 
been allowed to work their own free development on the 
big theatre of time. There has been no revolntio~ and 
yet the old condition of things bas ~ee~ ~endmg to 
reform itself by the slow process of assimilatiOn, The 
great religions of the world took their birth here, Qnd 
now they meet ag~in as brothers prepared to w~lo:ome a 
higher tiispensation, which will unite all, and VIVIfy all. 
India, alone among all the countries of the world, hilS 
been so favoured, and we may derive much strength of 
inward hope from ancl). a contemplation. ' · ' 

Let us say with Ananda Mohan Bose of a.n. earlier 
generation, when faith ran clear and the VISion of a 
United India was·not as yet impaired: 

Do yon, do we, brother-delegates, love that land, 
the land that gave us ·birth ; the land beloved of the 
gods, they say, in ages gone by, when the world was 
young and darkness lay over many of its peoples, the 

. land where knowledge lighted her earliest torch, the 
arts of life and civilisstion found their home and 
philosophy pondered over the deepest problems .of life ; 
where Rishis sang their hymns to the Father !n t~e 
shining Sky, the earliest of the Aryan world, which still 
live and throb in onr hearts, and the eyes of the Seer 
saw visions of things not of this world ; that land where 
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af~ ~ea the 1nndered atreams of Aryan life nnite once j 11anction is necessary aa Chancellor of the 'Univcr
. again Jn the present day ?. T~t land deserves all onr 1ity, feared that those receiving the Diplom:i' might 
love. Love her the more, cbng tc her the closer for not find employment 1 
her milfortnnee of the paet, of the shadows and the 1 _ 
clonds that have hong over her in the times that have THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION-IL · 
gone. After centnriea of darkness, the dawn of a (BY K. CHANDY KOTTAYAM) 
better day hal now opened for her, and the golden ' · 
light hal already begun tc stream over her fair face. It What follows amounts to · a criticism of lack 
depends on na, fellow-citizena of this land, it depends of imagination in British statesmanship. It is, 
on na, on onr senae of dnty, on onr spirit of loving therefore, necessary to state here that no one 
sacrifice and earnest effort, whether the streaks of that appreciates more than I do the Englishman's capaCity 
light shall broaden and grow note the lovely day. At to govern, and his ger=-al sense of fairness in 
length hal ~ndia awakened fro~ the stnpor _of ag~s, the dealing with· subject nations. In the terrible fight 
fire of her mtellect, of !t~r ~ero18m, of her. ~aety dammed against Hitlerism, I doubt whether any other family 
bot yet not wholly extang018~ed, and W81tmg bnt the in India bas contributed more units than mine. I 
br~e. of man!Y effor~ and kindly he! P !"' bnm once am criticising as a friend and a well-wisher. 
agaan an the tame tc come, let na hope, wath splendour . . • • •. 
and Iuatrlf 81 of old . Wath more 1maganat1on, Br1t1sh statesmen could 
O~r hope ties in ;he young and there seems to be ~ave anticipated . the, evils whic~ have actually 

only one effective way of making them shake off the appened. M!·. Amery 8 speeches an ~he Hous~ of 
narrow inftuences of those who would have them Co~mons exhab!t a~ ea:rnest a'!d a smcere ma~d. 

· k II' h • · f . It as lack of amaganataon wh1ch prevents ham 
than on communa anes-t e Stlrrtng up o a glowang from perceiv' that G db... d J' h d 
vision of a great India, great in the past, greater in hog an 1

J
1 an anna o 

the future. We must all engage actively in this ~ot speak t e same lang~age, and are n~ 
task and we must live this faith in our own lives- likely to. come to terms. Jmnah does not admat 
publicists, patriots, educationists, social workers, the. claam .of t~e Congress .to represent all 
every one oF us. With faith and courage ·all things lnd!a; an~ bas claam that there-~~ a Mahomedan 
are possible, For every one man that today has na~aon '!ha~h appears to be gammg support!. no 
faith and courage, we shall have a hundred tomorrow. Hm~u .•s hkely to ~once~e. These ar~ not pohtacal 
A wise, old man, a man of great experience, writes parties m the sense m whach that word as ~nde~tood 
to me : "rhe good sense of people will triumph in ~~England, and by Mr. Amery. ~he one as nataonal, 
the end. Let the present generation go. Even • d t~e other ~mm~nal. '!'here as no Mahome~an 
hatred has a limited life" an l~d1~-Mr. Jannah l'!clusave-who d~e11 no~ ~ash 

• ' to lave m a umted lndaa rather than an a davaded, 
In the meanwh1le we want people, a handful provided Mahomedan culture and interests are 

though they m~y be, who ~ill ch~rish h~pe ancl faitll adequately represented and safeguarded. The No
and live that faath a~d ho~e an thear own laves. W~at party or Panohayet scheme of government whiob I 
is, the goal to whach thaa aelected band of undyang have been advocating, provides for important 
faath should work P Let Ranade speak : minority communities, and particularly Mahomedans, 

The end is to renovate, to purify, and also to perfect safeguarding their culture and legitamate interests 
the whole mon by liberating. his inte~ect, elevat1n~ his the?ls.elves instead of thei~ being safeguarded by a 
standard of duty, and perfectmg all h18 powers. Tall so maJoraty party or commumty. No reasonable Maho
renovated, pnrified and perfected, we can never hope to medan could object to such a · scheme. When 
be what our ano~tcrs onoe wer0-the chosen people, to persuasion and convincing, and the supreme 
whom great tasks were allotted a~d by. whom. great interests of the nation are the foreground and the 
deeds were .P~rformed. Where this. fee~n~ ammat!IB background instead of the rule or bare majorities, 
the worke~, at 18 a !l'att;r of. comparat1.ve mdatre~ence an whe separate It e is permitted to look alter its 
what part1cnlar d1rect1on at ueerte atself, and 10 what n ou . ur k th 
particular method it proceeds to work. With a liberated own, and where Ha~dua and M~slem~ wor toge .er 
monhocd, with buoyant hope, with a faith that never as a team, s~paratast tendencaes wal! tend to. das
shirks dnty, with a sense of justice that deals fairly to appear. Deta1ls bad been wo!ked out an my articles. 
all, with nuolouded intellect and powers fully cu!Mvated, Any of the gentlemen mentaoned last week, and 
and I118Uy with a love that overleaps all bounds, many others could formulate them. 
ren?vated India will take her proper rank am?ng ~he What is thus required is not agreement between 
nataons ol the worl~, and be.t~e mll8ter of the satnat1oo parties-because there are no genuine political 
an~ o.f he: own d~stmy. Th1s as the goal to be reac~e~; part' s-b t afreement between Hindu• and 
this 18 the .Prom1sed land. Happy are they who see at an le u . h b r · u 
distant visaoo, happier those who are permitted tc work Mode?IS ; and 1 a scheme on t e a ove mea as p t 
and clear the way on to it, happiest they who live tc up, Hm~u and Mosie"! leaders ~ould meet round. a 
see it with their eyea and treOO: upon that holy soil once table, d1scuss the detads and amve at agreement •. 
m.ore. }'amine and pestilence, oppression and ~orrow, The general outlines of a . no-~ty ~ Panchayet 
w1ll then be myths of the p118t, and the gods wall then form of government is thus what aa requared and not 
again ~es~en~ to the !M'rth and assooiu.te . with men 118 agreement between the Congress and the Moslem 
they dad an tames wh1ch we now call mythical. League. Even sl)ould both. these b~ies ~ta~d 

- outside such collaboration, the rest of lndaa wh1ch as 
Diploma In Mllltapy Studies :-In con- very considerable, will be able to come to terms; 

nection with the recent decision to use Australian and within a few months or years, these two great 
officers in the lndion Army to supply an existing organizations would realize that there is no need or 
deficiency, it is interesting to note that, at the justification in any kind of democratic organi11ation 
Instance of Dr. 8. G. Vad, the Bombay University for their executives to function as super-governments 
has been considering the question of instituting a and they will still have a great plaoe in India as 
diploma In Military Studies since 1931\ which, as in culturally and politically inspiring entities. It is 
the esse of similar studies in British Universi- power politics which is running ~he world. Th~re 
ties, wa1 intended to train up a class from which is a higher form of politioa whach such bod1es 
officers oould be chosen. On the outbreak of war, oould fill most usefully and beneficently; their 
the University had a complete ayllabua ready and in members though under no kind of disciplinary 
August 1940 the Senate a<lopted it, The scheme control, during their parliamentary mem berab1p 
wae held up and is still apparently held up because would bring to the ~y P!>litio, what wi!ld_om. and 
His Excellency the Governor of Bombay whose guidance they had obtained from such organaeatlons. 
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It is only the Secretary of State and no one else 
who could advocate and initiate this line· of progress 
successfully, By establishing majority government 
on the British model his predecessors have uncon
sciously led India 'up the garden-path; this was 
throu~h want of imagination; and it seems to me that 
there JS a great moral responsibility laid on him to 
bring her back, 

The question of the Princes has become more 
difficult because they are no longer under the 
Government of India in the manner that existed 
before . l98j, Even granting that Gandhiji and 
Jinnah would get the vision to come to terms because 
the enemy is knocking at our gates, I -do not know 
why or bow Mr. Amery expects British Indian leaders 
to come to agreement with autocratic Princes. This 
appears to be the primary duty of the Paramount 
Power. To ask democrats to come. to terms with 
autocrats is asking too much. 
. If the India Office experts could put up a scheme 
or federation or confederation between Provinces and 
State and if that is given pu bliciiy as a very 
tentative scheme, discussions would follow and with 
some persuasion our Princes, who are as patriotic 
as any British Indian democrat, and who, I have 
found from experience, are less communally minded, 
are likely to put the interests of India in the first 
rank. In this matter also, I do not perceive how 
there could be progress without help and some 
guidance from the Secretary of State himself. 

What bas resulted from England's long connec• 
tion with India seems to me to be comparatively a 
matter of less difficulty. If and when the Hindu
Moslem (not the Congress-Moslem League) question 
and. the question of the Princes, are solved so as to 
give general satisfaction, it would not be difficult to 
satisfy the legitimate claims of the British civilians 
and of British trade in India. · . " 

Very 'many years and vast sums of money have 
already been spent in talk and legal advice, If, ·a~ 
the present day, mutual trust could be created by ~ 
word of sympathy, the result of imagination, an 
expert or two would ·be able to mark out for lncjia 
the steps that have now to be taken. · 

If the Secretary of State should be unable to tak$ 
the initiative, it is open to him to ask the expanded 
Executive Council to do so. It bas some ot the 
ablest men in India among its members. With the 
help of a few experts in India, and one from England 
they could put up a scheme providing. for Para
mountcy, Defence and Foreign Affairs, federation or 
confederation with the Princes and for no-party 
governments in the provinces. So long as 
there - is the increasing cry of two nations, a 
Constituent Assembly, providing for llafegu~d 
for minorities, would end only in further waste of 
time and more confusion, What is required is a 
complete scheme, or , outlines of such a scheme 
provid.ing for all tbeabove facts, which leaders could 
discuss and agree about and which most certainly 
a sufficient num be.r of competent Indians would be 
willing ~ work, · 

T~is ,S:rticle WO!Jid have achieved its purpose if 
it is drivep home into the minds of thinking men 
and men .. o( good will in India and in England, that 
asking parties to agree is • wrong approach because 
there do. no~ exist . two parties (or combination) 
eithef: of .which could govern by turns, and,hence 
the .· porrect . way is agreement between Hindus and 
Moslem~ ·qn the lines suggested a\)ove, · ~.on, ::any 
other lines. 

INDIANS IN KENYA. 
Pl. reader sends as the following from Nairobi, 

Kenya:- · 
· "Things are moving fast, and the local Govern· 

ment have appointed· an Indian Land Settlement 

Committee to inquire into available land for Indian 
settlement and to submit plans, etc., for implement&
tion •. 

"I am opposed to this move because the fairest 
measure would be to eliminate the racial division as 
far as land is concerned, There is a European Land 
Settlement Committee which will deal with land in 
the reserved Highlands and also with many others · 
which are not in those sacrosanct areas, Indian 
acceptance of this provision means that we have 
acquiesced in the Land Commission Report and its 
implementation, .!.nd three of the five Indian Legisla
tive Councillors are members of that Committee. 
How soon we have fallen from the false pedestals we 
created for ourselves in this Colony, and out of the 
three accepting members two were in India in 1988 
to agitate against the Land Commission Report and 
its effects, But they won the 1988 Kenya elections 
on that trip I'' 

1 
CHRISTIAN CIVILISATION. 

The Editor 

Sir, 
The Indian Socia! Reformer. 

It may seem presumptuous for me to try to say 
what President Roosevelt had in mind when he 
spoke of ''Christian civilisation." But possibly the 
following may be of some slight help to J. K. M. 
whose letter appears on p. 21 of your issue for 
September 18, 1941. 

J. K. M, quotes the President as saying in his 
Labour Day Address: "The preservation of these 
rights is now vitally important not only to us who 
enjoy them but to the whole future of Christian 
civilisation." Then he .. ·adds: "The question js, 
What is Christian civilisation P" ., 
· It is fairly certain thai when most people ;use 
the expression in such a connection they. are riot 
concerned to institute a contrast with "Islamic 
civilisation, Hindu civilisation, Buddhistio civili
sation, etc." They are using the adjective in the 
less restricted sense of a civilisation that recognises 
God and the higher values and man's duty to God 
and his neighbour. The contrast is, therefore, with 
that which is materialistic, depraved or brutal in 
human institutions. 

A certain man, not a Christian, when asked why 
be had done a very commendable thing, answered: 
''It was my Christian duty."· He was speaking 
to Christians and wished to he understood, as was 
and did President Roosevelt. But probably· one 
would be as fully justified in assuming that this 
man sought to cast aspersions on his own religion 
by speaking of his moral duty as "Christian" as one 
would be. in assuming that the President was 
casting reflections on Islam, Hinduism or other 
~eligions in his remark. Indeed, in spite of the 
fact that President Roosevelt's immediate task is 
felt to be to arouse the American people . to the 
danger that confronts them, it is abundantly clear 
from his speeches that he is concerned for more 
than American and European civilisation. ' 

Many of us are· painfully aware. that this. 
''American and European civilisation" comes far 
from being truly Christian at all too many points, 
This does not, however, make us less anxious to 
save what is Christian, however partial that may 
be. I hope . that J, K. M, will note that here I 
too use "Christian" not in the sense of "anti-Muslim» 
or ''anti-Hindu" as he interpreted it but in the 
sense of "the best 1 know." . He and others of us 
would often save much indignation and considerable 
anguish if we would not insist on inferring distinc
tions that probably were never intended. 
. Garhwal, } Yours etc., 
September 16, 1941, H, A, HANSON, 
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FARQUHAR AND QUISLING. 

The danger of indulginR" in shibboleths was 
illustrated l:>y a painful incident which happened to 
Mr. V. Farquhar, Deputy Commissioner of Nagpur, 
and presumably a highly educated man, at a war 
effort meeting whiC'·h he addressed. Provoked by a 
question as to why Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was 
kept a prisoner, Mr. Farquhar could not think of any 
answer, and blurted out something about the Pandit 
being a Quisling; that brought a hail of brooms, 
stones and shoes from the audience and acrid 
comments in the Nagpur Press. Mr. Farquhar went 
home and on reflection sent the following letter to 
Mr. P, M. Naidu who had requested a clarification of 
the Commissioner's language. We print the Jetter 
here aa a unique specimen of official afterthought:-

! admi~ that uxtracted from ita oontext the 
alleg<>tion ~ha~ Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru is 11 Quisling 
sonnda most obj~ionable and I am willing to admi~ 
that it should have never been said bnt when taken 
with the context it is not so bad. I had just finished 
explaining the meaning of the word "Quisling" to the 
crowd, having told them the story of the general 
knowled!;e examina~ion for the Railway in which 
66 candidates were asked the meaning of the word 
Quisling and not one of them was able to make 

any answer except the one that Quisling ·11'8& the 
noise made by running water. 

A Quisling in the definition I had just given to the 
crowd most of whom had never heard the word before, 
included not simply the traitor but also the 
man who throngh a wrong sense of values acted 
in such a way as to hinder the strnggle 
against Hitler. Therefore, when someone finng the 
9uestion at me why Pandit Jawaharlal . Nehrn was 
Imprisoned, I replied ''because he was a Quisling" 
~ecause I honestfy believed . that his sense of values 
m the matter was wrong without considering the 
possible interpretations that might be put on that 
sentence al.'art from the definition just given. In 
this question of the allocation of values lies the 
difference between those in the country who help. the 
war effort and those who demand that some other 

. matter be settled first, before they help. 
I believe that Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru is just aa 

sincere in his allocation of values aa I am myself and 
would be extremely sorry for anyone to consider that 
I regarded him aa worthy of all the dyslogistic 
im)?lications of the word traitor. I expressed ml 
belief that his sense of values was wrong,, but this 
is only mr belief and certainly contains no moral 
condemnatiOn. We may both be wrong, but we cannot 
both be right. 

GOVERNMENT SOAP FACTORYsBANGALORL 
~ . ' ' 
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Visit Travancore. 

THE TRAVANCORE STATE 
TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT 

Operates Regular Daily Passenger 
Bus ServiCes on the following- Routes. 

TRIVANDRUM. NAGERCOIL. 
Trivandrnm . Quilon Nagercoil Cape Comorin 
Trivandrnm Nagercoil Nagercoil Anjugramnm 
Trivandrnm Kottayam 

Trivandrnm Colachel 
Nagercoil Co !ache!. 

Trivandrnm Nedumangad Nagercoil Azhakiapandi-

Trivandrnm Vizhinjam. puram. 

TRIVANDRUM CITY SERVICES. 

Travel to Cape Comorin, 
The Land's end of India where the Three 

Big Oceans meet. 
Comfortable seating arrangemt.nts. 

Cheap Educational Tours for Students at 
liberal concessions. 

Buses available for private hire. 
For Terms A.pply to 

The Director of State Transport, 
TRAVANCORE TRIV AND RUM. 

'l'HE 
S C I N DI A S T E A M 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTOi 
(Ina"orporatecllD BarocJa. The liability of M.emlten beiDC itzmtea.) 

Under the Patronage of and largely supported by the 
, Oovemmeat of H. H. the Maharaja Oaekwar of Baroda, 

CAPITAl. AUTHORISED · .. , b. :a,-co,~o,ooo .• 
CAPITAL ISSUED I< SUBSCR.IBilD . , 1,:1o,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP . . 6 • O,OO,OOG 

RESERVIl FUND ,. ss,oo,ooo . 

Head Offic.e>-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra )1 Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar,. Billjmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka. ,t~ariJ (N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, c.Mehsana, 
Navsari, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, · Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. ci. ); and 'Vyara • . 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI,· & 
PATAN. 

-:o:--

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAIUBLB 

--:o:-

NA VI<;iATION CO., LTD." RATES ON APPLICATION. 

PIONEERS 
IN TBB DEVELOPMENT OF 

. ~. INDIAN 
~ · MERCANTILE 

'•·, .. 
MARINE 

Manapng Agtmh : 
NAIWTTAM MORAIUEE & CO., BOMBAY 

Support Indian Shipping 
COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Rangoon-Bombay-Karachi, via Malabar. 
Ba.Dgoon-Ma.dra&-Oolombo. 
Ooloutta.-K&raohi via Coast Ports. 
Ra.ngoon-Oalcutta according to demand. 
Bombay-Gulf of Outoh Ports to Karachi. 
Bombay-Bha'VDap,_PoriB, 
Bombay-Ma.rmugao-Manga.lore. 
Rangoon-Qoromandal Ports. 
Ohittagong-Rangoon, Ohittagong-Cox'a Baaar. 
Ooloutta-Bombay-Kara.ohl, to Jeddah. 

KONKAN LINES -Bombay to Pa.njim, 
calling a.t a.ll intarmedia.te Ports. 

HARBOUR LINE-Revaa•Dhara.mter-Ura.n-Eiephanla-Naha.va 

ASSOCIATED. COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAlll NAV, 00., LTD. 
BA.T LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM. NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. 00. LTD. 
lUTNAGAR STEAlll NAVIGATION 00,, LTD. 

Sclndla House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY, 

Tela· 
phones: 
30075 
&-Linea 

l 5061{3 
l1779 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED • 

RULES.ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Mana~er. 

The following books can be had from the 

office of The lndi'an Social Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "0':"' Trip to America" Re. 1/• 

S, Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Rs. Sf

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 Re. 1J- · 
(Poat free). 

(being the official teport of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay, 

Interest in thls ha.s revived as a resuiL 

·. of the "'?ent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the -Mana~er. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD· 
CE•abllabed 'Jtll SeptembeP 1906J 

aiiiCXIRl'OilATD osoaa t'lD IIIDUJI OOJIP~ .t.ar 
. YJ 01' 1882. 

· Capital Subecribecl ... ... Rs, 2,00,00,000 
" 1,00,00,000 
" 1.15,50,000 

Capital Called up ... ... 
Reaene Fund .... .. 

HEAD OPPICE I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches=-' 

AHMEDABAD 
Bba4ra (MaiD Oflice'), 
l!llio Bridp. 

Btatioa BcaadL 
ANDHERI: 

N_,Bombay. 
SANDRA: 
N., BombaJ'. 

BOMBAY: 
Ballioa Ezcbenp 
Colab& 
Ka1M1ri 
Malabar HW. 

CALCUTTA: 
Clift Stnet, (MaiD Oflice) 
Bat& Saar 
Clulwringbee 
Square. 

JAIIISHEDPUR. 
KARACHL 
NAGPUR: 

Kiagnvay 
ltwari Baar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The.W-i• .... Bank Ltxl. 

CURilENT DB POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed on daUy balances from lls. 800 to ll.s. 1,00,000 • 
@l i% per annum. Inlllrest on IBiances In acess of 
ll• 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement, No 
credit wW be given In aecounts for Interest amounting •to 
le•• than Rs. D!- pa' half year. 

FIXKD DBPOSITS are received tor one year, or for 
shorter periods at rates whlch may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVING!! BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application. 

'l'be Bank acts as Executop and Tpustee 
undep WUls and Settlements and undertalres 
Tru- Business eenera.lly. llules may be obtained on 
application. . 

LOANS, OVIlli.Dli.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS 1 
'l'be Bank grants aocommodatlon on terms to be arranged, 
against approved HOurltlu. 

The Bank uodertaltn on behalf of Its constituents the 
~afe custody of Shares and Securities and the oollectlon of 
dividendo and Interest thereon, It also undertllres the 
oale and purcha11 of Government Paper and all desorlp
llono of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of which 
may be had on application. 

A. G, GRAY, 
MIIIIIJIJ"'• 

THE ·BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-oPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

Sol VITHALDAS nlAOKEBSEY ME!IOBIAL BUILDING, 

9, -- L..,., ll'oot, -...w. 
1IBAIIOHI!'.8• 

BIU'IIIIUitl (D~ Pooaa)o VlnDIIIIIID ( DUtrtct A~ me-
....... par (District 5atara). Dballa (Da.trlcl••~ 
ICarsd ( • • )o ICbaas .... 
Tupoa f " ., ), Doadalcba ( • • ~. 
5atara C .. • )o N••••nar C • • ). 
l.lrloakanrlldJ ( • • ), 5blrpUr ( " • '· 5babada ( • • ), 
!Jblrala ( II H ). .5akrl ( • • I 

Korecaoa ( •• n ). &ladkbeda ( • " ~, 
Wal ( , ,, ). Taloda ( . ., , • 
I.OP'Ifllaoa (DUII'Icl AbiDed- Maleaaoa ' (Diarlcl Naolll), 

••1•r). 5atara ( • • J. 
!!~pur ( ., · ,, ). Kalwa• ( .; <:.i 11 , 
ft.IUIUrl ( , .. ). LaaaJpoa ( .. • · • 
aaevcaoa " ., ,, J, Naad.gaDa ( , ... 1- ~r'· 1 ). 
Abmeolaaaar ., • ), Dob... c Dldrlct l>aioca. 
Bblwaadl. (DI•trlct Tbaaa). , , , , Maha' 

· Pal1bar ( " n ). llalol ' ( " · · ~f 1 
). 

l.alyaa ( " " ). . Aklal (DI•trlct 51tola~!)o 
' j 1 ! ,,. I I 

DlBEO'rOBB. 
. I . 

B. G. Bon.iya, Eoq., (Oi...!rman), lL V. Vlobare,Eiq. 
ProL V. G. Kale, 0, l, Zunjuno, &.q. 
G. V.llodhaY, Eoql . Bao Baheb v. a. ladhaY, 
Gordhandoa G. Morarjl, Elq. D, V. Potdr.r,lloq, 
B. 0, V. Mehta; Eoq, : · , • · V, 8. B .. waual, Elq. 
Bao Bahadar• B. V·, Vudebr; · 8. T,lllon, &oq, 
8. N, lamdar, Elq. Vaikullth L.lllehla, Elqo. , • 
'K. liL Tbakor, Esq. (ll4allacms Dlreotor. 

SB&BII: .o&PIT.lit >

( Pally Paid) 

' 
~ .. •:a,pp,llso 

J, DII:POIIJTB lstNI lor oua Joar aa4 1banor 01 laaga porloll 
an ooaepled. Ba• 11114 "'bor partlalfl•"' m•J 11 ua-laot 
!rom lbo uudenlptNI. 

L OOBBlllNT &OOOUBTB an i opoiiOII lor Oo.eporallft 
Boel- anol ID41Yiduail. Ia- II alloweol oa 4aiiJ loa Ia••• 
aot UlloodiDI Be, 1,00,0()0, 

8, 8& VJBGB B.lBX DlilPOBITS an oooii*tNI allll Iaiit oii 
pal4 at 11 por HD'- on minim am monlhiJ balono-. RaJ• mar 
1oo obtalutNI !rom •h• aadentcn.a. 

6, Dnoflo aaelloaad Oil 4Jalrlo' 111111 Olb• loWIII OD -IDI lo lit 
--laod on applloallan. 

a. &aaonnlo aN aD411114 quariUIJ bJ • llrm ol lDOorp>nllt 
~oao11DIIIalo •114 ,.. •• , by • Spoolal a-mn~nt &a4llol, 
QurloriJ •-IDio of 8aaaolal poollloa aae pallllabe4 Ia , .. , 
.. BoUlb•Y Goftnlment aa--.•• 

V .t.lKUNrB L. .IIIBBr .t.. 
llaaallq ~, .. 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDED IN 1880. ) 

Subsoptptlon Rates. 
Inland ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). 
Foreign .•. Rs. 10 (Post Free). 

Single ooplea of the current month, If avaDable can be had at 1 anoas, current year ' annas and ooples 1110111 

than a year old 8 annas each, exclusive of postage. ' 

Casual· Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas four per line, subject to a minimum 
of five lines, or Rupee One Annas Four per Inch. , 

Fw Particulars, Apply to-
THE MANAGER, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 
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CHEST COLD THE MAHA-BODHI 
An Illustrated Journal of International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(E•tablilhsd 1892,) · 

Deals with Buddhism in all its · aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 
Professor Nicholas Roerlch, Sir Barf Singh Gour 

Srf R.ahula Sanskrltyayana,. Dr. Dlnesh Chandra Sen: 
(Beg-d.) MJ:· J. F. McKechnie (Bh!kkhu bllacara), .Slr S. Radha.. 

lrnshnan0 ·Dr,· D. :R.. Bhandarlrar, Mr" Arun Sen, B.A. 
A simple chest oold may, if neglected turn .. · (Cantab), Dr. B. M.Barua, Dr.B. C. Law, M.A., Ph.D., 

B.L., Dr, P. C, Bagchl, Dr., Benoy Cbandra Sen, 
into bronchitis; ~void this by .. rubbing• your: Dr.Kalldas Nag, P•. N.Dutt,andothers. ·. · '. 

' ~ . . ' ,. ' - -- . . . l . 

•chest with' AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating Annual 8ub•en;tion. : .Adll~rliolr7lllll rat••: 

th d d 
• h h I · India, Ceylon ... &s. .4· , Full page (Cover) : .. JI.s.. 2;: 

1 W3:!'ffi . g~ eep own mto t e. c est, oosens . Bunna ... ,. I Ditto (Bodyj ..... ,,. l.S, 
'the phlegm and brings quick relief. Far Rast · · ,;, Yens · . Half page · ... , . i 

larope · .,..11 ShlWngs _ 
or equivalent J Quarter page .,; ,. . 6 

America ... 8 Dollars . 

d.PJ lg to tht Maru~gBr,; 

'MAHA-BODHI SOCIETY, 
' · . CALCUTTA • 
': 1 

AMRUTANJAN 
-BrinC$ Quich Relief Always 

• I ' . ' 

AMRUTANJAN L TO. 
BOMBA'f MADRAS. . ' 

. '. 
DIII£CTOR, VISITOR~ IUWU. SAINAGNI..Qt RICH TDUIIST AG£NClliS . ' 

l.'riDied 1>7 l'.;i-B. Dabuh, 14anaser, !rha Commerolal. :frln&IDS ~ 106, Cow88jl falell, Suoel, Fort:, llembay, ond Pablloh4 1>7 
K!!!Da!rtbl Na-jan lor Ole Proprleton of the "l~odlan Social BolormerM Limited, at 106, Cowaojl Patel Slnet, Fort:, Bombay. 
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i\ NOTES. 

•t.ljarat Renals$ance:-One of the striking 
features of the last thirty years is the Gujarathi 
Renaissance. The inspiration of Gandhiji is 
its immediate cause. Though superficially 
Gandhiji's influence seemed to make for a 
barren simplicity, it really impressed the mind 
of India and of Gujarat more particularly with 
the importance of emancipating tl)e spirit of 
man from the domination of the world of things, 
as the first step towards the rousing of the 
creative spirit in him. The renaissance in 
Gujarat comprises a wide field. Literature, ·art, 
industry and commerce are all within its 
range. The President of the Literary Conference 
held last week, a Parsi Poet, Mr. Ardeshir 
Khabardar, seemed to imply that Commerce 
and Culture were somewhat mutually anta~ 
gonistic. True commerce, as Ruskin. defined 
it, the distribution of the world's goods· accord
ing to the needs of humanity at the proper time 
and place, is not only not antagonistic to culture 
but is itself an important avenue of culture. 
In the past when Finane~ had. not caught· 
Commerce in its ''rude finger and thumb," 
Commerce was always the carrier of. culture 
from one country to . another. Merchants' 
were also philosophers because they were the 
people who had travelled in far-off lands and 
studied the ways of thought and life of many 
nations. Nathan in Lessing's great play is a 
merchant prince with whom Saladin discussed 
weighty matters of state as well as religious 
and philosophical questions. · The introduc
tion of , rapid mechanical. means of travel 
has rQbi>:d commerce of its opportunities 
of observ~ticm and meditation, More than these, 
Finance 11as reduced Commerce to the position 
which it _pas come to occupy. But there is no 
danger o\ any Indian community succumbing 
utterly t9 this low 'kind of financial commerce 
as the ,framework of . Indian life emphasises 
at eve• -~ point that CommErce and au· other 
mat• .lui activitieS' are the second not the first : 

A higher hand must make her mild, · 
If all be not in vain; and guide · 
Her footsteps, moving side by side 
With wisdom, like the younger child. 

Literature, Art, even Religion are efflorescences 
of the spirit. and have their origin in the' 
spiritual life. M1·. Khabardar lamented the 
decay of the religious motive in modem 
writers. On the contrary, we feel that modern 
literature, emancipated from formal religion, is' 
permeated by the insight into the truth of, 
Spirit as the sole Reality. · One comes · acrOSS: 
this recognition in unexpected places and with" 
startling suddenness. Anything in the nature of 
censorship whether by Government or enforced by~ 
popular opinion, is intolerable to the creative spirit. 

Australian Politics:-the Indian public is not 
very well equipped with knowledge of happeningi 
in Australia. This .has not been felt to be" 
a :deprivation so long as the Pacific Ocean 
remained· in fact as in name the most peaceful 
quarter of. the . globe.: Events are rapidly. 
bringing about a change in this respect 
and the Far East of which Australia 
is a continuation, is becoming the scene 
of ·what threatens to be a terrific storm. 
India, moreover, is being turned into the chief 
basis of British strategy in Asia and Australia. 
We can not, therefore, continue to be indifferent 
to the political currents in the life of the 
Commonwealth, The immediate cause of the 
resignation of Mr, Menzies of the PremiershiP: 
was stated by himself to be his unpopularity 
with a large s~ction of the Australian Press. 
He had a majority of but one in the H.:>use of 
Representatives but as the Opposition wa§ pledged 
to support his Government in the prosecution 
of the war, which is a matter of life and death 
to the Commonwealth more than to any other 
part of the British Empire, he could have 
remained indefinite! y at the head of the 
Government but for his reduction of statesman
ship to the art of management of members of 
Parliament. The Australian M. P. draws a 
liberal salary of £ 1,000 a year. Mr. Menzies 
created numerous committees and conferences 
to on~ or mor~ of wbich he nomin1ted 
over 80 per cent of the M. P's. with liberal 
allowances in various shapes. As this method 
is not peculiar . to Mr. Menzies, the 
sequel to it is of interest to all countries 
which maintain the form · without the 
spirit of parliamentary government. For 
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a time the plan seemed to work well. 
Parlia!J!ent 'became subservient and to the Press 
w.as left the . task >of restoring independence to 
public life. One of the most favoured members 
of Mr. Menzies' own party raised the standard 
of revolt. Mr. Menzies attempted to stave off 
the crisis by lhe familiar device of a coalition 
government in which the Oppositi:m was 
offered an equal share with the Government 
party. But the Labour leaders stood firm. 
Mr. Menzies ceased to be Premier and accepted 
the position of Foreign Minister under Mr. 
Fadden who was his second in command. This 
was a makeshift. On the first occasion, on the 
reassembling . of . Parliament for the Budget 
session, the Fadden Cabinet was defeated by two 
votes cast by Independent members. It is often 
said that a politician without a party cannot 
influence public policy. Here is . a. striking 
instance of . the . important role which . Inde· 
pendent men can · play in · . the shaping of 
publir;: policy. . . . . · . 

· Constitutional ~elorms in Gwalior :-. His High
ness the Maharaja .Scindia issued recently a 
proclamation on.. constitutional. reforiJlS in 
Gwalior which have. some interesting features. 
A press message reports that the unofficial 
element in .the . Praja Sabha or Lower House 
will have a majority of just over 20 per cent. 
The l,Jpper l!ouse or Raj ::;abha will . have .. an 
official majxity The 55 constituencies are to be: 
territorial 50 and special interests 5-Jagirdars 
two, Labour one, Commerce one and Industry 
one. Jn view of the fact thatthe Raj Sabha will 
have identical powers with the Lower House, and 
that the range of their functions will be 
co-extensive, there seems to be little need for 
providing · for any special interests in the Praja 
Sabha except Labour. Commerce, Industry 
and 'the Landholding community will have fair 
representation in the Raj Sabha-if the Upper 
House in Gwalior conforms to the conception of 
Upper Houses elsewhere. What might in time 
develop into a Cabinet is apparently found in the 
curious Committee called the Standing Statutory 
Advisory Committee which will be a small body 
of councillors to advise the Government on 
matters relating to emergency legislation. The 
most important feature of the Reforms, however, 
is the ..representation provided for Muslims, 
Bhils, Backward Classes and women, and the 
manner in which it is to be worked. If any of 
these groups fail in the elections from territorial 
coos tit uencies to get the proportion allotted to 
them, then the deficiency will be· made good by 
nominating from defeated candidates from these 
sections of the community. This is similar· to 
what Lord Minto's Government had recommen
ded except that, instead of nomination to make up 
the deficiency, \t contemplated fresh elections. 
But Lord Morley, under pressure in 
London, introduced the present system, and, 
when Lord Minto protested, Lord Morley refused 
to continue the discussion. Gwalior Muslims are 
to be given seven per cent but it IS not mentioned 
how many arr apportioned to the other protected 

categories. It would have been logical to follow 
the precedent of the Indian Constitution· Act of 
1935 and pursue the thread of women's repre
sentation through all electoral divisions. The 
Gwalior system, however, is the most acceptable 
of the methods of providina communal repre
~entation and it is up to the electorates to prove 
1ts value. The success of the system will lie in. 
the disuse of the powers of special nomination, 

. resered to the Durbar. 
B. B. C. and India : -The London corres

pondent of the Bombay Chronicle in a message 
last week forecast a change in the directorship 
of the Overseas, and particularly, the Indian 
Department of the British Broadcasting Corpora
tion. There have been criticisms of it in the 
British Press. The Indian Press has not been 
more appreciative of the efforts of the 8. B. C; In 
the leading article last week, The Ro/ormer had 
to . comment on the manner in which Indian 
affairs are mi!;represented by the British Broad
casting Corporation. The Chronicle corres:
pondent conveys the news of the replacement of 
Sir Stephen Tallents, the present Controlle~; of 
Over.seas Broadcasting, by Mr •. Rushbrook 
Williams for many years the writer of. the annual 
review published by , the Oovernment of India 
ori Indian 'affairs. The co~respondent adds that 
the · Indian organiser, Mr. Z. A.. Bokhari, will 
alsq be replaced by ~nother lndian expert. We 
do not think that the new arrangement will give 
more satisfaction· in this country than the present 
one. · .The B. 'B. C. has to .serve such a wide and 
varied area and· population that it is impossible 
for it to ·meet the requirements of India except 
to a limited extent. . The best expert-What is 
an expert?-when transplanted in London, 
especially under present conditions, cannot but 
take the colour of his surroundings. What is 
really needed to do India justice, is to develop the 
All India Radio on . broader lines. At present 
there is very little of Indian news. except what 
is contained in official communiques, put on the 
radio. OffiCial communiques, tbe sole pabulum 
purveyed by the AU-India .<.adio, have no great 
depth and even these are reported without their 
·right background and often with a back
ground provided by official exigencies. Apart from 
this grave defect, All India Radio must afford 
India the means of promptly correcting such 
perversions of Indian conditions as those of Mr. 
Amery in his reply to certain American critics. 
India must be free and able to tell America and 
the world that the Secretary of State for India · 
was not telling the whole truth and nothing but 
the truth about the economic relations between 
Britain and India. We do not know i · the All 
India Radiobroadcastslndiannews tot e outside· 
w.:~rld. There is no mention of it in t e "Indian 
Listener'' which few people nowada s consult 
because it contains nothing. here is 
talk of the · All India Radio bein trans-
ferred to the Information Minis y. The 
first thing that the ' Minister sh uld do 
is to call ' a con£ erence not of te ·hnicians 
but ?r, a f~Ir sample of intelligent listeners 



and llSCel't;iin their hmdid tie#'s br·' the pre!ent 
state of things and of neCes!lary 'reforms. · · · ' • ' · 
·;!Mercy Ships'' and the War :...:.The news 'that 
Germany and Britain had arrived at an arrange
ment by which there would be an exchange of 
disabled prisoners of war, was surprising. The 
propaganda against Nazis and Nazism had 
led one to believe that the Churchill 
Government would not in any circumstances 
have any dealings with the Nazis. If the 
British could deal with the Nazis in a matter like 
exchange of prisoners, people wondered, could 
it not be possible to negotiate a peace ? On 
the other hand, the repeated assertions from 
Moscow o! ill-treatment and even destruction of 
the physically- dtsabled by Germans to 
avoid. having to feed useless mouths, made 
one ask whether it was really humanitarian 
to. return those prisoners who were no longer 
able to fight or to help in the war, to certain 
death. Apparently, however; the Goyemments 
responsible for war propaganda were themselves 
without belief in their own propaganda. On 
Tuesday the local newspapers had glowing 
accounts of negotiations carried on through 
wireless messages relating to the exchange of 
prisoners. The report seemed to indicate that the 
discussions started one fine day all of a suddl!n. 
Next day came the message that the arrangement 
had broken down because the Nazis wanted to 
go back on the basis of previous diplomatic 
negotiations and insisted on an equal number 
of prisoners being exchanged. The British, 
on the other hand, held that under international 
Ia w it is laid down that regardless of rank 
and number disabled prisoners should be sent 
back to their own country by belligerents after 
they had been rende~ed fit to undc:rtake the 
journey; However, there are apparently certairi 
facts miss~ng in the printed account. The plight 
of the pr1soners whose hopes were raised for 
twenty-four hours only to be dashed down. is 
indeed pitiable. 

Sir Slkandar's Ultimatum :-In an interview 
to the press at Lahore, Sir Sikandar Hyat Khan 
Premier of the Punjab, referred to Mr. Churchill'~ 
exclusion of India from the Atlantic Charter as 
the "biggest rebuff India has ever re~eived." 
He added that, if Britai:: did not make an un
ambiguous declaration on lnJia's equality with 
every other unit in the Empire as he had 
suggested, then India should present a united 
fronl ~nd that, if Britain did not respond within 
the next two or three weeks, he would himself 
ha~e. no hesita~ion in making an appeal to lndi~n 
poltt1cal parties to present a united front. 
"Present a united front'' against whom? Sir 
Sikandar had been appealing to ev~ryb.Jdy first 
to unite in the war effort and all else sh ,u be 
atlded unto us. No declaration, n.J assurance, 
no 1ledge WaS necessary so !Jng as· India helped 
Britain 111 the war •. A few d.<ys back he· was 
advising the British people to leave out those 
who we1e not giving support to Britain and to 
joit! forces wit~ those who were helping.· ·Now 
he ts threatenmg collaboration with the other 

side. There must be rttucb ·more beliirid this 
c~ange than Mr.· Chun:hiffS' repudiation. Sir 
Stkandar has never shown the usual caution of 
poli!icalleadera though he . has been more re
stramed than Mr. Fazlul Huq. Nevertheless 
the unconscious admission in· this intervie~ 
that it lies in his power to bring about Indian 
political unity but that he has done nothing 
about it so far, is naive in the extreme. The' 
end of the month should put his professions to 
the test. For it is very unlikely that 
Mr. Churchill will say to please Sir Sikandar 
something which the immediate and ultimate 
interest of Britain as be sees it, prevented him 
from saying before. Putting the most charitable. 
construction on his words, we should say that the 
British Premier wishes to avoid the mistake of 
the last war, at least so far as India is concerned 
of giving occasion for any charge of breach of 
faith later on. In the circumstances no amount 
of wordg, be they ev~r so unambiguous, coming, 
now from Mr. Churchill can carry conviction 
unless it is accompained by irrevocable action~ 
Sir Sikandar might as well produce his formula 
for Indian unity at once . instead of holdin"' 
back on the Indian public. , · . ,., 

SDviet ~ussia an~ World OpiniDn :-th~ 
accident of Hitler attackin~ Ri!ssia and the. 
events preceding the attack led to a great deal 
of confused thinking. It was obviously a war 
into which Russia was 4ragged rather than 
an ideological conflict with the ::ioviet Republic. 
championing a world cause. Morc:over, those. 
in whose company Hitler's aggression had. 
thrown Russia, were less than a year ago 
condemning her for her alliance with Nazi 
Germany and her attack on Finland. As 
propaganda exceeds rational limits, much had, 
to be undone. Most Indian publicists, however, 
without troubling overmuch about Russia's 
attitude in Finland,have had a sense of sympathy 
for the Soviet State which has built up a senti-. 
mental r~putati<>n as champion of the underdo"', 
even though of late it has been only of the Russi~ 
underdog. An old reader of The Reformer 
writes from LondJn commenting with some 
bitterness on this aspect of the question : 

An episode which should be taken particular notice 
of by th. >se who were so offended, becau•e Britain at 
a time when instantaneous a~tion h.ad to be taken 
In a matter which concerned the whole Empire equally, 
tool< for granted that her action would h.ave the 
consent of the whole, and did not wait to ask 
separately the Dominions and India. It wilt be noticed 
that the Prime Minister had to take instantaneous 
action in offering help to B.ussia, ·he did so, feeling 
sure he would be backed up by the whole Empire 
as he was, and this time, because it was Russia, and 
not Britain to bo helped, politic•! India witt have 
nothing but encomiums for his prompt action. 

The explanation is to us a very simple one. In 
the case of Britain there was compulsion but 
no choice. What is inconsistent is that denying 
India the right to cboo.se, British publicists 
should lament the failure of sp:mtaneity in lnJia's 
support. Moreover, Britain herself has pro11ed 
no diffaent. She is prepared to promise 
independence, and presumably to honour the 

I bond later, to every people except Indians. 
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. THE NATIONAL DEFENCE COUNCIL. 

The first meeting of what is called the National 
Defence Council, was held under the presidentship 
of the Viceroy at Simla on Monday. The Board 
consists'of twenty-five non-official members from 
the Provinces of British India and nine from the 
States. . In order to give all the States the 
opportunity of being associated with the 
'Council, a system of rotation has 'been adopted. 
The principle of rotation for the· representation 
of the States does not seem to be well-conceived. 
The main work of the Council is to be conducted 
in secret sessions. The first batch of States 
delegates who attend the secret sessions of the 
present session, will presumably be replaced by 
another batch at the next session. No means 
has been indii:ated whereby the secrets of the 
first batch will be imparted to the next. batch. 
Even if some means be devised, there' can not 
be prel ect coiltinuity in the representation of the 
States under the present arrangement. There 
may be members in the second and later batches 
who ~ay have different points of view not 
always reconcilable with one another's. The 
permanent membership accorded to the Jam 
Saheb, the present Chancellor of the Chamber of 
Princes, will· not of itself suffice to ensure 
co-ordination of States representation. The next 
Chancellor of the Chamber may be a mat\ of 
independent temper like the predecessor of the 
Jam Saheb; Maharaja Ranjeet · Singh, who 
was sharply called to order by Lord Willingdon 
while ·addressing the Chamber of Princes and 
did not long survive the experience. Both on 
principle and on grounds of expediency as well as 
for the efficient working of the Council, it will be 
better . if the Princes do not personally attend the 
Counc1l but depute the task to their Ministers 
who can move on an equal footing with 
the representatives from British India. Indian 
ruling Princes are not trained in the art of discus
sing intricate questions of policy with equals. 
1 heir susceptibilities may be hurt quite uninten
tionally by the plain-speaking of some of the 
British lnd1an representatives. Lord Linlithgow 
has a way of trying to forestall differences 
of opinion by asseverating the obviousness 
of his own point of view. In ,his address 
to the Council, His Excellency gave full play to 
this talent. It is nevertheless inconceivable that 
in a gathering of some thirty persons including 
one woman, there will not be some few 
at least, who, in the light of their study of the 
origin and circumstances of the war, would have 
formed opinions which it may go against their 
grain to suppress at a council where they are 
invited to help by their advice. The Princes are 
technically and by their own cherished desire 
sovereigns of independent States and their 
methods in dealing with the Government of India 
must necessarily partake more of a diplomatic 

than a political character which is the proper 
one for British Indian representatives.. . 

The Prime Minister· sent a message tci the 
Council but Sir Sikandar Hyat Khan's demand 
that Mr. ·winston Churchill should retract his 
statement excluding lnd1a from the benefits o£ 
the. Atlan~ic Charter was completely ignored. 
Th1s cavalier treatment by the Prime Minister 
has not deterred the National Defence Council 
from sending a fulsome acknowledgment of 
the colourless message which he sent to it. As 
for Lord Linlithgow's address, His Excellency 
ignores the fact that India for ages has 
solemnly and expressly renounced the ambition 
for military glory and the conquest she has set 
her mind on is conquest in the realm 
of the spirit. There are many eminent 
Indians who regard the militarization of 
the Indian pe:>ple as an immediate necessity but, 
as Mr. Jayakar observed in one· of his recent 
thoughtful pronouncements in Madras, the moral 
assistance of an entire country which for 
centuries had been pledged to non-violence, is 
a far greater asset to a fighting belligerent than 
merely so many tons of munitions and ·so 
many legions of fighting men. There is not 
a single word in His Excellency's address to 
indicate that India has a spiritual and moral 
personality and is not a mere reservoir of men 
and mon~y, weapons and raw materials useful 
in war. Lord Linlithgow took this opportunity 
of reiterating his oft-repeated opinion that this 
war is India's war as much as that of 
Britain. His Excellency did not care to explain 
how. The position of Britain in relation 
to the war is entirely different from that of 
India. Britain started the war and she can 
stop it at any moment that she chooses. 
Mr. Amery pointed out the other day that the. 
Viceroy of India had no power to declare 
war. He has neither the power to stop it, 
Peace is the agelong quest of India. 
India's service to humanity to be in consonance 
with her immemorial quest w;>uld be that of 
Peace-maker. Although her political condition 
may oblige her to engag~ in military operations, 
her soul will always revolt against them. It is 
wrong to speak of a war .which India did not 
start and cannot stop, and the benefits to be 
derived from which, the Prime Minister has 
declared,are not meant for her, as India's war. By 
virtue of her political domination, Britain has the' 
power to appropria~e Indian men, money and· 
material for whatever purpose she likes. India 
has to acquiesce. That is the real, actual situation 
and nothing is· to be gained by camouflaging it.· 
But the soul of India is her own and no good ' 
will result to her or to the world at large by its 
being forced into the military, economic,· 
mould which has wrought so much disaster. 

The term "National" here is cl~arly misplaced. 
The Prime Ministers of all the elev~n provin
ces of India with the exception of Sind . 
have either abstained or resigned froll) the, 
·Council, The Sind Prime Minister is there 
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only: by the special d}spensation of p,_l~ula'!a J ''THE MENACE OF HINDU IMPERIAUSM.." .. · 
Abul Kalam Azad tsSued from Na~'!l Ja•L In an editorial Note in ne &/tmllll' (September. !7) r 
The lady and gentlemen who are 10 the a brief reference was made to the anti-Brahmin 
Counc•l are. many. of them worthy people aod virus which pervades and poisons thi• book by' 
if the . B, itish Parliament .by statute had . not Sw!lmi D_harma Tbeerthajec: Maharaj (B.A. LL.B.). : 
presc•1bed that representation should be by elec- .~t .as dedtcated to the Un•ted States of America,' 
lion by duly constituted electorates, they mtght ~tbe~;uor of • Sla~s an~ Defe~der of I.?~o
have been taken to be fairly representattve of c acy. ~he mtentt~ eVJd~ntly ts to. pre.Jud!ce 

I . . the Am~rtcan pubhc agamst Brahmans. Mass 
the. men and women of ndta or as _represen- Katherine Mayo had the same purpose in writing 
tatJVe as any other aet of persons nommated by her "Mother India" -only she did n.rt di~tinguish 
a Viceroy whose knowledge about men and j between Brahmins and other Hindus. Nor does 
things Indian are necessarily _limited to what Swami. Theerth!ljc;e. By Hindu Imperialism he means 
be Cdn gather through official channels. But Brahm!" ~mper•aha?l• We remember the Swami as 
havin.Y 1aid'' down . that representatives of ·the IJ lay dtsc•ple of Srs Narayan Guf!!dev, the famous 

. "' . be . • Ezhava Reformer, and a worker m the cause of the 
lndta~ people should .selected only m a mission which he founded to raise his castemen · in 
preoscnbed way, Government IS clearly precluded the social scale. Sri Narayan bad no animus against 
from opening up a side path when represen- other Hindus and in fact that was the most remark
tatives d'cline. to enter by the open road. A able. fe.ature of his mission which attracted the 
fortuitous collection of individuals which is all ~mtratton and symp~thy of all clas&es, The Dewan 
that the Council is· .cannot claim to be national. ot Travancore. prestded. some months. ago at the 
N • · • · • 'h · · k f . annual celtlbrattons of Sn. Narayan's btrthaay and 

e1ther IS 1t r1g t to sp~ O the .Council paid a gl~wing ttibute to his work and worth. It 
as one (or the delence o(Indta •. A national as seems from the preface' by. the Secretary oftbe 
well as tation 11 defence of lnd1a would be to Hindu Missionary Society with whose imprimatur the 
conserve ~er power in nien, money and material "Me~ce ~f Hindu Impe~aliam" is publ!shed, that 
resources m ·the country and to strehgthen her th~ ~wamt found the s~rv1ce of· ~he Sn Naray'ID 
natural frontiers agamst · aggressors. If war M•sston too small for hts personaltty and made_ his 

• 'II be 1 ~ • . f · way to Lahore where be founded . the Hmdu 
co'!'es. It WI pure Y lle enSIVe war '?r Missionary Society. He found a oongenial spirit in 
lnd1a. Su~h · defence would be both ec::momtc the ex-Secretary · of the Jat Pat Torak Mandala 
and effective. Our fcrces are now scattered Society which has ~>olen working for the destruction 
over halt the Eastern hemisphere and the of the caste system for several years. The most 
defence of the country is thereby weakened. r~cent effort of the Mandai was to get caste dietino
The· expense of conveying our ·troops and ttons excluded f!om the Census .re.turns. We have. 
h I · d' rld £ • ourselves been 10 favour of omtttmg the column for · 

t ~ ~ requirements t~ JStant parts, a 0 matn• religion from the Census aohedulea ae is done in 
tammg them there m comror~;. would be spared Britain and the United States. Public .feelingi 
and the men themselves wJII feel more at however, has not yet been converted to the idea ot · 
home in the home front ·where the thought making the Census a purely demographic record.· 
of their hearths and homes will be constantly Political sent!ment enforced ~y .communal aspira~ion · 
and closely in their hearts, if our plan of defence ~as rather st~ffened tb~ fe~br.g tn fay~ur of oontmu- . 
was within our borders · Some part of the mg the practice ~f regtatenng the rehg•~na professed 

• • • • by vanoua seottons of the populatiOn. The ex. · 
expendllut; !Day ~ ~om.e by Bntam but all Secretary of ]at Pat Torak. Mandai saya that· 
the · same 1t IS a d1mmut1on of the common at the end of the Mandai's activities in respect 
stock available to repel invasion, of the Census, he felt that without a new light 

and a new guide no further progress could be 
made. In this psychological orisis in his life, 
Swami Dharma Theerthajee Maharaj arrivc:d at 
Lahore and in tbe Maharaj he found the wanted light 
and guide. Regllording the Swami's method, the 

Russia and War Alms :-In a Jetter to the 
New Statesman, Mr. George Bernard . Shaw 
expresses "What is the f.:eling o£ a large number 
of j:eople and the fear of many others. Mr. 
Bernard Shaw remarks : 

And now, what ne:r.t P Well, Stalin, for a wonder, 
• <li<l not abuse his victory over Finland as Amerioa 

nbused the victory of the North over the South, and 
88 Olemdnotlllll and Poinoare and British Democracy 
&b118od the victory of 1918. Suppose Stolin objeota to 
onr ab111ing the ne:r.t victory when he has beaten Hitler 
for WI I 

At tlie moment this seems a rather optimistic 
view and Mr. Shaw who has admitted the 
inaccuracy of several of his prophesies, may have 
to adJ to the number. One thing seems certain 
that. the Chu,chill section of opinion which is 
now dominant, is anxiou~ not to allow Russia 
a very great v.:~ice in th:~ peace recons
truction. The procedure adopted in putting 
through the Atlantic Declaration itself was 
sign•ficant and M. Stalin wno has earned a 
reputation for alertness as a politician, will 
not have mi~sed it. 

Secretary writes: . 
Selfless workers are the fil'llt 'requisite of all move

menta. Swsmiji did not like the idea of .establishing 
an Ashram or Mutt 88 Ssdhns generally do, He wants 
to bring together Sannyasins and other · dedioated 
aonls to serve India 88 the missionaries of a new life of 
true social freedom and brotherhoed. Instead of au 
Ashram Swa.miji has started the Hindu MiBBionBol'J 
Society along the lin68 of the Servonta of India Society, 
with the object of working for Hindu freedom, 
Hindn-MilO!im Unity and H11ma.u brotherhood. 
The Secretary adds that Sw•miji wants to present 

the Hindu publio a textbook or" rather a scripture of 
Hindu religion which will offer a complete philosophy 
or life and oondu.>t to every Hindu who wants to save 
himself from o~ste and priest craft, and who is prepa· 
red to put his faith in the Supre"!e G~ an!l hill owo 
spiritual nature." fbe Swama thmks that the 
Bhagavad .Gila, properly interpreted, will serve the 
purpose and hu writ ten a short interpretation of tllO 
essential religion of tbe Gita with the title, "Yoga 
for all." Toe S:cretary promises that "Yoga for alf' 
will be a profound revelation to studentl of the 
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spiritua.t life "juilf as :much a• the present volume 1 
will be _tq l9vera offreedom.~' . 

; Hinduism is an Empire and not a kingdom. The 
nearest analogue to it is the Hritish Commonwealth 
in ~e political sphere. In the words of Sir Edward 
Qait, - · 

' . It (Hinduism) shelters within its Jlortals monotheists• 
• polytheists, and pantheists; worshippers of the great gods 
;Shiva and Vishnu, of their female counterparts, as well as 
, worshippers of the divine mothers, of the spirits of trees, 
, rocks and streams, and of the tutelary village deities ; 
, persons who propitiate their deity by all manner of 
, bloody sacrifices, and persons who will not only not kill 
any livina creatnro, bnt who must not even nse the 
word "ont:l : those whose ritnal consists mainly of prayers 
and hymns, and those who indnlge in unspeakable orgies· 1 

in the name of religion. 
· This as a picture of Hinduism as it appears to 

ciutsiders is sufficiently correct. Only it leaves . out 
the important fact that this position ot Hinduism is 
not static. Constantly and without intermission, the 
less developed forms are being attracted and 
assimilated to the more developed forms. The 
dectmnial Census records show that customs are being 
disca'rd~d and · higher ones adopted by tribes and 
castes even in the short period of a decade. 
·.Hindi! ism is thus a true Empire, and, therefore, it 

iSc not inappropriate to speak of a Hindu Imperialism. 
B.ut it is not an imperialism of the rule of one nation 
oyer another, Therefore, Hindu Imperialism can 
not be a menace to anybody. Most of the social 
defects-hereditary castes, the subordinate position 
ot ~women, mass illiteracy are the chief-have 
been for over. a century the objeot of ameliorative 
efforts by Indian leaders.· , And their efforts have not 
bee!) fruitless, Hindu Sooiety today is not what it 
WII,S thirty years ago. . Many of the reforms which 
were bitterly opposed by ·conservative. Hindus 
Ill'• today accepted as of course. Most striking of 
all: js the progress made witll reforms for the 
eltlancipation and education of women. Caste and 
communal reforms have lagged behind just because 
Hindus had not the support of women to them. Now 
that they. have it in rapidly growing measure, these 
re(orms too will gain in~reasing acceptance from the 
cxmservat_ive maj.>rity. The one thing needed is 
patience and perseverance, As we showed three 
weeks ago, the Brahmins have taken a leading part in 
promoting the reforms now incorporated as a part of 
flindu, (lonservatism. ·· 
l 
-'· .HINDU WOMEN'S RIGHT TO 
·,. PROPERTY ACT. 
The Editor, 
Si.r. Th• Indian Social Rtformsr. 
- .. _,_ ·- -
, :rhe- .l" ederal Court has now held · that this Act 
ia ultra V• " in so far as it related to agricultural 
land in Governor's Provinces, The result is now 
that in the Governor's Provinces the Act is valid 
.only in so far as it relates to non-agricultural lands, 
With regard to agricultural lands the Act is 
inoperative. 

The exposition of the Federal Court has caused 
considerable disappointment and dissatisfaction. 
Numerous transactions must have already taken 
place regarding agricultural lands in the Governor's 
Provinces on the basis of the validity of the Act. 
The present position is bound to cause widespread 
dislocation. The passing of the Act was an 
important step towards the improvement of the 
pollition of the Hindu Widows and it is unfortunate 
that that decision should have been proolaimed 
invalid so far as agricultural lands are 
Concerned. Moat · of the lands -in villages can· be 
eaid to be agricultural lands and if the Act' 

is not to apply to these lands;; practio.&lly 'it will• 
be unable to afford any: relief to: those- for wbose'. 
benefit it is intended. . We draw the attentiOI! of 
the Provincial Governments to this important ·matter, 
and. hope tnat 'they would take up this question 
with the promptness which it deserves. The Hmdd 
Law Committee has already prepared a draft of a .. 
Bill for Governor's Provinces which must be enacted 
soon. This is necess~ry, (a) in order to give 
widows the full measure · of the benefic 
which the tramers of the Act contemplated ; . (b) to 
avoid . a multiplicity of rules of succession ; and 
most of all (c) to protect transactions already .entered· 
into on the faith of the Act. 

Sa tara City, } Yours etc. 
October 8, 194.1. _ K. B. GAJ I!NDRAGADKARo 

[ Tha Government of Bombay bas iasued instructions to 1 
Revenue Offioers to record Hindu Widows• rights in asricultural· 
land, with a. View, no dc..ubt, so legisla.tion as suggested by the r 
R.a.u Committee-Editor.] . . 

THE DEADLOCK: ·A SUGGESTED 
SOLUTION. 

(BY H. HANERJI, DELlll.) . . . 
There is deep dissatisfaction all round with things 

as they are, The whole world is astir with feverish 
activity of one sort or the other. "The peoples in 
othtr lands see visions of either 1"0rld-empirts to. 
dominate . over or of the Parliament of man, the, 
Federation of the WorlJ. But India is inactive, 
sullen, dejected, Her future is dark and uncertain; and 
all that ii Viiible in.that darkness is chaos and civil 
strife. In the constitutional fidd there is deadlock.· 
The Congress Governments resigned at the begin· 
ning of the . war and democrattc Government in a . 
large majodty of the prQvinces came to an end, It .. 
W'I.S followed by a milk-and water satyagraha 
campaign in which not so much moral conviction 
but party di!lcipline and persOnal :.loyalty drove 
thousands of men and women into the jails. Communal 
tension increa•ed to a point · where an agreement 
between the communities became impossible, ·And 
when such · agreement was ntade the condition· 
precedent .for any constitutional ·advance, all ways 
to a pe•ceful solution appeared to have been 
eff~ctively blocked. · ~ · '_ 

Thinking men can detect the acoumuiatton of' 
explosive matter· under the layer of this sullen 
silence. The feeling of angry frustration, to which 
the London Timn referred, cannot be pent up for 
ever and there .is a great poisibility of its finding 
relief in ways that may spell ruin f.,r generations to 
come to hopes of a peaveful realtsation of the_ 
country's future destiny. 'There is, therefore, here 
and there, groping for the light: In the Congres9, 
the Constituent Assembly holds the field~ Nobody 
seems to consider that no constituent assembly can 
function without there being constituent powers. The 
Muslim League •ticks fast to Pakistan, It is vague 
and indefinite-it is •·the Shape, if shape it may 
be called, that shape hath none di•tinguishable in 
member, joint or limb.'! The Premiers of .Bengal and 
Punj •b, with a greafer grip on practical l"<:alities, 
propo9ed a conference of Premiers and ·ex
Premiers to thrash out an Indian Constitution, 
The non-party· Conference, impelled to do something. 
to ease the tense situation, ha~ entrusted conslitution
making to its President, Sir Tej Hahadur Sapru, 
Under the scheme proposed by Sir B. L. Mitter, the 
fundamental rights of the subj~ct would embrace the 
right to food, shelter, raiment and education tci be 
enforced by the Federal Court. This, he thinks, would 
eliminate communalism from the sphere of govern
ment. A new Reforms Commissioner baa 
recently been appointed who is presumably busy 
dealing with questions relating to India's t;onstitutional 
future. " 
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w~ . •eem. to. haY;e beeo .cut adrift from. ~ I the. principle under!yin~ !leclara~on!l ~r British 
111001'1Dil• W 11 live ~n ao unreal world of theorres, ·I pohoy towards Ind.a rs the same as that of thil 
slogans and shibb.llethl. We have lo.C our foothold Atlantic Charter. Mere assertion is not eooi'lgb; we:• 
on t~rra firma. It weare .not to be the helpless I want concrete proof of it jlf' the' shape. of ·a·.' 
viotima. of the tumultous waves of ciroumstance, we constitutional scheme. · · · · · ' • • 
must get back to our bearings. We mu•t h•ve a . . . · . · • ·. · ., · ·: 
olear vision of the present and the future. We must The mac~mery. that wtll grve praottcalshape to· 
place responsibility .where it should lie and be the. declaratton~ wtll be of the Government choosing •. 
vigilant to watch llow that responsibility is carried No m.ore paradtse of _Roun~ Table.Conferences and·, 
out. · · Co~stttuent Assemblies wttb tberr. !l"dless talks , 

whtch serve only to put off dectsrons on vital . 
matters. The pretence of the consent of the political 
panies mu11t be given up •.. The Government of : 

In the babel of voices, in the welter of our unreal 1 

cOnstitution-making, we forget that it ie the British 
Government which holds the p:~wer, that the British 
Parliament at W e•tminister is yet the arbit•r of our 
destiny. We are Battered when we are told that the 
Indian Constitution is primarily tne concern of the 
Indians themselves. We are so demorali8ed by this 
compliment that we have not got the heart to retort 1 
''Have we goc that free, untrammelled power without 
which there can be no constitution-making P So long 
as you e11ercise that power, it is for you to make the 
constitution and submit it to ·the bar of public 
opinion not only of India but of the world." 

, The first solid fact we have to grasp is that the 
responsibility for constitution-making is one primarily 
of the British Government. 'The tlements of Indian 
national life' m•y put forward their views, their 
claims, their demands ·and tileir schemes but the 
final responsibility for adjudication and decision must 
reac where it ehould rest, openly unequivocally, for 
all the wor!J to a•e. There shouiJ be no camouflage 
about it. If, for example, a decision on tbe 
communal question is to be given, it should come 
simply, plainly as • decision of the British Government 
and not under the camouflage of an Award. 

Take .another example, the famous reservation of 
the August dcolar•tion, the sheet-anchor of British 
policy in India to-day-''the fulfilment of the obliga
tions arising fro111 En11:land'elong connection with India 
and her re~tponsibilitiee to its many creeds, races 
and interest•:• Sir Tej Bahadur Stpru says this 
may mean anything or nothing. Ic does mean 
everything, and l c•nnot imagim: that the veteran 
Non-Party Leader is not conscious of this fact. 
Why should we undertake oon.Citution-making with 
thie terrible handic~p of a reservation P Why should 
we not aak England to produce a constitution herself, 
giving concrete shape to the means of the fulfilment 
of · those obligations and responsibilities, and 
1ubmit that constitution to the judgm3nt of. India 
and the w~rld P . 

I suggest that the British Government should be 
held to its responsibility for framing a constitution 
for lndia wbi.-h oan bear exposure to the world's 
~au .. The country is dtifting, nobody knows 
whither. It is as much the duty of the Government 
to arreat this drift a• it is to defend ·the country 
againat its external enemies. It cannot go on 
enj<>ying the fruita ol power witnout at the same time 
carrying out the obligations attached to the exercise 
of that power. The po~e of self-righteousness, that 
with all the best will In the world ro aee India free 
It l1 helpless to do anything to that end in the absence 
of a League-Congress agreement, must go. 

There was once a Congress-League Pact. The 
British Government replaced that pact by its own 
decision, miscalled the Communal A.ward. This 
was done in utter violation of the reoommendttion of 
their own Royal Commission whioh said that the 
Paot could be replaced only by another Pact arrived 
at by the parties themselvea. After having done 
this, what faoe has the Government to uk for 
another agreement ~ Mr. Churchill bas asserted that 

India Act 1933 was not based on consent; nor was. 
the Communal Decision ; nor again are the Govern
ments in seven of the provinces as carried on ro-day. 
Tho recent exp!lnsioo of . the Viceroy's Executive 
Council-was it the outcome of consent ?l::lut as a 
step, however halting, in tbe right direction, it has 
rec~ived the general approval of large sections of' 
opinion in the country. The Government, as in duty 
bound, must act, act soon and act boldly and. 
rightly; if it does so it shall not· be lacking in 
puhlio eupport. , 

Boldly ancl rightly-yes, those are the wordli:. 
"Great Empires and little minds go ill together," 
said an English phil010pher. An English statesmtn 
wro:e the most illuminating commentary on that 
sh!ement wb~n he admitted as a free arid· equal 
partner in the British Commonwealth of Nations the, 
enemy country that Britain· had been fighting 'the' 
moment bof.,re. Englishmen of this gener'ati"n arel 
reaping the benefits of that bold and right a,jtion· 
when the General of the then enemy forces is not only: 
a Field Milrsh1l of the British Army to-day but the· 
most tru~ted of the advisers of the British Government' 
outside England. · 

; . '· I 

Unfortunately this 'little mind' bae been the. 
predominant characteristic of England's . dealings 
with India. The po~ers banded over to Indian hand.'!. 
by the Government of India Act 193') were real and 
substantial; tlut they were all but invisible because 
of the safeguards. that hedged them on. all siJe•. · 
Mahatmaji raised his non-violent cudgel to beat thili 
••special poaers" to deatn even before he had giveil·a: 
cueful reading to the Act itself. In this, as alwayf,• 
be faithfully reflected the prevailing public sentiment. 
The special powers died but not as ·a result· of the'' 
Manatmio ham111erln~t of love. They died u :w~ll in· 
the non-Congress Provinces as · in the Congres~ 
Provinces and from the same cause, namely, the 
working of the constitution. It was clear to all 
shrewd observers th'\t if the Con.titution worked, 
the safeguards were dead letters; but if the Constir~
tion failed they were less· than worthies'-' Tbll 
positive value of the safeguards was nil ; the. 
extent of mischief that they worked by irritating the 
sensibilities of a subjoot people waa beyo1d computa• 
tion, The ''little minded• in England that in•isted 
on the incorporation of the saf~guarJs in the Indian 
constitution, achieved nothing but the widening of the 
breach between England and India. 

The recent expansion of the Viceroy's Executive 
Council suffers from the same lack of the 
saving grace. Tba Council will have an over
whelming Indian majority and will act on the 
principle of collective respanstbility. Its decisions 
will be the decisions of the Gavernment of 
India unl~ss overruled by the Governor-General 
under his statutory powers. If the Council asserll 
itself, an individual member will be left little scope 
to take deoisi:>ns, in the name of the Government or 
India, with regard to major questions even in hU own 
department. A'he result will be either the rule of the 
Indian Government (I do not advisedly use· the ward 

. ' . 
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"N~tioriat Gove~ilme~t••)' or, if the Indian members 
arC::,;habitijally· ·overruled, the a'!tocratic rule of the 
Governor.General, .· Under the circumstances what 
ia· the justifioation for irritating public opinion by 
having a few Englishmen holding some important 
portfolios P Is-it the hope tlut Indian Members may 
not at "'ays pull together, and that the' dissentients 
combined witll the Englishmen may form the majo
rity ·which can be trusted to take unpopular 
deoi~ions without bringing into play the Governor
General's autocratic powers P If that is tile hope 
then it betrays the •little mind' that has been the 
ruin of great. Empires and may yet be the ruin of 
the Britisll Empire in India, ·If that is the bope there 
sbould have been no expansion ot the Council at all. 
'I go furthei- 'and aay that, if that is the hope, it will 

never be realised, A••'Englishman; whatever be his 
faults, has got a weakness for constitutional princi
ples. It is safe to predict that no Governor.General 
would lightly ignore· the considered views of any 
suhstantoal section of his Indian constitutional advi
sers. and thus • be' a party to precipitating a political 
crisis. The public memory may be shot t, but those 
whose busmess it is to deal with political questions 
have not forgotten to what lengths Lord Linhthgow 
went to prevent crises in the Congress Provinces 
even over issues which bad nothing to do with the 
Provinces. If the Viceroy acts in the same spirit in 
his relationship with the expanded Council, then a 
Government of India composed predominantly of 
Indians will be a reality. And when such a govern
ment has to face a legislature with a predominant 
elected majority it w•ll tend more and more to 
become a national government, All this is bound 
to happen in the normal course of things, Then 
why be apologetic about the reform of the Executive 
CoUncil ami describe it as designed merely for 
administrative i ironvenienoe P Why retain a few 
Englishmen :on· the Council.· to remind the country 
to its subjection to England P . 
. Where the politic•! parties are devoi!l of construc

tive ideas, as The RB/orm•r very· rightly said, it is 
the. duty of the Government to taka the initiativ!l 
and give a lead to the country. And such lead, 1f 
it be bold and in the right direction, will evoke 
COf!Siderable response from the better mind of the 
country. The Government can not sit sup1ncly on 
the plea of want of co-operation of political parties, 
but -must go ahead with its plans of constitutional 
advance. . 

If the Government :wants expert examination 
of the various constitutional ideas and schemes that 
are there, it can have a body of men to deliberate 
on them, not politicians or 'representative' men, and 
certainly not hardened bureaucrats who have passed 
their impressionable · years in the vicious atmosphere 
of an enslaved country and whose backi are bent 
under the weight of the White Man's burden, They 
should be men with deep knowledge, bro1d 
sympathies and judicial outlook. Let men like
Sir Maurice Gwyer, Sir 1:1. N. Rau and others of that· 
calibre find out the greate.it common factors among 
the. several· schemes, (not the least among them 
will be the Government's scheme to carry out its 
obligations and responsibilities) test them on the 
touchstone of EnglaAd'~ declarations. an~ recommend 
to the British Goverr.ment the constttutJOnal scheme 
they evolve. They will ~ear such parties, includi~g 
the Government, as destre to b~ be~rd; they wtll 
invite co-operation from all partu;s, Jnt<~ests and 
CO!flmunities, 'great' and small; but,t.f there IS non-co
operation from any quarter, they wtll ~ ahead wtth 
their work inspite of such non-co-operatton. 

Tbe country would be gratified to know from 
eminent men, unconnected with ·political parties, 

1 

either in India or 1n Engiand,' but' endowed :\Vi'tb 
judicial temperament as to how far the reservationlti 
whittle down the declarations, what is the principle'' 
underlying those declarations and what is their· 
interpretation, Is not the preservation · of the' 
country's unity and the development of its incipient 
nationalism one of the responsibilities consequent on. 
England's long connection with India P Does 
responsible Government as envisaged by the 1917· 
Declaration, which still is a part of our fundamenta~ 
Jaw, comprise irresponsible and irremovable 
executive and functional representation in the legis-. 
latures 1' Authoritative and impartial answers to 
questions like these can not but be of immense 
interest to the country, . 

I am conscious that what I am' proposing is iG 
some respects an inversion .. of .judicial f1.1nctionS. 
That is my reason for scrupulously avoiding the . 
word •judges.' The men who wtll be undii:ftaking ' 
the task will be acting as. judges when they e~amine 
the schemes before them in the light of Declaration~ 
but they will be aclin~ as statesmen whe.n. they 
evolve a constitution of tneir own making with such 
help as they can get from the materials before them. 
The task will evidently be of extraordinary difficulty 
calling forth the highest faculties human beings are 
capable of, but I believe not impossible of achieve
ment by men of the right type. 

But no solution can be of any avail unless there 
is sincerity on the part ot the British Government 
to advance India on the road to self-government. If: 
there are mental reservations in addition to the 
reservations in the Declarations, then God help 
India-and England, 

HISTORY STUDIES IN BOMBA,Y. 
UNIVERSITY; ! f 

If what is report~d is true, the claims or women' to 
be represented are being pushed to inordinate liD?its 
and this is sure to bring about a· strong reaouon. 
At a recent ·eJection in the Bombay University for 
a Committee to advise on historical studies, the . 
Rev. Father Heras has been ousted to make 
room for Miss Kapila T. Khandvala, ~he lady 
who was recently elected ~o the SecretaryshiP of .the 
Municipal Schools Committee ~y th': Corpora'!on. 
The Secretaryship of the Commtttee ts a full-t1me 
job· entailing the supervision of several hundreds of· 
schools and the supervision of the work of some. 
thousands of teachers. Notwith•tanding her AmericaG 
training Miss Khandvala will find this job more 
than en~ugh to engage her time and attention if· she 
means to apply herself serioudy to its duties. Father 
Heras is a Professor of History, has been enga_ged for 
years in resear.Jh work in the finds at Mohe!'Jo-Daro 
and Harappa. His conclu•ions are not nmversally 
aooepted but in research mistakes .are as valuable as 
suo:esses, It is only after knockmg at many wrong• 
doors that you can happen on th~ ri_gh~ on!- The · 
main thing is the method, Th1s IS 1denttcal . for 
men and women. Even the most_ fervent advocate 
of women's ri~hts will not be p~epared to. acc~pt 
the view that hi~torioal studies m the umverstty
should be sacrificed . to have a woman on the 
council of teachers. jV.Jiss Khandvala. has perhaps 
been engaged in historical work in whtch c.ase she. 
should not have accepted the Secretaryship cf the 
Municipal Schools Committee. No good cause 
is advanced by its adherents try_ing to "c:'pture» 
everything. It is good as a pohuoal devtoe ~ut 
it does not, conduce to. the growth of personahty. 
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"THE U, S. A. AND THE POST-WAR WORLD, 

(BY FELIX MORLEY, PRESIDENT OF HAVERFORD 

COLLEGE, U, S, A.) 

Of course it is not foolish but eminently rational 
-to plan ""w for the: sort of world order in which the 
United States would be willing to participate. If 
we do not do this planning we shall have a repetition 
-of the withdrawal from world collaboration which 
, we in America witnessed in 1919. To fail to plan is 
to 1ay in effect that we regard participation in the 
war u an end in itself, which is a confesaion of 

rmental bankruptcy, if not actual insanity. 

The main essential of the new order towardl which 
·we should work is, in my opinion, some permanent 
international organization for the continuous study 
and arbitral solution of international problems as 
they arise. I think this organization must have 
behind it eome form of police power to prevent, or 

.at least t:o discourage, resistance to settlements 
-unanimously recommended by an arbitral body 
·which excludes participants to a dispute. 

I think, however, that this international 
I body would have to have a regional basis, as 

ffiVJO~E 
/~NDAL WCDD 

' ' • 
' ' 

OIL 

opposed to the strictly national basis of 
the League of Nations. Of course this regiOOal 
organization may be implicit ntber than explicit. 
I mean that Cuba, as a satellite of the Unib!d 
States, or Hungary, as a satellite ol Germany, might 
be separately represented in the central organization 
while actually acting as part of a great power bloa. 

There is nothing particularly novel or distinctive 
in this and it wholly omits the financial and economic 
arrangements which are likely to bank larger than 
the stricdy political in the post-war world. 

A point that might be worth bringing out is the 
difference in the present technique of the Unib!d 
States and that which was followed under Woodrow 
Wilson, The latter planned for a post-war world 
and then asked for retroactive power to implement 
his planning. President · Roosevelt, through the 
Lend-Lease · Bill, asked for the power before he did 
the planning, It is a dangerous ~technique, but it 
may work out more satisfactorily · than expecte4 
by many opponents of this legislation, (Nafrontilir 
N MOl Sirtliu.) 

THE FINEJT 
FOR-

PE~FUffiE/ 
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.~~ ,l OOIIITBIIITS. -< iii no~ being irient: ifo ;h~rd:Pr~~~~~ R~ .ll~cll 
=~·c::~~~~-. PoraJ~!~O!I and Po~erty in' tha.t ' the ' Gerinanil may overwhelm:! Russiari; 
l•dian Offiolalo Abroad. The Economist and Poe'-W•r reststan.ce before RusSia's aHies are 8bJe t(), Send; 
llldlalio In &utb 1\lrioa! ReconlltMlction, he · 
[Bdl.aucltbe~ar~ , "Cbrlatianeto.thalndi&n rass~slance. . -·;-~ , ~ i.-.• 1L :-"!~~·1: 

~;~~~:~~~~ }:'!:.~una ih• 'l'h!'M't:.e,;v~!iasr~w Indian Census :~The lim~$ tf i Jd'iil p~blisfi~ 
!!Jop.,..,. BoolaHata ; • in Amortoa. !d on , Tuesd!ly. fr(!m ·its Speci~l .Corre,9Porldet'l,tl 

~c.;-'··-::'-"l'--'l':'._"-:"-•.t,_I...;.nd_1 ·~···_•_d_•1"'~·-··~---'~---~" 1~New Delhi the results Of the finalleorripulaJ 
:·';., ·I. r .. , :NOTES. lion made by the Census Commi!isidn\\t' felt' 
·JJ·• ;: , 1 · • . .. • India ~of: the enurileraliO!J. 1ma4e • Cltirrngnthe~ 
·,Russia and :India:-: The invasion pf ':Russia lfl4l opetati6ns,: 'There. will. bJ ~il0•1Ct'ntlu'$1 

~y Germany'shocked.lndian orinion more than . Report this time· as' on''~prriiotis' :.b9<:asiclrur.' 
aoy.:cther aggression p£ thE! Nazis. ·Only tw6 ·he reports: . It has l;ieeh ~ecide(f tO cUrtail ttie 
yrars, back. the Na~' Government had swom. Census.' bperations •. No 'concluil1pns would' be!• 
lastillf( friendsh;p wilh the Soviet · Gover~menr. drawn from the statistiC! cclllected; · 'T~re -wmr 
~tadera of. . ~" Me in Kampf:" .. distru5ted the be only . the tabl~s whli:h ''in forrner1 Censu5esl 
amcerity of this 1=act., Herr Hitler has ·in his wer~ gjv~ in a v~lum~:.by them5etveS. :'This,·• 
book •poken of the Bol,shevikl!, · ~1_1 !~':"ls pf . t~e.·torrespondent hmts, ~~ not due to ~nsidetaJ 
oontempt.:and hatred, .A~ a.rule hu1 preJudiCiS t•ons· of ec.on~my. . ~e. }ull-fledj:!e~ flmslllil 
and pre-.possessiODR recorded in ·•: Mein, Kampf'• · would tost much less than .twhat 1ndia IS 'Spenci~ • 
haw been rerman~nt iQfluencea in shaping policY; inft on the war in a single day) •1 he: cidrre9-: 
Perhaps. M.: Stahn too was equally ;&tJrprised. pendent doei; nor say'to\vhat other·coi'lsidefa~t 
But he seems to hjlve believed in the sincerity of tions the decision to .'give onlY. the :StatistiC. iS I 
Herr Hitler as the. Nazi army Wa!\ able tO 'make due. We think we can guesJ. Whimiit 'Was' 
cansiderable inroads in Russian territory before announced s:>me months ago that. th~ Census· 
tbeJ Soviet Government;reilised the ~;ituation. Commissioner of India, Mr, M:.:·W. W.~YeatS,· 
Iruliao sympathy for Russia has al~ deeper was to be' placed on speci;d_ duty· in eotmectionl 
aauses.· Sympathy for Communism is not one with Sir Shanmi.tkham Chet.ty'$'Sloi'es Puri!h,. 
o£ ilhe~ ~erybody ~11ows that Russia is not Mission in the· United .States,l(Re/ofmn'~ J u1y: 
fighting ~oday f?r the Bplshev:ik Revplution aqd · 19, 1941) 'we pointed out that· the · remdval of 
tha• Bht.IS fi~hUng to protect her territory fro111 the officer __ W'ho Was, Special~y chosen ·fot.th~• 
being! . overrun ·by ~ foreign, Power . which work two ·years ago and ~as respaliSI'ble for· 
coveta her wheat and oil. lndi~'s feeling for the planning' . 'of 'the operations · . .00 ~ tbeirJ 
Russia· .springs f~m a c;crtain communit.( of. supervisiOn,. ~as likely' to lllalte •the task,o£) 
~ght !n fundamental,. The Slavpnic VIllage fonnulatlng !!be' conclusions a ·d.iffi~utt ~n·.~· 
commun1ty. ha,d a. c;lose resemblance. to the· his 'successor. 'The- G6vemmeiit; ~ha!Fciit:·thel 
Indian; '"village . communJty. . The , ·villa~ Gordian kn~ by . deciding~. have ho repott and: 
cotmnunity .is not a Qreation of ,any r1,1ler •. 1~ IS: by. not appointins( a successor •. The tables to' 
the spontaneous grov.th from .the depths of: ~ published will give· ordjmi.ry detailli <if the 
a peOplll'e consciousne~~Sor Likewise the. trend of pOpqlatipn· by towns, diStricts, and oomrnunities;• 
Russian philosophic thpught has been; as. in 'fhe I correspondent interpolates "villages andi 
.ln~ia, towards Monism. , The great Russian tahsils'' after. oistricts liilt as these· ·are smaller· 
Witters, notably~ Tolstol, ~ave profoundly in- unitS than districts and ai detaili for villages 

i fturncecf Indian thinkers as bearinjf a cloi!e affinity were 'not published in any previous Census, the
lkll itheit ~wo. The ~ubjectiOI\ of the Russians correspondent is evidently mistaken/ We hope 

I
to the,TIII.rist regime for many centuries, evoked the age, literacy and civil condition statistics will' 
a.lellow-teeling io Indians themse,lves long under not ~ omitted all also these of oc:cupatioo ·and 
I subjection,, GermallS ·. arq more efficient · .in infirmitieS. The statistics d cbmi"unitie&J 
1 handling machines and men r¢uced to machines, that ·. is, of · religions,· wiD be ·· published.. 
but ·.the , Russians possess creative. genius i;,f a These might be advantageously omitted.· The 
much· hi~ her ~er.. , ln!lia received Witb no lh tie cont:lusions to be drawn from them Were the c:ause 
sati..tacuan the ;news of Britam's alliance with of much agitation &y certain sections and the real 
Russia and she shares the appreheDsion which is ftasoo 'for omitting all conClusiOns i.s- ·obviousl1 
being lelt by many in Br1taiu that aaequate help to avoid further controversy. This is rather 
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a pity,; ,There has been quite a large volume of to allow him greater freed()m of expres~ion. 
literature on population questions in the last· few The appointment of·Sir Sh~faat Ahmed Khan 
years' and Mr. YeatS might have been able to to the post of High Commissioner in· South 
indicate the trends of the movement of Indian Africa i1 a welcome departure from the u-ual. 
population in the light of recent contributtons to Sir Shahat h better known as a scholar than a 
the science of population. In the absence of politician in India. 
guidance from (me who has made a special study lnd1ans In Soatb l.lrh:a :-The Com-nission 
of the subject, few persons outside the circle of appointed to e rquire into the complaints o 
sp¥1ists will ha~e the. time or access to the penetration by Indians in South Afrtca into 
volutninous literatiire on· the subj!ct in many European residentia eas, with Mr. Broome as 
languages, necessary to formulate conclusions on l.hairman, has made its report of which a cabled 
a purely scientific basis.. . · · : summary was p11bl•shed in Monday's m 'l'ning
.' Indian Officials Abroad:-Somehow one can papers. Only a tentative opinion can be formed 
not· fail to be impre~ by the fact that the in the absence of the full report, especially 
Government :Of Iodia, in rentrusting. hnn. with' as some of the remarks attributed to the 
delicate: negotiations with other·_ governments; Commission· as regards the causes ~f such 
carefully withdraw eeonomic ~and tradl! questions penetration as there has been, are unexpectedly 
from Sir Girja Shanker Bajpai'li- sphere: of liberal. The gist of these remarks IS that· 
operatjons: · ln. Burma and in ceylon, trade with no objection C3n be taken now or in the 
ln!lia . was kept for· Separate · consideration, f uture to Indians establishing themselves. in 
Nevertheless, it is premature to claim that any· areas inhabited by Whites in the natural 
Jl.lea&Ufe of succesS attended Sir Girja's efforts· course of social and · business expansion 
to ·_negotiate . a . settlement· with either i:Ountry without any sinister intention to oust 
i.n thll sphere a,llotted to hi !D. Sir Girja left this thl! latter. The' . Com~ission point out 
week for the United States of America where he thattrade caimot _be restricted to thi! c1mmunity 
wil~ be Agen~-General ..for India for ~he period of the trader an.d that .the- Cape- Town Agree
of : the . ~ar, . Even there, however, the Govern• ment by insisting on Indians'· alloptin~ Western 
m~t o.fln~ia h_ave separated economic and trade standard,; has CQnti'ibuted to the bre:1k-up o£ joint. 
problems..from the ·duties :or the Agent-General families and necessitatedhJUsingaceom:Dodation 
and put them in the hands of · Sir Shanmukham in areas where western standards are generally 
Chl,ltty. and' :Mr, Mullick. - We should have observed. This line ofreas:JRing is so uncommon 
thought that the work of the Agent-General and so just and is so interesting in itself, tbat 
called for .more. "initiative than- the duties of it should be studied in it~~ofutl context in the 

.the_ lead~r · of .a trade mission and; that, Report b!fore its implicatbns ean be correctly 
therefore, a non-official would have been more . understood. Th~ Report disposes of the alarmist 
in: place in ,the Agentship. : Apart from this · impressions on which a section of ·the Wbites 
con!iidera_tion, Sir Shanmukham, as one who pressed for segregation by legislation and shows 
has. built:up :a: position in, the cOuntry for that there is no emergency calling for immediate 
himse!f ,_-is . bo9nd to overshadow Sir Girja action.; · But the princtple of segregati.JR itself is 
Bajpai .-wl_to. has been an official all his life conceded where segregation is resisted only on the 
Th~ E!Jropean o!ficials who have been chosen to grounJ that there has l!een no penetration worth 
accompany Sir· Girja;· do not enc.lurage· the the ·name •. _ It implies· that, if there were 
hope· tha~ Sir Girja will ·overcome this initial penetration now or in the future, the question 
4isadV!!ntage. . _ None of these is specially may have to be reopened. A large secti.:~n of 
qualified by any . personal experien~ · of ·.the Indians in South Africa themselves opposed 
Upited ;~~tes .. and their. being attached to Sir segregation by legislation on the ground that 
~ja _Shankar ~an_ in the circumstances ·only there nad been no penetration. But another section 
1mply ~h_at. they are meant as brakes on the had taken the line that cqmpulsary segregation 
lljgh Commissi~ner. Sir Girja is not particularly was repugnant to them on principle and that was 
known as_ an impetuous man who." needs· these the line wnich Jndia too had consi:;tently taken. 
restraints.. It would have been far· better if . he It is probable that the. anti-Indian · sentiments 
h~~ picked -_his . advisers in America, . leaing prevaling in South Africa may -be softened by 
th~· :wQrk e>J checking _up. on him· to· the the pressure of wor!d events. . Sir B.· R"a.m~ t<ao 
Bri!:ish ~mbassy to which he· will . be attached·. who recently retired trom the Htgh Comrntsstpner
Apparently the G~>Vemm_ent wish to· "educate'• ship; has expressed. the view thlt a te!ldency. in 
J\!lleric~n-__ opinion· o~ India- and they· are this direction iS alreal;ly percepti~le. · ~: .::: , < 
~n~ious . 'o . do. so . through an Indian. ·In~la and the' War:-In his aJdress 'to the 1 

~rs.: Kamal!ldevi Chattopadhyaya .. who lias Natillnat · Defence, Council last week, His. 
returned from an extenSive·~- tour of the United Excellencj'the Viceroy---defined ntensi·icatioo 
S~tes~ -:can5i-qied _from· per5onal·experience the of the war efFort ;and the ~Jsecution of the war 
rep:~rt~, t!ta~ Englis~ speaJ.ters in the U, ~~A. as the sole object •·of· tne ·Council: ;And he 
(ailed to_ carry conviction to ,their audience when invited suggestiornt and ad~ice · towards-~this ~nd; 
tbey spokl! -, Qn. 'ndia. , The value of having a As 'the business -of the Council Is cond!lcted in 
pQn-<2fticia,t_.Jq4~q ,rep~~entin_g :lndia -in .the, sec,ret session/ the' pub.ic- a.:~~~ot: knJw::what 
J,J, ,&,.-!\1 ,callllQt l?tl ove~-~~lllated: thou~\i;:ot suggestions ·and:advice:•were ":on~~buted ~~ ~e~; 
«i_QIIr~. ~e. ~g~~Q!llent, o~ .. Jndia> _'~~:~~YO. ~eT~~;! T~e~~ ~~e :a f;~ -s~l~e~\C().n~~~~~ 
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tions.,·however, ·which should ·.be. taken into with current ·history, would have had a tremen
acc:~unt in order to carry out ,the. objects dous effect in creating the much-needed war 
set forth by the Viceroy.' ·Although Lord enthusiasm. The ban on the celebration, on the 
Linlithgow's opinion that this war isri!S much other hand, is. not . unlikely .. to have the 
India's war as the war of Great Britain, is not sup- opposite effect. Wit~out 'linking up current 
ported by any arguments ·which His Excellency history with the past history of a country and 
advanced, the fact remains that India as a part without offering a COWttry the prospect of 
of the British Empire- is liable to be attacked by participation in. the gains which suc;cess in the 
the enemy. In that event it is the plain· duty of war may bring, it is vain to attempt to create 
the Indian people to resist ·aggression with all enthusiasm for any cause. The British Govern~ 
their strength ·and with every resource available ment wants to create Indian enthQSiasm for the 
to them: A people !lighting against invasion war without .. creating enthusiasm .for the Jnde
is ·not restricted to the methods commonly pendence which it aims at restoring to certain 
accepted ·as proper in wars for markets and nations whici:J have either voluntarily surrendered 
colonies. The duty of . repelling invasion it or have been fon:ibly deprived of it.. J.nstea4 
devolves on a people JUSt because they are human of taking .every . opportunity of associating 
'beings and not worms oi' gods. If this view is themselves with the people in their celebrations, 
acC:epted, inte'n•ification ·Of war effort becomes the-authorities emphasise by .their measures their 
simple. lntensificati"n is effected by concentra- complete isolation from them, and at the same 
tion and not. by diffusion. As a • first step time expect the people to feel enthusiastic about 
towards intensification. concentration of Indian not only the war effort but also in relief effort 
men and resources within the territorial limits to Poles, to Greeks and even to present Queen 
Of India, is obviously essential. TM Reformer Wilhelmina of Holland wi~ a warship in place 
has from the first objected to the despatch of of one which, .it seems, was sunk by. the 
Indian troops to foreign lands some of which, Germans when-they took oV'er Holland,. . .. 
notably Egypt, have disass.Jciated themselves, Mr. Jaiprakasb Narain an4 the Congress Socia
with the approval of the British Government, lists -On Friday morning the press . published 
from the war although on their own soil as a wat a Government communique purporting to give 
between two European races in which they have a letter written by Mr. Jaiprakash Narain1 an 
no interest. The Viceroy said that India has be. ex-Secretary of the Congress Socialist farty; 
come the base of operations for great campaigns now in Deoli Detention Camp, in. which Mr. Jai
and great . strategic movements, amj. implied prakash gave a programme and policy for 
that ·this is a great achievement-a. place which members of Jtis party,J -The •,lette;r o.; rather 

· India has won for herself. It is: p'erfectly letters as there seem to be two which were to bt{ 
intelligible that Lord Linlithgow should regard smuggled out,....;..one to his wife and the other.to 
it.in this light but His Excellency can easily his successor in the CongressS:~cialist Secre,· 
understand why an Indian may not think of it taryship-· read like a page from some 5chO:>l· 
in the same light. · There is no particular merit boy's emulation of Monte Cristo .and it is 

. in . a .country becoming the scene of. great difficult to believe that an adult • who has had 
strategy in _the struggle between other nations for opportunities of close association with leading 
power and possessions. If the National Defence political personalities in the country, would have 
Council failed to advise· His· Excellency to this indulged in such a naive effort to work an 
effect, it will have omitted to do a national duty. ''under~ound'' movement. · Mr. Jaiprakash 

Dlwall Restrictions :-The. restrictions pro- Narain s side of the case, .however, will not lJe 
mulga ted by the local' authorities on the customary ·heard ·for some time and there may be in the 

:illuminations' and fireworks on Diwali day, are letters themselves-for. the. communique admit· 
not well-advised. In the· conditions prevailing tedly gives only extracts-some explanation of 

. at present, there is not much · chance of his apparently strange conduct. The very fact 
·the' enemy benefitting by Bombay citizens that the letters have b!en made public and 
' celebrating this great festival of their calendar that too, before any action had b<:en taken 
. in the tral!itional way. Italy which might have against the possible collab:>rators meutioneJ by 
dropped bombs from the East Afl'ican coast, is Mr. Jaiprakash, shows that the Government do 
now for all practical purposes out of the field. not regard it as a very serious effort at creating 
Germany, even if She succeeds in occupying disaffection and disturbing public tranquility. 
Moscow, will have more than enough heavy The "Times ollndia's'' Advice:-The Times of 
work· on her batlds to think of starting a India jn a sudden outburst of altruism advises 

·campaign' in India. Japan bas not made up Indian aid, full and unrestrained, to Russia, 
her· mind' as to what she should do and it is Perhaps this is a reflection of British press 
·quite · possible that she may decide to quit the 1 comments on aid to the Soviets. But. to quote 
Axis unless American intransigence forces her I the words of high authority use. d in another 

·to cling to it. · The Dewan celebrates the context, the advice is addressed to · the wrong 
'destruction of a pre-historic Hitler and, with I quarte(; What· India does will be decided 
'a little' imagination, it may be to turned good for tho present in London •. What the. Govern
ILccount for the purpose ·of enlisting Indian 1 ment of . India can do· is to 1epresent the 
enthusiasm against his present·day counterpart. I anomaly ·of keeping Communists and pseudo
'A huge effigy burnt at the gates of Government Communists in pri:10n while allied with Russia 
House with His Excellency leading the function in this war. The Indian mind cannot compres 
with a suitable speech linking up the old legend bend these subtle distinctions. 
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: ·· INDIAN SOCIAL. REFORMER . . ·.1 opening up new areas for. cultivation through 
irrigation is not great.· He is not up-to-date in 

11 
" his estimate of the prospects of industrial 

... ' POPUL. AT. ION .AND-·POVEiT'V' IN' ·' development, although·. these cannot be •rated 
very high when every country wants to be self· 

. IN.DIA. sufficient industrially. The outlet of emigration for 
· · ·The . final computation. of the statistics· of surplus population is practically closed to India : 
the lndian~Census, 1941, shows that the popula· completely in the British D.;,minions and almost 
tion ·of India il'lcreased by .50 millions during completely even in neighbouring .British posses· 
the last decade. The total population including sions like Burma, Ceylon and Mataya. Mr. Carr 
Indian States is under 390 millions. ' The rate of Saunders draws a tragic picture of India so 
increase during the previous decade was 10·5 situated and points out tha~ necessary social re· 
per cent.. During the l~~t ~ecad!l .it. was about f'?rms such a,s raising ?f the marriage age . of 
l5 per cent. Part of thts 1ncrease IS not real. I gtrls, remarnage of· wtdows, and the reduction 
It is due- to the voluntary· abstention o~ a of the high rate of mortality among women at 
proportion of the population from enumeratiOn I the reproductive ages, must be regarded by their 
at the 1931 Census for political reasons. This I' effect in increasing the birth-rate.· ·'There could 
proportion it is difficult to estimate. The scarcely be a more tragic situation,'' he concludes; 
Congress is said to have three million primary 1 "three of t~e most urgent · s.Ociat ~eforms. would 
or four anna members· but the number of only magmfy another press1ng evLI." 
persons who act in consonance ·with Con~ In these circumstances, he thinks that family 
gress mandates th~ugh .themsel.ves not enrolled limitation is the only way· of escape. Like other 
as Conwessmen, IS perhaps tyvtce as many as British writers, he ignores the patent reason which 
the reg1stered members;. _It. will not be extrava· makes the positiot:t of India unamenable to. the 
gant to take. 10 or 15 m1lbons as the number ordinary rules of national and population trends. 
of noncco-opera~ors.at t~e 1931 C~nsus •. The It is that, unlike European countries until a few 
Census enume~ation !~ lnd1an. States IS ·not more months ago and Japan, India is not a self-govern
acc)ll'ate .than m. Brttlsh • lndta. and. the Congr~s ing country. The wealth which she produces, has 
bas p~rhaps a greater p~opor!1~n of .~ympatht· not oqly ta serve the needs of her own popula
sers m.the States than~ Bnhsh .I?d1a. .The tion but,' and primarily, those· of a considerable 
proportion of the populatiOn of Bntish lndta to section of the people of the British Isles. 
that of the States is.as three to one, _and the same According to one estimate, this will b~ a fourth 
may b~ taken to be. that of abstil'?':rs at. the of the latter. Obviously. here is a Waif of 
last Census. Thus we. get over 20 mliliot:ts as ~he escape which should be tried before India is made 
probable figure by whtch the recorded popula~on to reso.rt to birth control. Herr Hitler in his 
in 1931 fell short of the actual .. Po~ulat1on. "Mein Kempf" observes: "Any policy which 
Allowing for this number, the 50 ~ulbon mcrease aims at securing the existence of a nation by 
shown .. at . the present Cens?s IS reduced to restricting the birth-rate, . robs the nation of its 
SO millions, the 15 per cent mcrease to 10 per future" This view is confirmed by Mr. D. V. 
cent. This is less than one per cent :'- ye~r Glass 'who observes : 
which, as Mr. Carr-Saunders observes m hts 
"World Population," is less than half that shown 
by Japan. He adds .that the Japanese.rate of 
increase has been itself low compared w1th that 
of European countries overseas. Mr •. Carr· 
Saunders goes on to observe : 

The variations 1n the lindian) rate of increase from 
decade to dec•de are even more remarkable. Decades 
with low rate of increase alternate with dec~des having 
a moderate rate, This is the first time that we have 
met with a country the population hhtory of which 
shows this peculiar feature. · 

Seeking for an explanation, Mr. Carr-Saunders 
concludes that this must be due to agricult~l 
and epidemic conditions. He concludes · With 
this trenchant comment on the condition · of 

. the Indi<n people after a century and a half of 
government by a progressive Western Power. 
He says:-

The position in India is in sharp contrast to that 
which we have found .to prevail.in the countries. studied 
so. far including Japa.u, In these countries the 
populadon has been raised above the immediate impact 

.of natural forces,. and the vital statistics, even in those 
.. cases where there is evidence of c'.'ngesti~n of 

· .. population, are not affected by the vaganes of cit mate 
, and the yield of htt.rvests (World Population. P. 275.~ .. 

Mr,·Carr·Saunl!ers thinks. that tpe ,.prospect. of 

Once a small faRilly pattern has been established 
it is very difficult lor the average person, If he wishes 
to lreep his standard of living ou the same level as 

·that of his friends, to break away from the common 
pattern. If the large family today is often regarded 
with a mixture of pity and contempt, that may be 
unfortunate but ·is scarcely surprising in a society 
in which self-interest is best: served by having few 
or no children. It may be extrem~y difficult to 
raise the average family to the level required for 
the permanent maintenance of the population, even 
though it woulc,l mean a. fertility . only about ~alf 
as high as that shown In the e1ghteen seventtes. 
(Population Policies. Page 372.) 

Mr. Carr Saunders realised this as· regards 
Europeans but not for Indians. Mr. Glass desc(ibes 
the efforts to increase the birth-rate, legislative 
and other, made in France, Belgium, Italy and 
Germ1ny, . and shows that, except in Germany; 
they have all proved unsuccessful; Mr. Carr· 
Saunders also is of the same view, In Germany 
the birth-rate which had fallen below the death· 
rate began to rise almost as soon as the Nazis 
came to power. Mr. Glass says he is unable to 
explain this most striking ~phenomenon of rec~t 
years which German wnters generally ascnbe 
·ro a . "spiritual regeneration." In the circum· . . ~ . . . . ~ ' . . 
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staacea of India, birth control a5 a ·means· of: 
regulating population in · accordance · with the 
needs of national stability, ·may prove to be a 
remedy worse than the disease. · We . are glad 
that during the last two or three years there is 
a nOticeable pause in the propaganda for birth 
control as a measure· of limiting population 
though it is recognised generally as a means of 
~lieving individual hardship. 

THE ECONOMIST AND POST-WAR 
~ RECONStRUCTION. 

(BY \T, G. RAMAKRISHNA IVER, CHIDAMBARAM.) 

· The Government of India have recently addressed 
a number of Jndian economists, to meet at a 
consultative conferenoe to be held at Delhi, sometime 
thit month. Thia is the first time when the Govern
ment have thought .It desirable to convene a 
conference of prolessional economiets with a view to 
lake their advice od matters of adminietration. It 
i1 not quite clear what this conference of Indian 
eoonomistl ia expected to diacu~s. Presumably they 
will be called upon to offer their views on post-war 
econom io reoonstructiol'l In India. 

Contemporary opinion about modern economists is 
sharply divided, Some say that economists are out 
of touch with the practical problems of wealth and 
welfare. ·Other~ claim that academic· economist• can 
contribute much to the understanding and control 
of questions of livelihood. The economic problem 
ia a• old as human society itself, for all com· 
munltJes at all timea have been compelled to try to 
make the most of their available resource• 
to 1atiafy their wants and needs. In recent years 
we have witnessed a radical alteration in the 
way in whlcb ~conomic affairs are directed in 
practice, The Great War; the Great Depression, 
Rearmament and the present war have reaulted 
in the pro!{ressive assumption of power to control 
and aupervaao the economic system by Governments, 
Nation•list ideas have led to the Governments' 
'IICoepting responsibility both for the prosperity of 
lndustriea and for the welfare of citi:aen9. To-day 
a large part of the national income is taken and 
apent by the governments. Everywhere reasons of 
State tend to oust calculations of profit and loss 
or considerations of technical and commercial 
eflblenoy In the determination of the way in which 
a country's capital and labour shall be used. It 
11 econcmlea rather than economics that have been 
changed. At the very time when economic issues 
bavo become more significant than ever before, the 
economist himself has seemed to lose caste. Pu blio 
a!fministration today is in largo measure economic 
management, Attempts like economic Advisory 
Councils to harness the advice of economic experts 
to political decisions have mostly failed, Economics 
has been elevated to fint political rank, but the 
professional economists have been left behind 
and their place In general esteem is not very 
high. They are said to be unpractical and qu•rrel
aome. They are blamed for failing to solve pre~~sing 
problems such as unemployment, depression, etc. 
When the economists retort with eoncrete advice, 
their prescription• do not accord with one another, 

The main reason is that economic conditions have 
changed and eeonomio policy has also got to change, 
Laiasea Caire, Free Trade, eto, have now become 
lost cauaee. Further the role of the economist has 
been much mlaundentood, The tendencies which 
tho, economists describe. In their analysis of the 
Wl)rklnlf of the eoonomio aystem, .are general 
probabahti~s, oot quantitative foreoa•ts. The 

public who call upon ecohomislll to cast liotoscopes 
aod read the future, millanderstand "the nature of · 
economic theory whkh, ·no ll1Pte tban ethical or 
psychological theory, can foretell what a m.m endo
!Ved with freewill will do in a giw:n situation. Thill 
ts not to say that economic theory i• useless. 
The economist who contends that government 
should seek to aecure freer and freer world trade by 
international agreement and co-operation,· ia still 
speaking the soundest commonsense. Similarly, the 
general m1lxims of economists about the relations • 
between Demand and Supply. and between prices 

I and production still offer the signpostll to businefi. 
men or statesmen devising their policies. The 
economic problem always remains the same. It il . 
the conditions under which the problem has to be 
solved that change and that is why the economists 
can offer .no specific solution that· will always be 
valid. The economists can only supply the most 
useful generlll advice. 

What the economist can do at the present time is · 
largely historical and statisticaL He can record the 
movement of prices, production, wages, etc. He can ' 
examine the statistical evidence which goes to 
prove the succession· ot booms ot slumps, · He 
can examine and measure the present socially 
unsatisfactory location of industry with a ·view to 
testing plans to set it right. He can t:rove nothing by 
asoertainecl facts alone. The publication of statistics 
by governments, by institutions and by such bodies 
as the International Labour. Office and Economic. 
Intelligence service of the League of Nations, have 
m!lde possible drastic changes in the methods of 
economic research. Indices of business . activity, 
production, priceA, real wages and purchasing power 
are outstanding in economic discussion today. 
MoHt economists today are hard at work on problems 
at least as germane to the most pressing practical 
issues, as the compilation of chain indices of profits 
eto. Economists have -to work their way to theory 
viti their empirical studies. None of the conclusions 
drawn from the collection of masses of figure& is 
applicable to individual oases. For example, the. 
expectations of life worked out by actuaries for. 
different classes of people at different ages do not 
mean that every individual of a specified age will die 
at a specified date hence. What they do mean is 
that in general people will tend to do so, and the 
financial rec.:~rd of insurance companies is sufficient 
evidence of the practical validity of establi•hing 
general probabilities of this kind. Thus econom!sts 
can give good advice about the shape of things to 
come. 

It is a false view to regard the war which is now 
being wa~ed in academic quarters about the nature 
and function of interest rates, saving, investment, and 
hoarding as barren and unreal .. No system of general 
probabilities relating to trade-cycle problems can be 
devised until these questions have l:leen settled. 
The economic theorists and the statisticians are 
moving forward to investigate the con•equencee of 
large-scale changes in economic conditiun., The. 
chief long-term problems of today are changes in 
population, in productive teclinique and agricultural 
productivity. For e:rample, the repercussions of a 
declining population upon demand, produotivitf, 
employment, and public finance are bdng studied. 
not to produce particular prophecies but rather 
to find out the facti and to fasnion likely logical 
generalisations. · 

In fact despite certain recriminations, economists 
are now doing their job pretty well. In politic• a new 
view of society has materiatistd in which it is the 
task of the State to laokle economic problelllll, Here 
tbe criterion of economic policy is not •he economist'• 
criterion. The eoonomist's test of policy 111 broadly 
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one of efficiency;. The-State's criterion is different, 
The aim of Governments now is to make their 
country self-llufficient· which is probably far from 
the most efficient use of its resources. Times have 
changed and the economists have · learned not to 
cry too loudly• for 'the moon. But they have not 
lost 'Sight of the moon.,' They are consciously 

1 making the ' best of a bad job and they have 
preserved 'their right to criticise less economical I 
substitutes and .to sponsor the least wasteful ot i' 

the alternative policies proposed. That is the role · 
of economists; not to choose policies which is the 
politician's part, but to sponsor the most economical 1 

and' efficient means to the ends the politician chooses, 
U. .criticise uneconomic peoples and inefficient I 
institutions. Their job is ·not to obstruct political ! 
planniog but to assert by criticism; not to indict ; 
preparations for war, but to aid it expertr· In the 
long run, it i~ the economist's criterion o efficiency 
which will decide whether the policies of a govern' 
ment succeed or fail. . 
, Unfortunately the professional economist,_ have 
been. identified in the public mind, ·too much, with 
tile jargon of high theory. The economist bas ' 
conducted his dialectical disputation! in public. He I 
has not always Jet his theoretical righthand know · 
what his statistical lefthand was doing: The chief 
need· now is ·co-operation between theoretic~) · and 
empirical studies, and even more important, perhaps, 
is· co-operation, discussion and constant friendly I' 
contact between academic economists and -economic 
technicians, 'the business men, the bankers, the I 
industrial leaders, the financiers and technical 
journalists. If the economist is not to go on being 
misjudged, be must become part and parcel of the 
world; .his work primarily touches and be must set up 
an exchange and mart of economic ideas in the city 
iri- busine" . houses and factories. Given proper 
co-operation of this kind, the dychotomy between 
abstract theory and realistic researche• should 
disappear and ; the economist will' find. that like 
Browning's painter he can "make his flesh liker and 
his soul more like, eaoh in their orders" to his own 
and the nation's profit. 

whic~ they roffered to-. thll' · high· :Caste Hindu and· 
Mushm. Thus the earhest converts in· the U.-R 
as in the rest of India, were ·from among the. caste' 
Hindus. Those Indians who succumbed to the good 
news at that stage, were · people who recognised 
Christ as a better g'uide · in life's journey than 
their own religion ' could offer. · They ·were ·not 
men who were · seeking • social· prestige and 
economic prosperity. They had education, oulture;.: 
social prestige and economic: security. . .. · 

As if Providenc:e willed to break the healthy 
pursuits of the early missionaries, India had a 
particularly· unfortunate number of famines, and out 
of sheer goodwill . the ·missionaries rescued orphan 
children and destitute families from material want 
and provided for them ·food and shelter: · ·iiaving 
given them the material needs, they overdid &heir 
charity by offering spiritual food also; and the sign 
of such spiritual satisfaction was conversion.- ' -

In the case of -caste converts material aid did· 
follow, but· it was forced upon them by the foolish 
intolerance and unworthy persecution of the converts 
by the Hindus and Muslims. • In the case of the 
famine-and-flood Christians . material aid preceded. 
conversion. In b<>th case•, I unhesitatingly recognize, 
the motive was quite pure-they just administered·· 
to a given need, They made no conscious use of. 
their economic strength to get converts. 

Unfortunately, however, the uneonscious use 
of pelf to help the converts remain Christians led 
them to use it conRciously to get <:onverts. . They , 
for once realized that there could be an unholy 
alliaoce between God and Mammon, when both 
were left in the hand of mortal man.. Is i~ not ~ 
fact that while an.· Indian can afford to be a 
Hindu or a Muslim, he needs foreign help to be 1!- · 
Christian?- .. . . . . . 

Tbe third group of recruits are. the result .of a 
change in the policv of missions. They turned 
from the caste Hindu, who was social! y and 
and economically well-placed, but was spiritually 
hungry, to the economically and socially disinherited 
members of the Hindu society, the unto)lchables, 
They found many advantages in this approach. 
They need not labour as hard with them as with 

:, 1 the educated Hindu. Wjth less eflort they got 
•·CHRISTIANS IN THE. INDIAN more results. Quality of conversion gave way to 

ENVIRONMENT"-1. quantity of conversion. While bidding the caste 
(BY JOHN BARNA!!AS, LUCKNOW.) ' Hindu embrace Christianity they had to show 

r, , 

.J. 

· · ' an<! practice a better Christianity than when they 
; What the Christian will .be tomorrow can be 

1 
appeal to the less critical. Thus we bave the ma!fS 

prophesied to .some extent if we know what he .is j' movement Christians-converts who for the most part .. 
today. What he is today is largely due to what he came into the Christian told to escape from the social 
w:as yesterday. Therefore, if we want to understand oppression and economic exploitation they suffered. 
the Indian Christian of today with intelligent: I at the bands of the caste Hindus. Thus the 
sympathy, we must get a glimpse at the past of missionary rejected the narrow: path anti entered the 
tbe Christian, I am interested in the past, present wider and easier path to spread the Gospel. . 
and possible future of the Indian Christians. But in There is some evidence of the missionary approach 
studying this group of Christians we have to under- to the depressed classes before 1881, and may be 
stand thoroughly the part the non-Indian Christians said to be about 1858. But work among the, 
group has played, is playing .and will play, if depressed classes is very pronounced af~r 1881. 
allowed to do it, in the make-up of the Indian The rate of increase Of Christian population in the' 
C:hristian ·community. And in tracing the nature of U. P. from 1881 to 1931 is as follow• •-
this bond between these two sections of Christians, 
I may have to say things which may not be palatable 
to every one. But honesty of purpose, and the 

· facts of the case bid me to adhere to truth. 
Except for the Syriaq Christians, Indian Christians 

in India are the creation; of Western missionaries. 
The story of the Indian Christian community is the 
history of the organization and development of the 
Mission work. When religion had, not yet become 
quite wedded to commerce, men of merit and·. spirit · 
came tQ India and spread the gospel at the cost of· 
h~:alth, personal convenience ·and in· the face-' of; 
manifold difficulties. ·They , brought •a. message • 

Year,. Population. 

1881 ' . 4.7,673 
1891 58,578 
1901 1,02,955. 
1911 1,79,694 

. 19.21 2,C3.179 
' " 1~31 . ; ' ' ,

1 

~.(),7,879. 
. In· passing I would like to make this observation.; 

Will 1 be charged. -with' reading too muoh into· 
the statistics if· I, hazard a guess ·that there seemtl 
to.be a .relation ·between the:rate of increase and the 



1empo of the nation:il movement? · With the gradual I started. The more the converts were perseeull!ld, 
ol'ise of the national movement in India then: is a I the more did the new community move. further aQCI 
steady .fall. in .the percenta~e of increase of Christiane : fur•her'away from their· social e00110mic moorings; 
and betwo:en 1921 and 1931 the .increase is only 2·4.%. I The further they. went from national life, the QIQre 
A BeCDnd, or may be a corollary, interpretation ie also : did the non-christians hate the Christian convect; 
understandable. The longer the missions worked. : That same vicious circle is not yet broken and the. 
and the more India understood them, the less the· . Indian Christian community still suffers from tbQ 
~ove for their cause. Can it be a case· of familiarity · 8ame malady. . . · . . 
breeding contempt P • . . What 'was the effeet of all tlii~ on the pitrg; 

~n~ortun~te.ly for Chmt, lndta saw that w~t ~he Christian community p We· started identifying' 
Chr1st1an mtS!JtOn~ry preached and what the Chrtstian : ourselves more and more with our foreign · co-celigi~. 

-Governme.nt practt~d were not the ~arne. U ncons- . onists, both the missionary · and the rulen. · OQr· 
.ciously Htndu lndta saw a close affimty bet~een the . social lile, our ·economic security, our religious· 
<iovern'!'~iJt t~ey bated and .the '?e'! ~mmumty t~at growth · wa., with a group that had · nothing · In; 
wa:~ bet~g bu1~t up, the lnd}an Chrtstlan commumty. common with us except the Master wbom we chose to: 
Nauonaltstlndla watched Wtth hopes the Stand the follow. Environment has a tremendous effect. on the 
Chr!st!an missiona~y and his sha~ow, the lnd}an , soCial progress of a given individual or community_ 
Chnsttan comTumty, would take rn the growmg· Hence· unconsciously and consoiously we became• 

·struggle for nattonal self-respect. ~or they had h~ard more and more westerrlited not _only 111 our ·social' 
cf' a Jesus who came to esrabltsh an unqualified : life but'in our ·very thought pattern;· Associating' 
·brotherhood of men. They had heard them tell of all that the missionary bad with the religion w~: 
a Jesus who had come "to preach the good news to chose we fdl into the fatal err<lt of identifying' 
the po":Jr," "to proclaim release to the captives" and Chrisiianity wirh western. civilization.· And our·· 

••to se_t at lit;>erty them that are bruised." But '!ben ! logic was that, if Christianity is worthy of. embrarej• 
heathen India rose to demand release of the capt1ves, Western civilization must be worthy of emulation. ., 
liberty for· the bruised and good news for the . , • . 
poor-made poor by the exploitation of the Christian ~h~t then ts th~ present en~tronment.ofthe Indl!ln 
Government-the self-appointed emissaries of the Cb~t~tlan commu!'~t) ? ':\'bat u our soctal, economt~, 
Master stood a put and looked on with al'parent , rehgtous and political existence P , 
unconcern;nay,t~eysaw.themevenjointheranksof; In the U.P. we numbered2,07,879inl931.: Of. 
othose whose actiOJ?S thetr Master. had condemned,· · them 75"/o were rural Christians. In Lucknow alone . 
w?ul~ c~ndemn, 111 no unoertam term~• · The we were 4.,572 on the 1st of January 1941 as against: 
mtsstonartee th~t came to .draw h~athen ln.dta to t~e 3,826 in 1931-an increase. of 18%. Our ·numbers 
fe~t of the cruotfied, bleedmg Chmt, cructfied H1m are not incre~ing as fast and in as great a proporti~n, 
With calcul~ted . humo.ur, when they _deserte~ ~he as in the past.· Jn the years 1931-41 the increase m . 
.cause of. Nat.ton~hst Ind.'&; And the lnd1an C~rtst1an the population of Luck now Christians, was 4.8 by: 
-com.mumty t!ed Its de~t1~1es t~ t_he apr~n-strmgs of Baptism and 136 by Births. But, if we :diyide the 
fore1gr1 mtss1ons. . . . Christian community into differeht economtc levels,. 

Thus we see that, by a combination of avoidable we find that the higher the economic level the less· 
and unavoidable circumstances, the Indian Christian the birth-rate. Our educated women do not like to 
iommunity came to be composed of (1) the caste J:iave children. The .lower the economic level· the. 
Christian• I (2) the famine-a!'d-llo~ <;hristians; and highe! the birth:rate, That is, lessand less are being. 
(3) the mass-movement or nee Chnsttans. born mto an envtronment fit for !lealthy growth, ana 
. Let us go hack again and see the economic hisiory more and more. are being born _into circumsta.ll¢el ·. 

~f the community. When high caste Hindus that spell sure m1sfortu?e econom~cally and. soctal!Y• 
became converts to Christianity, they lost their · In other words the qualtty of our mcrease ts unsatta-
economio stability owing to the ill-conceived factory. . . . 
intolerance of the Hindus. The mission was forced If Lucknow is any mirror to conditions in the U.P 
to provide them with what they lost by such conver- I we can safely say that there is great disparity in 
"ion, In order to meet the economic need of the tbe sexes in the age-group 16 to 45. In Lucknow 
growing community, they started printing presses, there are 925 men and 1C3l women. That is for 
~arpet weaving, manufacture of tents and various every 1 000 women there are 115 (sio) in Lucknow
(lther industrial plants. But from the latter part of who . g~ without the. pouibility of getting 
the 19th century the policy of giving industrial husbands, Similarly there are more young women 
training to the Indian Christians was changed, than men in Bihar, Bengal and Madras,-not 
~hools were started and the output of these schools enough men to go round for all the girls. ~dd 

·were put to teaching and presenting the gospel, to that the tendency among our educated . gtriS' 
This policy was partly caused by Macaulay's • to seek husbands from a group which is economtcally 
minute on edu~ation, And sinoe the Government i of a higher strata than their own. From t!te lsab:lla 
ne.ed~d '?Jerks to run the administration, ~be Thoburncollege in the last ten_years67 gtrls ma"!~ed 
m•s•tonanes saw a good opportunity for lndtan I non-christians and 45 of these gtrls belonged ~ famtltes 
Christiana being employed, 'l'hus there grew the · of an economic group having an average mcome of 
inevitable economic alliance between Government over Rs. 90/··a year. In the matter of health men seem 
and the Mission.. to keep the pace with non-christians of similar a~e. 

The two main employers of tbe Indian Christian In the case of women, girls upto 15 have a ~~VIet 
were, thus, the misaion ·and the Government. The average weight when compared to the non-chns~ta~ 
community became economically dependant upon But between 15 and 20 the weight of the Chnstian 
two toreign bodies. J oonsider this to be the greatest girls fall down considerably and &ha.t of the non
tragedy for the Indian Christians. christians increases. Can that be attnbuted to the 

A nether result of early Hindu intolerance is the desire to slim i' 
aoclal uprooting of the Indian Christians. To face Only 15 % of the Christians in U. P. are literate. 
the perseoution oy aha Hindus the Indian Christians A olose study cf our educational make-up shows t~t 
were taken and put together for social milieu and we haw neglected teohnioal education and e!"pha~to 
rt!ligious worship. There you find the beginnings sed literary education to the point of economto rutn. 
4lf the· minion compound. . The vioious . cirole There again our women have done better than. men. 

• 
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Mission ·and Government a till remain the ' main 
avenues ·of . our employment.- In Lucknow 40% of 
the wage-earners are employed in Missions. A (a1rly 
good number ke in Government service. :The number 
in independent trades is very small. This is more· 
trutll ot . the urban population than rural.· ·For; the 
rui-aJ.Christians are engaged in work which their co-' 
villager• in different geographic areas .are e11gaged 
in ..... Th.ere .. arj'l land-less agriculturists, domestic 
servants, . sweepers· llnd ,: Ch;unars by · profession. 
Talking ohhe Christian community in general it may 
be safely eStimated that at least . 40 to 50 % of them 
are ·engaged in Mission eervice or are under the 
direct influence of the Missionaries. A good propor· 
tion of the remaining . depend upon Government for· 
their. livelihood. · · ·· · · 

·It. is. well for us to remember_ at this stage that 
these two.avenues of employment are being closed 
to our community. Due to various reaspns the 
missions are not getting as much OlOney as they got . 
till now. With the, increase in the strength 1 of 
the national movement, with more vigorous . 
application of the communal . award, with the 
decreasing of missionary influence in Government · 
circles, chances of e~;~~ployment in Government are 
becoming .less and less. 
·. Thll'<e. who belong to the group earning more than 

Rs. 900/_; per annum, who are in the· minority, are 
keeping pace with the reat o! Indians of their level 
and in ·fact are. doing better. But those of. the poorer 
sections-earning less than Rs. 900/- per annum
are going down .very badly.- .· · 

In the field ot social and· cultural life the Indian: 
Christian may 'well be described as a fit case for 
the social patholo~st. We are drawn from every 
imaginable religious group and from eve1·y social 
and economic strata in India. We are a heterogene
ous group. We are not only horizontally divided 
but .also vertically differentiated. · 
. We are a young community, like the Parsis, Sikhs 

and Anglo-Indians. But owing to reasons already 
dealt with, the early converts not only took on a 
new religion, but unlike the wise Sikhs got them
Belves rooted out of the social structure of India. 
We fell on the ways of the unwise AngJo.Indian in 
aping modes of Jiving and thinking which could not 
come to us naturally. In this process, we became 
socially disorganized. 
. Our co-Indians started looking upon us as aliens 

and the Indian Christian. even today imagines that 
he and the rulers with a c<immon religion are on the 
Bame side of the fence. Instead of realizing the 
shamefulness of our double slavery, double foreign 
domination, we are basking securely under the 
pleasant thought of being the rulers of the country
quite superior creatures. The sting of slavery 
under which the non-Christian Indian smarted, left 
us cool and unresponsive. 

We are suftering from the psychology of a 
&uppressed people. We exhibit traits of superiority 
comolex in the sphere of religion and social culture •. 
A s;.b-conscious sense of inferiority expresses itself 
in attitudes of superiority complex. 
·. In the political sphere our past leaders like K •. T. 
Paul have left a happy tradition tor us. · But being 
a community which rec~nizes no leader, we bave 
fallen into disrepute, and JUstifiably too, as regards 
our national integrity. . The great majority of our 
community have no concera with :the national. 
destiny. Most. of us fondly believe ~hat the . might 
of the foreign Christian Government is teo great 
to aucoumb to the force of the national demand. · 
.·.The· Missionary who .is regarded as the· leader 
ofthe community, shuns politic• as unchristian and 

' 

seek~ shelter under the so-called neutrality pledge .;. 
But 1t has been more than proved .already by variou 111 
writers that be is neutral against India. Under hil• 
influence and control the Indian Christian has not. 
only not fought on the. side of national .India, but 
has actually conspired against it. When thousands 
ot Ind!ans su.ffe!'ed lathi blows and imprisonment. 
my rich Chnst1an brothers attended garden parties
at Government Houses and my poor. brothers acted. 
as black legs, fillin~ up vacated places or breaking 
the strength of c1vil disobedience. But when tbe, 
Congress won the battle and entered the Secretariat, 
many in my community demanded a share i.n . the , 
reward in the form of jobs. When they did ~not get, 
what they expected they raised the cry of the. 
minority being in danger of unjust treatment under· 
a Nationai Government. All I ask of my community, 
is, "What have you done to deserve the fruits of 
national independence P Is it Christian to want to eat 
without labouring and sacrificing for the harvest P'" 
What is our position in relation to the rest of the 
Nation?" . 

Christians are suspect everywhere. Our fellow
countrymen do not trust us. The impression we • 
have given is that all we are concerned with in life· 
is to get more converts. That in fact is all our 
Missionary friends are interested in and their sins.: 
are visited upon us, . their followers. Whether we, 
take to Educational Work, Social work, Village 
re-construction, Medical work or Industry we are said. 
to aim at nothing hut conversion. , 

Every addition to the number of Christians ia one, 
vote less for national aspirations. Every convert is. 
a potential danger to the national culture, for he 
weakens the long standing social bonds that has. 
made India a Nation. 

' . 
THE MISSIONARY KRISTAGRAHIS IN 

AMERICA • 
Mr. ·Ralph T. Templin gives news of the 

Kristagrahi Missionaries, Paul K. Keene,J. Holmes
Smith, himself and Mrs. Templin, in a letter 
from which we give extracts below' 

When we landed in the U.S. A. we were met 
by the Keenes and stopped at their Madison." 
N. J., home where Paul K. Keene was Professor of 
Mathematics of Brothers College, Drew University.: 
They took us from the boat wheu we arrived in 
this ~country on October 22, 1940 and we stayed' 
with them until we started to our own folks who
live in the midwest. It was during this time that 
the Keenes took us with them on a visit to meet 
the Borsodi's and to see the School of Living. That 
was a fateful visit for us, so it proved. The 
Borsodi's c~lled us for another visit and the outcome 
was that we left for the west after promi<ing to
begin at the School . of Living the first of the new 
year, after visiting with all our folks. They wanted 
us as students, on a work basis, earning our living.· 
We wanted to study the mov!'ment in a plaqe ,of such. 
advantage. You can well understand why we were 
attracted. But I think no one of us dreamed how it 
would very quickly bring us right into the centre of 
the movement and into a place of significant . 
leadership in this country. 

Of course I do not mean that the movement is so 
far widespread. I call' it tbe tiny trickle of a 
movement which. may become a river ot healing to 
the natioiL But it is definitely gathering up to
itself, movements ·from diverging points. of view. 
From . the Churches are coming group11 of speciaJ. 
aotionists who were once enamourell of the RuRsian 
way out but are now disillusioned. From Peace 
groups, especially. from the t'ellqw$hip of Reconcilia

. tion, .are · coming those. who, no longer. eatiafied 
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with . the paslill'e tendency in the prevailing 
pacifism of this country, want something positive 
within whioh both individuale and groupe can take 
bold now and reeist the evil of "vtolence" within 
the etrooture which · they oppose, I am having 
conversations and long ·correspondence with Muste 
and 1 must say that his leadership of the 
Fellowship or Reconcialiation is very good, indeed, 
for the whole movement for peace in this country. 
But tbe Fellowship of Keconcialiation Secretary, Don 
Smacker, in Chicago is in addition a very ardent 
decentralist and was mainly responsible recently 
for setting up the Congress on Decentralization 
in the ... Lasalle Hotel. in that city. . . , 

We buy very little in the way of food even 
inCluding all the gueats who come here to atudy and 
see the place, etc. If we had only our own "family,P 
we would easily achieve self-sustenance on our four 
acres. I milk one cow, feed the other animals, tend 
garden, etc. We all share in these duties. We 
process nearly all · our food including all our own 
cheese-making and- can up into the thousands of 
quarts of every fruit and vegetable. For all such 
labour, wherever possible, we have the latest and 
beat electrical device to eliminate the drudgery, and 
our craft department is being used by the rural 
electrification meane for applying power to heme 
production. Companies send such equipment to us 
free, to test out and make reports. 

In the beginning of June, the Keenes left their 
Brothers COllege where he was permanent Mathe
matics Professor to come here and join us for good. 
This we expect to be the beginning·of a new basis 

of sacrificial, equality feUowship in the staff or this 
institution,' along . the same . lines, . but further 
developed, as we were able to work out in ow home 
and institution in Muttra. · The four or us, with some 
student. help which will vary, and the regular offioe 
stenographic force, will cany on the work of the 
school and centre ofthe movement. We have two 
power presses for our own printing and are expecting 
to increase the amount of pamphleteering) tor the 
cause. Visitors greatly picked up at once, many 
pacifist. groups coming to see what we were doing. 
There began an interest among pacifists in 
decentralization (distributism 'in England) as the 
positive side of non-violence and the alternative to 
war and a way out of crisis after war, We were in 
the midst of th' summer school before we knew it. 
We are now just seven days from its close. It has 
been an interesting time with about ten students in 
the average, some coming and some· going after 
shorter periods, coming from allover the country. 

The latest development is that the Board in their 
meeting expressed themselves as very happy at what 
we had shown, particularly regarding the evidence of 
new usefulness for the school. They decided to 
continue the school, made me the permanent Director 
and elected Paul Keene to a new office called 
General Manager. 

Dr, J. Holmes Smith, by the way, is conducting an 
"Ashram" in Harlem, N. Y., in which, for one thing 
race segregation is broken down. It is a centre of 
the peace movement for N.Y. city, He is part-time 
on the Fellowship of Reconciliation staff and has a 
little church outside the city. 

Telephone No. 5243. 

EMPLOYEES' BENEFIT FUND TRUST 
DELHI CLOTH & GENERAL MILLS Co .. LTD., DELHI. 

--:0:--

NOTICE 
The Board of Trustees of the EMPLOYEES' BENEFIT FUND TRUST OF THE 

DELHI CLOTH AND GENERAL MILLS CO., LTD., are hereby pleased to invite from all 
interested in Industrial Labour Welfare Work in India, a thesis on "LABOUR WELFARE 
WORK IN INDUSTRIES.'' 

(1) The thesis should be written in either English or Hindustani (Hindi or Urdu script) 
and shouid be ofabout 150 typed foolscap pages. 

(2) The welfare schemes discussed in the symposium may comprise original ideas or a 
reproduction, to the extent necessary, of any ideas embodied in Welfare schemes already running 
at various Labour Welfare centres in the world. The schemes should be of a practical nature and 
should primarily deal with the welfare of Labour, specially from the standpoint of the duties and 
obligations of Industrialists towards Labour. 

Legislation and the duties of the State may only form a secondary part. 
CS) The TRUST will appoint a Committee to examine these theses, who, after, final 

scrutiny, will award three prizes in order of merits, of Rs. 500/-, Rs. 350/- .and Rs. 250/- in 
recognition of the valuable services rendered by the writer to the cause of Industrial Labour. 

(4) The TRUST will have the full proprietary rights for the publication of,. the whole 
or part thereof, any theses or schemes selected for the final compilation volume. Proper 
acknowledgments will, however, be made to individual authors. 

(5) The final dale of submission for such theses is 30th June, 1942. The award will be 
announced in the papers. . 

Fo,. a11y jurlne1' IIIIJUiries, please write to :-

THE CHAIRMAN, EMPLOYEES' BENEFIT FUND TRUST, DELHt CLOTH AND 
11 ' • 'GENERAL MILLS CO., LTD., DELHI. 
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For particulars Aaaress: 

' THE DIVISION OFFICER, 

P. W. D., NAGERCOIL. 

• • • P. S.-Don't miss the most en joya.ble ride along 
4 i miles of dustless, smooth concrete road-the 
longest in India- from Trivandrum to Cape 
Comorin. • • • 

' . ' 

- ' ' ..... 

THE 

SCIN DIA STEAM 
' ' 

NAVIGATION CO., LTD. ' ( ..... ~ . . 

· ·,~IONEERS . 
. IN·THlt DEVELOPMEN~ OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MAR,INE 
, .JipT~~Jgit~g Ao,r,to :. . . , : _ . . . . . 
... • r " NAROTTAM :MORAIUEI! & co., BOMBAY• 

· Support Indian 'Shipping · · 
..COMllliiED CAlWO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Ra.ngoon-Bol:nbay-Karaohi, via Ma.la.bar. 
Rangoon-Madr.....Oolombo. . 
Ca.loutta-Kar&ohi via Coast Ports. 
Ra»goon-Oaloutta. aocording to-dema.nd.· · 
Bombay-Gulf of Cutoh Po~ts to K•rachi. 1 . , . , 
Bombay-Bhawagar-Porto'.· · · · · · •· 1 · ' 
Bombay-Marmugao-lrlangeJore. - 1 , • l •• 

.:lH~ B4NK, Qf,; BAROD~~· ~T,D,' l; 
. ttrnoorporate4·h.",Batoda, The U&bilit7 tlf- HGben btlq L1mfte6.).. ·; 

,. ,.•· · .. ,} '·· · · ·· j 1~ w• ,. · ;1 
Un~r rtbe Patronsr;e of ll!lld. lar"IY.· npporte4 by th• 

Oovemment of H. H. the MaharaJa Oaek,.ar of Baroda, , · 
CAPITAL AUTHORISED - · Jta, 11140,oo,ooe . 
CAPITAl.LS.SUEDii:5UB5CRIBBD·· ', ''I>IIO,IOo,ooo!' 
CAPITAL PAID-UP .••• •·• ' 6o,oo,ooo: 
RE5ERVB FUND ... • w g,oo,ooo. 

Head Office~BARODA. 
Branches :"'-Ahmedabad ( bhadra ), , Ahmedabad 

( Panc:bkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Blllimora, 
Bombay, ~lcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, HariJ (N. 0.). 
Kadi, Kalol, KaiJildwanj, , K~i~rjan,' Meb~an.; 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankbeda, 
Sidhpur, Surat; Visnagar ( N. 0. ), and Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
.. VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI~· 8''' 
PAT AN. 

-·-:o:--

··LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

-:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. . ' 

• • ~ ._ ,· i I ( •. ' ( 

. GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. ~ : 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
w; G. 'tiROUNOWATl:R, 

r. . ' . 

· J, _ Ge~ral 'llfanager, 
.. : 

:. 
), ' .. 

The following books 'can· be had from the 

officil of The Indian Social Reformer: . .. . ; . ' . 
K. Natara,jan's "0~, Tdp' to fmerica" Re,. 1/-

Rangoon-Coromandal Ports. 
Chittagong-Rangoon. Chittagong-Cox's Bua,r, 
Ca.lcutt&-Bomba.y-Kara.ohi, to Jedda.h. 

... s. Natarajan's "WeSt of Suez" Rs. St-. 
. . " -· ' 

KONKAN LlNES - Bombay to Panjim. . 
ca.lling at eJl intermediate Ports. 

HARBOUR LINE-Rovas-Dharamta.r-Ura.n-Elephanto.-Nahava 

ASSOCIATt:D COMPANIES. 
Telo-

Bombay Jl.epresentative Conference 1922 Re, ·it-.. 
. (Post free). 

(being the official repc)R of the unity 

Confere11ce held in 1922 In B~~bay, 
BENGAL BURMA STEAlll NAV. CO•,· LTD. 
BAJ LINE, LIMITED. , 1 , , 

BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. CO., LTD •. 
RA'l':t'!AGAR STEAlll NAVIGATION 00,, LTD. 

. ·P:~~;{L:., . ~nte~est_l~: this ~a~.r,~i~e~ as _a :esull 

6-Linaa · · 10f the recent Sapru Conference.) 
2506 '1.3' ' . " •. ' . . . 

Scindia House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 
21779 App/;1 to the Manager. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA,-_ LTD. 
. Ca.tabltahecl 'Ttb ae.,.._mbeP 1906.) 

INOORJ'OU:r8 ulOiD 'filii brDwr IIIIIIPA.Bml &ar 
•.. ,... 1881. 

' Capital Sublcrlbed , ; 1-..., ', : 118. .2,00,00,000 
::_ Capital C.Ue4 Ul' ' '"- , ,1 ,. 1,00,00,000 
•_ Rrune fllll4 · -"' - ,. 1.15,50,000 
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ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOIIBAY. -· . . 

•' . · B.raachea- . 

' AHMEDABAD CALCUTTA: 
• Bbadra (MalA Otlicl). 
' IWio Bddp. : 

Clift Stnet, (MalA Otlicl) 
Bara ..... 

• Stalloa BtaaciL ' . . 
ANDHERI: 

Neu Elombar. • . . 
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~ 
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POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT, 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGBNTS: 
Tile Wwm""* lluk Lid. 

, CURJlENT DBPOSJT ACCOUNTS: Interest t. 
allowed on dally balances from Jl1o 800 to Jls, 1,00,000 

.. Ci l:¥ per annum. lo-a on balances In aceu of 
Jl• 1,0!1,000 allowed only by spectal arrangement. No 
credit will be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
leu than R1o If- Jill' balf yrat. 

FlXBD DBPOSITS are noelvecUor oue year, or for 
1borter perioda at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

BA VING!J BANK ACCOUNTS opened on l'avourable 
ta'llllo R.ults OD application, 
n. Banll act1 as Exeouto• and T•uatee 

unde• Willa and Settlements and undonakel 
t'Nitel Buam.. eenerally. llults may be obcalnecl OD 
application.· · _ , . - . · _. 

LOANS,' OVBJlDJlAFTS AND:. CASH CREDITS 1 
t'hl Bank graoll accommodation on terms to be alftliP, 
aplolt approved MCUrldu. . · _ .. 

The Banll unclertai<M OD behalf of Ita coostltueots the 
sal'e CUBtocly of Sharu and Securltlea and the oollectloo of 
dfyldond• and Interest thereon, It also unclertalles the 
1ale and purchase of GOYa'llllllot Paper and all demp
dool of Stock It moderate cbarp, particulars of which 
-y be bad on application. 

A, G. GI.AY, 
JI!JfiiJgWo 

TH~- ._ B0.!\1BAYi • t'.~O;.'!~IAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD • 

11m VJmALDAS Tfi&OB]DIBBY KBMOBIAL IIUILDIIIG, 

9, llrobbouo Lue, ..... lba&!l, 
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Pal1bar ( : " • · ). K.alol,... . ( 11 , .. ,..., • ). 

Cal:yaa C . . " " . ). AIIIUI- • (Diatrloa 511alafD1), .. 
DIBBO'I!OBS, ' ! IJ 

B. G. Bual1fo, Esq., fOhalnDaalo; 
Proi.V.G.Kala ,, ._., . ' 
G. V. ladba-., Eoq, 
Gordbandu G. Morarjl, J1'4' _ 
B. 0. v. Mehta, Eoq, . 
Rao Babadar B. V, Vudelall'. 
B. N. JMDdar,. v.t• . ·' 
~M.-~~cn;Eaq. 

BIUBB OAP1!.t.L 1-

( I'DIIJ' Paid) - - RS.UI,pp,llp 

I, DJIPOII!B ll:n4 lor oM 7ear all4 ·-or loD&ot pot10f 
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-ottaiPIOJl ........... -
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THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDltD IN l8t0. ) . . · -· 

Subaoplptlon Rates. 
Inland ... ... ... Rs. '7-8 (Post Froee), 
Foreign ... ... ... Rs. 10' (Post FPee). 
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OONTENTB, 
Tho Rutolan 8ituall011, 
Blivon'• Jndictment. 
"Rta.ndar4 Oloth.'1 

''\Vindow Dr818in1J." 
Tho Es:pandod Oouncillora. 
Afgb&nlsta.n. ·- · 
Diwall Re1trlctiona. 
Tho Blaok-Oul. · 
Tbe Iudo·Brllloh Tangle. 

Allernat!vo 6o Mr. Amery'• 
Schema. 

: The Jaiprakaah Letters, 
Kamaladevi'a Americaa 

Impreasions.-
Tbe Indtan Situation. 
0h1'iatiana in tba Indiltdt 

Environment-II. 

NOTES •. 
·The Russian Situation :-The situation · in 

Russia is one of exceeding gravity. The Soviet 
Government with the foreign Embassies bas 
removed to Kujhyuihev some S40 miles east. of 
Moscow lind has declare4 Moscow to be iii · a 
state of siege, that is to say, the civil govern
ment has ceased to function and .the Army 
Commander is in supreme authority •.. On 
the ; Mftll; ~he_ · pos?tic;>n .. has ; impr~;>ved 1 

in, 
favour of ·the Russ1ans. The Russ1anii are 
fighting with · desperate Courage and, · if· that 
alone . ,can · ens~re victory1 · th.ey . '!tave 
earned . !t many t1mes over. But !n modern 
war ' their p1echariical ' equipment · cpunts · for 
more than. the ·valour of soldiers. Russia has 
a virtually . inexhaustible supply . of man~ 
power and, .thanks to the equal rights and duties· 
t'or men and women in the Soviet regime, the 
W•'men are sharing the hardships' and dangers 
of war ·In the same degree as men. Russia's 
great' need at the moment is a large and 
reliab!e supp)y of mo:lern engine~ ·of- war, and 
there IS some reason to fear that this may n:>t 
b! forthcoming. In Britain,. the Lab:>ur 
Party showed its dissatisfaction with the· slow 
rate of assistance to Russia and asked the Prime 
Minister for a day to ·debate the' question 
in , Parliament. He. refused . their . request 
poin.t-blaqk. Neither in public nor iri secret 
s~sstOfl . would he agree to the question being 
raised: The ~oor of Parl~ame~t being th.us banged 
and bolted,. th~ pubhc d1scontenr IS finding 
·outlets in . the Press and _public meetings. 
But · Brit!liD · herself depends to a large 
extent ,on the United States for maintaining 
an adequate' and . continuous supply . of the 
mcessanes . 6( modern war, and the' reports 
regardi11g .American production· are far from 
encour.Rgirig.' '~H.· N •. ijrailsford '1\•iit•ng (from 
.Washington,) m the Jllew Stalcsmaria.traNoJ;on. 
ot ~·u~.usl ~~. and _Bruce Bliven. in the New 
Repll!JI•c of September 1, coimrierit- in acid 
terms on the apathy of Americans in the face 
Clf the Nazi danger. The focus of the picLure 

of America? life today, says Brailsford; is· 
every.man .h1s motor ~ar. "By it the average 
~~encan lLV~s. one mrght even say he dies for 
1t. Mr. Bradsford says that defence, including 
all America is making for Britain, .China 
and Russia as well as for herself, accou'ilts 
only for 15 per cent of her total volume or 
production. "When the nation decid'es to· dis
pense with new cars," he concludes, "we ·may 
count with some · confidence on victoiy." 
Mr Braifs(ord is an Englishman and, thoug-h 
he is one of the best-liked Englishman outside 
his own country, he writes necessarily with some 
reserve ahout Americans. 

Bliven's Indictment :-Bruce Bliven being an 
American himself lashes his own people with 
bitter invective for 'their lack of morale as 
com!'ared ·with the Russians who are holding 
back the powerful German military machine with 
magnificent' courage and endurance. Hill article 
is headed "Russian Morale-and Ours." ·He 
contrasts the · peacetime- condition of Russia 
and America, the former oppr~ssed by Tsars 
and, according to anti-Soviet reports, cru;hed 
under the Sto~.lin · steam-roller, comcripted· for 
military service by both; while' all the 
time Am~ric_ans have been enjoying freedom and 
prosperity; . He infers that the S?irit of the 
Russians in p~ace-time was a great d~al better 
than that· of Am~ricans at the present mo.ne1t, 
ar~d that all the reports about ·Russia put out to 
the Am~ric•n public were false \merica is in'the 
positior~ of t~e young- man of much pos~essions 
in the Biolic-<1 Mrrative. The• other lesson lo 
which tl1e' Amrrican'situation points has also a 
a B•blical precedent: • For lack ,,f vision the 
people perish, • says the Pr..>phet, Says Hliven, 
: ~' 'tou can't lin U. vacuum ·witlt nothing; bofore we cal> 

Indoctrinate properly, we must ourselve• know what 
the ultimate. vatu"" are. IVQ.at' are the·. thing• tor 

. which·. Am~ricau• ar" ready to die? JJ nless there 
are li.ICh ,thint:"s, we are d.oom d a od mi>(ht as well 
give Up soon a., late .••••.••• T,e Ru,slao pe.Jple, in .!oopite 

· of ,;,.,ryt.,ing, have foun<! in their mi ... rabl• and bac~ 
waN Ia d, so lac ri og In pi ole and blue tile bathrowns, 
something tor ·whir. It tl\ey 1!"';1 wWiag tli> fight to th.a 
end It Is ha d to beli•~e tltat ou~ p;uple who h.ave so 
much. m.,.,. to · eterid; will nqt at least be eiJ..aUy 

· Vlg<>rou• In deterlding it.. • 1 · · ' ' • 
· • r · , · \' 

Wh M ·a· · d · 1· • · · • ·t 1 tt r, nv !I\ ~man s rs a sp1n ua 
revolution w!)ich can c >mb\.mly_by.follo.ving the 
ad vic! givet) to ihe yqun f man :·S.eti,J,\r anJ folio w 
me.''· r•htt:rica ·is re .. d~ ·to self ·munitl..>ns to. 
Britain an ... C tina aohi whoever else is a">l~ to p.~y 
Cor them. Hut renunciation is not in her blood. 
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If it was, most of the immigrants who came to 
swell her population after the Pilgrim 
FatherS; would have preferred to suffer· hunger 
and oppression in their own~ !ands, never ~elin
quishing the hope that by their efforts they 
would redeem themselves from bondage. __ _ 

"Standard Cloth'':-Sir Ramaswami·Mudaliar, 
1he Comme(ce ·Member of the Government of 
India, suggested at the recent conference on 
price control· that, to avert scarcity ofcloth 
owfrig to the war' demands on textile -mills,· 
two standard -kinds of cloth only should be 
manufactured for use by. the poorer. cla!jlses. 
This like --most other measures • adopted to 
meet the war emergency in blind -imitation 
of what· ·is- done. in Britain, 1gnor;es the Indian 
psychological factor. • It may be unfortunate for 
a certain 1 ype of administrator that the Indian 
is not cmerely hands •and feet with a stomach 
thrown in to serve · as a lever -J;o set the limbs 
moving •. He has a mind :~hich is .often 
full of wrang·notions to-which flll th~. same he 
clings : tenaciou~ly. Sir. RamaswallJi ·knows 
as well as any one else· that a peculiarity _.of his 
c~untrymen is that they ar~ as proud as they are 
poor, apd that the poor . do not like to display 
their.- poverty on their backs .. There is a saying 
in, Souther!l India that a family which can -not I 
afford to have -ghee with its meals, will yet- find I 
some. to: smear : on . the plantain leaf on which. 
meflls.are served, so ·as to impress. neighbours- i 
'¥hen it is cast off ·on the -street •. A. business , 
friend laughed wpen he was told of the standard-! 
cloth idea. The poor man willnever:wea,r_t!le · 
stand11rd cloti:J. which proclaims hispoverty, he 
said. It is the rich profiteer who wil! parade ito~ 
hi~ body a_s a war effort. He added that membe_ r.s _

1

. 

of Government and. officials : g~nerally rna y 
also use, it iq. order to. support their , deman4 for 
war allowances. . As khadd;tr has becpm~ the. 
livery .of the Congressman, standard <;lot!J may 
become the hall-mark of the Government man. 
To the poor standilrd cloth will bring !JO _ relief. 
~ . Britain , e_very man from the, highest to the ' 
lowest wears clothes made on the jlame general [ 
pattern. Here every caste and community has · 
its· own spec!al headdress and a poor man will 
r11ther go naked. than without his a~cestral 
turban and his customary caste-mark: on his 
head and forehead. The sari patterns, too, differ 
for several castes. Rationing of clothes will not 
create here a hundredth of the discontent it has 
in Britain . but its standardisation . would be 
keenly resented. ·, 
· !'Window Dressing'':-. The New.Statesman 
anrl Nation has of late been devoting more atten
tion than any other English journalto the Indian 
question. It has grasp~d the truth that a solu
tion of the Indian problem is. a vital need to 
the success of- Great Britain: in the . struggle 
against Hitlerism and that without it the 
prospects of victory must remaiQ associated wi~ 
the mystic V ~ _ When an indivi~ual does wrong 
to .another or fails in hi~ duty to another who 
has ·been under his contiol, . the process of 
jltonement is the readiest way {ot him to ·acquire . ' . . ' 

fresh strength for his subsequent career. Death
bed repentance will not do. lQ the full vigour of 
strength and consciousness he must deliberately. 
undo the wrong that he has done and. resolve 
firmly not to do it again •. This rule applies 
as . IJI.UCh. . to nations as to individuals. 
Thinking men all over the world have 
realised. this. But Cabinets are not thinkers. 
They live from hand to mouth without 
any consistent policy. The New Statfsman is 
one of the most · effective exponents of. the 
principle which religion and pruden~ alik~ 
dictate. In an editorial in its issue of Aug!lst ~~ 
it crilicises the expansion of the Viceroy's .Ex~ 
cutive Council and the N a tiona! D<!fence. Council 
as "window dressing." It describes the .gentle: 
men· appointed to these. bodies as "distinguished, 
worthy and Indian, nevertheless irrelevant." No 
worthy and distinguished. Indian is irrelevant and 
this word which it uses more-than once, is itself 
irrelevant. , .. 

The ·Expanded Councillors :-Mr. Lionel 
Fielden who recently retired from the Controller~ 

·ship of the All India Radio, takes up the theme 
in.a !ligned article in _the same .jJ!lrnal and ,com, 
plains that thes\l gentlemen are neither young no~ 
even middle-aged ~ut ripe, old men. Mr. Winston 
Churchill is not a young mari.l!or a middle-agecl 
man; :Marshal Petain who, occupies today ~he 
most difficult position ev<!r, occupied by <j. 
statesman, is past. eighty._ As Bacon: ~~ys, 
old. ·men are. best for ,council_. while_ young 
men make the best executiv:e agents • .The. ~en 
selected for the.: ne~ bodies. : th!Jugh .ve~gi11g 
on the Psalmist's ·three· scor~:~ years . and . ten are 
by no .means .. extin~t ·volcanos. Th_ey were 
many of them erupting in _important place!f · 
when . they were called to lend their _hand in ~he 
governance of the country, ';fhe difficl)lty 
in their case will rather be to cease from erupting 
in the ,new. sphere . to which they . have . bee~ 
suddenly transferred •. Mr •. Lionel Fielden has· met 
some of them and his . description ·of them 
is _ more - piq'uant ·than true, Mr. . Aney 
whom he desc~ibes as a dark horse,· for 
iostanc;e, _ was until last month· .an active 
member of the . Indian Legislative Assembly: 
a leader of the Indian States Peoples' movemen~ 
and a leader· of the Hindu Mahasabha~ 
The fate' of .. the expansion will .depend 
wholly on the ~bility and willingness of 
the several and, in some cases, incongruous, 
elements .being able to .discard their personal 
and communal prejudices and prepossessions and· 
work together for a common end.. This, ag~i•i, 
will largely depend on the Viceroy who holds th~ 
key position in the new arrangement-more S\) 
than in the old one .where the members of his 
Executive Council .were statutorily. competent 
to carry a proposal against the Governor-General 
who was required, if he overruled them, to record_ 
his reasons in writing. It must be remembered 

· that the services were at. the back of ·the official 
members and could make thin~ unpleasant for 
the Viceroy~as they did to Lord Ripon,. if he 
overruled their representatives in the tounciL ' · 

• ' . • ~ I. 
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.. !lfgbaoistaa ~ The·,Afgbart Government d~ 
dtcl. .. it wa1 reported · on ~y, that,. in 
pwsuance of its neutrality policy, it was necessary 
to •end out "' the country a number of Germans 
and Italians wllo were in Algbanistan presum
ably since the cutbreak of hostilities between 
Britain and Germany. A message from London 
indicatEd that this action was taken on friendly 
representations from the British and Soviet 
Gcvernments. It will be remembered that similar 
representations had been made to the Iranian 
Gcvernment and that it met with a nsponse 
that was regarded as inadequate, un.c;atisfactory 
and 'half-hearted, Afghanistan has profited 
by Iran's experience. The acceptance by the 
Af~han Government of the joint Anglo-Russian 
demand avoids another demonstration of the 
nature of independence enjoyed by small powers 
just as the presence of Germans and Italians in 
auffK:ient numbers to orovoke a repre5entation, 
reveals again the indifference· of the Muslim 
:iaates to the ideologic:al conflict now raging 
in J:£ur(lpe, There is another aspect that strikes 
the observer. Afghanistan has historically 
been alternating betwe~n Bdtish and Russian 
influence• in her policies. That she should 
llave arrl1nged with Britain to provide safe 
transit to Germans and ltalhns through India, 
Iraq and Turkey to their respective countries, 
implies that Rus~ia has dropped or bad ~ drop 
her South Asian ambitions. This, is, further 
accentuated by the route choo;en. by the British 
in preference to the straight joumey from Kabul 
aero a Iran to Turkey which would .have bad the 
addrd advantage of demonstrating practic:ally 
to the Iranians the benefits atter>dant on an 
unhesitating compliance with Allied diplomatic 
rtquests What weighed against these ponsi· 
derations was probably not so much the. fact 
that Iran has been ncently subd~ and so condi· 
tionR might not yet be settled there-the reports 
on T11heran in fact show that Iranian acceptance 
of the new regime is ooth complete and unreserved 
..... as that a p;~rt of it is under Russian influence, 
It is possibl.: that the decision was influenced. by 
the wishes ot the Germans. and Italians 
1J1011t concerned as the Anglo-German 
war is not regarded in the Axis, States as 
~ clear-cut a war of ideas as is the Getman
~u~sian war. Afghanistan's. decision, (rom 
)ndia's point of view, is to be welcomed not so 
m~Kh becau.e it retains her, in the same sphere 
(I( inftuence in foreign politics as India herself. 
There is a more important reason, The brunt 
0( J.:nding "Eanctions·• to the friendly represen.
tationa of the british and Russians would have 
tallen on Britain as the resposibility for 
tran~portinz the Gerrna1111 and Italians ha" ~me 
m them now. Obviously the ne&(est umt of 
\be Empire being lndia, the burden would have 
been mainly or solely India's,. It ia fortu~te 
that cncumst~nces have spared. us the nec:eSSJty 
of, being pi•dled ag~inst, and incurring the 
cwurn of, our North-West neighoour. ' 
• lUwall (lllStrla:Uons ;-·Last week we deprec'lled 
the promulgalioo.of restricLionl OD tbe GCiebraLioD 

of Diwali in the custom,.ry way by illuminations 
and firing of crackers and mher explosives. We 
are glad to note that the restrictiOns lYhich were 
drastic on paper, were much 1~ so in their actual 
application. Although the Madras Government 
alone, so far as we have seerr, issued a commu
nique . to the efftlct that the . illumination ·.Of 
temples and mosqu~s during the Diwali · and: 
Ramzan festivites were exempted, the autho< 
rities in Bombay and elsewhere >Yisely Cxerclsecl 
a liberal dj.,creaion in interpreting the . order; 
Illuminations in . Bombay cily were .practi
c:ally given up in the great business centre~ 
which Wlually were one of the · S'ghts o6 
Diwali. In private residences too, they were 
subdued. But the firing ot crackers and other! 
noisy explosives was up td the usual standard./ 
Indeed, in the localit1 where this is written. it 
seemeJ to be more vigorous than in previoUs 
years. Thia p~rt of Oi wali c:elebratiO!l is the 
province of children anJ children are not afraill 
of Hider or even a Quetta e~rthquake. FO'~ 
days after the last teart ul earthquake, a baby was 
unearthed smiling and unhanned from the debrm. 
It was reported that during one of the fiercest 
air-raids in London a child ,;lept peacefully in doe 
of the shelters amidst a crowd of excited .adults. 
The imperviousnese of children to loud noises and 
their enjoyment of them, are mysteries which 
experts in child psychology are yet to eluc:idat~ 
T11e , authorities would have been harJ put 
to intern the urcnins if thefl bad .aeriousl,. 
attempted to enforce their orders. . c', 

·The· Black·Out: -Regarding· the utility ·of 
the black-out which' is n>w- acc:epted as' parf 
of Jhe technique of m ldern defence in European 
c:OUntries and in India after tl\em, Mr. A. F. 
Dickerson in the' Ne-t~~ .Repu~/ie of September 1~ 
expresses scepticism .fl)f the fol'owing among 
mher reasons', related by Royal Air Force pilots 
themselves: J • 

The blaclr·cut cannot hide. the breaking surf o4 
. the coestline of the llrirsll hies f« example, and thla 
.... r can easily guide enemy atnne11o · llilllri 
and 11101111tains are accentuated by the b'ac~~o~ 
particularly 011, moonlight ntghts. E~emy pilots .CAIJ :':,'!{, pierce the bla..k·out and reveal Jmportant ·cargeu 

y by droppir.g· parachute ft •res, Coties stand aut 
In the blacll·ou• boc:au!l8 they have a dif!-nl rell.etloa 
from the surr011ndlng COiintry»IILt.. while moonlight ao4 
atarllght relkctiou from ..late-roof,;, and river~ h•lp,to 
guide the enrmy pilut. . The black.oJt aids espionage 
•lgnal.lng anJ ~annat . prevent r.ullq beam• rrom 
gclding•aemy pilots to tm,-aaat cities ao4 luaowll 
anilitary ob.iee'i.,_ • .1 

Thus; while being ineffective fof its main object, 
the black-out is a gteat danger to traffK: and it 
imposes a tenilic handicap on air raid precaution 
and rescue work~rs, a11d on fire-fighter&.. No 
town has escaped ai• raids by means of blaclc
outs. Mr. Dickerson suggests as ·a more 
eRective protection •·the crt!ation of a glaring 
canopy of light over principal cities to blind 
enemy p1lots, to Obscure and bide imporrant 
targets, and to aiJ prot«ting aircraft piLls ~ 
shooting down the tnem)'." 

-



•T' .f 1I Not AN ' so-cai> 'REFORMER r · • '\' Grea:t_liB~itai_~~t' bu~ .·ir ·.lt:'\filt'u:e ':War .were" to'..t~e 
,'VN _ .. , ',, •. • · .,.,, • 1. ''",.. · ·, '• ~:""" '' declaied-•on GreatlBrltalrt· Wlll•the aggresllcr 
. ·" 11 ,:,.B,().:lf!JAY,_Of(to~,. 2.5• 194~· .,, :. ; · · refrain from· attacking· Eire or• 'any ·-otbett 
'' · ·THE. 'tNbO-BRITISI:i TANGLE, Dominion wh:ch _wish~s.to be neutral? HoweyMI 
J · -· · · . - · - - · - ' ' · · - that may be, IndtanLtberals whl do not C'lntenil: 
, British statesmen have aU along contemplated plate separation from Britain even a 'I ·a dtstant 

the possibility'of _Britain: bavhg to quit lndta possibility as did Macauhy an:l Elphinstonel 
8ome iday •. Elphmst me, Macaulay and others have fixed upon Dominion Status ·as the·g'Oal ()# 
foresaw'. th_is. conti~ency. The. day was, of their aspiration; Some .L~l?!raklike the Right 
course,dtstant-so dtstant that 1t was . to be Honourable V. S. SnntVasa Sastry-• want 
beyond the •vision of the · most -· farstgbted. Dominion Status with all the attributes attaehrng 
But . it ·was bound to come and all that to it iii the case of the - exi~tina Doni· 
British statesmanship. can attempt is ·.to put. it nions includtng Eire. Others would apparently 
off as . far as possible.. Since the begmmng be content with Dominion Status as it was 
ot: this century,.broadly speaking, the possi~i~ity before the last war,. that is without the• ~lgh!S 
bas. begun to be concetVed ·as a probabtllty.. which have · accrued under the Westmtnster 
Gokhale . formulated Colonial Self-Government Stdtus and ; under the stre>~s of circumstances 
as . the ... mOdel. for India in :hts Presidential since the outbreak of the present war. ;- ) · · · '- ' 
address- tO !the: Indian Na1ional Congress The Indian National Congress f om 'whicli 
held,: at , Benares · thirty-five . years; ago. He the Liberals seceded when it declared its go 1l to 
said :.that· he :set no' limits to:. his· country's be Purna' Swaraj or compl~te 'Independence, ·has 
political·. destiny but. as a~ 'immediate , st~p, not gone beyond rnaking an annud proclartlati.xi 
and as:. a: meatl!!: of weamng away lndtan stating its goal to be lndepend~nce and tile 
youth from revolutionary violence, he set the grounds on which its demand for· ·it ''iS 
attainment of self-government , on the .British based. Gandhiji first wate·ed it dow to ''thli 
colJnial. model as· their immediate political substance of independeilc~·· and in' his latest 
objective.· Dominion status was unknown at pronouncement' he' has ddin~d S.varaj as- the 
the time.;. a he last war wrought important provision of "a balanced diet'' and d.:cent housing 
chatiges in .. the constitution of the· .13ritish for the masses. The Governm!ntwhich ensUre• 
Commonwealth. . Dominion status of the West- these is true swaraj.- As no c~Juntry' in the 
minster. Statute type . bloomed into the political world has as yet achieved the e-o.d--President 
atmosphere.. . The full.implications of Dominion Franklin·- Roosevelt_in his last iniugural addresS 
Status became. clear. only. after the outbreak of called attention to. the nnlnutrition prevailing 
th, ~ser,tt 'YBI'·• . !t w_as es~blished! ~hiefly at am~ngst' a _large sectio!' ·of the ·poeulati~.:.... 
th~ i!JStance of E1rll, tha~ a Domuuon was no· country . can be sa1d to have SwaraJ ·at 
free to. enter. or remain peutral in , :a , war i~ present jri the · Gandhian sense, But .. thl! 
whi~h Great Britain was .t;ngagt.d~ . The important' point_ is that th~ -stress 1s --nG 
Dominion Parliament had, to. d~cide whether longer on the form of GJvem-nent ·or the 
a.- DotpiniOil, should join the .war an_d should nationality of its personnel but on the nutritbnal 
declare war formally if it decides to join, ag'linst value of the fooJ which the "mass!s''. are able 
the country with which Britain h!ls declared to secure und>!r it. In other words, "gJOd 
war. Another point which has emerged, js that, government" · and not self-1~ovemment- is• 'the 
~f: a .Doq~inion· d~ides to joip the mother cou1_1try, desideratum. Self -governm!nt, that is gove~ 
it:does not follow that Dominion troops -can. be ment by national,;, 'is not swaraj unless- it 
used at •any: iheatre of ·war at the discretion of gives "balanced diet''; _ and :a foreign governL 
the ·mother-country. South ;African .troops ment which provides "balani::eJ diet" will 'bi 
9innot be, taken' _out',' 'oC Af,ica, ·,according swaraj. lfthe British Indian Government secures 
to the decision. of the .. Smuts Cabinet. One "balanced d1et", Independence will tease to have 
!reason. for the'downfall otthe Menzies Cabinet any meaning. If India get:~ lnd~pendence and 
in' Australia 'was that 'Australian:. troops does not get "balanced diet" for the ·masse9, 
;l'l'e~ · sent to Greeee without , the sanction of it' will not be swaraj. or course, it will 
,th"' Au.st(alian Parliament and that. Mr. Menzies be argued that a. balanced diet or '-eveR. 
who was in England at the ·time,· arproved a sufficiency of unbalanced di~t cannot be 
and ·defended their- despatch, . to Greece. In secured for_ the masses under the present British' 
~me theatres of war since then we read of Government· Qr .'any other for.n of it altered 
.the. :presence of, British, · Can•dian, New to ' India. · As the conditi.>n of the peopllf 
,zeala.nd _ and, of course,· Indian troop; of- Netherlands· lndies-Colhn Clarke bracketS 
.but not_, of Australians. There was some them with the people of British lnJia 'as peoc>ld 
•_doubt . whether _the declaration of neutrality with 'the lowest incomes in the woriJ-is ab.)llt 
--by a Domi·nion would protect ,her fro.m attacks the same economically as tha\ of British India/ 
:fr<)m c ;the country at war with. the m-?ther the best sy:..tem of foreigrt rule, it may Ill! 
.country. ,Ge_rmany_has abstained I rom infringing . interred, is unabl~ to se~ure a :equ.te food fo# 
1t)1e d.:•;lar~·d ueutrality of Eire al)d. G.reat Bntain ' the masses.- -But, as -we said, no country ·in • tbe 
bas acquiesced· in .the ~-'P~Sence, .of. .Nazi I world h~s ·as yet achieved the goil of balanCed 
drplomats in Dublin, There is still a point in diet~:for· the-- masses or: even the.'classes. 
doubt. The present --war was declared by Representative· ' institution.t ~ -and -- _l'eSpo~lit 
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Government have not bestowed a balanced diet /. the other band, _Indian suggestions an: rejected out 
.on- Britain Vlhere 50 per cent of the population is 1 of _band as likely to ~end im~~ interests or as 
estimated to be suffering from the effects of i qui~ unworkable •n J?~"&Ctloe. . _Consequently 
malnutrition. Gandhiji's latest definition of : lnefdJaDs are" ur~ed !0 ,g•ve each Instalment of 
S • h ~ • lie • ad' I h'f • r orms a fa1r tnal and not to condemn 

waraJ! t ~e!ore, 1mp s a r !c::'- s I t m it out of band ; whilst Indian schemes or au _ 
the b~1c pnnciples of Congress politics: 1 gestions, even though, like the British Indi!n 
, Bntish statesmen, as we have sa1d, never j memorandum to the Joint Parliamentary Com

contemplated creating in India a British colony. i mittee, ~bey have. gener~l support, are .disll;lissed as 
The attitude to a country of a man who intends to J on. the1r fac~ 1mpract1~ble and ~ntish experts. 
make his home there is necessarily different from potnt out bow It ~ns agamst everytbn_Jg they have 
tha of h ' • d b k h 1 known. In the Circumstances, constitution-making 

t a ~n w. ~ mten S to go ac to t e : has for some time been confined to British . writers 
land .of hiS or~gm after he has secured a · and criticism has come from Indian mindB. After all 
sufficient amount of wealth in a country. 1 this is but just since Indians cannot say with bo.; 
British Indian policy has throughout par• : little they will be satisfied . unless they know bow 
taken of the "characte_r of the latter. Within 1 much Britain is p~pared to £.iVe. It is often said that 
the last few years, the prospect of having I Mr. Amery ~s g1ve'! M~. Jinnah the power of veto 
to leave India to govern herself which loomed over any Indian constitutional scheme. It would ~ 

. • . more correct to say that be bas kept 1t 
d1stantly to the older Br1t1sh ~~~t;esmen, tS assiduously in British bands. The first step, towards 
acknowledged to be a near posstbihty by Mr. a new constitution for India,. therefore is to 
Amery, provided some conditions are fulfilled. convince the Indian people tbat Britain is. prepared 
Mr. Amery's successor will . find that these to part with power. The difficulties .are increasing 
conditions should be either given up or materially every day. Mr. K. C~ndy's recent articles show that 

d ed d · th fi 1 t th d' even a man hke htm who has more members of 
re uc an m . e ~ even ey may Isappear his family in the defence forces than anyone else and 
altoge~~er. WIth thiS appro~~~ on ll?~ part who bas throughout his life been a devoted supporter 
of : Bntish statesmen, GandhiJI s defimtion of of the State, is growing suspicious of ever getting 
the goal of balanced diet implies an acceptance anything done by Britain. 
of Swaraj within the British Commonwealth. The There are two recent books, one by an Englishman 
prospect, therefore, seems to us .less gloomy -The Lion and the Unicorn, by George Orwell 
than it does to a large number of our country- (Seck~r and Warburg,. 2s.)-an~ the other by an 
men as well as to British friends of India, One of Amertcan-The Batt~e for As_~a, by Ed~ar Snow 
these wn'ting two mo ths ago-the 1 tter act lly (Ran~om House~-whtch refer m d1sc~ssmg other 

n e ~ questions to lnd1a's future. · Mr. Orwell Is concerned 
came last week-expresses con~~rn at the gro~~ng with Britain winning the · war without Josin[ her 
~strangement between the lnd1an and the Bntish national characteristics in the· ~ss. ·Mr. Edgar 
peoples. In our opinion this estrangement itself is Snow is a distinguished student of the Far East and 
a good sign. People who are completely indifferent he regards India against the perspective of the Sino. 
to each other have no occa:"ion to get est1anged Japane~e Wa~ and the _European War which he seea 
from each other. . The estrangement between as '?ne 1de~logrcal CO!:!fl1ct, Bo~h books p~esent ~ 
I d

. d E · an 1mmed1ate necesa1ty a policy of offermg Indta 
n 1ans an nghshmen at least shows that \lie freedom It is not without interest to follow the 
~re not indifferent t() each other. As a matter of argume~ts of the two. Mr. Orwell favours the_ decla
fact, the apparent estrangement hides a growing ration of immediate Dominion Status. for India, with 
rapprochement. The Indian people fully share pow~r .to seced~ ~!!hen the war is ove~-. Mr: Orwe.ll's 
the admirati.Jn felt for the British for their thests IS ve~ Slmtlar to that or. B!"ttsh JOurnaiJSC,. 
fortitude co1.1rage and patriotism in facing the who urged m 1935-SS that Br1tam should declare 
Ge ' . . • h. herself ready to fight the aggressor because the 

rman menace, ~~e1r gnevance. IS that l ey aggressor would not take up the challenge. There 
have no opportumlles of showmg the same were all sorts of arguments urged tD support that 
qualities hi the preservation of the culture and view and it was even said by men who claimed 
freedom of their own country. They want to authority aa eye-witnesses that in the Nazi _march 
realise for themselves "the fearful· joys'' of into Vienna H~tle.r's tanks broke down o~ the. way. 
freedom instead or vicariously for Belgians M_r. Orwell ~lmdarly argues that I~d·a • Wtll. not 
D h · G k · d p 1 d T ks d w1sh to be mdependent once the opt1on JS gtven 

utc ! ree S an o es. an ur an her, because she cannot defend herself against 
Egyptian~for eyer>:body, I~ fact, .b~t them- Japan or some other enemy; that all our experts 
selves. Th•s feeling IS growmg and 1t tS only a {"engineers, forest officers, railwaymen, soldiers. 
question of time when it 'will evolve from the doctors") ar" predominantly English and could not 
state . of emotion into that of an impelling and be replaced for the next "five or t«;n y_ears':; 
constraining motive. ' and ~hat !!early the wbol_e. of the lnd1~n !nte!ll-

gentsla IS deeply anghctsed, The 1mplicat1on - J of the first assumption is that Britain which bas 
ALTERNATIVE TO MR. AMERY'S SCHEME. fought and is fighting today for Abyssinia, Czechos

lovakia, Poland, Holland, Bel~um, France, Yugosla
via, Greeoe and her oU lear, Soviet Russia, will not 
help India unless India is part of the Empire ; that 
her intervention in Iraq and Syria, Iran and Egypt 
does not guarantee that she will feel oalled 
upon to assist another country even though 
it has been associated with her for almost 
two centuries in an asaooiation which was 
bi~bly profitable to ber. This, we believe, is an 
unJust slur on Britain. The eeoond assump 

In all British discussions on Indian constitutional 
relorm, a point is always reaohed where Indians are 
asked to produoe an alternative sobeme to the offioial 
one holding the fitld, And there is a double standard 
in jud~ ing constitutional proposals : If it is from 
the Government, then it is the most practical when 
lt is not acoeptahle to anyone; and it is the most 
aooeptable-ln spite or all opposition which is 
dismissed as just oriental bargaining-when it ia 
denounced u out of line w•th traditional policy. On 
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iiol\ does · . not 1, appreciate the fact ' that' h ere 
are· experts 1 in Othet 'dOUfltne'S aS, well' , as 
in Britain· and that the .. persecUtlot1 ·pohcy . 
of ' certain Eur6pean . countries and the wat 
id 'China have eleased a nutnber ot experts from 
wark, Even war-torn China has found no difficulty 
in getting foreign e:!Cperts on bet own terms• How 
much easier would it be for India to get the men 
she wants if she ·cannot find them in bet own 
nationals. We have no doubt that the vert men who 
are now vidrking and whose interests Mr. Am_ery' is 
anxious to safeguard, would cheerfully contmue .to 
give thl:ir services td a f'ree India in W:htch healthier 
relations prevailed· between the Indtans and the 
British experts. . Mr. 'Orwell sets great store by 
these. li><perts. He thinks that their prewenoe acts 
as a link between the ·people of India" an~ the 
Government of· India, and be refers to "mdlspen
sable gd-betweens such as the Eutasian'l." Mr. 
Orwell should come td India · arid he would see 
that all the . links that exist between· Government 
arid the •people. here, could equally operate under 
arty other foreign-controlled system. It must · be. 
a bitter thought for many British publicists to 
stomach but there are several officials in authority 
who · would find less diffioulty in · serving another 
European master than in working with an ·Indian 
dolleague, If there is to be resistance to. any · tresh 
foreign conquest; it is not going to ·btl found in 
the handful of "go-betweens" in whom Mr. Orwell 
places his trust. It is wen to remember th'lt the 
British Indian bureaucrat has been trained· in a 
system which. can easily be tran~form~d. into a 
fascist or. nazi system, where pubhc optnlon and 
popular sentiment carry no value· at alL . 

For all the illusions on which Mr. Orwell butlds 
his case, the· solution "he suggests is the only 
pessible one. But it must . be entered on ~ith t~e 
realisation that the quest1on whether lnd1a wtll 
elect to remain in the Empire will depend largely 
on bow far the British experts ot the ~ntervening 
Dominion Status period are able to change over 
from wielders of power to advisers.; To those :.who 
chink that' Mr, Orwell's suggestions are. too· 
vague, Mr. Snow offers a concrete · propoBal. 
He suggests that India and Burma should· be 
promised · complete independence after ~b.e !ar 
and that lmmedi•tely as part of the mob1ltsatton 
against Fascism, there ahouhl be the introduction of 
llQmpulsory primary education, Bo~~ wri~ers giye 
an understanding account of condtttons to lnd1a. 
But both tend to regard the British problem . in 
India as one of changing . over proteges. They 
want a shift from the reactionary elements to the 
progressive ones, This is an oversimplification of the 
.problem. What is wanted is a vision of India as 
one. It is · because this is coming earlier· to. tbe 
people than to the Government that the trouble 
today exists. To ti•!k: ~f the Gurkha !lnd the 
Bengali as thougb the1r tnterests and the•r values 
:conflicted, as Mr. Orwell does, or· to follow ¥r• 
Snow's division of reactionary and .progressiVe 
India into the Princes and the Congress, ;is to 
·miss the position entirely. Industrially Mr. Snow 
·WOuld have more in common with the rulers of 
.gome States than with the oharka-ridden Congress. 
·And Gurkha and Bengali oan get together sooner 
than Britain can unite with ·either of them on a 

. basis of equality. While Mr. Orwell shows. how 
-the British Labour Party has been turned mto a 
vested -interest.•by the Colonial Empire, Mr. Snow 

. has a very terse and·accura.te account.~£ India's 
economic, industrial and educational oond1tu11n. He 
points out that, if India had . been developed as she 

1 should have been, there would be no need today for 
·Btitain to look to American bdp in the Pacific. !:'lor 
for that matter even in Europe. 

· THE ·jAIPRAKASH LETTERS. 
The release by the' Giivernment of India of two 

letters of Mr. Jaiprakasb Narain, said to have been in· 
tercepted when an attempt waS thade to smuggle them 
out to his wife and 'to his successor in the General 
Sooretaryship of the' Congress Socialist Party, nas 
produced aile!~ conflicting reactions that the impres9ion 
left on one'~ mind is a very feeble one. · Various 
morals have been drawn from it, ranging from the, 
Timlll of India's instinctive call to tighten up conditions 
in jails to the Bindi.IBtan Timu' equally characteristic 
pleading for a better response to non-violence.. The 
decision. of t'he n .. wJu, explained in an editorial, not 
to publish the letters or any summary of them as iC 
was an unfair act to allo\V propaganda against one who 
was prevented by the accusing party .from defending 
himself, sent a thrill througb every journalist as 
a grand gesture of journalistic ind~pendence. But 
when the Bi'!llli.IBtaf& Tim•s which had also not used 
the letters, oame out a day later with an explanation 
on similar lines, the question naturally rose in one's 
mind whether the same · care was observed in 
dealing with all one-sided' reports and whether it 
wa9 the correct line for a newspaper to take. For 
instance, the same newspapers which carried the 
Jairrakash letters also publislled the Gort depatches, 
The Hi.nliust•MI Timu printed the Reuter report and. 
drew attention to it in an editorial in which 1t rather 
needlessly stated that Lord Gort's reading of the 
Dunkirk position whioh was intended as . a purely 
personal report, was not complete without the' 
French version, the Belgian account and the German 
r.,port of the episode. More striking as illustratiol)!l 
were tbe charges levelled by Congress mi,nisters 
after th!lir. resignation, of want of loyalty agoinst the 
Civil Seriri'ce which as a class is barred from replying 
to such allegations. A daily newspaper-we have 
arnple evidence of it every day of our lives-hag not 
the time, even if ic had the ioolinati"n, to see whether 
every report made available to it is one on wbicb . all 
sides have the freedom to express thdr points of 
view. Nevertheless, it has to place its news before 
the reader, making it clear, when the editor is sure of 
that fact, t~t there are doub~s a~ut its authenticity. 
If the princtple of non-pubhcat1on of messages 1n 
which the other side of the case was obviously 
lacking and could not be avaU~ble for some time, 
were established, then all war r~ports would have to 
be published some twenty years after the war is over. 
We bold no brief for the Government of India which 
obviously displayed a journalistic enthusiasm for 
purveying a sensational bit of news, which was 
thoroughly misplaced.· Nevertheless, had the old 
method of giving. the letters to the "friendly press" 

· alone been followed, throwing the responsibility for 
sending it out on the special correspondents of 
these newspapers and of publisHing it on their 
editors there would have been no objection on 
this e~ore though the Indian · press would havll . 
justifiably protested aga,inst tbe procedure.. 

. The letters themselves have failed to create tbe 
sensation which apparently they were expected to 
create, for fo11r reasons : The first. of these 
must be set down as a general lowering of the 
moral concepts of ·the people lj.nd particularly 
of their aversion to violence, consequent on 
the war and the war effort, in which nearly all 
sections of tbe country and almost all newspapers 
are involved. Alter all, it must not be forgotten 
'that even the Congress was prepared at one stage 
to give up non. violence in defending the indepen
'dence of the 0\)untry from external aggression and 
-internal disorder.· And Mr. Jaiprakash himself 
·..,as ()De o_f the ·Working. C~mittee which 
voted for ·ito We woula speotally deprecate 
afl the recent eulogistic reports of sabotage and 
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rEbellion in German.occupied countries in Europe 
without sufficient thought on the effect it ill bound 
to have on impreaaionable minds in this country. 
Gandhiji in his statement has overlooked this 
obviout inftuence and makes a ,amewbat incoherent 
reference to the Bcitish Diplomatic Servioe. 
Second! y, the utteranoes of British authorities on the 
Indian situation have been oalculated to drive. even 
veteran Liberal leaders . to exasperation. When 
experienced men like the 'leaders of the Sapru 
Conference have been forced to condemn the 
present situation aS one in whicb the rulers have 
a10lated themselves by their policy of distrust 
and when a confirmed Liberal like the Rt. Hon'ble 
V. S. Srinivasa Sastri baa proclaimed his distrust 
of British professions, it is not surprising that 
lesser · men turn to counsels of despair. The third 
reason is tba t Mr. J aiprakash N arain's letters reveal 
an overwhelming anxiety to overtake the Communist 
Party in spite of the obvious advantage which 
Russia's entry into the war against the same enemy 
aa Britain'•· be feared, mi~bt have given it. This 
has withdrawn public interest from the attitude 
taken up in the letters because the hope of political 
India is m someone who will forget personal and 
party interest in the good of the country and inspire 
others ·to follow bis example. It is because of the 
realisation that, among Indian leaders today, 
Gandhijl. alone holds out any prospect of doing this, 
•that the country still clings to h1m. Fourthly, the 
public naturally ask themselves why Government 
made generally known the details of plans for 
au bversive aotivities which might be taken up and 
imitated . by others. Anti the answer is commonly 
given that the Government did not regard them very· 
•erioualy but hoped that it would horrify the country 
and the world. 

Gandhiji's reaction to the publication has been 
mo!t peculiar. He is prepared to condone everything 
apparently-except the fact that Mra, J aiprakasb 
has been dragged into it, which be oharges against 
the Government. Gandhiji assures the public that 
•he is not in any way in sympathy with the views 
expreRSed by Mr. Jaiprakash and that she was in 
faot ·''completely upset" to think that he himself 
~herisbed such political ideals. This seems to us a 
red herring noedleuly drawn aoross the path of the 
aotual · Issues involved. Mrs. Jaiprakash figures 
.only In 'the cue because abe was mentioned in the 
letters as the person from whom a signal was 
expected to indioate receipt of .the communications. 
If, as Gandhiji says, she was an unconscious actor 
in the elaborately staged drama, then the blame 
should fall all tile more on Mr. Jaiprakash who 
oertainly ought not w· have placed his wife io a 
position which, if things had gone according to phn, 

·would have been a thousantl times worse than it 
actually 111. The more so sinoe he must have known, 
as Gandhiji now asrures. us, that abe would not in 
any form approve of the method now attributed to 
him. This part of Gandbiji's statement becomes 
all t.he weaker as nothing has happened, so far as 
thll publio knowa, to Mrs. Jaiprakash. The letters 
did not reach her and the signals she was to give 
;were consequently not given. The jail authorities 
who must have been in possession of the facts and 
the aignala and whom It was intended to elude, must 
have during the interviews been oonsoious of this. 
Why Gandhiji should have centred public attention 
.Oil this very inoonsequential figure and followed up 
the reference with a mention of the ideal relatioll!l 
subsisting between Mr. and Mrs. Jaiprakash, it is 
diOioult to appreciate. For though all manner of 
.issues were raised by the publioation of the Jaiprak
uh letters, this was one which was ~:~ever evea 
.mentioned. 

KAMALADEVI'S AMERICAN lMPRJ;SSIO.'lS. 
Mra. Kamaladevi Cbattopadhyay who returned 

recently from an eighteen months' tour of the United ; 
States bas been giving her impressions to tbe 
Press. First, as to the people, abe thought the m1111 
were dull and the women vivacious. This dichotomy 
of the human race into men and women as if they 
were two distinct societies and bad as little to do 
witb each other as the elephant and tbe rhinoceros, 
is a popular fallacy which was not expected in a 
woman of Kamaladevi's experience and intelligence.. 
If the men of America were as dull as 
they seemed to their fair visitor. whence 
and how did American women acquire their 
vivaciousness P American men and American 
women are chips of. the same block and it is not 
difficult to find, if one looked for them, vivacious 
men and dull women. Allied to tbis topio is 
Kamaladevi's plea included in her Amerioaa 
reminiscences, that women obould "make uP", that is 
to say, make· themselves appear more good-looking 
than they actually are. by availing thems~lves of tbe 
resources of what are oall~d ''beauty parlours.'' 
Serious-minded . American women disdain thest~ 
artifices, and there is more of such in the Uoired Statel. 
than in liuropean countries, Here again much depends · 
on what you look lor and where. Jane Addams was 11o 
typical Ameri.l&n woman and her influence on . 
American womanhood bas been very gr• at. Hull 
House and its counterparts in New York · anc! 
other cities, are where one -should look to get at the. 
right type of Americans, men and women, 

Then, Kamaladevi. advocated the ·organising 
of propaganda on behalf of India m the 
States. fhe word "propaganda" stinks io 
the nostrils of educated Americans and 
there are several . institutions and publioatioll!l 
which are devoting themselves to an analysis 
and exposure of propaganda. Some of tbeo wisest 
Americans who . have made great contributions 
to the interpretation of India to America; have 
earnestly deprecated the institution of any propa.o. 
ganda Oil behalf of India in the U. S. A. 'lt will be: 
e¥ploited, one of them told this 'writer, here· for 01111 
own partiuo purposes. The few Indians who were 
making a show of propaganda in the States, have 
not advanced the cause of India, America is wen 
posted in Indian affairs, The Northwestern Univer• 
sity, to take an ·instance, bas a complete set. 
of Indian periodicals and publications which is 
being constantly added to and being kept up 
to-date. It is better that Americans wh" are 
earnest . in their desire to know India. should come 
to India and see things in their natural setting, 
than that Indians should go to America to 
present what, in the nature of thing1, must be a 
truncated picture ot our life and thought. We can 
illustrate this from Kamaladevi's own example, 

Mr. Duff-Cooper, the late Minister of I nfor~ti<?n 
in Brit;lio, happened to addreas a pubhc meeting 10 
America and Kamaladevi attended his meeting. Mr. 
Cooper enlarged on his ~'talking points" whic.b 
created a sensation when published m this country. 
Kamaladevi who is nut a mere decorative woman 
politioian and has made a study of public questions 
10 India and abroad, wanted to correot 11ome 
of Mr. Duff-Cooper's points about lndia. The 
Chairman did not want to have a controversy 
and deolared the meeting dissolved. The audienoe. 
however, wanted the Indian to have a hearing and 
they croll'ded round her. !'his infuriated Mr. ~~If
Cooper and he burst out with, ••What do you AstatiOS 
know about demooracy, having been slaves of 
tyranny aU along P" . He did not realise in his anger 
that for about two centuries his own country was the 
dominant polrU ia India. Mr. Cooper could· have 
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made 1t. telling-point in favour of the British connec
tiiln :with India but for hi$ complete ignorance of 
Indian history. He could have pointed to Kamaladevi 
herself as the outstanding proof of what British rule 
bas done for India, One qf the most emancipated 
woman of India, the like of her would have. been . 
an impossibility under Hindu or Muslim .rule. The 
women's movement in India is, as we have .. often 
said, the .outstanding achievement in the British 
period and for that many things can be forgiven to 
it, . Kamal~devi · complained of discourteous 
treatment when she touched British jurisdiction on 
her return journey. If the Government had an ounce 
of imagination, it would have appointed Kamaladevi 
i·ts Press and Publicity Agent in America,, £he 
can do ten times as much for it by her mere presence 
there, as can Mr. Jocelyn , Hennessy by . all his 
" releases '' during the next two years. 

THE INDIAN Sl'J."UATION. 
.• . . {BY K. CHANDY, KDTTAYAM.) . . 

·The fearless or reckless courage and fair-mindedness 
which are exhibited in Sir Frdncis Youngbusband's 
memorable words, "It may lose us India but we shall 
have gained our own soul," reminds me of a true 
Sbikari story about him which also showed in that 
instance that he took the risk of losing his life for 
saving his 'sporting' soul. Colonel Younghusband, 
at that time probaoly a. Lieutenant or Captain was 
camping in a travellers' bungalow for Shikari. The 
Forest Officer deputed for helping him...._I heard the 
story from this .officer-told him, when he went out 
for . an evening . walk that at . that hour tigers 
sometimes· came very near the bungalow, Sir 
Francis then asked bis servent to bring his 
gun loaded with one bullet, Close to tne bungalow 
they. saw a. tiger -crossing the road slowly alter a 
heavy feed. From where they stood it should 
have been easy to drop the tiger with a single 
shot. Sir Francia, however, took a stone and ' 
threw it at the tiger, in order that it might 
turn round and face him; and he fired only then 
and dropped the tiger with his single bullet. 
The forest officer told me that, when Sir Francis 
picked up the stone, he climbed up an. avenue 
tree-. and got down only after Sir Francis, to 
show that the tiger was quite dead, got up on 
its body and told him it was quite dead. This 
forest officer was a very bold man himself, as I 
knew. 

'Sir Francis is a member of the governing class
those whom Mr. Priestley calls the right people, 
But he is a sage and a mystic besides, and so no 
longer represents that class. It is Sir Altred Knox 
who eriticises him, also Mr. ·Amery and Mr. 
Duff-Cooper (vide Sri Kamaladevi's encounter with 
the last-named in America) who correctly represent 
the right people. When Mr. Amery turned down 
the Punjab Premier's proposal, it seems to be certain 
that be would not look at mine published in the 
Indian &oial Reformer even if it should be brought to 
his notice. India must, therefore, save herself 
without the guidance and leadership of the Secretary 
of State. The right people have plenty of courage
and I thank God for that quality of theirs by which 
we are so greatly benefiting-but they laok the 
reckles$ courage -and willingness to give up the 
whole world for swing the soul, which comes only 
to -tho•e like Younghusband, who have undergone 
the.Ciis~ipline or endured the suffering necessary for 
seeing lofe and death and possessions and the Soul 
iri a co•rect perspective. Wise men who see them- ' 
selves in distorting mirrors, discover defects in their 
own persons previously undetected. The right 
people, if God 'gives them wisdom, should perceive in 

the German Spirit the hugely exaggerated and 
distorted aspect of certain defects which all diehard 
imperialists possess, That 11pirit in the Germans has
to be completely overcome if this world of ours is to 
have security ; but the weaker nations of the earth 
would benefit by this victory only if England and 
the United States of· America. should apply the
Atlantic Charter to all weak nations also. 

This article, however,· is intended to exhibit our
defects and to indicate what we might do at once,_ 
leaving it to wise Englishmen like Mr. Priestley and· 
wise Americans to advise their countrymen, 

When I was in England several years ago; 
1 was ask_ed to speak at a. meeting at -Which;. 
reprc;sentatoves of several natoons were speaking.:. 
COmmg from a country as large as India, and 

: as a subject • ·of H!a Majesty the King, I 

I expected a fatrly semor place. I was asked to 
, speak last. This was probably because India is a 

subordinate country. When India is free, her repre-
sentative will never be the last in such a meeting. 
From the utterances of leading thinkers like Shaw,. 
Wells and Priestley, it is found that, whereas 
China is given a , great, place in the future 
reconstructed world, . India is dismissed with a 
sentence or two a~though <Lll r;ealize that, large 
homogenous countries must count greatly in. the 
future. This is also because India is not free. 

India could be free .only when 'the two great 
communities, Hindus and Moslems, think alike about 
her future ; that is, only •when the Hindu Maha
sabha ideal of a Hindu Raj and the Moslem League 
ideal of Pakistan both .. cease to be important, What 
I feel about these endless- disputes is what the· 
youngest member of a Hindu Tarawad, who never 
expect$ to rule as Karnawan might feel when the 
Tarawad properties are ,being ,dissipated,,;and,.,.the. 
Tara wad prestige is disappearing through litigation 
between· the two most semor members. , 

The voice" of ati irresponsible· 'youngster' might. 
carry no weight. But the time of deliverance is 
daily shortening. Thinking Moslems are already 
feeling that .the .Moslem ·countries are no counter 
weight against Hitler; and that, as 111embers of a 
free India with its vast population and resources. 
they would fare better, Will Hindus similarlv feel 
that Hindu Raj and Caste are in this year 19-U the 
way of destruction; and that there is no hope for 
India unless Hindus and Moslems stand togetheri' 

There are many ways of umon fi!JID, some of which 
are mentioned below, · 

The Indian members of the Viceroy's Council 
might work together as a team in all rna tters of 

· policy. If it is known that they. would resign in a 
body in the event of their joint views not being 
accepted, it is most unlikely that such a contingency 
would be allowed to happen. They might themselves 
call on any expert who believes in No-Party or 
all-Parties government, to put up such a sr.heme" 
both for the Centre and.the Provinces, and give sueh 
a scheme the widest publicity for discussion a!ld 
consideration, The leaders of the various parties in 
the Central Assembly might decide to work and vote 
together in all matters aff.:cting the future of India ; · 
and a common resolution might be passed calling 
on the Secretary of State to fix a time limit for 
making Indians masters in their own household. 
Mr. C. R.ajagopalachary, who is one of the most 
clear-headed and selfless among politicians, might 
get into touch immediately with ·the Premiers of 
.the Punjab and of Bengal for devising ways and 
means to exhibit a common front to the oul$ide 
world, The Congress ministries might immediately 
'resume office, but not as Congress ministries purely. 
In each Provinces, a few Mahomedan ministers-
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abould ILisd be appointed. This would be the belle 
and tho wi'l88t way of undermining Pakistan. 

Tho Molllem Pnwincea-•bol& a lraVe11ty u Chat 
in cne n~me or re~tponsible Party Government 
..._.,e likely Co follow 1uit. · In Madru it would 
be necessary to appoint a J uaticite also.· · Tbe lire is 
1preading and might soon reach· ·the shores of 
India. Would Indian• be 1-u:king again in' p >litic3.l 
foresigtrt, and leave tile motherland to 1ulfcr cbe 
inevlt<ble fate of any bouse which is divided against 
itJetfP I' I •.• 

1 here is time yet, It 1eem• Co me, to save the 
lndi•n · · 1ituation from collapse. May God grant 
pohtic:al wi8don Co all our Hindu and Mabomedan 
kaders. APart from the benefic to India itself, if 
lnd~a get1 a place equal to that of Russia' and China 
at the Coun.Jil Tabl., after the war, the result would 
be great good for the whole world. ,; 

,;,, '• f 

CHRISTIANS I~ THE INDIAN._, 
, . ~ ENVIRONMENT-II .. I : 

' ' J ,• 

(BY JoHN BARNBAS LUCK:NOW,) 
We have eeen that econpmioally, we are dislocated; 

1oclally we have eut ours~lve~ adrift from the 
put a;ld have not yet rol.\nd a new one. Culturally 
we arl= neither of the l!:ast nor of tho West and 
politically w~ are 9glhan!'-t , . r • • . ' ; 

Wbl&t are. the reasons . (or this : atate . ofaffairs ? 
Pirstl!}: We are a prey to the Mission compound 
ment81ity. We wer'e bochly lilted and placed in 
a conlmunal ., ialand. , We, live in,a.world of our 
own protectea from economi.c danger and! social 
oatraojsm. We have. d,;velop!l(l the mental attitude 
or the 1rrog in the .welL, ·. .1 '. 'J , 
8~ 1 While India suffers from political lmperi· 

al11m, I our community is'·· a viotion of Missionary 
lmpcrlalism.-1aught by the Watern Missionary wh<J 
told us what' Christianity ·is', we 'have developed 
an attitude of mind W~ich say!IJ ,tbat that which I 
believ~ 1hould be believed by every one else; my 
religion Is 1u~rior.to your11. Since my Master ia 
the greatllll~ o( teao~ers,.J,beoome ,a superior being 
when oomparr.d' Wttb you, In a sense auch an 
attitude ·-·~.--esaentially- · thecoratia. - And the 
non-Christian 11 . only toe quick to . detect the 
1ubtle · faot that the basic uaumption here ·is 
that the Christi.ln Individual. ia better than other 
men on aooount of. the inherent euperiority of 
Chiristlanlty. Suoh a believer • does ··not· realize 
that this 1ttitude creates the worst kind of priest 
craft. Suoh' a . Christian . aaya in eii'ect, "Do as I 
oy and not a" I do." It would be well for him to 
remeber Dean lnge when he aays 

· 'l'h• general features of a religion ar• determined 
, by the atate ·of culture reached by the peoples who 

1. hold it. , A rellgloa as believed and practised cannot 
be fu.r Ia adwnce of Its worshippers. If a Nation 
Is progreulng, It• relll!'lon wU1 become mora eoll~htened . 
and more eth~ral; If lt Is declining, Its religion will ' 
lose Ita com~eetlon with co~oduct .and wlll degenerate 
Into lormallsm and superstition. ' ! 
Tb&t brings me· direotlv to· the lAW «JUIII.' The ! 

Christian community in India . is being fed on a · 
theology which Is bop,leuly · inadequate and positi
vely· mi~ohievous. That 11 the inexcusable sin 
of tho fore•gn ltlis-ionary 'lllho taught us'Cbriatianity, 
We sulf~r fro~ a ptrtial iqterpretation of 
Christianity, 'lt•'has'b~en lnore 1convenient''for our 
pulpits to pruch . an . Other.wordly , . dpotrine. · 
We.:k aft~r week'thou!iands 'of pulpits in t'his country , 
talco refuge in W.Jrd).', Pilr.a.•~;~, .a.~ ,l\1\ll~Jerhood · 
or the ne.d of convertmg the Individual, without 
being !'l"ady .• ~Q 1 ~,{ht. ~ the, •jdl)li, of world in : 
which thco oorl\1• rt~d individ<~al · 'can live. Aa • 
Reokitt says in •Faittl and So.liety :" 

-It Is not enough f« re!Jgl >n to . be an oxygea 
to help men bratbe in an atmi>spere· t11ey a.Jal\'llp 
attempt to purify. . 
·Hue , that ia · ex1etly •bat we are being tQid t(llfo, 

For lui, religion is oompartmentali:~ed. · Thl!l'e i!l·an 
attempt to mak:e our mind. a Set or pigeon-hole!! and 
set policies. in orie, religron in another. economic• in 
the third and life in quite another, only to be pulled 
out when eafe and convenient. Tbis compu1mental 
mode ot thought ill Weetern and the Indian mind 
whioh recognizes the unity of life, rebels against 
such sact~lege. J~sus· Himself ruthlessly atladlkd 
such priggish representatives of conventional piec.
the Churollmen of his day and the rich and powerful 
eoolt:sraetics-in languag-e none too mild. . Al)ove aU 
He accused them of dividing theory ·from practide 
an:! gave' as a basis of criticisll\ "By the!!' £.uitf; ~hall 
ye know them." . 

The poor preacher tella the good Chrisrian 
Churchman. "Seek ye first the King~om of God" 
and forgets the promise •that "all other thing" ehaU 
be added unto you." Unfortunately by strange 
antics of 1interpretation be is told of a Kingd.o~ in .a 
far-olf Heavenand forgets the fact that Je·us''spblle 
of a Kingdom:oo earth., We are advised,tp lay our 
treasure41 in Heavea and not to worry about mundane 
needs. The marks of a good Christian are to be not 
of the world. ' He is to shun politica for it is fit 
only for heathens. He is not to worry of ec">nomic 
exploitation tor •took at the !iii's of the· fidd,''dte 
Lord that keeps them beautifut,· wi.ll . keep yO'.a 
aatislled." . "Think. no.t of .tomorrow fqr ~morro., 
shall Uke ·eare"of itself." Hence tbe ·go.:Jd lnd•an 
Christian fearing. eo b&:·dllbbed materialistic by hi• 
mis~ionary master, and forgetting the fact tbilt tho 
tnissionary·mastei: iS well guarariteed·rar.all hio:n~da 
berore he sets sail for India, outs himself away f• 0111 
tbe_national.movemenLancl j:COnomic struggle ofthl[l 
maues and gapes at the empty skies lor Manna 
to fall down from Heaven. As Clifford M •nshardt 
in "Christianity in a Changing India" (page 70) s•ys, 
· · A compenoatory ·Heaven does hold attractions f~ 

a people who are denied even the moo.t elementary 
. satl•factlons ot life. ,But can thl~ other-worldly doctrine 

hoi.J and challenge the growing number of educated 
Christian youth P · 
Once we understand this baeio derect in out 

religion we oan understand why the Indian Christiaq 
i~ shy of participating in the National muvem~nc. 
He thinks it is just bad Christianity. 

Fou,tll 1.._ The attitude of the Mi•sionary, and COO• 
sequently that of the Indian Chri,.tian, to other 
Faiths . has been one of competition and ''riOC 
that ·.of . co-operation, In ·a . study of com
parative religion· the , theological sobopls in India 
oompare. the best in Christianity with the wu~t in 
Hinduism aod Islam. Hinduism is depicted . as the 
born enemy of .the good Christian and, the~>,fore, the 
more you light that Satanio religion the b\:ttoll' 
(hr i~tian you are. .. Anllao marches out the aveoral?e 
theological graduate from these fheologioal. Schools 
into the mid~t of non-Christian India as a half-bjkt:d 
theologian of an ill-conceived tht:olC'gy. . . ' : · : 

Fifth :-There are two f~ts stated by vaoious 
members of my community, Some say tl>at' our 
community does not follow a leader, Otn. n 'lilt)' 
our leaders do not lead us. Both, I think, ate fact•, 
But whon 45% ol the community is under tbe 1 humo 
·or furi<g!l Mis

0
sionaries and a go..'ll proportion .,f tho 

rest are: under Government influence o •e can 
unli~rstand the tvpe of leaders~ip a\'ailabte.· · 'V.:~eit 
spme . rise above these two mft<~enoes and !tee the 
ligln .incl try to guide the community. the maj wit)/ 'of 
the. community, with all their 'l!oodwill fur rht'!lll 
ltl&d<n, .re incapacitated from fullowing the 1.,-dd d<ie 
to ttie inft<~encse of. tJlo·,foreignr.·mia.ioaary· and·;mc 
Briti•h Government, 
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(Ree-d.l 
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•1e111 6•,u h.,..h u tmtb, end ao.uoeompn;;.,;,;,jg u juotlee•J 'j• ''. ·· .· ·: ·' • : · . · 
~caoe, lJ1flll ~~ relreot a oinJle Jneh-Apd 1 el/l "• ,..,.d." ' • am ~.t•m""'i: will. not. equlvoeate-1 will eot 

. . r.. . . • · . 1 •. . . , , . . ' . LIAM LOY~ GARRISO .. Ia the IAHr•-· 
' . ) - ' I . ,. • '\ 

•Ooun6.P;o~ilda~• .OONTE:::;~.~I.t ;~;ina~~·s.tai.. j do and·ar¢ ~xpected to do,· that it is humi~ting 
ll'.conoml<llo: ()omml&teei · · .t.a.,. and lbe A~lantlo Ob&nor: to serye the forei~. 'fhe mere attem... to 
Mr.liDDM•Walk....,t,. AmorloaBehlndtb&Soenoo I tuJe as. 'be· . • t"·" · 
Mnnlolpal COunpllo in 'l'ravan. The MllBlhn League; .. : 'I fi • . conquerors, says, Will ruin &feand 
•eoro. r ' . • 1 . r 'SplritnaiB~rvatioa.··· 'f. . . nanCJally. As four·".rths ofth I d" · · 

lndtaa Ia a.pbriotiaa Enviroa., Cbrloti&DI in tne lad ian ' I Hindus the • 't ... r G ' e n mq p~op e.are 
meal:. . . ' . . Envitotlment-III. • . · · · , • > IJia.)On Y ,0 , overnment emploj'ees 

Geaclhlfl aad tho 11al~~&~~. of .. Ohllla and India •. · .~ are · necessarily Hindus. The · Nazis uld 
. 008111'011 Pri.ooaero, , , be J ased . · · .WO 

. · :. · r · •. ' , P e to . know on . the .testimony of thiS 
. · .I r • ~ ·.HOTES.· ' ' · ; ~nonyllJous ·pamphleteer that' "there is ·Coin. 
· "Counter Propagaocla":;..;.Amorig the &ubjects Paf!ltively · a .slllll:.ll.' minority or the. people of 

to be' .dealt with IJy the new!~ created Jn(orma- Indl~ · Y!ho. are g~vmg real help to the. def~era 
tlon De~rtment' or the Government. or India of CIVilization. and the great • majority,' unilel 
ill ment_t~~ . "~nter . · Propagand~'~ for which .the plea of -y.rha~ ther tern;~· P91itical. expediency 
there ill tb be a. Dtreet0r. . InformatJoo Bufeau IS . suvportmg . the' .. G<rmans.'! .·' )"his' is a~ 
F_ihn Broadcasting and the Chief Presa Aavise; frig~ '~nd'; ~lcula~' lie' as . few ~.'I~" 
a~ 'the ether items In .the' schedule of the sympatb!ze Wit~, much)~.' su~port, German, 
Department. · ~-~~ first two'' ·are '.themselve& ~e!~~- . ~~~. m~ !>a.' something rotten ~n a 
agepcles ()£.: · pjlganda:. ~The 'third ill 'the PIVJitfatJ~I\ •f . •t. 1~n ~ ~~roy~· by such

1 

name'!' adVIce is also ~It eff'ecti~ propagandist. met~Q4s. .There.·~ nothulg .11ew · an· this tract.' 
Whatls counteT•J'I:Opaganda e <:oQnter to whom Th~.'w~~~ . seems ~ bil.v;e. a kindly }eeling tot' 
and to what?~ We' regard thi:1 as a serious I~dlal). Ltberals ~he remarks; . •·If any party 
Menace· to goOd feeling .betwee'-· Government can.brtng about~ settlement., between the Htqdu ' 
and the.' public .and :~tween: the several'cfasses Mah9J1J~dan an~· Other. elemerltli in lnlfia,· ·m; 
and creeds;. 1 It will be inevitably 'cbnfQSed with own: vie~. is' that the 'leaders of the

1 
Liberal 

the sort of.' t'ropagaoda: of ·which· we·:·received Party .,and other' similar parties·'siarid tie t:itst' 
a sp~i~n · t~is w~k' \.'~~llies ~r Gernmo!l in' chaJl~ of d.>i'ng; this.''" Bu~ the;' LiMrals them~ 
India, .. •s tbe. title of a. \:tosely prmted,. tract' of selves bave .bee a· jlrging the .COnkress 'to 'return'· 
eight pages. 

1 
The name-of the author or 'the to o.ffice from m~!IY. pfatforms I · ,Tile danger of' 

orgamz<Atl~; at·. whose ·.· ins~nce the' tract is the. countet~propaganda .'being. ,included in the' 
issued

1
}snot s-ive~;' _The name of .the Press Information· Department ·iS 'that it·will' get

1 

whe.:e It. was. prmted an" I' tqe -~~me of the identifid With irrespon!lible, intemperate criticislllSi I 
publiSlier, both ·required ,y Ilaw-;1 are' omitted. of this type·, and thi!i! wi~l r~Rect .oo t~e ·relationS'. 
The · e_nvelope: '!;lears the· pos_tmatk "Bombay' of the Govemmen't. with the p11b)id. 'A. GOv;;m-' 1 

and tbe·v;· m~rk~ Is ·rubber-stamped at the ment.~~t,hit~~~lt.m~s~standupon its.~ro,: 
·Jeft-hanJ tofner With the th~er dots . aod a answenng ·. ~:rtttCJSJllS ··. tn . open ·. d~bate in, the,' 
dash.··· The: tract fr6m ·first • to, last is a Legi~la!ure.. ,Counter·prop:i:ramla by G.>vem~· 
scurrilouS attack bn ·~he. Cohgre!S rand' Brahniins ment "rll ·pa. r~lyl· th~ sectton;o( !he .~ublic and,. 
a~d Banlas in· the' style of "The Menace: of the.~~ whtfh ,str1ves to; ~amtahl .a high 
Hin~t1 'Imperialism'' recently. notiCed' io' these standard of fatm.ss and equtty 111 1ts attttu.1e to 
columns. The only dilference is that, while the to all parties and l:on'lmun,ties. . · · '·· · •· · 
bo,)IG made :a· pretence: or: :being based. i:m . Ec11no:UISts: Co~mittee ;~Th~. t:J~ ofi~iM-
hiator!cal fa~ts,; tha ti'act :ind11lgea in ·:blatant ing ~ iCoBS4!tative, Committee· o( eCon?mists ~. 
asstrhOI\8 whtch are on the face of them absurd. advise Govemm;stt on problems· of. pooit-war 
For example, the writer menwns as evideoce of reconstrllCtkn.. is, as _Sir Ramaswami Mud ,liar· 
thG mathiavdlianlsm ofthese elements~ tbat:;the claimed in his addreSs at·. the' :e>pening of the 
British admlnistratton itt thill country Consists of meeting of the Commit•ee I~ wee~, uu;que iD ' 
a few -Bl-ltons · and . all. the. rest of it is run by the anntls of the dovernment of lnJn• · l:iut that 
Indian.'\i . If : the ' writer :had: the: Slightest in it;elf does not ~ve that it ii S.>Und.: A gro~at 
knowlellge bf 1ha Ct>nditionl• ot' British rule in part of Sir Ramaswaq~i's . address was devottd 
India, be !would have real1sed &hat'.' this- ia~.th~ to impre$!itlll on . the assen:able.l econom.•sts the . 
balJc feature :of. British ludiOlll administration• horizons i;)ey-?Dd which tJtey, .~o~ ;~ ,~tend, 
Seeley, in his •· Expansion of England," points therr vi.ton : ' 
out that Hritish rule in India. cannot be The laymao., the eac-'ce :Member nmJncled 1M 
mainlained if Indians begin tO feel, alt Europeans eo.-i~~Mo..,. oot coacel'ued widl tho.o "'"-"' 
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of ""?nomic thoug~t in which there was endless scoj:le J action. . As it is howeve. r fie line taken bv th . 
)ar ddference of op1nion but with practical suggestions, 1 ·M I' . Lea ' I . ' . " · e 
(llnd the ftlore agreement was achieved among economists us 1m · · , gue mere f'. ex. cates members ··of 
on those suggestions, the greater was the chance of that party In the Legtslat~ret· from an uncom-

; ~he layman and the administrator accepting them. , fortal)le position, while it removes all obstacles 
What 'Sir l{amaswami requires of ·.this '1 in the path o£ the new Muslim members of 
Committre of economists i.'f not what is j the Viceroy"s Executive Council. One of 
scientifically sound but what the layman and ·J lhem, Sir Sultan Ahmed, had dtfied the man· 
th.e. :administr:ator .. whQ is also assumed to be · date of the League; for, though be had 
a layman, will accept. We ~annot help j declared that he was not one of the men chosen' 
thinking that the layman and the administrator for the newly created posts on the Council but 
ean ' settle this · among ' themselves • c without .. had been appointed to fill the place v~ated by 
dragging in the economist whose proper function Sir Mahomed Zafrullah, his position bad not 
is. to, ~vise , what. l!-~cording to his. science been .aa:epte~ by Mr. jinnah. Sir Akbar . t 
would be the most,. appropriate thing to do. Hydan and Str Feroze Khan Noon are · nOt 
It . is the business of Sir Ramaswami as an members of •. the League and, therefore · 
a~ministrato~. with h.is staff, of experts to (or- according to the inexorable logic of th~ 
Mul,llte · sch.ei:ne:!. .' · f!e, ~nnot, shove , t~~t' duty : ~uslim Lea~ue's ~sition to~ay, not repres7nta- . 
on .. to . the. econonus~ •.. The economiSts. will i tlve of Mushm optmon. · It 1s to. the credtt of 
suJ;lject his schemes t,o the .tests of their. science i Mr. )innah that he . will not accept from the: 
ariiJ,J adyise, not hi~,. but · the publi~tb~· .so~ j' Go.vemme~t ~ I'Ol!ition. inferior. ~ the ~ne on: 
~!Jed. layman-where . the . official scheme is whtch he msists 10 hts negottatlons wtth the -
fauJty an.d should be,ni.en~ed. The Legisl~ture.is I Congress. But when this is conceded, all bu• 
tbe'Rroper: body to pronounce final ju!lgment . in been said that can be in fa'!our of the_ attitude_ 
the !igl!t Qf the econol)lists' criticism,s •.. Instead he has taken up., Had :the Muslim Leagu: 
o(. ;this natural process •. ~ir Ramasw~mi. wants A~bly,Party continued atte.nding. the legi.;la~ 
*lie·~nemists to· func~ioil as; bis'pe~al 'and ture, they would" have had<t,o oppose, every. 
private advisers. It the administrator and his staff actipn of the Muslim members of the Viceroy's . 
do opt k~ow wh~~ they ,'":~rit,. it

1 
would 'ob~i()usly ~unciL. ~· Jinnab ~ ·.uncan~ci~usi.Yaroided , · 

be.!fl,e flght. tbmg. t~~Gk .the lot, ·and_ put in th1s; necesstty of creati~ ~ spltt m, tlte. com-, 
thetr place men . who :kl)o~ something of their · muntty. •. W ~ say u9~onsctously, because had_ it , 
~ti;iir~s. 'The'. functJors ','"·hich · are ·;aSsigned been del• berate, he would surelf_have-resisted 'the-~ 
t!) .. the, five Sul;l-Conjmittees"·sir. Ramaswami temptation of representing an ·eSsential attitude: 
propOses., tQ: S!t . .'up, '-areJJiuinin~in'g.~::'fh'ey. 1 ofcoitjlpromise as <!De of ·~nbend~ng: opposition: 
care(ully e~clu,de _.tl:j~ flllld~lnentali::;sl!e's _whjch; 1 t<? the Government.: It 1s t>bvtous fro~. ~is., 
a~e · ~n~gmg. ~be at~¢.ntiog," o[' ·_ecoooimsts · s~atemen~ t~a~ Mr: Jmna~Jefuse!l to rec_ogmse, 
lx1daY;:. ,namely,, p()pulattoq.· and:' food. I hts,corel•gtontst,sJq 9ffice.~·.representat1vesol. 
~ir. ~aillasw~~i, .in fact; wa~~d'hil · eccinom~· 1 his community.,. ~nsequentl~. t~.e,initiative, has ; 
ag ... amst, I9o. k.mg; to.o far :~h1lld.· .,of.:~~~~.· ~sk.l passed ou~ of., .hts,. ban. ds. m.~'t tltose. !'f:.hill:: 
he s~t. tq ·them •.. What. Cll~j, the/'econohusts I opponents who are today, by b•s,own acuon.as-. 
~y .aJJ~t. P?ft~'Y~r. demobil!f.ation .. '.~hie~ . is · sociat_ed wit.h theGovernment. 'T~ere is. a school: 
a f~Gtlon ,ot: .tlle-, f)~t, Si!b~to~~itteef, ·. Or of thought ~q the count:f today,-r~hmgJrom ,, 
ab9ut. ,the • dtsposal pf· c~tift,_c:ts.· .. ~ ·- flihctiory ~r. M._ N. ~oy; and ~:.Pe;mocrat•c_. Un!on to [ 
of. ~~F ~cond ?; ,Po:vern~en,t ,pur~h!l~l$,:are 'a Str :CeJ Bahadur Sap!"',!l'ht';h tloJds ~at po.wet , 
fllnr;:ttqnpf the ~~.,Su!):.Fomt!it~ee,,'a ~~!iltet ca~ _crea,te, a followmg. ~.It~~ na.rd Ito' .¥ieve ' 
of,, ,salesma~shtp .. ,an( , oo~ .lfol'i E,'cpnomi~~ that. 1· thll,:; e~panded Exec~uve, ~uru:tl. r,~ill i 
~be; fourth. S11b.Commtttee'. 1$ .t0 'advise"oti not, put , 1t ·to the .,test.; .. The ,.~tase of, 
iqt~rnjll/ a':Jd" :Yitl!rl)a~io!l\11'. !r<IC1e,; ~nd 'agrieul~ Con~ political ;prisoners. wh.i~,;l!e~an· .. this ·, 
tural.de:velopment-vast subJ~:ts;. each of which week tn Madras and, Bombay, pught well be · 
viould1~ ;fequire·. prol~nge,d;'stl'd .by inaity 'ffiind~ the ,first gesture in a; complic:tte~ ·move~ .. Bj', 
'(lle .last,CommJtlee ~s to C:q-or inatelhe work of placmg ::t~e dem\Dds of ,the Muslim League on . 
the . ~cu~ . other ,\. qmmitt!!e.s •. A ·. m. ot. e J to. pi. cal · an. imposstble !evel-=~fty ~er ce~t representati~ . , 
d~scnpti:>n woul~ ~e .~'mop tip'~ ;e mes$. ~made for ... the r.Mushm com~umty·at \~e c~tre and 10 ,. 
by,the;,.four, Cpmm•ttee. s., Und · the ~. xpanded th~_p:ov.1~ce~Mr. J1,nnah, bas, fac1b~at~ .the . 
Council scheme, Members.'are o ,iol!sly at lllos!i task of bnngmg together all o!her .parties Jq. the i 
t?., fip~~.w,ork. ·!"(~be:m~elves; . '¥!-~ch~ bh~eii- coun~~·: : : . . , ._ .• :· :> 
time .1s 11pent 10 travelbng .from Ol)e' end '·to .Mumc:lpal Couoc:lls. ia. Travaru:ore =~The 1 

t~~ other of th'ecountry~;w~tho\1~ an)' appreciable: administration rep.>rt i~ued by 1 the Trav'lncore.: · . 
~~nefipo the country., • : ~· · ' " .. : .. c.u ~ • '·· Government_ on, the . working ,of .Muni!=ipal , 

'Mr.:' Jinnah'~ Walk·out :.._After ~e;111eeting · Councils · in .. the. State during 1940, covers 
ot the, Muslim 'L.ePgue·Working 'Co!Jimittee in seventeen. councils •. The ~report is of interest · 
Delhi; 'Mi. Jinnah .announced i11 the Le~islative in. view of the . dosing d·>wn .-.or several muni
ASS<!'Illbly la:;tT~esday the'dec:isbn of his party. cipalitiesi-in Bornbay Province:, for ineft'ectiv~.· 
to abstain from participation in the d~liberations ' work. · Municipalities· in Jndi~ have1 not been. 
of' .the- present· session. The statement which markedly successful. Public interest has bee~ 
carried this 4ec~sicn~ ~9 CQUC~ed' in' woNts lac:iing arid the number .oCuncontested electionS
which Jouglit ·to- bavll ·culminated' iii · sti'pnger in.· several .of the 'J.'ravancore municipalities 1 

:a:,~. iJ ·: rt.· ~· - . , .. 
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bears witness tJ 'this. The Chief Secretary :to 
the Government repeatedly warns the councils 
to speed up the work of collecting arrears of 
revenue which, in Trav-tncore as elsewhere. have 
been mounting up. There are only tw., munici~ 
palities, Parut and Trhtandrum, which show 
btisfactory work,· Very few of the Munici
paliliee undertake educational wprk though 
all of ·them engage in remunerative enterprises 
lik~ the running of markets. The figures 
supplied in the reports on vital statistics· are 
far. too . inadequate t9 allow of allY. deductions, 
.V ~ry frequently th~ deaths . frorp . what lire 
(lassified as "other fevers," "other diseases" 
and 'other causes'' . amount to over 6 0 per cent 
of \he total deaths. The system of registratiol). 
of deaths which is practically ~=Cmpulsory in 
npst of the towns, cannot \le called efficient in 
the face of this grave defect. lq comparing, the 
repprts Sl!bmitted by the Trivandrum Muni~ipal 
CounciJ witll those from. other towns, one· is 
struck by the greater detail~ ~hown against the 
capital of the State. Even Trivandrum, however, 
featur~. its Jarg~st single CjlUse of death as 
"other causes." Nor can one fail to be struck 
by the fact tha~ in nearJy aU Travancore towns 
diaorrhea and dysentry !ake a heavier toll than 
.;any other disease. There is an obvious co-relation 
betwee•t this feature of city life and the drainage 
sy&tem ; and it is to be regretted that drainage 
.;and water work~ have had to be held up owing 
to diffi9ulties found in getting pipes in wartime. 
Ttte'al,tmin1mation'repor~ co~lcl with profit 'give , 
an introductory general survey 'of the. working' of 
the Municipalities in the State. The Travancore 
Government makes a special feature of publishing 
every year reports on the wcrking 'of each 
·department. Besides · the Municipal Councils 
report, ,there are reports on tho Public Works 
Department, on Water Works and Drainage, 
on the j\taramat and other Department$. 
1'he past year has been aq eyentful one in so far 
11.8 it has seen the progress of many important 
works-notably .the completion of the Sethu 
Parvatibai Wator. Works at Alleppey, and 
electrification of the Leper Colony at Noornad, 
The practice o£ publishing annual reports shopld 
be adopted by all States. · 

Indian In a Christian Environment :-We 
' publish this week the third and concluding 
portion of Mr. Barnabas' study of Indian 
Christians which largely, almost exclusively 
in fact, relates to conditions in the .. United 
Provinces. Mr. l:iarnabas gives several in· 
teresting facts. His main object, however, 
is how to persuade Indian Christians to change 
over from an allegiance which was once fruittul 
but has now become oppressive, to another 
which promises to hold out good prospects 
in the t'uture. Time is on the side ot such an 
adjustment as however long it may take, 
political rontrol must come into Indian hands 
"'d Christians in India as Christians elsewhere 
must live with their fellow-countrymen. 
In fact, Mr. Bamjlbas and others of bis 
wnind aro not so much forces for c:hange 
as signs of the times. We are surprised 

• 

to see· in Mr. Barnabas' hisforicll ~survey 
the charge of petse(IJtjon le.velledvagainst caste 
Hindus of the pre-mutiny period. Mr. Barnabas 
forftets that politically _the Hindu. and Muslim 
were nowhere whilst the niissionary ha\1. gained 
an influence with the Government which cast i~ 
protection on the convert. The old -missionary:-:1-
traces of him can be still seen now and then in 
the columns .of the Dnyanmlaya-revelled iD 
abuse of the other religions which his proselytis• 
ing brought him in conflict with an~ his convert 
sought favour in the eyes of his- guardian -by 
following his example. All this forms· • ;the 
background to · Christhn-Hindu relations~ 
Mr. Barnabas says that the conversion of caste 
Hindus belonged to the pre-mutiny ·periOd. 
We would rather trust one who was a 
c6ntemporary of pre-mutiny India and· who. 
himself played no mean part in the !X)nversion 
of caste Hindus. The Abbe Dubois writes: 

The Hindu who embraces Christianity; is 
uot considered to belong t<;> the same · nation 
as themselves, because his new religion 
forces· him to reject those customs and 
practices which they regard as the link binding 
them indissqlubly together. · · · · 

Mr. Barnabas might consider recent history 
where a Christian Mission was able to crush a 
progressive movement within its Church by expell• 
ing the non-Indian agitators and subduing their 
Indian fellow workers. ·Where is the Kristagrab 
movement· today? ·He· may get the answer in 
Lucknow. Mr; Barnabas glances superficially 
at the causes which 'might have led to the · lack 
of appeal· of Christianity as shown b)' the 
fall in conversion figures. ' But it · is surprising 
that he neglects two o( the most owious causes: 
The first ·is, and -this· is true of the mass 
converts, · ·that Christianity does ·not · pay 
so well nowadays. Secondly, ·the Indian is 
beginning to apply to the religion- of the 
missionary the tests applied to his religbns by 
the missionary-" By their fruits you shall know 
them.'' And the fruits, whether in Europe or 
in Asia, are not very appealing, to say the least. 

Gandbiji and the Release of Congress 
Prisoners :-The release of a few s1tyagrahi 
prisoners in Madras and of Mr. B. G. Kher and 
Mr. Morarji Desai in Bombay at the be~inning 
of the week raised high· hopes of a possiblo 
revision of Congress policy which Gandhiji'a 
statement on Friday morning somewhat d>!mp~cl. 
As a matter of fact, G:~ndhiji holds out the hope 
that, if freedom to speak against this war artd aU 
war is allowed, then the Cons-ress will cease all 
agitation. This is a point which Government 
might safely concede. If the arrest of populaf 
leaders for shouting anti-war slogans hu nPO 
impeded the war effort, then surel)' giving them 
liberty to do so will not worsen matters. Govern
ment, as a matter of fact, has failed in its 
declared policy towards satyagrahis. It has 
succeeded m the tentative, experimenta,l feele.., it 
has put forward in some pro\incea by allowing 
slogan-shouting satyagrahis latitude and by 
keeping arrests dowo. Jt shoul4 pro:it by ·i._ 
experience of the past two years. 
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THE PROSPECT FOR INDIAN STATES. 
, . The fact that the principal allies of Rritain 
in the war are the United States and the Sovit!t 
Union has a significance for the rulers of 
Indian States too obvious to be lost on the most 
self-complacent. Soviet Russia, although it has 
shed many of its Bolshevik features, retains 1its 
proletarian basis. In the absence of any other 
explanation, it is not unsafe to presume th'lt it is 
this which has endowed the Russian army 
which, under. the Tsarist regime, scattered like 
chaff before a gale, with the will and the 
strength to resist practically without help the 
terrific. Nazi onslaught with a courage and 
determination which has extorted grudging 
acknowledgment from the Germans them
selves. The influence of the Soviet Union 
r-"ill be cast entirely on the side of popular 
government in the Indian States as well as in 
Hritish Inuia when the time comes for a peace 
settlement. American sentiment is not much 
more favourable to the Princes. If anything it 
is aggravated by a rooted prejudice against 
them due to the follies of some of them when 
on . a visit to the States. The propaganda of 
the States Peoples' Conferences and the 
experience of some American visitors to India 
have intensified in the American mind the 
prejudice which sometimes finds fantastic ex
pression. Edgar Snow, one of the best known I 
American journalists, author of "Red Star 1 

over China'', has, in "The Battle for Asia," 1 

devoted a few pages to India, with casual I 
references to the States. Here is his idea of the I 
Princes and their position in Indian polity-

Tile Princes' territories .,,.,constitute the social 
. wastelands of the East, the regions of permanent 
decay. Purely parasitic, the princes contribute nothing 
to India's society but oppression for the people and 

. glamour for the tourist, while they exact astounding 
tributes tor their personal amusement and luxury. 

More in this strain. This is a travesty of 
conditions in the well-administered States and 
even in the moderately progressive ones. It is 
a description applicable to a small minority of 
Princes who have abandoned the old lights 
without acquiring- new ones. ·Unfortunately, 
however, the good States by their own action in 
associating themselves with and making common 
cause with the bad States in what is called the 
Princely Order, have assisted the confusion of 
the whole lot in the minds of foreigners. Against 
the combined influence of Soviet Russia and the 
United States, Great Britain, even if she be 
willing, -will be unable to· stand by the Princes 
if the latter do -not bestir themselves betimes to 
get behind them the support of their own people. 
'. ~he Princes are · not without· apologists, 
mostly. retired British officers of the Indian 
Pclitical Service who look back on the time 
they lorded it over . Indian Durbars · as the 
golden period of their lives destined to ·end;· 
in,:~he case of most of 'them, in the inglorious 

••• ~ J ~ -· •• f ' 

obscurity of a London suburb. · These people 
consider that the only Indians who possess 
some fraction of their own superb capacity 
for rulership, are the Princes and not the 
British Indian, especially Congress, politicians 
whom they hate and fear but profess to 
despise. This class whose influence on British 
opinion is in ordinary times very slight, advocates 
the distribution of British Indian Provinces 
among neighbouring Indian States under 
British suzerainty as the best and readiest 
solution for the Indian problem. ·The 
British Government will continue to exercise 
all its present power and more but will 
have no responsibility which will lie with the 
Princes, One of the ablest of them, Sir Walter 
Lawrence, in his book "The India We Served" 
published in 1928, advocated this step in 
preference to any other. Sir Walter saw much 
of the Indian States chiefly in Rajputana. 
His most important work was the Land Revenue 
Settlement of Kashmir. He next served ail 
Private Secretary to Lord Curzon when he was 
Viceroy. He came back to India witn the late 
King George as his Secretary when as Prince 
of Wales the latter visited India. Writing 
of the Morley-Minto reforms, he says that 
they were unsuitable to the country .as they 
had 'no foundations in Indian life. · The British 
Indian bureaucracy will not, he thought, work 
without British personnel. "I regard," heobsserves ·- ' the average Indian State as better suited to til~ 

happiness and temperament of the Indian than 
the huge unwieldy administrations which are responsi· 
ble for the vast provinces or tile Indian continent. 
And, I believe that tile average state ruled by 
the standard of the Rajas, which I have know~~o 
is better calculated to bring contentment and opportu
nities to tile people than is the present system or 
British India, a bureaucracy of British mark, largely 
administered by Indian•· 

This scheme would have worked admirably had 
it been adopted a century ago but today it 
would require putting back the whole country 
into a moral and mental condition which has 
been outmoded in every department of life even 
in the most isolated corner of India, The Indian 
State and the village community, Sir Walter 
says, are the two indigenous institutions, which 
have survived. Both, however, ceased to 
retain their indigenous character when the 
British became · rulers. The Indian State 
became a pale shadow of itself when it entered 
intO' treaties with ·the British Goverl\ment. 
"One bad consequence of these subsidiazy 
treaties is," wrote Colonel Wellesley (later the 
Duke of Wellington) of his brother, the 
Marquis of ·Wellesley's policy, "that they 
entirely annihilate the military power of the 
government with which we contract them. · I 
would preserve the existence ·of the State and 
guide its action by the weight of British 
influence.'' This is exactly what Sir· Walter 
Lawrence wants to do today after· one hundred 
and thirty years since· it was suggeste4 by 
Colonel Wellesley. ·Sir Walter describes with 

,just pride the· transform~tion', ~lfected ~~"hi~ 
--· !·-····· ·-'·''' ·•·· ~·.J.·.·:;· ·'· 
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revenue Settlement in Kashmir in three short 
years •. ·Yet he thinks that after neai"ly two 
hundred years of British administration the 
provirces will meekly acquiesce in their distribu
tion amon!l the neighbouring States. The same· 
may be said of the village community. The 
village community today is not governed by the 
panchayat as Sir Walter Lawrence says, but 
by petty officials appointed by the provincial 
governments. Even during ·the thirteen years 
since his book was . published, the relations 
between Princes and their subjects have radically 
changed. The States' People Conferences have 
been insisting fanatically on having full 
representative and responsibl~ ·government. 

Sir Walter Lawrence's. scheme will not 
commend itself to politically-minded India. All 
the same in the stress of circumstances the 
British Government may find that it is the only 
way in which they can relieve themselves 
of their responsibility should · the. course 
of events necessitate it. Some of the 
Princes, at least, seem to contemplate such 
a possibility by the way in which they 
are reacting to the present situation. The 
Government of India too ·is acting on Sir 
Walter's advice to regard the; Princes as the 
natural leaders of India. But · their American 
and Russian Allies will have a say in 
the matter and unless they are convinced by 
.reforms in the · States, calculated to establish 
the confidence. of the people in their rulers, it 
will ·not be easy tci · adopt the course 
recommended by Sir Walter. . All those who 
wish the larger and well-governed States to 
exist and become a wholesome factor in shaping 
the future of India, will be pleased if the 
Princes move betimes in the direction of 
associating their people with themselves in the 
government. -· 
t

Aney and the Atlantic .Charter :-The .opening 
o the autumn session of the Indian Legislative 
Assembly at once exposed the anomalous. posi, 
tion of the Indian spokesman of the Covernment, 
Mr. M, S. Aney. To questions about the 
British Prime Minister's declaration that the 
Cha.ra:r did .not apply to India;· Mr~·' Aney gave 
answers wh1ch would have come with less bad 
grace from his English colleagues •. 'J'he only 
self-respecting- answer which an Indian can give 
to such questions is that he regretted the Prime 
Minister's declaration and would do his best to 
get it altered. A more spirited reply would 
have been that the Atlantic Charter itself has no 
particular significance and Indians need not worry 
themselves and him about it. Mr. Aney did not 
adopt any of these alternatives. His reply did 
not differ In the least from what Sir Reginald 
Maxwell would have given in his' place. The 
moral is obvious. Mr. Apey went in hoping to 
swallow the . bureaucracy. . 'l'h11 bureaucracy 
has swallowed him instead. 

-

AMERICA BEHIN:D THE SCENES.·'~ 
The United States are very much to the fore· 

nowadays. 'Their help in the War is vital to1 

Great Brita in. The constitution of the States 
has fascinated Mr. ·Amery and is being put for-. 
ward as the model for India in respect of on 00£ 
its features, namely, irremovable executive.' 
The personality of President .franklin Roosevelt 
overshadows every other as the architect of the 
world's destiny. On all the three subjects, light' 
is thrown in "After Seven Years", by' Professor 
Raymond Moley (Harpers: New York). Mr .. 
Motey was one of the Brain Trust of .President 
Franklin Roosevelt during his first term: 
Mr. Moley describes his first meeting with 
Mr. Roosevelt when he · was Governor 
of New York. Mr. Roosevelt looked at 
Mr. Motey steadily and said: "Make no mistak~t 
about it. I don't know why anyone would 
want to be President, with things m t,he shape 
they are now." Mr. Roosevelt's candidature· 
is being actively pushed forward, Mr. Moley 
knew. Answering, the thought, the questiol) 
behind the words; Motey replied '.that. he 
would be delighted to help in any· way 
he could. Mr. Roosevelt nodded approv
ingly. Moley leaves the impression on · the 
reader of his book that this oblique, way 
was the natural way of Mr. Roosevelt in 
indica~ing his intentions. No man, it ·has been 
said, is a hero to his valet. Private Secret<Lry
ship is mental valetipg and· few · men are 
heroes to their Private Secretaries. Moley was. 
not Private Secretary. He was Assistan~ 
Secretary to the Secretary of State officially but 
his functions were mon; those of a personal and 
Private Secretary than of a. State · official.',. 4 
kook of this kind would notbe' allowed, publica· 
tion in Great Britain. · lt deals with. 1 wpat' hi 
Britain would be treated as· Cabinet secrets 
not to be published · without the · King'~ 
permission. In the United . States censor· 
ship of any kind is prohibit~d . by the . Con~ 
stitution and Mr. Moley makes free use of 
the freedom accorded by the constiMion.· · • 

The first business of the President on his election 
is to choose his Cabinet. Mr. Moley gives an 
interesting, almost thrilling, account of how this 
business was managed. The most . important 
office in the Cabinet is that of the Secretary of 
State. Cordell Hull had definite views on 'J'arilf 
reform which differed fundamentally from those 
of the New Deal of which Moley was the leading 
exponent. There were other difficulties. HuU 
pointed out that the office of Secretary of State 
entailed social responsibilities and cost a lot of 
money. And since he was a man of modest 
means and hated entertaining, be was not sure he 
ought to accept. The Pte$ident wanted Moley 
to be a sort of personal adviser with the office of 
Assistant Secretary of State, How would Hull 
accept this arrangement ? · '' No Secretary or 
any department," Moley remarks, "was likely to
be overjoyed at having an Assistant wbo saw 
the President more often than he, who knew .tho 
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President's minq better, and,who was ,asked to I 
handle. matters of which. the Secretary .knew 
nothing." When Moley represented this to the 
President, the latter gave him in writing the· 
functions. which he expected him to perform. 
This is a common thing in Indian States 
and Mr. Roosevelt's methods, as described 
by Moley, approximated more to those of an 
Indian Prince than to those of the British Indian 
bureaucracy. Hull accepted the Secretary of 
Statesbip with Moley as his nominal Assistant. 
But this led to frequent misunderstandings-the 
most crucial being at the London Economic 
ConfErence where Hull was head of the American 
Delegation and Maley followed as the President's 
personal representative. The happenings at 
this Conference are described in detail. The 
President had given. a set o£ instructions to the 
Delegation. Through Moley he conveyed other 
instructions which did not tally with the first set 
and which led Hull to suspect that Maley was 
meant to supersede him. Explanations followed. 
The President sent later a third set of instruction!! 
which led to the adjournment of the Conference 
sine die. 

In connection with the President's contra· 
dietary instructions, Maley gives an interesting 
account of a private conversation which 
he had with the British Prime Minister, 
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, and for which he was 
taken to task when he returned to the 
United States. Mr. Hull complained that 
the interview with the British Prime Minis
ter without his knowledge, was an act of 
disloyalty. Mr. Moley has several pages on the 
attempt of the President to get power to 
reorganise the Supreme Federal Court when it 
turned down many of his New Deal measures 
as contravening the constitution. The opposition 
to the President's proposal was strong and 
Moley himself was one of the leaders of the 
opposition. Eventually the President abandoned 
his plan but got his object by appointments for 
vacancies which opportunely occurred. Inciden
tally Maley throws light. on the ways of the 
British Government. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald 
who was Premier, wanted personally to go to 
Washington to negotiate on the war debts. 
The permanent officials backed by influen
tial conservative politicians were opposed 
to his going. But he insisted and, not 
being able to stop him, two secretaries were 
added to his staff who effectually prevented 
any talk on. the subject of debts during 
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald'~;~ visit to Washington. 
He was guest of the President at White House 
and had delightful talks on many subjects but 
the debt problem was not touched .and remained 
exactly where it was when he set out on his return 
voyage. Mr, Moley records among the Presi
dent's idiosyncracies that he would absent-minde
dly give the same piece of work to five different 
persons and would be flabbergasted when each 
of the. men brought his elaborate report on 
the subject. Differences between the PresidEt~~t 
and Maley multiplied and the latter decided. to 

quit office and start a weekly paper, ,, r oday." 
Moley criticised some of the President's plans 
in his paper, to which the latter took objection 
on the curious ground that the new weekly owed 
its importance to the editor having been his 
Assistant Secretary of State. Moley replied that 
while, as Secretary, his duty was to carry out 
the· President's instructions, as editor he had a 
different duty, to give his independent views on 
men and measures to his readers. 

THE MUSLIM L'EAGUE. 
A meeting of the Working Committee of the 

Muslim League was held at Delhi on October 25-26. 
There were three important questions before the 
session. The first was the positioa of the Islamic 
countries of Iran, Iraq and Syria; the second related 
to the attitude to be adopted to the coming session 
of the Legislative Assembly session; and, lastly, the 
case of Mr. Fazlul Haq, The League decided 
to abstain from attending the Assembly session 
and Mr. Jinnah made a statement in the Assembly 
on the second day announcing the decisioo. Negotia
tions between Mr. Jinnab and Mr. Fazlul Haq . were 
unsuccessful and, according to press reports, the 
League Working Committee did not pay very 
serious attention to the appeals and threats of 
the Bengal Premier. On both these issues the 
session was Mr. Jinnah's completely. What of the 
third? A peculiar mystery hangs over the resolu
tions of the Muslim League on questions 
relating to Islamic countries overseas. At the 
Bombay session, the press reports gave detailed 
accounts of the proceedings and the text of all but 
one resolution adopted by the Le.1gue; but on the one 
there was a I aconic reference-the "League adopted 
a resolution on Iran." Now comes Delhi. The press 
report gives an account of Sir Sikandar Hyat's 
speech on a resolution relating to Muslim countries, 
It also states that he was interrupted when he 
condemned the ex-Shah of Iran, and Mr. Jinnah had 
to intervene to secure him a hearing. Yet nobody 
seems to have opposed Sir Sikandar's presentation of 
the position. Sir Sikandar warned his hearers that 
they were expected to give a lead to Muslims in the 
country, A resolution, we are told, was adopted 
on Iran which, Mr. Jinnah said, was a substantive 
resolution. He explained the resolution in these 
words; 

It had been the avowed and declared policy of the 
Allies to destroy aggtession and protect and 
safeguard the sovereignty of small nations. That was 
their principal aim. Indian Mussalmans had no 
voice in the administration of their country. They 
did not know what •" the facts ' were. They were, 
therefore, apprehehsive about the Muslim countrieS 
and it was up to tha British Government to remove 
those fears and app:-ehensions of Indian MussalmaDs 
by definite deeds. This was all that the resolution-
asked for. ' 

But · no newspaper has given the .. text of ·the 
resolution, The absence of the oppos1t1on speeohes 
and the non-publication of the Bom~ay. and 
Delhi resolutions on 'Iran, leave the public With no 
means of judging the feeling of the .secand ~r&"est 
party in the country. The sustain~ om_tsston, 
acoording to the Bombag (J/ironic/8, IS the 
work of the Chief Press Adviser's office. . If 
it is so, then it is a great disservice to 
the League, to the Government and to the people 
of this country as a whole. We would suggest that 
the Government rely more on the strengtb of their 
case and the essentiaL justness of their policies 
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<than on the rather primitive expedients of censorship 
.and banning. 

Sir Sik•ndar said that the strong language used 
by Muslim League speakers in favour of Muslim 

-countries was probably the re11ult of their weakness, 
"When we were rulers in this country," he said, "we 

·were in a position to help our Mus lim brethren in 
.other Islamic oountries. At that time we were not 
·in the habit of oovering up our weakness by fighting 
speeches. We could take effective action. But 
now we are slaves." What wa1 the "effective action" 

• taken by Muslim rulers in India to help Muslim 
-countries i' History, in fact, records that the obli
gation wao on the other side. On the subject of 
Turkey and the Khilafat agitation the Punjab 
Premier who said that he was on the Khilafat Como. 

• mit tee, aeemed vague and hopelessly confused. In 
the first place, he confused the office of Sultan with 
that of Caliph. S1r Sikandar is reported to have 
said: "Who dethroned the Sultan of l'urkey? Not the 
British; but the Turks." This was an unfortunate 

• reference. Very few must have forgotten, particularly 
-of those who postulate a unity between 
Muslim countries, that the last Sultan fled 

·under British protection and that the last 
Caliph was removed and tbe office abolished 
because the Ataturk represented it to ·be a centre 

of foreign intrigue. Coming to the position in Iran, Sir 
-sikandar seemed to be in possession of facts which 
. are not available to most others in India. Opinion in 
llndia is general that the action against Iran was a 
military necessity and the question of its rights as a 

·nation-which ar .. not in any way less than that of a 
· •Muslim nation"-is subordinated to the necessity 
·of winning the war. If there were really anything 
• like an independent nation in the midst of a world 
.at war, then Jran was free to choose its allies. 
Sir Sikandar's charge against Reza Shah that he 

·was pro-Nazi shows that he judges Reza . Shah as 
though he were the premier of an Indian province. 

. His reference to the desecration of the Imam's tomb 
·by Re7a Shah being the divine cause of his present 
·downfall, must have appealed to the religious and 
fanatical section of the Muslim League but not to 
the modernised leaders now in control, who 

. admire the Turkish, Iranian tlnd, to a less· extent , 
Egyptian nations because the influence of the priest 

'has been reduced if not completely removed. 
The religious Leaguer seeks ties of common reli· 

. gion and finds difficulty in · linking up with modem 
Turkey and modern Iran, both of which turn their 
back on appeals of Muslim solidarity. In a significant 

· outburst the Raja of Mabmudabad deplored the lack 
of interest of Muslims abroad in Indian Muslims 
Although, be said, Indian Muslims had sacrificed fo; 
the causes of Islamic countries, Muslims in these 

· oountries bad never passed even one resolution about 
Indian Muslims. It was a similar consideration which 

· led the Ataturk to turn his back on Pan-Islam as 
be said it had caused the useless shedding of Turkish 

·blood with no response from other Muslims. The 
secular regard the fall of Reza Shah as a calamity 

· beoaus~ of his mc:cternising influence which, they 
fear, f!l'~ht ~e nulh~ed, whilst to the religious it 

·· 11 a ~1vme d1s pensauon. In the struggle within the 
Mushm League, the forces of reaction, until Mr. 
)!nnab ent~ League politics, bad been in power. 
fhe Mushm uague, in fact, originally derived its 

· strengt~ from Government support and recognition. 
When. 1t broke away,lt came under the influence of 

· th: pr~ests, W~en, again, it broke away from the 
pnestly domination, it oame under a secular control 

· which was little accustomed to independent political 
thought. Most of the old leaders were ·men who 

-owed their positions leu to personal merit_ than to 

official recognition. They saw the future of the 
League as a restoration of its semi-official state. 
Mr. Jinnab's leadership has been a struggle against 
t.b~se men a~ ~n attempt to build the League into a 
llvmg orgamzatlon of the Muslim community. 

SPIRITUAL STARVATION. 
Presiding over the second day's meeting of the 

Provincial Theistic Conference convened by the 
Prart~na Samaj, Mr. K. Natarajan said that be bad 
a particular reason for accepting the invitation to 
take part in the Conference. Millions of people all 
over the world are starving for want of. food. But 
more millions and many of them with more food than 
they can digest, are perishing of spiritual starvation. 
Religion has been progressively ousted from nearly 
eve_ry sphere of life, Business, edur.ation, art, 
politics, all claimed to lead a life uninfluenced by 
religion. The sphere left to religion has narrowed to 
occasional prayer-meetings in support of business 
enterprise, artistic success, educational prosperity 
and political and even armed conHicts. The result is 
the welter of violence in which the world is plunged, 
Therefore, the calling together men of faith to 
expound the basic principles of religion, is a public 
service for which we are indebted to the Prartbana· 
Samaj. · The tragedy is that religions which should 
be a harmonising influence have themselves 
become instruments of disoord. The hand of 
every religion is against the throat of every other • 

The Brabmo and the Prarth•na Samajas offer 
the only platform on which men of different religions, 
can meet and take counsel with each other in a 
friendly spirit. In point of numbers, no doubt, 
they are much behind the other religions. Hut great 
movements have often eprung from small beginnings~ 
The little leaven leavens the lump, Mr. Natarajan 
went on to define what he meant by religion. Reli-. 
gion to him was a mental attitude and . not dogmas 
and doctrines. It was the attitude of reverence 
towards all things. Some of the great religions of 
the world, notably Buddhism and Jainism, did . not. 
postulate the existence of God. The Sanbkbya, the 
most important system of Hindu philosophy next 
to the Vedanta, has no room for God, and yet in the, 
Bhagavad Gita, Kapila, the founder of Sankhya, 
is mentioned as the highest of perfected ones
Btrldhanam Kapilo llunih. fhe definition of religion 
must, therefore, be extended so as to include. 
non-theists, also. The test of spiritugJity is the' 
attitude of reverent and fearless approach to 
Truth wherever it may lead. 

We can follow eaoh one his own profession
the writer may write, the merchant may buy and 
sell, the politician may conduct his propaganda 
for power-a II in a religious spirit if we 
always bear in mind that we are a small 
fraction of an infinite whole and that our 
activities must harmonise with the whole and not run 
counter to it. Religion in the speaker's view must 
pervade every sphere of life. In other words, it must 
be totalitarian or it is no religion. This attitude o( 
mind is difficult and at the same time simple if we 
look at it from the right angle. The Univemal and 
the particular are mingled in each one of us. 

.When two men at the first meeting are drawn to 
each other and remain friends all their lives, the· 
explanation is that they have sensed the universal in· 
each other past their external and acquired habits of 
mind and action, their outward personality. Similarly 
when a man and woman feel an affinity for each other 
which is not weakened by age or infirmity, it is due 
to the two having grasped the es~~ence of each other, 
tbe universal which unites, beyond the particular 
which divides. The search for the universal, there-
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fore, ·is what elevates and ennobles humanity and 
furnishes a sure foundation for the • Peace and 
Goodwill among men whioh has been the ques~ of 
prophets through the ages. No lesson needs· to be 
emphasised more at present than this which · is the 
central message of the Brahmo Samaj and the 
Prarthana Samaj as we call it in this part of the 
country. · 

CHRISTIANS IN THE INDIAN 
:ENVIRONMENT -TIL 

(BY JOHN BARNABAS, LUCKNOW.) 

It is well for us to realize that our community. 
is hopelessly divided. It has been our misfor une 
that we have been too individualistic to accept 11ny 
leadership. ·The strength of the Muslim League 
and also of the Rightist Congress lies in their whole
hearted allegiance to a leader. While individualism 
is healthy, it is dangerous when it takes the shape of 
anarchy. Every member of my community is a self~ 
satisfied, complacent individual. We, however, forget 
that no community, no Nation can progress without 
unity and the will to follow a leader. It is a notorious 
fact that our community is full of petty jealousies. 
I am not advocating a lickspittle attitude to any one 
leader. I plead for the necessity of good team-work 
and necessary obedience to one's comrades. It is a 
peculiar fact that the Indian Christiart· Association 
has had Nationalist Presidents and very progressive 
national Executives. They have passed progressive 
resolutions, which if sent to be ratified by Provincial 
and Local Associations will never be accepted. 
That is the tragedy of our community. Is it not a 
shameful fact that when the great K. T. Paul fought 
against the Communal Award, Indian Christians 
cabled, to London disclaiming him as their leader i' 
Do you know what a highly placed political' leader 
of the Liberal school said to an Indian Ch<istian in 
private . conversation. This is ·what be said : "I 
cannot understand the mentality of your community 
when ' I see that 11 candidates stand for the election 
to · the U. P. Legislature against a man like Sir 
Maharaj Singh. If he was in the general constituency 
I would have raised both · my hands for him." We 
need unity, we need to accept and follow some leader: 
That way lies our progress. . 
' 'r appeal to you, young men and women, for heaven's 

sake,: shake ofF the smug complacency into which. 
you ha V'l been thrust by force of circumstances.' 
Realize the fact that knowledge is unlimited. and 
experience is rich. Pursue that knowledge, and drink 
from the wells of experience and will 'to beat a new 
path for the community~ ' 
· Si:z:th:-Our religion is over-institutionalised. Not 

only that, our Church is not our own. It is a travesty of 
truth to term it ''Indian Church" as !lome fondly do. 
What we need is a truly Indian Church. The Church 
of today is a mere replica of the Church in the West. . 
It is not indigenous. We need to have our own 
architecture, our own forms of worship, our own 
music, our own mode of priesthood. 

The second main trouble with the Church in India 
is that it is pot free from the State. As long ·as the 
Church is wedded to the State it is running a sack 
race, at best a three-legged race. It is handicapped in 
its mission, What we need is a Church of the people, 
unbridled by the State, and unhampered by dogma
tism and unnecessary ritualism .. For, want of ~ime 
I. shall not develop the. theme. . . . . 

What "then shall we'do P Jesus of Nazareth trusted 
Himself into the hands of His Western descriples. 
But in· the eyes of I mlia they were found wanting .. 
He now ,beckons to Indian Christians to depict Him 
benet'. · We have for too long clothed the Nazarene 

in Western garb and interpreted Him in language 
that India does not understand. It is now up to u~ 
to re-interpret that same Jesus. We have to show · 
that Jesus came to enrich personality, not only 
individual ' but national personality.. We must' show 
that.His religion touches every aspect of life. We 
have for too lbng tried to save the individual soul. 
and placed him in an unsaved environment. India 
still needs the social gospel ofJesus. She wants 
Christ. But she is sick of Christianity. · 
· If we want to appropriate Jesus to ~urselves 
and then present a new Christ to India untrammeled 
by old traditions of the West, we must free ourselves -
from the shackles thilt bind us hand and foot. As 
lo11g as we live in the present environment surcharged 
by alien influence and domination, we cannot give 
Christ a chance to have his own way. 

The two foreign influences I have till now traced . 
are the British Government and the Foreign Missions. 
I am not blind to the good both of them have done 
to the Indian Christians. They have given us 
Schools, Colleges, Hospitals, employment and religion •. 
We have everything we need but we are in danger 
of losing our soul. As Roland Allen has well pointed 
out, ''The Missionary bas desired to help the people 
to whom he was sent. He has been anxious to do 
something for them. And he has done much. In. 
fact he has done everything. He has taught them, 
baptized them, shepherded them. He has managed 
their funds, ordered their services, built their Churches~ 
provided their teachers, He has nursed them, fed· 
them, doctored them. He has done everything for 
them, but very little with them. He has treated them 
as dear children, but not as brethren." Such a course 
of action may get results, but it is not the 
educational· method. We learn by doing things for 
ourselves, and not by having others do things for· 
us •. Encouraging dependence is not the way to train 
for independence. · · 

And so I say to the orgtm.izeil missiom of the West 
in all humility and with no illwill. "We are indeed 
thankful to you for having led us in the journey till 
now. · But now give us a chance to re-understand 
the message of the Gospel for ourselves. _ Let us
present the gospel to India after our own indigenous 
fashion'. Let us fashion our own · forms of worship; 
our own modes of living, our own pattern of thinking. 
We will solve the problem of Church Union in our 
own way. Only give· us a chance. You have 
commercialized religion. ·You have compromised with · 
Imperialism. You have winked at exploitation and 
social injustice. Let us make ·amends for your· 
on-Intentioned mistakes." If the Indian Christiuus 
are to- rise· to their full stature, the organized 
missions must withdraw from India. Do not be 
alarmed and say that that will ring the death·knelf 
of Christianity in ·India. No, my friends, Christ. 
can work through Indian Christians also. Only give 
the oriental Christ a chance to work. 

True it is that, if the missions withdraw, ~he · 
Christian community will suffer immediately. There -
will be unemployment. But it will be well for the 
Christian community to be shaken up from its 
slumber and sense of -security. It will be a testing -
time for many of us. Large numbers will go back 
to their original religions. Only the strong who · 
have abiding faith in Christ will remain round Him. 
As Gandhiji said recently, '"All that are born do not 
live. The elimination of the weak only leaves the 
strong in a stronger position." Out of this remnant 
a new group of followers will rise. . · 

the community will then be thrown upon ' 
indio-enous resources and will learn to stand firm 
on Yndian soil; will get rooted in the IQdian soil,.. 
From' a cOmpetitive method we will move to the ' 
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m!"'e healthy co-operative -~t~ of living. We J controlled by Christian colleges anchbey in their~ 
well learn to regard non-obriatlans Coo as fellow are controlled by foreign missions and missionaries. 
ClOU!ltrym~. We will sink or float with tbe Your ~eaders believe in being catholic in Rome an 
lndmn nat1on. Turk en rurkey. You bave'the responsibility upon 

Some of you will say, "Look what happened to your ahouldera of lndianisi~g the S. c. M. ·in all 
u1 during the 27 months of Congress regime." 1ts detaiL of nationalising Christians, of orientalising 
I have already answered that fear. Trust begeta Christianity, of ;l!iving birth to a new Lredeemed 
trust. Throw in your lot with the rest of India Christian community. Make 1up your 'minds ito 
and you wi~l cease to be regarded as an alien on face risks, to brave opposition. As Io;g as you 
your own sod, dP.sire to play safe you can achieve nothing in 
Af~ all, how long .can yo~ hold out P ~ven your life. Think calmly, study deeply and· come 

speakmg from the pomt of VIeW of exped1ency to your own conclusions . .;.:. Do not sit on the 
you have nothing to gain by being traitors to fence, Once you are convinced of a thing, dare 
the· national cause. With you or without you to work for your faith and if you forge ahead 
India will re~c~ her goa!· Ther~ ~re so~e "!ho armed ~ith si~rity of purpose, passion for 'service 
adv~!'te Chrast!an Colomes1 Cb~1st1an Umversltf• and purcty _of mot1':'e, you wil! get the strength to roll 
Chr1staan IndustrieS, He who cmagmes that economic of£ mountams. Wdl you try 1t i' · 
problems can be solved on communal lines, sees not · 
beyond his nose, Remember, my· friends, CHINA AND INDIA.• 
that the lot of the Christian teacher is 
linked up with the lot of the non-christian Speaking before the public meeting of the citizens 
teacher, that of the preacher with the priest of Rangoon held at the City Hall at 6 p. m. on 
and mulla. The Christian labourer works Thursday the 2nd October under the Presidentship 
under the sa.me handicaps at the non-Christian. The of U. Thin Maung, M. H, B., the Lord Mayor of 
Christian peasant basks under the aame sun and Rangoon, on the occasion of the 78rd Birthday of 
tills the same land as the non-christian kisan, In Mahalma Gandhi. Mr. William Tseng, Secretary 
the last analysis the clash of intereatt will out-live General, Burma-China Cultural Association, said : 
the club of religions, ''It is really heartening to learn that innumerable 

It is the buainess of the State to provide you with meetings are being held in several parts of the 
employment, not that of the community. you will world to celebrate Mahatma Gandhi's seventy-third 
then demand food and shelter from the State not as a birthday, The astounding obedience with which the 
Christian but by virtue ot your being a worthy Indians are following him, the high respect that is 
citizen. The present polioy of the Christian c:>mmu- Bhown to him by the peoples of various countries, 
nity under the influence of a foreign leadership is the implicit faith in his leadership entertained by the 
ehortlighted, It is neither politically expedient Indians are clear proofs of his popularity as the most 
nor morally justifiable. out•tanding lead~r of India. 

The Indian Christian must seek avenues of employ- "His name is so widely well-known in China that 
ment in future in which he can work in even a layman will not hesitate to acclaim him as the 
co-operation with the non-ohristian. He bas still greatest leader of India. In him are to be found all 
a vast field in national re-construction. He must enter tne great human qualities-characteristics of a Saint 
e\·ery oonceivable profession and vitalise it by his and Philosopher,-simplicity, selflessness, fellow
Chriatian 11eai for honesty, efficienoy and strength of feeling, an utter disregard for wealth and a national 
purpose, But we· must remember that we should out-look wbioh is not of a parochial nature but of a 
cease to regard jobs as baits to oatJh converts. broad and highly universal kind, fhese are the 
Social work for the eake of sooial work, healing for qualities that m •ke a leader loved by the people; yet 
the sake of healing, teaching for the sake of teaching, these are the very essentials that we find so lacking 
The Christian has a place in politios. By his in our present-day world. 
unselfishness and broadmindedness he can still help "Ladies and Gentlemen I China and India are so 
in eolving the communal tangle, He has to refuse closely related to each other that we are sister nations 
communal representation and trust himself to be with the same trend of thought and civilintion. Long 
represented by the best man. He has to think leu of before the present oivilized countries had seen the 
his rights and more of duties. He bas to make dawn of civilization, the learned scholars of both the 
amend• for hie past. He must prove that his interests Nations had stepped into each other's lands, with a 
are not trans-Indian, He must gain the confidenoe view to intermingling the cultures of the two great 
and trust of his non-Christian neighbour. We must countries, Jhroughout the. ages both these Nations 
cease to think of ourselves as a separate warring have been looking with brotherly eyes at the 
community, The development of the community idea progress and welfare of the other, and at times bad 
Is unworthy of Christian example, The social way even rendered material assistanoe. The Indian 
and not the community way is the way of progress. Medical Mission to China sent by the Indian National 

In this tremendous task, the Student Christian Congress bas not only elevated the mor":le of tbe 
Movement has a great part to play. I know Chinese people but also broadcast to the enure world 
of no better organization than this to give a the cause for which China is fighting against the 
re-birth to the Christian community. For here wanton aggression of the Japanese militarists. 
you meet aa students, and have no denominational ''Friends( China and India are one in many 
qualms. You are the real 0•1mmunity of the future. respeota. Both are peaceful Nations with no political 
The future lies in your hands. But, sad to aay, that aggrandising ambitions. Both are the inheri~rs ~f 
this great organization is today wasting its energies a great civilization whiob is second to none m th1s 
in to-called spiritual exeroises. You too are made world. I believe, so do our Indian friends, that there 
victims by dividintt the spiritual from the temporal, will be growing co-operation between the t~o great 
You are kept busy m aingin~t songs, repeating empty countries, better and closer understand eng a!lll 
prayers. Religion is. o~rtainly being used to lull complete sympathy with each other's endeavOWjs 
you to aleep and keep you inactive. Remember and aspirations. ' 
again that this movement too baa acoapted every "Once again, on behalf of, China, I pray Eo, 
detail from the Weatern Student Christtan Move- Mahatma Gandhi's long life and wish him a happy 
ment. You have borrowed their aims and objects, and healthy future. Thank you." . 
you have aooepted their declaration of faith. You 
have never taken lhll trouble to develop an 
Indigenous Student Chriatian Movement. Today it ill J •N,.. & ....... 
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' .co•Tii.TS. . r·the rights of indians in ~parated Burma and 

1114o'Bu•lii&Agnomen'- Poneoutiou .... dr ... w Hindus. -requested· the Secretary of ·State for India 
'Oovommonl Nonlrality. Democ•&cy and War. ' who • I s t f St t r B not 
Indlauo·,., Homo and A brood. Tbe Indo-Ceylon Agree\nent. . IS a SO ecre ary 0 a e 10r Urma, ' 
.t.ir Ratd Sbeltorund The Atlantior h•rtouud India. to implement the Agreement '. through· an 

loeToplan•. hIt to be 0 Wa• of Religious? "'-d • Co '1 nt'l 't d'fi d • th 
Talkln•-Polnls on India. Baty&gr&b&, Conatrnctivo Pro• VI",.· her IB UDCI u I ·I was Jmo I e m ue 
:Reut.or'• Agonoy. gramme and the Congr-. tg t of criticlsms from the ndian side. 
:,.'dr.t~:;~.~~!~:~~~~:~. ~~~j~~~:~.f':!~~th. Saw has been pressiri,!:! in , London for the 

Order in Council to be immediately issued; U 
. NOTES.· Saw knows as well as 11ny one else that in 

lndo·Burma Agreement :-The long-expected a conflict with · India, particularly at this 
'.debate on the Indo-Burma: Agreement in the juncture, Burma has little chance of having i1; aD 
Indian Legislative Assembly, Cattle . ofF' .on her own way; ' . . . '. ' 
·Tuesday. On Monday the Burma Premi~r who Government Neutrality ;-The Government of 
is in London, told the United·. ~ress representa- India's attitude in the Assembly was far TfP~ 

'tive that the teputation of the' Government of 'edifying •.. The. official benches remamea 
India would be very tnuth damaged if the neutral which meant · that the Governineii't 
Agreement was to be modified in. any· way · ·did not share 'the. view· that the pledg~ 
in view. of the .fact that it had been given 'iq · Parliament. had been. viol;i.ted. 
ratified already ,by the Indian Governin:~n~·ll!ld • Lord l.dnlithgo'w _ whQ. -took a leading part ii\.· .· 
also by the Burma Gover~~e11t.: He added '.the . Joint Parliamentary Committee and in the 
that. if any alterations were 1)1ade at' .the instance :House of U:m!s . in the ... disc;IISSions OIJ .· the 
'.of the Indian· Government,' other alterations. :Burma Act,.· surely knows 'that the. pl~es 
·would have t6 be tnade · at the Instance were ·given and ·that they' were not observed 
.of the Burma Government; ·The' Hon.: Mr. in the .Agreement. But did 'the pledge& 
Aney, the new Member · i1i · charge. of .the receive statutory ratification . in the Burma 
'Department· . o( ·Indians· Overseas; did . not Act?. The Government of . India's . 'legal 
··contest U Saw's claim that the· Gov~rnment· of advisers were of opinion that they did . not. 
India had already ratified the Ag'reement. Sir Girja Shankar was bound by :that 
He tacitly admitted it when, as the Government opinion and, when he told · the Burma 
spokesman, he · announced · that' the official Indians so, they got into a panic and 
member$ will stand aside and let the resolution were insistenf on having an agreement 
'moved by 'Sir A. H. Guzhnavi be decided on any terms, . The European group 
by the votes 'exclusively or non-official member~. for almost the first time ' in the annals 
·But Mr. G. S. Bozman who was· as5dciated with of the. Indian Legislature . ·was divided. 
Sir Girj~ . Shankar l;lajpai' .as AdVIser, told 'Mr. Chapman Mortimer, the leader or the group, 
the Assembly that it waS 'm~de clear· bv the voted agaiitsf the resolutiol) . iri deference to 

'Indian. Delegation.that the Government ()f 'India a l)lajority vote on the question the previous day, 
·would hot -sign an ·Agreement Itt Rangoon, and although he personally seems to have endorsed 
that Sit 'Girja 'Shank.ar had !laid that he must ·it on Sunday. Mr. Mortimer evidently regarded 
consult . th~ Standing · Emigration .Committee . himself as the delegate of his group bound to 
before ··Government came tQ a decision. vote as it directed, a narrow view of the respon

' After the .consultation with the Standing Com- sibilities of a member of an Empire Legislature. 
· mittee·'which' raised 'no· objections, the' Govern- · Mr. Mortimer's assumption , that any agreement 
ment of India . issued a notification prohibiting. was better than no agreement does not hold true 
the em1gration to Burma ·or Indian unskilled even of Europe where agreements are made only 
labour as stipulated in the Agree~ent. U Saw to be broken. Sir Frederick James, on the larger 
has, therefore, · some just1ficabon for his view, supported the resolution on the grouod that 

' view· that . the Government of India · had by opposing it he would be serving· neither the 
. ratified the Agreement and ti"e· was speaking interests of India nor those of his own 
·.with' authority when he said that the Burma community. Sir Freder1ck deserves a word of 
· Government had' ratified lt. · The resolution' praise· for his chivalrous defence of Sir Girja 
as adopted laid stress on the violation of the Shankar Bajpai who is on his way to take up his 
pledges given In Parliament of safeguarding duties as High Commissioner for India in 
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th•..()~S~ A.. Some of the. references to him by J .morning reported a . speech delivered by 
lodian p1embers in the Assembly were in the worst Sir Victor Sas~oon on "The Principle of 
of taste and was utterly unjustified. The SQ·C<LIIed Preparedness'' at the Bombay Rotary Club, 
'Da koc Committee of Indians in Rangoon were and aho Sir Gurunath Bewoor's announcement 
desperately anxious to have some settlement in .the Central Assemblr that lndi-1's air 
while the negotiations were going on~ When force which the Commander-in-Chief had 
they found the strength of the opposition in announced in May wa<:~ to be expanded from 
India they completely changed their tone and one squadron to fJur, was now to be mcreased t& 
tried to make out that they had been misled by ten squadrons, Sir Victor denounced the fa lure 
Sir.,Girja Shankar. . . . of the Government to provide adequate shelters, 

lndians at Home and Abroad:;-The Hon. etc., again~t a German attack or a Japanese one. 
Mr. Aney. in speaking for Government on the It would seem that the main purpos~ of his speech 

·Indo-Burma resolution, said that, whatever their was to suggest the removal of some of our 
C:Iifterences with political parties· in other matters, industries to places of greater security, though 
both were agreed in championing and guarding he confined it tentatively to war industries. This 
:the interests of Indians abroad, Why then has been in Sir Victor's mind for some years. 
-did he-the Hon. Member instruct the Govern- When he left India for _China, he gave an 
-·ment members to remain neutral in the division ? interview In which he stated that political agita-
·The questkn of Indians overseas is not a tion and lab.Jur strikes were ruining industry 
'Political question. It is a national issue and in Bombay. When the Japanese trouble brJke 
'jt is the duty of every Government to protect out and China became not only bad for industry 
·the interests of its nationals abroad so long as but unsafe, Sir Victor has come back to Bombay 
frey have not been accorded full rights of and has kindly undertaken to instruct home
citizenship in other countries and become staying Indians pn their duty to their country. 
-nationals· of ·those countries. When this has .If "some at least of our war industries" are 
happened and not till then, can the Government shifted, the rest can follow suit. Sir Victor's 
of the country of origin relinquish its duty charge against Government of failure to prepare 
to protect its subjects. in other lands. But the for attack, is something. which hls been said 
enfranchisement of Indians in other lands is before but to no avail. Ap;>arently· Govern
closely bound up with their enfranchisement in mentis unconviuced of the utiJ,ty of the measures 
'their own country. Otherwise, the retort that adopted in other countries or is certain of there 
_Indians are demanding in other countries being no attack on India. We should believe 
'rights which they do not possess in their own, it was the latter. Military experts who>e opinions 
cannot be· met. To take an instance. \Vhen now rule in India, have pitched our' frontiers, in 
the Government of India agreed 'to send Singapore, Egypt, Iraq, Iran and the Caucasus. 
Jndentured labourers to South Africa from India They have no time to think of preparing for 
_it was under the distinct pledge that the Indians Llefensive war in India itself. With an outsize i11 
ifter the expiry of their indentures will be fronti;rs, one must naturally expect an increase 
acci>rded full citizenship. This pledge was made in the air force and the ideal of ten squadrons 
by _the Imperial Government., But it was not must be regarded as a grudging concession t() 
kept. And it was not kept because Indians in their the exigencies of war. It is creditable that with. 
own country had not the full rights of citizen- an air force of less than four squadrons, India 
~hip as understood in the Dominions. Field holds her frontiers . several hundred miles 
Marshal Smuts' gibe that Indians in South from her own territories. What · will she 
,Africa were happier than Indians in the home not do with ten? Sir Guru11ath drew attentio!L 
country, should not be forgotten. Protection of to. a much more satisfactory feature of the air 
the status of Indians is an easy matter ber.ause force when he said that it was entirely Indian 
Indians overseas have no status worth mention- with a few British instructors temporarily 
ing. The p~ition of Indians overseas can never 'attached to it., If some of the funds collected. 
be higher than that in their own country. Differ- for squadrons for Britain .were earmarked tor 
ences with political parties in India have, expansion in India, there would be no need to

, therefore, a· very vital bearing on the position of appear periodically before the Assembly with 
'Indians abroad. This comes home at every reports of inch-by-inch progress in army expan-

step the day that one sets out on foreign travel. sion. If the danger is nearing India as alarmists ! 
It is, therefore, vain to lay the flattering unction say, should not the public agitate for some money 
'to our souls that political differences at horne do to spend in preparing this country? Australia, 
· not affect our political status abroad. Prillle long before She was threatened, stopped all 
Minister U Saw, notwithstanding that Burma despatch of war collections outside the country., 
is as yet a dependency like lnclia, speaks with . Sir Victor· apparently does not seem to think it· 

·more authority than Mr. Aney as member of necessary to ask for more than an adequate 
\he Executive Council of the Governor-General, supply of comfortable holes in . the ground 
· U Saw will take precedence of Mr. Aney in into which people might creep. 
:Great Britain and in every other part of the Talking.Points on India:-The disclosure in the 
British Empire and in foreign countries, · ' Assembly that· the notorious talking-points on 
. ,. AI~ Raid Shelters and Aeroplanes:-· By a curious }ndia we~ ~he h~d!work of a suborJ .. inate o~cial i 
coinctdence, the newspapers on ·Wednesday 10 the Briltsh Mi~IStry of Information and that1 

• '·' . I ·.6 . ' ' J ~ , . 
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no responsible person. wishes to claim the cre::lit promote imperialist profit•, not local production and 
for them, is as gratifying as it is startling. It is i consumption. 
gratifying that the points are abandoned by I Mr. R, Santoris approaches the problem from 
evei)'~Y· It. is startling t~ think that ?n a ; another angle. He ask~ fQr better understanding 
subJ~ct like lnd1a where there IS so much differ- I of the South Amencan mind by the North 
ence between the British and American view- I Americans, the elimination of condescension. 
point, the work of presenting Britain's case ! These are timely reminders ·of the fact that 
should. have J;>een left to an unnamed petty j the U. S. A. is not altogether in a position to 
official. The point v as made that the talking 1 throw stones at other nations. It is m:Jre than 
points were only in operation for 15 days in 

1 
probable that the two chief negotiators of the 

Febr~ary. The question is not whether they , Atlantic Charter agreed to reserve certain areas 
were . in operation for ten days or fifteen i as exempt from the operation· of the high
but how many persons used them and I sounding principles of that document. In that 
whether, ~fter bdng "withdrawn,'' they are event the quid pro quo for India would be 
still f1eing "unofficially'' used as the skeleton for South America, ·· 
~peeches, by British propagandists in America. • India and the Atlantic Charter :--Jn a statement 

~euter s Agency :-There has been a ISSued under the aegis of the Sapru Conference 
~ntroversy in Britain and India regarding a Sir Tej Bahadur laboriously argued for an appli: 
recent change in the ownership of Reuter"s cation of the Atlantic Charter to India. We 
Agency on which India depends almost wholly do not think any useful, or for that matter 
for its daily supply of foreign. news, The new even ornam~ntal, pur~ would b~ served by 
management has assured India that there would Mr. Church1lt now commg out w1th a state
be no want of consideration for the requirements ment extending the Atlantic Charter to India. 
of the Indian public in its news service. It may As for the Charter itself, it cannot be held 
or may not be due to the changed management inapplicable to India without also excluding 
but a distinct and wholesome change from several other areas and many subjects promised 
the public point of view has been noticeable to be considered in the post-war peace-making 
in Reuter's messages relating particularly A document which limits the beneficiaries to 
to movements · in the United States. Reuter's two, is bound to find the disinherited banJed 
messages until a few weeks ago were together in a fellowship of the snubbed, If the 
solely and exclusively coloured by the views Atlantic Charter dQ4..s not apply to India, so 
of the New York Press and political circles. much the worse for the Charter. : · 
There was not a word allowed to come over Persecution and Caste Hindus :-· A .valued 
that might disclose the extstence of opposition friend writes · on the. subject. of the 
to the Roosevelt policy. Latterly there has isolation of the · Christiart community, "It is 
been a breach in this cloud "f silence, the the experience of other countries . as well 
latest being Lord Halifax's being pelted with that pressure came from the Christian side 
rotten eggs by· members of the League of rather than from the non-Christian to separate 
Mothers who are strongly opposed to their Christians from those of other ··faiths. 
c;Ountry entering the war. In the absence Gibbon's pages on Christianity give ample 
of all information about the opposition to evidence of this. So does the evidence o£ China 
the Roosevelt policy, the President's frequent in the days of the Christian drive in that country, 
"fireside talks" appeared to be without purpose. There is, however, this difference : In the 

America and Her Neighbours :-We publish this ancient Roman Empi~e th~ pagans i.vere t~e ~on
week an at"ticle sent to us by 'he No Front£e,. trollers of the state ; m Chma the non-Chnsllans 
News Service which deal with the problems were supported by a Government, menaced no 
confronting the United States in her relations dou~t by the ~o~e powerful "Christian Po~ers'' 
with South American republics. Mr. Lewis beh1~d the. r_ntssJonary, but !leverthele~ !"1th a 
Corey writing in the Nation of january 4 ~erta1~ pobbcal power; w~lls~ the mtssJonary 
suggested immediate steps to consolidate. the tn I_nd1a, after the first obJections of the Ea~t 
two Americas. His main indictment of past ln~ta Co!Dpany were removed, has been; m 
policies rested on the "economic imperialism'' alliance With the ~~te. ~nd to talk o! persecution 
<,>f the U.S. A. He defined imperialism in the ~y the non-Chr1shans 1n . these c1rcu~tmces 
economic sphere as the exploitation IS to pervert facts. No useful purpose IS served 

of backward countries, making them disastrously by raking up the ~ast but. whe.n .our Christian 
dependent on the movements of world markets and countrymen followmg their miSSiOnary leaders 
depriving them of economic lndependtnce. It trace their self -acquired isol.£tion to caste 
overdevelops their production of food:.tutls and Hindu intolerance, they should give some 
minerals for export. As a result they find thems.olves concrete instances of persecution with all the 
with a lopdded economy which rests on one or two f · d r h 
crops or mluerals ... lmperiallsm discourages Indus- acts of the case m~tea o. t e presen.t vague 
triallaatfon In the countries It controls ... lt Invests and general accusation. G1bb.Jn asserting that 
Ita capital primarily in the extractive industries and exaggeration of martytdom was not uncommon, 
In transportation and pub!lo utilities that produce says: •Christians . have infticted in the course of 
nrvlees not goods .•• A non-andu•tr•al country whlcb their internal dissensions far greater severities on 
produces raw materials and importS msnutactures, . 
C&Dnot resist Imperialist penetration. s1rateglc Indus- each other than they have expenenced from the 
tri• come under foreign control and are used to zeal of infidels'." 
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DEMOCRACY AND WAR. 

damage would have been done. Finer's own 
narrative shows that the House of Commons is 
at best a clumsy and creaky machine and it 
responds to emergencies too late for effective 
preventive action • 

. Recently Captain Ramsay, M.P. for Peebles, · 
brought a suit for libel against the London 
correspondent of the Ntw York Times in a 
London Court and was awarded a farthing's 
damages, The proceedings brought out the fact 
that the man was a complete fool who had 
managed to get elected by family influence for a 
constituency. He came of the right sort of 

I 
family, comments the Economist; he married a 
daughter of the peerage and the widow of a 
very rich man; he went to the right school and 
joined the right regiment. But for these 
advantages the· Econ?mist is sure that no 
political association would have thought of 
supporting his candidature. The Econ?mist 
observes that he is not an exception. It writes: 

It is common knowledge that the intellectual level 
of the House of Oommons has been, since 1931, 
deplorably low. These tenth.rate nonentities who 
have been jobbed Into the House of Commons becau.., 
they were men of the •right type' provided just the 
background that the Front Bench requir•d for the 
calamitous foreign policy and for its blindness to the 
danger in which the country stood. The historian 
will put high on the list of those responsible for 
the present troubles the wire-pullers who chose a 
House of Commons with infinitely less sense of duty 
than a selection committee would feel in choosing an 
English fifteen for Twickenham. 

The Economist dates the deterioration of the 
calibre of the members of the House of Com
mons from 1931. The Government of India 
Act which India has been adjured to look upon 
as the quintessenca of the wisdom of the Mother 
of Parliaments, was passed in 1935. Herman 
Finer who is so appr~ciative of the work 
of the House of Commons, expresses far 
from eulogistic opinions of the Cabinet 
Ministers who held office during the decennium. 
Of Lord Baldwin, he says, he was pacific owing 
to biological lethargy. Of Mr. Neville Chamber· 
lain who succeeded him as Prime Minister, Finer 
writes ''his political character was a compact of 
cosmic ignorance and provincial romanticism,'' 
Of the. colleagues whom Lord Baldwin and 
Mr. Neville Chamberlain chose, here are some 
of Finer's estimates; Lord Baldwin's choice of 
Sir Thomas Inskip as Minister of Co-ordination 
of Defence, provoked 1!- wag to comment. that 
there had been ,nG more· surprising appaintment 
since the Emperor Caligula had appointed his 
horse to be a consul. India has a special interest 
in two of the men who were Cabinet Ministers 
under Lord Baldwin and Mr. Neville Chamberlain. 
Finer describes Sir John Simon as a "very 
eminent lawyer" but "a ·man of. unsuccessful 
political judgment, though a . brilliant political 
advocate when the arguments are presented to 
him, whatever they are, ·and for whatever 
purpose.'' Sir Samuel Hoare had exhausted-all 
his talents in producing the Government of India 
Act of 1935, .hailed by . his :admirers in Britain 
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and India as a masterpiece, though it has collaP: 
sed like a pricked bubble within three years of its 
operation, Sir Samuel has consistently failed iD · 
all the offices to which he was subsequently 
called. Finer describes him as "cherubic'' and 
adds that "he had .failed in his waltz with 
Mussolini and Laval, and that it was freely 
said when be became Secretary for Air in 
the Chamberlain Cabinet that a much earlier 
tenure of the same office had been a failure." 
Democracies can not frame policies, it has 
been said, they can .:mly choose the right men to 
formulate policies and guide the administration. 
By this teat, the British democracy during the 
last ten years, according to the testimony of 
Finer himself, has been a failure. Finer is 
a great admirer of Mr. Winston Churchill 
and regards his dramatic rise to power from 
the wilderness into which he had been forced for 
several years, as a notable success for British 
democracy. The circumstances in which Mr. 
Churchill found himself at the bead of a British 
Government, recalls Cobden's observations re
garding Lord Palmei'Bton when he became Prime 
Minister. After referring to the difference 
between the attitude of Party Chiefs and that 
of the mass of politicians to the continuation of 
the Crimean war, Cobden said: 

I do not, of cour•e, include Lord Palmetston among 
the number of leaders, for it Is a notorious fact that he 
11ever possased the confidence of a dozen members of 
the House, and was, therefore, the head of no party. 
It Is only ber.ause all the Parliamentary chiefs shrank 

· from the responsibility of continuing the war that 
he has been enabled to sieze 'the reins. All men of 
the age Qf seventy-two, with unsatisfied 'ambitions 
are desperadoes ... Had It not been for the war, 

·the .Present mlolstry could never have been In power, 
and It will not last two months after the return of peace. 

Mr. Srinivasa Sastry has expressed apprehen
sions regarding the place of India in the peace 
settlement in the belief that Mr. Winston Chur
chill!lnd Mr. L. Amery will be the British states
men who will continue to guide the destinies 
of tho Empire, It is almost an axiom in British 
politi~l history that a war ministry seldom 
survives the war, Lloyd George's example is the 
latest illustration of its truth. Cobden's forecast 
of the Palmerston Ministry came true, . Two 
years later P. almerstoq was defeated on a motion 
by Cobden, The saying that l-listory repeats 
itself may not be generally true of other nations 
but it is seldom falsified in British politics which 
moves in a fixed orbit and is .i_mpervious to new 
ideas. Parliament is a game of politics based 
on tho rules of. the Qational British game of 
cricket. There must be two elevens in 
cricket-one throwing the ball, the other warding 
it off tho wicket. In the same way, there 
must be two parties in Parliament the one oppos
ing the other on the principle that it is the func
tion of the Opposition to oppose. If the two 
teams in cricket coalesced except at the lunch 
interval, the game would collapse. So when 
tho Government . and Oppositioq coalesce as at 
present, British, pol~tics is bound to become 
what the Ec()ll() wist describes the House o( 

Commons to have become. Finer observes : 
When the Labour and Liberal Parties joined t~ 

Government a real opposition ceased to exist. It Is 
true that the Right Ron., H. H. Lees-Smith ._. IIUide 
Leadec of the Opposition-but so artificial was the 
status that the salary of the post was suspended ...... 
He and his friends are really part of the Government.: 

THE INDO-CEYLON AGREEMENT. 
The Indo-Burma A~reement was criticised even 

more for the composition and methods of the 
Indian delegation than for its contents, It was 
urged that the Indian delegation to Ceylon on a 
like errand should have non-officials ass;,ciated 
with the official Leader. Government recognised 
the force of this suggestion and nominated 
Mr. T, R. Venkatarama, Sastry and, Sir Mirza 
lsmail-two better men could not have been 
selected-to the delegation, with the • Hen; 
Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai, the Member in 
charge of the portfolio of Indians Overseas; 
now a separate Department in charge of 
Mr. M.S. Aney, as leader. After nearly three. 
weeks negotiation with the Ceylon dele-< 
gation during which it almost broke down 
owing . to acute. differences, · the ~erms of a 
settlement were agreed to and they have been 
published. As the Delegation was intended to 
do only exploratory work, these terms are now 
under consideration by the two Governments. 
Strange as ·it may seem, Ceylon Indian. 
criticisms of this agreement are even strO!Iger 
than those of the Indo-Burma Agreement. 
The Indo-Ceylon agreement is even 
denounced by some Ceylon Indians as . being 
worse than the Indo-Burma Agreement;· If 
that be true, · the addition of non-official 
Indians to the delegation ba~ not had the 
effect expected of it. This, however, is hardly 
likely and for ·our part we are inclined 
to think that· the critics have not takeo 
intO · account or are ignoring some 
essential factors which were present to the 
minds of the Indian delegation and influenced 
their judgment. One of these might well 
have been the absence of the racial ·animus 
which dictated the interpolation of the odious 
marriage ·and "cohabitation" clause in the 
Indo-Burma Agreement. The agitation against 
that Agreement has · been almost entirely 
conducted with reference to its effects on 
business and this clause if . not entirely ignored 
bas been accorded a minor and perfunctory place 
in the representations against it. The absence 
of such a clause in the Indo-Ceylon Agreement~ 
shows that there is no racial animus in the 
approach to the problem of IDdian immigration 
on the part of the Government and the 
people of Ceylon. On the contrary, there 
seems to be a sincere desire to encourage 
assimilation and to promote the evolution 
of a single Ceylonese nationality. While 
the Burma Agreement made marriages 
between Indians and Burmese null and void 
unless contracted with the approval of a Cabinet 
Minister, and made the Indian liable to be 
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deprived .of his permi~ if .he "cohabited'' with a 
J3urmese woman1 the Ceylon Agreement accords 
the domicile of birth to children b.Jrn of parents 
both: or either of whom was born in Ceylon. 
This, in our opinion, is a distinction between the 
attitude of the Burma and Ceylon Governments 
which radically differentiates the background of 
the relations between India and her two neigh
bours. Racially and culturally as well as 
geographically, Ceylon stands closer to India 
than · Burma which, as we have repeatedly 
observed, has just cause for distrusting Indians 
owing to the part the latter have played in 
depriving her of her independence. _ 
: In discussing lndo-Ceylonese relations, the 
opinion of · the solid and prosperous Tamil 
population of Jaffna must be given special 
weight. The Jaffna Tamils have been estab· 
lished long before the Sinhalese settled in Ceylon 
and form a strong link between India and Ceylon. 
To this community belongs the credit of produc
ing the only Ceylonese of international reputation, 
Ananda Coomaraswamy. The Jaffna Tamils 
have observed silence in regard to the Indo• 
Ceylon dispute hitherto. Now their organ, the 
Hindu Organ, has expressed what is no doubt 
the judgment of Jaffna Hindus on the terms of 
the present agreement. The point of view of the 
Jaffna Tamils is somewhat different from that of 
the Indians in Colombo. While the Jaffna people 
are indigenous, the latter largely look on India 
as their motherland. The Hindu OY~an com
menting on the Agreement, observes that the 
people of Ceylon without distinction of race 
~esire to restrict immigration from India, 
· "The desire is perfectly natural and desirable," iL 
• continues. "In no country would the permanent 
. population like to aUow itself to be swamped 
· by immigrants who · are not permanent settlers. 
' It . Is, therefore, satisfactory to note that the 
. Indian delegates. have• accepted · the principle of 
l restriction. In regard .to Immigration of Inl!ians into 
. Ceylon. The requirements of agriculture In backward 

areas are met, to a great extent, by the provisions In 
: regan! to re·entry Into · Ceylon of former Indian 
· labourers;~ ' 
1rhe .~Hindu· .. 01'~an. expresses surprise that 
the Indian · Delegation should have agreed to 
the :recomrriendation about franchise. Indians 
resident •in Ceylon· prior to the date when the 
Immigration Ordinance comes . into force, are 
entitled to registration as possessing a ' domicile 
of·choice in Ceylon, "on production to the Regis
tering . officer of proof that the . person to be 
registered has satisfied a Court that, after having 
had five years residence in Ceylon, he has acquir· 
ed a domicile of choice in Ceylon according to 
the rules of English law regaJ"ding the acquisi
tion of a domicile of choice." The Hinriu 01'gan 
tightly remarks that the ignorant Indian labourers 
will find it almost impossible to take advantage 
of the permission given to satisfy a court as to 
their domicile of choice, The Jaffna journal 
does riot notice that this practical impossibility 
;vitiates its belief. that the requirements of agri · 
.culture in backward areas are met by the 
right given to former Indian labourers of 
re-entry into Ceylon. Since Indians themselves 

find it profitable to emigrate to Ceylon, adds the 
Hinriu 01',ean, some compromise was called for 
and .this is what the two delegations have 
tried to achieve, Emigration is always from 
a country from a lower to one with a higher 

' economic standard of life. This is no special 
feature of Indian emigration . to Ceylon. On 
the other hand, if the requirements of agriculture 
and industries· are adequately met by the local 
population, the opportunities of immigrants will 
be few and immigration will automatically cease. 
The operation of this· natural process is interfer
ed with when employers import outside labour 
because it is cheaper than the local · supply, and 
not because there is not enough supply of labour· 
in the country itself. In such circumstances it 
is the obvious duty of • Government to intervene 
in the interests of its Subjects. But if there is 
not enough labour in a country, as is the case in' 
Ceylon, Government intervention is detrimental 
to the interests of the country which imports as 
much as to those of the country which exports 
labour. If Indian labour is wanted in Ceylon, it 
must be treated on the same terms as the indi-· 
genous population and not as a servile class. It 
is the duty of the Government and people to 
India to protect the interests of their people who 
seek an honest livelihood in Ceylon by the sweat 
of their brows. · · · . . · -

The Atlantic Charter and lodia :-The 
ebullient U Saw, Premier of · Burma, ·has been. 
quite a success in Britain, This is largely 
be.cause U Saw does not raise a ·perpetual 
lament on broken pledges, If he is a skeleton 
in the Empire cupboard, he is a cheerful skeleton, 
playful at times and mischievous, but never 
doleful and clanking his chains. Indians have a 
lot to learn from the Burmese, particularly in 
the matter of managing our masters. Assuming 
that Britain has broken her pledge in the past to 

· India innumerable times, naturally they do not 
like to be reminded of it in season and out of 
season-and the more guilty they feel the 
worse it would be to remind them. The secret 
of U Saw's success is that he takes nothing 
and nobody, least of all himself, seriously. 
Moreover, there is a natural ease into 'whtch' 
Englishmen fall when they find that they have 
not to address an· " outsider" as "mister''. 
Mr. Amery apparently was reduced to innocuity 
by the Burmese Premier's skilful use of these 
initial advantages. At a· function' in honour of U. 
Saw, the Secretary of State-for India and Burma · 
spoke as we have never known him speak 
on any Indian ' subject. He was almost 
apologetic in his refusal to give Burma the 
assurances which were sought. He said that he 
did not want to give any pledges which it might 
not be possible to keep later on; that he wanted 
"our word to be at least as good as our bond;'' 
and that this privilege of admission to the British 
Empire was one which Britain would not give 
lightly to "outside countries" without full 
consideration of their government. This is a 
very simple speech in words c;>f almost one 
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syllable, apparently intended to reach the 
mind of U Saw. Mr. Amery must have 
grown to an even more than ordinary admiration 
of his own powers under the charm of the 
Burmese Premier. We believe that Indians 
cahould respect the timid and nervous honesty 
of the desire to give no pledges which cannot 
be kept. After all, this is a necessary condition 
in the war against Hitler whose chief offence 
ois that he simply can not keep a pledge •. 
But it is rather surprising that Mr. Amery 
cahould have spoken of his word as "at least as 
good as our b:md.'' This seems a sign of general 
want of faith in the bond. There was an implied 
·distinction between "word" and "bond" when 
Mr. Amery went on to add that he "hoped'' to· 
keep his word. Bonds rest on something more 
Jthan hopes. The privilege of being in the 
Empire is rather over-rated by Mr. J\mery who 
forgets that the now generally condemned 
Government of France was asked to join on, 
terms of equality. Even after all this, U Saw 
who must have enjoyed the position, explained 
that he was leaving with no bitterness in his 
heart. -IS IT TO BE A WAR OF RELIGIONS P 

India has had the evil distinction o{ being a 
-country addicted to religious strife. The idea of 
religious toleration was first proclaimed in this 
-country twenty-five centuries ago .and has been 
observed by ali good rulers whatever their race or 
ll'etigion since, The communal conflicts of the present 
century in India are due to adventitious circumstances 
and will disappear naturally with them. Far more 
serious is the turn which the European War is 
taking. In its origin it was war to preserve the indepen
dence of small States and to make the world safe for 
-democracy, It now threatens to be a religious war, 
Lord Halifax and the late Lord Lloyd were the 
first to describe this war aa a crusade to preserve 
Christianity in a pamphlet issued jointly by them. 
This atticude was severely condemned by British 
writers like Mr. H. G. Wells, who pointed out that 
the largest part · of the population of the British 
Empire were ·non-Christians and a crusade was 
not likely to evoke their ·enthusiasm, Lord Halifax 
-seems t~> have indoctrinated tho President of the 
United States with his idea of a religious war. Presi
~ont Franklin Roosevelt in a recent Fireside Talk
Professor Moley in hia "Afte~ Seven Years'' describes 
how theso talks are composed-<lalled the war one 
(){the Cross against the Swastika. The Nflll Btatuman 
and Natwn,·. which is opposed to the crusade idea, 
has interpreted a casual remark of U Saw, the 
Burmoao Premior, in the course of a speech in 
London, to portend a war of a confederacy of 
Buddbiat nations againat Britain. U Saw tried to 
stimulate tho Interest of tho 13ritisb in his country 
by reminding them that tho Japanese aro 
clever. The Nflll Btataman hai!l 'read into this 
the menaoo of a Buddhist League against 
Britain and America. Tho N IIW Stotuman, it 
is clear, does not understand tho profound 
differenoo between Buddhism and Christianity 
.as religio111o Tho central ·fact of Buddhism 
is a Great Renunciation, That ol Christianity a 
Great Crime. The effect . of this difference of 
origin can be traced throughout tho history of the 
two religions. There has never been a holy war in 
tho namo ol Buddhism. Thero have been several 
in the namo of Christianity. Besides War, the history 

of Christianity has been tainted by cruel religious and 
racial persecutions. There have !:oeen none such 
under the banner of Buddhism though there are 
more people professing Buddhism in the world 
than Christians. This does not mean that Buddhists· 
have never engaged in war. Japan is now fighting 
China, both Buddhist countries of the same Mahaya
nist system. It means only that Buddhists have never 
brought their religion into a war.f'o Buddhist monk 
ever blessed the banners of aoj embattled host as' 
Christian bishops have done . and· are doing. 
Christianity preaches peace and practices war, 
Buddhism preaches peace and practices it. . Fielding 
in his "Soul of a People" observ«jS in the Chapter on· 

VY_ar ire know what religion ~1, do. We have soen 
bow It can preach · war anil resistanos · and can' 
organize that war and resistance. We know what 
ten thousand priests preaching in ten thousand 
hamlets can effect In . making a people almost 
unconquerable, In directing their armies, in strong-

' thening their determination. We remember Ia Vendee, 
'we remember· our Puritans and we have had recent 
experience in the Soudan. We know what Christia
nity has done again and again; what Judal•m,. 
what Mohammedanism, what many kinds of paganism 
have done. 

Fielding goes on to say that though they bad 
plenty of evidence to show that Buddhism wae · 
an abiding faith in the heart of the Burmese 
people, "for all the assistance it was to them in 
the war, the Burmese might have bad no faith 
at all." He continues 1 

And the explanation is, that the teachings of th; 
Buddha . forbid . war. Ali killing is wrong; all Will' is 
hatefuL Nothing is more terrible than this destroying 
of your fellow man. There is absolutely no getting. 
free o( this commandment. The teaching of the 
Buddha is that you must strive to make your own soul 
perfect ... The whole spectacle of Burma in those days, 

· with the country seething with strife and the monks 
going about their business calmly as ever, begging 

: their bread from door to door, preaching of peace, not. 
war, of kindness, not hatred, of pity, not revenge, was 
to most foreigners quite inexplicable. They could not 

. understand. 
Fielding who was with the Indian Army, desoribes 
how when the British 6rst occupied Upper Burma 
there was hardly. any opposition. ''For a time 'the 
peoplo were stupefied, ·rhey could not understand 
what bad happened ; they could not guess what was 
going to happen. They expected that tho English 
would soon retire· and that their own government· 
would reorganise itself, Meanwhile they kept quiet."! 
But when they realised that tho British were deter
mined to stay on, the . whole country rose from' 
Bhamo to Mindla from the Shan plateau to the 
Chin mountains ...... There was no safety for ao 
Englishman or a nativo ·of India, . But Buddhism 
was .unmoved. It went along as if nothing had 
happened, preaching its ancient messago of peace 
and perfection. : 
· There is not the least prospect of Buddhist nation~ 

joining together in a holy war as the NIID Bt~" 
fears. U Saw, we are sure, never meant anythmg o£ 1 
tho kind. China and Japan belong to tho ' sam~ 
great branch of Buddhism. Japan received Buddhism~ 
from China. Burmese Buddhism belongs to the Hina-· 
yana and came from Ceylon, The relation between the 
Hinayana and tho Mahayana is like that of Calvinism 
to the Church of Rome, Whatever may happen 

·there will be no Holy War in eastern Asia,; 'I here. 
will be war and bitter war, and there is, but religion 
is too sacred to be brought into mundane strife and : 
religion will always stand for Peaoo. 
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SATVAGRAHA; CONSTRUCTIVE PRO· 
GRAMME AND THE CONGRESS. 

·In his 'statemedt, "Our Struggle," . Gandhiji 
remarks that those who had their doubts a bout the 

distinction time and again between non-violence
and non-violence which bis present state of min(i 
seems to repudiate, 

utility of the Congress campaign, have had their THE JAIPRAKASH LET_TERS. 
doubts confirmed ; ' whilst those who never had 
doubts, are stronger '{n their faith now, Such a state- The Government of India have issued a com
ment is to the ordini' ry mind the greatest ind\ctment munique in which they counter some of the inferences. 
of the policy purs ed in the past two years by the drawn by the press from their disclosure of the 
Congress. Strippe of words, it means no less than Jaiprakash letters. It is revealed that the letters
the accentuation of issension~ in the Congress camp were seized on Mr. Jaiprakash Narain's person,_ 
itself which no one, \least of all of those responsible when he tried to pass them on , to his wife at an· 
fot the Congress policy, can take any pride in. The interview, after a scuffle between him and the 
greater part of th.e -s~' tement deals ~ith the int. egrity official present. If this had been' mentioned at the 
and moral qualities the Congress m the two years outset,.the authenticity of the papers would not have 
of·viar";. it :is an obs ssion with the. weapons to the been doubted, On the contrary, an impression was, 
exclusion ·of the _taslf which Gandiji had ~et himself created that they were intercepted. "I came with 
wlieri he, launched c~ the present campaign, Tl;lere this letter," writes Mr. 'Jaiprakash, "to hand it over 
is:not one word in consideration of the amount of to you but could not do so. . That is why 
su."OOe.ss .acl!leved, 'iu -~-- winning free~o.m of speech I am sending it again· through the same man 
and. next tO nothing about the poht1oal goal. 0~ ............ tell me tomorrow in the interview that: 
the vexed question of j:mbarrassment to Government, you had heada~he last night. . This will be a 
there is a conflict between the assertion of a right hint for me." As a matter of fact, the. authen
withheld and the realisation of a duty not to ticity of the letters were not seriously questioned •. 
embarras~ Government. Incidentally, this is a new What was discussed was the object and propriety 
and unique conception in political thought ·that .the of Government's action in releasing the letters for· 
individual must not embarrass the State. Tbe log10al publication. The explanation officially given leaves
conclusion should be that the Government should no more than a hint as to the object. They,have 
decide whether or not it : is embarrassed. But not punished Mr. Jaiprakash except by suspending 
Gandbiji retains the, ri~bt to demarca~e. the his interviews for breach of camp rules and :letters
limits of embarassment m h1s own hands, Th1s Itself for two months; they have not proceeded against 
must naturally be a source of extreme harassment to those ,who are mentioned in his letters and in bis 
Government. Gandhiji takes a very severe line with wife's case they have accepted her explanation that: 
the '"parliamentary activities" . of the Congre.ss, she is innocent of any complicity; they have not made 
applying to · them the word "farce" wh1ch the camp rules more strict; they have not commented 
Mr. Jaiprakash called the satyagraha movement on the conduct of Mr. Jaiprakash. In brief, the 
itself. If by urging the complete a bandonmellt of Government of India: have taken the whole episode as 
parliamentary work, Gandhiji means the giving up of part of Deoli camp life and dismissed it. Why then 
the present . dog-in-the-manger policy pursued in have they given wide publicity to the letters, 
the Central Assembly of hanging on to their not only in &India but abroad as well P It . is not: 
!!eats . but refusing to function, we are improbable that the Government had hoped to rouse' 
in entire agreement with him. Gandhiji supports Gandhiji to withdraw the ~atyagraha campaign in a· 
his .· .satyagraha campaign by heavily leaning burst ·of moral revulsion against the attitude taken
on his constructiYe programme, With more justice by a leading Congressman in these letters, as he did 
this could be urged for the resumption of parlia- after the Chauri Cbaura incident. However, this wall 
~ntary work. The Congress constructive pr<> a· grave miscalculation and it failed because of the 
gramme bas to be brought in to render acceptable intrinsic difference between individual and mass
the individual satyagraha campaign. The Congress satyagraha. In a mass movement, the failure of the· 
experience of eighteen· months ·in office has shown weakest individual breaks the campaign. In individualt 
that the constructive programme ~ained by padiamen· · satyagraha, those who do not keep to the mark, go out: 
tary work. Gandhiji's statement IS the best argument of the movement. Besides Gandhiji accepts responsi- . 
for a reversal of Congress policy on the ground that bility only for those who have gone under his instruc
it Qannot be shown to have benefitted the country even tions and he has definitely said that Mr. Jaiprakash. 
by its chief protagonist. We are glad that Gandhiji did not go to jail as a sa:tyagral!i .. As for the outside-' 
does not argue in· justification of continuing the world, the publication of the letters must create· 
satyagraha movement that Govem!'lent has shown n!> an impression the reverse of what was . actually· 
sign to warrant -a change of pohcy or any recons1- intended. To one who. does not know the l!ldian' 
deration. Gandhiji eould have gone even futher. situation particularly after the ~ar, th~ _letters. l!l~stc 
He could have said with perfect justification, as convey the idea tbat subvers1ve poht1cal actiVIties 
Mr, Jinnah bas in effect done, that Government's are so strong that they penetrate prison walls. And 
every action has aggravated political difficulties, and the Government have only· themselves to thank for 
that the release of prisoners . whether complete or the fact that Indian news and opinion have not bee · 
selected, is at best an act of clemency which does · going freely out of the ·country. · The .com muQJe n• 
not touch the general problem involved. Never- an unfortunate one.· It explams nothmg " I • I W 
theless, all that would have been irrelevant to the not clear before. Worse, it creates the impression 
central question involved which is whether the that Mr. Jaiprakash Narain1 brooding over a situa
oountry's interests are served in any way by the tion which has distressed many Others, launched 
policies now pursued. The only direct reference . out on a desperate and utterly futile effort to bre.ak: 
Gandhiji makes to this all important question through the impasse. That he held, along With 
is when he says that satyagraha cannot , do many distinguished and mediocre Congress~en 

1 
real harm. This might be saitl of those against : ·and otbeu, tbat the present satyagraha campa•gn• 

1 whom it. is directed but often it is regrettably ·was a farce, can only win him their sympathy, how
l incorrect with regard to· those in whose ~nte~est ever they may deplore the im~aturity of his. 

I
' it is supposed t? be. undertaken. :rhe b~hef t~at attempted solution. · 

non-violent aotlon 1s good in Itself, 1s natve 
: in the extreme. Gandhiji himself has drawn a -
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AMERICA-NORTH AND SOUTH. 

(BY RAFAEL SANTORIS.) 

America; the attitude of the people toward politic8, 
religion and life in general differs from United Scates 

"ted standards. Contrasts are found everywhere which 
Why are the attempts made .by t~e Um are confusing when the traveller does not observe 

Sta~• to •.ecure the J:wting: fr.endshlp of ~e properly in order to understand. 
~tiD • Amer11?"n ~publ!oa etlll, no~ succee~mg 1 Travellers find themselves cheated out of little 
!n p~mg the1r relatiO?Shlp '?n the pght footmg, things, and on the basis of such an experience form 
!n sp1te of the . ever-mcreasmg desue. and effort an opinion which they would regret if they realized 
m North America I'. Why ~hould. It be that how little these people have to live on while usually 
prof~rred U~ S. ass!s~nce IS received by the carrying a load of relatives even poorer than them
Latl!l Amer1ca~1 wadi an ou.tward gesture of I selves. And still more confusio!\' might be the 
grat1tu~e and, m moet cases, as ex'?hanged fo/ 1 discovery that these people are wilhng to share their 
the.des1red .Pfol!ouncement about hemisphere S?h- ' last meal with a stranger in an almost exaggerated 
danty, wh1le mwardly . they have ~he feehng I hospitality which often deprives them of their own 
that they are swallow!ng an unavo1dable but I next meaL 
nonetheless unpalatable p1ll P During trips to isolated and remote districts such 

~n general, and with a few ell:'?eptions, it may ~e as mining ca~ps, I have found that a supply of 
eaid that the efforts of the Umted States are m1s- common medicmes was far more effective than any 
directed through a lack of understanding. The ' amount of arms. When one approaches the small 
United States stands in the position of a teacher, villages along the trail, they appear to be completely 
the Latin American Republios in that of the pupils. deserted. It takes some co•xing to get the people 
To be a successful teacher a person must have to come out, for they have had some bad experiences. 
certain qualities, lacking which hi• best efforts will So I have always made it a practice to see if there 
be without avail. The greater part of the Latin are any sick to be treated-and there always are. 
American countrie• are very poor, and like the poor A few treatments will do wondem, for whereas 
children from the slums of the great cities, they are ordinarily my money backed up by my best persua• 
quick to learn and quick to resent. Because of their sion would procure me at most tortillas and beans, 
poverty they must chase about barefooted to make a the treatment of their sick brings out eggs and 
living at the same time that they are going to school cheese and whatever they have reserved for a special 
to learn. To be successful among them, the teacher feast. Together with such treats on the mountain 
must ehow a great deal of love and understanding of trail will come stories of every description. 
their daily problems. Suah a teacher must visit his There are wonderful opportunities in Latin 
pupils in their homes, for only in that way can he America, but to develop them much hard work 
discover why they act in this or that manner, is required. The market can be enlarged only 
Poverty breeds all 1orts of diaeases of which the by making. it possible for the ·people to earn 
well-to-do know tittle; among these the inferiority more money so that they can buy more of those 
complex is the worst. things which have been the greatest contribution 

The task that lies before the United States is to of the United States. There ia also, in all .the 
teaoh the Latin American countries and help them countries, . a lack of population whio~ might ~ell 
to Jive a better life out of the hitherto undeveloped be supplied from Europe. In Latin Amenoa 
plenty that surrounds them. In order to do this, the there is more than .enough room to absorb the 
United State• must abandon the condescending o':eror~wde~ population of E .. uro~, and such & 
attitude it hall all too often assumed toward m1grat1on, 1f properly handle .. , m1ght .•olve two 
the Latin Americans, for any good teacher problems.at onae to the greater prospen.ty of both. 
knowl that condescension ill about the beat But while such a move must awa1t a more 
way to lose the confidence of his pupils and the fav?!'rable m~ment, the United States can, w!th~ut 
worst way to achieve results. Before North Ameri· wa1t1.ng, ac~aev~ an . enormous advano!' an ats 
cans go to the Latin American countries therefore relations w1th Its ne1ghbourr. To do at, North 
they would do well to visit among their' own poo; Am.ericans mus.t accept the. fact that the only 
for a while, living u they do and getting a taste of !asting bene.fit m. relat1ons w1th another . country 
what their life means. as one that 11 rec1procal. Because of thell' great 

Such an experiment is illuminating, for it wili advantage in training and technology, they can 
bring t.J light tbe reasons why there are poor people well afford to accept that fact wholeheartedly. 
in the world, and especially in the United States, 
where there is far less reason for people to be poor, 
baving all around them the means of securing free 
education, good health, and work under sanitary 
conditions. Equipped with such knowledge, the 
traveller to Latin America will look at the conditions 
there In quite a different wa1. He will discover that 
these people are resourceful within the limits imposed 
upon them by their laok of education and example to 
do better. He will find hospitality and courtesy and 
kindness far in excess of what he would 
expect In his own country, especially when 
he tra\•els away from the main thoroughfare11. 
There he will constantly discover things he did 
not realize existed, even · though modern . oars, 
refrigerators and air-conditioning are wanting. 

Merchants and biulness representatives have made 
mistakes aplenty by failing to consider that they are 
dealing under circumstances quite different from those 
In the U. S. A. They have expeoted an immediate 
1urrender to American ways. whereas, as good 
businessmen, they should have known· better. Customs 
as well as the standard of living are different in Latin 
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YOU. ARE WARNED! 
Petrol Rationing- will affect 

your Earnings. 

Now is the tiine to switch-on to 
Charcoal-gas. 

We are the largest manufacturers of:-

Fire Brick liners for Charcoal-
gas Producers. 

We will make for you linet:s of 

any size and design, also special 

fire-clay nozzles, fire-day perfo

rated tiles, ·slabs, bricks of . any 

size and design. 

GOVERNMENT CERAMIC CONCERNS, 
KUNDARA, S. I. RLY. 

TRAVANCORE. 

THE 
' ' 

SCI N DIA . STEAM 
' NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS. 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF' 

INDIAN· 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 
Mimaging AgeTIWI : 

'NAI{OTTAM MOI{AI{JEB & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED OARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Rangoon-Bombay-Karaohi, via Malabar. 
Ba.ngoon-Madra.s-Colombo. 
Oa.loutta-Ka.rachi via Coast Porta. 
Rangoon-Calcutta according to demand. 
Bombay-Gulf of Outoh Porte to Karachi. 
Bombay-BbavnagiU'-Porta. 
Bombay-Marmugao-Mangalore. 
Rangoou-Ooroma.ndal Ports. · 
Ohit.ta.gong-Rangoon. _Chittagong..COX'a Bazar. 
Oalou,ta-Bombay-Karaohi, w Jeddah. 

KONKAN LINES - Bombay w Paujim; 
calling at lill intermediate Port.. 

HARBOUR LINB-Revao-Dbaramlar-Uran-Elepbaula-Nahava 

ASSOCIATbD COMPANIBS; 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV, 00., LTD, 
EAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. 00., LTD. 
1\A!rl!AGAB STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 

Sollldla Houae, Ballard Eltate, BOMBAY. 

Tole-
phones: 
30075 
6-Lineo 

2 50613 
21779 

THE 'BANK' OF BARODA, LTD. 
. . . . ' . 

(Inoorporate4 in Baroda.. The llabilitr of Hemben bel111 Lf.mited.) 

' 
Under tbe Patronage ol and largely •upported by tbe 

Oovemmeot ol H. H. tbe Maharaja Oaekwar o1 Baroda, 
CAPITAl. AUTHORISED Ra.. :1,4o,oo,ooo 
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Head Offic.e:-BARODA. 
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( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, · :Billlmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, Harij (N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjao,- Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Vlsnagar4 N. 0. ), and Vyara. 
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Mr. .llnnab, .and the , M., . P .'s :-.-Some days 
ago the. New _. Delhi. correspondent, of the 
Hindu created a momentary. stir in the political 
'!'Orld : by . publishing , a summary, of · what 
purported. to be 'a letl~r from Mt. Jinnah to 
Members of Parliament. : :In this letter, the 
Presiden~ ;of:Jht'l ·tvfuslim Leagu~_.offered; the, 
full' ~operation. of,. ;J!js ,.Filrty, to·. tbe.-,Br&tisb; 
Governmeqt1 a~d qoJ: 011ly ,qf,bis pl!J'tyr b~Jtr.also. 
pf t~ Indian frinc:ea, ifr, the, ,L!lagull'!J denlliods 
W!lre agree!! . ~o, ;the, Ulngress . demaods · reject-: 
ed, . Lor4, 1 Li.J)IithgQW recalled, an4 -a- , Labour. 
Viqeroy , appo~ted ;in! his; place·. otfler, than! 
Mr.,;Wedgw9od. Bepa ,whose.speech in a recent. 
debate : on India 'did not m~t with· Mr.· Jinnah'$. 
approval., It was recalle!l, in. CQnnection with thi!i> 
document tba~ M~ Amery, in reply.~~ question: 
in, ~he Ho).lse ,ot. Commons in February, had 
sta~ed that • le.tter from. Mr. Jinnah· bad bec;n 
receivjed in, which he ·(Mr. Jinnah) ~ged that 
the ~emands ~£ the ~ uslim,, Leagu~t shquld be. 
acce~ed. and. tpose of the , Con~ rejected. 
Mr. · innah has denied that l:le wrote ~ny letter 
to , embers , of Parliament or -that . he. had 
aug~ste.d that ~ogress should be;isolat;ed~ Thfl! 
au~ry pf the alleged le~ter by ~e New: Delhi. 
corre~.Pq11dent , ~uc:k .·. ~. at · .first , reading as 
rt;quip.ng .confirmation before being ac~pted as 
au\tleo~i The idea 9f Mr. Jinnah securing 
the co-operation of lndiao Princes tR his J'~tan 
IIC;ht.mtr seemed _too grotesquelx fanc:ifu. for even 
ap ig~orant ¥·, P, to_ swallow. AVenall Muslim 
rult;fS wouJd no~ agree to ,Paki~tan as. tl)e price 
of • co-operati011_ with the l3ritish : Go~ernment. 

· Whatever .. ~lse may be .::Mr. Jinnah'$ w~k, 
nesses,. he 18 too shrewd a politi~:ian to expect 
anyone' to take such an offer .at Its _ face 
value. His denial that he wrote to Members 
of. Parliament; is, therefore, copclusive:, Mr. 
Amery's definite statement about a letter having 
been received from Mr. Jionah by, himself. and 
his colleagues in the Mintstry, is not inconsistent 
with Mr. Jinnah's denial. The letter ~ht 
have been, addressed to. Ministers not in 

their capacity of Members of Parliament but iri 
their. capacity of: members of·. His Majesty's 
Government. Whether addressed to Members of 
Parliament or Ministers, a .letter· of. the ,kind 
would. mark' a . departure ·from the ·method OJ 
political action which'has come to be associated 
with . Mr. Jinnah: as·. President · of the Muslim 
League. Mr. Jinnah has' denied having suggest
ed the isolation of the Congress. ·.But. he has 
not denied· having.· required the recall of LOrd 
Linlithgow. and.' .the appointment of a Labour 
Viceroy in his place. In the ordinary ·.course of 
correspondence between the Viceroy and · the 
Secretary of State for India, as disc:losecl in Lgt'd 
Marley•su~ecollections," Mr.Amery would surely 
haverinformed. Lord! Linlithgow of. the letter 
addressed: to · Ministers, arid it s~ks volume& 
for His Excellency's forbearance that,aftell: that 
he should have addressed the exceedingly c:oncilia
tot'y cointnunieation to Mt. Jinnah whic:li he 'did 
through· the Governor ·of I;Jombay .last July.: 
There was unintended irony .in the Viceroy' who,: 
if Mr. Jinnah's wish had been ca~ried out, would' 
J:tave been due'to'leave India; 'taking j\fr~ Jinnll;l\ 
into his confidence regarding the noJDinations His 
Excellency propased . to make )<f expantf ,'hiS 
Executive ~ouncil. ' .• >r., iL '~·. _ r. ·,·, · .·.;:,~ ;·: 
· Advisory .Commlttees:~Advisors and AdviSOr)\ 
Committees hatre . come into vogue of late In' 
alarming • ·profusion~ The . Standing . Emigra~ 
tion Committee of · the 1ndian Legislature. 

. furnishes the, most . recent . as wen· .as· the; 
most ghastly' exposure · of the . futility o~ 
Advisory Committees. Sir Girja Shankar Bajp81 
appeared before. _it'. before he_ leftfo_ r Bur~ 
to negotiate an Agreement and .. he· appear~ 
before .it immediately on his 'return- with the 
Agreement; · On both occa5ions1 'the.' Stancij~ 
COmmittee· was stated· without ·demur to bave 
appr'?'{~d a!ld endorsed his action, · pro~ed ·. aa 

'well as·ac:hteved; When the Ind_o-Burma Agree. 
ment was · published aftc;r presentation ,to · tlu; 
Committee which, it "'as· stated,· had approved 
of it, the public: and the Press took it for granted 
that.· the Committee would have scrutinised 
the ·terms, and were inclined to accord it their 
general approvaL But the disillusionment was 
not long in coming. TAe Reformer was· the 
first and for some time the only journal to cal~ 
attention to the gravely objectionable features 
of the document. Then people began tQ 
enquire how the Standiiig Committee came 
to endorse it. Among _ its members were 
Mr. Aney himself, Mr. · Hridayanath Kunzru. 
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M~r;"": N,...: ..... M""·--th...,._bs,_' h-i'"'t:' -a·n-..,.cl-_'P_ro_b-=;""l,~ly,...-:'atso.,-.: -.-S-:i~_H_e_nr_y~' ___,.T_h_e.--,-ln_d_o·~B-u-rm_a_A-greem~~t:-The Hon-~Jr. 1 

Gid~;~ey and Sir A. H. Ghaznavi ·who are· now Aney said in the debate on the Indo-Burma l, i 
denouncing it with the fervour of people Agreement in the Legislative Assembly that, if~ 
who find that they have been caught napping. the Burma Government did not agree to '., 
How did this happen? Joseph Chamberlain once have the Agreement revised, he would 
explained the secret of his management of come to the Assembly · for advice as tp ~
committees in the municipal affairs of Birming- what step he should take next. · He did not 
ham and in the parliamentary life of apparently contemplate the possibility of the . 
GrW Britain. "There is generally only one Secretary of State for India who is also Secretary 
man l in a large committee," he said, "who of State for Burma, demurring to scrap the 
lmows his own mind, and I take care to be Agreement which had been ratified by the 
that man," The Member of Government · who Governments of India and Burma and wh ch U 
generally presides over Advisory Committees, Saw, the Burmese Premier, who was recently in 
knows what he wants. The members follow · England, declared that his Government would do 
like sheep the bell-wether of the flock. The its best to maintain intact. Mr. Amery has dis
Advisory Committee is thus not only a futile appointed U Saw about the assurance the latter 
and wasteful expedient but one detrimental wanted of Dominion Status to Burma, and he 
to public interests; This is so when the might naturally hesitate to overrule him about. 
Committee is , confined to members of the the Agreement also. If the Viceroy takes up a 
Legislature or to members· of . one sing'e strong position, as did Lord Hardinge, about 
profession. The Commerce Department's five· the assurances given to . India in the Joint 
Economists' Advisory Committees, as we pointed Parliamentary Committee and Parliament of 
out three weeks ago, are not likely to' make for which His Excellency has first-hand knowledge, 
efficiency' or economy in the administration of and if he insists on those assuranes 
the Commerce Department. To have a cross- being embodied . in the. Burma: Act, since 
section ·of the population, as proposed in the the Legal Advisers · of Government hold 
Advisory Committee for the· Information that they have ·.not been, · His Majesty's 
Department, and to make its functions not only Government will have· no option but' to yield 
advisory· but also exploratory, is to aggravate the since the last thing they would enjoy ·at the 
inherent defects of a Committee whose members present juncture ·is to· have· a· viceregal 
have no responsibility for the consequences of resignation on their hands. If Lord Linlithgow, 
carrying out their advice. · however, shrinks from this extreme step,' the 
·.; Women In ' Mloes:-lt would have come as a resignation of all the Indian· members of · the 

. surprise to many in this country. and abroad expanded Council or the mere possibility of 
that there are 50,000 women working in Indian it may help him to make up his mind to it. Is 
mines, 23 ,000 in coal mines and the rest in other there any likelihood of this jl 'Is there any. 
mines. This · information was given in · the likelihood . even of the Member in Charge of the 
Indian· Legislative Assembly by the· ~ecretary Overseas Department tendering his . resignation 

if the Secretary· · of State hesitates,- out of 
of the Labour. Department ,in the course of the consideration for Burmese sentime·nt, to amend 
discussion on the Bill to extend maternity benefits the Burma- Act 50 as to· gt've effeCt to_ the 
to women workers in mines. .The Leader of the · · ·· asSurances given to India in Parliament? We 
HouSe, Mr. Aney, ·_intervened during the debate do not think tha~ his resignation alone will have 
to suggest that refusal to be examined by a 0 f h' _. h · ged' 
male doctor should not disentitle a woman to any .effect~ ne 0 19 preu.ecessors, w en ur ' 

to the same course over a Kenya crisis, agreed 
get the benefits. The Labour Secretary under.· to do so provided 00 other Indian would accept 
took to introduce in the Bill a provision to his office.~ Since no . such assuranee· could be 
that effect . when it went before the Council of · given, he argued to his own ·satisfaction 
State. . Mr. · Aney's suggestion falls short of that there was no purpose . in ~is- vacating 
the· necessities of ~he case. An illiterate and his place for; perhaps, he . natvely _added; 
ignorant woman working in the mines will not a. worse Indian. .. Mr •. · Aney may also-· argue' 
as a'rule be able t'o insist on her right to be exa: that -way. ·.In, our considered opinion _the 
mined only by a woman doctor. Indian women, . amendment of the Act lio as to give what waS
with negligible ex~ptions, would not like to be, . promised, is· the only ilafe -and honest way ·of 
examined by a.male doctor and the right thing solving the present impasse. The agitation· in 
to do would be to make it compulsory tbat thiS country· has been carried on in a way• which" 
women should be examined only by medical to say the least, · lias not conciliated 'BurmeSe: 
pra~itioners ~f their owri ~ex. This seems so, sentiment. Any mere ·modification of the' terms 
obv1ous that we are surpnsed that Mr. Aney of the Agreement will ·be only palliative; . Fot 
should. have been content to make a· timid this situation the· chief . blame rests on the 
suggestion leaving it to the individual woman Burmese Indian leaders. 
worker to decide whether or not she would like Special Marriage Act Amendment Bill :-Dr. G; 
to be examined by a male doctor. -The Council V. Deshmukh has introduced a Bill in the 
of ~State .should insist, pn mines employing · 1 • A bl bl H' d t · 
women,· having a ·woman. doctor. to examine Legts atlve ssem y to ena e m us o regts• 

ter their marriages under the Special Marriage 
their' women workers; · Act, This Act was passed in 1872 to give 
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relief to Brahmos who claimed at that time to be 
a distinct· community. Today most Brabmos 
'are satisfied to be Hindus and to be known as 
such. The same phenomenon is noticeable in 
the Arya Samaj. The Arya Marriage Act 
passed three years ago describes Aryas as a 
class of Hindus. The Special Marriage Act 
was amended some years ago at the instance of 
Sir Hari Singh Gour by providing that in 
the case of marriages between Hindus no 
declaration of religious disbelief,. as· required by 
the original Act, need be made. ·But Sir Hari, 
tacked on to his Bill the provision' that, in the· 
case of all persons marrying under it, the joint 
families of which they may be members will 
be dissolved so far as they are concerned and 
the Indian Succession Act will · take the place 
of. the Hindu Law of Succession. These have 
not prevented several Hindu marriages being 
registered under the Gour Act but the bulk of 
Hindus regard the provision about. joint family 
and succession as an impediment to their taking 
the benefit of the Act. We have not seen 
Dr. Deshmukh~s present Bill but we fancy that 
he wants to omit these two obnoxious incidents 
in Gour's Act. Mr. Bajoria who led the opposition 
declared that orthodox Hindu opinion regarded 
registration as derogating from the sanctity of 
the sacrament. The Aryas fought tooth and 
,nail on that ground from having registration 
.provided in their Marriage Act and succeeded in 
getting this done, Ther4 is also a feeling of the 
same kind among B.lmbay Prarthana Samajists . 
·who do not in many cases register their 
marriages celebrated with the expurgated 
Hindu ritual formulated by the late Sir 
Ramakrishna Bhaodarkar. 

Mr. Subhlls Bose :--It is now several months 
since the mysterious disappearance of Mr. Subhas 
.Chandra Bose, ex-Congress President; from his 
home in Calcutta where be was under surveillance 
pending the hearing of a case against him. The 
sensation was remarkably short-lived, so much 
so that we were not sure that he bad really dis
,appeared and was not being detained in some 
place which it was considered inexpedient in the 
public interest to disclose to the public, 
His seat in the Legislative Assembly 
was declared · vacant by the Government ·of 
lndia only the other day. There was some 
litigation in the courts . about his property 
and a public institution· for which he had collect
ed funds and begun· ·the construction of :a 
building; Otherwise, the public and even his 
friends and associates seemed to have felt it 
unnecessary to entertain any concern about 
him. It was, therefore, with considerable surprise 
that the public received the statement of the 

. Home Secretary, Mr. Conran-Smith, in ·the 
Council of State, that Mr. Subhas Bose is believed 
to be either in Rome or Berlin and that he has 
entered into a pact with the Axis P'llwers to assist 
by fifth column methods any GE;.fman invasion of 
this country. Pressed to disclose the source of his 
information, Mr. Conran Smith · said that 
n was certain leaflets which had appeared 

in this country. . Wheni:e did these leaflets 
appear jl Were they imported from abroad 
or composed and printed in India jl What steps 
did Government take to make sure that the 
leaflets were not the work of Mr. Subhas Bose's 
political opponents? W e,called attention the other 
day to an eight-page anonymous tract bearing 
neither the name of the printer nor of the 
publisher as required by law jl The main purpose 
of it appeared to be to proclaim that 
the majority· of the Indian· people approve 
of Hitler's subjugation of seVeral . countries 
of Eut.ope. WiiS it impo~ frotii. abroad jl 
As against the · assumption- from the flimsy 
evidence of tracts appearing· in' this country, 
there are the insuperable obstacles to the escape 
of a .·prominent public man · who was under 
special police surveillance to Berliri' or Rome ? 
Gibbon's description of the Roman Empire as a 
huge prison from whi..:h there was no escape for 
any disaffected citizen applies with much 
greater force to the British Empire. 

Gandbiji's Lud :~In the · debate in ·the 
House of Commons which ended ·in his 
giving up the premiership; Mr~ Chamberlain 
sought to decide a national crisis_ by appeals 
to the personal loyalty of his friends. · - The 
memory of that ·pathetic ·event comes ·. to 
one's mind as' one reads Gandhiji's latest 
statemmt on the contemplated · release of 
prisoners. It is a fact known' to all students 
of current politics arid· one ·which could not 
have · escaped his ·notice t;har it is 'purely 
personal loyalty to Gandhiji which holds men 
whose d.Jubts have been confirmed by the 
experience of the past two years, to the 
present barren policy of the Congress. \V e 
have been among· the few journals in this 
country which does not think the demand 
for freedom of speech and opinion even in 
wartime a heinous offence or an impossible 
condition. Nevertheless judged even. ·by the 
most lax . standard, it must be conceded that 
the Congress ·campaign has failed· not 's:> much 
because it has achieved nothing but because 
it has • involved a great political organisation 
in a negative attitude while others fought 
its battles. Whatever freedom exists 'today, 
exists not because of the Congress campaign but 
because of the press agitation. Similarly the 
comparatively irrelevant issue of better food in 
jails which Congress in office could solve by an 
administrative act, is left ·to'the ~edical profes
sion to achieve by tortuous ways. In politics. 
the Congress chestnuts are expected to be pulled 
out by the much-abused members of the expand
ed Council, while the Congress leader who has 
put his conscience into Gandhiji's hands, earns 
a cheap popularity which may serve a purpose 
at the elections. It has been repeatedly urged 
against Britain that she wishes to give Indians 
responsibility without power. But what of those 
who would use the little power which has fallen 
in Indian hands without assuming any responsi
bility for it ? 
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AMERICA, JAPAN J}.ND TH~ WAR. 
Th'e announcement last -week-en~ of the loan 

by the U. S. A. of one thousand million dolla~s 
:free of interest and repayment at the _ convem
cence of the Soviet Government to begin five 
years at the end of the w;u; and even more ~e 
.cordial terms in which the offer was couched m 
President Roosevelt's letter to M. Stalin, have 
-dramatically changed the aspect of the war 
situation and changed it very much for the 
better. The announcement has plainly brought 
fresh· sttength to the indomitable Russian 
morale and it can not but have caused at least a 
momentary flutter even in the har~ened he~ of 
the,,Nazi High Command: Even With the Umted 
States neutral, Herr H1tler would •not have 
been able to subjugate Russia though he _took a 
score of her cities and killed some millions of 
her people, armed an4 .civil. The. "scc;>rched 
earth''. method of defence 1s a true expression of 
the Russian psychology and if'wi\1 never fail. 
But with 'the magnificent offer' ·of American help, 
Russian resistance will, 'it has already begun to, 
stand up ·(o the most desperate. e~orts of . the 
Nazis to overrun the vast country wh1ch comb1nes 
the mechanical strength of Europe 'with 
the moral endurance' of Asia. ,More than t~e 
tiefeat of Germany in the' present war, th1s 
.collaboration of the two great countries, ()ffers 
the world _the best hope of a happy- future. 
Though the idei>l<>gies of the two ~v~rnments 
are different, they are not 50 antagomstlc as are. 
those of the British Government- to that of the 
Soviet regime. Mr. ~inston ~hurchill! even while 
announcing the alliance w1th Russ1a, thought 
it necessary· to ~eclare that h.e. had not 
wavered in his Implacable hostdtty to the 
Soviet system during the last quarter of a 
.century. President Franklin Roosevelt has not 
thought it necessary to qualify his grand offer ~y 
.any such affirmation. On the c;>ther hand, h!s 
New Deal goes a long way wtth the econo~1c 
imd social policies of the Soviet unde~ M. · Stabn. 
The social system of the Umted States, 
moreover, is a closer a pproximatioh to . !he 
Soviet pattern especially as regards the posttiOn 
of women than the system of ,any European 
country. We confidently hope that, as the result_ 
cf this close contact· between the U. · S. A. 
and the U. S. S. R., the new order for ·which 
the whole world hungers and thirsts, will b~ a. 
harmonious blend of the best in both the Sov1et 
and American· systems,' It may also be that the 
action of the United States may hasten the end 
of the war. 

In his Mansion House speech on Monday, 
Mr. Winston Churchill made what was a th~eat 
to Japan and a definite promise to the Umted 
States. He said : 

We do not know whether the efforts of the United 
States "to preserve peace in the ~acific will be succe.ssful, 
but if they fail I take this occasion to say-and It as my 
duty to say it-that should the United States- become 

involved in the war with Japan the British declaration 
will follow within the hour.- · 

Mr. 'thurchill went on to utter unwonted words 
i:lf encouragement to the Chinese people and to 
declare Britain's determination tu defend British 
interests in the Far East and· "to defend the 
common cause now at stake." The speech 
tnarks a new policy in that it recognizes some· 
thing in •China apart · from British interests as 
valuable and that it hints at collaboration with 
~hiang Kai-Sh~k7if the Unit~ . Sta!es is 
mvolved. The s1gntficance of th;s hes m the 
fact that, while the world has been impressed 
by the very gradual conversion of the United 
States to Britain's view of the war in Europe', 
there bas been simultaneously a change in 
British policy in the Far East bringing it into 
line with American sentiment. The fears of 
Australia that an anti-Japanese policy would 
involve her in instant trouble, had to a large 
extent restrained · Britain.' Mr. Duff-Cooper 
reassured the Australians when ,he- was in 
their midst about a week before the Mansio1_1 
House function; that Britain would consult 'Au_s· 
tralian opinion bef'?re adop!ing an~ stringent 
measures in the Pacific. '· It' ts' not hkely· that 
Australian bpiniort h;~od been consulted' about 
Mr. Churchill's speech placing Britain: and het 
Empire· behind American .policy tow?-r?s Jap~n. 
But if would be an irony If th~ Doll!mton wh!ch 
changed-· Premiers because ?f Its clatm to dec1de 
in what theatre of war Its troops could be 
used·· were to find war brought to its door by 
actio'n ·over which it had no controL It i! 
iiot improbable that the' closer ties w~ich _have 
arisen• -now between Russia and Amenca, make 
Mr. Churchill seek c a ·counterpoise in the 
anti-Communist Chiang Kai-Shek. Nor would 
America be perturbed at the prospect, 

Freda Kirchwey in an outspoken article in the 
Nation gives the positive reasons for American 
preference for a war in Asia rather than in 
Europe. She writes :-

Why are we ready to fight Japan and unready to 
· fight- Hitler? Why should a war in Asia, In the popular 

view be . "our" war in a sense a war in ~urope can 
neve~ be? .The answer is an ea'y one. Asaa Is an o~d 
American hunting ground. We . hav~ .sha.c~ It, 
peaceably on the whole, with othe~ 1~peraaltst nat1ons. 
Our oil-<:ompany offices and our missionary compounds 
stand alongside theirs, and our marines stand guard 
with theirs in the internationa.! settlements. Our 
possessions, however modest; dot the wide areas of the 
Pacific along with those of the British and French and 

. D"tch. Our battleships help patrol the importa?t tra~e 
.-routes. The imperialism o~ the United S~ates 10. As1a 
has never been grandiose or, very aggressave, but It -has 
beea remunerative. 

President Roosev~lt's offer to M. Stalin · and 
Mr. Churchill's assurance that Britain would 
support American action in the Far El!st. 
seem to be both part of' a development ;.'htch 
seeks to unite in one front three wars wh1ch at 
present are apparent! y independent · of o~~:e 
another. It is ·obvious, however, that th1s 
result will depend on Japan's initiative as 
American ·opinion, though less ave~ from a 
war in Asia than from the war m Europe, 
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would obviously prefer to be free of any direct 
commitment. So long as Japan keeps her war 
in China distinct from the Axis campaign 
in Europe, she will be able to keep American 
opinion quiet. President Roosevelt is applying 
the technique he has perfected during the past 
few years of forcing the aggressor nations to 
declare war on America instead of persuading 
the American people ta enter into a war. So 
far he has failed because the aggressors avoided 
trouble. Japan in all probability will do 
the same. 

The Press Advisory System :-It is now a 
year since the All India Editors' Conference 
came into being and from the point of view 
of Government as well as the editors it has not 
been alto~ether an unfruitful year. Personal 
contact between members of the protession 
and officials has led to better understanding 
and, if iQ some provinces there has been no 
appreciable improvement in Government-Press 
relations, there has been no deterioration either to 
correspond with the deterioration in the political 
field. The greatest achievement of the Press, 
however, is in a somewhat negative aspect. 
We believe that the past year has proved 
the uselessness of the Press Adviser's office, 
if not from the centre to the provinces in the 
provinces at any rate. The Editors' Conference 
10 its dealings with the Government of 
India has always taken an all-India view and 
this has also been the attitude of Government. 
The recent "goodwill mission'' to the United 
Provinces is a case in point, when local tangles 
had to be unravelled by the Conference repre· 
sentatives. If points of dispute have to be 
referred up to Delhi, all that is required is a 
forwarding office. We know that, in spite of the 
loud cries for economy in unessentials and effici
ency in war necessities, wartime is the worst 
period for scrutinising the appointments of a 
bureaucracy. In the popular confusion of mind, 
Governments too often interpret the demand 
that something must be done to mean that 
some · persons must be assigned on high 
salaries to the job. Nevertheless, the Editors' 
Conference, when next it meets, would do 
well to consider the Press Adviser's office 
which, particularly after the Bombay session 
of the Standing Committee, seems to have 
become a fifth wheel to the coach. The editor 
is left free to exercise his discretion and to 
consult the Adviser only when he feels a 
doubt. An editor who wishes to have an 
authoritative interpretation of the Defence 
of India Rules and to know whether it 
applies to him in a concrete instance, is 
likely to seek the opinion of a lawyer who 
might be expected to understand the legal 
aspects of the case, rather than that of an official 
whose whole training has been to make him 
over-sensitive to all criticism. The Government 
of India ·might anticipate the Conference by 
early action, 

HINDU AND FASCISr THEORIES OF 
THE STATE. 

Speculations regarding a constitution which may be 
reasonably expected to bring peace, contentment and 
security to the people oflndia, whether by the Ind a 
Office or by the Congress and the Muslim League, 
tend too much to proceed on the assumption that 
India is a clean state for the constitution-moker to 
inscribe what he wishes or fancies. Mr. Amery is 
convinced that the British system is unsuitable 
to India although. he will not· admit that it bas 
failed in Britain. He thinks that one particular 
feature of the Constitution of the United States, 
the irremovabl~ Executive, and another, functional 
representation, borrowed from Fascism, grafted on 
the Hoare Constitution, will make it suitable to 
.India. ·The Congress, on the other hand, clings 
to the British model with a pathetic confidence, 
although it has proved a failure in Britain itself. 
The Moslem League is convinced that democracy is 
not suited to India. It wants a part of India 
to be carved into Pakistan. What system of 
Government will be adopted in Pakistan, is not clear. 
Mr. Jinnah, perhaps, inclines to a republic with 
himself as perpetual president. He thinks that Islam 
is democratic. As a matter of fact, Islam proclaimed 
equality and fraternity centuries before the French 
Revolution. But It never adopted the first and most 
important of the democratic watchwords, Liberty. 
Similarly, of the Lincoln formula, Government of the 
people, by the people, for the people, Jslam knew the 
first and perhaps the third and that only for 
Moslems; but not the aecond. One of the traditions 
of Islam is a saying ascribed to the Prophet 
himself that all that a human being' has a right to 
was a piece of bread and a cup or water: all else was 
by the grace of God. This simplification of the 
Rights of Man does not fit in with democracy. 
All the three, Mr. Amery,' the Congress, and the · 
Muslim League, ignore the fact that there is an oldef 
pattern, racy of the soil, imbedded in the religion and 
culture of the people, waiting only the opportunity to 
assert itself in the formulation of ·the future India 
polity. This is the system of Hindu polity evolved 
from immemorial time in accordance with the geo
graphical, racial and religious configration of the 
country and population. In two lectures delivered at 
the Madras University under the Dewan Bahadur 
K. Krishnaswami Rao Foundation, Professor K. V. 
Rangaswami Aiyangar has ably indicated the trends 
of Hindu polity with reference to nearly aU 
available sources and o&uthorities from ancient times. 
( Adyar Library &. 8-8.) 

Simultaneously with the French Revolution 
began the counter-revolution with Edmund Burke 
as its prophet, which bas now emerged in the form 
of Fascism and Nazism. Burke denounced the 
Revolution root and branch, beginning with the idea 
from which it sprang, Rousseau's Social Contract. 
Against the doctrine of a contract between the 
sovereign and his people, Burke opposed the doctrine 
of ••a partnerahip not only between those who are 
living, but between those who are living, those who 
are dead, and those who are to be born." Prolessor 
Rangaswami Aiyangar quctel the whole passage 
from Burke's French Revolution in one of his illu
minative notes and adds : "The view of Burke 
closely approximates to the Hindu view of the 
eternal social order as I have pointed out in 
previous works of mine." Was Burke influenced 
in his political philosophy by hie intense study 
of Indian institutions, which made India 
live before his eyes, as again and again 
appears in his speeches during the impeach· 
ment of Warren Hastings P If he waa, he is sure 
to have made some acknowledgment of the faot in 
the vast literature of his speeches and writing-. 
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However that may be, it is curious that Burke's 
doctr!ne has been. adopted ·and developed by the 
FasCists and Naz1s. The opening clause ot the 
Corporative Constitution declares ~ 

The Italian nation Is an organism having ends, a 
lire and means superior in power and duration to the 
single Individuals or groups of individuals who 
compose it. 

This also, observes Herman Finer, in his Theory 
.and Practice of Modern Government, was the 
essence of the German Romantic political philosophy 
which took its keynote from Burke's superb phrase. 
The term "nation'' writes Dr. Arthur Gutt, head of 
the National Hygiene Department, , 

should not be solely applied to those persons who 
are contemporary to one another at any given moment. 
but also to all their ancestors and descendants. It i~ 

· essential, therefore,•to remember that the term "nation" 
implies the element of timelessness, as this circumstance 
has an important bearing upon all the efforts made 
to preserve the national health, and the numerical 
strength of the nation. (GtJrmany Speak&, p. 37.) 

'This theory of the State, it is obvious, strikes at the . 
toot of the principle, supposed by many to be the i 
essence of democracy, of majority rule. The 
Authoritarian State sets itself up as the repository 
of tile past, present and future in a way which is 
entirely opposed to the democratic conception of the · 
State. · 

· The deification of the State by Fascism is · totally 
contrary to and impossible in Hindu political 
philosophy. The Hindu State must have a hereditary 
monarch. To be Kingless is synonymous with 
anarchy which the Hindu nature abhors. But the 
:King himself is a member of the same society as 
his subjects and is subject to all its rules and 
'restrict~o~s. There is no "Princely Order" in India. 
.The Prmces as such do not belong to any particular 
caste of their own. They are Kshattriyas by birth 
or convention. Kingship in India is no mere opening 
of soup-kitchens. The King is not a limited 
monarch who can do no wrong and consequently can 
<io no right either. Social and village life was self
cegulating. The King's duty was to enforce the rules 
of social and village economy wherever they are 
infringed, Kingship did not include the right of 
legislation. The daily duties of the King were strict. 
He .was expected to be a f!~Odel to .every one of his 
subjects, The model Hmdu Ktng is Janaka, 
~he royal sage who was master of the science of 
Government as well as of the cosmic philosophy of 
the Brahman position. The King was personally 
cesponsible to his Maker for the welfare and happiness 
of all and every one of his subjects in their respec
tive status in life. This is the meaning of the story 
in the Ramayana that Sri Rama seeking for the 
cause of the death of an infant in his realm, 
detected a Sudra practising austerities not 
prescribed for his caste and had him executed. 
The story . is evidently intended only to enforce 
the principle of the King's personal respon
aibility for every detail of the life of the people. 
It has certainly been edited by a .supporter of the 
caste system. The Indian ideal was too high for an 
.average man to come up to. With the injection of 
foreign elements into the body politic standards 
(leteriorated, corruption set in and the land fell a 
prey to anarchy. In one of the treatises on politics, 
the King's Cabinet consisted of four members, ' 
the Minister, the Chief Priest., the Head, Cook and 
the Astrologer. The King who had his Chief 
Cook as a cabinet Minister, was clearly a gourmand. · 
Anantadeva was the courtier of a petty State in the 
latter l;lalf of ;the sixteenth century and in a small 
~ourt who!e main pre.oocupatioo is likely, to J:>e the 

composition of the Princeling's menu. The special 
feature of Anantadeva's treatise is, says Professor 
Rangaswa~i Ai~angar, ~hat he recognised a poly
gamous kmg, wath a chaef queen for ceremonial 
purposes. Gluttony and concupiscence had invaded 
the aust~re ideal of the Hindu sovereign. Degeneracy 
had set m and the nation was fast moving to its 
doom. As is the king, so are the subjects, was a 
familiar Hindu proverb. 

In framing a constitution for India the high ideals 
whic~ for ages have been accepted should be 
consadered as well as·modern theories. A constitu• 
tion may be imposed on the country. But it will not 
last unless it accords with the traditional ideas of the 
people. Bergson's observation that while we think 
only with a small part of our past, it is with our 
entire past,. inclu~ing the original bent of our souls, 
that we des are, wall and act,. is a thousand timel 
more true of a people than of individuals, and of 
India than of other countries. 

PALLA VA HISTORY IN SCULPTURES.• 
(BY S. R. BALASUBRAHMANYAN, CHIDAMBARAM.) 

The Palla vas hold an honoured place in the 
history of South India. They performed sacri
fices according ro the Brallmanical religion. 
.They honoured learning, and fostered Sanskrit 
and Tamil literature. They destroyed forests 
and brought the land under cultivation. They 
dug tanks and cut canals and thus improved 
irrigation. ThP.y were pioneers in scooping out 
cave-temples and building structural temples. 
Sculpture, painting, music and the art of writing 
were practised · to perfection. In a word, great 
is their contribution to the culture of South 
India. 

Kanchipuram was their capital and Mahamalla
puram (popularly '?ailed Mahabalipuram) wa!l their 
port and naval stataon, Both these places have been 
enriched with innumerable works of art that they 
have left behind; and they have rightly won .the 
homage and admiration of all succeeding generations. 

Kanchi is a · city of temples-Hindu, Jain and 
Buddhist Of the many Hindu temples the Saiva 
ones of Ekambaranatha and Kailasanatha and the 
Vaishna vite ones of Varadharaja and Vaikuntha
perumal deserve special mention. Rajasimha alias 
Narasimha II (C. 690-715) A. D. built the Kailasa
natha which is the first structural temple in stone in 
South India and its walls of circumvallation are 
studed with icons of Saivite mytholozy and lore. 

Nandivarman II Pallavainalla alias t'aramesvara
varman (C. 717-782 A. D.) was the builder of 
the Vaikunthaperumal temple which is otherwise 
called Paramesvaravishnugt:aham (or Vinnaharam 
in Tamil) after the · na,me of the builder-king, and 
the iriner prakaras of the enclosure-walls are 
decorated with sculptures depicting various phases 
of Pallava history-rar~ specimens of histor.y in 
.stone and some of which bear la.bels describing 
the events depicted. . . · 

It is the. histo~i~ sculptures in this temple th~t 
Dr. C. Manaksha took up for study. She was a 
research student under Prof. Nilakanta Sastri of 
the Madras University •. Very soon she improved 
her equipment and enlarged the horizon of her 
knowledge by detailed investigation of many 
Pallava monuments accompanied in most cases by 
visits to those places. Her identification with the 
subject was so great that some of her friends used 
to oaU her in fun a moving Palla va Spirit. This work 

• Memoirs of the A.roha.eological Survey of India No. 68-Tbe 
Hisliorioal Sculptures of the Vaikunthaperumal Temple1 Ka.i:J.obi
by the late Dr, 0. llfinakshl,:M.A., Ph.D. 
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formed part of her doctorate thesis and it is of I 
melaocholy interest to record here that she did not 
live to see her own work published. As Mr. Dikshit 
obsecves appropriately, "she is easily the best 
among lnd~an hdy archaeologists and· by her 
-untimely death Indian archaeology loses a singularly 
gifted votary." Her publications-the present 

·memoir, "Administration and Sooial life under the 
Pallavas," and other articles published in learned 
·periojicala-will be the only memento of an all-too 
-brief life devoted to culture and art. 

The accession of Nandivarman Pallavamalla to 
the throne ia a unique event in Pallava history. 
His predecessor Paramesvaravarman 11 passed away 
issueless, Anarchy prevailed in the land. Thereupon, 
aa the labels under the sculptures record, the 
Mattras, the Ghatikayars (the body of learned 
brahmans) and the Mulaprakritis, approached 
Hiranyavarma Maharaja-a member of the collateral 
branch of the ro}'al line-and sought his advice 
to select a king of pure descent. All the elderly 

-members of his family having declined the offer, 
·he aent for hia four sons and asked them if they 
·would accept the kingship. While the first 
three refused the offer, the youngest-Pallavamalla 
alias Parameswara, a boy twelve years old, accepted 

··it. Then took place the coronation and the investiture 
-ceremony. 

Nandivarman Pallavamalla bad a long reign of 
nearly 6.'1 years, and those were years of troubles 

·unparalleled in the life of any other ruler, A 
·man of less heroic mould would have broken 
.. down under such stress and strain, He had 
enemies, internal and external, A pretender to 
the throne, Chitramaya, assailed him. The 

· Chalukya1 and latter the Rashtrakutas from tbe 
north and the Pandyas from the south gave 

; him end leas troubles. In spite o't them all, 
Nandivarman remained victor, and true to his 

. title of Ekailhira, he stood a peerless hero. 

The events of early Pallava history and those 
·relating to tbe eventful r!'ign of Nandivarman 
Pallavamalla are recorded In sculptures. These 
have been studied· in their entirety and an attempt 
baa been made in these memoirs to interpret them 
with the wider knowledge acquired by half a centur:x 
of archaeological survey. In many Gases they are 
mere bold guesses. They may be right or some of 

·them may prove wrong. But the metnod the writer 
bas followed in interpreting them is a sound one""'-11is., 
using the internal evidence of stone inscriptions and 

· oopper·plates of the Pallava rulers themselves for 
· the elucidation of these· sculptures, 

South India, though rich in monuments, has not 
.received till now at the hands of the Director
General of Archaeology in India the recognition they 
·deserve, It is with pleasure that we have to record 
here that the present Director-General, Mr, K. N. 

· Dikshit, is giving some attention to South India and 
let us hope more such memoirs will bt> undertaken 

··in the near future. One word more. It is a pity that 
· the prices ot all publications of the Archaeological 

Department are prohibitive, and it is hoped the 
· department -will so>n revise this unwise policy by 

"ealising that the dissemination of the rich knowledge 
·enshrined in these volumes is more important than 
making the publications too dear to be within the 
reach of scholars and merely storing them as dead 
stock in the already overstocked store· rooms of the 
Pu blioation Office. This department is not a money. 
making concern, and, therefore, only a nominal prioe 
-~ught to be fixed in the case of these llcholarly 
,publicationlo 

THE NEED FOR. CONSTRUCTIVE 
LEADERSHIP. 

(BY J. M, GANGULI, CALCUTTA.) 

After three months' absence in Tibet and in the 
interior of the Himalayas on pilgrimage, where I 
was almost totally cut off from world currents, as I 
was returning homewards to the same old conditions 
of life as before recently, I could well feel that 
during the abort interval of a few months there 
would have been no. reason to expect any revolu
tionary change in the social or political conditions in 
the · country or in the mental attitude of my fellow
countrymen,. but yet 1 looked forward to some 
surprise or the other on my emergence out of the 
wooded seclusion of the hills, 
· Actual change in the conditions, I expected little 
but, in the natural joyous feeling that is generated 
in the homeward journey, I often felt optimistic 
about finding a more healthy and forceful attitude in 
the press and platform Jeadera and in the educated 
people generally towards the political problems 
than used to be, Criticism, of course, in mild and 
strong expressions of the Government policy by those 
people and leaders there used to be in volume as 
well as in good logical quality but what was con
sistently mi~sing was simple or straight dire9tion in 
respect of thmgs to do for the achievement · of the 
political goal in view. · Has not the continuous 
experience of the barrenness of such criticisms led 
the people to that state of exasperation, which 
generated restlessness for assertiveness and 
forceful action P I wondered, 

And, so, when newspapers caqte into my bands, I 
readily turned to the editorials with a feeling of 
expectancy of something new, something refreshing, 
something significant, Bl!t .no, there was nothing. 

. Mr. Churchill was strongly denounced for what was 
at the worst his truthful interpr~:tation of his Atlantic 
pronouncement; Mr. Amery's sayings and doings 
were criticised thread bare with wonderful patience; 
the appointment of Australian officers in the Indian 
Army when the appointment ol an Indian officer in 
their army was unthinkable to the Australians was 
commented on with res en ~ment; the economic hard
ships of the country because of its ·being involved in 
the war were pointed out; that the country did not 
know for what direct benefit its people were made to 
fight and why its frontiers were stretched according 
to the exigencies of the war, was also discussed, All 
that was in the papers as before; but what was to be 
done; what the people were to do individually or col· 

· leotively, at home and in public; what remedies lay in 
their hands, which though small or weak and even 
apparently insignificant were calculated to bring 
actual results-directions to them regarding these 
were as universally absent as before, 

It will be said here, perhaps, that criticisms 
and cliscussion~ like the above serve the very 
useful purpose of arousing mass consciousness 
to existing conditions and position. That is true, 
hut such consciousness is not sufficient to make 
the mass move. Masses require lead and direction, 
They often understand and realise a thing, but 
what to do and how to do for effecting a remedy 
seldom strike them, and even if they do they 
feel diffident to make a move without support 
and prompting from behind. That is why the 
Indian masses, including the educated, are making 
no headway towards the goal they aspire to by 
self-effort and resolution, 

Their leaders, some of whom have looked upon 
leadership as a profitable game in politics, which 
bdngs power and popularity and sometim~ eve!' 
eco.1omio avantages as well, have lacked unag1-
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nation. courage and iron determination. Even if a 
plan of action, that has some sting in it, strikes 
them, they are nervous as to its results and 
implications, forgetting the great fact that national 
progress from dependence to freedom cannot 
be all on a smooth road, but inevitably· through 
ups and downs, errors and mist .. kes, Gandhiji, 
for instance, conceived a non-co-operation plan with 
satyagraha as the sanction behind it. But after 
much propaganda, when it came to apply the really 
forceful sanctions in his scheme, he fought shy and 
became hesitant He began by very much weaken
ing the economic sanction by declaring the boycott 
not of British cloth and British goods but of foreign 
cloth in general. Such generalisation based on the 
principle of merely helping a cottage industry could 
not raise and keep up public interest for long. His 
own interest also flagged in not a very long time, 

The partition agitation in Bengal, though conduct
ed single-handed by the province, succeeded mainly 
because it stressed the boycott of the British goods 
alone. By that boycott the people felt that they 
were hitting back those who wera responsible for 
their woes, Gandhiji's generalisation did not give 
them that satisfaction of giving their economic and 
political dominators a punch in return. 

This economic boycott in everything is a 
strong and very effective sanction in the 
hands of the oppressed ; and if Gandhiji 
had concentrated on this form of non-co
operation, and if le•ders and nationalist papers 
had been reminding the people of it, the country 
would have almost reached its political goal by 
this time, and· the Congress would not have been 
standing helpless like a crane on one leg looking 
piteously for moral support to some people in 
England and Americ•, who may deign to say a word 
or two in its favour, and shrieking some anti
government slogans to make a lame show of its 
prowess. 

Then, again, when he once decided to try satya
grnha in practice, a communal riot in a far-off place 
at once shook his confidence and he promptly wound 
up the movement, the efficacy of which bad been 
much advertised, but the responsibility of conducting 
which he had not the confidence to face. In fact, 
for over twenty years one has been heari?g of 
this master weapon and of the succes~ t~at tt was 
bound to bring, but one _has n~t seen tt 10 op~ra
tion in the face of all dtfficulttes and opposlt!on, 
Cautiousness may be good, but overcautiousness in 
leadership, whether in military or political warfare, 
as well as in other things, damps enthusiasm, 
and generates nervousness and indecision in the 
fighters. Leadership to be useful should also 
have the virtues of dash and audacity, whioh 
give the stimulation for a ~o~ward drive . ov_er• 
coming hindrance and opposttton and unmmdmg 
slips and falls. A thoughtful writer (Dr. Alexis 
Carrel) has rightly pointed out with lament that 
the modern much-too sheltered living and the 
modern system of education have destroyed to 
a great extent the above virtues, which the 
ancients generally possessed. 

Though having extensive · and ev«:n ~ict~torial 
powers in his hands and though enJoymg m an 
unparalleled manner the trust and confidence of 
the masses, Gandhiji has for the above reasons 
failed to take the country even a step, so to 
say ahead towards political emancipation. Who 
can' say judging from the tone and aots. o~ the 
British ministers and the contemptuous m.dtO:er
ence of the Government to Congress agttatton 
and to the criticisms of others that the country 
has gained a whit since 1920 in power to assert 

its rights and press home its demands ? It is 
possible to imagine that, if the political leadership 
had been in the hands of others more audacious 
and less hesitant to take risk than Gandbiji~ 
India might have passed through phases of harder 
trials, but she would also have taken firmer 
steps forward and neared the horizon. A 
single year lost in the political progress of a great 
country and a great nation is a loss to the world and 
a loss to the cause of civilization. Over two decades 
of Gandhiji's unchallenged leadership have gone by, 
leaving not mucn material results. So-called 
awakened political consciousness in the masses finds 
little expression in their living. High leaders and' 
educated people make only the same kind of lifeless. 
political comments in their talks as before with no 
idea of doing anything in individual practice. 
Newspapers write editorials, which are only the 
reproduction of what they have ever been writing, 
pointing out with logic and laborious allusions the 
faults of omission and commission of the Government 
but not indicating the remedy that may lie in the 
hands of the people. More years and more decades 
will go as before if matters drift like this and the 
people are not made to rack their brains on the 
question of means that would bring tangible results 
in the country's economics and politics, and if the 
press and platform leaders do not think out and 
point out repeatedly what each individual can do to
advance the cause of his mother country, 

U.S. A. AND LATIN AMERICA. 
(BY CLARENCE SENIOR) 

Although officially all is going smoothly in the 
relations between the United States and its nearest 
Latin American neighbour, there are many Mexicans 
whose memories bark back to a surge of Pan
American propaganda during the war of 1914·-18-
and wonder if the same disappointments are due 
after this one. 

Among the people there is little pro-GermaB 
feeling. That is found among the upper middle 
class which has suffered in Mexico's attempt to 
break down feudalism and build a more modem 
economic and social system in its place. The native 
fascist movements are led by lawyers who have not 
'kept pace with the revolution and who now and again 
head attempts to turn back the clock. They are 
supported by considerable sections of the clergy 

. who look upon Generalissimo Franco as the maB 
who will rebuild the Spanish empire and restore 
to the Spaniards and Spanish Americans their former 
glory. They always add that they mean this only 
in a spiritual sense. . 

The labour and peasant movements, and the lower 
middle class, the largest section of which consists of 
government employees, are generally democratic iB 
.their sympathies. This does not lead to an outright 
acceptance of a black versus white view of the war. 
Intellectually, the workers and peasants dislike Hitler 
and nis aims. His racism is'. partioularly repugnant 
Mexicans. But Germany is the only Empire which 
has never invaded Mexico. Mexicans have never 
erased from their memories the evasive, land
grabbing shady methods of securing "concessions" 
used to strip her of many valuable natural resources, 
discrimination against h-er citizens a broad, 
and other counts which history has ohalked 
up against the British, French and Americans. 
Less than three years ago, In faot, the three countries 
ganged up on Mexico in an international oil boycott. 
That Great Britain is now being forced to buy Mexi
can oil because of the war situation seems like 
retribution to many here, But the Mexicans point 
out, even in her emergency, Britain buys only from 
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the remaining private fields instead of from the 
government. 

Recently tbe press and persons to whom this 
~respondent has talked have brought up the 
following pointll: · 

1. If the U.S. wants to convince us that she is 
in earnest, why does she not return El Chamizal to 
us I' In 1910 the United States solemnly agreed 
to abide by an arbitral award in the case of land 
;Jeft on the north 1ide of the Rio Grande by a shift 
in the river course. Since the United States refused 
to abide by the decision awarding the territory to 
Mexioo, she has been in a particularly vulnerable 
s~t. . 

2. If the U, S. wantll to be a "good neighbour," 
why does she not eliminate discrimination against 
Mexicans in schools, playgrounds, medical service&, 

ll'elief, strike aid, and even in hotels and restaurants 
throughout the south and south-west I' A recent 

111ews-s tory from Austin that the Texas legislature 
was to act on an anti-discrimination bill .. received a 
great play In the national pres&, but· some voices 
asked why Negroes were not included. 

S. Just before the war' of 1914.-18, Ruben Dario, 
greatest Latin American poet, could secure .only a 
smelly physics laboratory at Columbia University 
for an address on Spanish Alnerican literature, 
Fourteen persons attended, .. ·.As aoon as the United 
States entered tbe war, even the most obscure Latin 
A.lllerioans were lionized, 'The- fad passed when the 
war was over. The Pan·American Federation of 
Labour, &tarted with. money given by Woodrow 
Wilson, was allowed to die when the danger passed. 
Inter-American cultural relations boomed for a few 
year&, and then were forgotten. v.•hat is there in 
·the present situation that should make us believe 
that, if we rewamp our politics and even our econo
mics at the call of the United States, we will not be 
.Jeft in the lurch when tbe current interest in us 
:passes ~ 

4.. In spite of the flowery speeches from Washing
(On about "democracy," a majority of the Latin 
American countries ar!' diDtatorships. Is the govern• 
ment of the United States going to underwrite the 
continuance of the dictatorships in power~ Will it 
denounce attempts to break down feudalism and 
-dictatorship as "pro~rman," and help the rulers to 
•Suppress them P 

/l, Are interests in the United States forcing the 
present government to slow down the land distri· 
bution programme I' Are the loans now being disouss
·ed going to have the same strings attached as past ·. 
.loans have had P Why does the United States- 1\avy 
buy oil from the highest bidder when Mexico offers 
the same grade of oil at a considerable reduction 
in price P Why do the newspapers of the United 
States get so excited about the sales of oil we 
have been forced to make to the Axis powers aft~. 
the oil boycott when even no\9 oil,· gasoline, and 
.even iron are being sold to Japan by the United 
.StatesP · · · · 

These and many other questions are raised by t~e 
"'man In the street" about the future of Mexican
U. S. relations. Only if he knows that the people 
of the United States themselves are intensely inter· 
·ested In atoning for the past errors of politician and 
investor will he feel that the present flood of talk 
about Pan-Ainericanism is more than the wotr in 
sheep's clothing again. 

"COUNTER-PROPAGANDA." 

The Editor, 

Th• Inditm &eial Rl/orrtUr· 
Sir, 

I tbink that your editorial note about "Counter
propaganda" which appeared in your issue dated 
November 1, 1941, is based on the misapprehension 
that the duties of the Director of Counter-Propaganda 
in tbe Department of Information and Broadcasting 
are concerned witb political propaganda; tbe origin 
of the Directorate of Coon ter-Prop.~ganda is that 
on tbe outbreak of war a Monitoriog Section was 
formed to take down and analyse the contents of 
enemy broadcasts; tbese analyses revealed 
an enormous number of hostile mis-state
ments and it was found convenient that the Section 
which was engaged in listening in to enemy broad
casts, should ·also frame counter-propaganda- ·to 
them. The answer to your question is, therefore, 
that this Section is solely intended for countering 
enemy propaganda and is not concerned with India's 
_internal po!itics. ' · 

Your mention of a pamphlet entitled "Allies of 
Germans in ·India" is tbe first that the Gdvemment 
of India have heard of this pamphlet which was not 
prepared by any of its Departments. 

Bureau of Public } 
Information, 

Government of India. 
November 5, 1941. 

Yours etc., 
]OSSLEYN HENNESSY 
Principal Informat4ori · 

O~r. 

[We gladly print Mr. Hennessy's '!etter«s it clears 
up the existing confusion about the functions of 
Director of Counter-Propaganda. Unfortunately the 
lanll'uage in which it is framed, creates impressions 
wh1oh give new ground for perplexity; Mr. Hennesst 
would seem to say that the Directorate was in 
existence since tbe outset of the war. Yet the first 
public intimation of it was a few days ago when the 
new Department of Information and Broadcasting 
was created, The fact that Mr. Hennessy, the 
Principal Information. Officer, writes to us would 
imply that the Directorate was a subordinate branch 
of the Bureau of Public Information. Yet the com
munique which first revealed ' its existence, clearly 
divided tbe Department into four different sections 
of which Information and Counter-Propaganda were 
two. Mr. Hennessy fails to explain, moreover. how 
one can· counter enemy propaganda without concern
ing oneself with India's internal politics. The 
enemy propaganda to \11hich he refers, is, we take it, 
that part of i~ specially intended for Indians. As such 
it must necessarily concern itself with internal 
politics. How is one to reply without rebutting 
those allegations!' It is becaust: the_ pamphlet re~er~ed 
to in the &fort'llllr seemed to fit m With the deacnptlon 
of the work of the Directorate th~t we said it was 
liable to be confused with the Directorate's work, 
Mr. Heilnesay's repudiation clears the point finally. 
But there is nothing in the pamphlet wh1ch would 
be irrelevant to the work of the Directorate even as 
it is described by Mr. Hennessy,-Editor.] 

-
Parliamentary CongPessmen:-Mr. S. 

Satyamurti, Deputy Loader of the Congress Assembly 
Party, has been expressing himself in favour of a 
revival of the Parliamentary work of the Congress and 
has claimed that the great majority of his Assembly 
colleagues are with him in this opinion. He has 
released on Thursday a statement containing a letter 
trom Gendhiji expressing surprise at the reque~t for 
freedom of speech as that had newr been ck01ed to 
Congressmen. 
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already made up his mind and. a considerable ·. 
majority of recognised Indian leaders outside 
the. Congress and even inside, have declared 
!hem~lves against Gandhiji's attitude which, . 
Itself, IS by no means clear. Nothing would be. 
lost, if nothing is gained, by not arresting people' 
for shouting slogans and striking attitudes which 
have now ceased to have any but a symbolic · 
significance. Gandhiji's recent declaration tha~. 

1 : , ~ · :NOTES.. he would not regard the release of prisoners· 
~ : Det.e.ot1od without 'l'rfal :-Commenting on the as a concession to him, ~ no beadng · 
reaulc of ·a recent case in which ad English on the question. While Government should. 
Member'· of Parliament who had. been kept in be glad to oblige Gandhiji as far as' 
detentiori sued the London Correspondent of an possible, pleasing him is not the major 
A • • 1 f l"b 1 d d purpose and Government should pursue its , 

; ( ' 

merJcah JOUrna or 1 e an was awar ed course dictated by considerations of eqUity,~ 
farthing damages, the New Statesman observed even if it does not arouse an .answering· 
that he would have had public sympathy with sentiment in GandhiJ"i's mind. Gandhiji has not 
him bad he .not gone to the .court because 
Englishmen have deep down in their hearts- said that he would regard the release of prisoners 

d · f k • as an act of personal offence to himself; . On 
a etestatton · 0 · eep•ng people · under the contrary he bas told . Sardar Sant Singh 
detention with6ut trial by'· a regular'·coutl, that he should move _a· resolution 'in. the. 
The word "detenu" itself is a French word for 1 Assembly for the release of prisoners •. · The 
which th\lte ia no passable English equivalent. Governor of the United Provinces is said to be 
This sound instinct of Englishmen which has f 
been the principal factor in reconciling alien the principal protagonist against the release o · 
races to British rule, has evidently tended to political prisoners. He may be ~llowed to keep. 
weaken in Englishmen sent out to administer his men under lock and key and the other 
India. In the debate on Mr. N. M. Joshi's mot_ ion Governors may act on their own convictions. 
f t f r · · Why should Sir Maurice Hallett be allowed 
ot the re ease o po 1t1cal pnsoners on Tuesday to stand in the way of othe. r provinces doing' 

in the Legislative Assembly, the spokesman of 
Government showed not the least compunction what they think just ? . . .. 
about holding in duress some hundreds of men The Expanded Council and the Legislature :..-.. 
'without trial under the Defence of India Much curiosi~ was felt as to how the expandet\ 
RUles. Apart from the cases of men who have Executive Council of the Viceroy would fare 
been tried and sentenced, detimus are an In the Legislature. The Legislative Assembly 
anomaly which is evil even under war conditions. adjourned . on Tuesday · after a three . wee~ 
On an assurance from Sir' Reginald Maxwell session~ During that 'period some questions 
that. the question of the release of political which have. aroused much interest and ~used 
priSoners will be immediately and sympathetically much controversy, came· up for discu.ssion, 
considered, Mr. Joshi · withdrew hili' motion The first was the so-called Atlantic A~ment. 
which; if it had been pressed to a division, The Prime Minister had categorically declared 
would have greatly, _embarrassed the Indian that the Agreement applied only · to countries 
Members of Government. The case of the over-run· by the Nazis. It was a declaration 

· detenus will have to be< taken up immediately. by ·the heads of the British and American 
The -~orne Member said that conditions were not Governments oi their plans when the war ends 

'the same in all provinces and no uniform policy in the destruction of Hitlerism. The wording 
can be devised. Why not take action imme· of the Charter was comprehensive and inclusive 
diately ··in. provinces where conditions are not and there was nothing in it to suggest th11 
in' the least likely to be prejudiced by the exclusion of any part of the world. Moreover, 
t-elease of satyagraha prisoners and abstention . the mOst important clauses in the agreem':nt can 
from future arrests for shouting slogansjl The 1 ·not be implemented without the co-operation of 

' Issue of participation or non-participation in the countries not yet. conquered by Hitler-lor 
war is no longer a live issue. Every one has instance, that relating to the equal access to raw 
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materialss So far · as .these countries ·are reasons.·. For such a purpose, Mr. Bose, we pre
concern¢d, ' the Char,ter is a flagrant attempt sume, must himself return to India somewhat 
to dispose of their assets behind their ahead of the invading Army. As Eaypr; 
backs. President Roosevelt who was the first Iraq and Iran are securely in British h:ndg, 
signatory to the Charter has neither endorsed he cannot possibly com~ through this route. If 
n9r. repudiated. the British Prime Minister's he attempts to come by way of Japan he must 
interpretation. The proper and the wise course first evade the vigilance of' Russia to find 
was to have ignored Mr. Churchill's commentary his way to a Sib~rian port. It is quite 
and waited till the· Chartl!r came to · be·. imple- possible · that the censors in British India are 
mented. But a non-official member raised the . so careful to censor innocent letters including a 
matter oq a motion for. adjournment without card announcing a marriage in the United 
fully considering the implications -of that step. States, that they have no time to spare for really 
The Leader of. the Legislative Assembly, objectionable communications from abroad. 
~r·: 1ney,1 ~igl_tt hay~ ob)~cte~ to, tlJ,e_ intr~.uc. That is the only way in .which the appearance 
tton· .of . a. _· matter eJtclustvety · con~rmng of the .leaflets mentioned 'by Mr, Conran Smit h 
the . 'Briti~h. and. · a .. foreign G~verilment can be explained. Taking all circumstances into 
oh .. whi<;h. • the.· Indian · Legislature ·was consideration, weare inclined to distrust the official 
not"t;alled upon to express'an opinion. Instead; information. about Mr. BJse's sojourn in Berlin, 
he: virtually . accepted' ~he obiter dictU,m 0~ . notwithstaridirig the supplementary m~ssages 
Mr. ·.Churchill and declared th~t the official front Rome and Tokio cabled· this . week; 
n)ember!!. would abstain fro#~ voting'_ on "the Moreover, we see no reason to reject the 
motion.-·. Mr •. _Artey ·adopted the sam~ ·attitude categorical repudiation by Mr. Subhas . Bose's. 
tO ~ij~ reS9lution on the Indo-Burma, Emigration friends and associates that the information about' 
Agreement · • and· ag-ain' oq the Indo-Ceylon him is utterly repugnant to his principles and 
ln,tll)igtatio!l· D_raft. .. The Legislature and the t~e tenour of his career. : Nor must· we forget the 
co1.1ntry hav~ th~. right to expect· a lead from declaration of the late Mr. C., R. Oas, Mr. Bose's. 
Governm~nr on 'such· hnportant subjeets 'and political . and spiritual guru · that· attaining 
the' a.bdication by Government of its duty Swaraj within is spiritually a nobler task than 
tQ. ·giVe it. is a· ·grave constitutional. derelic- seeking it outside ~he British Commonwealth. 
tion. · In fact;· it is not_ 'different-' in kind The possibilities ()( a, "wanted, man" remaining 
frpm _ the 'walk-out ' staged by dissenting) undetecte4 in this country of immense distances, 
political parties and .is only a degree re· areyerymuchgrea~erthanofhisgettingthrough 
moved from- the stay-in~strlke which has become the numerous. obstacles which beset, the departure 
f;ul)iliar}n facrories,,· ,W~ are ,not .a~le. at once , even of, peaceful tr.avellers. .Ever since the out· 
to lay our hand on the appropnate reference · break of the . war' no person can leave India 
books· but. we have a f~eling that. the refusal except with official permission and even with tQat 
o! Government to· function in the. Legislature permission he may .not get a berth on a ship or. 
is not in consonance with the 'conventions and an aeroplane. Then there is the difficulty of 
practices of parliamentary government. There getting the absolutely necessary cash. A friend 
is practically no opposition. in the ·Legislature whose daughter had secur_ed ,a scholarship in ~m 
today. Only some members. sit on the official American .University, had to gi:ve it up because 
benches ·and the others on other benches. The he could not get permjssio.n to provide her with a 
political temper which is bound to grow out of sufficient amount of money; 1\ great city, says 
this relation between Government and the rest I:Jacon,_ is a. great solitude. Calcutta itsel( 
of the Assembly, can not but influence materially can . give asylum to hundreds . of persons 
the course ·or constitutional development in the who do not wish to face. prosecution or 
near future. · _ .. . detention. Then there are the great Himalayan 

·Government ·and the Bose ~evelatlon:-The forests which are the retreat of numerous sadhus. 
Government of India is developing a totalitarian Mr. Subhas Bose has a strong bent to . religious 
outlook. as opposed to its previous policy of IIJYSticism_ and was reported in his later days to 
doing with its left hand things hidden from the have devoted himself to Yoga practices. It is 
knowledge of its right; Sir Reginald Maxwell, quite possible that he heard the call of the forest 
Home Member, in the debate in .the Central life \Vhere the ancients meditated apart. from the 
Asse~bly on· the proposal to release political lYOrld of men.. Another. great Indian had -left 
prisoners, supported his thesis for inaction by a ·politics for mysticism. His example may have 
reference to Subhas Bose. If there was any fired Mr. Subhas Bose. 
doubt, he said, the revelation now made about American Neutrality:-To the man in the street 
Subhas Bose should convince everyone that America's neutrality in the present war would 
Government had to take every precaution against seem to be an exquisite piece of irony. She has 
"fifth eolumn'' activities in this country. Of all done everything possible by word. and deed to 

• conjectures of the nature of Mr. Bose's mark her sympathy for one of the belligerents 
activities in Berlin, assuming that he is and her hatred for the other. Nevertheless 
there,· the .niost infantile seems to be legally, the .relation between the United States 
the suggestion that he : is forming .a and the belligerents has be~n that of neutrality. 
·"fifth: column'' in India. And with unfailing The Neutrality ~ct of 1939 which has just 
'precision Government have picked out thi!l of all been repealed by Congress, :voluntarily _imposed 
·;,:_:. : , L . . 
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on Amer,ican citizens certain restrictions, the most of self-determination because he can not find a 
important or !fbich wer~ the prohibitions . on single body which could speak in her n1me or 
American ships ' entering areas proclaimed ·by some other country of his imagination ? Wbeo 
the President tLJ be "combat areas'' and on he speaks. 9f homogeneity as essential to 
.American citiztni travelling in ~hips. _of the nationality, he speaks, not the language of 'a 
.)x:lligerents. . There w~ , no need to repeal British statesman but that of Hitler who insists 
this Jaw . because iut preamble expres.~ly on racial homogeneity being the foundation 
declared . that, despite the voluntary restrictions pf a self -determining nationality. ~ty 
it imposed on American natiOJliliS, the even iq Great Britain WaS ~tained, · so far as 
Upitecl States reserved all rights and privileges ~t has been attained,. by suppressing ~ 
'under international taw. The Act was a pur!)ly ~nality .oE its .component parts. Irelarul 
dome~tic measure which conferred no rights on ·--~ revolted against this suppression, Scotland 
!:he p!ll!igerents put only suspended some rights _acquiesces ~!l it as it pf9vides her sons with .a 
of. Arqeri!:a,n citizens i~ . order to preve11t wider scope of employment than they' would 
,jm;iden•a sqch a!l those whic!l ill tbe last war . otherwise have. W;Ues does the sa~e because 
forced the U!1ite4. States to become herself a she is too small in area to be a se1C-contailleJl 

. b!llligerent. The Act, in the W()l'dS of the unit. . The United States broke away 
report of Jile f'oreign Policy Association issqed from th11 ~mogeneity as an intoleral?le 
.~ January 11140, : ampositioQ. Mr, Amery extolled Dominiq~t 

I• designed *'» avoid leg~ controversies over lnarl· status ~ the higb~st type of freedom. D~ 
time warfare; the growth ofan uocheclred econ.nnic he mean seriously to tell the . world that 
boo:n based oo the sales of supplies to states at war, the United St. ateJ woulA h. ave enp' yed_ grea•
alld the development of lotimata ftoancial relations ,.. ., ,.., 
with belllgerenta-ell factor. widely belie:ved ~ ha,e freedom a!Jd prosperity ji,S a Dominion th~B 
beeo responsible for. America's entraQCe iota the last she does 119 a free country? Does he not 
war. At the same tht~• the Neutrality A~ Is framed see that the Doinini.:ms themselves are straining 
to permit heavy purchases by the Allies in the America11 th 1 d · t' th b" d b B · • ? 
market1 aod what Is highly important-to reduce to a e s en er tes at an t em to . . tltaa!'l 
minimum lntarre ... uce with all trade and shippb•g Qot Either he is very ignor;;u1t of what is passing 
coosl!ler~ clengero~ ar9und him or he is trying to deceive India and 

_ Since the foct was passed several measures ~. as often happens when one tries' to deceive 
have Pee~ !ldopted calculated to relax some others, deceiving himself, Where is the l>olly 
of ita provisions. The formal repeal of the lO speak for India,- he asks? There may or 
Act is a ges~ure tha~ the United States no Jonger may not be SUI=~ a body, bl.lt one thing is 
c:ares to ~void the contingencies which the i\ct certain and ~t is that he or anyona whom be 
was ln~nded to avert in pursuance of the : represents . caq not. answer for India. The 
determination of the franklin Roosevelt GoverQ- only inference to be · 4fawn from this and 
ment to keep ~he country out of the war.. . others ·or Mr. Amery's speeches, is that it is 

Atr. Amery on the Atlantic: Charter ~Mr. folly to expect him to be of any service to the 
Amery's uncompromising denial of the appli· at~inment of Indian freedom. Yet it is of the 
cability of the Atlantic Charter to India is wei· utmost importance to answer them for not only 
come an view of some of t,he sophistical attempts India's material resources but her moral per
to show that the Prime Minister's declarataon sonality is being assaulted by politicia~ . of 
p1eant exactly the opposite of what its words Mr. _,'\mery's type. Sir R, Acland's great speec)l 
convey. Referring to the clause on self-deter- in the House of Comm:Jns-the like of which bas 
mination, Mr. Amery asked, "Where is the npt ~n heard for half a century ill that place1 
body in existence or to be constituted which bas a sp:cial application to Britain's relation with 
can in that sense speak for India or express India. Justice to India is an integr;ll part pf the 
~ agreed demand ? '' Of course, there is effort which Britain must make in order to wio 
pot one but more than one but it is this war and to revive her own prosperity. · 
difficult to make Mr. Amery see them because Teaching:-Professor P, A. Wadia's address 
he is determined to look at lndi~ only as a to the teachers of a local high school run on 
group of dissentient an4 warring units, and not voluntary effort, which we prlnt elsewhere, 
as a whole. Before an international and im· contains much food for thought. Mr. Wadi& 
partial tribunal. India would have no difficulty has devoted hilllS!llf to teaching and his 
in establishin~ that she is as much a political presiding at the function ·was a happy event, 
unit as the United States and Soviet Russia with The teachers of the Karnatak School have reason 
their vast extent of territory and variety of popu· to congratulate themselves on the high words 
lation. But it does not suit English statesmen of appreciation which he addressed to them. 
of the type of Mr. Amery to regard India except Whilst we agree with much that he said of 
as an irreconciliably divided country. It is not individuals who out of a sense of devotion 
to the interest of their country, as they view to the causa of education, or anything else for 
it, to recognise the personality of India as that matter, give their time and energy without 
they recognise that of other countries including remuneration and without appreciation to it, we 
Great Britain herself, Even he with his pre- are unable to concur with his exposition of a 
determination to see India as a conglomeration of kind of vicarious salvation of those who II() 
irreconcilable elements, absent-mindedly speaks of not see more than a commercial point of view 
India becoming an equal partner with the rest of by those who devote their lives to someth!ng 
the Empire. What India is he here thinking or? I other than the pursuit of comfort and secunty. 
Is it the same India to which he denies the right · 
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Sanskrit, . was· unfounded. Here ·we·· ·have 
Dr. Pannalal affirming that Sanskrit is neglected 
because . it is 'more · difficult to learn than, 

Al.i..AiiA'8~i;> CO NV be~ TION ADDRE$S. ·presumably, Hindi which is not burdened with an 
elaborate grammar -or ·-.u1 inexhaustible voca• 

· :· Theraddres~::whichDr: Pannalal delivered.at bulary. ·Where men cim express· themselves 
;the: Co~vocatlon of- Allahabad ·University last sufficiently for their everyday· ne~ds and have 
Saturday is, notewo'rthy for. the freshl)ess which ·not many occasions to have to converse with 
·it brought to the treiltll)erit of· some ·'old ·topics ·persons who speak a different tongue, they will 
in controversy amcirig educationists; (Orie of the ·not, unless they are philologists or are qualifying 
oldest of these is the rivalry between the 1:lasSieal as polyglot interpreters,· go to the trouble of 
and utihtanan schools. 'Dr. Pannalal' definitely 'learning a secord language. 

-ran !fed. himself 'on· the. side of the · classicists. ··-There are ·many points in · Dr. Pannalal's 
He began with a paSSIOnate plea for greater . address whicb deserve careful consideration. His 

:attention to the study of Sanskrit in the Univer- view that specialization in University education 
sity. · We are rather surprised at the gloO!ny ! is being overdone, is one of these. Specialization 

· picture. Which he drew ofthe 'State 'of Sanskrit after a broadbased system ' of secondary 
·. studies. : He spoke· of them as having been' sadly education is different from specialization from 
· neglected for some years' and of Sanskrit being in high schools which have a limited . and narrow 
'danger'of becoming an almost tidkown tongue. curriculum. . Also, the national life of a country 
. ·Ther~ was' arealdangl!r'of this Catastroph~ in the . yvhicb . has 'interests anc! representatives all 
: begiiming bf ~he. las~ ce?tntr: · But tha~k~ ,to the over the world, offers a different background 
·zeal 'of· Western scholars tt was 'averted and from tl).at ''of a people whose: social . .and 
· Indian schblars '-sinc'e then . have .done· inuch to · politieal· ~nditions· . restrict them . ,to . their 
:keep. ,the r(la:m·e. brig'ht 'and 'Steady. This has , owri, !=Qtintry: ~d cast~ or ~mlll.un~ty:- The 
·been the.case all over the country and it 'is 'indeed , indian . student has , tq m;lke good. the 

·: surprisihg that it' should 'be otherwise. 'in Pt.iyag 'defects :of ' his , environment by a broader 
•which 'is one of the ;ancient centres of Sil:nskrit course of studies than ·the. European 'or 
)eaf.ning. -W~ are sure that, whatever' might have American boy 9f the same class. -The intro
_'be~n the. case in, the_ past anq ·whatever rna)> be '· -duetioq' of specialization in• 1ndiah Universities 
the local peculiarities in Allahabad, there is not . iri imitation' I of -~qropean Universities, has 
~the least chance of Sanskrit fea'rningdying out of 'npt' been altogethl!r an' advantage; We do·not 
~India. Evei-y.month freshstudlesfromtheSanskrit ·'agree with Dr. Parinalal on same other points of 
~are be~ng put forth' from numerous well-establish- · equal impOrtance. For instance,·we do not agree 
· ed publishing houses in the country. The religious that it is the business of the university to 
revival movements, the social reform movements, bestow· any consideration on· things of which 

· the· Theosophical movement have all helped to - the State, because it maintains ·them, stands 
cresascitate Sanskrit studies. Fifty · years ago the _in ! need. ·Here we come up· against a 
-Devanagari 'character was unknown in Southern fudamental principle. Should the university 
. India notWithstanding that the South ·has overside the purposes of the university? What 
been for over a 'thousand .years the main centre are · these purposes? Dr. Pannalal summed 

:of religious and· philosophical thought. Today 'them up as the cultivation, study and 
· Devanagri has ousted the 1 old grantha . character advancement · of knowledge and · culture. 
·thanks chiefly to it~ adoption by the educational · The. things which the State may stand in n~d 
'department in ·schools and colleges. We have, 1of, are not always or generally in line with the 
'therefore, now · perfect freedom of intercourse advancement of knowledge. It sometimes, indeed, 
'between ·scholars all over the country. We have requires tbe sub;:,rdination of knowledge to the 
men\ioned religiou!j and social reform movements maintenance of a particular policy of administra
·as.ha:ving stimulated Sanskrit sfudies. Today tion. Any one can easily think of 1>uch occasions. 
'Indian scholars are exploring Sanskrit sources ·Should universities accept this position ? · · Aca
·for light on political and constitutional questions. demic independence,. until before the last war, 
~he· difficulty· of learning the language should ·was recognised in .all civilised countries as the 
'btl leSs in Allahabad 'than in the · South where 'pre·requisite of academic excellence. The ten~ency 
the'· . vernaculars' . have . different . charact~:rs ·now e:verywliere, and 'npt· least in. _India, is 'to 
i'nd' . are • non-Sanskritic · in· their structure. 1regard Universities as adjuncts of the Govern• 
'The: difficulty, if there is any, is to be attti- ment. · Some ·.of :the functions assigned to 
.bui:ed to the tendency of thought amon~ present· ·scientists and eco'nomists recently l;ly administra
day Indian leaders· in the North which,. urllike tive departments, .are· not more surpriSing than 
the rest of India, is towards. ·a. maihly secular ·that scientists and economists have apparently 
outlook •. lncidentally

1 
·Dr. Fannalal's diagnosis, . cheerfully accepted them, . In the United States 

so fat as -1t is correct, has a bearing on · the there. is an · acute · controversy . between the 
controversy . in Madras over the compulsory upholders of acadefl)iC independence and the 
study· of Hiridi in' middle schools. It was said advocates of academic subservience to the State, 
~y supporters. of· ·the change that the fear In .the totalitarian countries, of course; the 
¢xpressed by 1ts ~ppo'nents. that compulsory question can not arise. India's is a 
~indi mi?ht ~!feet ~etrimentally, the study of -~~rangely hybrid polity. It is a bureaucr~c! 
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masqueta4ing as a democracy and that too ··a J two, the retired sexagenarian Field. Marshal• 
bureaucracy which receives directions from six would not find it any lighter. Why send a 
thousand miles away. Nevertheless, owing Field Marshal at all to govern a peaceful· 
to the tradition of freedom of English universities, province? When Lord Kitchener's name was· 
our universities too have in theory at least been pressed for the Viceroyalty of India by no less a 
cherishing that ideal. We should much regret personage than King ~Edward VII, the; 
our surrendering- it by our o~n choice. We do not Asquith Cabinet firmly refuse_d; to consider it. 
llgree with Dr. Pannalal again when he charges because of the impression to appoint an 
the universities with the duty of producing Army Officer as India's ruler \'llould create> 
officers for the Army. Patrick Geddes made a in India and abroad. The objection applies; 
distinction between .the culture caste. of the no less to the governorship of an Indian', 
universities and the courage caste of the public Province: of the importance of Bombay, 
schoolsin England. It will surely be a waste of Though it is unlikely that any heed . will be 
valuable talent to make a professor of Philosophy paid to Indian .opinion, it is the duty of 
captain of a squadron of Spitfires. The military political leaders of every shade to lodge an 
career requires boys to be taken young before emphatic protest againsnhis sinister precedent. 
their reflective faculty is developed. This is much Sir John Dill's Army experience will be of much 
before the university age. use in Great Britain incoan advisory capacity. Not 
·•· •. - the least of the ·objections to have an Army 

~ Next Bombay Governor :-It was announced on 
Wednesday that His Majesty the King-Emperor 
has approved of the appointment of Field
Marshal Sir John Dill to be Governor-designate 
of Bombay when Sir Roger Lumley vacates the 
office in the normal course, Sir Ros-er's term 
will expire if! September next year. · There is 
no such office as Goyernor-designate unless one 
bas been created under, the ·war emergency 
powers. Sir John retires from the office of Chief 
nf Staff which he has held with distinction, on 
the attainment of the age of sixty. We do not 
know whether, the age limit is strictly enforced 
in the Army, Sir John himself does not 
think he is too old as he married only 
recently. Some of the greatest Generals have 
been septuagenarians. Anyhow, it is rather 
-anomalous that an ·officer considered too 
'old for the Army should be appointed 
Governor of Bombay. Some years ago 
young men . were sent as Governors on the 
ground that they would impart fresh vigour 
to Indian administration. Sir Roger Lumley 
is one of this batch and there is no reason 
why his term should not have been 
extendea as the Vice.roy's has been. Per
haps, an. extension . was offered and c • was 
'declined. Or, it may . be that Sir Roger is 
designated for a higher office as he well deserves 
to be. . His regime in Bombay has not been 

:rich ·in spectacular achievements. But it has 
been inspired by the genuine spi.rit of fairplay 
for all. The feeling is general that the Governor 
will not knowingly be a party to a policy or 
measures based on the ancient principle of 
robbing Peter to pay Paul. Sir Feroze Khan 
Noon, while High Commissioner of India in 
London, described Bombay as the hotbed of 
sedition. This was a libel on Bombay when 
it was uttered, The credit for establishing 
complete confidence between Government and 
the people, which is the distinguishing feature 
of Bombay today, is due to the sane and 

·sober temper of Sir Roger's administration. 
If Sir Roger found the burden too heavy 
for him to undertake for another year or 

officer of eminence except in military service 
is that the official head of the Arq~y. in India 
may feel embarrassing· the. presence in another 
part of the country of an authority who ha'J 
established a name as one of the ablest masters 
of the military science in responsible . positions 
at the heart of the Empire. From every point of 
view the selection of the Field Marshal for the 
Governorship of l:!ombay has little to commend 
it. There is a phrase in Sir John Dill's farewell 
q~essage to the Army_ which suggests ,that .. he 
may not. be coming to Bombay because he is 
thought to be the ·fittest man for the Governor
ship. · He says that he is leaving the Army with 
regret but, he is glad to say, without bitterneSs. 
Then: was obviously no need for him to say 
this if there was no cause for bitterness in the. 
circumstances of his retirement from the Army~ 

THE 'INDO-CEYLON AGREEMENT. 
The discussion in the Central Legislative Assembly 

of the draft Agreement on Indian immigration and 
the status of Indians in Ceylon was perfunctory and 
the resolution adopted unsatisfactory, The Leader 
of. the House followed his routine procedure of 
announcing that the Government members will 
abstain from voting in the division, He enunciated 
some sound general principles but did not indicate 
how they would be best. applied to the proposals 
for an Agreement between the two countries. 
Chis shrinking from responsibility is not a virtue 
in a Leader, It is really a weakness. . If the 
trumpet gives an uncertain sound who will prepare 
himself for the battle P Left to its own devices 
the House ftoundered in its course to a decision. 
It rejected. Mr. Jamnadas Mehta's resolution whiob 
was a straightforward recommendation to aorap the 
whole draft and adopted Mr. Hassainbhai Lalji's 
which praotioally oame to the same thing by askmg 
for the elimination of nearly every clause in the Draft. 
Mr, Aney said that Government had an open mind and 
would wait upon the discussion in the 
Assembly to olose it up. The resolution adopted 
contravenes every one of the general principles 
which the Leader of the House exhorted the 
House to apply to the proposals. The help Govern
ment will derive from it is very little. They 
will have to consider and decide upon their 
course on the merits of the proposals. Tbe 
Assembly was in no mood to go into the 
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details of the Draft. We in India are developin~ a 
spirit of pseudo-jingoism in relation tCJ countries bke 
.CCylon1 Burma and Malaya in a sort of vicarious 
venging of the humiliations in the sel£-govern
ing ·oominions which we are powerless to prevent. 
As In the case of the Indo-Burma' Agreement, the 
Ceylon Indians are pressing for a more drastic 
course in India than that which they favoured 
in . Ceylo11o The draft Indo-Ceylon Agreement 
is far from perfect. The Indian Delegation 
which went to Ceylon admit this, In particular, it 
is complicated by some unnecessary and meaningless 
distinctions in the rights accorded ·to Indians. 
Young Ueylon puts its finger qn this defect ' 

Indians In Ceylon are divided into five groups, those 
who- have a domicile of origin, a. domicile of choice, 

, a certificate of permanent settlement, chlldrea of the 
Jatter . and other Indians. Now all these Indians can 

· qualify for full or limited Ceylonese citizenship. AU the 
800,000 Indians now resident in Cey)on are potential 
Ceylonese. The circumstance that cannot be appre· 
c.iated is why this .laboured !lttempt is , made to 
create different varieties of Ceylonese citizenships. A 
mao must be either a Ceylonese citizen or not. Why 

' have such curiosities; like Ceylonese citizens who 
cannot be ·~mpioyed by the state, Ceylonese citizens 

· who eannot benefit under our, Land Ordinance, 
Ceylonese citizens wbo .can poly earn &heir living 
ln Ceylon, Ceylonese cltizeJ;!S who cannot vote at a 
Village Committee election,. been allowed to confound 
and confuse society In Ceylon? All these classes of 

·.Ceylonese citizenship and all these .quantum of 
Peylooese citizenship add to the general confusion 
and make• it a mathematical problem for a.n Indian to 
lind out to what class of Ceylonese citizenship he can 

· get into. When. you meet an Indian ou business you 
· will ba ve to find out to what class he belongs before 
_ you feel disposed to do · business with him, Or 

every Indian- will have to go a.bou~ :with a label · 
available for inspection by whoever calls for it. 

. Young (Jeylon suggests that srecific rules 
for tM grant of full i Ceylonese citizenship 
should be laid down and any one, Indian 
ot. other national, who ·complies' .with them 
may apply and obtain it. The reference to the 
English ?omicilc: has fri~ntened so~e pc:ople: But 
the English law 1s very s1mple and a JUdicial tribunal 
will have no difficulty in applying it to any particular 
case. The intention to make one's permanent 
residence in a country is more important thaR the 
actual residence. lf the intention is lacking, 
mere residence for ever so many years will 
not qualify. The domicile of choice once acquired, 
the descendants of the man are ipss ,/aao domiciles 
by origin, the domicile of children being the same 
as that of their father. No man can have two 
domiciles at the same time. But in the words 
of a classic judgment, 

when a domicile of choice · Is acquired the one of 
origin is In abeyance but Is not wholly abandoned. 
When the domicile of choice I$ abandoned, the 
domicile of origin revives. · 

The plantation wOrkers who form the. bulk of 
the Indian population in Ceylon, are 80 per cent of 
them born in the Island and are Ceylonese by 
ori~in. The difficult}' has been created by the 
-action of the Government of Ceylon discriminating · 
against the Indian Ceylonese by imposing restric
tions on their rights . of citizenship whioh do not 
apply to other Ceylonese citizens. This,· of course, 
is untenable. And it seems to us that there can be 
no compromise on the point. The Draft Agreement . 
expressly provides that 

as regards future legislation other than the legisla
tion necessary to give effect to the agreement, there . 
shall be no differentiation · Ill treatment between · 
1ndiaos who possesss a Ceylon domicile of origin or 

choice or a certificate of .permaneat settlement, an~ 
other members of the permanent population •••••• There 
shall be no differentiation of treatmeat between other 
members of the permaaeat populat.ion and any lndiain: 
who is the child of a holder. of a certificate of 
pennaoeot settlement (a) during minority or ·(b). 
after attaiaiog majority, if he is ordinarily resident iu 
Ceylon and has identified himself with the permanent 
population of Ceylon. · · 

The certificate of permanel)t settlement, we think, is 
maintained for the benefit ol Indians who, though 
resident in Ceylon and entitled to acquire a domicile 
of choice, do not wish to do so as they do not wish 
their children to become Ceylonese by origi!L . Tho 
~ritish and other nationals have this status and the 
Indians are also entitled to it. The last clause of 
the Agreement is unsatisfactory and should be 
modified in the spirit of the above-cited provisions. 
ltrum: · · · 

lt is agreed that, as regards existing legislation, no 
amendment need to be undertaken to modify any provi
sions which, in terms or in operation, are discrimina
tory. 
The clause only denies the need, it does . not 

prevent th11 Ceylon Government from· undertaking 
of its own . motion to do away . wirh the existing 
discriminations so· a• to start with a clean slate. 
We do not think that this is beyond the realm of 
persuasion. Tbe ·introduction .of such sentimental 
terms as Insult, humiliation and so on, do not help t 
they irritate and prevent the adoption of conciliatory 
means of removing differences.. On the whole, . the 
Ceylon Draft represents a . settlement which should, 
if administered in a spirit of goodwill, be of advaa
tage to both countries and conduce to good under
standing between them. · 

THE •'HINDUSTAN TIMES• CASit. 
The contempt of court proceedil!gs against the 

editor, the printer and the Meerut correspondent of 
the Jlinilmtan Tim" ' which concluded last week in 
the Allahabad High Court in sentences of fine 
against the three, makes extraordinary reading. 
The key position among the three respondents 
is held by Mr. Devidas Gandhi the editor, as 
obviously the . sentence on the printer is just 
part of the routine responsibility which rests on 
him, and, though the Meerut Correspondent wae 
resPQnsible for the original message, no doubt it 
was aggravation of the offence in the ,editorial office 
whioh Jed to the whole proceedings. The Meerut 
correspondent's message contained the following 
introductory paragraphs : ' 

With the judicial officers also now co-operating 
actively In the war efforts, the 'efforts' are bound tGI 
receive a heavy push forward. 'l'he judicial officers all 
over the. province have been, I reliably learn, asked by 
the new Chief Justice of the Allahabad High Court, who, 

· it Is-understood, has been requested by his Excellency 
the Governor, for c<>operation io_war efforts, to raise 
sub!iCrlptioos for the war funds. The judicial 'officers 
raislllg money make it quite clear to the ~l"'rsons 
whom they ask to coutribute that the donations were 
voluntary and they were pot exercising a oy compulsion 
in asking for futids". They could donate as much or as 
little as they pleased. 
On this the Binilmtan 7im113 made the following 

editorial comment:-xr . it is true that the new Chief r ustice of the 
Allahabad High Court, Sir Iqbal Ahmad, in his 
administrative capacity, has issued a circular to 
the judicial officers under ·his jurisdiction enjoining 
on them to raise contributions to the war funds, 
then it must be said that he has done a thing 
which would lower the prestige of the courts in 
the eyes of the people. The presiding officer of a. court 
while asking for funds, may say th.at the contribution 
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is 't'oluntary, but he caunot remon the idea from the 
, . mlu4 of a per110u, partic:ularly a litigaut. that the 

t«<uest Is being D1Bde by """ whom It may not be 
mfe to displease. To be absolutely voluntary, war 
contributious ought to be raised OD!y by noD-Oflicial 
committees or lpdividuals. It was bad enough that the 
-vicei of the members of the executive were utilized 
for ahe purpose, but to make judicial officers do this 
work lo aomethiug worse. · 

The Meerut correspondent then gave an aooount 
-cf proceeding• in the court of Judge Mr. Vidyarthi 
in whicll he reported that, after passing 

'9entence on tour out Of a number of accused, the 
.magistrate invited donation• to the war fund from 
the rest with the su_B'gestion that it was the 
·with of the Chief Justice and the Governor 
-cf the United Province•. A perusal of these 
two extracts leaves the impression that the 
.cffence ia in the editorial comment which iqdeed 
goes beyond the news in asserting that a circular 
waa lent by 1 the Chief Justice. · The .Meerut 
-correspondent's ·menage offends most when re-read 
fn the light of the Bindusllm ~u's editorial COtQoo 

men to At one· etage in . the · Court . proceedings, 
it eeemed very much as though the · whole.· i~sue 
-uld settle· down: into a consideration of the 
lack of justincation for the word "eircular," But 
Mr. Devi;lae Gandhi failed to avail himself of an 

-opportunity Qf settling the matter by admitting the 
mistake of his office, offering his apology in whatever 
language the Chief Justice wante~-what do words 
-cr the forrll ·of ·an apology matter after all when all 
are· agreed that the thing is regrettable P-and 
nsouing his Meerut eorrespondent from a difficulty 
liVhiob the ·editorial had accentuated. We quo~~ 

(!hi• f Justwa : , Tho mention of the word 0'circula~ 
In the headline to the news, wlllch did not appear In 
the news~ waa unjustified? · · ' 

· &viilaf Ganill» : I am pr,po.red to agree to this. 
Ohi•/ Jus tic• : And yet you nevllt thought . of 

malting any amends P · 
D8'1Jirla8 Gandhi 1. The question of per.onal amends 

to Your Lordship haJ been engaging my attention and 
·the attention of my. counsel (Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru). 

Ollie/ {mlic6: It Is not a question of persouai 
.ameuds. What about emends to the office of the Chief 
Justice? 

DBflidlq Gandhi: I£ there were anything short of 
the evidence placed before Your Lordship, I would 
bav~ already made the fullest amends. 

In answer to a question, Mr. Gandhi said that he 
did not think that the mention of "Circular'' was of 
cardlnallmpnrtsnc:e to the case, · 

Hac! Mr. Devidas Gandhi' t1ken ' the line that he 
.accepted responsibility for something which had 
aggravated the message .into a contempt of court, the 

·a .. bsequent developments would not -have taken 
place. But no one in Mr. Gandhi's place oould have 
foretold, any more than he did, · that the Meerut 
. eorrespondent 

1 
was to be also brought in as 

rcapondent at a latter hearing ·and that even the 
-report of that oorreapondent would be diffioult to 
substantiate. And most persons would not have 
resisted the temptation to prove the truth of what 
had appeared in the Hil\tlustar1 Tomu. Mr. Gandhi 
after the event refused staunobly to give any other 

·name as responsible for the mistake to the Court and 
-offered to suffer all the penaltlea for their sake. In 
·all this, he took the very coneot attitude which 
might be hoped for from any editor. It was some
thing more than mere correctness whioh alone could 
have !laved the aituation and redeemed it from the 
initial error o£ too much credulity, A frank aooeptance 
cf the position and the setting aside resolutely of all 

quibbles and evasions to get out of the difficulty 
would have given Mr. Gandhi a • prestige 
with all eave petty politician. We must 
confess that we are unable · to appreciate the 
9Ubtle, OVel'-nice . distinction between the (."hie( 
Justice as · a person and the Chief Justice as 
Chief Justice; between amends and the fullest 
amends; between the facts of the case and "any• 
thing short of the evidence" before the Court 

There are certain points outside the case which 
arise in reading· the published proceedings. The 
Chief Justice seems to have been as muoh concerned 
about the damage to the exalted office of the 
Governor of the United Province• · as with the 
contempt of Court involved. · This seems hardly 
reasonable. There is nothing wrong in the Governor 
of a province throwing himself wholeh.:artedly in 
the war effort and most ·Governors have done it. 
What is more· some ot theni' .have done quite a 
little political tub-thumping in the process and 
Sir Maurice Hallet has · not certainly . been 
the most restrained of the Governors,' Nor is 
It altogether · ·llnheard of for the executive head 

· of an administration tiJ bring ,pressure en the 
~udicfa?' either in India or in other countries. 

Then again Mr. Gandhi pleaded that his purpose iiJ 
commenting · in the way he did was not to bring the 
judiciary jnto cqntempt but to maintain its integrity 
and independence. It was probably arguing on this 
basis that Mr. Gandhi offered his amends to Sir 
Iqbal Ahmad as an individual and .not to him as 
lhe Chief Justice; The . Chief Justice, however, 
remarked that the que>~tion of motive was not 
t"elevant in considering the ~uilt or otherwise of the 
person charged with contempt of Court buf the 
question of effect on people's minds. If this ia strictly 
(rue, then evidence should have been led to show 
that a number of people felt le!ls respect for 
tho Court ~Iter reading the note, . Even it we accept 
that the motive is irrelevant .to the is~ue of guilt, 
.surely it is JJOt or should not be irrelevant to the 
punishment imposed on the individuaL We do not 
think that Mr. Devidas Gandhi would himself have 
allowed such an . item to go 1nto print without ~rst 
getting sufficient supp~rting_ proof, Every edator 
knows tbat exaggeration 1s a common feature 
in all complaints against authorities and the Unite.d 
Provinces, we are sorry to say, has won an eval 
reputation for political h)ISteria of every school, from 
.bureaucracy to the Congress. But even If .he 
had, Mr. Gandhi baa been guilty at most first of not 
abowing adequate incredulity in a piece of news 
which is · 01;1 the face of it unusual ; and later in 
court of · apologising ungraciously. That he 
should be ·made to pay .Rs, 1,000/- for' what ill 
,evidently a slip of a ll~bordinate member of his staff', 
see~s r;Lther a harsh JudgmenL . 

LoPd Ltnllthgow:-The New Delhi corres
pondeut of the fflntlu writes,_Though . authorhative 
lnformatiou 1:1 Jacking, it Is possible that H1s Esl:ellency 
the Viceroy may cousider takiug a sho~ leave. before 
entering upon his exteuded term of office an April next. 
The last occasiou the Viceroy took leave was three years 
ago when Lord Brabourne aet~d iD his place. These three 
years have been extremely strenuous and If eighteen 
mouths be added, It will be nearly five years of arduous 
administration. Under the Constitution, the Viceroy is 
entitled to one period of leave but the circumstances n01r 
are s:>mewhat abnormal sinc-e he has had two utenslons. 
Should His Sxc:elleucy decide liD go on leave, the aenlor
mo't Governor will be the obvious choice for the actjug 
vacancy. 
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. :TEACHERS 'AND THE TEACHING . 
PROFESSION.• 

(BY PROF. P. A. WADrA, BOMBAY.) 

My only claim to preside over your function is 
that I represent a whole life-time devoted to 
edudation-'-and · more, that my· la8t few years 
have been devoted. to educational work in a 
spirit of serviee. ' 

. I rejoice to. see a band of yonng men taking no 
remuneration, · seeking no gain, not · even the 
recognition by the public of their services. 

In any country 'such work-the work of bridging 
a little light of life into the existence of the drudging, 
toiling workers~would be dedicated work., But in a 
c;ountry · suc;h as ours . where not only the . moral 
perversity of civilised nations that spend £ 12 
millions a day in the work of sl~ughter is copied at a 
remote distance, but where further in peace-time the 
sacred truat of ·civilising a backward country has 
result~d . in t.he 'miraculoua transformation, after the 
lapse of 100 years, of less than 10% of the 4.00 millions 
into the category ofliterates, the call to step into the 
breach and help where- the resources of Government 
)lave. failed .to help,", is a call that can be justified 
even in terms of gross expediency. Here in India 
where the millions live. in conditions that remind 
us of the Russian population uuder the Czars, we 
are also reminded of the fact of thatthe miracle of mass 
education which was accomplished within a period 
pf seventeen years by the resource.s of the Soviets is 
impossibl.e of achievement under a government 
whose power rests upon the confidence it can inspire 
b. y a r:olicy of conservatism and a chearly earned 
seount~. . . 

, Situated as we are, if the masse& . •are to be 
"taught to read and' write and aince_ our national 
resources are· not to be made avadable for the 
PrOVision . of opportunity for . the . enjoyment. of 
what is unqestionably recogmsed ·as bne of the 
elementary and fundamental rights · of _the ~iti~e~, 
we have to fall 'back upon the efforts! of· mdiVI· 
duals who ·are alive .to the need and ready to 
resp6nd, The promoters · of the Karnatak Free 
lfigh School are amongst the growing body of 
~he younger . educated generation who have heard 
the call for individual sacrifice· and effort in this 
·direction and who have responded to ·the· call 
with alacrity, giving their well-earned leisure 
after a hard day's work to the task. of laying 
down ·the first few stones on the paving ·of a long 
:road . which future generations might tre.ad 
in safety towards a goal which the democraCies 
of. tc;>-day set up before them-a life of leisure 
and ' culture for every ·man and' woman,' The 
'road' i!( indeed long and t~e end far awa,r. IV!any a 
one may die in utter desprur out of fatigue m 'the 
work of constrUction. · But they have the comfort of 
knowing that their labour bas not been in vain, that 
they have worke~ and died in order t.hat tutu~ 
generations may hve-nay more, that the1r death 18 

but the prolongation of their lives in those to be 
born hereafter under better conditions. 
·. In India to-day where our rulera have neither the 
·vision for planning a better order, nor the . resources 
'that the self-imposed sacrifices of a national govern
ment may make available, it is the educated minority 

Jv.ho have the heavy responsibilitl:' cast upon the~ 
et planning for mass educatiOn through their 
.¥Jil),.vidval efforts and self-sacrifices. 1 hat in the 
.Ji4'Ab. dull commercialised atmosphere of a city like 
~Bl~Y there should be an increasing band of :youag ~ople who are alive to this demand and ready 

:Jti~J_AIIar'/,~ delivered ot the Korn&tak Night High Sohool 
Aunuol Gotbering on Sunday tho 9th November 19<11, 

to give their time:· and energy to the fulfilment 
of •this 'demand' gives us hope for the future.· IB 
every human ·being there is an inborn potentiality,.. 
the gift that · cbmes from God, because it is rooted 
in God, the seedling that promises a full and· a 
large and a rich life. A society that denies to these
seedlings the soil and the watering and the sunlight 
and air so essential for their growths is committing 
suicide perhaps unawares. · And we who belong to 
this society as members, are sharers in the guilt and 
in the penalties that the guilt involves, These 
young men who are assigning to themselves the
task .of relieving the ignorance and bringing- the 
light of knowledge to our fellowmen are offering,. 
on our behalf, penance for the guilt; their activitiea 
have a . redemptive value for all of us; though. 
their. voluntary sacrifice, it is we others 
who are being saved. Their efforts may be 
hum91e;·the results of their efforts judged by the 
commercialised standards of our mechanical age may 
be insignificant; b:~t let us assure: them that their· 
efforts are not in vain; that • God is with them; that 
through them as much as through the world's greae. 
men the divine purpose is being accomplished; anci 
that, wheresoever God's name is glorified in humaa 
affairs,· there . also shall these unknown personalities. 
be associated in their glorification, · , ' · · , - ... 

.. . 
CRISIS IN CLOUDLAND. 

[Date 19511. ·Room of MiniBIBr of EzpfBlitm. A dltln
shavm young man of.abflllt twmty·fiv• 88/Jted at a larg• 
tabZ. without a singZ. pap•r on it, Time 11 a. 111.. I.lJ. T.] 

MiniatBr to hims•if:-1 like to have a clean table 
which is as good as a clear . conscience,. Not 
like that . blighter, my colleague for Birth Control. 
His table. is always cluttered with undisposed files. .... 
'what now, Chapprasi I' · ' · · ' · ' ' ·. 

Ohapprasi :-Secretary sahib is waiting outside, ' 
Minist•r :-Send him in. Why this ceremony I' 
8Bm'starfl, an ild•rlg gsnt!Mnan with a tsndmcg t;,-

ob63itg, sntBr& · 
.Hinostsr :-Come in, Ram Singh. How are things 

going!' · · 
.S~~Jrstarg :~I am sorry, Sir, :for being late . by-

thirteen and a half minutes, , . 
· Ministsr :-That's right, Punctuality is a virtue 

which we Indians lack. But I have always found you 
ultra-punctual, twq or three minutes before time I · 
; 8scr6larg :-That is not my ·.fault but that of my 
'watch which · gainH three minutes every day. · ,No 
watch-repairer 'in Cloudland has been able to
regulate it.·· I am sorry. to say there has . been a 
contretemps. · ' " ·· · 

Minister :-In your family or in the office ? 
8st:rstarg :-In the office, of course;, Sir, I should not' 

think of mentioning my family affairs to you, , 
MinistBr ;-What is It I' ·. 
8.erotarg >-One of the two cats which we maintain• 

on the establishment to chase rats in the reoord-room
.Hinistsr:~Why have two cats I' In these day• 

every pice should be saved for ••• -
8scr•tary :-1 know, But two oats are necessary.· 

to protect our reopr<;Js which cover a long_ period in 
the past and in the future. The. more Important-. 
reason is the principle of' the equal1ty of sexes-

Minist.r ,_You mean that of the two cats one is a· 
male and the other, a female I' · 

811Jf'etarg :~Precisely. You have with your un-
failing insight caught my m~ning, 

Ministsr :-0, Mr. Ram Smgh, Don't Batter me. 
This is plain common-sense, . 

&t:rllary :~True, Sir, But you know commonsense 
is the most uncommon thing in Cloudland. l'was• 
going to say that the female cat has produced a. 
litter of six, 
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Minlt!IT ,...Good Heavene I This is a matter for the 
Birth-Control Minister. Yoa have bad them drowned, 
flO doubt. . . · 

&er.targ :-No, Sir, that is the trouble. The · 
•principle of Ahimsa prevents that simple and 
expeditious course. · . 

Jfinirtw:-But eurely you can manage the matter! 
-quietly. . : 

8Milarg :-The principle of Truth bars that way 
-also. ' 

Minirt~r :-But who is going to ask you P ' 
8Motarg :-The reporter of the local journal bas' 

'been to the office aTJd noted the news as an important 
11coop for his paper. . · . . 
, Mini3Ur :-Damn these reporters I Why can't they' 
be contr.nt with publishing news about men andi 

'•leave the cats alone P · 
. 8seretarg t-That is their affair, Sir. Besides, men' 

o11owadays- . . . · · . i 

Minilur :-1 have an engagement in a quarter of 
.an hour with the Minister for Dietetics; What about! 
•these kittene P · . ·•. ' 

8sertlary :-The Maternity Committee having been! 
privately informed, by the journalist, have called' 
upon the office to provide extra ration for the mother 
oat as she hu to feed six little kittens. : 

Jfinilur :-Yes P · · f : 
8eDr1tary:-The. t.Xtra ration will require a supple., 

•mentary budget. . Hut you · ha1'e the power tq 
11anction It in anticipation or the regular procedure. · 

Minilt4r :...:.How much will that be P · 
Seer.targ :-Rupees t'wo and annas si.c for the first 

-month, · ·· · ·; · · · · ' · 
.Minleur :-'Can" you 1not adjust the··amount within 

the budget provisionP The Socialist group wlll make. 
.a tremendous fuss over a ·supplementary demand. 

81J11t'•targ1-1 think 1 oan if you approve
Minisl~r :-Wh~t is your idea ? . 
8•Drotarg :-Qu1te a simple one, , Cut Rs. 2 out of 

-the allowance for the male oat. It will teach him 
a lesson-

J!irai•ter :-That is splendid. 
8eDrtlarg :-Now, Sir, you are using an Expletive. 
JliniltBr :-What about the six annu P 
Seerllarg :-l think we had better refer the matter 

ItO an Advisory Committee, 
Minirtlr :-It will not meet for some time, .,t\nd 

when it does, I will have to satisfy it that the 
·spending of the six annas is in consonance with the 
principles of economics, The matter may. have to go 
to one of the Committees of economists who may 
wish to ascertain the views of biologists, Experts 
.on Nutrition Research may be called in to suggest a 
balanced diet for the oat which has kittened, It will 
take a lot of time and cost a lot of expletives. So 

nere is six annas, I can Ill afford to spare it, but 
.needs must when the devil drives, Good-bye. . 

AKSHI; 

THE LATE MR. E. L. lYER. 
The Editor,'. 

1'h• lndia11 8oDial R•former. 
Sir, . . L · L .• 

I know Mr. E. L.lyer since 1921, though both of 
us· come from the ·same village, North· Eluppai,' 
Cheyyar Tafuk, N.A. D.T., S. India; for he shook tbe 
dust of the village off .his feet even in his teens, and, 
to my knowledge, only made a short stay· of half-an-' 
hour in the village In 193~ . along with his lawyer• 
relation or Madras-Mr. A, Narasimha lyer, . 

I came In close contact with him in 1921-22, for he 
was then in the forefront of the Labour Movement in 
the South and was conducting an English weekly 
8wadhanna on its behalf, 

One incident that happened during that time still 
:hovers over my mind. There was a mill look-out 

and troubles arose thereao, well-kown as Pulliantope 
troubles, The mill han~s were actually starving, He 
and Mr, V. ~bakkara1 Chet~y fasted during nights, 
~use the1r men were w1thout food. It was a 
self-Imposed fast, no doubt, but it indicates to what 
extent Mr. Iyer had identified himself, then, with the 
cause of Labour. 

. He wa• free fr'?m oaste-shakles and his purse, 
though not overwe1ghted-'-for he was not rich-'-was 
at tbe ready disposal of the needy. c • : 

Ne":Vs. ,trickled out to me that Mr. lyer bad been 
sufl'erJOg from lung-trouble and that he' bad gone, 
consequently; to ·Madanapalli '(Chittor Pt.) for 
treatment., But the news of hi9 death has quite upset 
US in the village, for it is quite unexpected . and Un• 
looked f<»:· .. Thoug.h h7 is not an All-India figure and 
h~s. been; 1o public hfe for <i' decade or so, .he is, 
Wltbout doubt, a worthy product of the village, and 
as such, N ortb Eluppai will long cherish him. 
North Eluppai, . } · . Yours etc., 
November 5, 194'1. ' .. · E. GovtNDAN,-

CEYLONESE Oli INfERNAl'lONAL 

The_ Edit<ir, . 
FAME. 

Th• lnd an 8ocial R•form~r. 
Sir, · . . ' . 

May :I be· permitted to make an observation 
regarding a • sentence in the editorial note entitled 
~'The ~ndo-Ceylon Agreement," which appeared 
m your ISSue of the 8th November,.. . . 

Obviou•ly 10 . enhance the Importance of the 
"prosperous ·.Tamil population. of J~~<lfna". in the 
eyes of your readers, you have stated "to tbis 
community belo~gs the .credit of pro'!ucing th• mly 
Ceylonese of mternauonal· reputation, Ananda 
Kumaraswamy." (italics mine). It is true th;Lt 
Ananda Kumaraswamy has obtained international 
reputation in a certain sphere of work, but to 
say that he is the only Ceylonese to obtain such 
fame is not quite correct. I can mention the 
name or at least one ·other Ceylonese who has 
won world-wide reputation fliz., the late Ven, 
Anagarika Dharmapala, the founder of the Maha 
Bodhi Society, who represented Buddhism at the 
Parliament of Religions held in Chicago. By the 
way, it may be stated here that be belongs 
to the much. disliked Sinhalese community and 
not to the "prosperous" Jaffna famil community. 

International reputation is not always the 
correct criterion or a great man, We know that 
many . a thirdrate man has won this by having 
a l~rge number of supporters to tom-tom his achieve. 
ments, Unfortunately a · small nation like the 
Ceylonese is· unable to find such large numbers 
of tom-tom beaters. This may be the reason for the 
failure of her great men to obtain international 
reputation. Thanks, however, to the Indo-Ceylonese 
question, a few Ceylonese names occasionally 
find a corner in the great Indian press which 
never took notice of them previously. Perhaps 
because Ceylonese quietly allowed ten lakhs of 
Tamils to settle down in Ceylon, the belief took 
root in India that Ceylon had no population of 
ita own and, it there were ·any, its ·rights 
did not matter. _ Indo-Ceylon differences are, 
therefore, a blessing in disguise. At least a few 
of our people are obtaining some reputation in 
India, if not international fame, 

Calcutta, } 
' -November 11, 194.1. 

Yours etc., 
CEYLONESE, 

[We had not mentioned the Van. Ana.garib Dbarma.pa.Ia. u 
we were thinking mainly of living Ceylonese. TM BlforrrN'r bu 
not the least interest in eetting up one aection of the Ceylonese 
against another nor in belittlins the qualitis of the Ceylonese. 
-Editor.) 
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:TRAVANCOR.E GOVERNM~NT• 

l 

' 

CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, _: - :·. . : r . • .-

. ~UNDARA, S. I. ~y •. 
· - · 'have' pleasure in anrio.uncing 

th~t their sh9w room at K\llldara where exqQisite 
decora'tive China Ware . for ~he modern 

. drawing rooms, 'flower·vases and statuettes 
. , ~ r 

i!l porC!!Iain are on show, is open to publiG -, 
• everr dar.' All the exhibits are for sa~e. I 

-The Cpncerns are situated cin · the.' . ' ' ' . . , 

Ashtamudi lake in a delightful 
.. 1~ality aqi:l ~re. well wor~ . a visit. 

~,..,.,..,.,...,.~~-We specialise j~ : ' '· 
, r. - 't r r · -:: ' ·, , 1 · ' ' 

•CHINA CLAY 

fer 

Textiles, Paper, 

Pottery, Etc. 

• ELECTRICAL INSU· 
LA TORS 

of all Types 
• LABORATORY 

PORCELAIN, 

· " CROCKERY and 

STQNfi W AIU; 

Crucibles, Basins, 
Spatulas Etc. 

Acid Containers, 

· Pickle Jars, Etc. 

• SANITARY WARES; 
Drainage Pipes and 
Refractories for Iron 

and Steel Works. 

• FIREBRICKS, SILLIMANITE BRICKS, ZIRCQN 
BRIC~S, FIRE .CLAY AND FIR~ CEMENT. 

THE 

SGIN DIA S1EAM 
NAVIgATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
IN TBB DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

Ma'IIIJging Ag,., ~ 
. MARINE 

NAitOTTAM MOitAitJEE & CO., BOMBAl 
SuppQrl Indian Shipping 

COMBINED OARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

· ll&ngoon-Bol!lbay-Karaohi, 'l'ia Malabar. 
Rangoon-Madra&-Oolombo, 
Oaloutt&-Karaohi 'l'ia Ooaat Porta. 
Rangoon-Oalontta according to demand, 
Bombay-Gulf of Outob Porlll to Karachi, 
Bomba;r-Bbavnagar-Porto, 
Bomba;r-:Marmugao-Mangalora, 
ll&ngoon-Ooromanclal Porlll. 
Ohittagong-Raugoon. Ohittagong-Cora Baoor, 
Oaloutta-Bombay-Karaohi, to ladclab, 

KONKAN LINES - Bombay to Panjlm, 
oallillg at all intermediate Porto. 

HARBOUR LINB-Ravaa-Dharamta.-Uran-Elephaut&-Nabava 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV. 00., LTD. 
HA.T LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY BTEAlll. NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
tNDIA.S CO-OPERATIVE NAV. CO., LTD, 
RAT:tlAG!R STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD, 

Sdnd!a House, J;lallard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tala· 
phones: 
30075 
6-Linea 

2 50613 
21779 

·TH~. ,SANK· QF BARODA, LTD,·, 
(Inoorporate4 In Baroda. The UabWt1' of HemHn betq;.L~tecl.) 

!Jade~ thO! ·Plltroaage or aacl r~rgely .1111pp~rted by t~f 
Oovemmeat ol H. H. the Maharaja Oae!<war of Baroda. . . 
~APITAl. AUTHO~ISED ,;.. l(a. :I..CO.OC!·D01• . 
CAPITAL ISSUED 4: SUBSCRIBED ,. t,:ao,oo,ooo, 
f;APITAL PAU)·UP it 6o,oo,ooo. 
RESERVB FUND " ss,oo,oo~; 

' 
Head Offl~:-BARODA. 

Branc:be~ :-Ab~J~edabad ( 8h•dra ), Abmedabajl 
( P~nc:bkuva ),, Amrell, Bbavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabboi, Dwarka, HarlJ '(N. 0.), 
Kadl, Kalol, KapadwanJ, KarJan, Mebsana, 
Navsari; Patan, Pl!tJa~ Port Okha, Sankbll!'dia,. 
Sidbpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), and Vyara, . , 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
·BARODA, 

NAVSARI, B 
PATAN. 

-:o:--

LOCKE~S OF DIFFE~~NT . 

SIZES AVAILABLE 
-:o:---

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

. " 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
'fRANSJlCTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION • 
W. G. GROUNDWATER," 

General Manager •. 

The following books can be had from the, 

office of The Indian Social Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our ~rip to America" Be. 1.1• 

S. Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Bs. 8!-

Bombay Represenjatlve Conference 1822 Be. 11-

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in 1822 in Bombay. 

Intefqt lq thls bas revived as a resulL 

of the .,cent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the Manager. 

(Pan !rea),_ 
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AUTHOIUSED CAPITAL ... Rs· 3,50,00,000 
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DEPOS.TS AS AT 30-6-41 ... Rs· 36,37,99,000 

BEAD OFFICR:-Bsplanade Road, Fort, BOMBAY. 
140 Branches. ancl Pay-Oflices throughout India. 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

into bronchitis ; avoid this by rubbing your, 

chest with .AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 
the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

DIRECTOR~. 
Barlclas Maclhavclas, Esq., Chairman, Ardeshlr -& 
Dubash, Esq., Dlnshaw D. Romer Esq., Vithalclas 
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AMRUTANJAN Gualadty Trust Co. -of New York. ,_. '· ; 

Jri~ ·Quid Relief Al'Ways 

. AM RUT ANJAN LTD. 
Ba,nking ~ess of every desorlption tmisaoted on terms 

wbioh may be asoerlained on application, 

BOMBAY MADRAS. H. 0. CAPTAIN, Managing IJirl&lor, 
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NOTES.· 
Ceylon and India :-Amidst th~ harsh and grat

ing noises of political controversy between India 
and Lanka, it is refreshing to hear the soothing 
voice of cultural appeal. The Budr/kist of which 
Sir Baron Jayatiloka is co-editor, comments in 
hS;PP.Y terms o~ the ~stablishment of a Buddhist .· 
M1sston and V1hara 10 Bangalore on land ·gifted 
by the M ysore Government. .The- foundation
stone of. the . institutiOn was laid :by. Sir Baron 
Jayatiloka when he wrui returning to Ceylon· 
afte~ his abortive mission to negotiate .an immi
gration agreement with the Government of,lndia 
early this year •. His Highness . the Maharaja 
sent on the occaston a graceful message stressing 
the need of a new redeemer to save the world 
from the confusion and ruin which threatens · it 
on all sides, Referring to the establishment of the 
Buddhist Mission, the Buddhist writes that the 
Ceylonese owe India an immeasurable debt of 
gratitude for the gift of Buddhism and that they 
ca~not repay it bett~r th~n by taking back Bud
dhtsm to the land of 1ts birth .where it has ceased 
to exist, ' Buddhism has not ceased . to exist in 
India. • Most of post-Buddhistic Hinduism is Bud
dhism •. Buddha himself lived and died a Hindu 
Mahayana Buddhism which spread from India t~ 
Thibet, Chi~a and Japan, was ~eveloped by and 
un~er · the tmpulse of · great. thmkers steeped in 
lndtan culture. •- They wrote m Sanskrit not Pali 
and directly and in strict continuity with them 
arose the great schools of Hindu religious revival 
with. Shankara as its . prophet. Buddha is 
recognised · and ·worshipped as. an Avatar. 
Buddhism .js; not dead in India. Indeed if the 
practical effects on , life . are considered the 
pith and marrow of Buddhism survives m~re in 
the framework of Hinduism than in China 
an.~. Japan which. h3;ve fallen a prey to 
mtlltant western natlonahsm. hven the Budr/kist 
betrays a fallin~ from the spirit of Buddhism. 
"A tree is after all inanimate," it remarks. 
Surely, neither according to modern science nor 
ancient thought, is a tree inanimate. It is in 
some respects the noblest symbol of life, 

~uddha's remembrance. of the tree which gave. 
h1m sh.el~er the .first thtng after his enlighten-' 
ment, IS m the line of a great tradition extending . 
back .to the beginning o( time. 

lndt~os io the Executive Council :-The' 
Counctl of State discussed the draft Indo-Ceylon · 
Agreement last Saturday, The debate brought 
out n~ ~nts • which had. not been urged in 
the dtscusston m the Legtslative Assembly on 
the previous Tuesday.. But it gave Mr. Aney, · 
the Member . for lnd1ans Overseas and Leader ' 
of th~ Legislative Assembly, the occasion to . 
enun~1ate a s~range p~incip!e regarding Govern- · 
ment s function v,s.a-vH the Legislature. 
He recalled. that he had not given a lead in 
the debate · on the subject in the Assembly 
because ''a debate which took place without 
any · lead ·from · Government in a matter·· 
of this kind enabled the Government· 
better to ·ascertain what the representatives 
of the people had to say." Had he himself 
given the lead, he added, he would have been 
accused of forcing a decision on the House. 
Last week we answered by anticipation this cons- · 
titutional doctri~e, We f!lay remind Mr. Aney 
that the Executive Council was expanded • on· 
purpose to give the "people's representatives" 
a direct voice in . the formulation of policy. 
Mr •. Aney was until two or three· weeks ago one 
of the people's representatives and as such he 
was added to the Executive· Council, Within 
that time he . could not have been suddenly 
transformed into an impersonal unit like · his 
!3ritish colleagues, losing all his knowledge and 
experience. of the· people. A ·Member of the 
old-time Executive· Council was expected to 
be, 'and in most· cases was, isolated from· and 
innocent of any contact with public opinion. But 
Mr. Aney and his colleagues of the Expanded 
Council are there ·solely for the purpose . of 
supplying the grist of popular opinion to the 
mills of Government. Indians are · not wanted 
in the Council for the colour of their skin or 
because of their descent. Indian is that Indian 
does. Indian Members of Government are 
expected, as Lord Hardinge told Sir Sankaran 
Nair, to present the Indian point of view as 
firmly as they can, leaving it to the Governor
General and their other colleagues to show how 
it can be best fitted in with other points of view. 

Government aod the Legislature :-As for the 
doctrine of the advantage of Government giving 
no lead to the Legislature, if the Government 
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does not · give . the . 'tead, someone in · the 
Legislature less well equipped with the necessary 
data, will do it. Some Indians in Ceylon and 
in India seem to think that the Governm•mt 
of India can send expeditions to Burma 
aQd Ceylon with orders to bring U Saw 
and Mr. Bandarnaike in chains to New 
Delhi, there to be held as hostages until such 
time as the Governments of lhe two. countries 
swear by all their sacred relics to regard and 
treat Indian immigrants with loving-kindness. 
Mr. Aney as a Member of the Government 
knows that the . Government can do nothing of 
the _kind.. The mistake_ of Sir Girja Shankar 
Ba)pai 'at the negotiations which broke down . 
earlier in the year, was to have gone behind the 
backs of Ceylon Ministers to the Governor. We 
w_ho w~nt constitutional Government, should 
observe constitutional methods. On the present 
occasion, two highly respected non-official public 
men in India with great experience in conduct
ing, delicate negotiations, were put on the 
Delegation in compliance with the representations 
made to Government from many sides. Did the 
Standing E!J!igration Committee lay down any 
limits up to which the Delegation was authorised 
to go, and has the draft Agreement 
exceeded these limits in any , respect ? 
Sir Mirza Ismail and Mr. Vankatra'ma, Sastry 
were :entitled to some consideration, nqt to put it 
stronger, from the Government •. Few will agree 
to . accept ·Invitations· from Government to help 
on simUar occasions if they are to be· thrown 
to. the wolves on the plea that Government 
are better able to gauge public opinion if the · 
Assembly is left to its own devices. If the 
J\ssembly had been given a lead from the 
Leader of the House, the debate would have 
been led into more fruitful channels, there would . 
have beeri less wild hitting, and Mr. Aney's aim 
that close friendly relations should be established 
between the two sister nations, would have been 
better served. 
, Communist Conspiracy:-There ,have recent!)' 

been tried in South India some cases of 
communist conspiracy. The' most protracted 
3:5 well as the most prominent .. of these cases is 
that against Mr. Kumaramangalam ·and some 
others in Madras, which, has ended - in their 
conviction and sentence · to various terms ·of 
imprisonment. Mr. Kumaramangalam' is the 
son of Dr. Subbarayan ·who. has been three 
times Minister in the Madras Government, once 
Prime Minister; Mrs. Subbaravan is a member of 
the Central Legislative Asi.embly. She was, if we 
remember, also a .member of Round Table Con
ferences in London. Both husband and wife· are 
now . staunch followers of Gandhiji. Young 
Kumaramangalam · was educated ·mainly in 
England; in his statement before the Magistrate 
he explained that it was in England and in an 
English Pniversity that he realised his respon
~bility to work for his country. One might have 
t:xpected that in the ordinary course he would like 
his parents have joined Gandhiji's followin~,t. 
He seems to have been repelled by the anaem1c 

philosophy · of the sage of Seva~am. Like 
Mr. Kumaramangalam his co-workers who were 
implicated in this case, were highly educated men. 
The son of Sir C. V. Raman, the eminent physicist 
and Nobel Prize winner, had also been arrested 
as a co nmunist but at the intercession of his 
father he was released and allowed to rem1in 
free. Some similar cases in Northern India 
have also been reported. It is surely a matter 
for serious consideration that the sJns of some 
of the first families in the land sh:>uld have been 
attracted to Communism rather than· to the 
Congress or the Moslem League. Mr. 
Kumaramangalam's counsel concluded his 
address by calling the attention of the 
Court to the fact that Britain was now an 
ally of Soviet Russia and that being a commu· 
nist should now be regarded as a · friendly 
act to Government. Numerous organisations 
in India have sent their messages of goodwill 
to the Soviet Ambassador in London. This is 
a pertinent point. One of the prisoners sentenced 
along with Mr. Kumaramangalam escaped from 
the railway train when· they were being taken to 
Bellary under police escort to be lodged in the 
prison: there-. Hanutnanta Rao has not yet been 
recaptured. All these incidents have a signifi
cance which we trust will be duly appreciated 
in all quarters. · · 

Sir Sikandar's S:heme:--The Premier of the 
Punjab, Sir Sikandat Hyat Khan, is the most' 
etusive figure in Indian politics. It is· hard to 
know where he stands at a _given moment. He 
resigned his membership of the Def~nce Advisory 
Com'llittee in deference to the mandate of · the 
Muslim League. He thus saved his seat in the 
Working Committee of the · League though 
obviously he dilfers in essential mltters from tile 
policy of the L~ague under Mr. Jinnah. He 
denounced vehem~ntly Mr. Winston Cnurchil's 
declaration that the Atlantic Charter did not 
apply to India; and he accepted a few days later 
the - Premier's subsequent iteration of his 
declaration as completely satisfactory. He has 
repeatedly dismissed with contempt the idea of 
Pakistan. In a speech at Sonepat in ·the 
Punjab on Sunday, he put forward what he 
professed to be a · new proposal but which is 

· substantially Pakistan in an aggravated form. 
He began by expressing impatience at lingering 
in the stereotyped rut and wanted to explore 
"the possibility of a settlement on a territorial' 
basis which offers a satisfactory solution of the 
communal problem as welL" The report in the 
Tribune of Sir Si)(andar's speech is meagre. No 
doubt he told his audience what other problem (][' ' 
problems his proposal was expected to solve. We 
may assume, howeverr that Sit Sikandar had 
in mind the plan which Mr. Amery had faintly 
indicated in his speech at Manchester and which 
Sir Sikandar applauded-and not without reasJn 
---as summing up the lndian political situation 
most lucidly and succinctly. "His clear analysis of 
our complex palitical problem,'' added Si 
Sikandar, "indicates a complete grasp of facts and 
constitutes an admirably realistic exposition of the 

' 
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esisting situation and difficulti;;s.''·.· Sir Sikandar 
always speak in superlativ.es. . · . · : : · 

Mr. Amery's · Scbeme :-Fortunately, said 
Mr. Amery, from the· point- .of view o£ the 
problem of the Central Government, MoslemS, 
though Jess than one-third of the population 
in British India, are not in the minority 
everywhere. It should, therefore, be possiule 
for them in a large measure to safeguard 
their interests by provisions clearly defining 
the. rights of units. . This way of disposing 
of ;a vital question for the future of India 
both in its internal and external aspects 
is far from courageous. Sir Sikandar Hyat 
Khan in his Sonepat speech reiterated the 
demand which amounts to this : that the 
Central Government should be reduced to the 
position of a pensioner depending on the bounty 
of the provinces for the excercise of a few 
shadowy functions which are all that will be left 
to it, This is to create numerous Pakistans 
in the country under the pretence of opposing 
Mr. Jinnah's demand for one Pakistan. The 
Congress has never adopted a definite attitude 
on this all important question and has, some
times, even seemed preparej to negotiate upon 
it, It is, however, the conclusive verdict of 
India's history that only a strong Central 
Government can ensure for her · peace and 
prosperity within and security from aggression 
from without, Mr. Amery's remarks might be 
understood to encourage the demand for a 
puppet Central Government. The importance 
of having a strong Central Government, with 
the fullest devolution of power to the provinces, 
which may be further increased on the basis of 
language and culture, is due to its being the only 
way in ·which the interests of all classes and 
communities can be effect1vely protected. 

New Sind :-A weekly journal called the New 
Sind was started in Karachi by one Mr. M. U. 
Abbasi four years ago and from all reports it 
was largely devoted to a somewhat offensive 
discussion of personaflties. Mr. Abbasi appa· 
rently gave wide publicity to anything he 
heard about the leading pillars of Sind society 
and nobody seems to have taken him verv 
seriously. Sometime last month, however, the 
New Sit~~/ happened to say something parti
cularly offensive to Mr. K. M, Punniah, the 
redoubtaJ?Ie editor of the Sind Observer, and 
Mr. Punniah who claims to ·have borne all 
the abuse patiently for four years, turne-d 
round and attacked Mr. Abbasi and his 
method of journalism. In the conclusion of 
one article the Sind Observer referred to 
Mr. Abbasi as a blackguard and a blackmailer, 
c:hallenging him to go to court over it. One 
should have thought that these mutual 
exc:hange of discourtesies would have settled 
the quarrel. Mr. Punniah, however, pressed for 
Government ac:t;on against Mr. Abbasi under 
the Presa Emergency Act of 1931 pointing out 
the "relevant" section. On November 17 Govern· 
ment acted against Mr. Abbasi, demanding a 
security of Rs. 6,00() from Nnv Sind. The 

\ - ·-

Sind Press Advisory Committee concurred in 
that decision. Mr. Punniah is also the moving 
spirit of the Sind Advisory Committee. In the 
circumstances it looks unpleasantly like the Press 
Committee initiating action in -which the Sind 
Government "concurred." · 

Mr. Muosbi Woos tbe Sikhs :-VIr. K. M. 
Munshi who broke away from the Congress 
because he felt that it was not possible for him 
to remain passive in the midst of internal 
disorder, has been working hard on his Akhand 
Hindustan scheme, In last week's Social 
Welfare he describes his visit to Nankana Saheb, 
birthplace of Guru Nanak, and expresses his 
admiration for the great Sikh community. Mr. 
Munshi regards the Khalsa as the "spearhead 
of the Akhand Hindustan movement'' and he 
tells Mr. Jinnah that the Sikhs will fight against 
Pakistan and bravely. To leave no doubt as to 
what Akhand Hndustan is intend.:d t.:> be, Mr. 
Munshi quotes Sikh hymns inspired by acute 
suffering under Moghul rule three centuries ago, 
In quoting them to-day Mr. Munshi 'plays, we 
hope thoughtlessly, with dangerous inflammatory 
material. He adJs :-

One of the greatest tragedies of modern India is the 
mutual distrust between the Hindus and the Sil<hs of 
the Punjab. Why it should be so was difficult for 
a stranger lllre me to understand. I did not find the 
Sil<h different from the Punjab! Hindu except in the 
externals. The Granth Saheb is Hindu to the core. 
The Khalsa. was the bulwark: of Hinduism in the North, 

There are two points in this which makes one 
regard the father of Akhand Hindustan as very 
loose in his thinking.. If he feels himself a 
stranger in the Punjab between the Hindus and 
the Sikhs, what becomes of Akhand Hindustan jl 
Does ·this one-time Congress leader confess to 
provincialism in his thoughts? Th-n, again, is. 
the absence of differences between Hindus 11nd 
Sikhs in the Punjab "except in externals'' which 
the distinguished ex-Minister of Bombay noted 
during a short visit and feels called upon 
to mention, so rem.trkable as to strike 
one almost immediately one · notices the 
external differences jl Apparently the exter· 
nal differences between other Punjab commu• 
nities-shall we say, the Muslims ?-and the 
Hindus there have worked down into the 
skin. Mr. Munshi's approaches to the Sikhs 
are pathetic. These are the tactics which 
the Gandhian Congress applied to the Muslims, 
resulting in Mr. Jinnah, and with the Depressed 
Classes rousing· Dr. Ambedkar. The Hindus 
and the Sikhs in the Punjab are coming together 
in reaction to Sir Sikandar's regime. Mr. Munshi 
seems to be attempting to win a little cheap 
popularity by arriving on the political scene as 
the cement of Hindu-Sikh unity. Far too much 
is being done, or rather spoken, with the intention 
of opposing Pakistan, when the only effective 
method would be to repudiate the thought on 
which it thrives. Mr. Munshi in his unrest.rained 
wrath at Mr. Jinnah is gradually getting himself 
manoeuvred into a position • where Akhand 
Hindustan is reduced to a united front against 
Muslims. 
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SASTRY,. AMERY AND SNOW. 

On Wednesday, 19th November, the Secretary 
.of State for India, Mr. L; S. Amery, spoke at 
Manchester ·on! the Indian problem, On. the 
same day the Right .Hon. Srinivasa Sastry 
spoke in Madras on the ·same subject. The 
coincidence extended beyond the date. The 
two statesmen covered the same ground and, 
what is more, made substantially the same 
observations regarding · the difficulties which 
beset the path of constitution-making for India. 
Referring to· the idea that· :the: future Indian 
constitution should · be framed by. Indians in 
India, Mr. Sastry. criticised the' proposal of a 
Constituent Assembly for the purpose. , If, said 
Mr. Sastry, the idea was that they should frame 
a constitution alJ inz"tio without any sort • of 
commitment on the footing of complete indepen
dence of all connection with the British Common
wealth, there were a number of hurdles. which 
have to be got over. By whom should the 
British sovereign be replaced ? If India was to be 
a republic, how would the President be chosen? 
Would it be a Republic on the French or the 
American model? If it was to be a monarchy, 
would it be a: limited or. absolute monarchy? 
Who should be selected for 'the first King-one 
of our Maharajas or· a British Indian chosen for 
the purpose ? If they decided to remain within 
the British Commonwealth, how could the States 
be fitted into the Dominion economy? If it was 
to be a Federation, we have had painful 
experience of the obstacles confronting that 
course. Mr. Sastry reproached, in passing, the 
Princes for having started the Federation hare 
and subsequently dropping off from the chase, 
So far as he knew, he said, 
· the Princes who began w1th being warm· advocates 
· of Federation and who led them into the morass of 
· Federation, had gradually bocome lukewarm friends of 
Federation, How were they going to reconcile these 
men and get them In 1 

Very similar, if not identical in terms, were 
the difficulties in the way of applying the clause 
about self -determination in the Atlantic Charter 
to India, urged by Mr. Amery in his Manchester 
speech. His Majesty's Government; he said, 
had made it clear that the future constitution 
of India must be framed by agreement among 
the repreSentatives of the principal elements of 
her national life. Mr. Amery indicated what he 
thought to be these principal elements. First on 
his list were the '·.units into which British India 
is already divided -the eleven provinces.· Next, 
there were the States "equally excluded from the 
control of India's general, foreign, defence and 
economic policy, but with no similarly precise 
demarcation between their powers and those of 
the 'Crown." Then there were the- great 
religious and cultural communities. · Mr.· Amery 
included ·in the last · category the so-called 
scheduled castes numbering, he said, 

p~rhaps forty. millions· or ·more, but unorga
nized and only gradually acquiring collective 
consciousness. · Mr.: ~mery dismissed the 
Congress demand for. a ConstitQent · Assembly 
to frame the future Indian constitution, as an 
"impossible'' though natural and intelligible one. 
Mr. Amery next questioned the' suitability of the 
~ritish system which Congress has adopted as 
its model. He admitted that British statesmen 
also have in the past encouraged Indians in this 
idea. . Another difficulty of an even more 
obstinate character was, if a E"ederation was 
adopted, whether the Central Government or the 
federated units should poosess residuary powers? 
Mr. Amery did not raise the point raised by 
Mr. Sa~try about the form of Government, 
Monarchy or Republic, which India would 
have. His principal objection to the Congress 
preference for the Parliamentary system, was 
stated in a striking passage, He said : 

The Congress originated and grew up as the first 
vigorous expression of Indian national ide..Js Into 
unified bureaucratic India. It has tended throughout to 
think oi itself as representativa of India in opposition 
to an alien rule and as natural heir and 
~-uccessor to that rule. In so d~lng it is apt 
to· forget that conditions- under which it secured its 
majorities and under which those majorities exercised 
power, will no longer be present if British 
control and .British support of British anned force 
are removed. It has yet to learn. that conditions 
under which it can exercise its influence and 
fulfil its Ideals in a self-governing India have yet 
to be agreed upon with other elements which are not 
prepared to consider Congress majorities as having a 
moral authority over them or any other material 
sanction than that of the existing British authorities. 

Mr. Amery is wrong in regarding the 
present-day Congress view as that which it had 
held from its origin. Until Gandhiji took 
control of the movement, the Congress did not 
regard British rule as a foreign rule except in 
respect of the personnel in the higher ranks of 
officialdom. Even Lokam:1nya Tilak had dec
lared in so many words that he did not want the 
elimination of· the British sovereign, he only 
wanted India to be governed primarily in her own 
interests, that he would be content if something 
like the Mysore model were adapted to British 
Indian conditions. Even Gandhiji was of the 
same view until the slaughter of Jallianwala and 
atrocities of Amritsar forced him and others to 
the conviction that· such incidents can not be 
dissociated from· foreign domination. In his 
self-righteous estimate of British rule . with 
which he began his Manchester oration, 
Mr. Amery ignored these and similar 
incidents which. have disfigured Anglo-lndtan 
history. We have never denied credit to British 
rule for its contributions to Indian progress but 
to speak of it in unrelieved terms of superlative 
adulation, as Mr. Amery did, is to invite 
contradiction. · 

Throughout his speech Mr. )\.m_ery evaded the 
real charge against the British connection. . Here 
is a fair sample of i~ by a, friendly American. 
Edgar .Snow .in his " Battle for Asia'' writes : 

Americans .may not . realise, that . British India is. 
a generation ·older than the U~ited States. AfteJ 
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: 011e hundred and eighty · years ·.of .British: rule. 
• niaety-three · per' cent ·al the- Indian population. is 
- •tlU iUil.erate. In forty· years of American . rule in 
, the·: PhUipplnes, illiteracy ... as. CIJi. do- ., from. 
. 11lnety-eight per' Clint co forty-five per cent, while 
• in twenty years the Sovie' .Union reduetd illiteracy 

from aeventy eight per ceut to eight per cent .• ,' •• , 
~ l'erhapt a better Indication of the Indian anomaly Is 
. -n· in the faUuretodevelop heavy industry on the basis 
· of a modern Industrial nation from its rich resources ..• 
· Little Japan; one seventh t"e. size of India and with 
··extremely meagre Iron resources, produces >~eVen times 

as much steel ......... lDdla's water·power re'IOUt'ces are· 
r oeeond only to those of the U D ited Stafe9, ·yet she has 

developed only three per cent ~>gainst. thf! latter's · 
: beady forty·eight per unt. 
1 As 'Mr. Sastry's observations show, Indian 

statesmen are keenly conscious . of the 
d1fficulties in the way of India's political future •. · 
They realise them even more keenly than 
Mr. Amery. But they feel, as Mr. Amery 
does not, that the system of Government under 
which India has remained so pitifully backward 
in education and industry, and as a consequence, 
has the lowest per eapita income in the world· 
with the significant exception of the Netherlands 
Indies, must give place to some other, even 
though there may be no certainty that it 
will · ' yield better results. The literacy 
and economic condition of the Muslims and the 
scheduled castes, on whQse behalf Mr. Amery 
evinces so much interest,. are no better than 
that of the Hindus whom he assumes to be an 
oppressive majority. Britain has to answer 
to the world and not to. the Congress forits 
failure to raise the standard of life in lndia, 
Snow observes: · 

It will be suggested that the emancipation of India. 
·.would mean the end of British "unity.': It may be the 
. only way in . fact «> create It. The strongest allies 
. demoeratic England has tod"y are Oana.da, . Australia 
and New Zealand, and, without the help of a certain 
former colony south of Canada, she might not survive 
at aU. A Free India. could become as valuable an 

; asoet to England as America. 

: Orissa Leads the Way :-The spell which 
paralysed. the Provinces with Congress Govern
ments, has been·broken and Orissa, regarded as 
the most backward of them, has now a Govern· 
ment headed by the Maharaja of Parlakimidi. 
Of the two Ministers, Mr. Godavaris Misra, has 
severed his connection with the ~ess. 
The Mahomedan Minister Moulvi SJbhan Khan 
has not been prominent in politics. Their action 
in coming forward to sbou!Jer the responsibility 
of a non-J?.arty Government in the province 
where, unul recently, the prospect of such an 
event seemed impossible, shows a quality of 
independence which seems to have disappeared 
in political life, · The example of Orissa will, no 
doubt, have its reactions elsewhere, It remains to 
be seen what support the new Government has in 
the Orissa Legislative Assembly. The Maharaja 
and his Colleagues should be presumed be 
confident of having adequate support in it The 
public is tired of inacticn, With1n the Congress 
1tself there are signs of deeply and widely felt 
discontent with the present dog-in-the-manger 
policy.: . . . . ' 

! • · ·SOCIAL AND POLITICAL TRENDS.· .. <:. 
-. IN INDIA. . ~ I •:: 

The mo~ement for social change in · Illdla 
during the British perioJ,. dates from. over a. 
hundred years ago when Raja Ram· Moha'a Rdy 
11tarted his agitation against 8<Jti. Though earlie( 
there . were signs of discontent with . prevailing' 
social conditions, it is usual and, profitable· to 
start any studies of· Indian reform·. movement• · 
in the British. period from Raja Ram Mohan Ro·y · 
who struck. out· new paths in religion, Jn; social. 
reform,. in education, and in politic~ It was 'in 
many ways fortunate tbat the builder ; of modeto\ 
India was so versatile in his interests, ' In the' 
social field ' he left an enduring examllle . to the.· 
gene~atioils that came after him, · . ." 

. . . • - J • 

For the first fifty years, efforts werf' 1arg~ly, 
directed towards ameliorating the condition Q( women 
in India, particularly · Hindu, society. , In ·.1887 the 
social reformers started the annual Indian National 
Social Conference which for nearly forty-five year~. 
provided a common platForm for. men .and women. 
workers from all over the country, frorn· the; Indian· 
States as weU as from British , bdia, ;of al
shades of political opinion, officials as._ ~ell as 1 
political extremists, It was an annual stock-taking., 
Through its sessions individual advoC<ites of. refo~; 
felt a new strength ·and lost, the!( sense ; of, 
isolation, So;)ial Reform was no longer a !lUmber-~£. 
sporadic and ill-organised attempts· to· briog: 
about · better sooial condition1, And along witn.. 
organization came also. a certain restraint, . an 
element of conservatism. .Slowly 'the .Conference. 
took on wider scope. It turned 'ts mind, to the 
elevation of the unprivileg-.d olasses, to general educa,-1 
tion then believed Co be the bedrock of democracy,., 
and to labour questions. When in 1980 the annual, 
Social Conference disappeared under the increasing 
olaims of p~;~litics, there were several. org~nisations 
replacing its work in specialised 6eld11, . . . . · · , 

The Women's Conference, an • organisation 
embracing all political parties and, like the Soeial 
Conference, disregarding the artificial barrier& betweP.nO 
British India and the States, took over the work of the 
earlier body in matters reltting to education· and • to' 
what might be conveniently culled the home. The 
La.bour Movement developed· with the vigour· or 
personal experience the advocacy of the workers•. 
cause, Gandhiji threw himself with ·religious fe·rvour 
into the movement lor the uplift of the depressed 
olasses, calling on the privileged Hindus• to repent • 
and expiate their sins towards their fellowmen. The 
Harijan Sevak Sangh was the practical • form whicb 
his agitation settled down into. The work of the 
Social Conference was thus continued in associations 
which were more specialised and organised on a· 
full-time basis. Wnat had been lost was a· general 
view of the oommunity as a wbol.,, Eaoh interest: 
found Itself organised and agitated for rights for its 
members forgetful of the duties it owed co the· 
community, . 

The Social Conference,. however, did not break 
down lkfore the younger and more specialized· 
organisations, It fell before three forces : the rieing 
tide of nationalism which promised at the time . to.· 
work as a great uniting factor, ~thering to itself 
all activities in the country and covenng every aspect· 
of life; the new methods adopted in the political field 
which gradually spread into other spheres; the crisis 
in Europe of western civilization and a lo!ll ot faith in 
the country as a whole in the superior values of wes
tern inttitutions. In 1920 the Indian National Congreq 
aooepto<d the leadership of GandhijL Gandhiji muked 
a deparrure from his predeoesiiOI'I whiob was olean:ut. 
The Social Conference bad gradually eatablished the-

. ' 
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authority· :of -reasoli 'and I the 'argllment' bf personal 
example as the basis Qf :cha~ge in place of earlier 
contrqversial wrangtings over sacred texts, Necessarily 
it \VaS ,oonfil)ed in its appeal ~o the educated· classes. 
Under Gandhijj' the country witnessed a movemen~ 
h which ~very weapon was pressed into service · in. 
the advancement of political. aims. And the most· 
~herished weapon was the raising of mass opinion in 
his tavour, The emotional appeal drove reason to a 
large extent from the field. · · · 

"!be' changed methods adopted by the Congress· 
were influenced by the · changes brought 
about: in tbe political· field · by the British · 
Government. · With the extension of thE; franchise, , 
a new class' of men and women were. given 
the right to take political decisions. · This 
widening of the electorate roused doubts as to the 
~a-relation between -education and democracy. 
These had 'their immediate effect in throwing out 
the' advocates ·of "gradualism"· and in putting the 
extremist in the saddle. This, however, need not 
have ~en a change for the worse, In India, as el~e
where, the extremist tends to be tamed by responsi
bility. · But responsibility was withheld. · What was 
destined . to . work more insidious• mischief in 
the natic;>il,- was the· separate electorates given 
co the Muslims, the largest minority iri the COtintry. 
It was ·argued at first that, in view of the importance 
.ot tb.,- community, special representation should be 
given to them in excess of their· populatioat ratio• 
It was also pleaded that the duties or the legislators 
were purely of an advisory character, There was 
no · effective opposition at the time, and it was 
<bought that the new nationalism would overcome 
.. ectional interests. But special and excessive represen
tation has become a permanent part of the political 
"!tructure, though the reason now urged in justification 
.of :it is· no 'longer the importance of the Muslims 
as the community from which sixty percent 
of the Indian army · is drawn, but the need 
for overcoming·the fears of a minority. · 

The Government of India Act of 1935, in spite 
of the fears , of representative and, responsible. 
Indians, was put through. Not only did it give 
its sanction to the divisive forces already existing 
in the country, but it added to them by breaking 
up the. constitutional unity which was known as 
British India int.o eleven different autonomous 
provinces which were: later expected to come to
gether in a Federation of Indian States and Prov{nces. 
l{eforms were put into force in the provinces whilst 
dle centre was left as before, with the result that . 
provincialism throve, Sectional groups demanded 
cbe creation of new provinces on a linguistic 
basis fa!lcinated . by toy ·.n parliaments and toy 
~binets. The prospect · !lf closer association 
witb the autocratic Indian _states brought 
tile. Congress . party into intimate contact witb 
!ROPUlar movements. in. those .territories. This 
inevitably Jed, ·.to. an estrangement between tile. 
Nadonal .Congress: and even the. more progressive 
States which bad looked forward to a fruitful 
~riod of co·<iPera~ion with Ule Congress which they 
thought WOilld oaat off ita extremists, But . it was· 
not adequat!!Ly · appreciated . by , the lnllian Prince11 
that an essential step in· this direo~ion , was a 
recognition of the distipction!l .that exist between 
.one Indian State and another, For it is useless 
tCII pretend that alllndian States are equally well or 
.equally badly administered, , .. , 

·' The valu11 of the provincial Indian governments in 
these qircumstances lies more in the trends they dis
played than in any. actual progress they were able 
co achieve. In every provinoe the indioatioos were 
dear. Widespreiid edueation, economic progress and 
railing the livmg · Btantlard fornied . the_, main prer 
.occupations of ·eleven provincial administrations. 
And unofficial consultations took the plaoe of 

co-ordiilation from.· the · : centre, . Prohibition 
was adopted as · an important plank: in the 
Congresa •platform but it was obstructed by :eon
cessions ·allowed by the Minis!Prs of , Excise to 
European subjects. Alcoholic drinks, incidentally/are 
more easily banned in India than in Western ooun• 
tries as the social conscience is opposed to · drinking, 
An~ the sy~~em. of annual. licenses to liquor .dealers 
whtch prevatled before the , advent of . · popular 
governments . and theif first attempts at Prohibition, 
had prevented the growth of veste.d interests round 
liquor. ·· · ·· 

!fhe pJiitical scene underwent a~other . cha~ge ·on 
the outbreak of war, :The Congres11 ministriC"S which 
administered· eight provinoes, .: resigned as a protest 
against· India's involvement · in . the war., ·Without 
previous consultation. - At the same time they made 
it quite clear that they ~bared the British.detestation 
of Nazism. ·Under pressure from all political partie$,, 
the British Government after a year of .war 
declared its· position in regard to India to .be 
that of scrapping the J.935 scheme -and aiiOIYing 
representative Indians te) draw up the constitution. 
o£ India, reserving to Britain the right of safeguarding 
interests that have arisen· in the two centuries that 
the British have been in India and·· of looking 'after 
the Indian Princes, That apparently is the last word 
as another year has elapsed without any change. .. · · , 

. I ' . ' ' ' 

· lt is against this backwciund that one bas'. to 
consider the last · polittcal . developments-Jhe 
expansion of the Viceroy's Council .as a matter of 
"administrative convenience," and no less · · the 
Congress and Muslim. League . policies. Now, 
that Indians are . in , the majority · iB ~he 
Government of lpdia, lnd,ians will ,expect at the very 
least that there will be a change of mental. attitude 
from workipg the war. effort to its maximum, to 
subordinating it to the interests of the people,,. This 
is the very minimum that the expanded Council call 
do. More it ·would · be idle to expect under ·the 
present system. Less·would be a confeSsion of utter 
failure. The political parties iii' the country have 
not been very successful in enunciating their 
policies. The Congre>s and the Muslim League have 
not acquiesced in the official suggestion that the war 
effort should take precedence over every !)t~ inte· 
rest. But they have not been as definite about what 
they aQtually place as. superior to the demands of t)J.e 
war. As a matter of fact, the attitude of detachment to 
the details of administration implied in the attitude of' 
abstention of both parties, does not serve the publia 
interest whilst it leaves Indian affairs in the hands of. 
men who value the rather abstract and nebulous aim, 
of saving civilization before service to the .country., 
In the years to 'come, after the obsession of the 
war is over, there · will . remain much. to be 
done and less money to do it with. Education, 
pu blio health, medicar aid, social betterment +-alL 
these have to be. handled and they. can only ~' 
done by tha representativea of the people. . India. 
to-day, sh~e~ . w.ith Chi~a. and the N etberlan~s 
Indies the dtstlnctton of betng the poorest country m 
the world. In the industrial world, her position can~· 
best be judged from the fact that with her vast 
network of railways, she still does not manufactu!'ll' 
a single locomotive. For the future, if we bear •n 
·mind that the: Asiatic, unlike the Anglo-Saxof!, lookll 
to his government .to help him out in many ways, 
that distrust of political power is not ingrained in thl! 
Indian mind and . that traditionally the State is held' 
responsible for the well-being of every. citizen, then
the urgent need· of India is clearly for a strong' 
government at the centre. And it must .be firmly: 

· convinced.oftheunity; of .this .vast IXIUntryas ~~
j an Indian government can be. Then only -will ¢ 
I gather to itself the forces that make for stability 

and for peace. , 
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PRor~f;>ANOh . /I.ND. g}l)ljTER 
PROPAGANDA. 

1n Th1 Bl/mMr of November 15 we· published a 
lletter from Mr. J~selyn Hennessy, the Principal 
lnf~tion Oftic.er of the · Government of India, 
1tating that the counter propaganda section 
of tbe Information Bureau, wat solely Intended 
for countering -enemy propaganda and was rtnt 

'(italics his) concerned with India's internal politics. 
Two l,iays later we received a green p!lmphlet entitled 
•War and the Indian National Congress" with the 
rubber stamp impression on the cover "With'' the 
~mplirnent1 of the Director of InfOrmation, Bombay." 
The pamphlet is not a production by any official of 
Government,;:lt:isa leoture.by Dr. C., R. Reddy, 
Vice-Chancellor of Andhra University, delivered. 
at Nellore in the Madru Presidency in 
February last. · For the Director of Information in 
Bombay ro have hunted up this lecture delivered in 

.another province acme months back for. distribu
tion through the agency ot hie Department, . Rleans 
that the IJirector hi108elf i1 satisfied that Dr, Reddy'• 
•lecture is IIUJ)erior ·to 'llnytbing that he himself 
<~an produce for· the information of the public, 
Dr.- Reddy's lecture, however, is not information 
but anti·Congress propaganda. It professes to be 
nothing else, •In the· opening sentences, Dr. Reddy 

ot'eferring to a remark of Mr; Mack'• who spoke before 
him, that he would have to avoid controversial 
referenceS, protested that be did not sP.e how he could 
carry on war-propaganda without dealing witb the 
ments of the counter-propaganda. There are those 
.. 'who bold that this ·propaganda could be : carried 
without ·Introducing ·political controversiea of any 
lklnd." Dr. Reddy went on to say "I am afraid 
I am not subtle enough to be able to · do so." 
He claimed for hi• . lecture the approval of 
Congressmen themselves as · they stood for truth 

. and "truth doe~ not preclude discussion provided that 
1it i' carried on in the right apirit and the courtesies 
of public life are maintained." What the "right 
spirit" is, ia a matter of opinion but Dr. Reddy has. 
-.certainly not infringed the courtesim of public life. 
Aa a · wsr propaganda speech; that is, a speech 
intended' to persuade those who did not know, or 
were indiff~rent to, the merits of tbe war, the per• 
·formanoe could not have been muob of a eucoesa. 
To show that the Congreas had been inconsistent, 
~that it ·bas bungled, does not prove anything about 
·the duty• of tbe non-Congress public to the war, 
Congressmen, of course, will not admit that . 
Dr. -Reddy's presentation o£ their positions was free 
from the bia1 of one who' was once a prominent 
'fllember of their Party. , But aa a citizen, Dr. Reddy 
is entitled to ilay what he thinks about the Congress, 
We are· lees certain about the propriety of the. Vice.; 
Chancellor of a University descending into the arena 
<If political etrife. If he mutt deal witb politics 
b~ shouldi 1 aoeording to our sense of propriety, 

-do · so on the high plane · of abstract ! principle, 
He mWit treat controversial questions in tb~; detached 
1plrit or an aoademeclan. ···He must, that .is to say, 
;present first the point of view of the aide from which· 
be himself differt. Of courae, you cannot carry on 
war propaganda if you SQ · muob a11 permit 
yourself to suspect that ~ere may be more 
than one aide to the question. But we are concerned 
with. Dr. Reddy's position as the· head .of 
a University.· Andbra is predominantly a 
Congress province. Most . of the · leading 
families are adherents of the Congress, The aons 
and . daughter• of tbeae families . attending the 
University oan not but feel tbat tbelr · Vice-Cbaooel· 
lor Is a political partisao. Ths feeling would invade 
the academics · 1phere and may lead· 11tudents to 
•uapeot that favour 11 · to be &aine4 . by prolesaing 

Gllll. 11;1 of views agreeable to the Vaoe-Cbanceno; 
a!"i prejudio!l !MY _be cr~ted ·by profesamg, * 
d•~ent Be~ which the Vic!!-Ch!UJC!:Uor . baa be!i~ 
at great pams to denounce. · . 

Several of the criticisms of tbjl measures of toll~ 
Governments by Dr. Reddy are merely repetitionl!l 
of the criticitms in TM Rl/otmlt' from tlme to time, 
Dr, Reddy indeed pays us the compliment of citing 
Tho IU/om18r in one context. The crucial mistaktl 
of the Congress was to place the power of controlling 
the Ministries in the hands of two pr three men who 
~ might be expected, made use ofit to eonsolidat~ 
the party to the neglect of the larger interests of thll 
country: ~~wer wa~ exercised by a, small body while 
r~ponstblltty was left to Congress Ministera,. . The 
m1stakes attr~buted to Congress Governments ar11 
really the m1stakes of the controlling triumvirate, 
the co~s~quence of the ~eparati0n. of. power from 
~esponsJbJhty,_l:lut these mistakes are qu1te irrelevant 
!11 determining the relation of India to ·~he 
present war. Dr. Reddy in his zeal. as , 11 
war propagandist, overlooks his function as a. 
student of history and constitutional theory, . He 
devotes several pages to attack those who 
objected · to Lord Linlithgow'a declaration 
t~t India was . at war: Th6 Ro/ormtn' JJu 
pomted out that thts declarabon made no differeooe 
that India would have bee~;~ at war all the samQ 
if the Viceroy had made no declar~tion. and tha~ 
probably His Excellency's action was prompted by 
a well-intentioned desire- to establish India's 
right to figure as a personality in her own 
right at the time of tb e · peace settlement. 
Dr; Reddy dismisses the point ·involved as · a 
mere formality of no importance. He also argues that 
had the declaration been brought before the Legisla· 
tive Assembly it would have been thrown out by a 
combination of Muslim League and Congress 
members, The two points are mutually destructive. 
If the presentation before the Legislature waa am 
unimportant· formality, its · rejection by that body 
wouid be equally unimportant. 

Prior to suggesting the possibility of a combina• 
tion, of Muslim League and Congress members to 
defeat Government on the declaration of war-only 
a lew lines prior .to it-Or, Reddy writes: . 

It is well known that Moslems for reasons which I ne:e4 
n: t go into now a.t length, are strong suoporters of tht~ 
War. For one thing Turkey is on the side of thll' Allies 
and you can· take It from me, where Turkey iS, the 
Indian·Muslims will be. The fate oflslamic countries like 
Turkey and Persia, are menaced by Germany .... Take it 
as a datum that the Moslem provioces would have 
supported the war. Does it not mean that civil · war' 
In this country would have been precipitated earlier 
tba n now wheo It Is almost like the spirit of clvi~ wal". 
between the Cougress and lhe League? 

The address was delivered in February. Since 
then events have given an answer ta Dr. 
Reddy more impressive· than any that oould 
have been given by indivi~uals, We can but indicate 
in the briefest possible ·way what these events 
are. Tbe Working Committee of the. Muslim 
League · met at Delhi. The British are in 
occupation of Persia for excellent strategic reasons, 
Shah Reza Khan bas been found to have developed 
in later years an autocratic and anti-national 
tendency., He abdicated and is understood to have 
•ougbt asylum in Mauritius. Turkey, despite the 
close proximity of the war, has refrained from giving 
active help to Great Britain whom abe· is pledged to 
help.· President Inounu is- reported, in the Bllfllbag 
OArtmiel., to bave left-for Berlin. Aa fOr Dr. Reddy's 
pragmatic dictum that Indian Muslims will be where 
Tur1cey is, taot9 are against bim.ln the last war Indian 
Muslims were not with Turkey and it was their over. 
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zealous . effortS t~at forced Kemal Ataturk ~ who· j J . 
wol!ld have beenloOntimt with the separation of the . . CRISIS. !N -~~OUIJLAND, 
Caliphate from tire Sultanate, to abolish· bOth. In the . . . . · ((]Opynght). ·' 1 

c:ourse .of .the . i!Dperfec:tfy reported proceedings fi1n1 ·Iiiii ·~mr II "reshuffling. ojpo>'tfolW";. mnong o{Mr 
of the Delhi meeung of the Working Committee o£ chang., th• Department of Hsaltli /uw. bien M~~D~~ed thr 
the League1 one o[ the members oomplained that none ~e;Pa•t!f:"" 01 Dsatli tini} aildsiJ t11: t/u Ihpartmmt of 
of t~~ M ushm 'nattons had said a word in favour of ~rtli viJntrol, Oontr?l. bS&rrg CQ1111t'llllli'l into Oo-ordinatioro. 
In~lall Muslims while the latter have been pouring fa'be: ,!~0 :P• .m. Din•ng7room o/lf11.mortal•ty Botol. Th• 
out ,blood and money on their behalf. , As a matter of B. a. mt 6611 ~ust cl8ar~d aft•r lunoli1011. Minitter for D. 
fact, .there· !s ·some reason . to think that other Bs ci.a •~a;;, takH lilllplau at the cmtro of; th1 ta_bll'l 
Mushm ·nationals view' the attitude ·of Indian G 1 

'' roat lind addr~es ths ~letiJOUNIIJlioti:
MusliO:s to the ·Congress with disfavour. ·Dr. I ~~tle~~d~;f t~eLa·Pdess, {pe•r,• till~ t~ 9ac* rolf}. 
Reddy s charge against the Congress ·that it . g p. . '.an Y• ·. · · · · · ' 
stands· in the way o£ agreement·. is no more true .Impat~ent PrHama!l: There 11. no la!iy among us-
than a similar charge would be again't the Muslim here;-:- · ·• · · · · ., .. · · 
League. Mr. C, Rajagopalachari offered to get the ( A!"mt~r: L thought I espted a red .sad over ~here; 
Congress to acoept an arrangement by which power pnnts 1~ th& back-row). • ·· '/ 
woul<l' be transferred at the centre to a Ministry D Impat•ene ·Pressman: It IS oul' col,league of the 
headed. by Mr. Jinnah with members chosen by ' 688 RoformBt: which advocates · Ul)ilor mity oli 
Mr. '] mrah, _Dr• Red~y' quotes with evident . stan?~rds.for men and women. • ~. . 
approval Mr. Jtnnali's gnevance ··that the offer was Jlmnter. Is. that. sol' .. Most· -lnterestmg to he, 
not inade to him; Why should it have been sure. I s~ould bke to hear more: about the: 
tnade. to him I' The matter was not in his hands movement m d~e course. Now, Gentlemen of the 
to ~ecide.' -It was one for the British Government to Press, .. Yo~ Will ~ave known already· of the. 
decide and, therefore, it was made to the British reorgamsat1on of this DeP:<rtment. · I ha_ve invited. 
Government. It showed that the Congress was not Y?" here today to .explatn to yo11 bnefly the. 
concerned with the creed of its nationals who formed ~1ms and -obje.ct:S of t~is Depart~ent which is. 
the Government but with the fact of their bei g bterally .one (){ Ltfe and Death to Indt;i p.nd to the 
natives of India. . n worl~ at large. l have. thought it- desirable to-
. prov1de luncheon in this Hotel Immortality before: 

SUBHAS BOSE. 

. The Bombay ~ronicl8 published on Monday a 
message from 1ts London correspondent repeating 
the account given by the "Empire News" of how 
Subhas Bose was smuggled out of India. He is said 
to have · been dressed in women's clothes and to 
have gone to' Rome 'Uia Afghanistan and Syria 
The journal adds that Subhas Bose planned 
to broadcast from· Rome . but the Duce's 
transmitters were not powerful enough and 
!JO he went to Berlin to carry on anti-British 
propaganda. . Rome Radio bas been heard · in 
Indta regularly before the war when it had 'an 
Englis~. seryice. And, again, if it was Subhas 
Bose's mtentton to carry on anti-British propaganda 
from Berlin, it is strange that he has not been heard 
frot;n 'Berlin all these days. Even Government 
wh1ch has a special Department for · foreign 
propaganda :'eems not to have heard him ••• There 
a~e beside~ tnherent improbabilities in the story of 
his traversmg the whole breadth of India disguised 
a~ . a woman. He would have )lad. to elude the 
vog1lanoe of three provinces and, the, closely 
~ruarded Khyber Pass, a very difficult , feat 
1~ n~t a practical impossibility. The simp!; 
d1sg:u1se of a woman would have ;lvailed him little. 

·. An esteemed correspondent writing in the Hindu of 
Madras suggested another course of a less improba· 
ble character, He wrote : 

· The impressl.on in C&!cutta is that Subhas Bose 
boarded a Japanese steamer aud sailed away! In the 
absen~ of authoritative Information, Dame . Rumour 
&!ways gets busy. To give the rumour verisimilitude it 
is said that for some days before his departure, Japan:se 
visitors constantly_ went In and out of his house, that 
his dlsapl_'earance was not published till a Japanese 
boat ·leavong the port was well out on the high seas· 
.a~d that th~t boat Jay In anchor a whole night 1~ 

· ·mld·stream tn the Hooghly . alter getting port 
, clear~r,ce. The public are entitled· to kriow whether 

.. these rumours are true. If the Japanese story be not 
true, how did Mr. Bose slip away I · The inference of 
offici&! Inefficiency becomes Irresistible. 

', . 

the regular proceedings begin because , !rom my' 
experience· I know tbat a good meal , ill a11, 
extraordinary help .to-, · . , · : . . . 

I. P. : It makes one sleepy. · . . .· · , 
D. B, C. M. : Psychologists have discovered that. 

impressions gathered during sleep pass directly into 
the sub-conscious and .become a ·lasting influenae. 
in cne's character. However, those of you who feel 
otherwise may help yourself to a pinch of snuff.. 
Please pass this on (hands hil gol.cl muff-boz to hi~ 
nlighbour.) To go back to where I began, Gentlemen 
of the Press, the fundamental axiom on which this 
Department is based, . is-1 ask your Pl!rdon for 
quoting from the •'Bhagavad Gita"-••Jatt~~ya dlirutJ(). 
mrityuh"-which in English may be translatod into 
"All who are born are destined to die," That 1 think. 
is common ground between all religions and . be~ween 
Religion and Science- . · 

Jl.mbw sp1aki.ng from r.ar : Sir, 1 represent the
Biologl8t-a scientific journaL Biology does not admit. 
that all creatures that are born invariably. die, For 
instance the amoeba- , . · 

.Mimatsr : · What is that 1' I have never heard of it. 
B. J. : It is the tiniest form of life. lt propagates. 

by splitting. It never dies. It is immor~l. . · 
. D. B. C. M.: 1 have been brought up to think that. 

immortality is the exclusive· privilege of Divinity. 
However, I will make a note of your objection and .. 
qualify my proposition thus: All things born (with., 
the exception of the amoeha):are destined to die.,-

B.j: I am not aure that amoebas afll born. On. 
that point, I cannot dogmatize. · , 
. D.B.C.M.: Well then, we shall further modify·our 

proposition thus :-"All Creatures that are . born, 
except amoeba if they are born, are destined to die.'• 
Does that meet witt} your approval i' You see, I 
want to carry all of you with me in the great cask. 
Chat awaits this Department. · . . . 
. B. f. : That seems all right. ' . : 

D. B. C. M.: I would go further and if you like l 
will refer this point to an Advisory Committee of cent, 
per cent Indian biologists.. . · · · 

B. j, : I'm much obliged. . · . . 
' D. 8, C. M. : Then we are agreed on .. the basio 

principle, subject to the report of the biologists' about 
the birth of amoeba. Here ·another point Clops up.. It 
is not stri~tly -relevant to our .. wor~ b~tlet.me. stat~ 
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it : It is whether the converse of the proposition 
which we have now agreed to, namely, "all 
aeatures thac die are destined to be reboro,n 
is also true. It seems a corollary to our first 
hJ'P)thesis. (8MJrlltarg · wlmpert into Jl'• 111r). 
I understand that there is a difference of opinion 
oo that point among religions. So, we may 
leave it aside for the time being. Later, perhaps, 
we may· request the Congress of All Faiths . to 
.advise us on it. I resume the thread of my 
talk about the. function of this Department. 
You will note that the word ••Control" in the 
designation of this Department has been replaced 
by the .. word ~eo.ordination," I should like to 
explain briefty the significance of the change. It 
was adopted after consultation with all our 
numerous Advisory Committees and it bas a profound 
significance. The idea underlying the change, I 
mod:stly claim to be mine. But r do not claim any 
exceptional intelligence. My conclusions are based 
on my experience as a f.amily man. I have worked 
out a simple formula. It is this. In this room there is 
standing room for, say, 500 adults of average girth. 
If you want to get in ten more, you will have to 

. get ten out, Chat is plain commonsense, is it 
not P ( &wral1118mbera turn thsir wrist. to 1611 th1 ti1118. 
Mmistrr notic81) I should not take up your time. 
I know you are busy men, I myself was a sort of 
journalist once upon a time, I will only say today 
that our programme is based on the simple analogy 
of the room. We propose to divide the country 
into districts, Each district will contain apprOXI
mately a million inhabitants. So that in all 
we shall have, ·say, four hundred districts. 
Our first step should be to collect accurate data. 
All schemes hitherto have gone amiss because they 
were not founded on reliable data. To avoid this 
we propose to appoint five superintendents for each 
district, selected with due reference to sex, caste, 
communal and racial claims, These superintendents 
will register all men and women of reproductive 
ages, (lllVtral journalist• hav1 Dlo1ed thBir not1-books and ar1 
pr"JJaring to ltllm.JI•tl•) and we shall, on the basis of 
the data thus gathered, introduce a well devised 
aystem of quotas. . 

Statistical Journalist : That does sound interesting. 
(Journalist• rBium• th1ir eBatr.) How do you propose 
to apply the quota principle to births and deaths P 

D. B. (J. M.: It is quire simple. I have worked it 
all out. You know the American method of regulat
ing immigration by quotas on the basis of the 
population in the United States from the several 
countries of Europe on a ~iven date. We extend 
that principle to entry mto the world, Each 
community and caste and sect will be assigned 
quotas calculated on its J?Opulation in 1891. We 
take that year because. famme and plague materially 
altered the composition of the Indian population at 
the next Census, that of 1901. 

8.J.: If your quota ia exceeded in any 
community P 

D. B. 0. M.: Automatically the quota will be 
increased in others. If the quota is not worked up to, 
the quota of all others also will be correspondingly 
reduced, 

Puzzlttl Journalilt : How will that be done P What 
is your automatic machinery for effecting this 
adjustment? 

D. B. U. M. : That will be referred to ao Advisory 
Committee of Birth Controllers. The Department 
will be guided by their advice if it is practicable to 
do ao. A more important and difficult question is as 
regard& Deaths. Fill' the principle of quota will 
apply to deaths also. I must frankly tell you, 
G.:ntlemen of the Press, that the point hill batHed 
me and my able officials. The regulation of births 
is comparatively easier than the regulation of deaths, 

although ebere 'is an intimate relation ·between the 
two. By reducing the birtha we directly reduce the 
deaths also. Apart from this, I must seek the advice 
of another Committee to work the quota principle in 
relation to Deaths. 

S.J.: Of whom would this Committee consist P 
p. B. C. M. : I have given special thought to 

th1s question which you have so aensibly raised. 
I have decided that this Committee of Quota for 
D.:atbs, ahould be recruited predominantly from 
Yogis-

Kwval journalist. : Yogis I 
D. B. C. M.: Of course. Because Y egis alone 

know the secret of quitting this body at a 
desired moment without laying themselves· open 
to the charge of ·attempting suicide. · ·Poet 
Kalidasa has left on record that .the ancients 
ha1 this faculty : "Yog1nt1nt1 thanu tgajam." They 
left their bodies by yoga when . they chose. (Th• 
hall"! 1mptg. bsfor• th1 Ministsr lf'ldl. To himlllf): It is 
preo•ous httle these chaps would have gleaned 
from my speech. The art of atatesmanship is that 
of speaking much while saying little. 

AKSHI • 

BRITISH SECRETARIES OF WAR. 
The demand of the Sapru Conference 'that there 

should be Indians in charge of Finanoel and 
Defence has woo some support in Britain. Sir 
George Schuster in his recent b:x>k does not 
see anything beyond fulfilment in that demand, · 

''fhere is every reason to think," writes Mr. Raw
linson in a recent issue of the /Jpl&tator, "that India 
could produce a Defence Minister as ·good as 
the average British Secretary of State for War," 
If this is all that India can hope for, God save 
this country when it gets ita freedom. For Britain 
has had good fortune to make up for th'=l mistakes of 
incompetent War Secretaries whilst the history of 
India in latter years would seem to be one struggle 
against bad luck. It is interesting in this connection 
to read what Cassandra of the Daily Mirror has to 
say about the average War Secretary in his "The 
English at War:" 

Since September 3, 1939, there have been no less 
than four Secretaries for War: Mr • .Leslle Hore
Belisha, Mr. Oliver Stanley, Mr. Anthony Eden and 
Captain David Margesson. The latest holder of the 
office has not b3en there long enough to prove 
himself-or, In view of his reputation, which suggests 
that he would be an efficient golf.club secretary with 
a ftair tor tyranny, should [ say disprove himself? 
Mr. Eden, beloved of hatters and women.foii< alike, 
was obviously shunted there to be kept in political 
refrigeration until such time as he could be rewarded 
for his somewhat restrained resistance to the dictators 
three or four years ago. Hore-Belisha's talents have 
been widely questioned by many people. But ...... he 
was certainly preferable· t:> the blockheaded crew who 
had run the Army since the days of David Haig ...... 
Tbe arrival of Oliver Stanley at the War office was the 
unmistakable proof that the best Interests of the nation 
were ditched because of tha prejudices of a military 
caste. He fulfilled· every requirement that Hore
Belisha's enemies could have desired. He was a 
member of one of the most ancient of our noble 
f~mllies-the son of the 17th Earl of D:rby. He was 
a Conservative. His education (Eton and Oxford) 
was Impeccable, and he ·was eminently acceptable, if 
only for his almost unbelievable mediocrity. He bas 
been Parliamentary U nder.Socretary at the Home Office, 
Minister of Transport, Minister of Labour and 
Presidont of the Board of Education, and his imprint 
on these offices was like that of a rain-drop plunging 
Into the Pacific Ocsn, He was the Great Cipher, 
standerdly equipped even to his undoubted integrity 
which is fortunately such a commonplace among British 
public .rvants. 
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NOTES. 
Sir s. Radhakrlshnan's Addresses :~In the 

Reformer of the 29th November, we noticed the 
lecture of Dr. C. R. Reddy, Vice-Chancellor of 
Andhra University, which had been circulated in 
the form of a pamphlet by the Director of Infor
mation of l3ombay. We took exception to this 
official imprimatur to a highly controversial 
composition particularly in view of the assurance 
giyen by the Principal Information Officer of.the 
Covernment of India in a letter published in the 
Reformer that his Department does not indulge in 
propagand~ in internal politics. The Director of 
Information in Bombay may not be bound by the 
assurance of the Principal Information Officer of 
the Governmen~ of India, in which case we can 
only regret that he does not realise the conse
quences of carrying on a propaganda again$t a 
party which Government is trying to persuade to 
throw in its weight on the side of constitutional 
action in pursuance of the country's interests, If 
the Congress accedes, as seems likely, and comes 
into office again, the Director will have to sing 
to another tune. To avoid this contingency 
and to make the Information Department 
trusted by the public, the proper course is that 
the Department should confine itself to presenta
tion ·of facts using its discretion only so far as 
is necessary to supply the background needed 
for the correct interpretation of facts., To trans
gress these limits is .to bring not only itself but 
tl1o Government whose mouthpiece it is, into dis
repute .. Since, however, the Bombay Director has 
chosen ~o circulate Dr •. Reddy's pamphlet, we 
trust he will have the fairness to procure copies 
of Sir S. Radhakrishnan's addresses recently 
delivered at the Agra. and Dacca Universities. 
lp deprecating the descent of heads of academic 
bodies in. the arena of controversial politics, . we 
indicated· the legitimate ways in which they can 
and should enlighten· the student mind on the 
broad principles of political philosophy. · Sir 
Radhakrtshnan's addresses are models of what 
such addresses should be. • There is not a word 
about the Congress or the Moslem League, 

about Pakistan or the Hindu Mahasabha. The 
Vice-Chancellor of the Benares University,' who 
was Dr. Reddy's predecessor at Andhra, eschews 
all controversy. He analyses and presents before 
Indian youth hasic facts of India's long history 
illumined by his deep philosophic insight. There 
is not a trace in these addresses of propaganda 
which has come to mean plausible lying •. We 
once again urge the Director of ·Information in 
Bombay to secure Sir Radhakrishnan's addresses 
and circulate them as an ·antidote to Dr. Reddy's 
petulant outburst upon which he put his rubber-. 
stamp, without perhaps realising that its whole 
effect wao; likely to be to thwart the conciliatory 
policy which the Bombay Government has been 
pursuin~ with more consistency than any other 
provincial Government. 

Sir Tej Babildnr oo · Leadership :-/\ distin
guishing featllre of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru's 
public utterances,. whether extedtpore at public 
meetings or set on ceremonial occasions, is their 
intensity of emotional emphasis. Even' in 
cold print one can feel Sir Tej's face aglow and 
eyes aflame behind the curtain of his words, His 
earnestness, sincerity and absolute unconcern 
for popular applause, have made him' one 
of the most respected . figures of our time 
and country. The Convocation address which 
he delivered at the Benares·Hindu University, 
exhibits all these qualities in full measure. 
Towards the end Sir Tej touched upon a high 
theme which has been somewhat obtrusively 
neglected in his addresses ori similar occasions 
hitherto. He stressed the importance of 
university men cultivating- a spiritual outlook 
in its broadest sense. Whatever may be the 
case elsewhere, in India this does not mean blind 
adherence to dogmas· and doctrines. It means 
simply and literally to keep one's windows 
wide open on the God ward side, as Lowell puts 
it. This does not necessarily mean that one 
should even believe in God, God stands for 
Truth and whoever engages in its pursuit in 
any of its many phases in a disinterested spirit, 
is seeking after God. With this high 
and majestic aim which Sir Tej invited 

'the graduates of the Benares University to 
cherish in their lives, it is difficult to reconcile 
his thesis that Universities should produce leaders 
for the future Indian democracy. Surely the dis
interested pursuit of truth does not mak~ men 
popular leaders. No o"' can be a popular .lead-:r 
without a strong vein of charlatanry m his 
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composition .. There are several types of leader· 
ship. During the French Revolution a little man 
was seen tramping behind a seething crowd 
waving a small flag. Someone asked him what . 
he was doing there. He replied indignantly, 
"Don't you see I am their leader?'' There are 
plenty of such leaders among us and it is quite 
unnecessary for. our Universities to put .them
selves out to train more of them. The other 
type of leader is the man of infinite brass. 

The crowd must have emphatic warrant, 
Right-arm's rodsweep, tongue's imperial fiat, 
Ne'er dares the man put off the prophet. 

Leadership is beneficial to the leader and 
the · led only when it comes unsought · as the 
result of a community of ideals. When the 
leader has constantly to look behind to see who 
aod how many ·are following him, he is not a 
leader but a follower, though he may. be 
allowed to walk in front of the crowd.· Dr. 
Pannalal speaking recently to the graduates of 
Allahabad University, wanted them all to 
qualify to· be Army officers. Sir Tej asks 
them all to qualify to . be democratic leaders. 
.Neither is the true purpose of university 
education, which is to train men to think on 
the highest plane and to live· up to the best in 
them. Leadership whether in civil life or the 
army, is essentially management of men. Men 
are managed more through their weaknesses than 
.through their virtues. Fear, greed, ambition are 
the most generally exploited emotions in their 
management, especially in India as she is cir
cumstanced at present, The University can have 
no call to promote the process. The Army and 
Democracy have no claims on the University. 
They should train their own leaders. This is not 
to say that University men should not enter the 
Army or become political leaders. It Is only that 
Universities should not be required to make 
training Army officers or democratic leaders 
their supreme end. 

Mr. Eden and Indian States :-We called 
attention (Reformer, November 1) to the influ
ence which the alliance with Soviet Russia and 
the dependence to a large extent on the United 
States for help in the war, is likely to have on 
the attitude of the British Government to impor· 
tant Indian problems, particularly the Indian 
S~:!:tes. To the discerning eye signs are already 
V1s1ble of a subtle change in this direction. 
One of C_?nsiderable significance is the sally of 
the Fore1gn Sc;cretary, Mr. Antony. Eden, . in 
the course of h1s speech in the debate on the 
Kin!f's Address a:t, the opening of the present 

, Parbamentary session, Referring to criticism of 
Government's Indian policy, Mr. Eden said: 

The . honourable member (Mr. McGovern) is 
fully entitled to make his criticisms ofthe Government 
of India and the way our rule in India is administered 
but I wonder why he did not put anything on the oth.; 
side of the balance-sheet. Why did he not tell us that 
there are seventy million people living in Indian States 

· whicH have been in Indian hands for a long period 
and that there is no great movement of the population 
from British India Into those States? Why · not? 
Because one of the fundamental problems In India is 

that many Indians do not wish to be ruled by certain 
other Indians. 

This is a revelation of the real motive of 
the British Government in maintainin"' the 
States, which has been long susp~cted. 
It is for them to. serve as a foil to 
set off the advantages of British rule. We' 
shall not pursue that point for the present. 
Mr. Eden asked critics of British rule in India, 
why, if there were so many blemishes in it 
Indian people do not emigrate to the India~ 
States where they can have Indian rule. It 
must be conceded that one reason is that the 
administration of British India, defective as it is 
from the democratic point of view, has certain 
qualities which are not equally inherent in the 
Government of many Indian States. These may 
be summed up as pertaining to the scope 
all~wed .. to the . devel_opment .of personality, 
whtch IS more m Bnt1sh. lnd1a than in the 
States. The Indian States in the Peninsula 
contrast less in this respect with British India 
than the States in the Punjab and Rajputana. 
Nevertheless, the belief is general that there 
is 910re elbow-room in British India for a 
man of talent than in many of the States. 
It is no answer to say that the interference of 
the Political Department of the Government of 
India has been progressively reduced to a 
minimum and at present exists only in 
the realm of theory so far as the better 
governed States are concerned. There has been a 
retr~gression in this respe~t of late when English 
officuls have been appomted Dewans in several 
States. Lord Curzon held that English officers 
shou_I~ not ~Je given controlling authority in the 
admmtstratlon of the States which he wanted 
preserved as training grounds for Indian adminis. 
trators. 

Indian States' Dilemma :-The definition of a 
sovereign is one who has not to look above to 
so"?-e one ~lse. The authority and integrity of 
~nd1an rule tn the States is materially diminished 
m the_ eyes of the States' subjects by the 
knowledge that the ruler is in theory 
subordinate to another Power. In other 
words, the rule of the States is oot real 
Indian rule. As Mr. Amery said the other 
day, the powers of the• States. are less clearly 
defined tha!!_l.hose of the Provinces in relation 
to the · Bntis'h Government. As things stand 
at present, British India represents a more 
highly evolved type of Government than the 
Indian States. This is the plain reas:m why 
British Indians do not emigrate to the States . 
while educated men from the States, even the best 
administered, come to British India attracted by 
the larger opportunities .which it offers to them 
~nd ~hei~ children. ~r • .Ed en is so far justified 
m h1s Jibe that Indians do not like to be 
ruled by other Indians, only if we forget 
that. the "o~her In~ians" are only ·nominally 
rulers but· m reahty they are themselves 
subjects with less defined rights than the 
people · of British India. There are other 
reasons why • there is little migration from 
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British India to the States. The. best 
parts of India with the coastal areas had been 
absorbed into British India before the Dalhousie 
policy .was reversed. Trade and industry 
developed more fre~ly and rapidly in British 
India. The growth of the Press, almost entirely 
still negligible except in one or two States, 
afforded the public the means of influencing 
pu!>lic policy. Representative Assemblies have 
been established in several States but in the 
absence of a free Press such Assemblies have 
neve~ functioned satisfactorily. Lastly British 
India is in contact with world affairs, and the 
British Indian has interests hi nearly all parts 
of the world. 
· Sttrm over Andra :-A serious situation bas 
been caused in the Madras Congress party by the 
acute differences disclosed between Mr. Prakasam, 
the Andhra Revenue Minister in the late 
Congress Government, and Mr. C. Rajagopala
charya, ex-Prime Minister. At the 22nd Andhra 
Conference held at Vizagapatam on 25th 
November, Mr. Prakasam made a statement 
exculpating the Congress High Command from 
the charge of having sabotaged the movement 
for a separate Andhra province. He said that at a 
meeting of the Madras Cabinet presided over by 
the Governor, Lord Erskine, a memorandum 
was approved and signed by all the 1\\linisters 
including the Premier, Mr. Rajagopalacharya1 
supporting the demand for a separate Andhra 
Province with~ joint capital and a joint Governor 
in Madras City and that Lord Erskine had ex
pressed himself sympathetically in regard to the 
proposals. In fact His Excellency himself volun
teered the suggestion that he would himself be the 
Governor of the two provinces. The memoran
dum was sent to the Secretary of State, Lord 
Zetland who, a(ter an inexplicable delay, vetoed 
the proposal. No reasons were forthcoming. 
Mr. Prakasam thereupon instituted enquiries in 
London through friends. One of them obtained 
from Lord Zetland the covering letter which 
Lord Erskine had sent along with the Ministers' 
memorandum. In that letter His Excellency bad 
not only opposed the separation of Andhra but 
had stated that tbere would be bloodshed in the 
streets of Madras if the proposal was. given 
effect to. Mr. Prakasam added : 

Why ahould Lord Erskine who was so sympathetic 
towards the A.ndhras, write such a letter? It was not 
tho free mind of the Governor thaL wrote such a letter 
but hls mind was p~isoned after the Cabinet meeting 
by Lh11 Influence of oomo evil genius (Cries of •Who 
was It?' from tho audience). I _do not want to 
mention any name and I do not want to Insinuate 
anyone, You can inter for yourselves. But where 
does the Congress High Command come In? 

When we read this the suspicion that Mr, 
Prakasam was insinuating that one of his cot. 
leagues in the Ministry had done the poisoning, 
flitted across our mind only to be dismissed as 
highly improbable in view of the fact that he 
had remained in the Cabinet to the last, 
had courted imprisonment, and had been released 
only a few days previously after &erving the full 
term of the sentence awarded to him. TheM adras 

Mail, it seems, commented on Mr. Prakasam's 
sta~ment using expressions which Mr. 
Rapgopalacharya understood to be an insinuation 
that he was responsible for Lord Erskine's view ex
pressed in his letter to the Secretary of State, He 
wrote to the Mail : 

If, as I believe, you mean to insinuate this 
against me, all that I can say is that I am 

astonished at this Ue. Neither directly nor indirectly 
did I oppose or induce anyone to oppose the separa
tion. Neither I nor any of my colleagues in the late 
Government told the Governor or the Secretary of 
State to hinder or delay the proposal, much less to 
prevent it, I am surprised that you have chosen to 
give publicity to this mischievous lie. If I do not take 
steps to sue you for damages for this libel, it is because 
of other and more important pre-occupations. 

Mr. Rajagopalacharya added a postscript 
requesting the Editor to publish it at once. He 
waited for three days and as the Mdrat 
Mail did not publish his letter lie sent it 
to the Hintlu. Naturally, Mr. Rajagopalacharya 
resents the insinuation, and the non-publication 
by the Mail of his categorical contradiction. 
The public are concerned to know how the 
letter of J,.ord Erskine came to be written. 
As we said, a suspicion flitted across the 
mind that one of the Ministers ·might have 
"double-crossed'' the Cabinet. But it was at 
once dismissed as impossible and the alterna-. 
tive which occurred to us, since the existence 
of the letter has not been questioned, was that 
Lord Erskine must have been advised by 
high officials of the "security services" that 
the probable effects of separation would be 
disastrous. 

Government and Congress Prisoners :-In a 
peculiarly worded announcement the Governmen~ 
of India declared this work their intention to 
release "those Civil Disobedience p\'isoners· whoSe 
offences have been formal or symbolic ...... With 
them there will be released also Maulana Abul 
Kalam Azad and Pandtt jawaharlal Nehru." 
It is not possible to say who 11re expected to be 
released and who •re not but the pext few day~ 
will clarify the position. Implicitly it alsQ 
suggests a policy of no further arrests for 
"f'?rmal or symbolic offences." The reason 
urged for this new policy is · that the 
Government of lndil!. are confident of the 
determination of all responsible opinion in 
India to support the war effort until victory i$ 
secured. We may attribute this confidence to the 
recent change in the constitution of the Govern
ment of India rather than to a change in political 
conditions. The implications of the announce. 
ment are th11t the Gandhian campaign of 
individual satyagraha does not materially affect 
Britain's war effort in India, aqd that, if the 
national temper does not turn against the 
war owing to the arrests of those who 
preach opposition to it, then, surely 1 it will 
not be affected by leaving . such people free 
to agitate. Freedom of speech, however,-is not 
an end in itself. The decision of Government 
has been generally welcomed as a first step· 
though failure to release the detenus is regretted. 
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INDIA AND DEMOCRACY.* 
A book which promises to give a centre to 

politi~l disc!lssio? ~n Indo-British relations both 
in Ind1a and m Bntam, has recently been brought 
out by .Sir George Schuster and Mr. Guy 
Wint. "Sir George Schuster wanted. to have 
the . present ilituati?n in ln~ia surveyed _by one 
who had not .been mvolved m the confl1cts of 
the past two decades and he ~hose Mr •. G~y 
Wint to do the work. Mr. Wmt had been tn 
China for four years on economic missions and 
he had the additional qualification of belonging 
to the younger generation. It is obvious that t~e 
main ideas influencing even the first part are Str 
George's, lhough the details have been collected 
by Mr. Wint, a painstaking . but unimaginati~e 
gatherer of politico-economiC data. And S1r 
George's broad outline can, not unfairly, be 
sketched somewhat as follows : Democratic 
institutions are new to lndi~ which is an Oriental 
country without experience of any government 
save tyranny; Britain has throughout her rul~ in 
India pursued a policy of setting up responsible 
gover~ment and· representative insti~utions ; 
'India has her natural place along With the 
political units of the British Common wealth, 
possibly with the United States also t~rown in, 
oil ·a basis of equality; and what 1s .needed 
riow is· no recriminations since they serve .. no 
\tseful purpose but a genuine effort at 
understanding between India and Britain. 
Sir George has suggested, in vague outline 
but none the less only consistent with a forward 
policy; methods of g~tting such a ~?t.ual 
appreciation; and one hes1tates to offer c~ttiCism 
lest that ·which is of value in "Indta. and 
Democracy" be lost for the much that is superfi9ial 
arid annoying. · · Nevertheless, much as. we 
'would welcome a· discussion in which' the arid 
field of recriminations is strictly excluded, the 
ban must be observed on both sides. Otherwise 
it merely tends ~o encourage one party to impose 
his reading of history on the other, So far as 
Indian history goes, the Schuster-Wint thesis 
is that there is a definite demarcation between 
pre-Britisii and . the British. periods,. the first 
being a successiOn of tyranines and the second 
a· continuous progress to democratic and con
stitutional goals. This is an over-simplification 
of the past. We would say at the outSet that with 
one criticism of the authors, implied more than 
expressed, we are in agreem~nt: T~at in the 
India of today there is far too httle senous study 
of proolems as th?Y e~ist and even. less p~blicity 
for the little that 15 be1ng clone. It lS particularly 
important for us t~at. knowl~dge should ~e easily 
accessible and cunos1ty ass1duot\Sly cultivated. 

• · WINT's SURVEY, · 

It is al wa.ys interesting to know what opinion 
others have of ,our. country 'and. our people.. Mr. 
Wint in the first part of the book has gtven a 

•Maomilla.n &Xt.d Oo., London, 12s. 6d. 

picture of Indian life which, if incomplete, is in 
the political sphere enlightening. Unfortunately 
Mr. Wint suffers from the British complaint 
of . an almost cynical disbelief in the inter• 
pretations given by non-British thinkers even 
of their own socio-political institutions. He 
points out, for instance, that there is insufficient 
evidence to prove the democratic ch~racter .~f 
the panchayat system. How much evtdence IS 

required to prove this ? There has been a great 
deal. of research in Soutlt India into ancient 
inscriptions which leaves no ro:>m for doubt; We 
have printed articles in the Reformer giving 
results of such· studies which confirm the earlier 
conclusion of Sir . Henry Maine which Mr. 
Wint seeks to discredit. And is it ·not the wiser 
part to encourage the thought. that democratic 
institutions are not foreign to Indian political 
conceptions? . · Parliamentary democr~cy . in 
Britain can be represented as a struggle m wh1ch 
the chance of having one king who did not know 
the English language and another who was in a 
perpetual drunken state, gave the victory to the 
popular side. But how much of enthusiasm for 
parliamentary institutions would remain if 
this were persistently preached? Mr, Wint's 
researches into India's past have not been 
very profound. . They were in ~act ~ot even 
necessary for the purpose ot th1s book 
but, since· Mr. Wint has touched on them, 
we shall· point out a few inaccuracies and 
illogieal ded tictions. In his chapter Cf! :'India. and 
China," Mr. Wint remarks that a rel1g1ous VIrtue 
attached to the · Emperor in secular China 
unparalleled in religious India. A Chinese 
Emperor, he asserts, was believed to control 
the fate of his subjects by a kind of "sympathetic 
magic.'' Is this not' a concept which is woven 
equally into the Hindu Conception of Kingship ? 
Professor K. V~ Rangaswami Aiyangar m his 
book on "Rajadharma"· writes that unhappiness 
in a kingdom was a sign of error in governing, 
After his coronation a king was no lo11ger a fr~ 
man. · He was governed by· Dharma and 
Dharma for a king. ·implied not only his ·own 
duties but to visualise the duties of every one of 
his subjectS. The king in India as in China 
was expected to be something greater than the 
model of conduct for his · subjects. From this 
arises another cause. for confused thinking in 
Mr. Wint. · He states in one paragraph that 
the Hindu king was not law-giver but· upholder 
of the law. This is true, But. how then ·can 
one argue; as he does a few pages later, that the. 
Indian people did not know the rule of law 
until the British taught it to · them ? · Is it not 
more correct 'to say that Britain succeeded here 
because the concept was not foreign to India? 
Again, Mr. Wint sees in the Manchu regime in 
China a foreign government which succeeded 
by offering to administer the ancient laws 
of the people more justly, while he 
hints by implication that the British supremacy 
in India was a "mortal threat to Indian culture." 
This is to accept the reading of history . popular 
with the ' unthinking Indian demagogue. 
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It is not borne out by facts. Let Mr. Wint go 
back to the professions of early British 
administrators like Elphinstone. Again and 
again he will find them asserting that the British 
were in India not to overturn the prevailing 
system but to administer the old laws more 
justly. That is the foundation of British 
rule in India and without adequately appreciat
ing the fact it is not possible to pursue the 
undoubted continuity o£ Indian history. 

These are historical interpretations and one 
can possibly excuse Mr. Wint for not grasping 
them during his two years' visit though not for 
venturing to dogmatise on them or for including 
these irrelevant inaccuracies in his book. What is 
more difficult to excuse is his deliberate resort 
to picked quotations from Burke and other 
champions of India's cause to bolster up his 
thesis that Britain has followed a consistent 
policy of advancing political progress in India. 
Let us be frank about the past and admit that 
Britain has rarely shown a definite policy in 
India and, where she has, it has been more 
often reactionary than progressive. There can 
be no complete picture of British rule in India 
unless the shadows are sketched in equally with 
the light. The historical student cannot afford 
to gloss over his presentation without becoming 
a partisan and what he fails to do, will be 
rudely done by others. It is as essential that 
English students should be no longer squeamish 
about "mistakes,'' as it is that Indians should 
sternly admit errors of judgment and excesses 
of agitation. More, since even for the mistakes 
of Britain, Indians have to pay. Mr. Wint 
mars an otherwise able analysis of the political 
situation by slurring over the part the British 
Government of India played in setting Muslim 
opinion against the Hindus in 1909. Why must 
he do it incompetently by admitting later that 
the Muslim League which he describes first as a 
spontaneous rising out of Muslim feara of Hindu 
domination, was before the passing of the 1935 
Act "little more than a club of . Muslim 
notables? '' · Nor is this aU. In his chapter on 
''Dangers'' Mr. Wint insinuates that the Indian 
is a man brought up with little regard for truth. It 
is a childish charge but it is one which has come 
up time and again even from British Viceroys. 
Nevertheless, if we remember that he is consider· 
ing this "characteristic" in its relation to political 
conditions, it is strange that an Englishman 
should bring it up now after . the notorious 
admission of Baldwin in 1936 of having lied to 
his country for the sake of his party: 

My poslton as the leader of a great party was not 
altogether a comfortable one ...... Supposlng I had 
gona to the country and said th8t Germany was 
re-arming and th8t we must .... arm, does anybody 
think th8t thia pacific democracy would h8ve rallied 
to th8t cry? I cannot think or anything th8t 
would have at th8t tim• made the loss or the election 
£rom my point or view more certain. 

Sir George Schuster is painfully conscious 
of the erratic and superficial nature of Mr. 
Wint's groundwork. " I feel, indeed," he 
writes, "as one who has commissioned an artist 
to paint a portrait of a friend and is surprised 

at some ot the characteristics revealed.'' He, 
however, hides his disappointment by commend· 
ing the sincerity of his immature collaborator. 
As the Indian reader puts down the book aftel" 
reading Mr. Wiat's section, he feels driven to 
the conclusion. that India must seek her future 
outside the British Empire, perhaps only with 
Japan, and that the British regime has been 
an interlude which has put the national (Oriental) 
genius of India in a straiL jacket. Mr. Wint 
is obsessed by the distinction between East and 
West and he drives that feeling home to his 
readers. Is India's future to be in national 
alliance with Japan at the sacrifice of individual 
liberty, or an infelicitous association with 
Britain gaining the rights of the individual ? 
Mr. Wint sees this as an irrevocable choice 
before Indians. But Sir George Schuster has 
the wider vision. He sees the possibility of a 
greater unity arising_ in the world our.of India's 
peculi~r position. He also realizes that in an. 
Empire based on the antithesis of East and 
West, India can have no place. Most Indians 
will welcome his understanding. 

ScHUSTER's PROPOSAL, 

It is with relief that one turns to the second 
part of the book which embodtes the constructive 
suggestions of Sir George Schuster for a 
solution of the Indian problem, One cannot 
agree with all that our ex-Finance Member has 
written, He begins with the obvious stateme1.1t 
that the first interest of a national government 
will be the welfare of the people of India. He 
is rather disingenuous when he suggests th1t 
the British "people" are to be the judge of what 
is for the welfare of the Indian people. Who 
are the British "people" jl Those who have been 
interested in India in the pasl P There is a. 
certain naivete in his description of the lack of 
interest of Britons in Indian conditions and an 
example he gives cannot inspire much confidence 
in the value of making the British "people'' 
custodians of India's interests. He writes : 

When I was Finane• Member in India. I set up a 
Banking Commission. The Commission Itself was 
appointed entirely from Indians, but, In order to bring 
In outside experience, and yet avoid any Impression 
that we were endeavouring to Impose exclusively British 
Ideas on India, It was arranged th8t a small Advi!IOI"J' 
Committee of outside aperts from different countries. 
should be invited to come out and work with tha 
Commission ...... I was able to get the services or an 
outstanding Illtch hanlrer ...... and also one or the
notable bankers from BerUn. It proved, however,. 
qulta Impossible to get any leading En gUsh hanker tG 
spare the time to visit India, and, in the end, the post 
or the English member had to be filled by a young man. 
of thirty who had barely completed his experience aa 
a learner in a London banking house. lt would be 
easy to multiply Instances o£ this kind, and these thlnp 
go rar to account £or a lack or understanding proper 
between the two countries. 

We are not surprised when Sir George pleads the 
right to make mistakes for British administrators 
in a system which particularly favours error. We 
might mention here incidentally that out of 
twenty members of the Indian Commission only 
one, Mr. Manu Subedar, thought fit to protest 
against the foreign experts of whose special 



qualifications he seemed in doubt, and his 
colleagues in their report· too~ him severely . 
to task' for not ·appreciating the time. devoted 
by busy bankers from abroad to India's 
bankirig problem, little realising that in ' one 
instance a~ any' , rate it was rather the case 
<if. having' time to spare than sparing time. 
Sir George has said that "it would be easy 
to multiply _instances of this kind." No wonder 
Sir George observes that he found no difficulty 
iri working with Indians during his five and 
a half years and in getting their co-operation. 
That is why Indians now want a change of 
system. India is too poor a country for these 
adventures. 
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ought to exist between members of a single poli· 
tical group. Sir George · utters sound . advice 
when he tells businessmen and traders to rely more' 
on their own utility to the· community than oti" 
guarantees on paper. The financial obligations· 
are the least important. in the ~uestion of Indo
British relations and, if the other disputes are 
settled, these will be solved with the utmost gener· 
osity. But Britain who is spending colossal 
sums on her war with the Nazi enemy, might 
consider whether it is worth while wrecking ail· 
understanding with India for the sake of a few 
millions. On the future of India. whether 
she is to continue as one or be divided into 
several states, Sir George is at. one with 
Indian opinion in insisting on unity, But he' 
chooses a peculiar method · of securing such 
unity by counselling a course of encouraging 
provincialism. Will British statesmen· never 
learn by experience? The Act of 1935 has surely. 
done enough mischief by fostering all sorts of 
sectional ambitions. It is not by reducing the 
power of the Centre that India's position will be 
strengthened but by increasing it. The provin•. 
ces. may have the widest' powers by· 
devolution from· the Centre and any number' 
of them may be· created. Any 'statute which· 
fails to recognise this, is bound to collapse· 
as the 1935 Act did at the, first crisis. 
Sir George realises this 'but his fears of . 
securing Indian assent make him prefer 
the indirect method of fitst dividing the·~ 
country before creating a federation. But Indian 
opinion is beginning to assertitself, With all 
its defects, ·Sir George Schuster's is·a notable 
advance ·on previous discussions on India: As 
such it· deserves to be widely studied in this 
country. · 

There are other indications as well that the 
future Indian Finance Minister, granted that, 
as· Sir George Schuster assumes, he is given a 
free hand in determining India's economic 
policy, will have to ·go beyond the ideals . of· 
Sir George. We are told with great ingenuity 
that no special stigma attaches. to 
an agricultural population and that India 
would be well advised . to develop her 
agricultural position alongside of building 
industries. It is a fact of . hist:>ry that the 
industrial states have invariably shown 
aggressive tendencies against, in the first instance, 
the · agricultilral ones. India has no need from 
point of. man-power ·or material· resources to 
.concentrate on the one to the exclusion of the 
other. But the · primary' need of the day 
;is to develop heavy industries. Australia which 
produced as little as India before the war, has 
progressed by tremendous leaps in the ·past 
two years, until the Punjab was ·launched 
af ·Sydney the ·other day. With an Indian 
-Government there is no reason why India could 
not outstrip that achievement Nor is it clear 
why Sir George Schuster who claims an 
·exhaustive character for his economic programme, ' OetogenaPian Satt :-In the village of 
.should ·have omitted exploitation of India's' Mobanpur, says a message dated Serajgunj, November 28, 

a woman of 82 died almost immediately following the 
mineral resources. On the question of military death of her husband, Prem Das Sarker, Sarker, who was 
help· .to India from Britain, we are glad to note'' so, was • II!Jmasudra by caste. The news of his death being 
.a marked advance ·on the ·suggestionS of other conveyed -to her, his wife It is reported, . exclaimed,· 
British writers. Sir George does. not. make an "What is· the g.>:xl ot my living then:' Tnereafter she 

gave ·all instructions relat;ing to the cremat;iol! of her 
·understanding dependant· on· India's ·continuance deceased husband and when the body of her husband was 
in; the Empire;··. For this we believe we have to ta!ren' away, she retired Into her bedroom. Within an 
thank the ~realities of the present war where hour of this she was discovered dead by the other inmates 
Britain is , seeking ·American assistance without of the bouse. Her body was later <burnt on the same· 

d · , pyre on which her ih11sband was cremated and hundreds of .offering politieal ··submission an at the · 5aine people visited the scene. · · 
time extending help . to Russia without de· Gandhljl and Muslim .Demand;
m~nding · compromise of · her political Mr. Mahadev Desai contradicts tbd report circulated by 
principles, . leave aloAe prior ·entry into the a Press correspondent from· Allahabad that Mahatma 
British Empire. It has· always struck us· as a Gandhi is inclined to agree to 'the Muslim demand' for a 

· • 1 1 · • t r k' h f d fifty per cent representation at the Centre under specified parttcu ar y mean 'proposltton o. tn t e ree o~ conditions as . being. entirely witbo .. t foundation. He 
.of India 'with the capacity of Indians to defend adds that there is no truth in the report that Mahatma 
their country alone, , · ' Gandhi is in correspond~nce with Mr. Jinnah. 

-There is the question of financial obligations Miss BhaPueha A-ested i-Miss Perin 
ibetween India and Engla~d where Sir. ~eo~ge Bha':l'Cbaf ~e~ber. of th~ Executive Committee of the 
unfortunately does not show a stmtlar PunJab Ctvtl Ltberties Unton, was arrested on:. November 

f · · 1 • dl · 28 uoder the Press Emergency Pnwers Act, tn conneo. 
breadth o vtst~n. t IS surely har Y. generou~ . t;ion with a poster regarding detenus published by ·the 
to talk ef gettmg guarantees at a time when · . Union In Simla about 1wo anjl half months ago. 
Indian .money is pouring into ' Britain · for war r Miss Perin Is a daughter of C'?l- · Bharucha, Inspector
.purposes. Nevertheless, India will not' hesitate General c;>f Civil Hospitals, PunJab. 
to· accept even :that but it removes a spirit whic~:.' 
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MR. AMI!:RV ON INDIA. in a _House of Commons determined to aee nothing 
· Mr. Amery's Manchester speech has· suff~red . in good m the Gennan character. The sentiments which 

<its reception in lodia chiefly because of its prolixity. be expressed regarding India's essential unity are 
The eesential points in which he came closer to the what would be inferred from what Gennan thinkerS 
Indian point of view than any British statesman has wDUid call geopolitics. That is the influence of: 
·done so far, lie hidden in a cloud ·of controversial geography a~d race in moulding national· unity. 
~ment on the Congreas with a vague sort of Mr. Amery's w1de outlook is equally shown in his 
apology for the Moslem League, He seemed to be advice to Indians not to glue their vision to the 
.Jess anxious to understand the Congress point of British Parliamentary ayatem but to study the Swiss, 
view than that of the Muslim League. He refused the American, the old German Empire, former 
to allow any weight to the Congress because its Austro-Hungary and other examples in their 

··moral authority was not recognised by the other formulation of the future Indian constitution, as well 
-elements, rueaning chiefly the Muslim League. a• those of the British Commonwealth. We may
Moral authority does not derive from its acceptance add that hia father's vocation, of Forest Officer, no 
by anybody. Its authority is inherent though all doubt accounts for the son not being able to see the 

•the world may fail to recognise it. wood for the trees of the Indiaa problem. 
Truth forever on the sraffold, wrong forever on the ••Nor is there any reason," Mr. Amery w:ent on to 

throne, say, "why Indian political genius should not create 
Yet that scaffold sways the future, for behind the precedents of its own." The recognition of India. 

dim unll:nown · having a political genius capable of creat[ng it!! 
Standeth God withiu the shadow, keeping watch own precedents, is another ideological revolution for 

above his own. which Indians should be grateful to Mr. Amery. 
ilf the Congress bas moral authority, it will not be British statesmen as a rule have hitherto assumed 
.affected in the least by the other "elements"-a that India has no political genius and has to be 
word which baa a special· fascination for Mr. supplied with one by their statesmanship. India has 
Amery. Moral authority can be countered only a political genius of her own. Political genius is 
by a higher moral . authority. No moral authority· more widely diffused among nations than artistic. or 
attaches to a movement which has no higher aim spiritual genius. Socrates held that a man whb 
than to secure for the group which it professes to managed a household could manage aS~te. Socrates 
represent, the maximum of rights at the expense of had Xantippe for wife and naturally exaggerated the . 
-other elements, which have to be content with the difficulties of the task of householders. But in essenc~~~ 
minimum. f\t the same time, it cannot be denied be was right. The management of a State ill"· tqe 
that the moral authority of the Congress has steadily management of a family on a 111rge. sc;Lle. The art 
.diminished owing chiefly to the experience of the · of household management reaches its perft:etion , ill . 
Congreu ~ernments which aimed more at con- the joint family which Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola . hall 
solidating the Party than. at lastipg benefit to the bit upon· as the ·pattern for Indian self-govern· 
people ot the provinces in which they were in power. . ment. · But ' Europeans to whom politics is · th~ 
.Cpngre81 aaorifioed its ·moral .authority for a. few ' ruling passion,· have denied politicat genius ·to 
material gains. · . non-E!iropeans. Mr. Amery has broken·the evil· 

Mr. Amery came close to the Indian point of tradition and :chat is a distinot gain· to the cause· 
view which ia neither that of the Congress nor that of Indian freedom. India's political genius·has been·' 
.of the Muslim League but is the outcome o£ Indian illustrated by the numerous works of Indian authors 
lustorioal conditions past and present, The following in ancient and medieval times. · Profeasor K. V. ·~ 
,passage is the ·most significant in the Manchester Rangaswami Iyengar has given a conspectus of them 
apeech: . in bia "Rajadharma" Kingcraft, which ·.we noticed ill 

Beneath all differences of religion, culture, ·race •nd the R•formw (November 151 1941). Professor Iyengar 
political Jtructure, there is an underlying 11nity. summarises the. political doctrines of more than.a 

,'l'here Is the fundamental geographical unity whic\1. aoore of Indian Jurists. The thread of continuity 
has· walled off India from the outside world while at which marks all Indian historical processes is · 
'the same time erecting no serious Internal barriers, present here also; Indian ideas of Government show · 
"fhere Is the broad unity of race which makes Indians continuous development but in one puticular they 
•• a whole whatever the differences among themselves, have remained constant. That is, the ·presence of a ' 
.a distinct. type among the blain races of msnklnd. 
.Thereis•the political unity which she has enjoyed from monarch at the oeptre, The Indian abh~rrenoe .14 
:time t:o time in her history and which we have confirmed , an11rchy_was .so de~p ~d str~ng t_hat the la~r lnd1an 
AD afar strOnger fashion than any of our predecessors · authorities d1d not IDSISt on tdentlty of caoe·.b~tween. 
dn the unity or the administration of law, economic ruler , a!Jd ruled • 'as . an essential of.: Raja-. 
,development and of cdmmunications. ' · dharma. Cbaqdesvar!l (1300 .A, D.) in ,his treatise 

Mr, A~el'y omitted in hi a list the tar-reaching recogni~e~ the right of conquest. He allow' ; that 
inftuenoe of English education and British history and · the ruler may be .of any caste, not neoessardy a 
contact witlt · high-minded Englishmen who at · no Kshattriya,. He dispenses with the Coronation 
time were altogetbec unavailable in thia country and ceremony.' It is noteworthy that the same philoso;. 
in England. One feature of Mr, Amery's mental pher-statesman proclaimed for the first time formally· · 
processes, which distinguishea him from many. other in Jndian political tpeory the ''divine right of the. 
English etatesmen past and present. is freedom people." The King may be of alien descent but he 
from insularity. Th1s no doubt is due in lar~e • should accept and observe the rule! of goo4 
•measure to his mixed descent, English on his father's, government laid down in the Shastras. · t>lany 
Hungarian on his mother's side, Besides Mr. Amery foreign 1 rulers. did · this and were recognised ·as 
himself was born in India and the first aif he breathed dharmio · sovereigns. One dynasty which failed to 
was that of India. All these are ignOl'ed in· oonven- observe the rules of good government, was over
tiona.! estimates but their influence is very real and thrown. This wu the Sakae who levied illegal 
luting. There is no other way · of explaining the tsxes, abducted women,. killed cows, coofiscated 
habitually detached manner in which be discusses private property and were constantly fighting 
.POlitical quastions relatin~ not only to India but to the amongst themselves, They were nevet crowned, 
~mpire aa a whole. In h1sspeecbes on the war, • for that is, not recognised as legal kings by their 
instance, he bas not hesitated to express his Hindu · subjeot!l. The Sakas were overthro~n. bJ: 
.admiration of German foresight and thoroughness, Chandragupta 11. 
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DID SEET A LIE P Brahmanisru. But he gave in his personaUty a livlng-

d example of ''personal perfection, which pointed beyond 
An animate controversy has been going on in the everything that was already In existence. 

columns of the Hindu for some days over some 
remarks of Mr. Satyamurti and the Right Hon. The whole controversy is no more than a 
Srinivasa Sastry reflecting on the action of the storm in a tea-cup. Seeta was. a girl of tender years. 
heroine of the Ramayana while in captivity in Lanka reared in the cultured atmosphere of the court of 
under the orders of Ravana who had abducted her her. fath~r, the i!lustrio.us }ana~, the royal s~ge who, 
from the hermitage in which her husband Rama, while dischargmg With a h1gh conscientiousness 
herself and his orother Lakshmana had made their the manifold duties of a Hindu monarch, pursued 
home during their exile from Ayodhya. The monkey his philosophic reflections in the spirit of absolute
chief, Hanuman, at the instance of Rama, made detachment. Seett was abducted from her husband's 
his way to Lanka and gained access to the place protection by a Rakshasa-by the way, Ravana was a 
where Seeta was confined. He had a talk with highly civilised man and a staunch devotee of Siva 
her and carried back to Rama a jewel from her -and detained in a distant country in the custody of 
in order to satisfy the latter of her identity. Soon women whom Seeta was brought up to regard much 
after Hanuman left her presence, the female guards as an English wife of a British official regards her 
set over Seeta, questioned her as to who Hanuman was. Indian sisters. The Ramayana on the faoe of it is a 
Seeta avowed she did not know. Mr. Satyamurti in propaganda poem in the interest of Hindu ortho
extolling Gandhiji's adherence to Truth mentioned doxy. No doubt, it has for nucleus .an historical 
this incident, crediting Gandhiji with having event. In the Buddhist Jataka, Rama and Seeta are 
introduced new canons of truth in public life. Mr. represented as brother and sister and this is the 
Satyamurti observed ; version which found its way into and has. 

been sculptured in the temples in Java and 
There were occasions when by speaking the truth they Cochin-China. Valmiki's version as it has come to us 

would do much more harm than good. There was has been certainly edited so as to serve as a. 
the classic exampia of Seeta denying to her guards handbook of Hindu social behaviour, primarily of 
any knowledge o\ who Hanuman was, though she had fi ba 
been speaking to him a moment before. wi e to bus nd, but also of the fourfold system of 

functional castes. 
The report in the Hindu of Mr. Satyamurti's 

speech does not show what exactly the inference The Valmiki version of the incident touched upon 
was whioh the speaker drew from the incident. by Messrs. Satyamurti and Sastry, is itself 
Mr. Srinivasa Sastry, who presided, understood confusing. Where were the Rakshasi guards 
Mr. Satyamurti to ba ve justified Seeta's deviation when Hanuman was interviewing Seeta P They 
from truth. · were apparently witnesses to the meeting of 

Hanuman and Seeta. Did they sta'hd out of 
In the course of his r..oncluding remarks, Mr. earshot from considerations of courtesy or were 

Sastry said that Mr. Satyamurti seemed to think they present at the interview and avoided question
that upon occasions of great danger, they might ing Hanuman himself about his antecedents anct 
practise a slight economy with regard to truth. his identity P He was making no secret of them, 
It was a very dangerous thing to suppose that He boldly proclaimed to Ravana himself that he 
"when you are encompassed by evil you ·can was the direct descendant ofVayu and the emissary· 
surmount it by evil." It waa a temptation which of Rama, and advised Ravana as a righteous King to
came even to good people and poor Seeta restore Seeta to Rama and not to sully his fame 
succumbed to it. He would say that Seeta was a by a sinful act. It is probable that Seeta felt that" 
distinct warning to them. Sita tried to escape by the Rakshssis were merely fooling her, that they· 
means of a lie but she did not succe!ld. knew all about Hanuman, and that, therefore, there 

was no occasion for her to repeat for their gratifica.-
Seeta is the model woman ofHindudom for all time. tion a biography of Hanuman. Assuming that the 

To impute falsehood to her was an act of sacrilege. Valmiki version conveys what Messrs. Satyamurti
Letters poured on the Hindu protesting against and Sastry understood it to do, Seeta is not the 
the irreverent observations of both Mr. Satyamurti only figure of antiquity who acted as she did. 
and Mr. Sastry. St. Peter, under far Jess excusable circumstances, 

Admitting the fact, Seeta's champions pleaded denied his Master thrice in the Chief Priest's Palace, 
• 'fi · • th • S . Peter, a hardened sea-farer of mature years I He 
JUSti cat1on an e Circumstances. ome even had been named as his successor in the headship of 
went so far as to claim that Seeta only did her duty the community founded by his Maater. ••Upon this 
in denying knowledge of Hanuman. Mr. Satyamurti rock will 1 build .my church," Jesus bad declared,. 
let the storm blow itself out and did not reply. though he also foretold tliat Peter would deny him 
Mr. Sastry chose the more intrepid course. He " f 
wrote a Jetter in the Hindu declaring that Hindu thrice be.ore the cock crew in the hour o triaL If 
scriptures inculcated a sterner ideal of truth. They Peter was a liar, Jesus Christ evidently thougl:jt 
held that there was no religion higher than truth. the lie which be spoke was a lie which, in the 
''T ak 1 d " • · d M s · words of Bacon, "passeth through the mind," and 

o t e ower groun • mamtame r. astry, "ts not "the lie that sinketh in and settleth in it: 
to open the door wide to falsehood." He concluded; that d th the h t." .. _ Sastr · · ht • h Jd' g oe ur ..... ~. y tB r.g m o m 

At the risk of shocking some pious folk I shaU add that truth must be spoken at all times and at any 
this. To me Seeta's character is edifying, adorable, cost. To hold otherwise, would be irretrievably 
grand though it be not perfect in every particular. to debase the moral currency, for all morality has. 
I even doubt that any character portrayed in a poem for its foundation loyalty to the truth within us~ 
can be perfect. · But no one will be quicker than Mr. Sastry to-

Surely, the Sakyamuni presented to the world not condone the weakness of the flesh if the spirit. 
in poem tiut in life the model of a perfect character. , . be willing. Seeta is the type of the wife who has 
As Dr. Harald Hofl'ding writea in ''The Philosophy to pretend and prevaricate owing to the thoughtless. 
of Religions," ness of an egoistic husband obsessed by the 

idea of his own importance, 
Buddha does not come before us as a reformer of 

external coudltlous, He had no wisli . to overthrow 
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CRISIS IN CLOUDLAND, 
(Oop!Jright.) ' 

rAn impoling buUiling bsari.ng on itl /rlmt in two-f68t 
T&l~r~: Dir«:toral1 of Odil.s a'ld End!. Tinu 12-80 p.m. 
Dir68tot' a &111811olmt tlliddU-agei/. 1port1man at a big tabZ. 
wit"' glal1-top, tlietating to a •tenograph8r. Thl doOr• ar1 
flung opm aful in walkl a young man with a IIIJTIS in on~ 
hani/. aTr.i/. what lookl Ilks a pidurtJ-frams in th1 other 
Whiltli.ng to himulf. Hs ha1 a ci,~ar.U. bstwssn hillipi• H• 
approa.n.,. thl Dirtetor' 1 tab I• with IIIJ!nt assuraM<, throw• 
down thl ci.garlltB and 1tamP' on it, adjUitl what il r6'V81Jllti 
now t• '" a folding Mllir, asttl11 himself 011 it awl IICIJOill 
th• Dirltior, hand>ng him hil IIIJri/..) 

Dir.etor : Thie ie very irregular. .. Is there not a 
ohappra&i nt the door P · · 

Vilitor : Yes, tbere is. He wae sleeping and sitting 
at the same time, The picture wae 10 interesting that 
I had not the heart to disturb him. And besides •••••• 

DWBtJtor : But Mr........... . 
Vi1itor : Profeseor, if you pleaee. You have my 

card, (turning to t"'' lttmiJgrapher) Buzz off, Miss Lip
llticlr. I have business with the boss. (Stenographer 
lookl ind>gnanii!J at him and glancs• towarill her Ohi¢ 
Thl latter is 10 taksn back that h1 1tar11 •il8ntlg at th1 
t~ilitor. A1 1h1 i1 11WDing away, Visitor whilper1 in her 111r) · 
Don't overdo the lipstick, Miss.,, ...... 

Dir1etor ( re(',()Vering from hil astoni1hment ) : Well, 
Mr. Vajrabahu P 

Visitor: . Once again I call your attention to my 
card, I am Professor V,Yrabahu. Professor Booma
rang Vajrabahu, Dr. of Human Dynamics in the 
Patagonian University. I shall be obliged if you 
c:all me Professor. 

Director : You have put yourself down as 
Professor in the Zubberdast College. The College is 
not yet etarted. We have advertised for a Professor •• , 
· Vuitor: Just so. I _come in answer to your 
'advertisement. · · · 

Director : You have no · right to call yourself 
Professor before you are selected by me •• , .•• 

Visitor : I take it for certain that you will select 
me. There is no other exponent of Human Dyna
mics in all India, I may say all Asia, who can come 
up to me. · · 

Director: That may be. I believe you, You see 
I am an old sportsman and c:an overlook your 
somewhat--er-unconventional ways, 

Visitor : There you are, Just what I expected. 
Direotor: But this is an office and certain form. 

alitiea have tO be observed. By the way, what did 
you bring that folding chair for ? 
. Vis~or • Your 1\ext-door neighbour, the bounder, 

would not offer me a chair when I went into his room 
by mistake as it appears, I thought he was the 
boss I ahould approach but the blighter was 
positively rude to me, I oannot stand '.ucli nonsense, 
Ieummoned his own ohapprasi and threatened to give 
him one on the jaw if he did not bring in . a chair 
that very instant. It was there before you c:an say 
" Jack Robinson.'' That · is · the way to get 
things done. . · 
. Director: 1 admire your self-confidence, What 
we Indians lack is self-confidence. 1 am glad to 
see you are rather over-endowed with that quality, 
As an old sportsman, I consider it a mistake, if it 
is a mistake, of excees. 

Visitor: That is okay, Director. Now to busi
neae, I have written out the order of appointment 
10 as to save you trouble and me time, 

f)irltltor (intlrtMted irt the Visitor irt 1pitl of hin111V) : 
Let me .••.•• 

VisitDr : Here it is, You have merely to sign on 
the dotted line. 

Dirlctor : It is not so simple as that. There is 
a lot of red· tape even In Cloudland. We have been 
able to get away from many things but not from 

red tape. By the way, the Professorship of Human 
Dynamics is reeerved by statute for Animists and 
Atheists, Under which of the two do you come P 

Visitor: What exactly is an Animist P 
Director : According to the Regulations an 

Ani~.iet is one who worships inani~ate objectS, 
Y1aitor: .Then you should call h1m an Inanimist, I 

su_Ppoee 1t 11 _!he. usual official camouftage to call a 
th1ng what It IS not. · That, however, is your 
funeral, As for my .denomination, I am both Atheist 
and Animist, 

Dir•ctor: That under the Regulations you can not 
be. Every applicant must be one or the other, 
not both. · 
~~or: I~ . that case, I will tell you exactly my 

rehg1ous postbon, You can put me down as either 
Animist or Atheist as you like, I am an Atheist 
because I believe in no God but myself. I am an 
Animist because I am obliged for the time being to 
worship that most inanimate or objects, the debased 
Rupee. · 

Director: You may put yourself down as Atheist 
because it sounds more respectable. Something 
nebulous is what is appreciated in Cloudland, 
Still there is another hurdle to overcome, 

Visitor : What is that i' 
Director: You must appear before a Board for 

an interview, I shall be one of the members. 
Visitor : Then you may tell them all about me that 

you have gathered from this interview, The other 
two members are surely not more co_mpetent than 
you are to judge . if I have . the qualific!ltions for 
Professor of Human Dynamics, 

Dir~etor : True. But the bounders will feel 
slighted-

. Visitor•: In that case if I must see them or they 
must see me, I will breeze in at the right moment, 
If you tell me when it is. 

Dirletor : I can not de> so offhand, I must consult 
them. They are very touohy about these small 
matters, more than about really big ones. Come and 
dine with me tonight, I ehould like to see more 
of you, · 

Y'ilitor : I am not at my best while eating. All my 
Human Dynamics seems to evaporate before soup is 
finished. And I progessively decline during meals 
until with the coffee and cigars, I become as limp as 
a doormat. Please, therefore, excuse my not accepting 
your gracious invitation. By-bye, 

AKSHI. 

Muslim Wife's Devotion :-Three years' 
rigorous imprisonment was awarded to Alamgir Mirza 
by the Additional Sessions Judge at Alipore in 
agreement with the verdict of the Jury for voluntary 
causing grievous hurt to his wife by firing twa shots with 
a. guo on June 15 last which necessitated the amputation 
of her left arm. In the Calcutta High Court an ap
plication was made on behalf of Begum Ja.ha.nara Mirza 
(wife of Alamgir Mirza,) for permissbn of their Jord.;hips 
(Mr. Justice Lodge and Mr •. Justice Roxburgh) to com• 
pound the offence with her husband. The p:titioner said 
that her husband's father was a. Na.wa.bzada and he was 
the first cousin of H. H. the Nawab of Loharu and 
Patudi. He was aged 25 years. They were married In 
February, lUl, and since then had been living together. 
During the whole of the period, save and except for 
occasional minor differences, whlch might arise between 
any married couple, the potitioner bad been quite happy 
with her husband. Immediately after the present incident 
which gave rise to the c:ao;e, her husband was almost dis
tracted on seeing the condition of the petitioner and con
stantly tended her, a.tfectlonately rendering her every help. 
It was impossible tor her to live In comfort without 
someone raking constant care of her, which c:ouloJ only be 
done by a near and affectionate person,_ and there was 
nobody acept her husband to do so. 
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TRAVA.NCORJ3 _ 
-The Land of ~ills, Forests & Lagoons. 
OFFERS A WONDERFUL VARIETY _OF 

SCENIC BEAUTY. 

Ancieqt temples have opened their portals 
to Hindus of all castes, · 

TRIVANDRUM the. .capital affords mod~rn arne~ 
nities of City I~ife-See the great ';fernple, 
the Museum, the Zoological Gardens, the 
Aquarium, the Art Gallery, Sri Chitralayarn. 
Trivandrum is a terminus of the South 
Indian Railway and. connected by air to 
Bombay, Madras and Colombo. Seve~ 

and a kalf kours by air from Bombay. 

ALSO VISIT THE ROYAL GAME SANCTUARY on 
the shores of the Periyar Lake, where you 
can see wil!l animals in their natural 
habitat. View· sunset and sunrise on the 
sea from CAPE COMORIN the Land's 
End of India and stay at tke CAPE 
HOTEL run under Government auspices. 

For Particulars Address:--
THE DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION, 

. TRIVANDRUM 
• 

THE 
SCIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PION~ERS 

lff!naging AgBr~AA : 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 

N.lROTTAM MORARJEE & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED OARGO & PASSENGER SERVIOES 
' 

Rangoon-B.ombay-Karaohi1 via Malabar, 
Bangoon-M.dro.&-Oolombo. 
O&!Gutta-Karaohi via Coast Porta. 
Rangoon-Calcutta according to demand, 
Bombay-Gull of Outoh Porta to Karachi, 
Bombay-Bh&vn&gllol"-Ports. 
Bombay-Ma.rmugao-Ma.nga.lore. 
Bangooo.-Coromandal Porte. 
Chittagoug-Bangoon. Chittagong-Cox'a Bazar, 
Oa.loutta.-Bombay-Karaohi1 to Jedda.h, 

KONKAN LINES - Bombay to Panjim. 
calling at all intermediate Ports. , 

HARBOUR LINB-Revaa-Dharamtar-Uran-Eleph&nta-Nahava 

A.S.SOCIATtD COMPANIB.S. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV. 00,, LTD, 
JIAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM. NAVIGATION CO., LTD,. 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV, CO., LTD. 
RATNAGAB STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
Solndia House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

'. 

Tele-
phones: 
30075 
6-Linea 
250613 
21779 

THE BANK OF BARODA, LTD. 
(Incorporated Ia. Baroll&, 'rbe, Ua.billt1 of Kember• betq Llmltecl.) 

(!nder lbe Patronage or ~U~d largely aupported .by tbe 
Oovemment of H. H. tbe Mabara)a Oaekwar or Baroda, 

CAPITAL AUTHO~ISED - Jb, :l,.fo.oo,ooe 
CAPITAL ISSUED &: SUBSCR,IBED. ., 1,:1o,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP .,, 0 6o,oo,ooo 
~ESER.VB FUN~ " ss,oo,ooo 

Head Offlce-BA~ODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra )1 Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amrell, Bhavnagar, · .Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, Harlj (N. 0.), 
Kadl, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana1 

Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sidhpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. 0. )1 and Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA,. 

NAVSARI, s· 
PATAN. 
~:o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 
. SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. - .. · 

. RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

. General Manage,., 

The following books can be had from the 

office of. The Indian Social ReftWmer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip, to America" Re. 1!-' · 

S, Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Rs. St-

Bomllay Representative Co¥ference 1822 Re. 1J-

(being the offit:ial report · of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay. 

Interest In thls has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the Afanarer. 

(Pos6 fl:ee), 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Eatabll&bed 7th September 1908.> 

'. 
IMOORPOJIAT&D URD&B 'rlliii!ID~R OOJO'.LIIml ~ 

VI OJ 188!, 
Capital Subscribed .... .. Ra. 2,00,00,000 

.. 1,00,00,000 

.. 1,15,50,000 
Capital Calle4 up ... -
Reeene Fund •••••• 

nEAD OPPICE I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD 
Blwlra (Main Oftice), 
EJiia Bridge. 

Statioa Braach. 
ANDHERl: 

Near Bombay. 
SANDRA:, 

· Near Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

Bullion Ezrbange 

Colab& 
Kalbadnl 
Malabar HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Main Of&ce) 
Bora Bazuo 
ChDwriDghee 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHL 
NAGPUR: 
' Kingsway 

ltwari Bazuo. 
POONA, 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Weatminlter Baak Ltd. 

CURRENT '·DR POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
aUowed on dslly balances from lil.a. BOO to lil.s, 1,00,000 
@ i" per annum. Interest on balanoes In excess of 
lil• 1,00,000 aUowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit will be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
la11 than Rs. 3!- per half year. 

FIXIED DRPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
1horter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on appllcatlon, 

The Banlr acts as Executop and Tpustee 
undep Wills and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Buslneas generally. Rules may be obtained on 
application. · 

LOANS, OVRlii.Dlii.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grants accornmodstlon on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. . 

The Bank undertake• on behalf of Its constituents the 
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NOTES. 
. Japan and the U. s. A. :-Monday's news

papers carried the news that Japan had entered 
the war. The method of entry was one fami· 
liarised to the world of striking first. And in this 
case as in the earlier ones, the element of sur· 
prise lay more in the strength of the attack than 
in the blow itself. Habituated by . experience to 
a policy of·acquiescence, even though reluctant at 
times, on the part of the democracies in her 

.-aggression in China and to the very substan· 
tial material help she received from the United 
States, Japan found herself suddenly confronted 
by an economic blockade and by wide spread 
newspaper encomiums on the effect of the 
democracies' ''calling off Japan's bluff.'' Presi· 
dent Roosevelt, ,t::xercising his privilege as head 
of the most powerful democratic power in the 
world, pressed for ·terms from Japan which, 
however excellent in themselves, would have left 
the Japanese no place in the international world. 
The failure of the West to credit Eastern nations 
with normal ambitions and reactions is largely 
responsible for the nonchalance with which the 
U. S. A, pursued a strong diplomatic policy 
without providing for the contingency of Japan 
rudely and violently discontinuing negotiations 
which were interminably protracted and which 
showed little signs of getting out of the rut of 
recriminations. President Roosevelt in a state
ment declaring war. observes that the United 
States Government was aware of the fact . that 
for weeks Germany was putting pressure on 
Japan to enter hostilities; In view of this know· 
ledge, the President's action in ,pressing 
Japan to leave China and abandon her 
war without some offer to compensate tor 
the inevitable loss of prestige she would suffer, 
was not a peace move. In an ideal world, 
it is probable that the Western Powers would 
have suggested renunciation by all foreign 
countries of ambitions in China with concrete 
proof and a repeal of. the racial exclusion 
laws against the Japanese, But we are not 
in an ideal world and it is as· useless to blame 
President Roosevelt for his diplomacy, as 'it 

is to launch tirades against Japan for not 
giving notice before striking. If matters can 
be arranged with a proper regard for decency 
and good behaviour between nations as 
between individuals there would no wars and 
breaches of diplomatic ·relations can be carried 
out with all the leisure of divorce proceedings. 

The War In ·the Pacific :-Japan has not 
used the advantage. of getting her blow· in 
first to any feeble purpose. She ' launched her 
forces against · the highly fortified base . of 
Singapore, against Hawaii and the Americ:in 
Island Guam which Congress 'had resolved early 
this year to fortify, against Malaya, against 
the Philippine Islands; and against Thailand 
which submitted after · a: token resistance. 
Japan took heavy toll when her air-arm early 
this week sunk two of Britain's largest ships, 
the Prince of Wales and the ·Repulse. The 
sinking of the first is of the nature of a 
mystery as it was recently built and with a 
special eye to withstand air attacks. The 
startling incidents of the week were followed by 
an orgy of declarations of war-America 
against Japan, Britain against Japan, Germany 
and Italy against the U.S. A., America against 
Germany and Italy, China against Japan, 
Germany and Italy, and several other minor 
declarations .from South America against the 
Axis and from Britain against Axis auxiliary 
powers. The three major wars have coalesced 
into ·one. In India a few leading men like 
Dr. Kalidas Nag and Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose 
have been arrested since Japan's entry into the 
war, presumably' on suspicion of pan-Asiatic 
ambitions under Japanese leadership. Bengal 
has of late been developing cultural links 
with Japan and Government even in 
time of ·crisis will not confuse academic interest 
with fifth column work. • China in the four 
and a half years' of war has been on the 
defensive. Though her courageous resistance 
has been justly admired, she has not been able 
to take the war into the enemy's camp and it is 
supreme optimism to expect her to do 
so now when war has crippled her 
badly. The help will all have to 
be the other way. Japan is hardly likely to 
have launched on hostilities against Britain 
and the U. S. A. if the Chinese forces were 
a serious menace to her peace at home. The 

. Russian ·position is intriguing. While Japan 
asserts that Russia will be neutral, Britain 
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Holland and accorded the benefit of the Atlantic 
Charter ? . Are · the people of that country 
to have ' the opportunity of determining at 
once or after the war, whether they would 
remain a colony of Holland or have a 
Government of their own ? The maintenance 
of Dutch sovereignty in the south-east 
corner of Asia when Holland herself has 
lost her independence, does not accord with 
democratic principles in whichever way they 
may be interpreted, If, on the other hand, 
Netherland Indies is recognised, as President 
Roosevelt seems to do, as an independent State 
though not ruled by its own people, why is India 
not accorded the same status ? 

Pakistan from a New Angle :-The Raja of 
Mamdot who, in the regrettable absence of 
Mr. Jinnah, presided over the Muslim League 
meeting in Lucknow adopted an original line 
in advocating the Pakistan scheme. The 
Nawab observed: 

expects that she will join against Japan. There 
has been no word. from Stalin. Turkey has 
gone out of her way to assert her neutrality again 
for no apparent reason that we can think of. 
Japan is far enough away not to interest her 
and she might have kept silent at the very 
least, An extraordinary feature has been the 
manner in which the South American states 
have. rallied to. the United States of America. 
Possibly when the Franklin Roosevelt adminis
tration comes to be assessed, Pan-Americanism 
will be the one solid achievement of the President. 
The attack on the Philippine Islands has been 
used by some ~ommentators to press the moral 
that their present plight is due to insistence on 
Independence. But then Hawaii is still under 
American domination and control and her. Pearl 
Harbour has been subjected to severe attack 
from which her being part of the U. S. A. has 
not saved her. What reason is there to think 
that American opinion would have agreed to 
fortifying an American-COntrolled Manila earlier 
than she did in the case of Guam? On the other At first the Pakistan or Muslim homelands were 

d 1 
. f h confined to the Punjab, N, W. F. P., Kashmir, 

hand, there is a great ea to be Said or t e Sind and Baluchistan, Muslims have been living 
view that if the Philippines had been granted .. there for the last 1,200 years and the J umna has 
full independence, Japan might have. left her been the dividing line between Pakistan and 

I It · d • 1 b ffi · 1 th t th Hindustan. Even now SO per cent. of the popu-
·a one. 15 argue • mam Y Y ° Cia s, a e • lation of these areas is Muslim, and it bas a culture 
significance of Japan's war to India is that and civilisation totally different from that of Hindustan. 
the- dangers of war have come nearer to our The· Nawab's chronology would make the 
shores. This is an exceedingly narrow view occupation by Muslims of the areas men· 
to take, The real significance is that it tioned by him-practically the whole of 
has · broken down the barriers . between 
mntinent and continent. The war for the Northern India-nearly creval with the birth of 

Islam. Any school-book of Indian history will 
;preservation of European nationalism, has show that this is a baseless . fabrication • 
.overnight become a World War in a sense that · th N b · · h th 1 h 
the war of 1914-18 never became. Mr. Chur- Assummg e awa IS ng t, e peop e .w o 

have lived in the territory for five thousand years 
chill encouraged the Premier of Thailand have obviously at least as strong a claim to 
with the promise that Britain had only the regard it as their homeland as a people who have 
independence of Thailand in mind. The logic lived there for less than a fourth of that period • 
.of world events has proved too much for Britain. As a matter of historical fact, as distinguished 
India is expected to bear the brunt of the from political fiction, the territories mentioned • 
Eastern attack, China is Britain's ally today by the Nawab were, until a far more recent 
and Mr. Churchill welcomes the force of circums- period, inhabited predominantly by non-Muslim 
stances which has freed him from the necessity populations. Even the Muslims there were 
.of repressing his admiration and sympathy for Hindu in their cultural composition. Sir Walter 
the Chinese. The time is not far off when Lawrence in his book "The India We Served," 
Britain and and America will throw off records the visit, when he was in Kashmir, of 
their ancient prejudice against Asia. an Arab preacher who after a long tour 
. India and Netherland Indies :-In the negotia- of the villages told him that he had found 

tions which President Franklin Roosevelt no true believers, "in their hearts the Kashmiris 
.conducted with Japan, the President was said of the Valley were _as much . Hindu as were 
to have proposed a confederacy of Britain, the Brahmans of the capital." The same story 
China, Russia, the United States, Thailand and may be repeated of other parts which the Nawab 
Netherland Indies. The inclusion of the Netherland designated Pakistan. The faluqdars of Oudh, 
Indies and the exclusion of India in this group Muslim as· well as Hindu, are Rajas . and. 
suggest certain reflections. India, according to Mr. Maharajas. The Muslim title, Nawab, is not used. 
Churchill, is not covered by the Atlantic Charter, 
.Is Netherland Indies covered? That is to say, "Witness" on Pakistan :-The proceedings of 
is Netherland Indies to have .the right of self- the Lucknow Conference were in keeping 
·determination jl From . the national income with the tone of the · Nawab of Mamdot's 
point of view, Netherland Indies shares with address. The friendly neutral Methodist organ 
British India the distinction of being the published . in Lucknow, the Indian Witness, 
poorest country in the world. Holland, the observed in its issue of November 20 that, 
.country which ruled Netherland Indies, has been as time passed ·and, as the Paldstan scheme 
.overrun by Hitler, So it comes under the_ was ~>~:tter un~erstood, the Pakistan scheme 
Atlantic Charter, Is Netherland Indies also was bemg recetved more favourably. It went 
to be considered as having shared the fate of [ on to repeat with sympathy :the arguments 
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based on Mr. Jinnah's dictum that the for his funeral and retired to her room. Within 
Muslims of India are a distinct and separate an hour she was dead and she was cremated on 
nation with traditions and social ideas the same pyre. There was no suggestion of 
totally opposed to those of Hindus. Writing after suicide. The spirit of sati is clear in both the 
the Pakistan Conference in Lucknow a fortnight cases. It is a spirit peculiar to the womanhood 
later ( December 4 ), the same journal asked of India irrespective of caste and creed. The 
how many Muslims really take the Pakistan Muslim League leaders are trying to create an 
scheme seriously. It went on to say : • artificial divisi;,n among kindred souls united 

It I• difficult for an outsider to look upon the Pakistan by devotion such as was exhibited in the 
scheme as workable. The best that can be •aid for two cases. They are bound to fail ignominiously. 
It Is that It Is a pof!tical weapon calculated to safeguard There is the same rhythm in the heart
Moslem lntere•ts. It Is probable that most Moslems throbs or the two peoples. Indeed, they are not 
do not look upon it as anything othec than a threat. 
But a Conference like the one at Lucknow, in which two peoples but one. What Indian workers 
the 11105t Impossible claims are made, is a public. should do is to stress the identity and not 
danger. The JJ,anner In which the Hindu• were charged talk of bringing about unity between our 
with all sorts of unfair dealings and purposes will comunities. 
certainly not maf<e for better relations. These charges Bengal Ministerial Situation:-The Bengal 
wW only be answered with counter-charges by the 
Hindus. The whole th!ug has an unreal make-up and Prime Minister, Mr. Fazlul Huq, it was 
no amount of shouting and stage pl .. y wiU help reported, had made up his differences with 
matters. Mr. Jinnah and it was agreed that no further 

We may note in passing that, while the United action would be taken with reference to his 
Provinces Government saw no reason to interfere letter to the Muslim League which was 
with the- holding of this Conference in their considered to contain reflections on the President. 
capital, the neighbouring Behar Government But it would seem that the settlement had 
have seen fit to ban the holding of the Hindu no basis of permanence. A few days later 
Mahasabha in that Province. The Madras came the news that the Fazlul Huq Cabinet 
Government imposed an analogous ban on the had resigned and that His Excellency the 
Hindu organisation when the Muslim League Governor had requested it to carry on until 
bst met in Madras. All three provinces are he was able to. decide whether or not he 
predominantly Hindu! The ltulian Witness should accept their resignation. This gave 
fears that the charges levelled against rise to a suspicion that the reason for 
Hindus will be met by counter-charges by the Ministerial resignation was a differ
Hindus. We wish we could assure the ence with the Governor and that the 
Witness that this is unlikely. If we had any latter was taking time to consider whether 
influence with Hindu leaders, we would he can not· find a way out enabling the 
strongly advise them to ignore such attacks. Ministers to continue in office. Alternatively, 
As has happened in the case of Witness, it was thought probable that the European 
it will happen' .in the case of other disinterested group which held the balance had withdrawn its 
onlookers. Exaggeration and misrepresentation support and that the Governor was negotiating 
recoil on those who 'indulge in them. an arrangement with it. The statements 
~ Hlndu·Musllm Identity :-The claim that published by Mr. Fazlul Huq made it clear that 
Hindus and Muslims have totally different neither of these guesses was correct. The 
cultures and civilisations, is disproved by cause of his Cabinet's resignation was 
hundreds of facts which lie only slightly internal differences between him and his 
below the surface of Indian life. As a fact colleagues who belonged to the Muslim 
the id,eas inspiring the lives of the two League and who had the support of two 
communities are fundamentally identical. We Hindu Ministers. The Muslim League Ministers 
published .last week two items of news taken formed a party in the Legislature and elected 
from that week's papers. A Muslim lady of high Sir Nazimuddin, Home Minister in the 
social position was &hot by her husband in a Fazlul Huq Ministry, as their leader. A day 
moment of irritation. One of her hands had to or two later the Nawab of Dacca, one of the 
be amputated. The husband was prosecuted and pillars of the party, resigned from it alleging 
on the jury finding extenuating cause, he was that Sir Nazimuddin was negotiating with 
sentenced to three years' imprisonment. The the Krishak or Peasant Party promising- it 
case came before the Calcutta High Court on two Ministerships and had even appr.:>ached 
appeal, when the devoted wife passionately the Congress party for support, against the 
pleaded for her husband's acquitttal. He was policy of the Muslim League. Most of the 
a loving husband, she said, he was not other parties combined into the Progressive 
responsible for his conduct as he was carried Party and elected Mr. Fazlul Huq as their 
away by his anger. She could not live leader. Mr. Huq's new party consisted of 
without him. The Court could not accede to all the political elements in Bengal : and 
her prayer. But that is another matter, The claimed to have an absolute majority in the 
other item relates to the death ol an octoge- Legislature. The Governor having invited 
narian woman belonging to the Namasudra caste Mr. Fazlul ~uq ~o form a new Ministry, he has 
reckoned as somewhat inferior to other castes, been sworn m w1th Dr. S. P. MukherJI and the 
Jess than an hour after the death of her Nawab of Dacca as the nucleus of his 
ninety-year old husband. She gave instructions [ Cabinet. 
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BOMBAY, Deoember 18, 1941. of the Allies and the ferocity and the rapidity of the 

· , • Axis advanc~ in E.astern. Europe and the Japanese 
·:SIR SULTAN AHMED IN BOMBAY. threat becommg an mcreastngly serious reality-which 

, . • . today has turned out to be only too true-the time hed 
_The ~ew. D.elht correspondent of the Times I come when we shpuld start as far as possible with a 

of Indza satd m a message published on Monday clean state, and in taking this deci>ion we were certain 
that the Members of the Viceroy's Executive tha~ we were correctly reflecting the general public 
Council drawn'from public life, proposed to start · T f':"h~g of o~r countrymen. . . 
the practice of explaining and defending govern- hts ts certamly no new dtscovery of the Indian 
ment policies and actions on public platforms councillors. British and American publicists have 
·and that most of them would be going shortly on for months been warning British statesmen that 
tour. ·Sir Sultan Ahmed, Law Member of the the likelihood of a breach with Japan made the 
·Council, inaugurated the proposed practice in conciliation of Indian poli~ical opinion imperative. 
Bombay early this week. Sir Sultan was for Edgar Snow, for instance, writes in his "Battle 
many years connected in an official capacity with for Asia" that the mobilisation of all the 
the Bihar (}overnment and is not .one of the resources of India to face hostile Japan "implies 
Members drawn from public life in the usually a reconciliation with Indian nationalism." 
understood sense. In reply to Mr. Jinnah's .If the E~:c~tive ~ouncil. was 1_10t expanded, 
charge that he had joined the Viceroy's Council the reconcthation wtth lndtan nattonalism would 
in defiance of the Muslim League's mandate, Sir have been more effectively achieved by. the 
Sultan protested that the Law Membership was Viceroy acting on his undivided responsibility. 
·not one of the ''expanded" appointments and From the first it has been our view that 
that he had succeeded Sir Zaffarullah Khan in the responsibility of governing India during 
the regular course which has been in vogue for the war should remain · wholly with the 
over a generation. Nevertheless he has chosen Viceroy, both because it .would have been ·more 
!o inaugurate a practice which his predecessors effectively discharged and bec'\use it was the 
m the Law Membership did not consider it right thing to do when the constitution leaves 
consonant with their official responsibilities to no room for consultation or criticism in respect 
adopt. In the speech which he delivered at an of the war to public men in India. 
entertainment given to him by Sir Rahimtoola There is no mistaking ;tb!l ring of earnestness 
Chinoy, there was nothing which pertained to his and sincerity in the ()bservations, slightly 
Department. Sir Sultan tlefended himself and pompous, of Sir Sultan Ahmed on the Hindu
his Indian colleagues on the expanded Council Muslim question. He represented the Muslims 
against the charge of drifting without definite as having advanced their demand from "accom
aims o{ their own. ·This impression has been modation" some time back to ''partition" out of 
fostered by the occasions in which repeatedly the sheer despair. Sir-Sultan deprecates seeking to 
Leaders-of the Central Legislature refrained from know whether the despair is well or ill-founded. 
leading. They threw the reins on the neck of He rules out logic and syllogism• as having no 
the legislative steed and left it to choose its own place in politics as, in his opinion, they have no 
direction. Sir Sultan cited the action that Govern- place in men's lives. He pleads for a solution 
ment are said to be taking to get the Burma of the problem from the heart rather than 
Agreement modified, as one instance of their from the head. We have unfortunately to differ 
initiative. The Leader of the Assembly gave no from Sir Sultan on aU these assumptions. Logic 
indication of his having any particular views on and syllogisms are ·not the arbitrary impositions 
the subject except such as he could gather from of logicians but the science and the laws of the 
the rather rambling discussions in the Assembly. working of the human mind deduced from 
The only right 'solution of the Indo-Burma observation and experience. These rules are 
problem is to get His Majesty's Government to universally followed though the mass of 
have the Burma Act amended so as to implement mankind may do so unconsciously as it digests 
the assurances given to India in the Joint its food without studying the ·structure of the 
Parliamentary Committee and in Parliament. stomach. When me[J act in opposition to the 
If that is done there would be no need of any course indicated by logic, whether consciously or 
agreement except perhaps regarding immigration unconsciously, they come to grief; while so long 
of unskilled labour to Burma. To ask for as they keep to the straight path of reason, 
modifications in the Agreement is to acquiesce they are perfectly safe. ' This is the case with 
in the repudiation of those assurances which individuals. With nations the dangers of drifting · 
the Act was believed to have incorporated. from the path of reason are infinitely greater, as 
No modification of the Agreement short of a the present world circumstances testify but too 
complete revision of it will give Indians in clearly. All great tho,ughts spring from the 
Burma what they are entitled to. Sir. Sultan next heart, it has been well said, burthey must go 
referred to the release of political satyagraha round by the head. The idea of throwing 
prisoners. He did not claim that the Indian away the lights available to men in solving 'a 
Councillors had done anything more than what problem and deliberately preferring to grope 
would have had to be done owing to the in the dark in the hope of stumbling on the 
rapid movement of international affairs. Sir right solution is to regard politics as a game 
Sultan's words may be quoted: of chance. Despair is often the result of a 
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subjective depression more than of objective J .ing will burst into flame at no vrry distant date. 
circumstances. The ·Muslim League ·under There~ is no majority• rute in the Congress 
Mr. Jin·nah has worked itself up to the belief·that ·to relax. Neithrr is there' any opposition to 
the National Congress is its great enemy as ·the democracy among Indian Muslims who have, 
National Congress has worked itself up to the indeed, all along claimed that Islam stands 
belief that the British Government has wrought for democracy •. Our positioJI has been often 
the ruin of India spiritually. morally, culturally clearly stated. We are not against OO!Il
and materially. Both these bodies need to tum munal 'electorates for the communities which 
their minds inward.. ·The position· today is more insist : on them.· · But we· are definitely against 
favourable to a permanent solution of the Indian weightages ·as being · oppoSed not only to 
problem than it has· been for many years. · The democracy but to the elementary principle 
Secretary of State for India in his Manchester of justice as between citizens of the same 
speech has conceded the two major premises of State. No good will be done by forcing a1J 
the Indian syllogism. He has acknowledged the communities into a joint. electoral pen when 
unity of India and he has acknowledged that the they. would rather have their own separate 
Indian ·people represent a type distinct from ·ones. But we see no justification in logic or 
others among the main races of mankind. sentiment, in head or heart, · for differentiation 
He has shrunk from drawing the logical conclu- between man and man, making one. man 
sion from these premises but the .. conclusion is worshippirig (or· not worshipping) in one 
inevitable and it will be inexorably drawn by the shrine equal to three men who worship. (or not) 
logic of events. For our part we are content to in another. This we regard as .sheer religious 
wait. We do not see the problem in the same light intolerance, opposed to the traditional policy 
as Sir Sultan Ahmed. Hindus and Musalmans of religious freedom in this country, and to the 
have lived in India together for centuries and· a solemn pledges repeatenly given by the British 
process off usion or accommodation or whatever Governments. · · 
one may like to call it, has been. steadily in ·· 
progress all the time; This has .· bee~ inter
rupted by largely adventitious causes which ~ 
not persist much longer. As soon as these are 
removed, · the · · process will ; be resumed 
and Indian history ·.will flow freely 'in lhe 
broad and deep channel which. it.. has ~t 
for itself. , , . , 

No . question can be considered settled until 
it is settled right, . said Abraham Lincoln. 
The solution which Sir Sultan suggests, is 
as far as we understand it, not a right settlement 
even as a tentative one for the duration ·of the 
war. A single ·sentence contains the pith of 
his solution. His suggestion is that the :Con
gress party may give to the simple majority rule a 
certain elasticity to welcome the Muslim League 
and other minorities in a coalition all , through, 
while the latter; in their turn, may choose· to 
soften their opposition to democracy •. The New 
Delhi correspondent of the Times of IMrlia 
said that some of the Members of the Executive 
Council in their tours will indicate· in 
their speeches how the problem of political 
settlement should be approached. If each 
member puts forward a different plan the re
sult will be unhappy. Is Sir Sultan Ahmed's 
suggestion one which has been agreed upon 
among his Indian colleagues in the Council i' 
That, however, is by the way. Sir Sultan 
Ahmed assumes that the Congress and the 
Muslim League cover the entire field of Indian 
political opinion. This is far from being true 
to fact. The prevailing sentiment in the coun
try is represented by the imprecation, "A plague 
on both your houses."' The Congress party is 
seething with revolt against the dictatorship of 
Gandhiji as the Muslim League is against the 
dictatorship: of Mr. ]innah. Sir Sultan himself 
is one of the rebels in the Muslim League. The 
revolt in the Congress party now smoulder· 

SCHUSTER'S FALLACIES. 

We pointed out last week that Mr .. Guy Wlnt had. 
not the historical or international perspective 
necessary for a book auch as "India and Demooraoy" 
was obviously intended to be. Sir George Schuster 
was greatly handicapped by the deficiencies of his 
collaborator. . . .. 

But there are some illusions which he shares with 
Mr •. Wint. Both Mr. Wint and Sir George Schuster 
have a curiOU!I anxiety to prove that the British Em
pire is the modern counterpart of the Roman Empire. 
Sir George introduces a rather lengthy extract from 
a book whioh gives an imaginary interview in whioh 
an· old Roman emperor reassures a British doubter on 
the point. As for the common citizenship which was 
a distinctive feature of the Roman Empire, the ghost 
of Trajan says that today Australia has got it, so bas 
New Zealand and tomorrow so will India. Sir George 
remarks that America follows a policy of exclusion 
which is harder on India than that which is enforced 
in the Empire.· This an excellent argument-against 
the Chinese or the Japanese. But does Britain own 
ito responsibility for the Indian su bjeots of the British 
Crown P And have not free Japan and politically 
l!Jiependent China secured lbetter terms even in the 
U.S.A. than India with all the political weight of the 
British EmpireP Even in the Empire aliens seoure 
better treatment than Indiana. It is good that the 
British, some of them at least, are beginning to think 
out the race problem. It is significant, however, that, 
having got thus far, Sir George feels it necessary to 
express his conviction 'bat Indians need not oherieh 
tbe same emotions for the "mother country" as the 
Dominions do. We must wait for more tranquil 
times to see what affection for Britain the Dominions 
have. Mr. Wint who lauds; the rule of law as the 
gift of Britain to India, finds himself etrangely fasci
nated by the L C. S. Sir George gives a qualified 
support to him. The greatest menace to the rule 
of law is the power of a bureaucracy. Any bc:xlll: 
on the British constitution from Dioey to Laska 
will show this. And the Indian Civil Service is the 
framework of one of the most bureaucratic political 
aystems in the world. ':fo make out that the L C. s. 



4~ som~t\ling ~.Ui:e ~he k.pight~J '!lf f'ing Ar~hUF's Round 
• rabJp~ .~- to .ipdulgC< in p,q1itic~ qtythology, r ~ot\J. 
writers ¥1l ponvinoed t1!;~,t there is no oOlll!llOn 
ground ·between Hipd* ~nd, Muslirp ·unlclss i~ is in 
the fact · of both· being goverl)ed by Britain._ ' And 
there is an airpost parental 'anxiety lest India be 
ptut1ged in cbaos, , Well might the .Indian ask what 
rigo~ have lndian!l, o; t41! British fo~ tbem;-,, to IIJ~pect 
!'-. 11ecqrity ¢ich no other. part ,pf the worlcl no\f 
pojoyl! 9r i• likely to enjoy f()r 110q1e , ~ene~a,tipq!J 

~P;~~~e is, ~~ic!ever, ~~otlier deiect ~hlch Sir ~rge 
aha:res with' Mr. Wint. , · ~t is ~he absence _ of ·a 
ter~in 'intellebtual straightforWardness, an ability 
to see things as· they are instead of as ·one wishes 
them to be1 In view of. the fact that· they . both 
aoouse ~ndian11 of thi11 pefect, it ill inte~esting to gq 
Jhr~ugh SOJile pf the!r ~!Japc~l'a'?i~ ;'\Vhich leap. ~ th!) 
py~,W:~quote: _ .. _ :.: J 

Mr • Gandhi (on ~he declaration of war ) began l:!y 
appealing to reason. "What," he asked, "is the value of 

· freedom to India if Britain and France fall ?"-India 
<' and Democracy, Mr. Wint page 151. · 

Thi~- is a sentence otten'·citild ·in distorted· form' 
by British writers, · But there· wa& some -excuse fall 
the others a• the}'! living I in 'wartime_ London were 
not probably in possession of the ac~ual wo~d~ of 
Gandhiji's statement. But Mr. Wint was in India 
and surely, if he wanted to be read seriously, be 
ahould have t11-ken tjlf! trpuble to prc:>cure a oopy of 
the statement. Had he done so, he would have 
i_ead:r. 1 ' • I 1..~ ! , · ;- ~ I 1 

~- What will India's deliverance be worth if England 
and France fall, or' if they come out victorious 

"J over Germany ruine~ an~ humble~ i' · ' ' ·· 
Sit George Schuster refers to · -, . 

the proposal made in recent weeks by Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru, that the British Government shcmd take 
a striking step to gain Indian confidence by appointing 
a Defence Minister responsible to the Ill dian , Leg! sial 
ture. (Page 828); .•• the various Indian parties have all 
demanded assurances that if tluoir members joined the 
l;iovernment they should have a position as Ministers 

, which would In fact involve a shifting_ of, ,the 
q>nstitutional ~espon~ibill~. . (Page 8•3). , ; . · 

Let us compare this with what the Non-parties 
Conference !Jemanded ~ 

The Conference would be llOiltent during the 
period of the war that · the reconstructed Centre 
remain responsible ~o ~he Crown. (~esoluHon, 
adopte!f at Bombay),· -· · ' 

Sir George quotes the very next line to the effect that 
the Commander-in-Chief will continue as tbe execu, 
tive bead of the defence forces. It is strange,- to 
aay the least, ~hat be misse<J the significance or even 
the literal meanin!; of ~he ·words quoted abpVE;. ' 

So much for . the misreprf:l,entations of India to the 
Q!ltside worlcl, Therct is another side, where the 
'Vorl~ is ~i§~q.rte~ to 11erve a wrpqsij in Ind~. · · . 
.' Bc:>th Mr. Wint and Sir George Schuster set out 
to prove to Indian readers that some of the features 
of Che 1985 Constitution· to which uationalist . opinion 
toPj!: e;w:ception, are justified because they are to be 
found in the Constitutions of the United States and 
the Dominions, To Mr. Wint goJ:s the· credit of 
having picked th.e prize paralleL He says (Page 
14.8 fAQtpote): . , 

a disproportionate weightage of representation In 
favour of particular groups -is an almost <inevitable 
price for every federation which Is brought about by 

. voluntary agreement. , Thus in the constitution of the 
\], S. A. the state of Nevada- with 91,000 h•habitapta 
has I!S many senators as NAw York with a population 
of 14,000,000. This is a much more striking departure 
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·: from ''lirt!\n:latical, democracy'!- ·than· J~ tit' '.':w.defaC, 
' ,wefg~t~ge _gi:v~'1- to:.; the l~(!i~!l '$~~ -~~ 1?.~_5, . 'r . '' . 
.Mr. . Want nwst . JJave !! . yery · . war · im~, 
sion, ,of , Iridian inte!ligenc~r . ·. W!Jat · 'was ~be 
American • S!!nate intended to . l:le.?. An . Upp\'' 
~ouse designed to chec)< the excessive democracy 
of. · a " ·Lower. House ; elected on ·a democratic 
kanchise. . Yiet in it,- every state in . tbe Uniota bas 
equal represen~tiPD !ll'iti:l, every other regardless bt 
,lfize and o£ pppulation. . ~o justify til~ 1935 elaborate 
_scheme of ~epre~entation in b0tq the' 'bouse• · of ~e 
CentrallejriSlature. on the ~~s.i~ of ~he composition of 
the Amertcan t,Jpper House 'IS to' play with '\VCfds. 
And it· has to be borne in mind that, the election l>f 
American senators was first by the States Legl•latures 
which were . t)lemselvea democratically formed, later 
by. ~ir~t-, electiqn,. while, those members pf the 
F~deral. AssFmbly, who qomF from th~ States, corl4 
be nommated by the rulers. There is a great dea of 
information in Prof. George H. Haynes' '"Eiection of 
Senato!B" ~nd "The Changing Senatll'' whio)l, though 
Mr. Wmt 111 apparently blissfully 'unaware of it, ia 
reatlily available t<J Indian political students. 'fhe 
representatigq p~ unit' iq the Fe!ieral Legislature. in 
~e 1985 Act is not on an equality basis, It differs not 
ontr. betwe~n Bri!ish ~nflian prpvi"~e!!. fpd ·ln~ian 
States but also from provmce to provmce. · . 

Mr. Wint · goes on to . Ca~ad~ . Di~cussirig t~ 
inability of the legislatures to amend the constitution 
ander the· 1935 Act, M~. Wint remark. (page i4.5 
footnote}: · , ' , . . . · _ · 'J ; : : 

The, • fegl5latures -:cannot ·amend the Constitution. 
'rhe nl!tionalists 1 who compljt.ll! bitterly against tltis 
provision, -.m j:p be. unaware ·cha' the legislature il! 
Cana~ whose constlJ:utlon they profess to admi~ 

· is undec a like disabUity. · : '- - ; ' ' '· 
There is a significant passage in Mr. A. 'Berriedale 
Keith's ''Conslitutional Law of· British Dominions" 
which explains the• differen011·. between the 
Canadian position and the Indian. · It, reads: . 

So far as positive law. is concerned, the chief 
perogation from sovereignty takes· place in the case 
of Canada, and the lack of ability to amend the 

' constltutioD by local action depends on the inabU!ty 
. of the Canadian federation and provinces to agree 

011 a ~od• of change. In !hi~ case . the lill!itation 
is sel(-UDposO!j and therefore not lf' serl'?us cjerogapon 
from sovereignty. . 

Mr. Wint's ~hesis in \lfl'ect ·is !Qat, beaa11se ~nad~ 
bas.. voluntarily given up the right to change the 
oonsfitution, India must 'agree to· such a limitation 
imposed on her, "In the case of tb~ (Australian) 
Commonwealth,", adds Mr. Keith, •"power of change 
yests locally an.cl ~pe same • remark apglie11. 1:0 thp 
other; D'?minions ...... There is !10 safeguard fo~ .. tqe 
constitutions . of Newfoundland pr ~he Union or 
the Irish Free-- State inserted in the Statute.-
. From Canada tO. Britain; Mr. Wint' .. suggests; 
quoting from the· Joiht Parliamentary Report, that 
und!lf the Act of 1985 the special responsibilities of 
the Gov~nor-General and govern~ would plaoe 
~em in a positiC!n similar to ~t of the king Ill thll 
tpore formative years of the British Constitution, 
etC:, etc. (page 1,7.) Mr. Wint mentions 1Ej88 as the 
date when ' British parties consciously made the 
king · t)le umpire to their ' disputes. ' He would 
have J dane well to read a ocnstitutional-· his
tory of England; ·as ,for example Hallam~s,, with 
specia~ study of the ~ill of Rights presented by t4e 
MarquiS pf Halifa]!: as President of the HQuse of 
Lords, to the Prince ·of Orange, detailing the 
restrictions on the king's power and the many 
offences ' of· • James II which had Jed to his 
dethronement. ,_; • '' · · 
-.It is Canada, however,· which baa a. special 
fascination for Sir George Schuster. It is true that 
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,,_, _ ....... : ·• .·. -~- ' . - ~~---' ; -~-- ·: ~· ""• .. , ...... ~ .. ,. _'· ·- ............ ,. ____ '--- ..,.., ..... . 
Cbere-i8 ueferenoe to SoutQ.Afr~. bul Sir George I in an1 D4:Jiiwiiea -tq the~ polit«:al institutions. 
recogniaee Ulat >&:· GOnlltitution. which · 0111ea its He it not the Uremolrable .Oiie£ Eseoutivp ;u be ia 
aieteace te the 4ilregard of Jhe large non-Europe&~~ under the ll!SS India Act. Mol-eov~ ao:ordi!'li to 
IJ!&jorit)f i:annot be h;eld up as a model I~ those w!Jo . Mr. K;eitb. - . · · . . ' . ' ' • - · • 
II~ .at a democratle I 1 lteJJL ~he British Imperial : thougb the appolntmmt · · of tba Governor~ General 
GovetiiiiiW were caught !'' a ~mt when tbey 1Vere ·. remained (before 1880) uncia' the control of tba British 
Dot able. ~ put forward their anxiety for the ~epres~ed · G09BtDIDIDt. the practice bad long prevailecl to qonsult 
oommumuee of a country as a reason for ampedang the Donriulons c:opcerne4. l>efare anJI appoinbneDt 
progrel8 and .as a result South Afrill3 bas been ruu The Coaference of 1930 ••• arrived at Ulo cOaclusi~;; 
by a powerful minorit.Y w~e pr&oOCOUJ?atjon i8 ~Qil '~ the appointment was a mattel'. betweea the. King 
malntenanoe oC power an tbear band ... · It as dangerous ·, and the Pominlon Goveroment,-It fallows inevitably 
CO calk of South· Africa wllioh enjoys today the that the power of securing the removal of a Governor-
prlvile~ iof, being the .one unit of lhe Empirl! whicll General befol'IO the expiry of the normal tenn of oflice 
allowl a Nui party during a war to destroy Nazis111, rest~~ with .the Dominion Government. The position 
and whose position tomorrow with regard ·to tllp is o£ the htghest "!'portance,. for it reveals the fact that 
Empire iJ very doubtful . Sir Georgele•ns heavily on the Dom.inlons eDJOY 11~ virtually unfettered' f~ 
Canada. flCould lhe Moslem .. party," h~ . asia!, In s:electing and removtng ~e h~d ,of. the ~tive, 
!'play a balanoing role like. the Fre!lch Can~ial)ll subJect only to IIUCh moderattn~ anfluence,.,. amght ·be 
ill Federal affalra t What would the Congress pactr . ~cised ~~he King. . " • , . . •. 
eav· to the ·safeguards ~iven by tllll English •o lh!l Jn effect, the l3ovemor-Gen~al an the Domtmons 
Frenoll in Canada of making Wes~mini1ter tile final . peased tp b.e the Chief Jl:xect~;tiV~ when he. was !eft 
arbiter for .an)" constitutional cheng~J'' Sir George !0 th.i! merctes of poputar.mlmstrtes. T)lere '.~ ~othm~ 
might ba. referred to Andre Siegfned'e ·"Canada" , an th!' Governmen~ of I!ld'~ ~o !)Ome l)e&r thts. :r~as 
Cot ali explanation of why the hngljsh. in Canall• applies equa~ly tp the JUdtctary. In !'very J:?o~a~aon 
have given the safeguard••. Of oour.~, a !I Englisbmjlll there l\fe :vac!ous method!! !If controlling tht; JU_dtcaary will not be ready to admtt that ,Bntam fpllowl! one , "'"from the raght of re~ovat on representati<m . by 
polioy coward• a OOWitry; · whl!l~ the m-jqrity is of . both flouses as in t!Ie Irash · F~e~ State ·'<! .the' .~x
'Britleb 1took and . another where it . ia not. , Had pedient adopted in other Doaumons o~ watllho14mg 
CaAada been like Ireland; :would we not have bad 11Q . bi~· ~lar~. .Tp~ugh tl_le re~oval 1s onl.Y Pn 
Ulstenrithin iii' Besidea the French Canadian.was I' m•l!behi!-VIOIJl' or m~pactty, stall the .Judg~ ·~ ,left 
Royalist and a Roma!!__~tbolio, who wished to be 4!Jpendant on thl' legtslature. In Jndt~ tll!l jqdtela&'Y 
free &om any control fi'O!ll republican, secular France, would un~«;" the1985 A.ot have been fre.e enquglt 
Marahal Pei!ain'l assumption of •pctwer in France Jrqm till= leg~lature qut_ pot f[oDl ~hi! e'1:91,1tlve •. 
brought about reactions in .1 French Canada witll ; There inn exquisit:ll Epilogue to the book jn which 
itt visiple effect in Britajn'lt maintaining diplomatic ;<'Indian Reader" raises ques~ion~ '!V'hicb ~ .lluitably 
telatione witb Vioby. Where, honestly; ... the analogy -demolished by Sir· ~eorge, , For J~~~iJom has tbi' 
Sir George eeeb · bel: ween the . Indian Muslim!! book been writtenP i The writers suggest at times 
and the French Canadiana P ·In d1e first place1 for British readers; aJ other times for I11dians; butthe 
.here it ia ''Indian Muelim'1· not "Mualim Indian,'· Epilpgue makes one feel ~bat 4t all Jime!l it is meant 
Aooording to Britiah GOmmentatora, the Muslim in . foo American consumption. Mr. Amery U~!!d tbe same 
India Is part of the great community of Islam, divided method of feeble questions ,l}d. clever al)lJwers in a 
frO!ll the rest of India. , Aooording to a ·very candid , raclio talk to America. .But ,Ame~cal}. opiJliOn h~ 
utterance by the Raja of Mahmudabad at the last :b.lwaya bad its. doubts of Domipion Sta~us and thiS 
·Muslim Lea~ue qteeting, the Muslim League book shows that it may mean any tiling. There is np 
·loolu to ari identity with other Muslims which those. nonsense a bout Independence. Amerioans· can see a 
.In countries b'erond India do not want. f'o put it at practical illustration in the contrast between their 
the least, this quest ot the Indian Muslim party has GQpditioni and tlloae of their Dominion neighbour. 
pot been discouraged by the Governmencresponsible . -
,fpr tho political unity of India, If the fellling ie INDIAN CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE ACT 
grbwin_g in Indian Muslims, can they play' the AMENDMENT. ' · · · 
balancmg role whioh Britain would like tbem toP ~ pc)ncroversy whioh · threatens 'CO become un· 
It wo~ia have been ~sible ~ad Britain fos~e!'l:il pleasant, over a draft Bill. to a!Dend the ln~ian 
the nat10italism of lslamto countrtea ancl oommumttes. Christian Marriage Act bas arasen between Ameracan 
A odmment of the NBW RI,PubliD on the submission Missionaries and Indian Christians, One of the 
of Iran is illuminating, It wrotu • ' 1 important changes Vlhioh the latter ' are anxious to 

It Is· surprising and discouraging that .. British see pJ.ade is the abrogation of tile aeotions in the 
diplomacy hu been 110 bungling and Inept. It has Jndian Christian Matriage Act permitting inter• 
Called to ta'lalaacount of \he fundamental changes that · marrui. e between Christians and non-Christians. 

' have ta'lalo place In the Muslim world since I~ ~me Indian 't:bristians seem to be . nearly unanimous in 
under Western ln8uence and domination. The adeas d . . · its repeal They have drafted a Bill for 
and the Ideals of the French and A~ican revol11tions t:i~r~~ ose for inttoduction into the Cenu-al ~gia-
!t.ave taileD root and~ powerful natiOnalist spirit~ latu! POur attempt co get a copy !JaB mc:t With tile 

· n&en. · h h s·n 's o ty for etrculauon among 
lneteacl of enoouraging this growing nationalisi!L response t at t 8 .I 1 n Ch · • h ld 
Britain ba1 tried co revive a dying Pan~lslamism, · Cbiistians. That IS tof say, no!'· rl&taa~s. s ou 
Si Soh h .__. h have no opportunity o expressmg an opiDion on a 

r George uster throu~ out argues tu ..... t e . til e ually with professing 
only way of progrees Ia ~o sttll the oommunal bitter- · matter which concerns em q_ tr th · lnd' 
neu in India. What then does he mean hefll! . This Chr!st!aJlS. ~his is qui!e gra'bt::~~e O:n-Omsti:: 
11 Ill inadvertent but revealing glimpae of his )loP!l8 C~n~ttan. pomt 01~'-evlayewto support them. than co 
• future I d' OPIDIQD IS more 1"' m n ta, · · • h Pick t' who bas published a 
. In another matter, too, Sir George shows a woeful 11upport B•s. <?P . e • ons for 0 i reatrio-
failure to grasp •the fundamental prinoiples of tb' .. s.tateben~ g~v~ htsofi~dian Chri~ia': ~ 
situation, that is in the position of the Ocvem?',. tton

1 
/ egQ. . '~n s as is the oase of the ana· 

General in the 1985 Aot and the , analogy which to n tan . rts a!' Act. · . 
be HekS tO build up around it, of the position of tilll Jogous raf'ir~a~okett'a reaaonl for oppoeing 
Govenior-General in the Dominions. .. He Jioes not . Some. 0. 19£ op · rel;l.ting to marriages 
consider what the relation is of the Governor-General the onuasaon o the seouon 
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in the Indian Christian Marriage Act, are interesting. 
··The good Bishop is impressed b:9' the incongruity of 
prohibiting· marriage between a professed Christian 
and "a clean-living, sober and upright • fellow~citizen 
who does not profess the Christian faith, while 

-allowing a marriage with a .depraved, drunken, and 
immoral wretch whose · only merit is that he is known 
as · a Christian," · The · Bishop's: argument cuts at 
the ' root' of bommunalismJ in every shape and form. 
It extends to communal quotas 'in publio offices, to 
com!Jllnal reservations in municipal and local boards, 
to communal electorates for legislatures. So far 
as we know, however, -Bishop Pickett has"never 
raised.' his ' voice against communalism in the 
administration and. constitution of the government. 
He has rather discouraged such liberalism among 
his missionary colleagues,· ' The · Ohrutian Layman of 
Allahabad does not accept the reasoning of the 
Bishop. But its way of countering it is rather 

. apologetic. It does not say, Prohibit marriages with 
depraved, drunken; immoral wretches whose only: 
merit is that they · are known as Christians, if 
you cannot trust the parents and the. parties 
themselves to exercise their judgment in such 

. matters. The Ohristian Layman somewhat · lamely 
remarks : "It speaks very badly of the missionary 
effort in India if _this were true; so we shalt say· no 
more about it" · The· implication ·of the ·Bishop's 
reasoning· is that the non-Christian suitor is more 
likely to be a clean-livjng, sober and upright fellow 
citizen while his Christian rival is more 
likely to be a depraved person. To say that, if that 
be true, the Bishop and his fellow missionaries'' are 
themselves responsible for it, leads nowhere· as ·a 
solution of the intermarriage problem, though it 
confirms the opinion of the· Abbe Dubois, formed :a 
century ago'about· the futility of proselytising missions 
in India.· Mr. Barnabas writing in the Reftrmer 
not long ago gave figures which showed that a 
considerable ' proportion of marriages among the 
Isabella Thoburn College alumni during the last 
ten years were with non-Christians, He drew 
therefrom the lesson ·that Christian · girls tend to 
become materialistic. Bishop Pickett seems to think 
otherwise. <. 

There should be freedom in respect · · of 
intermarriages, But the . provisions in the Indian 
Christian Marriage Act. are not the right way 
of ensuring ·such freedom. No. non-Christian 
community is likely to feel, as Bishop 
Pickett ·apprehends, insulted by their repeal. 
The relation, of Indian Christians to their 
non-Christian fellow-citizens does not in the least 
depend on the provisions for inter-marriage in 
the Indian Christian Marriage Act of which few 
of the latter have. the slightest knowledge, 
Every community has its marriage customs and 
laws which prohibit marriages outside the respec
tive communities. Hindu castes do . not 
inter•marry. The system has existed for centuries 
without provoking any ill-feeling. In fact, the 
almost universal opinion among Indians is that 
marriages are best confined_ to pe~ple ·of _the 
same creed· and culture, B1sbop P1ckett g1ves 
another reason for retaining the inter-communal 
sections in the Indian Christian Marriage . Act. 

. He fears• the tyranny which would use State 
legislation to "impose personal or majority opnions 
upon a minority of persons who do not share them.' 
We are all for minority rights having ourselves been 
all along in a minority. But Indian social reformers 
have never claimed, as converts , have claimed or 
missionaries for them, that the innovator has the 
right to impose his opinions on his conservative 

-relatives. · If he cannot persuade the latter to acoept 
him-and in nearly every. case where the reformer 

-. 
' ·• 

is actuated solely by the desire to improve social 
conditions he has; if not immediately ·.in course .. of. 
time, secured theladherence of his people-he must' 
recognise the . right of his people to walk in the . old 
·ways, trusting to time and education to bring them 
round. · Tyranny is hateful whether it is .of the 
majority or of a minority. That is why we have not 
been happy about some of the .administrative and 
legislative measures of Congress Governments in. the 
direction of reforms · whose necessity' is , not in 
question. · If the. Christian community decidea 
against inter-communal marriages, any Christian 
who -wishes to contraot one--should have reoourse 
to a Civil Marriage Act. Bishop Pickett. deprecates 
the repeal- of the inter-marriage · sections ; in the 
Indian Christian Marriage Act for yet · another 
-reason, · namely, that· · the ' Christian, · intent 
on marrying outside the fold, .would forsake 
it 1 • if he or she ·was · forced to marry only a 
person of his or her own. community. The 
coinmunity, we fancy; does not stand to 'lose much 
by such apoetacy; The Ohristian Layman would dis
regard such apostacy as "nominal.". Notwithstanding 
Bishop Pickett's unambiguous opposition, the writer 
in • Ohristian" Layman ·maintains that he (the bishop) 
would be the last man to desire to encourage. mixed 
.marriages.· •"I feel sure," . he writes, "that he and 
others of his way of thinking have countenanced the 
muoh debated clause through a sense of fairplay and 
good citizenship." As if fairplay and good citizen
ship are irrelevant in discussing marriage legislation 1 

' ' 

CRISIS IN CLOUDLAND. 
' . (COPYRIGHT) 

- Oourt of Iniira: · Durbar ·, HaU resp!lll'lillmJ witT& 
decoratw711 in aU the fH!lour• of the rainliow. At liM· end 
is an impooing ardlway elosm by a pair of mauive 
d10n · magnijicefltly t:at'f1ed. OutBid• · tlul Hr:IU 
stands thB gaily i:apllrison•d State elsphant, AwatHJta. 
About five hundred persOfiB are aeated in tlul Hr:lll of whom 
twenty ars. Mina.tera of. 8tate 111nil OIJIJUJlY tlul atlitl 
immediately below the tramlullBnt thrOfiiJ. _.Ead> .illinUtlr 
has a i.if!erent ahaps o/ turban · BZC8pt two who ars bald 
and barsluladm. · l!loura.h of trumpets. Ths foli!.ing tl.oors 
fly opBIIo Enter Iniira with slow deUberate .steps, 
uppUj'Ua thUriMrbolt in hu right hand. AU pnsent 
stand up and bow low. Awrzvata · outsitl.e · lifts hU trunk 
and trumpllt3. · · · 

Iniira (seating himsslf on tlul. throne and gBituring with 
hil thunderbo!t):-Gentlemen, pray be seated. (All 
rBBums thllir s•at. (Jlanoing to the Prime · .Minilter) : 
Prime Minister, 

Prim• Minutor (stands up and with a low bow atUrmn 
In4ra ): Your resplendent, serene, beatific Effulgence, 
I am sure I am echoing the sentiments. of not only 
tny colleagues in the Ministry but one and -all of 
the Durbarees -here present and also .the entire 
population · of Cloudland, in offering our grateful 
and sincere congratulatio!IS on your Effulgence's 
recovery. " 

Iniira ' has just '1'6/JIWsrsil from a loathsome duease 
contrad•ti ow•ng to the DUrse of a sag• for an ojj'~MB of. a 
specially oilioiJ8 dlaractw. 4ftw .long anti slY/Jere penitential 
ob88MJMICBI, Iniira- has rscoverm hu normal appear-. 
Thil u his first appearant:~ in publil: ointJ& & ramts 
any reforiJniJIJ to ths umrzvo.urg tpisod& , · . : ·,, -: 
· Iniira : There is nothing to fuss about, Prime 
Minister. It was ·only a ·slight indisposition, a 
disturbance of the secretive function. from which 
even we, immortals, are not free. .. , 

Prim• Minilter: Just so, your illustrious Effulgence. 
I merely made a passing allusion .to it as a preface to 
the observations on the state of your illustrious 
Effulgence's glorious Ctoudland · during the interval 
when your effulgent features · did_. · not .. shine 
directly on your beloved and. ever-lovmg . subJec~.,..,. 
I l ·,. . : ~;.. ·C 
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Indr1:1, fntm'upting : Who are the two Ministers 
with bare bald beads sitting there i' 

Pritlu .Miniltsr: They are men from the land of 
Mi~t and Muddle where they wear no headdress 
on ceremonial occasions, They are the Ministers 
of Finaooe and of Defence. 

Indr1:1 : 1 do not like to see bald bare beads. It is 
indecent. Let them cover their beads. Hand them 
two medium-sized Gandhi caps. They do not 
seem to have very big heads, though it is possible 
that their contents may belie their size. 

A big guffiUJJ float• towariU thl throne from thl ~:~udimes 
in 1:1pprldation of thi• llsaoantry. Th1 two mm ar1 
immediatBl!J irwBeted wit Gandha cap•· Th•!J mm to 
mfov th1 fun tu mueh as th,_..,.,.t, 

Prim. Ministlr : Your Serene Effulgenoe's directions 
have been obeyed. There will no more be any bare 
heads among your humble Ministers, May I prooeed, 
Your E ff u lgenoe P 

Indra nodi permission. 
Prim. MiniBt•r: The outstanding event of the 

period-the interregnum, if I may EO call it-
Indra : Please don't. There was no interregnum. 

I was presP.nt always in the souls of my beloved 
people. 

Prim• Ministsr: The outstanding event of recent 
occurrence, was the unexpected meetin~ between 
Your Effulgence's Minister of the Intertor with the 
Minister of the Interior of our ally and neighbour, 
Bharatvarsha. My colleague of the Interior-

Iruira : Who is he P 
Prim• .Minist~r : The one with the cartwheel 

turban. He happened to drop down ~nto Bharat
varsha, and being tired by the descent-be had 
trouble with his nebulous parachute-he stepped 
into the first eating-house he saw to obtain 
some refreshment. There he found another person 
with a turban similar to his own but more 
substantial, also on the same quest, Both being 
of a sociable disposition and being Ministers of 
friendly uations-

Indra 1 Do they still drink Soma juioe in 
Bharatvarsha P 

Prim• Minist•r: . I am sorry to say, they do not. 
Not only do they not drink Soma juice but they 
have not been a bl~ to .identify the plant though it 
grows in abundance on their mountains as in the 
days of old, 

Indra: Then "'hat do they drinkP 
Prim• Ministsr: Many of them drink plain water and 

they have been trying to compel others to do the 
same. There has been trouble over this. 

Tndra: What do the others drink P 
Pri1111 Miniltsr: A stuff known as Whisky which 

comes from the same land of Mist and Muddle, as our 
colleagues for Finance and Defenoe. It is bald- and 
b 1re like their heads until a moment ago when they 
were covered under your illustrious orders. To 
cover the baldneu of Whisky they add what is 
known as soda-water. 

Indra: Have you 11ny of the stuff here ? 
Prim• MmiatBr: 1 shall have a specimen exhibited 

at the closo of the Durbar, 0, I w4s saying 
that our Minister of the Interior, he with the 
cartwheel turban, meeting another with the 
same kind of turban in an eating-house in Bha
ratvarsha, entered into a friendly conversation 
with him. It appeared from the talk of the 
Bharata that bts Government is at present 
worried over two mattera. He said that they will 
be profoundly ~ateful it we could help them to solve 
them by the wetght ot our nebulous intelli~enoe, 

Iradra : What are these two matte!'l P 
Primtr Minial~r:-1 am coming to them, Your 

Effulgence. The first is: The Government of 
Bharatvarsha Is at a loss to know how one Subhas 
Bose mysteriously disappeared eluding the many 

·-
agencies which on large salaries were set to watch 
his movements. They have · now a suspicion that 
be is in Rome or Berlin. There are two theories 
current. One is that . he escaped in woman's garb 
through the Khyber Pass which lies just below the 
throne on which· your· august ""person is now 
seated. The other is-

Iruira: Subhas Bose, if I remember, had a round 
clean-shaven face which might easily pass for that 
of a woman. 

Prim• Minist1r : I am not a ware that your High-. 
ness had any opportunity of meeting Subhas Bos~. 

Indra : 0 yes, I had. There are many things 
between Heaven and Earth, Prime Minister, which are 
not dreamt of in your philosophy. (Thl auditlnes laughl. 
0 ns or two floic8s arB heard shouting 8habash. lnrlra'• facs 
lhows hs is pltaserl.) Go on, Prime Minister, 

Prim• Miniat~r : My colleague with the cart-wheel 
turban had no difficulty in explaining to the Minister 
of Bharatvarsha--

Iruira : My recolleotion is that Subhas Bose had 
slightly Mongolian features. 

Prim• Minittn- : I do not know, never· having set 
eyes on him. As a matter of fact, Subhas Bose 
did not escape in a ship or aeroplane of Nippon. 

Iruira : How then did he escape ? 
Prims Ministtr: On one of our noble clouds, Your 

Effulgence, Bose was a student of the Poet Kalidasa 
who wrote the immortal Meghadhuta, the. Cloud 
Messenger, He conceived, therefrom, the tdea of 
esoaping on a oloud. He meditated long and hard, 
and, as a result of his tapas, the Unseen Powers 
vouchsafed to send a Cloud to him on which. be. 
mounted and disappeared from the ken of the Bharat
varsha officials. . 1 his my colleague exl?lained to. the 
Minister who said he can. not stmply beheve 
it. Then, he repeated to the Bha:rata the same 
Shakesperian lines your gracious J•ps repeated to. 
me just now. 

Indra : What is the other subject which is 
intriguing the Bharatiya Ministers P 

Prim. Ministsr: It is closely allied to this. They 
suspect that Subhas Bose may be raising a "fifth 
column" in that land. They are at a loss to know 
how they may detect fifth columni)lts. Here also 
our colleague was able to give the Bharata a useful 
hint. 

Jndra: I should myself wish to know how to 
identify impostors. 

Prims Minister : Your Effulgence needs no hint on 
the subject. 

Jndra wines•· 
Prim• Mi•ist11: My colleague suggested that 

they should set up a Committee. of experts to 
explore cigarette-ends. By analysmg th7 butts 
it is easy to discover who is a fifth cotumntst and 
who is not. 

Indra : What a bout those who do not smoke ? 
1 hear Hitler and Mussolini do not smoke. 

Prim. Minister: On that point also my colleague 
made a valuable suggestion to the Bharatiya states
man. It was that all non-smoke~s shc:>uld be. rounded 
up as they are likely to sympathtse w1th t~etr fellow 
non-smokers in Naziland and Fasctst Desa 
and should be released only after they have become 
inveterate smokars. The Minister said he would 
place the suggestion before bis colleague~. 

Illllra yawn.. Prime Minister .malra a "gn. T'!
Durbar ri111. Trump•ts blow. Aaravata trumpeta "' 
r11pon11. T;..foW.ing door• fly opln. Indra walks t!owly_ 
badcwariU with his thuniUrbolt on hil rhouldsr and 
!Usa.P.f"'lr& 111 th• ioora clot~. 

AKSHL 
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TRAVANCORE AYURVEDA DEPARTMENT· 

THE GOVERNMENT AYURVEDA PHARMACY 

MAIN ROAD. TRIVANDRUM. 

· ~11 Ayurvedic medicines prepared according 

to the standard prescriptions under the expert 

supervision of the Honorary Director of 

Ayurveda, Dhaowantharidas C. N. Narayan 
Moose of Olesa, will be sold from this Pharmacy 

at cheap rates, 

V. P, Ot-der• tZCil01>!1'""¥d with on,_fourlh value ;,. adv"""" CM'B 

prompUy attmulu! to, 

Sales Depot w111 be open to the Public on all 
· Week~days from s.so a. m. to 6-30 p. m. 

Apply to:-

CHIEF VAIDYAN, 
Govemmenl AyuMieda Pharmacy, 

TRIVANDRUM. 

THE 
SCINDIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 

Managing Ag1n,.o : 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

-MARINE 

NAROTTAM MORARJEE & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Rangoon-Bombay-Ka.raohi, via_ MeJa.ba.r. 
Bangoon-Madras-Oolombo, 
Oolcutta-Kara.ohi via Coast PoriB. 
Ra.ugoon-Galcutta. a.ocording to dema.nd, 
Bombay-Gulf of Outoh Ports to Karachi. 
Bombay-Bhamagar-Porla. 
Bombay-Ma.rmuga.o-Ms.nga.lore. 
Rangoon-Ooromand&l Ports. 
Ohittagong-Rangoon. Ohittagong-Cox'a Buar, 

. Ooloutta-Bombay-Karaohl, to Jeddah. 
KONKAN LINES - Bomba.y to l'anjim. 

calling at all intermediate Porta. 
HARBOUR LINE-Bevaa-Dhara.mtar--Uran-Elephanta-Nahava 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NA V. CO,, LTD, 
HAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAM. NAVIGATION 00., LTD, 
INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV • .OO., LTD, 
BATl'IAGAB STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
Sclndla Houae, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Telo-
phones: 
30075 
6-Linsa 
250613 
21779 

THK BANK OF BARODA, LTD. 
(Inoorporated la Barolta, Tbe U&btUtr of M:emben befq Llm1te4.) 

Under the Patroaage of and largely .supported by the 
Oovemmeat or H. H. the Maharaja Oaekwar or Baroda, 

CAPITAL AUTHORISED R .. :1,40.001DOHI 

CAPITAL ISSUED & SUBSCRIBED , t,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP 0 6o,oo,ooo 
IU!SERVB FUND " ss,oo,ooo 

Head Office-BARODA. 

Branc:hes :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panc:hkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calc:utta, Dabhol, Dwarka, Harlj (N, Q.), 
Kadl, Kalal, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, Sankheda, 
Sldhp1.1r, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. 0. ), and Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, & 
PATAN. 

--:o:-

LOCKE~S OF DIFFE~ENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION, 
W. G. G~OUNDWATER, 

General Manager. 

The following books can be had from the 

office of The Indian Social Reformer: 

K. Nat;>rajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. t/• 

S, Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Rs. 81-

Bombay R.epreseatlltlve Conference 1922 Re. 1t-
(Post !rae), 

(being the official rep~rt of the unity 

Conference held in 1822 In Bombay, 

Interest In thls bas revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the Manarer. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(EIJtabllllbed 7th SeptemJ>er 1908.) 

INCORPOIIA'BD UII'DBB t'IIB DfD~ OOIIPJ.IIU8 AJn 

· nor 1881. 
Captt.al Subecribed ... m Ra. 2,00,00,000 

" 1,00,00,000 
" 1.15,50,000 

Capital Called up ···-

Reserve Fun4 ·-··· 
nEAD OPFICB I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Bl'lll\ches :-

AHMEDABAD 
Bhadta (MalA Ol&ce'). 
E!Jiil Bridge. 

StatiDD Braacb. 
ANDHE!RI: 
N- Bombay. 

BANDRA: 
N- Bombay. 

BOMBAY: 
BullioD l!zc:lwlp 
Colab& 
Ka1badnl 
Malabar HilL 

.CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Maill Ollil:e) 
Sara Bazlr 
Chowringhee 
Square. 

JAMSHE!DPUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAGPUR: 

Kingsway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Weotminater Bank Ltd. 

CURRENT . DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Ia 
allowed on dally balaoces from ll.a. 800 to lls. 1,00,000 
·@ I% per annum. · Interest on balances In excess of 
ll.a. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
-credit will be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
le11 than Rs. Gf- per half year. 

FIXRD DEPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
shorter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. , 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application. 

The Banlr acts as Executop and Tpustee 
unde• Wills and Settlements and undertalres 
TNstee Business eenerally, .Rules may be obtained on 
application. . 

LOANS, OVEII.DII.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS : 
'The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. 

The Banlr undertakes on behalf of Its constituents the 
safe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
.dividendo and Interest thereon, It also undertalres the 
eale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrlpo 
1lon1 of Stoclr at moderate charp, particulars of whlcb 
tDBY be had on application. 

A, G, GII.AY, 
.M.amgw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

I!Dl VITIIALDAS TRACKEBSEY 1lEliORUL BUILDING, 

9, BakeboiUO Lana, !Part,-.. 

Baramatl (DYU!ct P..a). 
blsmpar (Oiotrict !loatan). 
Karad ( • • ). 
Tu~raoa t ,, •• ). 
5&taJ'8 ( II II ). 

Klrloakartradl C • • ). 
5blrala ( 11 ,. ). 

llore1aoa ( " 11 ). 

Wal ( • "J: ltopercaoa (Diatrlct Ahm • 
aacar), 

~apur ( l 
Raburl ( :: : : 
6bft180D ( 11 11 ), 

Ahmedaacar ,. " ), 
Bhlwaadl (Diotrlct Tbaaa), 
Palrbar C .. •• ). 
Kalyao ( •• "' ). 

VlnmcaiD (Diartcl A~me
dobad), 

Dbulla (DI-.:t Weot 
K.llaad .... , 

Doadalc:ba ( - • " , 
Naadarbar 
!loblrpar 
5babada 
!loa lui 
!loladl<beda 
Malegaoa 
K:ahrao 
Lualgaoa 
Nandgaoa 
Do bad. 

'( . . ). 

( .. " ), 
( . . )• 

-~ : : ,: 
(Diatrict NaallrJ. 
( • " !• 
t :: : • 

(Dietrtct Paaci' 
Mabol),, 

( II tt I ltalol 
Aida I (Diatrlct 5bolapar) 

DIBEO~OBS, 

B. G. Soralya, Esq., (Chairman). 
Pro!. V. G. Kala. 
G. V. 1o.dhav, Esq. 
Gordhandaa G. Morarjl, Esq. 
B. C. V. Mehta, Esq. 
Rao Bahadur R. V. Vandokar. 
K. M. Thakor, Esq. 
G. B Sana, Esq. 

BRARJI OAPl~AL 1-

( Fully Paid) 

K. V. Vlohara,Eoq. 
D. 1. Zunjarrao, &q, 
D. V. Poldar, Esq. 
V. S. Bosawanal, Eoq, 
B. T. More, Esq. 
V. P. Varda, Esq. 
Vaik'IID\11 L. Mehta, Esq. 

(Managing D11'8olor, 

lo DJIPOSITS llxocllor ODI year •n4 lborlar 01 longer porlat 
ore aoaoplocl. Ro._ 1111d o'bar parllaalan m•J Dl --laoa 
!rom \bo andenlgnocl. 

1, CtJBREN~ AOOOUl'ITB an oponocl tor IJo.eporotl .. 
Boolnt• •nd lndlvldaall. lnloron to allowed on daiiJ bolanua 
no' omoocllns Bo. 1,00,000. , 

1, BA VINGB BANK DJIPOBI~B are aoaoplocl """ l•loroll 
pat4 al 1 por oenl, oa mlnlmam moulhiJ balaDG& Bul• maJ 
1oo obtalnocllrom lho _una.mliJiocl• . 

&. DraHo ore laaaocloa 41otrtal ond olbor loWDI oa ..... lo •• 
aaom.laocl on appllootlon. 

a. Aaaonnto on oaclllocl qaar\OriJ by • linD ol lneorp>ral .. 
.loooonlanll ond '"""'' by • Speolol Go1ormnonl Aacllloa, 
QaanoriJ lllallmento of 8nanolol poolltoa an p11bllobocl m lilt 
u Bombay Go'ftll'DDllllli Ga~Mte.'1 . . 

V AlKONTB L. 14li:BT .l, 

Muo&JIII Dlnll•• 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDED IN 1880, ) 

Subscplptlon Rates. 
Inland ... ... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). 
Foreign ... ... ••• Rs. 10 (Post Free). 

Single copies of the CUI"""IIIt month, If avaDable can be had at 1 annas, current year ' annas and copies diOnl 

than a year old 8 annu each, exclusive of postage. 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Fonr per line, subject to a minimum 
ol live lines, or ~upee One Annas Four per Inch • 

.For PMtictdars, Apply to-
THB MANAGBR, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20, 
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THE MAHA-BODHI 
' An Illustrated Journal of lntemational 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(Eetabliah6tl 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeolog-y and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 
Professor Nicholas Roerlch, Sir Harl Singh Gour, 

Sri ll.ahula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesh Ohandra Sen, 
Mr. J, F. McKI!chnle (Bhlkkhu bllacara), SirS. Radha
krishnan, Dr, D. 11.. Bhandarlrar, Mr. A run Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr, B. M. Barua, Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., Ph.D., 
B.L., Dr. P. C. Bagchl, Dr, Benoy Chandra Sen, 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr. N. Dutt, and others. 

' 
AnnU/.11 8ulmription. · 

India, Ceylon ... ll.s. 4 Full page (Cover) ... ll.s. 23 
Burma ... , 5 Ditto (Body) ... , U 
Far Bast ... Yen 8 Half page ... , I 
Jlarope ... 8 Shillings 

or equivalent Quarter page ... , ' 
America ... 8 Donars 

An lg to th• Manag•r, 

lVIAHA-BODHI SOCIETY, 
CALCUTTA, 

you certainly wisk to see-

GERSOPP A Falls, 860 
feet drop, higher than 
the Niagaras; only 18 
miles from S a g a r a 
station, with well fur
nished Retiring Rooms, 
and • E u r o p e a n and 
I n d i a n . Refreshment 
Rooms. 

CHEST COLD 

(lle.rd.) 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

into bronchitis; avoid this by rubbing your 

chest with AMRU.rANJAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

.the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
)rings Quick Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN L TO. 
BOMBAY MADRAS. 

MYSORE 
THE MAGNETIC GARDEN 

CITY & TREASURE HOUSE 

OF· INDIAN ART, CAPITAL 

OF INDIA'S MODEL 

STATE. 

Krishnarajasagara, with its mighty dam, .It miles long; 
lovely· and most enchanting multi-colour-illuminated Terrace 
Gardens of Brindavan: fountain 120 ft. high; Modern Hotel, 
Krishnarajasagara. -~· 

etc., etc. etc. 

The Mysore State Railway offers you all 'the facilities you 
require to visit these and many other attractive places in the 
Mysore State. · 

POR FURTHER PARTIOriLARS, APPLY TO-

'fhe Publicity Officer to Government, Public Offices, 
BAN GALORE. 
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Rellgloi the Need ol the Hour :-"1 am not a 

religious preacher and I am not a fanatic, but 
it is bor,•e in upon me that the world's ills 
are due . to the divorce between science and 
religion, to the banishment• of spiritual outlook 
from the life of the present generation." This 
is taken from the address Sir Kailas 
Narayan Haksar delivered at the All-India 
Educational Conference held in Kashmir, which 
is reproduced in the current number of the 
Twentieth Century. Sir Tej Bahadur .Sapru 
in his address at the Convocation of the 
13enares Hindu University also stressed 
the importance of cultivating the spiritual 
outlook by·university men. The mid-Victorian 
antithesis between Science and Religion 
no longer exists. The men in the top ranks 
of science acknowledge that .Matter does not 
exist apart from Spirit and that both a:re 
subject to the same law of cause and effect. 
The popular mind in the West is as yet 
imprisoned in the notion that the law applies 
only to physical phenomena and that the 
belief that it applies equally to moral and 
spiritual life, is an Oriental superstition. The 
War is a rude reminder to all mankind that 
there is no break in the continuity of the 
processes which govern the universe. The 
Asiatic mind even in its most sceptical 
moods, is conscious of this continuity. The 
West, too, is coming to perceive it 
though, as yet, darkly. That the 
storms and travails consequent on Western 
unbelief have to be endured by the East also 
is proof of the solidarity of the human race. 
Japan's example should serve as a warning 
to other Asiatic nations. In the hope of 
pleasing Europe, Japan, externally at least, 
.adopted the Western outlook, became a Great 
Power, and began to compete with Europe 
1n the industrial sphere. In a word, she 
outwardly Europeanised herself unlike Turkey 
who swept aside the Caliph, secularised 
edu~tion and compelled her people to adopt the 

customs and manners of the West.. What is 
the result? Instead pf winning the respect of 
Europe, Japan h~ incurred the implacable 
hatred of the Western democracies. Prohibited 
from sending her surplus population to other 
continents monopolised by White raees, she 
started aggression on her Asiatic neighbours 
to whom, especially' .to China, she owes in 
large part her culture and civilisation. She 
departed from the gentle teachings of the 
Sakyamuni and bega~ to hanker after Empire. 

National Defence Council in Bombay :-One of 
the numerous bodies c~P.ated in connection with· 
the war, is the National Defence Council, This 
body was taken to visit certain centres where 
war work is being done and early this 
week it was in Bombay. At a public meeting 
in Sir Cowasji J ehangir Hall, Sir Cowasji 
Jehangir presidillg, speeches were made bythe 
members. As publi~hed in the Press, the 
speeches seem. quite ·proper but some of those 
who were present felt that there was too much 
of vituperative verbiage and too little of real 
effort at persuasion in some of the speeches. No 
attempt seems to have been made to remove the 
reasonable difficulties f!llt on the subject by non
party citizens. lnfor~ation calculated to help 
the enemy, of course, was out of the question 
but within the limits of safety, the public should 
be given sufficient data for believing that its 
security has been adequately safeg<~arded by the 
measures of Government. Not only was this with
held but some of the remarks ·of the principal 
speakers suggested that the situation was darker 
than it is. The Chairman himself was responsible 
for the most glaring of these lapses. He announ
ced to the meeting that steps had been taken 
to remove Parsi worrien and children to 
places outside Bombay and recommended other 
communities to follow the example. 
Parsi friends whom we consulted are totally 
unaware of the arrangement mentioned by Sir 
Cowasji. They never heard of it until they 
read it in The Bombay Chronicle report of Sir 
Cowasji's speech. One of them said that Sir 
Cowasji and a few other Sbettias might have 
arranged to send their women to Matheran or 
Mahableshwar at the first rumour of enemy 
approach. This Sir Cowasji perhaps magnified 
into an arrangement for the whole community. 
More than 8J per cent. of the population of the 
city, is not Bombay-born. More than 90 per 
cent. of Parsis, however, are Bombay-born. 
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Their interests anq erhptions are centred in .·1 

Bcmbay which they • consider, not without 
reason, tef be largely their own creation. 
The bulk of the Parsis will · not agree to a 
scheme of wholesale evacuation. However 
that may be, the bulk of the Bombay populatio11 
does not show any signs of panic. The Share 
Bazaar panic does not represent the demeanor 
of the general population, Whether or not they 
feel that everything is being done to ensure their 
safety, they have the goJd sense to understand 
that nothing is to be gained by losing their heads 
For the great majority, running away from their 
homes and work, is out of the question. All the 
same, panic is catching and it is well betimes to 
arrange for the removal tof nervous people to 
places where their menta condition will not 
prove infectious. 

More Detentions :-As t e result of agitation 
in Great Britain and ih India, satyagraha 
prisoners have been an~. are being released. 
What is more, slogan-s~outers are not being 
arrested and. prosecute • They shout their 
slogans until they are tire ancl .no one is the 
wiser or sadder fot the p rformance. Although 
Congress .leaders declar that the :releases 
are of .·no consequence, et as a matter of 
fact there is considerabl relief felt because 
of them .in wide circles. Unfortunately, when 
thing:> were thus takin a favourable turn, 
the news of the ·detention of Mr. Sarat Bose 
and some others on the 'ground of suspected 
sympathy with the J panese, has tended 
to counteract .the effec of· the release of 
the stayagraha prisone • Mr. Sarat Bose, 
according to the organ o his party in Calcutta, 
was to have been appoi ted Minister for Law 
and Order in the newl formed Huq Cabinet, 
The timing of his arr st was calculated to 
r<;lise the suspicion that the move was intended 
to prevent his appointment. Mr. Fazlul Huq 
and his colleagues in the new Ministry, have 
taken up Mr. Sarat Bose's case and they 
may be expected to do everything possible 
to .see justice done to him. But the cases 
of Dr. Kalidas Nag and Mr. Balasingha 
the Secretary of the Mahabodhi Society. of 
Calcutta, who have also been arrested. and 
detained, are of more importance though they 
have not attracted the amount of public atten· 
tion. which Mr. Bose's detention has. Ka!idas 
Nag . is a scholar and a historian of repute of 
Indian influence in the Far East from ancient 
times. To him we owe much of the information 
about Indian influence in Java, Indo-China 
and other countries, including China . and 
Japan. His sympathy with Japan is that of a 
scholar and antiquarian and has nothing to do 
with contemporary events. Mr. Balasingha 
is a. Ceylonese and his residence in India is 
entirely for purposes of promoting interest 
in . Buddhism in the land . of its birth; His 
arrest is likely to produce resentment in Buddhist 
countries, which at the present time is not likely 
to help the cause of Britain. Unwise statements 
have been made by . prominent Englishmen 

describing the war as a crusade for the protec
tion of· Christianity and European civilization, 
It behoves the Government of India to exercise 
the greatest care to prevent acerbation of 
religious sentimentS as much in Western as in· 
Western Asia. 

Lord Linlitbgow's Calcutta Address :-When 
an appeal is to be made for the co-operatioB 
of people of different views, it is obvious! y 
desirable to avoid allusions and references. 
which have not the same associations for· 
all as they have for the speaker. His 
Excellency the Viceroy naturally cherishes a 
high. opinion of the scheme of the Government 
of India Act in the production of which he 
played an important part. But it has been. 
rejected by the Indian public and has been. 
virtually abandoned by the British Government 
which, through the Secretary of State, has. 

·announced that . the Indian people should 
frame their own constitution and that. 
opportunities to do it wiU be furnished as soon· 
as the preoccupations of the war permit this 
to be done. Not only did His Excellency indulge 
in unseasonable praise cof this discarded measure· 
but he also described :it as the product of the 
best minds of England and India. It is notorious 
that .every single suggestion made by Indian 
members:. of . the Round Table Conference 
was. rejected by the Government. To speak 
of this as co-operation, is to use the word 
in a Pickwickian sense. Apart from p.Jiitics, 
the position of Lord Linlithg.Jw cannot but. 
awaken sympathy. in every sensitive mind. He 
is officially Viceroy of India but for all practica} 
purposes he may be Viceroy of India, Burma,. 
Ceylon and Malaya as welL In the last resort, 
the. burden of protecting these countries falls 
upon India and her Viceroy. ' Indians wh~ differ 
from Government are yet anxious to do what 
they can to lighten Lord Linlithgow's burden, 
and they would be able better to do this if 
His Excellency resolutely forgets all about the 
Hoare scheme, the Round Table Conference and 
the Joint Parliamentary Committee, As for the 
Viceroy's appeal to Indians to lay aside 
their differences, His Excellem:y would greatly 
facilitate this most desirable process, if he 
can, see· his way to announce that for the 
duration of the war all Indians would be 
regarded as British citizens irrespective of caste· 
and creed. The· secJn:l announcement 
which will have an excellent effect is that the 
restrictions against the entry and acquisition. 
of citizen rights in the Dominions are abJlished. 
with the concurrence of the Dominion Govern~ 
ments. The exi$tence of these restrictions, 
shared by Indians and. Japanese, is an anomaly 
which does not help if it does not actually 
hinder the war effort.' The war is breaking 
down all barriers of race, creed, colour, and 
continent, and it is the part of prudence not to. 
wait until the distinction between fellow subjects. 
called upon to shoulder the same heavy burden is. 
swept away by the force of events. 
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· Exaggerated Claims ;-Reuter · has sent a 
cryptic cable regarding questions in Parliament 
about the authority responsible for the flamboyant 
messages which heralded the opening of the 
present campaign in Africa. The messages led 
one almost to expect a walk over for our troops. 
The . preparation for the campaign during a 
period of five months, was said to be perfect 
and it· was ·implied that .the enemy had been 
negligent all the time. This optimistic anticipation 
was rudely shaken in a few days. The enemy, it 
transpires, had not heel\ sleeping •. The expected 
walk-over did not materialize; instead our troops 
met with stubborn resistance and the 
.campaign is being indefinitely prolong-ed. The 
Secretary of State for War refused to divulge the 
name of the official responsible for this mis
directed zeal. This is . not the first time that 
radio broadcasts have·been belied by events and 
we do I!Ot see any object in penalising the person 
responsible for the mishap on this occasion. He 
no doubt meant to raise the morale of the 
Empire by · a bit. of exaggeration in which 
·perhaps he himself . believed at the time. The 
British Intelligence Department has not shown 
itself to be particularly efficient nowadays. The 
enemy is able apparently to throw dust in its 
eyes more effectively than it is able to throw it 
into his. Something like this has also happened 
about Singapore-. For the last twoyears the world 
was led to think of the fortifications at Singapore 
as impregnable to the most powerful assaults. 
Mt. Amery was, however, warning the world 
this week of what would be the consequences to 
it of the surrender of Singapore to the Japanese. 
It is high time, if it is not too late, to give up 
this habit of misleading the public by exaggerat
ed assuranCes. ·They lull it into a sense of false 
security and increase the danger of panic when 
the truth stands suddenly revealed. 

The War with Japan2-lf British authorities 
bad any illusion that the Japanese would prove 
as easy to deal with as Italians, they have been 
quickly disillusioned. The sinking of two 
great battleships at the very outset of hostilities, 
might have been sheer luck but the subsequent 
operations In air, sea and land show that the 
Japanese have mastered the modern art or war as 
well as the British, the Nazis and the Russians. 
At the same time, it will be absurd to draw 
conclusions from the events of the first few days 
ofthe war. The story of the bare and the tortoise 
bas a valuable lesson for nations engaged in 
war. The British Empire is, like Hindu 
soeiety, a vast and unwieldy body, which, to 
outsiders, seems little capable of effective 
co-operation. It takes time for all its parts to 
realise that a common danger threatens the 
whole organism, and even after this is realised, 
It needs time to collect its resources and focus 
them at the crucial point. At the initial stages, 
therefore, the British Empire is likely to lag. Hut 
once started, the huge organism gains momentum 
every minute and unlem some incredibly stupid 
blunder intervenes-which, alas, cannot be left 
out of calculation-its weight becomes irresisti
ble. On the other hand, it would be foolish 

t:l minimise the strength of the· Japanese. 
They are not a rich people like the Americans 
and the British but they have in their Emperor 
a rallying centre , of a . potency inconceivable 
to Western minds. A hundred thousand 
Japanese will think nothing of ·going straight 
into the jaws of death to preserve 'the Imperial 
prestige. The Asiatic ·, is more capable of 
concentration than the European in any sphere, 
good or bad, be chooses to adopt as his own. 
The Asiatic can also live on much. less than 
the British or the American and this makes up 
for the disparity in wealth between the Asiatic 
and' the Euro-American. One great lessOn. 
of this war is already patent. That is, wealth 
is not everything. It is the human spirit 
which counts. 

Crlcket Controversy :-A controversy has 
arisen over the game of cricket. For many 
years· past Bombay has been holding annual 
matches in which teams representing_ the 
principal communities played one. against 
another. These matches attracted great crowds 
from· all communities and sometimes the 
enthusiasm of each c;>mmunity for its side 
found vent in vituperadve exchanges. But so far 
as we know, there was nothing more serious 
and we can not say that these matches had 
any very appreciable . effect in fomenting 
communal ill-feeling. Some people who are 
oppressed by the invasion of communal 
differences in politics and seek to eliminate 
them, have bit upon the ab.,lition of 
communal· cricket ;~s a first step to•vards 
the end. · The Reformer has, not been able 
to hold that communal activities are harmful 
in · every direction. On the contrary, the 
communal sense may be, if properly directed, a 
stimulus for emulation in social work. If 
Hindus atten'd to their numerous problems, 
if Musliins an:i Parsis and Christtans do the 
same, much progress may be made towards the 
solution of common national problems. The 
leaders of the several communities may usefully 
exchange ideas and profit by each other's 
example. There is nothing inherently incom
patible in the fellow-feeling among people of 
the - same social and religious groups 
adopting measures for their own advancement 
and all co-operating .in the advancement of 
interests affecting the whole country. While 
all attempts to create a sense of common 
citizenship are to be · welComed, they need not 
involve the aboliticn of all activities among 
Communal groups. No one wants that the 
several communities which have lived in India 
for many centuries, should be compelled to 
coalesce into a single group. Such an idea is 
opposed to the Indian tradition which, alone 
among nations, has rejected the method of 
hammering all differences out with the object of 
having a homogeneo~ population whi~h might 
be easier to deal wtth from a pol•t•cal and 
administrative point of view. The present 
controversy seems to us to be a case of much 

I ado about nothing. 
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C. R:·s CONVOC:'\ TION ADDRESS. 
Mr. C. Rajagopalachary!!'s address at the 

·Annual Convocation of Lucknow University, 
was not what Convocation addresses usually 
are. It · was a political manifesto and an ulti

:matum to Gandhiji, combined. Mr. Rajagopala· 
charya justified . his departure from the 
, usual · convention on grounds which would 
·limit the choice of future convocation orators 
; to persons caught · in a crisis of their lives. 
,He said that he was not an educatipnal , expert 
and that he did not wish to ·add to the 
plethora of advice which has b~n tendered to 

.the gradgates. of Indian Universities in nume

. rous convocation addresses. . He presumed that 
.the reason. why Lucknow University invited 
,him to · deliver this year's address was that 
.. the authorities had heard of differences between 
.him an4 Gandhiji and were curious to know 
:what they were about. He admitted that 
there was a difference, and a serious one, which, 
:unless Gandhiji came ropnd to Mr. Rajagopala
.charya's way of thinking, must lead · to a split 
.between them, He said : 

i hava not bee~ quite an insignificant colleague of 
Gandhijl. I have worked with him these 22 years and 
feel the just pride of having helped him substantially to 
develop and put into action his principles and methods. 
Many are the ties that bind me to him, and it is. n()t a 
pleasure .to discover a difference and recognize .i~ as 

. leading to the parting of ways. -But prayerfully 
and In all humility must we face such a recognition 
if it must come. · · 

The difference was as regards the application 
·of the principle of . non-violence. Mr. Raj;lgo
·pa\acharya upholds and adheres to Akz'rnsa as 
the ideal of Indian nationalism. But to him 
it is an ideal to be steadily kept in view but not 
to be indiscriminately applied to current questions. 
'There must be compromise. No principle can 
be practised in this complicated world without 
·compromise, he said. 

Mr. Rajagopalacharya misses the central 
fact that principle itself is crystallised experience. 
Mankind for long centuries was content to 
produce fire by striking a piece .of flint against 
a bit· of steel or rubbing two pieces of wood 
together •. It did not grasp th~ pri~ciple that 
friction creates heat. Once th1s pnnc1ple was 
grasped-the process ·of the . discovery has 

. become a matter of legend-the safety-match 
quickly replaced the stone and steel method. 
This is the history of all human progress. 
Compromise there has been but it has 
retarded rather than helped forward progress. 
But there must always be some men who, regard
less of ·personal convenience or immediate 
practical result, stand for a principle because 
it is a principle, There must be men who 
feel it their mission to keep the torch burning 
. so that all may light their .lamps at it wheJilever 

, )h~y .feel the need to do so. . . , 
' Gandhiji, said Mr. Rajagopalacharya, st!lnds 

for total opposition to all war. ·· But; surely, he 
i.vas· not doing that ·during the• last war~ when • he• 
\Vas 'actively engaged in recruiting men fJr' the 
army: Nor was: he totally opposed to all war 
when he told the Viceroy that 'the destructbn of 
W estminister Abbey:would be the end of all his 
hopes. Ev<:n today we doubt if he is the absolutist 
in respect of non-violence and war Mr. Raja• 
gopalacharya proclaims him to be. Gandhiji 
has declared himself to be a man of compromise. 
Some who knew him well and had great hopes 
of his leadership, found.it impossible to foll.Jw 
him when they found that he could not follow 
a principle ·or an idea to its legitimate conclusion 
but was always prone to let himself be side
tracked on minor issues. The last twenty years 
have been full ofinstances. Mr. Rajagopalacharya 
and others who set up Gandh1ji's adherence to 
non-violence as . their reason ·for·, deserting 
him, are really inspired by a different 
reason although they are not conscious of 
it.. They rebel not against Gandhiji's non
violence-none of them is prone to violence by 
temperament-but against his non-co-ope ration 
tactics now known as satyagraha. Some 
Indians including Liberals and others, realise;! 
from the first that Gandhiji's non ·co-operation 
method was unsuited to In1ia. . They were 
sneered at by Mr. Rajagopalacharya and others 
of his school as men without courage, without 
principle, as tiine servers and solicitous of official 
countenance. After twenty, wasted years, Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya has also com~ to realise this. 
He does not naturally want to aclmowledge that 
all these years he was pursuing a will-o' -the· 
wisp. Mr. Rajagopalacharya even claims great 
success for this method. It has not been fruitful 
of any results which are calculated to prove of 
permanent benefit to the country. 

The failure of non co-operatioo is due to 
the deep-rooted abhorrence of the Indian mind 
to anarchy. In Europe, foreign rule as such is 
regarded as the greatest evil. In India some rule, 
any rule, has been considered preferable to 
anarchy. If native·rule can save the country from 
anarchy, there can be nothing better. But if no 
native rule can do this, then, better foreign rule 
than no rule. Again and. ·again, in Indian 
history people have accepted foreign rule in 
preference to indigenous. chaos. This is the 
reason why a few European traders were able . , 
with the help of . Indian troops an\1, to 
a large extent, with Indian money to establish 
British domination in this country. The idea 
that foreign . r!lle as such is detestable 
is not an indigenous idea. It is an E.uropean 
importation wh:ch has now captured the Indian 
political imagination.· The acc~ptable govern
ment, according- to Indian ideas, is a gov<"m
ment which left the people free to profess 
and . practise their own religions, did not impose 
unbearable burdens on them, and left tbem free 
to live their lives, to think their own thoughts, to 
go to heaven or hell in t\leir own way. There· was 
at the end of the eighteenth century no Indian 
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power which held out.the.promiseofaiJch govern Tbe ideal·.positiou would be for. an· independen~1 
ment..Thatwa<J.why.our: predecessors :accepted ln_dia allied with _&itain on one; side.;.,. 
Bdtish rule even held it, as a godsend and, set Wltb Japan·. and Cbma . on anotll;er. With. tbe., 

· ' • · 1 h d · ha • I Arab counu1es on . the th1rd and w1th Russ1a on. 
themselves br COIIShtuttona · met 0 5 to· ve at / the fourth. This is what the history of this country • 
transformed mto an acceptable government. They , and her inability to merge into an)' existing groups 
were ··not· mendicants· or. beggars but men· who 1 in'the world, point inevitably ta.· It is difficult for a. 
understood the temper of the people and ·sought I student· of world events to visualize any stability. in~ 
to develop through 'British agency the essentials ! alliances because in the past fifty years, alliances arid 
o£ .Swaraj . based on' principles'. ol freedom I treatie~' . have not • proved worth the· p .. per they' 
· 1 · G db"' . · . . . · h- are· pmfted on. in' thEf anarchy of the last decade 

an~ to erat1on. an IJl too was content. WJt / there is nevertheless a method. The weak: • 
th1s ·'·method .for• . many years. He • would nations win security by agreeing to allow a 11Uong 
have• probably remamed so but for the ampor-'1 neighbouring power to look after' their defence and 
trinity ·of followers· whd were eager ·to· oust decide their foreign policy for them, "India and 
the old veterans and get the Congr~ss into their De'!'ocracy" is !tself a specious ~rgument to grant 
hands. For many years, Mr. Rajagopalacharya lnd1ans eve~ythmg except the nght to :fi~d h;t 
h' self . n outsider· in the Congress camp !'Wn place m the wort~ _of tomorrow, yet lflndla 

tm . was a . . . · • 1s to be even a Domm1on, sne ·must be allowed 
He was not trusted by the·. mner Circle. I-:Ie IS to follow a policy suited to her geographical 
by nature averse to emotional demonstrations. position, just as Canada's special· position to the 
His rise to the present high position which he United States is recoJnized, It is well-known 
holds ir, Indian public .life, is a triumph of mind that Britain's past.polic:r towards J apa',l has .b:en 
over inert m;1tter. His public declaration ofloss act!'ated by. cons!derat1on for -t\ustraban op1mon. 
of faith in the non-co-operation method- lnd1!' bas w1der mterest11 and 1t cannot. be that 

· · · • f . her mfiuence should be leRs. 
d1sg~1sed as non-violence-as an act o high Those who have followed the strange and tortuous 
poht1cal courage. Nobody knows better than course of British foreign policy. cannot urge that 
he that he is laying himself open to the charge, Indian influence would be a force for irresponsibility. 
at the hands of his associates, of kicking away The prt;sen.t British ."!ethod of appealing to India 
the ladder on which he has risen. But he has to remam m the Bntlsh group, even though abe 
felt the call ta renounce and it is in the spirit of has no choice •. is an improvement on the old 

• · h h ts 'f h t f strategy of saymg that she has to be there. But 
renunc1~~1on t at e par -I e mus - rom India must decide her own foreign policy. In this 
GandhiJI. connection Sir George has a very ingenious 

INDIA AND THE WORLD. 

"India and Democracy" has much in it that 
is bad history, inaccurate reporting and inadequate 
appreciation of India's future place in the world. 
Sir George Schuster in one paragraph does refer 
to the great. part India will have to play as a 
bridge between East and West, which will 
transform the British .commonwealth into somerhing 
more than a racial combination. But it is inserted 
for the benefit of the ~allery. It is not apparently 
a matter of deep conv1ction with him. Even the 
fact that India must remain in the Empire group, 
is a m•tter of convenience with Sir George 
rather than of national development. He has 
proved with laborious zeal that Inaia cannot 
fit into • a Japanese imperium or into a Chinese 
aystem1 that the Bolshevik and Nazi political 
methods will not appeal to the Indian mind; that 
the question of uniting with the U. S. A. does ' 
not arise 1 <tDd that, therefore, she must be within 1 
the British Empire as no nation can afford to I 
be alone. Nevertheless, the picture of India and 
the Indian, whioh Sir George Schuster and 
Mr. Wint have drawn, must leave the impression 
that India does not fit in either with the 
British group. Even more than what our 
authors say, there are the Dominions. None of 
them want Indians except on the most humiliating 
terms and few of them are averse to using India for 
their own advantage. The Eastern Group meetings 
at Delhi provided a painful reminder of India's 
poaition when the Viceroy of India failed to speak as 
the representative oflndia but subtly distinguished 
between the British people and the peoples assooiat
~d with them. Muoh is said of India's key position 
in the Eastern Group. What we can make out of 
her position, is that she is useful-aa useful as the 
common stock of a oo-operative enterprise-for 
providing supplies. 

paragraph which speaks volumes. He writes : 
......... The British Government would contract for a 

· time to perform a large part of the services required for 
the. defence of India, leaving the Indian national 
governments in their< early years free to concentrate 
mainly on the tasks ol internal goverument. Those 
tasks, if the appreciation in the. preceding chapters 
is acrepted as a true one, are great enough, and indeed, 
an English reader, looking back over the past few 
years, might be tempt<d to ••claim, "Bow fortunate I" 
if presented with the prospect of a government able to 
devote itself entirely to its internal social policy. It 
may in fact truly be said of the English people that 
alter the last war they wanted nothing better than to 
go back to a quiet world in which they could develop 
their social policies at home regardless of external 
threat•. That indeed is precisely what they tried to do 
and what may be said to have led them into allowing 
Germany to get such a long start in building up the 
mechanism for aggressive war. 

Tllis is indeed confused thinking with a vengeance. 
It is one of the fascinating characteristics of the 
British mind when concerned with India that, if left 
alone to do its thinking aloud, it throws out 
contradictory ideas. Sir George's logic is exquisite. 
To the Indian looking back over the past few years, 
the present trouble lies in· the. leaders who took 
advantage of Britain's public. inertia .and carrie~ .on 
things their own way. He 1s not hkely to reJOICe 
overmuch at the prospect of continuing these con
ditions as Sir George asks him to do. Any people 
who allow others, whether of their own race or alien, 
to conduct their foreign policy for them, will :find 
themselves ultimately in calamitous straits. Mr. A. 
L. Rowse writes of tbe fateful post-war period in the 
Political Quarterly: 

As a political candidate with a responsibility to tbe 
people in my part of the country, the county of 
Cornwall, I warned them again and again of the fa~ 
Indolence and Irresponsibility of this man (Baldwin) 
who was Prime Mlni.ter of Great Britain. They 
preferred not to listen; they are paying for it DOW· 
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Thiil ill the mentality--in regant tel the foreign' policY 
whic!Y Sir George · Schuster· would ·want io ell'ist 
in India,' •Considering • ·the many•sided interests 
of this country, we Joould ·think , of nothing more 
disastrous, - • - ' 

The present war has changed radically many views 
about tbe ability of countries to defend 'themselves. 
Sir George Schuster uses the fact that no country 
has been able to stand alone in its defence, to press , 
home the point that Indians should no~ be asked to , 
seek an impossible ideal and, (!n the other hand, that 
Britain should not make India's inability to defend 
herself alone, a reason to stop political. progress, as 
Mr. Amery .bas done. He suggests a convention 
between Britain and India somewbat simil..r to the 
Al)glo-Egyptian Treaty, This is a definite. progress 
and it will, we hope, be the basis of a• provisional 
arrangement between the two countries, But we 
must utter ~ warning against the facility with which 
Sir- George takes for granted the military· experts' 
conc:eption of what is tbe defence , of India. 
He writes: 

India's defence would clearly be most economically 
and effectively assured by cooperation in the defence . 
of poinli outside lndia which are strategically . 
essential to her security, 

The Chatfield Report made Indian acceptance 
of this view the basis of its recommendations. 
This is a subject that must . be discussed on its 
merits, It is interesting to note that. even in the 
U. S. A., the American Hepburn Board suggested 
the fortifying of Guam Island on the same basis, 
Mr. Hanson W. Baldwin in an ardole on "Our 
New Long Shadow" in F'orBign Affair• for April1939 
oommentecl on its reasoning as follows; , . 

"it would be valuable as a defense for the American 
' coasts and HawaL u Put thus, the argument can be 

reduced to an absurdity. By the same argument we 
. should have bases at the North Pole, in Europe .and 
Asia. What rea:ly is meant is that it would be 

, invaluable for operations against Japan in ca•e of war 
with that country ...... lf we were to relinquish our base 
in the Philippines following the grant of independence 
to those !.lands, we would have little reason to 
maintain an Asiatic Squadron (thereby removing the 
second argument of needing a repair base for the 
Asiatic Squadron) ... the development (of a base at 
Guam) would require years aud the process might be 
viewed by Japan as a threat to her own vital interests 

' and this might itself induce war. 

The implication! of this passage are important. 
. The most vital point is that at is no. use ac;)epting 

defence respJnsibilities for areas distant from a 
country unless the defending power has al!!O 
political control o~er those areas. What is gooj 
strategy· for Britain witb her widespread 
Empire, would mean in India's case only accepting 
the duty of sending out troop! to fight all over 
the J<VOrld. The caution of the great United 
States democracy in this matter is a necessary 
warning to India. If there is a convention for defence, 
it must be one which does not mortgage India's 
foreign policy to the military experts, This 
shoulcl not be difficult with the example of 
Egypt's . attitude of ·neutrality to the present 
wu. In suggesting the treaty with Egypt as a 
sign'post for India's defence problem, Sir George 
has made a useful contribution to the subject of 
Indo-British relation9, 

THE WOMEN MOVEMENT. IN INDIA, 
(BY BEGUM MIR AMIRUDDIN, MADRAS.) 

When· dealing with social conditions,· there is 
another matter to which> 1 , should like to advert. 
In con!Jonanoe ·w.ith ·tlu~- secular-- nature ol moder11. 
edu.Jation,. which train' tb.e . intellect, builds the, 
body, but ignores the. inner self, a. tendency is . 
observable on the part of some of our younger 
women to break away with religion and Oriental ' 
traditions. This tendency,' if allowed to remain · 
unchecked, will do · incalculable. harm to the . 
nation. We suffer in -a.dangerous degree from ~t. 
malady of imitation, dangerous _because we do: 
not ,!lmulate other races and nations in regard . 
to habits and customs which have contributed 
to their progress but rather ape their shortcomings · 
and weaknesses. Unrestrained freedom, Occidental· 
dancing, games of chance are all making deep: 
inroacls on .Indian society anct it is not uncommon 
these days for mothers to bewail the loss of control; 
over . tneir daughters' activities, Even Muslim. 
women emerging from the purdah are to be found in 
fa!hiortable circles falling into the pitfalls of a social 
life that is un-lslamic. 

In this era of change, when the great and good 
mottos of old are being supplanted by fashionable 
slogans, it behoves the leaders · of the women's 
movement to guide their inexperienced sisters 
through the maze of ideas, of doctrines, policies and 
idealogies of the modern world and put a restraint 
upon those who feel the impulse to carry 
a new found freedom to extremes. It must. 
be impressed upon the modern girl that 
the Indian woman today stands at the 'threshold 
of her career, behind whom are noble traditions 
fraught with lessons, before whom are the 
coming centuries pregnant with possibilities to 
be made her own, anct that in directing the 
steps of progress she must be a steadfast level
hP.aded creature, who does not in the name of 
fashion discard her modesty and grace and all that 
is fine and beautiful in Oriental culture. 

I should now like to touch upon one question 
which is pressing upon the country with increasing 
insistence, and that is the need f<Jr the creation of a 
spirit of concord and understanding between the 
members ot different castes and creeds. Towards 
the establishment of that ideal, both women and 
educational institutions have to play their part. No 
moulding influence can more effectively create among 
people a disposition to mutual understanding than 
power which mothers exercise, It is up to 
every mother to lay the foundation of the 
future peace of the land by inculcating in the 
young; in their impressionable age, that diversity 
in regard to races, cultures, and oreeds consti
tutes the very law of Nature, but that 
despite ctissimilarity we are all members of a 
common humanity. Children should be taught in 
their homes to free themselves from the bondage of 
their individual 'ego' and· the •ego' of their race and 
creed and to cultivate a broad spirit of tolerance for· 
those different frolll t_hemselves, 

On the other side, the ideal of fellowship should be 
implanted in the minds of . the young in our 
educational institutions. India is torn by, dissensions 
because the mental approach of the nation is defec
tive, because our ectuoational institutions have not 
played their part in fostering mutual understanding 
an.:l goodwill between the citizens of the -land. 
What is needed is that in the educational apparatus 
of our schools; there should be ample recognition 
of the finest gifts which each race and religion 
has given to India, 
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I wisb to ,exprese gratiiei'tiOP , ~ .•lw; face tbac ( crowniog point of . cbe Great. Indian Ren~ieanoe, 
dJe Women'• Movement in l1,1dia, in ita enthusiasm will be the pivot ofall aociaLand national progre•s.· 
to lift the neglected half-section of society from the Let u1,. therefore, marob onward in our task with 
quagmire-· of eulferinga and handicaps in.· which it hearts full of bope and .minds :filled with inapiration . 
it pi unjred, hal . not lost • itl balan~o and 1e1110 of for> ~be attainment of our ideals, botb great and . 
~oport1on. Our women, 10 demandmg the removal · glonouso ·' 
Of the fetterl which have eramped their individuality, . __ 
have dono 10 not in a spirit :of militancy or opposition 
but in e,n attitude of calm, well-i?alanced assertion. 
Further, they have re-iterated that in pressing 
forward their (:Jaime to be accorded recognition 
in the pra:~tical affairs .of life, they . ask fiX' no 
favoure, they desire no privileges, .they look forward 
to no special concessions. They have made it 
abundantly clear that though women .demand 
equality they do· not hold that 11uch equality should 
be regardle1s of individual merit 1 rather it is their 
view that effioiency 1hould ba their wdchword and 
be. the ba,is of their demand for preferential treat
mont. Rightly , did Plato observe, "Division of 
labour mu1t be by aptitude and ability and not by . 
sex. If I' woman shows herself capable of political 
administra.tion, Jet her rule; if a man show• himself 
oapable only of washing dishes, let bim wash." 

It is a mistake to proclaim that women are the 
same as men 1 they are not. Had woman been 
similar to. man, there would be no neoessity, for 
feminine representation on the different bodies that 
ia demanded by women's Organizations. In the 
worda of Tennyson, "woman is not undeveloped man, 
but diverse," and it i1 not identity but diversity that. 
constitutes woman's greatest claim to take her share 
in pu blio lire. Wom~n claim representation because 
they represent another aapect from men in the prob
lems th1t faoe the world, because their opinions and 
their point of view are so vitally neoessary to the 
welfare of tbe nation and humanity at large. 

No woman should be disqualified by sex from 
exercising any public function. This should be 
reoognized not merely in p1per theoretically, but in 
actual practice. It is not enough that women 
should be recruited as clerks and in the lower rungs 
of the pu blio Servioe ladder. We need a woman 
representative at the top ; we need a woman 
representative in the heart of affairs, that is at the 
helm of the administra.tion of every Province and 
also in the Central Executive Council of India. Let 
nobody misunderstand that we wish to run a com
petition with men in capturing seats and places. All 
that we ask for is that there should be one woman 

, representative in important key positions. 
Men and women, it must be remembered each 

c:on!titute one-half of humanity, neither superior, nor 
inferior, but interdependent, having their respective 
oontributions to make for the evolving of a happier 
and better world order than at present existing. The 
unbalancing of modern oivilization has been 
due to the mere masculine tone given to it, 
to the predominance of a spirit of destruc
tiveness, whioh unhappily has held sway over 
manhood. A bright future for the world will 
emerge when the creativeness that is preserved by 
womanhood will beoome oommon to both man 
and woman, and when there will be perfect on
operation between them in the making of human 
history. 

Reali11ing as the Women's Conference does that 
the centre of life bas been and ever. will be the 
home, the aim of this organization bas been primarily 
to call upon women to become better wives and 
better mothers and therealter only to fulfil their 
role as active oitisena. · 

The watobword of the Women's movement io India, 
l wish to reiterate, Is balance, hence there is no 
doubt about it that this movement,' whiob is the 

HOUSING FOR HEALTH. 
' ' . 

(BY LALITHA ,L )losES, ,BARODA) 

·A coitiprehensive survey of bousiog in India would 
bpg1n with the housing of . tbe past. One of the 
characteristics of a fully developed stage of civiliza
tion i1 the prevalence of a high mode of civic life;. 
and such a life goes band in hand witb well planned · 
unitl of. the community, namely the city or the 
village, That such a highly developed civic life 
existed · in Ancient India has been proved 
cOnvincingly by archaelogical excavations. The 
works of aooient writers containing the details of her 
welt defined town-planning schemes amounting 
nearly to fifteen, testify further to her attainment of 
civic consciousness. 

The recent excavations .at Mohenjodaro, Harappa 
and Chanho11aro in the Indus basin, are a revelation 
to the city life of prehistoric IndiAnS. The 
predominating feature characterising the growth 
of these excavated cities was the advancement 
in hygienic ana sanitary principles governing the 
layout and oonstruction of the buildings. The 
people were no dreamers, no idealists, but thorough 
realists. Their realism is plainly discernible in their 
architecture. With regard to their buildings, 
they did not lavish their attention on mere external 
decoration but on real comfort. They did not 
regard their houses as something that would catch 
the eye by tbeir quaintness; but ·they built them 
as dwelling places. Whatever, therefore, did 
not contribute to the main purpose of a building-a 
living bome,-was completely eschewed. Co~m?'" 
diousness, health, welfare,-sucb were the oratena 
that motivated the Indus city builders. . 

What a contrast we :find in Egypt & Sumet where 
the grandeur of the structure ha.s completely relegat
ed to the back<>'round the comfort needed. Tbe 
small house of the West is a poor tribute to the 
planning capacities · of the builders. Wha.t they 
have left behind exhibit their love of mere decora
tion, to whiob was sacrificed all notions of well 
being. 

With regard to the modern cities, although Science 
has aided architects and builders in the construction 
of hygienic homes and hea.lthy environments, there 
are yet traces of unhygienic methods of living; dust, 
dirt and congestion still continue to muok up ~ur 
roads and dwelling places. Probably, overcrowdmg 
is the cause of the evils. In many of our South 
lndia.n towns, buildings are put up so close to . rca~
ways that with tbe grow:th ~f tra.ffic, congest~on as 
increased; light and venulataon are reduced; aocadents 
and mortality are rapidly on the increase. Is there no 
remedy f, r this? Re~'!ilding the cities is o_ut of the 
question. The condataons have to be amproved 
gradua.lly, accelerated as muoh as possible by indi
vidua.l and collective effort. Orderly arrangement 
helped by legislation :w:m help to solve the prob_lem. 
Shall we allow our oatles to grow any more 10 a 
disorderly manner, eo that widening of . ~treets, 
provisioning of open spaces and other condataons of 
a healthy life will become so much more costlyP A 
wise scheme of town planning or town improvement 
should be decided upon by government an consul
tation with technical men-industrialists, lawyers, 
engineers railway and transport companies-and a 
law pass~d making it an offenoe for any one to 
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erect buildings' or c~rry.ou't i~pr'*enien,ts:~xcept.r' '·' I "THE lNDlV:IDUAL IN, WAR.: I Piw I 
cdnfor'mjtywith. the plan;·: ''_ 1

' •• ~·.·· '. ,' .'. '.J ""'' . +sv 'N E K'Akli KATHIAWAa'')· ot/ ._, 
• J. '· •II I •. , 1 ; v"': .: • . • 1 r J l rn1\ , . • • • . ':- , ~ , ,_1- • _ ._ 1 1 :"! : <•. 
There ;is yet another .directibn;. in; • which th11- Jf~> i 'In: wai'•time our sense 'of values is· distorted;. :. Tor 

fo~mer ought ;to tu.;n. his .attention, :r. The .problem of I be· of serV"ice a sense of values ·mu5t• ha,ve teliSOQ.i 
housebuilding in rural areas demands his considera- . in <it, .and in reason· nothing must bo over-emphasised.· 
tion, The mud walls and thatched roofs which 111 .: a: state' ·of war the ueasoning · man arid. tbe. 
house .the maj?. (ity of lndi~n rY_?t!io af£orc;l I?ut little I unreasoning man .both tend to over-emphasis. . .. ·."' 
protection agams_t: sun ·and :r£1{ 'to" the· VIllagers, ·M:Cist p~ople posses~ some se~se of value!Ji Theif' 
It is wrong--to ·suppose that ·the· peasant has no r mi:t'ural.inclitiation may be stronger. in one 'direotiDtt·: 
am b. itio.ns, that lfle is satisfied t. o. '.· ive. in his D)Ud. h·u. t. I tlian in another, . Yet so 'long as they are' aware ·,0f: 
all his life. He perhaps has as many' longings a~ ~he : dlf · j d d · · to h ht · ·· 
we. aJthy·, b. ut, o]as, to h,_im ambi.tiO_Q is a_ close.'d J'>_ ,ci_ok .. '.,'· .. eren,t Stan ar s, an senSitiVe· t oug • S, In~~-., · st ns'· and· atmospheres · Gther ·than thetr own,• it • 
and he has been t~ught to smothe)' it from his . early i cannot be said that they are lacking in such a sen~e. · 
childhood with. a stoical· belief in Fate', _ So~etimes '. Yet in the rapid movement forced upon us· hy war,· 
a storm merctlessly blows. away. the t~atched ro.of j in the ebb and flow of oircumstaoce and events, ill 
of his. mud hut, and he _and hts famtly are .left. the fluli:ofall these things, their outlook is so greatly 
exposed to. the fury of the elements ; every year 'j altered "that they do not, and cannot, ·weigh 01' consi•'• 
the summer sun beats cruelly 'down · upon 'hi~ f. der; or adjust themselves aright' to what is truer: 
famine, pestilence, disease and drought are frequent, and valuable; Even the' man who has, most. 01 
visitors in the villages ; yet the dwellers of mud J all, delicate perceptions, a sensitive, response ta · 
huts eke out a precario,us livi~g.- ·· ' 'I impressions, a fair and balanced judgment, in fact· a 

The question of housebuilding in rural areas is '\ keen sense of values, is bound to be drawn and: 
a. throbbin.g one pulsating a• _it does with the · influenced by the catastrophe ot war I' He is slightly 
heart-beats of the, •backbone pf our nation', Though unbalanced, that is. to say, for all civilisation, all 
Civil Engineering has made strides of recent years, reasonableness, all art and beauty, aye even life 
the rural area has. not. yet benefited by, the itself, sways in the balance, and he sways with it.r 
k-nowledge. The various rural reconstruction Nevertheless, it is most necessary to consider or to 
schemes, tbe furtherance of slum clearance plans preserve a sense of values in such a time, and at this 
and the strenuous village uplift work that . is present time perhaps more than at any time in history,· 
being carried out in every corner of India may soon I for the eternal values of reality depend upon tiuoh a 
change the face ot the village and see the disappear- sense, the good and sound sense of. what is worth 
aoce of mud huts to give way to cosy, neat little I while. Now I would make a complaint that we are not 
hamlets of tiled roofs and white walls, There is yet sufficiently aware of each other's "sets of values," and 
one more possibility for the civil engineers to devote 

1 

not sufficiently in touch to be aware. Take India, for 
their attention to; it constitutes a deep study of the instance. I have been living for twelve months in a 
raw materials available in different parts of our 

1 
cultured Indian househo!J, and it comes home 

oountry and investigation as to how best this material \ to me with much force that here is valuation of 
may be converted into strong, useful and permanent thought, of knowledge, of _life itself, of .w~ich 
house building work. Some progress has been made I, and many like me, know httle from the ms1de, 
in this connection by the Irrigation Research Insti- Against this Indian set of values, lies my own, 
tute, Lahore, but the application of the principle to but beyond both, it seems to me, and depending much. 
house build ins in rural areas has not met with upon their mingling, are .values far more reasonable, 
success, It IS not only . the designs of the houses far truer, and far more beautiful than any we 
that will have to be improved, but more important have yet experienced, A new set of _valu~s 1 
is the improvement in the method of constructions. Can we cultivate the sense that perce1ves 1t P 
Although the cost of building, to make houses Certainly war will distort the Viiion for us, !il.ter 
sanitary, is somewhat higher, the difference in health its signific~nce, make us incapable of rc;oogntsmg 
to the inmates more than repays the outlay, that it extsts at all, Nor need we. thtnk of the 

HouRing comprises not only the hygienic great :war no~ going on betwae? n~tion. and 
conditions within the precincts of the home, but nation. There IS a smaller war, wh1ch 1s qutte as • 

evil, and it is found in the minds of ~en, 
also the provision of healthy surroundings, Within It is selfishness in its true sense of self-seekmg. 
the latter category should be included tbe mainten- and not of power, w~rring with all that is 
ance of clean wide roads and thoroughfares. In good, This is that whbh first obscures the 
almost all the big towns of North India, major vision· this is the thing which divides men and 
roads are well-kept, well-swept and watered to lay the wome~ and the beauties, the values, extstingfor 
dust. They are also invariably wide, as for instance them in their different. thought or kno~ledge, in 
in Bombay, so that traftic congestion is avoided and their different countries. We must get r1d of that 
accidents to pedestrians minimized, Such thorough- selfishness 1 
fares are very necessary in our villages, for an easier 
transpart of orops and other commoJities to the towns. We must take a fair view, we must over-empha$ise 

nothing We must let reason control our passions 
A comprehensive planning of housing is a dire and we ~ust reach through to that "sense of values,. 

ne~d in our villages. The village shall be so which will lead us, apd all men, to a t~ue liberty, the 
planned and providecf with decent facilities and full and rich life upon ·which the future can alone 
amenities of life that village life becomes more stand seoure. Can we do it P 
attractive and villages are made more fit to live in, 
The provision of such facilities will go a long way 
to brighten the lives of the teeming millions in the 
rural areas, When the villages are thus planned 
and improved, many of the thousands of young men 
who have now swollen the army of educated 
unemployed, would go back and settle in the country, 
thus remedying the overpopulation in the towns. 

The New Bengal Cabinet :-The new Huq 
Ministry con•ists of the following nine members: 
Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq, the Nawab liahadur of Dacca, 
Dr. Symaprosad Mocker jee, . M~. Santosh Kumar B~u. 
Khan Bahadur M. Abdulkartm, Mr. P. N, BannerJee, 
Khan Bahadur M. Hashem Ali Khan, Mr. Shamsuddin 
Ahmed and Mr. Upendra Nath Burmau. -
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CRISIS IN CLOUDLAND. 
CoPYRIGHT, 

PrOfl;,ional (Jommitlu to ahiu on th1 tompOiition of 
o-euutmt .hl#lllblg. ·A &Dr.tary addrllling tho" prutmt: 
Ladie1 and Gentlemen 1 You will now form 
yourselves into a meeting and elec~ your Chairman. 

' .All lit down. Thl ta/Uit J'Witm prllent, (]aruda Singh, 
r;., an4 propo111 that hs himl•lf 11umld takl tlu Ohair. 
TM propo•ition S. 11IQTUJed bg th1 1lwrtat woman 
pr••nt. Tlu propo1ition ;, untJt~imowlg ptmed. Garuda 
Singh tak11 th1 Ohair. Sit• in liZ.nt pray,. fur ftv• minut ... 
Opm~ hil '11"• lookl roun4 him an4 m• alowlg and Bj161Jkl: 
Frienda: I am greatly obliged to you for the 
confidence you have reposed in me by callin~ me to 
preside on this momentous occasion. (A t~MC~:• You 
l'l'opDied yourself, nobody oalled you.) I i~ndre that 
unmannerly interruption. I hope all those Invited are 
present •. 

s.mtarg : All except three. 
Chainnlm : Why are they not present P I specially 

wanted all here. 
Ona of th• mlfllh•r• : They have been arrested for 

shouting slogans. 
Ohairmiln : What nonsense I I myself had given 

them the slogans and suggested that they shout 
them as they came along so as to interest the publio 
in our proceedings. · · 

S•ar•targ : The Police flistoo~ thent for anti-war 
slogans. · · 

(J/iairmiJn : (disgustedly) That's how we suffer 
from want of · co-ordination. Is it possible to 
exolain to the Police and bring the men here I' 

S•ortlarg : That will take about the rest of the 
.day, The Committee is required, as you know, 
Sir, to report in twenty four hours. 

Ohairman : That'!! so. Well we· shall proceed, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, as you have read in the 
newspapers, the Higher Authority has acoepted 
the idea ofa Constituent Assembly to draft the 
future Indian Constitution with the single stipulation 
that It must be representative of all the "elements" 
~n our nationall_ife. 

Brotl~~r•Jonall: Sir, I wish to know what is 
meant by •elements." , · 

Ohairntan: l wu coming to that. l also felt 
"the same need for enlightenment. I applied to 
the one source which can best enlighten us, Higher 
Authority itself. The reply ~ got. was that the 
Higher Authority's Leg . .! Adv1sers mterpreted the 
word "element'' to mean that which was not a 
_.'compound." 

Bakr R•i!.dy. Tltat does not take us far, does it, 
Mr. Chairman P What is a ••compound P " 

(Jhairmiln : 1 asked the same question. The reply 
-wa• "tha.t which can not be called an element." 

Sharda Bsgum : This practically means that the 
<:ommittee is left to frame its own definition. · 

Btt~laj": (gallantly) I compliment you, lady, on 
your wonderful Insight. 

.Manava Shaltry: (to himself) Silly nonsense I I 
11ee no insight in that woman's remarks. She wants 
only to call attention to herself. 

Uhairm4n : I am inclined to agree with our fair 
colleague that the Higher Authority wishes to give 
•us a free hand. 

Jlahmal Khan : Only to throw us overboard later. 
C'hairm4n : That being so, I suggest for the 

-oon•ideration of the Committee that we may 
under.tand the word ••element" to mean a human 
being or group or human beings who by quality, 
attribute or insignia, are distinguishable frOm one 
.another. For example: Men and women form two 
Qistinct elements, 

Atom-orwhlr : And hermaphrodites who are neither· 
man nor woman. 

fJhainTum ; l do. not remember hermaphrodites 
enumerated at the Census. · How are we to get at 
their number P • · · · · • 

At9m-~~rU~hw : By instituting a special Census, 
of course. 

Ohairmtl'll : I make a note of it. It is for the Higher 
Authority to decide . whelher hermaphrodites should 
be reckoned ·among !he "elements'' or the "com
pounds." We are required only to consider !be former. 

Rhaktivala : May I suggest that Ibis point may be 
referred to a special sub-committee before it is 
referr~d to Higher Authority. 
Ohac~: That is a goOd idea. Members who 

would w1sh to be in the sub-committee may kindly 
hold up two fingers of their ri~ht hand,· I personally 
shou~d like to be excused. (No '"" lifo a ftngw.) I 

. ta~e 1t that you wish the point· to be settled by 
H1gher Aulhority. The next "element" in the 
population are children. 

W"&t!lmiJn: I hope you will include in the term 
those also who are in their seoond childhood I 

· (Jhairmiln: (uvtmty .•ight y•ara of ags) A truce to such 
unseasonable pleasantries. We have a lot of work 

·to get through. · 
Srimathi Sita Rali.hari : I don't think that 

childre.n are elements. They are in the way· of 
beoomtng elements just as old people are compounds 
on the way of dissolving into elements. I suggest, 
therefore, that · b:>th children and old people 
should not b:: classed among elements of the 
population. 

Uhairman: What, Madam, is your idea of old 
people? 

Srimathi: Those who have celebrated their shasty
abdhapurthi .. That is, completed sixty years. 

(Jhairman-You won't 'even allow the Psalmist's 
allotted s panP 

Srimathi: I am neither a Jew . nor a Christian, 
l prefer our own Shastras. · 

Uhairman. I am also a Hindu, Madam. The Hindu 
Shastras prescribe one hundred as man's ·normal 
span, Your definition would put me out of court. 

Srimathi: That was in the Kreta yuga-we are 
now at the fag-end of Kali yuga. We may make an 
exception in your favour, though personally, I 
would prefer a young woman in the Chair. 

Ohairman: In plain English you want to be in 
the Chair yourself. . 

lJrimathi: Since you say so, I will not deny 1t. 
I do not believe in biding my light under a bushel. 

Ohairman: Well, lldies and gentlemen, what do 
you say P I surely do not want to be an unwanted 
guest at this feast. (Aft~r a m9ment'a _pa':s' ~ui"!g 
nobody to dilamt). I see the general feehng ts m 
favour of having a young woman in my place. I 
am glad to be relieved of this thankless job ... But 
I warn you this young woman is a Communist at 
heart and only a Democrat with her lips. (l1~ruda 
Singh walkl out. Srimathi Sita Raklhali IWijtly JUmp! 
into lh1 ehair.) • 

lfr1• oa,rw Pig10n. I move that the meeting do 
now adjourn. · 

SIVsral M~mb~r•· Why P We have just begun 
the proceedings. We have to finish in twenty four 
hours. Please do withdraw your motion. 

Alra. o. P. I never withdraw, I never explain. 
Srimathi Sita Raklhali: She does not like me to 

be Chairman. She is jealous. • 
.Mrs. (J. P. I will noc withdraw my motion. I 

propose an immedi .. te adjournment. If you do not 
adjourn I will call in !be Police. My husband you 
know, is the Polioe Commissioner. . • 

Srimathi: Well, friends, I am ternbly up~et by lhforlS 
exhibition of oflicial snobbery. I cannot. Sit h~re . 
a minute longer. I dissolve the Committee ""' d ... 
(.Milling break~ upin an uproar.) 

AKSHL 

• 
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NOTES. 

·A Sad Christmas :-The traditional greeting 
tit this season among Christians wishing a 
Merry Christmas is a hollow mockery at this 
Christmas. The more suitable phrase would be 
one of condolence. In millions of homes there 
are today vacant places tugging at the heart
strings of bereaved parents, widows and orphans, 
butchered to make statesmen's holiday, If the 
Spirit of Christ visits the scene of his Ministry 
.be will have .reason to lament with more force 
than two thousand years ago that he has nowhere 
to lay his head. The very high priests of 
the Churches which bear his name, have 
turned war-minded. The people of India 
whom an English writer described as possessing 
the Christian virtues more than professing 
Christian nations, are being exhorted to become 
war-minded by leaders of their own race. 
Judg-ing from the experience of other nations 
which once deliberately cultivated the spirit of 
war, the war spirit can be easily acquired in a 
generation, at the most in about a couple of 
generations, But once acquired it can not be as 
easily laid aside. The love of peace 
is of slow growth in the minds of nations 
apprenticed to war. Has Christianity failed ? 
Certainly not. What has failed is not 
Christianity but a ravening greed for wealth and 
power camouflaged as Christianity. A shrewd 
Indian Christian thinker declared two years ago 
that Europe was never really Christian at heart. 
The Europeans were the victim of mass 
conversions. And it is not strange that under 
the banner of the Prince of Peace they have 
continued to carry on their congenial occupation 
of violence and war. Was the appearance of· 
Jesus on earth God's Himalayan blunder? No, a 
thousand times, No. Two thousand years are but 
a moment in eternity and God plans for 
eternity not for the passing hour. There are 
Christian men and women in all lands who are 
heartbroken at the ruins of their religious edifice 
and are striving bravely in co-operation with 
God-minded people who worship at other shrines 

to bring the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.~ 
Their efforts may for the moment seem to be' 
quixotic. It may be a century or more befor~ 
their influences become visible. There must be 
more trials and tribulations for the human race 
before the gentle voice of peace is heard. But' 
that time will surely come: ·. · 

'Mid the wail of wintry storm3 · 
The halcyon hears the sound of vernal hours·' 
Already on the Wing. . 

Some men and women have this gift to perceive 
in the carnage and destruction around them the· 
signs of a great go9d time· coming. May their: 
number increase I · · · - ' 

The Political Cock-Fight:-.. English newspapers· 
have discovered a new. way of playing th!l 
old game of setting Indians against each other; ' 
An important London journal invited expositions 
of their respective vie~s from Pandit Ja waharlal 
Nehru and Mr. Mahomed ·Ali Jinnah of the 
Congress and the Muslim League points of 
view. The Muslim League like the Congress is 
in the throes of an internal revolution; But the 
British public will not know that the Pandit and 
Mr. Jinnah mainly voice their own personal 
ideas. It will not even know that these , 
ideas are far from being historically or even 
factually accurate. For instance, the Pandit 
is of opinion that Indians have more 
affinities with China and other countries 
grouped under the title "Far East" than with 
Europe or Britain. "Affinities" may mean 
different things to different persons. • If they 
mean ways of thinking and standards 
of conduct, then surely Indians have more 
affinities today with Europe and America than 
with China and Japan. We have never accepted 
the division of the human race by continents 
and countries as ultimate facts. The idea of a 
Europe distinct from Asia and other conti
nents, which still dominates the minds of leading 
British statesmen, is largely responsible 
for the extension of the war to Asia. Likewise, 
President Franklin Roosevelt's efforts 
to establish his hemisphere as having no 
point of contact with the other hemisphere, 
is being shattered by the march of events. In 
view of these two precedents it is unfair to 
blame Japan for setting up a Pan-Asiatic 
ideal. We have all along been of the opinion, 
·with Pandit Jawaharlal .Nehru, that the Indian 
problem is an organic part of the world problem 
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and that it is only by cultivating a world 
outlook · that we can find the right and. per
manent solution to it. We are, therefore, 
surprised to see him trying to differentiate 
between Asia and . the other continents. 
Ideas rule the world. . .And ideas are no 
respecters of geographical boundaries. As 
mankind advances in its mental development 
geographical and racial boundaries will recede 
in the background and then, and not till then, 
will the goal of universal peace and goodwill 
be attlined, So much for the Pandit. Mr. 
Jinnah denies that the Indians are a nation, 

1 
He, however, speaks of one hundred million 
Indian Muslims-rather . an exaggeration-as 
if they were, But can not Muslims 
themselves be classified as Sunnis and 
Shias, Borahs, Sulemani and Daudi, and , 
Khojas, Moplahs and Memons and numerous 
other sects which have their distinctive tenets 
and customs ? If he can speak of Indian 

·Muslims, he can think of Indians without any 
suffix, as forming a nation. If India can not 
be called a nation, you may call it anything 
else but the fact will remain that Indians, as 
Mr. Amery lately observed, form a type unique 
and distinct among the races of the world. To 
put it in a concrete way, Mr. Jinnah will not 
find himself as much at home in Arabia or 
Afghanistan n~twithstanding that they are 
Muslim countries, as he finds himself in Bombay . 
or Delhi which are inhabited by Muslims as 
well as· Hindus, Christians, Parsis and Jews. 
For our own part, we consider the contro
versy about whether ·. or not 1 Indians · are · 
entitled to be called or to call themselves 
a na'tion, as absolutely waste of words. The 
word, Nation, has been interpreted in various 
ways and some of the world's great thinkers 
have refused to accord it any meaning at all. 
At the present time, in wide circles nationalism 
is becoming a word of reproach as being 
essehtiall}' responsible for the present conflagra
tions and the way out of them· is being 
realised as the recognition of· a common bond 
between ·men all over the world. Mr. H.· 
G. Wells would not grant that India is a 
nation but he is one of those who are out 
to deStroy nationalism and to promote a 
world order in which the common factors are 
recognised to a larger extent than special and 
particular interests. If all countries accept this 
view, India too will accept it. But to require 
her to anticipate the action . of other countries 
in which nationalism has wrought its worst 
consequences, is hardly fair. 

Civilian Governors :-The Governors of pro
vinces other than Madras, Bombay and Bengal 
are senior members of the Indian Civil Service. 
There has been evidence that as a rule they are 
apt to be less liberal than the Governors of the 
three Presidencies who are public men of parlia· . 
mentary experience The m~rked distinction 
between public life and opinion in the Presiden
cies as · distinguished from the provinces is 
mainly due ·to this fact. . The reactionary 

tendencies of Civilian administration have 
come into view rather prominently of late, 
The Governor of the United Provinces has 
resisted falling into line with the policy of the 
Government of India and the Presidency 
Governments in regard to the establishment of 
understanding relatbns with the Press, He. 
has, it wai rumoured, opposed the release of 
political prisoners. The Prime Minister of Sind 
made a statement in the Legislative Assembly 
the other day complaining of the interference of 
the Governor of the Province with the day to 
day administration. His Excellency main
tained that he was following the true policy of 
the Act of 1935 and that other Governor:~ who 
did not do so, had acted in contravention of the 
spirit and letter of that Act. Th~n, there has 
happened the almost incredible blunder of the 
Bihar Governor in prohibiting the holding of the 
Hindu Mahasabha in several districts of the 
province . which is predominantly a Hindu 
province. The Searchlz"ght of Patna, a Congress 
organ, gleefully points out, that the Hindu 
Mahasabha is reaping the reward of its co-opera
tion with Government in their war effort. It is 
strange that while Liberal leaders of Madras, 
not the liberal party as such, have protested 
against the action of the Bihar Government, 
the Congress ·which is non-co-operating on 
behalf of . a single item of civil liberties, 
has not thought ·fit to raise its voice against • 
this flagrant violation of another important one. 
the right of public meeting. Even Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru. who founded a Civil Liberties, 
league when he came out of his last incarceration, 
has chosen to keep silent about the ban on the, 
Mahasabha. 

Kumbb Pilgrims :-The contrast between the 
solicitude shown by the Government of India for. 
the proper performance of the pilgrimage to 
Mecca and the summary prohibition of the 
sale of railway tickets to pilgrims to the 
forthcoming Kumph Mela at Prayag, would, 
in ordinary circumstances, have: been passed 
over as due to difference in the circumstances. 
But coming on the heels of the action 
of the Bihar Government in banning 
the holding of the Hindu Mahasabha . 
session at Bhagalpur, and the arrest of the 
leaders, it can not in the most favourable 
view fail to excite an unpleasant feeling 
that the scales are being unevenly held, with the 
result of adding to the difficulties of rapprCJ!:he
ment between communities. The ban on the. 
Hindu Mahasabha has evoked a protest from· 
men of the · position in public life of the Right . 
Hon. Srinivasa Sastry, Sir P. Sivaswami Aiyar 
and Mr. T. R. Venkatrama Sastry. During the 
last few days, there have been speeches by mem
bers of the expanded Executive Council. They · 
have claimed credit for the release of political 
prisoners but none of them has explained 
whether and why he approved of the detention· 
of the Secretary of the Mahabodhi Society 
'and a scholar like Dr, Kalidas Nag, not tG 
~ention. a. political leader, Mr. Sarat Bose, 
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~n the suspicion of sympathy with Japan, merely 
'because, so far as is known, of their cultural 
and religious interest in the relations between 
1ndia and Japan. ·The Councillors have not 
explained why they have not got the Government 
of India to intervene to prevent the provocative 
'blunder of the Bihar Government. The 
1atest step of prohibiting the sales of tickets 
-to pilgrims for the Kumbh Mela also demands 
-explanation. The dispersal of · responsibility 
among nine Indian members, has not conduced 
·to greater circumspection on the part of Govern
ment in discharging their prim1ry duty of 
~holding the scales even in the important matter 
-of the religious sentiments of communities. The 
Kumbh Mela is one of the m0st sacred of all
india Hindu religious gatherings and if the 
Viceroy bad been solely responsible for the 
administration of India during the war, we 
-can not imagine that he would have resorted to 
.a step of this far-reaching import. 

j The War and India :-Much is being said 
.:about the need for a realistic approach to public 
.questions following · th~ rapid devdopments 
since Japan's entry into the war. We wish that 
;press correspondents, Reuter's correspondents, 
military experts and others of the tribe in 
Malaya and the Far East would exercise a little 
restraint in describing the obstacles which will 
iimpede Jayan's progress in her war. The rubber 
jungles of Malaya and the crocodiles of theriwr 
.have proved of little avail-as little or even 'less 
.than the Maginot Line on which Frenchmen 
:pinned their laith, The high hopes set up of 
.defence possibilities in Singapore and Malaya 
.and the quality of the reshtance put up so far 
:make one wonder whether the men posted there 
ior fortifying the· place have done their work 
.as thoroughly as . was expected by the 
Government in London, Mr. Churchill 
himself said in the House of Commons on 
Japan's declaration of war that Britain was 

1 prepared, as the United States of Am~rica was 
not, and that there would be stiff resistance. 
This was itself a surprise since all the 
theories of pitching India's defences outside, far 
<lutside, her natural frontiers, seemed to point 
rather to offensive warfare than to a passive 
waiting on events. So far not one effective blow 

· has been struck at 1 a pan and the Roosevelt
Churchill second meeting seems to have resulted 
·in the decision to let events take their course 
ln the Far East. Hong-Kong has surrendered to 
the enemy after an eight-day resistance, All these 
developments are not calculated to reassure 
people in this country. Bengal by reason of her 
,proximity to the scene of war is now in the 
t'orefront. She is fortunate in as much as 
·she has a government which is fairly repre
sentative of political opinion in the province. 
But the technical advantage of having such 
.a government is offset by the fact that the 
first action taken relating to the war, is 
the decision to give government servants a 
month's salary in advance to enable them 
to send their dependants out of Calcutta. 

This i3 a panic step. The official and through 
him, his dependants enjoy ·a certain security 
and prestige in peacetime. It is not t9 
enable him or them to run out of the area in 
which their work keeps them, at the first threat 
of dang-er. There is a large outside element in 
Calcutt:! which has sought safety at the first 
sign. In their case, it is even more 
reprehensible, · 

Calcutta and the Far East :-A visitor to 
Calcutta can not !but be struck by the curious 
stirrings that have shaken the entire papulatioo 
since Japan's blow at the Philippines and at 
Singapore. Sir Akbar Hydari referred at the 
Editors' Conference St:lnding Committee meeting 
to the cultural ties which had existed between 
that city and Jap1n for several years. That 
gives but half the picture. One must not 
not lose sight of the bitterness which intellectual 
Bengal has felt at its present position in the 
country ; the sense of frustra tbn which poli
tical Bengal has suffered from under the prevai• 
ling system. It is a notorious facr that the 
cleavage between European anj Indian has never. 
been greater than in Bengal. There is a tendency 
in certain quarters to feel that that part of 
Bengal which has not shared in the prosperity 
of the European community, will surely not 
suffer along with it. 1 apanese propagandists 
have been quick to seize on this i'eeling. The 
"Gre 1ter Asia Co-prosperity'' schemes, let us 
be frank about . it, are not entirely without 
their sympathizers, The Communal Award 
which bore heavily O'l intellectual and political 
Bengal, drove many nationalists into the Maha-. 
sabha, The recent action in Behar against the: 
Mahasabha has not brought the Government 
anj these elements nearer. Indian opinion does 
not demarcate between provincial government 
actions against an All-India organisation 
and the Governmeut of India's policy. 
Nor in assessing Bengal's attitude in the 
pres!nt crisis can one altogether ignore the 
fact that the Government of India hav~ made: 
little effort to familiarise Indian populations 
even in the cities to. the presence <lf British 
and Empire troops. Alien soldiers in their 
midst are always regarded as a burden by 
indigenous populations. Except the canteens. 
variety entertainments, etc, given by society 
women, there have not grown up any points 
of contact between British soldiers and the 
people. And society women have no difficulty in 
taking care of themselves or being taken care of. 
On the other hand, it is realised that. work 
has to continue under threat of war very 
much as usual. The menacing shadow which 
stretches each day from the Far East might 
remain a shadow for a month, or even a year. 
It is appreciated that one cannot, even if one 
would, leave the city for safer areas and better 
times. The w.:>rk before all organisations today 
is to stand by the public in Bengal, to restrain 
panic evacuations and, in the last resort, to do for 
the poorer sections of the population what the 
more fortunate are doing for themselves. 
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JNDlAN SOCIAL REFORMER at the time-with. the reorganization or the-
BOMBAY, DS(;Bmbsr 27_, 1941• l3rltish.Army i.n ~he .light of. hi~ .st!ldy of.the· 

.·Germ all system. Like a wise lecturer, he was als~>-
. GERMANY: LESSON OR WAR:-llNG? stressing ·the points in the·German and Japanes;)oo 

· systems which; he thought,. need~d to · be-
. In th~ 'leading article last w~ek, we dealt stressed. in addressing an audience of Scottish· 

with' the 'Convocatioi'l addre;s · of · Mr. C. undergraduates.. He had a'so to be careful in· 
Rajagopalacharya at Lucknow University with his praise of the German method not to seem t~ 
reference to his difference with Gandhiji about depreciate the British method which was the
Non-violence. Towards the end Mr.· Rajagopala antithesis to it. · 
Cha.rya directed the atte.ntion of· his audience to A clear · and more accurate diagnosis
the example of Germ10y. Closely, and even of the process by which Germ1ny was 
verbally following Lord Haldane's rectorial transformed, is given with· the detachment 
address 'to Edinburgh University with the title of the historian by' Sir John Seeley . il)l 
"The Dedicated Life''; Mr. Rajagopa.lacharya his "Life and Times of Stein." In important 
pointed out how Ger?Jany rose from t~e ~;:espects, it is in contradiction to Lord HaiJane's
degradation and depres;;1on of the Napoleomc analysis. At the time of the Napoleonic conquest. 
ccnquest to strength and power by ):he n:w the German intellectuals were strongly under .the
conception of the greatness of the State whtch influence of the cosmopolitanism of_ the
her philosophers and poets then developed. Holy Roman Empire. Patriotism and Nationa
"The leaders saw clearly that education was Jism · were· held in contempt. Lessing declared. 
the key to all advance and they set to work that " patriotism was a thing of which he bact 
at it. It took sixty years to complete, but no conception and that, at the utmost, he could 
completed it was at la;;t, with a thoroughness . only imaaine it as a heroic weakness which he 
the like of which the world has hardly seen was very glad to be without,.., H~rder wrote: 
elsewhere. The German scheme of education ''Of all kinds of pride I hold national pride with
is as unrivalled a triumph of the spirit of that of birth and race to be the most foolish." He: 
organisation, except by that other wonderful also described a nation as nothing better than a 
outcome of scientific. organisation-the German great untrimmed garden full of plants and w~eds. 
Army.'' .. Lord Haldane spoke also in high Wieland did not remember in his youth to have: 
terms of the Japanese system, its thorou~hn~ss heard such a virtue (patriotism) named or the
and itS efficiency. "Self-effacement, the obhgatton word "German" ever used as an epithet o£' 
of truthfulness, devotion to the service of the honour and· it struclt him as wrong that the 
nation these are the ethical qualities, lessons in word should ·be put forward· as a pretension 
which 'the young Japanese officer is instructed to be so used. The greatest of · them aU, 
with a thoroughness and a courage which Goethe, complained that he should be expected 
has no parallel in history ...... The result is to be to feign an inspiration which he did not feel irJo 
found in the descriptions of those who were the War of Liberation and refused to interest 
witnesses of the fashion in which the trenches himself in any way in what was going on, Lord 
of the Russians were stormed at Liaoyang and Haldane . thought that the growth '?f German. 
Mukden.'' Obviously; the alliance between nationalism was the work of phtlosophers. 
Germany and Japan ~oday is not al.togethe~ .one In Seeley's opinion the _intellectuals of 
with no deeper basts than a passmg pohttcal Germany had _little to do w1th the growth. 
expediency. If Mr. Rajagopalacharya had quo· of the national spirit. He writes ; 
ted the sentences immediately following this · There had been most extraodinary intellectual deveo 
passage, he would have made his .audience a ware lopment, a great outpouring of genius, and yet this h:'d. 
that Lord Haldane himself had hiS doubts about not taken place, as.according to some curr~':'t theones. 
the . method wht'ch he· so warmly. extolled. it ought to have done, in the bosom of poht1c.alliberty;. 

but in a country where liberty was unknown •. And as 
Lord Haldane told his audience that there were it was not the effect, so the new literature did not seem 
ll.lready grumblings in Germany about its results. disposed to become the cause, o( libarty. Not only was 

· • d f b · t · d it ·careless of internal liberty, but it was actuaUy· Organisation mstea . o. etng a means o an ~n indifferent to natiolial independence. The golden ag., 
had become an end tn ttself. Lord Haldane satd ; of German literature is the very period when Germanr;, 
. After 1832 the source of lhe movement ceased for F 
· · I' h d bee was conquerecrby ranee:. . . . , • . . . 
. the time to be personality.. A great P0 IC~ a 0 '?e Sir John Seeley adtptlS that 1t was_ m .. so. me-. merged in habit, and \VaS now the routine of the hfe b l I 
· of the State. As a consequence the deadening effect of sense a retrogression that the li era cosmppo !tan 

officialdom had begun to make itself felL · Today feeling of the age of Goethe sh.Juld have gl\:en· 
(the address was delivered l'n .January 1907} in place to a patriOtism of th~ o!d Roman type, Wtth · 

. Germany there are murmurs to be heard on many sides . all its narrowness and prejudtces. He adds that 
. ai bod'u~dthel e!'t~nt torewhich the life and freedom of the when a~ the distance .of half a century (1878),.. 

0 lVI ua c1 1zen a ,hemmed ' in by Y,e State . . . . . . 
1
. • . f ll . . d 

· supervision and control which surround him. we s~e. the .prtnCIP es m . u operat!on a? 
· • Lord. Haldane went 6~ t9 explain, in· detail how Ge~many, ~ussia and. France ~ompllttng w1th 
state supervision operate4 10 differ~ht ~pheres · to . eacn other m the creatton of armtes, sufh as t~e 
stifle initiative and promote ll. slavtsh depen- worl4 neve~ saw be!ore, th,ere must be ew w. o
dence on the State. Lord Haldane's address was. [ can re3t sattsfi!;lcLWlth S!JCh a . state of a.ffatrs 
nevertheless coloured deeply by his pre- • considered ·fi~al and uormal •. S1xty years more 
bc!cura:t~on~he was Sec.retary of State for War : 'hav.~,~lapsed si~ce Seele~. w.rote and we s.e~ the; 
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bitter: fruitwft; as .yet partial,. "()!, the nationalist 
movenient io · Germa_ny-, RUSiial r' and J apao. 
F ranee has collapsed. -The habit' of organisation· 
without a guiding moral prli:Jciplt!. h.:ts·. revealed' 
itself as a menace to human fte.edom~ -· ' · · 

.: ' • • • • · 1 · · ; '- r, : r : ! :· 

Indian intellectuals in the. beginning o( . the 
lilat century. held about' ~be· same views. of 
nationalism as did the German intellectuals. 
The establishment. of ·a foreign nation as the 
government of the land did not evoke any senti· 
ment of humiliation. -India· bas been accustomed 
for. centuries to have for~ign r1,1lers. Previous to 
(he Mahomedan period, all of the!U became assi
milated. to the religion. and manners of the 
people and ceased to be foreigners. Muslim 
rulers also settled in the country and, except 
in religion, they t~o soon became In4ianise·d. 
Even- in religion .their :views were greatly 
influenced and modified by their Indian environ· 
ment. ·When British rule; was first established, 
ihere was no Suez C;Lniil and for the most part 
\he servants cf the East. lndfa 'Company made 
India their permanent home. What changed the 
character of British rule and led to a progressive 
estrangement between it a'l)d th~ Iridian people, 
is the attribute of absenteeism ,which, in the 
wake of the opening of the· ·Suez Canal, was 
superadded to and brought into relief the alien 
aspect of that rule. · Other · circumstances 
affected British rule arrd made it an Imperialism 
of an . exploiting. character.': The present and 
to a less extent the last. wa~:, h.as: stimulated the 
exclusive. nationalist sentimen~ among Indians.· 

' The question for' Indiari leaders is, What do 
they wish India. t.o be? De;~ they wapt India. to 
-become a victim of the, organising spirit or 
do they prefer India .to . be a country with a 
culture of universalism? :Apparently, it has not 
been so far possible for any nation to be both. 
Yet it is not inconceivable 'that a country 
should ' cherish both ' 'the 'patriotic and the 
f:osmopolitan spirit in i.. harm~nio4s combi
nation, Lord Haldane hmtself 1n an address 
to the American Bar .Association at Montreal 
In 19 J S, defined his·. idea • of the "Higher 
Nationality." He quoted · Renan's definition 
-pf a nation: ''A great 'aggregation of men, 
'sane of mind .and warm of heart, creates a 
'moral COnsciouSnesS. which is called a .naticn." 

' Lord Haldane , also quoted Mathew Arnold's 
oonception of •the Higher: Nationality. • Said 
Arnold: · · ·. . · ·' '' 
:. . tet us con~lve of 'the whole group' of civilized 
:. Dation• as being,· for Intellectual and spiritual pur~ses, 
· one groat confederadtion) I;Jound to a joint action and 

working towards a co~n reSult, a . confederation 
• whoa members ha'lle a diie lmowledge botli of the past, 

out of which they aU proceed, and of each Other. · This 
, wa• the ideal of Goeth6, .and It· Is .an ·Ideal which 

will lmpoae Itself upon , the ~oughts of 0111' modern 
, aocletles DIQI'8 an<l more. · · . - , 
This is the type or na~ionality which· to bur mind, 
India should aspire to. . Arnold's'' faith that ·this 
conception will impose itself on m$)dem soCieties 
more and more, seems for the time being to be 
falsified. But it is only for tho time being. It 

wiU , reviye llg&il\, with : jQCf!Wied , lusfre~, ,a.n_dJ 
illumine the- world witb.its beneficent .rays.- .. -,,.,, 
' Sa sinks the day star fa tll.e ;ooeaa :&ed, · · ' 

- And yet aaoa Tepairs his drooping head· · ' ' 
And tricks his beams and with new-spangled ore 
Flames ln the forehead of the mcralng sky. · · ..• 

. : '~ . · .. , 

THE INDIA QF TOMORROW, , 
· The rapid sketch which "India and Democracy'"

presents or the internal problems of India,. is a conJ 
structiile discussion, particularly, in matters of: 
education, social service and nutrition, of. India's. 

,outstanding problem whbh is that of raising the' 
Indian standard or living. We have referred earlier 
to Sir George Schuster's • desire to make the: l:lritisi:J, 
''people" the judge of whether India's national 
Government was· doing well by its own peorle ... The 
British "people" have never .worried·. overmuch ahom; 
India when their own men are in pow.r. What.is 
meant is that a clique in London should control the 
Indian Government. Assuming that there is. no 
intention save the interest of India-and f<w people. 
in the world would allow the assumpti. ~n-..tbis. 
implies that the Indian -Government. has·; to be 
guarded from errors due to overzeal, for no out!lide
group can claim to ba\l'e ·India-'s ·interest more. at 
heart than ·Indians themselves. This is· illogical 
nonsense. Every gov< rnment has the right to mak& 
mistakes and to suffer for them. It is flatterin~ that> 
Sir George would have nothing less than perfeetio111 
in India but a ••protected'.' government like the one 
he suggests, will learn nothing and do nothing. • · . ~ 

Sir George emphasises the need for:sacrifi6iaf 
service to meet the vast needs of this 'country. and he 
pays a tribute to' the constructive ·work -of ·the 
Gandhian Congress in instilling the nece!>sa'ry spirit 
into Indian minds, He avoids, we ·would 11af'wisely, 
any discussion of the''inevita ble reaction' whtolr _wide
spread propaganda for any cause ~r a· call' to great 
moral effort i!l bound to bring on.· No Indian·needs td 
be told of the force of the reaction which is evident 
on every hand.. The . danger of sacri6cial service, 
moreover, is tllat to the next generation it ceases· to: 
be sacri6cial, · •The hohour, intellectual interest and 
security offered b}' government service,'' writes Sir 
George, "should be balanced by a lower pecuniar)1 
reward.'' Coming from a British writer, this is a 
remarkable. change or outlook which we can only 
attribute to Sir George Schuster's long 11tay in .India. 
The Engltsh view ot public work, has always ·been 
that it must. be paid and paid welL · Sir George.' now 
rushes to the other extreme. The Indian members 
of the Civil Service,. he says, should ,be. paid Jeu. 
· The desire t9 a¥old any fonn.ofraclaldls<lrimlnation 

led to the same rate• being paid 'to the Indian members. 
1 I have always felt this to be a · misinterpretation ofthe 

laudable Idea of equality. ' · 
We would support Sir George if the E~glish clement 
in the I, C. S. was restricted to a necessary few, 
But 'with thC liu-ge. numbers we bavl(in 1ndia; if 
tl'!ere is to' ~e ·_ a' ~~eating · d~wn, '-It ,.m.~;'!J6 
general .and,' not· !IR aoy ' 'national · 'distm~ 
lnclia 'oaimot afford a heavily paid o~iat. service 
and urider ri na:ticimd govemiDeot, 'there- wil~ be-.a 
icaii'ng dowo ·au· round. · -_But th~re wil~. also b~ a 
dra•tio reduction of foreign peraaonet; for an. 'lnd1an 
Govemmeot caMot accept tbe basio assumption or 
keeping up a bi~Zb percentage of- alien!l-:t~at i~ iJ 
iteoessary for· tlie · moral tone of tbe adn11n11tration. 
It i!l surprising that Sir George doce not touch oo 
this point. · . , 

Two other iubjeota are touohed D!l ~y Mr. ~int 
and by Sir George Schulter-the rebg1001 attitu~ 
or the lndiao people and me future relatiooa of the 
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B'eiietlltiGit:' andJ ieparl.tti :State" :; :r11e:: Pmii'JJUd 
a.fgUII' on thit. baaisin issue aftBI' isltle.•i Anll-iftbe 

I cho!~ is b.ttwee)l ~ '.s~~l1g Centre .and ,a weak one; 
the,,eele~fl!,te~ writera l~v.e a'J doubt .~s: tQ whp.~ 

,theU' ohOJce would hav!l.Qeen. As Jay wrote i ·: ', · 
lt> Is of.hlgh Importance 'to the peace or Amen~' 

· t~t. ahtr pb;erve· the :Jaw~ or nations wwards ·ail 
· these powsr,;, and to m~> It appoars evident that this 
.. wlll ,be ,more perfe(ltly and punctu~Uy done by one 
· national Government than it' could be either bY 
thirteen separate States 'Or · by three or four disti oct 

, confederacies. ' Because ~when once an efficient 
i. , national_ go11ernmeot-, is establl~hed, •the best man Ia 
. , the 1:9untry will not only consent . to serve, . but 
1 also will generally be app:linted to manage· It; for. 
· although town or country, or ot'ler contracted 

inHuence, ma.y place . men :in~ State .aso;emblies or 
· senates, or courts of'justice, or executive departm>nts. 
yet more general and extensive reputation for talents 
and other qualifications will be nece;sary to recomneocl 
men to offices under the national J:'OVernment,• 
·especially' a• it' will -'h•ve the widest field for choice, 
·and never exp:rience 'that want of proper persoJJs 
·which •is n:>t uncommon in some of the States. 
Henr.e, It will result that the ·administration, the 
pJiitical counsels; ·and the jadicial decisions of the 
national government wiU be mJre wise, systematical, 
and judicious than those of individual States, and 
consequently more satisfactory with respect to other 

. nations, as· well as· more safe with respect to us. 
· But .whatever m •i be our situation, whether firmly 

united under one national government, or split Into 
.. a number of cC>nrederacies, certain it is, that foreign 
nations· will kn:>w ancl view it exactly as it is; a.ncl 
they will act towards us.accordingly. 

·.-

Central Government ··to the linits< '· On die firtt, to&· 
much is mad~ on the. Indian tendency. to accept all. 
misfortune ;,tf •he ituit of his Karma and ,not enough 
is said of the . eta bilising power .of such an attitude. 
Moreover, if the dootdne of Karma makes one !IOoept 
one's ocndition as. the ;result ;Of .oPe~lt previo11' mis· 
conduct, it should make ,one equally averse to 
wrong-doing which will work itself out in one's 
present life or later. Neither Mr. Wint nor 
Sir George regards the Indian people as specially 
free from the old Adam, ·Mr. Wine would rather dub 
the Indian, if anything, as peculiarly lax in regard 
to truth. If it has not worked for great~r virtue, 
surely Karma oculd not have worked to pro~uce 
greater apathy. We believe that it would be more 
correct to say that the Indian did not agitate against 
the laws that were against him, because he regarded 
law as eternal. Now that, under "democracy", he 
knows the ephemeral nature of law, he will cbange 
rapidly and it would be well to be prepared. for 
suoh change •. Mr. Wint traces the Indian non-violent 
tactics to the practice of ''sitting dharna" which 
he miscalls " sitting dharma", the mett•od of an 
aggrieved penon sitting down on the doorstep of the 
offender until the pity or shame of th!l wrong-doer is 
roused.. He should . have . followed the though' 
further. The practioe 311 . well as. the s~tyagraha 
tactics . assume a certain relationship between the 
offender and th: offended, The inRiction of suffering 
on oneself with. a view to winning over others to 
one's opinion, involves a deep)y personal interest 
or dependence on the part of the others in the comfort 
and happiness of tho: one. That is whY it is mainly 
l!Uocessful and larg.ely practised in the family •. The 
theory .or ·!)On-embarrassment enunciated by 
Gandhiji on the outbrealt of wac, r1,1les out satyagraha W0:!4EN AND. SOCI!\L REFOR:\1. 
based on exploiting: the difficulties .of one's adversary, 

1
,. • (Blli._JJ .. E~UM l\tr .. R A.M.!. R .. UDor.lll- MADRAS.):. ,.· .• 

What is left is . the essential humanity of peOple. ·· • • 
Poes this extend ~o international relations? ·The It- is' 'geherally presumed thar Muslim: :women> 
Congress sees the faint o~tline of a family relation" enjoy all .legal tights and. privileges and that n() 
11hip between the British Government of . India and remedial measures are necessary to improve their 
itself but it is unable .to follow Gandhiji when ·he status• ·While the injunctions of the· Holy Prophet 
persists in tracing such a relationship between Ind.ia who was a great champion .of women's:cause, are 
and aliel) powers, We believe that both are wrong uniformly based on equity, certain. defeett !lave 
That is ,why satyagraha has reociled .on India. · ~rept into the Islamic legal .&ystem a' a . result of 

Mr. Wint contributes. an all .. too· brief chapter incorrect ,interpretations given to them by the m:n 
on the States and Sir George . says little more w:ho administered the laws. . 
on the subject than to plead for . understanding · When the question of women's right of-inheritance 
between the two parts of this country. Mr. Wint to landed property has'oome to tbe fore, it may be 
has a significant paragraph which shows how . he pointed out that·· Muslim 'women· under the Shiah 
would have written, ·had he had a &ee hand 1 Law, 'also s~tffer from· disability in · th!lt f'egard. 

Though the British Government .has from time Aooording .to the Shiah Law, a childless widow is 
. ·to time intervened. In the .case of graver scandals, precluded from inheriting· ·her husband's· ·Jands 

there ar<> few ·today· who •would: not complain that but is entitled to a share ·only· in the v.a.lue of 
, in general it· .h11os been too lax ; a.nd its leniency buildings erected thereon .and in movable property, 
. was the more repreheosible' since it. has itself created This iii ·a· 30uree ·or great hiudship . tO childless 

·cc;mditiqns in which. the vices of the petty t)'rant widows of men who 'are endowed ·with ·targe !!States 
enjoyed an artificial protect!on. In ,a mote turbulent an<\ · mice!sary legislation should 'be undertaken 

, age_ a moo~ter ~as liable ·co ~ethronement by 'his totoemove this,anoi$Jy, ·.Again, the •right. or •the 
· s~bJeets or hrs nerghbours. · ilriife under.'_the .• Sbiah Law,_ when slle ie the sole 
jl'his is vaiuable as ocming' (rom' o~e 'who luis beir, to 1nherit the entite estate of her .husband 
earlier .deplored the apathy of 'th~ Ipaiap people llJIISt be established' by_ 'legislation, for ~ing 
!Jnder tyranny., Sir. George teFers ~o ,fhe mitiative · tQ thC: · eotistlng -liiW, ,if the Qn)y lteir of the deceased 
taken by the Princes ia the matter of the Federation, ¥.t .the wile~· she is. entitled 'to 'no more· tha!i . ber 
!Ie omi~s to mention that ·,their . spokesman ar the ~ne..folirth. · -11hare. and . the. re.sidue ... three-fo.urths 
~ound . Table t:onfe~ence ·expressly ·stated thek esoh~ tor,tbe .. t:rown; whic!l. -~ indee~, !!> 'great 
indifference tO• the pl:w!l . of Brlti!lh: India. in the . hardship to. tbe -)\'Ire. . . '1 ,, ' : ' . ' 

Federation either· u one entity.'or as severar units; i One other •question that demands urgent.actentioo 
Why then, did Britain .&uggest tlie division of British , is· the· 01trtailment. of the power CW'· Muslim men in 
'India into, severaL prpvincial units ·andJndi;m repre,, . the ·matter of pronouncing ·-divoroe. "'I ny-.urgent0 
'sentatives acquiesce ia the.destruotion of. a carefully' : l;ieoau'e: ·I r have,.: reot¥~.~1 :«:O~~ : acfqss: ·.very 
'iiuilt·up.unity? There are frequent referen~es to the : 11!\td • oa~ r o~· .. young l\.,1uslim . womenr ~ peing 
deliberate decision ,of the Amedoan Con'stitution:.: , d1vor~ed bl}hejr ,li~s~n~ for no faille c;m the1r part, 
-lnak~t.s to federate.· . It Is ·!rientioned' 'a~ 'though ~he i but solely 10 ooi1JI~. !lenoe of more inOdetn · and 
'oholoe wert! between ;FedeYa:tlon'l\nd'UniOh'. 'lt was' • fashloil&bl~wo\)ieit · tablis~ing their'swarovet:tM 
nottiing of·thidcilld.: Theel'rq1'0'6l'wat'Olle'~etween .1 men't.heat'tlft"lZ ~~I '101 '(.ll. •' 1,1 Jll j .b;;,i;..;,l 
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•' Wiled f'Jamle Law ••ed ta be' adminiltOrecl.iD .die !lloqogamoua , pq is me· mar~e of the Naira ani 
..early dayt of.MIISlim.dvilizatioll, ill Cud of frictbi othera wbo are goVemed' by the' Marumakatta 
between the husband and wife, thit inatUir aiCcllll I.aw· of. M~bar. Even ~hi! Brabmin1 of Mal&=. 
be referred 't6 fU'bitratonJ, 1D consonance: with ·the ~ely, the Naaibudries, -are governed by an Act 
injuncnion- of tu Holy · Qurar~t .and the deoision of whtch ieStricts polygamy.· ·It ·should not tie difficult. 
these arbitrators used to be binding on the: par. tiesA t_beref~ to exte'rlC thl! ·pt'iacip1e ·of 'mooogamy· to 
But -today mall 'bal arrogatea .. to• himself .the other seepop8 ofHind(ls a.-ftU.''· : 

. arbitrary powet< of pronouncing divorce, even ,fDr, no · · · ' · 
fault on· the ·part of the wife.· Divorce hal ,been ' ' ' · ' 
41eclared by the Prophet to be the molt hateful WAR .BY REVOLUTION. 
Of permitted ats, which may be resorted to only ·(B. NA~A'RAiAN, ClllDAMBARAM.) · . 
when circumlltane~e!· acutely demand it. · In the face . Progressive thinkers bave ·ot late been busy with 
bf thi•, the' anomaly of the exifJting law becomes d · d' ·· all the more patent when we realize tbat, :Under the ~ emto · ISousstons. ·<;'n th: strategy of victory io 
l{anaij Law, a pronouncement of divorce is effectual this war.. To these dti!Cusslons· Professor Harold 
even when it has been made unJer ooeroion- or J. ~ski {~here do. we go ~ here-An essay 

. b • • f •n mterpretatton) and. Mr. Francts Williams ( War 
'!•t. ilut the ~ntent•on o dissolving the marriage; by Revolution) have lllade •timulating contributions. 
stmllarly, a dtvorce pronounced by the husb;p,nd in Th h h · h a state or voluntary intoxication is none che less · ey 5 are t e convtct!on t at a. lkit~h victory 
Valid. .It is higl\ time tllat euch ano.nalies an:l the ~~~;d. can ~nsure. endurrng peace 11) · the post-war 
hardship• to which they give ri~e should b: removed 1~ ha• b~en the fashion among 'the Allies and 
bft, legislation. Mu•lim · men must no longu · be theJt chamPions to pretend that "we fight w preserve 
a lowed to possess the arbitrary power or divorcin~ democracy and .freedom." Mr. Williams is one of 
the wife by pronouncing the formula ''1 diVor.)C you 'heir gift~d propagandist~;- and he st}'les himself a 
:three ·times, · and it should b~ declared that a revoluti_onary democrat, . sworoa ·to play a part in this 
Muslim marriage can be dissolved only by a revolutionary war. He affirms what .is commonplace 

·iudicial deore!, - · · . . . that ''democracy is one ot the·few things for wnich 
· · With reg ai-d· to M u!lini girls'· educaii~~; it is hone~t and. pea.-eable · men ·maJ feel justified in 
latisfactory to ,note that so far at Madras City fightmg." · ' · : · · · ' 
l11 concerned, not more thm 26% of girls of But optimism ·about 'democracy ill todat under 
•chool-going age are not. attending a:hooJ.. .We a cloud. ·We are familiar· with the· peevish, rather 
hope that the Corporation of Madras and the undiscriminating criticism· w 'Whicb · democratic 

·<iovernment will, . in the near future, launch practice .. bas b.:en subject.' Modern life in all its 
·uron measures which will proJvide for the education comple_ll:ityj has ~p09ed a seYere !lltrain upoll even 
·<> those 1J3j, girls al•o that ,are not at present the great .uemocractes~ ·But they have kept faith in a 
being educated. and t~ust that the Corporation liberali:lling·_ creed and, however short they have 
-of M•dra•· ·· will remove the , distinction· that fallen of their J:?rofessions, thet have steadfastly 
:jc ·makes no111 betw4eo .Mualim girls and girls pursued a grand tdeaL·· · ... · · ·' . · 
-4f . other .oommunit1e1 in re~ard to· compul· What does democtacy mean P ·Democracy as we 
·11ory eduo1tion and will also prov•de greater facilities nnderstand it to-day i; a startingly new oonceptioa 
{or the conveyance of Muslim •girls, whe are oonsi- opposed 'in . every detail to the totalitatiall forces. 
-derably handicapped in this regard, . , , . ·. Authoritarianism is 'as old · d the Pharaohs 5 

In the realm ohocial reform, there Is need· for . the democi'acy'is only about forty years 'older than the 
c-emoval of the dJuble standard rof morality, The steam .engine. The history of mankind speaks of 
·idea is that the same standard shoul<( . be set for one long continual ·11truggle to establish· liberty in 
men· a1 lor women, not beosuse 'the latter . may the· face of the forces of 'natute, tO -overoome 

-override the bounds ,of deoor11m. but :because the oppression of every type and a"ert the individual 
ltormer may be thought to 'limit ' tbemselv~tt llO . the strength; . And it was .in the democratic· spirit that 
eame pure ideals aa those owhich obtain, among the insurgent and competitive htarl Df man round its 
-women. Wby should not the men 

1 
who lead .an distinct llltptession. While totalitarianism denied 

.ammoralllfe suffer o.tracism from aoci.ety p, Jf meo "the absolute and essential importance of human 
suff~red ostracism and aot merely. women, IQCjal development in all its diversity,o demooraoy' came 
life would be rendered purer. . 

1 
. , • , · _ · in as a gesture of .faith in the oommon man. The 

average : citizen· gave the State its· strength and 
.There Is need to prohibit polyg•lllY by legislation authority; government was organiaed in• Order. to 

11oth among the Hindus and the Muslims. 'A study oonfer equal benefit upon a community of. .equal 
.oof the different religions reveals that no religion, :not citizens. 
~ven ·Christianity; which. b supposed.toadvooate To the leadetll -of ·the,Amerioso Revolution 
t!IOnO!flrllf, contains an express prohibltion.of paly• demooratio .. nations were 'self-eVident truthll.' 
~my, . Charlemagne the · ~a:t, that' miasionar; . They hardly understood what revolutionary ooncep• 
<King 1 whb wa1 known as the Protector-of Christen- tiona .tbey ·'were then enunciating. But,·· it .was 
dom bad two wives at a tim~ 1lll4 the Lutheran in. its actual Working . tb!lt demooraoy. came to 
oClergy granted ·sanction to Pnlllp -ot Hesse land ·b~ assailed. 'While the .democratic philosophy 
!'"rederlck ' ·William· II of 'f..';ussla: '<!: ·contraot w"s by no means weak, it must be remembered• 
•bigamous marriages, lt wa!i .the' dbange·olll»iaa 1t·oame only· a•:a lreac:tioa against otyrannioal or 
'conditions '~t brough~ about unl~enal monogamy oppressive Governments. 6o it; ·could ,maiotaia 
-in Europe and· Amenoa. The obange of sooial its pasition·· Qllly . ,w:ith .. U.e greatest . di.fliculty. 
-conditions In I11dia calls similmr measures Ill tbis ' .Ooubtleser ~~-.aollievements .have .done its. votaries 
behalf. The pec;uliar clronmstanoea that be'DeS4itated : great , ,of41llt., · SoQia1 pappiDels aod . .individual 
:polygamy ln··the olden ·days-ba •!Gngtr' pUvail and ; ireedom ,are~ toOl'!' real todaJ: .than they: ]:J<Lve 
Jhere is no justi6oation for. the eltisCenoe of polygamy I ever been before. Minorities who have ~ 
u_an ~u,r..too111e of lu. xury amori_F. Muslin1<t these days_.\ under,: c\:lco: pppressor's 1 .wrong,. ·. have .grown. too 

·;sc1·:rar"'at' the' Hindui ·.are. oonDerned; 11i11UTlag81 oonsoious of,tbei!', ,rigbta. F1fCther ~be derJ!OOI'l'tio 
-tlontra~ted' ' \mder 'the" Speoi111 'M!Irril!.ge: AOt ',are i llyate.l ~·:hot, .poly been ;• .f~ nf.;gO"!~ent 
'alrea'dy made: monogamOuS.' by oetatllt«:.· tlltfmliJtlage ' 'j:)ut ..... llmlt'JJ ·~,. ~. of, life. It 'lias . g.ye~ U,.p 
·Jof ihbn 'who 'hclong tC7tM · Brakftlt mi\h..W4ikewiae j oommon man dign1~ .~hie*. ·;W'\S ,IIII}<D9fll }#&l-
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~ voi~· ·.f~le, yet 'BI~ni,ficant;• ln. tlrtl ·affairs- ,of 
goVernQ\ent. '' · · · t •• 1 • • •• c. r _ .•. , ·, 

· . ·what · ~h~ri: .lias; demodr.1c}• noe don~? Vnfortu" 
nately democracy, as, ~ bas 'been hithert_o: practised, 
has failed to give . ail .ad'equate answer to the 
pressin~ probler!ts of)he tim~s.: .Las~i and W!lliaft!S 
complam that 1t has not msp1red the· behet· 'In 
the citizens th1t they own the state; the distinction 
between "they" the· government: and ••u·s•• the people 
has not disappea,red yet. Inyidious social distinctions 
which divide the rich and the poor, the privileged 
and the u.nprivileged1 the powerful and tbe {:Owerless, 
still exist. 'Security~· and a decent tolerable life are 
a visiil!l for the many. Speaking of Britain herself, 
Laski · Qbserves ·that 'she . has paid dearly for the 
blahnt ·defects in her ~ocial matrix. If British 
l:lemocracy is to survive, the need for a revolution in 
. British political 'institutions and ways of thought 
is most vital: C1pitalist demdcraoy is a fragile thing. 
Privilege still ,rules; the religion of inequality still 
dominates. British ~ociety;. · ·Political democracy 
without economic equality. is meaningless. . The 
prevailing· maldi!itribution ·of economic power jeo~ 
pardises' the national unity whicb is so· vital' to 
~ritish 'vict<;ir_y. To Laski's mind, Britain niust 
display. dynamic British democracy. ' ' , · 
: . Unhappily, t)le fe~ failings of democracy ha)le 
'been brought against it in denunciation and these 
have given. the totalitarian forces their w\sht¥1 for 
oppor,tunitY.• Totalitarian states are not concerned 
witb rallying the democratic peoples to t~eir own 
creed. but have always_ sought to · undemune the 
democrats' faith in their own ideas and 'Yays of 
life. ~'Rotten within befor~ she . was · . smitten 
without,'~ :France fell in:elev~n days. After a. gallant 
stand ag~inst ~ formid~ble force, the home oqiberty, 
equality, fraternity, ·collapsed.. To the otbpr d7mor" 
cracies;:the fall of Fr~nce. drove, home a pamfut 
Jesson. · Th~:y Jealised at once tbat unless tbey h!ld. 
vision they too should Pli\l'isb,1 DemocratiC( thinkers 
111re t91Jay convinced that pnl,r.,a Qemocratio revolution 
in .Europe in which Brit~in. fierself takes. the lead, 
pan .ao~plish the triumph of her arms. ·Laski and 
.:Williams:who incline to this .view, suggest,that. it 
woulcj not be enough merely~. provoke a.,rev.olution. 
In La,ki'~ opi0io~J, Britain can hope to savE; Europe 
only by her own example-by first seLtingher house 
in Ol'der. , "lf we· wiJ.nt the winds of democratic 
dootrine ,to blow through Europe• we mu~ 'fir$t see 
·~hem· in play in tbis, country." What Bryce once 
eaid js still true. i,.iberty and equality have, not 
been follow~d up by fratjlrnity •. ;ro be· ~opsistent 
wi$ b~ plaims, Britain mus~ offer a . worthy pattern 
of tife.to.a,reconstruct~d.~~OJ?e. Any new ifieal must 
Jbe ,a.nl:w tl~al, r. , } ,, .. 

.,. ' - , ' . . ' 

" .. -/ ... CRJ~~~J.NCLDU~1.N,D. :. ' .. ",_ ., 
•· · · - · .. , 1·. ·, . r-Ol'YI;UGilT. . , ~ , ~ • • J ,.._ 1 I : t I 'I , 1 , 

z · &m• dqy Ira ill tTi•, 1431,,, folicl/l~II(Jrtm.llommi'l' 
fioner. ,;,. ~k;. ,· '"or.ta :11.!14 jac!ut . wjlh 1 two t•ltr,. on~ 
round, !om~ ioaiB/- allti !J th•, othw, Mfo" Ms; ahou'lder, 
W~iT!g a, M~.•l~r If p_oa,t. • ' , . ; '" '' ' '' 
·.-,(7QIII.11< Your nam~c is.::Syed Kcishna,c, Jtatl;ler 
unusualt ian't·itP.I ~ ,,,, ... , • ll , .. ,.,, , 
• Bi(iih{Lrirnntli; Yes, ;Sir.' :tfle \ High. Com~and , 
lieo1ded• tl'lat,- as·a iltep 'tb.wards promotmg Hmdu· 
Muslim'·'unlty, l:tindu: ri;llltes · should, have a 
Muslim' prefli and 1 MUslim names, •a! Hindu 
suffix. ·: · " 1

' • ' . 

' Uom't Tsee. ·What mgh ·Command is tlaisP · 
· lJ. K. The National High Commanlf+ · . 

Uom: If you are under the orders Of the National 
High. Command, would it come in the way of 
yoqr dutiet in ·thia Department P .. 

~ lJ. i&: ': Not at .aiL r. The name it '!lot· :1111 cbQice.. 
. lt<is my parents•. Besides ·we. baliE:ve in comprom'" 
as the ultofrlife,J ·, 1 . • · . · ••.. 

Uom :';.What are .. your qualifications i' · I see that 
you ·are a P.h.: D. pf Storm Weatber .University.; 
Any testimonials I' . · , 

1J. K. • Here< are my •.testimonials from· my father; 
wife· and child. They · testify that I am a dutifu" 
son, a faithful bus band .. and a11 indulgent father. 
They .also testify- to. my inherently suspiciou!!t 
nature which fits •me. peculiarly for investigation 
work. I have here a · sample of the work · J. 
have done in this direction. . (Bands th• Commissions, 
p 1hsst ofpapsr.) : . ·; , , , .; 
; Uom : What ate these names for i' -· · : , .. 
·, lJ. .K. They ar~ names of persons who are eligible:; 
for b~ing "rounded"· up in the interest of public;. 
safety • 

CommissioiiSr going ov1r,ths names: You say th~. 
this Borab sells Japanese doll.,· an:! he may have 
sympathy with tnat count~y. . 1 s. K. I certainly tbinlc so, Sir, 

Uom : .. Does he ·se1l only Japanese dolls i' 
I:J. K. He sells also Chinese tea, 

" ., 

: Uom: Would .. you say he .has ~hi11ese symp~ 
thies alsoP. , . . . , 

8. K. Obviously he can not sy!llpathise w:i~ 
both the belligero:;nts. Tl!at 11ame rna y be sc;ored 
but. 1 ' 1 1 ' · • 

. CfJin I What . is the 'suspicion ' against thi~ 
Parsee i' · 1 

S. K: He has a ·gramophone of German makcJ· 
and may have Nazi sympathies. . · 
· Cotn: What records does he usually play on thd 
gramophone i' · ·· _ 

S. K: · (Ut6stj4!kn) He has two · favourite· records 
which h'l plays· regularty, They. are· "It's a long 
way to 'fipperary" and "God sa've tbe King." • 

· CfJin: Surely, that shows that 'he is pro-British',. 
not pro-Nazi. That name also should be' scored' out 
Don't yotl agree ? ·. · ' · · · 
· S. K; · l'nt afraid I lnust. 

CfJin: What abo11t this Hindu ? 
· s.·K:' He has muried an Italian woman. . l 
Cotn : Do · you think that . will make bim. 

anti. British P r _ • 
No country has been more warmly loved . by 

Englishmen ··than• Italy, Italians too have long
looked on . England as • their best friend. The 
collapse of the Italians in this war is due to the lact. 
that tbe Italian people intensely dislike the alliance 
with Germany. ·. I don't think that being married t<> 
an Italian is inconsistent•with loyalty to Britain. 

That name also goes. Why have you included• 
~his Jew~ ·' ·,r• , . , •. ., • 

s. K.: 'J,"here':\1. · 'not):ting the ~atter with him
except that h~ is. f>9n. sta:ntly .changmg his domicilq.. 
He· has changed 1t five t1mes 1n as many years. . 
. · Com : , '!lou s11e, S>:ed Krishna, it is his D,lisfortu~~ 
dot his fault ~ha~ he IS. n'?~ wante? p:r~~nently tn 
any country.. Hitter's wa1. 9f ~;ahng. ,WJth J. ews ie;. 
of cours~, O\l~~us but even "JD my.· own oountry,. 
and in, the 1lJnited -State~ there is an' unde~Jying 
anti-SemitiQ feeling: wh~ch orops 1~p at U!J~Xpecte<;IJ 
moments, SQ leave Jew~. al9ne. . . , . ~i 

Doora fl!l ppBn and; Mrs. O'arnw:P•g_•on , 1nwllr m. 
1Jr61Jthl~. 8118. "'out~ ~ h~!' hUB6and:, I have., goo~' 
and been and done, 1t.. " , · .. ; · 
. Oom.. looka at TiM' w•ar•1y : : What P . 
• Mn. C.P.: Upset.the1r apple-c~t., 

CtJ11rt Whose ? . · · . , · 
.- · Mr& 0. P. ~. Old Am~y's and Unlithgow's ~ hear 
.me, dear. Old ,Amery· e1tber worn.down by CongreD> 
im~tunity or intimidated by the fluke successes o£ 
the funny little Japs, has suooumbed and agr:eed too 
.the demand for a Conetituent Assembly to fi-ame ~ 
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~stitution for India. Lord Linlithgow as usual at 
once appointed an ad 'Me committee to advise how 
•ucb an Asllelnbly should be formed. By tbe way, 

· it was a master-stroke of yours to have arrested 
three of the leading members of the ad hoe Committee. 

Oona. a~lmlilhM: My master-stroke P I know 
nothing about it. It is that idiot, Kubla Shet, 
who bas played this mad prank.. 

Mrr. 0. P : I am sorry. I hope you won't be bard 
on him. To return to my story. When the Com-

. mittee met, I got myself admitted as a representative 
of the European community. They were glad to . 

· have me there and gave me a front seat. That old 
dodderer, Garuda Sing, proposed himself and was ', 
elected to the Chair. Scarcely had the meeting 
begun, when that minx, Sita Rakshasi...... i 

Oom. : 0, that girl with a fine profile I 
Mr1. 0. P. : She is no more a girl than my grand

mother, As for profile, she knows she has a horrible , 
front view and always sits or stands sideways to 
bring berprofile to bear 011 those to whom abe is speak
in_g. As soon as she climbed into the chair, she is a 
bn of a dwarf you know, I proposed an adjournment. 
When they objeoted, I revealed to them that I was 
the wife of the Police Commissioner and would get 
you to order a mild lathi charge if they did not • 
disperse instantly, · That ended the meeting and I I 
hope, the Constituent Assembly. Hurrah! I 

Oom : lin!Mig in hi•ohair, mutt1r1: "Father, Forgive 
her for she knows not what she has done," 

Mrs. 0. P.: Stop that sanctimonious nonsense, I say, 
Carrie dear, I k11ow perfectly well what I have done. 
I ~o not. want any change in the present system 
whtch lutts me to aT. And I took prompt actions 
to aootch the attempt to change it. I wish you men 

' bad my guts, ' 
Oom. Thank yo11, my dear, for the oompliment. 

But, 1111 a matter of fact, I think that a change in the 
system is urgently needed most of all in my interests 
an~ yours. I think our people too will be glad to be 
relteved of the odium of holding India in bondage. 
Bondage is an ugly word which cuts clean across 
everything we value in English life, There used 
to be a legend in my family that my ancestor 
was one of the barons who wrested the Magna Charta 
from Klng John. Of course, he had a pompous 
Norman-Frencb name whioh has been oockni6ed 
into Carrier Pigeon. To think that a descendant 
of the old Buon should help to bold any one in 
bondage! Notka that 3gld Krithna il 1till m th• 
room and motions him to go awag. 

Mri. 0. P. I never knew that you were so ardently 
ln favour of handing India over to the natives. 
- Oom 1 One does not wear one' sheart on one's sleeve• 
Besides, the Indians would not have believed if I 
told them that I was in favour of their having full 
oontrol of their affairs, and I oan not blame them, 
AI (or you, It would have provided only material lor 
gossip. 

Mr~o 0. P. If Indians take over the government, 
'Where will you be? , · 

Oom. I will be most certainly in this country, I 
will help them to establish a stable government. 
That'• the historic role of the Englishmen. 

J/rt. 0. P: What about meP 
01111: I would advise you also to remain and help 

me to help ~ese people. I~ however; you do not 
wish to live among ooloured people, you may go 
to Canada or Australia. But I warn you that the 
nonaense about a handful of white people mono. 
polisinJit a vast Continent and refusing coloured 
men to set foot in them, is played ·out. ln leu than 
ten years you will have ooloured Pe(lple all over 

Australia and Canada. We cannot have ooloured 
men to fight for us and for bid them to enter countries 
now reserved to themselves by our people. 

Ml's, C. P.: Can I help you P 
c-: Surely. I can have none better, 
Ml'l. C:. P. I too will stay on. What makes the 

Englishwoman's life· . unbearable out here is the 
persistent feeling that she oan not help and is only 
m the way. · 

Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. walk out of thl room arm-in-arm. 

AKsar. 

RAMA-RAJY A. 
The Editor, 

Th• Indian Social R•forrMr. 
Sir, 

In a recent issue of the Rsformsr it is stated that 
"Sri Rama seeking for the cause of the death ?f. an 
infant in his realm, detected a sudra practtsmg 
austerities not prescribed to his caste and had him 
executed", This story, under "The Sambuka 
EpisodP" forms one of the essays in a remarkable 
book "Hama-Rajya" by the wellknown Sanskrit 
scholar Mr. S. D. Nadkarni of Karwar, whose occa
sional ietters which you used to publish formerly, 
were an interesting feature of the Rsformsr. 

The avowed object of Mr. Nadkarni's. book is to 
show that Rama-Rajya is not the ideal whtch P<?pular 
opinion or belief ascribes to it, Mr. N:-dkarnl exa. 
mines tbe various incidents r~oorded. m RamR~ana 
with the scrutiny of a Voltatre. Hts oonclustons 
will not find general acceptance. As if to frigh~n 
,the high caste Hindus into oo~cedtng equal soctal 
status forthwith to the other Hmdus, Mr. Nadka:r~i 
suggests that Field-Marshal Smuts, .whose !'d~ln!• 
stration subjects the Indians to !Ill ktnds of md•gm
ties, is an incarnation of the comb!ned force~ of ~~~se 
Hindus who had suffered oppresston !lnd d~sabthties 
under the Brahmins in past. ages, ~htle Mt~s Mayo 
was none other than an mo>rnat!o~ of Stta who, 
through Miss Mayo's •Mother In,dta ! has aven~ed 
her unmerited sufferings as Rama s wtfe, Exclu~mg 
these two far-fetched theories, the other well-wrttten 
theories are intensely interesting and worthy of 
consideration, 

In his foreword contributed to th~,book, Mr. B, ?· 
Kher ex-Premier of Bombay, says, Mr. Nadkarm • 
style 'is brilliant and his argument clever," 

1 take this opportunity of mentioning that Mr. 
Nadkami is also publisbin~ a small we:kly ne'!"s 
paper "Navayuga," containtn~ repr~ucttonl! w1th 
correct translations from var1ous Hmd'! scrtptures 
which European missio~rie~ and o_thers m search of 
accurate teachings of Hmdutsm wtll find useful and 
interesting. 

I have always been envious of Mr. Nadkarni's great 
knowledge of Sanskrit. So I thought. I would_ be 
rendering a service to your readers by mtroducmg 
him to them; hence this letter. 

Coonoor }' Yours eto., 
~ovember 28; 194.L M.G. JosEPH. 
· 8 r utre no lntroauction to Hr. Nadkaml. His c!'tlc~ 

[Wn--eqRa · " offends agr.ins' the first oa.non of hiatori_cal 
of "~ JY• "ob . od bould be judged according 
orltloism that the men of ~:ape;; 1 t 'DAI'hape Gudhijl 
to *he atandards of ~ba1i peri · ~ on!~x!eka[~" u the model 
o11. one or two ooo&Slona, reoommeu • d t aa 
for a modern State. Gandhiji himself perhaps oea Ed~~or r 
&D1'hill8 more by it that the nign of rlsbloouan .... - ' , 
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Travaneore State Life Insurance· 
PUBLIC BRANCH ' 

Open to all TP.l.Vancoreans 

--:o:-· 

Guaranteed and managed by the Government 

LOW RATES OF ·PREMIA-LOWEST 
EXPENSE RATIO 

Profits distributed at the very first· valuation-· 
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by the concern 
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TRIV AN DRUM. 

THE 
SCIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 

Managing Ag•M : 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 

NA~OTTAM A!O~A~JEE & co., BOMBAY 
_Support Indian Shipping 

. COMBINED CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

RaDgoon-Bombay-Kar&ehi1 via Malabar. 
Ba.Dgoon-Madre.s-Colombo. 
Oalcutta-Ka.ra.ohi via Coast Porta. 
Ra.ngoon-Oalcutta according to dema.nd. 
Bombay-Gulf of Outoh Porte to Koraohi. 
Bombay-Bhavnagar--Porte. 
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Bangoon-Coroma.ndal Porta. 
Ohittagong-.Rangoon. Ohittagong-Cox'a Baza.r. 
Oalou,ta·Bombay-Karaohl, to Jeddah, 

KONKAN LINES - Bomhay to Panjim, 
calling at all intermediate Ports. 

HARBOUR LINE!-Rovaa-Dharam'-r-Uran-Elophan•Nahava 

ASSOCIATE:D COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV, 00., LTD, 
BAJ LINE, LIMITED, 
BOMBAY'STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD, 
JNDUN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. 00., LTD. 
RAT:t'!AGAR STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
Sclndia Houoe, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tele-
phonu: 
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THE BANK OF BARODA. LTD~-
(Inoorp0rate4 fa. Baroda. The Uabilltr of Hemlaera bet1l8' Lfmfte4.) 

Under the Patronage of and largely supported by the 
Oovemment of H. H. the Maharaja Oaekwar of Baroda, 

CAPITAl. Alol'H0~15E!D lbl, 2,40.00.000 
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AT 
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The following books can be. had from the 

office of Tke Indian Social Reforme~: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re.,' 1J- · 

S. Natarajan's i<West of Suez'' Rs. St

' Bombay Representative Conference 1822 Re. 1;
(Posli .... ,. 

(being lhe official report ,of the unity 

Conference held in 1822 In Bombay, 

Interest In this has revived as a resull 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to tile Mana,re,., 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Eetablt.bed '7tb Septembel' 1908.) 
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ANOTHER INDIAN MONUMENT 

~~RE 
SOAP 

Unrivalled in quality, 
smell and excellence. 

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE. 

GOVT. SOAP FACTORY, 
BAN GALORE. 

Stocks can 6e kat/ at :

THE 
MYSORE GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIES, 
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Sir Phirozshah Mehta Road, Fort, 

BOMBAY. 

CHEST COLD 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

into bronchitis; avoid this by rubbing your 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep· down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
3ring-s Quick Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN L TO. 
BOMBAY & MADRAS. 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An lllustrated Journal ol International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(Eatablilhstl 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
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• NOTES. 
Mr ,./Jmrcbill's Visit to the United States :

Altl .... ~n the visit of the British Prime Minister 
fo Washington was supposed to be a· close 
secret, it was very much of an open one even to 
observers far away from London. For several 
days, Mr. Atlee the Vice-Premier was answering 
questions and otherwise acting in Parliament for 
the Prime Minister. lt required not much ingenuity· 
to · think of alternative explanations. Either 
Mr. Churchill's health bad broken down under the 
burden of his responsibilities ; or he had left the 
country for a second consultation with President 
Roosevelt. It was said after their first. meeting 
that further meetings mtght be necessary.. As 
regards the proceedings at Washington, the 
only thing . of interest to us in India 
is that mention of India was studiously 
avoided notwithstanding that India is now 
the centre from which supplies in men and 
materials· for at least two out of three war 
fronts, are largely drawn. The speeches of 
the Prime Minister and the President have 
been made much of but at the stage which the 
war has reached, speeches only dissipate energy 
which ought to l?e reserved for action. The 
most serious consequence of the Washington 
talks is the protest or the Australian Prime 
Minister against the war in the Pacific being 
regarded, as described in a joint official statement, 
as subsidiary to the war in Europe, Mr. Curtin, 
the Australian Prime Minister, in an article in a 
Melbourne journal proposed an American
Australian pact to meet the Japanese 
menace to his continent. He maintains that 
Australia has a distinctive point of view in 
defence policy and· that he would not agree 'to 
its being subordinated to European exigencies.' 

The Congress Technique :-We comment 
.editorially on the implications of the Congress 
decision as regards · the political future 
·Of India. · But there· is one aspect, the 
attitude of the Congress to its past decisions, 
which comes out with sinister meaning in the 
present resolution. The Congress in July 194.0 

co-operation,'' resolved that the Poona offer "had, 
lapsed," and asked Gandhiji to take over cotnp,.; 
Jete control. As for non-violence, the BomJ>;Ly 
resolution affirmed belief in non-violence "n!>t 
only in· the struggle. for Swaraj. but also, in 
so far .as this inay .be possible of applicatiolJ; il\ 
free India,'' Speaking at an A. J; C. C. meeting:· 
Gandhiji observed · that he himself had drawn, 
up this resolution. : Political India inferred from 
all this that there was a distinction between the. 
Poona offer and the Bombay withdrawal of it and 
that Gandhiji had come back to power in the, 
the Congress after ·the · f aillire of a revolt. 
Now suddenly we are. told .that Gandhiji who 
admitted having· drawn . the: resolution at 
Boiubay, had misread. the· resolution :and. that 
he found himself. unable · to carry on his 
leadership of the Congress in view of the new 
meaning others have persuaded him to read inti> 
the ·sombay resolution.. He is relieved of his 
command and-wonder of wonders-another 
resolution is passed reiterating the stand 
taken up Bombay by the A. I. C. C. which. 
put Gandhiji back in the saddle. Batdoli, 
has wrought a political miracle by reconciling 
the Bombay resolution with the Poona. 
reS())ution, sending Gandhiji out with an admis
sion that : the leadership had been thrust 
on him under false. pretenses, and creating 
general confusion. The men. who are respon•; 
sible for this achievement, probably know their 
own minds. But certainly they have no 
intention · of · letting the country know what 
exactly they are planning. It is ridiculous in. 
the .circ11mstances . to expect the Congress to 
pursue a strong policy after. these strange shifts. 

Gandbijl, 'Then and Now :-Addressing a 
meeting of the All India· COngress Committee in 
Bombay cin September 17; 1940; Gandhiji said: 

My reasoning is the only rea•oning that will sit 
well on Congress Ups.· But I · do not expect aU to 
restrict themo;elves to that reasoning. Those who 
have: conscientious objection, as I have, wiU 
adopt my rusoning. . Those who . are tired 
of Brithh Imperialism, will use that argument. 
There will be others who wiU have other arguntents. 
All these should be covered under this freedom of 
speech, provided, however, they all accept non-violence; 
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provided al~c:i that what they say is said openly and 
not secretly. · 

That was in inaugurating his campaign of civil 
disobedience. Now in relinquishing his leader
ship in the Congress, he writes to the Congress 
President: 

I could not, for Instance, Identify myself with 
opposition to the war effort on the ground of ill-will 
to Great Britain. The resolution (adopted at Bombay) 
contemplated material association with Britain in the 
war effort, as a price for the guaranteed Independence 
of India. If such was my view and I believed in the 
use of violence for gaining independence and yet 
~efused participation in the effort as a price of that 
Independence, I would consider myself guilty of 
unpatriotic conduct ...... You wiU, therefore, please 
relieve me of the responsibility laid. upon me by the 

' Bombay resolution. 

Sir Akbar Htdari at the Editors' Conference :
The survey of Indian· problems which ·Sir 
Akbar Hydari gave to the Standing Committee 
of the Editors' Conference, lacked the 
finish which Sir Akbar's speeches generally 
have. It was a bald appeal to· the press in 
India to give fair treatment to the Viceroy's 
Expanded Council; to present adverse news in a 
background of faith in ultimate victory, and to 
forget differences between not only Indian and 
Indian but between Indian and Briton. All this 
the press in India has done as far as it could be 
expected to do. The criticism of the Viceroy's 
scheme for expanding his Council h3s, generally 
speaking, been directed at the potentiality for 
good of the system rather than at the personnel 
of the Council. Even where the press has not 
been able to applaud the achievements of the 
expanded Council, it has refrained from attack
ing the members of it, realising that. the best 
men could do nothing more in their place. This 
is going further than even Sir Akbar asked his 
audience to go. "I would ask you," he said, "to 
wait and judge by results.'' As for war news, there 
have been months in which without the least 
item to cheer the newspaper men, the 
Indian press has preserved an optimistic out· 
look. Sir Akbar rather tended to lay too much 
stress on the resources which the Axis powers 
had not got. It is this very type of optimism 
which is responsible for some of the worst: 
setbacks the Allies have received. Over-confidence 
in one's own powers and under-estimation of the 
enemy's strength, as Mr. Churchill has so often 
told his public, can bring disaster, Very often 
what Britain thought or said was impossible of 
achievement has been done by the other side. 
On Government's attitude to the press, Sir 
Akbar's assurance is invaluable: 

Much of the news which you, as editors, have tO 
interpret to the public, comes to you through my 
department. I can assure you that we shall in the 
future as In the past be scrupulous purveyors of truth
you are entitled to expect that from us and we shall 
not fail you. 

Newspapers must be free not only to interpret but 
to give the public all the news on which Indians 
can form their opinions. It was the fact that this 
freedom was threatened, that brought the Editors' 
Conference into being. As for stressing the 
points ~f agreement rather than the differences 

between the peoples of this country, the 
press has a fairly clean record. We wish the 
same could be said of officialdom. Sir Akbar 
referred to 200 years in which India watched 
international commotions undisturbed. Where 
does he reckon his 200 years from? We have 
had disturbances with neighbours :in the north 
and in the east which have not affected the rest 
of the world. Even our present policy towards 
J~pan, to which Sir Akbar Hydari referred in 
hts speech, would have taken a different shape 
had India been in a position to influence policy 
effectively. 

The Luckoow Pact:-The Hon. Mr. M. s. 
Aney in one of his recent speeches in Poona 
described the Lucknow Pact as a great stroke 
of statesmanship of the late Lokamanya Tilak 
whose disciple he claimed to be. Mr •. Aney 
claimed that by it Mr. Tilak brought about 
unity and harmony. between the extremists and 
the moderates, between the Congress and the 
Muslim League and between India and the 
United Kingdom. The first visible reaction 
to the agreed demand, he said, was the arrival 
of the Secretary of State for India, Mr. 
Montagu, to understand the Indian point 
of view at firsthand. Mr. Aney did not 
pause to explain how this harmony 
resolved itself into the discord which culmi· 
nated at Jallianwala. The fact is that Mr. 
Tilak's compromise was a surrender to the 
separate electorates policy of the Government 

. to which the . Congress under the leadership 
of Sir Pherozeshah Mehta was strenuously 
opposed. Sir Pherozeshah and Gokhale died iB 
1915. Mr. Tilak became leader by ousting 
Dr. Besant, his only rival; and he signalised 
his leadership by getting the Congress to 
accept communal electorates in the form in 
which they had been instituted in the 
Morley-Minto reforms. The Lucknow Pact 
has been ever since a millstone round the neck 
of British and Indian statesmen. The authors 
of the Montagu Chelmsford Report declared 
that communal electorates were opp:>sed to the 
teaching of history; that they perpetuated class 
divisions; that they stereotyped existing 
relations; and that they constituted a very 
serious hindrance to the development of the 
self-governing principle. In spite of these strong 
objections to communal electorates, they were 
forced by facts to acquiesce in them; 

. prominent among the facts being the 
Lucknow Pact, We ta_ke the following passage 
from the Report of the Simon Commission : 

They (the aut)lors of the Montagu-Chelmsford 
report) made no c:Omment on the allocation of seats 
recommended in the Lucknow Pact. The Franchise· 
Committee reporting t"\'0 years after the Lucknow 
Pact, stated that "both HinduS and Muhammadan• 
are in substantial agreement that the latter should 
everywhere enjoy communal electorates and we have 
no hesitation in recommending that effect should be 
given to this common desire." The Committee equally 
thought It wise to abide by the allocation of seats 
proposed In the Lucknow Pact. Its recommendations. 
In which the Government of India In the main 
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. coacurred-though not without doubt-were acceptad 
• by the Joint Select Committee and Parliament.· 

The Simon Commission found when it toured the 
countcy that the Pact was repudiated· both by 
Hindus and Muslims. Thus within eleven 'years 
after its fonnulatio~ by the LokaD?-anya,.the Pact 
was thrown aside by both the parties to it, 
lbi!l is the obvious and inevitable result. of tile 
policy· of havi!Jg no guidance from principle 
and, of ta)9ng what is given and asking for 
WQre, ln · the :five years during which he 
halt control.of the, Congress. policy, Mr. Tilak 
seemed to be anxious to show that he could be 
more mod~:rate than professing Moderates, 
, The ~ New Statesman'' j)n Dominion Status :

At long last . an. influential EruzJish weekly .has 
expressed . a; doubt as to ·the.- suitabilitY, of 
Pominion Status for India,. The Ne.'ll/ Statesman 
wants and has been insisting for months past 
that India, . should have the large~t measur~ l of 
political freedom. Its doubt is-~ to . wha~ fqrm 
of Government would ensure i.t for he~. For. yea!l 
east Tlz4 Refgrmer has been clear th;lt Dominion 
~latus is a , term and a . form which was 
anomalous in relation to India, None of.. th~ 
attributes . of the present J3ritish Dominions 
are present in the ,::ase. of India. Let us 
take ·these one by one, All Dominions began 
as . British QO!onies, India .was never and can never be a British Colony. All the· Dominions 
have populations of British descent. Th~ 
lnd~n people are by her.edity, culture and religion 
quite. unrelated . to the British. India has a 
much older history t)lan Great Britain. It has 
nearly . eight times the population of Great 
Britain and her Dominions put together. 
Dominion Status, as the New Statesman 
says, is more or less. a family . affair,. Ireland. 
has repudiate4 it. Soutll · Africa has not 
openly done so but that it has. not accepted it 
is evident from the fact that unlike Australia, 
New Zealand and Canada, she has, so far as 
we have seen, not yet declared war against 
Japan. Even Australia has protested against 
her defence being made subsidiary to 
those pf the mother country, The fundamental 
requirements of Dominion Status are not 
political but social and ethnic, The economic 
mterests of the Dominions are more often 
different from and even contrary to those of 
tho mother country. It is tho ethnic bond which 
makes the mother country almost invariably 
yield to a Dominion when the latter insists ·on 
having _its own way, though it .may be a way 
contrary to British engagements. The exclusion 
of Indians from the Dominions and. their repres
sion in those whe~ they have been domiciled 
under pledges of equality by the Imperial Govern• 
ment, ar~ instances in point. The only parallel 
which is of use in devising a system of part~ 
pership between India and . Britain is the late 
Austro-Hnugarian dual monarchy. Mr. Amery 
in . his book and in . his recent pronounce-. 
ments has called our attention 110 tho Austro
Hungarian model. The :_collapse of the, 
AustrQ-li~ian Empire was . due _less -~ 

the last war than to the decadence of the 
Hapsburg dynasty which had no ambition 
beyond maintaining itselr a9 the ruling family. 
Under rulers of' vision and energy the Austro-· 
Hungarian system might have been a model 
State. . The historian, Acton, held it up as. a 
political structure of remarkable promise for 
human freedom which ~ 4im was the inspiring 
motive of history., Even in its decadence it held 
people of different race!! . and religions ·together 
an4 ._more than pne. thoughtful .. writer has 
lamented that the Allies after the last war did. 

. f' ' 

not adopt a. policy of. keeping ~the Empire 
~ogether instead of one . of cutting it up into 
several parts. I( the former aim had been . kept 
in view the history <;Jf Europe· and the world 
today would have been quite different. · : . 
, The, ,Bbagalpur · BaJJ :-The action of" the 

Gov~nor _ C?f .Bjhar-the province is now under 
the regime of .a Governor with the help of 
Advisers-in' banning t1ie ·.holding· of ·.the 
Mabasabha session at Bhagalpur on the grourid 
that he ha4 not enough police at his· disposal to 
d~l with any communal disturbance whicli His 
Excellency ·· aS&umed must arise. if the. session 
was held there during the. Bakri-ld · festival, and 
in. refusing to, ~ithdraw the ban ~veil after 
the organisers of. the Mahasabha . had 'offered 
to change the dates so . as to avoid the 
coinciqence, has ' '. me,t "'itli: a . chorus of 
condemnation such as has seldom been seen 
during recent years. Of ~~e fivelndian Privy 
.Coun!lellors, Srinivasa Sa~try1 Sapru and 
Jayakar have: strongly protested against it. 
Sir; Siva!!wariU Aiyar, Sir · Raghunath 
Paranjpye . an.d 1, Sir Vithal C~andavarkat .have 
criticised it .. with equal severity. The 
Statesma-, ·of Calcutta, one of the two leading 
Anglo.Indian newspapers, has denounced the 
action of the GovernoJ;' in severe terms and 
the Times of ~ rsrlia has regretted it in less 
uaambi~uous ter!IlS• When Sir Manmathanath 
MukherJi at the instance of the Hon. Dr. S. P. 
Mukherji had an interyiew with the Vieeroy 
during his annual sojourn in Calcutta~ His 
~ellency is reported to have declined to inter. 
vene in the matter which, he thought, was ·most 
~ppropriately within_the. province of the provin· 
cial government. A measure which galvanised 
Hindus . from the Himalayas to Cape 
Comorin, is certainly not 11 provincial ~easure 
especially when , the Governor was 
acting under th~ Defence Qf India 11;1les. 
It may be that ,privately the Governor was 
warned of the consequences of the course he 
was taking but that is no satisfaction to the 
aggrieved public. The Governor's action met 
with no support' _from Mahomedans in Bihar 
or outside. The president's address was published 
in full all . over the country. Dr. Savarkar's 
onslaught on the Muslim League and Muslims 
generally, wa11 wholly out. of place aitd based 
on assumptions 'lfhich W!lfe wholly unsupported 
by history and incompatible with the best 
inter~ _of the people. yYe deeply regret 
~he outburst. 
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INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER 
BOMBAY, January 8, 1942, 

CONGRESS AND THE WAR. 

In· the leading article ·in The Reforme,- on 
Sir Sultan Ahmed's speech in Bombay, 
exception was taken. to his assumption that 
the Congress and the · Moslem· League between 
them _ comprised Indian public opinion and 
that . a compromise bet'!een the tw~ 'would 
provide a . working bas1s . fot solvmg the 
deadlock which · is · supposed to exist' and 
to impede India's war effort. ' It· was pointed 
out . that these two organisations themselves 
wefe'" in · the throes of an internal conflict 
which would ·assert' itself at no distant· date~ 
)'he _Moslem · Leitgae•s:, conflici: ·has resulted in 
open rupture. Bengal and Assam_have disearded 
their affiliations, such· as .they were; 'to'' the 
League. The Punjab' Govermnent, as its Prerriier 
Sir' Sikandar Hyat Khan has repeatedly declared, 
~s not a Muslim Government, much less a: League 
Government.: Now this is more'·pat!int than it 
has been befote Ia.StJuly.' ·The Muslim League, 
~erefore, is today in> the same position as the 
Congre5s; the only diff~renoe· being that;' ·while 
the CongreSs has of itS own volition . relinquished 
office in' seven provinces, the League 'has· not 
been able to hold'offiee irf any province: The 
Congress differences· came to a head this week 
at the 'meeting of the ' Working. Committee ;;tt 
Bardoli. . Gandhiji has formally relieved himself 
of the control which he· :exercised over Congress 
policy. There · · is · real · pathos · in the 
lett~r in which he tendered his resignation. 
Gandhiji avows that 'in acceptirig the leadership 
over a · year ago ·he acted' on an interpreta· 
tion which he realises was wrong; of the reso
lution of the W 0rking Committee, inviting · him 
to be the sole guide of the Congress, in regard to 
its attitude to the war situation. He says that 
he ·believed that Congressmen· were opposed 
to war because they had. accepted the ' principle 
of .non-violence. Congressmen in opposing 
the participation of India in the war effort 
were not, he is now · C<inviriced, ·actuated by . 
a conscientious repugnance to · non-violence. 
They · were· doing' so because they wanted 
the Government of · the country in their 
hands, immediately with a declaration promisirig 
complete independence on the conclusion of the 
war. Gandhiji is against all wars including the 
present one and 1 ·he has been supporting indivi
dual civil disobedience · or: satyagraha · in order 
to ·assert his right to carry· on propaganda 
against all wars as evil. We do not think 
as we have said before, that there is any ban 
on the expression of · opinion agairist all 
wars, and against this war as one ·of them;· as 
sharing in this attribute. That war is an· evil 
is common ground with all except Fascists and 
Nazis who have exalted war as the great purifier 
of humanity. And the present being the greatest 
and the worst of wars in modern times and 
fought with weapons of_ immensely · more J~thal 

capacity than former wars,it is,. Of course; a 
greater 'evil than any former wars. So far as we 
know, there is no ban on the expression of such 
an opinion. Gandhiji seems to be labouring 
under a serious misapprehension on this point, 
What is ·objectionable from the point of view 
of Government. is direct interference with 
tlfe war effort which they are · making, such 
as ·preventing' contributions in : men '-and 
money' for 'the war. Even ·here Government 
have not experienced· ·any difficulty on account 
of the·, satyagrahis' and that. is obviously on6 
reason:. why" the:r have decided to• release 
satyagraha · prisoners. . · As Gandhiji · has 
imposed' a self-denying ~ordinance -on himself 
and his. friends not to embarrass· Government. 
in prosecuting theh;. war 'efforts,·' 'his present plea 
for withdrawing (. hls guidance : is' not r easily 
.intelligible.' · ' : · : ·: l '- . . , .. : 

• By·'the principal-, resolution passed'_"·lit the 
Working :Com!l_littee' meeting· at Bardoli( 1_the 
Congress, . it ·. is ·said, has · opened the ' door to' 
coo-oper~tion With~ ~Government· iri '- prosecutiri~ 
war efforts~ .. ' The Committee has offered · t6 
cooperate on condition that the': British ' Gcivem-• 
ment promise ·complete independence to India' 
soon after · r the · conc1US:ion '·of the ·:: war, 
[mm~diately the Working Committee in!,!i~ts on· 
having a''nati6naJGovernment'at the centre-and· 
coalition Governments· iri the provinces~1 'JThe 
distinction between ~'national" ··and'· "coalition~ 
Governments is not clear. ·It may mean that the 
members of . the Central Government should be· 
Indians, exeept for the· Viceroy, but that they 
may' drawn fr~m all parties and .froni no . party 
and not exclustvely from the Congress' and" the 
Mosleni League.· Coalition Governments would 
apparently be . drawn from these two parties 
predominantly · and with their· suffrance froni· 
other parties and communities. · 'We are not 
clear as to what these Governments at the 
centre and in the provirices are expected tO do 
and will be able to do, iri the · matter of wai 
efforts m.ore than . what the existing Governors' 
regime -is doing. As ·for the centre, the Ex• 
panded Executive Council · has not materially 
affected the', war efforts' as ~ey were being 
carried on under the unexpanded Councils. We 
have said again and again that the responsibility 
for the Government during the· war Should rest 
solely with the Governor-General and that' 
constitutional ·changes should be· made after 
calm deliberation when the war is ended. The 
present status of India ·is that of "a British 
Possession " or " a British Dependency " and 
any change which ·does'· not· completely 
transform that status would make India's 
position vis-a-vis 'the ·war . not other than 
what it is. · l'he British Government have 
definitely refused to treat India as anything 
but a Possession. The word "Dependency" has 
been rendered glaringly anomalous by the 
fact that Britain · is now more dependent 
on India than India on Britain for the successful 
conduct of the war. Great · Britairi is fighting 
f01· her· PosseSsion, and has 'got India to help 



t9'a r ; 
her in . this war. 'India 1 as ~ 'subject criuntry' -:. . ; WAR 8Y REVOLUTION. · . 
has gOt to obey the orders' of her possessor~ ' (BY lJ, NATARAJAN, CHIDAMBARA¥ } 
The institut4>n of; a so-called · natio. ria~. govern:. . k . .. ll . 
ment '\"Ill• not . rna e . the . least . change .in , , . • : · • " , . · . · 
India's status.. , The only intelligible explanation . Reeently .. there bas ; been a tendency to believe 
of the position of the Congress ·resolutiOn' in the efficacy of propaganda as a. war-winning 
is that. those'' who, cSUpporte<L it,·, believe . that weapon •.. Such an independent worshipper of truth as Professor Joad ba~ Succumbed to this fascination. 
when •once India draws her' sword she would Francis Williams. is· also anxious that British 
not put' it 'back' ·in " the·, seabbard' until 'tbei propaganda . mus( touch. the i hearts ofthe common 
independence of not 'only' ··of'C~ecbosloVakia;; people of·Europe. · He 'believes· that Britain must 
Poland' and HOlland. and oth~r eouotries now. send forth ,a eh~llenge to Nazism--,-a bold call ~ 
under.· .. Nazi. 'occ. upation, ,has .. been. D<>Cured but', the peoples .of Europe-as a11 ·eamestofber good 

~ intentions.· r.··. · .,. ~" • .~ ' ., . · · 
also until:. her,· ownr .independence, ris.! assured., 1' ,., · • · •' ·• .· .,., .· •· . , · · .· ',. . .· 

If 
b' . h . f . ' '.But ,about.~he ,outcome' of. such propaganda, 

t IS 18 ·so,r w y·. Watt•. or'. any. assurance; Francis Williams is sceptical •. · .Wba~.is propaganda? 
from Britain about. India'S ,POiitica• future, 01" 'I,ViU prqpagam~'l pay i'l" '.I r. 1.. . . I . 

even for· a:'' national Government 'at the Centre 0 now r·. dn the o.ther side,•' .the .. · Btl'tish r Govern;, I . nder the amusinirrcaption!·''B. B. c. gives you 
the facts because propaganda does not win war,'! 

ment . shoul~ realize . that, ;io ·,he . present: (ndian. Information , ( N01fem bee. , l,.l9U) roundly 
circumstances,,; obstinate · persistence' io... the 1 .old: asserted, "Propaganda by,itselfbas oevec won. a war. 
attitude: towards., India, 1 ·is •a serious :embar•r It i~ • doubtful,. if ,it bas ~ver w~r!; even a. politisal 
rassment' to 'those who wish.' the· 'Indo-British' electro11 • ., ·It goes

1
. on to. explam, ''fhe real atm 

connection to evolve Into an equal and honourable or' propagl!nda 'is to provide really' reliable news." 
partnership.' li'rl '·I., ·or,'·, l ,,, r. : '.1 ·r. Notlcontent'with,'airing thisobiterdictum,'itacW.s,' 

1 
. , . • • , , • • ., ___:.!. , . , / 1. . , .. , , . , . , "Truth bad been· blacked out in Europe by German 

. , • , 
1 

, , ; , · ' 1 , , : • • , . : • /. occupation, and by German propaganda and that 
Alllndil .womeo's, :Conference :,-In.' her,, pre· gave ··us. burr chance;,,.,;,,; .• 1 ' ... People oomplain or 

Britain'lll laekr of a· 'clearly' defined· war-aim .. In 
sidential• ·addresli'• to :thei All ,India • Women's· Britain's European broadcasts,'tbe. B. B. C. haw 
Conference·· at' Cocanada, ·.Mrs.R. S. ·Pandit tried, co mak~one,iwar aill),,implicit: in: evet)l, word 
made an bbservation ·which we' have feW fof whicll: th11y ·aan. the. war,flim 11f.deetroying tile tie 
some Year$ past.' needed, inakiri~;'r '~?he, aciyiseq: st~~ar~·,of. D~j ,Go:;bbels. a'ld,·,putting ~he crutb 
the Con£er~nceJo 1 ~:once11trate ,,oa"pne;,or, ,two, s.t"'n ar ,lOibi pa~e., · .· ·1' :. • ,] J., • · · ,. 

important, l)ubjects insteacl,.o( sprlll!ding, ,itsel£, •· But one is not''quite'·sure Chat Londor1 ·propaganda 
out, as it rhas, shown a: tendency rtOr do, overr it: truth,· pure and lridefiled, •· Britain- cannot ·hope 
many and , varied' . fields~ , .. ,we; are'''not1 tO arouse' peoples'Jieonfidence ·~ndretainctheirfaitbl 

· . h u "unless··if·'provesl the realit)d ofher·•·purposes• and 
sure that .. · the'· subJects 'whic , .. rs •.. ,. Pandit1 not''·merelf'· reiterates·,.· announeementa•· of• them." 
herself 'Indicated''' 'as '''the' 11 most I suitable1 ItiiJir heoomell Ql greatodemochlcycrto·dependupon; 
field for, ~he. :WPmllll'f ~~n(e_rence_' , ari{ socli f.>ul' methOds ras' propaganda' to e.dvocata her 
the· ,best, ,Jhat. •,call;;. ,,be;.,.~hought· .of,, cause.! Democracy•liJripliesrrra robuat 'faitb'.in tbe: 
Speaking generally;, the. :Women's, Conference, cimimon man.•'Jlt is cwrong 'toi deny him< access too 
should strictly confine. its activities to true' · informatiolf•· andr' protection' agains~ misleading' 

offioial. propaganda for. the sueces!'' of .democrat!~ 
subjects . wb,cl;l. ill the , ~u~e, ,()f · . things are illstitutiona . is. "Vi Cally·· affected · b}'' 'the< aotion · and: 
beyond men's knowledge' ail~ .aptitudes.' . Fields reaction bf the: average •citizen on matters of moment; 
in which inen and' 'women'-t:an ·work' together It ·it essential to distinguish''betweeril propagandaJ 
must ·not. be (enced lrt fots~cial cultivation by thaFstifles the individual spirit and •knowledge> that· 
mer\' or', "women, ',1t" should. be 'the, constant' is· tre& to.'jlermeateo' In' hisremarkable inquiry in ... 
ende~v.'o. u'r of both sexes to' extend the sphere ,of to'.'I'Powar< "over' opinion,~ • · Bettrand Russell··extols · 
. . A ' g:ason as a fotoe lin bumafl'raffaits.• Of propaganda;• 
such · 1 c:Q-operation.,, ,nS .,a·, matte;r · .of,o;fact,, he says rhatipropagandists> thrive upon: the· potenoy' 
the .. largest. part of,, life 1 is, •Common ground. of indiscriminating iteration< • !'Propaganda," Russell• 
for.· men and: women.,., rAny • attempt" on" •the' declares,e «muse appeal· to• desire :and •this· may be 
part •of 'women to )imit '' this ·area • 'is 'ini ®llfirmed ,b)'l tbedaUure.of 11tate propagal)da when 
thelong ~un sure ~0 'operate as a bar .to further' opposed .to ,n.tionalrrrteeling,. ,a'\ in. large. parts of 
p~ogress and ~ven' t~ set .' .back: the 'progress' Austria-Hungary before the War; iqlrel$nd until. 
so far made chiefly. by .. \he, endeaVO\lrS., of. "'ell 1922, . ~tnd in, Jndia down -.to the present time. 

•- Propaganda is oply suooeesrul .when it is in harmooy 
\\!hO l)eld that women ,bad the same· capacity, with, something io1 the patient!, his desire, (or an·, 

. and must have the same ·Opportunities as. men.: ifl)monal,eouJ,.,fOii bealth> fQr .the greatness ofllis 
Their ·opponents· always' maintained'that the nation,:or · .wbat<, not.1·. Wilen: there,·. is no suob: 
natural' differences between the 'sexes 1 should' fuod11mental.Jea'on for aoquiescenoe, the assertion•: 
be rt!CO~ised, and theit . reSpeCtiVe , . 1 !;~heres. Ol authority ar~ I viewed wich • pynical sceptioism,» · 
of ac:tlvtt•• .. demartated ·in .education, 'and On: the:powet ofotlicial propaganda,whicb.l$mucb: 

I . · • · abuse~ 11t. prc:sertt, . Rue sell ' is.. , equally clear, ••In: 
in life.. ', Tne '.;·Reforlllet:', haA.' (r\)lli the first: 8 q faus It (ieVQtll$ itself 1110 oausiog belief in false 
deprecate~\, the.. adea .PC~. separa~e, · 1,1niversity,. Pr<?positione :Of ;~~ioh. ·time will prove ~e fa!aity, ~c. 
fQt. women; notwithsta.nding its . respect, .. ; foli· ts 1•1 u ball a posttton, 1\S the Arlstotehans 1n thett, 
its ' ,distinguished ' founder. When .. •'II'OmeB opposition, to,, Galil110.'' •· OI. all freedoms,. Chen, the, 
themselves begin to circumseribe .certain' i ac:tivi•· freedom o£ the mind and the spirit .is .the blessed. , 

~ies, as. ~e~~1 .th~.~a~~~r~i~ ~~!l.~xra~r, ,.~ ,', '. :: :.::k~ bali·,~~~~ ,~~nls~tlor: fQt Briti5b 
·. r Society, tbe removal of social inequality, the abolition ·.~ ,I' L I ,.__.. :t f': ~ '·; J. 
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of privilege and capitalist exploitation. He insists 
that Britain must courageously grapPle with the 
complex problem of her Imperial relations. The 
i11C0f!1pa_tib!Jity between democracy at home and 
tot:Ua~antsm abroad staggers his imagination. Of 
Bntatn s management of her Eastern Trust-India
Laski writes: 

.. The character of our rule in India, maintained in 
defiance of Indian demands, has long stained 
our reputation for plain dealing all over the 
world; until the adV€nt of Hitler and Mussolini . , 
at was the classic example of imperialist exploitation. 
\V e are squarely faced from India with a demand, 
insistently maintained, for self-government and we 
know, within ourselves, that sooner cr later we must 
yield to it even though the risk to our interests of so 
yielding is a formidable one .•• It seems to me clear 
that the solution of the Indian problem depends upon 
the reality. of our detenninatioo to agree to its 
self-gO\·eroment." 

Fur-.her, in Laski's view, such a gesture _can do 
infi'lite good to the Allied cause. 

•·I do not think it is possible to exaggerate the 
importance of such an announcement, not least in 
its influence upon the subject peoples of ~any 
arid Italy in whom we are so greatly concerned, both 
to arouse and sustain hope." 

Regarding the immediate steps for implementing 
tbe goal-pa omised to India even during the last 
wodd war-Laski suggests, 

"'f we said, for example, that this self-government 
will begin to operate within a year of the conclusion 
of peace ; if we proposed to India a constituent 
assembly elected from the present provincial a'Jsent
blies, and announced, subject to suitable negotiations 
with ourselves, that we should ask Parliament to 
ratify the conclusions it reached; if we built a 
national government of Indians at Delbi to conduct 
the war and th& negotiations with us; if we suggestet 

. that such communal differences as the assembld 
failed to solve should be submitted to independeny 
arbitraC"1011, to the permanent International Court, 
or iostaoce, cr to the President of the United 
States: I do not think an appropriate pattern of 
lodia, freedom would be long in fcrthcoming. But 
as long as every vested interest in lodia is, like 
the Moslem interest, encouraged, openly or secretly, 
to believe that it will get better terms from 
de~eoce upon us than from a real attempt at 
aooommodation with other Indian interests, of course 
agreement- between them is not forthcoming. We 
patronize these dissidents from unity in the sameo 
way, though much more subtly, as the Conservative 
Party has eo long patronised the separation of 
Ulster; and with the same evil consequences." 

If his wise suggestions are acted on, Britain would 
ba ve taken a great step in planning for peace in the 
post-war world. · 
. Wben the Atlantic undeBtandiog was an

nounced to the world, it was naturally expected to 
cover the case of India. But the Prime Minister 
has ·categorically excluded India from its scope. 
His decision aroused universal resentment. The 
House of Commons was greatly disturbed at 
1\lr. Cburchilfs apathy. In a heated debate, 
Mr. Silverman declared, •'fbe Prime Minister 
was asked yesterday (lOth Sept. 1941) bow fiu the 
Declaration was intended to govern the Indian situa
tion.. He made a reply which would bave brought 
deeper-despair and gloom into the. heart of every 
Indian striving patriotically for his oouotry and fer 
better understanding between his country and 
ourselves. Contrast that with what the Prime 
1\Iinister had to say about Syria. Syria is not ours ; 
and I suppose that it was easier for the Prime 

1\li'?ister to apply his Declaration to territcries for 
wbtch ~e Jt_ave no responsibility. He said that 
the special ragbts of the Frencb in Syria were to be 
~ecognised and protec!ed but there was to be Syrian 
independence. \Vhat as more, he said that that was 
not to be deferred until after the war but was to 
begin now." · 

?.lr. Sorensen's criticism was equally severe. He 
was sorry that the Government were not going to 
apply the Charter in a case where they could demons
trate_ to the world their consistency and sincerity. lllr. 
Davaes argued,"' regard the war as one of liberation. 
Because of the Declaration we are under the 
most solemn obligation to apply the charter 
to the I odiao people . • •• The Government are 
under an obligation to make their contribution 
where they can, towards India and thus give t~ 
wOI"Id abundant and unchallengable evidence that 
they mean what they say." And Mr. Cove who 
followed, was extremely frank: "It is surely 
hypocritical to say that we are fighting for tbe 
freedom of nations in Europe while denying that 
essential freedom in India. h gives the lie to the 
whole of our war effort and is regarded as so doing." 

While Mr. Churchill sternly discountenances the 
apPlication of the charter to India and swears by 
some discredited August offer, be eagerly admits the 
Ne:berland Indies to the benefits of his Declaration. 

It bas been said that Britain bas never taken up 
arm• in defence of an ideal but she is roused to 
action only when her own interests are aflected. If 
she is to escape that cbarge, we agree with Laski 
that ''the sooner we end our paramountcy in India 
the better for Indians and ourselves. And there is 
no moment more fitting to end it than in a war where 
we claim to be the WOI"kl defenders of democracy and 
freedom." For true freedom and empire go ill 
together. Has not Fronde long ago observed, "If 
there be one lesson which history clearly 
teaches it is this, that free nations cannot govern 
su~ect provinces. If they are nnable or unwilling 
to admit tbeir dependencies to share their constitu
tion, the constitution itself will fall in pieces from 
mere incompetence for its duties." 

THE WORLD CRISIS AND INDIA. 
(BY K. CIIANDY, KOTr&YA!oL) 

1\Ir;C. Rajagopalacbari said that it i!l only men 
of action who need write or speak now on constitu
tional subjects. I hope that the Editor of 
Th6 Indilm &tMl R-~ would nevertheless 
find place for a few suggestions of mine for 
two reasons. As I wrote already, several of 
my !100'! and grandsons are men ·of action, though 
in a different sense, but more dangerously than what 

· he meant. They have to be silent ; and there are 
other dumb millions whose would be the suffering 
in this total war of to-day. Secondly, it has to be 
said that it is a suggestioi! which I made repeatedly 
twelve years ago which is now being advocated by. 
leatling papers in England and lodia ; and which is 
actually being triod OJtt in Bengal, and probably in 
two other Provinoes. These are rea!IOO!I, I trust, for 
giving a bearing to me aiso. 

Farst, about the WOI"Id crisis. Two thinga are 
obvious about thi!l war. It ia impossible to come 
to terms with aggressors who break every_ promise, 
attack treacherously and believe in racial superiority 
and in ·a unique wcrld mission on that account. 
They have to be overcome by fOI'Ce unless they 
vol.untanly run away. Non-violence ·would only 
make slaves of those who survive by prefering 
dishonour to death, but it is equally obvious that 
for every day that this war continues, the destruction 
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dlives and pioperty of human values gus more be poMible, it seems to me; ooly if 1be mlll!lt 
rerrible; and tbe wad: of recanstructioo bec••we• bmldable *' ap•m of b= are intenmimaf...ed, 
more difficuiL . · -TJiz., aerial warfare and tanlr mrl if tbe pinte 

Tbe question. therefore, arisea wbetber, without submarines are inlmlicted and only if lbere is 
rdaxin~ the war effort, and without auempting any general disannameot, esoept fOr IX"icing pwpc1s cs 
kind «negotiation with pirates and gangsten, there , Next COOCEming India itself, very important news
are way• o1 sborteoing tbe war by attacking tbe 1 f'apers io England. even ~ COIJSei'Ydlive DeWS
morale af men and women io Germany and Japan papers. bave been advocating tbe grant oC 6-eedcm 
chroogb propaganda. Massolini bas become tile ; to India IDday, and act at the clo.e of the war; and 
joker of tbe pack, does DOt count and will follow some o( these newspaper.~, besides gteat polilical 
Germany and Japan. leaders ia India, bave also been advocating tbe 

With great humility and br in the presence o( ooalitioo bm af Govaoment.-
super-experts, one method whicb suggests itself to . Possibly before tbe article is pO.blisbed, some 
me may be mentioned. An American journal asked a10spicuous advance migbt alrea.Jy bave been made. 
tbe quc:lltion wbo_ ~ _tbe greatest man in ~world, · It is waste of ef1i:rt ..,., to discuss dehils, what
a"'! the answer was·~ • a w~ Tht; w1fe of the . na- is dooe must roec cnarily be mab-bift and for 
Cbmese General, ~es being great m statec.raft l!be dur.atioo « tbe war. It is necessary, oeve1 lheJess. 
and the artS of war, 18 reported to be most humane. I to ~ certain mattenL 

Under her instructions. I am told, Japanese pri9ooen (1) Bri • ld • • _ _, • terial 
are treated witb the utmost kindness, dll fellow-human lain .wou gam un.......,...y m ma 
beings with whom abe might oo-operate after the s~ngth and m ~ status ~ ~ as a reallr 
war is over national Government 1!1 set up m India, as a provt-

. . • ' siooal war measure, so that India's co-operation 
Is it DOt po!ISJble Cor ber to mfunn the women ' migbt be full and wbole-bearted both in men w in 

and the common men of laPan and for her or any material 
other woman for whom German• have respect to (2) Tbe actual form « this government, as Sir 
inform German men and women io language that is ' Akbar Hydari pointed out very wisely is oat 
appealing and sympathetic, that there could be DO • important. It is the 11pirit that matten. E~ sbould 
compromille with the Hider gang and with the war- , tbe Congress and the JofO'IIem League fail to co
mon~~ of Japan or ·~ '!-= ideology of racial operate officially, neilher would actively oppose sacb 
super.~ty or a world mJliSIOO based on ~ a g011eanmeut and important pel'9009 belonging to 
1111penonty, and that. however long the war m•g~t botb bodies would certainly cO-Operate. In my view, 
~inue, a fifth of t_be h~ race could oat "!10 DO radical changes are neceMarJ, although the ooo
agalliSt four-fifths ~th the11:: _Immensely supenor official membeR of tbe Vaceroy's Council said that 
resources, both malerial and spmtual i' tber are willing to V:JCa te in favour of won: repr&-

Tbe mes~e might add that it woold be sentalive men. • 
impo.sible for two superior raoes with two unique (3) Tbe Bengal es-perimeot bas the blessmg of 
world minions to Jive side by aide, oiJe for the East both the Congress members of Bengal and o1 the 
and the other for the West. becaa.se the.-e is no : Hindu lllahM&bba. That is a great Jessou and eye
dividing line between the East and the West. U ' ope..er which most be borne ia mind, wbeo govern
two would ride a bone, cne must ride bebiod. A 1 ments are formed in tbe Congress Provinces. It is 
little reflection must convince the Japanese and the ' possible, as I have repeatedly said, to have 
Genoans that the ultimate end o£ tbe present proc:ras, Mr. Rajagopalachari's popular governments in the 
even if the impossible sbould bappeo, must . Provinces without making tbem purely party 
neceslarily be the late of the Kilkenny cats, or of governments. Wbat is required i; united df.n, and 
two lld'pent!l, each swallowing the other &om the tail smootb, frictionless government for winning the 
upwards. war. 

The German and the Japanese men and women, (4.) It is essential, i£ India is going to progress in 
on the other band, could bave peace aooo, with political wisdom and aohievemeot, that a convention 
security, frerdom of lrade, and facilities for expansion should be established whereby every member of 
provided they repent of their wantoo aggressions, government certainly,and every legislator prefecably, 
and show the fruits of repentance by throwing should cease to owe allegiance to a party during the 
overboard their Rulers wbo bave so grievously .period that be is in the cabinet or the Legislature. A 
misled them; and setting up ~ts who!le cabinet taking orders from a Higb Caomand, whether 
word could be trusted by the Allies. Congress or Muslim League, is a political absunlity 

Such an aPPeal would g.oin immensely in weight under any form of Democracy. Mr. Huq ball done 
and in eredi bit ity, if in the meantime it is made clear immense service to tbe political growth 01 India by 
that at the Peace conference, Russia, China and breaking aw:~y from Mr. Jinnab's leading-strings. I 
India would have a voi.ce equal to tbat of the United bave already said that tbe;<:oogress and~ MosJ_em 
States and Britain. It is plutocncy and imperialism League would still po!I""M a higb place, m ~ vew 
wbicb are shown as a kind of bogey for fi'igbtening a bigbd' place. as inspirer!l, guides and guardi&DS ol 
the German and Japanese masses, With the . policy and cnlture. 
above poorer nco-Empire Countries at the Couooil (5) Fmally a word about Pandit Nehrn's 
Table, no one need fear the weaker and the poorer utteranoe. c;Jear thinker as be" is. be knows as 
nations being exploited. And IIOdoubtedly, it seems well as anyone, and better than mlll!lt, that 
10 me. that. if tbe!le aggre"SSive nations should gain· when a war is oo against strong. anscrupulous 
sense at once and befure they are oompletely defeat- and promise-breaking enemies, when India is 
ed through exhaustion, their dema:>ratio and not sufficiently strong to be indepeudent and 
trustworthy gol<'e~nments would also bave a share wben the fate which bas overwren so many other 
in the shaping o£ tbe future in spille of the past and · sovereign states is realised, there is no real se_nse or 
pesent misdeeds of these two nations. meaning io bre:altiog the British connectiOU. If 

It hu to be stated Cunher-1 hope those that by any chance, he means ir, may I quote •mtber 
count would agn:e on rellcetioo that oo 1 saying of OliVa' Cromwdl, which is 'faY ~ ''by 
Atlantic Charter, no Balaooc of Power, oo tbe bowels of God; I entreat 700. JOU might be 
dominance of certain nations avrr others 1 mistaken. • 
could achieve penoaneot peaae. That would i 
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SPECIJ\L M.•ARRIAGE ~~E~DMENT;~IL;rn~ I 
The E\lit<?r,: . .. . ·. · . · · 

The Indian &cia! R•former. 
Sir, 

The Reformer 'or J5th. Novembei: last ·hkd; .:atl 
editorial. note.' oo the above subjec(- You''bad .. noi 
then seen ,Dr •. G. V. Deshmu}ch's ·am f1.1rthet tel 
amend Act IU ·. of '1872; which.'. had been · recentl:l( 
introduced. in· the Central :Legislative' Assembly: 
But knowing' a• you diet, that· two provisions, 'among 
others, in Ur •. Hari Singh · Guur's · Amendmen{ of 
1928, were regarded by the· btillf of Hindu!! as··'"an 
impediment to' taking 'the ·benefit• of the· Act," you 
surmised·' that whato Dr.J Deshmukb ., wants" by J his 
Bill is to , omit • those ·ttwo- provisions. . ;fbey i are: 
(1) Seotion-"2.2, whiolrr automatically· oreatea:. foe 
the Hindu bridegroom a· divided statuse.in hi" joint 
family; ancl,(2) Section 24 which: makes;, t~e, I"!dian 
Sucoessiop, -1\ct.take ,the. place .of. the H1~du. law 
for p~rposes, of ;succes.sion, to :.t~( J?~OP~JtY)?(,thP, 
marryang .coupje and, the1r ~roge!JY,t o, . " ·1 , .. • L -"•; ,. 

Dr. Deshmukh's,: Bill .is .now· publiAh!ild 'in: all 
Government Gazettes, It shows, however, that 
Dr-. Deshmukh is entirely on a .,different track. ·Far 
from being anxious .to save: the:couples. who may 
marry first under the Act a& Hindus' from ,these two 
"obnoxious · incidents,''i Dr •.. IJeshmukb . seeks ~to 
extend.· the •''benefits'!,:of these ancl· Kittler ~·modern 
ideas of legislation,'~ embodied in Sections 22 tCII26 of 
Dr. Gour's .:Act, ·even to caupl~s. who, .had "previously 
married according to Hindu law and usage :and. been 
living as husbanot and wifefo.r:isome.-time:.pastJc.:For. 
this purpo!e he .makes a new provision permittin~ 
such old couples to get their marriages ''tegistered" 
hereafter under .the Act, alid.adds thatdhereby flthe 
preViOUS malfriage: 'Shall--be' :deemed ,tG•.have;J Deer! 
dissolved :and ,the ·{larties::shall ,be ,deemed ,to be 
married under this- •. Act ·a~ from' che-, datev.of such 
registration,"· .and that they and:.lbeir. issu\l shall, 
thenceforth,; have" •all· .the·; righta; a:ndc rdisabilities 
prescribed under the A1lt.· ··; · 1 ·': · • · . ' . ' ;·r '· /: ·,' I 
·It may' be remembered' thaf' when tbe Legislature! 

first passed the Special Marriage· Act irt 1872;11with' 
the prinlary·objeot of •helping the·, Brahtnos whose' 
new ways of contracting marriage were deemed to be' 
of doubtful, 111alidity; it provideQ by Seotioo 20 1that 
those who had already married in any: form whatso-: 
ever· before the passing of the Act, ,may on satisfying· 
certain conditions • get ·.tbeir. ··marriage ]'registered''.• 
under the Act 1Jefor, •. ,J anWJ'i'g·.l ~1 a, I" . The -pedOdu cof 
grace havingr ·expired; •this. provision! was lAuly• 
repealed by an amending ,Act of·. il876.· .. The J'esult,
therefore,.• is .. that c eiren · Brahmos, :if rthey; pnce.i 
go through a' form. •Of:martiag!l. however, invalid 
from the legal·point ofview; arl;l precluded from; 
claiming' subsequently, · tO: .bave thei~ , marriages 
registered. • under the ·Act. · lt became .thus ··the 
invariable,,·custp~ rhitherto ;among~. Brahmos·. rtol 
solemnize their marriages . .,lirst •• unde~ ·the Speciat 
Marriage Act and then follow it up , with a Brahmo· 
religious m~rriag:. Uut. nowad~ys this "r~gistration" 
business .1s, .bemg r:moreasmgly felt'.)!l ·:.B.rahmo.· 
circles .as..· a great inconvenience, .if uno.t also' as. 
derogatory· to the ire religioi!S: ,sense., .. ConaequentiY1r 
we are · ofteni .coming :across.l3rahmo imarl!iages,. 
performed.by -members Jof the·;1Sadharan· · Brahmar 
Samaj of . Calcutta ·o~ some ,.branob of it \llsew.bere, 
in India, without ,resort to the Aot, at ,au. r' We baV<C' 
it on .the. authority pf.;J.'/Ie~jqrmor, in the ,same: 
editorial f!Ote,- tha~, the~ Js., 'alsQ;;a ,feeling •of tile: 
same . kind · ,among· .Bombay,, l'rarthana tSa!n,;~jista 
and .thaLthey:toocdoJnOt in rmaay• oase$zegistetJ 
their marriages but celebrate them '1\Vithr Jtha1 
expurgated Hindu ritual formulated by the late Sir 

Ramakrishna . •Bhandarkar-.'' llf ·any'of theMe Hralimo 
or Ptarthana' 'Samajist · oouple!V happen, on' seoond 
thoughts, to feel doubtful sometime later whether thei~ 
negleot of Act.lll-Qf 1872 was prudent, they will :be 
(fee .under . Dr., Deshmukh'll proposed amendment to 
get , their .. marriage registered' under, the .Act ·and 
pl;~.cell on a sa(e footing. provided they are, prepared 
to .,~ocepk the positive; declaration. form .ud assert 
that . they. profP.ss the Hindu or Buddhist or Sikh ol" 
Jaio:c,religion •. , This, last condition, however, should 
present no difficulty since, as has been 1 pointed out. 
in your ,,editorial note, 1 "today most Brahmos .are 
~~~~i~fi~d 't,o be Ji.in4us.and~.t9 be,kn~'Y~ as such." .. 
r. ,It is ,lileedless to say·thl1ot.at.!present, Hindus stand 
!n•eVfln mer~ disadvantagP.ou$ position tban :Hrahm~ 
wit~· .. re(erencet·to,,the. Act,, because, once.·a couple 
is married with the customary Shastraio ritual,. such 
a marriage Js unquestiona\>ly complete and valid and 
1hey , oannot. . thereafte~ ,,come ,, bef\lre a , MaHiage 
~egistrar .to hav!l thei.r.; marriage , aolemnizea t.~nder
the Act" on ~he. plea ;that. they .were stilllegaJI.t 
"unmarried." Dr. Deshmukh's proposed amendment 
~hould, therefore. be welcome to married, flindus 1>1ho 
regard :yvitq favour a silen~leg<ll division. 1from: .their 
joiQt f;~mily; withou~ ~h~ fuss ,.and unpleasantness .of 
'!'Ctual Pl,lrt1tioq , by • quarrel. or litigation .. o( , their 
property, wit!( absolute right~ up011 their .. wiv'es and. 
their daughters equally :wjt\1 tbei~ ~ons,, even in . the 
absence . of a valiclly e.xeouted will to that effect:. 
The~e ,are Wndu social reforrpera_ ~h? ~wish_ -that .~he_· 
Legtslature . should .pnact. .a. law, gtvmg freedom to 
every Hindu. to shake himself J ref .from the l:lindu 
law :of-' suci:essioq, by .• d~claring,. if be so choos~s. 
that h1~ propertr, .shall 1?e goyem~~ by:t~e,I~d~an, 
Sucoess1on Act. But' w1thout. prevtous · d1V1s1on 
from joinHamily even lthis .will be found impracti. 
table: Dr:DesQrilukh'S pril\losal' 1 bas the' advantage 
of effecting· bOth 'purposes 'Qy the !lingle act' of regis
tering the,ir previous Hindu marriage under this ,Act. 
The orily couples who will perhaps, be det~rred from 
taking this step, even if willing, are those 'who havEi 
already begotten ohildr\!n by their' shastraiO' marriage; 
because 'tbt!'·legal oorisequence •Of Jts ''registration~ 
aooording'·'td• Dr. Deshrnukh's scheme, 'rimy seem to' 
be bJ. ·bastardise'1those· 'ohilc3niri 1 by' disso!Vintt 'the 
mjji'J'iage· under' 'Which they'"were" born and· !!hiftirig' 
the date. of their parents' marriage to the date· b[its 
subsequent reg'istration' und·er' th,e' 'Act;"· 'The ~more 
reasonable view. to take; however; is that the· previous 
issue·'will.be"-deemed'·'as··tegitimately borri 'tmdet 
the pr~vious .sbastrlc marriage and are to be goverQCd; 
therefore', by Hindii ·'law, 1whereas the. iS sui! born 
afte~•registration·wml take' the' legal' consequences• 
specifically prescribed ; ''under·· the Special Marriage
Act. . ,,• ;. r: I. .<.• l·"c~L.,,. 

~~~~m~~\~.·l94~; Fs ~o~~~GA;~~:~~~~T~V. 
:_, .. ---~-~J _.,._,,::·-i .. _r,-,-.j:~:~"~-, :-:··.,- __ . ··!'·- J:· , · 

r,:: •. i: cA STRANGEEXPERIENCE. ,, .·1. 

The Edlt~t; ·.1 ·: · · c·. '" '' •, 
· :. Th• 'Itulian. 8oc.'al Rejorm~r, .':. 
Si~, ·-~·~j:--;'_~~·-> ~~;-~' ~-·~ 1};~~~{ ;,~-' .: L 'i•> ,- .r •.l 

~ In the editorial note· heli.ded: "A .Sad Christmas•• i,. 
·The· .• Rejorine1'e of 'the' 27th· . Peoember;i occurs ''the 
following(' sentence.-.!'~£.· the Spirit of Christ visits 
thc•.sceoa of his'; Ministry,r:hiFwil1 have reason to. 
lament with more force' •than two thousand years· agO' 
that hB has·.aowbere ,torlay :his head.~' On~ Tuesday 
(2 3rd) morning .about •6. as l wall' getting. out of bed. 
t.wice~:<iistinctly: II >Voice·: at •Once·. ·pleading! and 
peremptory was heard saying, ~1 have .nowhere to
lay my. head."c· lt-·didr:not•take ··metf.Jmomentto 
recognise in itth• rpassage in the Bible; ''Foxes have: 
holes,,ther .birds of the 11ir have nests1 butthe Son of 
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man has nowhere to lay his head." I was much 
disturbed, especially ae I have not read the Bible for 
1ome time past, But I had no difficulty in believing 
that it was the agonised spirit of Jesus bewailing 
the oomplete repudiation of him and his message by 
nations which have lived and thrived under the 
ahadow of his personality. Perhaps others too have 
bad a aimilar experience. 

Bombay, } 
December ao, 1941. 

Y our11 etc., 
ENQUIRER, 

AMBASSADOR DODD'S DIARY.• 

The appointment of William E, Dodd as American 
Ambassador .in Berlin was in many. ways an 
unUBual one. Mr. Dodd was a U nivemty man, of 
the University of Chicago, who bad made a name 
for himself ae a scholar in German history no less 
than in the history of hie own country. · It was all 
the more striking as the new Government in Germany . 
claimed to terminate an irrelevant fifteen years in 
German politics and to revive the ·ancient life of the 
people. Mr. Dodd's point of view is unmistakeably 
clear, He regarded Germany not as the terrible 
modern example of tyranny and Prussianism · 
but as the great protagonist of ·religious 
freedom. He saw the/ German arch-type not 
in Frederick the Great and Bismarck but in 
Martin Luther. Whilst i he was drawn to the 
professors of Germa11 Universities struggling 
under the totalitarian regime to retain their freedom 
of opinion, be increasing!}' drew away from the 
political leaders of modern Germany, His revulsion 
to Hitler, Goering and Goebbels was so intense that 
he even avoided occasions of coming in contact with 
them, More, he 'seemA by his very sincerity and 
earnestness to have induced in those who came in 
contaot with him a certain amount of heart-searching, 
Mr. Dodd waa not afraid to admit the mistakes 
of his government and the Germans with whom 
he spolCe, came in time to achieve a similar 
candour, The American Ambassador as portrayed 
in this diary is a man of uncompromising 
austerity and intellectual honesty. In the artificial 
diplomatic atmospher.e in which he spent five 
years, he stands out as a real live personality, 
Arriving on the political scene at a time when the 
League of Nations was breakinjr down, he sought 
to steady international politics m a combination of 
natione including Russia and the U, S, A. and 
Germany. A remarkable revelation in the Diary 
is the part played by American Ambassadors in 
European politias. · He writes of Mr. Bullit, 
then Ambassador at Moscow : 

Learning that France was about to loan her old 
:Russian ally or 19U. one billion francs, It Is reported 
that Bulllt went to a strategic person in the French 
Government and convinced him that :Rus•ia would 
never repay the loan. Thus he bad defeated the 
:Russian negotlatlons ...... It seemed to me unusual for 
an American Ambassador to :Russia to defeat Russo
French negotiations. ...... While I doubt the wisdom of 
,.ny nation or great bank mal<lng a big loan to 
Germany, I would certainly not prevent negotiations, if 
Ragland or Holland, for ln•tance, were to lend money 
to Germany. My position here would not allow it 
according to my philosophy. 
Mr. Dodd, however, Ia far ahead of his times in 

hia conception of what the duties of an ambassador 
are and of the type of man who would best 
fulfil the part of representing his country, 
If on11 were asked what was the most important 
contribution made by William E. Dodd, American 
Ambassador In Berlin from 1988-88, in his 
published Diary, one would unbesitaticgly piok out 
hla eaposure of the type of men who represent their 

countries abroad. He gives a lucid picture of it in an
account be publishes of a conference of United 
States officials on one of his visits to the Stat89 : 

I reported that American diplomacy had a new role 
to play. The Louis XIV and Victoria styles and times 
had passed. The nations of the world were 
bankrupt, including our own. I discribed Belgiau, 
Italian and French dinners of state in Berlin. There 
was 110111e amusement. I then talked of American 
officials who shipped furniture enough for twenty 
rooms at the cost of $ 3,000, with only two persons 
In the family I An assistant to me in Berlin bad 
a chauffeur, a porter, a butler, a valet, two cooks 
and two maids All for two persons 1 While these 
people. paid for these extraordinary expanses, the 
government paid the $ 3,000 freight and then found 
that such a person was not even qualifie.i lor the best 
service. I urged that men should not be allowed to 
spend more than their salaries : $ 4,000 to $ l7 ,500 
a . year. Besides, l urged the necessity of having 
ambassadors and assistants who knew the history 
and traditions of the country to which they 
were sent, men who think of their own country's 
interests, not so much about a different suit of clothes 
each day or sitting up at .la.te but silly dinners and 
shows every night· until 1 o'clock. · · > 

In other places he tells his readers of ~the new 
type of diplomat now arising, particularly in the 
Central European States and in Russia : 

All these ministers (from Bulgaria, :Romania, Cze,. 
choslovakia and Yugoslavia) from backward Uttle 
countries know three languages and the history of 
Europe over long stretches of time. 

There are flashes on the Russian Ambassador 1 

I called on the Soviet Ambassador here, in his 
magnificlent palace. But only one butler showed me to 
the office, other embassies having several such 
servants. He showed no disposition to take, or 
expect, a tip, the only place In Berlin where one does 
not give a half or whole mark every time one calls. 

The Soviet Ambassador was a perfect gentleman in 
every way : manners, dress and bearing such as even 
the French Ambassador could not surpass. Although 
the :Rus~ian officials and servants eat together in tile 
kitchen each day, and are very simple in every way 
privately, there was the most pronounced protocol 
bearing in the enonnous pla.ce rcoms, and a vast and 
wonderful spread of foods of aU varieties in the most 
costly dishes on a long broad table. 

The :Russian is perhaps the best Intellect in the 
diplomatic service here ... it is my opinion that he is not 
a proselitysing Communist. 

Mr. Dodd succumbed in the end to the intrigues of 
wealthy Americans in the service who "did not 
appreciate the austerity of this professor who had 
intruded into their sphere and who did not disguise 
his aversion to the Nazi leaden~. President Roosevelt 
does not shine in the narrative. After having asked 
Dodd to keep on as· ambassador till March 
1988, President Roosevelt issued orders for 
his withdrawal in November 191!7, a month 
after personally requesting him to carry on, 
Wealthy American visitors to Germany who did not 
call on Dodd or even go to Berlin, assured German 
high officials that Dodd would not stay on very 
lonjl' at Berlin. Dodd himself attributes Roosevelt'• 
aotJon to the influence of men like Sumner Welles 
who "do not like me or the things I tried to stand 
for." It is true that the case of Dodd was but 
another proof of the failure of academic men in 
international affairs. But he was apparently good 
enough to last out five years against hie own 
inclination. And the picture of Roosevelt one gets 
is not an attractive one. 
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NOTES. 
Too Many Cooks :-It was announced some

time back that thirteen countries had signed 
a pact at Berlin to act together in the War. 
Last month it was stated that twenty-six 
cduntdes have signed a similar pact in 
Washington. While these ~roupings have 
their obvious advantages, they have. also 
certain drawbacks. No two persons think 
alike, Much · less do thirte~n or twenty-six 
nations 'each of which has its own amour propre 
to protect. Here is an instance. A · London 
correspondent of the Times of I ntfia wrote 
in the course of a communication· last week 
that except · Holland which brought with it 
ampie funds, all the refugee Governments in 
England are dependent on British· generosity. 
The Belgian consul in Bombay has th~re?pon 
come forward with a protest that, th1s ts an 
injustice to Belgium which also has her own 
funds and is not dependent · ' on Britain's 
bounty. ·His country, he said, had ample 
gold in Britain and America, He added rather 
unfortunately that "Belgium possesses in the 
Belgian Congo an immense colonial ·Empire 
which does not depe~;~d on · any one and whose 
resources have been put at the .disposal of 
Great Britain." Belgian Congo awakens some 
unsavoury memories. By. what right does 
the Consul-General claim that his country 
,owns Congo? Equally nebulous is the claim 
.of Holland for Java and the rest of the 
East Indies. . . · , 

'India and tbe' Atlantic Charter :-The Bombay 
Cllro,u"cle published on Monday excerpts fro~ 
a letter written to Mr. N. D. Varadachart, 
Advocate or Madras, by Sir R. K. Shanmukham 
Chetti · head o£ the Indian Purchasing Mission 
in the 'United States, giving the purport of an 
~nterview which the latter had with the President 
of the United States in the presence of Sir 
Malcom Campbell, British Minister in Washing· 
ton. Sir Shanmukham says that he told the 
Pftsident that the Atlantic Charter was under
stood in India to be of application to all eountries 

and that India looked to President Roosevelt, 
as the guarantor of the pledge of the Charter, 
to have the pledge implemented so as· to apply 
to India. Unfortunately the United Press which 
sends · this message does not quote the Presi~ 
dent's reply. If he gave any, Sir Shanmukha~ 
would surely have communicated it along with 
his own appeal to the President, to h~ 
correspondent· in Madras. Whether the Presi
dent gave any reply or merely responded 
to Sir Shanmukham's fervent pleading with 
the famous Franklin Roosevelt smile, it 
does credit to Sir Shanmukham that he 
stretched his duties as· Purchasing Agent so far 
as to convey India's expectations to the Pre
sident in the · presence, · tod, of the British 
Minister. Mr. · Varadachari's indiscretion, 
calculated or careless, is of use as showing that 
President Roosev~lt had ·been made aware of 
India's hopes by ll re5ponsible Ag<mt 'of the 
Government of India in. the United States; 

Atrocity Stories t·-lnvestigations made into 
the allegations of atrocities during the last great 
war have shown that many of them ·were false 
and' several exaggerated, Atrocity stories by 
belligerents agains~ each other are part of war 
propaganda; Apar~ from that, the release from 
moral sanctions an:J consequent loosening of the 
foundations of social life which constitute war, 
inevitably lead to excesses when the strictest 

· discipline is not enf!'rced even ":hen armed n:ten 
are stationed in thetr own and fr1endly countnes. 
Some months·back there was a great uproar in 
Bombay owing to the :misbehaviour of some 
Dominion soldiers and recently there has been 
similar trouble in Calcutta. The two cardi~al 
principles . of morality are, Thou shall not kill, 
and Thou shall. not lie. . .These automatically 
cease to have any value in wartime. All other 
rules which are bas~ on· these two also la_PS~ • 
In fact, lying and murder b~come patr!ottc 
obligations in war. A~t1:mpts to. r~u~ feelmgs 
!;>)" allegations touchmg . on rehgtous and 
sexual sentit;nents, are, therefore, of far less 
efficacy in war than in peacetime, Moreover, 
the effect of such. stories on disarmed pop~
tions ·will fav.:>ur the. enemy by spreading 
terror .. • 

Japan and Muslim Sentiment 1-A corres
pondent ·&ends a message from London to the 
effect that Japanese brigandage and sacrilege 
towards the Muslim populations have deeply 
angered the Malayan population and also sixty 
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million Indonesians in the Dutch Indies, "accord
ing to 'well-informed Dutch circles in London." 
The · message, presumably citing the same 
sources, adds : 

These things, it Is stated, have angered the local 
Moslem pJpulatlon in the Dutch Indies, Indonesian 
soldiers serving in the Dutch Indies forces are 
reported to be clamouring to be sent to Singapore, 
itching for action against the Japanese, 

This round-about method of- getting news. to 
India about public sentiment in Malaya is not 
very convincing, It would be more to the point 
if details are given of the damage done to 
mosques and the desecration of copies of the 
Koran and also of the. intense excitement among 
Indonesians. The public is 'often cautioned 
l!gainst believing and circulating alarmist stories 
about the war •. We can think of no more salu· 
tary check to the wild rumours which naturally 
spread in the wake of widespread disturbances 
than the publication · of accurate, precise news, 
Reuter's correSpondents have ·great room for 
improvement in the matter of precision. 
· The Japanese in . Manila :-On December 
28,, it was annpunced ~hat Manila had been 
peclared an open ·city, by the ./\llies. . The 
next day news came i11 that Japanese· bombing 
of , Manila still continued. One explanation 
for this; persistence in destruction seemed to 
be that Japan is not in a position to 
occupy the ports and cities which fall to her 
in war, The consequences cf. this predicament 
will be ir;nmediately more. sin~ter to the people3 
expecting attack for no on will deliberately 
destroy that which he hopes take over as a 
going concern. The purpose of striking Manila 
):lard is to terrori.ze the, pe le and resembles 
nothing so . much , as the .. erpe earthquakes 
which so often shake up Ja~anese cities. It is 
not unlikely that the ]apa!se regarded the 
4eclaration ofl\fanila as an pen city to be a 
$trategic move design. ed t trap their forces, 
',fhat opinion even among he allied countries 
is divided, is shown by a Re ter m~age giving 
somebody's reply to'. t.he , ~mi-official ~oviet; 
journal Pravda which .. had . condemned . the 
declaration of Manila .an open. city., 

Lesson ol ~angoon :-1i'he · Government of 
India have issued a communique impressing on 
people the importance of · taking shelter during 
air raids, a lesson which they have ·drawn from 
the raids on RangoOn. . ·The · heaviest casualties 
were suffered, we are i told, ·in those localities 
where thtt public disregarded the advice to take 
eover and the damage to person was. the least 
where . A. R. P,' instructions . were~ carried out 
punctili~usly : b! . the , l?ublic. · This, • no d~u~t, 
makes tnstrucllve read1ng· and the pubbc: 1ll 
Indian cities will be happy to know how. much 
their .safety depends on· themselves. But, if one 
might be petinitte() a not irrelevant question, one 
would also like to be told how the A .. R.. P. 
servi~s functioned in Rangoon, presuming that 
like other Indian cities Rangoon ;1lso had 
developed these services In peace, ·or ·\X)mpara • 
tive pea~e, time.. The Statesman· of ''Calcutta 

mentioned editorially that at the prospect of 
Calcutta facing trouble several A. R. P • workers 
applied for leave to go to safer parts of the 
province. It was also, we believe, the experience 
in some of the Egyptian cities that the voluntary 
system of defense workers broke down and that 
wardens were not to be found when wanted. 
If this is true-and we are confident the 
Government of India must have detailed 
reports of conditions and experiences in Egypt 
and elsewhere-it would be interestinCJ" and 
not without utility to consider the state or" things 
in Rangoon, and compare it with things outside 
India. At practice demonstrations, there are 
any number of wardens and others telling the 
public to get into buildings and so on. What 
happened when the real thing came over 
Rangoon, to all these dignitaries ? If the voluDo 
tary system failed in Rango.on, then the Govern
ment of India should think out ways of rendering 
it efficient. One of them might well be turning 
the police on to the job. According to aU 
accounts, Rangoon, in spite of 6()0 casualties in 
the early raids, did not take. the .. raids very 
seriously-in contrast to one account of 
conditions in Cairo' and Alexandria where, 
it is said, there was a state of paralysis 
during the raids and a rush to get out immedi
ately afterwards. If the authorities are to handle 
the problem efficiently, they should do more than 
merely admonish the public to behave when 
trouble comes, We hope that even though 
there is no public discussion or mention of the 
facts of the raids and the working of the A. R. P. 
services, the authorities are in full possession of 
the necessary information. . · 

6aodbij1 ~estarts ''Harijan'':-As usual with 
Congress resolutions, which are. never s~lf
explanatory, numerous commentators have given 
their interpretations of the Bardoli resolution. 
All or most of . them insist that Gandhiji~ 
although he has abdicated, has not ceased to 
guide the Congress. Gandhiji himself in his 
latest- statement accepts this interpretation. It 
is not for outsiders to intervene in this domestic 
matter. One result of it which we welcome 
is Gandhiji's announcement that he is restarting 
his three weeklies, · · He wishes to watch the 
reaction of Government to this gesture which 
he means to be one of friendly trustfulness •. 
Government, we trust, will. reciprocate the 
confidence placed in them by leaving Gandhiji 
to express .himself 'freely against wars as.evil .. 
Nq war can be regarded as a blessing' by any 
sane person and we are sure· that no responsible· 
head of government but deplores war as a curse. 
The present war "is no exception •. But like 
plague and fire and other natural calamities, 
war too has to be borne· and efforts made t6 
ward it off to the best of a nation's ability. It 
~s unlikely that Gandhiji will ·confine his 
writings to the subject of war. He has a 
wide range of· interests and his· observations on 
subjects · other . than war as well · a$' on 'war'. 
will conduce to · the promotion of an atmosphere 
of non-violence, which is most desirable~ · :' 

1 

' ... · 
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Tile Liberal federation :-It has been plaillfot j of World Commander-in-Chief. We do not 
some time that there are &erious . differences know if any one ~ s,uggested at the Conference 
among Indian. Liberals as among other Indian dtat one man should be appointed to direct 
political parties.· The principal line of ·cleavage the war operations . io all .the • theatres. 
is that which ·separates the Bombay LiberaJs of war, in Europe, Africa; and: Asia, as 
under the .leadership of Sir Chimanlal would appear from the· Prime Minister's 
Setalvad and Sir Cowasji Jehangir. from reply. The New Delhi eorresp6ndent of the 
Liberals in :the rest of the country. The Times of India in a message • dated the 28th 
-cleavage is chiefly due to the fact that,· December reported that it was announced that 
while Sir Chimanlal Setalvad Cannot · get morning that the defence of Burma was placed . 
Gandhiji out .of. his head and heart1 LiberalS under General Sir Archibald Waveli,Commander- · 
-elsewhere cherish. :notiVithstailding differences, in-Chief in India. The correspondent stated that. 
in method,. a . high·. 'regard for Gandhiji's thls decision was a sequel to General Wavell's. 
personality and ·his· principles. They would conversations with the Chinese Generalissimo at' 
like, as far as possible, to shape their course Chunking a few days previously. On 4th January 
e as not to emphasise their differences with i~ was ann~unced that General Wavell was 
him. There are Other differences also. The a~pointed a8 Supreme Commander of the unified · 
·contrast .in. the, point of view between the two command of the South West Pacific area, which 
groups was. well illustrated at .the Liberal includes the gerieral region of Singapore, Malaya, 
Federation .sessiOil . held in Madras. during the Netherlands East Indies and the Philippines, 
Christm:~s week. Speaking on the resolution Oil Two high American officers are plaeed at the . 
-co-operation with Government in the war effort, head of the Navy and Air Force under Sir 
Sir. Chimanlal laid the . blame primarily oa Ar'chioald. The Chinese Generalissimo, Marshal 
Indians fort not tealising their danger Chiang Kai-Shek, was reported to have 
though he conceded that Government had not "accepted supreme command of the united forces 
·sufficiently prepared them for the present operating in the· Chinese theatre." . Practically 
situation. But his chief concern , was the feat all these are at present Chinese and the General
.of danger to lives and property. Sir Slvaswami issimo is already in command o.f them, so 
Aiyer proposing the next resolution struck a· that the m)w arrartgement · so far as . he is· 
·different note. He said that Indians fully realised ccincerned only confirms 'th~ status gi4o. . It 
the danger l:iut ·at·· several meetings which waS not clearly stated whether General Wavell 
:he had addressed, the question was asked: "You would· assume the Southern Pacific Command· 
-exhort us to fight for :this cauntry, :Whose in addition to his already heavy re.Sponsibilities, 
.country is this i' fhe question might seem foolish as Commander-in-Chief in India,· having control 
but it reflected. the real feelin¥; ·in Several over military operations in Persia and . 
'minds which made itself audible • .' Publicists Iraq . in. the North-West and' Ceylon and 
who have taken upon thems~lves .to carry'. Burma iri the South and East. Sir Archibald's · 
·on propaganda, concentrate attention on many. sta~ement to the Press, however, 'made this 
more or tess· im'lginary objections which they clear. He is relinquishing the Indian· Com·' 
-can easily. brush a8ide. , But they never· mand with :its . appurtenances and will have 
.approach even remotely the real difficulty in the his headquarters ~n Javli!o. In the House of. 
·minds of inte!Ugent people. Sir Sivaswallli's Commons, · Mr. Attlee further disclosed that 
-op~rvati_on .• g.oe~ .,t,o. tpe "" rpot.. . pf .• th~c; Genera~ W a veil's .. resp?nsibilities do not extent 
matter. Not only m. lte past but even today to lnd1a and Austraba• ~fter the format 
little is being done to ·convince the people- that statement to the Press, General Wavell made 
they are tequirea td fight for their· own . country some informal observations· ·to the assembled 
and not fbr a Britisli possession. Sir Sivaswami journalists which are. · not . without . significan~e. 
shld that the pe6ple should be made to feel that " I have been handed several bab1es 
their interests are' identical with those of the to look after,". he said, "This one looks like 
British. But you can not make therfi feet this quadruplets. . I shall do my best to look after 
unless you take steps'. to make the two interests them and bring them up in the way they should 
actually and ;JS a 'inatter. ~f fact . identical. In go.'' Gen~ral W ~veil add~ that he realised that 
other words, lDlless the Bnbsh 1dent1fy themselves from India's pomt of v1ew there have been 
with Indians. Every Englishman in a position changes in the Army Command-two had not 

·Of responsibility should search his conscience served more thaa six months-but in war one 
to see if and how far he is prepared to do this. . . had to expect that, It may be sc but it also 

· · • implies that capable commanders Ace not too 
South West Pacific · Command:-Answenng plentiful and that India is regarded r-ather as a 

questi~ns on D~eember 2S at ~ Press Confe~- convenience. The United States bad not agreed 
-e~ 1n Wash1ngton Mr •. Wmston Chnrchill to place its Expeditionary Force in France under 
sa1d that he thought tt would be very the command of General Foch as did Great 
di~cult to arrange for a l!upreme Allied Britain in the last war. It remains to be seen 
lVhlitary Commander and pomted out that how the new arrangement will work. 
the war was world-wide and that he thought · 
that there was no man ever born, not 

-even Napoleon, who could assume the functions 
• 

-
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SIR AKBAR HYDARI. 
The career of Sir Akbar Hydari whose death, 

after a fortnight's · gallant struggle against an 
insidious ailment, OCCl!rred on Thursday evening, 
was from some points of view, perhaps the most 
remarkable· in modern India. The Accounts 
and Audit Department oi the Government of 
India · absorbs some of the keeneSt brains 
in the country-absorbs literally becauSe those 
who enter it, as a rule, seldom have the 
opportunity of making their talents known . 
outside the closed ~ircle of that service. Only · 
two men . in as many generations ·have · 
escaped this destiny. Sir C.V, Raman is one. 
Sir Akbar Hydari is the other. Sir C. V. Raman 
owed . his opportunity to devote himself to 
the pursuit of pure science, Jo, the 'greatest 
of Indian educationists, Sir Asutosh Mukherji .. · 
Sir' Akbar owed his to no one. Ae made his · 
own opportunity. ,Even. as Assistant, Deputy 
apd Accountant General, .Hydari. had an 
outlook extending beyond codes and manuals. 
As first Examiner of Press Accounts, . 
his .·duties took 'him t6 the principal towns 
of. India an·d· Burma. Wherey-er 'he went, 
Hydari did not shut himself up 'in h1s offiee. 
lje liked the society of his fellow-men and much . 
of his wide knowledge or· me~ and things·was 
derived from his ·contact with' m<ln rather than ' 
from a study of books. Over and above thi~ 
social instinct, he was deeply interested in· every 
form of enterprise, utilitarian or altruistic, in 
which Indian talent sought expression, wherever 
he went. · · 
· Thus it was that, although an ·official of i · 

Department which offered · few' opportunities of 
outside contact, llydari · acquired quite early in 
his career an All-India outlook which stood him · 
in good stead· in later.years when he was called 

entrenched in old . traditions and. prejudices. 
The medieval and even primitive conditiollS' 
with which he had to contend may be gauged 
from the fact that even today much of the 
economic activitity of larg-e tracts is carried on 
on a basis of barter. WageS and rents are
paid in . kind. . How . far the . reforms which.: 
Hydari introduced have become permanent 
factors in the administration,. time wilt. 
show. With all his labours for the State,
Hydari's great qualities might have remained 
unrecognised outside the circle of his friends, 
but. for the political developments in British
India which led to the convening of the Round 
Table Conferences in London. Hydari attended· 
them all as well as the proceedings of the Joint· 
Parliamentary Committee as representative of 
the premier Indian State. He had never been.• 
outside.· India before he went to London in that 
capacity. His. ·work and worth became known. 
and appreciated by Britisq · statesmen of aU. 
parties and he also came to learn at firsthand, 
the high qualities and equall)i' . important limita
tions of the British outlook in• relation · :w; 
India. · He. responded to 1 the insistent call to 
join the expanded . Executive Council of the
Viceroy with some reluctance... He did not expectc 
to hold it for any length of time nor did he think:• 
that it would end so abruptly. Personally he was-. 
a; most·: lovable character.: He never forgot a, 
service rendered. Sir Maurice Gwyer in hiss 
fine tribute has omitted an ·important factor· in, 
Hydari's later life. His faith in the teachings. 
of Arabindo Ghose. was deep and to it he turned 
for guidance and eomfort in perplexities of 
which he -had his full share. Lady Hydari's:. 
death two years ago removed the greatest prop
which sustained him in all the important crises 
of his life. To The Reformer he · was a 
constant arid consisJent · friend. His death is a 
personal loss the extent· of which words cannot 

dequately express •. 

upon to fill a larger sta~e. While, yet in the Russian Resistaoce:-The vigour with which 
British Indian service, he · got hiS services the Russians have resisted, ·the repeated attacks. 
lent to the Nizam's Government first as · of the .German forces, · must command the 
Accountant-General; :and on retirement he was ·· admiration of even those who .ar<l . opposed· 
appointed ' Finance"' Minister. This, white · to the . Soviet regime. There must be· 
restr'icti!lg the area· of his ,activities', extended · unsuspected vitality in. even the political structure 
their scope. His abounding' energy a:nd .wide of a country to sustain such heavy and repeated 
interests made themselves felt in many Deplut- shocks as the Nazis have subjected Russia to' 
ments other than his particular one. He during the past three 'tnonths. · The Gemian5 
formed in his · own mind a definite idea of · are now pushed back from Leningrad and . 
what · he wanted Hyderab.ld to 'be ·and,· Moscow. and any suspicion . that the 
steadily, 'unfalteringly, l)e pursued that idea retreat was temporary, is dispelled by the. 
throughout his career in Hyderabad. Education, continued advance of Soviet troops. · The 
h'e realised, was the key to reconstruction mystery of Russian resistance becomes in
of the life of · the State. The 03mania tensified when one recalls the two purgesof 
University.· was the pri,ncipal instrument with . generals carried out by the Soviet Government. 
which he hoped and worked to briag this and the elimination of all the leading figures of 
idea to fruition. \Vith this as his central revolutionary Russia under Stalin's regime. In. 
pUrpose, Hydari worked hard early and late to the early days of the Bolshevik experiment, 
develop the material . resources of· the· State. there used to be enthusiastic accounts of Russian. 
His was no light task. · Until his orchestra music which, it was said, achieved 
selection for the Prime Ministership, all his marked success without having any conductor., 
predecessors, with the exception of Sir Ali 

1 
Has the Russian Army evolved a similar

Imam, were hereditary nobles of the State r technique ? 
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EUROPE AND· ASIA. 

The entry of Japan into the war with 
the slogan, !'Asia for the Asiatics,'' introduces 
1nto. international relations an element which 
is of tremendous significance. Even before the 
·war of 11114-18, Europe has had repeated 
:warnings from men SC? widely di,vergent in their 
views as the ex-KaiSer and General Smuts, 
of a possible com~ination . of . no~-E?ropean 
races in a revolt agamst Wh1te dommat1on. If 
:these 1 two have been the most distin
·guished, they have also been the most panicky. 
Others, serious students of race-relations, have 
'appealed for a broader outlook fro~ Europe and 
America to overcome the growmg strength 
of "continentalism.'' ·But among the prac
tical politicians of America and Great Britain 
'the plea has met with very little response. Even 
the present war was represented, and still conli· 
jnues to be' represented by influential writers, as a 
war for the preservation of European civili· 
·sation and culture. Well-meaning writers of 
propaganda . sheets ·and pamp_hlets, ~arching 
{or some particularly opprobr1ous ep1thet to 
'ning at the Nazi system, have selected the term 
'• •Oriental." Indians who appealed for a declaration 
of ideals and:aims which would rally the world, 
.were, told, that the Nazi world order would be 
much ·worse than anything they had experienced 
·or even conceived as possible. • The European 
political classes throughout' the Empire sought 

'refuge .behind this smug, infantile . conceit,l!;nd 
. provjnq1al governors ex.horted Ind1ans to g1ve 
, their best .in order to .avo1d a, worse state than 
the present. · . 

Japan, however, has given· a new turn to the 
1situation. At the moment, the immediate effect 
·is on the Western· mind. There are two items 
culled from the week's new,;papers which 
~giw in brief the challenge as it appear!! to .the 
European. The first of these is taken from the 
communique issued by the Madras Government 
·on Indians in Penang: 
· The Government of Madras have received a cable 

frorr. official souroes at Singapore regarding the 
11huation In Pen&ng. · The recent st&tement that "the 
majority of the clv•l popul&tlon In Penang. have been 
evacuated" has now been ascertained to. be due to 
a mlsunderstandin~. Practically the entire population 
of Peoang, Including the Indian community, is st1U 
there. In the first place facilities were not &vailable 
for evacuating the population &t the time when the 
enemy threatened it and In the second plaee man.Y 
people did not abandon their homes and their 
possessions. There Is al•c;> evidence tha! theJapa'!ese 
&re observing the international conventions regarding 
the population In occupied territory, so far as Asi&tics 
are concerned. 

This disingenuous communique doe.; not 
contradict a report from Singapore (December 
19) which ended : · 

Peoang Is now complelely desertl!d of (by?) Europee.ns, 
with the exception of two British doctors who Insisted 
on remaining behind In order to tend the wounded 
from recent &ir raids. 

In fact by drawing pointed attention to the 
treatme~t of Asiatics by Japan's invading 
fOI'Ces, the Madras Government appears to 
justify the evacuation of Europeans alone. 

There is another side which is complementary to 
this and it is revealed by a War Department 
communique of the United States. 'l'he relevant 
.passage reads.: . 

While the treatment of Amuican civiUans is espe
cially harsh, the Japanese are dlscrimiaatiog against 
all white residents ot Manila. Occupying troops . have 
issuedi11•tructions that all white civilians in Manila, 
irrespective of nationality, must remain indoors under 
penalty of being shot if they appear in the streets. 
The;e instructions imply the contemplated internment 
of the white population or· the city. Apparently the 
subjects of Germany and Italy, the allies of Japan, as 
well as citizens of neutral countries such as Spaniards 
of whom there are.many in Manila, are included in the 
general discrimination against the white race." Pro
paganda pamphlets have. been dropped by Japanese 
airplanes In an effort to persuade native soldiers to 
cease resistance. Included in these pamphlets are 
abusive attacks on the white race. 

This type of message is obviously meant to 
drive a wedge in between Japan and her Axis 
allies, but it is likely to have dangerous con
sequences in Asia itself. In the first place, If 
the American Government had done its work in 
Manila efficiently, the "subjects of Germany and 
Italy" must have been rounded up· on_ the 
declaration of war as well as those citizens of 
neutral countries like Spain who were ·unfriendly 
to the Allied powers. In its action against the 
White population of Manila, the Japanese admini
stration is making no exception in favour of her 
allies. because .·there can be no Axis repre
sentatives in the area now falling into her hands. 
This was the plain explanation which o~ woul~ 
have put on Japan's policy in Manila. )3ut, 
extraordinarily· enough, the American Gover9· 
ment goes out of its way to ar~ue.that Japa~ IS 
pursuing an anti-European pohcy m As1a wh1cb 
aims at driving all White nations out, of _:t~j~ 
continent. And the Madras Government m ~~ 
little way adds a certificate to the effec:t . th&;t 
Asiatics are being well-treat~d. , . S,o.t~ compq
niques reveal an uneasy conscience . on the racp 
;question. !n trying to defeat . a threat, they 
pursue the very methods calculated .to .ad~ .t\) 
'its strength, . . . . ; 

Knowing its own h!story-_ . with the. exclustv~ 
White Australia pohcy on the one s1de and the 
immigration laws of the United States. pf 
America on the other, even the most convement 
memory cannot forget the painful history of 
inter-race relations--the European-American 
mind sees sinister possibilities in the slogan" A~ia 
for the Asiatics." "No one," wrote Mr. Mered1th 
Townsend thirty years ago, "who has ever 
studied the question doubts that,, as there. is 
a comity of Europe, so there IS a comt~y 
of Asia a disposition to believe that Asm 
belongs ~fright to Asiatics, and t~at ~ny ~vent 
that brings that right nearer t? realiSation IS to 
all Asiatics a pleasurable one," Even those 
who have to dabble in the subject without 
having studied anything on it, must appre~a~e 
that it is foolish to expect to rally AsJatiC 
peoples against an Asiatic power which. ~ts 
with such a slogan, on mere empty repudJat1ons 
of racial exclusiveness. As. a matter o~ fa~, 
denunciations of contineotahsm come w1th 1ll 
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grace from members of th9se continents which 
have perfected 'policies of seclusion, isolation 
and segregation. Even now the number of 
_stories going about suggesting plans being 
made for the special protection of the European 

·community against danger is surprising. Of 
• many of these we get our first hint from Govern
ment contradictions. If ever there was anything 
contemplated in this direction, the Europeans 
would be wise to give up the idea. If only 
Europeans, Americans and Australians would 
credit people in Asia with nobler feelings and 
reactions, they would appreciat~ that what is 

· neeJed now is not pious platitudes but a 
world vision 'i nd a repudiation of the errors 
of the past which have driven wedges deep 
between members of the same political groupings. 
If the Japanese tactics bring about such a 

-change in the White mind even now, the 
cause of world understanding would have been 
. well served. But it seems too much to hope for. 
The spirit that still prevails is shown by the 

_extravagant . praise showered on the Chinese 
Generalissimo and his gifts of leadership by 
Mr. Churchill just before relegating him to a 
back seat in the Allied Command, 

Bihar Government's Apologia :-The Govern
·ment of Bihar (which means the Governor of 
·Bihar) has issued a long and laboured 
communique justifying its ban on the Hindu : 
Mahasabha holding its session at Bhagalpur as : 
decided by that body at its session in Madura 
·about a year ago. The Bihar Government 
refers to disturbances in Bhagalpur in past years 
·and publishes its correspondence with the Hindu 
Mahasabha President, Mr. Savarkar, suggesting 
to him the holding of the session in some other 
lown. Mr. Savarkar was agreeable to changing 
'the dates so as not coincide with the Bakri-ld but 
'he was not prepared to change the venue. The 
'first thing that strikes the observer in reading 
the communique, is the Bihar Government's 
quiet assumption that it had done its duty by 
advising the Mahasabha to go elsewhere. . The 
obvious duty of a government . worth the 
name when the exercise of a civic right 
is concerned, is to take steps to protect 
the exercise of the right from violation at 

·the hands of those who are likely to infringe it, 
'The Bihar Government's way of maintaining law 
·and order is to forbid citizens from exercising their 
obvious rights as citizens. We do not wish to 
expound further the far-reaching implications of 
this conception of the Government's duty. To 
make the maintenance of order the first duty of 
Government tq the complete exclusion of .its 
duty to protect the legitimate rights of citizens 
without regard to race and creed, is to elevate 

·anarchy into a system of Government. The 
Governor of Bihar has exhibited, in its most 

· naked form, a tendency which has been insidi· 
· ously at work in Indian administration for 
·several years past. 

DR. SHIV A RAM ON THE NEW 
WORLD ORDER. 

The Indian Political Science Association and 
the Indian Economic Conference held a joint 
session early this month in Bombay. The first 
joint session was held last year in Mysore. The 
present world conflict is in the ultimate analysis 
a desperate effort of humanity to free itself from 
the sttanglehood of economic slavery, Politics is 
the science of securing by social co-operation 
earthly human happiness, Economics has its 
place in securing this end but it is far from being 
the largest, much · less the central, place in it. 
The possession of great wealth does not ensure 
great happiness to individuals or nations, Many rich 
men are more miserable than .nany poor men. The 
two wealthiest nations on earth at the pre~ent day 
:find that in ortler merely to exist they have to 
discard all wealth-producing activities and devote 
themselves to wealth-destroying ones, The United 
States is not happy with its store of three-fourths of 
the world's gold, Great Britain is not happy with 
its five thousand millions pounds annual national 
income, They are unwilling to renounce their 
possessions though by so doing they can immediate
ly end the chapter of world conflicts, But they are 
ready to sacrifice all their possessions and their 
very existence as a nation to destroy those who 
would wrest it from them, Political . science in 
'order to fulfil its function must throw off the 
domination of economics and put economics in its 
proper place as one of the elements of human 
happiness. Dr. Ram was once a member of the staff' 
of the League of Nations. His loyalty to the League 
has survived the League itsel£ Independent obserters 
are agreed that the League was based on assumptions 
which made it the tool of a few powerful nations 
which were interested in maintaining their pre· 
dominance in world politics. Dr. Ram fails to see, 
what is obvious to the most :superficial. observation, 
that the primary cause of the word struggle today is 
that the moral ~regress of humanity . has not. kept 
pace with its material progress. Science has placed 
enormous power in the hands of man but has done 
nothing to raise him from primitive savagery in his 
dealings with nations other than his own.- What 
is called -,ivilization retains a great part of ancient 
savagery. The New World order will be only 
another version of the present one unless the indi
vidual man replaces his present over-developed 
acquisitive tendencies by altruistic ones, In other 
words, to use Carlyle's famous formula, to recluoe 
the denominator in order to increase the value of 
the numerator. 
' The new world order cannot be based on the 
Economic Man of Adam Smith. Without a 
complete renovation of individual human nature, it 
is impossible to build up a .1ew order which will 
materially differ from the present one, This exactly 
is what Dr. Ram's address studiously avoids suggest
ing. He says that the idea of sovereign nations 
is at the root of the world crisis. But he 
faints at the thought of overthrowing it and 
acquiesces in it himself and discourages his 
hearers from attempting to overthrow it by suggest
ing that this is too heavy a task to be undertaken. 

. He proceeds to adumbrate a soheme of world 
federation of nations which he expects voluntarily 
and cheerfully to agree to be smashed in order to 
produce the enormous omlette. No nation is 
ethically in advance of the individuals of whom it 
is composed. It fall' far short of the highest type 
of individual in it and much short of even the 
average individual. A writer on civilisation has 
declared that the mass of men _,in any country 
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never grow beyond the ·mental. stage of a 
fourteen-year old boy and that advertisements, 
cinema shows and political oratory in order to appeal 
to the masees should restrict itself to what wiU 
apPeal to him. Boys in their fourteenth years are 
graspin~, egois~ic, violent. Sinoe this is a fact, the 
foundatJOIJll of the New World Order must be laid in the 
education of the youag. Tbe identification of politics 
with economios it not more than a hundred years old. 
lt was the product of the industrial civilisation with 
its apotheosis of m:whinery and mass production. 
The people's food was sacrificed to foreign trade and 
foreign trade had to be maintained by the exploiting, 
eoonoano imperialism. There is nothing new in the 
conditions Dr. Ram lays down for the establishment 
of his new world order. The first condition is the 
renunciation of force as a means of enforcing 
national claims. Even the Indian National Congress 
after twenty years' training under Gandhiji bas 
rejected non-violence a1 impracticable as a 
political instrument. I£ this is the case in a 
country where the doctrine of ahimsa is held in high 
reverence as a religious creed, -how does Dr. Ram 
expect Europeans and Americans to agree to 
discuss differences with weaker nations on a oasis of 
equality· and equity? Who is going to recognise 
the supremacy of International Law when it is not 
advantageous to his nation to do so or when he can 
violate it with impunity 1' Dr. Ram gravely 
proposes tbat wherever assistance is needed by 
weaker raoes from stronger ones, the assistance 
should be given with the benefit to the 
weaker nation prominently in view. Everybody 
will eubscribe to this excellent principle· but 
who is to see that it is kept P . Dr. Ram seems 
to favour the Mandate system. How far has 
the eystem protected mandated territories from 
exploitation P The Committee of the League of 
Nations entrusted with the supervision of mandatory 
administrations, has now and then inllulged in 
mild criticisms which evoked no response from 
the Mandatory Po.ver. The whole elaborate 
scheme of Dr. Ram seems very much like an 
attempt to balance a cone on its apex. The 
cone must be held in position by bayonets. 
World reformation is a long process, The sooner 
the Political Scienoe Association parts company 
with the Economic Conference, the better will it 
be able to realise ita true purpose. 

MR. CHURCHiLL AND THE AMERICAN 
PUBLIC. 

(BY J. M, GANGULI, CALCUTTA.) 

Several observers of American life have noticed 
the Increasing unintelligenoe and lack of thoughtfuJ. 
neas characterising the modern American public. 
Some American writers of judgment and discernment 
bave also realised it and have oommentell thereon. 
. The present system of standardised education, 
which is imparted with little regard to individuality 
'1Lnd which is strictly bound by time-schedule, and 
also the fussy and ever-restless life that has become 
almost the general rule and fashion in the \V estern 
Hemisphere, can of course only produce men and 
women, who are driven and actuated by momentary 
impulse, are excited and frenzied by propaganda, 
ami are blown like weathercocks by pauing phases 
of the presentday manipulated politic~ Such 
people can hardly be expected to judge and weigh 
worJs and statements coming from clever political 
propagandist!, who generally hold the reins of 
government in modern ·states in these days. Mr. 
Churchill knew that well enough when he recently 
addressed the American Senate, and therefore in his 

' cx:atioo he had the inspiration of the confidence tbat 
h1s words would strike home and that there was 
little chanoe of their being ch~Uenged or questioned 
about. Tbe further knOwledge that. bis audience 
consisted of people, whose vision of the human world 
and_ of world politics was affected by the same 
J'!1!Judlces as that of the people he was leading 
himself, no doubt raised his spirits more. And. 
therefore. his mind moved freely backward and 
forward, recollecting the impressions of his childhood 
!Is received from his father and stretching into the 
JOYS of futurity, when his enemies would be crushed 
beyond recovery and the prosperity of his people 
would be insured against all further danger. 

"Trust the people," impressed his father on him 
and, tr~e to t~?e teaching of the father, the young 
Churchill grew IntO the present Conservative Chief of 
England, believing in democracy and always steering 
towards the Gettysburg ideal of 'Government of the 
people, by the people and for the people.' So declared 
Mr. Churchill amidst cheers. There will probably be 
few in America to-day, who may be led to ask 
Mr. Churchill if he could repeat tbe above 
with similar confidence without being challenged 
befo~e an audie'?~ in any part of the British Empire 
outs1de the BnMb Isles. There will probably be 
fe~er earnest students of political hishry there, who 
~·II question Mr. Churchill in wonder if an empire 
hke the one that Mr. Churchill was straining his 
every nerve to save and preserve could be built. 
maintained and enjoyed, with honest faith in the 
Gettysburg ideal and conscientious behaviour in 
fa!lowing that ideal. Empire building for the 
pnmary benefit of the builders and empire-maintaining 
by keeping the native people under armed 
subjection are like water and fire to demilcraoy, and 
are ridiculously inconsistent with all the theoriee 
and ideals, on which demooraoies are reared. • 
' • The real trouble tormenting the world to-day is 

not so ,much the aggressiveness of this country or 
that, or the ruthlessness, as Mr. Churchill says, of 
this fighting side or of that, but the lust of Europe 
and of white America, in particular, for the materials 
and possessions of militarily weaker and unorganis
ed people in other lands, and their tenacity in 
keeping preserved to them•elves their past gain• 
and acquirements. U that lust and tenacity would 
go, the murderous world tendency. of. to-day would 
turn to a new direction, where the landscape is ever 
green and happy under the bliss of peace, harmony 
and mutual good wilL If, with his knowledge of 
human history and human nature, Mr. Churchill 
would for a moment get over the rage excited in him 
by the •wicked people,' as he calls them, who 
threaten to dispossess his country of its precious 
world pouessions, and. aot up to the great teaching 
of his father with faith and courage, be would solve 
the world problem in a moment. Let him put the 
ideal of democracy to the. test and the Gettysburg 
ideal to practice, by disclaiming the empire idea, 
and leaving the government of the people of different 
parts of the empire to the people there. That is 
the first step to meet and confound the people he ie 
denouncing so unrestrainedly to-day. As the 
possessor of the biggest empire, it is for 
England to take that step first and set 
the example. The tremendous effect of tbat on 
world politics would raise into being a more 
tremendous world power, moral and political, which 
would automatically demoralise all aggressors and 
loos~n their threatening fists. Mr. Churchill has 
thundered that he would give a lesson to his 
adversaries which they would not for{{et, and ball 
promised that thereby the world would bo free from 
wars. But he has misread world history, or be 
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pur.posel)l sought to disguise ·the facts of history 
when he said that, for history proves that such les
sons as were, for instance, given at the end of the last 
Great War have only shortened the periodicity of 
wars. Peace comes otherwise-through the honest 
practice bl ideals and principles that are professed 
and practised. When Mr. Churchill pleaded for 
faith in the cause. he held up before them, his 
audience should have reflected that there was little 
bause·t.o fight for when that cause was little more 
than saving a stat11s izuo that has excited the natural 
jealousy of others and has been· repeatedly creating 
causes of wars. 

Referring to the period of twenty years intervening 
.between this war and the last, Mr. Churchill said 
that, while the youth of America and England were 
.taught that war was evil, the youth of the Axis 
countries was taught otherwise. If by that 
oomparison Mr. Churchill sought to denounce the 
other side and claim all virtues for his own, it was 
feeble and unimaginative of him to do so. For, it is 
but natural that ttle defeated and dispossessed side 
grumbles and prepares for retrieving the lost 
position, while the victor and gainer wants to avoid 
wars · and remain in undisturbed enjoyment. He 
would have scor~d, on the other hand, if he could 
·have.given an edifying and convincing record of 
democracy truly practised by the winners of the last 
war in their former possessions and in the territories 
taken on mandate by them. 

-
MR. C. F. ANDREWS'. LEGACY. 

(BY N, LAKSHMANAN, COIMBATORE.) 

Gandhiji, in his statement to 'Tks Hindu of the 
1st instant, says that the English friends of India's 
freedom .have reminded him of Mr. C. F • ./).ndrews' 
legacy. .Two books written by the late. lamented 
Deenabhandu in May and June 1937 throw a flood of 
light on this burning topic of day, He dedicated the 
.first . book to the Society of Friends who had 
obviously sent the "pressing ca\:>le" to Gandhiji. The 
· secon.d book deals with India and the Paoif;ic, It was 
~dedicated·to Pandit Jawahiulal Nehru. 

·' The following points are clear from the latest 
• writings of Mr. C. p, Andrews : 

' · (1) "When. ·many things concerning war and 
peace are still in a state of moral confusion, it is 
certain that a much deeper analysis is needed before 
satisfactory results can be arrived at . which. will 

',appeal to _the g!ineral conscience of mankind." · 

(2) · ''Great Britain bas now renounced her old im
perialism ... IC a World Economio Conference could be 
summoned"'--preferably at Washington-which might 
deal directly with· the relationship between the 
tropical countries and the Great Powers in their 

-economic sphere-then, at such a conference, the 
voice of Africa and Asia could be heard and the 
-future of their territories considered." 

(3) ''It . will not do at all to have a discontented 
and sullen India at such a crisis. The most impor
tant results of all will depend on India's good-will 
,and consent." 

(4.) "As a purely unselfish act of statesmanship, 
the British Parliament took the leading part in the 
Abolition of Slavery in 1833." 
.. (5) ''fluman freedom is more loved and honoured 
in Gr<;~at Britain than in any other country in Europe. 
Thl! heart of lj;ngl•nd is still sound, .But it is more 
difficult to speak for politicians." 

Mr. C. F; Andrews' conclusion is noteworthy, 
He adds: 

"My own supreme hope has always been, and still 
is, that the freedom which every Englishman bas 
inherited as a birthright will be handed on to 
others.'' , He himself has , -recorded that' he had 
••often discussed together" the Indian problem 
with his friends Horace· Alexander, Agatha. 
Harrison, Henry Polak, Alexander Wilson, Cad 
Heath, and Jack Hoyland, It was at Cambridge. 
early in 1935, that C. F. Andrews launched the 
idea of a new Foreign Policy, under a Minister 
of Reconciliation. . As John Hoyland says; C, F, 
Andrews was himself the incarnation of that 
ideaL The legacy left us by c; F. Andrews 
is now useful in promoting Indo-British under
standing and goodwill. As Tho Indian Social 
Reformer (August 3, 194.0) . wrote, one of th~ 
disappointing features of the Indian situation is 
that there is no Englishman of the "type of 
Hume and Wedderburn to serve as a link 
between Indians and Englishman, . 

-
THE SUCCESS OF VIOLENCE P 

The Editor, 
Tho Indian 1Jocial Reformer. 

Sir, 

I have read with interes"t your review of 
Ambassador Dodd's Diary in The Re/orrMr of January 
Srd. I was surprised, however, ~o see that you offer 
no comment on the political aspects of Mr. Dodd's 
study. · ·· · ' ·· · 

Both as regards internal .conditions <in Germany 
and international affairs; Mr.' Dodd's survey gives
the reader some facts which lead to a conclusion 
just hinted vagu~ly at by Dodd himself. Before 
the Nazis came to power, the ·German·· people,. and 
particularly the German political classes, were not 

1without indications, to put it at the lowest, of what the 
Nazi regime would be. Yet they were powerless . .to 
unite against it and to avert it. When, after the 
Nazi· seizure of power, there was. an attempted 
'tevolt, it was led by people who· were themselves 
not unstained by the lawlessness of Nasi 
methods-by men· like Roehm. Afte~ the 
purge of June 1934, there is a suppressed feeling of 
resentment in Germany against the Nazi regime. In 
the universities, criticism . pf Hitler is freely 
expressed. Mr. Dodd re•·eals again and again his
feeling that another revolt threatens. Yet nothing 
happens. The reason appears ta be that that one 
ghastly night of violence struck terror into the hearts. 
of other would-be agitators. In a movement like the 
Nazi one, revolt begins from the top. But there are 
the very men who would be fully aware of the extent 
afforce used to put down e~rl ier revolts. Apparently 
those who were most dissatisfied with the doings of the 
Nazi triumvirate, knew very well the thoroughness 
with which those rulers kept track of dissentients. 
In the international sphere, Mr. Dodd tells us how 
clearly the line of conflic~ was seen as far back as 
1935. But the knowledge was defeated by the 
failure of the leading nations to act up to it. Is there 
not a certain similarity between the progress of' 
Nazism in the world and the history of the 
Nazi movement in Germany P At Munich, Britain 
played a part in regard to Germany in. 
international politics not dissimilar to that of old 
Hinden burg in relation to Hitler in Germany's. 
internal politics in 1933. Both regretted their 
submission· .lat~r, and there is some oonsolation 
that there is a difference in the vital question. 
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of timing of the repentance. Hindenburg is 
believed to have regretted his part in putting 
Her Hitler in power about eight days 
before his death. He is said to have left a 
"testament" in which Hitler was not even mentioned. 
Mr. Dodd · ia his Diary seems to think: that 
Britain is even in this exactly in the old President's 
shoes. Had he lived beyond 1940, be would surely 
have felt more optimistic about "poor England, for 
three hundred years the leading cultural country of 
the world, now beginning to deoline"P 

Bombay, . l Yours etc.. 
January 6, 1942 •. S A STUDENT OF POLITICS. 

-
ODDS ,AN 0 ENDS. 

'The Indian Witmu of Lucknow, a Christian 
Missionary journal, · bad the following pithy 
comment in its issue of the lat January wjth ljhe 
heading ''The Bbagalpur Blunder~" 

We have··yet to see r:good word written or hear 
one spoken regarding the Bihar Government's ban 
of the Hindu Mahasabha which ~ called to meet 
in Bbagalpur over the last week· end. It Is not our 
Intention to discusa · the issue but merely to say 
that any Government'· that calls down upon Its 
head such a unanimous chorus of condemnatiOn can 
rest assured that someone has blundered. .. :· . .. 

The W'at11t~' 1 j:Omment . was . prem;~ture. : The 
Timse of Eulia m the issue of the 8rd January had 
a Ia boured apologia, on: behalf of the Bihar 
Government. .. , The gist of the Timea'. pleading was 
that the l:lindu · Mahasabha · have been 
more submissiv~ 'The meek. Hindu is· fast 
becoming a legen~, thanks chiefly to the friendly 
eolicitudc of the Anglo-Indian Press, · 

• • . • I ' • • 

' 
Two brothers, bearing the ~olin Brahmin name 

weeks ~d ,which can be used for any l~ge. 
The professor delivered an address in Arabic at the 
AJJ.India Oriental Conference in Hyderabad, Deooan. 
He claims to have learnt fifty languages through the 
medium of his alphabet. Science may eventually 
disoover a method by which the human voice can 
be directly registered on paper without the need of 
~ or pencil and thus relieve children of the drudgery 
of learning to write. A common language must be 
invented for the common alphabet to be of general 
us~. Esperanto has no~ caught on; N~ one bears 
of It nowa:lays.. · . 

• • • • 
Mrs. Vijayalakshmi Pandit is reparted to have 1ask:ed 

in her presidential address to the 1\11-India Women's 
Conference ·at Cooanada : "Shall we bear 1 ilons 
only that they may murder other ··women's sons?'' 
If Mrs. Pandit's question is . understood as an 
argument for birth OOQtrol, it will short-circuit a 
great idea and deprive it of all its tremend!IUS •iglli
fioance. But is Mrs; : Pandit. · right ? Ceasing 
to bear sons by Indian women may end in the 
extinction of the Indian people. The races which 
actively promote the increase of population, will 

. have a whole sub.continent to spread themselves 
1 over. The clever versifier in the NB111 Statmnan, 
1 Sagittarius, wrote a year . ago , some verses 
1 pointing out that they may find tbat·the war was'l!o&. 
I worth waging when mass-produce!~ Nazi babies 
1 came to till the empty cradles of the British Isles. 

. • .. ., . ( r • • 
1 

.~It is annorinced that'Sir J~bn Dill who was created 
; Field-Marshal· and no111inated to succeedt Si~ .~oger 
. Lumley as Governor of ~om bay eight .months hence, 
. will relllllill indefinitely in. the ' United' States where 
· he accompanied the British Prime Minister~ • This is 
! a wise decision, and the Field-Marshall is sure to be 
1 
mote useful in· Washington than in Bambay. Tbe' 

· announcement is accompanied by the forecast that 
: a 5ocialist will be selected to be Governor-designate 
'in. the place of Sir John om.· This is hardly a time 
:for experiment. Sir Roger· Lumley and Bombay 
: understand · each other better than any previous 
, Governor for the last forty years. If Sir Roger 
'can be persuaded to remain in Bombay until after the 

1 
end of .the war, the Bombay publio will be well 

, eatistied. 1 

of Chatterjee, employees of a Chinese Rice Mill 
in Insein, Burma, were the lucky. winners of the 
first prize or ·a lakh of rupees in the last Burma 
State lottery. They are both Buddhists and 
have decide!l . to epend · the money to rebuild 
one of the pagodas in Insein •... They have found 
the most effective solution for the Indo-Burmao 
problem without tht; jn tervention of the Government 
of I ndis. If more . wdians in Burma acted in • • • • 
the spirit of.· their example, there will be no i The· .!lrastio ,ationing of petrol from the first 
lndo-Bu.rman p~oblem !lt.a\1. of thi11 month may prove in the not very long 

• • • • : run to be oftasting good. The roads are no longer 
o;.·' Kalidas Nag. and' Devapriya Balasingha, crowded witll reeking cars, raising dust and fumes. 

Secretary ot the Mahabodhi Society, have been They are now safe for pedestrians. Horse and bullock 
released from the detention imposed on them on · drawn vehicles may soon reappear in our streets. 
t,he outbreak of the war witb Japan. Mr. Balasingha has Early on Tuesday morning a neat little tonga ·with 
been ordered by the Police Commissioner of Calcutta 'rubber tyres drawn by a nice pair of trotting bullockSP 
not to make pro-Japanese speeches. Buddhism to a :was seen on Turner Read ( Bandra). There was 
much larger extent than Christianity and Islam, not enough light to see the occupants but, whoever 
the other important religions aiming at universality, they were, one felt glad of their enterprise. 
has kept itself aloof !rom the nationalistic bias. • • • • 
There has never been a Buddhist crusade or A Reuter's message from · \V ashington dated 
jehad. The restriction imposed on the Secretary January 7, says that "it is learnt from a trustworthy 
of the Mahabodhl Society rests on the ignorant source that during the last few days the United 
assumption that Buddhism is a militant religion like States formally requested the British authorities to 
Christianity and Islam. If Mr. Balasingha was partial close down the British Press Service Office in New 
to either of the belligerents professing Buddhism, he Yark:. This unprecedented step is reported to have 
had better reason to be partial to (.hina wblch last aroused instant reactions in the British Embassy an4 
year sent a Buddhist Goodwill Mission and had the matter is now the subject of discussion and 
otherwise aotivdy interested herself from ancient negotiation. The British Press Service, run by the 
times in Buddhist origins in India. . Ministry of Information, employs about 250 persons 

• • • · • in New York. The reason for the request to close 
Professor Siddheswar Varma of the Prince of down is not kn~wn. Th!' Ministry of I!lformation 

Wales College at Ja1nmu told a press correspondent , hal email offices tn Wasbmgton and ~htcago, b,~t 
that he has .invented a phonetic alphabet which a 1 apparently they are not affected by thts r~~est. 
penon of average intelligence could master in six -
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VISIT TUB LAND'S BND OF INDIA 

AND STAY AT 

THE CAPE HOTEL. 

For Particulars Atltlress: 

THE DIVISION OFFICER, 

P. W. D., NAGERCOIL. 

• • :P. S.-Don't miss the most enjoyable ride aion~r 
4!i miles of dustless, smooth concrete road~the 
longest• In Indla--from Trivandi'um tO Capel 
Comorln. • • • 

THE .; - J 

SCIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD~ 

' . . 
PIONEERS 

IN THR DRVRLOPMRNT OF 
. ' ' 

Managing .Agm.a : 

INDIAN • 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 

NAROTTAM MOQAIUEI! & co;, BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

. OOMBlNED OARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Bangoon-BombaY...Karaohl, via Malabar, 
Bangoon-MadJ:aa.-{Jolombo. , 
Oo.loutta'-Xaraohi via Coast Porto. 
Bangoon-Oaloutta aooording to dowel. 
Bombay-Gulf of Ouloh Pori<! to Xaraohi, 
Bombay-Bhavnagar-Porl<l, 
Bombay-Marmogao-Mangalore. 
llangoou.-Ooromandal Pori<!. . · . . 
Ohitt.e.gong-Ra.nsoon. ·Ohitt.e.gong-Cox'a Bamr, 
OrJoutt&-Bombay-Xaraohl, to Jeddah. ' 

KONKAN LINES - Bombay to Panjlm, 
oa.UiDg at all intermediate Ports, 

HARBOUR LINE!-Revu-Dharamtar-Uran-Elephauta.-Nahav' 

ASSOCIATE:D COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV, 00., LTD. 
BAJ LINE, LIMITED. 
BOMBAY STEAIII. NA VIG.ATION 00., LTD, 
INDIAN OO.OPEBATIVE NAV, 00., LTD, 
RATHAGAB STEAM NAVIGATION 00., LTD. 
Sclndia House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tele
phone.o: 
30075 
6-Lineo · 
250613 
21779 

. THK BANK. OF. BARODA, . LTD. 
;;· · tluorporate4 Ia. Baroda, The UabWt7 of M:embeu beiDI Limited..) 

, ll~der tb' Patronage of and largely aupported by the 
Oovemment of H. H. tbe MaharaJa Oaekwar of Boroda, 
. C/I.PITAl. /l.llTHORISEO _, ' IU. :Ot40.00.00I 

CAPITAL ISSUED t!t SUBSCRIBI!D , J,:oo,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL P/I.II).UP "' • 6o,oo,ooo 
RESERVB FUND • ss,oo,ooo 

Head Office-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ); Ainrell, Bhavitagar, Billimora; 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, HariJ (N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, · KapadwanJ, Kar)an, Mehsana, 
Mithapur, Navsarl, Patao, Petlad, Port Okha, 
Sankheda, Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), and 
Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS. 

AT . . ·' 
AHMEDABAD, . 
' .. BARODA,. 
NAVSARI; & 

. PATAN~ 
-:o:---

LOCKE~S OF DIFFB~BNT 
SIZBS A VAIUBLE 

---:.o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Managet'. 
. I 

The following books· can be ·had from the 

office of Tile Int!ian Social Refl11'fner: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Be. 11.,. 
s. :liatarajan's "West of Sues''" Bs.St-

Bombay Representative Con.ference U22 Be. 11-
(Pod free). 

(being the oflicial report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay. 

Interest in this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the Manager. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(EIR&bllabed 7t.b September 1908..) 

llfClOJU'ORATm v•on %1m 11111u.• OOIIPAJIDI ACn 
'fl or 1881, 

Capital Subscribed .... .. Rs, 2,00,00,000 
, 1,00,00,000 
, 1,15,50,000 

Capital Callecl up ... -
Reeene Fund ..... . 

ni!AD OPPICI!I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD CALCUTTA: 
Bhadra ( MaiA Ollice ). 
Ellia Bridge. 

Clive Street, (MaUl Ollice) 
Ban. Saar 
Chowringhee Sl8lioD lltaAch. 

ANDHERI: 
Near Bombay. 

SANDRA: 
Near Bombay. 

BOMBAY: 
Bullion Ezchanp 
Colaba 
K-lbedm 
Malabar Hill. 

Square. 
JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHL 
NAGPUR: 

Kingaway 
ltwari Bazv. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Weolu1inatler Bank Ltd. 

CURRENi' DRPOSIT ACCOUNTS: · Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from ll.s. 800 to Rs, 1,00,000 
@ l% per annum. lnterest on balances In excess of 
lls. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 

. credit wW be given In IIOCOUDts for Interest amounting to 
le11 than Rs. ~I- per half year. 

• FIXRD DRPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application. ., 

The Banlr acts as Executop and Tpustee 
unde• Wllls and Settlements and undenalles 
'I'Nstee Business eenerally. .Rules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVRRDiii.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
'l'be Bank grants ac:eommodatlon on terms to be arranged, 
against approved aecurltles. 

The Bank undertal<e~ on behalf of Its constituents the 
~afe a~stody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon, It also undertakes the 
aale .. nd purchase of Government Paper and all descrip
tions of Stock at modarate charges, particulars of which 
may be had on appUcatlon. 

A. G, GRAY, 
.lfllfliJgtro 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

Ilia VITBALD.&.S T.IUCXEBSEY :a.!EMOBL\L BUIId>IHG, 

9, Bllkeboaae L...., ll'olt,Jball· 

BBAIIOBll:lll 

Baramatl (DiaUict P-a). 
lallllllpur (Diatrlct 5atan). 

Vlnmcam (Diatrlc:C A• ••
dabad), 

v --4 ( , Db alia ...... . . " (DUtrlc:t w eat 
K.baad•••J· 

( . . . Tucu. 1 ' 11 
• ,. Doadalcba 5atara ( • • ). 

ltlrloakarwadl ( • • ). 
5blnla ( ., • ). 
ltorecaoa ( ,, ,. ). 
Wal ( ,, "J: 
"•P«~aoa (Diatrlct Abm 

aacar). 
Belapur ( ) 
ltaburi ( : : ): 
.:tbovaaoa ( " n ). 
Abmedna1at' n " ), 
Bblwaadl (DI•trlct Tbaoa), 

Naadarlou 
5blrpar 
5babada 
5akrl 
5ladkbeda 
Malqaaa 
Kalwaa 
Lualcaoa 
Nandc
Dobad 

·.c • • >: 
( .. • )o 

c .. • ): 
~ : : ,. 
(DI•trlcl Nul II)' 

s : : .: 
l It " I (Diotrlet Panel!' 

Palcbar ( • ,. ). l:olol 
Mabal), • 

( .. .. .• 
l:alyaa C " • ). A.lduJ (D .. trlct 5bolapar)• 

DIBE~l!OBS, 

R. G. Saralys, Esq., (Ohalrman), 
Pro!, V. G. Xa!o, 
G. v. ladbav, Esq. 
Gordhandao G. Morarjl, Esq. 
B. 0, V. Moblr., Esq. 
Rao Babadur :&. V. Vondekar. 
K. M. Tbakor, Esq. 
G, B Sane, Esq. 

8B.t.Rlll OAPlUL t

C PDIIJ Paid) 

K. v. Vlolwe,Esq. 
D. 1. Zunj.nao, F.q. 
D, V, Poido.r, Esq. 
V. 8. Baaawanal, Esq, 
B.T.More,Esq. 
V. P. Varde, Esq. 
Voiknn'b L. Meh-, Esq. 

(Managing Dlreom, 

- -
1. DliiPOilTB llsocllor Ollll J••• and olulrtn 01 longa pa1ot 

. on oaooplell. Balol ao4 "'b"' ponlauloro. maJ H --11111 
· 11om lbo UDdonl;a.ocl. 

1o OOBBEN'l! .t.OOOUNTB ore opoa.ocl lor Qo.epotall" 
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.NOT.t;S. 
·. Women Doctors for War Service :-After consi~ 

derable procrastination, the Government of India 
decided this week to admit women doctors to 
the Army Medical Service on the same terms 
as men. British as well as Indian women 
doctors are declared to be eligible for selection. 
But the scope is practically limited to British 
women by the condition that full liability to 
serve in and out of India will attach to those 
who join the service. If we remember . the 
original idea was.thaLWQ.Olen doctors wouid be 
posted to military family hospitals in this country 
relieving men'doctors for service abroad, It was 
stated that women .doctors .will have to treat 
men patients also in suitable cases. This was 
a reasonable :arrangement and Indian women 
doctors might have been expected to offer 
their services subject, of course, to the 
demands of the Indian medical profession being 
conceded and the · grievances based on the 
experiences of the last war being removed. 
It is probable that this is stilt the idea 
though it is considered desirable to provide 
for all contingencies by making women doctors 
liable to service abroad. All the same the 
condition will come in the way . of many sui
table candidates applying, The treatment 
accorded to Indians in the Army on service 
abroad might have improved since the last 
war and we have the testimony of some 
of our ruling· I'rinces who have visited 
. the outposts in the Middle East and 
Malaya that Indians, soldiers and non-comba
tants, are happy and well cared for. But this 
impression must become more general before 
Indian women can be expected to enter army 
service which is entirely new to them. We fully 
realise that medical knowledge and experience by 
whomsoever possessed should be available to 
the wounded soldiers and Indian women 
~octors too a;re keenly .conscious of the obtiga
·tlons o( the1r profeBSJ.on to help suff<!ring 
humanity, But two things should be guarded 
. against. The success of the experiment should 

not be jeopardised by precipitancy and the 
employment of women doctors should be 
g~rded against the · possibility of being 
misconstrued as a move to outflank the attempt 
of the Indian medical profession to get the status 
and prospects of Indian · doctors in the Army 
recognised as absolutely equal to those of British 
and Dominion officers doing the same wor~ 
Women doctors required at present are those with 
~xperience of oto-rhino-laryngology, radiology; 

, pathology, ophthalmology or anaesthetics. 
Women doctors in India .and a:tso elsewhere; 
are seldom specialists and thou<>"h. · · the 
term used is "experience" which most of them 
would ha vei it is easier for. a British person tci 
pass off as an expert than for an Indian. Sir 
George _Schuster in his recent book complains 
that, whde he was abte· to get eminent bankerS 
from, Germany and Holland. to serve on an 
experts' committee when he wa.S Finance Minister 
in India, he. ba~to _be .satisfie!.i witli.a young 
Englishman who , had hardly completed his 
apprenticeship in a bank. · 

Popular ~ule Versus War Effort :-If we have 
urged so far that the government of India 
should remain in the hands of the Governor· 
General for the duration of the war, there are 
events which press us to carry the argument 
further and suggest that all popular forms of 
administration should be suspended for the war 
period. . In any case, whether we suggest it or 
not, this is obviously the tendency today. The 
Governor of Assam suspended the constitution 
and . t?"k . upon himself. the responsibility of 
admm1stermg the · provmce because he was 
inspired by the thought that he could not 
select "a Ministry which would be in a posi· 
tion to prosecute . in the full all the 
measures necessitated by the war situation"; 
"a Cabinet whose m!l.in object would be to 
conduct the administration for the purpose of 
and during the war"; and yet again, ''a ministry 
commanding the confidence of the legislature, 
willing to assume the responsibilities of office 
and prepared to take its full part i,n the prosecu
tion of the war." The facts do not seem tci 
justify Sir Robert Reid's conclusion and the 
press and public of Assam have expressed the 
view that Sir Robert's apparent reason conceals 
a desire to protect the ex-.\linister, Sir Muhamad 
Sa'adullah, and bring him back to power. How~ 
ever that may be, Sir Robert is actually 
supporting his action by pleading war necessity • 
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At TuticOrin the Collector has struck another 
l>low at democracy for the war effort. It seems, 
according to the Indian Express, that the 
Municipality there refused permission for 
affixing war posters on electric lamp-posts. 
The Collector. thereupon addressed a letter to 
the Council a5king it to reconsider its decision 
as otherwise action would be taken against 
them. under the Defence of India Rules. It is 
said that, when the Council of Elders in Turkey 
assembled to discuss the abolition of the Cali
phate, their opposition was overcome by the 
guns of Kemal Ataturk's young supporters, 
The District Collector's letter achieved a very 
similar effect. A meeting of the Council was 
summoned and, though a quorum was wanting, 
the meeting passed a resolution· allowina 
posters on lamp-posts. The A:>sam Governor'~ 
method is no doubt the better one as it avoids 
petty grievances. Had the Collector suspended 
the Tuticorin Municipality on the . outbreak of 
war, the lamp-posts would have bad their posters 
two weeks earlier and there would have been no 
publicity to the recalcitrance of Tuticorin's 
representatives. In the work of supporting the 
war materially, a.,bureaucracy can, after all, be 
much more efficient than popular governments. 
And no one has asked as yet for moral support. 

Wild Propaganda :-We pointed out last 
week the need for extreme· caution in dissemi
nating false and exaggerated stories of war 
atrocities as they are bound to have a boomerang 
effect, A special responisibility rests on the 
Press in .. this matter. On Thursday the 
Bom&(ly Cnronicle published an Associated 
Press' message repeating an allegation of the 
Rangoon Radio to the effect that the Japanese 
have dropped parachutes in the Hunnan Province 
containing bags of rice and wheat contaminated 
with plague bacilli. Tile message admitted that 
the. statement has so far . not been proved. 
Anyone with . a slight acquaintance with 
literature on bacilJi infection would have 
seen· . through this absqrd report ·which the 
Bon,bay CnrontCle printed under the heading 
"J;~.panese 1;3arbarity,'' The Times of ,{ntlia 
pomted out next day that even the Japanese 
cannot start a plague epidemic by ¢rowing 
bag~ . of rice "contaminated'' by plague 
bactlb. Japanese know enough of .science to 
know that plague is conveyed through the blood 
and not through the stomach, The bacilli would 
not survive a flight in high altitude followed 
by descent by a parachute. The whole thing 
was an obvious fiction. We are 5orry to 
say that the Rangoon authorities have been 
rather reckle!l5 in their allegations, exaggerat
ing where they should have been careful to be 
accurate and minimising where they should have 
beeqexplicit. The Bombay C/tront'cle on Saturday 
changed the contaminating bacillus to typ• 
hoid instead of plague but the two germs behave 
in the same way and the change did not improve 
matter~ The Rangoon story had a close 
paralle\ in the story that hundreds of Russian 
soldiers, in the last war with finland, had 

been frozen to death in a standing posture. 

"All this," write Harold Lavine and Jame• Wechsler 
in their book, "War Propaganda and the United 
States," "made grim and plausible copy to every 
one excx;ot scientists. In re•ponse to an enquiry from 
the Institute of Propaganda Analysis, several scientists 
and officials of the New York Academy of Medicine all 
concurred in the view that instantanecus freezing is 

• M • as one expert put 1t, a unchaussen tale. It just doeso't 
happen." They gave detailed reasons for their 
opinion and concluded, "Science, too, is a wartime 
casualty." 

The Chronicle had only to telephone to the 
Haffkine Institute to ascertain the truth of 
this abominable story. The Japanese are on 
the wrong side ,.of the fence today but they 
are sensible enough to know that using plague 
germs as munitions is a dangerous departure 
not only fro:n international convention but 
from their own interests. Reports like that 
from Rangoon are calculated to act as 
suggestions to the enemy which he had not 
thought of. 

Australia aud India :-An Indian who sees 
the trend of Australo-British .. relations during 
the war, cannot but be struck by the very solid 
gains achieved by that Dominion in · Inter·· 
Empire relations. He must admire the manner· 
in which Australia has secured bit by · bit first. 
that her contributions for war purposes should 
be used in Australia itself; next· that 
Australian troops should not be taken for 
overseas service without the consent of th~ 
Commonwealth Government; then that officers 
in the ·Indian Army should be. drawn from 
Australia; that her Government should have the 
right to consult direct with the United States · 
Government; and that, in; the Pacific War• 
assistance to · Australia at points most vita} 
to her should be considered by the Allies.. 
There is now a demand for representation in the. 
British Cabinet and for direct representation in 
a council of action urged to be set up for the. 
Pacific. It would be surprising if nothing comes. 
of this latest demand, Consider India on the· 
other hand. We started with a protest against 
troops being sent overseas without our consent, 
and we have stopped there. In fact, India 
has won a reputation for being cussed 
and perverse while , Australia's support is 

. enthusiastically appreciated by every British news
paper and publicist. In the circumstances, 
we feel that the alamiist report circulated by 
the semi-official Reuter-the Governor of 
Bombay who warned tha public against spread-. 
ing false stories, may note-that Japan's 
objective is India and not Australia is mischie
vous in the extreqte, It is matched by 
the:\ type of official obscurity revealed in the 
communique issued by the Madras Government 
which means the Maaras Governor. The 
communique in replying to a suggestion 
that the major part of the war funds should be 
kept for strengthening Indian defences, writes : 

Government wish to point out first that monies 
subscribed to the War Fund are allotted ·to theo 
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purp:nes indicated by subscribers themselves and 
second tltat money remitted to London for purchase 
of aero;~lanet is just as much spent on tile defence of 
India as money spent in this country. · · · 
Col. Astor on. War News :-Speaking at the 

Empire Conference in London. CoL J. J. Astor, 
Chairman of the London Times, made some 
()bservations ab;,ut the importance of the public 
being furnished with information, which are 
specially applicable to India. He said: : 

We ltave preached the doctrine-and it ltas, needed 
preaching-that, If tile geueral public is to make its run 
war effort, it must, as far as practicable, get full war 
new1. Bare bones are not enough. It ls for news
papers flo make facts live so that we may know and 

; <~nderstand tile part we have to play. We hold the 
view that nothing may be struck out except what may 
be useful to the enemy or endanger natioual security. 
•Criticism and comment on official p~licy Is not only 
permissible but Is desirable and necessary and should 
not be dependent on the view of Individual censors. 

The Indian Press is in a much worse position 
than the British Press in respect of infor- . 
mation, One of the most tantalising ways 
"f Reuter, or whoever is responsible for the 
release of news, is that few items are followed 
cp so as to give a connected idea or what is 
happening. For instance, we were told, some 
days back that the American Government had 
requested the British Government to close. down 
its Press Agency in New. York. Absolutely no 
information has been given as to what happened, 
whether the request was complied with· or 
withdrawn. This is but one and not the most 
important instance. 

and Rajendra Prasad and others who had 
addressed a ncte suggesting the propriety of 
the A, 1: C. C. repealing the Working 
Committee decision and urging its desirability 
were not without his support. Maulana Azad: 
however, announced a day before the A. I. C, C. 
that the Working Committee members would 
all vote for the Bardoli decision. In· spite of 
the loud professions of unity,· the speeches so 
far reveal a grave split, Mr. Rajagopalacbari 
stands for cooperation on the basis of a o:ational 
government. Pandit Jawaharlal is for no co
operation · until India is free. Gandhiji who' 
denounced any non-cooperation by those who do 
not believe in non-violence-in his letter tD the 
Congress President (December 29), he even said, :•If ... I believed in the use .of violence for gaining 
Independence and yet refused participation in the 
(war) effort as the price of independence, I would 
cons1der myself guilty of unpatriotic conduct"---' 
prefers to join hands with the Pandit whoni 
he has named his "legal heir'', against 
Mr. Rajagopalachari. The issue has been 
cleverly shifted. It is not violence against 
non-violence, but cooperation versus opposition. 
The resolution which appears to support Mr~ 
Ra jagopalachari, is really a tolerating one, 

The Indian Command :-It was announced on 
Thursday that the command of Indian and 
British troops in Iran and Iraq has · been 
transferred to the Commander-in-Chief in the 
Middle East, Sir Claude Auchinleck, and·, as Sir 
Archibald W a veil bas been posted to the Com· 
mand of all troops in South-West· Pacific, the 
Indian Commander-in-Chief will be able to 
cOncentrate his whole attention on making India 
self-sufficient in respect of her defence. We wet~ 
come this decision as it is in line with ·what we 
have all along held to be the proper policy for 
India, to protect herself by strengthening her own 
frontiers. The reasons given by Government 
to explain this arrangement are rather fanciful~ 
But we need not on that account withhold our 
expression of satisfaction at the decision. We 
trust that it will be followed up, as it should be, 
by getting back Indian troops to India leaving 
Egypt, 'l'urkey and other countries directly 
affected, free to do their bit to ward off invasion. 

"Germany , Shan Pay"::--Represenlatives of 
nine occupied ·countries·.·who are now .running 
shadow cabinets from· London, met under the 
aegis of the British Foreign Secretary and 
resolved: that Germany shall pay for the acts 
.of terrorism · ·commltted · on their territories. 
Mr. Eden began with the cheering promise that 
this kind of decision would give. strength to the 
people of these occupied territories. We wish 
we could · feel as certain of 'this as the Brit
ish Secretary .seems to b_e •. For· one thing 
we have had little authenttc news of what is 
going on in the countries under Hitler. Secondly 
if -the• resolution has any effect on Germany it 
wlll rather be to strengthen the determination . to 
fight. And pel'haps the consideration ought not 
to be quite absent from their countrymen in 
London that the men in occupied- Europe will 
be ' the first to suffer for the · decision. As 
an indication that those Europeans out of Nazi 
control are still determined to fight on, the 
resolution bas jts chief. and only signifiicance. 
But is it necessary now to reassure anyone that 
Europe is divided into two armed camps ? . 

The Congress at Wardha :-The AU ' India 
Congress· ~ommittee began its session 'at 
Wardha on Thursday. ·Attempts· had been 
made; between the Bardoli meeting of the 
Working Committee and the· A. I. C; C. 
meeting to reverse the Bardoli decision and get 
a clear verdict for Gandhiji, "While in 
Bardoli," said Gandhiji on Thursday, ''I had a 
mind to get the House' divide ·-on ·this ·issue." 
From which it follows that Satdar .Yallabhbhal 

More A. R. P. Notices :-Since the leading 
article was in type, two more notifications 
regarding Air Raid Precautions. have been 
published. One of these divides the city into 
black-out and brown-out districts, Apart 
from the difficulty of producing · the requisite 
shades, it occurs to an intelligence unversed 
in observations from the air that the two 
shades may themselves become useful to 
the enemy. The object of protecting the 
people would be better served if a single 
and simple statement were issued and the 
Wardens and other officials are instructed 
to go round and help citizens to carry out 
instructions. If persons who are not quite 
illiterate are confused by the spate of notices, 
the mass of the people are unlikely to get 
a clear idea of what is expected of them. 
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·A, R. P. 
There is much confusion about the operations 

of the service for Air ·Raid Precautions organiza~ 
~ion in India and 'particularly in Bombay which; 
in the intereSts of efficiency, it is urgently 
desirable to remove. Referring first to Bombay, 
~wo statements have been published siinultane
qusly, the one considerably qualifying if not 
<;ontradicting the other. One of these required 
peremptc;>rily all residents to reduce the lighting 
in · their· premises i:o the dimensions of . an 
oil lamp~ or a candle-light. It gave minute 
directions as to the length and width of the 
shades to be put on electric lights and prescribed -
the hours . , between · midnight and sunrise· as 
V!ose when these instructions should be strictly 
observed. These instructions were declared .to 
apply to Bombay city and the adjacent islands of 
Salsette and Karanjia. A supplementary-state· 
i:nent mentioned specific localities in Bombay city 
which were 'n;tarked out particularly for the en
forcement .of these instructions. The observance 
of these instructions was to be enforced ·by 
severe penalties. Not ·only the Police and the 
A: R. P. Wardens but other persons authorised 
for · the pu~pose could take ·action against 
persons · failing to carry out the instructions . 
in ·their entirety, that is to say, so as not 
to allow a single. ray of light to escape 
from the house mto the street. 
, The . ter~s ~f the . notification to be strictly 
observed wpuld require virtually a remodelling of 
buildings in several cases, Under the building 
rules of municipalities, houses in Bombay and 
even more in the suburbs are constructeu so as to 
a.dmit the maximum of light and air. In several 
cases houses are a series of windows held 
togllther by bits of wall. The cost oi closing 
up all ~hese outlets of light would necessarily 
mean shutting up of inlets of air, People 
accustomed to sleep with doors and windows open 
will find themselves deprived of this natural 
means of recuperation. Public health must 
suffer. The cost of providing c~rtains for all the 
windows would be a strain on middle cla!;S 
resources and will be beyond those of the poor. 
The alternative of shading off light to show as 
little as possible requires some expert help, It 
was, therefore, gratifying to read the announce
I)Jent that the rule!; would not be strictly enforced 
pending the preparation of suitable shades for 
veiling lights. fhll two notifications appeared 
in the morning papers on Tuesday. It 
was, therefore, wJth surprise that one read 
in . the evening papers the same day reports 
o( prosecutions and fines . imposed for non
compliance with ~the rules, The Government, 
of. ~.:Jinbay and the Commissioner of. Police will 
do well not to rely sol~ly on their: punitiye 
powers under th~ Defence of India Rules, 
A. · R, P.. W:ardens, or. such of them as have 

,ideas ~n- the subject, may be instructed to visit 
the premises· in their' .locality and to suggest 
to the inmates. means by , which lights .lllay !>e 
screened at lL miniml\111 cost and without radical 
alteration . of. the tStructure.. The people are 
amenable to reas:Jn. and will readily carry· out 
suggestions which are within their means. Lorcl 
Mayo laid down three rules for goo;! govern
ment in India. One of these was that the people 
should :not be ·asked to do what·it is beyond 
their means to do-to water their fields with 
champagne, for instance. . . 
' The, GovernOr of Madras this week declared 

in. a speech that the citizens of Madras and 
the people of the Presidency as a whole had no 
need to apprehend air-raids by the J a panes~. Hi~ 
Excellency gave detailed and technical reasons. 
for. his opinion. . The ·only chance of ~ <:Ianger ~ 
in his opinion, , was-and ' that was a small 
one...;.that a Japanese submarine may get iut<> 
the .·Bay of B.engal eluding the vigilance of the 
Royal Indian Navy patrols and may throw a 
few shells as did the "Emden'' in the last 
war on Madras. The, Djstrict authority i~ 
Vizagapatatn gave a similar assurance to the 
p~ople of the Port on similar gTounds, If that 
is the case in Madras and the. East Coast which. 
are in closer'. pr.oximity. ta the Japanese bases. 
in Thailand and Malaya, the imminence of 
danger is. much less in Bombay. Unlike 
in the Far Eastern theatre,: in Africa all chances. 
of the enemy assuming the offensive would seclll) 
to. bave been virtually eliminated. There i~ 
no need, therefore, for: Bombay to get more 
panicky than Madras, and ~tringent measures 
do predispose peopl!l to, panicky iiillgg;:stions, 
There ·is one other point. Some~ authorities 
with a view to arouse .the· war. emotion, insist, 
that the war is at the doors of India. l:iis 
Excellency the Viceroy in bis speech at Karachi. 
a few days ago said that the war was as yet 
remote from India and, please God, it may 
not come to India. The Governor of Madras 
implied something very like the Viceroy's 
exhortation. We think ourselves . that the 
Japanese objective is :not India but Netherland. 
Indies and that, if they are not obstructed in that 
direction, they are unlikely to go out of their 
way to attack India. If the ·interests of India 
were alone to" determine Indian policy, the course 
obviously is to pbviate the dragging of this. 
country in the conflict for the Netherland Indies. . 

COALITION GOVERNMENTS AND 
THE WAR. 

Mr. Gopala R'eddi wai Minister· in the late 
Madras Congress Government. He was believed> 
to a close confidant pf the Prime Minister, Mr, 
C. Rajagopalachari; Whether he is still in the 
same relation or not, is left in doubt by a speecll 
which he made in what is called the Kumba
konam Parliament on January 8. · In plea<:ling
for coalition gavernments at the centre and in ~11 
the provinces, Mr. Red<:li asked why Mr. RaJa-, 
gopalacharya who was in favour of a coalition. 
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Government at the centre, should have objections I HYDARI REMINISCENCES. 
to coalition gov~rnments in ~e provi~~ .At I carne to Bombay in November 1898. A month 
the centre, he pomted out, natiOnal pohc1es were or two later I met Burjolji Padshah in Mr Ranade's 
registered and, if coalition was acceptable. there, bouse. At Padsbah's shortly after, I ·first met 
why not in the provinces. The same argument, Hyd~ri. The Hydaris lived then in a bungalow just 
taken further, would require coalition in munici- below Pad~b!lh's bouse: on _the Sandra _Hill side. 
palities and local boards and in village We were. hvang at Ch•rnba1, and Hydan who was 

· d · 11 h bod' then Ass1stant Accountant-General, and I, often 
pa~hay~ts. a~ 1n a ot er statutory 1es. walked horne together from the railway station in 
Ultunately 1t IS. bo~nd to e~tend also to no~-· ~be eveni~g. ~n almost th~ first occasion, Hydari 
statutory orgaruzattons. Ev1dently Mr Reddy IS 1n connect1on w1th some topiC spoke to me fervently 
preoared to face even these contingencies." After of the life and teaohings of Gautama Buddba. 
all,'' he is reported to have said, "the fight for Buddha to me }s .the greatest Indian that ever was. 
freedom is a fight for power· in the hands of Thus our ad~1rat1on for Bud~ha was the ~mm'?n 

• " M Reddi • • 'sed ground on wh1ob the foundation of our fnendsb1p 
popul~ representatives .• r. . • cn!lct . was laid. Hydari's great work for the preservation 
the action of C':lngress Mm1straes tn takmg 10 of the Ajanta frescoes was not inspired by a 
Muslims who dtd not possess the confidence of merely aesthetic feeling. It was the expression of 
their community. Muslim Ministers in Congress his deep apiritual appreciation of the illustrious 
Cabinets ·were elected to the Legi::ilature by worl.d. teacher. ~ydari told me !'fan. incid~nt. When 
Muslim constituencies and must be presumed to h!' v1s1ted the AJ~nta Caves w1th h1~ family about 4. 
be ch representative of Muslim opinion as 0 clock one evemng ~ben the su?h~bt falls full o.n 

as mu · Le . Mr the figure of Buddha 10 the prmc1pal cave,. h111 
mem~rs elect~d on the ~e tlcke!- . • daughter, Mariam, instinctively dropped on her knees 
ReddJ'B plea IS one for throwmg nattonahst in reverence at tbe sight of the figure which stood 
Muslims overboard, including the most important out in all its sublimity. · 
of them, the President of the Congress, Maulana There was another matter ....;bich drew us together. 
Abut Kalam Azad. These men have under Hydari was at the time contending with his elders 
extremely difficult conditions remained in . the over the. questi~ of hi~ wife dropping ~be purdah. 
Congress. They have incurred the . b1tter If there 1s anythmg w~1c~ .I may ~la1m. to. hav:e 
h flit · f Muslim Leaguers. It may be that ~ad at h.eart as my 1n•p1rmg. mot1ve .In bfe, 1t 

OS 1 '! 0 • d 'd d I h 1s the w1sh to help to emancipate lnd1an women 
they Will chtvalrou~ly stan a~1 e an et t. e from the re~traints which kept them from making 
Congress make .. 1ts peace With the. ~usbm their indispensable contribution to national progress, 
League if they are convinced that by domg so I Hydari's elders so far yielde.:l to his 
they will be serving the interests of the country. iiJ!portunity as to agree to .Mrs. Hydari's appearing 
The more compromising amongst them may ' Without the purdah outs1de Bombay •. Bl!t th~y 

e that if the Congress leaders themselves would on no aocount agree to her ,thro~mg 1t off 1n 
argu • • Le • . d Bombay. The husband and w1fe h1t upon. a 
come to terms With the. ag~e, lt ~s .Pe antr~ compromise, Mrs Hydari would have no purdah 
for them to stand upon the1r prmc1ples. If for non-Muslims. This practice she continued for a 
Mr. Gopala Reddi's plea gains acceptance, few years even after they settled in · Hyderabad, 
Cong-ress may score a temporary advantage but After Padshah's death early this year Hydari told 
it will forfeit the confidence of a considerable me in the course of a reminiscent convers~tion. that 

ti 0 of the public who continue to have faith he owe~ much to Padshah. He and h1s. s1ste.r. · 
~ec 0 • • • I' . Afte all Navazba1, were very helpful, the latter . sn 
to fa1r-d~hng eve!' m P0 Jtlcs. . ~ • chaperoning Mrs. Hydari, then a shy young woman, 
Mr. Redd1's assumpt1on that he and h1s fnends to social functions. 
are "representatives of the people,:• has been In December 1899, on the last day of the 
somewhat blown up by the supreme mdl!fere~ce nineteenth century to be exact, Ranade delivered 
with which t\1e country hu regarded the1r res•g- the last and most important of the annual addresses 
nations from office and contriouted to the war with which he inaugurated each session of the· 
effort in spite of their opposition. The Reformel' Indian l':fational Social Conference ~hie~ met at the 
has repeatedly stated its opinion that during the concluston of each Congreu s~s1on 1n the s.ame, 

'od th G mor-General should bear panda!. Ranade. always made ~s address hm~e 
war P~rt e . '!':e • . • f upon a theme wh1oh was appropr•ate to the locabty 
the entire responstbtltty for the admmJStratlon o in which the session was held. Tbe Conference· 
the country with. the provincial 'governors acting met that year in Lucknow and Ranade devoted his 
under his orders. Indians, so long as they are address to a historioal review of. the process of 
denied any but a subject status, C31\ not and !usion between Hindu~ and Musl!ms which had bet;n · 
should not be required to do more than obey the 1n progres~ for centunes ~ut w.h1ch could not atta!n 

Go G l's orders wise, . or unwise . fulfilment m a common nationality because of oertam 
vc:rnor- ene~a • • ' defioiences in both t1 indu and Muslim culture, which 

well-Judged or ~11-Ju~ged. If the ~ogress con- Providence had designed that British rule should be 
templates coalitiOn, tts. first duty IS to see. th:"t the means of supplying with a view to India's 
nationalist Muslims who have clung to 1t to achievement of her bistori::; destiny. Ranade had a 
good report and bad report, ·have a recogni;;ed ve~y high con::~eptio~ of that destiny. He once or' 
and . re11pected . place in iL OtherWise, tw1oe referred to hiS country as the favoured, 
Mr Ra · lacharya'a offer that Mr. Jinnah land and '!' her people as the oh?Ben people. ~here 

• · jllgOP• • • d ha h was no hmt then or only a famt one of Hmdu-
should form · h1s own • G:"bmet an t t t e Muslim relations developing into a problem. But 
CongnlSS would support 1t, lS both more senstble Ranade bad the instinct of the student of history to 
and honourable. . . anticipate events and, in that address for which he 

took u his text Nanak's saying "I am neither 
a Hindu nor a Mahommedan, • be indicated the right 
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approach .to :t&e true' solution ot the 'problem when 
it arose. That address made a deep impression 
'ori,' Hydari. • 'Ever since he · has repeatedly 
)1vowed. himself . an adherent, of Ranade's school. 
1-Iydari once suggested ·that all inhabitant• of. India 
"should be called Hindus instead of Indian•. It was 
:etymologically the correct ·term and in the United 
'States all Indians are known as and have no objection 
)o be known as Hi?dus.. · 

··· Knowing Hydari as I did, it was a 'constant 
'and·. painful· surprise 'to me to hear Hindu 
frierids speak of 'nim as an inveterate communalist, 
-as'"beirig inspired by anti-Hindu sentiments in his 
•administration in Hyderab ad, When I assured them 
'that from my forty years' friendship with Hydari, I 
have· never· found him attaching· the slightest 

.impdrtartce .to race ··or· caste or creed in his 
utimate·s ;:of men, they smiled · and turned 'tlie 
conversation ·t6. 6ther topics: He was, it 'is . true, 
rather. · touchy'· about his religion, as most 
Mti!isalmans are. The Hindu hears placidly every 
kind ·of ·criticism of his ·religion and social customs 
·however virulent.· He· is completely unaffected at 
~eeh1g' the pictures of Sri Krishna and Ganpathi used 
as'- trade-marks -on match-boxes and even on leathef 
goods. As the result, Hinduism has been the butt 
of the most unbridled libels . by religious · and 
political, propagandist•: b ·person .. lly .think that 
Hindui~m and Hindu society have both been all the 
bettt?r {OJ: these onslaughts, I perpetrated in an 
address several years ago the epigram that the fear 
ot the missionary has been the beginning ot much 
social. wisdom among us. · Missionary fi'iends 
jumped !)n: it as a tribute to their work. They 
were entitled to do so. But it really was an 
l:'cknowledgement of the value of criticism, both self· 
criticim~ and· outside criticism, for the progress of a 
cOmmunity.-. The Muslims from their sensitiveness to 

· oritioism have deprived themselves of .this valuable 
aid to progress. Hydari shared to some extent this 
failing as I regard it. A recent incident illustrates 
thi•. .Just before his nomination to the Executive 
Council of the Viceroy, he came to Bandra.. Much of 
tbe talk wa.• on the state of public life.- As he was 
leaving, I referred . to the Nizam'.s firmans issued 
after his mother's death and said that his mother's 
cjeath seemed to have released some hidden spring in 
his nature. Hydari agreed. I thereupon observed quite 
casually that· reverence for the mother was. a speci
fically Indian. in~tinct. At onoe I;Iydari flared up. He 
shook me VIolently by the shoulliers and said with 
considerable emphasis, ''Don't . say that. The · 
Prophet _has • said that heaven lies at _the feet of the 
mother." 1 at once accepted the rebuke and promised 
that I would not repeat the mistake agai11. Though 
extremely sensitive about Islam, Hydari .had · a 
broad, ·. tolerance for other religions, a~;~d -in his· 
administration he scrupulously endeavoured to do 
equal justice to all communities, His fervent faith 
in the ~eachings aijd personality of . Arabindo Gbose 
i~ well-known. · · , ' 

.1~ 'was at the same visit that he told '11~ w'ith pride' 
that tile Mullaji, bead of his sect, had sent him from 
Mecca :the dress and 'turban of an ordained priest,; 
He· wa:s 'wearing a· long white .robe and had. the 
t\lrbaii in' his car. · He had brought his own praying:. 
ll'i~C ·with"hhil't~is time an~ ab.out. seyen o'c!oqk 
r~~,red i!!to anotp«!rcpart ~f !he hou_se for p~a~r. ;,. · 

. ' . .. 
• <.' ,.:··· <.! . •I 

K; N.(\J'..ARI\.JAN. : 

'GOV!l:RNMJ::;NT AND THE PRESS · . . ' 

· . I wa~. rather siuprise~.' at' reading · th~ long 
proceedmg~ .at an unve1l.m~r of the portrait of 
M~ .. K. ~ Snmvasan,. the . d1st1~guished. Editor. of the 
Hindu, In .. Madras, :rhe R1ght Hon. Srinivasa 
Sastry pres1ded and S1r C. R. Reddi, Vice-Chancellor 
of Andhra \Jniversity, , was one of the 'speakere. 
I•wa~ sur~sed. be~use. unveiling of portraits is 
assOCiated In my mmd With personalities relegated 
or' about to he relegated to the dust·and oblivion 
of the upper shelf. Mr. Srinivasan is as yet far from 
being a candidate for such canoni9ation. As Chairman 
of ~~e . Edit!'rs' Confere!lce he . has , displayed 
quabt1es w.h1ch mark blm out as one of the 
~ut~tanding ;figures . in contemporary India. He 
l,s m, the'. pr1me of' hfe. I am 'impelled to write 
now, however; by an observation by Sir C R 
Reddy about the editorship of Subrahmanya Aiya; 
who with the help of friends started the Hindu and 
laid thll. fo~n.dations. on which. it has. risen to its 
pres~qt po~1t1on of supremacy in Indian journalism. 
I do not ,m .the least underrate ·the work ot his 
su_ccessors .. Bu~ tinder Subr~hmanya Aiyar the 
Hmdu was msp~red by a crusadmg·spirit which may 
?e . out· -o~ place "now but it ~as force for a good 
m ~those ,days when the. Ind1al'l Journalist was 
lopked . down upon not only by officials but by his 
own peopl,e. Without such a spir!t the Hindu would 
have go~.e, the way of the PIJ()pWs ll'riend which 
pr~ced~ 1t by some years. There-were many acute 
cr~ses m the conduct of the' Hindu, due to a· uriety 
of causes, One such !lrose from· the strong advocacy 
by· ~he Hindu of ~he Age of Consent Bill. One 
evemng I was discussing the . position with 
Su brahmanya Aiyar iq his house in Triplicane 
He dt:clared that if ~ hundred; Hindus perished; 
he must adhere to h1s policy of strong support 
to the measure. His connection with the paper ceased 
so?n after •. Under Kasturi Ranga A iyangar the 
Hm<iu I?ract1cally ceased to be a power in the· cause 
of soc1al reform. By the time that Subrahmanya 
Aiyar's connection with the Hindu ended ; it had 
hl:come 01 powert~l organ of opinion •.. Kasturl Ranga 
A•yan.gar's achievement · was . to ~epair its dis
orgamsed finances-an important· service...:.but 
!"ithout the position which the Hindu had. attained 
It would have been a mu'?h harder task by financial 
managem:~t to have put It on the road to its present 
great pOSition. 

. In the course of his spee'?lt Mr. Srinivasa Sastry let. 
fall as usual so'?e suggestive remarks quite relevant 
to-,-th~ugh not d1rectly bearing-.on, the object of •the 
function. One of these touched on the relation which 
should exist between the Press and Government. 
In :'nswering this question, British pre;cedents are 
of little us!'- ~he !'~ess in India is not the . Fourth 
Estate as !s the Bnt!sh Press in England •. Even so 
sympathetic an. admmstrator as Sir- Thomas Munro 
he~ d. that a free press was incompatible with the foreign 
Br1t1sh rule.· The trouble at first was with newspapers 
owned and conducted by Engli9hmen, Since the time: 
of tne.Ilbert Bill, the Anglo-Indian Pres• has steadily . 
~upported Govemmen~ in their·me115ures for controll
Ing the f'ress .. and in all ·repressive measures 
generally •. - I recall ·a talk' with the Editor of an 
important Anglo-Indian paper. He. was personally 
opposed to the Rowlatt. Act and ·had told the 
Vicer?y so. . But in his paper he supported it artd 
explamed ·that he had to do so siaee the Indian Pa:sa 
as a w:hole i "!as again~t Gqyermu~nt. ·, I spggested 
~ha~ 1~, !e~d•.ng;.Enghsh: ~pers .,et ,lln~exampiC: 
of dealmg With GOvernment· ·measures on -their 
me~its, it would be a powerful incerttife 1·to · tilt!; 
lnd1an . Press ~o adopt a like policy. The English 
Press m lnd1a has tlwtn:dled both in number 
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and influenoe.: Con011rrently, the Indian Press baa· f Visioo, bGidnesa and courage· have never been 
cea8ed in its indiscriminate opposition to-,Govern- ! the, characteristics of British statesmanship. And, 
ment, Government· has realised the change and · there are consi~erable doubts if British statesman-, 
has aho""n . an inclination to respond to it.. The ship will rise to the. oocasioo. But our duty -is 
EditorJ' Conference has in a short period acquired clear. We must dem!Uld not only freedom and 
a position • of importance as a mediator which , independence but equality, if we are to remain 
would be inconceivable even ten ysears ago.· : willing partners . in the Empire. On the. question 
Though this is to be welcomed from every point · of Indians over;eas; all Indian pu:ies have always 
~f view, it is neither to the interest of Government presented a united front. In the demand for 
or the Press that they should become completely equality I am sure that front will be maintained. 
identified. Keyserling has ~re~rked that a The ·need of the hour is to give it voice from the 
certain -anount of tension is nece,sary as a factor platforms of the big political parties, the Mahaaabha, 
in conjugal happiness. . The Preas should maintain· , the Congress and the Muslim League. 
ita independence or. its value will decrease even I 0 lhi } Yours etc., 
from !he s~ndpoint of G_ov~rnm:nt. ~he~e is : January\0- 194.2 B. BANERJI, 
a defimte relation between vanat1ona m the mlluence I ' 

of Parliament and the Press, When there is an I 
efficient opposition in Parliament, the Pre88 tends [ 
to become secondary. Wheri Parliamentary 1 

opposition becomes, as in India at present, inefficient 
or negligible,· the Pre lis is the sole means of 
t'edreaaing the balance and maintaining equilibrium 
in public life. 

K.N. 

,EMPIRE AND EQUALITY. 

The Editor, 
Til. Illdian Boola! RsformBr. 

Sir, , 
You s~ggested some time bick th1t there can be 

no better proof of the Empire's goodwill towards India 
than by removing all restrictions on Indians in the 
different parts of the Empire. If an Indian is fit 
enough to dio with, be is certainly fit enough to live 

1 with. (I write from memory, hence am unable tr> 
quote your exact words). It was a most striking 
suggestion and it is rather disappointing that it has 
not received the support that it shoulcf have had. 
With the entry of Americ1 in the war I would 
eubstitute ''the English-speaking worJdH for the word 
"Empire." 

The Congress -wants a declaration of a free and 
(ndepe~dent India bef9re joining the war efforts. 

Of oourse, •freedom and independence" will be 
within the bounds of the British Empire. But even 
the citizens of "a free and independent'' India can be, 
and perhaps will be, treated as helots io other parts 
of the Empire. Japan wu not only free and inde
pendent .but also strong and powerful. Even so the 
~ap~nese received the same treatment as Indians 
m different parts of the world, And to-day. we see 
the result. The citizens · of a free India smarting 
under the humiliations heaped upon them will be 
but sullen and resentful partners of the Empire. The 
pOllsibility of this sullenness and resentment stands 
in the way of Britain's recognition of India's Dominion 
Status. . 

The open door policy is not only a question of 
aatisfylng honour but of economic necessity. The 
greater portion of the earth's surface must cease to 
be o& monopoly of a b'ndfut of Whites, if one of the 
potent cauaea or war ts to be removed. 

· At ,this bour o( world crisis, England's dut]! 
seems·. tO be oleu to an unbiased, mind. , As the 
ownersr · ot · 11, large portion of the earth's eorface, 
she and her daughter Dominions are called upon 
to give. 11P ·the disastrous policy · 9f ·exclusion of 
ooloured. raoes from their territories. It is not only 
freedoQl. amilndependenoe tha' must be guaranteed 
tolndi.a, bot equality in .. tbe. widest lle,nse or. tbe 
word,, :.Jf .Sritain leads ttle, way, America- will. foll!)'l'll!: 
auit.ll 'n~~h--t~~l'~ ;:;_:~I;.:;;.;-·,- .. ~-·~ •. ;; :.. ... 1 .... -, . . . 

-
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND 

WAR EFFORT. . 

fbe Editor, 
TM Indian Social RB/OrmBr·. 

Sir, 

I have ·the honour to put before you some tloubts· 
about your leading article, 'Congress and the War,' 
in tbe · issue of January 3, 19;1.2. You have 
commented on the Congres• resolution at Bardoli 
in .su?h a manner as would at once rouse the 
spirit of the reader to raise objections to many. 
points. What do you mean when you say, "We. 
have said again and again that the responsibility. 
for the government during the war should rest 
solely with the Governor-General .•• after calm 
deliberation· when the war is ended"P Do you 
mean that the British govern'ment is ready or will be 
to give us (Indians ) such fortunate and convenient 
opportunity to deliberate calmly on the constitutional 
question? If it is so hospitable and kind enough, 
where is the need for the Congress to ask again 
and again for that promise P The British Govern
ment, has it given any plain concrete. promise and 
showed any least possible readiness to do soP Do 
you still believe in August offers and Amery's 
speeches full of well-ohosen phraseology to mask 
their obstinate policy i' 

Again, when you say "we are not clear as to 
what these governments · at' the Centre .•• has not 
materially affected the war efforts as they were 
being carried on under ·the unexpanded Councils," 
do you think still . in these days of democracy 
that foreign Governor's rule or war-effort will . be 
on . a par with that of national leaders like Pandit 
Nehru and Rajaji, of course, if suclt an opportunity 
has been ~iven P If N ehru'a appeal will not be 
more effeotlve than the agents of British government, 
is it not foolish to talk of nationality and freedom 
for India P · 

Again; do you want to place the .efficiency and 
influence of these Indian National leaders who have 
command over the bulk of population of the country, 
on such a low level as that of members of the 
Expanded Executive Council who are not at all the 
representatives of the people. Then, what· is the 
fun in criti'?ising the executiv~ members as 
unrepresentat1ves P , . 

Though the proposed National Government at the 
Centre would not be able to hasteri. war effort in the 
material sense; will it not be able to· wring forth 
moral effect ·which· is ;the pivot of Post-War N e'fi 
World . Order l , At the, end: of your. article you 
have:. warned. the·· BritiSh, GovernlllCIIt .to .change 
thei~ obstinate policy-t:QWards .India. .It .would.bavo 

, QeeJI bl:tter. if..y'!u tmade::l)leat <)'QUI:. ooacc:p.tioo Q£ 
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new policy or modified policy which the Government 
is asked indirectly to follow in place of its obstinate, 
old and persistent policy, · • 

'It is · a matter of· regret ·to write such an article 
in such a manner, particularly as leading one, with· 
out taking into consideration these points which 
are quite obvious. I am ready to accept gladly your 
reply in justification of your article and I hope you 
will do so. · · · 

Santiniketan. . '. l Yours etc., 
lanuary 7, 194.2. S T. B. SUNDARA RAO. 
. The simple re&Son for our attitude towards emergenoy reforms 
18 that power and responsibility must remain together. Indians 
should not be expected to assume responsibility for polioiea which 
they ~ powerless to modify.-Editor. · 

CRISIS IN CLOUDLAND. I I 
c (Copyright). I 

Time, 1948. Long tab!• 1trBtching right to l•ft, with 
tw•"!!J-eight 11ats around it and writing-;Pad and 
pM~C~l bsforB BCII:h uat. AI eurtain riB••• twenty-two 
gentlemrm aro IBBn r:luotero i ,in littlo grOU,PI oJfourl and 
thrm : a low buzz of initistinguishabll voiee1 iB hoard. 
On eontre wall fu!Wtmgth paintings o/ Lord Lin!ithgow 
and Mr. ]{~ Srinivasan. On l•ft, a r:loek whieh iMicat61 
1·80 as the eurtain riso. Prom door on tho right entor 
thrBB gentlsmm . rmgaged in earniBt eonv•rsation. t:• rom 
Ms earsfrll air and geMral lack oJ attention t what 
is aaiit to hirll, ono Bll8ily distinguish68 the man in th1 
centr• to b• Presidmt of tM (J.mJorene•. Til his · 18ft iB 
tho rotund jiguro o/ th• Sscretary who smokBB a pipB 
almos.t without uasing. The third gentloman iB ehewing pan 
and ., at aU timBB loollmg for a eonv•nient spot to spit in. 
AU talco thBir aoata as PrBBiitent goH to centr• of tab!o, 
and takBB ths centr1 •oat ruith his two eompaniom siUmg 
Bither lido o/ him, Prlllident ris68 amid IZJMeiant hmh and 
produees 11 piooe of papsr fiom his poekot. 

PrBSidlnt: Eh.eh, Friends, We are all assembled 
here on a grave·ocoasion. Troubles seem to crowd 
thick on the Editors' Conference. 'I shall be brief. 
· V-oictJ' from ntroms right of PrBSident: You are 
two hours late as it is. 
; PrmdBI&t: ·I must apologise for the delay but· you 
""ill all realise when I read this draft of a com
IDUniq~e to be issued shortly, that I was ens-aged in 
your business-or may I say, our busmess !'
business that is near and-
,. Eilit~r, _Khaili Patrika ~ This is not a Cbowp.sthy 
meeting. We have to catch the train to Nagpur 
tomorrow and if we go on at this rate · 

Editor, Lib1ral Monitor: If I may be permitted, 
Mr •. Chairman, to make a' suggestioa. I would 
say only this, that . the proceedings be conducted 
with due decorum. As the late lamented Gladstone 
baa. remarked-
. Prosident visibly annoysd: Our troubles, as I was 
aaying,are many. · In the first place the Indian Press 
was faced with a crisis when M.r, Abdul Sevakram, 
President of the Congress, threatened to go on a fast 
if his undelivered e.peech to the scouts of Hindupur 
was not reported 10 full. A compromise,_ as you 
know, W'i!S arrived at by inducing him to reduoe. 
his speech to a quarter column and both sides 
aaved their faces. For this we have to thank the 
~are . ingenui!Y of our worthy Secretary who has 
proved all thmgs to all men (App!auao.) 

LWoral Monitor : I regret, . Sir, that I must most 
emphatically protest against this grave departure 
from principl!l. I fear, gentlemen, that only tpo SOO!l 

we shall have cause to repent of our action. 
' ·Pre1ident pBrBuasiwlg : I appeal to our friend and 

distinguished collea&!Je not to mu the unanimity 
of our deoi.~ione, so far consistently maintained, by 
raiaing. an awkward matter of principle at this 

juncture, · I am confident that, if he and others in. 
this room would only hear me out in patience, they 
will find not only this question but several others 
completely and, I hope, satisfactorily solved once and 
for ever, I take it that our friend withdraws his 
objection I' (Murmur /rom Lworal Monitor)· I thank you. 
Now, the first trouble was hardly over when we were 
confronted by an even graver problem; The Controller 
of Facts and Figures (Pre-Publication Department) 
in a sudden accession of intellectual honesty refused 
to deal with· matter submitted to him by editors. 
on the ground that rieither he nor his office was able 
to make any sense out of them. Here we must 
concede that the good offices of my friend on the 
right, from the Pwhtu News with whom you are aU 
acquainted, saved the day, We had agreed to submit 
all difficulties to a Committee-

Liberal Monitor : Sir, I must, indeed, protest against 
this high-handed- . 

Pr11idfnt Umtmuing : Over which our dlstinguishect 
friend here ( be111111 at Lib oral Monitor) will preside, in 
the absence owing to ill-health of Mr.-: 

Khadi Patrika : It appears that the representa
tives of the people are to be denied any voice in 
asserting the freedom of the Press. I think, Sir • 
that public opinion will not stand- · 

Prosident angrily : This i!l intolerable. Am 1 
president or-.((Jontinuing ea!mly) It has been my 
principle throughout my life to be moderate before 
the event and extremist after. Accordin~ly we h~d 
resolved to associate our extremists 10 another 
Committee with the Post-Publication Department. 
But a third difficulty soon confronted us. The 
women of the Punjab, led by the redoubtable 
Mrs. Sarada Raffiuddin who has just returned from 
a world tour, have demanded fifty per cent representa
tion on all our committees. 

Editor, Astral News Agomy: May I ask . the 
Secretary . one question ? What is the exact 
percentage of women editors in the country P 

Boor•tary, removing pipofrom his mouth and i'Mwing a: 
eortain !ivs!in101 for tho jirrt tim•: There is as yet no· 
woman editor in the country, But it is believed that. 
a new women's magazine is to be started in the 
Punjab, edited by a woman. Apart from this, there 
are one woman reporter, one woman sub-editor and 
twemy-three women . stenographers employed in. 
editorial offices, Tbree of the latter are said to wield 
consi!iera ble influence over the editorial policies of. 
their newspaper!l. . If the President permits, 1 shall 
be glad to read out the names of-

Etlitor, Ellphanta Showers, suddiTilg wakiflg. up :· 
Gentlemen, let us consider the question on its merits. 
without going into personalities. As an Editors• 
Conference, we are only dealing with editors. Must 
we go into matters which are the exclusive concern. 
of editors themselVe!l P · • · 

Pr10id81&t, absent-mindody : Oh, yes. Certainly not. 
It is clear that a case for equal representation has 
not been made out. In fact I knew that myself. 
But in dealing with an influential organization which. 
has, if l may say so, a fifth column in every home, it· 
is better to bring jn the collective wisdom of the. 
editors. . And yet it would be advisable to appoint.' 
a committee to look" into aU aspects of :the 
question. · (ldlokl rotmd. oagerlq' for ang opposer wM-· 
might bo mad.. ehairman of tn. Oommitt.,, But tber~, 
iB unwontoil. Billneo and BtiUnosB.) Well, that I take it is
accepted ... Now, to come back to the subject. TbeJ 
fourth trouble is one which arose out of a year 
old speech· and its repercussions. Tho Rt. Hon~ 
V, Srioivaea Sastri, you will remember, epoke .in, 
194.2 at 11ome funotion In Madras in which be 
remarked unhapply on the firBt President of die: 
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Editors' cOnference. . He said that Mr. Srini~asan I 8scr.targ witlo •uppr,..t<l rage: But. then . ~· lla4 
wu an editor who had not written articles himself, thought-
and al.so com~limen~e~ him on leading the eom:erence PreaiJmt aJrllfJilg martial:· A g<ioi soldier, my dear 
to cl:um special pr1v1le&'~ fo/ ,th~ COngress . ~~c~tor. fellow, does not think. (Turns to Pwhtu NIWI who w 
t!nfortunately the first pomt ra1sed a constitutional np6dantly eMirful.) 1 would have made you Chief 
d1fflculty at our Conference and the secon.d created of Staff but for the fact that your personal habit& 
tl'reater trou b}e because th~ Congress meeting later are a trifle objectionable. However, you may be 
In .the year, d1sowned the dictator. · my Publicity Officer. We must placate our most 

Khaili-Patrika: Excuse me, Sir. This is a mis-- important minority. Considerations of representation 
reading of the position. If you would bear with me do not arise in the army and no questions can be 
for j;;;st half-an.hour, I 1hall explain to you and to asked. I shall appoint ·Mrs. Raffiuddin my Chief of 
the bouse, Sir, the difference between violence and Staff. (Utl8r lkjection on faeu of botll companion~). 
non-violence and the shades that distinguish Cheer up, the men will all be coming in in a 
Gandhlan non-violence from Congress non-violence 1 moment. 
and-. . . 8scr•targ : Surely not so soon. Alter all they 

Pr11iilmlt: Mr. Secretary, will you plea!e mform have all to be measured for their uniforms. 
.the members what happened the last time we __ ,, __ • • k ~ h h 1 
granted "half-an-hour'' to the Khaili Pat >ka 1 PronrMTr .. :. Don t you. no_wr W y, t ey were al 

. . n measured Without knowmg 1t when they came up at 
&er•targ d .. tl'lldly un(l()mfortab_Z.: If I may say so, the last meeting to shake hands with the Recorder 

we shall be ~nly too glad. to hst~n to the gentleman of Unpublished News. Some of them, it is true, 
after the Pres1dent bas fimshed h1s speech. · were too oveljoyed at the presentation to be weir 

Pr~llidmt: Wei~ gentlemen, the re~ult of that fitted but they will, I am sure, be adequately dealt 
complication was, as you 11ee, that I had to step into with. If the1~ are not enough uniforms, the remedy 
the Presidentship with all my grave shortcomings- is obvious. 

Voict!l gm•ra!lg: No, no. Th• Eilitors allwm• in ilrllUetl in uniform. T•n oftll•m 
Pruidmt : I thank you for your vote of confidence 161m to. b• miaring. • 

in me, (G6116ral c•nfm~irill anil feeling of •urpriae in th• Prmdent. : . Officers of the Ind1an Press Army, your 
room.) lt is all the more valuable in view of country. watches you. I have to announce three 
the new period on which we are now entering. In appointments, Mrs. Raffiuddin will be ~hief of S~ff, 
view, then of all these difficulties, I have decided and these two gentlemen Will b~ Pubhc Relations 
in consultation with the authorities ooncerned to Officer and Publicity Officer respectively. ·1 have 
request them-of oourse, subject to your approval- done._ The watchword will be, "Mum's the 
to organise the press of India into an army. word." 
( Genoral uproar )• Silenoe, gentlemen, (Til• llowe Door oli right opm8 anil musmger from GO'Vtmutw/lt 
qui8t•na ilown ). T!Je Standing Committee will be Howe •ntws, llurrieil!g. MIBBenger 14g1rlg : Have you 
dissolved but every editor on the Committee will be done, Sir? Not quite, I see. I have been asked to
given the ranlc of Lieutenant-Colonel. Uniforms are announce, Sir, that the Commander-in-Chief of the 
aeaigned whioh will be similar but not identical. Indian Press Army is on his way. 
Mor~over, newsplpers will be known by th.eir Pruident hotly : \Vhat do you mean? Am I not: 
provmces and numbered. The old names wh1oh the Commander-in-Chief p 
were picturesque, no doubt, are undesirable in 
tbese days. · 

811'1J1l1'a!voiees: No, no. We cannot agree to this 
curtailment of our liberty, 

Etlitor, Darj,.!ing Heights, rising in the uproar anti striving 
for order, apsalca in ilssp!g aep•dohra!voics: You do not 
seem to be aware, gentlemen, that there is a war 
on. The name! of newspapers give information 
which may be of value to the enemy. As such it is 
a prejudicial aot under the Defence of India Rules to 
print it. in bold type, very often the boldest wpe, in 
~be newspaper. 

This n61D point l86m6 to sink in into tile alitora who look 
tutounded. 

Pr68ident witll the air of piDking up Ill• thr•ails : I take 
It we are all agreed? (Hurrilillg). • Good. Now, 
it is obvious that we o1nnot continue in the old 
way, Before it wa! the practice, to ,differ and 
then reaoh unanimity through argument. Now, 
we must first reach our deoisions and then d!fJ.!r 
if. neoenary or-er, possible. However (ae one 
getting GWag jro111 a oofltrowr6ial point) there is one 
minor matter before we disperse. If you, gentlemen, 
will step into the next room there ls a special 
tailoring department who will fit yo11 into your 
uniform!, In twenty minutes we shall meet again to 
oompl~te our deliberations. (AU l.ave •:teept Pre&iilent 
aptl Ilia two compamom ). 

8llllrllt1rll mugly: . Well, Sir, that is settled 
satisfactorily. I had expected more trouble. 

Pr11ident darki!J: There would have been· bad I 
announodd th\t you were to be appointed my Chief 
or Staff. I do not think It can be d,)ne, However, 
you oan be Pu blio R~lations Offioer. 

Men•ng•r swlll1tly: Oh no, Sir, You are Lieutenanr.
Colonel Fazlul Bose of the 25th Bengal Army. 
You see after you left, it was officially decided to
close down the Information Department and to
appoint the Director, Sir Aurangzebe Galahad,. 
Commander-in-Chief. 

PresidMt (I()UaJ!Bing : Oh Churchill! Oh Amery I 
AKSHI, 

MY LIFE STORY. 
"Mg LV• Story'' (Bombay Vaibhav Press. Price

Rs. 1-8, can be had of Tripathi & Co., Kalbadevio 
Road, Bombay 2) is the autobiography of Or. 
Tuljaram Chunilal Khandvala, written by the 
venerable Do;)tor in his 83rd year. The book gives
a vivid picture of the hardships and trials, Dr,. 
Kbandvala bad to suffer, f"r his convictions. It 
presents, in a aucoinct manner, the slow but sure
steps by which Social and Religious Reform bas 
progressed in the last half century and more in the 
Bombay Presidency in partioular. Incidentally, it. 
may be·presoribed as a book of travels, for it ~tains 
a fa•oinating account of the aged Docter's VISits 110· 
and stay in Europe and America. Dr. Khandvala is 
a man of indomitable courage, patience and hope, an. 
these born of a strong faith in the liberal religion. 
The book has a simple and unassuming style and it 
should make a p&!'ticular appeal to stuClents or aocial 
and religious reform who should greatly profit by a. 
perusal of it. v.s.s. 

-
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TRAVANCORE GOVERNMENT. 
CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, 

KUNDARA, S.I. Qy, 

have pleasure in. announcin~ 

that their show room at Kundara where exquisite 
decorative China ,Ware' for· the modern 
drawing rooms, flower vases and statuettes 
,in porcelain are on show, is open to public 
every day. All the exhibits are for sale. 
The Concerns · are situated on the · 
Ashtamudi lake in a delightful 

. locality and are well worth a visit. 

___ _;__ __ We specialise in. _____ _ 

•CHINA CLAY 

for 

Textiles, Paper, 

Pottery, Etc. 

• ELECTRICAL INSU
LATORS 

of aU Types 

• CROCKERY and 

STONE WARE 

• LABORA.TORY 
PORCELAIN, 

Crucibles, Basins, 
Spatulas Etc. 

• SANITARY WARES. 

Acid Containers, 

Pickle Jars, Etc. 

Drainage Pipes and 
Refractories for Iron 

and Steel Works. 

• FIREBRICKS, SILLIMANITE BRICKS, ZIRCON 
BRICkS, "FIRB CLAY AND FIRE CEMENT. 

THE 
SCIN DIA STEAM 

.NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 

Managing Agwn.~ : 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE 

MARINE 

NAROTTAM MORARJEE & co., BOMBAY 
. Cupport Indian Shippjng 

COMBINBV CARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

· Rangoon-Bomba.y-Karaohi. via Malabar, 
R&ngoon-M&draa-<Jolombo, , 
Oalcutta-Karachi via Coast Porta. 
Raugoon-Ca.loutta according to demand. 
Bomba.y-Gulf of Cutah Porte to Karaohi, 
Bombay-BbaVU&ga.r-Ports. 
Bom.ba.y-Ma.rmugao-Manga.lore. 
Rangoon-Coroma.ndal Porta. 

~ Ohitta.goug-Rangoon·. Ohitta.gong .. Cox'a Basa.r. 
Calcutta-Bombay-Karachi, to Jeddah, 

"«ONKAN LINES- Bombay to Panjim, 
calling at all intermediate Porte. 

ltARBOUR. LINE!-Revae-Dharamtar--u'ran-Elephanta-Nabavo 

ASSOCI"-TI:D COMPANIES. 

:BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV, CO., LTD. 
BAJ LINE, LI:MITED. 
.1130MlllY STEAI\1 NAVIGATION 00,, LTD, 
mDIAN 00-0PERATIVE NAV. 00., LTD. 
:RATliAGl.B STEAM NAVIGATION 00,, LTD, 
Selndia House, Ballard Estate, BOMBAY. 

Tele· 
phones: 
30075 
6-Linea 
250613 
21779 

THK BANK OF BARODA. LTD, 
(1Doorporate4 lA Buoda, The Uabllitr of Jlemllml belq Llmllecl.) 

Under tbe Patronage of .and largely aupported by tb~ 
Oovemment of H. H. tbe Mabarai• Oaekwar of Barod•, 

CAPITAL AUTHOI(ISE!O l(a, :a,4o,oo.ooe 
. CA.PITA.L ISSUED lc SUBSCRIBED ,. t,:ao,oo,ooo 

CAPITAL PAID-UP .... .• 6o,oo,ooo 
RE!.SER.VB FUND • ss,oo,ooo 

Head OHice:-BARODA, 

Branchu :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), · Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
.Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, Harij (N. 0.), 
Kadl, Kaloi, Kapadwanj, Karjan, · · Mehsana, 
Mithapur, Navsarl, Patan, . Petiad, Port Okha~ 
Sankheda, Sidhpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. ·a.), and 
Vyara. · 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, & 
PAT AN. 

--:o:-. 

LOCKEI{S OF DIFFEI{ENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

-RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Mana~et' • 

The following boo~s can be had from the 

office of Tile Indian Social Reformet': 

K. Natarajan's "Our Tr_ip to America" Re. fl-
S. Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Rs.St-

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 Re. 1!
(Pon !rae), 

(being the-official repor:t of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay, 

Interest in thls has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

. Apply to the Mana~er. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Eetabllabed 'Jtb September 1906.) 

1NCORPOIIATSD u•oaa ma ••ou.• OOIIPo.IJIM o.or 

v1 or 188%. 
Capital Subecribed ..... . R& 2,00,00,000 

" 1,00,00,000 
" . 1,15,50,000 

Capital Calle4 up ... -
Reeerve Fund . -··· 

nEAD OPPICE I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD 
Bhad!a ( Maia Ol6ce). 
I!Jii.o Bridge. 

Slldiol1 BtudL 
ANDHERI: 

Near Bombay. 
SANDRA: 

Near Bombay, 
BOMBAY: 

Bullion Ezcb•np 
Colaba 
Kalbadevi 
Malabar HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
a .. Street, (Maia Of6ce) 
BaJa Bazar 
ChowriDgbee 
Sqaate. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHL 
NAGPUR: 

Kingwway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Weebni•olla' Baak Ltd. 

CURREN1' DR POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
aUowed on dally balances from Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,00,000 
@ I% per annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
Rs. 1,00,000 aUowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit wlll be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
le11 than Rs. BJ- per half year. 

FIXRD DR POSITS aro received for one year, or for 
shorter perioda at rates which may be a.scartsined on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application, 

The Bank acts as ExecutoP and Tpustee 
undeP Wtlls and Settlements and undertakes 
Trustee Business eenerally. .Rules may be obtained on 
application. · 

LOANS, OVRll.Dll.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. 

The Bank undertake• on behalf of Its constituents the 
aafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon. It also undertakes the 
aa.le and purchase of Government Paper and all descrip
tions of Stock at moderate charges, pa.rtlcula.rs of which 
may be ha<l on application. 

A. G, Gll.A Y, 

MfJfiiJger. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
Co-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

81& VlTBALDAS 1!1UOKEBSEY MEMORIAL BUILDING, 

9, -- L&no, ..... -

IIBABOHUI 

Banmati '(DYU~cl r-a). 
lalampnr (Diatrict. -~•tara). 
Karad ( • • ). 
ru,aoa t , .• ). 
Satal'a . ( ., ,. ). 

&:lrloakarwadl ( • " ), 
&blrala ( " ,. ). 
~r~aaoa ·{ . •• ., . ). . ( ., " ). 
"opercaoa (Diatrlct Abmed· 

aacar). 
Belapnr (( , , ) 
Rabur1 " ~ ): 
anovl'aoa l ., ,, ), 
,\hmedllacar ,. " ). 
Bblwaadl (Diotrlct Tbaaa), 
Palabar C " .. ). 
C:alyan C " ,. ). 

Vlramc•• (DioutcC •• me. 
dabad),. 

Dbmlla · (Diatrlct ·w eat 
K.ha•de•~;. 

Doa4alclla ( • • 
Naadarbar C • • ,• 

'· !oblrpur 
!obabada 
~akrl 
~ladkbeda 

Malec•
ll.alwaa 
Lualgaoa 
Naadgaon 
Do bad 

( II II )• . 
' ( . . 

( " . 
( " .. ,. 
(DiotriCI l'laola. • 
( . .. . 
l : : 

C Dletrlct hacll • 
Mabal),• 

K.alol ( 11 ., • 

AlllaJ (01- !obalapnr). 

DlBEO'l!OBS, 

R. G. Saralya, Esq., (Ohalrmtm), 
Pro!. V, G, Kale, 
G. V. 1r.dhav, Esq. 
Gordhandaa G. Morarjl, Eaq, 
B. 0, V. Mehta, Esq. 
Rao Bahadur R. v. Vancleku. 
K. IlL Thalror, Esq. 
Q. R Br.no, Esq. 

9BABIII O&PI1!.U.t-

r Pall,. Paid) 

K. V, Vloharo,llilq, 
D.J. Zunjarrao, Eeq, 
D. V. PoMar, Eaq. 
V. B. s-wana~ Eaq. 
s. r. More, Eaq. 
V. P. Vo.rdo, Eaq. 
Vailnm"' L. Mehta, Eaq. 

(Managlns Dlreolor. 

-
J, DEPOSITS !bod lor oue'Joar and aborter 01 longer por..,. 

111 aoaapW. BaWl aa4 otiber pantoulan maJ H a~a181tatt~•• 
!rom \be undorslgnod. 

I. OUBB:ENT &0000l'IT8 an opened lor Qo.eporau .. 
!laololl• on4 lndi'Oidualo. lntorooi to aiiDwed on daiiJ balaDOh 
not neeedlug Rl. 1,00,000. 

1. B&VINGB BANK DIIIPOSlTB an aoo~ aa4 1atao11t 
paid a\ 1 por oent, on minim am monthiJ balona-. Bai• mat 
bl obtalnodlrom tho nndOHignod, 

a. Draltll an laaad on dloOrla' aDII otber "'""" oa ...,..,. lo ~• 
a~aertalaed oa 1oppUaaU.oa. 

a. &ooonnto on audllo4 qnar\81'1J bJ a llrrn ol lneorpoto ... 
t.oaountan'" and ,.UIJ bJ • Bpoolal Gomnmont &udltol, 
QuarlerlJ otatemontl ol 8nonolol P>Oitlon an publloblll Ia till 
•• Bombay Gowftmeut Gaseita.n 

V AlKONTB L, Al!IIBT&. 

Hu•atns DtJ.• ... 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 

Inland 
Fol"elgn 

... 
... 

( FOUNDRD IN 1880. ) 

Subsoplptlon Rates. 
... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Fl"ee) • 
... ••• Rs. 10 (Post Fl"ee) • 

Single coplea of the CUI"'eDt montll, If ava.llable can be had at 2 annas, current :rear ' annas and copies ........ 
than a year old 8 annas each, exclusive of postag'eo 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Four per line, subject to a minimum 
of five lines, or Rupee One Annas Four per Inch. 

Fot· Ptu't.Culars, Apply lo
TH& MANAGBR, 

Kamaksbi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 
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THE 
CHEST COLD CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, LIMITED. 

Established-December, 1911. 

AUTHOIUSED CAPITAL 
SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL 
PAID-UP CAPITAL 
RESERVE & OTHEit FUND$ 
DEPOSITS AS AT 30-6-41 

... Rs· 3.50,00,000 
Rso 3.36.26.400 
Rs. 1.68,13,200 
Rs· 1,25,12,000 
Rs· 36,37.99,000 

BEAD OFFICB:-Esplsnade Road, Fort, BOMBAY. 
140 Branches and Pay-Offices throughout Indls. . ' 

• 

• 

, ( lfeg-Clol • 

•• DIRECTOR;, 
Harida.s Ma.dha.vdas, Esq., Chairman, Ardeshlr B. 

'Dubash, )tsq., Dlnsha.w D. Romer Esq., V!tha.lda.s 
Kanji, Bsq., Noormahomed M. Chlnoy, Bsq., Bapujl 
Dada.bhoy J,a.m, Bsq., Dha.ramsey Mulra.j Kha.ta.u, Esq., 
Sir Ar<leshlr Dalsl, Kt., H. F. Commissariat, Esq. 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

LONDON AGENTS:-Messrs. Barclay's Bank Limited and 
Messrro. Miclland Bank Ltd. NEW YORK AGENTS:-The 
Guaraaty Trust Co. of New York. 

into bronchitis; avoid this by rubbing your 

chest with 'AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Banking Business of every description tranoacted on terms 

which may be aacertaioed on applica.tion. 
dring-s Quick Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN L TO. 
H. 0. CAPTAIN, Managing Dirsctor. BOlV&BAY MADRAS. 

mVJOQE THE FINffT 
f~NDAL WCDD 

FOR . PEP.FUmE/ 
•• 

OIL 

' 
MYSORE SANDAI.WOOD 

OIL c:onforms to all pharma- ' 
copoeiaa of the world. Ita 

aroma is uoezc:elled. 

• Otm be had oithw tBrtcl or U.rough our Agmto : 
FOR SOUTH INDIA, BOMBAY PRESIDENCY & BURMA 

Messrs. M· ,e.. T. ACHARYA & Co., . 
· "Sri Krishna Buildings," A venue Road, Bsngalore City · 

snd 

THE MYSORE PRODU<jTS J,td., Princess Street, BOMBAY. 

Printed by lal B, Dl1bub, Manager, ~he Commercial, Prlnt1n1 Pr..., 101>, Cowesjl Potel~ Street, Fort, Bomboy, and Pnbllahod bJ 
K.a.ina.kshl Na.i&ra.ja.n fol' t;be Proprietor• of libe .. lr.dla.n SoolaJ Reformer" Ll!Dlted, at 106, Cowasji Patel Streel, Fort. Bombay. 
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Back to Beua.do, 
The Late Maharao of Outch. 
Lettera'ol B. J, Padohah. 
Mahadev Govind Benade, 

Tw~nty-five years is: .no( a great ag~ for a 
Universitv. Most of the other universities· have 
completed more years. ... The greatness ¢ the 
Benares as of other Univ~rsities, will depend on 
the contributions which its alumni make to the 
advancement of knowledge and to the establish.: 
ment of· a high· standard of academic life 

NOTES.. and · character ' such as would be recognised 
and respected by the great Universities 

Hindu University Jubilee :-The completion of all ·over . the world. ·. In . her· entrancing bio. 
its first twenty-five years was ·celebrated at the grap,hy of her mother, Madame · Curie's 
Benares Hindu University on Tuesday. The daughter describes the thrill which Madame 
University is a grand testimony to. the zeal, Curie felt when she. realised her long cherished 
perseverance and magnetic personality of Pandit ambition and entered the gates of the Sorbonne. 
Madan Mohan Malaviya. Friends to whom We wish for the· Benares• University under 
the Pandit first mentioned his idea of a Hindu Sir' Sarvapalli and his · colleagues the same 
University at Benares, were inclined to scoff at power to inspire in all those ·who enter it the . 

<it as an idle dream. But the Pandit persevered, same pride and hope in the years to come •• 
Hi$ original idea was that the Benares Univer- Gandbiji ··on ·English :...!. The authorities of 
sity should 'be not only a· Hindu but also a Benares- · Hindu University .. were able to secure 
Hindi University with Hindi not English as the Gandhiji for delivering the Convocation address 
medium of instruction throughout. He was on 'the· oecasion. of the Jubilee celebration.· 
persuaded to'·drop the idea as it would' complete- Reference has been made in another·. Note to 
Jy isolate the new Univet'Sity from intercourse the scene created by him at ·the laying o£. 
with the existing universities, as the Osmania the foundation stone in 1916. Since )hen he 
University has been by the adoption of Urdu has graduated in politics,· has become world 
as its medium of instruction. Although the famous as· the founder and inspirer of the 
University laid special emphasis on Hindu satyagraha movement. His influence at present 
culture, it was not intended to be a glorified has spent itself and his erstwhile ardent followers 
Vedic Pathashala but to cover the whole field of are falling upon each other in their rush to 
knowledge, ancient and modern, the Humanities disown allegianel; ·to his dogmas. Thtre is 
and Sciences. Admission was not to be restricted a reaction,: as we point out in the leading. article, 
tb Hindus. The project appealed to all frorrl Gandhiji's gospel of non-cooperation to 
sections of the· population, Princes and merchants tJle ,Ranade school of co-operation with the 
as well as the middle classes. Lord Harding~; existing order as the best means of reforming 
then Viceroy, accorded it his warm support and it. The fatal defect of the Gandhian cult was its 
laid the foundation-stone on February 11, 1916. violent and undiscriminating denunciation ·of 
Gandhiji was one of ·the speakers as was also Western, and particularly British, influence on 

. Dr. Annie Besant. Between them they managed India. This is ~ largely opposed to• the actual 
to. create a scene which resulted in the facts that a movement of which it was the cardi
P.-inces present, and the Maharaja of Dur- nal principle, had no basis in reality and was 

~. bungah who presided, leaving . the Hall dooi:ned to collapse. Jn his convO(:atiori address 
before Gandhiji finished his speech. Under' at Benares, Gandhiji denounced the use of tbe 
the fostering care 'of Pandlt Madan Mohan English language as· the medium of instruc
Malaviya the University has expanded in scope' tion, as shamefuL Pandit Malaviya had 
and prestige. When increasing years made it · originally intended the Benares University to 
desirable that the burden of managing the gre» ~ a Hindi University but had to give up his 
University should be transferred · to . younger idea in deference to the strong volume of 
shoulders, the University was fortunate in opinion in favour of English. · . Gandhiji 
securing the services on an honor¥')' footing of thinks it a disgrace for an Indian .to. speak 
Sir Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan who has done or· write. good English.:. Yet he .. speaks a~d 
much .to mould modern Hindu thought by his writes excellent English.aQd so do some of h1S 
writings and lectures .on Hindu philosophy, closest followers. · For any man to regard a 
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course of conduct as shamful and to persisf in it Britain and the ·United States, arid the Burma 
is injurious to his moral being. Gandhiji knows. Premier was stranded in Honolulu. After that 
this · wen:·· His using· the English language nothing reliable· was known about his. where
neverthless, can be explained only by assuming abouts. Early this week came the astonishing 
that his denunciation of English is a matter news that under orders of the British Government 
not · of ·.conviction but of policy with him. the Prime Minister of Burma was held in deten
To our mind, it is no more shameful, to tion. A communique issued from the British Prime 
put it on the lowest ground, to speak or write Minister's official residence in London, stated: 
in .English than to ride in· a British or American- · From reports received about u. Saw's movements 
made motor car, to use a Swiss watch, or to after his goodwill mission to this country, it has 
communicate through the telegraph or telephone . come to the knowledge of his Majesty's Government 

• . f d that he has been in contact with the ] apanese 
the machmery for whtch was not manu acture authorities since the outbreak of the war wlch Ja!,'&n. 
in India, This is not all ·there is to be This fact has been confirmed by J:r.is own admission. 
said for the English language in India. It is the His Majesty's Government have, accordingly, been 
second sacred langu~e of aU Indians who compelled to detain him and it will not be possible to 
value freedom in all its phases. Even · if permit him to return to Burma, 
British rule cease to exist, the benefits derived The communique has a resemblance to that 
by Indians through the English language should issued by the Government · of .. India about 
not be sacrificed or forgotten, · . the detention of Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose when 

he was about to be included as Minister for 
Padshah's Letters :-We begin publishing Law and Order in the present Fazlul Huq 

from this week· selections from the letters o£ Cabinet in Bengal. U. Saw is said to have 
Burjorji J. Padshah during a period of ten years admitted having been in contact-whatever 
from 1930 to 1941, He was constantly travelling . that may mean-with the Japanese authorities 
during this period from country to country and since the outbreak of the war . with Japan. 
there is scareely a country in Europe, Asia, . Mr.· C. Rajagopalacharya, ex-Premier of 
America and Australia which he did not visit- Madras, . has. publicly . protested agains1; 
some· of them more than once. Padshah was a U. Saw's detention as amounting. to a breach 
voracious reader and his letters CPntain his of the laws of hospitality. U. Saw went 
reflections on:nearly every book of note in politics, to Britain as · a guest carrying a--message 
philosophy and science, published in the English of goodwill · from his country and by. the 
language in this period. He had a distinguished · · convention of all civilised nations he was entitled 
academic career and his association with the to honourable treatment during his 'Sojourn 
organisation and development for many years anywhere . within the British Commonwealth. 
of the ·educational and industrial projects of Mr; Rajagopalacharya's claim of diplomatic 
Jamshetjee Tata gave him a unique grasp· of immunity for the Burmese Prime Minister may 
current problems of industry and economics: not be strictly tenable but U •. Saw's detention 
Padshah had a perfeCtly open mind and never by a fiat from Downing Street smacks of totali
hesitated to discard, in the light of · fresh tarian methods. The Premier should have 
~nowledge, theories which he had cherished.. been allowed to return to Burma where he 
These letters are a valuable contribution· would have had the opportunity of: defending 
to literature by an Indian of great intellectual b.imself before the Burmese Assembly or before 
power. We are indebted to Miss Navazbai a Burmese Court of Justice. The impression 
Padshah, the devoted sister of Burjorji, for which U. Saw's speeches in Britain left on 
~aking these letters · availabl~ ,for publication, one was that he was apprehensive of the effect of 

Burmese Premier Under Detention:-Shortly Japanese cleverness on his impressionable com
after the conclusion of ·the Indo-Burma Pact, patriots and wanted to forestall it by obtaining 
the Hon U. Saw, the Burmese Premier, went to a promise of political freedom from the British 
England on a Goodwill· Mission. He was not · Gpvernment. 
able to induce the British Government to give the Burma and Japan :-That Burmese opinion. 
assurance which he desired-namely, that Burma might be influenced· adversely in the event of a 

:will be admitted. as. an equal ,with the war with Japan, was the drift of the observations 
Dominions in the British Commonwealth. He of Mr. F. Burton Leach, who said he had spent 
was received very hospitably and evidently made the greater portion of the last_ war in Burma,,· 
a good impression on the British public by his . in the course of the discussion which followed 
~heerful ~ disposition. From Britain U. Saw. · the reading of Q. paper by the late Governor, 
went to the United States. Before leaving, he ·Sir Archibald Cochr;me, on "Burma in War 
was reported to have urged the British public to Time" before the Ea~Jt India Association in 
grant freedom to Burma with ·the significant London fast July. Mr. Leach expressed his 
remark that Japan was clever. It was reported. disappointment at Sir Archibald not having said 
that he was .accompanied on his visit to Mr.. anything regarding the question of the feeling 
Cordell Hull by the British Ambassador, Lord of Burma in connection with the Sino-Japanese 
HalifaL He.had an interview with President . war and of the effect on Burma of the opening 
Roosevelt. He left the United States intending of the Burma Road, and the possibility that Japan 
to:visit Australia and NewZealand on his way to ! might, choose" to throw in her lot wit!\ the Axis 
Burma but meanwhile Japan declared war against ' Powers in which case,, Mr •. Leach added,. the 

.. -
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exclusion from domestic~ social and religious. 
communion, which their •action often involved. 
Sir RamakrishnaBhandarkar, pioneer in modern 
Oriental scholarship and indomitable leader of 
religious and social reform movements, insisted 
that, unless practice accompanied precept, the 
cause of refo.rm could make no headway. Would 
Hindu ·society have· mov:d forward to its 
present acceptance of, all the reforms which it 
bitterly opposed half a century ·ago, had social 
reform activities been confined to eloquent 
speeches 1 Replying to a comment on a speech 
in which Ranad,e seemed to consider a life of 
compromise more arduous than a life of action 
in accordance with· conviction, he wrote (The 
Reforme,., October 14, 1893): 

lt (s true, as you have elsewhere observed, that we' 
1 differ In our views on the methods of social development 

but that difference need·not~be.exaggerated, In human 
affair., It Is not true that our past is always dead and 
burned as you seem t:> suppose. Nothing that we 
have done Is really dead. Nothing that our fathers 

'· have done Is dead for us. It Is a living forc6 which 
. draws us upward or downwards, and one has to 
: choose between the two .. ; ... Those who live In the past 
. secure popularity. Those who bury the past secure ease. 
1 . Men like Telang (who got hls daughter married at the 

age of eight) and others obtain neither ease nor 
popularity, .by the very fact that they can neither hold 
by the past, nor· forget It altogether. This is the chief 
dij'er~nce l.a our points of view. 

The !flaw in this argument is in· its· failure 
to ·distinguish between what the Galilean 
Prophet called "the dead past" and the living 
past which manifests itself ag instincts, 
impulses and aspirations to :make the 
present a stepping-stone to higher .things. 
Mr. Sastry referred to some persons who were 
no longer as aggressive as in their younger. 
days when they · felt obliged to criticise the 
temporising method of · "co-operative concilia· 
tion." The simple explanation . is that the 
occasion for aggressiveness has passed with 
the acquiescence c of society in the reforms for 
which tbe reformers had been working 
agains~ heavy odds. · 

The Brahino Samaj and . the Arya Samaj, 
said . Mr. Sastry, ·had. lost their appeal after 
the .early. gains which they secured because 
they had · isolated· themselves from the mai~ 
stream of Hinduism. · The Bombay Prarthana 
Samaj has not escaped a similar fate although 
lt has maintained contact with the parent 
society, The fact is that like Buddhism, like 
Sikhism,, the Brahmo and the Prarthana 
Samajes as well as the Arya Samaj, came into 
uistence as correctives of specific abuse.1 
which had crept into the main · religious 
stream and · thef have. exhausted their 
mission when th1s limited . object has been 
achieved, Buddhism cleansed Hinduism of the 
abomination of animal sacrifices,. Sikhism 
inspired helpless- cultivators to protect them· 
selves from reli.;ous persecution. ··Guru Govind 
declared that he~ would teach his sparrows to 
Strike down the eagle, and he did. The Brahq~o 
Samaj aimed at the abolition of gross forms of 
idolatry which survived in Ben~l. long after . . 

they had .been rswept away. over. the ·Jargeii 
part;. of . India. ' fhe . Arya Samaj • wag 

a reaction against the attacks on Hinduism by 
Muslim and Christian missionaries, The re-inter~ 
pretations and reforms 5et in motion by these 
movements are now jnte~rated in the sentiments. 
and practices of the Hindu community. Simi
larly, Swami Vive~nanda made the Vedanta 
mission the means of conveying the message of 
Hinduism to foreign countries, which the. Theo
sophical movement had been proinotin~ for 
some years before .he came on the sce.ne. Judged, 
by his achievements in any single field, Kanade. 
falls short of the highest among his countrymen. 
But taking national life as a whole, he tow!!l"s 
above them, next only to Raja Rammohan· 
Roy. Ranade was the philosopher of progress in 
India by way of evolption. · His writings and 
speeches point the way to. the. true. method by 

· which India will fulfil her high destiny, 

THE LATE MAHARAO OF CUTCH. 
The death of the Maharao ofCutch was announ~ed 

this week. The orbits of his life and mine, so far 
apart, touched at one,moment-touched only to part 
the next,. I was deeply impressed by his personality, 
calm, sedate, yet genial. Some years ago. H;is 
Hignness acted as Chancellor of. the Cbam bar of 
Princes. The Round Table Confer~noe was· 
being .beld in London, Sir Prabhashankat' 
Pattani . whom I knew well and with whom 
I ... was . on friendly .term•, h'id asked me . to
accept.· the Secretaryship of the Chamber of 
Princes. He spoke for about half an hour and I 
listened in silence. He seemed to ass~,~me that.l. 
would jind no difficulty in consenting, He told me, 
that he had talked over the idea with those concerned 
and that he had their permission to put the off~r to. 
me,' My reply must have been somewhat .of a 
surprise. to, him though he lost not a second iO: 
seeing my point •. I said I w1s past my sixtieth year· 
and, much as I appreciated hi~ kindness in making· 
me an offer which was so attractive from many 
points of view, , I wished to devote what remained 
to me of life to objects whioh would . be in-' 
line with. the principles for which I have stood. 
Sir Prabhashankar warmly took my hands in both 
ot his, showing ,how fully he ;r.ppreciated my 
position. , I made ·the following · entry in my diary 
with refer~noe to this incident; "August 29, 1930 •. 
Called on Sir Prabhashank:ar at Taj. Sir Chimanl!ll, 
Sir. Visvesvarayya called, After they left, Pattant 
opened the offer of Secretary of Cbamber of Princes. 
witll Maharao of Ctitch, acting Chancellor, Ra, 2,50~ 
a month. Declined." A year later one of the 
Maharao's chief officials wrote to me that Hie.: 
Highness wished to see'me. 1 called at the Taj, and 
His Highness received me as if he had known me fat: 
a long time though I had met him •only once before. 
After a few preliminary remarks whioh freed me from 
the constraint I always feel in the presence of people 
whom I know but slightly, the Maharao broached 
the subject he wished to speak to me about;· He 
wished to know if 1 would assist him in conneotioo 
with his work as Chancellor of the Chamber ot 
Princes, This was the gist of the Maharao's
proposal· clothed in . terms of the utmost 
urbanity. 1 did not. mention principles -to hint 
but suggested. ·two conditions:. first, that 
Hia Highness should grant his people a· charter of 
civil liberties, and secondly, that he should devise 
some .f9r!D OS: eleqtion for State representati_vee to the 
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Federal Legislature;, I' was somewhat' :veliement 
(Q, :.my :_talk.'· f:lis · Highness said · that there 
was rflO need to get excited about the matter. I do not 
.recall :his exact words but one word· which he used 
ba& sitick in my memory~ His Highness would not 
agree .because hi9 people· . wer? not "civiliz~~ 
enough.- I was astomshed, I pomted _out to Has 
Highness that his subjects were some of the leading 
citizens· of Bombay, mentioning by name my late 
friend, Lakmidas Raoji Tairsee. '(be Maharao merely 
·smiled. . "Your decision is final P" he asked. I 
replied it was and left his presence. . The Maharao 
is said to have been a hunter of lions but during 
my interview .with him I felt tbat ht: would not hurt 
~ fly, so gentle and courteous and kind he was, The 
following entry in my diary refers to· my interview 
with the Maharao: "5th July 1951. Called on Maharao 
of Cutoh at Taj MahaL Hotel at 12-80 on invitation. 
Met his Dewan, Narmadashankar Mehta's brother. 
Politely declined offer to act as Maharao's Private 
Seoretary during his expected visit to England as a 
delegate of R.- T. C,: M. has a dignified appearance 
and very poiit~" · 

::---:- K. N. 
• 
. LETTERS OF B. J. PADSHAH. 

(CoP?Jright.) · 
~USTRALIA. 

MARCH 2, 1980, 
Nsaring .(Jolombo. 

preniifirship and of M. Briand tO'the NavafConferenc:e? 
the·. new : cotton· · dutiesi the· resignation 1 of 
Mr.· Lloyd George :from the_ Liberal: Ieadershipt 
the Beaverbrook-Rothermere kite and the Baldwan . 
outlook; the Australian gloom· in, finance; the 
hi~h prioe or the Landsdowne·marbles, and the low' 
pr1ce of· Hatry's Houile,· at auctions ·1 the theft' 
of a princess's necklace at a hotel; 

Events on the ship have been more exciting and, 
had I not been pre-occupied, there was enough :fitting 
for the hours-compul•ory vaccination on the boat 
which has not averted quarantine for passengers. 
and luggage landed before reaching Sydney; boaC 
drills which don't seem to come off; evening races on· 
deck 1 music nights both on the :first and seoond. 
decks, and dances for those who care; innumerable 
forms to be filled fo.r passengers and luggage _before 
we arrive at our first port j .visits needed to· the 
luggage room at unexpected turns of weather ; then· 

·the yet more · unexpected ·conversations · with 
unexpected fellow-passengers, And meanwhile, the 
expected events have not come off. · · · ' ·: . · 

.Barring casual exchanges, I have had three 
principal conversations almost forced on me,: but 
which f. enjoyed. The :first was· by a Hawaian who 
is leading a company ·to Perth for Hawaian music, 
after entertainirtg . Bomb'!Y where he ·gave- t 1 
performances on ·five· days. He to1d· me or his 
experiences in various parts of India. When. jn 
Bombay, he lives at the Taj or Green's, where 
madame· now is, awaiting her spouse. I fear he 
will have to -go· into quarantine, 'He talked to me 
of the 18 islands known -as the · Hawaian, 8 of 
which are inhabited by an aggregate population 
of 800,000. of which Honolulu alone has a. 
hundred . thousand, Hawaian natives. are . not 
growing in number ; the cosmopolitan orowd is· 

· gaining on the natives. These are lazy and 
easily Contented; and he asked me whether he
wa~ wise in seeking adventure and forfeiting·. the 
faculty of content. He.c asked. if he .wu fight-in. 
his surmise tbat I was flying from oonveraation. 
As we were settling · down to a discussion, he 
was led away_ by his cabin steward saying he 
was wanted for revising the eternal "forms"' to be 
filled in for his company. He is a tall, massive man 
and speaks very good English. · - · · 

t cattnot use what I read by practising on fellow
passengers. I sit alone at a separate table, keep to 
my·· deck-chair, walk when no one is about, so that 
only. two or three·are on bowing terms because of 
confrontation during these walkS, and one .has had a. 
talk on the latitude and climate of Australia. But 
I am ·not all silent; the chief steward had a discussion 
with me on possibilities of variety in food, with· the 
~ouble restrictions of vegetarianism and of diet; my 
own oabin steward has had to give me help with 
luggage and dress-suit and extraction of things from· 
the luggage-room; the saloon steward and chef have 
drawn ·lilY attentiol1 · to the daily provision of 
egg sandwiches or tomato undwiches, so I'-do riot 
need to worry about the accompaniment with tea ; 
the hair-dresser gives me information about changes 
d' weather to ·be expected as we progress, and the 
passertgers we· pick up . or shed, I told him that 
the P. & 0. seem to distinguish between business 
passengers and tourist-passengers, much as the· 
American tradesman,·Clemenceau's favourite, distin
guished- between American citizens who work for 
their lilTing arid might be called "gentlemen," and the 
others who·might be.called "bums." · · 
. I understand the Naval ·Conference better for what 
I bave read on'this ship; and I wonder if I shall ever 
kllo'W the truth about the Soviets, . Ouring the last 
three: months 'much 'has been said-particularly by_. 
Dr; E. F; Dalton-about the great educative work 
done by the Soviets, and now there is this rellgious 
perjleoution controversy. ·lam a fourth through the 
novel called "The GatewaY. of Life."' · -

· The· second conversation took place last night,. 
and:\Vas brief. A young fl]an,- almost· lad, came 
up, roused me from my reading (it w~s "Music. 
for All"), asked if I knew that a Ladtes' Race 
was going on ori the deck, and urged me to come 
on and · look. I feared to ·disappoint him, ·but' 
had to be candid that I could find no interest, was' 
not at all prepared to understan<! i and, as he went 
away smilingly crying, •Shame," I :finished my 
reading in my ,cabin. It_ might not be safe on the 
deck to arouse unwant~d interest.· 

The third wail a conversation with Dr. Rutter, a 
practising electro-therapist· of 78 years, ·who i!l 
visiting New Zealand~probably the only one in.· the 
ship wllo will go as far forward on this voyage as: 
myself. He came behind my chair and seeing me_· ·' . 

)\{AR"CH 9, 1980. 
86 hours}Jejqrs Frmnantle, 

It:. is a week since I last wrote and though it is 
still 86 hours before we make our :first Australian 
port; it is appropriate that I should re-open commu
nion with Bandra orr a Sunday as I have 'done tor 
years. . .. . '· -
.,The· wireless· reports are,exciting, but have not 
excitea- me in<the ;slightest.: The campaign of 
Mt. Gandhi, the arrest of Mr. V. J, Patel, and 
sentence;:. the ·resignition- of Dt. Schacht· from the 
Reichs bAnk; -the (llllamitous floods in the South· 
•of France; the restoratiorr, of ·M. Tardieu to French 

• 

. en~ossed day in and day out with just one book and 
· bemg shown what it was, asked permission to draw 

his chair near mine to.hear about the latest Physics. 
And so the world has gon~ and the unending meals, 
and the unvarying 'daily sleep;. and bath at 6, and 
shave at 7 -8(), and the novel "Gateway of . Life" 
finished and succeeded by '' Musio for All" as the 

· fare before sleep. · 
. MARCH 14, 198(). . . . . .. 

_ · N saring AdBiaidlo 
lmporiant events may. h~ppen on a ship; and' a 

passenger. or. two;: most i concerned, may . remain 
ignorant for' a week, even t'hough the· event may · be' 
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iknown hi "&mbay byi .(labJe, u·:to·most fellow· I Woold Mr. Gandhi sUCQeed?, tlle new planet thllthas 
passenger•,· 4lt. the . ri,g.h~ ·.time •. WP. arrived at swum into-our ken, the discovery. of helium. Free 
Freemantle on the mornmg of the 11th and. did not Trade and Protection, the loss of friends if people 
•ail out till 1 p. m. the following day after a wait of only told tJUtbs, the uselessness of fumigation, the 
26 · hours. " Tirei!O!IIe medical inspections took Roman • Catacombs, Ludwig's. Jesus; from 
:place ••• : •..•• The doctor of the port remained on board passengers as varied as cattle-rancher, -eolliery owner, 
all the time· the ship was in port. He explained to vac-.ium oil inspector, doctor and Lady Verney. 
tbe mustered passengers that since an Australian· MARCH 21 198o. 
pauenger (age ahout 10 years) . from Bombay, ' At Port Jlelbou..n. 
-discovered almost fully developed small-pox before 
two days and was laid off at Colombo (at Freemantle The boat is. nearly empty; .. Hardly a dozeo 
he was ·reported to be dead), it was necessary to passengers in the first saloon. .· The bulk got oui: at 
keep · all passengers under observation .•• and Melbourne on our arrival last night after release from 
that even : at Sydney nobody., would be quarantine at Ports~· The affair proved not un
allowed to land till tbe official period after interesting; there was no worry ; nothing was lost or 
Colombo.· He said all this in so agreeable a manner damaged. though we apprehended· both. .Fo.: 
<that the mustered ones laughed more than once. 1, example, r bad deliberately thrust in .my books and 
the deaf one, sitting at the other en:l of the large thermometer, as well as clothes; ·and; when I learn~ 
music-room, heard nothing and joined in no laugh. A that everything was · to be steamed,· 1· feared for 
'l'asaenger, wondering, cime up and told me of the everything. It was only this morning that my cabin 
event which, he said, t.hey had known all along.- steward could ·report. and show utter absence I){ 
Then I understood why our expected visit to Candy damage. · . . 
bad not come off at COlombo and why Lady Verney, The bathing station itself wa$ a pretty little plaee I 
.'sitting by me at tea, had warned me the dlly before and all passengers were pleased except Dr. Rutter' 
~ur arrival at Freeman tie, that' we might not be whose grievance& against ship and officers and 
allowed to land at Sydney for two or three days paSsengers culminated in a loss of , self-control and 
after arrival, and that 1 might not be allowed to join violence towards the ship's officers-he hit the Chiet 
the ship proceeding to New Zealand, Now it turns Officer so that. his plate was broken, I believe be 
cut that we shall not arrive at Sydney to. catch bad to be put under restraint of some sort before he 
the boat... · was allowed to take. his tum at the baths, and wa9 

put on the train as soon as the quarantine autbori, 
ties permitted it, without his returQ to the ship with Dr. Rutter, already put out, (be says the Bureau 

treats him like a dog. He had experienced annoy
lmces at dinner table and his complaints had 
be~n treated -with scorn, A P. and 0, voyage 
never again for him), does not know what to believe. 
The office will not ackndwledge that there wilt be 
any misfit and laughs .at · passengers' talea; on 
the , other ·hand, bow can they make up fi>r 
detentions? The ship, after Freeman tie, is ten per 
cent alower than before. The weather has been 
perfect; the sea is giving no trouble. · ' 

Dr, Rutter says, 'the first three days after 
Southampton were both 'roUgh and excessively cold, 
·Cold, yes, says the barber,. but Qot rough. He has a 
well-arranged. shop with glass doors for cupboards 
and glass shelves to exhibit articles; so that when 
the ship rolls, the articles slide about on the smooth 
glau on which they lie and there has been no such 
effect observed during the. whole voyage. . The 
temperature has not gone below .65 degrees but the 
.c:hilling wind makes the deck chair uncomfortable ••• 
· ••• Dr. Rutter seeing me ill flannels the day after 
freemantle1 asked me to consider if there was no. 
risk of pneumonia. · , 

MARCH 19, 1980. 
B1t1111m · AIWaidl 1Jnd M•lllournl. 

We arrive at Port Sea (the qUa.raritine station of 
Melbourne) tomorrow when all passengers, those 
tanding at Melbourne and those going f.urther forward 
alike, are· to be bathed' and all their luggage and 
l.velll' have to be dislnfec~d, so that ~rything is_ to 
be packed ready Cot fum•gatlon ..... ~ ••• ' ' 
· New Zealand passengers were offered the choice 
of proceeding by train from Melbourne to Sydney 
to catoh the boat ; but I preferred to take no risks 
and to. avoid .. the racket · of long rail-travelling. 
Dr. Rutter in apite of his 7i years is aooepting the 
exchange iato tho train at Melbourne. . . 
. On the whole, though I had a fright, and though 

the programme is changed, thing~ have. not .worked 
out worse. And. the last three days have provided 
-conversations on I:.iterary Criticism; the Censorship, 
.Should God be a botished ?, Australian immigra. 
tion policy,. and : tb~ miner's ,wage of £a a .. day, 

the rest of the bathing group. · · 
APRIL 1, 1980. 

8g8mfp 
I certainly find Sydney week very alluring, rail~ 

· road, river, ferry; din of unemployment all over the 
Continent and yet theatres and pleasure-resorts and 
holidaying steamers all full of Australians ; and all 
one unique pioture of beauty, whether Jake or lagoon 
ot the blue ooean ; mountain soenery or. forest or 
foreshore; ·gum trees; or apple orchards or wild' 
flowers bt parks, I have been · moved out of 
indifferentisrn.-to read closely ·the daily paper, • ·. 

APRIL 2, 1980. 
2 hour• blf•re Bobar~ 

· We moved half-an-hour after nooll yesterday ; the' 
delay of the half hour was due to the pilot not 
coming to time. They have a peculiar send-off · in' 
Australia:· passenger' II. friends on shore wave ·a 
finely matohed mesh of colour-pattern with papero~ 
threads, the other ends bf which are held oy the 
passengers receiving the send-off; and the whole' 
Rtructure is waved up and down and sways from 
side to side, and makes a good show if not unduly 

. prolonged by a pilot's not turning up to time. · 
I spent most of the afternoon yesterday in my 

deck-chair, greedily reading ·up the Sydney paper,· 
. discoursing on unemployment · in Britain · and. 
A~stralia, the different remedies in each country, 
the inadequacy of statesmen to the ·problem, the 
plunge into insufficient!}". explored situations; 
Curiously, when the paper was finished, I turned to 
resume "Insects · and Industry" and read further the 
tale of human enduranoe as well as of human effort, 
hu!JWI inability to reoognise failure and charlatanism 
and yet progreas achieved almost by, inadvertenoe. 
Just as disinfectants and fumigation have only now 
been seen to be useless,. so inseoticides and sprays 
have been aoquiesced in without result-or rather 
with the misohievoua consequenoe that the 
aooumulationa of grain and flour on British wharvN 
gave so much impetus to insect-breeding thae 
the war was nearly being lost by the. triumph 
of insects. 

• 
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" · 1 slept very well last night, but ·was awakened at 
cS-45 by. the night-watchman ru9hing in to close the
part l!ole. The hair.odresser was not so lucky; he wae 
lit~rally ':washed. out of his cabin, and, even though 
thmgs dtd rwt move in ·the gla!JS shelves •of his 
cupooards, be could not deny roug-h weather. . · · t , 

Austr;!.lian• papers--are· instructive. ·Yesterday's 
paper gave a fine articJ!l . on Brjtisb shipping, their 
P!'esent -great. improvement in org-anisation, their 
ability to g~t orders, yet 25"/. workmen out of job 
and expectmg no re,employment,· average return on 
shipping capital 1.5%. ' . ' ' ' ' ' 
' . APRIL "3, 1980. ' 

. . Hooart.i 
·. 'Tasmania is beautiful, . sunny · a~d healthy, its' 
whole population is about 200 thousand of which the 
!;apital .Hobart takes about a third, ' · . 
: In · the charabanc I shared one . bench' 'with ,a 
new . Zealander who is a s_econd-saloon passenger' 
of the "Narkunda." He gave me a good deal of 
information about ·his country; its population of 
a million, .of whom 50,000 are Maoris, . wlio send 
4. members to their Parliament of 75, some of 
whom al""e wealthy aud drive their pwn motor-cars; 
who shine at colleges, do . not· seem .to flourish in. 
professions, but are . good. at farming, are to be 
seen also as clerks, _ are of the average size, 
some tall; some short, and their · colour would be 
the "ame as mine. They were much more numerous. 
when the white man went there; but their numbers 
were quickly thinned. by inter-tribal warfare and 
cannibalism;· now they are again' increasing. ~ew· 
Zealand has the bes~ of climates, is also suffering 
from unemployment and :trade depression, though 
not so· accutely as Australia; but the wages are 
the same as in.Aostralia. · 
. , . . APRIL 6, 1980. . 

' ' . ' .. · . Nearing Melbourne. 
Our second day at Hobart broke fine, but I carried

the · umbrella all the .same ; and when rain fell at 
l'ort. Arthur ( the ruin of an old' penal settlement, 
exc~edirigly 'beautiful, with timber-cutting and two 
aaw~mills yet not boasting more than SOO inhabitants) 
the. ehop.keeper there remarked "Any Jool carries 
an umbrella in the .~et ; it takes a wise man to 
provide against a contingency." 
. The inspection of the old penitentiaries was not 

,. exhilarating; one marvelled at the callous cruelties 
inflicted on convicts; no thqugbt even to sufficiency of 
air, or sufficiency of occupation or sanity. But as the 

· convicts were segregated, they just died out; though 
Mr. Tod, LordSydenham's nephew, (he now claims 
relationship with Niebuhr, the German h!storian. 
of Rome) who was of our party, considers that 
the convict strain ,bas .. not entirely been expunged 
from. either Sydney or Tasmania. Hobart is a 
favourite of retired Anglq.Indians with means,. 
. .1 told you in my last letter about a New Zealan
der whose information ,I passed on to you, In . the. 
l'ort Arthur trip , there was another .New Zealander. 
who is a planter in Ceylon, unconcerned about ita 
politics though. aware that a ohange of constitution; 
would affect both hie security and taxation, H.e 
~rrected the first one's figure of New Z~land 
population; it is not a million, but 1,400 thousand. 

. APRIL 91 1980, 
. , , _ Nearing Mslaide. 

. [During the stop at Melbourne, after a visit to a
theatre], We dispersed at :11-15, walked to: the 
station, and I took trlin for the :port, where several 
steam~rs lay in their separate berths and I walked 
by, liabit,- into a wrong. one ; when the mistake 
was :rectified: and I was at my cabin-door, it was 
looked, the cabin-steward having' gone · to bed 
at 11-SO •. 

· ·. ' ; MAHADEV GOVIND RANAOE;,; , :. ,.· 
1 (BY THE R"T: .HoN, V, S. SRINIVAS'A SASTRY): 

' ·- ' '' • • . • .. • ! ' ) 

By his . teac~lngs ',(rom_ th_e_ ; pulpit of the\ 
Prarthana • -Sama.J and by his . mcessant social 
reform activities, , Ranade incurred the "open. and 
ul)restrain~. wrath . __ of: .the .orthodox party,· but 
he wa,s nev~r . known to lose his temper and return 
abuse for, abuse. Even, during the violent 
controversy of 1895 over the venue. of the SociaL 
Reform Conference, his forpearance and equanimity 
were exemplary. When he made" his accustomed 
speech as President, he . t:nentioned no names, 
recalled no ugly incidents, avoided all personalities 
and ascribed the unfortunate turn of events to the 
fact _that in Poona, unlike_ other places, a variety 
of met hods were adopted instead of one sole 
method, . Of these different methods the one that 
he most approved was that of persuasion, "and the 
one ·that he most dis~ountenanced was that of 
rebellion. Tp many ardent spirits , what they 
called progress was 'God's 'owJil work, and those 
that obstructed it were like rakshaBaB whom it was a 
merit to. condemn and destroy. They delighted iB 
war against orthodoxy, and thought nothing of 
separating themselves and forming a distinct group 
of their own, Social affinities and family ties . were 
consumed by t~e . fire ·of conviction, and many a 
young. man fancted _that, by . disregarding· parental 
authortty when he heard the call, he was testifying 

· to the sovereign power of social reform. Ranade 
pointed out that the 'Brahmo Samaj in Bengal and . 
the Arya Samaj ·in the Punjab which chose this 
heroic , path, bad , come to a standstill when the 
first . 'momentum was· exhausted. His· own 
method was ·to reason,·- to ' expostulate · anlf 
to allure .to brighter _ worlds. The movement 

. would neqessarily _ be' slow, but it would be 
sure and · carry fonvard the whole community• 
He· · never . forgot,· and · would nev_er_ let others 
forget,· that' reform was for all and not merely fot 
a few. When compelled by adverse circumstance& 
to bait, h' was content to do _so, hoping th11t the 
Q.ext step would be firmer and longer. . . 

Ranade _ was cast in a' big mould' in body and i11 
mind. He was_ a giant. . His studies' bad amplitude 
and depth far beyond the common. History, politics. 
economics, blue books, . Sanskrit literature and 
Marathi literature-these and similar subjects made 
up his gargantuan· fare. His knowledge· and 
experience in the official and non-official sphere were 
at the service of a patriotism, fervent and sleepless; 
which comprehended all the sections and elements of 
our population. Like a true riahi he had toleration 
and mercy for all and planned and laboured for all 
alike. His Marathi sermons are· considered by com
petent judges to constitute a valuable and inspiring 
course, in the doctrine and practice of theism. He 
rehabilitated the character of Sivaji and the empire 
that .he founded, Of Indian economics he laid the· 
ground-work,.showing bow the maxims and-principles 
of English writers would· not apply to the conditions 
of our · country unless corrected in great part by the 
writings of .German authorities on the subject. He 
took a leading Patt in the growth of the Indian · 
Economic Conference,- studied the conditions of 
agriculture and the peas~ntry in their various phases 
and became an unequalled authority on questions of 
land revenue, land tenure and land· improvement. 
On Indian Finance; his views commanded equal 
attention . and . equal ~respect with those of Dadabbai 
Naoroji. HiS'· close study of constitutional . and 
administrative problems of . India .and other 
countries was laid under ·contribution by the orga• 
nisers and leaders of the Indian National Congress. 
and .it is well-known· that. his advice .and guidance 
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position of Burma wouldr be very criticaL 
Mr. Leach continued : · · · 

The' Sino-]apanese. war had just started when he 
left Burma, and the sympathies of the Burmese were a 
little divided at first. 1 The Chinese were well known, 
whereas the Japanese were not. There was a large 
Chinese community- living In Burma, most of them of 
a well-to-do class ;Lnd highly respected. The Japanese 
wete newer arrivals· and had·not made a place in the 
country to the same extent. It was quite natural that 
Burma should admire the qualities which the Japanese 
displayed, and when politics became a matter of interest 
In Burma many ot_ th~ looked towards Japanese 
Inspiration. · · .- . 

Si~ Archibal~ <;:oclJrane did . not respoo.d to 
Mr. Leach's mvttation tq supply ~he omiSSion 
in his paper, if ·only by wa.y of. IL . hint of 
what ~he Burmese felt about their relations 
with the Japanese. The Chinese_ Ambassador, 
Dr. Welling~ Koo, who spoke on the 
invitation of the. Chairman, Mr. L. S. Amery~ 
merely observed t~~ Burma _with her r~sources 
and her strategiq · position was of special 
signi~cance to_ his country "i~ · her own fight 
for bberty and for the freedom of nations in 

.&'eneral.'' · · · · " · · _ · . · · 

A. R. P.-A law. or ordinance of tpe necessity 
and the benefits. of which .. the .public is iully 
apprised, commands spontaneous. obedience and 
only a minimum amount of coercion is needed: in 
the background to secure its general observance. 
Where at) order requires to .be enforced by' 
numerous prosecutions every day, it is obvious, 
that sufficient care has not been taken to apprise 
the public of its scope and purpose. Some of the 
orders recently promulgated by the Bcimb;~.y 
Government, we are sorry to say, do not satisfy 
these tests. The appointment of one of ,the 
Governor's Advisers as a sort of dictator 
untrammelled by rules indispensable to a rule 
of law summarily and- rather contemptuously 
dismissed as "red tape,'' does not. strike 
us as well-considered. The. reasons for the 
-unhappy experience of Rangoon at the fir:;t 
Japanese air-raid are not fully and.clearly known. 
The number of casualities are admitted to 
have been much higher than that given in the 
earlier estimates. The- blame . for the large 
figures of dead and injured is laid. on the 
curiosit}' of the people to see what was going 
on, Without denying that this was a cause, it 
is safe to say that there were other causes. Both 
the people and the G:>Vernment were caught 
napping. This should not be repeated in other 
parts of Burma or India. At the same time, it 
is not wise to banish sleep in order not to 
be caught napping. It is the universal experience 
that men after a good night's sleep are 
better tuned to face life's troubles than if 
they are victims of voluntary or induced 
insomnia. The a~Jthorities of the East Coast 
of India who 'are nearer to the sources of the 
Japanese menace, assure the public that there is 
little danger of ] apanese air-raids, Are they 
mistaken i' Is the news about the virtual 
elimination of the Axis powers in Africa wrong 
or exaggerated jl If there :is, nevertheless, 
imminent dan~r, Government should give 
reasonable facilities to the public to satisfy itself 

that adequate measures have been or are being 
adopted to repel it. Civil Defence in Great 
Britain and elsewhere is not the- main defence 
against enemy air raids. In India, on the other 
hand, the A. R; P. seems to be regarded as the 
chief protection of the people from dangers from 
the air. The reason for. entrusting the leader-' 
ship in A. R, P. operations to Englishmen, 
oflbials and non~fficials, is not self -evident. At 
a time like this both prudence .and policy . favour. 
using Indian leadership to. the -.utmost possible; 
While no tried and, proved measures to ensure. 

_protection Qf life and limb should be omitted; 
blind imitation of measures adopted -in Great· 
Britain under· totally different conditions, ·are 
likely to prove more haras>ing than their 
efficiency as measures of protection would justify, 

Negro Citizens in the United States :.-When 
Presiden~ Ro:>sevelt announced that there was to~ 
be no racial discrimination in defence works in 
the United States of 'America, there was a: 
tendency in some quarters here to i:egard it· 
as a forward· step. ·As a matter· of fact, a . 
recent issue of the New ·Repu!Jlie reveals the 
necessity fvr such an order. It writes : . · . 

· Negro newspapers describs the army sitilatioa as 
~ad indeed. They cite, as examples, race riots at Fort 
Oswego; fighting at Camp Da.vis; discrimination at 

. Fort llevens; jim-crow conditions at Camp• Blanding· 
and_ Lee; stabbings at Fort Huachuca; killings at 

'Fort Bragg; and tile edict "not to shake. a nigger's, 
hand" at Camp U pt:>n. · · · 

A demonstration in front .of White House in 
·which fifty thousand Negroes were- to take 
part, was,scheduled to take place on July 1, 194:1 
and this was dropped on Mr. Roosevelt's 
announcement against discrimination. But, 5o 
far aS. th~ rest of America's citizens are 
concerned, the President's appeal has failed to 
have any effect. ''Negroes," wrote the leading 
Negro newspaper, the Pitis~urg Courier, 
"hear the old familiar platitudes, a eulogy of 
black soldiers who had won honours fighting'· 
for democracy, a little tapo-dancing and 
what amounted ·to praise of a jim-crow system 
that mocks the word, democracy .•• The 
greatest m~nace to the- democracies, especially 
the British and the North. American, is from 
within rather than from without. The deep
rooted colour prejudice in the United States 
and the Dominions has been penetrating Britain. 
It would be incredible w~re it not the fact, that, 
at this ttme when Japan has raised the slogan of. 
destruction o£ White domination, ·an 
Englishman shJuld have created a scene 
at the Nagpur railway station to prevent 
an Indian, the Cnief Secretary of the Central 
Provinces Government, entering his compart
ment. On one side we h;~.ve the addition 
of Indians to the Viceroy's Executive Council. 
On the other. we see tho Indian Adviser to 
the Governor of Bombay shunted to the 
Chairmanship of the Provincial Public Service 
Commission and his. place filled by an English
man, The future of British and American_ • 
o~mocracy, depends on whether they will 
command sufficient moral strength to cilst off 
their race obsessions. 
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' . 
BACK TO RAN AD E. 

' It is forty years since Mabadev Govind Rariade 
di~. ' During this period his memory came to be 
cherished by a narrowing ·circle of people who 
bad personally met him or read his writings and 
speeches. There is a Ranade' Hall in . Madras. 
There is a Ranade statue in Bombay considered 
by competent judges1 to be not a very fine 
specimen ·of the sculptors' art. There_ m;~.y 
be ·a few ·other places where there may· be_ 
reading rooms: and libraries named after· him, 
But the great synthetic principle ·or his schemes 
for national regeneration has been · over
shadowed by the narrower O\!.tlook of subsequent 
Indian leaders. Ranade came to be known as 
Gokbale's guru, When Gokhale died and the 
Tilak regime' began. .there was a·.reversal of 
the Ranade ·policy but the; process was veiled 
by the retention of the . old forms •. On ,Tilak's 
death .in 1920, Gandhi ascended the· Congress, 
gadi and: discarded all: pretence. of. followingr 
the old lines.·An attempt has been made to show 
that . Ranade's policy was 'the same a's 
Gandhiji's •. Nothing· 'can be.less true to fact. 
R;made was· a c~perator to . the marro'l! of 
his bones. · · Non-co-operation . was opposed. to 
his whole philosophy of life. His activities 
covered many' fields. .BU:t a· central principle . 
ran through. the~ all. It· was- to reconcile 
the insistent claims· of the modern spirit knocking 
at our doors to the claims of an ancient tradition · 
to Indian allegiance. The reign of Jaw, intro
duced by Britain 'in the place of the personal rule 

· of Hindus and Muslims, turned, 'in his opinion, 
the scale in favour of British. rule . against the J 

. disadvantages· of .foreign; domination. · As a 
corollary, he would have maintaint;d that, if 
British rule ceased. to be a reign of law and 
an. Indian !l'ule came into being on the basis o£ 
a:. higher law, the raison d'etre for· the, former·. 
would lapse and.ii: would, in the ,natural course, 
go the way of other .empires. l'he birth, growth . 
and decline of empirt'Jl, to him, were parallel to 
the processes of biological evolution. Experie!lce 
and reflection reinforced by the. study of Indtan 
history convinced him that .the acceptance. of 
British .rule and the unswerving effort -to :help 
its evolution into a national system, were most · 
in line .. with Indian historical trends. 

Many· foreign adventurers · had established 
themselves· as rulers. But they all eventually 
adopted the ln~ian way of · !if~ and thought 
and became Indtans. The Musltm rule was not 
an exception as might seem to super~cial 
obServation. · But for a few interrupttons, 
M us1im rule was also , assimilated to the Indian 
traditi6ri. india accepted the Moghul Emperor 
as the national sovereign. . The Maratha Confe· 
deracy• is' sometimes. represented as a ·revolt 

·against Mus!im d~mina~ion. ,' · It was only• ai 
protest' : ag~unst -certatn · excesses o~ ;the . 
Aurang:iebe regime) departures from the prmctple 

:or religious toleration which has been the bedrock .. 
of Inqian political theory from' ancient times and 
had largely beoome ·incorporated .as an organic 
par~ of Muslim . polity in_ ·this country. Even 
after the Marathas had taken . Delhi and the 
Moghul Emperor was a puppet in their ·hands, 
M(lhdaji Scindia regarded . himself as no more 
thim. the agent of. the Emperor .and, what is 
more, the Peishwa himself accepted the position 
of Vicegerent of the Emperor· and was -invested 
by· Scindia, as the Emperor's delegate; with the 
Silver Fish, the insignia of the highest order of. 
the Moghuls. Raj1 Ramm:Jhan Roy, the 
Father of Mo::lern India, belong.::d to this tradi
tion, . He ·braved caste prejudices and crossed 
the seas as the envoy of the Moghul Emper.:>r 
to pleil.d his cause with the British Government. 
Rammohan Roy welcomed the British connection 
as a' God-sent opportunity to raise India to
J;ligh levels. of freedom and'progre5s. Ranade. 
was· in the direct apostolic succession to Raja'_ 
Rammohan Roy. The :9ombay Prarthan9. 
Samaj is, ·what the Raja intended the Brahmo
Samaj to be, not a separate sect but a synthesis, 
a ·harmonising of the religious spirit in its various 
forms. It is no mere accident that the revivab 
of interest in Ranade's. cooperative philosophy 
synchronises with the formal. abandonment of 
non-cooperation by the :All [ndia Congress. 
Committee at Wardha a few days ago. Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru described the effect of that 
resolution as sending Gandhiji into the wilder
ness. As a matter of fact, it is quite the
reverse: It brings back from the wilderness 
the national movement which had strayed awa}' · 
from the true path in pursuit of a negative and
barren policy of aimless sacrifice. 

The address which the Right Hon. Srinivasa · 
Sastry delivered at the. University Hall last · 
Sunday at a crowded public meeting to celebrate 
the· centenary of Ranade's birth was, evilo for 
Mr. Sastry who has delivered many great 
speeches ·in many lands, a. magnificent one •.. 
We _print extracts from it in this issue. It 
touched the high-water mark not. only of 
oratory but also of thought and reflection, 
Mr, Sastry marshalled in the capacity of Devil's. 
Advocate all that has been · or might be said · 
by detractors of Ranade-for in his time 
Ranade had detractors ·and very virulent ones. 
too. Then, in the capacity of Go::l's Advocate, 
Mr. Sastry met the accus~tions, dwelt on the· 
greater qualities which in a just estim;~.te of 
Ranade should cast minor defects into the shade. 
Criticisms of Ranade were based on his conduct . 
or behaviour at,, wliat, for want of a better· 
term, may be called, the· crises of his career as. 
a social reform~r. For ihstance, although an 
ardent advocate of the remarriagil of childc 
widows, when the opportunity came for himself 
to set the example he shrank from doing s:> out . 
of deference to his parents. Other men, many· 
with fewer advantag<'ls, have, without in the 
least disregarding what was due to parents-in
fact, with the utmost deference . to them-acted<• 
'on their convictions submitting cheerfully to the' 
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were at dispoeaf of the Subjecta Committee whecever 
it met year after year, · . 

The Indian Social Conference was founded by him 
io 1887, and at. every subaequent meeting of that 
body during the. next 18 years he presided and 
delivered addresses replete with wisdom, comprehen
sion and insight. His mind was also devoted to 
problems of Indian education, and his membership 
of the University governing bodies was signalised by 
unremitting efforts on behalf of the Marathi language 
and literature and of the health and longevity of 
:Bombay graduates. In all departments of national 
endeavour and· uplift ·he was a pioneer, and 
it would be the bare truth· to say of him that he was 
the most considerable and influential among 
the builders of Modern India. He. himself once 
enumerated. the elements that go to the .IJ!llkin~ ~f 
a ~reat man-"earnestness of purpose; smcer1ty 1n 
actton, originality, imagination and," above all, the 
power of magnetism-we might oall it· vital or 
spiritual magnetism." These he possessed in rich 
measure. Add to them the achievements catalogued 
above, and you have a record of· greatness so 
imposing that a teacher or rishi of old may be proud 
to call it his own. The name riahi was in )lis 
judgment eo exalted in import that when he desired 
to pay· anyone the highest honour' for character, he 
applied the name to him. More than once in his 
epeeches we see Mr. N. M. Paramanand described as 
"our political rilh!,." ·Why, Ranade himself was 
deeerving 'of the title in. tbe eyes ol many of his 
contemporaries •. It was surely nothing uncommon 
in his life as well afterwards . for his admirers 
to speak of him as the modem riahi. 

The order of riahia exercised a p~werful fascina
tion over :&anade'' mind. ln the. hierarchy of homage 
he would accord them the throne of eminence, In 
the address called Y.aauhtha and Vuvamitra, the last 
in the great series (which Gokhale had to read for 
him in Labore) the concluding passage is a paean to 
the glory of these semi-divine.teachers and a devout 
wish th1t their line may be continued without end. 

There must be a ·good few here who have 
sat at his feet more . than. once and heard his 
diacourse!, That good fortune came to me only 
once. The scene was in Anderson Hall, Madras, 
and the time was· an evening in Deoember, 1898. 
A great crowd waited expectantly to hear Ranade 
on "Southern India a hundred years ago," We 
felt surprise without a touch .of admiration, as a 
big figure moved forward with slow deliberate 
steps. As the lineaments became clear, . a faint 
feeling of disappointrllent rose in our breasts, but 
we kept it under as acmewhat premature. But· 
in a few aeconds the figure pulled a kerchief, 
coloured as I remember, and applied it to the 
nose which waa running and made strange noises. 
The opening words did nothing to reassure us, and 
aa the handkerchief and the nose per~isted in their 
joint activities, our spirits sank. · within us. 
Whispers of· dissatisfaotton and poutings of lips 
went round, but scarcely relieved our feelings. 
Soon, however, things aeemed to change. One gOod 
remark caught our attention, we strained our ears. 
Lo, and beheld I tho handkerchief went back to the 
pocket, the voice gained distinctness, the aentiments 
captured our fancy, and as if by magic the faoe 
became bright with intelligence, Half a dozen 
lentences, and our eyes were fixed on the apeaker, 
Therafter, all through the apeeoh he held us as in a 
spell. I thought I was listening to a superior being, 
all aglow with wisdom which seemed a part of 
him,-so easily, so naturally, so unostentatiously did 
it keep ftowinf into me. There. was pindrop silence 
in the hall. don't think the audience laughed or 
cheered once. If they did, I didn't bear it. 

The published speeches have solidity and· mental 
nutriment · which are astonishing. One may go 
again and again to them with profit. · Sir Narayan 
Chandavarkar's eulogy is not overdone. "Those 
weighty an:l eloquent annual addresses, wise with 
the wisdom of the heart, powerful with aU the power 
of his great intellect, majestic with the majesty of his 
lofty and commanding personality.• There is no art 
eitlier in the sentence& or in their grouping, You 
don't come across . a light, humorous remark; no 
passing allusion to the trivialities of ·thought . or 
gossip, The nearest he comes to a joke is when he 
asks s . ·"Shall we revive the old habits of our people 
when the most sacred of our caste indulged in all the 
abominations, as we ·now understand them, of 

' animal food and drink . which exhausted every
section of our country's Zoology . and Botany?'' 
The nearest he comes to impatience or indignation 
is in this passage : "If we were stronger and 
more . manly, more prudent, more abstemious and 
more thoughtful, millions would not live and breed 
as if they were members of .the brute creation, and noe 
men and women made in the image of God for a higher· 
purpose than to live and die like the butterflies." 

. The joke ·and the indignation. are alike grim;• As 
you. read through, you seem .to see Ranade slowly· 

: assembling the details from one quarter and from· 
, another, inviting your ga:~:e to the accuinulation, and 

slowly· and patiently leading you to a realization of 
your duties and prospects, ' · • 

. . The style is . by no means varied,. picturesque ·or. 
· pleasing. But it is weighty without being ponderous; 

profound without being mystic; edifying without. 
being homiletic, One reader complains that Ranade 
has no partiality for-Anglo-Saxon. Another grumbles 
that grammar and idiom do not ge~ the respect due 
to them. A third is aaddened by the frequent inele
gances and solecisms. But all are subdued to' 
attention by the dignity of the diction and the high 

: level on which the argument moves without once 
declining on a false or discordant note. When you are 
lifted above the small and the grovelling, when you are 
freshened by the gentle bree~es of the upper air, 
you forget the unsightly objeots you have left behind 
and the inconveniences through which you have 
ascended. Or may be you feel like .a tourist that has 
been dragged through mean lanes and pebbly tracks, 
and suddenly finds himself entering a stately edifice 
with imposing· corridors and noble columns and 
spacious halls, the omm!b!. harmonizing in every part 
and ravishing his inner soul with a beauty of proper~ 
tion and symmetry of which he had never dreamed, 
Criticism is hushed, judgment is awed, and the only 
feeling left is one of joy and complete satisfaction. 

Ever since I gave Ranade a definite place among my 
heroes, my heart's adoration has gone to him in fulle1 
measure every day, Which one among his qualities 
grips me most P His elevation and detaohment. 
Wordsworth's immortal line occurs to me whenever 1 
think of him, "His soul was like a star and dwelt 
apart." True, he mingled in men's affairs and 
strove with all his matchless strength to improve 
them. His life was one long and unbroken sacrifice. 
In a pre-eminent sense be was 

Tvpe of the wise who soar but never roam, 
True to the kindred p:>ints of heaven and home. 

Nevertheless, after his duties to the world were fully 
done, there remained a part of him above attachment 
and clear of taint. There his bhiJ/ai reigned alene 
and he kept converse with his God in his triple nature 
as IIJt, llhit, and ananda. Where the air is serene and 
rare, gross beings cannot follow him. The simple but 
noble words of Goldsmith are the aptest llmow, 

As some taU cliff that lifts its awful fonn, 
Swells from the vale and mi\lway leaves the storm, 
Though round its breast the rolling clouds are spread. 
Bteroal sunshine settles on its head. 
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FOR A HOLIDAY THAT IS DIFFERENT. .. . ' ' ' 

-COME TO TRAVANCORE 
·, ' ' ' J ' - J , 

The Land .of Hills and Forests, 
. ·. . Lagoon & Sea. 

TIUVAND~UM, 'the capital'~ffords modern am~ 
· · nities ·of · Ci.ty Life. See the Museum, the 

.· Zoological Gardens, the Aquarium, the Art 
. Gallery Sri Chitratayam. · 
A terminus· pf the .South Indian Railway; 
Trivandrum. is ·connected by air· witl:t 
Bombay, Madras and Colombo. It's just 
·seven and a half hours by air from Bombay• 

While at Trivandrum stay at THE MASCOT HOTEL. 
Eleven single rooms and six double rooms
All with · Bathrooms attached. Hot and 

·Cold· Water, Modern sanitation. Com
fortable furniture. Excellent cuisine. 

ALSO VISIT-· The Royal Game Sanctuary . oil 
·the shores o~ the Periyar Lake, where you 
can see. wild animals in t}Jeir natural habitat. 

DO NOT MISS the most enjoyable ride along 45 
miles of dustless, smooth concrete'. road, 
the longest in all India, from Trivandrum 
to lape Comorin.. ·. · · · · 

· View sunset·· and sunrise on the sea from 
CAPE COMORIN, the Land's End oflndia. 

While at the Cape Stay at'THB 'CAPE HOTEL-· 
Run by the Government- Faces the Sea
Has Sea- fed Bathing Pool 

'l'HE 
SGIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO;, LTD. 

'·' PIONEERS 
IN THE DEVIi:LOPM!tNT OF 

INDIAN 
MERCANTILE. 

MaruJ~ng Ager!U ~ 
MARINE , 

NAitOTTAM MOitAitJEB & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED OARGO & PASSENGER SERVIOES 

Ra.ngoon-Bombay-Karaohl, via lllalab&r, 
Ra.ngoon-llladraHlolombo. 
Caloutt..-Karaohi via Ooaat Por!Jo, 
Raogoo11-0aloutta according to demand. 
Bombay-Gulf of Cutoh Por!Jo to Karachi. 
Bombay-Bhavnagal'-Porto. 
Bombay-Marmugao-Me.ngalore, 
Ra.ngoon-Oorome.ndal ~ortB, 
Chittagong-Rangoon.' Chittagong-Cox'a Bamr. 
Calcutta-Bombay-Karachi, to Jeddah. 

KONKAN LINES - Bombay to Panjim. 
. oalling at aJ.I intermediate Por!Jo. 

HA~BOU~ LINB-Bevao-Db&ramiar-Uran-Elephant..-Nahava 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BUBIIIA STEAIII NAV. CO., LTD, 
BAJ LINE, LIIIIITED. 
BOIIIBAY STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
1NDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. CO., LTD. 
BATl'IAGAB STEAIII NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 
Scindla HoUle, Ballard Eatate, BOMBAY. 

Tel .. 
phones: 
30075 
6-Linu 

1250613 
21779 

THK BANK OF BARODA,, LTD. 
{Inoorpomte4 fa. Baroda. The UabWtJ of :u.emltef. bel Lf..mited.) 

' • ' ' , -- . i · I .-, ~ I. 1, • J , .: • , 

Uader tbe Patroaage ol aad largely .supported by tbe 
Ooverameat ol H. H. the Maharaja Oaekwar Or Baroda. 

CAPITAl. AtJTHORISE!D' R•. :a,.co.oo.ooa 
CAPITAL ISSUED & SUBSC~IBE!D ,. l,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL' PAID-UP· • . ''6o,oo,ooo 
RE!SERV':i FU";'D . ·" ss,oo,ooo ' 

Head OHio:e:-BARODA, 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), , Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora; 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Harij (N. 0.)0 

·Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsanaf 
Mithapur, Navsari, Patan, Petlaci; 1 Port Okha, 
sa,nkheda, Sidhpur, Surat, Visn~ga~ (~. 0.), an~. 
Vyara. · · 

·sAFE DEPOSIT 
V!ULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
'BARODA,. , 

NA VSARI, .• 8 . 
PATAN. 
-:o:-

LOCKERS 0~ DIFFERENT 
I . 

SIZES AVAILABLE 
-. -:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED •.. 

' 
RULES ON APPLICATION. 

W. G. GROUNDWATER, 
• General Mana~er. 

The following books can be had from the 

office of Tile Indian. S()(;ial Reformer: . 
. ' . 

~ NataraJBn's "Our Trip to America" Re. 11-. 

S. Natarajan!s !'West of Suez'' Rs. Sf

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 Re. 1/
(Pon free), 

(being the ofliclal report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay, 

Inla'est In this has revived as a resull 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

' Apply to the Mana~er, 
. I 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Ea~&bllllbed 7th september 1906.) 

IIICORPOIIAnD 11JIIID 'l'lm nrDU.I' OOIIPJ.IIDI .1.0'1 

nor 1881, 

Capital Subecribe4 ... - Rs. 2,00,00,000 
.. 1,00,00,000 
.. 1.15,50,000 

Capital Called up ... -
Reserve Pund •••••• 

HEAD OFFICE 1 

ORH!NTAL BIDLDINGS, BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

.AHMEDABAD 
Blwlra ( Maia Oflic:e). 
I!Jlilo Bridge. 

Statioo Braacb. 
ANDHERI:· 

Near Bombay. 
SANDRA: 

Near Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

BallioA Ezcb•nge 
Colaba 
KaJbade9i 
Malabar HiD. 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Maill Oflice) 
Bara Bazar 
Chowringhee 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAG PUR: 

Kiagnvay 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 

; ~?URAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The WealmiDat8r BaDk Ltd. 

CURRENT DB POSIT ACCOUNTS: ·Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from ll.s. BOO to ll.s. 1,00,000 
@ t% per annum. Interest on balaoQes In acess of 
ll1o 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No· 
eredit wW be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
leas than Rio Gi- per half year. 

FIXRD DBPOSITS are received fat one y .. r, or for 
shorter periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK: ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application, . 

The Bank acts. as Executop and Tpustee 
unde• Willa and Settlements and unclertalres 
Trustee Business renenrJJy, ll.ules may be obtained on 
application. · 

LOANS, OVBJI.DllAFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grants aocornmoclatlon on terms to be arran&ed, 
against approved securities. 

The Bank undertakes on behalf of Its constituents the 
aafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and loWest thereon. It also undertakes the 
sale and purchase of .Government Paper and all descriP' 
tiona or Stock at moderate charges, particulars of which 
may be had on application. . 

A, G, Gli.A Y, 
Mtm~~gw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

Bta VlTllALDAS TIUOKEBBBY M:EllOBUL BUILDING, 

9, l!Uehoale Lime, IPalt, Booau· 

11BJ.NCBBIII 

Baramlltl (Diatrlct Pooaa), 
blampur (Diatrlct Satan), 

Vlnmpm (Diatrlct A~me. 

Kand ( • • ), Dballa 
dabad), 

(Dtlltrlct W eat 
Kbaaden). Turaoa ( ,, • ), 

Satan ( • • ), 
_ll:lrlo•karwadl ( • • ), 
&btnta ( " • ). 
Korecaoa ( ., 11 ). 

Wal ( ., " ). 
ltoper.raoa (Diatrlct Abmecl· 

aa.rar). :::.:r \ : : l: 
8bOYI&OD ( 11 ,, ), 

Abmeclaapr ,. " ), 
Bbtwaadl (Diftrlct Tbaaa). 

Doadalcba ( . .. . 
Nudart.ar ·c .. • 1: 
Sblrpar _ ( , " )o 
.5babada ( • • 1; 
Sakrl ( 
.5tndkbeda ( : : )' 
Materaoa (DI•trlct Nut II) • 
ltatwaa ( • 
Lualgaon L " " • " .. . . Naadgaoa ., " 
Dobad ( a1r1ct Paa"" • 

Pat.rbar ( n n ), ltatol 
ltalyaa C " • ). Aklaf 

Mabal),• 
( .. " . 

(DI•trlct .5botapar)o 

DIREC'l!OBS, 

B. G. Saralya, Esq., (Cbalrmao), 
Prof. V. G. ltale, 
G. v. ladbav, Esq. 
Gordbandaa G. Morarjl, Esq. 
B. C. V. Mehta, Esq, 
Rao Babaclur R. V. Vudebr, 
IL JIL Thakor, Esq. 
G. B Sane, Esq. 

BIUBJI CJ.l'IT.a.L 1-

( Fully Paid) 

IL V. Vlobare,Esq. 
D. 1. Zanjarrao, Esq. 
D, V, Potclar, Esq. 
V. B. Buawanal, Esq. 
S. T. More, Esq. 
V. P, Varde, Esq, 
Valkan\h L. Mehta, Esq. 

(Muaslng Dlraolol, 

-
1. DEPOBITB lse4101 ono year and •- 01 longer perlol 

on toOoeplecl. Bo.too and o\bor p .. lfa nlan maJ Dl oooerlalnol 
!tom lbo andantllne4. 

I. COBBENT J.OCO!mTB an opoul lal Co-eponll" 
Boololl• an4 lnlllvtdaa .. ,Iowen fl, allowe4 OD daUJ ~ala111o1 
no\ naoe4lnll Bo. 1,00,000. ' 

I, 8& VINGB B&Nit DEPOBITB an aaooplell ao4 1• ... •11 
11014 al 1 por aen\, on minim IIIII m011lhiJ balo aaaa Bai• mot 
loo obtained from \be andonlllned, 

6. Draf'l on llluad on tiiPrlol and olbor loWDI DD ....... la D 
-orlalned on applloalloa. 

1. J.oooanla on andlled qaoriOriJ by a lrm ol lneorpora ... 
J.oooanlanla anol ,_rly by a Bpaolal GoftmmODI J.adl ... , 
Qnartarly .-eola ol lnauolal pllloa oN pblWlllll• \hi 
u Bombay Go1'WDmiDt Ga~11 

.. v J.lKtJNTH L. III::SBfJ., 
Manaatol Dlllolu, 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDBD IN 1810. ) 

Subscplptlon Rates. 
Inland ... ... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Fpee). _ 
f'oPelgn ... ... ••• Rs. 10 (Post Fl"ee). 

Single copies or the CUI"'ent month; IF available can be he,d at 1 anoas, current year ' anoas and copies mora 
than a year old 8 annas each, exclusive or pos1ageo 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Four per line, subjec:t to a minimum 
ol five lines, · or Rupee One Annas four per Inch. 

• For Pfll'ti'cfllar's, Apply to-
THB MANAGER, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 
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ANOTHER INDIAN• MONUMENT 

~YSORE -f::/-andaf . 
. SOAP 

Unrivalled in quality, 
~mel! and excellence. 

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE. 

-~---

. . 

COVT. SOAP F'ACTORY, 
BAN GALORE. 

Stoc!ts can be Jzaa at :

THE 
MYSORE GOVERNMENT .INDUSTRIES, 

" Lakshmi Buildings '' 
Sir Phirozshah Mehta Road, Fort, 

BOMBAY. 

CHEST COLD 

. 
A simple ~hest cold may, if neglected tur~ 

into bronchitis ; avoid this by rubbuig your 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its perletrating. 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and· biings ~quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
. 3rings Quid Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN. L TO.· 
BOMBAY ·& MADRAS. 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An Illustrated Journal of International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. ' 
(E•tablilhed 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and· 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education, News of Buddhist activities all over 
the world is ~ special feature • 

CONTRillUTORS :. 

Professor Nicholas Roerlch, Sir Harl Singh Gou~,. 
Sri ll.ahula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesh Chandra Sen, 
Mi, J, F. McKechnie (Bhlkkhu Sllacara), Sir S. ll.adha-
krishnan, Dr, D. ll., Bhandark&r, Mr. Arun Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. B. liL Barua, Dr, B. C, Law, M.A.., Ph.D.,. 
B.L., Dr. P. C, Bagchl, Dr. Benoy Chandra Sen,. 
Dr, Kalldas Nag, Dr, N. Dutt, and others. 

. Annual 8ull•mption. . · Adt~~rti11mfllt rate. 

India, Ceylon ,.,ll.s, 4 Full page (Cover) ... ll.s. U . 
Burma ... , 5 Ditto .(Body) ... •• 15· 
Far Basf ... Yen 8 Half page · ... , • 
larope ... 8 Shillings 
·• or equlwlent · Quarter pege ... " "" 
America ... S Dollars 

APJl!l to th• Managsr, 
• 

lVIAHA-BODHI' SOCIETY,. 
CALCUTTA,; 

" . ... 
Printed by lal B. Pub .. h, lllanogor, The Commercial, Printing Preoo, 10~ Cow..ijl Potoil, Street, Forti, Bombay, and Pnbllsbed by 
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NOTES. 

. The Bombay Governor's · Broadcast :-The 
Governor of Bombay's broadcast on Wednesday 
seems to h~.ve been prepared by two different 
hands' without reference to each other. Quite 
two-tliirds of the statement was devoted to 
showing that the danger from war to Bombay 
was at .presel)t slight. Air raids were impossible 
owing to distance from the nearest Japanese 
bases. There was a chance of a Japanese 
warship smuggling itself· into the Arabian 
Sea evading the patrol ships. It may 
hurl a bomb or even catapult aircraft loaded 
with bombs on the city. The . chance of 
that too was slight, On the whole this, the 
first part of the statement, conveyed the strong 
impression that the danger from air raids to 
Bombay was so slight as almost to be 
negligible. In the next and shorter part of the 
statement, Sir Roger Lumley declared that his 
Government would "ruthlessly'' enforce the 
A. R, P. measures which !lad for their object the 
protection of the citizens in case of air raids. The 
use of the word '' ruthlessly " in this connection 
was unhappy. There is nothing in the measures 
proposed that requires any degree of ruthlessness 
to carry out. There is nothing ruthless in 
suggesting to people to remain in their homes 
at times of raids or in suggesting that those 
who have open places should dig slit trenches 
or heap up sandbags when they are made 
available, or observe the lighting restrictios so 
far as they are intelligible. All· these may be 
done with complete consideration on the part 
of the A. R. P. men or the Police, provided 
they are properly explained to the ·public so as, 
to convince it of their necessity. We regard 
the war as a visitation so far as India is 
concerned like the plague in the last years of the 
last century. The experience which might be of 
use, is the experience of that time. Indiscrimina
tion on tho part of those employed to enforce 
segregation measures at the time led to a· new 
and ugly chapter being opened in Indian politics. 

Attacks on Bombay :-Ruthlessness, whether· 
for protection or destruction, by friends 0r 
enemies, is always provocative of violence 
in thought, if not in deed, and nCJ wise 
administrator should mention it. The aim should 
be to take the public with you and not to drive ' 
it in any particular direction by use of coercion. 
Much will depend on the agency employed. His' 
Excellency referred to ten thousand volunteers, 
If these volunteers or most of them hav · 1 clear 
conception of • what they have to de •nd of 
how to do it, there will be no need for any 
coercion much less for ruthlessness, His 
Excellency should reassure himself on this point. 
For our own part we are afraid we do not 
share His Excellency's view that the chances of 
an attack on Bombay are slight. In Burma,. 
Malaya and in the Philippines they were 
caught napping notwithstanding that they 
had ample ·warning' by ·publicists-notably 
an article in the American journal Life 
which described all the alternatives which 
the Japanese may adopt, some of which 
they have actually adopted, Bombay because of 
its industrial and strategic importance will be 
one of the first places to be attacked in India 
if the enemy gets the chance. Government and 
the public must . co-operate in the face of the 
danger but co-operation is · not possible on 
the basis of ruthlessness whether from below 
or from ·above. 'We would advise the 
public to remember that thousands, perhaps 
millions, of homes in almost every part of 
the world are desolated by the war and that 
we have no particular right to be immune 
from suffering, By all· means let us take 
whatever measures are possible to save our• 
selves but let us not shrink from bearing 
our share of the pain and anguish . which. 
afflict humanity. Those of us who believe in 
prayer, should pray for the speedy termination 
of the war as the most effective meano; of 
saving ourselves and · the rest of the world 
from this monstrous curse. 

Distances from Singapore:-Those who have 
been following the news. from Singapore and 
Malaya, must be struck by the difficulty found 
by Reuter's special corresp::mdent in calculating 
distances. On Friday January 23, a message 
dated the previous day was published in the 
Times of India which referred to· Batu Pahat 
as "a coastal port and ferry-crossing about 
60 miles north· west of Singapore.'' Nobody had 
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worri~d about the distance between Batu 
Pahat and Singapore until the· outbreak of 
the Japanese war in the Pacific, and the public 
was quite willing to accept Reuter's calculation. 
However, it seems that Singapore officials have 
a different view of space; on Saturday the 
Times of Indza gave a Singapore communique 
dated 23rd January which clearly mentioned that 
" the nearest point to Singapore which the 
Japanese have. reached is Batu Pahat ;- Batu 
Pahat is about 7 5 miles distant." We have not 
been able to understand this official craze for 
figures which seems to be unbridled in wartime. 
Does it really matter how far Batu Pahat is 
from Singapore, specially as the British forces 
are withdrawing into the Singapore area with-a 
view. to resisting there? A certain ampunt of 
confusion .is understandable when one remembers 
that the town of Sing-apore is on the east coast 
of the Island of Singapore which is . twenty 
seven miles long and fourteen miles wide, 
connected by a causeway with the Malayan main
land. This probably accounts also for the fact 
that while Tuesday's message stated that 
Kluang "the ·nearest point on the mainland 
to Singapore reached by the Japanese is about 
45 miles from Johore Bahru where a causeway 
links up with Singapore Island,'' the newspapers 
on Thursday published the information that 
Japan was not nearer than fifty miles to Singa
pore. The causeway is not five miles long. 

Air Raids and Casually Figures:-1 t is no~ only 
in distances that there seems to · be a desire to 
suggest a precision by the use of figures which is 
not justified by the information possessed by 
the authorities. We are surprised by the anxiety 
to publish figures of casualties· in air-raids 
without any warning that at best they are only 
approximate and tentative. For instance, in 
the first Rangoon air-raid the earliest news was 
thaf nine Japanese planes had been destroyed ; 
then it was stated that the deaths were six 
hundred which later information has corrected 
to n.:arly double that figure. The· public does 
not realise adequately the difficulty of counting 
up losses in an air-raid and the unusual 
haste of officials to issue figures, though doubt
less intended to allay panic and correcf exag· 
gerated reports and inflated figures, has added to 
their confusion. The only way of arriving at the 
death figures in an air -raid is to count the bodies, 
found and disposed of by the authorities or 
otherwise. When we remember that there was 
more than fifteen days interval . between the first 
estimate and the later "actuals.'' we shudder to 
put the difference down entirely to fresh informa
tion received during the period, as it would 
imply that the defence services had completely 
broken down with all that that conveys. 
There is something objectionable also about · 
the manner in which the · casualties are 
reported. There were long complaints about 
the failure of the public to carry out instructions 
preceding and accompanying messages giving 
the figures. Indian Government officials may 
note the !;rend of criticism· in Britain where there 

·---· -·-----------
is not the least suggestion even by the intrepid 
Mr. Churchill that the people are not doing their 
bit. Moreover the later disclosures came 
only along with the large influx of Indians 
returning from Burma. One remembers 
Mr. Churchill's dictum that the naked truth was 
good for the Briton but that the more nervous 
races of the Empire required a good dose of 
optimism. That the methods once employed with 
the rest of the Empire are also practised now in 
the home country is shown by the angry protest 
by Sir John Wardlaw-Milne in the House of 
Commons expressing dissatisfaction with the 
manner of · news presentation from Libya and 
the Far East and asking whether the dust 
storms which hindered the British army in 
Lybia, did not equally affect General Rommel's 
forces. 

The Call for Vengeanc~:-The protest in the 
British Press against the call for retaliation made 
by Archbishop Temple of York does it honour. 
It is not that Englishmen are not liable to blind 
fury when they are roused. Incidents of the 
Indian Mutiny, of the Boer War and ofthe 
Irish revolution, not to mention the Jallianwala 
massacre, bear testimony to the liability of 
Britons to break out into terrorist methods. But 
there have always come forward English public 
men to protest against such outbreaks and they 
have always succeeded m arousing public opinion 
against them-often, no doubt, too late to prevent 
them. "Clemency" Canning and Bright and 
Cobden during the Mutiny, Sir Henry Campbell
Bannerman during the Boer War, the Times on 
the Black and Tans in Ireland, and Mr. Winston 
Churchill on General Dyer's ex:ploit are. out
standing instances. Lord Hardinge's "No repri
sals, Wilson," before he lost consciousness when 
he was struck down by a bombon the occasion 
of the inauguration of New Delhi as the Imperial 
Capital, is worthy to rank in history along with 
Sir Philip Sydney's "His need is gre;Lter than 
mine.'' The recent proclamation of the American 
General MacArthur in . the Philippines that, 
although the Japanese Army may ind~ge in 
treatment of prisoners opposed to international 
agreement and usage, the American Army will 
strictly adhere to them-we hope it will 
be kept-is another instance. The credit 
due to the British Press is all the greater 
because of the fact that the protest is 
directed against the second highest ecclesiastical , . 
functionary in tlie realm, who rna y be ex:J:?ected 
to uphold the·message·. of the Founder of the 
Christian .Church to love one's enemies. Tlze 
Reformer took exception to the nine nations' 
statement in Lonoon under the auspices of Mr. 
Antony Eden, British Foreign Secretary, which 
is, presumably, the occasion of the A-rchbishop's 
outburst. · 

The Pearl Harbour Fiasco :-The report on 
the· total collapse of the American defence of 
Pearl Harbour, ,the most important naval 
base in the Pacific,, by the Committee appointed 
by President Roosevelt under the chairmanship 
oOdr •. O~en . Roberts, a Judge of the Supreme 
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Court, is a_ devastating document which would 
not have been allowed to see the light of day in 
Britain if any such report was ever made. This 
is a fundamental difference between the methods 
of the two countries. The American detests 
a hush-hush policy.. The Briton loves .it and, 
in imitation of the. latter, Indian leaders have 
also come to .adopt it. The Roberts Repor.t 
confirms the fact that · the :_authorities. of 
Pearl Harbour,. Naval and. Air. were totally 
unprepared to meet the attack, and makes it 
clear that they were so in spite of ample 
warnings from Washington. Imm¢iately after 
the failure of the defence, Jthe officers responsible 
were superseded and the fact announced to the 
public, Change of British commanders in 
similar circumstances is an official secret not 
to be referred to by newspapers though in a 
few days' time it'· becomes subject of debate 
in Parliament. The English practice encouraged 
initiative, .the right to blunjer, pn the part of . 
"tha· man on the spot'' and was largely responsi
ble for the building up of the British ·Empire. 
But it also encouraged empiricism and prevented 
the Empire striking- roots anywhere and growing 
into a living organism. On ·au except the 
self-governing Dominions which, as events 
show, are part of the Empire only for their 
own advantage, British rule has lain like oil 
upon water. The success of the attack on 
Pearl Harbour at • the. very outset of the 
war, gav!' aQ enormous impetus to Japan's 
prestige. 

• 
The Australian Taogle::-Australia with an 

area slightly less than the United States has a 
population less . than a tenth of that country. 
She llas put a barbed wit:e entanglement round 
herself so as to prevent immigrants coming 
in to fill the vast empty spaces of . her territory. 
This was all right so long as no country with 
an over~owing population il)sisted on its right to 
fill some part of them with the overflow of its 
own population. British . sea-power so long 
held back apy attempt at infringing the All 
White policy of. Australia. Britain now has 
preoccupations nearer home, and has _not 
been able to send adequate forces to uphold 
the policy of "liands off Australia." This 

· has provoked the Australian Government lnto 
negotiating directly with the United States to 
afford her protection from the intrusion of 
Asiatics, President Roosevelt and Mr. Winston 
Ch~rchill apparently sent some message to the 
Australian Premier which does not seem to 
have entirely satisfied him. He has now 
demanded that thll Australian troops which 
were fighting the German-Italian combination 
in the Middle West, should be sent home to defencl 
their native land. The British Prime Minister 
has consented to do this. He has also 
consented to have a representative of th\1 Austra
lian Government in the War Cabinet. Since 
the Australian contingent ~ to.be .withqrawn 
t)lere . is no reason to .have an 1\,ustraliaq repre
sentative on tho War Cabinet.· ;But Australia 

is a spoilt child of Britain and there is no arguing 
with it. These .developraeots are of interest to 
us in India. Indian troops are fighting in tbe 
Middle. East and at one time seem to have gone 
up to the Caucasus. The Hindu Mahasabba at 
a meeting held in Calcutta has demanded that 
ludian troops should be recalled ~ defend the 
shores of India. The Reforme1' has all along held 
that Indian troops should not have been 
called upon to defend Egypt. Iran and Iraq 
when their own Governments were indifferent to 
their safety. Now that the In~ian Command 
has been divested of its All Asia obligations, the 
way is paved for making. Indian defence self
contained and the Indian troops engaged in 
distant countries may be safely recalled to defend 
India which has come closer to the scene of war 
on the Pacific. The Prime Minister said that 
the concession to Australia will be available to 
the other Dominions if they too wanted to be 
represented on the War Cabinet. He did not 
mention India. Even if an lnd1an representative 
is allowed to sit along with the other members, 
he will under the present constitution be merely the 
mouthpiece ot the Secretary of State for India, 
l!-lias, the British Government for the time being 
in power.· 

Sir P. Ragbaveodra Rau:-One of the brightest 
minds among contemporary Indians was extin
guished by the death last Sunday at the earl~ 
ag-e of 53 of Sir P. Raghavendra ·Rau at New 
Delhi. At tne close of a brilliant academic 
career, he enteted the Indian Finance Departnienll 
and steadily rose to occupy for the first . time an 
office previously held by Englishmen •. For some 
obscure reason: he was reverted to a provincial 
appointment in Bombay. Hut the mistake was 
recognised and he was recalled to .'lew LJelhi as 
Joint Secretary in the Finance Department. ·. In 
this office, according to those who. bad an oppor
tunity of judging, he distinguished himself by his 
mastery of the uncharted ocean . of British 
Indian Finance. Not only was Raghavendra 
Rau . respected as a brilliant officer but he 
was held in very affectionate regard by all 
who had to work with him. Over and above 
his . departmental .efficiency which is of. little 
public interest, Raghavendra Rau had a wide 
outlook. Opportunity did not favour the 
manifestation of his deep .interest in all aspects 
of Indian life. But he kept in 'Close 
touch with those who were working in various 
fields and, if his life had been spared, ha 
would certainly hava become a valuable worker 
himself in some of them. His experience and 
his . knowledge, united to his kee~ . desire . to 
see his people progress on all sides, would 
have been of inestimable. ·advantage to the 
national causa, 
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MR. CHURCHILL'S APOLOGIA •. 

On Tuesday, Mr. Winston Churchill made a 
long statement on the events connected with the 
war during his unprecedentedlylong absence in 
Washington. It is not only in the East .that the 
populace requires the ruler to keep . himself 
before its eyes by the daily appearance in the 
Palace balcony. Democracy is even more insis· 
tent on its leaders making themselves visible 
and audible to it without intermission. 
When Queen Victoria after the death of 
Prince Consort failed for some years to observe 
the Court functions, a Republican sentiment 
threatened the existence of the monarchy. Mr. 
Churchill's long absence in Washington pro
voked criticisms of his policy and methods. 
The British public is very suspicious of its 
Ministers hobnobbing too closely and frequently 
with toreign Ministers. It is not less jealous 
because the Americans at one time belonged 
to the same country and nationality as 
itself. The outbreak of the Japanese war and 
the dashing victories which heralded it, gave 
a special edge to criticisms. To· be beaten by 
an Asiatic people was intolerable to the British 
ruling class. Japan's victory over Russia was 
hailed in Britain at . the beginning of this 
century and Japan became the theme of fervent 
panegyrics in prose and verse. But Russia 
was not regarded as a unit of the 
European system. Russia herself did not 
claim to be part of it. Russian writers nearly 
always referred to European ways as distinct 
from Russian. Moreover, there was the legen· 
dary injunction of Peter the Great to his 
successors to take Constantinople and make it 
'the Russian capital. Constantinople was on the 
way .to India. The l.{ussian menace to India 
was the inspiring motive of British policy in the 
East until the Bolsheviks overthrew the Tsarist 
regime and renounced the claims to Constan
tinople conceded by secret treaties. Even after 
that there were old-fashioned men who continued 
to hold up Russia as the enemy against whom 
British India must be protected. Japan was 
Britain's ally throughout the .last war. Her 
warships patrolled the seas of India. Nothing 
but kind and beautiful things were spoken about 
Japan. Under the influence of the United States, 
B:dtain renounced her alliance with Japan and the 
two friends . drifted from each other with 
every passing year, They began to hate each 

.. other;. at least Japan did, the more for their 
old friendship. "To be wroth with those we 
love, doth work like madness in the brain." 
The. Japanese took delight in humiliating 
Englishmen. And. at the beginning of the war 
they destroyed two great British battleships at 
one fell blow under the very nose of the guns of 
Singapore proclaimed .for many years to be the 

<impregnable Gibraltar of the Pacific. This.was too 
much for the British public, The Prime Minister 

who• ought to be on the spot to reassure it in the 
faceofthissevereblow, was away in Washington. 
Criticism grew in strength and volume. 

The Prime Minister faced it with cool courage. 
And well he might because none o£ his critics had 
the courage· to disavow him personally. Every 
one prefaced and ended his criticism by declaring 
his unswerving loyalty to and confidence in 
Mr. Winston Churchill. Every one professed, 
no doubt sincerely, that Mr. Churchill· was the 
only man who can save the Empire. Mr. Churchill 
knew that he held all the trumps in his hand. 
Th.e most. i11Jportant of them was his friendship 
of President Franklin 

1 
Roosevelt. With con

sumate tact, Mr. Churchill kept this to the end 
of his speech: 

During the three weeks that I spent In President 
Roosevelt's home and family, I established with him 
relations not only of comradeship but of friendship. 
We could say anything to each other, however pain£ ul 
(laughter <1nd cheers). · 

When we parted he wrung my hand saying, •We 
will fight this through to the bitter end, what..ver · the 
cost may be.' (Loud Cheers.) 

There is no other British statesman who 
can say that. Since Russia's inclusion in ·the 
war, there has grown up in England a feeling 
that the Russian alliance will be m:lre valuable 
than the American in .the reconstruction o f 
British society after the war. At the present 
moment, however, Russia herself stands in need 
of outside, and especially American, help,· and 
Mr. Churchill for all his admiration of .Russian 
heroism has not· abated his distrust of the 
Soviet system. The debate on Mr. Attlee's motion 
of confidence in the Churchill Government has 
ended in a great personal triumph. The whole 
House voted for him. Mr. Maxton alone went into 
the;Opposition lobby. There was never any doubt 

-that the confidence motion would be passed and 
passed without any dissent worth mentioning for 
the simple reason that no alternative Government 
has the chance of surviving for a week in Great 
firitain in the present state of international affairs. 

We comment in an editorial note on the public 
denunciation of the "dereliction of duty'' by the 
Naval and Air Force Commanders entrusted 
with the defence of Pearl Harbour. In striking 
contrast to it is the taking .upon himself of the 
full responsibility for all the mistakes of omis·. 
sion and commission in the Far East and 
elsewhere by the British Prime Minister and his 
challenging the House of Commons to throw' 
him out. · He would i)ot allow any member of 
his Cabinet to be censured. He is responsible 
for all their actions. The implication of this 
attitude is that· all his colleagues are his· 
creatures and he can do what he will with 
them but not at · the dictation of Par
liament. It is not unlikely that the more 
unpopular Ministers will, shortly after the end of 
the debate with the vote of confidence safe in the 
Prime Minister's pocket, find that, for reasons· 
of health, it is necessary for them to drop out of 
office.- The British are. as -careful about the 
observance of the ; proprieties ·as any Confucian,• 
A' ·'practical' advantage -attaches to the English: 
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method that none of the outgoing Ministers will 
publish a wotd about his coll¥gues, whereas the 
dismissed American officers are almost sure to 
come out with public exposures of their Govern
ment in the next few months. So far as India is 
concerned, the oomplete absence of any reference 
to it in the Prime Minister's review, may be taken 
to be a compliment to India's disinterested 
participation in the war. In the old days 
the Indian sepoys contented themselves with 
the conjee and ~ave the rice to the British 
soldiers of Clive s army at the siege of Aroot. 
This ancient tradition is still apparently in force, 
at least in the British official conception of India's 
position in the Commonwealth, · Mr. ·Churchill 
praised the heroism o~ the Greeks, o~ the 
Russians, of the. Americans, of the Chmese. 
Lord Linlithgow and other high placed-. 
personages are now and again reminding India 
of the great place she has achieved by supplying 
men and materials for the war, Virtue for 
her is its own reward. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru 
has not received as yet any but a bare acknow
ledgment of his appeal to the Prime Minister. 
India can wait, 

ENGLISH IN INDIA. 

The paper famine due to the war has obliged 
newspapers to exercise the utmost economy in the 
disposal of their space. Tbe maani6cent addreu 
whtch Mr. Srinivasa Sastry delivered on Ranade, was 
almost igno~ed in the daily press, Ths Rsformsr had 
to oontent iuetf with a not very copious summary. 
Comparatively, Gandhiji's convocation address 
at Benares University has been accorded more 
oonaideration, though it was less well thought-out. 
He did not argue, He scolded, He was moved 
to verbal violence, though he should have known 
it all along, by the principal medium of 
instruction In Benares University being English, 
Th1 Rs.forn"r pointed out last week that Pandit 
Madan Mohan Malaviya had originally intended 
that the medium of instruction in the University 
should be Hindi and that he had to accept 
English instead, on the advice of. friend~ 
deeply interested in the project and because he was 
himself satisfied that with English as the medium 
the University would have an All-India appeal 
which It would not with Hindi twenty-five 
years ago, The scope of the University would 
have become still more restricted if the medium 
of instruction waa, as Gandhiji wished, Hindustani 
which he seems to conceive as the residue left 
after Urdu is denuded of its Persian and Hindi 
of ita Sanskrit affinities. Gaodhiji seems to be 
oonfident that this residue will be identical and 
the Hindustani which Hindus and Muslims will 
understand, 

Hindi is derived from Sanskrit through Prakrit, 
and what Gandhiji dem1nda of it is . that 
it should forswear its ancestry, Pandit Madan 
Mohan Malaviya's Hindi Is easily followed even in 
the South because the words be uses have passed 
in their Sanskrit form into the vocabulary of the 
Dravidian languages, including Tamil which alone 
baa a pre-Sanskritio literature. Even before the 
Christi'n era, the Sanskrit idiom along with 
Sanskrit ideology bad penetrated tamil, If 
that was the case In the South, the process 
must have long preceded it in the North 
and, If every trace of Sana~rit ia waabed out 

. -
of Hindi, what will be left of it, one .faqoies, 
will be some childi•h gibberish, hardly fit to be ~ 
the medium of instruction in. a university, Hindi . 
literature bas no pre-S1onskritic literature like 
TamiL Some such thing will be the fate of' · 
Urdu if all Persian influences are eliminated trom : 
it. And. what is this effort to disintegrate • . 
long prooen of evolution for? . 

Gandhiji's on•laught on. ~be Indian who has the:. 
misfortune to know and to speak and write English 
oorreotl y, is even more grotesque, The first Eng lis~ 
S;)ho;:~l in India was not established by the British . 
Government but by Raja Ram Mohun Roy and hi& 
friends. English education was not imposed on India, 
but conceded in compliance with a strong demand 
from Indian leaders, Sir George Schuster in his 
recent book has compared the British with the 
French attitude towards the diffusion of their respec
tive cultures, He writes: 

The British attitude has always been governed by a.. 
resp:ct for local religions, customs and traditions. 
which has expressed itself in one way in a; 
reluctance to interfere wit It these, and in another way 
in a reaction of distaste and suspicion wlten local. 
people have shown a tendency to ape British customs,, 
The French p:>licy, on the otlter hand, has been t~ 
break down distinctions between races and to weld!, 
them iut~ a mixed amalgam, dominated by their own 
language and idets. If the Britislt attitude is to re 
Interpreted as ia1plying a sense of superiority and 
resentment that those whom they regard as inferior' 
should try to imitate their ways, then obviously there is.' 
nothing to commend it. 

This passage is typical of Sir George Schuster's. 
method of twisting f1cts, According to him, we must 
assume that the objection of the Englishman to Mr.· 
Trivedi's. son travelling in the same compartment 
with him at Nagpur, arose from the (ormer's concem 
for young Trivedi observing his ancestral customs. 
There are so many other instances and the· tendency 
to treat Indians as undesirables bas been st>' 
generally deplored, that Sir George Schuster's inter
pretation will convince no one. The Frenchman's' 
disregard of lo:lal customs does not deter' the Governor 
ofFre.nch India from lending a hand to start the temple:. 
car at a Hindu festival. Some of the most appreciative 
students of ancient Indian classics are Frenchmen., 
This, however, is a digression. Our purpose here, 
is to point out that the British attitude to English·. 
educated Indians is very much the same as. 
Gandhiji's and that contempt for them is one-. 
of the several common grounds between the 
Anglo-Indian o!lbial and Gandbiji. Gmdhiji said 
that the Japanese bad learnt "the best'' in Wester~. 
culture in their own language. He held up, says the, 
report, the example of Japan which had become a
challenge to the West not by slavishly following 
everything Western but learning the best of the 
West, through their own 'language i. he expressed., 
satisfaction at the progress made Dy Japan. We 
wonder bow Pandit J awaharlal Nehru who was Oil\ 
the platform, took this compliment to the Japanese 
whom be has been denouncing for their aggressio~ 
on the Chinese whose cause he bas espoused. Japan: 
to our mind, has learnt not the best but the worst of; 
the West. It has learnt not the civilisation but the 
'savagery which West~rn civil~sation has not ~· 
able to eradicate from 1ts orgamsm. Japan bas cop1ed 
and vastly developed the least estimable of western 
athievementi. While India was learning the lessons o( 
the great emancipating and humanitarian movements . 
of the West, Japan was studying the construction of 
submarin~s and battleships, tanks, torpedoes and 
incendiary bombs. \Ve can understand other people 
extrolling these latter as the best of the West but 
for Gandhiji the apostle of · non-violence to do so
takes one's breath a way. 
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. The problem of language in the United States 
presents a close parallel to India. The population of 
the United States is no longer predominently British. 
About 60 per cent are non-English, President 
Wilson in a speech at Manchester· during his visit 
tO England warned the British public against claim· 
ing the Americans as their kinsmen because, in the 
first place, it was no longer the fact and, in the next, 
it caused irritation. To a large number of Americans 
English was a foreign language. Neither the Govern· 
ntent nor the people seem to think that there is 
anything slavish in all citizens having to learn 
English, In fact, one of the great American educa
tionists, Dewey, writes : 

Our schools, in bringing. together those of 
different natic;>nalities, languages, traditions, and 

: creeds,· in assimilating them together of what is 
· <:ommon and public in endeavour and achievem..,t, 
are performing an infinitely significant religious 

,-work, 
The· English language has created a sense of 
unity among Indiana of different provinces, castes 
and ·creeds, It has no doubt also been the 
medium through which old differences are finding 
expression. But the influence of English is to 
unite. The attempt to put up Hindi or Urdu as 
the national language will only accentuate existing 
schisms, · With English all can meet on neutral 
ground. Indian children learn English as easily as 
any language except their mother tongue, Indeed 
they are anxious to learn it, They do not 
seem to be particularly ashamed of it, any 
more than of playing cricket or football. 
Gandhiji said that it was due to toleration and 
courtesy that when the country's great men conti
nued to address the ma~ses in English they were 
not mobbed by tl,e people but listened to in 
patience, This is a direct incitement to mob violence 
to further the campaign against English. 

HINDUSTANI OR ENGLISH? 

mother-tongue. \Vhat a . waste .in , the name of 
improving the English language I We ourse.lve cause' 
so much waste and then complain of •Deterioration• 
and •Stagnation.• 

·Practically, •in ·all the countries of the world, and 
quite naturally too, the pupils are taught through 
the medium of their o.vn mother-tongue. But, 
unfortunately, in this country · they are taught 
through English, Here, instead of doing away with 
the evil we have invented different stilts-the 
Translation Method,. Oral Method, Direct Method, 
Basic Method, etc,, eto, Every method has been tried 
and found wanting in one way or the othec, Then 
why not teach a pupil through his own · mother• 
to_?gue ? A. lot of time wil! be saved and the pupil 
wJll understand.:what be wall learn. ., .. ·1> .. , . . . 

An Englishman, after serving this ooiintry' for"abo~t 
three decades, oannot speak any of its regiond 
languages as he ought to. But we, Indians, are 
expected to know "Shakespere's English" whereas 
"shop English". is ,suffici~nt .for us: If an English. 
man, after 30 years : servace m lndaa, can blurt out • 
"Tum jahneko nai sakhta'' we expect at least. s~ 
much liberty as to say ; "Where did you went P" I 
am sure the person addressed will .understand us as 
he who is addressed by the Englishman understands 
him. . . .· 
. We read and gape at the lessons "Christmas in 

England," "Summer . in. Enpland,~' "Winter in 
England," "Spring in England,' Autumn in England" 
and "Whatnot in England,'.' In short we are made to 
create an English atmosphere in the class. Actually 
we know less of India and more .of England. What. 
ever scrappy knowledge we get . of our owo 
Motherland is not worth getting, We know that her 
climate is such as to make us lazy, her streets are 
dirty, her towns and cities are insanitary; the Hindus 
and Muslims are the deadliest enemi~s ~$9·.'muob 
so that they are incorrigible and irreconcilable i 
whereas England ig the very embodiment of Heaven 
her inhabitants are angels and her condition_: 
Geographical, SJOial, Political, Economical, Moral-

The Editor, is celestial, We were devoid of civilization and 
· The Indian 89cla! Reformer. culture and we have been given these. blessings by 

Sir, the Englishmen, the whole of our literature is not 
The teaching and learning of English in India is a worth a single shelf of the European, etc.,. etc, 

necessary evil, •Necessary' because it is the State- ~he displace~ent o! English, .a foreign language, 
language and 'we oannot live without it if we wish wh10h creates dafficultaes for pupils by way of diver
to live •honourably and decently'. An 'evil' in as sion of interest and concentration on the study of 
much as it is a foreign language imposed upon us by the foreign medium itself, · can be met, in the 
alien rulers, It is said that we are good linguists-a best way possible, by adopting any one of the. 
glowing tribute of which we must be proud-and Indian languages, Here arises the controversy 
hence we are in a better position, as compared with as to what language should be adopted the medium 
other nations, to master the English language more of instruction in our schools, Hindustani is a 
easily and quickly, But the facts are not as they widely understood language of India adopted by 
are claimed to do. The causes are not far to some of the leading politicil bodies in this 
be found, Some causes pertain to the language country as the common and national language. 
itself and · some are due to our un-Er.glish atmo- differences being largely confined to the question of 
sphere and environment. script. Even foreigners have realised the importance 

The· English language possesses a number of Hindustani and either Urc(u or Hindi .has been 
or inherent shortcomings which are almost made compulsory in many European Schools, It is 
insurmountable for an average Indian child, really unfortunate that· ,we, Indians, have wasted 
which he, willingly or unwillingly, has to much of our energy in Urdu-Hindi controversy and. 
master either in the mirage of some lucrative job or thus have done disservice to our own national 
to save his skin from the birch of the master, language. Anyhow, it is the only national langu
' Besides this drawback he has to face the curse age· as it has come into existence from natural 
of ''Bilingualism.". In school, especially in the causes and is thoroughly Indian. Its vocabulary 
English period, he was to read, write, speak English is largely borrowed from other Indian languages, 
and last though not the least he is expected to both of the North and the South, of the East 
think in English, Th.e school is over and reading, and the West, It is significant from ·its very 
writing, speaking and thinking, quite obviously origin that it is the embodiment of the spirit of 
in English, are relegated to oblivion, At his house Hindu-Muslim unity, both communities ·have 
and in the circle of his friends and inmates he talks shared equally in its· development. If tbe use of 
in his own mother-ton~ue and very rarely, if at all, Hindustani is objected to where it happens not 
comes across the Enghsh language. In some schools, to be the mother-tongue of the pupils, the force 
to improve the English of the pupils, some subjects- of the objection is multiplied n-times in the case 
History and Geography-are. taught through the 

1 

· of the use of English, ·. · , 
medium of English whereas the pupils oan It is a well-known fact that Urdu is the medium of 
answer their examination papers in their own instruction in the "Usmania University," Hyderabad. 
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It bas not· displaced any one of the other. looal J 'fHE RANADE. CENJENARY, .. 
lan~oag~ but has succeeded either Enghsh, a The Editor, 
fore•~ language, u the medium of instruc~ ~ T1H lildian &c6al R•forTMr. 
Penaao, the Court-language of the State, ~~than Sir, 
memory •• ~e chang~ bas thus been along n:'ti~ 1 have been following with great eagerness the 
lines and Its .sntroduct•on never meant ~ eradlc:'~on celebrations of tbe Ranade Centenary in some of the· 
of the regsona;l languages. ·'f!tere ss "prov181'?n provincial capitals of India. But 1 must confess to a 
{or all the reg•onal la~g~ges m the Usmama feeling of inadequacy of the celebrations. The · 
Univerlity." The stattstscal repo~1 revea~ that celebrations ought to have been nation-wide. 
there has be~n a .much ~reater mer~ m ~be Every city and town of importance in this vast 
number of pupils takmg the Usmanla Matriculation country must be reeking with the inoeDBe burnt· at 
Examinatio!l•" A fact tb.at g~ a long way .co prov~ the altar of one of the greatest sages of modem · 
the popularity of the Unsverasty and the Hmdustans times, It is partly a measure of the listlessness and 
language. · indolence that are prevalent in India on matters other· 

The Univeraities of Allahabad a:nd Nagpur, than the one immediately topical; this is· a sad 
having realised, thougll rather late, the smportanOI! o£ commentary on our boasted preference fo~ things 
the mother-tongue and th~ tyranny of the f?relgn spiritual to things material, for •things univer.sat to 
language that has usurped sts place, are on the1r way things particular, · 
to ~dopt the. forme~ and re.~ect . the latter as .the As 1 was reading the account of the celebrations,· 
med1u~. o£ m~truct1on . and !eb!?le of education. one particular feature struck me. No Congressm~n 
Gandh•J• some time ~k had sasd,_ Am~ng ~be m~ny of any note or importance has taken any part 10, 
<~vii.•. of the f~e1gn ruJe th1s bhghtmg sm- these celebrations, except the Hon. Mr. M. S. Aney,. 
pos1t1on of a fore1gn med1um upo~ the youth or who is now regarded by Congressmen as a renegade,· 
the country will be 0011nted by H1story as. one ot and Mr. s. Satyamurti, Whenever the Indian 
tbe greatest" and very recently! ad~ressmg the Liberals quote the authority of Dadabhai or Ranade
Convocation of the. Benares Un.svers1ty, he bas or Gokhale for their present attitude to political 
ebserved, "TbiB busmess of oross1ng the hurdle of problems, the Congressman is. only too ready to 
the English language before anybody . could learn ridicule them for their imperfect understanding of 
anything, wa1 a game not wor~h ,the candle ~nd these great men, Mahatma Gandhi has .been calling 
dissipated the energy of the nat1on s youth wh•ch himself a disciple of Gokhale, and clasms to have 
could otherwise be muoh more usefully ~mployed." carried on on lines that would have been approved· 

We are sure to f~!ake a tre!'le'!dous u~p~ovement by Gokbale. In the pretaoe to the biograp~y of 
and make our educat1on elfectsve sf we ehmmate the Dadabhai Naoroji, Mr. R. P. Masani makes a pomted 
•evil' and keep the •necessary' element and make reference to this question and has the Mahatma's · 
Hindustani the medium of instructiOJ! in O';'r ~uca- answer in it to the effect that Dadabhai would ha~. 
tionallnstitutions. Our young genera~1on willsmbi~e been with him in the preaching and practice of 
"Nationalism," a commodity we requ1re the most m Satyagraha. If this is true of Dadabhai and 
the Indian market. · . Gokhale, it must also be true of Ranade, If 

Bombay, l Yours eto., Congressmen C?f the present-day honestly ~eel· that 
JanuMry J7, 194.2,1 HINDUSTANI. • they are carrysng on the torch of the earber Con-· 

[Some or the points in this letter are met m the gressmen and that the Liberals are their misguided 
article on "English in India" pu blishe~ elsewher~ interprete~s. why do they not show that they have a 
A large part of the letter deals more With what ss right to share and even treasure the memory of 
taught than the language in which it is taught, Dadabhai Ranade and Gokbale i' Perhaps it is 
Other points mar be briefly cleared up in this reserved ~nly as a taunt to the Liberals. Even 
footnote, There 11 no ditt:er~noe of opinion about granting that they have gone away from the .Path. 
the importance of the ch•!d s mo~he~ tongue. as of the alder ~ongressmen, I • contend t?at 
the best medium of education. Thts IS recogmsed they should still take part m cele bratmg 
all over the country and elemen~ary education has the memory of one who, by consensus o( 
alwaya been through that medsum. In seconda~y opinion, is regarded as one of the greatest 
education also, though the text-boola were !n Indians, Such tributes to the memory of great 
English, the mother. tongue was. fre:ty used m personalities, of whatever party or c~, are 
Ieuon!l by the teacner. The mam .difficulty "!'as generally given by all men and women 10 other 
the absence of suitable textbooks m the lnd1an parts of the civilised world. 
languages. .This is being overcome, Th~t Personally, I think-1 say .this after a careful and 
diffioul~y ex1sts • In an a~gravated form m conscientious study .of the hve~ an~ ~orks of t?ese· 
univer1nty education and w1ll, I~ due _oaurs~, great men-that the Lt b~ral, desp1te h1s smperfec~t<;ms, 
be similarly overcome. The question at sssue ss is the true representattve of that school of political 
none of these. It is what should be the language and social thought, whose illustrious progenitor 
which Indians should have as the medium of inter- was Raja Ram Mohun Roy and whose powerful 
provincial and international intercourse. English advocates were Oadabhai, Ranade, Metha, Surendra• 
ts a world )anguage. Its u~e for interprovincial nath and GokhaJe. I look upon the ~!ght ~onourab!o 
intercourse ss larg~ly determme~ by that faot: In Srinivasa Sastrs as the gre_atest I.IVIng chd~ of thesr 
the last one hundreCI years Enghsh has established spirit; and it was only fittmg, emmently fitting, that 
itself as the language of inter-~rovinci~l and it;~ter· he should have presided over the main celebration• 
national intercourse largely owmg to 1ts mamfold at Bombay, 
advantages. We see no wisdom in trying to tear Chidam baram, l Yours etc., 
up this historical growth by the roots. As for the January 21, 1942. 1 A. V, RAMASWAMI. 
Osmania University, T/16 Re/ot'IMr from the first [The significance of the "inadequacy" of the 
has regarded it, as also the Women's University, as a Ranade Centenary celebrations is that they were not 
retrograde step notwithstanding its great respect got-up and were largely spontaneous. An All-India 
for their respective founders, The mother tongue pro"ramme of the kind mentioned by our correspon
argument does not apply to the Osmania University den"t, should necessarily be arranged _by an or~niza
because Urdu is not the mother tongue ot the tion and would have lacked spontanesty. The silence 
overwhelming majority of the Hyderabad population, of Congress leaders is naturaL Ranade's way was 
. -Editor, the d~ot antithesis of their way,-E<iitor.] 
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LET1ERS-OF £.:j, PADSHAH, 
APRIL 25, 1931. 

Nearing (Jo!om~o • . 
'The solitude Js· ·being recommenced, and so far 

the .heat ·.is too great to test how• it may be felt-1 
sleep all I oan; I don't feel too energetic about work; 
and I have conversed with only two people... . 

. APRIL. 27, 1931. 
.Aftw (Jolombo. 

·.The sea· was quite calm, it rained only on the 
night preceding our arrival, and it even rained in 
the cabin . next ta mine; but our reception on arrival 
'1'17as warm and sunny as befitted a Sunday. I' would 
have liked to see Kandy if the steamer gave time 
for a run up and back and if the cost did not bluff 
me out, Well, the steamer arrived at a· a. m~ and 
did not depart till 11; there was time enough, I 
asked Mr. Scott if he would help out a pauper; but 
having been ehriched by the experience of rain in 
cabin, he was not in the mood to consider my 
proposition. The tourist agency, however, found a 
partner-Miss Black, an Australian. Miss Black 
had been a traveller, has been to the West Indies, 
where I have never been, is fond of flowers and 
fruit, so she was a very helpful companion, though 
riot so helpful as you. 

. . MAY 1, 1931. 
Yesterday, being given radish with salad, I 

managed to split a molar tooth with it, and to make 
a cut on a considerable area of the lower stretch of 
the tongue; the cut and the soreness block passage 
of food and breath through the throat and make 
talking. dtfficult; or even spitting. Luckily, the 
incident does not interfere with food; only the 
discomfort Clf opening mouth interferes with the 
e(!joyment of it, except that one replaces the enjoy
lllent of food, as food, with the enjoyment of the proved 
circumstance that man can rise superior to discom
fort, and enjoy in spite of disenjoyment, Sleep has 
not suffered at all, nor reading nor thought. You 
~ use and wont make no fewer calls than on shore. 

MAY 4., 1931. 
Yesterday, Sunday, there was Divine Service, 

and I ·applied rrlyselt to the Philosophy of 
Reality which gave me unbargained insight 
into· the present knowledge about the "pathogenic" 
(diseased) conditions which have produced so 
much philosophy and religion, and which have been 
stimulated by fasting and asceticism and which 
have permitted mental and moral lapses from the 
high estate of "ecstasies" achieved. India ·is 
proclaimed the supreme home of the Philosophies 
which· are illusions, and the argument is that these 
illusions flourish because, not weeded out, like other 
i!lusions, by the play of Natural selection which can 
kill illusions only if they result in direct and immediate 
damage, a 'philosophy and religion' do not-their 
action being indirect and remote; professing believers 
are not always interested in the practice of beliefs. 
. MAY 8, 1931. 

Nearing MelaidiJo 
In our party to Perth was Mr. Hormasj~ of 

Secunderabad (fuller name, Mr. Jehangir. Panthaky) 
who is looking round for business in Australia
stimulated by Mr. Lalcaca's articles in theJam-s,
Jarmlml pleading for a Parsi settlement in Australia. 
At our lunch at Perth, he avowed himself a 
vegetarian and asked me to give orders for both, 
When l stated that Bombay had better financa and 
less unemployment than Au,stralia, Mr. Hormasji 
dissented, saying I could not be aware of the extent 
of joblessness among Parsis-even in cotton mills. 
I suppose that decided him to try Australia I' He 

inquired what bad led. me it1t0' vegetarianism; and :I 
mentidned our brother Sohrabji's connection with· 
Theosophy; he seemed pleased; but the pleasure 
did not outlive my avowal that· I· had ceased to 
believe in Theosophies of any kind. The gentlemaa 
who appeared to be a duplicateof Erucb Lalcaoa,: 
turns out not to be the Lalcaca I expected and 
apparently· dropped Out at Colombo. I found the 
real Mr. Lalcaca at the Passport Officer's table at 
Freemantle, on arrival, and wondered what a Parsi· 
was doing there. Of course, he was only a passenger 
who was awaiting . the commencement of passport 
examination. Later, I related -to him my impression. 
and told him how Mr. Justice Candy was. pacing up: 
and down the Station at Bournemouth; and how all 
excited passenger asked him whether the train stand• 
ing near was the train he was looking for. Mr. Candy· 
referred him to the ·station-master. •Then why the 
devil do 7,ou walk about, as if you were the station+ 
master P ' was the retort Mr. Candy got. 

' MAY 12, 1931. . 
. Nearing SyiJ.nog. 

I spend a month in New Zealand instead o( 
23 days, return to Sydney, via Wellington, ansi not: 
via Auckland again as previously arranged, and> 
on arrival at Sydney three days before the sailing 
of ••Narkunda" towards London,, I again take up' 
my quarters on the "Narkunda," · . 

I was much surpriaed by the cheery spirits o( 
Australian men and women on this ship in face, 
of unemployment, depreciated currency, fall ill 
prices of wool and wheat, inability to raise fresb, 
loans, financial deficits, ·unpromising political band ling,. 
run on banks, including tbe Commonwealtll· 
Savings Bank. The explanation of this cheeriness. 
is an unconquerable belief in. the· soundness of the 
country at bottom, its great productivity in• grain,. 
meat, metal and the superior quality of the human 
stock. Things must come right; meanwhile, they 
hug the consolation that Australian coaditions • 
are not so bad in' [their part of] Australia.. 
as elsewhere 1 and I tbink · West Australia anci 
$. Australia think that things are not so bad 
with them as with the rest of Australia.. Tbis 
courageous front shames me. On Saturday last, on· 
returning from Mount Lofty, near Adelaide, I took up-. 
some Physics to brace me up· and at dinner found 
myself lamenting whether the · Australians had as. 
good reason for groaning as I who could make no pro-· 
gress either in comprehending, or in interest, in my, 
chosen subjects. Sinoe then I have been able to
make good the whole ground, 

With reduced time, there was no opportunity for 
plans for visiting distant wonders, and all of tourist 
interest in and near Melbourne had been shown me 
during my two previous visits ; yei: I had luck, was. 
recommended to see the panorama from the watch
tower station of their Fire Brigade and saw Melbourne 
as I had never seen it before, including· Roman. 
Catholic cathedrals and convents which brought, me 
the information that 1 in S jn Melbourne and 1 in 4. in. 
Australia was Roman Catholic. 

MAY 15, 1931. 
1 did not get auf of Australia without' some

acquiantance with newspapers, The· only Indian 
news I got on the voyage .was first from tbe (ley/on.. 
Times, the hacking to death of a U. P. Zemindar, and 
the 150,000 workless in Bombay~nd then from the 
Au,tralian papers, the prosperity of the Bombay 
mills built on the achieved ruin of Lancashire 
de bated in Parliament ; the new demand by 
Mr. Gandhi for the release of the 1925 prisoners; the
recrudescence of outrages and of derailment of trains.. 
· But, naturally, I am more interested in their outlook. 

on their own affairs; I have understood better the 
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«>lla_pee of the New South Wales Savings Bank and 
the Labour Party's attack on Banke in generaL Mr. 
Lyons, the new leader of th: United Australia ~artr, 
has proved no matcb in Parliament for Mr. Sculhn, hiS 
cld chief; and there is some move to make Sir R. 
Gibaon, Governor of the Commonwealth Bank, t)le 
Prime Minister of Australia. Daily one reads of toe 
bold-ups at Banks and commercial houses and on the 
roads for even aums so small as £ 12-inoluding an 
India~ hawker relieved of £ 88 on the countryside; 
and there is a general increase of violent crimes. 
There is also an increase of criminal assaults on 
girls, sometimes with their complicity; and Austral~an 
writers say all this criminality is of one.fiece •. w1th 
the loose morality . set up by the easy, 1 fict1t1ous, 
prosperity , consequent on 20 years of reckless 
borrowing abroad, Money and push-forward became 
the st"ndard of merit, and traditional restraints 
became old-fashioned. The booklet on New Zealand 
offers a refresh in~ contrast to this state of things, 

We are 40 in the first saloon; among others, an 
English officer of the Indian Army proceeding to 
Now Zealand on a year's leave to look round 
if it would pay him to settle down on the 
land there and resign froin India after 16! years' 
service. There was another Englishman, in t~t; Jodhpur 
service born in New Zealand who Jomed the 
"Nalde~a" with me and proceeded to Wellington 
(N, Z.) the day before I sailed from Auckland, The 
Army Officer tells me that three .Indians who~ I s:e 
in the second saloon, have a shop of cunos In 
Auckland, and are returning after a visit to their 
country, probably to obtain fresh stock~, I had no 
sight-ee11ing , in Sydney 1 bein~ occup1ed . at t~e 
P. & 0, offioe, and the N.Z. tourist bureau, to obtam 
paasenger'e permit to travel in New Zealand, 

As l-came out of the N, z, Government Bureau, 
l waa aaaailed by the shout of my name ; turning 
back I faced a man whose faoe seemed familiar 
who said he had been in charge of the dining-room 
at the Taj; that Mr. Framroze called him Rosso; that 
after leaving the Taj, he had gone over to the 
Grand and thence to Candy, Ceylon, and then 
migrated to Sydney where for 10 months he bad in 
vain looked for a job, and was awaiting passage
money from his father to return to England ; could I 
help aome, I explained that I was very short of 
money, and would fare badly if the remittance I had 
telegraphed for did not come to hand in Auckland. 
He took it very well and we parted. 

On arrival at Sydney I was aurrounded by a batch 
cf pressmen and photographers, I allowed two 
photog~aphers to do their will provided I had not 
to pay for it. But explained to pressmen tJ;tat I was 
nobody in my country 1 reminded them of Gilbert and 
Sullivan in the •Gondoliers,' "If every body is some· 
body, nobody is anybody;" that I had been turned 
out of all the businesses they mentioned ; that I had 
no belief In the Parsi faith (of which they had been 
advised) or any other faith 1 that I was not cc:'mmitted 
to any opinion• myself, and did not thmk any 
wortll. communicating to Australia. The head 
waiter would not provide me with a separate table in 
the dining room 1 wireless officer, another officP.r, 
a New Zealand lady in pearls, and a Scotchman who 
left Edinburgh at the age of 16, are my company at 
the table; they accept my deafness, and don't bother 
about my silence. But the Scotohman remarked 
that he would not be a wireless oflioer for worlds i 
there was no home lite in it 1 would I? I replied 
that, bad I the neoessary skill, the job would suit me 
down to the ground. 

"But why?" he asked.. . . •. 
I said, "I was without home, country, rehg1on, 

business-nothing to tug me to land." 
He said, he waa the same way ;lather and mother 

were dead-but there were the neighbours calling? 

~· 

MAY 18, 1931. 
It is the 18th to-day; usuallyl would have a 

hair -cut; but this function was performed on the 
14th, the hairdresser of the ship showing a strong 
wish to be allowed to handle and shampoo my 
hair before I left the ship. On leaving Bombay, 
I had informed him that I should require a shave 
every morning before ,breakfast, and a hair-cut 
and shampoo on the 18th. 

"Why the 18th, Sir? Birthday ? " 
''No, my birthday falls on May 7," 
Today at breakfast, we three passengers talked. 

The lady sitting opposite me is, according ,to my 
Scotch neighbour, a past school-mistress on a 
visit to her daughter in New Zealand which she 
expects to leave in a fortnight. Seeing me 
enjoy fresh grapefruit-the "Naldera" only gave 
preserved-she had yesterday said she hated 
grape-fruit. Today sll!".etbing she said made ~e 
avow that my first VISit to .Europe was made m 
1884-in faot. before she was bern (she has 
brown hair)-and that I still remember a song ~ 
heard in the first days • 

Then said the young Obadiah to the old Obadiah
Obadiah, Obadiah, you are a guy ; 
And then said the old Obadiah to the young Obadiah, 
Obadiah, Obadiah, so am I. 

The lady said she had heard and recited the song 
at school; and so had the ·waiter, a much younger 
man; but the Scot bad not. . 

Madam had once spoken of her husband's death
so she is a widow. She and the Scot said I was a 

· humbug claiming to have been in London in 1884. 
My passport, I said, would attest my birth on May 7, 
1864,, She was surprised ; she was 58, . She said 
she was one of 14. in her family, I said last night 
I had seen figures of Australian mothers of children, 
from 0 to . SO in a family, Both Scotchman and 
lady nearly jumped. "80 children?" I said, she 
was only one in several thousands. That mother 
must bave worn out how many husbands? The 
Scotchman roared ; the lady turned red. 

The Scotchman had offered to lend me Birkenhead's 
speeches the last of whioh he thought would interest 

mt;;Shame " I cried, "a Scot reading Galloping • • • Smith (F. E.) and neglectmg Ramsay. 
"0 1 Ramsay is too platitudinous," be retorted. 
"Well his daughter, Ish bel, or Maxton," I suggested, 
"Well," replied, "I grant you lshbel is a fi~e 

·woman and brainy; and Maxton, any day m 
preference to MacDonald." 

He said the lady opposite me bad to I?e com~ 
sionated-just fancy a life of schoolnustress-sh1p. 
(When he said that the lady could not hear). Anyhow, 
I remarked I was deep in human problems, and 
Galloping (F. E,) Smith (alias Birkenhea~) "would bo 
a feeble diversion. He had brains all r1ght; but be 
galloped too fast, and with too much assurance for 
me" · 

Then I expo~n.ded w~t I was. read_i~' human 
saorifices as ongm of agnculture, l~fanttciae once the 
approved mode of limiting populations all over the 
world, the relativity of morals, 

The Bank of Bapoda, Ltd· :-The · profits of 
the Bank: of Baroda, Ltd. for the year ended Slst Decem
ber 194.1, subject to audit, including Rs. I,U,48Q-9-4o 
brought forward, amounts to Rs. 8,8~,144-.,_., An ad 
interim dividend at the rate of LG per cent per annum, 
Cree of income tax, was paid for the half-year ended 
~~ June 1841, which absorbed Rs. li,99,~3,7-2-4-
The Directors now propose to make a provlSlon of 
Rs. 1,75,000/- for income-tax and super-tax and to pay 
a final dividend for the half-year ended December 31st, 
19U · at the rate of 10 per cent per annum, . f- nf 
income-tax, ainounting to Rs. 9,00,000/-
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FOR A HOLIDAY THAT IS DIFFERENT 

. COME T() TRAVANCORE 
The Land of Hllls and Fol'ests~ 

Lagoon & Sea~ · 
TRIVANDRUM, the capital affords modern arne• 

· nities of City Life. . See the Museum, the 
Zoological Gardens, ti)e Aquarium, the Art 
Gallery Sri Chitralayam. . ' 
A terminus of the South Indian Railway, 
Trivandrum is· connected by air with 
Bombay, Madras and Colombo. It's just 
seven and a half hours by air from Bombay• 

While at Trivandrum stay at THE MASCOT HOTEL. 
Eleven single rooms and six double rooms- · 
All with Bathrooms attached. Hot and 
Cold Water. Modern sanitation. Com
fortable furniture. Excellent cuisine. 

ALSO VISIT- The Royal Game Sanctuary on 
the shores of the Periyar Lake, where you 
can see wild animals in their natural habitat. 

DO NOT MISS the mOst enjoyable ride along 45 
miles of dustless, smooth concrete road, 
the longest in all India, from Trivandrum 
to ~ape Comorin. · 

View sunset and sunrise on the sea from 
CAPE COMORIN, the Land's End of India. 

While at the Cape Stay .at THE CAPE HOTEL
Run by the Government- Faces· the Sea-· 
Has Sea- fed Bathing Pool 

THE-
& GIN DIA STEAM 
NAVIGATION CO., LTD. 

PIONEERS 
IN THB DEVELOPMENT 

INDIAN . 
OF 

I ··: 

Mana'ging Agon.a : 

MERCANTILE 
MARINE 

NAROTTAM MORARJEE & co., BOMBAY 
Support Indian Shipping 

COMBINED <lARGO & PASSENGER SERVICES 

Raugoon-Bomb&y-Karachi, via :Malabar, 
Bangoon-Madra&-Colombo. 
O&lcuttr.-Karachi via Ooost Porta. 
Rangoon-Caloutia. &ccording to demand. 
Bombay-Gull of Outoh Porta to Karachi. 
Bombay-Bb&vnagar-Ports. · 

· Bomba.y-Ma.rmug&O-Ma.nga.lore. 
~ Ra.ngoon-Ooroma.ndal Ports. 
Ohittagong-Rausoon. Ohittagong-Cox'a B....,, 
Oalcutta-Bombay-Karaohi, to Jedd•h. 

KONKAN LINES -Bombay to Panjim, 
calling at all intermediate Porta. 

HARBOUR LINB-Bev...,..Dbaramtar-Uran-Elepb&nta-Nahava' -
·ASSOCIATED COMPANIES. 

BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAV. 00., LTD, 
HA.T LUlE, LI:MITED. 

, BOMBAY STEAl!. NAVIGATION 00,, LTD, 
1NDUN CQ-OPEBATIVE NAV. CO., LTD. 
BATI!IAGAB STEAM NAVIGATION CO,, LTD, 
Solndili · Houle, Ballard Estate,. BOMBAY. 

Tel0o 
phones: · 
30075 
6-Lines 
250613 
21779 

THK BANK QF BARODA, LTD • 
(Inoorporate4 .in B~_rocJa.. The HabiUtr ~f Hem.Hu belq Limited.) 

Under tbe Patronage of and largely enpported by tho• 
Oovernment of H. H. tbe MaharaJa Oaekwar of Baroda. 

CAPITAl. AUTHOIUSED It•. :a.to.oo,ooo 
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NOTES. 
The Romance of Indian Women's Educatlon:

The outstanding featura of the British period 
in Indian history is the movement for the 
emancipation of women from an evil tradition 
of mental and social se1-vitude. This movement 
has not very much been promoted consciously 
and of set purpose by the British regime, The 
part of that regime has been rather that of 
removing obstacles to the free expression of ·the 
Indian genius than of active interference to 
stimulate it. · At the same time, it will be 
unjust to · deny all active. effort on the part 
of individual Englishmen and. women to pro
mote the good· cause. Education is at the 
root of all progress and the ·education of 
women had been neglecte.t in · India during 
what corresponds to the middle ages in 
European history. This neglect had· developed 
into hostility. It was the establishment of 
British rule which enabled the conversion of this 
hostility into the present 'enthusiasm for girls' 
education. Mr. S.C. Roy COntributes an 
interesting article to the current number of the 
Pmburllaa Bna1'ati1_ the organ of the 
Ramakrishna Mission, in which he gives an 
account of the growth of girls' education 
in Bengal from troubled beginnings. The 
British and Foreign Hible Society sent 
out in 1821 Miss Cooke to promote women's 
education. She ·started learning Bengali ·in 
order to undertake the work. One day "she 
found a girl · crying at the door of a boys' 
school, because the teacher refused to admit 
her while her brother was reading there. Miss 
Cooke met this girl's mother and other ladies 
of the neighbourhood and with their consent 
and co-operation, it was decided to start a girls' 
school.'' Within two years of starting the 
school, Miss Cooke married and gave up ·the 
school. Her co-workers thereupon approached 
Lady Amherst, wife of the Governor .. 
General, and under her auspices the Bengal 
Ladies Society was formed, The first non
denominational girls' school was started by 

Drinkwater Bethune, a member of the Govel'!lor· 
General's Council. OrthOdox: opposition expressed 
itself in jeering at the girls being convoyed to 
and from · school. When Bethune left India, 
Lord Dalhousie took over the man~ement of 
the school which is the oldest Women s College. 
in the country. This was about the middle 
of the 1ast century. Mr. Roy notes the 
revolutionary change which has occurred in the 
public .attitude to the education of girls. He 
writes~ · 

Today we have not only hundreds of girls teading 
in schools, . but dozens of them are reading in the: 
colleges with their brothers, We have as many as 
four colleges for women in Assam alone, besides co
education in · most ofthe men-students' colleges. We 
know how our women are coming to their own, 
falsifying the ~rst. fears o! the scoffers of the 1ast 

. century, 
The scene of the girl crying at the door of the 
boys' school, should be commemorated on 
canvas and on marble ils the inspiration which 
broke 'the chains of ·ignorance which had held 
down Indian womanhood for centuries. · 

India !lDd Japan:-The Manchester Guardian 
is about' the only British newspaper to realise 
the possible effects of Japan's slogan .of "Asia 
for Asiatics". and to attempt to counteract ito;. 
effect on India. India is an Asiatic country 
and is not particularly proud o£ being a subject 
nation of a European overlord.. Japan's victory 
over ~ussia, as Lord Curzon felt, had changed· 
the attitude of Asia vis-a-TJis Europe, and 
stimulated the patiorialist ·movement in India. 
The fate of .Japan in this war will have 
far-reaching consequences to Asia and Europe. 
The MancAeste,. Gua1'aian quotes an opinion 
expressed by Dr. Rabindranath Tagore regard .. 
ing. Japan's aggressive tendencies but the Poet 
has expressed even sti·onger views ·about .Great 
Britain's imperialism,· the latest instance being 
his reply to. Miss Rathbone.· India was not 
conscious of an Asiatic.: continentalism until 
Europeanism made itself obnoxious to the r~t 
of the world. Just ali the Moslem League brought 
forth the Hindu Mahasabha, the declarations of 
Europeans regarding their special interests and 
virtues brought into existence an anti-European 
Asianism. Repeatedly the Refo,.mer has 
represented the uriwisdom of thrusting the 
European White-Skinism into the faces of the 
coloured races. Without any effect, If this 
war should make Europeans understand that the 
weapons of destruction can be mastered by men 
of any race and that they are no longer their 
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-· 
exclusive possession, it will not have been fought 
in vain. No fair-minded Englishman can fail 
to realise that if the war is allowed to develop 
as one between White and coloured races, the 
people ·of India would be torn between two 
incompatible loyalties. Lord Chatfield in the 
House of Lords criticised the denunciation of the 
a1liance with Japan which had stood the British 
Empire in good stead in the last war. It was 
a foolish mistake but for which the course of 
history would have moved on entirely different 
lines. Britain should have espoused, · as an 
Asiatic power, the cause of the people of Asia 
to equality with Europeans. If she had 
supported Japan at the Peace Conference in her 
attempt to get the colour bar effaced from 
international relations, she would today be 
standing out as the great champion of peace and 
goodwill among the nations. The Manckestef' 
Guan!ian ·refers to the spiritual wealth of India. 
But what has Britain done to conserve it? She 
has stood passively by without lifting a little 
finger to stop the scandal of mass conversions 
against which all the great. religious leaders of 
this country have protested. We respect the 
consistent goodwill of this great English journal 
but we have to point out the difficulties in the 
way of establishing a working arrangement 
which \vould bring salvation both to India and 
England. · 

India and the War:-Sir Vithal Chandavarkar 
in an address on . the political situation on 
Tuesday asked the Indian people to forget the 
past and to give thl!ir unstinted support to 
Government in its war effort. But Sir Vithal 
himself was unable to achieve this psychological 
feat as he kept harping on the failure of 
Government in the past to get Indian opinion 
behind it in the administration and to make 
the Indian -public feel that this war was their 
war. Memory is not a function of the will. 
The more you try to shake off an unpleasant 
memory, the stronger is the force with whlch it 
impinges on your consciousness. This is a com
mon experience which can be verified by anyone 
who has not had it. Why is your finger disposed 
to press now- and then on the painful tooth 
though to do so will only accentuate the pain? 
This failure to allow for the psychological 
process has been and is largely the cause of the 
failure of much ' of war propaganda. · This is 
also ~;vident in the charge that Government has 
not made the Indian people feel that this war is 
their war. The question is, Is this war, as a 
fact, my war or is it_ not ? To answer 'this 
(JUestion one has to' define What is meant 
by "my war'' and ''not my war.'' The answer 
may be so-ught through· an analogy. · Instead 
of"war," let us take ~'car"; as the object under 
discussion. When is -a car "my car"?- Obvi
ously when I am able to start it when I want, 
and drive it to the place ro'here _ I wish to 'go, 
and at the time when · I need to go. Consi
deration should also be within my· competence 
as to having sufficient petrol in the tank aDd 
having avallable the tools necessary· to mend 

a puncture should one occur on the way. With 
none of the3e at my disposal, the car can be 
catted "my car" only by a figure of 
speech. In order that I may feel that 
the war· is my war, I should be satisfied 
that it is with in my power to influence its course 
in accordance with my capacity and knowledge, 
not to mention my interests. Unless there is a 
sincere and not merely affected feeling amona 
Indians and Britons of a common fellowship, lt 
is futile to ask one party only to conjure up 
an emotional experience which must be mutual. 
"It is a true rule," says Bacon, "ihat love 
is ever rewarded either with the reciproque or 
with an 'inward or secret contempt,'' In order 
to enlist Indian co-op~ration, not merely mecha· 
nical compliance with orders, the appeal should 
be to the imagination and not to the will which 
is out of court here. Some great and engrossing 
ideal should be held up which will capture the 
Indian imagination. Freeing Poland and 
Holland f~;om the Nazi yoke, worthy as it is, h~ 
no imaginative appeal to Indians. Nor defend
ing European civilization nor the Christian virtues 
which it has rejected. The maintenance of 
the status quo in Netherland Indies and in-

. Belgian Congo positively repels. Britain should 
have the imagination to conceive some high. 
ideal which Indians needs must love when they 
see it, and to . place it before this country and 
the world as her supreme purpose in peace and 
war. When this is done, no effort will be needed 
to m;\.ke Indians feel that this iS their war. Until 
this is done, ho .effort will really convince them 
that their interest in it is more than a conse
quence of · their subjeCtion to British rule, which 
no wise statesman would wish to emphasise. 

India in the Lords :-An interesting conver
sation-it was no more than a conversation
was initiated -in . the House of Lords by a 
Labour Lord this week. Lord Faringdon 
put the Indian case fairly and clearly before 
the _House and he was supported. by other 
noble Labour Lords among whom was Lord 
Wedgwood who is, we believe, the same 
statesman who used to be knowri as Wedgwood 
Benn. That a man should change his name in 
order to become a member of an-assembly where 
his services are expected to be useful, is one 
of the humours of the British temperament. The 
only criticism we feel impelled to offer on Lord 
Faringdon's speech is that he left out of his 
calculation, in estima~ing the- returns Britain 
derives from this country, the vast invisible ones. 
in strategic advantage, political prestige and a 
field for employment fodts middle class sons on 
salaries which they would not get anywhere else. 
Lord Faringdon was answered by the Duke of 
Devonshire, Under-Secretary of· State for 
India. The Duke wisely· avoided going into 
figures which are his weak ·point, Some time 
back he told the House that two million Indians 
were serving in the Army and had · to 
be corrected the next day by the announcement 
that His Grace meant one million when he spoke 
of two millions, an excusable mistake in one of 
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his ·exalted' :rapk.: ·.The' Duke · agreed r·witb Luckoow they are more numerous; than Christian 
Loid Faringdon that it would be right-to:transfer boys. Mr •. Joai-dar concludes. his survey on 
the Government to· Indian hands but· he asked the Lu~know community with the remark th!!.t 
to be ·advised a8 to which Indian hands power ~he economic .position of the Christians resiea 
should be transferred to. . He pointed out, as his m the past ·on -Government jol>s and will in 
Chief has been doing for some years, that there the futil~e·be less-rather than more favourable. 
were. several Indian · hands· stretched ·not to 
receive power but to smite whoever might . M~rriage and E~ocation =-·The implications 
be entrusted with it. Lord Faringdon, o{ course, of thiS read along With Mr. Howard's indictment 
could not give an answer which would satisfy of the Christian pare.nts'. passion. for security, 
the Duke. But we might attempt an answer. are that the community IS suffer1no< from ·a 
If you are earnest about parting with power lack of the spirit of adventure '"and that 
which you feel should belong to Indians, economic considerations take precedence eveq 
you have simply to tell Indians that you over communal claims. Mr. Howard"s picture 
are resolved to leave , them to their own of th~ life ?f a Christian girl is truly 
shifts after a definite perio:1 and that they may depressmg. It 15 the reverse of the position 
either come to some agreement among . them- of women under ancient Hindu law : it 
selves or·go to Hell for all that Britain cares could be well said of her apparently that she 
after that date. Britain does not want to bear protects her father before marriage • her 
the odium of · holding down India in · bondage. husband in youth ; and bee sons in old age; 
She will shake the dust off her feet and will not Mr. Howard's portrayal, if correct, fully explains 
mind what happens to the 'country. This may the large n~mber of unmarried girls in 
seem a harsh . course ·but nothing will more the commumty ; probably none . but the 
aurely lead tO Indians settling their most conscientious is anxious to incur new and 
differences. They will have to do so or go hat recurring liabilities. One must not forget. 
in hand to the Duke begging him to stay on however, that Mr. Howard is biassed against the 
or at least to give them more time to come to a Christian girl who marries outside her community; 
working arrangement among themselves. Britain and her parents. The difficulties in this question 
will be cleared of .all blame for holding India are .those which beset a community in which the 
in subjection, Will Britain do this? education of girls has far outstripped the training' 

Intermarriage and the Christian:-We publish given to boys. The argument that to educate a 
this week a Jetter from Mr. s. w. Howard girl is to educ;1te a family while . the education 
of Bareilly on Christian girls and intermarriage, of a boy is the mere equipping of an individual, 
which relates largely to the position in United rests largely on the assumption that the girls will 
Provinces. In his interesting study on "The become mothers and so pass their knowled!te on 
Indian Christians of. Lucknow,'' Mr. N. G. D. to their children. It is cut at the. very r~t in 
Joardar, a professor in the Lucknow Christian communities where the increase of unmarried 
College, considers a sample section of the girls constitutes a problem. These intermarriages 
same community, . He notes that, during the probably show that the younger generation do 
last ten years, . not feel as separate from other Indians as do 

sixty-seven Indian Chrittlan girls married outside the older Christians. It is noteworthy that 
the community and seven Indian Christian men Mr. Joardar says nothing about martiageS of 
chose theit brides from non-Christians. When a Indian Christians with Europeans or Americans 
Christian young man brings a Hindu or Muslim wife or about any trend among the wealthier or more 
to his homo there Is · not as much agitation In the ff p 
community as when a Christian girl marries ambitious to pass o as Europeans. resumably,-
outsid~ ...... O£ the 6'l marriages of girfs outside the these questions either dn not exist in the United 
community, 45 belonged to the four first classes and Provinces with which alone both Mr. Joardar 
22 to the last four (Mr Joardar's division is economic, and Mr. Howard are concerned ; or they do not 
the ftrst four being families earning above Rs. BOO a trouble the leaders or investigators in the 
month and the last four below). In the latter cases 
tile girls chose Muslim bOys as their mates. But in Christian community, 
the '6 other cases, 8ll were Hindu youths and 18 A AI • d Vi c E · b" 1 Muslims ...... In all these marriages the girls chose D he ctory:-' ven our 1tterest ndian 
bridegrooms abOve their economic station In life; they critics,'' said Mr. Amery in a review of the 
had acarcely that possibility In their own community. Empire's war effort at Leeds, "do not ~ish for 

The author was deputed in 1941 by the National any other result than an allied victory. '' So 
Christian Council to write an objective account of what? Evidently the question of granting 
the Christians of Lucknow. He had done some Indian national demands depends on India 
work along these lines in 1924 and he has now attaining a degree of bitterness which has yet 
given his readers the benefit of two surveys to be reached. Mr. Amery's certificate is very 
carried out at an interval of -seventeen years welcome to Indian'J. Not because they had any 
His figures show that out of roughly doubts on the subject but because they did not 
670 Indian Christian families, 67 girls married know for certain that the British Government 
outside the community during . teo years. was free of all fears. Reuter omitted tlJ 
A point on which light is wanted, is the number mention whether any one in his audience asked 
of families in ·which more than .one person the Secretary of State for India why then 
married outside the fold. In addition to Mr. Sarat Chandra Bose has been arrested and 
Mr. Howard's argument that Christian girls U. Saw detained, both unwarranted actions i11 
are better educated, Mr, Joardar says that in J view of Mr. Amery's confident assertion. 
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1 · INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER 
BOJ!B.AY, February '1, 1942. 

. WOMEN'S ROLE •. 

There seems to have been a slight "breeze'' 
at the celebration . of the completion of twenty
five years by the Indian Women's University 
last. Sunday in Bombay. Sir S. Radhakrishnan 
who presided, pleaded, according to the .report 
in the Bombay ChroniCle, that the true eoncep· 
tion of democracy and equality consisted in 
the recognition of the diversity of human beings 
and in giving opportunities for their development, 
"Women should be the in!;pirers, not imitators, 
of qten:• he added. Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, con
tinues the report in the Chronicle, in proposing 
the V.ote of thanks, joined issue . on this point 
and aSserted that civilisation had become lop
sided and unequal because· women had been 
denied their due voice in the counsels ~d 
achievements of men. She $aid that women 
did. not want to be competitorS but comrades of 
men. The Philosopher's reasoning led him to 
postulate that women should retain "the quality 
of romance; some mystery in their make-up ; 
some · sense of glamour that would lure and 
inspire to greater ends.'' The Poet did not, as 
she could not, repudiate the claims of romance 
and glamour. She implied that women should 
be men's comrades in order to inspire 
the latter with something of their glamour and 
romance. Referring to Sir S. Radakrishnan's 
remark that . women should not be a 
mere copy of men, which would be · doing 
violence to their nature, Mrs. Sarojini Naidu 
&aid that nature would not permit a woman 
merely to copy a man. Lord Haldane in an 
address to the students of Edinburgh University 
several years ago. gave more precise expression 
to this argument for not making too much 
of the natural differences ·between the sexes, 
particularly in education. He · said that one 
feature of the University which did not exist 
when he was a student, was the admission of 
women to share the academic life. He went 
on to answer .critics who, in Scotland as 
in India,· deprecated the education of men and 
women in the same studies and institutions on 
the. ground of their natural differences. He said : 

It (the admission of women to Universities) Is 
part of a movement which is causing t\le world· 
slowly to alter its poipt of view, and which is, 

, I think, _making for the principle of general equality,: 
in the eye of the law and the constitution, for women. 
The differences of temperament ·and ability ·which 
nature has established, , even an omnipotent 
Parliament can · never alter. But Society, whatever 

· Parliament may say, appears tq. be making progress 
towards a decision to leave it to nature and not to law 
to set the limits. · · · · 

' . 
. : The argument of "nat~al differences" betwee~ 

man and woman, has been the staple argument 
urged~ against every reform for the .. last .one 
hundred years. The argument has :taken . one .of 
·two forms : woman is inferior to: mari.. in mental 
arid moral stability o~ she is ~n ethereal ~ing tci 

' "" .- , -:: . . - . 
~-~~ _., 1,. ...... __ -- ..... _ •-· ·-~-· 

I whom the concessions .. necessary in the case of 
the more earthly male creature, are not needed. 
In one or the other form this argument has bee11 
urged against the abolition of suttee, against 
legislation permitting remarriage to Hind11 
widows, against raising the marriage age, against 
even sending girls to school.. Reformers at 
every step were countered by this argument ami 
what progress has been made is by' their exposing 
the falsity and. selfishness of this complacent 
assumption. Except among a small wealthy 
class .in which women lead soft, easy, protected 
lives·, women share equally with men in the rough 
and. tumble of life and, in addition, bear and bring 
up children. They carry loads, they dig, they 
plough, they tend cattle, among the masses, and 
among the professional classes, the heavy burde11 
of domestic drudgery ·is borne by them. Lenin 
with the insight of genius declared that the 
relief of women from domestic· drudgery was one 
of the foremost tasks of the social revolution, A 
faulty education which is common to men and 
women, is more conducive to the abolition of "the 
double standard," the lop-sidedness of civilisation. 
as Mrs. Sarojini Naidu called it, than different 
systems for men and women, however perfectly 
conceived. Particularly in India where we have 
to struggle against a long-standing obsession, it is 
necessary to insist on the equal position of men 
and women as moulders -of the common social 
life; · Any detraction from this principle is sure 
to lead to the loss of the position so far gained 
in relieving Indian women of the pressure of 
forces which have kept them i~orant and sup
pressed for many centuries •. Women themselves 
have now taken the helm in reform and though 
some of them unfortunately are carried away by_ 
popular slogans, the great majority of them may 
be e~pected to oppose strenuously every influence 
which tends to put back the hands of the clock: 
in 'their progress to freedom and personality. 

We should not have thought it qecessary to 
comment on Sir S; Radhakrishnan's thesis but for 
its implied criticism of the system of co-education 
which in thjs province has had· a long history. 
Granted that the majority of women are destined 
to be . good wives and mothers, it is not 
clear how education in common institutions 
will unfit them. for this destiny. In passing, 
whatever might have been its original idea and 
inspiration-· statements have differed as to these 
-. the Indian Women's University has, we believe, 
found. it necessary: to. adopt more or less the 
same methods and courses of study . as are. 
followed. in other colleges, Nor is there any: 
proof that the girls educated in the. University: 
during the last twenty·fi~e years, have established 
a claim to be· better mothers and. wives · tha11 
girls .educated in other· colleges.or even womeQ. 
who have received only the traditionaltraining in 
the Indian home, As for glamour and romance, 
it would be interesting to know what .special 
teachin~ . is . , provided to. the sb.idents ·of tile 

; University in those qualities .which, by the, way, 
are more valuable for aspirants to stardom in 
Filmland .than !n the avera~e .home in Indi;&·.or 
L .. : .. ,· - ......... 
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elsewhere. More of these qualities is in the 
minds of men rather than in the make-up of 
women. Some of. the famous romances in · 
history centre around women who were plain· 
featured and matter cf fact in their dealin<Ys with 
men. The point, however, is not worth p~ssing. 
A separate University for women is ju;tified 
only if it attncts a considerable number of 
girls who, owing to sentiment or pre
judice, will not attend the same schools as 
men, That this is not the case, is evident 
from tht;fact that. the ordinary colleges 'have 
more g1rls en the1r rolls th1n the Women's 
University. The present tendency, even in 
secondary schJols which until a few years ago 
were differentiated, is t" work on co-educational 
lines as b!ing both more economical and 
efficient. Sir Radhakrishnan, while approving 
the use of the mother tongue as the 
medium of instruction, warned the authorities 
against neglecting English which was necessary 
for its w >rid importance. A language is 
not merely a collection of words with a 
certain plan for stringing them together. 
Every language has its highest value in a 
discipline of mind. The Indian languages, 
notwithstanding their differences, have all a 
c:>mmon trend in this respect, ·The English 
language, by reason of its political content and 
internalional vogue, has a discipline different from 
theirs which modern India needs to assimilate. 

• 
CATHOLIC AND COMMUNIST, 

The lntvnatitnl(ll Labour &viBW for October opens 
with an interesting article on the fiftieth Anniversary 
of Rer11m Novarum, by Rev, Albert Le Roy, s. ]. 
Rsrum Nwar11>11 iii the title of an Encyclioal iesued 
by Pope Leo Xlll,. on May 15, 1891 as an 
exposition of the Catholic Church's solution to the 
aoooo-eoonomic oonflicr, On June 1, 19U, the 
present Pope, Pius XII, broadcast an address 
m which he recalled the benefits which have 
accrued from the ''epoch-making" social enoyclical 
of his predecessor, from which, he said, ''sprang 
forth a Catholic social teaching which gave 
...... an odentauon and method f->r social reconstruc>
tion .•• through it there arose in the Catholic field 
numerous and diverse benefloient institutions that 
were flourishing centres of reoiprooal help.'' 
The June number of the lnt6rnational L1bour RtWiBW 
printed some extr~Wts from Borum Novarum, and the 
Rev. Albert Le Roy gives more ex-:.erpts from it in 
his article. The unit of society ac;ording to the 
Encycl•c•l is not the individual but the family. 
"ln the family," says the Enoyclioal, ''the nation finds 
tha .natural and feound roots ol its greatness and 
power." The Encyclical does not define "family" 
but its implication aeemi to be that it means the 
father, mother and children, and it is, thus, identical 
with the current European u'age, The Church 
knows nothin~ of the matriarchal family and assumes 
that the patrt.1rchal f.1mily I~ the creation of God, 
The first family In the Old Testament was a 
Patriarchal one and the Papal vision was bounded 
by that clroum•tanoe. But the matriarchal family 
18 not only a dosoovery of anthrorological reseuch. 
We have it living and functioning in Malabar at 
the present day, The same criticism applies to 
the diotum that the Institution of private property 
Ia divinely ordained, There is an overwhelming 

mass of evidence to show that property, both in land 
!I-nd. g~s, was ~mmunal in its origin. Human 
InStitutions came mto existence in response to human 
needs and t;o attribute them to God impedes the path' 
o~ the SOOI ~I _reformer by encumbering !lOCial issues 
wtth a theolog•cal complex, The Church maintains, 
says the Rev. LeRoy, ''that social reforms must. 
~e based on the family, and that in this field it 
IS more than ever inadmissible for any one ro take· 
the pla~e of the. parents or for .them to be hampered in 
performmg their task." Thts freedom claimed for 
parents does not prevent the Church from insisting on 
the education of Catholic children being entrusted 
to it alone and to no other agency, and on the parents 
als_o guiding themselves by the advice of the nearest 
pnest. 

Apart from doctrinal differences, the Church comes 
very close to Communism in its denunciation of the 
present industrial and economic system. It bespeaks 
not only rare insight but courage on the part of Pope 
Leo X Ill fifty years ago to declare : · 

By degrees it has come 'to pass that working men 
have been given over, isolated and defe::~celess, to the 
callousness of employers and the gred cf unrestricted 
competition. And to this mu>t be added the concentra· 
tion of so many br..Lnches of trade in the bands of a 
lew bdividuals, so that a small number of very rich 
men have ._n able to lay on the masses of the poor a 
yoke little better than slavery itself. 

This grave · indictment of the capitalistic . system, 
which · was anticipated by the Prophet, Isaiah, 
centuries ago, was brought up to date by His 
Holiness Pope Pius XII in his broadcast Cast June. 
He said: 

lmmeuse power and despotic economic domination 
concentrated in the hands of a few, and these few are 
frequently not the owners, but only the trustees and' 
directors or iove•ted funds, who administer them at 
their good pleasure. This power becomes particularly 
irresistible when exercised by those who, becauso they 
hold and control money, are able also to govern credit 
and determine Its allotment, for .that reason employing, 
so to speak, the lifeblood of the entire economic body 
and grasping, as It were, In their bands the very soul 
of production, so that no one dare to breathe against 
their will. 

Approaching the question from an objective 
standpoint, the Communist conies to the same 
estimate of the economic system a! the two Popes. 
Here is a passage from John Strachey's ''The 
Coming Struggle for Power:" · 

The worker Is brought Into the factory by being 
· prevented from working, and so st~stainlng life, outside 

it. And this is accomplished by a small number of 
persons appropriating originally by use of Ioree (usually 
the force of the State machine of which they have got 
control) the Increasing centralised moans of production. 
Once this process bas begun, however, it extends Itself 
automatically. 
The Communist holds that this undesirable state 

of things can be remedied only by the abolition of 
property rights at least with respect to the instru
ments of production, The Church stoutly opposes 
this solution. Ownership of property, it holds, is 
ordained by God. But its own solution oomes very 
close to this. It would substitute State control for 
State ownership. Pope ·Pius XII in his broadcast 
declared that 

the public authority, In view of the common good, may 
' specify what Is licit and what is illidt for property 

owners in the use of their possessions. Leo XIII had 
· wisely taught that "the defining of private possession 

bas been left by God to man's own industry and to the 
laws of individual peoples." 
Strachey concedes that capitalism could pot make 

much headway wherever the Catholic Church main~ 
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tained its hold, Spain, for instance, remained outside 
the capitalistic orbit . until the Revolution of· 1931 
which est•btished a socialist republican government 
in the place of the ancient Catholic monarchy. 
Strachey regards · Protestantism as both parent 
and protege of capitalism, . !he Catholic Church, 
he points Qut, has met the industrial-economic 
crisis by reverting to the communalism of primitive 
Christianity. !his, according to Strachey, has 
increased the intellectual prestige and the temporal 
power of the Catholic Church. "For any one who 
can achieve religious belief at all," he observes, 
"the Catholic form of Christianity is becoming 
increasingly appropriate," 

But the Catholic solution does not satisfy the 
Communist, because it merely transfers economic 
power from the capitalist-controlled to the Church
controlled State, which is a sort of flying from 
the frying ·pan into the fire. !he Communist 
wants the power of the State to be the power 
of the proletari~t. This is possible only by 
promoting the growth of a class-conscious prole
tariat free of the domination of both capitalist and 
priest .. The Soviet Revolutk>n was an attempt 
to do thi•. It has not he~n able to hold its 
ground. Stalin's Russia is not Lenin's Russia •. 

Strachey's estimate of Protestantism is patently 
inaccurate as well as unfair. Christian Socialism is 
not the monopoly ol the Catholic Church. Viscount 
Snowden, .in his Autobiography, says that the British 
Labour movement drew its inspiutjon not from 
Karl Marx's "Capital" but from Jesus Christ's 
Sermon on the Mount. Its leaders were· Protestants 
not Catholics, Strachey, however, does not think much 
of British Socialism and that is, perhaps, why he 
underrates the part of Protestant Christianity 
among the forces working for ;i newer and braver 
world, 

SHIRER'S' BERLIN DIARY. 
The incapacity to· see the other fellow's point of 

view is a fairly universal trait. Mr. Shirer's "Bertin 
Diary" (Hamish Hamilton: l2s 6d ), because it i,, 
in other ways, the most notable book of its kind, 
conveys this impression profoundly to its readers, 
Mr. William W. Shirer who switched over from 
newspaper correspondent to radio commentator 
in Berlin during the first year of war, was as 
appropriate for reporting the Berlin . end . to 
America as Colonel Lindbergh would have been 
for covering London on behalt of the United States. 
Like Ambassador Dodd, he disliked the very air he 
breathed in Nazi Germany. But while the U. S. 
Ambassador considered it part of his duties not to 
work against the German Government, Mr. Shirer 
was continuously trying to put over the radio 
"information useful to the enemy:• "You are 
reduced," he writes in explanation of his decision to 
leave Germany in December 194.0, ''to rebroadcasting 
the official communiques which are ties ... With my 
deep, burning hatred of all that Nazism stands for, it 
has never been pleasant working and living here .••.•• 
There is not even a job to do-not from here," The 
question of ethics does not, of course, arise in dealings 
with the Nazis and many of Mr. Shirer's readers 
who would condemn the action· of a ·man 
who works among a people.· whom he dislikes, 
on a job of interpretin~ them to his countrymen, 
will have nothing but pratse lor Mr. Shirer's attempts 
to outwit the German censors, Largely because Mr. 
Shirer's prejudices are widespread, Mr. Shirer. him
self constdered his business as more concerned with 
events than peoples. But then in a strictly logical 
world . he should have little reason for grievances 
against the counter-ruses of the German censorship. 

Mr. Shirer, moreover, is very naive for a hard-boiled 
American press correspondent of fifteen years' standing. 
In the light of Britain's refusal to indulge in reprisal 
bombings of civilian objectives and the oft·repeated 
charge against German methods of victimising the 
ircno~ent, Mr. Shirer's references to air-raid~ on 
Bertin, though accompanied by encouraging remltks 
on the efficacy of keeping the Berliners in their cellars, 
convey a different impression, and his experience 
in outwit\ing the German censorship of which he has 
given many examples, gives one the rather uneasy fear 
that he may have tried it this time on the British 
censor, . Nor is one reassured by his frequent 
denunciations of the Germans for applying a ·different 
standard to other peoples from what they seek for 
themselves. To quote, 

To give American radio listeners an Idea of the 
'kind of propag•nda (though I couldn't label it as 
such) which the German people are being subjected to 
now, I read in my broadcast tonight the following 
q<~otatlcn from today's Berlin newspaper : ·"While the 
a !tack of the German air force is made on purely 
military· objectives-this facti; recognized by both the 
British press and radio-the R. A. 1<'. knows nothing 
better to do than to attack continually non-military 
objectives in Germany. A perfect example of this was 
the criminal attack on the middle of Berlin last night. 
In this attack only lodging-houses were hit." 

All this, however, enhances rather than detracts 
from the unique value of tbe book as a record of 
Germany at war, 

Mr. Shirer traces the success of the German 
armed forces not so much to tbe years of mechanical 
preparation, as to the new spirit which he reports 
as having developed between officers and men, 
He ·writes : · 

, All the big tank attacks .. were led in person by 
commanding generals. .They did not sit in the 
safety of dug-outs teo miles behind the lines and 
direct by radio. They sat in their tanks in the 
thick of the fray ... The great gulf between officers 
and men is gone in this war.,,In the cafes, restau
rants, dining-cars,. officers and men off duty sit at 
the same table and converse as men to men. This 
would have been unthinkable in the la~t war and is 
probably unusual in the armies of the West, including 
our own (American) ......... In Paris I recall a colonel 
who was treating a dozen privates to an excellent 
lunch ..... When lunch was over, he drew, with all the 
care of a loving father, a plan for them to visit the 
sights of Paris ...... One reason for the excellent morale 
of the troops is their realization that they, and not the 
civilians back home, are receiving the best rreatment 
the nation can afford. Last Christmas it was the 
soldiers who sent food pacli:ages home to their families 
and not the reverse. · · 

.We may mention in passing that while thiR may be 
good for the army it .is not good tactics for total war. 
Has not Hitler himself said that the last war was 
lost to Germany not by the failure of the troops but · 
owing to breakdown in ~he morale .of the civilians at 
horne P To some exten' preferential treatment to the 
army is inevitable in modern war, particularly when 
the same materials are required by both civilians and 
soldiers. The fact that the soldiers were sending · 
food home, means that. there was more food in the 
invaded countries than in the home country. The 
one real point is the ·relation between the army 
officer ami his men. Mr. Shirer does not throw any 
light on how this fundamental change has been 
achieved. Writers on modem Germany, followinR 
Dr. Peter F. Drucker's "End of Economic Man,' 
have pointed out that Russia pursuing economic 
equ~lity bad achieved social equality whilst Fascist 
States seeking to raise the status of the lowest classes 
had brought· about greater economic equality but 
acceAtuated social· distinctions: , Drucker hirn•elf 
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wrote: "Fascist society is based upon a non-eoonomio 
~oept- that of a nation in arms. It follows, therefore, 
that the privileged classes are ·not only the 
:first to make economic sacrifices but that their 
very privileges rest upon their readiness to make 
greater sacrifices than the oth~rs. In the communist, 
economically-conceived, society, economic. sacrifices 
degrade socially. In tbe totalitarian society they 
raise the social status and strengthen the title 
to so,;ial power." It was inferred that Hitler 
had organised Germany into one vast army, an army 
of the old school. That there was a change a9 well in 
the army spirit underlying the old Prussian 
formllism, was not realised. How great the 
ohange is can be ~rathered from J. B. Priestley's 
description of life ia the army in his "Midnight 
on the Desert'' : 

1 served over four and a half years in the army, 
where money does not count for much and privilege, 
carefully adjusted according to rank and then very 
•trongly enforced, counts for a lot. A wealthy private 
soldier Is not allowed to be Insolent to a poor officer. 
Money might bribe a Jiule promotion, but that is aU. 
Whereas there Is a tremendous difference between what 
a private soldier Is allowed to do ,and what a general 
Ia allowed to do. And to my mind this is far more 
galling than any difference of income, provided that 
that difference Is above a certain level. Once the low 
Ieveli• raised, from starvation to decent comfort, the 
inequalities do not seem to me to matter very 
much ............ .•••.•... In short, equal income severely 
tempered by privilege would not enlarge but further 
restrict the liberty of the individual. What is needed 
Is a juster dibtrlbution of wealth with as llttle privilege 
as possible. · 

If this was the position in the British Army, it 
must have been ten times worae in the Prussianized 
German foroes, Moreover the German army bad 
a prestige in Germany which no other army had in 
Europe. As it bas been said, it was to the German 
people what the British Constitution was to the British 
people. Hitler's infiuenoe with the High Command 
wa• due to his promise to strengthen the army. 
Apparently in ooing so, he also ensured that it would 
be displaced from the minds and hearts o£ the people. 
Even if it ia the Nazi party which has ·supplanted 
the German Army, it is a cheering thought for the 
world's future that Germany has been turned a.way 
from reliance on her army to a political party, The 
defeat of Germany now will mean the oollapse of 
Nazism. It will not lead to the same repercussions 
as the defeat of 191'-

ln analysing the contribution of Hitler to Germany, 
Mr. Shirer stresses the politi~al unification of the 

'country. Few people outside that country realize, 
be writes, how this unification has knitted the nation 
together, given the people self-confidence and a 
sense of historical mission and made them forget 
their personal dislike ofthe Nazi regime, its leaders 
and tbe barbaric thlnea it has done. Mr. Shirer 
adds that the German, however opposed to the Nazi 
regime, II beginning to realise that even aNa~ victory 
is better than defeat. He fears that the countries now 
overrun by German f<>roes, will seek a bitter 
and unrelenting revenge, Already the nine nations' 
decision taken under the auspices of the British 
Foreign Secretary, to exact the fullest punishment 
from the aggressor, must confirm his worst fears, 
Mr, Shirer draws the obvious moral : · 

Only the dawning realltation that they can't win, 
coupled with Allied assurances that to give up the 
struggle will not mean their destruction, will make 
them falter before one side or the other is destroyed. 

Mr. Shirer has given us a brilliant book and one 
which well repays ·readiog. It is surprising how 
much more there is in this diary than appears at first 
sight. And through it all his personal story. We 
have confined ourselves in this brief review to the 

broad principles of the narrative. 1\lr. Shirer bas 
some revealing flashes also on particular aspects 
as, for instance, in the following : 

Hitler may attack Russia before be attacks the 
Americas •••••• but the clash (with the U, S. A.) is 
inevitable. As a matter of fact it may come sooner 
than almost aU Americans at home lmag in e. An 
office· of the High Command somewhat sltocked me 
the other day while we were discussing the matter. 
He said : " You think Roosevelt can pick the moment 
most advantageous to America and Britain for coming 
Into the war. Did you ever stop to think that Hitler 
a master at timing, may choose the moment for W.: 
with America a moment which he thinks will give him 
the advantage? " 

The Japanese attack in the Pacific last November i' 

INDIA'S MARCHINti SONG. 
The following is not from Walt Whitman's Song 

of the Open Road. It is a translation of the hymn of 
"Onward March" in the Aitareya Brahmana, 8000 
B. C., with well-known refrain o«'lffr ~: 

"One who is weary of a Jon{:' journey, acquires a 
grace incomparable. However tmportant and great 
one might be, if he sits idle in this world be is 
reduced to insignificance. He who walks endlessly 
has God as his comrade and co-traveller. Hence, 
0 Traveller, march along. 

"A traveller's body blooms in grace and beauty, 
His soul becomes greater every day. Isn't that life's 
greatest achievement P As he marches along the 
open road, his sins are automatically destroyed and 
they fall dead. Hence, 0 Traveller, march along. 

"An idle man's fate sits idle too. When one rises 
and stands upright, his fate also rises and stands up. 
As he lies down, his fate lies down with him. He who 
marches along, has his fate marching with him. 
Hence, 0 Traveller, march along. 

"While one sleeps it is Kali·yuga; when he merely 
. awakes it is Dwapara ; as he stands up it is Treta; 
but the moment he steps onward there is Satya
yuga, Hence, 0 Traveller, march along, 

••To march along is to gain immortality, marching 
by itself is the sweetest fruit of the journey. Look 
ac the Sun-the ever glorious and eternal traveller, 
who once having started on his journey has never felt 
drowsy. Hence; 0 Traveller, march along." 

PEACE AND VICTORY. 
The Editor, 

Th1 Lllliar& Soelal R•form••· 
Sir, · 

Do the signatures of "nine Allied GovP.rnments" 
which declare that Axis criminals will be brought to 
justice represent the "nation-States• concerned, or 
the •nation-peoples" i' 

There is a difference 1· 
The "peoples" have not desired war, but it is the 

people who would have suffered most. It is possible 
that that suffering will onlv be increased by the grim 
threat to "puniab the Axis criminals." Where after 
all does the real war-guilt lie P 

Which of us brought face to face with the sins of 
a competitive system of civilisation clln dare to claim 
innooenoeP 

And "Vengeance is mine I I wiU repay," saith the 
Lord of these so-called Christian nations. ·D. Karaka 
in "Out of Dust" writes, ••W e want to erect no 
monument which will barbour the hatred we once 
felt ............... \Ve want rather to erect a monument 
to Peace." 

He is right r Let Ul, support him. 
Kathiawar, t Yours eto., 

. January 22, 1942. ) NoRA E. KARU. -
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LETTERS OF B. J. PAD!:iHAH •. 
. THE MAO~IS OF NEW ZEALAND, 

(Copyright.) 
I MAY 24., 1~31. 

. Rotorua, N". z. 
Rotorua is 1000 feet · above the sea level, 

and gets snow-blasts from the mountains when it is 
very windy. It i~ a health-resort for sulphurous 
batll·c1.1res, girt round by mountains and lakes, and 
much steam ·emitted by geysers, The place is autumn
'tinted, though . generally . N. · Z. is . said to be 
unfavo.•rable to .the d!!velopment of autumn,owing 
to its evergreen trees~ One of the lakes showed 
floating on it a long patch of thick brown, the reflec
tion from a tree. It is a favourite Maori settlement, 
and I have come in contact with several Maori 
guides, three of them girls;· . the girl who 
oonduoted me today alone, charged me 2/- for the 
hour; she $owed me round geysers, Maori carvings, 
, Maori palisades against invaders, meeting-houses 
( town- halls ) and chur.ches. . . . . 

They are 66,000 ~II told, a bout 5% of the wl!ole 
population;. and a good half, half-caste; they have 
recently made a move for improvement; a settlement on 
the East Coast has now churches, colleges, hospitals, 
dairies of their own under the leadership of a Maori 
who is a" practising barrister, knighted, member of tht~ 
present Cabinet as well as Member of Parliament. 

·Tribal jealousy prevented other tribes from 
accepting this man's gospel until the results on 
the Ea•t Coast compelled imitation. 

The expectation is that the haU~castes show promise 
arid will be assimilated and that the pure Maoris 
will die out like the pure Indian of the U. S. who 
is dying out, and whose woes have been related in 
a . book reviewed by the N, z. , HsraiJ. yesterday. 
It states· that an Indian Chief. visiting England 
50 years ago, narrated to Queen Victoria . ,the 
steps· of the deat!J. of his race until tears rolled 
down the White Queen's cheek~, which flowed on 
till the Chief made her smile, with the dance of his 
women. 

Tbe· girl guide today ·Was also a half-caste, she 
spoke very good English, introduced me to an elderly 
lady with a· tattoed mouth, done 80 years ago, 
herself a widow of an Englishman; she also speaks 
very good English. 

Guide says Maoris. are . taught in Government 
schools where the only language taught is English. 
The white people love the Maoris; give them every 
chance and encouragement, institute girl guideships, 

·to give educ~ted girls ·the chance of earning a living 
before they marry, teach them to use the colour 
·of their warm rocks for · paint, or the white 
volcanic dust for face-powder, and encourage 
old Maori carvings and C09tumes and dancing. 
There are fewer Maori marriageable women than 
men, and old Maori maids are unknown. Belief 
in old medicine men has now taken refuge in the 
back settlements ; no educated Maori dreams of a 
bath in a river as a cure for fever. 

The Maoris are all Christians now, and embrace 
every denomination, The . Catholic churches have 
services both in Maori and English,· contrary to the 
European practice of holding services only in Latin, 
I have heard an occasional White man's fear that the 
M•oris quickly lapse alter a rise. The Maoris, where 
they could, built their settlements round geysers, 
with chimneys at the foot · of their houses to 
eject ·any accumulating steam and using the 
geysers for cooking and sometimes, where cold-surface 
water mixes .with the less immense volume of the 

· water oozing from volcanic cavities, for baths also. 
A geyser mid-mountain is used as a Barometer; if 

steam issues from the crater, it is because . of low 
pressure of air, and is a sign of coming rain • 

The girl guide is interested in Indians from 
India; she knows two of them, her neighbours, 
to · whom 1 was led, who have completed 
building a store which they will throw open 
tomorrow. The elder is frotJ1 the Punjab, with a. 
long beard and moustache, the younger is clean
s·haven.· The elder has been a station-master in the 
Punjab and has been 18 years in Auckland; his last 
business being selling motor oars near Auckland. 
.There is a shop in Rotorua marked "Tobacconist 
and Hair-dresser, D. Govind." I saw two bare
headed"' Indian youths on · the .. main street., Qf 
Auckland, ' 
. A White guide on the Lakes told me of an Indian. 
doctor who had the cream · of the practice in 
.Auckland, arousing, the jealousy of the regular 
practitioners, who are alleged to have ·sent. a woman 
to him, and she accused him, with the result that he 
had to quit the country. 

MAY 26, 1931; 
Wt1itomo Oa'Ver. 

I have been· to three Caves today-stalactites,. 
stalymites, their. junction in columns, their imitation 
of Shylock, witch, devil in configuration. Still I. held 
out0even after seeing two caves ; while they were 
good and different, yet I could not give them. the 
palm over ·either the caves in Sydney or over the 
Caves of the Wind. l:lut when, after dinner, we~ 
a party of a dozen, were led over the glow-worm 
caves, where. we saw the habits of glow-worms
each putting out 30 threads to entan~le the insects 
intended to be devoured-and the roofs studded witl!. 
the glow-worms, like stars, and were afterwards 
rowed in a boat ori the river whose flow round has 
made the cave passages, we felt ,an enchantment 
beyond dreams. The magio 'of darkness and com
plete silence made a spell ; and the glow-worms· Olb 
the roof stood out like stars. 

''W ellP" asked the guide, when we stept out of 
the boat. 

"I capitulate," I replied ; · "It is beyond a dream. 
of beauty ; of such beauty, I have not dreamed and 
could not have dreamed." 

It is immediately after this that ·I sit tO. 
communicate to you that my visit to the dentist and 
pre-o:;cupat!on with the rawness of . my mouth 
started the inquiry;· Why is it I remember nothing 
of mother's or brother Sorabji's groans about 
decaying teeth P And brother· K.-did he during 
the last four weeks of his final sickness, ever 
canva•s the worth of his endeavours P D•d he~ 
like Perikles, feel the glow of satisfaction P Mortally 
plague-stricken, Perikles rejoiced that no Athenian 
had died from his ministry, Or, did he, like Cardinal 
Gascoyne (?), feel that all his life-work was an 
illusion P. or did he feel like the Roman, "Si queries 
monumentum, circumspice" i' 

I throw about thoughts rather freely, and a 
visitor from Dunedin at Rotorua was so struck 'with 
the truth of my sally to Lady Cromer-that we are; 
all humbugs, including bishops; that he is to take 
me in hand at D.unedin when I go there, and show 
me round. I was obliged to remind him that bishops 
were not gr.at•r humbugs than lawyers, doctors or· 
statesmen, 

MAY Sl, 1931. 

A h!Inchback on the "Manowok" turned out to 
be Sir Truby King, a renowned baby expert, to 
whose work is given credit for the phenomenally 
low infant mortality (56 per thousand, half of 
London and a tenth of Bombay). I have protested 
that they might leave some oredit for Almighty 
God. 
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JUNE 9, 1931. 
Jl~tmt Clook. 

Last night's conversation was with an Inspector 
.«Schools who is himself a deer .. talker, is interested 
:in HimalaP.n goata and chamois let loose on Mount 
-<:oak wbacb have ranged to · 4.00 milea from their 
·«i£inal position. He lcnowa about Ladak: and 

Afghanistan and the tribal beliefs and Hindu 
Scripturea, There breakfasted at ll1J' table one who 
avowed himself to have come from Ayrshire, 

·Scotland. I told"him that, since the Ayrshire Bull is 
·.the acknowled!Zed thoroughbred, the John Bull from 
A}'rshire shouTd be recognised as thoroughbred. 

The Sanitariums we had seen on Cashmere Hills 
·-on Sunday from the observation car were chiefly 
·lor the service of consumptives, Near Auckland 
I had read of a ''Bombay deviation". New Zealand 

. aclopta a whole variety of names-English and 
Scotch-the Southern Island is very Scotch
Maori names of places are in very great favour in the 
South. Maoris are not in any evadence in the towns ; 
they are but sparse in the interior; in the towns 

·.Chmese as fruiterers and laundrymen are seen flouri
shing. One conjecture is that there never were many 

'Maoris in the South; they were constantly being raided 
·1>y their more vigorous kinsmen in the North and con
stantly being wiped out. Another conjecture is that the 

;,pure Maoris of the South are bemg victimised by 
.consumption and wiped out. This seems strange 
a1 consumption has always been called the" White 
Man's Plague ; " and it is the Maoris who are racy 

.-of the soil. It is probable that New Zealand being 
the moet distant corner of the earth for the White 
Man, it is the select stock that gets so far ;. 
-cuberculoaia does not kill this stock out; their death
..-ate Is the lowest in the world. -CHRISTIANS AND 11-lTER-COMMUNAL 

MARRIAGE, 
Tho Editor, 

The India11 Social R•ftrm•r• 
-:5ir, . 

I have perused with keen interest the article on 
··the above to&:io by the· pen of the veteran Bishop of 
Donakal, reproduced from the NatioMl Ohristian 
Oo1111DiZ R•vi•w by the Indian (Jhri!tian .Musmger for 

-the months of November and December 19U. 
"Whatever opinions and criticisms have hitherto been 
. advanced to abrogate this muoh abused stigma of 
·mixed marriages, 1 am afraid we have not yet traced 
· down the real cause, in other words we have 
a bsolutelJ failed to unearth or discuss the basic and 

· fundamental reasons of this apathetical malady, I 
'sketoh those aspects here in their nakedness in the 
hope that I may not provoke the feelings of the 

"Christian community, 
I am of the opinion that those girls who marry a 

·'non-christian on the pretext that they fail to discover 
a suitable or an Apollo-like husband in their 
community, lack true religious fervour and spiritual 
convictions. A true Christian girl, notwithatanding 
all her difficulties and handicaps, will in no ciroum-

' - . ~· 
made them succeBBful ill their enterprises they liO 
the happiest women today, 

This c:haracterisatioo is of those who are claued u 
highly educated girls in the community, .1 have a 
still more sad and Jl:lthetic: picture to place before 
you. This class of g~rls, to whom I am alluding, are 
those poor and unfortunate girls, who entirely depeoll 
on their selfish and irresponsible parents. In other 
communities it is deemed a bounden duty for tho 
parents to look for husbands for their daught~ 
!bey would travel from one place to another 
an search of husbands. They would · discuss 
with their friends, their relations and approacb 
other sources to find bus bands. They will apend 
money, time and energy for this purpose. They 
feel embarrassed and worried to see a young 
unmarried daughter in their homes. They !l"alise 
a great responsibility and burden on their shoulders 
until such time as their daughters are married. 
not only this but they also feel duty-bound to 
fix up an orphan girl should any of her relations 
leave her in their custody, Whereas· most 
Christian parents live on the incomes of their 
daughters, and are afraid to part with them 
least their revenue be curtailed. The poor 
girls are ashamed to speak or to say that they 
wish to get married, And, if any one of them 
is courageous enough to declare her intention of 
marriage, she is considered as bold and shameless. 
Has ever anyone in the community taken the trouble 
to ascertain the soaring number of unmarried girls P 
Have the community ever thought or contemplated 
this alarming problem P Has anything been done to 
promote mamages in the community P No, they 
only know to criticise and grind their teeth. Ask 
.them to condemn the poor girls for their unscrupulous 
and imprudent actions, tlley would call them by all 
the opprobrious names that they can think of 
against them. Ask them, "Have you done anything 
to eliminate or ameliorate the sad. situation I'" they 
will look this way or that, Such are the altruists in 
the Christian community. 

Many young girls have unreservedly approached 
me · to get them married, and should you challenge 
the authenticity of my version, I shall be glad to 
introduce these girls to prosperous would-be 
husbands but let there be no fooling. My wife and 
I have consecrated ourselves to serve the Christian 
community, irrespective" of creeds, . denominations 
and nationalities, And I suggest to those who 
intend to get ·married that they should join the 
"Fellowship League," 88, Civil Lines, Agra, and we 
WO\IId render · every possible . help in uniting 
Mr. Right and Miss Right. The exclusive aim of 
this Leaglie is to promote pen friendship, marriages 
and fellowship among the Christians only• I have no 

. intention to cause any division or friction between 
the parenta and children . but for those who really 
wish to get married and on account of some obstacles 
are unable to come forward, the League is the best 
medium as no name or secret wiD be divulged to the 
persons concerned, unless and until the two parties 
have approvetl and finally agreed to get married. 

Agra, l · Yours etc.; 
February 1, 1942 S SETH .w, HOWARD, 

. stancel marry outside the Christian fold. I know 
numerous girls who have been hopelessly frustrated 
In their Bearoh to find a life-patner to suit their 
whims but, rather than crucify Christ again, have -
crucified their own desires and happiness instead, so The Bank of Bapoda, Ltd. :-The profits of 
that His name be glorified l while others have chosen the Bank of Baroda, Ltd. for the year ended Slst Decem
another way to &nd a good husband in their own ber' 1941; · subject •to audit, including B.s. l,U,t&o-9-4 

--oommunity. They have left their parents and taken brought forward, amounts to Rg, 11,82,l44-3-4.. An ad 
the reins of responsibility In their own hands. , They Interim dividend. at the rate of 10 per. cent per annum, free of' Income tax. was paid for the half-year ended 
have aingled out their mea out of hundreds, poor 'sotn June · un, which absorbed Rs.- 2,9~,&37-2-4-
and uneducated, but full of potentialities of achieve- Tho Directors now propose- to make a provision of 
menta. • They have helped ~em in the P'"?lecution Rs. 1,7~000/- for income-tax ,and super-tall: and to pay 
of atud1es, · They have proVIded them w1th all the a final dividend for the half-year ended December Slst, 
necessities. They have done everything in their I 19U at the rate of LO per cent · per annum,- free o£ 

, power to bring them to their own atate, and having I Income-tax, amounting to Rs. 8,00,000{-. 
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IJIEAD OFFICE:•Esplanade :Road, Fort, BOMBAY, 
· '140 Branches and Pay-Offices throughout India. . ' . 

· DIR.EC'l'OQ '• 
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Banking Business of every description transacted on terms 
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H. 0. CAPTAIN, Managing Diredor. 

HiR A HOLIDAY .-r-HAT 1s DIFFERENT 

... COME TO TRA VAN CORE . 

The Land of Htns and Forests, 
· Lagoon & Sea. 

' , . 

TRIVANDRUM,- the capital affords modern ame
nities of· City Life. See the Museum, the 
Zoological Gardens, the Aquarium, the Art 

, Gallery Sri Chitr.al~yam. . 
· .1 A. terminus .of the South Indian Railway, 

· Trivandrum is COI]nected by air with 
Bo!llbay, Madras and Colombo., It's just 
seven and a half hours by air from Bombay• 

While at Trivandrum stay at THE MASCOT HOTEL. 
Eleven single rooms and six double rooms
All with Bathrooms attached, Hot and 
Cold Water. Modern sanitation. Com
fortable f umiture. Excellent cuisine. 

ALSO VISIT- The Royal Game Sanctuary· on 
the shores of the Periyar Lake, where you 

- . · QA -see wild animals in th~ir natural habitat. 
DO NOT MISS the most enjoyable ride along 45 

mileS of' dustless, smooth concrete road, 
the longest in all India, from Trivandrum 
to Cape Comorin. · · · . 

View sunset and Sunrise on the sea from 
CAPE COMORIN, the Land's End of India. 

· While at the Cape Stay at THE CAPE HOTEL-
Run ):ly the Government- Faces the Sea
. Has Sea- fed Bathing Pool 

I Feh. 7. 
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Linder l tbe Patronage of aJI!I largely ~upported .b:Y tb,.. 
Oovemmeqt of H. ,H; tbo MaharaJa Oaekwar of Baroda, 

1 

CAPITAl. AlJTHORISI!O '~· -~: :a,..o,~••· , 
. CAPITAI.LSSUBD -1: SUBSii:R,IBED , ,, J,llo,oo,eoo 

CAPITAL PAID-UP.:. ,., 0 ; .fi!t;oo,OnJ · 

RESERVB FUND ·, ~.; " SSo!'O,ooo 

Head bttic.e ,.:...BARODA. 
' . 

Branches :..,.Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Abmedabact· 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, BIIUmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Harij {N. 0.), 
Kadi,- Kalol,_ · Kapadwanj, Karjan,·, Mebs~na, 
Mithapur, Navsari, Patan, Petlad, ,Po~ Okha .. 
Sankheda, Sidbpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N, -0. ), andlr 
Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

_ NA. VSARI, 8 
PAT AN. 

-:.o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFERENT 

SIZES. AVAILABLE 

-:"O:-" 

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

)I 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

·RULES ON APPLI.CATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATE~, 

General ManaEe"~ 

The following books can be had from th~ 

office of. Tlze lntlian Social Reformer: 

ic. Natarajan's .. o,;.. Trip to America" Be. 1!•· 

'S. Natarajan's "West of Suez'' 
. " 

Bombay Representative Conference 1922 

(being the official report of the unity 

. Conference held in 1922 In Bombay, 

· I.iterest In this has revived as a resull 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

!1/Jply to tlze ManaEer• 

Rs.sr
Re. 11-
(Poat _fr<le)o. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, l TO. 
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AHMEDABAD 
Bbadra (MaUl OJ6ce). 
E11i8 Bridge. 

Statioll Brauch. 
ANDHERI: 

Ntal' Bombay. 
SANDRA: 

N..., Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

Bullioa Ezclw>ge 
Celabll 
Kalba4ni 
Ma1•Mr HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
Clift Stnet, (MaUl OJ6ce) 
Sara Bazar 
Chowringhee 
Squue. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHL 
NAGPUR: 

Kinpway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT, 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Weatminatet Baulr: Ltd.· 

CURRENT DR POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed oa dally balances from Rs. 800 to ll.s, 1,oo;ooo 
@ i~ per annum. Interest oa balances Ia excess of 
Ra. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arraagemeat. No 
credit wm be rJvea Ia aocouats for Interest amouatlag to 
loll than Rs. Gi- per half year. 

FlX1tD DKPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
shorter periods at rates which may be ascertaiaed oa 
appllcatloa. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUliiTS opened oa favourable 
terms. Rules oa application, 

The Bank acts ·as Executop and Tpustee 
undep Wllls and Settlements and uadertslles 
Trustee Business &'"Derally. Rules rna y be obtalaed oa 
appllcatloa. 

LOANS, OVKII.Dli.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
The Bank grants acc-()ltUI]Odatfoa on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities, 

The Bank undertakes on behalf of Its constituents the 
~&fa custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon, It also undertakes the 
aale and' purchase of Government Paper and all descrlpo 
11ons of Stock at moderallll charges, particulars of which 
may be had oa appUcatlon. 

A. G, GRAY, 
MIJI'IIJgtr. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 
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.NOTES.· 

Dewey:· on ·Education ·:-"Education Today'' 
(Messrs. George Allen and Unwin, 5s) is a 
collection: of ·extracts from the works. of the 
famous Ameriean educil.tionist, John Dewey, 
"Education," wrote Dewey, "is the fundamental 
method of social progress and reform.. All 
reforms which rest simply upon the enactments 
of law, or the thre~tening of, certain penalties, 
or upon changes m mechanscal and outward 
arrangement, are transitory and f 1.1tile.1' The 
popular jdea that education is a · preparation 
for life, ·met with'· hist sternest •condemnation. 
For him education was not a preparation but 
was itself life cir growth. · Of the two sides of 
the educational process, the psychological and the 
sociological, neither -can be neglected. The first 
is the bask. "The child's own instincts and 
powers furnish the material and give the starting
point of all education." On the sociological 
side, Dewey insists that the school should be 
a continuation of the home. School life should 
grow gradually out of the home life: It should 
take up aM continue the activities with which 
the child is already familiar in the home, Conflict 
between the ideas taught in school and the ideas 
practised at home is a severe strain on the child's 
body and mind. ·This conflict which in lndia 
found most acute expression. in schools conducted 
by proselytising missions, has been counteracted 

• by the development of . a protective · instinct 
which softened the impact and, indeed, turned 
m1ssion schools into seminaries for the training 
of leaders of revival movements, · The 
continuity of home and school life, Dewey 
observes, is a psychological necessity, because it 
is the only way of securing continuity in the 
child's growth, the only way of giving a back· 
wound of past experience to the new ideas given 
tn school. As a corollary to his idea of the end 
of education, Dewey holds that the discipline,. of 
the school should proceed from the I if e of the, 
school as a whole and not directly from the 
teacher. The theory of the teacher's supremacy, 
Dewey denounces as the "pipe-line theory." 

• 

!he book· is full of suggestive p~ges a~d it 
ts . • · extremely ·. oppor!:une at present when 
ed~;~eation, like other phases o( human life,. is iit • 
the melting-pot. 

Lingua Indica :-A friend sends us a scholarly 
pamphlet on the question of a common language 
for India by Mr_. Fardunji Mulla of Hyaerabad 
(Dn.) published two years ago with the title 
"Lingua Indica." ·The main ·points 'in 1he 
pamphlet are that Urdu is an artificiallariguage 
unlike Hindi which had its roots deep lin the 

--pa11t, that. Hindustanijs only another name for 
Ui'duf that the adoption of Hindustani as the 
common languag~; would mean the scrapping 
of the ·great classics :of- both· languages.;....an 
argument :which ean equally be urged against 

: Basie· English which :Mr. Mulla seems to 
favour'-that att~pts to~ impose languages 
fot:. political,; reasoli! have. invariably failed in 
the past .• ar.d will fail in the future, that 
English· by :virtue of its wide diffusion · is 
marked out as specially suitable to be the 
Lingua Indica, that the acquisition of English 
far from bl'ing detrimental, . has been an 
incentive to the development of important Indian 
languages, : and that the ·difficulties of which 
much is made ·:of learning English · can be 
minimised by the adoption of rational methods 
of teaching it, Mr. Mulla points out that until 
about 1600 Hindi was u!!ed for purposes of 
administration and record under Muslim rule. 
The substitutfori of Persian, was effected by the 
famous Tadarmal, the orthodox Hindu Minister· 
of Akbar. · Mr. Mutla speaks of the suppression 
of Telugu by a Congress Ministry. If he 
is referring to· the introduction of Hindi as 
a comp'ulsory subject in Madras middle schools 
by the Rajagopalachaii Government, he is 
njt right _in 4escribing it as a suppres
sbn of. the Telugu language. The main 
opposition to the innovation came from · 'the 
Tamils · not from the Telugus. The reason is 
that Telugu is itself highly sanskritised and, 
eXl:ept for its script, is to all intents and purpose 
an offshot of Sanskrit. Mr. Mulla does not seem 
to be clear whether a language can be advanced 
or modified by the State. Gandhiji holds that 
language is the creation of man and that by 
selection and mixture he can create a new 
language. It is more true to hold that man is 
the creation of language than language of man. • 
The first human child prob:1bly etnitted the 
same sounds as that born yest~rday. The 
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rapidity with which children pick up words from 
their environment is something marvellous. This 
is the best proof that language is part of the 
environment and the most important part of it. 
Environment is in a sense a human creation but 
in a. truer sense man is the creature· of his 
environment. Character, it has been said, is nine
tenths environment. Mr. Mulla derives the word 
"Urdu" from the English "horde" which he 
traces to the Turko. Tataric "orde.'' Mr. Mulla 
says'thatBaroda has replaced its own vernacular 
Marathi by Hindi as the Court and official 
language. We doubt if his information is 
correct. -
· Sir Stafford Cripps:-The return of Sir Stafford 
«;;ripps to. England. from Mosco~ bas brought a 
new force into Br.itish politics, It is clear from 
Sir Stafford's statements that he relinquished the 
Ambassadorship owing to". differences with the 
Churchill Government on a fundamental issue. 
Mr, Churchill, in anriouncing .the alliance with 
Russia when Germany · invaded that country, 
felt i~ necessary to declare that he did not recant 
any of his strong criticisms of the Soviet system. 
In commenting on the declaration, The Reformer 
expressed a doubt whether .an alliance unsupport
ed by harmony of ideas could be expected '"to 
lead to the maximum co-operation: desirable. 
While the help rendered by Britain . to Russia 
in sending much-needed munitions is apprecia
ted, Sir Stafford said in orie of his timely and 
frequent statements since his return, that the old 
suspicions between the two countries have not 
been wholly obliterated. He appe=1led to the 
British public to take .the initiative in removing 
mistrust by closer co-operation and more sub
stantial help to the Soviet Government. In 
another press interview he made it clear that he 
did not want the Soviet system transplanted in 
Britain, nor ·did the present Soviet leaders 
desire.;Jhis to be done. Every country should 
adopt the methods and institutions best suited 
to its requirements and its genius. Sir Stafford 
was offered the portfolio of Minister of 
Supply vacated by Lord BeaverbrOok but he 
could. not accept it because some 'ot the powers 

·attached to the office under Lord Beaverbrook 
were withheld in the offer, particularly 
membership of the War Cabinet. , It is obvious 
that, without being in the inner councils of 
Government, Sir Stafford could not have made 
himself effective in promoting a policy of clos!lr 
co-operation with Russia. It is probable that 
Sir Stafford Cripps' non-admission to the War 
Ca'binet was due not only or mainly to the 
Prime Minister . who in emergencies has shown 
himself capable of discarding prejudices of long 
standing.. The Labourites in the Cabinet frem 
whom Sir Stafford had broken when they . were 
in opposition, were perhaps more responsible for 
his exclusion. However that may be, it is plain 
that Sir Stafford Cripps' re-entry into British 
politil:s brings into view an alternative leader for 
want of whom several ml'\mbers of the House of 
Commons were obliged to vote for the motion of 
confidence notwithstanding their strong opinions 

about the wisdom o£ Mr. Churchill's recent mea. 
sures. Sir Stafford Cripps has expressed opinions 
about the right ~ourse to adopt towards India 
which are clear and convincing. He would give 
India the promise of Dominion Status at the end 
of the war with freedom to go out of the British 
Commonwealth if she so desires. We do not 
think much of Dominion Status for India but, 
with freedom to go out or $tay in, it should 
satisfy even extreme Congressmen. Sir Stafford 
holds that the co-operation of Russia and India 
will be of vast benefit to the world. The 
spontaneous enthusiasm for the Russian cause 
evinced by Indians, especially students, in India 
and abroad, springs, as we explained in Tlze 
Reformer (October 18, 1941) not merely from 
community of present-day interests but. from • 
affinities in their spiritual outlook. · · 

Monogamy in Baroda :-Baroda has main.
tained its tradition for pro;rr~ssive social legisla.• 
tion by enacting a law making Hindu marriages 
monogamous. As we have repeatedly observed, 
the Hindu community is ripe for this reform. 
In JJritish India, as' usual, there has been much 
pottering about with comparatively-. minor incr
dents of Hindu marriage. The Baroda law has. 
an added merit in· that it was introduced by a 
member ·of the scheduled castes, Mr. Nagjibhai 
Arya. It passed through all thC:three stages at 
a single sitting of the Legislative Assembly 
last week. The Bill as introduced contained one 
or two loop-holes, such as permitting a 
second marriage with the consent of a 
first wife and exemption of husbands whose 
wives had no children for a period of ten 
years; but these were plugged up by amend
ments which were adopted by large m;Ljorities. 
Childlessness is more often due to the husband's 
constitutional defects than to those of the wife 
though it has always b~en assumed to be th;: 
latter. The permission of the wife is generally 
a myth. She is often bullied into refraining 
from the expression of her natural feelings for 
fear ·of offending her- husband. The Dewan 
President, Sir V. T. Krishnamacharya, c»ngra
tulated the Assembly on passing thiS' important 
piece of social legislation. Baroda's example, 
we hope, will encourage the more timid of our 
legislators to .drop their opposition to making 
Hindll.marriage monogamous. A monogamous 
marri.'lg'e does away with many of the most 
vexatious incidents of Hindu family life . 
and the law of succession. It also rem.oves .. 
the one· cause which·. has been often urged 
against the free admission of Indian~:~ into· 
some of the Dominions, Above all, it raises 
the status of flindu women to that of equality 
with that of women in the socially progressive 
countries, So long as the prejudice against 
the education of girls held the Hindu 
co~munity in its deadly grip, polygamy was 
tolerated as a consequence of an evil fate. 
But with the rising tide of women's education, 
the old practice has become impossible and 
·persistence in it would inevitably lead to 
breakdown of·the Hindu family. As t~e Rau 
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Committee has pointed out, monogamy is in line 
wi th the highest tradition of Hindu marriage. 

·Words in Season :-The Ti?Ms of India had 
a curious editorial on Tuesday {February 3) 
mornin~ rebuking Indians for mistakenly 
squabbling over words when the enemy 
was at their Eastern gates. But in two 
places, once in relation tO Singapore and 
then in writing of Rangoon, in the same editorial, 
the Times dwells on the peculiar efficacy of 
words. Potent is the wdrd in season. Says 
the Times, " The defenders ( of Singapore ) 
are in stout heart, fortified by a message from 
His Majesty the King ••• Burma's defenders have 
been cheered by a robust message from the 
British Prime Minister.'' As there has been 
nothing in the cables to convey this important 
piece of news, the reader must infer either that. 
the Times has its own sources of information, or 
that it follows the conventional practice of 
regarding the Governors of Malaya and 
Burma as representative of the people, or that 
it reads into the public mind in those two terri
tories the confidence engendered in its own heart 
on learning of the messages. In a controversy 
into which it entered this week ·with Mr. C. 
Rajagopalachari, the Times reduces the 
Indian problem to one of inducing Mr. Churchill 
to repeat what Mr. Amery and Lord Linlithgow 
have been saying s:> far. Here again the 
Times confuses what it wants with what Indians 
want. But if mere words can have so good an 
effect, are Indians after all to ba blamed for 
fighting over words? .. 

Bugs and Mr ~ajagopalachari :-Mr. C. Raja
gopalachari in a speech at Hospet admonished 
his audience not to play with the idea of settling 
down to a japanese conquest because, he said, the 
bugs to which we are used are better than new 
and hungry bugs. The Congress ex-premier's 
reference is doubtless due to his much-advertised 
campaigns in jails against vermin, where from 
all accounts he did not distinguish between . bug 
and bug. No'one is in any doubt as to what 
Mr. Rajagopalachari means, though apparently 
he himself is afraid to face it squarely, Like 
many others who have been loudly proclaiming 
their nationalisrn, Mr. Rajagopa.lachari now 
realizes that it was a protected independence he 
stood for. If he and others were able to meet 
the time-honoured British question as to India's 
position, if she was given independence, in the 
event of foreign aggression, it was because they 
were unable to visualise the possibility of either 
event. It is perhaps too much to expect a 
frank admission of this from politicians but at 
least they might keep silent. To. refer to men 
whom you have come to regard as indispensible 
for your very existence, as bugs, is a cheap way 
of feeding your vanity and self-importance. 
When a demagogue does it publicly, he is 
encouraging the worst qualities in his public. 

Light and Shade :-After all the elaborate, and 
often confused, instructions on how to achieve 
complete darkness, Indians must have realized 
with a shock that they were being unnecessarily 

...... 

muddled in a wrong cause by the authorities, 
~· w~n they read. that Rangooo had been 
raaded ID broad daylrght and, again, when on 
~ednesday morning. they read in bold headlines 
m the Times of India, "Darkness helps Japa
nese," and in the message itself that, in the night 
before the rise of the moon, the Japanese, unda= 
cover of the dark, had crept into Singapore 
Island, Unfortunately, even this item has failed 
to bring home to the authorities what every 
householder (and burglar) knew, that mischief 
thrives better in the dark. All evil, as Shakes
peare put it of one particular wrong-doing, 
• folded up in blind concealing night, 

When most unseen, then most doth tyrannize. 
The Bombay Corporation after an illuminating 
discussion adopted a resohition this week 
requesting Government to c<lU a conference of 
officials and nonrofficbls for the purpose of shap
ing the measures for air raid protection in the 
light of experience so as to cause the minimum 
inconvenience to the public without impairing 
their efficacy in preventing the enemy from 
directing his attack on vital points. The single 
experience of Rangoon at the first air raid, has 
been. P!~t forward. a~ the excuse for enforcing 
drastic measures, an rgnorance of the fact, since 
made clear, that that raid took place in broad 
daylight. A contributor to an American review 
some months ago showed that the black-out 
method in the e. xperience of pilots who have hact · 
firsthand experience of it, has not proved 
effective for the purpose it is intended to serve. 
No town has escaped bombing even when the 
black-out was complete. One of the condi
tions mentioned for this result, is present in 
Bombay, namely, the breaking of the surf with 
.its phosphorescent gleam. The contour of the 
island is sharply defined ·by this natural 
phenomenon which no black-out can hide. The 
darker the night the brighter the gleam. No 
one objects to , reasonable restraints. : The 
Corporation's suggestion is a wise one and we 
hope it will be acted upon. . . 

Siogapore:-Though there is no confirmation 
of reports that Singapore has been taken by 
the enemy, the authoritative news that lhere. 
were heavy attacks and some enemy infiltration, 
and that the naval base has blown up, may be 
taken to imply the end of effectiva resistence;. 
The only remaining task is to evacuate those who 
are still in the city. The destruction curied· 
?ut in the past few days has greatly reduced the 
Importance of Singapore to the enemy, though 
this is no consolation to the Allies for the terrible 
loss they have suffered. 

Seth Jamoalal Bajaj :-There will be general 
regret at the death at the early age of 53 of 
Seth Jamnalal Bajaj. Mr. Bajaj had not the 
equipment necessary for a pohticalleader nor 
had he the inclination to pose as one. But in 
deference to Gandhiji whom he profoundly 
adored, he tried his best to act a part for which 
he had no natural aptitude. He was a kind
hearted man, gentle and {lffable, and will be 
much missed by a wide circle of friends • 
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THE q-UNESE DICTATOR IN INDIA. 

I his ·part, eould Chiang. J{ai-Shek refer to the 
ideal of repelling foreign invasion. . The second 
point is the difference shown in the two 
attitudes to Japan. The Viceroy in his 
speech referred to the· Japanese as barbarous. 
The Generalissimo in his r~ply . scrupulously 
ref rained fron:J using any · opprpbrious epithet 
about those . against · whom . he . was 
fighting. This is not merely. oriental courtesy. 
Much as they deplore Japanese ·aggression, 
Asiatics can not forget that she has broken down 
the . legend of European superiority in the 
mastery of the modern weapons of war. Both 
Dr. Sun. Yat Sen and General Chiang Kai-Shek 
received most of, if not all, their education in 
Tokio. .The Generalissimo, after all, was most 
reluctantly pushed into war against Japan by 
a military . oligarchy. One point should not 
be forgotten in estimating the position of Japan. 
She happens for the time being to be one of the 
Axis Powers but this is an accident. Unlike 
'the German and Italian Dictators, who have 
destroyed pre-existing systems in order to grasp 
the reins of power, the Japanese are fighting 
to maintain and augment the prestige of an 

Last 'week Tke Reformer observed that, if 
the war is allowed to develop as one between 
'the white and coloured races, the Indian people 
will be torn between two incompatible loyalties. 
It also said that Britain • should have the 

'imagination to conceive some great ideal 
-which will appeal to India. Apparently other 
minds have been thinking on these lines-some of 
them in authority-and the result was shown last 
week when it was announced that General Chiang 
Kai-Shek and his. wife with a large contingent of 
bigh functionarie;; had arrived in Delhi. · The 
distinguished visitors attended a reception given 
by His Excellency the Viceroy and the members 
of hi's Executive Council.· The Reformer has had 
pccasion to regret that Lord Linlithgow_ seemed 
constitutionally unable to forget the difference 
in status between the British and Indian peoples 
even when he' was app~aling for co-operation in 
a common end. Lord Linlithgow's speech 
welcoming the Chinese Generalissimo showed 
that Lord Linlithgow has completely ·outgrown 
this disability, No Indian could have! 
spoken with more warmth and pride of the 
ancient cultural and spiritual ties between 
China and India and of the enormous power 
which both together can be for the good of 
humanity. The whole speech was happily 
conceived and brilliantly expressed. The Gene
ralissimo replied in the same vein, and expressed 
his pleasure at the Viceroy's reference to the 
ancient cultural affinities between India and 
bis own country. The Generalissimo during 
his stay in India is exp~cted to meet Indian 
leaders of all shades of opinion. To whom
soever c(edit is due for the happy inspiration 
'of bringing about direct contact between the 
Chinese leader and Indian leaders, it is a feat 
of high imagination of which, we confess, we 
had not deemed British statesmen to be capable. 
Unfortunately, there are indications which show 
that the Viceroy 'is' rather overdoing things. 
The speech reported in Wednesday's newspapers 
is too unctious to be convincing. After all neither 
the Generalissimo to whom the speech is directly 
addressed nor the Iridian people for whom it is 
doubtless meant, can quite forget the history of the 
last decade and Britain's century-old policy in the 
Far East. Whilst it is always flattering to be 
'courted, it is well for the courtier to exercise a 
certain restraint. It would have been wise had 
Lord . Linlithgow contented himself with the 
first speech, 

In the exchange of oompliments which took 
place between the Viceroy and the Chinese 
Generalissimo, there are two significant features. 
In the first place, the circumstances in which the 
'two were placed made certain reticences necessa!Y· 
·For instance, Lord Linlithgow could not wtth 
any oourtesy bring up the issue of democracy 
in wdcoming the Chinese Dictator. Nor, for · 

ancient Empire. · 
There has been general enthusiasm fot the 

visit ·paid to this country by one who has been 
praised by Mr. Churchill as the greatest general 
thrown up by modern Asia. But it is not 
unnatural that people ask why Chiang Kai-Shek 
should have chosen this particular momentto come 
to India on a prolonged visit. Even if intern~ll_r 
his position in China was never stronger than 1t IS 

today wilh the Chinese Communists quietened by 
Soviet Russia's entry into .the war, China herself 
was never more gravely menaced than now with 
the threat to the Burma Road at Rangoon, 
The situation is exceedingly critical at Singapore 
where several rich Chinese supporters of Chiang 
Kai-Shek reside. It is most unlikely that, like 
General De Gaulle, General Sikorski and 
numerous other ·military leaders~ Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-Shek intends to oonduct his country's 
war from outside his territories, though the 
frequent assertion that he has sent his best 
troops to defend Burma does suggest this idea. 
The general impression is that the Chinese 
Dictator has come over to carry on military 
consultations with army experts in India, and 
that he will also, ·whilst he is about it, try 
to bring about agreement between the several 
political parties .i~ India. We ru:e. inclined 
to regard his VISit as a purely m1htary one, 
even th.Q_ugh the viceregal reception at J?elhl 
gives appare~t .sup.port to !he behef ~at he .Is on 
a political miSSIOn. The ch1ef problem 1n lnd1a, so 
the British ha'e told us and are even now telling 

, us, is the minorities question. On this the Genera
lissimo's advice, if it is in keeping with his own 
methods of settling dissent in China, will be 
impracticable here. The Generalissimo cannot 
even appeal to Indians to unite in the face of 
danger from foreign aggression without laying 
himself open to the charge of preaching to Indians 
something he did not practiCe in China itself 



. 
until others in: the atm)'. Celt it n«:essary .t/J press 
him to act. Wberr Chiang Kai-Shek says in his 
reply that Cbina•s reSis.tance is du~ to tb~ united 
will of the Cbine£e peopfe, be ls stating nothing 
;Jess than ·the ' truth. · ·Moreover, even · tbpugb 
.Sir John: Maynard sug_gested in an article iri ·the 
.
'New StDtesman (Reformer June'21, 1941) that 
Haile Selassie and Chiang Kai.Shek be asked tO 
help in goo;lwiU missions to India, it is very. un
likely that Britain by doing so would admit 
~er inability to . settle what she has alway3 
regarded as an mternal problem. We mention 
,these fact." not to detract from the public 
.enthusiasm enge11dered by the visit, but in order 
to prevent the reaction from the raising of hopes 
which must inevitably be disappointed. The 
feeling of hope which came spontaneously to 
:Indian hearts at first hearing of the Chinese 
leader's visit was due largely, almost exclu,;ively, 
'to the fact that China shares with India all the 
.disabilities put upon non-Europeans. That 
4oes not mean, however, that General Chiang 
Kai-Shek will be able to have them removed. 
We hope-though·we have absolutely no ground 
'for doing so-that the ~ritish GJvernment 
_intend the Chiang Kai-Shek visit as the first of a 
.series of moves to prove beyond doubt to India 
·and to the world that the Empire at least, if not 
·the Allied countries as a whole, repudiates aU 
-racial distinctions. If it is an isolated political 
manoeuvre, it is, as Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru 
,has rightly pointed out, grossly unfair to the 
distinguished guest, _ · -PROPERTY AND FAMILY, 
. Th1 Re/ortne,. has often regretted that Western 
writers on social problema by negleoting or ignoring 
the vast store of experience and induction available 
ln Asia, miss valuable guidance in their endeavour 
to find aolutions for them. There ia nothing new 
under the sun, observed a wise man long centuries 
ago, This ia true as a general principle. Each age, 
however, bas its own special point of view, Mere 
repetition of the old wisdom will not answer 
the requirements of every age. What the 
paet oan do is to help' later generations 
to apply the lenons of its experience, 
a:voiding its mistakes, profiting by its achieve
menta, In the artiole, "Catholic and Communist," 
in the last issue of Th• RBformw, are set forth some 
,lalient featurea of the Catholic and the Communist 
aprroaoh to the economic class conflict in the 
industrialised West, At the heart of this conflict 
is the issue of ownership of property, Tbe Catholic 
:view is that ownership of property is a God-ordained 
institution. Ita objeot is the deliverance of 
man from economic insecurity, not thfl enslavement 
of man by a few who, having achieved thia 
seourity, are preventing their fellowmen from 
doing the same. The Catholic doctrine, as laid 
liown by the Popes, favours the distribution of 
ownership among as large a aection of the people as 
possible and to this end advooates for workers not "a 
living wage" but "a family wage" which would 
.suffice not onl.Y, to bring up a family in comfort, that 
is to aay, prov1de the neoessities of life such as food, 
.clothing, shelter. and education of children, but 
will also allow of savings euffioient to bring owner
ship within reaoh of every worker. The family 
as the unit of society is also the Hind11 idea. The 
Hind11 family, however. has a mWlh more extenaive 

connotation than the Catholic. Another point or 
differenCe is that tbe. Hindu family ·is ·nor exhaus
ted ~y the individuals who Uve at a given mo.nent 
but mcludes ancestor~ :and descendants. The beacl 
or· a family for the time bP.ing"is but a link in the 
long chain which stretches between the remotest 
11noestor to the m;,st distant posterity. Thi!i is the 
s~iritual ilr the metaphysical bas~ of the family. TM 
Hindu law of property embodies the infiuence of 
~hi~ . idea. Property docs not belong to the 
rndtvldual but to the family. The distinctio11 
between ancestral and self-acquired property is a 
mo:lern one. The absolute right of property which 
has given rise to the mojern oonftict, is alien ta 
the Hindu system. The family is preserved from 
extinction by the fiction of adoption, Owing tO: 
the institution of the joint family, property never 
aocumulates in a few hands. It IS being constantly 
dispersed. The proposal to control by legislation the 
sub-division of land into small holdings, is, from the 
point of view of social reform, a retrograde proposal. 

Then there is the institution of oaste. Caste, as it 
has come ta be, is a travesty of the original f'burfold 
division. Patrick Geddes has observed in his
"Dramatisations of History" that these four division!t 
exist in every BO;)iety. They are the cultural, the 
courage-, the wealth producing and distributing, ancl 
the manual labourers. The rigid system of the 
presentday is a degeneration from the past. The 
principle of the fourfold syatem w:ut a separation of 
functions, each group being guaranteed and protected 
in the discharge of ita special function, The control 
of the State by moneyed interest was prevented bJI: 
the wealtll producers being mllde independ:ent of 
and separate from educators and administrators. The 
group entrusted with the intellectual and spirituaJ 
guidance of society, was forbidden to accumulate
property and required to adopt voluntary poverty 
as the condition of the special consideration which 
was accorded to it by- the rest of the community. 
In every ·society there must be two classes 
who should be relieved of the attractious of 
wealth-the educators using the term in a broatl 
sense, and the administrators, This can be done 
in two ways. The British method is to pay them 
high salaries and pensions, The Indian method is
to promote a high tradition ol disinterested work 
among select . groups. -The German Civil Service 
was paid small salaries in the seoond Empire but it 
was admitted on all hands that it was not only 
efficient but incorruptible. Some years ago - an. 
association in Europe issued sorne publication itt 
which a plan of social reconstruction much on the 
Indian system was expounded in much detaiL
The democratio watchword about the equality of 
all men, even if it meant only equal opportunities for 
all, bas never been serio11sly attempted, The· 
abolition of the feudal system, as John Strachey 
shows, did not result in the emancipation of the 
people as it was expected to do. First the oom
meroial, then the industrial, employer stepped into
_ the sbo:s of the feudal landlord, and if anything 
the last atate of the masses is worse than the 
first. 'The Catholic solution involves the ac-
ceptance ot the Catholic faith with the rule 
of the hierarchy by all mankind, In the opinion of 
competent thinkers, this will not be an improvemeQt 
on the present state of thin~;s. Neither would a 
proletariat-controlled State, tf such an one ean be 
established, be better. The more promising solu
tions seems to lie in the direction of fuitotional· 
classes, autonomous . within themselves, and free 
from the interference of, and prevented from inter• 
ferenoe with, the State. 1his ia put forward not aa. 
a out and dry _solution. but poly as a possible 
solution avoiding the pitfalls of.othera in the field. . 
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LETTERS OF B. J .. ~APSHAH. 

(Copyright•) 
JUNE 18, 1981, 

. . . . Duntilin. 

: The problem o£- unemployment is the general 
subjec:t of talli:. · The; figures are mounting up and 
there JS no money to carry out even present schemes 
~ne ,of which has been suspended. · They bate to 
be driven to the dole which has been such a disaster 
~n England ; they 'liave an Unemployment Board 
which frames schemes to find or create work for those 
unprovided for .. by. business j and the schemes are 
supported by a C()mpulsory levy doubled from state 
funds, and still the funds have got exhausted, The 
income ·is £ 24,000 a week, the outgoing is £ 4.0,000 
and the deficit oompe.ls them to close down schemes. 
The wages here are regulated by awards of courts ; 
;~nd th:y have had a general cut of 10% all round. 

· The waterfront workers refused to work on this 
~ut, and ships were suspended; but this morning 
~11 is settled; so our ship will sail from Wellington 
tomorrow. But tile same newspaper says that 
~oods and squalls and rough seas rage near Sydney 
where I am due to arrive on the 23rd. The financial 
distress of Australia is being closely w1tched here 
and even other wise Australia engages New Zealand's 
interest. The Prime Minister is being urge:l on all 
sides to do something and not to let suspension of 
schemes starve beaten men; farmers have begun 
to send. to towns free grain and vegetables for 
distribution; but Mr. Forbes says there is no money 
in the State coff~rs ; tomorrow he is to make some 
suggestion. The earthquake area is fast being 
rebuilt; there is a Rehabilitation Fund for that pur
pose ; and also gold-dredging area~ if men would 
accept 10/- a day wage. . 

JUNE 20, 1981, 
8. & llaramtJ. 

'At dinner I had next to me a Japanese gentleman 
with whom I opened casual conversation ... and who 
told me much about himself. He says that there 
are six Japanese in New Zealand including himself: 
As I had seen three, I told the gentleman that I had 
seen half the Japs in New Zealand. He is not a good 
sailor. Mter five years' training he had to 
abandon a marine career as he is not suited to a sea 
life. ·He went ·through the worst earthquake in 
Japan in 1928 and, when the whole of his office was 
killed, he miraculously escaped. He is now the 
Government representative in New Zealand and is 

.. returning home on vacation. 

· He takes a great interest in Indian affairs, inspired 
thereto by a Jap friend who had · been Private, 
Secretary to Mr. Gandhi in South Africa and also 
by his own Buddhist profession of religion, His 
political sympathies being frozen by my want of 
response, he expressed his interest in the Indian 
yogis who hibernate for nine years and come out 
whole. What did I think of it P His parents were 
Christians and he himself had seen the inconsiStencies 
of the pronouncements of Christian pioneers, spent 
three years in Buddhist studies, and ·adopted that 
faith. What was my attitude to Indian faiths ? . 

I said, mankind have been on earth a million years 
cut of the million millions that probably remain to 
them-barring accident, The whole of the present 
experience of mankind is of a moment in a life-time 
of three· score years and ten. Mankind are in their 
infancy and cry the cry of the children and babble 
patriotisms, causes, miracles, faiths, They also 
have the inventivenes1 of children, 

[Feb. 14 

· So runs· iny dream; but what am 11 · 
An infant crying In the . night; 

· An infant crying. for the light; 
A,nd with no language but a ~yl . 

But~ aaid tbe Jap, is not the cry appeaaed by 
milk? Don't we need milk P ·Don't we need faiths P 
For a moment. I had no answer,, Then I retorted, 
Is milk always available when the baby needs it P 
What right have we to suppose that the faiths are 
milk and not chalk-solution P 'Ihe faiths are various 
enough ·and variously noxious enough to start thaf 
question, to have started that question long ago. 

He had also talked of Australian and British 
finance, of predictions·of the next war to come before 
1985; he had not. heard of Ludendorff's warning to 
Britain; but he felt that the next war would bring an 
end of England's greatness. · · · · 

I said, .Nations are up against a situation which 
they dare not face to the full. 

For example, Au•tralia was heading for bank. 
ruptcy living on borrowed money and borrowing for 
the War sums bugP. compared to the population, 
Then the fall in the prices of woll, wheat, frozen 
meat, pr-incipal primary products, . further.' reduced 
its: annual income by. at least 25% in the last 
two years. The slogan has. been set up that no 
class, not Ministers of State, not the white-collared 
Brigade, should escape the full share ·of the _call 
of adversity ; and they propose a 10% cut in salaries 
and wages. They economise in public expenditure 
by dismissing heads of families who are giving 
expensive technical and organising · education for 
the next generation. They never realise that a 
correct suggestion is no less correct because a 
political opponent has first seen 'it; and that to make 
heavy duties on foreign goods heavier is to make 
sales of goods and their interchange more difficult 
still in difficult times. . - · 

JUNE 21, 1931. 
Mter I wrote you at Nelson on Sunday afternoon 

(May 31) I found that it was time· for dinner; so I 
returned to the lounge before the lire waiting for the 
dinner-gong which was slightly late in coming; at 
the fireside there was another couple to prevent 
whose embarrassment .I opened conversation ...... ~ 
......... The lady offered me. an A1118rieall (llographieal 
JfagazinB for reading. 

I asked other people at the Hotel at Nelson, 
whether my benefactors were Americans. Is thi1 
magazine available at N. Z. bookstalls for natives to 
pick up I' That wduld be evidence of extraordinary 
culture. The reply was that their name was 
Mr. and Mrs. Somervill, that no Ameri04Jl 
'tourists are expected in New Zealand in .winter, 
that this magazine cannot be bought on the 
bookstalls, it is available only .on subscription, 
through a member-like the Derby ticket? I was 
not surprised to see that, in the present unemploy
ment trouble, false prophets declare that it is for the 
benefit of New Zealand that its currency. is at 
discount in sterling, encouraging N. z. exports, 
discouraging . foreign imports. But I was surprised 
to .see smashing criticisms in the N. z. press of 
such confident anticipations of benefits from 
cheapened currency. It is also curious to 
be told ·that the War v_eterans are the greatest 
sufferers. N. Z. sent 110,000 men to the 
wars, of whom 8,000 never came batk. It is 
said that the men who went to the wars found on 
return that their places had been filled up, 
and those who took those places dCJ very 
well ; the veterans had to take what they could get, 
and lost their jobs on depression appearing. AU 
over the world, the younger fighters feel desperate in 
the face of an unappreciative neighbourhood and 
seem to contribute to crime. 
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Tbe N. z; Governaient have decided to find money 
for the unemployed schemes which · had been 
8Uspended for lack of money. People complain that 
"the earthquakes have been forgotten ; but following 
the example of ] apan they have established 

-committees of study. Wby have earthquakes 
and fires gone together I' Why have brick-houses 
-collapsed most disastrously P Can areas of N. z. 
be named ·entirely exempt from the chance of 
-earthquake• ? · 

Experimeots have shown that the earthquake 
ilhocks move away from their . protected places 
inflamable vaporous chemicals like alcohol, and 
mix their favours with the erupted gases; and to that 
-is attributed disastrous fires, Earthquake shocks 
are eaid to have bent" brick1 and so brought down 
-roof1. The possibility ·of thia had been anticipated 
and children had: been trained to run away fast; 
·but the rool-slaba fell faster on the mnning children, 
The Minister of Education bas cancelled his sanc
tions of brick school-buildings; . but the bricktrade 
ilae only recently begun with some promise of pros
perity which will be ruined by the pronouncement 
b( the Miniater of Education, On behalf of the trade 
1t is fairly asked, why should areas, such 
as Dunedin, who have never· yet seen an earth
. quake, · be denied brick P Why -should the 
brioktrade not be confined to the exempt areas P 
And then there are the chimneys ; at present tin 
-chimneys are allowed only in backward- places ; 
will brick chimneys be also disallowed? It has 
been unfortunate that the town of Napier, at 
Hawkes' Bay, which suffered most . frcm the 
·shook, wae also one of the richest inN. z. ; and though 
cecovery is coming fast, yet the damage, I was 
told, might run up to a hundred million. It is 
ilald that exagEl'erated reports of. the extent of the; 
damage prejud1oed the recent issue of N. z. Loan 
in London for £6 millions, . 

The· town of Dunedin is said to be the richest 
in N. Z. and would be richer still if its harbour 
-capacity could be enlarged. A new element that 
-contributes to its wealth is that wealthy men from 
.all N, Z, prefer to retire there. 

JUNE 22, 1931, 

The Jap was probably· the worst off on 
the rough seas ; he looks well now, but was none 
too well pleased with himself in the morning: 
and he again· came to me for conversation. I 
asked him about economic conditions in Japan; he 
mentioned a population of 90 million, increasing 
.at the rate of 2 million a year, with 2·5 million 
unemployed; England with half the population has as 
many, There are no doles and relief works do not 
suffioe; and In return, he asked about the conditions 
.of India, He says he haa read a great deal, considers 
Mr. Gandhi a very great man, thinks the English in 
India are blood-suckers and the people ready to 
expel them. 1 submitted that none of the propositions 
was aocepta ble, It is true that · their great poli
tio-al and economic and colonial successes in the 
XIXth· century made British administrators feel 
they had nothing to learn either from new facts or 
new raoes of men, and they shrugged their shoulders 
when subjeots complained or events proved 
·Obstinate. They had done the best they know 
how, When the French theorist was con&onted 
with facta not agreeing with his theories he oould 
-only shrug hie French ahoulders and aay impatient
ly, ''So muoh the worse for the facts:• That 
that attitude of English administrators must have 
ntarded or thwarted improvement is not to be 
denied ; but they have not sucked blood, No Native 
:State bas a single idea to its credit. · · 

· Taxes in British India are light; the ecotlOIIIic) 
condition of the people is visibly improving .in spite 
of increase of population; the outcaste classes 
are winning a place; a. new middle-class has bee11· 
created with wealth and education, there is more' 
total wealth, there are more rich men, and the ricll 
are richer than they ever used to be. For me, there 
is a chance to live, make a living and create or adopt 
thought as I please ; and this chance is not give11 
by any .other Government with the same fulness; 
Mr. Gandhi would take away that chance of living 
and of free thought. He bas no administrative ideas ; 
he baa borrowed the worst of Tolstoy. He is astute; 
he wants to be a prophet and needs authority. 
He ball exploited the word, "Swaraj," so that people 
feel ~hat to op~se Ga'!dhi ia to ~eny themselves the 
emotion associated w1th SwaraJ. I have no use for 
emotionally charged words, nor for their vendorll'; 
the prophets-any prophets, 

· JUNE !7, 1981, 
Do you recollect Pr, C, the physician of 

S. S. Franconia, wbo gave us tea to . whom we wero 
intrroduced by a lady who travelled with us P ·The 
newspapers say that the sooiety beauty, 
Miss F.. bored with her world, iand infatuated 
with Dr. C.- committed suicide ; and her body 
came up from the water where she had drowned . 
herself. For 24. hours before, she abandoned herself 
to thrills-even flirtations-in .the . expectation 
that she· would not be _aliv~. to · feel the 
consequences, 

JUNJ1! 80, 1931. 
Mount · flardi1r, 

We arrived at Melbourne on Sunday inorningi 
at 10 a, m. Mr. Williams of the Melbourne Bureau, 
took me out in a line motor· ear ; we were joined by a 
much travelled American. lady, Miss Austin, who 
has been in India and admired Mr. Gandhi's work_. 
chiefly the awakening of the peasants ; she is not a: 
milk-sop, has admired Bryan and then given bim 
up ; ....... :.while she was talking I wondered ifi had 
not under-estimated the a wakening even if I need 
not discuss Mr. Gandhi's credit for it.· · 

JuLY 5, 19Sl. . 
BBtwsm . .Atlslaitls &- Prssmanti•; 

A London letter in one of the newspapers reported 
the flutter created by Miss Dawes-American 
Ambassador's daughter on her presentation at Court, 
and mentioned the discarding· by· girls _of remedies 
for keeping slim and looking ghostly-the debutante~ 
at Court this year looked plump and rosy-and also 
mentioned the "change in preparation for presentation 
at Court ; where formerly hours or a whole day 
might be spent on dress and. trimming~, this year 
it was a matter of a lew minutes, The paper also 
mentioned that women are· very great sufferers by 
the depression in Trade, tbat heaps of applications 
from women for appointments in the , State Lottery 
department installed in N. S. Wales are worrying 
the chiefs who are followed wherever they go by 
these applicants. 

}ULY 17, 1931, 
li hour• ~~/or• Bom~ag, 

The ferocious methods to raise wind by lotteries 
and motor taxes and an emergency tax of 5/- in the 
£to which New South Wales bas resort, have this 
consequence that the needed capital for industry is 
going towards checking the bankruptcy of the 
State. N. S. Wales has twice defaulted to its 
English creditors who refuse to lend money and so 
is plundering its own people to pay the salaries of 
officialS: People sometimes llo desperate tb ings; 
a farmer in diffioulty murdered wife and child and 



tlien.-r•suicideci' •• .-.;Thero. a~ r Mr.· and Mrs.~ Jqstice 
Rl:iUycl \\'l!!Araa,, ;; We talked io£ Sydney's, beauty, 
and itll.>imitation: of thQ (J, .s. skysQrapers,. ami my, 
aurprisQd' delight :in them wheo in· 1914, after, the, 
statu~: of Liberty:on the Hudson,, Woolworth Tower, 
and the Jikll. s.uddenly. burst .on my vision. lOne} 
Mr. Bray. considers them an eyesore; but Mr, Reilly 
reported. that -his . brother.: who. :is a; ·ProfesSor of. 
Arc;hiteoture;. feels that skyscrapers are or .can be. 
made into a new type of beauty ; and Mr. Justice 
Reilly: on a nearer view, feels the. same. 
; All my acquaintances on the ehip have been in 

apprehension as to possibilities in the Bight 
through whioh we have passed; Floods in N. S •. W., 
then in Victoria, then · in S. Australia, and the 
wireless intimation that navigators never experienced 
such seas, had prepared us for rain, storms, misery . 
\lut nothing happenec;l-npthing, or hardly anything.' 

THE SPECiAL MARRIAGE BILL, 
Dr. G. V, Deshinukb's Bill to further amend 

the S~olal Marriage Act (Act III of 1872) is 
being · circulated by Government for eliciting 
public opinion, . 
· The Bar Association, Aska, h~s accorded 
its support to the Bill but with a slight reservation, 
disapproving of the omission of Sections 15 and 16 
in Its new scheme. 
· ·There are many anomalies and defects in 
Act Ill of 1872 which must ·be rectified if it is to 
be fairly useful to those for whom it is intended. 
.The present Bill,~ however,· does not attempt this 
faslc, It accepts the Act as it stands, with all 
tts shortcomings, but seeks to exp:md its jurisdiction 
a little for the sake of its benefits which are 
valuable though. few. ' 
·- The Bill ·is an· innocuous. and reasonable 
ineasure. In the ·first; place, it puts no one· under 
compulsion ' to avail ' himself of its provisions. 
Secondly, it seeks merely to extend to couples 
•lready married, in whatever form, the same 
freedom ali is now enjoyed by un-married persons 
to have · their marriage "registered" under the 
Special Marriage Act, The new Sections 2A ·and 
Is A proposed _by the- Bill ·for this purpose are 
practically a revival, on a permanent basis, of 
the temporary Section 20 of the ori~:inal Act of 1872 
with necessary amplifications to su1t and cover the 
provisions introduced in 1923 by Dr. Gaur's 
amendment. Other proposals are only ancillary 
to these two. 

. Neither the· Brahmos for whose benefit the Act o( 1872 was mainly passed, nor the Hindus who 
bave been enabled sinoe 1923 to get their marriages 
solemnized under the Act with a positive affirmation 
of faith in the Hindu religion, are ''irreligious," as 
implied in some of the speeches made in the 
Assembly debate over the Bill. It is true· that the 
Act is concerned only with civil marriage, But the 
Brahmos who resort to it, go through a religious 
wedding ceremony prescribed by th~ Brahmo Samaj, 
and the· Hindus similarly go through their Hindu 
ritual, after the civil marriage is solemnized under 
the Act. This order of praceilure . is imposed upon 
them by the. lapse of Section 20 of the original Act. 
But the sensitive religious conscience of Brahmos as 
well as Hindus is averse to this order, It yearns 
for the liberty to solemnize their religious ceremony 
first instead of after the civil marriage, Dr. Desmukh's 
tJroposed amendment is calculated to satisfy this 
highly commendable religious craving of Brahmos, 
Hindus and other conscientious persons who yieU to 
none in their love of religion but are at the same time 
anxious to secure the le~:al benefits of the Special 
Marriage Act for tl!eir W!Vennd children. . - . .: 

·:·J:o,,~Iwc lli~du· ~i£!1.\Ilar~ied, ,,-with ;ftin~u rit_uaJ 
~nfl- :the~fll>Y: ~laqed , und~r, th~ govern!liuie .of; the-; 
~mpu law wh)QQ freely.· peqnits. P'!lygamy to her: 
hus~nd.- ~i~. yolul}tary; acceptance, of ·the·_ mono~ 
gamic restrJallOIIS em bod1ed in Sections 15 and 16 
of t~e. !'\-«t,, is ~e,: fare most.· b~n-efit •. ·The legal, 
poss1b1hty -.of-_her- supersession at the hllsbantl's
'Yhim is thereby preolu4ed and, her wifely, tenure . is, 

. is placed on a .~or!!J s~urej and l;lonour.able footing. 
The second benefit is the better. inheritance

_rights to her husband's intestate pr-operty wniq_h the 
wife and her daughters get under the· Indian 
Succession Act as per Section 24. of the Speciat 
Marriage Act, · 

_Some apprehension has been caused by· the 
wording of the proposed new Section 15-A. The 
first part of it which says that the previous marriage 
shall be deemed to be dissolved on the date of 
registering it under _the .Act and that the parties
shall be deemed to be married anew under the Act 
on th1t date need cause no anxiety. The dissolt~
tion does not nullify the previous marria~e and 
make any issue born before registration illegitimate. 
But the second and consequential part relating t<> 
the rights and disabilites accruing to the parties and 
their issue under the Act is either superfluous _or 
complicating, The consequential Sections 15 to 1~ 
and 21 tQ 26 are already in the Act. _ Those sections 
determine, each according to its wording, the rights
and disabilities of the contracting parties or their 
issue or both. The reason for specifying some_ of 
~ese sections again and making them uniformly 
applicable to both parents and issues alike is not: 
obvious. It seems in fact to be un-warranted and. 
un-called for. . 

The most perturbing feature of this latter part i~ 
the omission of the penal Sections 15, 16. and 21 
which guarantee the enforcement of the monogamic
principle in the present and the future. Seotio~ 
21 punishes for perjury any one who declares falsely 
under the Act that be bas no other wife. Since the 
new section is placed as 15-A after the old SectiOll 
15 which by punishing a bigamist implements not 
only the old Section 2 (1) but also the new Sectioll 
2-A (a) (prohibiting the registration of marriage
under the Act to a person who has another wife 
living), it is conceivable though not certain or 
probable, that Dr. Desbmukh intends the o14 
Section 15 to apply to his new entrants ·also, 
But why is Section 16 omitted, which punishes, 
bigamy when committed after registration ~ 
If monogamy is not to be legally ensured for the 
future, why • should any couple, already married" 
take the trouble of resorting to the Special Marriage 
Act ? Does Dr. Deshmukh's wish that his new 
entrants and they alone shall be immune from 
punishments for bigamy when they desert one of 
two wives and marry the other anew under the Act 
and · marry another woman again later on i' The 
Act should not be misused for this end. 

Sections 22 to 26 a~e among the Section' 
specified in new Section 15-A. Their wording:. 
leaves no room for doubt that they can be 
applied only to . couples who declare under 
the Act their profession of the Hindu, Buddhist. 
Sikh or Jaina religion. Dr. Desbmukh's Bill relates
not only to them but also to those who deny such 
religious profession when registering under the Act. 
How can Dr, Deshmukh apply Section 22 to l!6 t<> 
this latter group too without amending- the sections 
themselves i' · 

A question bas been raised about the-
property rights of any children that may in some 
cases be born in the interval between the previous, 
marriage arid il_IJbsequent ·registration~: It th~ 
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rej:istratiod be made with positive declaration of 
Hmdu faith, the joint family status which subeisted 
till then is eutomatically severed as per Section 22, 
The previously born son takes equal share with tbe 
father under the Mitakshara to the exclusion of the 
daughter. The father's half-share and hie subse
quent acquisition•, which together form his separate 
property, will be governed thereafter by tbe Indian 
Succession Aot as per Section 24, and, if he dies 
inteltate, one-third of it will be inherited absolutely 
by the widow and the remaining two-thirds will be 
shared with absolute powel'!l equally by all the sons 
and daughters born to him, whether previous to 
registration or after it, So the problem presents no 
difficulty here, 

But the Act is silent as regards the rule 
of intestate succession to the property ot a person 
married with a negative declaration whether 
before or after 1923, according to Section 2. Section 
24. cannot apply under any circumstance. The 
Courta have supplied the want by ruling that 
the Hindu Law of Succession would govern such 
property if the deceased owner was a· Hindu by 
birth though for the purpose of the marriage he 
declared he did not profess the Hindu religion. 
(Vide 1923 c .. t. 265-4.9 Cal. 1069 ; 1934 Pat. 
427 1 1935 Mad, 653·58 M, 1004..) An anomaly 
is no doubt created thus by a denier of Hindu faith 
being held to be governed by the Hindu law and 
an affirmer of Hindu faith being treated as 
outside its pale, But neither the courts nor 
Dr, Deshmukh cr~n help it. Only a direct 
amendment of Sections 22 to 26 can relieve the 
eituation. But that is beyond the scope of the 
present Bill, 

It is not desirable, however, that the Bill 
should be rejected or held up till a more comprehen
eive one is forthcoming. What ia needed is the 
deletion of the second part of the proposed new 
Section 15-A commencing after the word 
"Registration," 

K. R. 

THE CHILD AND THE HOME, 
(~Y S, S, LAL, BOMBAY,) 

The figure& In the Census Report reveal that 
there was a large number of orphanage& and other 
institutions in 1931 taking care of children without 
parents, I am not goin~ to enquire in this article 
into thl!l causes which deprave the children of parental 
oare but I want to consider the effect of the loss of 
parental care upon the personality of the child, 
Children who come under this head, are those whose 
parents have died or who have been deserted by their 
parents due to extreme poverty or mental abnor
ma.lity, or being born out of wedlo~k. Unfortunately 
we have no agencies in our countr1 working in this 
sphere ·to give us accurate figures and statistics of 
such cases and their oausea. 

On the death of the father or mother, the child is 
deprived of the interest and care of one of his parents, 
If the father dies, the widowed mother's economic 
condition m11kes it very difficult, almost impossible, 
to devote due care and attention. \Vhen the mother 
dies, what generally happens in Indian families is 
that the father marries again and this makes the 
matter atill worse for the child as he loses the care 
of both parents, The man remains under the 
lnfluen;le of his newly married wife who generally is 
jealous of the former child. 

The a bsenoe of p!U'ents marks a child out as 
different from other children. "When a child loses 
his sense of recognition and backing which comes 
from belonging to loving and intelligent parents, 

he is likely to lose oon6dence in himself and 
to develop a feeling that he is not wanted." 
No doubt there are instances where the 
new guardians to whose care such children are' 
entrusted, are more competent and sometimes become 
more attached to the children than the natural parents 
were but such instances are rare. 

When a child is deprived of his natural parent11 
and is remelTed to relations or co an orphanage, for· 
some time he feels a stranger. He does 11ot know 
what is expected of him or what to expect. .. 

In an orphanage the child has to readjust himself, 
He passes through a transition period, He has to· 
live in a large group instead of a compact and smaU 
family and has to follow a routine instead of a flexible 
programme at the house. There . the child receives 
mass treatment instead of individual · care and 
attention, When he comes out of it, he finds himself 
little prepared for planning and carrying on his own 
life, His spirit of initiative and self-reliance is gone. 

In most institutions all sorts of children are admitted 
without knowing the antecedents of the child or 
without medical examination; no regular diet is 
given-the food, mostly depending upon what is 
received from the public. Moreover, the programme 
is too heavy. The staff is untrained with no study 
of child psychology, sociology or hygiene which are 
fundamental to the careful handling of children. A 
worker amongst children without proper training is 
just like a mariner without a chart, and may do 
incalculable injury instead of helping them. 

Quite a large number of these children, if properly 
handled,can overcome these handicaps ofinstitutional 
care. Much depends upon the emotional stability 
and adequacy of adults who work as substitute 
parents in the institutions, or of the family taking 
over the children, Such persons should be trained in 
child care and training and mental hygiene. They 
shollld have a natural aptitude and interest in the 
work. While even for a small mechanical workshop 
we search for trained and experienced mechanics, 
we do not take the same interest in the bandling 
of children, 

Secondly, children should be given great latitude 
in their daily activities so as not to feel the strictnesl 
ot the programme. The neighbouring children 
should be frequently invited for joint meals and play. 

The children before being admitted should undergo 
a mental and physical test and then should be graded 
accordingly so that the growth of gifted children may 
not be retarded and that the normal and the 
defective may receive adequate attention, 

The Bank of India Ltd. :-The transactions 
for the past year, Including the balance brought 
forward from the previous year, Rs. 8,98,784-7-U, 
have resulted in a profit of. R.s. SS,l1,855-l-0, An 
ad-interim dlvldeod was paid for the half-year ended 
30th June 1941 at the rate of 11 per cent. per annum, 
which absorbed R.s. 5,5o,ooo-o-o; Provision made for 
Income-Tax and Super-Tax for the year, Rs. 4,00,000-0-0; 
Bonus to Staff, R.s. 1,2o,ooo-o-o. The Directol'!l now 
propose : To pay a final dividend for the half-year 
ended 31st December U41 at the rate or 1 L per cent. 
per annum on the Paid-up Capital of LOO lacs, free of 
Incoms-Tax, which will absorb Rs. 5,50,001-0.0; 
to place to the Bank's Property Aocount Rs. 5,00,000.0-Q; 
to place to the Bank's Reserve Fund R.s. 2,5o,ooo-o-o; 
to carry forward to the next accouot Rs. &,41,6 55-L-0; 
Total R.s. 83,11,855-1-0. During the year Branches 
were opened at Ellis llriJge, Ahmedabad and at 
Karachi. 
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Rs· 3,50,00,000 
lb· 3,36.26.400 

... Rs. · I ,68,13,200 

... Rs· 1,25,12,000 
Rs- 36,37,99,000 

HEAD OFFICK:-Esplanade Road, Fort, BOMBAY, 
140 Branches and Pa y·Offices throughout India. 

·-
DIRECTORS. 
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H. 0. CAPTAIN, Managing Diredor. 

T R AvA N G 0 R E .G 0 vERN M EN T I 
CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, 

._ KUNDARA, S. I. ~y. 

have pleasure in announcing 

that their show room at Kundara where exquisite 
decorative China Ware for the modern 
drawing rooms, flower vases and statuettes 
in porcelain are on show, is open to public 
every day. All the exhibits are. for sale. 
The Concerns are situated on the 
Asbtamudi lake in a delightful 
locality and are weii worth a visit. 

______ We specialise in ____ _ 

•cHINA CLAY 

for 

Textiles, Paper, 

Pottery, Etc. 

• CROCKERY and 

STONE WARE 

Acid Containers, 

Pickle Jars, Etc. 

• ELECTRICAL INSU
LATORS 
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Head Office-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva ), Amreli, Bhavnagar, Billimora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Harij.(N. 0.), 
Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Mithapur, Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okhap 
Sankheda, Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), and 
Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEQABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, & 
PATAN. I 

·-. -:o:-

LOCKE~S OF DIFFE~ENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:_-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
. TRANSACTED. ' 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. 6. GROUNDWATE~, 

General Mana£er. 

The following books can be had from the 

office of Tke Indian Social Reformer:• 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Be. 1!• 
• 

S. Natarajan's "West of Suez'' Bs. 3!-

Bombay ll.epreseniative Conference 1922 Be. 1!
(Poot free), 

(being the ofliclal report of the unity 

Conference held in 1922 In Bombay. 

Interest In this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.)· • 

Apply to tile M ana£er. 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
, CEH&bllllbecl 7th septembeP 1908.) 
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. VI or 1881, 
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The WeotmiDater Baok Ltd. 

CURRENT DRPOSTT . ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
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·@ ~~ per annum. Interest on balances In acess of 
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FIXRD DKPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
1borter periods at ratea which may be ascertained on 

•Jillllcatlon. 
SA VlNGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 

<terms. Rules on application, 

The Banlr acts. as Executa• and. Tpustee 
and.e• Wills and. Settlements and undenalrea 
'l'rustee Business reneraUy. Rules may be obtained on 
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LOANS, OVRllDllAFTS AND CASH CREDITS r 
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THE MAHA-BODHI 
An 111ustrated .Journal of International 

· · Buddhist Brotherhood. · 
(E•taliliohsd 1892,) 

.. • .. 
Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 

.with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and • 
education. News of Buddhist activities all o:ver. · 
the world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 
, Professor Nlcho'las Roerlcb, Sir Bar! Singh Gour, 

Sri Jilabula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesh Obandra Sen, 

.~ 

CHEST COLO 
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. krishnan, Dr. D. Iii., Bhandarkar, Mr. Arun Sen, B.A. 
: (Cantab), Dr. B. 111. Barua, Dr, B. C; Law, M.A., Ph.D,, 
. B.L., Dr. P. C •. Bagchl, Dr, ·Benoy Chandra Sen, 
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A simple· chest cold may, ifneglected turno 

into bronchitis; avoid this by r11bbing your 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its_ pe'netra:ting

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loose!l$ 
Far Kast ... Yen 8 Half page ... , 1 
8arope . • .. 8 &hiDings 

the phleg~-~nd brings quick relief. , . 
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America · ... 8 DoDars AMRUTANJAN 
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I I . :_ NOTES. 
Parliament and the Prime Minister :-The 

Political Science Quarlerly reprints in a recent 
number afl article entitled "The Study of Admi

. nistration" written in 1886 by Woodrow Wilson 
which still retains its freshness. In the present 

, struggle which is going on between Mr. Churchill 
and the House of Commons, there is a peculiar 
importance attaching to Mr. Wilson's description 
of the relation between the Executive and the 
Legislature in Britain and. also in the U. S. A. 
"The English race has long and successfully;" 
he writes, "studied the at't of curbing executive 
power to the ccnstant neglect of .the art of per
fecting executive methods. . It .pas exercised · 
itself much more in· controlling than in energizing 
government... English and American political 
history has been a history, not of admini$trative 
development, but of legislative oversight (super
vision)-not of progress . in governmental 
organization, but of advance in law-making 
and political criticism ...... Our governments are 
saddled with the habits of a long period of 
constitution-making. That period has practically 
closed ...... but we cannot shake off its atmos
phere. We go on criticizing when we ought 
to be creating." This passage explains most 
aptly the present difficulties which confront 
Mr. Churchill with his Parliament. The situation 
is even more disturbing when one considers that 
the most virulent opposition comes from the 
Conservative party-· from Baldwin-Chamberlain 
'men who see their · opportunity of riding into 
power on the general wave of uncertainty. 
We have never concealed our feeling that 
Mr. Churchill's methods in many points can 
be only justified by their success, and that 
success has not attended his conduct of the 
war so far, Nevertheless there is something 
particularly revolting in the harassing manner 
in which Parliament and the yress are 
leading the attack with expressions o devotion 
to Mr. Churchill but distrust of his colleagues in 
the Cabinet, It resembles in a sinister way the 

campaign waged against Edward VIII by men 
who professed nothing but the highest admiration 
and loyalty for him but disapproved of his 
advisers. A ·Prime Minister, however, is· not a 
constitutional monarch ; nor is · Churchill 
Baldwin to evade the joint responsibility of the 
Cabinet ali did the latter when he sacrificed Sir 
Samuel Hoare, and saved the Ministry. He 
has only three weeks ago been given a vote of 
confidence. There is no provision in .the con
stitution for insisting on a man remaining at the 
head and carrying out another man's or clique's 
policies. 

Britain, China and the U. s. A. :-Considering 
that the occasion for .Mr. Winston Churchill's 
broadcast to the Empire and America on 
Monday night was the loss of Singapore, special 
interest attaches to his reference to Japan. Mr. 
Churchill remarked that, in spite of the g~vest 
provocation, he had sought to avoid war with 
Japan at a time when "we had Nazi Germany 
at our throat and Fascist Italy at our belly.'' 
The British Premier referred enthusiastically to 
China and the five-year resistance put up by 
Generalissimo Cnmng Kai-Shek's armies. But 
the reason for the . Empire being at war with 
Japan was not admiration or sympathy for 
Chinese heroism ; if it had been, the war would 
have begun earlier and the initiative would 
have been in ·.British, not Japanese, hands. 
Mr. Churchill gave the reason in an astonishing 
passage:· 

When 1 survey and compute the p:>wer of tho United 
States and its vast resource• and feel that now they 
are in it with us and. with the British Commonwealth 
of Nations, all together, however long it lasts, till 
death or victory, 1 cannot believe there is ally other 
fact In the whole world which can compare with that. 
That is what I have dreamed of, aimed at and worked 
for and now it has come to pass. 

In short, the Empire is at war with Japatt 
beCa.use that was the only way in which the 
United States of America could be brought into 
the war in Europe. And, as cause or effect, the 
United States' hostility to Japan is linked with her 
concern for China. If there is any doubt about 
American special interest in China,. the words 
of· Nathaniel Peffer in a recent issue of the 
New Republic should remove them. Mr. Peffer 
writes: . 

There Is an almost artistic unity In the Far Eastern 
war, unity as well as historical continuity. The point 
of unity Is the fate of China, with the ultimate division 
on that point America versus Japan ... So it has been 
fOI' forty years almost ...... Over ~hlna - are at war 
and over China we shall be at war again unless China 
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i• wholly free or irrevoca.bly: co_nquered by scm~ great I ' Defence of India ::.._The G . .• r M' .d. 
power ••• The charter of pea.ce 1n the Far East lies in • . • • . ovemor o _ a ras 

"the 'tenns th& Amerlca.n. Government submitted, to .tn. rep\ymg to some mtld . newspapo:r demand 
Jal?"n: evacuation of all allen military forces from that part of the sums collected for war purposes 
Chn;>a, ~bandonme~t of e~tra·territo~i;>lity. and all should be ~ept for the defence of this country 
foretgn rtght; and tnterests tn concesst:>ns and settt.,.. remarked- sententiously some months ag th t 
me~ts on C\ltnese. soil .•• provisions that must operate th d f f· r d · • 

0 
a 

agatnst aU great p:>wers and not Japan alone. e. ; ence .o -.~pn. o~. a~d" .B.qtam . :was_ !liSO, 
Asian Nationalism nod the War :-The Ind1as defence and that 1t·was ridiculous to 

significa.nce of this , is tremendous. -The- ask fo_~. any such _earmarking. -When it was 
United States ·or America 'has at the eleventh · urg~ 1D ' some quarters, again, that it would 
hour given the lead in recognising China's be Wtse to prepare for Indian resistance in India 
e~ancipation from . colonial status and . the ra~h,er ~han, ~i!es outside, the omniSCient 
Brttish Premier has had to 'accept this policy. Bnllsh. offict~l 'and -the .. Anglorlndian press 
Much a~ O!le '!light deplore the almost cynical talked know1ngly of the high~r strategy of 
manner .m ":htch Mr. Churchill announced the modern 'Yarfare. The fall of Smgapore leayes 
change to . h1s. people, and· to the world, ·one the offic1al · ~tran~ed. · The._ two , Ariglo-lnd1an 
'Cannot fail to note -the , sureness ill itb which • the newspapers to thts country, the Statesman and 
"Yar ~hkh ~egan as a war for ~uropean civilisa• the Tmus of I naia, . have bo.th · protes!ed 
bon, ts- betng forced by· the log1c of events into vehemently, almost frantically, agamst exclustve 
a str-uggle for the redemption· of Asia. In 'China pre-occupation·. with Britain's defencei "' Tiley · 
both ~elligerent ;i;ides claim 'to be fighting ~ have appar~ntly forgotten their own ad.~onition 
_establtsh and strengthen Chinese uationalism; to th: Indtan pres~ that the authontles ·are -
A mere gesture in this direction is the, Japanese alone tn full possessio!!- of all the facts. . ·_ · 
announcement that Hong-Kong is to be adminis• Mr. Amery _and ,India_ :-:-Ill many· resp~cts, as 
tered by the pro• Japanese Nanking Government. has been·. pomted out more than once 111 The 
As ~he sphere of hostilities extends. this is ·also Rejo1'mer, Mr._ Amery, the Secretary· of State 
the _position in whi~h C?ther .-f\siatic ~ountries are for: India,, ~as ·a ;truer;· yiew o~ t~e direction in-
1indmg themselves~w1th tbts difference that there wh1ch- Ind1a s relattons Wtth Brttaut should . be_ 
. is.not an indigenous· govern !Dent in these coun• developed- than his -'<:Dlleagues in !h~- British 
tne~ to counteract Japanese pretensions, and the Gover_nment'. · _When tt co_mes to. 'gfVlng' effect 
Alhed Power~ appear to pursue methods which to it,· ~o_wever~ }te- seems · to suffer from_ a 
-hav~ worked tn the most undeveloped ,-parts .of paralysts' o~ ~ts · ne~es. _ and muscles. The 
Afrtca where so far nationalism is believed not to ~eason for th1!11s that m hts deepest moments of 
have permeated to the people5,but which are n:>w tnsi_ght he C";n??t ~hink of. Ir;tdia and ~ot B~itai_n, 
woefully out of place eveo there;. The difference- takmg- the tmttattve.· Th1s ts exemphfied m h1s 
in_Japan's, experiences in China-and in Malaya. speech af a luncheon 'in London on Tue.lday; 
is due partly to this •.. Mr. Churchill ,0 £ course Reuter reports Mr:' Amery as· having said: 
pu~s it in his ?Wl'l 'way when he say~ it is due t~ "~y .our.'tradition as well as by oilr geographical 
Chmese hero1sm. and endurance. · BCtt there is dtstrtbution we may: play our part, oa the one 
also another. ;reasoa which must be mentiorted. hand, iri · interpreting Europa '-and , America to 
Japan has not as yet pursued in China rthe ~ach other! on the other'· hand', through India 
forcefu~ tactics,-which have yielded- such quick m reco~cihng Eu~ope an;l _Asia.'•, W~y should 
results m the South Pacific.: · ?ot Indta re~ncde- Europe and As1a herself 
· -Japan an II Asiatics :-While . the; Governor of _Instead of actmg as the instrument of_ Britain? 
:the Punjab, citing Sir K. V. Reddy watned We think· ourselves' that :the' reconcilia:tion o£ 
,Indians. against _bein~ deceived by;' Japanese the two continent~ is a. high ·mission of India 
professions of frtendbness , to AsiatiC& General but she can fulfiltt only as a free ·agent herself, 
.Percival, the Commandedn~Chief in Singapore, As the agent of.Great Britain: India ~an but 
"'o\lld seem to, have .. assumed that the Indian aggravate the dtfference~ · between Asta and 
troops;constitutingoverfiftyperceni:ofhisarmy hurope ana in ~sia itself~',· ·. ,·- ... · .... 
which was in S!ngapore when' it s11rre_ndered, . The· Legislative· Assembly and , the 1:bioese 
needed no spectal assurance of good treatment Visitors :~The . relevancy of . the ·resolutions 
111 t~e hands pf ~e Japanese. According to the passed in the' Legisl~tive Assembly· and, the 
_o!Jicta} commumque1 General Yamashita,. 'in Council. of State is bye no means .clear; The 
dtctattng the. Japanese terms· <>f surrender to :Viceroy' had . disal!owed a.' resolution whiclr 
~~ne_ral P~rc1va~ "accepted .t~e fullest responsi~ referred: to_ the' .a~cl:u"ation of_ the war wit~ 
b1lity for the. ~tves of Bnt1sh and Australian Japan. The . resolutions adopted by th~ two 
troops and Brtttsh women and children remaining houses expresSing· admiration of and welcoming 
10. Si;ngapore.'' . It is incon~eiv:able that· General the visitors refel!ed ~istincdy _though indirectly 
PerciVal woul~ nave bee11 mdifferent to the fate to the war·and m1ght be taken to acquiesce··in 
_of Jndian troops- and wome11 and children iri the Viceroy's action, in declaring that India 
Singil.pore. . If he did not' press 'for . a similat was . at- war with." the 'Axis ·Powers' ~ithout 
.assurance for, Indians, it must. be. because he reference to· the . Legislat1.1re,;. A constitutional 
thought that 1t was superfluous. If, .on the, other issue was thus circilmvented. _ The action of the 
hand, he asked for it and was refused, the fact ViceroY has -.been criticised both in England 
·~hould --published. as it-· will confirm the. Punjab fllld .in' Iridia but ·here the_ Legislatures hav~ 
.Ge>v¢~nor§ )Varmng., , . _ > _ . , ·- .. _ : go~:.o~t .o~}he!(,.,~aytoc en,d?~se'_til~t.act!o~~ 
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The Reforme, has held that the Viceroy's 
action made no difference in the constitutional · 
position but for the Legislature to endorse 
its own effacement against constitutional criti
cism is quite a cifferent matter. 

Gandhljl and the Chinese Generalissimo :
Some needless fuss was made over the meet
ing between Gandhiji and General Chiang 
K.ai-Shek, It was said that the Viceroy's 
invitation was not extended to Gandhiji as 
to Mr. Jinnah and His Highness the Jam 
Saheb, Chancellor of the Princes' Chamber. It 
transpires that invitation was sent in identical 
terms to all three, the one to Gandhiji for 
some reason, being sent through ' the 
District Magistrate, Gandhiji would not go 
to Delhi without the Viceroy's invitation the 
Generalissimo would not invite him as it 'was 
against Confucian etiquette for a younger man and 
a guesl to invite an older man in the 
pos!tion of host to visit him, The General 
might have gone to Wardha but this 
would require special arrangements which 
were evidently deemed impracticable. The 
dil~mma was eventually solved by Gandhiji 
gomg to Calcutta where the Generalissimo 
had preceded h1m. The Generalissimo and 
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek called on Gandhiji 
and spent four hours with him,. being treated 
to an Indian dinner in Birla Park- where 
Gandhiji stayed. There is no problem which 
would bear discussion for four and a half hours 
without fraying nerves and exposing lines · ot 
cleavage. Much of the time was no doubt taken 
up with general talk about the world situation 
a~d the . m~th?d of so!vi~g world problems 
Wtthout mfrmgmg the pnnc1ple of non-violence. 
The Generalissimo would have agreed to the 
principle thou~h ~e might have regretted that 
at has been h1s rrusfortune to resJrt to violence 
in the past and it will not be easy for him to 
!'81inquish. violence • so long as the Japanese are 
m occupation o~ Chmese soil. Gandhiji entrained 
the same evenmg for Wardha though it was 
stated 'that he would make a return call on the 
Chinese leaders. The Generalissimo also met 
Mr. Jinnah at Calcutta and invited him to 
Chung~in~. Mr. Jinnah, we hope, will accept 
the lnvttatton, He will have ocular demonstration 
of how the Generalissimo had harmonised class 
and ~ommunal differences in China without 
breakmg up.the un}ty and integrity of China.· 
It .would be mteresttng to know what advice the 
Generalissimo gave to the Jam Saheb and the 
jam Saheb to him. ' 

lodla and the Atlantic Charter :-History to 
use . Mr. Ll?yd George:s piquant phras~, is 
movmg on otled castors smce the promulgation 
<>f the so-~lled Atlantic Charter. A Pacific 
an~ an lnd1an <?cean Charters are imminent. 
Stlll our slow-movmg legislators are sore because 
Mr. Winston Churchill declared that the Atlaa
tl~ Charter applied only to Nazi-occupied coun
tnes and not to ~ndia which was not so occupied. 
At the last sess1on, the Leader of the House 
l~fl: the non-official members to carry a resolu
tion. The question was again brought up at 

the opening oC this session. The Leader of the. 
House. told the members Chat, as Mr. Churchill 
had sa1d that the August offer which enbodied 
the policy of His Majesty's Government wai 
in "entire harmony'' with the Atlantic Charter 
the House ought to be satisfied with th~ 
position. It that be so, the countries over-run 
by the Nazis might enquire from the President 
of the United States and the British Prime 
Minister whether the Atlantic Charter conceded 
to them only what was contained in the August 
Dec)aration ~hich .h~s been rejected by every 
section of I nd1an optmon. : 

Censorship in War :-Some time b1ck there 
was considerable agitation in Australia over the 
fact that Japan had got hold of information 
which was secret and was broadcasting it from 
Tokio. The position was rendered rather ridiculous 
by the report that the Commonwealth Govern
ment had wanted to keep the information from 
its own people, in the interests of security. ''The 
object of censorship is to prevent military secrets 
from fal!ing into the hands of the enemy. 
Censorshtp for any other purposes is foreign to 
the democratic _ spirit and to democratiC' 
~raditi?ns,'' writes the N~w RefJulJli'c. "Nothing 
ts S-' likely to damage th1s nation's morale as the 
feeling that the Government is holding back 
information without warrant.'' The question of 
censorship is· becoming a very live one· in 
Washington where, it is reported in a subsequent 
issue of the ·New Re/Jublic, ·information abouf. 
Philippine defence was given to selected press· 
men among whom was the representative of the 
New York Times, by army headquarters under 
the pledge of secrecy and the pledge was broken 
by the New York Times which published a 
despatch from another of its Washington corres
pondent giving the details with map, commenting 
at the same time that Mr. Kurusu, then in the 
U.S.A., could get the information from that very 
despatch, Apparently it was done with the 
mistaken notion that Washington wanted the 
indiscretion. 

Singapore ~eaetlons :-The fall of Singapore 
has had curious reactions. Several who were 
loudest in their professions of approval and 
support of the war, have tumed critics. They 
feel that they have been let down, that they have 

. a grievance which it was the plain duty of the 
authorities to have spared them at any cost. 
On the other hand, . some -a small number
who were critical of the policy and methods of 
the ~ritish Government, have become solicitous 
for the future of Britain. The difference is due 
to the difference between the angles from which 
the two groups viewed the British Empire. One 
side was inspired solely by what may be called 
the protective value of the Empire in its 
largest sense and the other by what may be 
called the spiritual or creative value, using the 
term also in its broadest sense. The latter have 
throughout valued the British Empire not for 
what it possessed but for what it held concealed 
under and by its great possessions, like the soul 
of goodness in things evil, the loss . of which 
would be a grievous loss to humanity in its 
progress towards self-realisation. 
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,INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER . . : social and family life of the pepple is . essential' 
· as the foundation of a stable· and progressive 
administration.· Baroda was · one of the first. 
governments in the country to legislate against . 
infant marriages. But the law was administered 
so : as to press lightly on ·the backward 
classes. At the present time, child ·marriages 
have practically ceased except among the primi
tive tribes, so_ much so that the Government 
felt . able in 1928 to pass a law declaring 

· BOMBAY, 'pe1Jruary 21, 1942. 

BARODA ADMINISTRATION. 
One rises from a study of the Baro:la Admini

stration Report Ior 194.0-U with the feeling 
that one has been witnessing a picture in whicn 
the perspective is well maintained, The problems 
of administration are grasped in their organic 
entirety. Every part gets its due and adequate 
share of the Government's attention, neither 
more no; less. Care is taken at the same 
time to stimulate initiative on the part of the 
pe.>ple: and to avoid the mistake of ·fostering 
the habit of mind which makes them content to 
be passive recipients of boons from a paternal 
administration. The place of the leader, it has 
beeri observed, is not. in the van of a movement 
but just ahead of the central force. This is 
true of Governments pre-eminently. The 
initiative in progress must remain largely 
outside the Government mechanism which 
must serve on occasion as a brake to 
check society from racing downhilL The 
Baroda Government, under the inspiration of the 
late far-sighted Maharaja, long ago grasped the 
truth that education is the mainspring of reform. 
The people's · minds should be prepared to 
receive and assimilate ntw truths. Free. and 
c9mpulsory education :wa~ introduced many 

. years ago. In its apphcatJon, how~ver, care , 
'was tal!:en to adjust the pressure of the State to 
· the capacjty of different class~ of the populatio?· 
Baroda has a considerable tnbal population .Ill 
a primitive state of society. Here the pace was 
necessarily slow. On the top are some of the 
advanced classes which needed little pressure to 
fall in with the policy of the administration. The 
prqportion of children in the elementary schools is 
slightly above 87 per cent of those of school-age. 
There has been a steady increase in the number 
of students in secondary schools during the 
last fifteen years, "showing how the middle and 
professional ~lasses have realised the auvantag~s 
of English education." The Baroda _College 1s 
one of the most advanced institutions of. the 

. kind in Western India. The Baroda Govern· 
ment has wise! y resisted the temptation to start 
a University of its own. Experience has 
abundantly proved that universities withput a 
basis other than administrative divisions seldom 
attain. a high stanCtard" of. efficiency. The 

. Bombay and Baroda Governments have recently 
adopted an agreement to the effect that candid~tes 
domiciled in Baroda State and Bombay Provmce 

· will be· eqqally eligible for admis~o.n to. the 
Government services in the two adnumstratlons. 
This is a wise move to. counteract fissiparous 
tendencies between British . India and Indian 
Indi" and . may· be followed with · advantage 
between other provinces and States, 
· The section on Social Legislation in the· 

·Report is of eXCeptional interest. Baroda was 
among the- first administrations in India to 

· realise that, next to education, reform of the 

. marriages before the 1 age of eight · years 
void and to stiffen the penalties for marriages 
under 18 for boys and 14 for girls. the 
same as under the Sarda Act · in British 
India. • The age of marriage has risen on 
an average by five years in the last decade, 
as shown by the census statistics , relating 
to civil condition. · Legislation has. ·been a 
powerful incentive "though, no doubt," adds 
the Report, "the influence of . social changes, 
the pressure of economic circumstances, and 
the leavening influence of education, have 
certainly played an important part." While the 
result of legislation restrainin5 early marriages 
has been gratifying, some other laws affecting 
family life have failed to evoke the same 
measure of response.- The Divorce and Caste 
Tyranny Acts are prominent instances. Oivorce 
is repugnant to a deeply ingrained Hindu senti
ment ao4 the law providing divorce for castes 
other thaQ those among. whom it· is .allowed, by 
custom, has remaineg, practically . _,... dead :Jetter, . 
There were only 472 suits in the lasttt;n years. 
Figures were given in ~ p~evious. Report 
showing that a considerable proportion of 
these suits were by persons from British India. 
The present Report does not distinguish betweel) 
the suitors according to their: domicile but itjs 
not unlikely that a fair proportion . of them 
were not bona fide Baroda subjects. The _Caste 
Tyrannies Act has.not been invoked exceptio a 
very few cases. ·Not a single one of these few 
case5 resulted in conviction. The Report explains, 
as was done in a previous.report, _ that people 
are unwilling to come forward to gi:ve evidence 
in such cases. But this itself is due to the fact 
that caste "tyranny" .is in large par); the tyraqny 
of one's social over· one's personal. self, both 
being subjective and not objective. The. Sochl 
Disabilities Removal Act has met with more .or 
less the same experience. On the other ha.rid, 
,the Act securing _the . propertY: ~ights o! ~in~~ 
women has materi;~lly helped m the ratsmg_of 
women's status because, in the words of the 
r~port, "among. the higher castes, tl;lese rights 
are generally conced"d in this part of. India. 
Owing to the absence . of purdah and otl)er 
causes, women's property rights have always 
been more extensive than elsewhere." The 
Special Marriages Act legalising marriages 
between castes, has not . had much effect .in 

· promoting inter-marriages, only 59 marriages 
having been contracted under it in over 30 years. 
We referred last week to the Act passed by the 
Baroda Leaislative Council making Hindu 
marriages m~nogamous; This, as we observed, 

. ' 
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gives effect t_o :a ,t:eform in :favour of which 
practically the sentiment of the Hindu comm.u
l)ity throughout tb,e cOuntry is. strongly; 'enliSted. 
: More than a'qUarier of a century ago -the 
late Maharaja ordered that no distinction shoulJ 
be made between antyajas and other ·Hindus in 
~egard to admission to schools maintained or 
assisted by the State. Nevertheless, Baroda has 
not been able to dispense altogether with special 
ichools of which there were 60 in the State. The 
antyajas are fast catching up with .their fellow 
citi2;ens. The proportion of,. their children 
at school was 10'5 as ·agamst 13 among 
other castea and J2•5 among Muslims. These 
are high' percentages-15. per cent being t!)e 
normal pro(l9rtion of children of school age
and communities which show them, cannot 
be included among . the . backward classes. 
It must be borne in mind that to label a 
community as backward and to give ·it 
special concessions are apt to operate ·as a strong 
inducement to it to cling to the classification. 
It is desirable to· fix. a point educationally and 
economica:tly at which a community automatically 
passes out of the backward category. Otherwise. 
the enc;>uracrement afforded to the really back· 
ward classe~· is likely to fall short of their. 
needs. Baroda has· a number of tribes who 
are backward but not liable to the social 
disabilities of the antyajas. 

-
·. SpreadJ;~g false Reports :-Periodically we 

have some high official telli11g the Indian public 
not to believe and not to spread false reports. 
There is even the suggestion, born out of panic 
and hysteria, that drastic action should be taken in 
one or two cases. No one, however, has· yet told 
them how to recognize a report as false. Take 
the case of Singapore. After the Japanese forces 
had entereel the Island, the.re was still confusion 
as to whether the word Singapore by itself referred 
to city' or island. As a result, repetitious Reuter's 
tnnouncements of infiltration· into . the island 
from the West were mistaken for entry into the 
~ity. ·,The water supply was .now said to be 
in Japanese .hands; then, w1th no reference 
to the earlier . message, to be still. in British 
C:ontrol. Messages of ungrounded optimism were 
~ut through, contradicting earlier items of . 
despair. Now that the United States is in 
the war and the American press faces some 
of the difficulties all newspapers meet with 
in wartime, standards different to the ones 
adopted in European systems will be avaitable.
The New Republic remarks that a few simple 
iltatements of facts at regular intervals will be of 
far greater value than a hodge-podge of fact and 
rumour, of . assertions followed by denials. 
"Ambitious seeking after coverage," ~t writes, 
"at the expense of accuracy and discrimination, 
is natil)nal hysteria's best friend." Here even 
that excuse is lacking. Reuter had no compe
titors in the field · and it has a semi~fficial 
StatUs, -

,._ 

MISSIONS AND SUPERSTITIONS. 
One of the catchwords of the nineteenth century 

1 

was "superstition." Every custom and notion whiciL 
bad no immediate utilitarian value,. was dubbed 
·~superstition" and to disown it publicly by worcL 
or act was to s!low oneself to be a pet!lon or 
enlightenment. The instance of the English atheist . 
who inveighed ag .. inst God and stood watch in band· 
at a public meeting allowing five minutes to the. 
offended Deity to wreak His vengeance on the 
offender on pain of being expo3ed as a myth, may be 
equalled by the ardent Brahmo of the early seventies-' 
wbo administered a severe beating with his shoes to.. 
the images whi~h his grandmother worshipped .. 
in order to give the old . lady ocular proof of 
the imbecility of the object• of her worship •. 
Englishmen continued to believe in God thougb' 
nettling happened to the atheist and Hindus continue: 
the worship of idols notwithstanding that the shoe., 
propagandist lived and prospered. Thoughtful men. 
who were alive to the enervating effect of supersti.' 
tions, realised at the same time the truth of Bacon's. 
warning that there is a superstition in avoiding supers· 
tition, Fifty years ago Sir James Frazer published 
his "Golden Bough" which wrought on the cultured. 
mind a revolution which has. been compared to that; 
effected by the publication of Darwin's "Origin of 
Species." Frazer in fact applied the principle of 
Evolution to the study of old · customs,; 
espeeially religious beliefs, and came to the. 
conclusions that superstitions furnish us with a clue 
to the understanding of the history of religions~ 
Frazer found among the European peasantry a large 
inass of beliefs which educated contemporaries h~d' 
long discarded. "In Europe at the present day,'': 
he wrote, "the superstitious beliefs and practices; 
which have been handed down by word of mouth, 
are generally of a far more archaic type than the 
religions 4epicted in thP. most ancient literature o( 
the Aryan race." A further advance from thi~ 
position of inquiring attitude to superstitions as th~ 
source of religion, was made in later- years by the 
study of psychic phenomena. As a result the Frenc~ 
astronomer, Flammarion, in . his introductiOIJ> 
to his Trilogy, "Death and its Mystery", declared. 
that; Science should now reverse her principl~ 
of believing nothing. . · 

The Theological Seminaries which turn out yearly 
scores of men and womt:n to convert the, heathen i .. 
the East and Far East do not seem to keep· abreast 
of developments of thought. The idea . o£ 
evangelisation which they inculcate goes no farther; 
than denouncing and trying · to uproot all old. 
practices and beliefs as superstitions. A hundred. 
years ago Raja Ram Mohan Roy who had a· great. 
reverence for Christ and had exhorted his country• 
men to follow "The Precepts of Jesus," indignantly 
asked his Missionary contemporaries what ¥ood iC,. 
would do to the people of India to discard the1r native 
supersitions only to substitute in their place forei~ 
superstitions, and be ehowed .that there were as many_ 
superstitions in the CIMistian Churches as amongst 
Hindus. The comments of the fJuarilia11 of Madras 
on a recent resolution of the Ceylon Methodist Synod. 
denouncing the observance of 'auspicious days' by, 
Indian Chiistians for celebrating marriages, illustra~ 
this mental stagnation among proselytising. 
missionaries, The (Juardiall agrees that there is much. 
superstition that has been brought over by Christians. 
troin their anoeatral faiths but thinks that it will be; 
no ea:~y task to persuade Indian Christians to abandom. 
their preference for "auspicious days'' for celebrating 
marriages. The Ceylon Methodist position. 
indeed, is illogicaL Admittini that there 
are· no auspicious and inauspiaous days ancl· 
that one day is good as another, what is the IICII8e II). 



c~;~quiring 'Iridian.·. thristians...::._for that i~ what . it 
amounts to-to regard days considered auspicious by 
theif for.efathers and their kith and kin as inauspicious. 
The missionary himself, perhaps, does not ob!erve 
any days except Sundays as particularly important; 
Why should Stmday be considered important more 
than Tuesday or Thursday P They celebrate in the 
United States the anniveraary of the day on which 
they' declared their independence of British rule. 
:What' is this but. a superstition P There is a sect 
ttl that country wh10h regards the salutation of the 
Stars and Stripes as idolatry and refuses to let their 
.Children participate in the flag worship in their 
'SChools. They have had to endure something like 
·medieval persecution for their recalcitrancy as it is 
ngarded by the majority of their fellow citizens. 
'All false values will drop' away when the human 
mind g~asps the essence of true religion. Instead 
-df. ooncentra;ing ~n th.e in.cu.lcation of . true religion, 
to wa!fte one s t1me m ultmg at 11nc1ent practices 
~d beliefs whicl:t are innocuous in themselves and 
liad their ol'igin in practical needs, is the fundamental 
4efect of proselytising missions. 
;·Ceylon' Christians, it. would seem, continue to 

,believ~t iriastrology. Astrology may be true or false 
but· it: ~as· nothing to do with reliuion. · Milton 
believedJ in astrology notwithstandit;'g his stern 
Puritanism. The English papers report that Astro
llogy is' spreading like wild fire in the British Isles 
and a.lJtrologers, mostly bogus, are reaping a rich 
Jiarvest. J }Vhen all the recognised standards of 
\I!Ocral tift! are dispersed, when life2 and death is a 
gamble,"' the people want some prop to lean upon, 
:j.nd' as.trolo~y, palmistry and other forms of reading 
tbe fu~tl': '<l?tain ready credence. A thousand years 
.df Cbrtsuamty and Science combined have not been 
a'ble td root 'out of the European mind this hankering 
.after signs and portents. , · . · 
, · ·No one, -b~t an arrogant empiricist _will dismiss 
these" arts :as humbug and its. practitioners as 
!mpost«s:' 1There is unimpeachable testimony from 
mdepeodeni: observers that astrology has in their 
~xperience· I proved remarkably right. Sir Walter 
Lawre119e 1')n his "India that We Served" gives 
two . in!lta11ce8 in his own personal experience. 
His ~aonl was taken ill of typhoid and his condition 
~ave ~i~~r t~ ,r:!av_e anxiety. Sir Walter happened 
ro be. 1n J an · lndtan State and he mentioned the 
fact to' "tli~ Collrt astrologer. The latter told him 
ilot to b.e. anxious as the fever would break at a given 
hour~~ a yiirert day, So it did punctually. In the 
.other'!'Bife, tfie astrologer was asked by the Maharaja 
,vhat'th~~tars''portended; the answer was that there 
!loilld be .<war ~etween five. nations, The prediction 
l"i"OVed 'trtle: )V~en a few days later Britain, France 
<i!lrmany.ltal,y and Russia plunged into the late great 
~ar;'-_"~e superstitions are results of experience 
eryatathsed Into a popular adage. There is general 
belief atnon'g' the people that sleeping in the shadow 
.era tamarind 'trile' brings on fever. Burton records 
t'bat'in'6rdet 'to' test the belief he once camped unc!er 
a tal11.lrind trell and next day he woke ·up with. high 
(ever. ' A:; bat crossing one's path is considered 
inauspicious;' Many educated people do not like a 
eat to cross 'their path though they would not turn 
back :on that>atcount {rom a journey. A supersti
tion ·which 1 ha!i-'all but died down, was that it 
wa!Hnauayicioas to meet a widow when you are 
going out. ''A single Brahmin coming towards you 
when lfo\1 ~raJ starting on a journey was likewise 
inauspicipuS:'b"t 'to see a corpse being borne to the· 
.Cemetery·-was,'ratjler an auspicious sign. Many of 
thes~ b6!iefs1ia~Ei',~isappeared and are disappearing 
in• the }tgh~ ,~f: knowledge. · No Synod need.start a 
~~usade· agaulst them.· Ceylon Methodists must be 
flilding'tim!J banging •heaVy on their hands to think of . 
nothing better to engage their evangelical enthusiasm. 

.' CHiN~ ANri INDIA:· · · · '' ·· .' 
. in the sPeeches ~ada · ~ ;eic~~ Gen~rali~~~~o 

and Madam Chiang .Kai.Shek as well as · ill 
their replies, stress waa laid on the ancient 
cultural connections between India and China as a: 
bond uniting ·the two· countries. : Tbe intercourse· 
between India and China was continuous from the. 
second century B. C. This was interrupted in the 
lOth century A. D. It wali not resumed till the 
beginning of the last century when the East India 
Company coerced China to admit Indian opium into 
her. territories. · T~e ·opium trade was not given up
unttl the twentieth century had passed i.ts first 
decade. The present visit of the Generalissimo and 
his consort may be regarded as a t'esumption of the 
ancient connection under happier auspices. · 

India's contact with -China. did n~t begi~ 
with the . introduction of Buddhism in about 
the 1st century A D. It existed for at least 
two hundred years prior to 'that event. J'he. first 
contacts of China were. with South India.· For a 
careful acoount of them we. are indebted to 
Professor K. Nilakanta Sastry's "Foreign Notices 
of South India" published by the University of 
Madras. The Professor devotes a chapter. to "Kanchi 
and China in the second century B. C." Kanchi 
(modern Conjeevaram) became a· great Buddhist 
centre but that was not· until the fifth century 
of the Christian era. In the second century before 
Christ, as Parr Kou, a Chinese writer, whose date 
is not later than the 1st. century, recorded1 
from the time of the Emperor Wu (14.6 to. 86 
B. C.), there was trade between India and China. 
chiefly in pearls, precious stones and perfumes. From 
the 6th century A D.r Buddhist monks, the most 
promiqent of them from Kanchi which had become 
a great c,entre o( ,auddbism, went to . Chipa,_ 
learnt the language · and translated . into Chinese 
numerous books on Mahayana Buddhism which were· 
written in Sanskrit. There were Brahmin temples in· 
Canton and an inscription in Tamil was also discover: 
ed there.· Professor Nilakanu Sastry. refers iri a 
foatnote to a Tamil inscription in· Japan and the 
influence 'of-Sanskrit on· the Japanese language. The
name of Bodhisena, a South Indian Hrahmin 
evangelist'- · to Japan, is commemorated in an 
inscribed stupa built ten .years after his death in 
750 A. D. He became the. b'lad ,of the Buddhist 
ecclesiastical order · in Japan and was known ai 
Baramon .Sajo (Brahmin Bishop). . The first India11 
missionary to. China. did not go there of his ·own 
acoord. He was brought ~ China· by the emissarieS'· 
of Emperor Ming · Ting {1st Cegtury A. D.) who had 
a dream ·of a Golden Man and ordered them to fetcb 
him.. They found two Buddhist monks in. Central 
-!\,si11 and brought them to the Chinese. capitaL They 
bad a vast amount of manuscripts with them .which 
were. loaded on a white horse. Th!l Emperor built for 
the newcomers a monastery -which in·· honour 
of the horse was· called · the ·White Horse 
Monastery, ·writes,', Professor J. B. _ Pratt, whose 
"Pilgrimage of. Buddhism": ·has the_ rnosc. 
complete·. aocount of the progress of Buddhism in 
the several countrill$ of Asia as well as . of the 
development of the religion in India before it. was 
carried abroad. The Buddhism which was taken to 
Ceylon, Burma and Siam was the earHer or. Hinayaria 
Buddhism, Tbat which ·went ,north to China, Japarr 
and other countries, was the :Mahay:ana. . 

There has been some discussion among 1rcholars 
as· to the d;l.te of the Bhagvad-Gita and tb«! relation 
ohl!e t~aching' of the 9itlJ _to B_uddhism, .. It .is. of 
interest to note that the Japanese schofar, T. Suzuki; 
thinks that there is an abu~dance of similar tHoughts 
and passages in the BhagvaCI Gita and Asvagosha. 
In passing it is further interesting to note Suzuki's 

' J 
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~tatement of the Buddhist attitude to war. He writes 
in his "Outline• of Mahayana Buddhism, " "fhe 
.Bodhilatva (the emancipated one) does not hesitate to 
. go to war, in case the cause be espouses is right and 
beneficient to humanity at large." Professor Pratt 
write• of Bodhidbarma, . also a South Indian, as 
1he Indian apoatle who bad the greatest influence 
-on Chinese Buddhism. He it was who started the 
·dhyan school of Mahayana which remains the most 
influential sect in China .and JapaiL Here is an 
account of Bodbidharma's Interview . with the 
.Chinese Emperor: 

: . The emperor of the day was a devout Buddhist and 
-eagerly asked his renowned visitor )low much merit he 

· might expect from the princely donations he had for 
· 'JI'Iany years been making to the Buddhist Order. To 
' this the blunt answer was. "No merit at aiL" The 

·sacred books which had been translated with so much 
<are, the patriarch said, were worth nothing. The 
astonished emperor then asked which of the holy 
doctr ioes of Buddhism was most important ; to which 
the enigmatical saint responded, "Where aU Is 
·emptiness, nothing can b3 called holy." Finally, 
;to make. sure of the. authority from which such 
·strao~ assertions came, the emperor asked, •Who 
.are you who thus reply to me?" .The' philosopher· 
ll!llnt responded, "I do not know." 

:The emperor could not understand the saint's 
.answers. • So· leaving the capital, Bodhidharrna 
«ossed the river Y an Tsi, and on Mt.. Su (in the 
Snao-Lin temple near Lo Yang) be sat down crosS· 
tegged In meditation, with his face to the wall, for nine 
years," fhe Chen school G apaneae Zen) which Bodhi· 
odharma founded spread rapidly. He nominated as 
.bia suocessor a Chinese monk who was his disciple. 
.The fifth in the order; of succession died without 
'llominating his· succeasor and there has been no 
'Plltriarch of ·the school since. But the sect has . 
'lltaintalned its preeminence by the weight of its 
;nrellectuality, among the educated classes in China 
.JLnd J apiln, . . , : , . . 

The Indian monks, as noticed by Professor Pratt, 
·brou~bt with them , many things ·besides their 
.. eligton, Chinese 1\Stronomy in particular was thus 
.enriched by India. It aeems probable too that the 
1111ethod of writing the numerals in accordance with 
the decimal system was introduced into China by 
'Buddhist missionaries. More than all Indian 
influence waa felt in tho moylding ot th~ Chinese 
.alphabet, 

--
TRAVANcORE DIRECTORY. 

: Travaticore Directory, Part 1, issued under the 
:authorit}' of the Maharaja's Government is a useful 
:book of r~ference. ·It bas an almanac which 
·~ntains information not only useful for secular 
~eferenoe but also important for religious and 
'astrofo~ioal reference,' gi~ing r.s· it does details of 
•.the position of planets' and stars worked out with 
·!Peoial reference to the- local latitude and longitude. 
-Fomplete information regarding the several Govern
ment Departments and public institutions is also 
inc! udecl. The second Part of the Directory is a 
.,quinquennial publication ·containing information of 
;a fairly permanent character. Each of the Parts 
is ·pnoed" RS. 1/8.' 'Copies can. be had from the 
Government Central Press, Trivandram. 

LEfTERS OF B. Jr PADSHAHo 
Oopgrighi. 

JULY 22. 1S8L 

( -, 

An Englishman, born in Bombay or Kirkee, 110\11' 
employed in the P, &. 0 Engineering, and going to 
England on a 7 months' holiday, tells me that it illi 
the German drug called "Vasano'' which bas kept 
him going in this weather which would have disabled 
him from Jea·•ing his bunk on any other-occasion. As 
it is, he feels his mouth dry; and su::h sweetness u 
the mouth hu, is due to dose~t of coffee. Mr •. Jones 
knows the cause of mal iJ8 m1r: the disturbance of the 
level of liquids in the semi-circular canals in the :ears 
which irritates the nerve-ends and which disturb 
the adjoining nerve-ends connected with throat 
and stomach, and so bringing on a feeling• ot 
nausea. The captain of the ship, ·finding me 
alone and deep in Greek, two nights ago, aat beside 
me and engaged me in conversation; but bad nee· 
heard of this suggested origin of sea-sickness,. :· 

A passenger from Sydney, originally a medico and 
now in business, who seems to· be travelling every 
year to London, took coffee with· me last nightt 
showed me the book be was reading-it was Sir 
James Jeans' volume on the "Universe about Us.~' 
The discussion of its contents led.me to references 
to the numbers of the Natur1 I bad on the ship, .and 
the last of them (June 20) bad reviewed the third 
edition of the · book, T.bat number dealt with Si~ 
Arthur Keith's ohallengin~ Rectorial address ac 
Aberdeen on the Place of PreJudice in Evoluti~n, a\sq 
a report on the success of malaria. ge.rms· . in thou• 
sands of· G. P, L cases, alsa a !eoture at th~ 
Royal Institution by Pro(. Macbride on Habit as 
the Driving Force of Evolution, whicll incidentally 
gives new experiments suggesting ,that acquired 
characters are never inberited in one generation; but 
that prot~otive measures continued for n,jne genera,. 
tiona have culminated in immunity to .the lOth., .... 

JULY 25, 1981. 
N~ar Bu.& 

Dr. Lunze, a German chemist, telllt me that the 
Doctor of the ship uses Vasano against sea-sickness 
·-how different the doctor on the Franconia refusing 
to prescribe for your benefit I Mr. James, of ·the 
P. & 0. who first put me wise about the. Vasand, 
says the· Doctor of the ship injects- ajt1r sioknes!J'I 
whereas be was treated on shore for 1""lflllfll"1011; be 
imagines that the operation· of the drug is by '.way 
of deadening the nerves. He is advised not even to 
read, since optic nerves would not ·easily. function 
if the nerve ends are dulled, · Dr. Lunze wanted a 
specific against the beat; and Dr. Arnott and· ·I 
·started . on a discussion o£ the prospects of human 
eotogenesia and . the benefits to the bumaa race and 
to women from incubators--the population and 
eugenics questions alike yielding to this treatment; 
but, ••at the cost . of beauty, of mother-love,~' 
Dr. Arnott exclaimed. 

JULY 81, 1931, 
· · . · Jt~t~r Jlar.,,1l.si. 

. ' 

I am going through R'abbl Ebn Ezra's aged surirey 
of my young past; my conclusions are not his, except 
that both Rabbi and I agree in present unconcern 

.about whaC I was and might have been in the· past; 

. and I am ·too old and too unbelieving in survival alter 
· · · ;· . ~ , tleath to worry a bout the necessarily short future 

· SlngapoPe. ~ Renamed Sho~an·:..;.The . that I ~ii reckon. on t? aw~it me •. The rea.lity is the 
'Japanese Imperial .. Headquarters anuounced that :present. mtense dtssattsfaotion, wtth the .rtde~ th!'t• 
~SingapoN has been r.oamed Shooan · which. means tf nothmg matters, the p~ent too and ttl dJIItatJ~· 
••Bright father ( Feathez:?) of' the' S~uth," statea_ the '~otion, too, ought not to rna~ rand ~ f~ber 
Dome! olliclal Japanese niWS agency~ · · · • · · nder, that· "'ught" Ia the. dMOe . of t~tmpatiei};C 
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tower facil!tY to checkmate the .''dulling of Device by 
coldn~ss and delay"_ by the intellect. Thus 
consc:ence doth ma~e coward.~ .of us all, as Shakes
I'Cl!o~e s Hamlet sat?; and, ·as -Carlyle improving 
supplemented, Nesctence doth make dotards of us 
all •.. 
.',By the way, a new book published and revi~~ed 
m Nat'!~e makes out Shelley as the .Newton among 
poets, tmmensely sensitive to the soience of his time 
a_s Prometheus seems to show, What a depriva~ 
tton to !l'e that he is not a twentieth century poet, 
to poettze the new .. outlook revealed by stars and 
atoms • .Poetry, not m touch with this revelation now 
sounds stale, flat and improfitable. There is i~ the 
work of !>irao ":ith which I am no.v wrestling, even 
a !OYsttctsm "!htc~ ~~olves out of symbols designedly 
~ttb<iut m~anmg tnlttally, a meaning for the U ni
verse, vert~ahle by confrontation with observation 
and_ expertment, as the old Mysticism was not 
vertfied. . . · 
·· But fet me return to life on this steamer 
and not stay digressing into somewhat obstreprous 
innet' thoughts. There was no mail for me 
!It Malta, so ·that I could fall to the period
teals . accumulated and refresh .my mind with 
~~e. new descriptions of countries previously 
VtStted where I did not observe facts to which my 
llttention is now drawn. For example, there are 
~ew. ~acts . a~t the feebleness of the . English 
admtmstration m Burma and a new friendliness 
towa!ds th!' British in India. The Bengali gentleman 
m.ent1o~ed m my previous letter is Mr. [Sir N. N.] 
Strkar, attorney-general of Bengal. When he read 
the SJ_Jtlt:tator article on the new conditions in British 
India, h!l shook his head, pointed to the latest 
!'ulletin r_eporti~g the murder of the Alipore 
JUdge-I rtl~d bun by chaffing that I should have 
~xpe~t<:d htm to sympathise-and declared his 
convaotaon that the young people were getting out of 
'tlOntrol. . I protested that. he should not malign 
youth since his place was with the young. Said, 
~e was 55. Well, I a9.swered, was there ever the 
. time and ·plaoe and the young one not mar-plotting p 
, ,He reports a conversation between Lord Sinha and 
:the Maharaja of Dholpur who gravely' assured the 
·former t.hat European aeronautics are borrowed from 
:the Sh.~~ostras w!thout ~knowledgment. Mr. Sarkar 
,took hiS M. ft., m Cbemtstry, and says he is a regular 
r:eader of Nature. I tried to interest him in -the new 
d.iscoveries of the origin of science in Egypt; in the 
more than suspicion that Hypocrates, the Father of 
Medicine, was like Homer and Shakespeare and 
Zoroaster only the generic name for. the epoch and 
school . with which the literature aro•e; in the 
:soie~tifio studitls of the questions of population. 
t The things that most awoke (interest) were the 
French· mind on the colour bar in Algiers, the Italian 
plan to employ the unemployed and the Country Life in 
England, ·The Nature~ too are full of new and grip
'ping matter; Sir Arthur Keith's bellicose anthropo
logy, Elliot Smith's tale of the· pr~·tribal man as a 
good angel, the new .. faots about Cosmio Rays, · 
Pzone in the air, ot Vitamins, or the astonishing dis
·otosure that accidents and casualties in the Chemical 
Industry are fewer than in .other industries, 
·explained by the fact that most accidents are du~ to 
. temporary lapses, and that the chemical industry 
; being a scientific industry, such lapses are provided 
· against by forethou~ht as they are not in other 
. industries, The rat! way industry is similarly 
·exempt as ~e motor traffic industry is not: . 
, A young engineer from Adelaide, who hai lent 
Jean's. book to Dr. -{\rnott, exp!a,ined an interesting 

· expertment by: whtob "Cosmao Rays" were made 
·audible by megaphone. '· · · ' 

.. ··: AUGUST 2, 1931f .. · 
;o • • ' MariBiu,;__ 

I was engrossed with three IU!lStratel weeklies~ 
!Lnd three new SJ181J!atora that I got at Marseilles.' Ir. 
ts 11: new experience-::-this reading in bulk of news 
and co:nment; and produces a. new impression of 
events. Ou~ experience of South Americatt 
revolution.s, never cel!-sing, is brought back; the
cons~rvattve Repubhc emerging from . Spanislt 
elec~tor~s; the economic throw-back in Russia,;. 
!LbohRhtng equality of wages; the continuing fait 
an the prices of commodities which fall cannot be· 
staid even by the French aooeptance of the Hoover 
plan; the surrender of M;r. Lang, ·the· Premier .of 
Sout? Australi~ ; . the Macmillan Report, the Civil 
Servace Commtsston Report, the Whitley Commis
sion's ·Report; two divergent views about the· 
Indian Mutiny ; the differing views about the colour· 
bar ahd mixed marriages ; the effect of the heat 
~ave in the U, 'S. in slightly stimulating the trade 
an cold drink11 ; the effects of the Cinema on inter-· 
natio.nal relations ; the attribution of world misery 
to btrth-pangs of a new order (that was the view
of Anatole France also 10 years ago); the real 
d'Artagnan; the justification by Joad o{Dr. Reiaier's
charge_against the. English of not being humaia--'of 
hypocrtsy,. 1. _g., an the matter of cruelty to animals, 
there was a free fight at the meeting of·the S. P, C.-A;. 
OP whether hunting should be stopped; the· economic 
perplexities revealed by the new Census-1. ff.i indus. 
tries needing juvenile labour in the centre of Londotr, 
not. getting eno~gh and juveniles in th~ outl~ing
tegtons not gettmg employment; the dtaseilsaons 
between the Holy Father and II Duce; and endless
other topics have got into this slow-moving little head 
of mine without being reduced to order or system ...... 
Mr. Fateh, a Mohammedan gentleman from Rawal• 
pindi, also looked me- up, and said he would never 
submit to being treated as other than an equal of the 
British; and he greatly resented ·the. differential! 
treatment accorded to Indians, not only settlers, but 
~ven visitors in South Africa~ , . .. _ . 

There is also ori the ship, Mr. Green, originally 
principal of the Nagpur Technical School, since
doing busine!IS on his own, and friend of Sir Sohrabj~ 
Mehta and Sir Manokji Dadabhai ......... I told him 
that Sir M. Dadabbai and Sir Akbar Hydari had been. 
invited to assist at the Federal Structure · Conference
in London. Of course, I got the information from the
new batch of periodicals, where I also , gathered. 
Mr. Gandhi's views about Great Britain's duty in 
case of ~ . Russian, invasion, and Great Britain· 
taking over the Indian National Deb~ just lis abe had' 
released Ireland from her share: of the U, K. debt; also
Mr. Gandhi's view of the costume he would wear when. 
in London; and Mr. Gandhi's' opposition to Pandit 
Malaviya going to London in 'acCOrdance with the 
il1vitation to him, I als<t read Mr. . Lloyd George's-. 
speech about Sir John. Simon, straining· at the gnai:: 
of the Land Tax, when he had swallowed the whOle 
oamel of Tory Protection, I ·felt some syinpathy foi
this view, though I favour the politiotl instincts. of· 
Sir John Simon, and do not favour Mr, Lloyd George'S. 
.-instincts at all. Ther~; is a gentleman from the U. P. 
who says things are worse in his province than 
elsewhere, largely owing to the depression whioh ia
overwhelming Indian agrioulture, chiefly, the fall· in. 
the prioes · ol, wheat. ' 

. ' 
The Burmese rebellion -is attributed to the same· 

cause. Sir Montagu Webb thinks that Indian buyers. 
of Manchester piece-goods were really distressed by 
the . fall of textile ·prices, and wished to repudiate 
further shipments to which tbey were committed ancl! 
Mr. Gandhi adroitly_ played into their bands, 
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The Principal of Roorkee asked me to agree with I amid hardships which prove unendurable and fatal. 
him that Cynicism is the disease of this age. I In Britain, the Commissioner of Police bas beeq 
could only explain· that Cynicism is the reaction dismissing for two years a number of pol~men for
against unthinking optimism, and quite ju•tified and blackmaiL And yet Mr. Fateh thought that Indians 
even a ·duty, when sincere and resulting from were ill-treated in South Africa only on account of 
weighty thought. If it is to be called a disease, even their colour. 
though einoere and weighty, it is a disease in the AuGUsT 18, 1981. 
eame sense as the pearl is the disease of the oyster, Lma-
Am I not being carried off by analogy, be dissent- I am upto:late. with the Gandhi negotiations but. 
ingly asked, I am· more interested in the floods which ha\-e left. 

AUGUST 7, 1981. 20 million people destitute in China, on which 
I had yesterday's Tit/Us daily at Plymouth. and Famine and Pestilence will supervene; much of 

this morning's at Tilbury; I was quite surprised to which could have been averted if embankments had 
see therefrom that Swedish efforts of the last decade been efficiently maintained and preventive measures 
have brought Sweden to the forefront among taken instead of forgetting them during the luxurious 
industrial countries. At Plymouth, I hid the three indulgenoe ot patriotism and Civil War. 
weeklies, and again, I was surprised to see that the , Europe and Americi are beginning to develop 
London Conference had given Germany no real help, hysteria about the industrial and financial situation; 
and that Lord Reading whose -wife died a few years , a Cabinet Council sat up till half-past ten at night to 
ago, i1 to marry again. . , discover how to balance the Budget whether by 

The ·b!lrher of the ship asked me if I did retrenchment of expenditure or fresh taxation or 
not find passengers on the ship a different both, Expenditure cannot be retrenched without 
class of men from what they are on shore, He had , dismissing men and reducing salaries, and teachers 
complained before Colombo that they would come . and panel doctors are up in arms against any redu~ 
for his help in the Fancy Dress entertainment to stick ' tion on their class, All shout for medicine-for th& 
on a moustache or a beard, but would grudge the , other fellow. 
6 ds. he would charge for stuff and amenity, They 
would ask him to predict the weather a fortni~ht 
ahead 1 would ask for Eno's Fruit salt one mornmg 
and the next morning they would ask again, hoping 
that the salt which was not available the previous 
day, had been now ob~ined, though n? new port h_ad 
been touched meanwhile, ·But he sa1d, the Wh1te 
passengers that joined the ship in Bombay were the 
limit, spoiled by thl! service and toadyism they re
ceived in th~ Ea!t, they did not leave behind them 
thelt' n'ew-fountt· mattners - wl!en- they eame on a 
European ship, and were a perfect nuisance. I met 
passengers who!e name 1 still do not know who 
disouued, over coffee, the Indian situation or the 
depression in business the world over ...... In the dis· 
cussion on the ehip my attitude was negative. "I 
don't know and you don't know and nobody don't 
know." What we do know is the fallacy of proposi
tions widely asserted. Whatever democracy has 
proved, it bas not proved more incompetent or more 
corrupt, or more irremediably perverse .thin monar
ohioal and oligarchical contemporaries or predecessors. 
Aa in Australia, ao in Britain, financial extravagance 
has not been the monopoly of the Labour party. 
Protection cannot bring Britain out of her difficulty 
whioh is the sore strait of the Export Industry and its 
high costs whioh would only be aggravated 
by Protection. Currency manipulation would be 
equally impotent to help Britain'• plight, 

In fact, it appeared to me that we went heedlessly 
through the la•t War, did not make peace in 1916 
when, Germany was chastened, and when Wilson 
offered America's help to see that a General War 
never happened again. W. e insisted on a knock-out 
blow to GermariY even If it cost' the last man and ' 
the last shilling. Our bluff has been c!lolled, and we 
deny our last shilling, Our trading organisation 
was so delicately adjusted that the knock-out of 
Germany put it out of gear, and it could not function 
in the old way, and we had n()t begun to learn to 
find any new way, To justify our folly, we plunge 
deeper into mire, 

AUGUST 12, ~981, 
London. 

1 aee that tho U. S. Immigration Department 
Ill-treat 200,000 new-oomCl'S and return to their 
country, 110,000 annually. The Police there extract 
confessions by tortures, whioh iC ia a torture to 
read about. The Soviets force prosperous 
pe&l&nts-the Kulaks-to work on timber in Siberia 

PROSTITUTION IN EUROPE. 
The General Secretary, International Abolitionist 

' Federation, writes from Geneva : 
. By ordinance dated september 15, 1941 (effective 
· one month after its publication), a "Regulation" of 
prostitution has been established in the Netherlands. 
Prostitutes are compelled to carry with them a 
legitimation card and to submit to medical exami· 

. nations as . often as the police shall order. 
Trespassers shall be liable to imprisonment for' a 
period not exceeding 6 weeks . or to a fine not 
exceeding 500 Putob florins. . . . 

, A previoas or~inanoe dated October 1, 194.0 bad 
' already estabhshed compulsory treatment for 
. certain categories of diseased people, 

Any control of p~ostit~tion had been abolished 
· in 1911, after having. b:en suppressed by many 
town councils during the two previous .decades, 
Treatment for venereal diseases was not compulsory. 
Results so far as public health was concerned bad 
been splendid. The rate of venereal diseasell in the 
Dutch army fell from 60 per 1000 in 1891 to 14. 'per 
1000 in 1912. In 198!;, for the whole population 71 
new oases of venereal diseases were recqrded by 
100,000 inhabitants, as against · 292' in Germany 
and 815 in France. 

France is· the country where the N apol'eonio system 
of regulated prostitution originated and was still 
in force before the war, except for a few cities which 
did abolish it. A circular letter, dated Deoembel' 
24, 194.0 from GonmJI BBDT•tariat•for.JI'amilg anli l/salth. 
at Vichy, ordered the P"J'f•ti to replace local 
regulations by a general one. This new regulation 
which consists of more than 60 articles gives a legal 
status to brothel-keepers who previously were only 
tolerated and endows them with the monopoly for 
exploiting the prostitution of otbers. Prostitutes 
must in principle become broth'els-inmate9, The
Profit. may nevertheless organize pubHo solicitation. 

In Belgium where pro9titution was als? regulated 
· (exoept in Brussels and Antwerp), an ord10anoe was 
already taken on June 25, 1940, at the request of 
the .military authorities. This ordinance was 
modified twice and finally replaced by a new 
ordinancE! on January 3, 194.1, . which . prohibit~ 
proatitution outside brothels, thus compelling prostt· 
tutea to enter houses of ill-fame. These houses are 
no more tolerated but authorised. 
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Womenln Soviet RUJI;ia, 
are united in a different ideal of women's _place 
in society. • 

CONTENTS, 
• 

Stalin's Ruuia. . 
The Non-Party Conference. 
Ohineee Leader's Farewell 

Tirnp&ttur Conversion, 
The Singapore Debate. 
Oabinet Changes. .. Stalin's ~ussia :-S:Jme commentator speaking 

on the visit> of the Chiang Kai-Sheks to India, 
has observed that it has thrown into the shade 
the fall of Singapore. This is not strictly 
correct since the Chinese visit was not a subject 
of debate in the House of .Commons nor the 
cause of Cabinet changes. Even if it were true,. 
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Legiala.ture. 

NOTES. 
Women In Soviet ~ussia :-The New Republic 

of November 17th is a special number with 
articles from several writers on differ~nt aspects 
of life in "Russia Today.'' The articles are 
written in a spirit of complete detachment, The 
political system, of course, comes in for adverSil 
comment as involving a suppression of free 
thought in different spheres, The Soviet from 
the first attached g<~'eat importance to university 
education. In the .recent decree conscripting 
women for war work, two classes are exempted, 
mothers with infants and students attending 
Universities. But the insistence that academi
cians and scientists should adhere to and follow 
the philosophical d~ctrines of the Communist 
Party, of historical and dialectical materialism, 
Darwinism in biology and Stalinism in Socio· 
logy and economics, is a drawba~;k. One 
achievement, however, stands to the supreme 
credit of the Soviet system. Roger N. 
Baldwin writing on "The Question of Liberty" 
observes: - · 

.. Women In the Soviet Union enjoy, by constitutional 
_right and In practice, equality , witll mea, AU profes
sions and careers, Including government posts, are 
open to them. The Soviet Union has women 
ambassadors, sea captains, flyers, Industrial and farm 
managers, judges and people's commissars-to a 
degree probably greater than In any other couutry. 
T~ testimony from one who is not. an 
indiscriminate admirer of the Soviet system 
as fostering civil liberties, has a high value. 

· The present war has been described as a war 
of democracy against totalitarian rule. This 
means nothing as there are a variety of 
democracies and totalitarian governments, A 
truer line of distinction will be the status 
assigned to women. There is no truer test of 
civilisation than this, Judged by it, the t\,llied 
and Axis states align on opposite 'sides. ·-The 
U, S, S. R., the United States, India, China 
and Britain with their aspiration for equality 
between the two sexes, have a natural and 
abiding point of communion whila Nazi· 
Germany, Fascist Italy and militarist Japan 

it does not necessarily follow that only that 
which occupies the limelight really matters. 
Whilst all these events are occupying the atten· 
tion of America and the Britl'sh Empire,. in 
Stalin's Russia there is going on a steady resist
ance to Nazi onslaughts. Taking advantage of 
the opportunity afforded by a Soviet celebra:_tion, 
the leaders , of ..the democracies feU pver 
each other ~ send messages to M. Stalin. 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek . also seat....,iji§.. 
best wishes. M. Stalin, however, seems to have 
paid scant attention to these messages. In fact 
he went out of his way -to tell hi> Red Army 
that Russia was fighting · alone. "Germany,"
said M. Stalin, "has allies fighting for her. So 
far we are not in that position but we have 
succeeded in holding our own.'' In the debates 
in the House of Commons Mr. Churchill and 
his supporters repeatedly asked whether Britain 
could afford to open up a second front in Europe 
in the light of events in Singapore and 
Burma. The question on a perusal of. -~M. 
Stalin's speech seems rather to. • be 
whether Britain can afford 11ot to open up 
a second' front in Europe. We had thought 
that the campaign in Lybia was intended as 
a symbolic second-front and that the American 
loan to the Soviet State was also intended as a 
gesture of goodwill and help to Russia. M. 
Stalin evidently does not think -it enough. • 
Russi~'s value as an ally has greatly increased 
today and M. Stalin would not be the shrewd 
politician he is repUted to be, if he does not press 
home. the advantage with his .allies no ICl5~ _than • 
against the enemy. His war atm was surpnsmgly,. 
limited and realistic to an uneasy extP.nt. He · 
s!eks only to plant the Red Flag "everywhere 
where it had flown before . .'' His ~Terence to 
the clique which governs Germany as some. 
thing different from the German people anlf 
the German State, and his suggestion t':mt one 
way out of the war would be by endtng ~e 
Hitler clique, seem to give a speci~ ~:a-run~ 
to Mr. Churchill's relll&rks on the posstbthlles ol 
'peace in his House of Commons speech. ~tead 
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of the old story of destroying Nazism and the 
German spirit of aggression, Mr. Churchill 
enlarged on the possibility of winning the peace 
without any spectacular victories. He marked 
this conflict out as a war of tendencies rather than 
one of incidents. Have M. Stalin and Mr. 
'Churchill any reason to believe that the Hitler 
·regime, is nearing its end and that peace is 
in · sight? Their two speeches certainly convey 
that impr~ssion whilst the s~nsational progress 
of this strangest of wars makes one prepared 
for any development-even an early peace, 

The Non-Party Conference:-. Speaking at the 
Non-Parties Conference last week-end, Sir Tej 
.Bahadur Sapru mentioned tha~ the British Prime 
·Minister had sent a reply to the Conference's 
representation, informing him that on two of the 
'points · raised by them effect had been given to 
Sir Tej's views by inviting the Government of 
India to be represented, if it so chose, on the 
War Cabinet and the Pacific Council. Mr. 
Churchill added gratuitously that whoever was 
selected for these responsible posts would 
'be welcomed unreservedly. .The other points 
raised by SU' Tej Bahadur were under 
consideration, as they: raised issues of far
·reaching effect. Sir Tej Bahadur did not dwell 
much on these evasions except to remark that 

:times- is fast slipping away and that a decision 
is urgently called for. But 'in . Jtis !=Oncluding 
remarks' he showed that. even h~ was losing 
patience. "We do not want,'' he said bitterly, 
·"to be handei over as bales of goods to others, 
We warlt to defend ourselves; hence our 
demand." The Rt. Hon. Mr. M. R. Jayakar 
in moving the main resolution was equally 
emphatic in his language. His Majesty's 
Government apparently do n:>t realise the gravity 
of the situation or the restraint with which 
Indian leaders are acting in these crucial 'days. 
In a significant article the New Yol'k Times 
whose .sympathy for Britain is beyond · doubt, 
remarked that the days when'China and India 
were ·suppliants at the White Man's door are 
ov_er. So far as India is concerned, this' is truer 
than the writer could have ever imagined. 
Continentalism has never appealed to o\u' leaders 
and Europeans have been warned time and again 
not to indulge in slogans which would have 
far-reaching repercussions. Unfortunately, the 
gravest of these warnings have passed unheeded. 
Even during this war, the foremost leaders of 
Europe and America have had little in mind 
except the saving of Europe and of Western 
civilisation. Even after Japans entry into the war, 
Indians "are asked by the unthinking men 'in con· 
trol who unfortunately continue tq .'rE;peat their 
Jessonll of the nineteenth ceritury. to ·be. "Indians 
first.'' If the advice is taken,. it would. have 
'grave results: The· work of nearly two centuries 
would be shattered in a few days. ·Fortunately, 
however, the Indian mind is an evolutionary one. 
It prefers to build on existing foundations,_ It 
has been a tragedy that the Imperial Gov~:rn· 
ment has failed to see this clearly. For this the . . . 

men on the spot are ~~ large measure respon· 
sible. In fhe Central Assembly 'last week, 
official speeches, notably that of the Home 
Member, Sir Reginald Maxwell, threatened 
political non-conformists with repression. 
If it was believed that this kind of "leader
ship'' would serve a country at war, the 
mistake must by now be well realised. Even 

' countries with no tradition •of ~democratic rule 
have thought it necessary to placate political 
opp:>nents when threatened with war. 

Chinese Leader's Farewell Message:-In his 
farewell message to India Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai·Shek appealed to th~ Indian pebple to 
give their support to the principles embodied 
,in the Atlantic Charter; and he also appealed 
to "our ally, Great· Britain" to give Indians 
real political power "without waiting for any 
demands on the part of the people of India:• 
Great disappointment · was caused by 
Mr. Churchill's declaration that the Atlantic. 
Charter did not apply to India and it might, 
therefore, be argued that the.Chinese Leader's 
appeal to Indians was without point. Evidently 
the Generalissimo had mentioned it in order to 
introduce his advice to Britain without violating 
the courtesy due to his official hosts. All 
the more reason, therefore, that the . {act 
that His Excellency had spoken in this 
manner conv~yed the impression that his 
message presaged a change of policy towards 
India on the part of the British Government. 
Apparently the hope was not altogether 
well-found~d •. The Government o£ India did 
not feel itself strong enough to prevent the 
Generalissim:> from giving his a1vice and the 
home G:>vernment did not feel itself in a 
position to give effect to it. S2eakers at the 
Non-party Conference expressed the view that 
the official recej?tlon given tO".the Generalissimo 
and his wife was no~ .all that it ought 
to be. Whatever benefits may accrue 
from· the visit, they will be entirely independent 
o£ its official character. Outstanding among 
the everits of the visit was the stay at 
Shantiniketan. The , Generalissimo made a 
gift of Rs. 50,000 to the institution and a 
fureher donation of Rs. 80,000 for a Chinese 
_section was also announced. The speeches 
made on the occasion · have done more to 
bring : to Indiaq minds the unity between 
China and India thai) any of the other -inci
dents of the visit. 

Lord· Beaverbrook. and Mr. Arth~r Moore:
Some days back· the Statesman published a 
signed 'article by its Editor, Mr. Arthur Moore, 
denouncing Lord Beaverbrook, lately British 
Minister of Production, as being responsible fot 

·the fall of" Singapore. Mr. Moore spent some 
time in England last year and during his visit he 
interviewed leading politicians, among them 
Lord Beaverbrook. He had pressed on the late 

'Minister for Production the urgency of sending 
m~nitions to Malaya. The Minister, however, 
held that the defence of the British Isles was the 

. . ;,. 
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most. import;mt part of bfS duties and, when the 
Anglo-Indian · journalist became importunate, 
t~ British Minister who is . · also a .P.ress 
J,.ord, roundly said that be would be mad to 
;u:t upon the former's suggestion. Mr. Moore 
returned and resumed his duties some months 
ago but be did not say a word about his talk 
with Lord Beaverbrook until Singapore was 
occupied by the Japanese. Mr. Arthur Moor~ 
can contain himself no longer. He fell it his 
duty to speak out and denounced Lord Beaver
brook as the evil genius of the Churchill Cabinet, 
Until then Lord Beaverbrook had been applauded 
in England and the United States as a 
man of great· driving power and his associa
tion with the Prime Minister was regarded 
with general · satisfaction, The d issatisfac
tion felt and expressed in the British Press and 
Parliament, did not touch Lord Beaverbrook. 
It was, therefore, with surprise that one received 
the news that Lord Beaverbrook had left the 
Cabinet and refused the invitation to be on it 
in some other office on the ground of ill-health •. 
Mr. Arthur Moore can, therefore, claim that 
1,1lone he did it, The Times of I nrlia also recalled 
twice in one week that its special correspt'ndent 
after a visit to Singapore some time ba~k had 
suggested the possibility of the place being 
attacked from the unprotected land side, but since 
it accep.ted the general view that Singapore wi~l 
be attacked only from the sea, no special cred1t 
can be claimed for what after all w~s a ~uaJ 
observation. 

~euter and All-India Radio :-All-India 
Radio broadcasts of news have been prefaced 
for some. time past with an announcement to 
the effect that,· as Reuters are part proprietors, 
no item of news ·should be published without the 
permission· of that news agency, Recently a 
question was aske4 in the. Legislative Assembly 
regarding the publication of some items by 
Indian newspapers.· In one case the newspaper 
was said to have apologised and in the other 
there seemed to be a doubt as to whether there 
was an infringement of copyright. .. The first 
question which arises,' is why the Government 
of India should be expected to take notice of the 
infringement of Reuter's copyri~ht. The· inter
pellator is an old member of the Assembly and 
be should have considered the point before 
putting the question. The Government also should 
have assured itself of its responsibility before it 
answered the question, Far more senous is the 
absurdity of expecting a working journalist to 
keep, in two water-tight compartments of his 
brain, the news which he gathers by the ear 
and the news which he reads in print. Govern
ment ate acquiring railways and telephones 
throughout the country and they may also 
acquire Reuters' interest in the All IQdia RadiO' 
news service. 

Polish Children for India :-An unspecified 
number of Polish children are to be evacuated, 
from Russia to India and the Viceroy has made 
a grant of Rs.. 50,000 for the purp:>Se from the 

War Fund at his disposal~ No infor
mation is vouchsafed as to why these children 
are to be sent away from Russia which is now 
an ally of the Polish Government and 0!) 
whose side Polish troops are fighting the Nazis. 
News about the result of the · Russo-Nazi 
struggle has of late been. uniformly favourable 
t~ the Russians. Rus_;;ia is a huge ,country 
w1th a sparse population compared to India. 
The population problem in India was very 
much to the fore twelve months 'ago when 
the Census was taken. We have· already 
too many communal minorities . and the 
prospect of adding another to them is 
by no means pleasing. We arc:· not told 
whether the children to be brought over to India 
are Polish Jews, Christians or Muslims. If the 
.children are exclusively IJr in large ·part 
Muslims-the head of the· Polish Muslims 
visited India sonie time back-they .may not 
find · difficulty in being absorbed in the lndiaiJ. 
Muslim community. Bu~ if they are Jews or 
Christians we shall have a new communal pro
blem added to our existing on~ · . .. • · 

· Tirupattur · Conversioa :-The . Tirupattur 
correspondent of the I ntlian Express (Madras) 
reports on February 18 : ,. 

·. To protest. against the alleged action of the local 
Swedish Mi""ion Hospital authorities in havlug 
converted to Christianity a .Brahmin girl, by mme 
Sitalakshmi Ammal, . who had come to the hosPital 
for treatment~ a huge processio'<l · was. organised on 

· Monday evening. The procession terminated at 
the local car atand where a public meeting was held 
Ut'der tbe presidency of Mr', K. Vijayan ServaL 
Messrs. Sethuratnasanli Pilla!, President Panchayat 
Board, Tii'Upattur, v. R, Subbayya Pilla!, Thondar 
Maniclrmn, Chall:lr:arai Rowther and Baira varatnam 
spoll:e criticising as highly unjusti6able and high-handed 
the action of t'- Mission Hospital authorities in 
having converted the woman patient to Christianity 
without the knowledge of either the parents of the 

·girl or of hill' husband. A resolution condemning 
·. the action of the Mission authorities was al<o 

adopted. As a protest against the acti011 of the 
Mission Hosoital authnrities, all the Hindu shops 
and some Muslim shops remained closed on Monday. 

Two features of this report are noteworthy. 
Firstly, the grievance is against a Scandinavian 
mission society. The Danish and Swedish 
missions have a distinguished record of service 
in South India and many of their missionaries 
have won a permanent place in the affections or 
non-Christians, mainly because they· have 
identified themselves with the leading sxial 
pr.,gressive movements of the country. Ia the 
seconJ place the prqtest is one which is registered 
by several communities. These factors would' 
seem· to suggesl~hat the agitatiOn it not just a 
mob reaction. ; But important details- are· 
lacking •. The girl's age has not been givelb Nor 
are we told how she first came in. contact witq 
the mission. · 
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. - THE SINGAPORE DEBATE. 

· More than anything that has happene!l so 
far-·· and some things have happened quite 
as . serious-the · surrender of Singapore 
has shaken · the faith of the British people 
in their' rulers' ·capacity to guard their freedom. 
This is largely due to the highly exaggerated pro
paganda for years past regarding the invulnera
bility of Singapore. The American press in its 
comments on the attack on Pearl Harbour and 
the loss of the two British batLleships, heartens 
itself by Teferring to the Singapore naval base as a 
bulwark which may be expected to stand against 
every possible contingency. Mr. Winston Churchill 
in his statement in the House of Commons 
on · Tuesday had no better explanation to 
offer for· the debacle than that it was 
impossible for· British reinforcements to be 
sent in sufficient quantity to Malaya, having 
regard to the many demands upon them 
from several fronts 'nearer home. This is no 
doubt the right explanation but surely he did not 
discover this only after the fall of Singapore. 
The British Premier was certainly aware of it 
:when he pledged Britain to declare war against 
Japan within an hour of the United States doing 
so. Japan did not wait for the United States 
to take the initiative and. launched her attack 
when her emissary, Kurusu; was in Washington 
trying to arrive at art eleventh hour settlement. 
This, of course, amo·unted to a breach of faith 
and .has been rightly condemned as .an act .of 
treachery. But this is not a new thing in modern 
war, Russia, when she occupied the eastern 
half of Poland two years ago notwithstanding 
a non-aggression pact between the two countries, 
was .similarly accused of treachery and of 
stabbing Poland in the back. Moral rules have 
not the same meaning between nations at war as 
between· private individualS. This is deplorable 
but it is the brutal fact. The surprising thing Is 
that the United States whose J;>resident had been 
making several violent speeches against the Axis 
Powers, had not been preparing to implement 
the presidential fulminations, hoping, evidently, 
that the speeche!! ·themselves were enough to 
intimidate the latter, 

The · responsibilities of the United States 
in • the Pacifj.c are trifling and largely 
sentimental coQlpared to those .of. Britain. 
',rhe British Government should not· have been 
led by the 'United . States ,in her policy in 
that quarter as she has been since the.last ·war 
with the exception of a short . period in the 
Chamberlain regime. · The ·other reason for 
Britisb failure in the Pacific is the persistent 
under-rating of Asiatic efficiency in politics and 
in war. This is also the weakness of British 
policy in India, We only hope that they will 
not wait as in the case of Japan until .there is a 

l rude ~waluinirtg. : An6ther rea~n. is' the· over• 
weenmg . confidence . of Br1fam · and . the 
U. S. A. in the · vastness of .· their ·material 
resources. Material resol!rces are in themselves 
useless · without men in sufficient numbers· 
and '~ith a strong faith in the rightness of their 
cause, to handle them. A small nation • with· 
grea~ fervour for the ca?se which it is fighting 
for, has often defeated b1gger nations without 
that impetus. PuncA several ·years ago had a· 
cartoon which depicted a big boy as having been 
thrashed by a small one. When asked how that 
happened. the big . one's answer was, "He 
was more angry than I was." Mr. Winston 
Churchill pleaded · that it was , impossible fo~ 
him to defend the distant parts of the Empire 
in view of nearer and· more immediate dangers. 
He did not seem to realise the predicament of 
large populations which have not been trained 
to defend themselves, have, indeed, been forbid· 
den the possession of arms, and which have been 
bidden to look for protection solely to the Impe• 
rial Government, when · left in the lurch on the 
plea that the latter could not spare warships and 
air planes. His Excellency· the Commander-in• 
Chief concluded his statement in the Council of 
State the other day with the assurance that 
the situation was ·well in hand. How many 
times of late have we been told this I · · • · 

India, of course, figured in the debate. There 
are four hundred million Indians. There should 
be no · difficulty in drawing upon this huge 
population to augment the man power at the 
disposal of :Britian to such an extent as to cope 
with any possible combination of powers. Only 
about a million men have so far bee11 enlisted, 
They- could easily have ten, possibly twtmty 
millions. The answer to this familiar complaint 
was given some days ago by the Vice-Premier, 
Mr •. Attlee. Ji~ .. said tha~ jhey had !JOt the 
eqUipment necessary to put a larger number of 
Indians in the field. This is rather a lame excuse 
seein~ that Britahi and the United StateS have 
undertaken .·to equip'; the Chinese and to 
supply the needs of the ~oviet army. Mr. Attlee 
alSo said· that this was a long term policy which 
should have been thought of several years before. 
Surely even if there·' was the. equipment you 
can not convert millioniil of pers-:>ns into an 
efficient army overnight, This is said to have 
been, and has probably been, done in China 
but the Chinese are called _upon to defend their 
own independence, their culture and 'their 
spiritual heritage. Of the six nationals fighting. 
in the Far East, Australians, tlritons, Chinese, 
Indians, Japanese- am~ _Siamese,· all except 
Indians, are led by commanders of their own 
nationality.· That single fact carries with. it a 
poignant significance, The Generalissimo in h~ 
parting message expressed the hope that Britain 
will give political power to Indians to enable 
them to develop and to defend their spiritual 
and material res6urces; .The British Govern· 
ment has throughout its connection with India 
nursed the illusi.on that the masses are deeply 
attached to it and that; therefore, it can safely 
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ignore the educated and politically-minded 
classes as lln uninfluenti'll and microscopic 
minority. The .Congress for over twenty-five 
years relied on the Queen's Proclamation .as 
the Magna Charta of India and used to begin 
and end its sittings with three cheers for the 
Queen-Empress. It was despised and denounced 
by the bureaucracy and its satelite Press. 
Tilak · challenged this smug belief and was 
thrown into prison. Gandhiji did the same on 
a nation-wide scale and did not wait to be sent· 
to prison but courted it. The electorates which 
were deliberatly devised 8IJ as to exclude . poli.
tically-minded people, returned at its very first 
opportunity non-co-operating Congress· members 
in .large maj:>rities in seven provinces including 
the Frontier Province consisting of over 80 per• 
cent Mu;,hms. 

. Of the four Muslim provinces two have 
repudiated the Muslim League. Bengal, the 
largest of them, has recently formed a 
Hindu-Muslim coalition Government leaving 
both the Congress and the Muslim Leaaue 
high and dry. The Punjab, . the other 
province, has a Government which, according to 
the oft-repeated declaration of the Prime 
Minister, Sir Sikandar Hyat Khan, was empha· 
tically not a Muslim Government but ·a 
Government of all the three chief communities 
of the Punjab; The claim of the Muslim 
League to represent the maj.Jrity of Muslims 
mu!>t be estimated in thll ·light of these· 
hard facts.· In spite of them, · Sir George 
Schuster read in the course of the debate in the 
House of Commons a letter from Mr. Jinnah 
-perhaps the same which Mr. Jinnah repudia· 
ted some months ago-cla1ming to speak on 
behalf of the community of Indian Mahomedans 
and demanding the .. division· o(. India as the 
indispensable requisite for th'eir salvation and 
declaring that they would. never submit to a 
Hindu-dominated central Government. · One 
would like to know what Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-Shek's response would be if the 20 million 
Chinese Muslims asked for a Chinese Pakistan. 
The partition of Ireland remains a running 
sore in Irish politics preventing Eire ··from 
offering her valuable co-operation to Britain 
in this war. Sir George Schuster could not 
answer a member who interrupted him with the 
pertinent question, whether Indian Muslims would 
accept the somewhat nebulous scheme which he 
adumbrated for immediate adoption in India. 
The suspicion that the British Government was 
contemplating a division of the country as 
desired by Mr. Jinnah, would irrevocably close 
the door to any accommodati.>n with the vast 
majority of the population, including those who 
are striving, against much discouragement, to 
persuade British statesmen to concede what they 
may not be much longer in a position to 
withhold. 

CABINET CHANGES. . ' ·-· 
-The changes in · the British Cabinet 

announced during the last few days are ·more 
rema~kable for. thdr departure. from • long-··: 
stand1ng practice than for their' promtse of,. 
g:rea~r «:fficien~y in resolving the grave·; 
s1tuat1on w1th whrch the Empire is confronted._ 
The outstandin!l' change is the relinquishment 
by the Prime Minister, while remaining in the 
House of Commons and retaining the position·· 
of Prime Minister and the portfolio of Defence, 
of the Leadership of the House. Mr. Churchill 
said that when he succeeded Mr. Neville 
Chamberlain as Prime Minister he had intended to· 
leave to Mr. Chamberlain the Leadership of the 
House of Commons but that it was found not to 
be acceptable and, therefore, he had to undertake 
the Leadership · in addition to his duties as 
Prime Minister. Mr. Churchill had also taken 
charge of the Minister of Defence. So far as 
we can recall, there has been no instance of a 
Prime Minister continuing to sit in the House of 
Commons leaving its leadership to other liands. 
The anomaly of this arrangement is so . obvious 
that it is surprising that it seems to have com
pletely escaped notice. The Leader of the House 
must necessarily be thrown into the backg-round 
by the Prime Minister sitting next to him. The 
House will naturally turn to the Prime Minister 
for the lead it! important matters in pref ere nee to 
the titular Leader who will himself be embarrassed. 
In the present case, . the Leader of the House,' 
Sir. Stafford Cripps, is not an old colleague .. 
He had only a few days ·ago refused to accepf 
the portfolio of Production beca\L~e it was offered 
to him shorn of some of the powers held by·. 
Lord Beaverbrook. In his own way, he is as 
important a public man ·as the Prime Minister 
himself, and holds .strong opinions a)>:Jut public 
questions in complete disaccord with those of Mr.· 
Churchill. The position of Leader of the House: 
of Commons resembles no other so closely as:~ 
that of a snake-charmer. So long as ~he latter' 
keeps up his droning and moving his knees 
in tune therewith, with his eyes steadily fixed on 
those of the reptile, he is safe. . The moment he. 
stops he should promptly hold out the rounct 
basket for the serpent to curl itself in and close; 
the lid. Mr. Churchill has shown liimself possess· 
ed of the capacity to charm the House of Commons 
out of its moods of depression. On· the' 
other hand, in the last war as in this his war 
strategy has not been conspicuous for its_.'lucces8; 
It would have been, there! ore, more in the 'fitness 
of .things if, so long as he is Prime Minister, he 
had remained Leader of the House and handed the 
Defence portfolio to a coll~ague wh~e gccasional 
absence from the House would not excite notice; 
Except in one matter, namely, that both. 
Sir Stafford and Mr. Churchill were dissidentll
in their respective parties, there is no common 
ground between the two. For a parallel we 
must hark back to the time when Mr. I:Jalfoul' 
as Prime ·Minister was trying to hold ~he Free 
Trade and Imperial Preference wings of his 
Cabinet together for a short while.. -
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SOME REMINISCENCES; 
"Apropos of the·superstition about the inau8pici

ousness of encountering a widow referred to in last 
week's Re.for,~er, its disappearance has not come 
about without effort. The following for which loan 
vouch from personal knowledge, is an extreme 
instance, But hundreds of persons; imbued by the 
same spirit of sympathy for the sad plight of Hindu 
widows, have by deliberate intention marked their 
disapproval of the sentiment against widows in 
various ways, · 

The instance is of a friend who revolted against 
the prejudic~ and was determined to show his defiance 
of it in ag public a manner as possible.· One of his 
devices was to get ready to go to his office 
half an. hour earlier than necessary. He would 
sit at home ready to start. Meanwhile his little son 
had a standing instruction to watch for the 
appearance of a widow-the Hindu widow thirty 
years ago .QOuld be noted at a distance from her 
shaven head and white sari-and to report instantly 
to his father, 

' One day I was talking with my friend when the 
lad ran in breathless and reported "she" was coming. 
My friend at once broke off our conversation, jumped 
to his feet and snatching his umbrella, almost ran out 
of the house. I followed him and on catch
ing him up asked him what had happened, He 
pointed to a widow coming towards us, all uncon
scious of the stir· she was causing. He explained 
that in order to prove that the superstition against 
meeting widows was as absurd as it was cruel, 
h'~ had for .sometime past made a practice of leaving 
hts house only when a widow appeared on the 
horizon. I was moved to laughter and tears at the 
same time, at the earnestness of my friend and the 
original way he had devised for demonstrating his 
conviction, The same. feeling and emotion and 
respect crops up as I recall the incident. My 
friend'~ name was N. K. Ramaswami Aiyar, a 
strange blend of earnestness and eccentricity .. 

In the early volumes of The R•Jormer will be found 
several interviews with "fallen women"-devadasis 
and brothel women-which Ramaswami Aiyar under
took in order to obtain :firsthand information about the 
lot of such women in furtherance of the movement 
for their reclamation which ThB R•form•r was then 
promoting. Every evening. after returning from 
Court-he was a lawyer but oared little tor hi.• 
profession-he would visit some brothel, put 
questions to the inmates, carefully take down 
their answers, and translate them into English for 
publication, His frequent trouble · was that the 
women would not believe him when he- told them 
that he had come to · them to have an 
interview, Some of them laughed in. his face. 
Others resented his call merely to get information, 
In one case a policeman who was in the 
house, pushed him out by the neck into 
the street. In another he had persuaded a 
young woman to give up her profession, offering 
to ~ive her employment in his own home. When 
he mformed his wife of this and suggested that the 
woman may be given some work about the house, 
she was furious, But he managed to persuade 
her that his was a work of· philanthropy, and 
invoked my testimony to that effect. . He found, 
however, in a day or two that he had "oversimplified" 
the problem of the rehabilitation of fallen women. 
Tbe young woman found it difficult to aooom
modate . herself to the way of life in a family 
and one night disappeared and was not seen 
again. Ramaswami was not discour;~ged, He 
continued his mission for several days afterwards, 

What :finally decided him to · give it up was 
an · interview· 'with · a eultured, aristocratic 

devadasi; She was a woman ·of refinement. The 
western brothel system coarsens and bestialises 
its votaries, fhe Indian family system had no suoh 
effect, ·Several devadasis were cultured women 
with· a high degree of self-reapeot. The Abbe 
Dubois in his book on Indian Life and Manners con
trasts the refined manners of the Indian devadasi 
with the· western prostitute carrying her · degradation 
on every feature. The Christian missionary bas 
regarded the western system as proof of the superiority 
of Christianity which passes by, drawing the hem of 
its garment from the vice and sin which exists 
around it. He is contemptuous of Hinduism which 
throws its ample cloak over vice and sin holding that 
they are the result of ignorance, that a religion 
cannot save itself by merely disavowing respon
sibility for the evils · which flourish under its 
august nose. 

This, however, is a large question whioh it 
wilt take me far to discuss here. To return to 
Ramaswami Aiyar. He oame straight to me from the 
devadasi whom he had been interviewing.. I 
remember the day for it was the anniversary of 
my father and I had not then adopted my practice 
at present of remembering my ancestor by making 
a small gift to some charity, which· I feel is the 
better and truer . way of performing shraddh, 
Ramaswami was a bit excited as he stepped into 
my ro~m exclaiming that he should be relieved 
from this mission of interviewing fallen women. 

I h 1d not asked him · to undertake it and 
therefore, he did not need my permission t~ 
give it up. But I asked him what had 
happened to make him take · this sudden 
decision. He said that the devadasi whom he 
had gone to Interview that day, had turned the 
tables on him and he felt that if he persisted in this 
work there was greater chance of his becoming a 
fallen man than of his reacuing fallen women, The 
lady was very polite and courteous. But she could not 
see any difference between· a lawyer-she had asked 
him what his profession was-pleading for a client 
who engaged him for a fee and a woman who 
was brought up to give her favours to a client 
on the same footing. In the one case it was 
the brains which were hired ; in the other it was 
the body. Was the body more important in the 
scale of oreation than the mind-the flesh more 
important than the spirit P 

She did not stop there. She held, and 
Ramaswami was utterly convinced of her 
sincerity, that hers was a divinely ordained function 
and that she was doing the will of God in 
following the anoient custom of her family, 
Ramaswami told me that he had no answer to this 
line of argument, And that was why he oould not 
undertake any more interviews, 

A ourious thing about Ramaswami was that he 
was an aggressive atheist. Wherever he weqt he 
took with him a bundle of tracts by Bradlaugh and 
Annie Besant whioh be would distribute to all whom. 
he met. In November 189;1, Mr. (afterwards Sir) N. G, 
Chandavarkar had oome to Madras to preside at a 
meeting of the Hindu Social Reform Association. 
He was entertained to a dinner at the Victoria Town 
Hall. Prominent among the hosts present was the 
late G, Subrahmanya Aiyar, the renowned Editor of 
the llindu, then in .the heyday of his power. 
Ramaswami briskly went up to him and banded 
him one of his tracts, Subrahmanya Aiyar had· 
a grim humour, Without looking at the traot, 
he asked "What, R1maswami Aiyar, does this 
tract say P" Ramaswami replied with a swa~ger, 
"It proves definitely, Sir, that there is no God." 
Suorahmanya Aiyar looked at him quizzioally and 
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aid, "Suppose there is no God, what then 7' 
Rarnatwami gasped, HWhat then 7' "Yes," rejoined 
Subrahmanya Aiyar, ''granting that there is no God, 
I uk you what follows." Ramswami mechanically 
mumbled "Nothing." "Why take all this trouble for 
nothing i"' blandly rejoined Subrabmanya Aiyar. 
Ramaswami was flabbergasted. I never understood 
the meaning of "flabbergasted " so well as from the 
look on Ramaswami's. face, He expected an argu
ment and had his weapons ready. But this concession 
and query, he bad not bargained for. It was a 
ilne display of intellectual Ju-jitsu and Ramaswami 
did not die tribute any more of his tracts that day, 
Later, he ·became an intensely orthodox HindlL 

- K. N. 

CALENDAR REFORM. 

The World Calendar Auociation New York has 
formulated a scheme for reforming the Calendar. The 
defects of the preBent Calendar are 11aid to be that 
it is alway• different from year to year; the quarters 
are of unequal length; in leap years the 6rst half year 
bas 182 days, the second 1St; each quarter begins 
and ends on different days in the week; each month 
begins and ends on a different week-day, the months 
have a varying number of days, each year begins on 
a different week-day. This calendar is said to be 
unbalanced in structure, unstable in form and irre· 
gular in arrangement. In the Calendar proposed by 
the Association, the quarter& will be equal in length, 
.each quarter will begin on a Sunday and end on a 
Saturday, contain 8 months-13 weeks-91 days; 
month-dates (will always fall on the same 
weekdays, each month will have 26 weekdays
plus Sundays. Each year will begin on a 
Sunday; year end days and Leap Year Days, the 
extra Saturdays, will be world holidays. This revised 
Calendar, it is claimed, is balanoed in structure, 
perpetual in form, harmonious in arrangement. The 
:reviaed scheme i1 commended on· several grounds 
among others that it will be bene6cial. to trade and 
industry. It will obviate mid-week holidays which 
are injuriuus to business. A caletaria owner· had 
reduoed his daily quota as he did not expeot m:~ny 
cuatom~rs on Washington's Birthday which fell on a 
Saturday, He bad more customers than he expected 
and Ieee food to sell to them, The aame man had 
the aame experience in reverse on Lincoln's Birthday 
which fell on a Monday, He expected a rush of 
oustomera but he had only a few an:! he waa left with 
a lot of perishable food which was unfit to sell the 
next day.. An industrialist stated his grievance with 
the present Calendar thus : 

When a hoUday comes there Is not only a natural 
lag In an employee's efficiency dlreetly before and after 
the lay-off, but there is also a considerable added 
expen&e In relighting the fires, so to speak. Steam 
pressure Ia ordinarily kept up for overnight lay-offs, but 
ltlo not economiral to do this when the )liant I• closed 
au er.tlre day. There are other disadvantages, loclud· 

. lor the difficulty cf making pick-ups and deliveries, 
which mld-k holidays create. . 
Lifa Insurance agents, it seems, are also incon

venienced by the instability of the present Calendar. 
Moreover Christian Holidays will come at more conve
nient. because of 6xed dates under the reviaed scheme. 
The 25tb December was fixed as Christmas Day in 
the 4th century, Before that it was celebrated in 
different ptaoe1 in about 185 different days of the 
year, Says George Kent 1 •·Think of our 
wandering Easter, our hopping Thanksgiving, our 
Christmas whioh In .1911.0 landed us plop_ in the 
middle of the week-on a Wednesday." With the 
World Calendar, be writes "these dates would be 
fixed, pegged down and known. These . thinga 

would be regulated, stabilised, lifted. out of the 
brain which abould be reserved for celebration, and 
rendered automatic and to shine j)efore us everlas~ 
ingly u a symbol of order and security," Another 
writer in the journal of the Association thinks that 
the present world confusion is a reflection of the 
confusion of the Calendar and the revised World 
Calendar would end all wars and bring heaven upon 
earth. 

All this seems to us very wide of the mark. If 
Linooln'a, Washington's or any one else's birthday 
is worth celebrating, it should be celebrated at 
least approximately on the dates on which they were 
born. Otherwise, it need . not be celebrated 
at all. There is no sense in celebrating 
Washington's birthday, for ·instance, on a day 
on which some one else and not he was born. 
The complaint of too many holidays and of 
their falling on week-days, is far more true of 
India than of any other country in the world. We 
have Hindu, Muslim and Christian holidays; in parts 
of the country there are in addition Parsi and Jain 
holidays. Too many holidays besides cutting into 
work are the cause, in the case of Hindus and 
Muslims, of communal conflict. Pope Gregory's 
feat in making Christmas fall on the 25th December, 
merely to avoid it falling in mid-summer, can not be 
repeated in India, Here Rama's or Krishna's birth
day is celebrated only on the day on which tradition 
holds them to have been born. The Euro
American Calendar is an entirely arbitarary calendar 
and can be altered by Act of Parliament. In India 
for gfficial and secular purposes the Gregorian 
Calendar baa become universal, but for social ~d 
religious purposes the old communal calendars are 
strictly observed and no ruler has ventured an 
attempt to change the dates of Divali and Dasaara 
though probably they have ceased to correspond to 
seasons to which they were originally appropriate. 

A World Calendar •hould correspond to natural 
phenomena, The Indian Calendar is based on this 
principle. The Hindu year is luni-solar or solar. It 
begins at the vernal equinox. It consists of four 
seasons, It is divided according to the passage of 
the sun into the Northern, or the Light, and the 
Southern, or the Dark, half of the year, The month 
likewise is the period between one new moon and 
the next and is also divided into light and dark 
halves. The seven-day week is a foreign- introduc
tion. Names of week-days were unknown until 
about the third or the fourth oentury. The 
seven-day week derives from the account of creation 
in Genesis and does not correspond to any 
nat11ral phenomena. The 6rst of January when the 
year begins is nine days removed from the winter 
solstice which is a natural beginning. The adoption 
of the vernal equinox u the commencement of the 
year would 6t in with Indian ideas, There is need 
to have a uniform calendar for India in the plaoe of 
the many that prevail, The Kali Yuga is accepted 
by all Hindus but within it they have several eras, 
the Samvat and the Saka, the Bengal and the Quilon 
eras, and the Mu•lim era commencing from the 
flight to Medina. On the top ot all is the Christian 
era which involves the anomaly of Hindus, Musltms, 
Sikhs, Jains, • J ewa and Pars is having to 
acknowledge Jesus Christ as their Lord every 
time they date a letter. A year which begins 
with the vernal equinox will be free from tbis 
anomaly. As in discussions of religion, 1100iology 
and eoonomios, the failure to tali:e the higbly 
developed system of India has- resulted in the 
failure of ••the World Calendar" to be true to its 
name. In his article •Time and The Eastern Man" 
in the second quarter's journal of the World Calendar 
Association, Dr. Albert Parry refers to the Japanese 
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and Chinese' mOdes of. reckoning time but almost 
completely ignores the ·Indian system from .which 
both were derived, Proposals in the past to reform 
the Calendar have fallen through. The League of 
Nations had a proposal to have a year of 18 months 
of 28 day! each but this was not accepted by all its 
members. This would have been less than the solar 
year by a day which will have to be inserted 
somewhere. Soviet Russia has adopted a five-day 
week. 

LETTERS OF B. J, PADSHAH. 
( (Jopgright.) 

AUGUST 20, 1981. 
London, 

Earthquakes terrify animals beyond men; in New 
Zealand I had heard of horses rearing, and then 
dropping dead of fright; in England, the brooding 
~irds :flew out of their nests, · 

AUGUST 2ll, 1981, 
London. 

· ·Cuba's President is in great danger, so much that 
_the U.S. A. who have conferred independence by 
Treaty may be obliged to· interfere. Among the 
safeguards for India might very well be borrowed 
the Cu ba-U. S. 11rrangemen~ 

I have le.arnt some instructive odds and ends, 
With profound insight it bas been laid down, that 
the interest of the child-pupil is not in the subjects 
taught, but in the soul of the teacher, who is obliged 
to be theatrical in order to give a perpetual reminder 
of his soul to the child-an operation whioh is 
very trying and fatiguing. It bas· been observed 
that the duration of a starling's song is from 
1 minute to 1!1, average 2·2 minutes. The 
sleeping posture has been photographed, and found 
to be frequently changing ; the average duration 
of a posture is 8 minutes. If that be so, people 
awake who remain immoveable to be mistaken 
for asleep, would be detected as humbugs, when 
this is generally known. 

. AUGUST 29, 1981. 
On a MBditll1'1'tmBan (Jruiu. 

Mrs. Green ·spoke of an Indian missionary, 
Dr: Waters, who backed Gandhi ; but Mrs. Green 
did not know· and would not express an opinion, 
1 agreed, and quoted from the "Light of Asia," the 
~~st words of Buddha's first sermon: . 

Om Aqlitaya I measure not with words 
The Immeasurable; Nor sfnk the string of thought 
Into the ]!'a thornless; Who asks doth err; 
Who answers, errs. Say nought. 

;And the conversation got diverted on to Religion. 
She and her bus band were believers; they believed 
the tale ofJonah and the Whale; but their son pooh
poohed, 1 declared my sympathy for the son, and sur· 
'Prise at his daddy, explained th 1t the missionaries had 
done their work too well in India, not only exploded 
our anoestra! beliefs, but also the will to believe 
anything. Mrs. Green wa• all agog to hear, and 
agreed that the professionalism of bishops, like that 
of everyone else, tended to make them humbugs; 
their pay to defend predetermined beliefs kept them 
from seeing and showing evidence that went against 
those beliefs. Mrs. Green wanted to uphold Con
sistency;' J sugge!ted· that we are blunderers all, 
all the' time, and a hankering for o'onsistency fixed 
us in the bog of blunder, preventing even the will 
-to find. a way out ....... · 

·Mr. Butt was grateful, .gave a · clasp when . .I 
stated that to Eton and Oxford some things are 

• 

''impossible" and other things ••are not done" w~i<:b 
. disqualifie.s them from sympathy with alien though C. 

• ~ . 1 •• ' 

SEPTEMBER· 1, 1931 . i 
BBIWBeri 'Oadis ao AroBSa Bag. 

. ' . . 
And one thing leads to another ; we talked of the 

Cosmic Rays investigation at Pike's Peak demon
strating that creation is proceeding before our eyes~ 
if we would only see; Creation's chorus did not stop 
on a Sabbath 6,000 years ago. And our will and 
ability to see are not limited by our natural eyes~ 
the telescope, the microscope, the spectroescope 
enlarge our vision, instead of new eyes. Animal 
evolution progresses by growth of limb ; Man· alone
by tools, develops fast, laying aside tools when he 
does not want them. 

SEPTEMBER 6, 198t 

Mr. Butt is keenly interested in politics of the 
advanced school, has no sympathy with Miu 
Bondfield and her doles, esteems MacDonald for' 
making a stand against his extremist crowd, was a 
pro-Boer, admires John Morley, is a great admirer 
of Napoleon, thinks the last great War was the first 
just war into which ·England entered, was anxious 
to compare his views with mine on Indian politics. · I 
told him tbat British statesmen had mishandled the 
problem-even Lord Irwin. Eton and Oxford hzd 
given them standards of "impossible" men· and 
"things that are not done." And the F.ton-bred 
were thus cut off from understanding other standards 
for which they had no use: and then they senti
mentalise about the right of a free people· to stew in 
their own juice. Mr. Butt had a good reason at home 
in his son trained at Oxford, to understand ~y 
views. 

As our way lay through green and water and 
heights which reminded Welshmen of Wales and 
Englishmen of England, our conversations took 
another course-Prohibition, Bernard Shaw's plays; 
Mr. Nicholson who seems fond of the theatre and of 
Shaw, firmly' guiding the conversation. Miss 
Fisher did not agree with the Superman that women 
mark out their chosen husbands and that men had n() 
choice. 

I happened to speak of my first expE!rience · in 
England in 1884, and the female suffrage movement 
of that day, and ·how my enthusiasm for it was 
touched. Did I retain the enthusiasm still, Mi s 
Fisher asked, 

I said it was the same as to overing . manhC"od 
suffrage; I felt that too many votes had depreciated 
the individual vote, that voters did. not care to vote, 
that those who voted, did so either by class or club 
or for some slogan unconsidered by themselves, 
voiced by loud-voicers from 'considerations other 
than the voter's · benefit, What was -needed was 
that the deep sentiment of workmen or women should 
get voiced; what resulted was that some accidental 
conviction of mind which had nothing to do with.. 
thought, got bellowed· out. I would not revert to 
the days when the ·pulpit exhorted the "lowly" to
respect the duties of the. class in which Providence 
had been pleased to place them ; but I would no 
more glorify the Ametican constitution wbioh 
permitted AI Capone to rule Chicago with the aid. 
of the whisky-drinking class. In England women 
voted with their ola~s or'kinsmen, in America they 
had imposed Prohibition (which I too had favoured} 
and its consequences, Then, what did I think 
of Prohibition P and what ought . we to do I" 
There was no denying that liquor had proved 
a vast evil and needed regulation ; regulation 

, by Prohibition ·was worth trying_ .out, an<! then 
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rever•ing if it did not worlc. The American 
oonstitution maJce. reversing difficult, and so 
Prohibition 11tay1 even if it abould eat up America, 
Prohibitionists, like anti-vivisectionists, do not seek 
Truth but propaganda; they pick out soientilic 
pronounoemente in their favour and ignore the rest. 
I was 1tiR'ed by Sir Victor Horsley's experi
mentl 1howing that protoplasm periahea with the 
elighteat alooho~ and the lower premium charged 
by illluranoe companies to total abstainers. It 
now appears that Sir Victor did not draw the 
right inference from his brilliant experiments. 
During the last decade, Insurance pronouncements 
eeem to be more cautious ; the wine-drinking French 
troops during the War showed mare staying power 
than the abstainers; for Rpecial assaults lfrink had 
to be served out 1 the experiments which seemed to 
ehow that aloohol, even the &lightest quantity 
reduced efficiency had been conducted in select 
occupations, like t{pography; and we hid better 
await the Report o the Licensing Commission now 
due. Meanwhile, Legislation speaks loudly, We 
know the effects of American Prohibition. We 
know the successes in Melbourne and Scandinavia 
through other forms of regulation, Life is trial 
and error. 

SEPTEMBER 7, 1981, 
London, 

X andY come in for criticism about 
the treatment of their debtors which ia not fair, 
They lend to people who cannot obtain credit from 
banks 1 a loan to 1uoh people is attended with great 
risks, and recovery has to be enforced by prompt 
foretight of failure of debtor. The debtor is not 
interested in preventing such enforcement 1 the other 
creditors are interested and X and Y--
have to be awake to avail themselves of the priority, 
while the law give~ it to them, A ten per oent 
uniform voluntRry cut. may be similarly unfair, 
People who have had large riaet, have less occasion 
to resist outl than those whose advancement has 
been discouraged. 

SEPTEMBER 10, 1981, 

On Bni Meditsrran•an wuis1. 
The cry of equality of sacrifice in- difficult times, 

needa a deeper interpretation than the merely 
arithmetical! and its unfairness has been pointed 
out in the preaent crisis in Great Britain, Teachers 
and Governments officers who have received 
no rises proportional to the Boom, are in 
no position to aooept a voluntary cut in 
depression. The King has informed Parliament 
that his establishment, having been recently out 
to the bone, cannot submit to a reduction greater 
than £ 50,000 without the dismissals of old and 
worthy men and curtailment (of ceremonies) in
compatible with the dignity of monarchy. Mr. 
MoDonal;ilnforms Labour that the out of 10% in the 
dole leaves beneficiaries 1i% better off than last 
year, owing to fall in the ooet of living, Capitalists 
who have kept businesses going even at a loss, may 
claim relief in taxation as participation in equality 
of sacrifice. 

SEPTEMBER 18, 1981. 
Today's wireless brings news of Mr. Gandhi's 

receptions In Englanll and France, the interception 
by the French Police of a bouquet pretented 
by Frenchwomen which the police suspected to 
oonoea.l a bomb and were amazed to find that it 
did oonoeal, not a bomb, but a pair of trousers. 

SEPTEMBER 14., 1981, 
When a ''principle" like Swadeshl outs across 

other received "principle~" suoll as each . one 

looking after his own interest, and devil take 
the hindmost, conflicts and· confusion must arise; 
each interest wishes the other fellow to receive 
the attention of the Devil and itself to receive the 
benefits of Swadeshi; monopolise them if possible. 

• • • • 
Said Mr. Vintner to me at breakfast; "Do you mind. 

passing the sugar ?" With pleasure, I replied, I have
been a member of the lndian Sugar Committee; and; 
when the President asked for sug~tio01 of a motto 
for the Report, I put in: ••Sugar, Sugar, I say Sugar. 
Who dares to laugh at Sugar?"-William Pitt. This. 
was at the time of the glorious war, and Pitt's 
Government had proposed a tax on sugar to 
defray the cost of glory, and the Hou'le bad foared 
with laughter. A moment later Mr. Vintner looked 
for butter but found it without asking me. I said 
he need not have ignored me; nobody had laughed 
at butter, 

The wireless reports Mr.· Gandhi's telegram to 
the Viceroy to reopen negotiation, and the difficulties 
of Ministers to reconcile their own extreme 
followers and the Opposition parties on the 
subject of Economy. Mill! Q · agrees with 
the Viennese doctor, that· women (and not women 
only) will not change their opinions unless you 
agree with them, 

SECRET SESSIONS FOR CENTRAL 
LEGISLATURE. 

At the request of members of the Central 
Legislative Assembly, the Government of India have 
agreed to hold a secret session of the Legislative 
Assembly and in order not to place the elder states

. men of the country at a disadvantage, to bold 
thereafter a secret session of the Council of State. 
Whilst the demand from members gives the idea 
that the leaders of the - public want to 
tell the Government something in private which 
the exigencies · of . the war situation and the 
Defence of India Rulea prevent them from publicly 
sayin!l', the announcement that· the Commander
in-Chief is going to address the House on the war 
situation and the amendment of the Defence of In;:lia 
Rules to prohibit reports ofthe session appea~ing in 
print, imply that the Government has someth10g .to 
tell the representatives of the people which cannot 
be said out openlJ:• We do not kno~ W!letber. at 
least out of ourios1ty tbe Congre~s w1ll let Its 
members attend the session. From whichever side 
the confidence is to ftow, there seems to be no point 
in holding a secret session in India. Britain; it 
must be remembered, has now a national government 
and all parties have by agreement sunk their 
differences, Tile only time to ventilate their grievances 
or for people's repreBentatives to inftuenoe policy is in 
secret sessions of the House of Commons. Here 
there is no united front and the Legislature has no 
power to direct o~ control foreign policy or ~;Dilitary 
defence. In the circumstances a secret sess1on oan 
only add to general panic by impressing on people 
that the realities of the situation are far worse than 
those in ·authority would like to admit. Possibly the 
Government conceded the demand a• aha.rmless one. 
It will be the cause of much avoidable m1schie£ The 
politician is not generai!Y. th_e most. reticent of 
human beings, The limitations wh1oh a seo~et 
seasion naturally plaoea on the press and wh1oli 
is now doubly underlined, will merely restrain the 
pre!lll from printin~ something wbi_?b a tbous~nd 
readers will know vaguely or oertamly. At a ti';De 
when public confidence in its sources of Information 
should be strong, it is being undermined. 
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Cblna and India :-We welcomed the visit of 

the Chinese Generalissimo and Madama Chiang 
Kai-Shek as a striking exhibition of construc
tive imagination towards counteracting the 
catching· slogan of Asia for Asiatics. The visit 
does not seem to have progressed exactly as the 
hosts would have wished it to do. This is due to 
the fact that the term "India'' as understood 
by the Chinese leader. meant the people of 
India, while it meant, as used by the New 
Delhi 11uthorities, the British Government in 
this country. Owing to this, the exhortation in 
the Generalissimo's parting .message that 
China's Ally, Britain, should give political power 
to India to enable her to develop spiritually 
and materially on her own lines, evoked more 
enthusiasm in Great Britain and the United 
States than in official and semi-official circles in 
this country. This is further brought out by the 
Press communique announcing the creation of 
a special officer to ensure full co-ordination 
between Chinese and Jndian war efforts: 

• It ~ been accepted In principle that there shocld 
be reciprocal appointments of Chinese and Indian · 
representatives to Delhi and Chungking with the local 
rank of Minister on the llnes of existing arrangements 
between Delhi and Washington. This arrangement, 
which. wlll come Into being as soon as possible, will 
establish. close llalson In all the three capitals-Delhi, 
Wash.lngton and Chungldng-nd h.elp · In the co
!lrdlnation of the common war effort. In addition, In 
order to provide th.e m&chinery required at the Indian 
end or tha actlvitieto o£ the ChineS!! Govern!111lut ill, 
~nnectlon with :r- alld Lend Supplies, the Govern· 
ment or Indla have decided to establish a post to be 
known as the .Ch.lna .Relations Officer in Calcutta. 
The post will be under the superintendence and control 
or the External Affairs Department and wlll be held 
at the outset by Sir Edward Cook, late Governor or 
the Bank of Egypt. Sir Edward Cook will a!I&UJlle 
ch.arge in Calcutta on March. 2, 1942, and his office 
will be In the Calcutta offices orthe .Reserve Bank or 
India, His residence wlll be No. 1, Penn Road, 
Allpore, Calcutta. Mr. E. F. Lydall, I. C. S., or the 
Indian Political Service, has been appointed Secretary. 

The appointment of two non-Indians to the- newly 
created -posts of special relations officer to 
ensure full coordination between China and 
Indian war efforts, is inexplicable. Here 

was 'a splendid opportunity. to demonstrate. 
to India and Chiaa that Britain wishes the· " 
two great countries to develop closer relations' 
as two sister Asiatic nations with a long tradi~' 
tion of cultural and commercial intercourse. 
That opportunity has been missed ·and, what is'· 
more regrettable, it has been allowed to become a. 
fresh cause-of difference in the relat'~1s between. 
the people and the Governmeet of : ... dia. The 
"Indian representative''. is not an India~\ 
while the .Chinese representative will ·be a, 
Chinese in fact. Nothing would be. more 
impressive as a proof of the British Govern· 
ment's desire to identify itself with India not only 
in words but also in deeds than a self-denying 
ordinance not to appoint Englishmen in pre•. 
ference to Indians to high political and adminis-, 
trative appointments at least for the duration of 
the war. · Here, on the· other hand, we have a, • 
retired Englishman hunted up for the post of 
Indian representative. The irony may not bd 
apparent to New Delhi but it will not be lost 
on Chunking. · 

Perplexing Numbers :-Anyone who has had 
to study up facts about China during the last· 
few days, either in connection with the visits o( 
the Chiangs or for the China Day celebrations 
today, must have noted the extreme difficulty thai_ 
exists in getting at the true figure for Muslims 
in China, which .is obviously not regarded as 
an important factor in Chinese studies, For the 
best authorities fail to give anything about the 
religious divisions of China, We have ourselves 
seen three different estimates-20 millions (Edgar 
Snow), 40 millions {Times of lmlia ), .90 
millions ( Mr. K. Chandy iQ his article printed 
elsewhere this week). We have no particular 
predeliction • for any of . the three and the 
Indian .. public is. free to..take, ita ..dloice. 
In India itself nobody is allowed to. forget the 
number of Muslims and their differences frolll 
the rest of the ·Indians. But there is a similar 
obscurity about the number of Momins who 
place their number at forty-five- millions, more 
than half of the total Indian Muslims, .are 
protesting against the Muslim League's claims 
to speak for all Muslims of India, ami bad at a 
recent Conference at Ddhi expressed their 
support of the • cause or Indian freedom. The 
Bombay Cnronit:le which. reports the function~ 
has a curious editorial commant which reads :-· · 

The AU-India Mania · Coofereace which chr.lms io 
npresent o.er 551000,000 Muslims in India, has sent 
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a cable to the British Cabinet repudiating .. "the Muslim General Wavell Back in India :-General 
League's claim to possess the sole right to speak on Wavell who was relieved about three months 
behalf of the Indian Muslims" and supporting the ago of the Commander-in.Chiefsh'tp ·of lndt'a to 
demand for India's freedom. The Momins' claim t~ 
represent 55,000,00() Muslims is certainly highly become Commander-in-Chief of the allied 
exaggerated. When conflicting · claims are being armies in the South· Western Pacific, has been 
made by various associations about their representative renominated to the Indian Command. The 
character, it is best to rely most on the people's t f 11 d r d f h' 
representatives in the Legislatures, either the present announcemen o owe a 1ew ays a ter IS safe 
ones or, preferably, fresh ones returned after a arrival in India. A long and rather laboured 
general election. It is good that the Momins support communique explains that Sir Archibald's services 
the demand for the country's freedom. were urgently needed in India in order to coordi-

We do not know why the Chronicle should nate war efforts with China. This need has not 
inflate the Momin population by 10 millions arisen now. It existed before he was transferred 
and then say it is highly exaggerated ! and made his headquarters in the Netherland 
It goes on to warn its readers against Indies. The only change that has occurred is the 
accepting any. views as correct except those invasion of Netherland Indies by the Japane.qe, 
voiced .. by representatives in the Legislature The authorities do not seem to realise that 
or by men elected at fresh elections. It is a frequent changes of this kind have a disquieting 
notorious fact that the present electorates are effect on the public mind and are not conducive 
deliberately demarcated to weight reaction. The to the establishment of personal confidence which 
Momin Conference in fact asks for separate in the Army even more than in the Civil Services 
electorates against the other Muslims, on the is essential to efficiency. They are also dis. 
very ground on which the Muslim Leaguers advantageous as showing that the authorities 
demand excessive representation from other are not sufficiently in touch with the situation 
Indians. · What has suddenly won the Bombay to be able to look beyond a few weeks and are 
Congress newspaper over to championing_ the guided largely by · circumstances which they 
present system of representration or to \Yithhold can not control, . 
from Momins what it allows to the League ? Soldiers in BDmbay :-The Bombay Ckroni&/e 
ln the present • state _ of . politics in this country, of the 2nd March published a ·report of a 
the only explananation we can offer for a meeting of Musli.m women held at the Municipal 
Congress organ's anxiety to maintain League Marathi School at Dongre on the previous 
influence intact, is that a pact is brewing Saturday. The following is taken from it=~ 
between the two parties, in other words that the At the end of the lectures, an elderly lady said that 
one has .acquired a "vested interest'' · in 'they were not afraid of air-raids but they were 

disgusted at the behaviour of some European soldiers 
maintaining the other's prestige. especially at their behaviour towards women and asked 

President Linsen's Message :-. The fact .that for protection. The meeting passed this resolution 
moved by Mrs. Lukmani and supported by Mrs. Kajljl: 

China has a President, has been ·obscured by "This meeting of Muslim women of Bombay condemns 
the striking personality of the Generalissimo the behaviour of some European soldiers in Bombay, 
Chiang Ka1-Shek. Similarly in Soviet Russia e>peciaUy their behaviour towards women, and calls 
M.l)talin bulks more largely· in the world's eye upon Government and the Municipality to ta!re effective 
than President · Kalinin. Herr Hitler has h:~~!' J;~:d~!':f' ~~~:~,behaviour, a~d protect the 
obviated this dualism by combining in himself Another meeting of women · in Bombay 
the role of titular and actual head of the State, adopted a similat- resolution. · Several letters 
President Linsen in a message to India says: have- appeared in the Indian Press from 
_ I take the greatest pleasure in sending you my heartiest correspondents denouncing the conduct of 

appreciation, as weU as that of the entire Chinese soldiers who were assumed to be Australians. 
nation. China and India are two great nations both 1 · lk 11 of lJ • f 1 
having had a long civilisation. The long·standing n pnvate ta a sorts a egations are ree Y 
friendship between our two countries is built on made and not all who make them can be called 
reciprocal cultural relations. Just as individual friend- irresponsible panic-mongers. ·It is no exag-

. ships are perpetual, so international relations built on geration to say that public fteling is much 
culture will last fot ever. Henceforth, because of agitated and that ·the effect of months of 
developments in modern means of communications, propaganda has been ruined by the misconduct of 
our contact will become ·even more closely cemented. 
I sincerely believe that relations between your gr\'&t a 'few soldiers. In Poona too there .seem to' have 
country and mine will grow ever closer and more been similar complaints~ 'Gandhiji has devoted 
cordiaL ' · the leading article in the Han'jan of the 1st' 

President Linsen's messag-e was broadcast to March to this qu~tJon. Some of his remarks 
the Indian people on· China Day which is are made· in ignorance of the circumstances and 
celebrated today at the call of His Excellency may be misunderstood 'to mean that the women 
the Viceroy. T~e significance of ·the. Viceroy who . were victimised, · failed to shame their 
?n this. occasion arises largely because he violators by their dazzling purity. The case of a 
lS accepted as the mouthpiece of the Indian single man seeking ~o violate a woman materially 
peopl~ Would Sir Edward Cook likewise differs from that when five or six men combine 
be regarded as an • "Indian . representative" 'f · to ravish a woman who. happens to fall into their 
The Government· of India must · make its hands. Men in such circumstances lose all trace 
choice. It must be Indian in fact as in name of humanity and descend below the level even of 
or ma.k~ it clear that it is ~ndian ~nly in name, · · beasts. ApP.faiS are ·made to the .lluthorities 
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who must, if they are worth their salt, be 
well aware of what is going on under their 
eyes and are either unable or unwilling to 
interfere, Gandhiji recommends ·women to 
migrate to villages where they will be 
comparatively safe from . the dangers to 
which they are liable in Bombay and Poona. 
A simpler cov.rse will be to shut up women in 
their houses or in purdah. We have repeatedly 
referred to the emancipation of women as the 
brightest spot of British rule. Th~ir re-committal 
to the purdah and other old safeguards, will mean 
the liquidation of the greatest asset of the 
British connection. We do not expect that things 
will be allowed to go so far. . The situation 
demands the personal and particular attention of 
His Excellency the Governor. The· responsibi· 
lily of the Indian community is far greater. 
The attitude of persecution of the victims of 
this kind of violence must give place to one of 
protection and sympathy. The shame of such 
deeds is wholly that of the criminal and not a 
trace of it attaches to the innocent victim. 
As we go to Press we have glanced at the 
report in the Bombay Chronicle of the debate, 
unfinished; on a resolution on the subject moved 
by Mr. S. C. Thakar and seconded by 
Mrs. K. M. Munshi. Mrs. Munshi is said, besides 
other reported instances, to have given her own 
personal experience while travelling on the 
train. The Commissioner of Police explained 
that he had received only one complaint of the 
1n0lestation of two school girls, "except from 
prostitutes." The Commissioner surely knows . 
from his experien~ of India that women who 
are violated will not come forward to publish 
their wrongs. · The. one .case which came to 
his notice, must have occurred in circumstances 
which prevented ·reticence, Then, a woman 
being a prostitute is. no excuse for her being 
molested. This is a dangerous argument in 
more than one way. It . i,s so easy fu set up 
the plea that the woman who was outraged, 
was a prostitute. 

fines and Administration :~There have· of 
late been some irresponsible letters .to the editors 
in the press, advising drastic fines for anythin/! 
that causes the least irritation. ·Wednesdays 
newspapers also reported .that several persons 
had been fined for not takinB" cover when the 
siren went off for an A. R. y. practice, The 
result of the penalties was that, on a mere 
rumour on Wednesday evening that there was to 
be a practice which might last for three hours, 
the streets of Bombay were deserted after six. 
From the point of view of the -A. R, P. 
organisation the public action .was a grand 
demonstration of the sensitiveness of the Bombay 
public to air · raid warnings. Nevertheless, 
the Government had to issue a communique 
on Thursday declaring that for the rest of the 
week there would be no A. R. P. practice. There 
is a tendency to forget the.two main purposes 
of such practices: The first o£ $ese is to train 
the organisation to swing into operation at a 
given signa:!, The other is to educate the public. 

The second object, as Wednesday showeJ, has 
been achieved. Naturally. in spite of the appeal 
to seek the- nearest house, peojlle hesitate 
at a time of practice to disturb the 
privacy of nearby householders. In fact, in 
certain areas it is as necessary to instil in the 
minds of residents the desirability of admitting 
persons as to tell the people to take shelter in the 
nearest house. We would suggest that the 
wardens be instructed to direct passers-by 
where to seek refuge. It is unfortunate 
that the first practice, announced 'as conducted 
under the military, should have resulted also in 
the first convictions. Probably the two are 
unconnected. That is all the more 'reason_ why 
the civil authorities should have taken care .not 
to create any cause for prejudicing the public 
against the military. · · 

A Vedantic View of Non-violence :-The' 
Praburltlha Bharata, principal journal of the 
Ramakrishna Mission, vigorously denounces 
"Non-violence as a political and moral dogma." 
"We must not,'' it says, "make a fetish -qf 
non-viole"nce and . with a proselytising zeal 
enforce . it on our fellow beings. That will 
be the worst form ·of violence as it will 
undermine "their personalities, which have td 
be developed through a . proces!f of education 
along the lines most suited fcir each." Hinduism, 
declares the Editor; is openly against such 
a democratisation of • ideals. He lays. the 
blame for departing from the Hindu plan 
.to Buddhism. But Buddhism .· has ·not been 
a social or religious influence for' over a· 
thousand years. Besides, Buddha has no
where condemned W.lr. · With his b1ckground of 
hereditary rulership · Buddha was always 
careful to avoid upsetting the ·social order. At 
the request of contemporary rulers, he forbade 
the admission of soldiers to the Sangha. More 
bnportant still, Japan, China and Burma, which 
profess Buddhism, are at the present moment 
actively engaged in warlike operations just as the 
nations professing Christianity are, The only 
difference is, and it is a significant one, that while 
Japa~ has two religions, Buddhism for peace 
and Shintoism for war, Christianity is made 
to serve both purposes by the Church, a religion 
of peace at peace-time and a religion blessing 
war at times of war. The non-violence of India 
is not due to Buddhism. For a thousand years 
when India was ruled by· Buddhist sovereigns, 
she enjoyed peace and prosperity within and 
freedom from aggression from without such as 
she had known at any time before or after. It. 
may urged with equal plausibility that it was 
the cessation of Buddhist influence which brought 
on India the inertia which the Prabutld!u:J Bfla. 
rata deplores. The fact is, between the religion 
which a people profess and the course or 
conduct which they follow, there is·always a gulf. 
The significance- of .. ' this editorial in the 
Pralnuld!u:J BluJratG is that Hinduism is 
entering on the dynamic phase of which Swami 
Vivekananda was the puissant exponent. -
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INDIAN' SOCfAL REFORMER 
.BOMBAY, March 'i, 1942: 

CHINA AND INDIA. 
Having grown up for generations in a political 

atmosphere in-which the Government of India 
has rarely indulged in emotional outbursts, 
Indians must have been surprised at the Viceroy's 
announcement that all India was to ·celebrate 
"China Day" on March 2, later postponed to 
March 7. To many of us the decision seemed 
rather out of place and a rather officious 
imitation of popular demonstrations of political 
parties. Nevertheless, it has to ))e admitted 
that, if Government had to choose an occasion 
fpr celebration, there could have been none fitter 
at the moment than the vi.sit of the: Chiang 
Kai-Sheks to India, If "China Day" stimulates 
study of present-day conditionsin China as the 
historic visit .did interest in that country and in 
the ancient historical ties that bind India and 
China together, much would be gained. 
At the moment, however, there seems to be· little 
effort to understand the deeper lessons of China 
and a tendency to draw superficial inft'rences 
from hastily improvised data, The one lesson 
Modern China has for us would seem to be the 
lesson of an Asiatic Power reduced to semi-colo
nial status, striving . in· war as she had done 
in.· peace, to industrialize herself. This . will 
probably ·be the 'last aspect to .strike writers 
on· the subject. On the other hand, we are 
asked to admire the manner in which 
China has· solved her communal problems · 
and to imitate her in tolerance and appreciation 
of the other point of view. We . shall learn 
nothing if we search abroad for the wrong 
things. · .The history of modern China must 
give the impartial o~server the impression that in 
internal . politics · the great Chinese leader has : 
more points in' common with Mr. . Savarkar 
than with,. say, Pundit Jawaharlal . ~ehru. 
It is China's good fortune that the ambttions of 
rival imperialisms left her with at least the. 
shadow of independence and that,_ :when one 
power sought to establish itself there, the national : 
spirit had awakened in Asia. Indians who look 
for: political inspiration from China, would do, 
well to bear in mind that the British system does 
not encourage the growth. of Chiang Kai-Sheks, 
and Sun-Yat-Sens in India. Those who 
hold up Chiang's example are curiously en~ugh 
th_e men who ding to the British system. . 

There is a tendency in some quarters to trace 
the troubles of India to some defect in the Indian 
character, some more than ordinary inheritance 
of original sin. And this explanation is eagerly 
grasped at by persons who hesitate to face the. 
consequences of a more searching inquiry •. 
But of China itself where we have been assured 
by Madame Chiang CabShek . that religion is a 
personal matter, another picture can be presented 
-.-a picture which might cause .the Duke of 
Devonshire to ask . as relevantly as he does 
today of India, to which China the British 

should promise help and material aid. Let us' 
not forget that there is also a "Chinese·• 
Government at Nanking. And a slight difference· 
in the emphasis laid by the best Chinese minds of 
the day on the history of China, can make out a' 
case against Chinese unity and nationalism. 
Until 1911 when China became a Republic,· 
the Empire of the Manchus made a marked 
distinction between the Muslims and the Chinese. 
Mr. Owen Lattimore, explorer, contributing a 
chapter in Joseph Barnes' "Empire in the 
East," observes : 

Islam ranked within the Manchu Empire as a na.tion 
rather than a faith. .. They were ruled or rather ad· 
ministered from the Manchu court at Peking In a· 
manner which made it perfectly clear that their 
standing within the Empire was different from and 

·higher than that ol the Chinese ... It was the generat 
policy of the Empire to limit contact between lh.em and 
the Chinese in order to prevent their being assimilated.' 
by the Chinese. · · 

The setting up of a republic reversed this 
process, when contact with foreign powers in.· 
the twentieth ·century·· necessitated Chinese 
solidarity. The fall of the Manchus may not 
incorrectly be traced to· failure to recognize the
needs of the times. 1£ today it is difficult for 
the foreign student to distinguish between. 
Muslims in China and the Chinese, the· credit 
goes to Dr. Sun-Yat-Sen and his successor,. 
Chiang Kai-Shek, in putting through a policy 
of nationalization of minorities in one genera
tion. It was a policy which entailed hardship. 
but it was ruthlessly put through.· Mr. Edgar• 
Snow, 'in fact, is not very confident of its success.· 
He writes in an illuminating chapter in Rerl 
Star ovu China : 

Although. theoretic:>lly the Ch.inese consider th.e Hui•' 
or Muslim people one of the five great races of China, 
m:>st Chinese seam to deny Muslim racial separateness. 
claiming they have been Slnicized. · In practice, the
Central Government decidedly follows a policy or 
absorption, even more direct (th.ough perhaps less 
successful) than that pursued towards the Mongolians.! 
The Ch.inese official attitude t.owards.th~ Mohammedans] 
seems to be that they are a "religious minority" but. 
not a "uational minority." However~ it is quittt evident 
to anyone who sees them In their own domain In the. 
North.· West that th.eir claims to racial unity and the 
right to nationhood as a people .are not without; 
substantl•l basis in fact and history ...... In many. 
districts they (tlie ~hammedans ·of China) are a' 
majority, and in some very big areas they outnumber. 
the Chinese as much. ·as ten to one. Generally th.eir 
religious orthodoxy seems to vary according to their: 
strength of numbers in a given spot but in the 
dominantly Mohammedan·region ...... the atmosphere is 
distinctly that of an IslamiC country •• ; ... The pilgrimag~t. 
to Mecca is an ambition of all and is frequently realized·" 
by rich men and ahuns (mnllahs), who thereby 
strengthen their p:ilitical and economic power. To 
most of them Turkey, not. China, seems to be still the· 
fatherland, and pan-Islamlsm rather than pan-China. 
the ldeal ...... Owlng to tlieir law .. ; ... the children of 
mixed marriages tend to grow up regarding themselves. 
as a species different from their Chinese relatives. 

Mr. Snow's description of the Chinese Commu~ 
unist Party's policy towards these Muslims may' 
help to eltplain · to Indians the attitude of 
Mr. M, N. Roy whose experience has beeo 
largely gained in Communist China, to Paki_:;tan; 
Mr. Snow gives· the programme , of the Chmese: 
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·Reds . which' includes the formation ·of an 
·autonomous Mohammedan Government and the 
union of the Muslims of China. Outer Mongolia, 
Sinkiang and Soviet Russia. Tl}e Chinese 

·Muslims 'do not trust Red promises. "Years of 
maltreatment by Chinese militarists," writes 
Snow, ''and racial hatreds between Chinese 
and Muslim, had left among them -a deep 
and justified distrust of the motives of 
all Chinese." . · The Chinese Generalissimo•s 
policy differs widely froin this and he 
has the suppJrt of China at the · moment. 
The strongest of recent rebellions in 192a 
involved Chiang Kai-Shek against leading 
Muslim Generals, whilst in 1932 the Soviet 
Government from Moscow intervened to restore 
power to a Chinese leader against a Muslim 
insurrection set on foot or supported by Japanese 
influence, The Chinese Generalissimo must 
have been perturbed by the anomalies of 
British policies in India. He is too shrewd 
a man not to · realize what the application 
of such theories would mean to China. 

The present war finds all races in China 
fighting against the Japanese aggressor. But 
it would be idle to pretend that Chin1 is enjoying 
today the fruits of a policy of conciliation, In 
missionary journals much is made of the fact 
that Chiang Kai-Shek is a Christian. It is 
argued that this proves conclusively that China 
sees no difference between religion and religion. 
How true is this?· Missionaries at the Tambaram 
Conference remarked on the continuing necessity 
for foreign missionaries because the Chinese 
were better approached by foreign. Christians 
than by Chinese Christians. Mr. G. J. Yorke, 
Reuter's correspondent in China in 1934, has 
recorded in ·'China Changes" that •• Europeans are accustomed to regard the Chinese as 

a tolerant race, This Is not always the case. No 
people are so easy to Incite If approached through 
superstition or promised Immediate gain. Christians 
and the sect. from which they are converted, have 
been persecuted and massacred for . centuries. No 
educated class In the world has shown more pride and 
bigoted opposition to change than have the Confucian 
scholars. They have every excuse, it is true, since 
Christianity •trucll: at the root of their ethical system of 
which the collapse was hastened by the belief toat 
material benefits would accrue from conversion. 
The somewhat hazy protection which missions 
receive at the moment, Is due to the fact that 
Madame Chiang Kat-Shell: is a devout Christian while 
the General Is sympathetic to Christianity. StiU, 
destruction of property and loss of life, such as 
occurred In 1927 and 1828, wiU be repeated if the 

· present chaos continues. 

Mr. Edgar Snow completes the picture by 
pointing out, in a comparison between 
Chiang Kai-Shek and the Communist leader 
Mao Tse-Tung, that the Generalissimo is 
a social conservative while the Communist 
Chief is a social revolutionary. Word for 
word the indictment of China's cultural 
classes by Mr. Yorke can be duplicated for 
India. What is said here of the Confucian 
scholar has been said of the Brahmin. What 
will interest Western students is that it can be 
said with equal truth or the culture classes of 

I Western Democracies or of Christianity. Pride 
and bigotry are only called into action when one 
has to defend ·one•s values. The challenge of 
Communism and Nazi-Fascism render super
ficial the past judgments of the West on India 
and on China. 

All this, it might be said, merely 
proves that China is in nearly the same boat 
as. India. There is another example, 
the Philippines with 450,000 Muslims in their 
population of 12 millions. The Refo,mer

'six years ago reproduced an article from Cufre~ 
History where Mr. Thomas Steep said, . 

Many Moro petitions to Congress bad somehoW' 
disappeared when they reM:hed Manila and did not 
reach Washington ......... In 1926 Colonel Carmi 
Thompson of Ohio arrive;! at Zamboanga. ·As be

. was the personal representative of President Coolidge,. 
b~th Moros aod Filipinos prepared to receive him. 
To avoid overcrowding the docll: it had been agreed. 
th1t the townspeople were to stay inland, the Moros 
on ong side of the street and the Filipinos on the
other. When Col, Thompson stepped out, the Filipinos 
stampeded the docll: and began yelling for independence. 
The Moros who had remained where they promised. 
whipped out their barongs, loudly proclaiming that 
they were ready to cut Filipino throat•• Only the
intervention of tha small available force of American 
troops prevented serious trouble. · J. 

The Philippines are a closer parallel. But dif
ferences there did not prevent the United States 
from giving independence to the Filipinos witb 
the result that they are the only peoples in the 
Pacific to resist Japanese aggression effectively. 
The question is somewh1t simplified there by 
the fact that the majority of Filipinos is
Christian and the process of absorbing the 
non-Christians can be carried on under a cloak 
·or respectability. The Dynanodaya of Poona: 
expresses it in the following line :-"-The weU 
known missionary of the Philippines, Dr • 
Laubach, .............. told of the work that has. 
been done in the Philippines among the 
Moros, cut-throats and murdererS." It is a. 
commonplace that rn~n and nations like to be 
regarded as proficient in just those things where· 
they are weak. · The British with their many 
good qualities aspire to be known as specially 
gifted in solving racial and national differences. 
But Joseph Chamberlain's scheme for an 
Empire Federation fell through and i111 
Ireland British efforts to bring the Irish into
the British system failed with disastrous
consequences today. South Africa, · with the 
acquiescence of Britain, pursues a policy of 
ignoring the majority in its territories. Had the 
Chinese Generalissimo sought a solution for· 
China's problems in the manner imposed on 
others by democratic imperialisms, today China. 
would have been swallowed up by Japan. We do
not question the great achievement of Chiang. 
Kai-Shek. We merely point out ~this great 
gifts would have been undeveloped in British. 
India. It is not our problem that it is unique. 
but the method by which we are expected to 
solve it. India can only solve it if she sees that. 
the Chiang Kai-Shek solution is not feasible in 
India today and that British precepts are based 
on a myth. _. __ 
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LETTERS OF-B. J, PADSHAH 
· (Oopgright.) 

SEPTEMBR, 18, 1951 •. 
- M---smelt reference to Browning in something I 
:bad remarked; expressed her diflicultf in following 
him even ''Saul" which she adm1red, she ·had 
not understood altogether, . I told her that if 
"it was •Sordello" she had tried to read, her 
~nfusion was matched by that of Mrs. Carlyle 
who, aocording to her husband, finished reading that 
poem and then did not know whether Sordello was 

. the name of a man. place or book, 
• Mr. Vintner, whose wift', also at our table, Mrs. 

'Vintner, writes novels, is interested in Einstein .. H ... 

He doubted if the Seville Cathedral was the second 
largest in Europe as reported and he had m_issed much . 
{)f ita renowned appeal, probably because It had been 
l'enovated too much and too often ............... . 
chearing me quote Brewing, he asked me if l knew 
-any mojems-•. g., Mr, Noyes. I had read about 
.Noyes and his poetic reinterpretation of Science, but 
·1 did not gather that he had imbibed the emotion 
'desirable from the Finite ln6nities, and the Bounded 
:Ages which to:lay's Physics contemplates. A_ll 
'otner emotions-of Love and Beauty and hero1o 
'antics and heart-searchings and gloom-pale before 
·chis cosmic emotion. .Patriotism and war cries 
.and self-sa.cri6ce bounded by local and temporary 
,aims, and Eternal Verities, dwindle into 
.children's babble in this vista of Ages and 
Climes opened up by Astronomy. Shakespeare, · 
·Browning, Ibsen, Sha.w talk of things impo~tant 
·if we wish to remam glued to our emotional 
1)etC~ but if we have real. enterprise we . Rhall 
:permit ourselves to be camed .where the wmd or 
tide listeth. l told him how Mr. Tod, sitting with 
me in a charabanc in Australia1 invited me 
.to a discussion of Clive· Bell's books of which I bad 
·t'ead only reviews, which I bad found stimulating 
but ·with which 1 had disagreed. Clive Bell 
-would consider that green I!OOthed the human eye, 
:bec,.use it was beautiful ; I feel that because green 
soothes the human eye, therefore it is felt as 
beautiful. · The 6rst is Romance; the second is fact. 
Mr. Vintner sympathised with this; but declined to 
ecrap Shakspeare at the bidding of my Cosmic 
Emotion. I. retorted that that will not depend on 
his Will but on how much he gets immersed in the 
1'11ew View. He had not felt the appeal of the 
Seville Cathedral because he was disprepared for the 
-appeal it still continues to make ; Cosmic Emotion 
had left him only curious about the Middle Ages and 
Spain. The old .ave~ues lead n~'l'.!'here;. Art bas not 
·begun to perceave ats opportumtaes With the new 
Emotion which too will pass away when something 
newer comes in to view, 
· The Universe must ring hollow to those who don't 
iake the .pains to understand it; and recent science 
has reduced its incomprehensibility, When the 
feeling of hollowness is merely a poetic guess or 
anatomic morbidity, scienti6c reason creating just 
a possibility and not proving a necessity, is quite 
sufficient; a possibility which cannot be proved 
an impossibility, outweighs any depressing guess 
.which is not even a possibility in the counter
tight of. soientilio argument. The giggling girls 
are of the same type as the whisky-drinking girls; 
they want to forget, not to .learn; if they dropped 
·conventionality, the laugh d1ctated by good reason 
would remain. Happiness, when it ceases to be the 
aim, b~pomes the result of a rational life. 

SEPTEMBER 22, 1951. 
. Lonilon; 

Mr. --"--agreed with me that Worship i~ a 
negation of Reason, surrendering the right to think 

and revise judgments which at the best ~uld only 
have been blundering. The attitude of worship dem~ 
ralises worshipper and worshipped alike ; and be 
seemed to welcome a new Cosmic Emotion based 
·On Science. Until we give the new aentim~nt it9 bead, 
the human world will gradually fall into gloom, losing 
the <zest for even .economic recovery, and therefore 
augmenting the economic crisis. Man must have self
respect. The old standardg decayed, . Man must 
create new, The newest testament is outgrown,- and 
becomes only the old dispensation. 

SEPTEMBER 26, 1951 • 
IlfraiXJmb .. 

As for the mystic proposition of wrong never 
escaping retribution, I don't hold with such 
enunciations ; historically wrongs accepted ag· such 
have· not been credited with inevitable adversity 
to follow. Usurpations have been the starting-point 
of prosperous dynasties. "Treason never conquers, 
why what's the reason i' For when Treason 
conquers, none dare call it trea9on." 

From a larger point of view, we never identify 
a real wrong as such ......... The fire of London 
was a benefit and, if ·it was the work of an 
incendiary, that incendiary was a benefactor, just 
as much as Jehovall when he sent plagues and 
scorpions on sinning Babylon ....... · · 

The question my dentist addressed me was how I 
felt a bout his poor country's present poverty. I 
.said that a fellow-passenger on the "Viceroy oflndia" 
had said matters were worse than. they looked; 
a financial Trust . was investing in dollars. Dr.- Gow 
said that, when a friend of his did so, he felt the 
friend was unp•triotic and sel6sh and told him so, 
and the friend had .coolly stopped further argument 
.by protestin2' that such affairs . were not 
to be discussed on such lines. I expressed IllY 
'sympathy both with the action and protest of 
the friend; at which Dr. Gow exclaimed, "Then 
your philosophy is: Each one for himsel£." "A 
little more," I coaxed. The Labour ·Government 
were making the Rake's progress, piling expenditure 
on expendature with dwindling revenues. Nothing 
controlled them-Parliament, Mr. Lloyd George, the 
Presg or Royal commissions. Tbe one thing that 
moved them was the actual flight from the pound 
and then it almost came too late. The Englishmen 
who could have brought about this flight ·when 
it was not too . late, would ·have been real 
benef~ctors ......... The pound is already at less than 
16/-. A momentary 61ip will be given to the export 
industries of both India and Englaod; but this filip 
will last only ag long as the pound is continually 
depreciating ...... England has brought this on by 
conceit, by her repugnance to new ideas without 
examination; and now she may plunge into Protec
tion which will hurt her exports, and barely curtail 
her imports. Sir John. Simon puts his 6nger on a 
vital point when be shows that the continued rise in 
imports, and continued fall in exports makes the 
latter incapable of paying. for tbe former. Gold does 
not circulate freely-a half. of the world's stock is 
in the U.S., and a quarter in France-therefore,-gold · 
must take flight ftom England. But, it is painted !JUt, 
the growth of England's imports is in food and raw 
materials. England's population quadrupled in 
the 19th century, and not more than a fourth of her 
food can be raised in Britain, England must have 
larger and larger imports of food; must manufacture 
more and more to export to pay for imports, must 
buy larger and larger quantities of raw ma~eriaL 
She bas no option, . The curtailment of imports is 
a dream; But she faces thE> fact that she cannot 
sell all she makes. · 

What is she to do ? Buy she must; and sell she 
must; the stock of gold in Engl11nd. may not last one 
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:year's dilcrepa.ncy between exports and imports; 
~~tariffs curtailing import• will not. help much because 
we aemi-manulaotured articles on which tarrifs 
. .are sought to b11 put, are the raw materials '· g., of 
•hipping. Even protectionist Germany permits her 
-.:..hipbuilders to import their r.:quirements. free of 
.duty. But we must do something, cried a tellnw
Atraveller from Bristol to Dufferin yesterday. 
."Something intelligent," I answered. A display of 
mere strength like the extinct mammotb's or 

astodon'• or dolicoeaurus, can only lead to 
-extinction. Intelligence may discover that, since 
England must buy food and raw materials and has 
not gold to buy them with, and cannot procure 
the requisite gold by selling goods, she might 
:find a solution in barter between . goods. Just 
..as Mr. Hoover exchanged American wheat 
against Brazilian coffee, so it is possible without 
tariffs, and without favours and by establishing 

-commissions of experts to make Mutual Trade 
Treaties, restricting England's purchase of food and 

·material to those nations who will, in return, purchase 
'all their requirements of manufacture in the first 
·instance, from England-cheapness and quality being 
,guaranteed through commissions of experts, As all 
Jthe word is suffering, particularly agriculture and 
4!1ines, there will be tbe necessary willingness to 
.accept the way out found by intelligence. 

SEPTEMBER 29, 19810 

Torquag. 
I had hoped to .be in London now, finishing my 

•coach tour thl'ough Midlands, Chester, the Wye 
'Valley, North and West Devon, Cornwall, back again 
•to London from Torquay, But this tour on the 
:Country-side roads was not to finish as it ran. 
'Yesterday, at St. Anstell· between Newquay and 
Plymouth where I had to change the coach and fell 

.on the kerb and sprained my ankle ............ 1 walked 
.in difficulty and pain to this hotel. 

So human horses .and ponies and cattle and 
·poultry, 'the g~lls above, blackbirds in fields below, 
!looked, that I recalled a passage · assigned for 
,paraphrase in 1876 : · 

Nature from aU creatures bides the book of fate; 
.AU bllt the page pre<el'ibed-thelr present state ; 
<From·brutes what ·men, from men what angels know; 
-Qr who would like to be down ·here below? 

,. 'The lamb thy riot dooms to· bleed today; 
Had he thy reason, would he skip and play? 
If Engldnd hid the foresigllt of today, when 

·she Insisted on the knook-out blow to Germany, 
would she have talked as she did P 

OCTOBER 7, 1981. 
· The refractoriness of eventil I They happen as 

lled by innumerable faotors 1 we anticipate events 
.as if the few factors we bother about are the 
-essential. · Even when we successfully predict an 
eclipse, ·we fail to set down the settings of the 

·eclipse 1 when God Almighty set in train devastating 
voloanic· prooesses, did He perceive that at some 

-11tage volcanic products might be things of 
;beauty· to ·men, or of use in agriculture ? Certainly 
the aellhetes who introduced new birds or 

·mice in a district, for~ot the bavoo they ultimately 
·engendered. And Juhus Caesar, when be contem
plated an Empire for himself, failed to foresee assa. 
slnation for himself, and the idiots and hare-brained 
men whom his eystem would and did make predomi· 
nent, bearing Caesar's name. And so the Lenins, 
Sun-Yat-Scns and Gandhis, Vanity of Vanities; 
all is vanitY! but there is a grade of vanities. All 
must be vanity; sinoe complete insight never 
inspire111 individual or group oontrivanoes, But, with 
the evolution of our race by selection, greater and 
greater insight animates men or• some men, There 
.are degrees of vanity as of insight; all ·oontrivanoes· 

have the quality of a house of cards; 'but some look 
to the future, the others .to the past which bas no 
future. U Gandhi showed any insight greater than 
the average which filled him, so that acts would flow 
from him all unconscious, and not squaring with our 
"preserved'' morality which would, therefore, call bim 
a hypocrite, Gandhi oould still be for me a greater 
man than the average ... My fear is that neither the 
Kaiser nor Mr. Gandhi has a particle of this 
deeper insight; that their creed is the picked-up 
crumbs from vanished and inappropriate banquets 
'PIIhich those who don't take trouble to achieve 
insight, hanker for and acolaim and whose sparkles 

·will persist till ''refractory" circumstance • will 
discover the unfitness, and new live fitter creeds 
get a ohanoe. Heroes usually have cloven foot. 
How otherwise i' We are all wrapped in the 
blanket of the Infancy of Mankind 1 and we all 
let on to have arrived at very near Perfection. 
When a child sees cards tumble round it, ·it aries 
and then takes to a new sport 1 we are all children· .. 
Myself a child, I now obser~e MacDonald and Lloyd 
George and Baldwin and Henderson all behave. 
like little children in a crisis where if they were" 
not so preoocupied with their prepossessions, they 
would quickly discover the needed Pathway .&o 
Reality-and though this infantile choice ot t~ose 
who strut about as great, may mean explosaons 
for the present and near, at will not drown Earth 
and Mao. · 

OcToBER 18, 1981. 
Lon doH. 

A part of my depression had 'arisen .by the ~ 
article on the Russian Kulaks, their exile to Siberaa 
and hard labour, because they had not accepted 
the colleotivisation of farms. Those who escaped,. 
exile by aocepting oollectivisation, get rotten black 
bread, are brigaded in work assigned, and have no 
will of their own. A second article this morning deals· 
with the Five Years' programme in _Industrialisation' 
but does not relieve gloo n, Their engineering, when~ 
not foreign, their transport system, their inabilit:r to 
raise the necessary coal, make mook of their grandaose· 
designs, and large scale machinery. The one· 
certain ·thing is present-suffering b~yond . w~at 
human nature can bear; and there · as a " samalar 
account of the muddle in Manchuria. I -even 
'remembered from the Spectator articles on New 
Medicine, how muob of a superstition was the 
prevalent Medicine when I first visited Europe in 
1884, and how much of what they took to. be 
Superstition was on the way to the Truth of today. 
That r~~lled the dictum of Sir James Frazer (of 
"The Golden Bough") that Superstition derives 
from the same fount as science; and both are prone 
to error. What divides them is that science corrects 
its errors by continued examination and verification ; 
while superstition and religion oonsign to Hell the 
re-examiners and re-examinations. Dogmatism is 
the mark, not of a superior mind .(thougb some 
superior minds have it), but of the mind which still 
misses what should be obvious, that there are no . 
faots1 that the seeming faots have I& large intermixture 
of inference with pure observation (the will of the 
wisp looks an observation, but is a hallucination), 
only that. as the premises· multiply or are modified 
the inferences have to vary also. Any effort to fix 
belief is to miss the teaching of life; partisan fights 
at Eleo.tions or Confe.renoes oan lead to the Pathway 
to Reahty.only ocoasaonally_and that by accident· and 
the B!itish Constitution by compelling resort ~ an 
Election when . the ~eed was :' oalm examination by 
experts who exast, ·daecloses us inherent stupidity . 
the •un!'!telligence of its structure; and that is what 
our pohu.::al doctors wa.nt .. to las ten . on lndia 1 Do . 
we not need a New Pohtioal Medicine p 
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~ . · WOMEN'S .. POSITION· .IN .TURKEY. more than a· dozen years--ideas, which according tO. 
. To the list of countries listed in Th8 Refor'11UJ1' last a distinguished ·Indian now in very high office under 

JWeek as following the principle of sex equality, must the British Cabinet; might have solved the deadlock 
·be added Kemalist Turkey, F. Seymour Cole who long ago. I am concerned in this article with what 
avows that he had the good fortune to grow with the has seemed to me to be a much greater need of India~. 
t~ew Turkish Republic and that five thousand of namely, greater social integration between the 
Turkey's youth have passed through his hands in different religious communities, It is because no
different schools, ·writes in the course of an enthu- Indian leader was willing to advocate these radica~ 
siastic appreciation of ''the Turkish Renovation" in reforms that I took up the easier task of recommend
the February New Rwiew :- ing team.work between Hindus and Mahomedans,.. 

in the hope that it might lead, in time, to such Racial 
The girls remember th'lt it was their Ataturk who solidarity as exists in China, ' 

told them to "Come forth in the light of things, let 
Nature be your Guide," and freed them from those No Indian paper, so far as I know, has commented~ 
clinging prejudices of the harem, the mashlak, and the on the ·fact that the Chinese Generalissimo and 
charchaf, and told them to take life in their own his wife are adherents of a religion which has only 
bands and fashion it to serve the country by a small membership in China, whereas among those 
perfecting themselves in whatever career, vocation or who are following them unto death and the ·Joss or 
other station of life they may adopt , and to develop all possessions, are ninety million Mahomedans and. 
the vigour and strength of their bodies by carefully many more millions ol followers of Buddha and 
applied physical culture. He further freed them Confucius, Has any paper considered adequately 
from the contamination of all fanaticism; he why this should be so 1 and why it is that 
suppressed all religious influence at school and kept no Mahomedan or Hindu has been able tO>· 
it purely laic, leaving it to their fathers and mothers get the allegiance of all Hindus or of all. 
in .the home. Mahomedans P The Generalissimo's wife has clearly 

, Soviet Ru.ssia, Chiang Kai Shek's China and indicated the reason. It is that in China. 
K.emalist Turkey are all one party states, They there are no religinu• communities as in India~ 
are not demooracies in any sense of the term. Yet but only a single Chinese community, the members:. 
they are among the most forward in according of which follow different religions, She said, "We 
equal rights _,to women, Democracies have granted have no clear-cut religious section as in India,. 
equal citizenship to women only after a severe Religion has more or less become part of life. We· 
struggle on the patt of the latter whereas the three are all Chinese, We are all one:• 
totalitarian States have accorded them that right This conception is very different from that of: 
voluntarily and freely. Democracy, therefore, cannot Hindu consolidation by removal of untouchabilitv
be said to be the highest ideal of nationalism, ' 
We need a .new and different classification which and caste distinctions in the Hindu community. It'. 

is this .very idea ,of Hindu consolidation with itS'· 
carries within it the implication of equality. between consequence of a ma;ority in voting strength whicl) 
men and women. " • • . has Jed directly to Pakistan, Jinnah would not ev~J? 

The mtstake of Kmg Amanullah who trted to • have thought of it, if between the last war and the' 
reform Afghanistan was that he left untouched the · present war, Hindu leaders had taken steps towards· 
authority of the priesthood. Kemal Ataturk ensured consolidating Hindus and Mahomedans

1 
eacb. 

the S!lccess of his. reforms by eliminating this retaining their own religion and culture, 
influence. At the same time he recognised the I have repeatedly asserted that this conception: 
importance of religion. Mr. Cole's observations on is not beyond the. scope of Hindu religion; and the
this aspect of Turkish renovation deserve special example of China shows that it is not beyond the 
attention as it is often represented that Turkey has scope of the Mahommedan religion. What is lacking 
ceased to be a Muslim country. Mr. Cole writes:- is simply foresight and leadership, and also insight. 

Another of his reforms was the foundation of a new 
school of theology from which aU the future aspirants To cite a single instance, during nearly half a 

century, the late Sir C. Sankaran Nair and the 
to theological teachings must graduate, But as a solid founder of Th• India•i B•t:ial R• 'ormw (happily still 
proof of the fact that the entire soul ol Mussulman "' 
worship is still fervent and sincere, one has only to with us)· are.' the only two Hindus I know, who· 
enter any mosque in any part of Turkey at the hours grasped the idea-and were glad to accepted it-that' 

·.of prayer to see the nl!111bers of the faithful performing the Syrian Christians, were, and to a great extent 
their daily devotions, or to observe the sundry indivi- still are, a Hindu caste, and a part of Hindu society,. 
duals interrupting their.work to kneel down and turn although their religion is Christian. Others, however· 
towards the West (Kiblay) in prayer; all this culminat- eminent and intellectual, could not. understand it.: 
ing in the great religious Fetes of Horkay Sheriff and I am no scholar, bnt I imagine that in the early 
·Kadir during Ramazan which terminates with the centuries iri Kerala, the code of Manu was not. 
joyous feast of Bayram, celebrated by a four days sacrosanct and that the natural genius of Hinduism. 
holidays. And the greater public part of the popula- absorbed within the Hindu fold .the adherents o( 
tlon faithfully observe the rites of the above mentioned ano:her religion, as most of ~hem were converts from 
religions ceremonies. the highest castes, and others. were immigrants with. 

Kemal also reformed the Turkish Calendar and fixed a fair complexion. · 
the festival of Ramazan on an astronomical basis. I do not know whether Manu is going to bar 

THE EXAMPLE OF CHINA. 
(K, CHANDY, KOTTAYAM,) 

It is now clear that within a few days there would 
be an announcement from the British Cabinet 
which would enable Indian leaders to have greater 
power in. . the government of India so as 
to improve and accelerate the war efforts of 
India. Whatever the announcement might be, it 
is certain to fall within the 'framework' of the 
political ideas which I have been advocating for 

India's political progresll for all time. But of one
thing I am sure, India could never be a great united 
country and will not have the importance of China, 
at the council table of the nations, unless Hindu. 
Indians and Mahomedan Indians cease to be 
sections as Madame Chiang said, but become Indians
following different religions as in China. There .. 
is no need to speak of the followers of other 
religions. We are like Mussolini among the Axis
Powers, whatever Hindus and Mahomedans
decide, we must, perforce, follow, I wonder 
whether for the glory and the good of India, Nehru. 
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and Jinna.b, or Nehru and any other Mahomadan 
whose VOice would be heard, coul.J make a joint 
pilgrimage to China and study on the epot how it ie 
tbat there are no religious communities there, but 
only religions; and !Jow the same high state could 
be brought a bout in India. 

This is an old man's dream. Whether it would 
ever be fulfilled or .w:hether India for all. time is ~oing 
to be a home of spiritual culture but w1tb no political 
importance, the next few daca.des would show. I 
will not be alive to peroeiva in what direction Hindus 
and Mahomedans would be moving~ but I coodd 
assure them, as one who has frequently been right 
in political diagno~ie, that there is no middle 
course open to India. India cannot hava Hindu 
consolidation with a permanent Moslem minorit)' 
or Hindu and Mahomedan states on tha one hanCI 
and along with it political greatness and national 
independence, · 

What the next few months will show, I do not 
know. I have no wi~h to be under foreign rule ; and 
I do not also wish to be under party control, even if 
it is the Congress party. The best friends in India 
of the Allies at the moment are Con!;"ess leaders 
who have been in jail, such as C. Rajagopalachari 
and Pandit Nehru baca.use it is their voice which 
carries most in allaying panic and showing the folly 
of defeatism, N evertheleas, I do not wish to 
standudiza my mind or become one of the elect by 
epinning daily. And it seems to me that India 
would be served best at this moment of crisis, not by 
Congre11 getting into/ower although the Congress 
contains our ablest an most selfless politicians, but, 
through the Congress and non-Congreas, Hindu and 
Mahomedan, leaders working together as a. team 
against aggressioll from outside and panic and dis. 
order within, It ie a th&nklass and an immeasurably 
difficult task, The sands have almost run out ; but 
I trust that God will be merciful ; and that our 
leaders will not fail us, I have no doubt also that 
in this hour of peril the Britishers in India would help 
to the uttermost, · 

THE MAN POWER OF INDIA. 
(BY J. M. GANGULI. CALCUTTA.) 

Tha wealth of Asia. the fragrance of the spices of 
the Ea!!t Indies, the oil wells of Burma., the varieties 
of raw materials and the minerals of India-these 
hava always excited the people of the West to seek 
dominions, possessions and economic advantages 
in tha East, the result of which -has been constant 
strife and jealousy between themselves, If Europa 
and America wera to forget the attractions of the 
East and to dispossess themselves of their acquire
ments there, the frequent causes of bloodshed and 
wan would go. 

Not only for the devalopment of their othar 
possessions, but also for other purposes tha man
power of India has attracted their attention, In 
modern war huge armies are required, and, therefore, 
the man-power of a belligerent has an important 
ultimata bearing on the result of tha war. Questions 
and statement• regarding the lull utilisation of the 
muse1 of India and of the neighbouring countries 
and Islands to it are, therefore, often found now 
In the papers both in England and America. "Placate 
the Indian politicians in order to gat the Indian 
millions for the army"; "Let India. supply the 
fighting men while wa supply tbe equipment"-iluoh 
are the suggestions made in America. 

While it Is but natural that suob questiona 
1hould constantly occur to the minds of the 
strategists and p~>litiolans in those countries in 

the. hour of their _great danger and in their 
anXJety to save . the1r possessions, it is rather 
eurprising that some politi~ians and publicists in 
India are also to-day referr1ng to the Indian masses 
as no more than bargainable commodity of whiob 
they are making an offer in return . for what they 
~11 "the. politic•! emanoipatipn of .the country." 
Liberty l!-nd freedom are, no· doubt, things worth 
any sacnfice, and people have fought and died in' 
defel!ce the~f.. But to purchl!-se frc:edom by offering 
the lives of mlihons to the rulmg power is a. thing 
not to be found in history nor in any code of human 
ethics and justice. It can only occur as a ray of
last hope to people who have lost all confidence in 
them,elves and who feel despondent in their fower
lessness and helplessness. In such a state o mind 
~he inh"!'!lanity of treating human masses as barter 
1n a poht1ca.l settlement perhaps does not strike them• 
!Lnd.even if it did, they would, in· their eagerness t; 

. JUStify themselves, overlook the pathetic fact that the 
, masses concerned little understand the transaction 
in which they and their lives are involved. 
What do they know and how are they interested 
in the causes and in the issues of the war I' And 
how are they to be benefited from its ultimate result 
one way or the other I' 

It can not .be that the above questions do not 
arise in the mind of the leaders, who talk lightly 
of Indian masses as things in their band, which 
they would be glad to offer as the price of a. 
political prize, and therefore it is so very surprising 
that they do not perceive any internal qualms when 
placing the lives of the Indian masses on the counter 
before a bargaining customer. It is no less surpris
ing also that, instead of listening with interest to 
the lustful references to Indian masses and of 
deriving the idea, therefrom, of making a political. 

. bargain with their lives, they do not take such 
references as an insult to the masses of India. In no· 

. other self-respecting country in the world are the 
people thus treated like cattle to be yoked in service· 

. f~r convenien~e or to ba bar.tered away for a political 

. g1ft. Masses m other countr1es fight and die for a 

. national cause, which they feel to be the defence 
: of their home and hearth, of the prosperity of their 
! family and environment ; but do the illiterate 
· millions of India, who till the field and struggle for 
living, feel the same urge, the same throb in their 

· heart, when their services in the war are sought i' 
While the abova bargaining is going on with 

clever political moves and with considerable 
skillful propaganda, a high-placed Indian in America 
is proud! y. broadcasting to the: people of that 
country that Indian troops raised on volunteer 
basis are fighting on various fronts on the West 
and on tha · East, Many Americans, . no. doubt. 
who are unaware of the difference -in- · the 
conditions of tha masses of India and America, 
will taka him literally and will be impressed by 
tha war enthusiasm of the Indian people. But 
there will. be others also there, who have. some 
intimata knowledge of India and of its simple village· 
folk, who will wonder at what tha Indian reprasen
tative of the Government really means and who will 
also feel curious to know if there are any limits, 
which an Indian's service-loyalty cannot over-reach. 
To what extent the lure of high Government service 
oan take an Indian and what demoralising effect 
has such service on him are not unknown, but yet 
there are forgetful people, who at times feel like 
rubbing their eyes at mere repetitions of performances 
in the past by men in high post. · · 

. -
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NOTES. 
. "'War and ln.dustry :-War and Industry are, 
as regards the1r ends, poles asunder. War aims 
lt destroying; industry at creating. War industry, 
that is industry for producing weapons of war, 
is 9: -contradiction in terms. When the European 
war began there were eminent industrialists who 
publicly hailed it as a God-given opportunity for 
India to develop her industries. They were all 
men eminent in the business world, some of them 
eminent as well in other walks of life. Tne 
Reforme1' exposed repeatedly the illusion under 
which they were labouring with little effect. Today 
one of these_ busine'Ss men has himself deprecated 
loose· talj( about the war as an opportunity for 
developing industries. The President of the All 
India Organisation of Employers, Sir Sri 
Ram, addressing his fellow employers at New 
Delhi last Sunday, observed that there was a lot 
of facile and superficial talk about opportunities 
which the war had opened for industrialisation. 
Sir Sri Ram, however, did not touch on the real 
cause of such talk. He pointed out that indus
tries required machinery and blamed Government 
for not providing facilities for the jmport of 
machinery. Most of the Federation's resolutions 
ended on the same. note. Supposing the Govern
ment had allowed the free import of machinery, 
where would it have come from when all the 
machinery-manufacturing countries are engaged 
up to their capacity in making guns and bombs · 
and ships and military planes ? The right 
attitude for industry on all occasion is to stand 
up for peace and agains~ war because war and 
industry, as we remarked, are the antithesis of 
each other. In passing we do not fully share 
Mr. G. 0. Birla's suspicions about the American 
mi•sion which is about to come over to in
vestigate what is being done in this country to 
stimulate production with a view to assess how far 
its Government can accede to Sir Shanmukham 
Chetty's drafts on the Lease and Lend facilities 
o~red by the United States. When we first 
read the news we thought it was a good thing 

ARRISON lD t e i eraltJr .. 
. ) 

lor India and . we are ~rmed in this view 
by the ging~rly invitation with which, reading 
betwee~ the ltnes of their reply, the Governn1ent 
of India responded to the American proposaL 
The record. of the United States in Asia is io 
thi~ r~pect ~ia:erent from that of Europe. 
Indian mdustnabsts may find that the Americans. 
are helpful and not detrimental to th&. 
industrial development of ln4ia by IndianS. 

Mr. ~mery at Oxford :-~r. Amery's address 
on I_ndia at the Oxford Umon last week display.
ed h1s usual intellectual perspicacity and moral 
pusillanimity. He is the first Secretary of· 
State. for India to avow, while in office, Seeley's. 
doctrme that the British did not conquer India· 
and that they were ruling India with the acquie
scence of the people of. India •. But he shrank. 
from accepting the .· •logical· corollary which • 
Seeley had .drawn from this, that the attempt to· 
rule India without such acquiescence would be,. 
merely from· the financial. point of view 
ruinous to Britain. Mr. Amery said that thos~· 
who objected to the Army expenditure of India. 
as extravagant, had no right to find fault with 
the British Government for the inadequacies 
of the arrangements to meet aggression. 
Obviously the position is quite the 
other way. The elementary national services 
such as education, public health and industrial· 
development, have been starved to find money 
for the. Army. When war broke out in. 
Europe, Indian troops were sent to distant 
.fronts on the specious plea that thereby India 
would be saved from the horrors of war~. 
In spite of this facile optimism, war has steadily 
come closer and closer ·to India. The whole 
defence policy has been shown up by events. 
to be based on illusions. India is now called 
upon to make sacrificeS a tenth or even a· 
hundredth part of which would,· had it been 
devoted to nation· building activities, have 
found her in a stronger position to face 
dangers. Mr. Amery despaired of making good 
tlie omissions of the past in the face of war •. 
It is obvious that a man with his mentality 
is not the man to deal with the Indian 
problem. In fact, the Oxford speech has all the 
appearance of being intended as his apologia for 
quitting the Indian Secretaryship. 

The "Scorched Earth" Policy :-Sir Pursho
tamdas Thakurdas did well in bringing up 
at the meeting of the Federation of Indian 
Commerce in Delhi the question of the 
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suitability of the scorched earth policy to 
Indian conditions. There have been wild 
rumours originating in reports from the invaded 
countries in the Far East. People are talking 
as if the only alternatives tnay be either being 
blown up by the enemy or ourselves blowing up 
whatever is likely to be of use to him. In Malaya 
and Netherland Indies large stocks of rub her and 
petrol have been destroyed. The machinery 
of production of every kind of serviceable article 
has been demolished. The latest communication 
from Rangoon also mentions demolition 
preliminary to its evacuation by the civil 
government .. Would a similar policy be possible 
in India? lf possible, would it be suitable ? Sir 
Purshotamdas evidently thought it possible and, 
therefore, denied its suitability to conditions in 
this COI).ntry. In Russia which has the credit of 
having originated this policy ·a century arid a 
half ago to repel the Napoleonic invasion 
and which . has followed it to resist Nazi 
invasion, Sir Purshotamdas pointed out, the 
factories were all owned by the State. In India, 
he said, most of the factories are private-owned. 
This is not an argument which would weigh 
much with the advocates of the scorched earth 
policy.· In times of war, they would urge, all 
citizen rights are in abeyance except so far as 
they are consistent with military requirements. 
In Great Britain today Government can 6rder 
any person to do the work which it wants him to 
do. Of course, the British Government derives 
i.ts authority from the British people ·'Who can 
dismiss it if they find its rule intolerable. The 
Government in India is not in the same category. 
This,· however, is a . distinction which the 
Indian Government will not acknowledge. 

futility of Destruction:-The main and the 
most important reason against the scorched earth 
policy, is its utter futility, No doubt, Napoleon 
was forced to retreat from Russia but, it was the 
severity of the Russian winter rather than the 
scorched earth policy of the Tsarist Government 
which forced him to do so. It is not the scorched 
earth policy which is today throwing back the 
Nazi invaders but the active resistance of the 
people. Similarly in the Far East, the destruction 
of rubber and oil has not prevented the Japanese 
from· over-running Malaya and the Netherland 
Indies, In Russia itself the adoption of the scorch· 
«< earth policy against Napoleon only served to 
prolong the agony of the Tsarist regime for over 
a century until it was overthrown by the Commu· 
nists and the dynasty disappeared in a welter 
<Jf blood. Germany which felt the full impact 
.of the Napoleonic conquest, ·reacted to it in a 
far different way. The deliberate destruction of 
industries built up as the result of long years 
<Jf preparation and at large expense, to spite the 
~nemy, will arouse an amount of public resent· 
ment altogether disproportionate to the advan-
tage it.will secure as a measure of' war, . 

Nethert11nds Indies:-The Japanese conquest of 
Java this wee~ eliminates the Dutch as a factor 
in the international situation in the Southern 
Pacific for the time being. Very little is known 

. in this country about the economic and political 
conditions of the Netherlands Indies. An illu
minating article in the current I ndz"an Review is, 
therefore, very opportune. Mr. Gowtama Row, 
though he does not avow it, writes evidently 
from firsthand knowledge. The Netherlands 
Indies is about the size of Europe with a popu~ 
lation of seventy millions, mostly Malays and 
Muslims. Mr. Row describes the Dutch system 
of Government as a type of benevolent auto
cracy which has been developing on to a type of 
responsive democracy, He notes that it is mostly 
free from embarrassing control by the home 
Government. Sanitation, public health and the 
fight against tropical diseases, which Mr, 
RC!w collectively groups under nation-building 
activities, are well attended to. Roads 
receive much attention but railways .are less 
prominent "in the programme of the admi- · 
nistration. The Dutch. relying largely on 
the British Navy for support, have concen
trated effort on aerial communications. The 
K, L. M. lines are the most efficient and reliable 
in the world. Education above the primary 
stage is largely technical. Racial prejudice is 
not marked and the Dutch mix and inter-marry 
with the natives, There is one sentence in 
Mr. Row's article which rather rubs out 
this rosy picture. The standard of life, says 
Mr. Row, is "naturally very low." • Thi!i 
is explained by the fact that the aim of the 
administration has been "the exploitation 
of the natural resources of the country for 
trade ~ather than with the definite object of 
developing the Indies' life." The Dutch were 
very suspicious of the natives, writes Mr. Row, 
"and it was very sad that the.r sought to,.defend 
the Indies with an army 50,000 strong, distrusted, 
ill-armed, and unmodern.'' The only naval base, 
Sourabaya, had no repairing facilities for large 
ships. · · 

Hindu-Muslim ~ellltions:-Bhagalpur (Bihar) 
has been to the fore in recent months, It came 
into prominence two months ago owing t~ ~he 
ban placed on the holding ot the annual session 
of the Hindu Mahasabha by the Provincial 
Government, .· More recently it was the 11cene 
of a Hindu-Muslim conflict in which some 
persons were killed and several injured, Last 
week, in the same town, according to the 
Searcklizkt of ·Patm1, Holi, the Hindu spring 
festival, was jointly and peacefully celebrated 
by leading members ef the two communities, 
at Bansi Kunj, in the garden of Rai Bahadm: 
Bhansidhar Dhandhania. Several prosecutions 
arising out of the· recent riots have been dropped, 
according to the sarne journal. There can be 
no better proof of th~ artificiality of Hindu· 
Muslim tension in this country. Imagine 
Orangemen and Roman Catholic Irish jointly 
celebrating High Mass a few days after the 
customary scrap in Belfast I . , 

Dr. Deshmukb's Bills :-Some months back 
Dr. G. V, Deshmukh introduced in the Legis
lative Assembly a Bill to ·enforce reciprocity in 
relations, principally the acquisition of citizen 
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rights between India and the British Dominions evasions and excuses or pleaded lack of 
and cokmies. The Bill was circulated to the information on inconvenient questions as 
public for opinion, When the Assem~Iy met, often and as blatantly as has the present 
the Government spokesman regretted that no Secretary of State for India. Two notorious 
opinions had been received in response to instances are the Jayprakash letters and the 
the invitation to the pubfic. Dr. Deshmukh restrictions on export of newspapers from India. 
interpreted this to mean that there was no Now he resorts to a palpable falseh~ for 
opposition to the Bill. We daresay he is right. surely the Secretary of State knows the repeated 
The principle of reciprocity is unexceptionable. claim of the Momins to ·be fifty per .cent of 
It has been accepted as between the Dominions Indian Muslims. What is parliamentary de
which, however, led by General Smuts refused mocracy worth if men in power can avoid 
to ag-ree to it in relation to India. The true responsibility by deliberate misrepresentation ? 
meaning of the absence of any replies from Diffusing R.espoosibility:-The Reformer has 
the public to the Government invitation, is from the commencement of ,the war held that 
that in the general view the passing of b 1 r d 
a Bill of this kind at this time will have undivil)ed responsi i ity .or the a ministrati9n 

must rest solely on . the Governor-General 
no significance. No one can prophesy what in whom power is centred,. and that diffusion 
the Dominions will be at the end of the of it among a number of Indians nominated for 
war and how they will stand in relation the purpose would not materially alter the 
not only to India but even to the mother situation in favour of the security or liberty of 
country. Thll issue of exclusion of Asiatics the people. This was rather painfully brought 
from the Dominions is in the way of being out in the Legislative Assembly this week ·when 
decided by other than legislative means. BesiJe~ a member from Berar, Mr. beshmukb, moved 
Dr. Deshmukh's Bill omits to refer to the admis- the adjournment of the Assembly_ to call 
sion of Indians to foreign countries. This issue attention to certain complaints about the conduct 
also is in the way of being decided. The Indian of soldiers in Poona, Sir Gurunath Bewoor 
Legislature, although it is officially open, is not Joint Secretary in the Defence Department, 
functioning in its full authority, These remarks objected to the motion on the ground that it was 
apply more or less to the marriage and di.,.orce not definite and concerned Law and Order which 
bills of Dr. Deshmukh. was a provincial subject. The President ruled 

The Momlos=--lnteresting particulars about that the motion was in order as bearing on 
the Momins is given by the Bengali sociologist, Army discipline but as objection had been 
Dr. Benoy Kumar Sarkar, in his recent publica- taken, he c:illed for members who were in favour 
tion, "Villages and Towns as Social Patterns" f · b. · d b d Th · 
which is a veritable storehouse of information. 0 the motion emg e ate • ere was not 

sufficient response and the motion fell through. 
Dr. Sarkar remarks that among the Muslims If the responsibility rested on the Governor
the Momins correspond to the non-higher castes General, complaints s•Ich as those which 
of the Hindus. In inter-human relations, Momin M k d d' ld h 
reactions and attitudes are more or less identical r, Deshmu h wante to tscuss, wou ave 

been dealt with with greater promptness and 
with those of the Hindus of non-higher castes. vigour. Lord Curzon's action in the case of a 

'Dr. Sarkar concedes their claim to be about famous regiment in Rangoon, produced a 
50 per cent of the total Muslim population of tremendous impression on the public mind. 
India. Of their t::olitics, he writes: 

It Is the expooeots of the lntere•ts of the unpropertl- Hongkong Atrocities :-Official statements 
ed and 'the demands of the depressed classes and the after the fall of Hongkong relating to the 
Mom! us th.t cao effectively demonstrate the so-c:alled f · f b th J Hindu movements aod Mu•llm movements to be, treatment o pnsoners o war y e apanese 
generally speaking, aelf-eentred, unpatriotic, oligarchic were of a reassuring character. It was, therefore, 
aod plutocratic. with as much surprise as shock, that we read 

Dr. Sarkar sees the next step to be on principles the long bbod-curdling- catalogue of atroCities 
of socialistic class-struggle. He has not taken perpetrated on prisoners and the civil population 
note of the alliances that now subsist in ideas by the Japanese. A similar indictment of 
at least between the Muslim movement and German treatment of people in the occupied 
the non-higher caste Hindus and between the areas in Russia, was broadcast n:>t long ago by 

. Momins and the Congress. This Momin ques- Moscow. The question, therefore, has no racial 
tion is assuming importance, an~ in a manner implications. Both the German and the 
which provides a strange commentary on political Japanese authorities should realise that humane 
methods. In answerin~ a question in the House treatment of prisoners of war, will be a great 
of Commons on Thursday, Mr. Amery told asset in their favour whenever peace terms come 
Mr. Sorensen that the Momins were some four to be arranged and that inhuman and brutal 
or five millions, When Mr. Sorensen persisted treatment not only prejudices them in the eyes of 
and said that he had many messages from India the world but lowers the national morale. It is 
giving the figure as 45 millions, Mr. Amery said sure to provoke reprisals, and plunge humani~y 
that there was no discrepancy and hinted that back into savagery. Mr. Antony Eden satd 
the telegraph had committed an error. In j' that he had waited to obtain confirmation before 
adopting this mefhod, the Secretary of State for publishing the indictment. That is right. But 
India has beaten his own record. Few Ministers why should the earlier statements favourable to 
of the Crown have,_ we ·believe, resorted t? I the Japanese have been published? 
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SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS' ·MISSION. 
. For days past the imminence of an important 
statement on India by the British Prime Minister 
was eagerly canvassed in England and India. 
The admission of Sir Stafford Cripps to the 
War Cabinet with the sinecure post of Lord 
Privy Seal was regarded as a sign that Mr. 
Winston Churchill had at long last been con
verted to the need of adopting a bold policy-of 
constitutional reform for India. The House of 
Commons was persiio&ded to postpone debating 
the Indian situation until the Prime Minister 
placed before it a scheme whkh the Cabinet was 
formulating. On Wednesday, the Prime Minister 
made his statement. He did not place the 
Cabinet scheme before the House. He ~>aid 
that the Cabinet has formulated a scheme and 
had thought of presenting it for consideration 
by Parliament but on second thought had 
decided first to ascertain whether and how far 
Indian interests will be prepared to accept it 
before calling Parliament to pronounce. upon 
it. This scheme will, he told the House, be 
taken to India by Sir Stafford Cripps who 
would consult the Viceroy and the Commander-in
Chief on the political and military situation, 
will get into touch with Indian party leaders 
and the Princes, with a view to "satisfy 
himself on the spot by: personal consultation that 
the conclusions upon which we are agreed and 
which, we believe, represent a just and final 
solution, will achieve their purpose.'' Sir Stafford, 
the Prime Minister added, ''will strive in their 
(Government's) name to procure the necessary 
measure of assent not only from the Hindu 
majority but also from · those great minorities 
amongst which the Muslims are most numerous 
and on many grounds pre-eminent." The 
British Cabinet, he explained, has adopted this 
course, as they were apprehensive that 
their proposals may be rejected by the essential 
elements in the Indian world and might 
provoke fierce constitutional and communal 
disputes. The apprehensions felt as regards the 
reception of their scheme are not reconcilable 
with Mr. Churchill's description of them as "a 
just and final solution" of the Indian problem. 

From our study of the methods of British 
Cabinets which are remarkable for their 
inflexible continuity, we rna)" make a guess 
regarding what is really behind Sir Stafford 
Cripps' mission. When it was announced that 
he was to be Leader of the House with the 
Prime Minister also sitting in it, we pointed 
out that the position was unprecedented and was 
likely to prove unworkable and embarrassing. Mr. 
Winston Churchill has many brilliant qualities 
l:iut foresight is not among them. To leap b~fore 
looking has a strange fascination for him. It must 
be said that, as soon as he findi that he has made 
a Jllistake, he with equal readiness ,adopts 
the nearest way o( disavowing it- without. much 

regard to the feelings of others concerned in it. 
Sir Stafford Cripps would · not . be sent ·on a 
roving mission to India if he was as · important 
or indispensable as he was hailed to be when he 
was nominated Leader of the House of 
Commons. If, again, the Prime Minister thought 
that Sir Stafford was the only member of his 
War Cabinet who could deal with the "several 
elements"' in India with an assured prospect 
of success, he would have invested his 
emissary with the authority of the Secretary of 
State for India and Sir Stafford will visit 
India, as the late Mr. Montagu did, as Secretary 
of State for India. The Prime Minister may 
y~t do this and. we trust he. will. That will 
certainly enable S1r Stafford Cnpps to enter on 
his mission with more advantage than as Lord 
Privy Seal and Leader of the House of 
Commons. To come to India and arrive at a 
decision in consultation with . the various 
"elements" with every prospect of its being 
vetoed by Mr. L. S. Amery on the grounds 
advanced by anticipation in his speech to 
the Oxford Union, is to ~t before 
him a sissyphian task. The chances of his 
success in the mission, by no means over
whelming, will be appreciably increased if 
he comes as the Secretary of State for India 
and as the member of the Cabinet accredited 
with the responsibility and authority of the 
Cabinet in that position. We do not wish to 
enter into personal issues. But it is necessary 
to point out that Russia's entry into the war was . 
not due to Sir Stafford's diplomacy. He was in 
London when Hitler declared war on Russia. 
A day or two before that, the London Times 
had declared· that Sir Stafford Cripps was a 
failure as British Ambassador as the Soviet 
Government never gave him their confidence. 
And we may be sure that he would have been. 
persuaded to remain in Moscow, had the British 
Government felt that his presence there would 
strengthen the alliance consistently with the 
conditions attaching to it from th6 British 
Government's point of view. 

What would be the effect of his mission? 
The various "elements'' in India will begin ' 
from now to adopt means ealculated 
to make the most forcible impression 
on Sir Stafford. He has declared before 
taking office that India ought to be grant¢ 
Dominion Status with the right t9 seced~ 
from the British "connection if she so desires. 
Part of the purpose for which he !s deputed 
to India, may well be to make hun aware 
of the complexities of the Indian probl~m •. 
It would not be surprising if by the t•!De 
of Sir Stafford's arrival, Hindu-Muslim tens1on 
demJnstrates itself in acute unmistakable 
forms. Dr. Ambedkar will be getting ready 
to welcome the Lord Privy Seal with concrete 
examples of the danO"ers which wou111' necessarily 
follow if power ;as left in the hands of l 
the Congress. Mr. Jinnah . will present. the 
visitor with a large scale map of Pakistan. , 
The Viceroy ~ill ,Perhaps point out how the J 
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. strain of membership of his expanded Executive J 
· Council has told on the health· of p1ernbers. Mr. 
. Savarkar may. threaten to start satyagraha if 
Hindu Mahasabha leaders be not adequately re
presented in all the effective parts of the new 

·scheme. Sir Stafford Cripps will not face a hot 
. weather in this c;ountry and he will return to 
· London impressed with the uniquenesg and · the 
· complexity of the Indian problem. The war will 
take its course. 

Food Crops and Cash Crops:-Since the 
beginning of this century cash crops grown for 
·export, principally cotton, have steadily been 
. displacing food crops. The great famine which 
.ushered in the new century, provided a favourable 
opportunity to push forward the policy. of 
making India the source of raw materials for 
the manufacturing countries. Tke Reformer 
has for yeartJ been pointing out the folly and 
the short-sightedness of growing cotton for 
Japan to enable her to send it back as c1oth to 
'compete with Indian cloth. Gokhale was in. 
terested in the question and at his instance an 
officer of the Finance Department was deputed 
to investigate it. Mr. Dat~ reported that there 
·was no shrinkage in the area under food crops 
but he did not go further and examine whether 
there was substance i11 the complaint that cash 
crops had ousted food grains from the more 
fertile lands relegating the latter to the margin 

. of cultivation. Relying on Burma 'Yhich was 
then, and was expected ever to remam, a part 
of the Indian Empire, India grew careless about 
making herself self-sufficient in an essential 
article of food. The blame for this rests equally 
with Government and the business community 
The sep1ration of.Burma and the natural desire 
of the Burmese Government to make the most 
·of their advantage, soon opened the eyes of Indian 
.leaders to the fatuity of the policy of neglecting 
food crops. The war with Japan shutting down 
the principal market for Indian cotton has 
accentuated this grave situation. The President of 
the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce 
in his address placed as the first item last week 
in his list of urgent measures the rapid increase in 
the production of food crops. The Government 
of India has also awakened to this need and the 
Board of Agriculture has suggested regional 
self-sufficiency in respect of foJd, as the end 
to be worked up to, in view of transport 
difficulties. All regions are not equally placed 
in respect of rainfall and irrigation, and unless 
the whole country is redistributed so as to 
equalise these advantages, regional self
sufficiency will be a cry in the wilderness. The 
sounder project will be to regulate production 
in the country as a whole but this will again 
require the strengthening of the powers of the 
central government at least to prevent the 
repetition of the action of the Punjab Govern· 
ment which recently prohibited the export of 
wheat outside the province, 

-
• 

LETTERS OF B. J, PADSHAH. 
( Uopgright. ) 

OCTOBER 15, 1931. 
Lonlon. 

My last coach journey to London passed by different 
styles of houses in the same neighbourhood.. 
Mrs. Military Officer at Jubbulpore discussed these 
houses. I told her. of the timber shanties witll' 
corrugated-iron roofs which you and I bad seen ill' 
<?anada, and which were thrust upon owners in Austra
lia and New Zealand, And then the experience of the 
hurricane at Belize, Hondura•, where the hurricane 
which bad always passed it by before, this time des
troyed all the timber buildings, the bricks-and-atone 
Government buildings alone surviving the shock.. 
How can foresight avert destruction i' 

• OcTOBER '18, 1931. 
Bou1'f'IMMutll. 

Thought is worried that the Universe must come 
to an end millions of millions of years hence by 
Matter dissolving into Radiatiol'l, as Sir Arthur 
Keith is worried that the suspension of war must. 
put an end to Nature's RJetho:J of Race Progress, 
and as Dr. Mayo of New York, observing that. 
every other hospital-bed is occupied by a mental 
disease patient, is worried that man's adaptability 
to o~nditions of life is breaking down. They 
do not seem to worry about the flood& 
and Manchurian question in China, or the sulfering~t
in Russia entailed by the Five Years' Plan and. 
the collectivisation of farms, or the drought in' 
the Canadian Prairies and the storms which shake 
out everything or choke with dust, or the locust: 
raids which have eaten up all the maize that walt
in Kenya • 

Romancers prate about the blessings or 
the Natural Life but figures given in Natur1 ancil 
8pBCtator do not seem to show that present-day 
backward races in Afrioa have either sufficiency of 
food or immunity from disease or a low death-rate, 
Infant mortality is 500 in a thousand, the bulk: 
of which is due to pneumonia. So much for the 
open.air life of the Noble Savage. 

Bertrand Russell reports that Chinese prophets· 
deplored the new-fangled boats and bridges that 
were then coming into use, which Rousseau could not . 
have dreamt of doing :without and ·that reversion to 
Nature today would mean the extinction or 
90 per cent of the population. · 

Millions of millions of years need not. 
concern us ; events foreshadowed are based on 
guesses. Provisionalism carries one through; and' 
such things as in China, Russia, Canada, Kenya. 
have always been and men have not worried, 

OCTOBER 201 1931. . 
NaturtJ contains an article on population which· 

completely upset my view that since population· 
now doubles in 100 years, that will at least continue 
to happ'n tn the future, and, if so, 1n 4.,000 year~t
there will be no standin~ room even for men in 
the world. The facts pointed out are that increase· 
of population arises from the surplus of births over 
deaths; &hat recently both birth-rate and death-rate 
.have fallen enormously, particularly the death-rate of 
infants; the result is that the surplus of births over 
deaths has greatly fallen, from 12 per.thousand to· 
3 per thousand in England, and will be extinguished. 
if the ,fall in births continues, whioh will not be 
oompensated by ant fall in the death-rate and ·that: 
a stationary population involves consequences in 
auoh policies as " Back to the Land: and U nemploy
ment, The c:ause of this state of thin~:s is twof~ld;.. 
(a) birth control 'Which diminishes b1rths, and (b)' 
the fall in the death·rate which inoreaaes the ~umber. . . . -.... 

• . . 
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.of old and . infant, and redupes th!' proportion of 
parentable adults and, therefore, of births. It also 
changes the quati~y of the population.· Statistics show 
that the continuing large growth in the population of 

. the world arises from the reduced mortality of the 
-.backward races benefitting by contact with civilis&• 
.ti~m, and they, too, in time will have to adopt 
. btrth-control. 

OCTOBER 22, 1931. 

Ials oJ Wight. 

The first day's party of five in the car was cosmo
politan; an English gentleman, an English lady, 
a G~rman gentleman, a German lady and myself; 
~he chauffeur wae an islander who had left the island 
. for the mainland at Watford where he had stayed 
for 3 hours. At tea, the Engli:Jhman interested 
himself in the . curios in the tea-room, and with 
glee told the ladies how his friend had btought 
for £ 10 a work of art which he alone knew was 
worth £ 500. When he turned to me with a wink, 
.I explained that I am inartistic, but was interested 
.in the state of mind of the man who considers 
'himself clever to do an art dealer,· but would no 
doubt have denounced the dealer who bad done him 
with a false piece as a swindler. The· Englishman 
hastened to express his agreement with me in dis
approval but I was expressing no disapproval, I was 
only indicating the inconsistency of mind. 

The Germans and I fell upon a discunion of War 
Guilt; and it was touching to see the Germ'l.n endorse 
my verdict that the Germans alone or Germans and 
Austrians could not be saddled with war guilt; 
Russia and even France cannot escape responsibility, 
Sir Edward Grey's hands were obviously clean in 
spite of the conversations with France and Russia 
about possibilities of War; but Russia was out 
to pay off old , scores in the Balkans. and Sazonoff 
and Isvolsky apparently played sinister parts; 
Poinc'l.re had -gone to Russia in 1912; and the 
German Chancellor at the last moment did waver 
:and warned Austria. 

The island i~ sheer loveliness ; no bays or 
sea-views are like these and the sea is so calm, 
and the sun shines and the sky is blue, and 
variegated colours on the water. 

OcToBER 26, 1931. 
Londm. 

On the astonishing crowding of theatres and 
pleasure-cruises while England is in the state 
asserted, Q. T's explanation was shrewd that, while 
the unemployed got doles and the employers 
obtained credit, signs of distress would not be 
visible unless looked for. Others stated what they 
had heard about the appalling aistress in the U.S. A., 
the door to door canvas for domestic service 
in England, where formerly domestic servants 
could not be obtained; still, as Q. T says, there is no 
starvation. Three per cent of the population in India 
habitually live on ch:trity. 

We discussed the Timt•' article showinl{ dissatis
faction in Australia with the Federal structure ; 
but I suggested that that should be no guide about 
India ; with · 6 million people, Australia bas 7 
Parliaments, governors and railway systems. That 
makes it expensive and unsystematic. India's 
.conditions are different. · . 

OCTOBER 28, 1931. 

The elections have been won by those who asked 
for the Doctor's mandate and Labour ex-ministers 
have been rejected by their constituents. May 
· tbo3e oil whom the choice bas fallen, prove worthy. . -· . 

NovEMBER 8, l93L 
The Times yesterday showed that oollectivisation 

· of farms is not the full success it w a.q deemed to be, 
that Russia can not keep up grain-supply so that . 
wheat prices which bad fallen because of Russian 
dumping, have gone up considerably improving the 
purchasing power of agricultural countries and 
trade prospects. · 

The 8pectator has an article, "Mortmain-the dead 
hand of past opinions on living action." People have· 
come to believe in Provisionalism without knowing. 
it; science has become skeptical about its own 
metaphysic. Commonsense Morals are being 
challenged and here is ''the dead hand." A Greek 
said: "Nothing is fixed; everything passes away; 
e·ren the passing away passes away." So I declare: . 
"Every creed is pr.>visional. •'lo creed is certain; 
even Provisionalism is provisional." . 

Yesterday discussing troubles in Kashmir, Q. T 
said English officers are timid, they have allowed. 
communal questions to come to a head instead of 
finding solutions · going along. He instanced the 
questions or Mabo1rs with who'll the Brahmin would 
not sit together in the s1me schools, and perhaps 
not on the same Council. As a district officer, be 
had solved the questions that arose and a Mahar 
was kept on a District Hoard, though he wanted to 
resign after the election. I should like to know how 
the depressed classes have fared in Mohammedan 
States, say, Hyderabad. When I was in the twenties, 
politicians used to make great play with a theory. 
that the British Land Assessment system so 
impoverished the pe~sant that seasons of drought 
meant widespread famines which were inrrequent 
in pre-British days~ Were they P Could they be, 
seeing what they are in China and Russia today and 
noting their frequency in mediaeval Europe P 

He pointed out, too, what I nE:ver knew, that 
villages, villagers, travellers in carts were still 
looted. Government was helpless to defend those 
who will not resist when attacked. 

NOVEMBER 27, 1931. 
K. said Indian delegates at the Burma Conference 

privately protested against Burma accepting any 
safeguards, as that would prejudice India which 
wants to repudiate safeguards. Mr. Gandhi had 
advised them to the same effect; but K. is for 
safeguards. . 

Q. T is becoming more definite in his views: 
the great need of India has been a resistance 
on the put of the people to sub-officials 
and to their apparently irrepressible corruption ; 
British officers in India are too few and too 
ignorant of the ways of these subs and are led away 
by them; the trouble can only be cured by people 
putting up a resistance to it ; and that sort of 
resistance was already beginning; Jamnalal Bajaj 
joined Gandhi on account of his own resistance to 
demands made upon him ; and Mr. Gandhi deserves 
all credit for making such resistance and going to 
prison respectable. But now they go to extremes 
and betray poverty of constructive ideas and 'they 
should be resisted too. Q. T had asked Gandhi why 
he was not. discontinuing agitation, and bickering· 
on small points when the main things were won. 
-Q. T told me not' to be too apprehensive of 
repudiation of debt, and other sins; they only bark, 
and barking dogs nev<c bite. I am not so sure 
that it is a correct presage of the situation as it will 
develop. The unexpected usually happens • 

About spiritualism he had fortified himself for 
discussions by reading up a large· literature on 
-cognate subjects at the British Museum. He has 
read of, and personally experienced, many queer 
things;. but queerness is not necessarily or spirit 
origin; and men and· women without qualifying. 
aquipment ought not to pose as investigators. 
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THE TASK BEFORE J~DIANS. 
(BY KAMAN K. DESAr, AHMEDABAD,) 

The Batavia Radio ia eilent. For many months 
~ relied on it for light European musio at all houri 
and its national anthem with ill tone of dedication 
was a delight. But its light music even in the la!lt 
dire days-only the day before ita laat it ventured 
on Ballet Russe-reminded me with a foreboding of 
.that other Radio, Paris, which continued its frivolous 
aire into the last days oflune 1940. In contrast, I 
.thought of the talb, the deeds of valour, battle-music 
oo the Mo~w Radio last October. No one who 
listened to the adventures of the Soviet explorers 
·who went out northwards through the Arctic in 
search of the shortest route to America from Russia, 
.will ever forget the recital. There was something 
lacking in Java and just aR I missed native Javanese 
music, so in the stories of Dutch Imperial bravery 
there was no mention of the deeds of t crorea 
nf native residents. When this Dutch Empire 
vanished, its well-equipped army of a lakh of 
men overwhelmed by about double the number 
()f Japanese aoldiers, were the crorea of Javanese 
()nJy epectators I' 

The Dutch have a long history of valiant fights 
against religious persecution and political aggression, 
But with their narrow Calvinistic outlook on life, 
their racial excluaiveneAs-the Boer in South Africa 
is a typical product--they have never admitted the 
native population to political, educational or social 
-equality, Among the last things Batavia did was to 
.close the doora against Asiatic refugees from Malaya. 

Recently 26 nations signed a pact ; strangely 
-enough, India was one of them, In inttrnational 
.affairs, ever since votes were needed in the League of 
Nations, India has been termed a Nation by the very 
persons who would deny · its nationhood in 
.domestic Imperial affaire, What is of moment to us 
is : Have we been pledged to restore the Dutch 
Empire ae it existed last week. or is the slogan to be 
-what Elmer Davis thundered last Sunday: "Those 
-who are for us in this war are. thos~ who are with 
•us, irrespective of creed, colour or rar,e'' I' 

No dispassionate observer will· believe in the 
heavy oddj which the garrisons in Malaya and at 
:Sin~apore, still less in Java, were suppoMed to have 
.encountered. Mr, Churchill mentioned 26 divisions, 
about 5 lakhs of men, against a lakh in Singapore 
.and another one lakh in Java i. !or a defending force, 
these are not heavy odds. Major Gordon-Bennett 
·Jihowed how Japanese cyclists captured British 
.artillery and used it against Singapore, The truth of 
the matter is that the local populations took no 
part in the military activities, there was no Home 
Guard to delay the progress of enemy forces, waylay 
<them, fight guerilla action, infotm the authorities of 
·enemy movements, 

After Dunkirk, there was no heavy material in 
·England, aooording to General Auobinleok; riflee 
·were rare among the men traine:l for the Home 
'Guard and yet the spirit of the people was such 
. that they trained themselves to destroy tanks 
-by hand-grenades, if necessary fight with 
:bare hands, as the Spaniards tought before 
.Madrid for 8 years, There is evidence that 
military authorities, more narrow-minded in England 
and in India t.han anywhere else, did not quite 
~prove of these amateur efforts ot patriotic 
.Englishmen but the fact remains that Hitler was 
.halted. These people would have disapproved of 
Carnot's army of the revolution in France. 

The same mind is reflected in Mr. Amery's latest 
.epeeoh at Oxford 1 he had nothing but contempt for 
men who argued that Malayans would have fought if 
a measure of aclf-government had been extended 
them, He went on to argue that self-government 
Jor India could not bring folrth vast inorea. ,., in the 

munitions output. According to these men, the 
Japanese menace is first and last only a problem or 
ma~ial ; if the local people hold their morale and 
are zealous, well, it is satisfactory but actually not 
quite necB§sary. , Victory belongs to the British 
by Divine Dispensation and the courage and 
rervour of natives are not only unnecessary but 
excessive zeal may even embarrass peace propo• 
sals. Even though Rangoon has fallen, not the 
slightest attempt bas been made to pacify the 
Burmese who failed to provide even the excuse 
of communal division&. 

One would have thought that the olear Jesson 
of recent catastrophic events, in the light of the 
Spanisb fight for long years and tbe Chinese 
resistance tor 5 years-namely, that the people can 
fight harder in these mechanical wars than the 
mere military machines-would be learnt by now 
by D.elhi and Whitehall, But these our masters 
would rather take the chance of perishing · by the 
sword than place India among the' allied nations 
at the peace table hereafter. 

1 
What then shall we do I' We are the orphans of the

storm, We have done our best with the government; 
far-sighted . men have staged a fight in Par!i. 
ment, and, if nothing comes of it, we must organise 
ourselves to protect our people against internal 
commotion, Our cities may be bombed but nothing 
is to be gained, and everything we value may be lost, 
by fright. The real danger is not of invasion but 
disorders in the country itsel£ We are not allowed 
to arm ourselves against invasion but we can and 
must organise ourselves against local bandits, We 
need not have faith in the military leaders-they 
have not justified themselves-in order to have faith 
in our own ability to keep order in our towns 
and villages, We must tell the authorities 
pointedl.l( that the scorched earth policy in 
India can only mean disordered starving 
industrial · labour with consequent problema 
which must aggravate war difficulties. At the 
same time it is foolish to act on the assumption that 
currency will collapse, banks fail, property become 
valueless. These assumptions create conditions 
which breed the very dangers panicky people try to 
guard against. Hoarding of silver, stoppage of 
commerce, flight of men and capital invite internal 
disorder. We must form volunteer _guards to 
protect our people and our property-and, for the rest, 
we who claim to be a religious people, with a belief 
in Divine wiU for good, can surely face this world 
and the hereafter witn dignity worthy of members of 
an ancient and glorious race. · -

BOMBAY SEVA SADAN SOCIETY. 

The thirty-third annual report of the Bombay 
Seva Sadan Society is a gratifying record ol progress. 
The Society was founded by the late Mr. B. M, 
Malabari and Dewan Dayaram Gidumal as an insti
tution in which the ideal of social service should be 
implanted in women belonging to the leisured classes • 
The Society is particularly noteworthy for the co
operation in its activities of women of all sections 
of the Bombay population. Tbe main activity of the 
Sadan is the training of women for social work in 
several departments. It conducts a training college 
for women teachers. Free board and lodging and 
scholarships arc; provided for deserving students who 
cannot afford to -pay fees, Mrs, D. N, Sirur was 
elected President in the place of the late Mrs. Faiz 
Tyabji and the Working Committee counta among its 
personnel some of the prominent society women of 
Bombay. The immediate need" of the Sadan are a 
permanent endowment fund for the Training College 
estimated at Rs, 8 lakhs and further help for the 
mainten'lnoe of free Ashrams for Sevik\S. 
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SOCIE'J;Y AND PROSTITUTION, 

(BY S. C. GUHA, EDITOR, Indiana, BEN ARES). 

1 observed that the Mustiriu, particularly in 
Bengal, were busy at the last census operations in 
exaggerating their numerical strength. They seemed 
to have actually claimed the entire stock class of 
prostitutes with t.heir children as Muslims, When, 
however, a controversy arose, the unfortunate class 
was rather left uncounted under any head, Most of 
these unfortunates originally came out of the Hindu 
fold and still bear Hindu names, follow Hindu 
customs more or less an1 offer prayers and even 
actual pujas to Hindu gods, particularly their 
favourite Kartikeya, the bachelor war-god, 

·. My second thought was the very old one of the 
problems of reclaiming the fallen sisters to any 
society, Hindu, Muslim, Christian or other, •It is 
observed that Indian society, in general, is rather 
particularly cruet to the unfortunate women who had 
left society for one reason or another, often in disgust 
or protest, and yet wanted to come back after a time. 
And none of the religious groups is particularly 
anxious to have these unfortunates back, 

. If we go deep into the causes why so many of our 
11isters should go astra. y and abandon society and 
family relations, we find that society it•elf is primarily 
responsible for it. The reason in ninety per cent of 
cases is economic and created mainly by society 
itself. For the remaining ten per cent too, I am incHn· 
ed to blame society mJre than the unfortunates 
themselves. Generally speaking, man is no less 
,esponsible for thct utter degradation of woman; for 
he. has the upper hand over her in many 
Jespects. And to selfishness, cruelty and revenge 
,man is no less susceptible than woman. In 
the circumshnces, so long as a thorough or 
perfect readjustment is not possible, I wonder 
why we should not go in for a sociological 
planning and try to ameliorate our social conditions: 
and if we cannot take up the whole matter in a 
.comprehensive way at once, we can perhaps 
begin with one or more striking aspects. The 
problem of reclaiming the fallen sister is on~" 
such, To tackle a delicate problem like this is 
a very hard task and may turn out to be a 
thankless one. But it is time now that we should 
'make a real effort to mend matters, 

I am a Hindu; but in the event of my community 
failing to reclaim these unfortunate sisters I do not 
mind if they could be taken back by a sister 
community such as Muslim, Christian or other. 

In an article in the Moiisrn R8'1Ji11W January, 1942 
Sri Jatindra Mohan Datta has suggested a proper 
sociological survey of the Hindu unfortunates, by 
giving the result of an experiment conducted in 
course of the last census operations, The 
experiment began with a certain questionaire to 
which as many as 79 replies were received from one 
particular ward or locality in Calcutta, which was 
taken up for an initial study. The result is recorded 
in three categories, according to (1) the castes~ 
Brahmana, Kayastha, Vaidya, Sadgopa and the 
miscellaneous rest, from which the unfortunate 
sisters originally came; (2) Civil condition, suoh 
as Unmarried, Married, Widowed • and (8) Age. 
Although no definite conclusion can be drawn out of 
such a cursory small undertaking, as the writer has 
himself pointed out, it may be worth while to study 
his figures. 

In the first eate~ory the writer bas shown accord
_ing to four defimte castes and a fifth one as a 
miscellany comprising other castes, first, the number 

of prostitutes' coming out of each caste or group .. 
secondly, percentage ' of prostitutes according tc> 
castes, thirdly, p~rcentage of prostitutes according to-

. the total Hindu population of Bengal (presumably 
taken from the last census of H4l), and, lastly, the 
proportion of volume (or say, multiple of a unit) of 
supplies by a particul~r caste to the profession as
a whole, stating the disproportional representation 
of particular castes, The cause of such dispropor~ 
tion is probably not real, as the writer has suggested.
because of the human tendency to claim respectable 
parentage, The second and third categories would .. 
perhaps require no elucidation, 

•. ~ . 

1,-d....., lJisTBmUTIOl<, 

Number Percent&ge Percentage to Rela.tive 
incidence 

Ca.s~s. ·of of total Hind u (col, 8 to. Prostitutes. Prostitutes~ population. col. 4.) · 

Brabmana ... 18 16•4 6·5 2·5 

Kayaota ... 41 51-9 7•0 N 

Void yo ... 2 2·5 0·5 5•0 

Sadgopa ... 8 10·1 2•7 8·8 

Other castes ... 15 19•1 83·3 '0·2. 

All castes ... 79 100 100 

., 2.-CIVIL CONDI'l'IO!f • 

Unmarried ... s being 8•8% of total; 
Married ... 15 

" 
19 % " " Widow 61 77•2% 

. ... 
" " " 

8.-AGE. 
Below 15 15-20 20-25 Above 25 

Unma.rried ... ... 8 ... . .. 
Married ... 2 5 8 ... 
Widow ... ... 89 19 8 - - - -Total ... 2 47 27 8 

Although widowhood and the consequent helpless 
ness as to remarriage among the Hindus account 
for more than three-fourths of the eases, the 
married women furnish not an inconsiderable 
quota, thus pointing out to social maladjustment in 
marriage. As to agB, 15 to 20 seems to be the 
most dangerous period when women come out of 
the social fold. The fact that two married women 
go astray at the early age of below 15, points again 
to social maladjustment in marriage. · 

The enquiry was only partiai, as the writer has 
himself said. The questionnaire, in my opinion, should 
have contained many more queries such as: How 
many years after becoming a widow had one left the 
social fold, and also if one would like to revert to the 
society if possible ; and if so, what particular forin of 
society she should welcome, whether marriage ·was 
desired ; and in order to earn a livelihood if one was 
prepared to take to some honourable profession ;c 
eto., etc. The pqbl.isbed books on the subject, 
especially those of England and America, giving 
details of investigation ·and results, would be o£ 
great help, 

The writer of the article in the Modern Review haS> 
finally stated his belief that a sufficient case has been. 
made out for further sociological survey by com· 
petent scholars. Certainly so ; but we should like 4 
to add further that side by side with investigation by 
scholars, competent sociological workers should take 
up relief work at once if possible. 
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BHANGIS AND ECLIPSE. 
·The Editor, 

Th1 INlian &eiaZ R1j'ormsr. 
Sir, 

On Tuesday (March 8) morning about 5, 
I was awakened by the sonorous announ;lement 
that the eclipse was ending. I had in the 
bustle and excitement of events completely 
overlooked the QCCWTence of a lunar eclipse 
in the small hours of Tuesday morning. To 
assure myself that I bad heard aright, f turned 
towards the window~ and found it quite dark. 
It was full moon and ordinarily, the room 
would have been flooded with silvery light at that 
hour. The voic& did not stop anywhere, but passed 
on repeating the announcement, I went out for a 
walk and on my way back saw a patriarchal 
old man, with a new bla::k blanket covering 
his shoulders, pausing for a tew minutes at er.ch 
door chanting in the same voice I had heard in the 
morning, ''Vastradan," in pure Sanskrit accents, 
I noticed that from the window of a house which 
he had passed, came a soft woman's voice calling 
him back and I noticed that the verb used was the 
honourifio ,a, which may be Englished as "Pray 
come." She e11idently wanted to mako him a gift, 
In Hindu society in ita integrity there was a status 
for every person which did not depend on King or 
Kaiser, Tho Mahars were the final authority in dis
putes on village boundaries, When a person was per
forming his hereditary fun:)tion, he wa,_ respected 
as the custodian of social tradition to whatever caste 
be may belong. The same respect was accorded to old 
people, A person of eighty, enjoins a ahastra, should 
be respected even if he was a sudra. The other 
noteworthy feature is the filtering of the traditional 
culture to the lowest castes, though they were 
forbidden to read the sacred books and were in fact 
illiterate. Sir Narayan Chandavarkar was surprised 
at a ,ayadi, the lowest caste in Malabar, speaking 
familiarly of vairagya, which is a keyword in Hindu 
metaphyoios, ll; may also be noted how Hindu 
social life in all ranks was linked to the cosmic 
system through the ·movements of the sun, moon 
and stars, 

Youra etc., 
SCRUTATOR, 

THE SITUATION IN THE PHILIPPI~ES. ' 
The war in the Far Ea~t has disclosed the existence 

of a number of Indian scholars ancl writers who are 
a hie to give first-hand information of the conditions 
in the different countries involved, Dr, D. N, Roy, 
Principal, Jesaore College, formerly Head of the 
Department of Philosophy, Philippine Government 
University, Manila, in the course of an article in the 
Aaaam Tribu1111, says that from what we know it seems 
the Commonwealth Government bas virtually ceased 
to function. • The only effective resistance of which 
we hear is from the Ba11tn Peninsula where lies the 
American stronghold, Fort Corrigidor, Or. Roy 
thinks that it is not altogether impossible that, if 
reinforcements arrive in time, General MacArthur's 
gallant army may be able to turn the tide of Japanese 
victory as Soviet Russia has that of the Nazi. Aa 
reg.rcls the plan of the Japanese for the Philippinea, 
Dr, Roy observes:-

"Thq have been in quest of a Fillipino Quisling 
to get him to exhort his countrymen to cease 
resistance and aoc.:pt Japanese overlords hip. 
Curiously enough they have suooeecled in d•scovering 
a very suitable m•n in Sr. Emilio Agninalclo, the 
el'ltwhile General of the Philippine Revolutionary 
Army which under his guidano~ forced an end in 
1896 to the three ce •turies of Spanish domi· 
nation and established though shore-lived, the 

Philippine Republio. Sr. Agninaldo is no doubt 
a very powerful man who in the firat presidential 
election of the Philippine Commonwealth uovemment, 
was a strong rival of President Manuel Quezon. The 
strange thing is that this man as the former hero of 
the Ph~Jippine Revolutionary Army that challenged 
and fought for more than a year the American forces 
under Admiral Dewey toward the end of the 19th 
century, is highly appreciated and honoured by the 
American nation and even enjoys a fat pension as 
chief of the war veterans from the American Govern
ment. How this man could be won over to the side 
of the invaders is a mystery, It seems likely then) 
unleas there is a fortunate reversal of the war 
situation in the Philippines, that the Japanese are 
going to set up soon a sort of puppet government in 
the country following the manner of Manchukuo and 
Norway with Agninaldo aa its ceremonial head 
or rather its figure-head," 

OXFORD PAMPHLETS. 
The Oxford University Press which atarted the 

wartime faohion of issuing pamphlets on every 
oo~""i.vable subject, has done.l!ome more pioneering. 
It mitia_ted an essay competition among university 
students throughout India on subjects discussed ill 
many of its pamphlets on "World Affairs." Prize
winning essays in the three sections, graduates after 
1937, degree students and intermediate students, 
have been printed in another pamphlet (Indian 
Stu_dents Look at World Affairs, 4. as,) which, 
cunously enough, costs more than the Oxford 
Pamphlets did or even do now. The subjects have 
been well set, with "Hitler's Germany" for the lowest 
class, "Blockade in Modern Warfare" next, and for 
the graduates, "India in the British Empire," The 
impression left on one after going through the 
essays which are, indeed, well written, is that 
the student is prepared to accept anything on 
the outside world but has his own views on 
India. The essay on India is in striking opposi
tion to the views propounded by writers in the 
Oxford pamphlet series, the other two are faithful 
reproductions of facts given in some of the 
pamphlets, . 

The World Affairs series bas had two useful 
additions, "American Foreign Policy" and "Norway 
and the W 1r," both of which are reprinted in 
India from English issues, This is a promising 
experiment and the Oxford Press is to be congratu
lated on launching on it. However, the price 
ought not to be marked in pence but in annas 
and there seems to be no justification for making 
the Indian copy more expensive ( 4d.) than the 
earlier English pamphlets (Sd.) Mr. Hardy 
sees Norway's future as in association with Britain 
and America. That also ia the feeling in the 
Norwegian ruling class, since the King and the 
Government prefer to work in exile than to submit 
to German rule, 

SOME ASPECTS OF HYDERABAD, 
With this unpretentious title, the Information 

Bureau in Hyderabacl hal compressed in about a 
hundred pages nearly all the information which 
would give a stranger a comprehensive idea of the 
natural, historical, artistic, administrative and 
economic aspects of the Hyclerabad ~late. The 
booklet has two maps, one of the State and the other 
of Hyderabad city, and is embellished with portraita 
of His Exalted Highness the Nizam, His Highness 
the Prince of Berar, the Nawab Bahadur of Chattari 
the present and Sir Akbar H ydari, the late Prime 
Minister, 
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•. • CONTENTS, but the Muslim League• has carefully avoided. 
The A~ld Teat. The Vwero1 and Indian · ., infringing .on thj! · domain of ,sonservatism; 
Notlo!l&l w .. Front.. Priuoea, • do b 'd • ' · ' • • · 
Wavell'a Press Conference. Europe and Asia. no U t to .a VOl arousmg Its anli<;lgomsm, 

• l!ldi&n De!Ainoo. Flir Stallard Cripps. · The Hindu. Mahasabha has done .somewhat 
:&~~:,t.ion and D~aol'imJna- T~!~h~~.;~ the Bcorchad better. It has associated itself' with the 
Bol~iero in B0111b. •1·, 1 . Reaoue Work. · · Congress' _activ .. ities ., fO!' 'th~ 'redemps,ia,n. ,of 

Letters of B, J. P~dahah. . the ..1 ssed 1 · d d. · - ' ·· · -,epre c aSBelJ . a,q , ~o eed, its :-._:>resi-. 
1 ' ( · 1• dent,. Mr. V. D: Savarkar~ .has .. bt-. one 

.. .NOT.ES. ' · ot: the· pioneers in ,this movement. ,. His 
: · Tbe Atid Te,st ;~I~:~&stimating . the po1iticat' method ba8 gained more aecep.tal!ce fr'om ··the 

situation.,in India ilo.··,,mportant faqtor· which' scheduled .c~tes than, the Congress metho~. 
should_ not be .l~s~ :~igh~ of;. is. lhal,· 'Yhile ~0 The.acid test. of the vitality of,a politicaf. mP'{e· 
nearly., at' 

1 
otht;r ~ountrres mvolved m thiS. ment. is 'how -fat' it· aims at' repioving· .social 

war- the :political"system js contini,IOUS with abuses, 'Jt is only this test which would Show 
. and is move~ by .t'!ie· same forces .. as .the wheth~ a' political, partiaiw~ .at anything (ilore 

social system; iri this.· cpuntrj ~he tV(o ·systems. tha.n th~t ,transfer of power f.r~~ on~;.~~ of .h~nd~ 
operate indepeode}ttJy,. each • ~ its -orbit. , If a to. another. A political party, •• considerable 
man pays his·~a~~s and doe~ no~ commit' a~y-· number. of whose leaders: are inditfe·~e!lt if not 
of the . offences. defined in . the penal . codes, he , opposed to necess.ary social ret:orms, IS. ~rely 
has no interest. in the machinery: "'hich controls t?e f~oth on. the _surfa~e of life,- r . 

the exter~l relations.of the~c:Ountry, .Government· National, War Fron* :-In. t\l,e _Je~ding . article· 
looks after.:: int~:r-national inatters .which are today we .comment on the ,pomf!; .. m. ,the 
expressly explud_:::ff .from th.e· purview o£ the , Viceroy~s address . to the . Chamber oC.Pri!Jce~ , 
Legls~ure.. .Orui 1 when th~rE: is . a. ,war, iii! the which relate specifically . t~> rthe Pfinceli a·nd . 
eublic, called' ,uP.~"! .to )d~tjf.)' itsi'lf with the • their State!!. Thli! address ):OV!!recl ·much' other . 

. Governmep~ .IQ .1repellmg aggress1on. J,'Ja.turally ground. . It contained an appeal · t~ tile l'rinces · 
this' req_uire~ ,spepial ,m~asureS' aoq. the OJily to join ... the National .War· Front announced in, 
~~w.es ,.~i~~~' ::> t~\' ... fPijriP.etenc,e ·

1
,: oL1 the . His ~xcel.lenpy's .message .. somll days ago," 

adWJolsU'ation .ar~ .. pumt1ve,i Do thiS or th;it This·. message· unfortunate)y : :_!ittracred )it~le 
or' you will . Dll fined ·pr ~nt .. : ~c{ prisop,; notice a~ the ·'time', because itwas• delivered' 
·•~ .. \lp p_ra~~c\l)~Y 'lh~, :_wh<;>l~ '.·c"~ ,o~ci~t when people .were expe~tantly \vaiting~for the .. 
w.op,aga!l~~l;i '"'~lr.l ~~lf.or~ :~rwps ' J,S . s:ud' Prime., ;Minister's .. annoJni:ement. ' AL the 
to, b.;!! br'n~n.g,~~t9_11111 .,l "'~u~tend. fuiat•: J?lan, .. la~t ,·1·. mome~t.)i .. w~s .; ~ouri~ :. th~fc; it• 
cfi!.VJfed bJ.~~ ~•tJ.sh. a,qver_ nment, for tl,l.e was ,,~o :,be;:;.~ ~essage_ fr_o(ll .t.hll .. ylcero)'. on·:. 
G'over.ll~yiJf · '~~>~~~a;· l>u( unless 1 

tl.le ·~Ian · a ..su~Ject. qnco~ected · ~1tg const!t~tJOnal.matters; · 
elimipates . ·th~,, .,discop~ity·;.- between . ,tlie , anc\lnteres~ slacken~d. . .COrd Lmhtbgow, there· 
llo1)pc\\1' to'd·,~~Si~rsy§.teljls i f~a. bring.~ ~t!tlm) ; for~;. did well ~o repeat the, objects of the National · 
~ogeth~r. !n ;PrJl<¥,VC;UIJ!tY,IIO _that :wha_;(JS £~11: F.ron~ as 4efinoo in his message,'' These :are~: 

• m· one par\ may wtthout spec1•d effor~ pass on '"~mtain publicmo.ral~ •• to !lrfldi~te all_ ~tem,en:s, . 
to't~1,pth~r ,;lnd; ir~<Jeed; ·,to 'the whole body , tending to undernune. 1t.. and m parti<;ula~ to. 
politic. tnd ,slfifi~: it. willl>e. no contribution to counteract fifth'column~ctivities of all kinds, in- . 
ihe ~rpanerit sol~tion ·or the British l?dian. pr9- · eluding talk; ~bought, writing, and rumours likely 
bl~m. Th" Congress, and the Muslim League ~ to encourage 'a defeatist outlook; ·;to' 'indieate', 
may,atce.P,t it.:_we are.' glad that ·sir Sikandar faith, courage, endurance aod .to·.· consolidate· 
Hayat . Khan· ~clares tha~ there is a ·possibility the n:ttional will to offer united resistance to· 
of their doing so-but how far do these ~wo Nazism and Fascism in every shape or form 
bodies represent the living, moving,. for~ of whether within or without the country until their 
Indian life in its deeper .. layers? ',As !>.!tween menace is finally overthrown." To this com
the twa, the Cong~ .certainly . J;?Ciletrated to a prehensive list we would add, even 'after. they 
deeper stratum than the .Muslim League. The are finally overthrown, to prevent their _resusc1· 
Congress has boldly grappled with some social pro- tation in any form, overt or covert. While we 
blems-notably those arising out Qf the ~tion join in the Viceregal appeal to the Princes and 
of the depressed classes including prohibition- people of India, we have an appeal to make to 
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His Excellency; Morej lnflniteiy more, potent, -'~idely welco~ed by the press, and it has been 
for misch~ef than any fifth .column ':lctivity in this ' ·suggested that the Viceroy might well follow 
country; is the racial arrogance of some English· · this example. The W avetl Conference, however, 
men two instance3 of which came prominently to was rendered useful by the -speech made by the 
public notice within the last few days. They both Commander-in-Chief on the occasion, Obviously 
relate to the belief which this class of men nothing can be profitably said on the political 
Seems to entertain, to the effect. that by buying a aspect of the Indian question until Sir' Stafford 
single ticket th.ey have the inherent . right to Cripps finishes his work and at this stage super
exclud.e any Indian from travelling .in the fluous . pronouncements and opportunities for 
compartment with them. One of these cases discussion . are best avoided. Sir Archibald 
happened some days ago at the Nagpur rail- Wavetl's speech was a markedly candid 
way station to an Indian who. tried to put: his exposition of .the state of affairs which had led 
son in a C.Jmpartment pccupied by an English- to · reverses in Malaya, at Singapore and 'in 
man. A more recent case is thus reported in Burma. Although he emphasised the futility 
the. Leader of Allahabad of the 15th March: of holding post-mortem· on these defeats, he 

•. Tb.e refusal.,of a Eurqpean passenger to allow a made it clear that the authorities fully realised 
seat in 11. first class compartment to an Indian their lessons. The one weakness on the Allied· 

·passenger, who happened to be a U, P. I. C. S. officer;' side, as his speech showed, was over-confidence, • · 
created a scene which necessitated the detention of the It was this ~hich gave the·quality of surprise to 
1 Up Calcutta-Delhi Mail for about 45 minutes this Japanese speed in movement and it was ag~in 

· morning. It is alleged that when Mr. s. 5• Khera, over-confidence wh1' ch drew the All1'ed forces 1'nto 
Directur of Industries, U. P., who was proceeding to 
Oawnpore, entered the compartment he was, forced out engagements with the enemy on ground unfami

. by a European passenger who was occupying the liar to them, In this connection, it is regrettable 
compa.rfmeut and the door and windows of the that extensive propaganda should have· been 
compartment • were closed and bolted from inside. indulged in since the outbreak of the war to 
The station authorities were informed as also the 

· 4overnment railway pollee and crowds of people show.· the :;pecial training, received by· Allied 
assembled in frgnt of the compartment when attempts forces in jungle warfare, particufarly in Malaya, 
were made to get the door opened. It is said that propaganda which .perhaps' carne in the way of . 

. eventually a window was opened through an effort th · · · · d f • fl' 
from .outside and the passenger then opened the door e · ~t~ateglc ·a VOl ance - · ,o . con ICts. on 

'and ·at last Mr. Khera was allowed a seat In the unfam1har ground; There 'is, .however, . one 
compartment, there being no vacancy In any other point which we wish General Wavell had not' 
first class compartment. It Is thought here that the even touched. on, the r difficultieS of the enemy •. 
European passenger was an officer of the Central He said that, wheri the military position looked' 
'Government. • · · 

In both cases the Indians affected belonged 
to the Indian Civil Service but that has nothing 
to do with the point . we wish to impress upon 
the• Viceroy and all the heads of Government 
in this country. One or two crimes which shock 
the public conscience, have less effect in fostering 
a rankling sense of offence in the public mind 
than exhibitions of arrogance and insolence on 
the part of Englishmen to their fellow subjects; 
This is afw~ys so, but particularly now when 
the public mind is excited and amazed at the 
happenings reportc:d almost daily from the different· 
theatres of war. The first duty of the Govern
runent is to eliminate all sources of irrita
tion from" among Europeans in tl,lis country. 
The most important condition in maintaining 
Indian morale is' the exhibition of the · 
highest standards of behaviour by men of British 
nationality and the prompt and condign punish· 
ment of such of them as wantonly make themsel
ves and their class obnoxious to the people of the 
land in which they live and whose salt they eat. 
The instant deportation of one or two persons of 
this kind will not be too strong a measure 
having regard to the poisonous effe~t which .their 
behaviour has on the population, Prmces 
included. · 

·wavell's Press Conference:-· General Wavell, 
COmmander-in-Chief, addressed a Press Con
ference at New Delhi last week-end. The 
procedure which was first initiated by Sir Claude 
Auchinlech during his short tenure, has been 

serious and difficult; consideration of these 
proved the best tonic. We have unfortunately: 
derived in the_ past too much comfort . from th1s · 
sort of thing.- It would even seem that the 
Empire suffers from all. eJ!:cessive. ·development 
of the bureaucratic tendency'to consider. on any 
new proposal the hundred odd' reasons for not
doing the thing ratller than how to get over. 
difficu,lties in the way of the reform; Some of 
~e things which the public were .told would. 
prove wellnigh · insurmountable obstructions, 
have been overcome by the enemy. · · · 

Indian Defence :-The fact that neces8ar}r' 
defence equipment had to be withheld from 
Allied troops in order tO help ·Russia~ is little 
satisfaction for the losses we have sustained.: 
It is easy, however, to be ·wise after the eventi"' 
Immediately · what is necessary, is ·to have 
Indian troops who have distinguished themselves 
in other -theat'res of war; 'back in India to defend 
their own country. At the moment there is ·no 
tendency~ as there is no reason, to overrate 
our strength- and underrate the enemy.- On 
the other hand, many of our highest officials 
seem to. think it· necessary to warn the people 
against pessimism. Nar have all these warnings 
been as happily.., wor.ded as Sir · Archibald's 
appeal: 

There are three ·principal factors In the defence 
of a country's towns and cities against air attacks. 
Firstly, guns and aeroplanes, secondly, A. B. P. 
arrangements, and, thirdly;, the spirit a.nd morale of 
the people. Qf the three .the last IS the most 
Important. 

\ . . . 
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At the same time, it should not be forgotten 
that the maintenance of the last two· through 
adversity depends greatly on the first being, 
assured in adequat~ supply. The war, as has 
been so often emphasised, must be seen as a 
whole to understand incidents in a particular 
lccality in their true perspective. Yet even with 
this view it is , not heartening to be told that 
equipment was lacking in our particular area 
because of the needs of more distant zones of 
conflict. General. Wavell's candid review-and 
.he is the only one who could have made it with 
authority-comes as a refreshing breeze after 
the over-confident assertions of lesser men. 
In so far as his speech was an appeal to 
the people of this country, it will not p1ss 
unheeded. The remarks he made on the 
spirit shown by Indian troops with all their 
difficulties were heartening. General Wavell 
referred to the Indian coastline calling for 
different methods from those adopted in 
Britain-namely, through mobile reserves within 
striking distance of threatened points instead 
of beach defences. For the success of this 
measure the closest collaboration is needed 
between the reserves and the civil population. 
In this country where military matters have 
assu.ned a qull.tty which takes them out of any 
vulgar questioning into the region of experts, 
this is a hard task but it is essential. 

Evacuation and Discrimination :-In the 
discusston in . the Central Assembly on 
reports of discrimination shown in leaving 
Malaya, Mr. Bozm1n, Secretary of the 
Overseas Department, expres~>ed his inability 
to give definite information on the subject. 
This is in · tht~ nature of things inevitable 
as there is no . sign of order emerging 
out of the chaos which came over Malaya. 
There are, however, the statements m3.de by 
Mr. Mallal, a prominent barrister of Malaya, 
and by Seth Jumabhai, President . of the 
Singapore Chamber of Commerce, which hwe 
been widely published. Nor should the 
Malaya Governor's indictment of the hurried 
departure from Penang of those who should 
have stayed at their posts, be ignored. 
Mr. Bozman remarked that the stories told 
by several evacuees were remarkably consistent 
and that there was sufficient evidence to warrant 
a thorough and searchin2' inquiry into the facts 
when circumstances permitted it. He said that 
he had forwarded this view to the proper 
authorities. · It will be some time before an 
enquiry can be made, The question of treatment 
is the one aspect on which some reliance can be 
placed on evacuees' reports because it is purely 
eersonal and within their experience. But, as 
General W a veil pointed out in another connec
tion, it serves no useful purpose to dwell on the 
mistakes of the past. Mr, Bozman indicated 
that the authorities were well aware of the 
dangers which accompany any suggestion of 
discrimination and that the Government of India 
had upheld a policy. of equality. Mr. Bozman, 
however, made a curious conclusion, if the 

report of his speech is correct :. 
If immediate military tequirements had involved at 

some places certain restrictions about which he was 
not now in a position to inform the Bouse, it was 
pOssible there might have been some real or apparent 
temporary discriminations for that purpose only. 

· That was a matter on which he was engaged in 
making every enquiry. 

So far as Europeans constitute a factor in military 
considerations, it is by their presence not by 
their being evacuated first. The Indian. public 
would have appreciated it if the subject had 
been dealt with by Mr. Aney, Member in 
charge of the Overseas portfolio, instead of being 
left to the Secretary. ' 

Soldiers in Bombay :.-Th~ iollowing acc;ount 
of the precautions that have been taken to 
prevent rowdy behaviou~ by soldiers .in Bombay 
City appeared in Bombay newspapers on 
Tuesday morning ;-- . . 

The Provost ( military police ) staO: in Bombay has 
recently been largely Increased, and, in future; whenever 
lo.rge numbers of soldiers are allowed shore leave, there 

I Will be suflic:ient military police On duty tO intervene 
immediately, if necessary. , Additional pickets under 
responsible officers, composed of men from the units on 
ahore leave, will also be placed at vantage points 
throoghout the city. It is further stated that an out
of-bounds line has been • drawn from the docks along 
Carni!C Road to the Marine Lines Station; and troops 
are not allowed in the city north of that line. They 
are, however, permitted to go along Marine Lines and 
up ~[alabar and Cumballa Bills to the Breach Candy 
Baths. AU drivers of public vehicles have been instruct
ed not to take soldier• across the out-of-bound linea. 
Warnings will in future be given to troops passing 
through the port of •!ombay before they are allowed 
to land on shore leave that they must behave them· 
selves and that if they misbehave their shore leave will 
be stopped. Orders have also been issued that off• 
licence liquor shop<> should be closed for the sale of 
drink during the period• wh<n large numbers of troops 
are on shore leave and that the hours during 'Vhich 
public bars are open for the supply of drinks should 
be curtailed. 

The measur.!S adopted by the Government are in 
the highest traditions of British Indian adminis
tration •. Their being made public will remove the 
feelings of disquiet which had found expresSion 
in the protest resolutions adopted .unanimous
ly by the Municipal Corporation on Thursday 
March 12th and at women's meetings, Not the 
least effective measure is the warning to soldiers 
to be given in future. Incidents can easily grow 
out of acts wmmitted in ignorance. In replying 
to the Central Assembly discussion on the 
subject, Sir Gurunath Bewoor referred to the 
fact that many soldiers passing through were 
strangers to our ideas, customs, manners and 
habits. But this strangeness does not affect the 
generality of soldiers coming in. The difficulties 
confronting the foreign visitor are not so much 
the effect of our ideas and customs as of certain 
preconceptions of. our status which have to be 
shaken off. He cited the precautions taken in 
Bombay and remarked that Bombay's lead 
was to be followed in other cities. In this 
connection, we would observe that in the 
note in Tlae Refol'mer of March 7 the. reference 
to Gandhiji's article in the Hariia• was a 
digression and it was not meant to suggest that 
cases of rape had occurred in the province. 
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BOMBAY, Maroh 21, 1942. 

THE VICEROY AND INDIAN PRINCES· 

The address with which His Excellency the 
Viceroy opened the annual session of the 
Chamber of Princes on Monday. contained 
naturally much which was of a conventional 
character regarding the Princes, their traditions 
and their generous contributions in men, mo~ey 
and materials towards the successful prosecution 
of the war. As soon as the war began, the 
Princes, in pursuance of their treaty o~ligations 
as well as their loyalty to,the Paramount Power, 
hasten~ to . place themselves and t?e 
resources of their States at the entire 
disposal of His Majesty the King-Emperor. 
There will, therefore, be prompt response to 
His Excellency's call to them to emulate the 
example of some States in the Eastern States 
Arrency and voluntarily delegate authority to 
th~ Political Department of the Government 
of India to make decisions on their behalf in 
matters affecting the military situation. The 
proviso that such decisions should be commu
nicated to the Princes "immediately afterwards;• 
may with advantage be made applicable before 
decisions are finally taken in regard to measures 
affecting their territories. Social ;1nd economic 
conditions in the States vary much, more than 
in British India where a · common sr_s:em 
of administration, -education an:l pobttcal 
ideals has produced a large measure of unifor
mity. With the best intentions in the world, the 
Political Department of the G~vernment of 
India may decide on measures whtch cut across 
some cherished sentiment or inter st. The effec 
will be to produce discontent leading to loss of 
what is vaguely cal~ed morale. In England a.nd 
other countries which are ruled by men wno 
share in a large measure the sentiments . and 
prejudices of the population, and are accustomed 
to the same ways of life, this difficul~ does. ?ot 
exist But this is not the case even m Bnt1sh 
Indi; and unless the States authorities are con
sulted before taking decisions, commu~cating. to 
them decisions. after they are taken will be like 
locking the stable after the steed has been 
stolen. The State authorities will be able 
to suggest how a particular e~d can be 
achieved without needlessly treadmg on the 
corns of the people and ar~)U~ing tbe~eby .t~eir 
antagonism instead of enlistmg thetr. w1_lhng 
support. . The Easter.n Stat~s are comparatively 
minor ones. and what IS feastble to them may not 
work equally well in the important and advanced 
States of Peninsular India. The course we 
suggest will have the further important adva.ntage 
of preparing the ground f~r the resumptto~ of 
the ·'Proposals of federation when ~he . time 
comes for framing the future const1tutton of 
India. The existence of an emergency should 
not be allowed to deviate Gover.nment, ~h~ther 
here or in England, from.estabhshed prmc1pl~s 
governing their ~elations with the States. It IS 

in such times that particular attention should be 
paid to their due observance, 

The reports of the Viceroy's address are un
fortunately fragmentary. It is not clear, for 
instance, what His E:ll.cellency had in mind in 
the passage referring to the scheme for the 
safeguarding, during the initial stages of 
a young ruler's r~ponsibili~ies,_ of sta_n~ards 
achieved under penods of mmonty admmlstra
tion. It is the fact that good work done by a 
minority administration has in some cases been 
nullified by' young impetuous Princes. But 
the true remedy for this contingency 
lies in the proper education of Princes 
during their minority and not to inte1 pose a 
transitory stage before their assumption of. full 
powers on the attainment of majority. 
Virtually this amounts to extending the minority 
administration for some years after the Prince 
has ceased to be a minor and has attained his. 
legal majority. The discrepancy between a 
Prince's political and legal status wil\ be a 
source of irritation. Besides, at the end of the 
extended minority, there will remain the same 
difficulties which are intended to be 
obviated by the extension. The few cases 
of dissipation by young rulers shou!d not. be 
allowed to outweigh the many cases m wh1ch 
they have conserved and improved upon the 
results of minority regimes. It should not also be 
assumed that all mmority regimes have b!en 
equally beneficial to the state morally ~s well as 
materially. The idea of amalgamatmg small 
States into large units is on the same footing ~ 
the idea of eliminating small and uneconcm1c 
holdings in land. It is t?e small pe~nt~ a~d 
Princes who are most Jealous of the1r d1gn1ty 
and status. These men will be more amenable to 
be • 'mediatised" by the Paramount Power than to 
merge their interest with that of a neighbouring 
small State. The Viceroy, in exhorting 
the Princes to , move with the times, used, 
with explicit reference to its gravity, the word 
" survival." It is the first time that the 
Crown Representative in India contemplated e~en . 
distantly the possibility of the States bemg 
overwhelmed by the sweep c;>f world events. 
Some time back The Reformer com~e~ted on 
the close alliance between Great Bntam, the 
United States and Soviet Russia, and the 
possibility of i~ repercussion on the position of 
the States in the post-war settlement. -Lord 
Linlithao w's reference , to Sir Stafford Cripps: 
mission"' to India and his expectation that the 
Princes will accord him a warm welcome and 
assist him in the'fulfilmentofhis;mission,imposes 
on their Highnesses ancbligation more difficult 
than any that they have been called upoa to 
bear so far, For the first time in his term of 
office the Viceroy. referred in this address to 
his "~uccessor" which, we· take it, ·means that 
Lord Linlithgow is looking forward to an early 
relief from the heavy burden he has been 
carrying for the last tl)ree or four years. 

-
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. EUROPE AND ASIA. I he may take· the credit for something whiob 
Behind and beyond the nationai rivalries struggl- 'they ·have al.ready decided ·upon. :own~end, 

in for predominance in the war, lies the agelong when he dc:so!lbe.s the a':er_age E~ropean s a~ttude 
ri:alry between Asia and Europe, Meredith I to the AsJa~10• IS d~on~mg h1s o!"n attitude. 
Townsend writing in the first decade of this century lfpto~ Clos_e 19• to begm Wltb, an Amencan who hm 
held that the conflict between the two continents! hved 10 Chma and the Far Eas~ for many years not 
c:an not be peacefully solved, What is more, he as the trumpeter of an _Amer~n.bu~ucraoy_b~t 
thought that a peaceful solution can only be achieved ' as ~t!ldent and researcher m th~ mtr~ac1es_ ~ _As~at1o 
at the expense of what is best in the Asiatic poht1C?S• He ~s no axe to _gr!nd, He onttc1ses t!te 

d • h E "I ·u b " h American attitude to As1at1cs on some cru01al 
an m" t e uropean. t WI not e, e occasions as he does the British or Japanese attitude. 
wrote, unless the .races draw nearer, the fir~t The one thing which emerges prominently from his 
coneequence. of which t!' both continents will careful study of the causes and conditions underlying 
be . a. declme . from t~eU" present tone. The ''the revolt of Asia," is that the leader in this revolt 
Jtal.'a'!l~ed Englishman 1 ~ b~d enough, but the was not Japan but. Cbina backed up by Soviet 
AsJatlclze~ Eur_OP78? IS 10t?,lerable, and t~e Russia. Japan was a partner with the European 
Europea!l1sed AsiatiC IS a P~sha. But many of ~IS Imperialist Powers in despoiling China. Russia under 
assumptions have ~een fa}slf!ed by .events durmg the Tsars was the worst of them, But the Soviet 
the last forty years! mcludmg the basi~ one, namely Revolution changed Russo-Chinese relations basically. 
that all Eur~pe w1ll stand to~etber . 10 !he effort to The Soviet· Government renounced all the conoes
conque.r As1a and hold, her m s!-'bJo;ctlon, Ho~ sions . which tsarist ·Russia bad extorted · from 
short-sighted Townsend s generahsauons were, IS China. When the European Powers hesitated. to 
s~n by the fact that they we.re _scattered to the help China in the Revolution of Dr. Sun-Yat-Sen, 
wmds by the: la.st great w.ar Wlt~m a few years Russia came forward with offers of help of every 
-of the pubhcat1on of h1s ''Aata and Europe.'' kind . . . 
In that war Asiatic and European nations were • 
found on either side-Japan witll Britain, Turkey Jafie offered him (Dr. 'Sun) men· and methods. 
with Germ!lny. In the present war likewise, Asiatic ·a., cobvlne<d Dr. Sun-Y at-Sen that the· rule of the 

.. E · fi h · 1r Cbl best Could most lik:ely · be esta.blished through a anw uropean nattona are g tmg as a leS- na one-party control of the state, such as existed in 
with Britain and the United States, Japan with Russia. . ·.Ha :strengthened Sun's Pan-Aslanism, 
German:y.and ItaiX• Townsend was a firm believer and converted him to fervent anti-imperialism. Russia, 
in the 1mmutab1lity of race and colour distinctions. he showed, had called the bluff of the powers, fought 
Townsend, moreover, was greatly impressed by the off the entire · world, and driven every Imperialist 
,ictory of Japan in her war with Russia at the ialluence. out of her borders. China could do the 
beginning of the century. He, like others, Europeans same, for the Powars were a "paper tiger." Russia 
and Asiatics, never 111 his dreams believed that would supp~rt China as she was supporting Turkey. 
an Asiatic Power, and one so email as Japan, could 
dare to wage war with a great European Power The Chinese leader . accepted the offer minus 
which Russia then was. His belief in the inherent Communism. ·In tracing the causes which have 
immutability of race and colour differences and helped tha"revolt of Asia," Upton Close bas a sly hit 
the rude shock of the Japanese triumph, led him at British diplomacy which ••is able to send an 
to the conclusion that Europe can not dominate Asia ultimatum one day and compromise on it the next, 
permanently, .He wrote in his preface to the fourth or suddenly to make friends with an P.nemy whom an 
edition of his book (1911) 1 hour earlier the interest! of God, King and morality 

demanded should Jie fought to a finish." Unlike 
If history proves· anything, it proves that the colour Townsend, Upton Close does not think that the 

prejudice, whether well founded or not, Is Incurable, White Man can .have no place in Asia cnoe ba,' is 
that even similarity of creed· will not bind together ousted from his position of dominance.' ••we have 
races radically distinct in colour from each other and come to the end of the White Man's world domina
that the strange destiny which bas filled the three 
ancient continents with 111en of three separate colours, tion:• writes Upton Close; •·We have come to · the 
has Its root In some law of the mind which beginning of the White and Coloured Man's joint 
never changeo, or some decision of Providence from world, when each ·shall have. control in. his own 
which there can be no appeal. Asia, strengthened by house and· a proportionate. say in the general 
the leadership of Japan, will, as 1 believe, recover the convocation of humanity, We are passing from the 
Independence which It will In all human probability era of Empire by conquest into the era of Empire 
once more misuse, by attraction, service ami business'tbat asks only 
Even when be wrote, Townsend's mid-victorian a fair field and no favours." 

determinism In religion, ethnology and anthropology Eight years elapsed before another ·writer of 
were becoming out of date. In the forty years which distinction took the relation of Europe and Asia a 
have since elapsed, most of the old dogmas have stage further. Townsend bad regarded race ~nd. 
become discredited and the possibility of nations of colour as aots of Providence which cannot be 
different race and colour living in peace and CO· combined.- Upton Close demolished this position 
operating to establish a new ancl brave world, bas and showed that in the political and eoonomio sphere 
ateadily oome to the front. Some fifteen years after joint control by White and Coloured men bad become 
Townsend, Upton Close in hill "Tbe Revolt of Asia" necessary and was possible.· The Revolt of Asia call 
struck a different. note, Upton Close aosepb have only' that end. Paul Cohen-Portheim in his 
Washington Hall) had some advantages or disadvan• "Message of Asia" probed deeper into the antithesis 
tages ln forming an estimate of the forces at work of Asia and Europe. Harold Nicholson in a recent 
In ahaplng the relations between Europe and Asia 8plllllator referred to Cohen-Portbeim as ·the most 
as compared with Meredith Townsend, Townsend's international person be bad ever met. '' Being 
background was exclusively that of the Anglo- born of a Jewish family in Vienna, be bad decidea 
Indian journalist whose main task is to find reasons to become a . European. . He could read and write 
for the most unreasonable measures of the Govern-[ Frenob, English and. German with .equal ease. H& 
ment. He is not a guiding factor in anything. If bad a theory that for the intelligent European of the 
oooasionally there is an appearance of initiative post-war ~?Briod there should be no, such: thing as ·a 
In his writings it Is almost certain that be foreign country; With a littl11 application, the 
has teoeive<l .a hint from official . quarters tbat unfamiliar coul(J alwaysl)e rendered intimate an(J 
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1 ~he whole of Europe, if qne were sufficiently energetic, 
oould ~eco111e a series of acquired tastes."· Mr. 

'Nicholson was recommending Portheim's first book 
. "Time Sto;xl .Still" recounting his mental experienc! 

during- the .time he .was interned in England as 
. an enemy .. alien, 1 t , is . indeed. one :Of ·the , most 
: moving, books of the war period, In later years . he 
, outgrew his ambition to be a European. He enlarged 
. his. outlook to cover Asia. In his "Message of 
Asia". he shows that . the cause ·of disunity is' the 

.failure to grasp . the .unity. underlying all pheno-

. mena, The great pre-occupation -of India through 
·the ages has been the search for this Unity. which 
_is the Reality, the sole Reality. Portheim became . 
.fascinated by the Hindu philosophy of Advaita, 
.The concluding sentences of ••The Message of Asia" 
-is an almost literal translation from the Sanskrit. 
Jfe had overleaped the barriers of dualism 1 

· . AU antitheses are but apparent, from ' the most 
·superficial to the most profound. · · . 
. One the religions and the nations, East and West 
· and North and South, art and science and Nature, 

One the body and thep>ind, the male ·and the female, 
good and evil, life and death, Man and God. . · 

. One tl).e self and the not-self. · . 
' , I • 

1 Life is becoming and death is becoming ; -humanity 
I~ a proce$s of becoming God, but God is becoming, 

· and also being, which is reflected in becoming •. God is 
awareness, equilibrium, harmony : the rest which 
Includes aU motion withinitself, · 

Spaceless, timeless, eternal Being< 

)?ortheim returns to the same point in his uspirit 
.of France,'' The European spirit, he describes, as 
the spirit of materialism, utilitarianism, and purblind 
rationalism. The Asiatio spirit was the spirit of 
lmiversalism, unity, emotional intuition. ·He goes on : 

. . ' . 

The merely Europ'!an spirit Is dead, and the Asiatic 
inftuence has reached as far as Western Europe. I have 
never represented the destruction of the European 
spirit as a desirable thing, but only an alliance between 
it and the East, for it h my opinion ~hat: the greatest 
epochS of European history have always been brought 

·on by .contact with the East, and that the one-sided 
development which began with the Renaissance has 
come to ali end 'with the twentieth. century in the 
world war,.,; ..... The Asia that can help Europe In this 
tasll: (of creating a new civilisation) is the ·Asia of th~ 
Bhagavad Gita and the Buddha, of Lao-'l'se and Con
fucius, not the Asia of today, which has· almost 
forgotten its own wisdom ·and is imitating much of 
what is worst is Europe.· · · · 

-
.. . SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS. .. . 

The Editor, -. 
Th' Iridian Booial Rsformw. 

Sir, ·' 

' I am inclined to agree with al~ost. every. :.Vord. of 
wha~ you say in your editorial on Sir Stafford Cripps• 
visit, I . do not wish to attribute motives,· but· I. 
cannot help ·feeling that ·Churchill .has played a. 
rpaster-etrokl) of Parliamentary .strategy' in sending 
Sir Stafford out to. India.. lt is at once a test of Sir' 
Stafford's powers _ of :. persuasion and of India's · 
willingne~s to adjust party dift'erences in the interests 
ofthe Motherlanr.t •.. Let us only hope and pray that 
all partiell concerned including the British. rise equal 
to the ·>OCCasion and ad~ .a fresh chapter . ta our' 
qbequjlred history. ' , ! 

: - Khar, l .i " 'Vour1 etc!' · : 
Maroh 15,: 1942, S · VEERl!At' H. MEHTA· 

1 : Jl ( ' '1 '' ·: .: ..• ~ ·:,' , "\ ------ ' ., ~ . .;. : .... . ,._ • • :_. ,J_: ~ ,.I .. 

THE StRATEGY OR THE SCORCHED 
EARTH POLICY, I 

(BY RAMAN K, DESAI, AHMEDABAD.) 

The soorohed earth policy bad its dramatic origin 
· id the fires at Moscow where Napoleon had hoped 
to shelter the Grande Armee for the Winter, It had 
a spectac~lar revival, with solid reasons. behind it, in 
the Ukrame last autumn. · Apart from breaking a 
potential enemy on his eastern borders, Hitler's aim 
in invading Russia was to exploit the wheat, iron 
coal and other 1'esources of the Ukraine, making 
'Eurdpe sell;sufficing, and totally ruining attempts at 
the eoonomtc blockade of Germany, The economic 
reasons for this . invasion were interlocked with the 
rnilitary'reasons and the Russians preferred to destroy 
'the economic weapons which might fall into Hitler's 
hands. When .the Dnieper Dam was blown up, the in
tention was not only to prevent the German Army from 
crossing the Dnieper but to lay waste as well the 
entire industrial area power-fed by the Dain, And 
behind. all this lay the conviction that, if the 
Germans were delayed. a little while, the tide must 
turn. 'This was the · conviction under which th~ 
great Clemenceau roared in the dire days of 191S 
that be would •fight in front of Paris, in Paris and 
behind Paris. Marshal Petain left the industries 
of Paris intact; his convictions were always feeble, 
In 1918 Clemenceau superseded him, but France had 
neither Clemenceaq nor Foch in 1940, . 

There ar~ thus definite princi pies behind a 
scorched earth ,policy. Firstly, the · economio 
resources destroyed must.be oi military value to tha 
enemy. Secondly, the temporary denial of such 
resources must be a deterrent to the fuli war efforts 
ot the enemy, Thirdly, those who adopt the policy, 
reasonably expect to launch an offensive which 
would win the war. Conditions in Java make ·the 
principles clear in practice. Oil and rubber and tin 
were of vital importance to Japan. The destruction 
of these resources must impede Japan's struggle, and 
from other bases Java may some day be rescued. . 

- -- . • .I • • ' 

What are the conditiol\9 in India P Despite all 
proud assertions, our country is not rich in natural 
sources of wealth. . We have no doubt coal and 
iron conveniently situated for manufacture but in all 
minerals vital for war we are deficient. Our oott011 
and jute arid sugar_ industries are not vital to the 
enemy, their . destruction would not deter his war 
efl:ort. Further, while this is not the place to discuss 
military strategy, iL must be stated that, if our 
east.ern frontier collapses, our defence problem would 
be rendered very difficult. If India falls, the . Allied < 
grand strategy is finished. Even if China fought on • 
it would not serve as a base for further operations. 
Assuming that Britain· holds on she could hardly 
hope to win the war outright. 

On none of the counts above would the 
scorched ea,rth .. polioy in • India be justified. 
I disagree with .the contention that industries 
based on private ., ent~rise must be distin. 
guisbed from . State-owned industries-this may' 
be -iin argument for compensation but it is no 
argument again!lt · t'tie policy. But it is ,perfectly 
obvious . that,',if the policy Is unjustified, its adoption 
would not only waste the savings of several. genera
tions but can only leave behind a starving embittered 
proletariat which, far. from helping the war, would 
cause inte~nal pisorders, '{his .weap~n in the hands 
of inferior men, becomes an mfanble gesture, of a 
olass with cutting off one's nose to spite :one's faoe, 
of the literal adoption of the naive advice on firo
alarins, just break the glass jn ~ase of fire. 
, , But this is -not ·to say • that notl;ling oan be done 

. to prevent th~ Japanese ronslaugbt. .. U .. the outoome 
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~the WBK depends on IOdia, then the gates of India j I do not, however, see why an expe~iment should 
-1thall be defended. The enemy can be stopped at the not be undertaken by competent persons. I would 
frrawady and Cl!n .be struck down landing on the sb_ore li!'e. to relate· in this CO!'nectioO: a bit of forgotten 
-d lnd1ao AU th1s talk of the Japanese outnumbermg h1story,. not story, dur.ng the nineties bf the last 
the garriaone at Malaya, ·or I~va; the enemy po;sess- century, when in the smdl town of Nalcbiti in lower 
ing superioo: equipment and natural advantages, is Bengal a m.,re or less successful attempt was made 
eycwa9h. The truth appears to ba that the Japanese by a fow village Hampdens. · The small town of 
·~arne in small parties, lightly equipped, Their one Nalchiti' in the district of Barisal had been enjoying 
eupreme advantage wa• political not military, The municipal amenities from the introduction of local 
&.:>cal populations were suspect, not armed and they ~elf-government in Bengal. At tbe time we speak of .. 
were not given a cau•e worth fighting. for. The Sri Vanam:di Ray (who had rather an official position 
supreme lesHOn of the defence of Madrid, China's as ·Sub-Registrar) wu the Chairman, and his 

4'esistmoe, General McArthur's stand along with enthusiastic lieutenant, Sri · Ambikacharan Sarkar, 
the Filipinos, is surdy this, that in a was the Vice-Chairman of the Municipality. They 
mechanical war machines are not enough. The were both held · in great respect · for· their 
tribesmen on our bordersbave resisted for decades high moral character, public spirit and humanitarian 

·with barely any ar~Ds. Rifles can surely be work and were loved by one and all of that 
-manufactured in thousands in ll)dia and our men town and surrounding villages. That small· 
in millions can gu~rd every incb of the oountry. town had rather an unusually large number' of fallen 
But no persuasion can make Indians .fight ~ save women! most of whom, however, had oottages of their 

"lhe Dutch whose last act at Batavia was to reject own. fhe elderly women usually attended popular 
·Our atricken kinsmen, for those Europeans who religious discourses like Harikathas; Kirtanu 
left our wom~n and children bmind at Penang. . The and yatras or religious dramatic performances almost 
·~&use for which this country will fight is .tn~ ideal in the open. The rapt attention with which· some or' 
"fa free oatholio united India whicll sine~ the ,days these women heard the praises of the Lord and 

.. or Asoka and Akbar bas obse9Sed us. When .that gradually began to make endowments for religious 
oause is ours, the scorched earth policy will not pe akhadas attracted the notice of the two leaders of the 
n3eded for than the enemy will be rolled b30k town, and it struck one of them <that the oommunity 

<C"alentlenly a1 indeed he wJuld never have ventured of those women with· children . could be elevated 
>thu1 far If thlt cJLUS9 had been oJr~ till now to fight for, a bit in a proselytising \Vay. With the hearty support 

and co-operation of the other be began an experiment 
- at once. They went from door to door ahd called all 

RESCUE. WORK. the women as mothers, and inquired if they would 
like to take up honourable profession for themselves 
as well as for their children. The poor women were 
moved and taking them as god-fathers took the 
opportunity as god·sent: they were glad to acoept the 
advice of the city fathers. They opened, with the help 
of children and friends, grocery and stationary lhops, 
pan-supari· stalls, bidi or country-cigarettes manu
factories, ·took up tailoring, carpentry and smithy 
callings and were then known as a class of wiragi.a 
(Vaishnava wayfarers) who would paint their noses 
and foreheads with tuloi mud. Gradually the1 began 
to join one or another of the akhadaB: there , were at 
that t,ime two or three akbadas, attached to each of 
which was maintained a common kitchetJ or mess 
which anybody cou!Jjoinon p •yment of proportionate 
mess~ng charges; and these Vaishnavas ollnsidered 
themselves as belonging to only one caste of Vairag;.. 
quite ignoring the so-called· high or tow origin. I 
remember the names of two aklia<la& of that city as 
Jagannath's and Madanmohan's. They were like 
small matlull where offerings were regularly made tG 
Vaishnava gods. A festive occasion was the Ratha
yatra of the Lord. 

,(BV S.C. GUHA, ,EDITOR, IwJiana, BENARES.) 

or all uplifting llo::ial servloe thlt of reclaiming 
'fallen' eistere is one of the mou difficult nature. 
Even Mahatma Gandhi, I am told, called such an 
attempt "playing with fire''' when about the year 
1920-21 Sri Saratkumar Ghosh (afterwards Swami 
Purushottamanand~ Avadhut) of Barisal made an 
attempt to fqllow a scheme of so::ial reform. 

In this connection it may be useful to relate one or 
two illustrations where. culprits are quite capable of 
·r~formation. , . · 

( 1) · A married girl of a Brahman family had left 
home out of sheer economic cause9. and was support• 

·ing dependant• by her earnings. After a time, 
however, she pr<!ferred' to adopt the honourable 
profession oF investment. She purch1sed in Benares 
a couple of tri-cycle 'rickshaws' (light vehicles ) 
t() be let out on daily hire, and she at once left the 
brothel. A rickshaw is priced at about. Rs. 75/·, 
and can bring the owner about a rupee a day. After 
meeting the expenses and the necessary wear and 
tear, tlie net income on ·one is about 12' annas per 

-<lay. The owner referred to, must be now making 
. a llving out of the profit.. : . 

(2) . An unmarried girl, also of Brahman parentage, 
·had conceived, as a result of contact ·with a non· 
brahman young man, who was, however, able to 

:.-emova her away from the family but bad ultimately 
to leave her, Afterwards, she found a respectable 
paramJur in a Muhatnmadan· officer who, b.aving a 
wife, would not take her' home, and his services were 
1ubjeot to frequent transfer from city to city. , The 

·poor w.nn~n had no othe~ way than to blame her lot 
R.l an unfortunate fallen person. 

'These two women can· both r-lad and write in 
their mother-language, and one has a bit of know
ledge of English too, and was aspiring to continue 
·her etudiea u a private pupil 11nd appear at the 
Matrioulatlon Examination. ' If such soul~ could be 
alforded opportunities or eduoation or training they 
WI)Uld not have been ton to 100iely;- · • · . · · '· 

Gradually, grown-up children came to ,bE!· married 
in families of equal status 1 and in th' course of a ft!W 
years almost all were observed as living in regular 
families. Of course a few of the younger women 
who had left their parents and relations and had not 
established other relations, continued their shameful 
profession. It was soon found that some of the 
families assumed hononrable surnames, such as Daa 
(Servant of God), Biswas (the faithful), Bepari 
(trader), eto. In the first deoade · of the present 
century, I as a smut boy saw with my own eyes a 
large number of such uplifted women who kept up 
the tradition of mendicant Vaishnavas by begging 
from dOJr to door on Sundays handfuls of rice in all 
humility, by uttering "Jai Radhe Krishna I'" Even 
today do I remember clearly that, as my hand 
wa • small, I waa allowed to ofter two to three 
handfuls instead of one to them. Thus the' unfor
tunates gilt rid of the- shameful profession, began _tG 
elevate themselves, and they were regarded as qu1te 
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;.; new !)a!lte with no complex ingrained in their mind, 
and were no longer regarded as outcastes. 

The two noble souls could not continue the 
experiment· for a very long time, for one was 
transferred and, when the other was unanimously 
elected Chairman of the Municipality, he had to 
leave that city as a result of local intrigues. 
Both of them died early in the present century. 
The seed they had sown grew to be a great tree 
bearing fruit to-day. Many a human soul was 
thus reclaimed to society. 

In view of the ·result obtained by the above 
experiment conducted ·by only a couple of indivi
duals, is it not desirable that similar social service 
should be taken up . by competent groups or even 
individuals? Women ·desiring honourable profession 
may very well · be encouraged to train themselves 
for useful social work, such as midwifery, and 
other womanly professions. The Cbittaranjan 
Seva-sadan of Calcutta and Kamla Nehru Hospital 
of Allahabad, and similar other institutions of the 
country may very well absorb a large number of 
young women desiring to take to the professions 
of nursing, midwifery and even full-fledged medical 
practice. The Oriental systems of medical treatment, 
such as Ayurveda, U nani, etc., should also afford 
fresh opportunities. There· are Homeo and other 
pathies and special treatment of women's and 
children's diseases. Those professions should 
attract a large number. The calling of Photography. 
and fine arts including music, painting, etc., for 
which women have always shown special aptitudes 
will be there. Natya theatres, cinemas and· the 
like have already absorbed a larger number of 
women. 

That women are capable of performing great things 
needs no proof today. The writer of these lines was 
struck by the patriotic fervour ll.nd power of organiza
tion observed in the fallen women in the city of 
Barisal during the swadeshi movement when they 
conducted of their own accord, several batches of 
prabhat-f~ris (early morning chorus songs sung in 
procession though the streets to rouse the slumber~ 
ing people to duty) and picketing of foreign goods. 

If it is a fact that the cause of the 
. un .ortunate exodus from sooiety on the part of 
woman is 90% economic, or say, socio-economic,· 
I should s~ggest a few womanly callings 
other than those already mentioned which they 
should be encouraged to take up. Some may very 
well . be monopolised, The following list of trade, 
manufacture or other profession may be considered: 

Manufacture of Jams, Jellies, Pickles, Chutni~s1 · 
Fruit-juice, Syrups, Butter, Cheese, Conde_nsed '?!Ik, 
lfottled fish, Bottled fruits,· Perfumed oils, Spmts, 
Vinegar, Tol;lacco, Cigars, Jard.a, Surtis, Kumkum, 
Ink Alakta Lime, Chalk, Chma-olay, Ornamental 
~ther goods Rubber goods, Cork goods, including· 
Hats, and Cap~. Wood pulp, Tiklies, \Y oo!Ien y~rn, 
Cotton twists, Sutlies, Mats and mattmgs, Hostery 
goods ; Sweetmeats, Biscuits, Lozenges, Chocolates 
etc., etc• · 

-
Epadleatlng Soelal Vlee :-:Social vi<:> wa• 

very largely the result of economic condttlons and tt was 
therefore neces>ary that the Association should pay 
attention to this aspect of the evil, obuerved His Grace 
the Archbishop of Bombay, presiding over the nineteenth 
annual general meeting of the Bombay VIgilance As~ocl
ation at the Secretariat In Bombay on Tuesday evemng. 
The President welcomed the formation of two associations 
similar' to the Vigilance Asscciation in other paris of the 
country and said that suggestions should be o;nade .to 
those associations to make efforts to cut at th~ evtl at tts. 
very sources. 

!,.ETTERS OF B. J, PADSHAH. 
(Oopyright.) , 

DECEMBER 1, 1931. 
S. 8. .Bayano-

1 am on my way to the West Indies;·· have beerr 
on this boat for two days, A wireless bulletiw 
has only two items, the fall further in the pound' 
which must alarm because the Timts says it should·' 
not alarm; the second, the Prime Minister's state-· 
ment closing the Round Table Conference, The· 
passenger list shows two ladies, and doctors, barris
ters engineers ; a barrister sac at my table orr· 
the' first day, is 6 feet 4i inches,· had his· 
schooling in the Indies, read at Oxford, is going tG 
one of the islands ; another was an engineer, going tG-
Trinidad to run a· sugar factory ............ Near tG 
where I sit, are' a couple who have lived in Ceylon iw 
Government service. The ·gentleman had a general· 
discussion on the Ceylon constitution. 

At the end I · observed that the Democratic· 
machinery is too simply conceived to answer the
main object of a Real Dereocracy-to bave at the · 
head removable people, accustomed to think and 
keeping acquainted with the real wishes· of the 
people, The English Cons!itution is vis!bly breaking · 
down ; the people have giVen the reqUired mandate, · 
and, in spite o! the would-be doctors, the pound 
is falling. Had the pound stayed, that, too, would' 
have been in spite of the 'doctors who bave done 
just nothing. The wheels cannot keep going 
without an internationaL. circulating medium and 
the tariffs only block the wheels. 

DECEMBER 2, 1931. 
The tale ·today is , the usual- the pou~d has

fallen to under the equivalent of 14/- and the 
Round Table Conferences have ended their 
sittings. My table-mates asked me if this fall· 
is not the result of supply and demand; th>t, I. 
said ·and a decline of confidence outside England. 
The' value in gold of a currency not in gold depends
on the confidence of the gold-holders in the stability 
of a currency not regulated by gold. The decline is 
a measure of the leaking in that confidence. 

I meet the same people, most of them going to . 
Barbadoes but I met today at tea a lady in the · 
Salvation Army ministering with her husband alsO> 
at Barbadoes. She was on leave and is returning t()o 
duty. 

DECEMBER 3, 1931. 
A tablemate, himself born in British Guinea, 

working in a bank, was going to Barbadoes ; there .. : 
too, negro. descendants of slaves p~ed~inated in the.· 
population; sugar was the prevatlmg mdustry, gold . 
mining and bauxite m~de ~orne . ~how; people · 
from India tried to ratse rtce whrch proved. a . 
success, and they raised more for export; and a ·. 
pig-headed Governors prevented export; he was remo· 
ved and his successor lifted the embargo-too late. · 
The rice industry and the East Indian raisers were 
already ruined, The colony. made a mess of self-· 
government and it is now a crow_n colony. Opportu
nities let slip do not recur; drd not the Labour 
Government let go their opportunities for good!"' · 
How a bout the Conservative predecessors an~ 
Conservative successors of Labour, I asked? Str 
Austin Chamberlain discouraged attention ·to the 
League Council's de~ire to do somethin~J to relax· 
tariffs on the unammous recommendation of ~n
International Tariff Congress; that was an ~pportumty 
missed• the National Government mtght have· · 
referred the currency muddle to three _bodies of 
English economic experts already orgamsed; they 
preferred to "monkey'' with the matter themselves~ 
yesterday's ~ulletin ~ave 18/7 as the value of the £ ... 
ttough today lt ba~ {!Sen ta 14/-• ·,_· 
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The barber this morning, ~ng told of your good 
time and mine, gallivanling in Canada and the States 
and Morocco and Sahara and Spain last year asked 
me what land I liked beat. "I love my bome-town 
beat," I replied, "England ?"he asked. "England," 1 
replied, "my home town, though, is Bombay, India," 

The young banker from British Guiana says tbat 
there are in British Guiana remnant• of aboriginal 
Indians now dying out but none in Barbadoes ; 
if Columbus saw any, tbey must have come over from 
tbeotherislanda for the time being .••.. The Salvation 
lady rejoice• that there is only one class on tbis 
steamer. Americans profess the same, but provide 
different luxuries for different payments, the classes 
come in tomehow ....... . 

DECEMBER 5, 1981, 
As 1 was reading the Wireless, and fretting over 

the platitudes of Mr. Baldwin'& speech exhorting to 
unity and courage and the Jesser platitudes of 
Mr. Neville Chamberlain, 1 was accosted by a voice 
"How do you do"?-it proved to be that of tbe lost 
Yorkshire man, 

I told him of the glories we had in England and 
London, the best Jandsoape painter colour is Turner, 
an Englishman, for a reason l the moisture in the air 
gives a beauty ot aky and colour, not to be seen 
elsewhere and I went on till the eternal "Give me 
London" oame out ..... 011r table discussed the rupee 
today which Ia quoted at 1-6/1 and asked me to 
rejoice over its strength I It wa1 not difficult to 
show that, as it was pegged to sterling, it could 
not weaken in terms of sterling 1 but its quotation 
was 9 francs in September and is now only 6. The 
table discusses these questions without my 
assistance 1 b!ing dear, nothing comes across me ... 
But today they turned to me to confirm their hope 
that France by hoarding is doing herself an ill turn. 
I said yea, like all misers who hoard, who will not 
buy and will not lend, simply oan find no use even 
in an emergency like the present for what was 
accumulated only for use in an emergency, I am 
much mistaken If I have not overheard nations think
ing loudly-the Swedes, e, g., whose main exports 
are to Engl<lnd, who have therefore, gone off gold, to 
maintain their parity with sterling in which 
alone they are interested : If Americll and France 
will not release gold to ua either by buying our 
goods, or lending their gold, to help us to pay 
our debta and recover our credits, what if we peg 
all our currencies to sterling, on the joint security 
of the nations, and make our currencies reliable 
paper P Then nations rna y get proper prices in 
their own joint currency, trade among th~mselves, 
offer to pay their de btl and recover their credits in a 
reinsured sterling. And the wheels may go round 
again as we would all like to see them, If France 
and Amerioa refuse to receive their debts so, they 
would boycott themselves out of international fellow
ship, The nations would eay 1 What i£ we eo small, 
were greater and ~ander far than they P Dr. Le Bas, 
my ahip-doctor, as from the Channel Islands, says 
their income-tax is only 6 ds, in the £, and that was 
put on after the war, aays English millionaires settle 
there to evade British death-duties, says the 
lnhabitanta are of French origin who oame with 
William the Conqueror, but have not the least French 
aympathy, Why should they P They conquered 
England, not England them, 

DECEMBER 7, 1981. 
The doctor expressed his interest in an article 

in .Vat11n on the use of oxygen by Everest-climbers. 
The purport of the article was that those unaooli
matised to mountain air were speeded up, e, f•• in 
Alpine climbs, by oxygen ; but that there is no 
eVIdence that the acclimatised ones profited in 

the least degree and there is reason to believe 
that the oxygen apparatua used is too leaky and 
heavy to help at Everest. The doctor said that 
it was in analogy with race-horsea-the backward 
ones acquire sjleed with oxygen ; the winnera are 
not helped the least bit. 

DECEMBER 8, 193L 
The head of the Salvation party to Trinidad and 

the Y orkshireman who is a Jew, proud of his race 
but with a passed faith in religion, urged the claims 
of India to consideration by Britons wno never, never 
shall be slaves, I asked one of them whether be bad 
ever been inside University aelf-government, where 
half the people remain to hear each other's speeches, 
and the other half walk away weary of debate, 
Philosophers and scientists oannot be interested in 
talking-points, and nations usually have tired of 
government by pointless discussion. I said, " We 
will not rest till we get what we ask; but we do not 
know what to ask for and the British do not know 
what to give. The post-Mutiny situation in India 
has worked itself out and a substitute has to be 
found. It will not be found without seeking, It will 
not be found in traditionally emotional words," 

DECEMBER 10, 1981, 
My looging for beauty spots, 1 said, did not mean 

my surrender to the rom,mce of Romantic Art but 
was purely in accord with present Anatomy, including 
brain functions, Man's anatomy is not permanent, 
has changed and will change, and accord may tum to 
discord. The eternal necessity philosophers attribute 
to Aesthetics or Ethics, rests on the impression of 
the Universe having no greater life than 6,000 years 
each of past and future. When eternity meant no 
paore than this period, not very much larger than 
we can assign to pre-dynastic Egypt, men were in a 
hurry for Salvation and Causes and Beauty. Now, 
it is no more than a phantasy ...... My companion 
warmed up. If Man, he said, was the aim of this vast 
Universe, there has been a Much Ado about Nothing 
-the insignificance of Man -an accident in an 
accident-and his theatre of operations, the 
vastness or the emptiness outside with a aprinkle 
of fires far too hot for Man and of da rknesses 
of cold spaces separating the stars. 

DECEMBER 11, 1981. 
The head of the Salvation Army deputation 

remarked that England's condition bas been autho
ritatively described as immensely better than 40 
years ago-triple money wages, double real wages, 
immensely better houses, more regular work. 1 
acknowledge it but the abyss might still yawn for Ull 
if we do not look out. Australia and England 
have lived on their c'lopital to maintain and 
improve their standard of living, and by national 
hatreds the international· wheel was being brought 
to a stop. If we turned to the colliery districts, 
whole areas were ruined; families had been 
displaced for years who have no chance of returning 
to work; tradesmen ruined beoause buyera have 
neither money nor credit; banks fail or withdraw 
because business has stopped; ships which brought 
in provisions and oarried back coal abroad, have 
ceased to ply, beoause colliers oannot buy provisions 
and foreigners wiU not take coaL The dole has 
bankrupted local municipal bodies, We must get 
down to business; no romantics or heroi09 about 
united front and courage, Call in the economic doc
tors, They, poor empirics, know little more than the 
patients; but they will tell what they know without 
the beating or drums. We may hear 110111ething of 
which we can make aometbing. There is no 
salvation, ezcep~ by aooident, in the Doctors' 
Mandate. 
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NOTES. 
Sir Stafford Cripps In India :-Sir Stafford 

Cripps arrived by air at Karachi on Sunday. 
He reached Delhi on Monday. He stayed 
with the Viceroy until Wednesday when 
he shifted · to a residence arranged for 
him in the vicinity. During his stay in 
Viceroy's House he met the Governors of 
Bombay, Madras and Bengal, the· Executive 
Council and the Commander-in-Chief. Of 
Wednesday, the President of the Congress, 
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, called on him 
and was presumably informed of the Cabinet 
scheme which . Sir Stafford has brought with 
him. The President of the Muslim League, 
Mr. M.A. Jinnah, called on Sir Stafford the 
same afternoon anti he too has probably been 
apprised of the contents of the scheme. The 
President of the Hindu Mahasabha, the Prime 
Ministers of Beng-al and Sind are to see him. 
Leaders of the Sikhs are also being invited 
to confer with him. Sir Stafford's stay in 
India is limited to a fortnight and he is anxiou~ 
to be able to carry back an agreed settlement, 
'in the leading article on March 14, we indicated 
the difficulties which Sir Stafford will have 

· to surmount. A happy augury for the success 
of his mission is the important statement of the 
Maharaja of Kashmir to which we devote the 
leading article, A great boulder has been put out 
of. the way of Sir =Stafford's mission by this 
spontaneous and timely suggestion to his brother 
Princes to come into line with the Central 
Government to which His Majesty may decide 
to transfer the jurisdiction now vested in the 
Crown. 'fhis encourages the hope that the 
Muslim leaders also will adopt a similar helpful 
attitude. The Scheduled Castes under Dr. Ambed
ker's guidance will, we are sure, do everything 
to facilitate a settlement. There is no need to 
keep the scheme a secret any longer. To do 
so will indeed be distinctly prejudicial. On 
Thursday, the two. local dailies published two 
versions of the scheme conveying contrary 

impressions. The publieation of the full scheme 
will prevent the confusion which such unauthoris
ed versions are likely to cause. Sir Stafford 
Cripps in his first Press Conference in Delhi 
said he was a friend and admirer of India. 
What is it which evokes his admiration ? .. If he 
analyses his feeling and discovers ·what is at 
the root of it, he will realize what it is that the 
scheme of reform should preserve and promote; 
The Indian problem, as it was recognised by 
t~e founders of the Indian Empire, bact both 
Simplicity and unity. They !llade no distinction 
be~ween community and community, caste and 
caste. Nowadays British and some Indian states
!flen have lostthe gift of seeing the Indian problem 
1n that way. Although its origin may be traced 
to the third quarter of the last century, when 
Britain came under ·the influence of German 
philosophy, the habit of seeing India only as a 

. disunited and distracted country, found statutory 
expression only about forty years ago; We do 
not . expect Sir Str'!-lford Cripps to restore the 
older vision . to British statesmen, but, if his 
scheme merely perpetuates the present squint, 
it will fail to serve the true interests of India 
though it may be accepted by the major and 
minor political parties. . 

Evacuees and Relief :-In the face of threatened 
danger all talk of "India First'' has disappeared 
from quarters most vociferous in commending 
the slogan. Government itself is not inclined to 
discourage communal and sectional relief. This 
is an attitude which cannot meet the needs of 
the times. We·do not see why the relief should 
be allowed to filter through communal agencies 
even if it is to be through non-officials. A great 
deal of the facilities enjoyed by these committees 
arises out of official backing and it should 
not be difficult to give the right lead to them. 
The Times of India which has been reading 
periodic homilies on uniting in a great cause, 
does not think that such unity extends to 
rendering relief to those who have suffered in 
the war. Unity for it is a one-way traffic, leading 
into battle. In palliation of discrimination, it 
came out with the following astounding passage 
on Wednesday: , . 

As regards the complaint that Government are 
providing luxurious acoommodation for European 
refugees, it is officially pointed out that arrangements 
for the reception of eracuees are for the most part in 
the hands of non-official agencies who divide them
selves, where necessary, into su!H:ommitteas for different 
communitie:t. It is only natural that residents of 
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!ndia should feel obliged to make their own suffering 
fellow countrymen the1r first chr.rge; this ap~Hes to 
Indiau and European alike. · 

The Times of India's remarks ani cryptic and 
seem to convey a double meaning. In the first 
place, they apparently contain a hint t_o ~h!nese 
-evacuees rtot to expect too much. Th1s m 1tself 
is deplorable when we are relying on Chinese 
troops for our eastern defence. But. it is 
pecularly obnoxious when one thinks of the 
relief extended to non-British Europeans in the 
past. In this co~;~text we have yet to learn why 
Polish children are being brought to India 
(Reforme,. February 28.) Government, if it 
wants public· cooperation, should take the 
public into its confidence. Secondly, they 
justify, as among Indians ·and Europeans, all 
manner of discrimination •. The defect of such 
arrangements· are only too obvious. In a homo
geneous cornmunity, ·the men who enjoy greter 
prosperity in tranquil days, are brought in to 
help out the needy in: times of distress. Things 
are different where the ruling class is distinct 
from the ruled and. unless a .determined effort is 
made, all sorts of differentiation will crop up. 

Communal Relief Measures :-At no time do 
measureS contemplating the reli~f of sections 
of the community seem more . ill"conceived than 
now. The general population realises the futility 
of entering on scheme.s to save one sect or cas~s 
or community, when. the need .of the hour IS 
to inculcate a feeling of unity among all peoples. 
It is unfortunate that there arll some leaders 
who have yet to grasp the- changed feeling in 
the country today and persist most ill-advisedly 
In c;>ld worn-out. methods. An example of 
this is the ·decision taken at a representative 
Parsi meeting to co-ordinate the efforts of various 
Parsi associations, to store food for two 
months· and to guard it against looting. It is 
noteworthy that it never occurred to anyone at 
the meeting that, if the practice becomes general, 
there will be acute food shortage in no time and 
that Government would perforce have to 
commandeer stocks to .relieve the artificial 
famine, This is bound to, take, place and, if 
the public is not to be .taken by surprise when 
it. happens, it would be well if. Government 
clearly discouraged such efforts .from. the very 
outse~ . , 

Bombay Legal Aid Society :-The Reign of Law 
is. a blessing but too many laws which have no 
moral principle behind them but only ..the con
venience of the Executive Government, may 
easily become a nightmare in the life of the. citizen, 
Modern life steadily tends in that direction. To be 
honest, to obey the morallawand togo about one's 
daily task without consciously infringing the 
freedom of one's neighbours, will not prevent the 
citizen from falling into the clutches of law. 
Many offences have no moral justification. and 
th~' unsophisticated person cannot without the 
help of lawyers thread his way through the 
. pitfalls of modern life. -Legal advice like medical 
advice -must be bought at a price which is often 
beyond the means of ,the mass. of people. A 

Society like the Boml?ay Legal Aid, Society is 
therefore, an indispensable social amenity i~ 
. modern life, like hospitals which sorive free 
medical aid to the indigent classes. The Report 
of the Society for last year-the twenty-third
shows that the philanthropic objects of its 
founders are well served by a group of profess." 
ional lawyers who are sincerely interested in 
bringing justice to the doors of the poor. 
Among the typical cases helped by the Society, 
were securing relief for a family left destitute 
by the death of the bread-winner in a motor 
accident, to a woman brutally treated by her 
husband, saving a poor widow from the un
scrupulous application of the terms of a hire 
purchase agreement. The Society has several 
branches in Bombay city which 'make it easily 
accessible to in those need of its advice and assist
ance. In addition to the valuable wol'k which 
it is doing, the members may devote some· 
attention to the defects in the legal system which, 
make justice prohibitively c9stly for the common 
people. The Head Office of the. Society is at 
Hammam House, Hammam Street, Fort. 
Bombay. . . . 

. Germa11 Missionaries ·as Fifth Columnists:
The part played by ~hristian Missions b~ 
Eur\)pean imperialist .exp!lnsion is well known. 
So valuable was this function held to be that eveD 
Oovernments anti-clericalat home, like France
and Portugal, maintained their mission\> abroad. 
Turkey and Japan ~ensed the, panger. and.brought 
foreigq .. missions . Wl!i!lr . State control. ·The· 
Dutch b,ad , n.ever admitted !Jli!lllions into Java. 
Germany has most exploite4: missions to advance 
her imperialism particularly in Cbina. Now comes. 
the ne"-'s that German. Lutheran-not • Jesuit
Missions in New .Ouinea •. are . ;~.ssisting . the 
Japanese invaders, They had prepared secret· 
landing grounds for aircraft in readiness for 
use by the Japanese;. Tl!e most interesting part 
of the news is that native children taught by the 
mis~ionaries are acting as guide11forthejapanese. 
One q~issionary who was a German air-ace in 
the last war, donned his Luftwaffe :uniform and 
has been actively assisting the Japanese. The 
Commander of the famous submarine "Emden'' 
in the last war, had become a clergyman ·and:· 
was last ·reported to have offered his services to
The Nazi Government in this •w;u:. Lutheran. 
missionaries in New Guinea are also S'lid to have 
aerodromes, planes1 radios and fast boats· 
,between Salamana·a:nd Madang. · · · · · 
. Ceylon, the ProdigarSon. :-There has been,~

far as is known. no official statement of the result 
of Mr. Senanayake's mission to negotiate with . 
the Government of India to come to the help of 
Ceylon which is suffering from a lack of food
stuffs, But it . is understood that Government 
have agreed to do their best to help Ceylon. 
This ha& been severely criticised in some sec· 
tions. of the Indian Press which· recall the recent 
attitude of .the Ceylonese Government on the 
question of status ot' Indians in the Island. This, 
however, is hardly the time to rake up old 
quarrels. India can simply not afford to let. 

' ' 
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Ceylon starve· and the Government of India's 
-decision must meet with the cordial approval of 
all who realise :the close inter-relation between 
Lanka and .India, which is far greater than the 
f'elations between India and China of which so 
much is being beard. Mr. Senanayake's mission 
has its closest analogy in the return of the 
J'fodigal son in the Bible parable. The criticism 
of the Government's decision is the counterpart 
.of the grousing of the brothers who had stayed 
at home and helped their father, at the 
iorbearaace and favour of their parent towards 
1be returned prodigal, Sweet are the uses of 
ad\er&ity and it may be hoped that the present 
.calamities which are bringing together nations 
hitherto divided by sharp differences from one 
another, will bring Ceylon to realise that she is a 
part of India and bas everything to gain by 
assOciating her fortunes with India's · in the 
.closest possible relations. · 

Ao International Conjunction :-The Branma
vidya, Bulletin of the Adyar Library, for Febru~ 
ary is an OICQtt number. It opens with a reprint 
:af a speech delivered by Dr. 'Annie .Besant 
in 1907. Dr. Besant gave an account of the 
first part of the career of Olcott as an American 
.scientist and administrator, followed by his 
meeting Madame Blavatsky in New York and 
the new direction which It gave to his life. 
The two together came to India and founded 
the Theosophical Society. The central purpose 
cf the Society was to proclaim and bring about 
_the recognition universally of the unity of all 
.religions, the removal of the antagonism of races 
white, brown, black aml yellow, to promote the 
sense of human brotherhood. Like all human 
institutions, the Theosophical Society made 
mistakes and some serious ones too. But for 
all that, no fait·miilded person can fail to admit 
that it has been among the formative forces of 
modem India. It succeeded in producing a spirit 
.of comradeship among people of different faiths 
and races and nationalities, some of whom were 
instrumental in later life in awakening the Indian 
mind to its responsibilities not only to India and 
her people but to all nations. Men and women 
who have at one time or another in their lives 
.come under the influence of the Theosophical 
movement, can usually be distinguished by 
.their catholicity,. their freedom from caste 
.and race prejuduices, their world outlook 
and their tolerance of beliefs which they 
.do not share. In the course of her 
a.ddress, Dr. Besant explained why . this 
.country was selected for the Headquarters of the 
Society, Because, she said, Madame Blavatsky 
and Col. Olcott agreed that it was in India that 
.the religious problem of the world must be 
solved and the race problem also. All races and 
·religions have been represented in India from 
.ancient times. A synthesis of these can, 
therefore, be. best worked out here. This Russo
American combination was reinforced by a 
British element in the person of Dr. Besant. 
American, Russian and British working in and 
through India hoped -to achieve and, to a not 
jnappreciable degree, achieved the synthesis 

which they sought. · W.e have, once agaiq on a 
wider plane and on a larger scale. the same identi
cal combination, Russia, the United States and 
Britain in close alliance and India in it. The ends 
consciously conceived relate to tl)e p~tion of 
the war. But there is a co.smic purpose behind 
human endeavours. unknown to human agents. 
Would it be extravagant to peri:eive in thiS 
combination an instrument which has beeii 
shaped by historical and spiritual fori::es . to 
bring about international peace and harmoriy on 
the basis not only of the religious unity which 
was the impelling motive in the foundation of 
the Theosophical Society, but.also their politi• 
cal economic and industrial, co-operation in the 
spirit of unity i' . . 

Suppression of the "Mathrobhomi" :-An asso
ciated Press message dated Madras March 25, 
conveys the news that the Madras Government 
have suppressed theMatnruonumiwhich is a daily 
newspaper of standing in the Malayalamlanguage 
published at Calicut. The reason given is that 
in the issue of February 22, the Matnru!Jhumi. 
published ''a prejudicial report." The Madras 
Government has not only prohibited the further 
sale of the particular issue of the paper but alsc) 
of any subsequent issue. There ·is a Press 
Advisory Committee in Madras, the Chairman 
of which is also the Chairman of · the 
All India Editors' Conference.· In pursuance 
of the unders:tanding between the · Government 
of India and the Conference, the local Advisory 
Committee should have been consulted before 
action· was taken against the Matnrubllumi';. 
The presumptbn is all the more justified because 
the Madras Government has enjoyed with the 
Bombay Government, the reputation of loyally 
abiding by the understanding. The offence of 
the Matnru/Jlsumi must have been indisputably 
serious to pass the vigilance of the local 
Committee. But why suppress the paper for 
a single offence i' The ~ere mention by the 
Home Secretary that he could suppress the 
Daily Mi1'1'or has raised a storm of criticism in 
the British Press which recalls that the collapse 
of France was ·due, among other reasons, to 
the suppression of the freedom of the Press. 
Free criticism is not less but more important in 
India thati in Europe. The population being 
overwhemingly illiterate, the influence of the 
Press is limited, Indian Governments have 
always had to fear rumours more than 
writings in the Press. The Press in India is 
the channel by which rumours are brought 
to the surface and prevented from working 
underground to the detriment of the peace of 
mind of the public. Suppressing the Press 
in India has as much effect in steadying· 
public opnion as breaking the thermom~ter
bas in bringing down fever.· fhe matter reqwres 
explanation and we hope it will be soon 
forthcoming. The orders issued by the Bengal 
Government regulating the size of headlines 
reduce Government control of the Press to an 
absurdity and that the Bengal Advisory Com· 
rnittee has acquiesced ~n it is the worst feat~ 
of the situation there. • 
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: MAHARAJA OF KASHMIR'S LEAD. 
J. ,. ' ;, .-, .. - : . . 
• · Whatever. the differences as regards' internal 
politics between British Indians and Indian 
ru!ing :Princes, the latter have on critical occa
~ion!l ~orne to the help-of the former with signal 
~ffect, Such an occasion was when the question 
9f ·the :'-ppointm~nt of Indians to. the ~iceroy's 
Executive Councd was under constderatton. No 
less a person than King Edward VII with 
~he. Prince of Wales, later King George V, 
agreeing with him, raised very strona objections 

. ~o the idea . and yielded sullenly only when he 
~ound the Asquith Cabinet unanimously backing 
the proposal which originated with Lord Minto's 
Government in India, The organs of the 
J>ureaucracy in this country and in England 
adopting their usual tactics put forward the 
frinces of India as the stalking horse and 
peclared that the Princes would not like to have 
Indians in the chief executive g.Jvernment which 
~ou!d deal with States' affairs along with 
its functions pertaining to British India. 
H~ Highness the Maharaja of Bikaner who was 
then in London in a speech at an important 
gathering, emphatically repudiated this insinua
tion as a calumny on the Princes. Speaking on 
th~ir b~half and on behalf of the Indian Army, 
·Hts Htghness declared that so far from 
opposing, they would welcome the association of 
lndians as members of the Executive Council of 
the Governor-General. Lord Sinha was appJinted 
and one of the first persons to call on him was 
His Highness th~ late Maharaja of Gwalior. 

A similar service to the cause of Indian 
freedom has now been rendered by His Highness 
the Maharaja of Kashmir in a statement on the 
attitude of the ruling Princes . to the Cripps's 
mission. The Princes, it will be remembered, 
after welcoming the idea of a Federation, hung 
ba~;k fl'om accepting the logical corollary, as the 
Maharaja of Kashmir aptly .called it, of the 
transfer of the functions now exercised by the 
Political Department of the G.Jvernment of 
India to the Federal Government. The Crown 
Representative was, therefore, created for 
the special purpose . of maintaining relations 
with the States. The argument used was that 
the Princes owed allegiance to the Crown of 
England and the Crown cannot delegate it 
tp an Indian Government along with the 
administration of British India. This argument 
was.so incompatible with the consistent support 
of. the Princes to the national . movement, that 
it waS .suspected that it was not their_ own 
spontaneous ·idea but had its inspiration from · 
quarters interested in isolating the Princes 
from 'the main current of Indian nationalism, 
The Maharaja of Kashmir in his statement 
published this week on the Cripps' mission, has 
blown this mischievous doctrine t<J the winds.. 
Deprecating the tendency even during recent 

:wee~ '.£>n <the : part -of the: 5_~tes. to giv~ 
prommence to the ·J:redo: of , relattons . to the. 
rCrown; HiS Highness observes: _ . · . ; , , · . : 

. These relations ~av~ so far been main b.! ned thrQUgh· 
' ·and effected by a department Set up by the will of the-

' Crown; the policy . and 'practice of· t~ department . 
being determined by the Crown's functionaries.. 
Logically, therefore, it would seem that the Princes can· 
not object to having dealings with a Central Govern
ment of India which the Crown may constitute.· Nor 
have they reason to assume that they would not get a. 
square deal. from such a Government. . 

The importance of this- couragetlus an<! 
patriotic declaration at this juncture can not be 
over.estimated. We have no doubt that the 
Maharaja of Kashmir's views · will be endorsed 
by . other leading Princes; . · · British India in 
the past has always stood for the ·safeguarding: 
of the integrity of States from encroachment$ 
by the Political D~artment of the Government. 
Whatever politicians may say on the platfornr. 
there is in their hearts a soft corner for -th~ 
States where~ as Ranade held, the heart of thit. 
country beats. The Maharaja was perfectly
right in his confidence that a Central Govern-
ment of India constituted on a national 
basis, will give a square deal to the States.. 
I~ anything, we . should feel ari . apprehen:-
ston the other· way. The co-operation of the· 
States and their rulers will be of immense ad-
vantage and will ensure as nothing else can th:l' 
success of the national government. The States. 
will, of course, be duly represented in the Central 
G:>vernment. Their experience and their charac
ter as the repositories- of Indian tradition, will. 
naturally give them a ·weight in the nationa!t 
cou~ls far exceeding' the mere n!]mb~r of their-
representatives. · · 

But there is .one.. point ab:>4t which there
should be no misunderst;mding. .Referring t~ 
readiness of the Princes to surrender. some of their 
rights to the FeJeral Government, the M~haraja. 
of Kashmir observed. that "in the lnjia of 

·the future the matters'committed to .the Central. 
Government would . be far fewer than those 
recited in the table of Federation matters. 
appended to the Act. of 1935.'' It is possible 
that His Highness has some 'inside information· • 
abJut the ~abinet scheme which Sir .Stafford. 
has brought with him •. We earnestly trust that. 
the British Government has not- irrevocably. 
committed itself to . withhold from the Central 
Government the powers which are necessary· and. 
essential and indispens~ole to secure India from
foreign aggression and to secure to India internali 
peace and prosperity. History shows .that. 
without a strong and controlling Central Govern. 
ment, India has never. had either of these, · Ia. 
the United States, in Canada, in Australia, tho 
States . had to surrender their powers to their 
Federal Governments in the present crisis. This 
crisis is not a passing phenomenon. .It will last 
for a long time and during at least that period the 
Central Government must retain unified control.. . . 
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EMPIRE FEDERATION OR INDEPENDENT 
.. STATESI' 

In a short booklet of some eighty pages entitled 
"Decision,'' Mr. Lionel Curtis• considers the future 
politioal structure of the world and, strangely 
enough, looks to the model of the British Common
wealth for inspiration. We should warn at the 
outset that Mr. Curtis who pleads for realism and is 
generally very precise in his language, tends to 
use the phrase "free association" loosely. To talk 
of different nations associating freely in the Common
wealth is absurd. In direct contradiction to this, 
is Mr. Curtis' outspoken denial of the right of the 
Dominions have no power to make war or determine 
foreign policy. After quoting Mr. Menzies of, 
Australia in 1988 to the effect that the Foreign Secre
tary of His Majesty's Government in London decides 
these issues, Mr. Curtis observes, "My conclusion 
is that the official and universally accepted dootrine 
that· the Balfour Declaration and the Statute of· 
Westminster have, in fact as well as in law, given 
Dominion governments, legislatures ·and electorates 
control of the issuell of peace and war, i~ a dangerous 
illusion." How far this view is an illusion has been 
demonstrated by Eire and probably the course of the 
war will reveal further instances, It is certain that 
toe example of Eire will not be a force working 
for Mr. Curtis' Empire Federal Parliament even 
for the limited issue of war and peace. The 
Australian Premier's .controversy with Mr. Churchill 
over the appointment of Mr. Casey, the Australian 
Minister at Washington, . to a post in the Middle 
East, and the negotiations of that Dominion with· 
the United States of Ametioa which· immediately· 
resulted in General McArthur of the Philippines 
being · appointed to the Commeoder-io-Chiefs'· ip 
in the Soutbem Pacillo, are indications· of further 
developments towari!s· .Dominion freedom from 
the control of London, The only consi
deration which could have strengthened Empire 
tics, would have been a foreign policy and a conduct 
of the war which commended themselves to opinion 
in the Dominions, Not even the best optimist oao 
claim this for Britain. 

Mr. Curtis tends tei ignore the subjeot of oolonies 
aud the oolonial system within the Empire. This 
ia proving a crucial issue and the weakness. of 
British oolonial• policy has been laid bare at 
Malaya and in Singapore. Even if the Scandinavian 
countries and the states of Eastern Europe 
join . a· Union with Britain and America, what 
will be the relations ot these units to 
colonial areas which have greater familiarity 
with British methods of administration? What 
position will . India ani! China hold in the Curtis' 

·acheme P Mr. Curtis' plan obviously is intended 
to counter the very forces whose existence he denies, 
the desire on the part of the Dominions to determine 
foreign policy and decide war or peace, He. remarks 
that, while m the past Britain was in a position to 
take on full responsibility tor conducting war and, 
therefore, was the sole Judge of when to enter on 
hostilities for the Empire u a whole, now she is not 
in that position and something must be done to 
bring in the views of other units who have also to 
contribute towards the war. For all his pre-war 
confidence in the Dominions' rushing to Britain's 
support In case of war, Mr. Curtis' booklet conveys 
the impression that he is rather shaken in his 
con6denec by the events of 1989-40-4.1. There are 
many factors which must make an Imperialist feel 
it neceuary to secure Dominion support to British 
foreign policy In advanoe In any new world order, 
even if It Involves the sacrifice of Britain's' 
absolute power to take the Empire into war. 

' O:donl UDIVerait7 l'reu. 8 d. 

INDIAN WOMEN'S AUXILIARY CORPS. 
~ . . . . . 

Lady Linlithgow broadcast from New Delhi on· 
March 19 a fervent and eloquent appeal to the 
women of India to join the Women's Auxiliary Corps 
wh!ch is inten~ed to be constit':'ted• . "Among the 
dulles for wh1ch women will be enlisted " 
she said, "are switch board operators, telepho~e 
orderlies, wireless operator!', clerks in offices 
or units, store. wome':l in tbe ordnance, hospital · 
and other umts, dispensers, plotters · in . the 
0 bserver Corps, mess sergeants in reinforcement 
camps, drivers of staff cars and ambulances, etc:• 
Her Excellency spoke to the women of India 
as a woman and a mother who had herself sons., 
in the Army, She expressed her faith in the women· 
of India and recalled how in ancient times India like 
~reat ~ritain. had warrior w~>n~en who fought side by. 
s1de With the1r men, In Br1ta10 "there has been ·no:· 
warrior-queen after Boadicea, In India, in the lase 
century the Rani of Jhansi was leading an army. 
There is no . work whicli the women ·of India, as . 
women of other countries, can not perform which • 
men can, and that is the reason why T!is Rsformsr · 
has always been against differentiating between·· 
the ~exes i.n education and in opportunities fo~: 
public serVICe. But women, no rriore than men,': 
oannot without training perform unaccustomed tasks· 
and we are sure that adequate ·training will be 
provided for the members of the Women's Auxiliary 
Corps before they are. entrusted with the duties 
listed above. This observation is rendered. par~ 
cularly . necessary by the admissions that in this, as 
in the last war, Indian troops had been sent to the' 
front with inadequate training and knowledge of the 
conditions ahead of them. . Her Excellency expected 
tllat thetl; would be criticisms of the scheme 
and that adjustments mightc have'. to be made. · 
Criticism includes appreciation' of good points as 
well as recognition of defects in things criticised. 
Criticism which overlooks the former, is not true 
criticism. In" the scheme outlined by Lady Linlith·'· 
gow we note with appreciation that the members of'" 
the Corps will not have to serve out of India. The 
absence of this condition in the revised, not original, 
plan for the Women's Medioal Service, was 'noticed as 
a drawback and it bas been wisely avoided in the · 
case of the contemplated Auxiliary Service. · Het
Excellency said that oare will be taken that women 
are not given work which entails their working alone 
at night or on long journeys. The · former is an 
obvious precaution provided for in factory 
legislation. Other conditions of service, mentione<f 
by . Lady Linlithgow, show that they are drafted 
with forethought so as to safeguard the members 
of the Corps from the difficulties of a new situation 
iri una?customed surroundings •. 

We should like Her Excellency to reconsider the 
decision to exclude women who are already employed 
in the Censor's Department with the Royal Indian 
Navy or the Nursing Service a' not eligible fur the. 
Women's Auxiliary Corp~. Th!l emoluments in 
these Services are, we believe, more attractive than 
those offered in the Auxiliary Corps and women who 
are already employed in them are not likely to apply 
for enlistment in the Corps. So far as tbe Cen!or's . 
Department is concerned, there have been complaints. 
that undue: preference is being shown to Europeans,' 
and the Joint Secretary {or Civil Defence in a recent 
reply to a question in the Legislative Assembly 
sa1d that Government think that the work can be as, 
well done by men. Compared with the duties· 
enumerated for the Auxiliary Corps, work in the · 
Censor's Office is a soft job and opportunitie11 of 
working there should be as freely open to · 
all oastes and creeds as work in the Auxiliary· 
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C~rps, This, however, is a comparatively 
mmor matter. Lady · LinlithgoiY herself re
ferred to the objection which has already been 
raised that there is no lack of man power in India. 
"This is true,~ remarked Her Excellency, "but 
the bulk of man-power available lacked education 
and in many oases women have better qualifications 
than men for the posts which can be equally well 
filled by either sex. The fact that the Army is short 
of some' thousands of clerks is a proof that 
recruitment of men in India is not filling Army needs 
for educated personneL" The proportion of 
educated Indian women to educated men has been 
rapidly increasing but it is still far behind 
the number or men which itself is small 
in relation to the population. There are 
hundreds of men or the Matriculation standard 
without employment. The impression that the 
women of India have a different outlook from that 
of their men, which prevails in some quarters ia a 
mistaken one, There il not and has never bee'n, a 
feminist movement in India. For nearly a hundred 
years pa~t men have been labouring against 
oonscrvat1Sm1 strongest among women themselves, 
to remove the restrictive customs and barriers 
which throu~h centuries had kept them from 
participating m public life. At a reception given to 
her by American women in Chicago nine years ago, 
Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddi ·testi6ed to the helpful 
attitude of Indian men with particular reference to 
Katherine Mayo's calumnies. "She began by emphas
ing that the men of India had always stood by their 
women in the movement of social reform, had warmly 
sup ported the extension of the franchise to them, bad 
elected her to the Vioe-Presidentship of the 
Madras Legislative Council and supported her Bill 
for the abolition of the Devadasi system." (Our 
Trip to America p. 78) Similar aolmowledgments 
have been made by other Indian women leaden. 
The attitude of Indians to Army Servi'" should be 
oonsidered as a whole and not as distinct for men 
and women. 

Her Exoellency ob!oerved that the shortage of nurses 
was still acute in the Army but there were many 
women who by temperament or far other reasollll were 
not suitable for this profession, and it is for these that 
theW. A. C. was being formed. Training can greatly 
modify temperament, Every profession entails much 
drudgery but natural aversim to this is overoome 
by. training. and a high ideal ~ drudgery ~ 
aenvce. Shortage of nurses as a mare senous 
matter in a professioo iD wbioh casualties are 
sought and women are more fitted for training as 
nurses than for several of the o.:.cupalions mentioned 
by Her Excellency. Tbe use o£ the word "Trades'" 
rather detracts from the idealism which has always a 
greater attraction f<r women than for men. Ne» 
doubt there is a payment provided but emphasis 
should be more on the oppartunilies b- service than 
on the pecuniary attraGtions of the work f<r whiGh 
the members of the Corps are wanted far. -

OXFORD PAMPHLETS. 
Tbe Oxford University Press writes l-
"In your notice of the pamphlet •Indian students 

Look at World Affairs,"' appearing in your issue <i 
14 Maroh, you mention ap~nt disorepancies in 
prioes. We shoo.ld like to point out that the price 
ofthe English series of Oxford Pantphlets on World 
Affairs was raised fi'om Sd to ~ in England 011 
15 May 1~1, and the &arne rise was made effeotive 
in India from 1 September 1~L F<r the CIODV'ellien
ce cC booksellers we are pricing the later numbers 
of Oxford Pamphlets printed in India in siiCI'l~ u 
Nos. l--:10 have sterling prioes." 

LETrERS OF B. J. PADSHAH. 
( (Jopgrigllt.) 

DECEMBER 12, 19SL 

Bridg61own, Barbado1, 

Barbados proved all that one had hoped-Bridge
town the capital with its 14.,000 inhabitants with ita 
Spanish style of buildings and squares, 

1 
with ita 

Trafalgar Square and monument to Nelson in 
memory of his connection with the island and 
marriage there; with the pervading West Indian 
(Negro) atmosphere not with.>ut consequences far 
example, passengers complained that fifty p~ple 
asking for stamps were attended to by just one man 
the rest of the staff looking on, and, when the stamp~ 
were given, they did not adhere and there was no 
gum in the establishment; negro shops, driven, 
workers, churches, missions, schoolmasters, residents 
of green luxurious villas, doctors, lawyers, etc. I 
remarked to our driver that with their beautiful teeth 
dentiedstsh~hould starve here. Not at all, he retorted ; 
open 11 young mouth and showed side-gaps of 
teeth. 

I saw no Europeans or smartly dressed women in 
the streets; but my companions who had been 
shopping for two hours while I motored out alone 
in the countryside, said in the shops they had 
seen some, There ought to be more since there is 
the Bridgetown Cub exclusively of Whill:s. I 
was led past a lunatic asylum in the counu:y 
where lunatics wodted in the fields, a leper asylum 
a poor house, a police starioo and a police court. ' 

The bulk of the island is countryside. Su.,aarcane 
fields and factories adjoining, potato fields, cotton 
fields and laGtories, addoes aDd sorrels, flowln such 
as bougain..villien and a sky-blue a- witb wbili: 
eyes-all adorn tbe sceoe. There are only ..,..,...;amny 
cattle worth seeing; theJ' seem to rely 011 gmt's 
milk. The oommog people in the allmti'J' W'el1t 
barefooli:cl bot their clotbes 1IR2'e spotless wbi~ro 
ocrhere is DO poVertY here,• my companions remarked; 
but it could be pointed our. as Dean Iu,.ae says, 
that poverty in the tropics does DDt look 80 anel 
and that camin,."ll are low and people ooolplaiu of 
heavy taxatiao. But then: are no ocmtnsa:s, there 
are no mulri-miUiooaires; welko-do people mi,obt 
make .DO anon: thaD £ 8,000 a year. 'Ihe 
bulk of the population cl the islatd are negro 
desceodauts of old African slaves;ifthere were any 
aboriginal Red IDdians, one does oot bear of any 
now. The oe.,aro:s are maioly labourers, earning per 
day 9Js. to a shilling OD Sag¥ plantatians; but qnite 
a aumber of them a:n: lawyenr. ooe i!l Attorney
General, and que a 1111111ber :are ~nined a.t Oxf<rd.. 
The Whites wblt are DOt ia Golierument 8eiVice, are 
in business ., SO,"¥ planter!l 101' refiuers. They 
have aot daae wdl receatly. tbey ha"Ve broken up 
the plantatilnt into Sma!Jcr auits, boping to im}li'INC 
their prospects. Mally are descendants af ~ 
of war, doing badly aDd tnawD to aegroes as "poor 
Whites• mucll as sirnj!• cmes iD tbe U. S.-are 
known as "'Wbite trash .. to U.S. •egroes. N~ 
in Barbados join• the ~ _-\nrry, ~ .d3 SIDt 
wish to go_ back to Africa Dill' e:qress ~ &sft t.:t
civllise Aiicans, but the Armv has~ a 
settlement oa the Goi.i Coast, W C:. ~ to=ndutt 
its worir. 

But though ~ is greea and me11 me iee, 
the real jewel of the place is the sea. The oamtry
side is lovely, the breese& kept 01 ooo1 as we motored 
<11a, but we could not esca,pe tbe imp-essiaa cl 
meauness in the babitatiODII of timber- aDd apparently 
a low stmdar.t of oomf.:rt. The ~ aod their 
labourers alike are West lndiaus, said the cha.u&ar. 
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It was only when we went on the cliff that we got 
a view of the sea with many colours suoh as one 
sees only in pictures of coral islands, and white sand 
which might be the powdered debris of coraL 

My two companions were an Englishman settled 
in Spanish South Amerioa, probably Argentine, who 
has burnt maize and crops because they were not 
saleable and labourers left grass on the ground even 
though offered the wbol" in lieu of the wages of 
cutting; and a woman whose address, I presumed to 
tell her, must be London, England. 
Describin~ something, I don't know what, I 

praised it for reasons which seemed to praise all 
revolutions. And she commented that no revolutions 
can be good. I said I did not know about that. 
Governments are medicines anyhow, and every 
medicine bottle bas a label-To be shaken before 
taken. And what would become of our seasons if 
the earth did not revolve round the sun P Their 
Migbtinesses must have their beards shaken and 
pulled to be reminded how much they are common 
elay, The Englishman said that the late Argentine 
President certainly needed the reminder, 

DECEMBER 18, 193L 
Port of Spain, Trinidad. 

Thie island has four times the population of 
:Barbados, and its capita!, Port of Spain, has four 
times the population of Bridgetown. There are more 
industries-oil wells and asphalt-and the population 
ialesa exclusively West Indian. 
· The foreign White element dominates and con
tributes to efficiency and splendour-the arresting 
Botanical Gardens, the Queen's Park, the Racecourse 
(there is one in Bridgetown too), the Spanish and 
Italian &nd English shops, the Hoapital, the oil wells 
and augar plantations and refineries . run by 
American, English and Scotch capital, management 
jlnd engineering, the attractive numerous residences 
and clubs, the variety and beauty of trees planted
all betoken an energy and growth beyond that of the 
••West Indian" concentrated Barbados, 

A chief feature is a settlement from India. Twenty 
years ago sugar planters here recruited labour from 
India for their plantations, Thence it spread into 
factories and also into towns for trade and domestic 
1ervice, It earns little enough, a shilling or two a 
day in the fields, and between a shilling for boys 
and two to four shillings for grown-ups in factories. 
Yet this small wage causes heart-burning in the 
natlvi'Os, They keep their costumes, I spotted 
endless people by aaria, beards and features, A 
number of town shops bear on their boards such 
names as Azlz, Fakir, Mohammed. On the country
side, their streets are named as "Calcutta Street 
No.1." The banyan tree has been imported from 
India and buffaloes to draw oarts, In the market 
whose hum wal very agreeable after the silences of 
the ship, fi~ures in sari might be seen at the stalls 
aa well as m the marketing crowd, Their country. 
side quarters are, if poasible, more squalid than the 
Barbados countryside. Yet they send two represen· 
tatives to the Le~is\ative Council, and compel atten
tion to their mamage law, both Muslim and Hindu, 
in a discussion that is now rending the island on the 
subject of divorce. This discussion is called the 
serpent in tho Garden of Eden, For the island ia 
one long garden of palm and sugarcane Rnd sugar
cane flower and coconut and what not, under 
appropriate sky-light and unlleroe sun, There is 
a magic in it. 1 am glad to have seen it. The 
Indian• grow rice for their own consumption; the 
Chinese established in the laundry and restaurant 
businesses, similarly cultivate for home consumption 
and not for marketing, 

DEcEMBER 14., 1931, 

My two companions on the Barbados trip specially 
cultivated me today, They got me to tell them 
about the star known as the Companion of Sirius 
bow it came to be seen through the telescope, bo~ 
calculations showed its density to be 2000 times 
that of steel, and bow this unbelievable density was 
verified by the spectroscope which, acoording to 
Einstein, should show a very considerable spectral 
shift for Calcium atoms on a star of such 
density, The exact amount of predicted shift 
was found. The Englishman from Argentine 
baa taken . considerable interest in observational 
astronomy, and he came to me for information 
about the Southern Cross. Finding that I took no 
interest in identifying mere points of lights, he drew 
out of me a popular acoount of Relativity, oJ what 
is the precise significance of the fourth 
dimension, and of the Curvature of Space rather 
than pull by suns and stars as the true account of 
planetary orbits, His great puzzle is, how what men 
find to be inconceiva51e, they can discover to be 
true ; and my explanation was that our decision 
about inconceivabilities are mere generalisations of 
probably pre-human experience which in some cases 
further experience shows to be unwarrantable, We 
never had first-hand experience of apace, We 
could only know of small spaces and distances as far 
as our eyes oould reach. 

DECEMBER. 18, 198L 
Oanal Zon1o 

. The party spent a good day on the Canal Zone in 
the Panama State, in Cristobal and Colon ..... My 
companions took note of trees and flowers and 
fruit-the bamboo, the ooconut, the papau, the· wild 
banana sometimes in flower and sometimes in fruit, 
the hibiscus, the guava, the sorrel, the pineapple. 

The Americans have energised the station 
immensely. The population in the American Zone 
is 55,000; what was swamp not many years ago is 
now green and garden and residences, The houses 
are timber built on piles, but they are kept f(esh
painted and adjoin fine roads. The population ill 
mainly coloured; but more white people appear than 
in other places, mainly Americans-administrators, 
the military contractors, railway and canal 
men, There are some men from India; there 
are 28 shops of Indians, They don't seem 
to be happy. The majority do not spend more 
than two or three years in the. region. They dislike 
the climate, rains, beat, fever, ·eczema. There are, 
too, Sikh labourers at the docks. The coloured 
people's earnings are about lOds. an hour, tho.'le of 
the whites about 7 to 10 times as much. 

American efficiency is not to be disputed. They 
have achieved the Canal in the face _of French 
failure; we were led through abandoned Freooh 
linea of housea. General Goethall succeeded in 
stamping out fevers which had.killed out the French 
and their labourers. 

However, there are comedies as well as efficiency. 
A street divides the American Zone from the Panama 
Republio from which the Zone was filched for the 
sake of the CanaL Boozers have only to step across 
the street to get all facilities legally for drink. 
Gamblers may step across from the other aide to 
discover all the facilities they need. And the American 
Zone has been sliced in gold (white) quarters. and 
silver (coloured) quarters and American offices have 
gold and silver entrances. Even at the Post Office, 
when I went to a window to buy stamps the man 
who served, looked hard at me and then grumblingly 
gave me the stamps and change. A fellow passenger 
was mis1irected from pillar to post in search of post• 
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cards. 1 read uJ? the boards at each' window to help 
him and found out that at the window where I was 
served, the board read, "Golden :e;ntrance for 
Stamps." At the adjoining window round the corner 
where the same man ser•red, the legend was, "Silver 
Entrance for Stamps." The Republic which first 
propounded the Rights of Man, is obliged to draw this 
line. The bulk of the coloured people are not Indians 
(aboriginal) or descendants of negro slaves. They 
are the more recent immigrants from Jamaica and 
other islands, On the Panama side, also, there are 
no.Red Indians exQept casual traders coming in tiny 
canoos from mountains. The coloured folk are new· 
comers. Colon not long ago was burnt down; all the 
prosperity it feels is the touch of the American 
Zone, Sindhi merchants keenly feel the present 
depression in trade which hardly pays expenses, _ 
· I wish I could have a connected view of the colour 
question ·in the island and in the South American 
Republics, Stephen McKenna in his book "By 
Intervention of Providence" slurs QVer it with the 
teminder that there is a negro question in Barbados 
as well as in the United States. 

-
THE TIMES OF INDIA'S BACKSLIDING. 

·. ·.r WQS distressed at the light way in which the 
Tirn111 o.f Iflliia dealt with the behaviour of some 
soldiers which had aroused public resentment in 
Bombay to an unprecedented degree. The TimBI is 
the orily paper which is read by the soldiers passing 
through or stationed in Bombay and a stern rebuke 
from it would have been timely and done much to 
put down rowdyism, horseplay or whatever is the 
right word. I have, besides, a rather personal 
reason for feeling distressed at the failure 

· of the Timea to do. its plain duty. · I have been 
closely associated with the Tima under four 
reditors over a period of twenty years. Nothing 
moved me so deeply as the letter which I 
received on my retiring from the . editorship of 
Tlu Reformer, from S. T. Sheppard two years 
•go. "It is very pleasant to me,'' he wrote, "to 
remember how muClh help and good counsel 
you willingly gave me, sometimes when my staff was 
sadly depleted and 1 found it difficult to carry on. 
We first met in 1907 and I remember Stanley Reed 
introducing us quite clearly." He concluded in his 
characteristic manner of taking things as they 
oame, "I must just make my salaams to you before 
the 'Germans get me with a bomb. They have 
already wrecked my flat and I don't like it." Bennett, 
Lovat Fraser, Stanley Reed, Sheppard-they were 
men of. different temperaments. But in the conduct 
of the Times, they were all equally stroag 
on one point, the behaviour of Englishmen 
towards Indians. A few months before Bennett 
retired an incident in the local train to Bandra 
created a sensation. A military officer, finding a 
first class compartment in, the evening fast train 
full, thrust himself in and sat deliberately on the 
lap of a Parsi lady-Mrs. Pestonji Padshab. 
There was an angry scene _and the n~xt day the 
papers were 'full of it; The TimBB ~.f Indoa came o';lt 
with an editorial which I· should w1sh Mr. FranciS 
Low to read, It said, if I remember, that an 
Englishman who did not know how to behave to 
an Indian lady had no business to set foot in this 
country. 

'l'he T#nBI has a great tradition of publio service 
tO uphoJa. Under Bennett it powerfully backed the 
1ate Sir Gokuldas Parekh's agitation, against excessive 
land assessments, · Lovat Fraser's brilliant articles 
on the conditions in Bombay mills initiated factc;n-y 
legislation and gave an impetus to the trade-un•on 

·movement. In Stanley Reed's' time the fim~a' policy 

closely reflected nationalist aims and aspirations: 
Sheppard had a holy horior of make-believes and he 
steered clear of many of ·the shoals which beset 
Anglo-Indian journalism. Sir Vithal 'Chandavarkat 
said in the Indian Legislative Assembly , the other 
day· that the gulf between Government and the 
people was never so wide as it was now. This is 
even more true of the relations between the English 
community and the Indian people. The . opportunity 
for an English-edited newspaper of the standing of 
the Times to bridge the gulf is immense. It should 
not be thrown away through hasty, ill-considered 
comments on events. which gravely pt:rturb . public 
feeling, 

•·· .. . . 
The announcement of the strong measures adopted 

by the Bombay Government to prevent soldiers' 
horseplay ·or rowdyism or by whatever name : it 
should be called, has had a magical effect. It.checked 
the headlong . exodus : of people from Bombay, 
What is more it seems to have stopped . • 
similar headlong . descent on .the Share Bazaar. A 
friend who is in touch with. the share market, 
remarked on the . curious fact that, while the 
Calcutta and Madras markets remained depressed, 
the ·Bombay -market alone exhibited signs of rapid. 
reQoVery. It did not occur to him to connect the. 
Government announcement with the movement of 
the share market, The papers generally attributed 
it to favourable war news. But there was nothing 
remarkable in the war news-only a lull whioh 
probably portends a earning storm, Even in Bombay, 
Indian opinion reacts more swiftly to social than to 
economic .factors. 

K. N. 

ARCHBISHOP' ROBERTS ON PROTESTANT 
· INTOLERANCE. 

Nothing is more common in· the propaganda 
against Hinduism and Hindus than that they 
persecute converts to Christianity w bile, by inferenc~:, 
in Britain conversions to other religions are regarded 
with sympathy and ·adr.niratio';l as signs ot spi~itual 
freedom, Here is a b1t of h1s personal expenence 
from Archbishop Roberts of Bombay in the course 
of a dialogue on the propriety of Popes being 
elected exclusively . from among Italian cardinals. 
Says the Archbishop, 

When J: became a Catholic, I . was. so glad 
that armlebodg ~nti!"ued Christ's auth?rity on ~rth 
that his nat1onahty became relatively a tr1fle. 
But it worries you and lots of others like you 
in England and elsewhere too. For me, the univer
sality ot the Catholic '.;burch has do!"~ its w~rl!: as . a 
marl!: or sign of the true .Church, un111ng: us w1th Chr1st 
in one belief, one worsh,p and one obedience. But you 
see the Papacy through 400 years of State propagand& 
-English variety-on "Italian Mission" lines. If you 
were to become a Catholic ~s 1 have done, you'd. be 

• thought as we converts are thought, to have done 
somethi~g "on-English;" foreign, queer, in bad . form 
and often bad for business. You might even lose frle.nds 
whose "tolerance" · would have been proof agam;;t 
any other change of religion. . People usuall:r c":'-r1~; 
able would begin to look fo~ Signs of "detenorat1on 
in you, . 

Y. Y. Can that really be so ? 
M. Jl', I've seen it and felt it over and over again. 

It has made quite real for me . the words of 
Christ and His apostles about the clash between 
His claims and the world's, great enough to call for 
<~hatred" of father or mother, YJife or husband opposing 
a call of conscience. -



. ; .INDIAN POLITICS. . • · J C()ll!ltructive study of India.· But it was a s~e t<t 
o"ur' India by Minoa Masanl. Oxf'ord University • r~ even }n. one of his books the follow~g-passag~a.. 

l'n.., B.a. 1-12-0o '. · ·. · . ·.. ·· . : ·. Early "' 1911 tbe Govenuuent of IDdJ& illtroducecl 
'J'hl OlwiN · 11•/or~ India by J, Cbinna Dural. . ' ·certain Bills into the Legislature which bad beeD 

Jonathan Cape. 8llo 6d. .· t . · · : · , · : framed in ·accordance with tbe Rowlatt li.eport. 
. , Iruiia 1 t'M road to ulffiD'I'm&mml by ]oiiD Coatman, : These provided no more than the usual administrative 

,.Allen and Unwin. ~s. . precautions which are invariably taken at such 
.&Rhand Hindlllt4n. by K. M. Munshl. The New crisis, ·But an Eastern country liklt India is the vety 

·.Book Company. Rs. 4, · . home of rumour, and with the passing of the Rowlatt 
PINJ~rlilift by G. L. M. Rs. t. . BIlls· the ~ost extr:o-<:>rdinary c:aricatures of thefr 

Minoo Masani'slittle book on India is a valuable con~n~ ga•ned publ1c1ty, ch1ef !'mong theoe being 
primer for all who wish or have got to know . stoues. to the .effect that mamage and . fun~ 
something about India, more so for those who feel process10~s would !'ow become unla~ful assemb!ies 
th t w ite somethi on India-and a remark- and so liable to d!!persal by the. milttary or pollee. 

ey mus r b ng . h ad . The e f!'ect of such rumours was tnftammatory to a. 
able number seems to e feeling t e urge J?OW ~ys. · high degree and strengthened the wave of unrest 
Mr. Masanl.bas a b~ppy knack of. tm~r~mg · and violen~ causing the murder of a number 
.knowledge Without teemmg ~ do S~ ~nd, l!urprlsmg- of Isolated Europeans..,, The troubl" took on a· violent 
ly. for ~me w~o .·has been •.n pohucs h1mselt, ~e form in Amritsar, an important commercial town 
brmgl an a1r of comparatiVe det1!chment. to his in the Punjab and headquarters of the Sikh community, 
·presentation. C. H. G, Moorhouse's llluat~t1ons fill and it was here that the deplorable episode of JaUian-
a very useful purpose in visually repre~entlng ~acts wa1a Bagh occurred _in which a large number of rioters 
in a way no amount of words could poss1bly ach1eve. were killed by machtoe-gun fire. This affair gave "" 
••Our India" is one of the few books on India worth new edge to nationalist agitation and helped to 
reading and it is fortunate that somebody thought it 11recipitate the widespread and long drawn-out Non,. 
worth writing, Mr. Masani would do wei! . to Co-operat!oo movem~nt. But the !raged? proved to be 
develop his great talent for this form of wrttmg the culmmating po1nt of the !mmedtate post-war 
-children's books which interest the elders as well, disturbances, for thereaftet the fol'<?"s of !:'~ and .order 
There Is a great need in India for such literature were able .to prevent any substantial poht1ca~ dtstur-
b 'It d Indian subjeots ba~ce unttl the start of the Non-Co-operat1on and> 

Ul roun . • Kh1lafat movements of the next year. . _ 
It Is w1th some reluctance that one turns from That any responsible publicist should come out 

what,' in its C?wn way, is ~ classio t~ the worst form of with a defence of ] allianwala today and during 
pamphleteermg--Mr, Chmna Dural and Mr. Coat"?an the present crisis in Indo-British relations, is shame
In their contributions to the· Indian theme, do nothmg ful It is the more so when that defender is ao 
more than this, Mr. Chinna Durai is an lndi~n settl_ed Englishman who once ~eld an important post in the 
in Britain who doea not und~rstand_.t~e ddlicultles · Government of India. 
which Indians here have IQ a':nvmg at the Mr, K, M. Munshi has in· "Akhand Hindustan•• 
eonclutionl which he no doubt smcerely holds, collected several articles from. 8oeia! W•V'ar1 on the 
on the question of Indo-British relations, He does subject which be has made his own. We regret that 
'l'hl Indiall Socia! R•form•r the doubtful honour r.of he has reprinted along with other contributions his
quoting its writings to prove that the deman~ tor remarks on Sikh songs and the quotations from them 
independence here is not one that has gone deep mto which we had objected to, ·when they first appeared. 
"!en'~ hearts1 even Co~~umen's hearts. But he Things like this !1-fford, not ~he best reason, but 
d!lm1sses With superc1haus contempt the very real the best justification for· Pakistan and foroe onl!: 
conditions which obstruct the achievement of the to feel that the redoubtable ex-Congress ex-Ministel" 
enthusiasm for Britain he wants to see in lndi~, Mr, would bette~ serve the cause he favours by imposing 
Chinna Durai does not reali~e that remarks wh1ch a_re a self-denying ordinance on himself to abstain fromo 
merely bad taste on Enghsh ~ongues, offend gr1e- speaking or writing on the communal questi~n. 
vously when re~~ated ·by .Ind1ans fo/ the benefit Fortunately nobody appears t~ reg~r~ Mr, Munshl's
Iargely of Bntish aud1ences. For example, contribution to internal soclo-pohtlcal problems 
he argues, citing in ~is support ''a Congress~~n," · very seriously, But it is a pity that he sbo~dd 
that the demand for mdependence was hargamm~, waste his undoubted talents on a cause· wbroh 
"like the Indian shopkeeper who, wanting to selll11s will thrivll better on neglect, certainly Mr. Munshi~s-. 
good!l' at ten rupees, states the prioe of the sam: neglect, · · · " ' 
t~ any possible buyer as thirty rupees." Mr. D}lra1 .The Indian journalist rarely indulges ill hu!J!orO~ 
g1ves aeveral extracts from anonymous, myster1ous writing. Not probably so much oeoause he IS not 
Cong_ressmen whose views are the reverse of what attracted by the ambition to be a seoond Mark;;. 
the Congress officially stands. We do not deny Twain or another Yaffles, but because the Indian. 
their exiateooe b1,1t are their views worth quoting newspap:r office does not create an atmosphere· 
in a book. !l'hich sets out ~o b~ a aeriou~ study of congenial to the growth of the funny !;>one._ Besides-: 
Indian poht1ca and a contnbubon to uqaty P The the public is often, too often, prone to ·regard. 
country is not going to be saved by men who are anything in print aa serious, if not sacred, and one 
afraid to speak out in publio what they will not never knows where or when an innocuous joke mig_ht_ 
hesitate to whisper and insinuate in private. hurt some great politician or, worse still, one's imme
Mr. Chinna Dural, in apite of a certificate on his diate or remote boss, Humour in any profession,. 
nationalism from " a Congressman " .Printed in h!s besides is perforce brought to it by ou~siders }lOt 
prefaoe, belongs to the group of lnd1ans who a1r by its practitioners. We see that, where Journalists
reactionary views in a London exile. Their opinions have refrained, an Indian businessman has ventured. 
are of value only in so far as they flatter a section of Mr, Gaganvihari Mehta. has followed up his "From. 
retired Anglo-Indian officialdom, a section which is Wrong Angles" with •Perversities," We wish, 
ceasing to count even in India in these days when however that Mr. Mehta had left these articles, 
Empire communications are somewhat uncertain, poems ~d definitions in t~e newspapers !n whiob.. 

Mr, John Coatman sees Indian political development they first appeared and g1ven us something '!lore 
as a steady progress . to self-governing institutions than topical humo~r which has ceased t? be top1oal. 
and Dominion Status. Mr. Coatman was too long a Some of the reprmts are marked)y hke Ste~hen 
protagonist of Govemment of India policies to have Leacock's writings whose humour IS a mannensm. 
now aoquired the necessary long view for a and bas a cloying effect. 
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~------~------------~ 
.NQTE~·(:. 

. Sir Stafford's Press Conferances :-A ~rreat 
deal of. interest has been, roused in Sir Stafford 
Cripps by the Press Conference which· he 
initiated and held thrice a week. It ensured for 
one thing that the Indian public had its eyes 
fixed on the official Ambassador from Britain's' 
War Cabinet all the time. Occasionally little 
tit-bits about Sir Stafford taking off his coat and 
so on, enlivened · the ·monotony of exchanges 
between diplomat. and pressmen. But · the 
Conferences achieved very little in any other 
sphere. In , fact . the· general · disappointment 
felt at the -proposals is.. proportionate 
to the great expectations roused in the public 
mind, and sustained by "these Conferences, before 
their disclosure, · This was borne out. on the, 
day the. scheme was reveale4 'by an. unfortu
oate breeze at Sir Stafford's Conference when a 
pressman yielding -to. · a pessimistic impulse, 
questioned the· bonafides ·of Britain and 
Sir Stafford retaliated by an equally unseemly 
.011tburst against those who distrusted either 
Britain or the Government, . and threatened to 
wind up the Conference. A more statesmanlike 
attitude on his part would have been an appeal 
tb the offender to, withdraw his remark aml 
to the pressml!n 'to expunge . the unhappy 
.episode from , their repo$. Otherwise Sir 
Stafford's conduct of the conferences has been 
e:&emplary. He has, for example, by his. 
appreciation of the reporting of the conferences, 
.accepted responsibility for .what he is reported 
110 have said there, thus giving up .the 
advantage of future, repudiation. Nevertheless, 
his conferences are no more than a courtesy 
to the press in India. We cannot think of any 
.of the political leaders who have conferred witll 
Sir Stafford, relying on his statements at the 
press conferences when they could get direct 
elucidation of the points oC his scheme. Sir 
Stafford himself, we are sure, has said no mQre 
·~ the meetings than he did at his private 
discussions. On the other hand, the represen
tatives of the press did not avail themselves of 

the . ~pportunlty to . ~icit; Wor~atlon is ~sell 
:as they might have done. No- one· 8eems; for, 
mstanCP., to have asked what exactly. the, 
assumption of .;esponsibili~y ~y ~~itai~ (or.th~ 
conduqt ofthe war meant •. 1)1d. 1t mean tha~, 
the whole financial burden of the war was to be 
borne, by Britain ,or did it suggest that British." 
troops in decisive numbers, adequately su1;1ported:' 
by munitions and machines, would arrive ~n ·in~ 
India i' This is the mor~: surprising since it is: 
asked today by many :of the ·Indian 'news-, 
papers. The fact is that New Delhi is notr 
to Indian journalism what Fleet Street is :to the.

1 British press. The. number of· unnecessary 
questions, like the one about the applicability o't 
the Atlantic Charter, was perhaps inevitable.' . · ' 
· The Editors". Conference :-The suppression; 
of the MatkruhAumi and the headlines· 
order · of the Bengal Government show; 
that the postponement· of· th:~ Standing Com6 , 

mittee Meeting ·and the open session of . the; 
AU-India Editors' Conference early thi3 M:arch. 
was a tactical error. In not enabling the editors 
to meet Sir Stafford during his visit, the Con· 
ference has lo3t another opportunity. The' 
press conferences have not influenced the polici~ 
of the Indian newspapers to a more sympathetic, 
treatment of the British scheme ; nor 
have they touched the views . of Sir Stafford 
himself. We do not deny that they have been
pleasant occasions but, in so far as they_ left 
untouched Indian opinion, they were no mar~ than 
that. They could, perhaps, have been rendered: 
trebly effective if personal contact had been first 
established between the makers of press policy. 
and Sir Stafford Cripps. And with the . Indian~ 
press Sir Stafford had this advantage, that he . 
need not have held separate meetings with its
representatives. 

Amerlco·Australian • Romance :..,.A Reuter's 
message last week referred to a controversy. 
which has arisen in .1\.ustralia over the. marriage!l 
of American soldiers with Australian women. 
The United States has assumed the defence o£ 
Australi~J and has sent troops to that rontinent. 
It would seem that the immediate result of 
this influx has b~en a crop of marriages o£ 
American soldiers with Australian women, 
The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Brisbane, 
Dr. Duhig, has publicly protested a~ainst 

-such m~rriages. "These men," the Archbishop 
remuked, "did not come to Australia to m;r.rry., 
They came to fight." Dr. Duhig wanted such 
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intermarriages to be -harmed but ,other Cliurch sound basis of ~ts' education 'is, shown by the 
le~ers; ,whpe bein~ opposed to such marriages fact that _the student in cqmpetitiqn with sighted 
at short 'notice, dtd ·not agree to the suggested scholars stood first; 111" 19U another pupil 
ban: Marriages in the United States are made was sent to the Hume School for secondary 
and dissolved with lightning .l';ipidity~i 'j!.ft~ th.e education: ·The Tardeo School teaches through 
~mer.ican~ !>Clld~e~s~ p~rhaps_, thoug~~ that they Marathi , ~gd ,.Gujarati up to the seventh 
would be acqumng the nght sptnt to fight standarJ. It had" 81 · students in • 1941.' 
Australia's enemies by marrying Australian girls. The Dadar School provides religious instruc
The ,.J\r~bishOJ? .of ·.~risbane _seemsto rega,rd· (JionJor..their-.owqcfaitlrto it& ·students and 
marriage as a form of m.>lestation or a sort it is interesting to note that; in the· years after 
of . horselJlay . which the C~urch should not the Society took over the work from the 
toJer;~.te: , If, Aristralia[\ women :a'"e .forbidden Missions, there'. has been· an 'increase· in the 
to marry American soldiers by· the Church, the · number of Christian scholars.· At Tardeo the 
~burch _not t~e parti~.- :vroul~ ~e the loser. education is purely secular. The two institutions 
~part _from thts, 'there til romance m the chain of' devote a great deal of their work to industrial 
evimts;:··'which ,has, brought' the ·United- training and sports. Each of them serves 
Sta~es 'to. the defence. • of Austral!~· ·Both different sections of- society and the different 
nations· branched, ~ff ·from the '8rtttsh., ~ut attitudes adopted in them to secondary education 
under contrary •· 'ctrcumstan~. The Ptlgnm show that on the lower economic scale it! is: 
Father~ !~nt_ to Am~rica ;volunt~~ily 'to felt.necessary t~.extend protectionforalonger·. 
escape rehgtous · persecuttorl m ·the mother penod. The tuttlon fees at Dadar. are Rs. 60 
country., The. ,founders of' the Australian per year and its finances .were supported by a· 
Commonwealth.· were· ·sent away 'from the loan of Rs. 5,00()- from the Society in 1941 
mother' country~ ·as dan&'erous cri~inals. ~hose· Calculating on the basis of tl:ie annual expenditure: 
presen~e · "Was :not s~le f?r Bntlsh . c~ttzen~; · the cost to the institutions are Rs. 500 per pupil 
The ~mpress of thetr dtfferent ongtns .ts at Dadar as against Rs. 200 at Tardeo. The 
recognisable in theirt'present populations. One work of these bodies is an ·essential service to 
cannot be a week in the United Stat~ without the life of the city and public support should be. 
feeling· that Freedom of Coriscienc~ has still at forthcoming in greater measure: Donations may 
least a slogan value;· As for Austraha, Padshah be sent to the Honorary Treasurer of the Dadar 
in one of chis letters quoted'Mr. Tod, nephew of School and to the Honorary Secretary of the 
Lord Sydenham, a former Governor of Bombay, Victoria Memorial School at Tardeo, : 
that the convict strain has not entirely been The . Press, and ~umours :~In last week's 
expunged in either Sydney or Tasmania, (Letter Reformer, we pointed out how. the freedom of· 
from off Me[b;Jurne, Refor~r, January 24, the Press has a special importance- in .India ovel' 
1942). and above that which it has in Britain and other 
'' SchDDis for· the Blind in 8Dmbay :-The self-governing countries.· · In these countries the 

reports for 19!0 and 19 U of the Dadar School government is a continuation of the society and 
for the Blind, c:mducted under the management there is no break of guaga to impede the free 
of the Society for the Protection of Children in movement of hopes and fears from the one to 
Western India, and the report for the Victoria the- other, . This is not the case in this country~ 
Memorial School' for the Blind at Tardeo for Eve·n eighty years aga• when .English educatio!l 
1940-41 have just been released to the public. and nationalist ideas had made little headway, 
The Dadar · School was founded in 1900 and British officials were more conversant with 
by the American Mission : it was taken over the languages of the ·country and moved more 
in 1939 by· the Society for the Protection of closely with the masses, the Br!tish officers of 
Children for a period of years an1 will be the Indian Army, where the mtercourse was 
handed· back to the Mission in 'April this closest and more intimate, were taken completely 
year, as the Society · fiinds itself •unable to by surprise when their regi~ents. mutinied 
continue · shouldering the responsibility for although, as Lord Roberts shows tn bts •·Forty:. 
securing funds for the school "in addition to its One Years in India,~' there was for some. years. . 
primary duties.'' It is a co-educational school past much discontent in the country! which had 
run on public philanthropy as is shown by the infected the troops. Rumours were wtdely current,. 
statement that out of 37' students in 19 U only many of them uqfounded but some well-fol!"ded. 
one pays fees; The Tardeo Sch:>ol which was especially the one about the gre~~ed c~rtnd~es. · 
founded three years later, is restricted to boys. This was pooh-poohed as a mahctous mvent1o111 
The School works under a committee of of disgrumbled ·elements in the population, but 
management on which official and municipal re· Lord Roberts admits that it was the fact that the: 
presentatives serve; and Mr. J. B. Petit bas been cartridges were SC? greased though the officer.s. · 
its Secretary for the greater part of its existence. were unaware of tt whe~ ~ey assured thetr 
It is a free school which relies on public dona- men that it was a fab~tcatton. T~ere was 
tions for its funds. The Dadar School teaches not much of an Indtan Press to those: 
its pupils in the primary classes with Marathi days. Again, Lord Roberts notes . that 
as its· medium of instruction and Enalish for more than six months before the diSaster 
as ·second langua,ge. In 1940 it sent"'one! at Maiwand, rumours were, afloat of Ayub. 
o( its pupils to the Hume School and the Khan's determination to advance on Kandahar. 
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f'But," he adds, "little attent.i0!1 was paid to them 
by the authorities at the place until. ••••• they ~ere 
inform~ by WaUo( !{andahar (their nominee) 
that the British occupation of Kabul .had had 
the effect of bringing about a reconc,:iliatioq 
between the various chiefs at Herat." The news 
of the disaster at Maiwand was known in the 
bazaar of Pesh\lwar several hours. before the 
Government of India received information of it. 
Commenting on this, Sir Walter Lawrence in his. 
~·lndia Which We Served" concluded that there 
were means of ~mm~ication among Indi~, 
independent. of and more expeditious 'thaQ 
official ones, the telegraph and. the pos~ assisted 
}ly special, messengers in .those ,.days. The 
means of. communication nowadays are far more 
swift and efficient,. still the official.' world ~nd 
the social world have .few, points of contact and' 
newspll,pers. alone ,can supply, , in the pres~nt 
conditions that serious deficiency , . A · close 
study of newspapers conducted by .indians, ... will 
.-eveal , to 1 the official. world maqy tjling~ whi~h 
are hid~en .from i~,. and ,for this, it ,is essent.ial 
that the paperll mus~ be free to .\l(rite ,as }~.ey 
feel. , The danger, pf suc4; .writings,! arousmg 
public sentiment agaillst ~h~ authorit,ies .. is . mucp 
less than the danger of the authorities remaining 
in ,complete ignorance .. · of 1 wbat · ~- going)'':' 
¥lbout them.. 1 ' .• . ~, ... !. ,,( .. J J ,~ .. • ! 1 

Patriot and Traitor:.....,On Sunday (29th March) 
a message was published• in a• · roundabout 
manne~ through. Reuter that Mr. · Subhas Bose 
was killed in an aircrasb off. the coast of:Japan 
where he was due to. attend to ·.a"Freerlndia 
Confer~nce •. The ne~s, had. aU the appear;J.nce 
of bemg uncon6rmab1e and : it has. since 
been contradicted~· , But· it· evoked · ' frcim 
Mahatma · Gandhi' and Maulana Abut Kalam 
Azad among others, fervent tributes· to: Bose's 
patriotism and from· the Times 'oj Inrliil 
a denunciation of' Bose as a traitor. As both a're 
responsible sources', the contra5t represents ' the 
dee~ gulf betw¢en the British and. Indian· ppihts 
of'vtew.· . - '•·' ' 

, • ~ I : ' I . , ' : 'I . J ' ' , I • ' . ;· j . '/ 

. The War In Burma ;-If ~he experiences .of 
.lMalaya and Singapore led the London .Ximes to 
concll,lde . that ,the Bri~ish coiQnhlL system )lad 
proved 1 defective, the, ~ogress of. the .wa; in 
Burma must gi~ .a~ditional reason for . disqll~t 
In .Imperial minds. . The periodica~ reports., of 
parties of. J~urmans jighting: under :.Japanese 
lea. dership have culmina. ted -in a curious_ .l'a. ssage 
in .the Bunna ,commurlique issLied on J\'lutll :u 
by New Delhi. 1 The paragraph reads ; 1• , , .. 

A conslderable·.mlxed foJCO , of ]aps and ·Bunnans 
crossed the river at To11do &lid attacked Shwedaung ... 
OD March u. An · Indian froutlar force advanced 
to. clear- Shweclauug · aud heavy fighting ensued; 
durlug which 800 ' cuUAlties w.e ID111cted on. the 
enemy .&lid · 70 prisoners taken, all of, thorn. :belug 
Burmans. The euemy, howe~, managed tQ:malutaln 
road blodn at Shwedaung. On. March. 80 011 etta,ck 
was lauuchecl to cleat this road black (these' toad 
bloclm P) aud open the road ...... Our operatlons·ID 
this ana are COIISiderabl)' hludered by :the lack, of rb 
I'ICOnDalssaw:, &lid by the fact that· the local populatl011 
&.1 ~ ~hoi~ appear actively liQ 1up~ ~e IJIOIII)'o · . - - - .. . ' . ' . . 

For years the policy of dividing the people of 
India into "martial" and •• non-martial" has been 
a matter of grave concern to Indian nationalist 
opinion. But the military policy of the 
Government was not affected by these .protests. 
Tliere haveoeen several incidents, however, 'since 
the outbreak of the war which· might well · have 
~haken' official complacency,; The ;Indian forces 
ID· Burma. are in an anomalous position. At least 
the British· and Chinese troops who are with the 
Indians, sharing- the· .burden o£: the Bunnese 
campaign, can tell the.Burmans that Britain's' and 
China's influence as national powers; will be cast 
in post-war reconstruction on the side of Burmese 
independence. The ·Burmese know too well the 
position occupied by India.: in the ·.international 
sphere,'r · •c). ·' ,... . .. f:. 
~-·11' •• _; -;··.~, J' 

·.-l:·r .' : ... ·1 ~ :~·r,• ' .. · ~ti"f .' "' 
-,Sir. ,stafford Crlpps:r+-We -ar~ glad. Sir 

, SWford Cripps has decided . tQ ,prolong his 
st11y in Delhi. Ther~' i& an astonishing amount 
of goodwilL to .him: personally in the country 
()( which .he: hi,mselfis not,fully ,apprised and 
a relucG~nce to ~et him; returl\ empty handed 
to BritaiQ: especially as . it is Aeared,, thi:t might 

· prQve a turning-point _in his puplic ,!if e. The 
wuntry intui~:vely ,has recogl,lised ill him a 
now~days .ta(e.type of Englishman who. appre, 
ciat.e,.)ndia for hex:,ow~ .J~ake and· not ,for· -the 
contributions·· ,which she · makes :,.to the national 
lilond iq!lividual 1 inc~mes : ~of,; British. ·. ·lh~ 
scl}eme whit:Q he,brought,,JVith [him,. ·petrayed 
a. :.eurprising indilfer~oce to ;deep.ro.oted 1 .I ndi!ln 
~.nt:i.,me!}t., ·1:'he ri _nearest, · a11alogy thab can 
be ; ; , thought , (:>(: , would , !:>~ the,· . offer 
to. Englishmen·. rPY. ,an alii'!A 'power · ctQ 
,evive t!Je Hepta,rchy-:-with pQwer to. each 
of t9e . · ~ev.eQ uni.ts , tQ.· seCE:dEH-&So an induce" 
ment. ~ ... fight to ;destroy ~lsh~visni. Ttte 
~~oppqmtmen~.~ of .all ,Indian, ·,to .!>I; 1 ·Defence 
m~mbe,- .'can , ,have but a pre~tige, value so long 
as ~ndia . halJ, tq,, take . ~er" foreign· pcilicy from 
Great Britain • . _-Tq, acquiesce in, t~ latter; and· 
tp make much about the for}ller.iSrswallowing ,a 
camel while straining at a gnat,.{: Pn the ppint 
of I.ndiaq unity, . the. ~9.ngr~ has not given a 
~~ear ll!&d aqd,tha-, to some. extent accounts ,for 
the fundamental .flaw·· in the War Cli.binet's 

' ' . . . ' ·' ~ . 
sqheme. If:,.this JS ,corrected, as it can easily 
be as W~? . .indicated .in theJ~ading article _today, 
~~e scheme will lose its sting. aqd Sir Stafford 
'will have ~h~ satisfaction which. would be shared 
by ·the largest section ·of the Indian people, of 
effecting ll settle~ent f¥alleled only by Sir Henry 
Campbell-BanpermaQ s settlement of· South 
Africae .. The deeisive factor in that case was 
fhe positive attitude. ot ,the · British, .Governtnenl: 
which brought rollnd the opposition' of English~ 
ben ~n' 'South Africa· including the Governo(. 
General,· Lori!' &!borne. ~ - 'Mr. Churchill as 
Qllooial Secretary;: pilored 'the South Africa 
legislation in Parliament: and he ·kn6ws this. 
The ~nity I Of, lndia ~OuJ~ not. be 'Jeff aD Ope~ 
questlon;. 1~ bas n6t ~been .one prio( to som.e 
three~91' Cou,r )'eli,CS·'. ' ' ' 

1 
· r 

.....•• L1 •.. •.: .J,I. 
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THE CHURCHILL-CRIPPS ·scHEME.' . . ' . . . .. ' 

On Monday the scheme which Sir Stafford 
Cripps brought with himcwas published.r We 
reprint the document elsewhere., Lts purport.may 
be summarised in a few sentences. Immediately, 
there will -be , no constitutional change; 
Indian leaders: are required : · to · co-:<>perate 
with .the British Government in brgahlsing 
the. country's .. resources in men and material 
for the _.prosecution of , the war. . The 
British Government,. on their part, , pledge 
themselves to convene, on the cessation of hosti• 
lities, a constituent assembly to frame the future 
~onstitution of India. Th~ Constituent Assembly 
1s to work on the ·-bas1s . of the autonomous 
provinces under· the ' Government of indi:i 
Act -o£ .1935. That Act made it obligat:pry: 
on the part of the provinces' of British India to 
imter the -Federation 'contemplated · hiltween 
British India and _the Indian StateS,·· The)" 
have· already done sd. . Our objection to 
the scheme o£ the Act was < • that ·British 
Indii as a single unit and· -riot •as ··eleven 
independent provinces should nave" 'been reCog
nised .fdr · the .. Federation)- The' 'lChur<:hill 
Cripps Scheme · removes this' .obligation · ;;tnd 
leaves each province free 'to decide whether· or 
not it· would- join ·-the proposed Union. -More 
than that, it offers inducements t~ 0 the prov-inces 
to~ choose to' remain outside by giving them not 
·only the right to retain their• present constitul 
tiona! position! but also offering. ~0 gi'VIi them a 
new constitution with the same' full; status 
as the propos~ Indian Union/ The Provinces 
are . also ·given the · right ~6 forin their 
own Unions with, such other· provinees as 
they ·may choose. ·The· States are given the 
option Of joining one m:- other of ·the_ Unions or 
Provinces' or to' remain outside any of tbein. 
The only item' which concernS them is the offer or 
decision-it is . difficult-. to say which-' to. revise 
their Treaties, in what re8pects there is not the 
faint~t indic11tion in' ~he' published' ~dcurilenti 
This part of the · scheme ·fs'. one 'f~r the 
disfllemberment 'of:India :camouflaged- under 
·the specious guise of 'self-determination~.·. c (• 

· · The feature of the scheme which hitS orte trl 
th~ face af the· 'first · per~sal, is ·_ tliat · lndii!-'$ 
,imniemorial , ahd'", 'fund~mental unity. .M 
to , he repoullced ,for' ever •. India's. ~~unity Is 
inwoven ·m, the'' texture 'of Indian thought and 
culture in. every pha5e .pf,li(e~: .From ;incient 
tini~s· lndia has been defined' as the land betweeri 
the Himalay;s arid the ;three:,'iiea5.';.)'{orth ·an4 
South; East and West;'have f~:dm 'the 'earliest 
'thl)es ··' ~ntegrafed 1 .intc>" ''a ~~~single· ·spiritual 
~nity· . .'wl:lich "is. :~ooted,.·'irr'·,:the 1:depthS 
bf Indian: ;<;Onscjcl~sness: · : P'dt,itic;al ihstitut;iollS 
Jn India· niye~never'~njoyed'.'tlie' pre:~minellce 
\Vhtch'"" th~}'l ·~injdyed' • in ~;Eutope, '':In 'It 
letter to Sir Thomas Muiir&- dated' August 

20, 1800. COI?nel Arthur' Welle81ey (later the 
Duke of Welhngton) observed : "They (the 
people of t~s country) are the only philosophers 
about . the1r governors that ever · I met 
with-if indifference constitutes that character." 
Sir Thomas 0 Munro in reply explained the 
i,ndifference 1 of the · . people to · change of 
governments ;ts bemg due, : among · other 
r_ea,sons, to ·_-"the whole of India being 
m>t · one , natlo~ but . _parcelled out among 
a _number of chrefs, and these parcels conti· 
nually · changing masters, makes a ' transfer to 
us , to be· regarded, not as a conquest but 
merely one· administration turning out another." 
B~tish . administra~ors· themselv~ encouraged 
th1s belief ; , for mstance, Elphmstone in his 
proclamation· to · the people of the· newly 
annexed Peishwa's territories,' declared that the 
British were here not to change 'their laws and 
institutions but c;mly to -administer · them ·more 
justly and' efficiently. · The true reason, how. 
ever, for the __ indifferei!C(\ to· political changes 
was that ·the' peoplti'' were more jealous about 
~Cial "and SJ?kitual values than ab:lut political 
power. 1 Th1s has been to some extent 'changed 
by the "effect of English education and Western 
influence. Indians now 'feel• · that spiritual' and 
eultural ·:values· clr.n ··&otibe 'preserved without 
political power. Nevertheless, there still persists 
among the masSe.s the. old feeling of indifference 
to change of rulers noted by· Colonel Wellesley. 
The establishment ·:of British: · rule 'in this 
country would have been ·impossible.but. for 
this indifference- of the Indian people. . 
" . . ., r. . .. 
; ,We _have quot¢ this passage from Munro's 
fetter because the l?resent scheme definite! y aims 
at throwing the country back into the condition 
IIepicted by him as the main cause of the political 
indifference of · the people and their readiness 
~o a~ept a. change- of rulers. Early in their 
administration the East Lndia Company felt the 
)\'ant of unity was ail impedimen( to good Govern~ 
merit and pa.Sseu the Regulating Act bringing .the 
whole country under one Governor General~ Later 
on it was found -that an independent Burma wa3 
a'menace to British' rule in India and it:· was 
annexed; ··Loi-d Clirzon wanted to reduce Madras 
and 'Bombay to -Lieutenant-Governorships in 
the interests of· efficient · Indian· administration-. 
Since his ti&Ue there has been a reversal of policy. 
Walter Bagehol! has· described Civilization as a 
winding and aJ slow unwinding/· This · hrur 
beeiJ-the case with 'British rule in India, only the 
unwinding process 0 has been quicker than the 
winding proceSs:· In -1903 Loro Minto pulled off 
the lynch-Ein which held the wheels' of the British 
~egimr to: the ·.axle- by ,~according , ~e1ghtages 
in communal electorates based on religious beliefs. 
Sit Samuel Hoare carried the process a long step 
farther by cutting up Todia ·into eleverr. 5eparate 
~cUndependent province;! with ~e. ~rowp ~ ~e 
~le.li*.betw1=en them., l'he partu1on o( In4ia 
as a possible solution of the Indian :problem iWaS 
e~visaged in the Peel <;:o~riii~ion.~eport·o~ Pale· 
stine. The present -Pnme Miruster; 'Mr; ·W1nston. 

:· I 
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Chu~~l)ill, wall tb~ &U:ongest; opponent. of the J ~~m. The C~urchill-Cripps Scheme virtually 
partition p~o~ ~h1cb, !l~ IJ~n.~ to the ebrmnates the third stream;-from the confluence 
legendary · judgmeW: of Solomon :when .t\\jo which will be the startina-point of India's 
~O~D cJairi).etftJie Sat:ne child. 'J,"be parallel IS freedom. . · . - .. <> . . • . 

more true cf India whose unity extends. in . r . 

unbroken: continuity to a far. more remote . _-----.· . 
antiquity. · ' . S.'J;RAY ~HOU~Hl;'S ON' .CRIP~S' SCHE¥B., 
_ The scheme' is evidently an ad<~ptation of the 

policy followed in bringing into being ~e Sout9-
African Union, It is not an unsuitable precectent. 
With a few changes it can be made acceptable 
to 'Indian sentiment and more effective as a 
constitutional measure. · The provinces of the 
South African Union had no· relation to each 
other prior to the Un,ion. The p~ovinces of the 
Government of India Act of 1935 .fonne:i, par~s 
of a unitary (i:overnment ~nd, even uader 
it; were fe.derated w~\hout the .option o{ 
contrac!ing themselves out of it. They are 
already united and it is unnecessary and impro
per to effect a complete severance of the ties 
which bind them to each other in order to 
give them the opportunity of deciding that 
they prefer to remain either isolated or united 
with such provinces as for the time being attract 
their fancy c;>r o.\fer them the mos~ ii¥!ucement. 
The States are in a different positioq and should 
have the right to choose whether or when they 
will join British India. Even the advocates of a 
Constituent Assembly in In~ia did not contem
plate letting the J?r0vinces adrift' in the hope 9f 
their finding a way to.be un.ited or to be divided, 
The second feature of ·~he South t\frican 
precedent is akin to the first ·The South 
African Union is practically a unitary govern
ment differing iq this ·respect from the 
Ausll'alian Commonwealth, The foresight of 
the framers of · the COnstitution 'has been 
proved by the 'part · of' South · Africa in ~he 
present war.. ~h~ Constitue~t Assembtr, it 
may be urged, IS free to dec1de for a umtary 
government but the conditions,. as proposed in 
the scheme, exhibi~ a strong bias against theic 
doing so. The sche~e throughout is weighted 
in favour or separatist. t~nd\!DCieS. . Sir ~taffor4 
Cripps objected to the suggestion to, have SwaraJ 
as the designation of the Indian constitution o.1 
the ground that the word would not be under.: 
stood in other countries of the world. Soviet, 
Comintern, Kuomintang, Swastika have passed 
into international parlance and Swaiaj too will 
do so without difficulty. · It has a spiritual as 
~ell as a political significance an? i~;theref~re; 
particularly happy as a description of Indian 
self-government. It was used .by: His late 
Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught when 
he inaugurated the Montagu-Chelm~ford 
reforms at' New Delhi. Tile Reforine,. haS 
thr~ughout looked forward to the Britis~ period 
being embodied· in · the historic' continuity 
which is the outstanding feature of India's 
evolution thr.Jugh thousands o£ years. The · 
fulfilment of India's · mission demands that aU· 
the three 1\treai:ns of' cult~tli~ · Indian; the' 
Arabic and tile European -Hindu; Muslim an( 
Christian-should · :blend into · a harmonious 

' ~ . . . ... ' ' - - . 

In the statementissued by Sir Stafford Cripps as 
the just and final plan devised by the War Cabinet 
to grant Iridia self-government, 't is declared tha~ 
during 'the war and until the new constitution is 
framed, His Majesty's Government must inevitably 
bear the responsibility for and retain the control and 
direction of tile defence of India as part of theit 
world war effort b14t the task of organizing to the 
full the military, mora,~ and material litoeouroes of 
India mu't be the responsibility of the Government of 
India with the co-operation of the people of India. In 
what sense is ''responsibility" used in this passage 1' 
D"es the responsibility of the British Government 
include financial responsibility i' Or does it merely 
mean "control," the main financial responsibility re
maining with the Governm~nt am~ the people of India 
along with responsibility for organising the reso11rcea of 
India P · lf it mean!l the latter, '!YQuld npt "power'! eX
press the sense intended better than "respopsi.bility ~, 
The British Government will have the power aqd, thEt• 
GoverlJment of India the responsibility, that is, the 
obligation to carry out the orders of that Government. 
Power and Responsibility are cqmplementary terms 
and it Is better to use· tllem with precision, Much of 
the world's trouble is due ·to the- inexact· use . o( 
language. · · ' · · 

Sir Stafford Cripps is a grea~ friend and admirer 
of Russia as he · is of India. In his bro•dcast 
on Monday he ·made a 'passing 'reference . to 
Russia. 'It is to be wished that he had made mor11 
use of his knowledge of the Soviet system thati 
he has · in framing the 'Indian scheme.' Because 
Russia ·offers a nearer analogy to India than almost 
any 'other country ' ip the world, The Slavonic 
village community had· many Jl()ints in common with 
the Indian yillage com~11nity. The; trend of r~!igi\11'!1 
tho11g~t is moni!!tio as in Indi~; . ' '. - ... 

• ••• ' • • _I' •• ,, j_. • 

J\. 'constitution based on the village communities. 
with adult sutfrage and indirect election to a 
College of ele9tors, such as Lord Morley originally 
envisaged and was em bodied in a Bill drafted at the 
instance of Dr. Besant, would have admirably auited 
Indian. traditions and conditions, Did Lenin give 
the. Russian provinces· liberty to keep out of 
the Soviet Union P The constitution give!!' them 
liberty to go' out ot it i£. they wi~h. But it is prac
tically· impossible for any of thein to oontrllct 
out chiefly ·because the· Defence system· ~inbr~ces 
them all afld holds them in a tight· _grip; WJ;iere 
is the Counterpart to this oentraJ unifying force in 
the Churohili-Cripps Scheme I' Without it, it car.· 
but pav~ the way to a dictatonhip as the next step 
toward~ · uniflcatjon ')Vithou~ w;hich ~ndia cannot live 
and thrtve, . . 

' The other great all}• of Britain, is the U niteci 
State!!. Abraham Lincoln declared again and again 
that he was not fighting the South to abolish slavery 
but to preserve the Union. Would Sk Stafford say 
that he was wrong i' President Wilson used words 
without forethought and when they were interpreted 
iQ the natu~al senee, as in the Japanese amendment . 
fo~ equality bl;tween raoes, he ran awaY from his 
own ~illoiple!l. SeU-determination was the . worst 
of them. The Versailles settlement flagrantly violated
the principle in many oasea. It ran right ~s · 
the precedent of his o"(n oountry. .W outa Prestdent 
Franklin J,toosev~IC be prepared. to lee tho States 
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decide to leave the Union on the principle of ilelf
detennination P Again, would Sir Stafford Cripps 
suggest to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek, that 
he should allow the provinces of China to exercise 
the right of self-determination as soon as hostilities 
cease P Not quite two years ago China was 
held up by British statesmen as a warning to 
Indians who demanded Independence. Today Indians 
are exhorted by the same statesmen to follow the 
example of China. The Chinese fight because there 
is a .China to fight for. Would they fight with equal 
fervour for a conglomeration ol provinces 1 The 
Cripps' scheme is likely to be a damper, not a 
stimulus, to Indians to throw themselves into the 
present wa_r., 

The answer, of course, will be, the case of India 
has no parallel, It is unique. Quite so, Conditions in 
no two countries are exactly alike, But this is not 
l'emembered when India is asked to lend her full 
support to the war, she one ot the poorest countries 
in the world along with the two richest countries. 

Vlhy was Sir Stafford so anxioDS that the world 
should know of his scheme at the same time as 
India P If the object was to impress the United 
States rather than to satisfy Indian aspiration, it 
would seem that it has attained some success with 
the New York Press which is not the American 
people. 

K.N. -ALLAHABAD RAILWAY INCIDENT. 
We quoted in the course of- an editorial note in 

TM Rs.formn- of 21st March a report from the 
Leader ol Allahabad of the 15th March, of an 
incident at the Allahabad railway station. Mr. 
Thomas Catling, representative of the Far Eastern 
Bureau of the British Ministry of Information, writee 
with reference to it in the Hindustan. Tima : 

- What actually happened was as follows :-On 
the as>umption that the compartment in which all four 
sleeping berths had been reserved for me and my party 
was ours for the journey, and especially as otir beds 
were still down and a lady in the party-who is the 
widow of a Wing-Commander recently killed In Java 
and who herself was Injured before escaping from that 
island-was lying down, I declined to admit a number 
of passengers. One, however, insisted that he was 
entitled to ebter the compartment during the hours of 
daylight. This being contrary to what I believed and 
had previously experienced in travelling from Oobmbo 
to Calcutta, 1 insisted on having confirmation from 
the station officials. The Station Master did not 'give 
1. clear confirmation of this, but asked me "as a fayour 
to him" to admit the passenger and I did so. The 
lady was present during the whole discussion. The 
other members of my party were Mr. T. G. Donovan 
Bayley and Sardar Shah Nawu Khan. Both are 
members of the Far Bastern Bureau of the British 
MlnisLry of Information. 

The circumstances stated in the above letter 
remove it from the oategOI'J ot oases of Europeans 
refusing Indians admission in the compartment 
in which they ar" travelling, If Mr. Catting bad 
ex!llained these, especially the presence Of the 
unfortunate lady, to the Indian gentleman, instead 
<1(, as reported, barring and bolting the doors and 
windows against him, there would have been no 
incident and no cause of unpleasantness. In a situation 
<1f this kind, the Indian pa!l!lenger who was 
<1f -Mr. Cacllnl!'s party, oould and should 
have intervened" to prevent unplea'lantness. 
He seems to have thought that be had no 
conoetn In the matter though the scene in the 
station is aaid to have delayed the train and 
collected a crowd round the compartment. Tha 
Station Master's part also requires u:planation. -

TOWARDS PERMANENT PEACE. 
( Blt K. CHANDY, KoT'i'AYAM.) 

I shall not say one word now which might be 
harmful to the success of Sir Stafford Cripps' mission, 
But as a self-elected representative of the untold 
millions who do not belong to any party, I shall be 
tailing in my duty if I omit to mention one important 
factor concerning the psychology of Indians. 

It is this, Even should the leader~ of three or four 
important parties fail t" come to an agreement, it 
does not mean that the door is closed. The temper 
of Indi2 .1s is such that if any team consisting of 
leading Hindus and Mahomedans agree to take charge 
during the war, Gandhiji would not start Satyagraha 
against them, and Jinnah would not revolt; and, if 
they succeed in working together, a trail would 
have been blazed for successful co-operation under a 
settled constitution, 

How Sir Stafford is going to deal with the question 
of the States, I do not know. Twelve years ago, 
my suggestions, if adopted, would have installed a 
Federation including the States, I hope that 
some way would be found to give them their 
legitimate place in a free and united India, 

Now concerning a few ultimate problems, 
Although it is the want of , imagination of the 
United States and of Britain which has led to 
this war-of the former in IP.aving the League of 
Nations and of the latter in alienating Germany, 
Russia and Iapan from the League-the acts of 
barbarity o Germany and of Japan after this 
war started show conclusively that this poor 
world ot ours, which has always suffered on 
account of its political leaders, could, nevertheless, 
not have a peace which is worth having unless 
artd until Germany and Japan both become con. 
vinoed that they could not possibly win the war, 
however long it · continues-with -its daily toll 
of young lives lo!t or mutilated and the accumu
lation of a generation destroyed In the twinkling 
of an eye. I pray that God would be merciful 
to the crown of creation, which is making itself 
a crown of thorns, and shorten this hour of 
tribulation. 

That day will · arrive. I hope it will arrive in 
194.2 and not later. It is desirable, meantime, 
that Roosevelt, Churchill, Sir Stafforj, General 
Chiang Kai-SIIek and others on the side of the 
Allies should formulate the ideals of a new world 
order in such a manner that even the sensible 
people of Germany and Japan might realise that. 
failing their own immoral and non-realisable ideal, 
wbat is proposed is worthwhile for them. The 
days of agony might thereby be shortened, 

Non-violence is clearly the highest ideal ; but 
even the Congress has found that it could not serve 
in times of crisis. If men had b..oen so constituted. 
that the strong are also the merciful, no p~oblem 
would arise. That is not the case. Hence the need 
fol' a worklncr compromise. The Atlantic Charter 
bas apparently not satisfied our enemi..s ; else they 
would have laid down arms. It is impossible for 
the wise men cf the world, ar for an international 
person like His Holiness the Pope, to lay down the 
main lines of a charter of human freedom and human 
development which must satisfy all rP.asonable 
humUI beings. \Vhen any national government is 
overwhelmingly strong, 01' has overwhelming 
support, there is no opposition to it worth consider
ing, althou.,.ab there would always be individuals 
who resent its policies or individual acts. Is it 
impoesible for the wit of man to devise a similar 
soheme of world government of overwhelming force 
and with overwhelming support, in which the people 
of Germany and Japan would also have their legiti· 
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mate place and legitimate ihftuenae i'. No Woodrow 
Wilson on the. aide of the Allies bas yet done ao, 

It is a faot that hi! fourteen point! helped to 
~horten the war-although his country afterwards 
1'ejected him, and the League betrayed hia ideals. 

That il the crux of the problem. Could a aolution 
for it be obtained only after untold suffering and 
-destruction which even a hundred years of peace 
-could not repair P 

Wiaer heads than mine must :find an answer. I 
-could only point to the urgency and the inevitability 
of the queation. 

Whether a world government comes into bein~, 
-or aeparate organisations as Wells suggests, it 111 
necessary, if there is to be peace, that 15om bing and 
fighting planes, and perhaps tanks too, should be 
under a central organiaation, and that world economy 
~hould cea9e to be national and become international. 

How racial discrimination, which is one of the 
prime causes of Japan's entry into the war, is going 
to be solved, I do not know. It is a very difficult 
question. Varnashram itself \Vas ori_ginally a matter of 
colour. It aeems to be as easy for the lion and the 
1amb to live together in amity as for the Western 
t>.lces in America, Africa and Australia to . give 
equal right• to coloured races, Logic does not 
appeal to men- for instance, an Australian is now 
the supreme political bead of Indian forces in the 
Middle East, while the Premier of Australia ia fighting 
for a white Australia. 

It i• neoeuary at the Peace Conference, and 
subsequently, that injustices of this kind should be 
minimised steadily until they are totally wiped out. 
The Eastern races will not hereafter .agree to a 
t"estricted or subordinated status. 

The question of the immediate defence of India 
.against Japan is onn of strategy and high policy. But 
ultimate defence, if independent nations remain 
after this war or ultimate internal security if they 
don't, is a problem within the purview of this 
arltcle. During the last war, when CJllege classes 
were emptied, a few very eminent university 
professors of Oxford and Cambridge who were 
world experts in their particul.:tr subjects (in 
lectures they spoke as final authorities) came to 
India and 1 had the privilege of entertaining some of 
them at Bangalore, I told one of them-this was 25 
or 26 years ago-that England protecting India ·was 
a mistake, and that Indians should be taught to 
protect themselves. As a great hiAtorian and 
student of politic1, he ~ntirely agreed with me and 
said that no one had told him that view, Writing to 
one of the most prominent Congress leaders who 
believes in defending India by force, I said that, 
during these 25 years, the Congress bad done nothing 
to prepare India for eelf-defence Gust as it bas dpne 
very little to consolidate Hindus and Mahomedans). 

I keep no ootleotion of my contributions to the 
papers. Quite by accident, I have come acrose one of 
them, which hu escaped being lost. It is an article 
published in the Hindu of 4th May 1982. I ehall 
()lose these remarks with a very few quotations, 
None took any notice at tho time, but they are very 
.apt now a11d for tho future. 

Lord Irwin says that an Iodian National State 
would be a hollow phra:~e unless founded upon unity 
between the communities and Identity of purpose 
between British India and the States. If the words 
••and unless defended by her own citizens" are added, 
the essentials are all Included....... . 

No Indian leader has definitely made the 
-pronouncement, as far as l know, that the only way In 
which India can satisfactorily defend itself Is by 
fonnlng national regiments to replace, regiment by 
~men1, the present communal regiments, and tllat, 

unless young Hindus, Moslems and Sikhs are willing 
to enlist in such regiments, there is no likelihood of 
India escaping defeat by a foreign army. Self-respect 
demands t.hat a nation of 35Q millions should defend 
itsel£....... . 

If any political leader ·had advocated a need l'or 
orientation in political thinking, t1iz., of considering 
government as an organism of which minorities .WO 
are an Integral part, the minorities would have lost 
their dread of majority rule....... . 

If leaders of majority communities had taken pains 
to educate and persuade minorities on such lin~ and 
thus created confidence, the temper of the mioorlties 
would have been different. .... ;. 

The idea gained ground everywhere from speeches 
and writings of l•aders that each community wa• 
determined to make its position strong In the S•ate. 

Whereu, when government is considered to be an 
organi•m instead of a shifting balance of disparate 
atoms, cultural and religious Interests as also weak 
organs requiring protection must necessarily get listed 
in a schedule of the constitution (for such protection)• 
I was beating the air, bitt not fighting windmtlls. 

Where reuoning failed, I trust that the imminent 
threat of incendiarism involving Hindus, Moslems 
and the States alike, would prevail, 

N ct one word in this article will hamper the 
present negotiations, or confuse the immediate 
strategy of defence. But in order to make assurance 
doubly sure, let me add that, during thie war and for 
sometime after, the communal constitution of our 
regiments must continue; in the matter of civio 
guards, however, I heartily endorse the view 
expressed by the Dewan of Travancore that com
munal civic guards for defending communities should 
never be allowed. 

THE NEHRU MARRIAGE • 
· I am pleased and a little amused by the accotints 

of the ceremony . specially improvised for the 
marriage of 1"andit Jay.'abarlal .Nebru:s. dau~thter. 
The lucky young man IS a Pars1, domtctled m the 
United Provinces. The up..country Parsi retains 
the adventurous qualities of his race. 

The Kashmiri Brahmins to which class the 
Nehrus belong, are the Hindus who lived closest 
to the Parsis in the days before the two 
branches of the Indo-Aryans separated, according 
to Rajendralal Mitra, on the cow-killing and 
liquor-drinking questions. l bave .not Rajendralal 
Mitra's "Indo-Aryans" at hand and do not remember 
if it was the Indian branch·· ~;~r the Iranian branch 
which objected to the two practices. It was perhaps 
the latter, If so, it is strange that their present-day 
descendants are opponents ot Prohibition. 

The Vedas and the Avesta with the help of a few 
phonetic rules may be. ·transliterated. The marriage, 
therefore, is an intermarriage between two closely 
related communities and both families are said to 
bave known and seen much of each other. 

Married happiness depends to a large eK.tent on 
the amount of things which husband and wife can take 
for granted in each other. Where both husband and 
wife are born in the same religious and cultural 
environment and are brought up in it, there is not 
much which hu to be explained to each other and 
this, especially as one advances in ye.ars, is a gr~t 
economiser of energy, mental and phystoal. Hut this 
is a digression, 

It was at first given out that the marriage would 
be registered under the Special Marriage Act-the 
original Act which requires both partie& to deolare 
that they do not profeu any of the old es~blis~ed 
religions, including Islam. Perhaps the regtstratlon 
did take place. 

A sentence in one of the reports to the effect that 
legal considerations played a minor part in settling 
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tile appropriate>'oeremoriy,'might suggest that it did 
nPt.' ·rhe cer~mony foHowed; appears to have_ been 
the' anCient Vedic ceremony·,_ in'ctuding 'the ·hOm and 
the saptapadi, · the sacred fire and the seven steps 
arou11d. it by the lli'~P!e ; .J;>ut i~ ~e~m.s . abo to 
hal(e mcluded some .. 1nvocat1ops 1m.Pro:V'1sed by the 
Ma)lama.bopadhyaya. 'who, ' offic,iated, . , emb.od,Ying 
patriotic and national ambitio~ and asp,i,r~ti?ps. : 

· from . the little that w~ given of this iii. the 
repo~s~ I ~nnot feel that they could ~ave i~ ~n,Y way 
~nha.nced the grande!-'r p~ _the Vedtc vers.es-: · '!be 
sentiments of the Ved1c mantras <\r!' the loftiest 
conceivable. They invite the bride to beeoine 
mistress of the household in eve~y rela tip~' ~~~ ~if!l ~nd 
most of all in the· spiritual rel;1tio.n. · · · 

Apart - from the sentiments, the words of the 
man\ra '· .have in therriselves an inspiration. ·For 
~bousands of years, millipns oJ marriages have· been 
contracted under their sa11ction and they hav¢ helped 
in ~he evolutio,ri' of an iqeal of wife~ood un~urp~ssed 
by any race or. religiol!, The poet !{alidas_a cannot 
think of a more apt analogy for the mystic union of 
Siva and l:'arvathi than the intimate af\d inseparable 
union between. words and their 'meaning. Some 
months ago Srinivasa Sastry wrote i!l a tetter that he 
was reading· 'the ':B.amayana as'_' hi' found the 
Sanskrit words soothing to his nerye8, Happening 
to mention this to B. G. !{her,· I was surprisea 
to hear that he too had been reading the Ramayami 
every day and ~e had the same exp_erience:· ·' · · ' 

We ·read in the old legends that the hero, when 
fatigued, touched mother earth and was instantly 
refreshed, Even so the Hindu when tired in mind 
and body, gains refreshment from the ancient 
clusics of· J;!is ra,ce. F\)r centuries these old 
teXts had been preserved in the memory of the ra,ce 
without the help of writing.'· That ·itself is one of 
the wonders of human culture, I do not like tamper
ing ~it_h tbes7 immemor~llioctlments even ~om hig~ 
patnot1c mot1ves. 

RECLUSE, 

UCHCHA ]IVITSARANI. . . . . 
This is the title of a book in Marathi, brougllt out 

-by Messrs, B. B, Keskar and R,N. Naik.. It contains 
aeventy:two speeches of the vetera~ social · and 
religious reformer,' Rao Saheb V. S. Soho-11i. · The 
book contains a . brief sketch of the life' or 
Mr. Sohoni, which describes in adequate terms ' the 
varied work of ihe author in the" fielcl 'of Education, 
Social and Religious Reforms. 1\lr. Sohoni js' a well
known acoomplished. writer and 'speaker ~at~ in 
.English and 1\laratbl, He has, ofl' and on, ecl1ted 
the English and Marathi Column~ of the Bubotlha 
Patrika-the . ora an . of the . Bombay' Prarthana 
Samaj and most"' of, the speeches appearing in 
;this book -vere originally published in that J O\lrnal. 
1The speeches.-deal with a .v!li-iety ofsubjects, mo~t!Y 
Ethical, Soo1al and, Rehg1ous. The .language IS 
·chaste and' simple ·and the arguments. oogent and 
,iogicaL 'Fhe book should find a pl~c~ ~m, the shel£ 
.of every !student -of contemporary rehgtous and 
social thought. The bio6raphical sketch 'will be 
found inspiring 9Y s_~hool ancl C()lle~e s~dents. 
The boJk is profusely Illustrated and 1_9, pr1ced at 

· Rs. 2{- ~rid c~n·. be bad of,,t\Je. publisher~ Mr. B~ B. 
: Keskar, . Anand1 · Bhuvan, .Vlle-Pad~ or .fr.of%\ the 
: Prartbana Sa~j,'G~r_g~on! :EJo'Ab:aY,~ '-;-- _· ·" ' 

RIGVEDi.. 
· 1 , ' .1 j r: "j J _, 1 • , I j " • 

LETTERS OF B. J. PADSHAH. 
· ; , . ;(Oopgright) , 

.. · , . ,DEC~MBER 19, 1981. 
• · · · Alf11irants, Pa>UJma. 

, . - . I 

~lmirante is a 11ettlement entii~ty trjbuta,ry to the. 
United Fruit Company who have tljeir cocoa factory 
and 11tore; who have their own railway bringing 
bananas ·from the interior. They are loaded on tct 
a pulley-system machi'!e which cal'l'ies by a chain. 
pockets upon po(lkets m one row full of bananas 
dropped into the ship'~ hold; the emptied pockets
being returned to their original place along a,nother 
row, to be -loaded again. This sort of thing has 
gone on the w.hole day, in sunshine and in rain. · 

·There,- are '·no road~ and motor<J, what :we 
saw was · by :walking alongside of rails ...... ;,; 
A111ong my companions '\\'a~ Lady Lewis two of 
whose sons were' killed · in the war. She was 
grateful for !JIY statemellt' 'tbat in 'India a~d, in, I 
believecl, the rest 'o.f the world, the military are the 
~joneers of j:lrogress, ·!'regress is the result of 
persistent ap~lication of intellect to 'problems where 
dd(t is death and where the game is l{ill, or Be kille~;. 
War beoomes the medium of ~his persistent applica· 
tioii. of intellect.· '-Efficiency · in · war requires roads,__ 
science, transport. In9ian cantonments enjoy better 
comm!lnioations ami sanitation than their neigh
bouring ' old .towns-Kirkee is hel\lthier and 
more advanced ' than Poon'a, It ever was so,' 
Caesar killed Gauls ' but' civilised _the· survivors > 
and so also he and his suocessors in Britain. 'But' 
the warriors help civilisation hot by ruthlessness 
but by intellect ; · by the· use of- it not by 
disdaining it. · · 

Capt~in Z-and his daughter also joined in. 
Captain Z-went to South Africa during the war 
and settled there for some years and then returned to 
England. ·He mentioned Mr. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri's
work there as something whioh was admired 
more even· after Mr. Sastri left than during 
his stay. I asked what_ were the prospects of 
General Smuts. He sa1d that Smuts was the 
best hated man there. B\)tha was different t 
he knew the Christian name of every burgher and 
•as popular; This aooords with what I had beard : 
that Smuts is disliked -by his own· colleagues ; hE! 
is too conscious ' ot his superior education and 
intel!E;ct and cannot conceal his contempt for· others: 
Captain z- said that Botha was no real soldier; he 
hated to kill. 1 asked if the mark of genius is not 
to economise with material. If the enemy can· 
be put to flight, why risk the Jives of his own men 
in the unnecessary killing of foes ? · · ' 
' . . . . DECEMBER 28, i931 . 

J.' ' ', I 

· Kingston. Jamaica. _ 
Kingston, they ssy, bas a population of 5() 

-thousand,• one-third White, but the Whites stay 
indoors-:-at their offices or in bungalows. It is ·the 
coloured population that is · most visible, in the 
streets, in the trams and buses and qars, in the shops 
as buyers , a~ well · ~s shop-~eepers. · There is an 
East Indian, P!'PulatiQn,_ fXX>Iies and shop· keepers. 
bu~ then· agam t~ey have to be looked for. The 
leading pharmacy 1s a negro concern. · I have been 
shaved only by coloured hair-dressers,' and driven 
·.by colo1-1red chauffeurs.'· Half the bungalows one 
sees 'arC; :odotipie~ by • o!)loured people. ' The 
Christmas, message~· in_ · the" local · ne_wspapers 

, are by .. coloured member!! . of - the - Legis· 
tative CounciL 'l;'hey: bear ]i:uropean names . a& 
our Goanese do ; but their . photographs give 

' away their :negro o5 ~egroid 'origin.' · Suob· · tr~ffio 
ali- there is ,conveys pololli'C;d beapties: in ·silk or 

. ·other dainty .light Q(otjling~ ·The 'English 1111sistant 
-at th!:! :e~ippin~ 'ofliQf;l __ tol(! me'_tba,t 1\s-lawyers~ 
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doctorl, these coloured people of Jamaica would 
~et on anywhere •• , There is a trade depreuion. 
fhere is bustle in the shopping quarters and 
comfort about bungalows and squalor all round ... ,.. 
In one quarter, I was told that unemployment 
largely ari~es out of Jamaica peopl!', working in 
Cuba, havmg · been sent back owmg to Cuban 
depression. They are 1uppor!ed by their relatives 
in]amaioa. 

The United Fruit Company who own hotels and 
fleets of ships, own them all in the service· of their 
banana busineu, their main concern. Recently 
they bought extensive banana properties and then 
banana prices felL They try to recover from their 
miltako by retrenchment which means laying off 
employees, who luckily are taken over by a rival 
concern, the Jamaica Produoera' Association who 
have done very welL · ' , · _' ~ 

I have seen today a lot or white people in the 
offices' quarter 1 almost smartly dressed, llannelled 
Chinamen and Chinese ladies in silks, The_Chineae 
seem to be digging themselves in. I . read a sign, 
••Jamaica Curios,'' "Proprietor-Daliani." · I thought 
it was a Sindhi name, Taking my usual · afternoon 
walk, an Aryan faoe aocoated me with a. good
evening. I answerecl' in Hindusthani, He turnecl 
out to be from Debra Dun, a cultivator in employ. 

By the way Trinidad has passed the Divoroe Law 
only exempting Hindus from its operation; The 
Hindu member of Counoil· who supportecl it and 
denounced Captain .Cipriani , for opposing it, was 
cuRed by the Captain· who was suspendeil from the 
ervice of the Auembly in con,equenoo; 

Mra. Ramsaran has earned the distinction of being 
the first East Indian lady from Britisb Guiana to be 
called to the bar. • ·· · · · ~ ' -

BRITISH OFFER TO INDIA, 
The following is the draft declaration brought by 

Sir Stafford Cripps for discussion with lndian 
leadera:-

••The conclusions .of ·the British War Cabinet set 
out below are those whiob Sir Stafford Cripps has 
brought with blm for discussion with Indian leaders, 
and the question as to· whether they will be im
plemented wlll depend upon the outcome of those 
disouasionll whioh are now taking place. 

"His Majesty's' Government, having considered the 
anxieties expressed in thi1 country and in India as to 
the fulfilment of promiael made in regard to the 

.future ot India, have decided to lay down in precise 
and clear terms the atep1 which they prOpose shall 
be taken for the earliest possible realiaation of aelf
govemment in India. - The object ie the creation of 
a new Indian Union whioh shall constitute a 
Dominion assoolalled with the United . Kingdom. and 
other Dominions by a common allegiance to the 
Crown but equal - to' them in every respect; 
In no way aubordinate in. anv aspect of its do-
mestic and external affairs, -

d His Maje1ty's Government,. therefore, make the 
following declaration : . ,, 

(II)' Immediately upon the ceasatloii of hostilities 
allepl ahall be taken to set up In India, In the 
manner desnribed ' hereafter; ! an· elected body 
charged with the tas,k of framing, a _new consti• 
tutlon for India, · '- ' 

(b) -Provision aball be made, as aet out below, 
for the partioi~ation of Indian States in the 
constituticn-making body,,. _. · ~ t. ,_, ·, , ' , 

(c) His Majesty's Government undertake to 
accept and Implement forthwitli the. constitution 
ao framed aubjeot only to :-

--··· - ... ---
(i) The right of any province of British India 

that is not prepared to aooept the new constitution to 
retain its present constitutional position, provision 
being made for it8 subsequent accession if it so 
decides. -

With such non-acceding provinces, should they 
ao desire, His Majesty's GOvernment will be prepared 
to agree Upon a new oonstitutio!l giving them · the 
11ame full status as the Indian Union ana arrived at 
by a procedure analogous to that here laid down.. 

(ii) The signin~ of a treaty which shalt be nego" 
tiated between H18 Majesty's Government· and the 
constitution-making body. This treaty will cover 
all necessary matters arising out of the complete 
transfer of responsibility from British to Indian hands; 
it will make provision, in accordance with 
undertakings - given by His "Majesty's Govern
ment, for the protection .ot racial and religious 
minorities ; but will. not impose any restriction on 
the power of the Indian Union· to decide in future 
its relationship to other member States of the British 
COmmonwealth. · · 

Whether or not an Inciian State elects ·to adhere 
to the constitution it will be necessary to negotiate a 
revision of its treaty arrangements, so far as this 
may be required in the new situation, 

{a) The constitution-making body shall be coni
posed as follows, unless th!! leaders o( Indian-opinion 
in the principal communities agree ·upon ·some· other 
form before the end of hostilities; 

"Immediately upon the· result being known of 
provincial eleotions·- which will be necessary at 
the end of hostilities, the entire membership of 
the Lower Houses of provincial legisl!ltures shall 
as a single electoral college- proceed to the 
election of the .constitution-making body by tho 
system of proportional representation. This new 
body shall be in number about 1/lOth.of'tbA number 
of the electoral college. 

' ··; 

''Indian States shall .be invited ,to appoint repre. 
aentatives in the same proportion to their total 
population as in the case of representatives of British 
India as a whole and with tlje same powers as British 
Indian members. · 

(1) · During the· cdtibat period. which now · faces 
India · and until- the· new ·constitution can be 
framed, His Majesty's : Government muat inevit· 
ably bear the responsibility' for, and retain the 
control· and direotion of, the defc;poe . of India as 
part· of, their .world war effort, ·but. 'the. task of 
organiSing to the full the military, moral and material 
resource!! of India must be 1he-responsibility of the 
Gpvernmenll of lndia with: the . o<>Operation of the 
people of India. His Majesty's Government desire 
and invite the immediate- and effective participation 
of the leaders of the principal ·sections of the Indian 
people in the· counsels of their country, -of the 
Commonwealth and of the United Nationa. Thus 
they will be enabled to give their activo and 
o011structive help in the discharge. of a task which 
is vital and ·essential for the future· freedom oflndia." 
· I~ a stat11ment aooiimpanying' the doou~ent Sir 
Stafford said;· · - - "' ' ' " 
· ''It Is in form a deolaration by his Majesty'( 
Government_ as . to th~r future of India. and as to the 
immediate . problem of , lndiao . Government and 
defence. "I am giving it to you for publication today 
as a propoiiJl which has been submitted to the leaders 
of Indian opihion by the War Cabinet and it8 publi· 
oatlon i1 not the publication of a declaration by His 
Majesty's povernment buc only of a declaration they 
would. be .. prepared to make if iC met with a lufli
ciently-general and favourable aooeptanoe fforn the 
various seotion1 of Indian opinion.•' - · --: · 
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• Bombay,, Madras an!l Colombo. I~ s JUS~ 
:seven i and a half hours by air r rom Bombay~ J' i ' ) • ,. " '. -., . 

Wbil~ at'Trivaridrum stay at THE MASCOT HOT~LJ. ::..' _.;.._ __ .....,. _____ ..,....,..;...--._ .......... 

General Mana~er. 
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'-to Ca e Comoriri. : .·.~ ·_ · · ' r._ • 
1 c · ' Conference held in 1822 In B~y • 

• t ' J., .P ,• . _I ' ,, • -, • I· . '. _-, - ' .. - . 

Rs.'81-
. . .. 

. ne.ii
(Pos$ free). • . 

.. View,,sunset ;and sunrise.on ,the; sea JrorQ 
- CAPE CO MORIN,. the Land's End of India• 

•'"' 'rU:~ In thiS has mlved·.;;·, result '' · 
"f ii •. ! ·.c -••·r,ci -~ 
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1orter •periods at rates which may be ascertained on 
~plication.' 
SAVINGS BA.~K ACCOU~TS opened on favourable 

trms. Rules on a ppllcatlon, 
The Bank acts as· ExecutoP and TPustee · 

indeP Wllls and Settlements and undertakes 
'rustea Business eeneraUy. .Rules may be obtained on 
?plication, 
LOANS, OV!Ul.DRAFTS AND CASH CREDITS 1 

be Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
plnst approved seeurltlu. · · 
The Bank underlal<eo on behalf of Its constituents the 

1fe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
lvldends and Interest thereon, It also under1alles the 
•le and purchase of Government Paper aad all descrfp
Onl of Stock at moderate charees, particulars ·of which 
tay be bad on application. 
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ANOTHER "INDIAN MONUMENT 

~~~ 
'SOAP 

Unrivalled in quality, 
'imel/ and excellence. 

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE. 

COVT. SOAP FACTORY, 
BAN GALORE. 

Stocks can .be lzatl at:
THE 

MYSORE GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIES, 
" Lakshmi Buildings '' 

Sir Phlrozshab Mehta ~oad, Fort,. I 
BOMBAY. ___j 

- -r- CHE8T:'CdLn:· · 
-. r. · i ; __ ~ . 1 • .-J 

(Re&'(L) 
0 

A simple chest oold may, if neglej:~ .tur!f 
- ' 

into bronchitis; avoid this by rubbing ·your 
' . " . ' .. '- . q 

chest with AMRUrANJAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest;-1~ 
the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN 
,_. " 

.J,ings Quick Relief'.Al1Day$ 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOl'ABAY MADRAS • 

THE MAHA-BODHL 
· An lllnstrated Journal ol International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(Eatablilhlltl 1891,) . · 

. . 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeolpgy and 
edu~tfon. News of Buddhist activities all over 
tlle world is a special feature. 

CO~TRillUTORS ~ ' .. 
Professor Nicholas R.oerlch, Sir Bari Slngb Gour, 

Sri R.abula Sanskrltyayana, Dr. Dlnesb Ohaodra Sen, 
Mr.J, F. McKechnie (Bblkkbu bllacara), SirS. lladha. 
krisbnao, Dr. D. R., 'Bbaodarkar, Mr. Aruo Sen, B.A. 
(Caotab), Dr. B. lit. Barua, Dr, B. C. I.w, M.A., Pb.D,. 
1'1.1 .. , Dr. P. C. Bagcbl, Dr, BenOJ Chandra Sen,· ' 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr. N. I?utt~aod others, .. · 

.dnnual SulJamptilm.- - - A4f1~rtiaMMnt rat.. . 
India, Ceylon ••• lls.. 4 Full page (Cover) ... ll.s. 21 
Burma , .. , 5 , Ditto (Body) ... ., 1S 

Far Bast ... Yeo 8 . Half page .,, , I 
luropo ow8 Sb!Wogs 

or equln!ent . Quarter page ... . ' 
America ... s DoUars 

' AJIJ lg to th• .Mana g.,, . '.. . ... ~. .,.. 
lV.lAHA-BODHI SO'OIETY, 

CALCUTrA. 
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Xamokabl Natarajaa lor tbe Froprleloro~o! loho "lr.dlaa Boola! llelormer" Llmltecl, at 106, Oowasjll'atel Street, Fort, l!ombaf, 
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NOTES. 
Palestine and the Jews :-In an inf6rmative 

and highly controversial article in FOt'eign 
Affaz·,s, Dr. Chaim \Veizmann, the distinguished 

· leader of the Zionist movement, discusses ·the 
future of Palestine, The article t\lrows some · 
light on the recent discussion in the House of 
~rcls when the British Government was charged 
by the Opposition with pursuing an anti-Semitic 
policy In Palestine. Dr, Weizmann's thesis is 
that, great as has been the contribution of 
Palestinilln Jews to Britain's cause in the war, 
it wuuld have been even more had the officialdom 
of Palestine responded to the enthusiasm of his 
people and had th~ . Jewish community been 
encouraged with the hope uf setting up a 
National State. Of the present problem; Dr, 
Weizmann writes: · · · 

To the Palestinian administrator the Arab presents 
no problems. He is a "native" and the meJ;hods 

·which have proved their efficacy In various backward 
British dependencies can be applied to him with their 
usual tuc::ess, The ]ew does not fall into the same· 

, category. He has come to Palestine to construct 
"there a modern clvUization, and has brought with him 
·a number of new, complex and baf!Ung problems. He 
i1 "difficult", critical, always aaxious to be trying 
something new, and he does not fit Into the timo.. 
honoured framework of administrative routine which 
has poved serviceable In Nigeria or Iraq. . 

Dr. Weizmann, ,like most people who are 
ievoted to a cause, lacks' perspective. It is 
)bvious that the "time-honoured framework" 
b.as. not proved very Serviceable in Iraq: that 
it has failed miserably in Malaya which was 
llways regarded as politically apathetic, and in 
Burma where the people were felt to be uncon• 
cemed in politics. What one gathers from his 
article is that the Jews in Palestine have higher 
ambitions than that of using British doinination, 
as did the Indians in Burma· and the Chinese in 
Malaya,'merely to establish· themselves as a 
commercial clas& Dr. Weizmann's own demand 
that Palestine should be handed over to Jewish 
rule-"if any Arabs do not wisli to remain in a 
Jewish State, every facility will be given to 

. . . ' - ' ., 
them to tra~sf~r to one. of the inany arur vas~ • 
Arab countnes '-reveals the ambitions . o( the 
Zionists most of . whom carry· over to other: 
countries the political thouaht. they have' 
imbibed in Germany or in Pola~d. The prospect 
of being reduced'to a minority in territory which' 
is now theirs, is hardly. likely to ·make the' 
Arabs more friendly to the Jews •. Dr. Weizmann· 
uses to theo fullest advantage the difficulties 
which Britain has experienced in the Arab States,' 
to strengthen his cl§ims for.· the Jews as a· 
community whose loyalty to Britam can bo • 
always relied .on.; He has not a very. high. 
regard . for . the Arabs. Nevertheless,.. he · 
d!)es not exclude f~om h.is . vision the p~o-; 
spect of the future; Jewu~h State· forming· 
part of an Arab Federation, under proper · 
safeguards. The . most moving, part of his~ 
article is the paragraph . where he ·contrasts the ' 
prosperity of the Hebrew colony' in Palestine.' 
with the· utter . failure ·of the· other experiment,. ·• 
made under the best auspices· with a benevolent; 
Government and with amplt: ~unds, in'Argentine,·. 

A. R. P. 'service, Volunteer or full-time :-The. 
Bengal Government has taken a step forward in 
the matter of organising the A. R. P. services on. 
efficient lines. ' The organisation which was: 
hitherto run on a voluntary part-time basis, is 
being built anew·ion a paid full.time staff. We: 
print the communique elsewhere as it marks a 
landmark in A. R. P. organisation 'which other• 
cities might well take from Calcutta. . Nor is it 
any use waiting till danger "approaches nearer.'' 
The work of training up the. paid A. R. P. 
personnel will have to be gone through. There 
is, however, one feature in the communique' 
which seems rather inadequate : the concluding 
paragraph of appreciation of the volunteer body • 
which has helped to build up the organisation.·· 
Mter all they are all trained men, many of them : 

. of a far higher degree of intelligence than the best · 
paid workers that one could get. Why should 
they be left alone· at a time of emergency . 
with the pious wish that they will help withr 
constructive criticism? Let Government by au: 
means have. its unified control and its disciplined 
men. But let· tho5e who have been public
spirited enough to offer their services before the 
building up of the ·new system, also do what they 
can to help with their special training, One other 
point, the setting up of a paid service renders it 
the more necessary to guard a,oainst the danger · 
of the workers being out of touch or unamenable 
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to public opinion. It would be a grave mistake 
if. some of the A, R. P. men from Singapore 
and Malaya and Burma are put into top 
positionc; in India under the paid system. If 
trouble arises, Indians would like to see ·their 
~overnment av-?iding the blunders of those 
countries, · 

Mr. Jinnab and Hindus :-In his address to 
the Working Committee of the Muslim- League 
last week-end, Mr. Jinnah enlarged on the 
danger of Hindu domination while a day or 
two later addressing Allahabad journalists, he 
assured them that his Pakistan project was 
not actuated by ill-will w the Hindus wh.:>, he 

• was confident, would bless him or at least his 
memory for bringing about a blessing wpich 
they now regard as a curse. The inconsistency 
between the twQ positions is easily explained. 
At any rate, we do not find ourselves obliged 
on that ·account to doubt or disbelieve Mr. 
Jmnah's profession of total absence of ill-feeling 
towards Hindus. The question, however, is not 
one of sentiment but of reason. 'Mr. Jinnah's 
argument, · we . take it, is; you, the Hindus 
and Muslims can never itgtee, therefore, the 
best thing for you is. to part and for each of 
you to go your own way. If it was a law-suit 
between .two partners, a settlement of this kind 
will be natural and effective. But Hindus and 
Muslims in India are not partners in a trade or 
business. They are both members of the body 

. politic bound to each other by the closest ties 
which h;~.ve developed by their living together 
for over a thousand years, Hindus have obliga-

• tions to Muslims and Muslims to Hindus, and 
neither can repudiate them evert" if the other side 
is willing to let them d:> so. Mr. Jinnah claims 
that Indian Muslims are a nation. The Prime 
Mipister, ·Mr. Winston Churchill, in annoUncing 
Sir.Stafford ~ripps: mission to India called them 
the most important of Indian minority commu. 
nities, There is nothing inconsistent in the two 
categories. On . the contrary, as a national. 
minority Indian Muslims come within the formula 
of the League of Nations, But they are mJre 
than· that. Indian Muslims are not as the 
Sudeten Germans or the Greeks who· w~re 
domiciled . in pre-Kemalite Turkey. The 
Muslims of India are Indians in every respect 
but religion which they share with Afghans, 
Arabs. and Persians and Egyptians. Religious . 
belief by itself does not constitute nationality or 
aU Europeans would be a single nation. But · 
the point is too obvious to require being laboured 
·at greater length. All Indians will cherish the 
name of Jjqnah as a great Indian :nurtured 
in _nationalism who gave. way to a temporary 
a\>erration in advocating Pakistan which is the. 
denial pf the whole. past of Indian Islam. 

; Lord JlalifaJ on, the Indian Situation :
l.Qrd Morley, ~hen he was Secretary of State for 
India, bitterly complained against retired Anglo· 
Indil!.l\. officials ·for their proclivity to deliver 
them.selvet:! on controversial questions affecting 
India with a~ . air of omniscience. while, . as a 
matter gf _ f4ct, the. c;onditions had completely 

changed since they shook the dust off their feet 
and settled down in some London suburb. It 
is more than a decade since Lord Halifax 
laid down the Indian Viceroyalty. In the 
interval many things have happened to change 
the face of Indian affatrs. The Government of 
India Act ·o( L935 gave rise to fresh agitation 
in· this country. . It had to be suspended .on 
the outbreak of the war with Ge~many but, even · 
if there had been no· war, it would have had 
no different fate. Tne war with Japan came 
on the top of the war with Germany and as 
a consequence 11of it. In the first few months, 
Japan has ousted Britain from Malaya and is 
trying hard to oust her from Burma. · The one 
lesson of b::~th countries . noted by the mJSt 
superficial observer, is that the success of the 
Japanese was largelf assisted by the apathy of 
the native populations. The one feature of 
Indian conditions which marks them out from 
those of the two countries, is that in India there 
is an educated a:nd politically minded class which 
by tradition and conviction favours the evolution· 
of Indian self-govecnment with the consent and 
concurrence of GreaLBritain. · This group has 
been ignorantly alienated by bureaucratic opp;:~si
tion. It was derided as a microscopic minority and 
the masses were supposed to be devoted to the 
ma-oap sarcar and CJntemptuous of the Babu 
politician. Tilak, first, and Gandhi, afterwards, · 
have completely exposed the hollowness o£ this 
assumption. This was quite clear even in LOrd· 
Halifax's time a11d is nqt a new development. 
Nevertheless, the ex-Viceroy had the temerity 
to tell Americans that, if the organised 
political parties rejected Sir Stafford Cripps' 
proposals, the British Government will be 
obliged to do its own duty with the· support of 
millions, numbering one-half of the total popula
tion including 90 million Mahomedans. This 
opinion of the elt-Viceroy is not sharea either by 
the British Government or by the Delhi Govern
ment pr by the Governmen~ of the United States 
either; ot there would not be.so much anxiety w 
avoid a breach with the Congress leaders. 

Hinduslan Aircraft:-· A ·New Delhi press 
communique announces that Hindustan Aircra£• 
Limited has been taken over )?y the Government 
of India for the period of the war at least •. The 
capital of the company was held jointly by the 
Government 9f India, the Mysore Government 
and Mr, W alchand Hirachand and his associates~ , 
In taking it over, the· 9overnmeilt of ln4ia have · 
allowed. the financial interest of the M ysore 
Government to· continue but active management 
will remain witlr the ·Government of India for 
the war period and a year or two longer "in' 
order to tacilitate the operation of the :tactory 
as a Government. conc!rn," The meaning
conveyed by the communique is that the ' 
Government of India feel the necessity 
of aircraft . . production . in India and . that· 
they · also . ·realise · the difficulties . ·in the 
way of .. private enterprise .achieving this 
object, during a war. Neither of these are new· 
deveJ.o(>ment~ ~d there . was . no reason ~why 
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Government should not have. shown the 
enterprise, initiative and energy for all of which 
Mr. W alchand is praised in the communique, 
and a little forethought, The dual arrangement 
contained in the transaction seems to us to be 
unnecessarily complicated. The terms arrived 
at with the Mysore Government would ·surely 
have been equally appropri~te to Mr. W alchand 
and his associates. The assurance that the 
agreed solution is "in the best interests of, all 
concerned," is satisfactory so far as the business 
element in the interprise is involved. But the 
Governments concerned should be more com
municative to the public. · 
· Quinine and the Dutch East Indies :-·In July 
1940 the. Government of India ''approached 
the authorities in the Netherlands East Indies 
and an agreement was: concluded by which 
practically the whole amount of quinine required 
over the next four years will be shipped from 
Java in the next six months'' (Int:lian Informa
tion, JU1y_l5, 1940.) It was further· stated that 
this in addition to the stocks then held would be 
·sufficient to meet any emergency. The news was 
'preceded by an accoun~ of other steps .taken' to 
:combat malaria. The question was·.-asked in 
the Bengal Assembly last week whether, owing 

·to the fall of Java, there was any d<tnger of a 
quinine famine in India and whether 'the 
Government could extend th~;· cultivation '·of 
cinchona. The Minister in charge, Mr. Burman, 
Jn his reply said that the situation was serious 
but that cinchona cultivation could not be 
extended at a moment's notice. The stacks 
secured by the end of 1940 should be, on the 
.statement of Government itself, sufficient to 
carry us through till the end of 1914. The 
position of the Dutch East Indies has never 
been so secure even in July 1940 as to 
have permitted the Government · of India to 
rest on its achievement. Even if a year and 
a half have been wasted, there is still time to 
conduct all the investigations which Mr. Burman 
wanted time for. Though no direct information 
bas been vouchsafed about the arrival of the 
stocks by 1941, yet the failure on the part of 

' Government to take steps to extend cinchona 
cultivation may be .assumed to point to compla
cency born of large stocks. Cinchona cultivation 
has been tried in Ceylon and in India not without 
success though the cheaper prices of Java quinine 
made it . unprofitable to persevere in its 
cultivation. Had the Government of India 
not been moved to buy up Java stocks in 1940, 
probably we would have been well on the way 
to producing a sufficiency now. For the Leaaer 
of Allahabad observes that, on the outbreak 
of war, the principal quinine offioer of the 
Government of India had urged the necessity of 
organizing quinine production on a national 
basis, and the Java windfall must have slowed 
down .. .action. The same issue of I 11aia,. 
lt~formatitm, announced that pyrethrum, an 
eSiential ingredient of insecticides, was success
fully being grown in India and that an efficient 
insecticidal spray would be available at a 

comparatively low price. We have not heard 
anything more about it. 

Not Seen by Cripps :--:The remark let fall by 
Sir Stafford Cripps at a press C.)nference that 
the more questions one asked the more questions 
one wanted to ask, applies to a wider field than 
asking questions. The more persons he sees 
the more want to see him and, althou ,.h tb~ 
impression is general that none who ~ht 
interviews have been refused, there is gradually 
growing evidence that Sir Stafford has 
retained his right not to see those whom he 
did not think it necessary to see. The principles 
underlying his selection may not seem very 
clear but, since the protests of the Shiab 
t9mmunity and of the All India States Muslim 
League have appeared in the press, it is undeni
able -that a ·line has been drawn. Probably 
Sir Stafford excluded these two organisations on 
the ground· that the greater includes the less
that Shiah leaders can- settle .their differences 
with· the Muslim League at the· plebiscite and 
that the Muslim League in the States mu.:;t have 
problems which it. shares either with the League 
in British India or,.with the States' Peoples' Con· 
ference whose representative Sir Stafford has met. 
Incidentally. it is·not.clear whether the States 
Muslim Leaguers are more chagrined at not 
meeting · Sir Stafford or at the privilege being 
extended to the States' Peoples' Conference. But 
since they seem to feel it as a grievance, it might 
be conceded to both the groups, now that the 

· hurried pace of Sir Stafford's visit has settled 
down. to ·the more leisurely timing of British 
Indian politics. . The States' Leaguers are in 'll 
peculiar positibn, in so far as · they require 
special consideration both in those States where a 
Muslim ruler governs a Hindu majority and a 
Muslim minority, and in States where· a Hmdu 
ruler governs a Muslim majority, 

Library Conference :-The All-India Library 
Conference held its fifth sessbn during Easter 
week-end at Bombay on the invitation of the 
Bombay University. Mr. . John Sargent, 
Educational Commissioner to the Government of 
India, had been asked to preside, fittingly enough 
siQce education and books have always gone 
together. ,But the Conference had to carry on 
without his help as he was not present during its 
sittings il\ Bombay. The organisers showed 
more foresight in asking Mr. K. M. Munshi to 
inaugurate the Book-in-India Exhibition which 
)!Vas held in connection with the Conference as in 
these uncertain days it is wise to rely on local 
talent which is available and willing. The good 
old days when libraries used to be housed in cool, 
comfortable and dark rooms where retired 
gentlemen took their rest, are disappearing. The 
resolutions adopted at the Conference show that 
the modem librarian is a very energetic member of 
society who seeks all the relief oflegislation, orga• 
nisation and even publicity as earnestly as otber 
sections of society. Like other professions, libra· 
rianship is overrun with amateur workers and one 
of the resolutions asked {or trai!ied men being 
employed in Government colleges and institutions. 
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KASHMIR'S LEAD. 

: The Prime Minister of . Kashmir, . Sir N. 
Gopalaswami Aiyangar, in .a speech in the 
State :Assembly last Saturday explained iii 
detail the implications of .the Maharaja's 
statement which . was noticed iri· The Reformer 
ofMarch 28. Sir Gopalaswami had returned 
from ,Delhi · only on the previous. day. after 
participating in discussions . with other States 
Ministers. Sir Gopalaswami expressed his grati
fication at the warm reception which His 
Highness's statement ha8 ·received not only 
in ·Kashmir but throughout India. ··He did 
well ta. dispel the;. fear that the Cripps' scheme 
might lead to the establishment of several 
Unions. He said that the object of the scheme 
was avowedly only the creation of a single 
Union held together by a common allegiance to 
the Crown. The alternatives indicated in the 
statement issued under the authority of the British 
Government, will, Sir Gopalaswami said, on 
examination be· found to be unworkable. Sir 
Gopalaswami was speaking speciaJiy with 
reference to the States. Mr. Jinnah in his address 
to the Working Committee of the Muslim 
League at Allahabad said the Saine about the 
alternatives in their application to provinces. 
The best and most straightforward course 
would be to leave out such illusory provisions, 
and declare unequivocally for a single Union. 
• The word, Union, itself is . a misnomer. 

The unity of ·India will be symbolised ·by 
the Crown and not created by it. India is held 
together by i geographical, historical, cultural 
and spiritual bonds and the Crown would 
be the symbol· of an ancient, fundamental, 
existing unity; The word, Empire, would be 
more appropriate for it than the word, Union. 
Imperialism in the form of economic Imperialism 
has become odious to mankind. Even the Im
perialist nations hold their noses when talking 
of it. But there have been other Empires and 
another Imperialism of an ennobling kind. Such 
was the Empire of Asoka. The advantage of 
the word "Empire'' is that it admits of differences 
of culture and constitution within it; whereas 
"Union" preSupposes a certain dead level of 
uniformity in all its constituent parts. Sir 
Gopalaswami made it clear that Kashmir will 
adopt an elective system for returning. represen
tatives to the proposed Constituent Assembly; 
.We notice that, as regards the powers of the 
Centre, the Kashmir Prime Minister's- ·observa• 
tions. do not indicate the expectation that they 
would be far less than in the Act of 1935, which 
the ¥aharaja's statement did, . Reading over the 
schedules .to the Act, ther~ are· three and only 
three items which can be omitted from · the 
Central subjects without. . impairing the 
capacity of. the ' Centre ' to . serve' the 
country as- a ·whole. · These are :the • Aligarh 
and Benares Universities and· . the • Luna.tie 

Asylum at Ranchi. On the other hand, all the 
powers now exercised by the Centre as a measure 
of war emergency_ should be added to the list. 
War and peace are not two disparate conditions 
in the life of a State. A constitution whil:h haS' 
to be completely upset at the outbreak of war is 
an unreal constitution. The true constitution will 
be such !IS can be easily adapted on- the advent 
of war or peace~ Sir Gopalaswami rightly obser• 
ved, "The wartime Government of British India 
would presumably be remodelled so as to pavd 
the 'way for this development"-a radical change 
of the theory of· Paramountcy. 

· Sir, Gopalaswami ·lent the .full weight of his 
position tci the demand for an. Indian Defence 
Member in the interim · arrangements. Special 
iffiJ?ortance attaches to. his support as Kashmir 
has one of the best equipped and highly trained 
State armies and Sir Gopalaswami clearly con.• 
templated the association of State armies with 
the British Indian under_ a single control-in war 
time. He said: · · .. 

Defence is ao aU-India matter and the Indian 
States are as vitally Interested as the rest of lndia,as 
to who holds this portfolio and how it Is administered. 

·If India was going to be successfully defended 
against the threatening invader, the ordinary man 
In the street should be made to feel that it Is a 
people's war and that he should contribute his 
best to winning the victory 'over the enemy. · This 
achievement could be effected only If the appeal 
was made to them by their own .leaders who, In 
addition to taking power, have, on their bebalf, 
shouldered the responsibility of conducting the war 
to a successful conclusion. Deeply Interested as they 
are In the victory' of the AIUes; not merely the 
patriotic but the correct and wise attitude- for the 
Indlan states to make public in this connection, 
ts that they are. no mere Indifferent, spectators of 
this controversy between Sir Stafford Cripps and 
Indian political leaders but that they support the 
need at this juncture · for a wholehearted acceptance 
of what the leaders of all political parties in . the 
country and independent. thinking statesmen have 
unanimously demanded. There should really be no 
difficulty in the new Defence Member and the 
Commander-in-Chief working in unison In the conduct 

1 of the war. 

This is a powerful plea for having an Indian 
Member of Government in charge of Defence. 
We have ourselves rather underestimated the' 
importance of this insistent demand by British 
Indian leaders. In the light of Sir Gopalaswami's 
weighty observations, the . necessity for ·the 
change must be accepted as urgent. The sug
gestio!) made by Sir Gopalaswami that io. the 
interim arrangement · ·the status of Political 
Adviser to · the Crown representative should be 
raised to an equality with a Member of the 
Executive Council and that the incumbent should 
be one who has no( only full knowledge of 
. the requirements of the States but is also in 
close touch with the changed personnel of the 
COuncil which will · be entirely · Indian, is obvi· 
01isly the logical corollary of the change over to 
a national regime; The object in view ·can· be 
best achieved imd can, indeed, be achieved only 
by appointing a~ Indian. well-conversant with 
States -acfministration arid enjoying the confi
dence ·of ' the leading Prince$ aS well as the 
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people of the States. It is not difficult· to find j Mr.Savarkar, on behalf· of the Hin:l11 Maha
persons coll!b!ning these qualifications, fro!D sab~a, has offere(j cooperation through the 
all?"~g :ad~mtstrators and leaders .or pubbc !Jombay Governor, a!ld will b~ given two seats. 
opmton m the States. Tha closer tntercourse m the Central Government. fhe reactions of the 
which the Kashmir proposals are calculated Muslim League are not yet available but it. may. 

·to eStabtis.h. between Briti~h. Indi~ and the Sta~s b~ inferred that the leader3 of that party at~. 
in the pohttcal and admmtstrative sphere, wtlt wdl form part of the Governm~nt if the future: 
help· the evolution of a new political system p:>liticalstructureof India is left nebulous. Furth~r: 
combining in itself the. continuity and. ~uthority details will ~e forthcoming during the week-end.~ 
of a • monarchy' .wtth the receptt~tty and Press reports have been consistently dis• 
responstveness whtch .the assoctati~ll' of couraging. Sir Stafford Cripps was receding 
the popular • element m th~ C;>unctls of more and more into the backgraund anti 
goy~rnm,~~~ . JS calculated , to . tmpart. 'J!le Mr. Johnson, Ptesident Roosev<llt's . persona~ 
B~tttsh ltmtted mona~chy. leave~ the Kmg repre~n~tive, was. taking a large share in the, 
wtthout the pow~r .of domg not only wrong but negot1attons. A message to the effect that 
also good. ThiS JS du3 larg~ly to.the fact that Pandit Jawaharlal had prolong-ed consultations; 
G~~ge I was a Hanovertan, • Ignorant of for nearly two hours with Mr. Johnson and 
J3nush ways and. even o.f the Enghsh language, that alter it Mr. Johnson saw Sir Stafford. 
":hom the Enghsh ruhng cl~s_s tolerated and for ten minutes, conveye(j an impressio11.. 
dtstrusted. Therefore, the B~ttsh system do~ that British. and American .opinion was diver-: 
not get th~ f'!ll benefit whtch monarchy ts ging.. Thts would have had a fat:-reaching 
~apable of yteldmg. effect on the war effort However it is -· 

THE NEW DELHI NEGOTIATIONS. 
There are several indications to show which 

way the Cripps-Nehru· straw is blowing. A 
significant suggestion occurs in both the Liberal 
statement on the Cripps scheme and in the 
memorandum . issued by the No-Party leaders, 
Messrs. Jayakar and Sapru. The British 
proposals should be rendered acceptable by the 
War Cabinet" by omitting all reference to the 
political structure of India after the War. In 
effect this wou,ld . be . reverting to the Congress 
demand for a provisional National Govetnment, 
If this seems the substance ·of the settlement 
now being transacted, a great deal of confuslo!J 
prevails about the negotiations carried . on by 
Paudit Jawaharlal Nehru and. the Congress 
Presid'}llt with Sir Stafford~Cripps, directly a~ 
well as through Mr. Louis Johnson, President 
Roosevelt's representative. On Thursday 
aftecnoon it. was most definitely stated that 
an agreement had been arrived at between the 
two C'..ongress leaders and Sir Stafford Cripps 
jl.nd that the · Congress Party had decided 
to participate in a. National Government. 
Ori Friday morning, it appeared that things were 
,not as promising as had appeared earlier, and 
the impression is that the Congress. Working 
Committee, since it . deliberate·d fot four hours 
:Over what the Pandit. and .the President had 
brought from Sir Stafford, did not see eye to eye 
:with these leaders who, it might be' safely 
.:assumed, would not b.:>ther overmuch in running 
~bout bel ween Cripps, Johnson and the Congress 
Working Committee unless.they: themselves felt 
personally attracted by- the possibilities of settle
.ment. . Gandhiji's leaving Pelhi . resembleS 
mothing so much as retirement in th~ liglrt of 
:subsequent events, and, . if the Azad-N ehru 
•combination does not succeed, it seems -that the 
'Congress will repeat itself in harking back once 
;again to nqn-violence and Gandhiji in the absence 
.~f ac\lievi~g a pro~isional ~ati~lGoverqinent.. 

" . . 
now evident that American opinion has been alii 
important factor in the negotiations. ' 

Opinion in .t)ie United States, it it Wa$ 
accurately reflected in the reports .of editoriala 
cabled out to India during the: past week. has 
been out of·. to~ch with White House: These 
were generally impatient of any. delay: in< c:Onsi~ 
dering the proposals and sought to hustle Indian, 
parties to commit themselves to the solution; 
Obviously th~ impatience was dictated by the war 
and would have shown itself whatever the scheme.' 
As the week wore out, however, opinion seemed 
to be steadying itself in the United State\) and a; 
more detached attitude was shown. The . cables. 
had little .effect in lndi.l as Indian political 
ppinion has never looked to the United StateS: 
for any·. useful ·intervention, Mr, ·Johnson'~ 
part in . the peace manoeuvres at Pelh~: .is' 
not definitely kno.wa at present ,hut the indi\=atiqna~ 
~ that, it is an important one •. In itself, this is 
as surprising a development in Indo-British rela
tions as any that has occurred even und~r thct 
stress of war. · · · · · 

. ' 
. . . I 

"Asia for Asiatics!' :.-Pandit JawaharlaJ 
Nehru does .no~ believe .in Japan's sincerity 
in· professmg as · its aim "Asia . for the. 
Asiatics'' because o£ japan's record in 
Korea and Manchuria. ·He . would- apparent!}' 
endorse such a :slogan if he were confiden~ 
of the sincerity of its protagonist. The slog-aq 
has little 'appeal for thinking men. But, this. 
does not mean· that. they stand for "Asia tor 
Europeans.'' As ·repeatedly declared, Tne 
Reformer does not believe in any continenta• 
sl,lgan of the ·kind. There are not too manY. 
men of goodwill in any part of the world and iJ; 
is only by all of them, wherever. they may be; 
.working together that even a 51pall advance cao
be madetowa,rds the goal of hu,nan brotherhood.. 
Moreover, llS events are: proving every day, 
countries and continent$ are. not isolated but have. 
to share one anotb!;{'$ bU(denll.. · 



., SOME .Hl$TORICAL; .. liSCO:l!ICI'i:I~tiONS •. 

: -~~ Jii; i_earned 1 ~dd;ess 'i~ ~ofl~~ing the ·.Exhibition 

[ April'll 

L tol fuive be~n -very' ta;gely set aside · f~i- . the. more 
· practical and reasonable pellet of government' for the 

gaod of the people.. · 'l'he intolerant spirit, bagotten of: 
the older Arab influence, gave place to a more kindlJ: 

. · spldt of ~Iorance and appreciation of the indomitable' 
"Hin~s, -the· people of the country• .In this period 
eve~r. the! l\Jghan, Sher Shah, in· his interregnul'd; 

' Showed t~t a. new-- spirit had been ·aw.lkened l and 
r;l\kbar c~me~ ~~,to the full!'5t extllnt of realisation. , ; 

Or. .Titus adds that rAurangzebil alone~ among the. 
Moghuls showed a· determination. to revive the old 
~olic:l:. but even he "was fOrced to reoognise the limita~ 
t1ons of his task. While Aur~ngzebe's misplaced zea( 
c11led forth opposition from Hindus, there was nci 
revolt against the Moghut- 'Empire· as such. The 
Emperors who succeeded Aurangzebe, were recogni_. 
ed.and·, even when Mabdaji Soindia captured Dl!lhi1 
he acted as _the Emperpr's Minister and the Peishwa. 
him~elf accepted the ·position of Viceroy under the .. 
Em etor.' . · · · "· · · · ' · 

. p .. . ' . . ' ' ;· . ... . ' . . : 

«lt •"l'he ·'Book in lndi;o," held in . B9mbay under: 
the4uspioell· of "the All· India Libfary· ·Conference 
last· :Week,d Mr. K• M. Munsbi ·made ·some obser
vation9 •which •!)all 'far notice.: ~ fhe early Aryam," 
he: said, . "scorned ,to inscribe ·9r . l!ngrave the 
imnlortal. Word ,on.:tra~sjent .. roate':ijll;. _TheY: 
preferred· to, r~ly on .hqma.n ,mem9ry, whtch .they. 
converted into- ait · undyufg "Vehicle fodhe ·tran!imi!i~ 
siotl of" culture,_·, Butc ·tha·-·fact <th:~r:lhe: Vedas 
wer~ n_ot. reduced to· -wri~ng:' »lilld ·,iiQt Jead us tcr 
the conclusion . that. ~hct : a_rt of writing was. 
\tnknown in l:he .. Vedic., dayel' ,Mr. Munshi 
di( not adduce ariy · ey1den,cp_•ot, the . existence 
of . the . art or wrttmg· ib' · Vedto times, 
Human memory is' not and wAs ncvel' a more. 
permanent ror reliable p~Mium ! of ttans.mitting 
knQwh:dge than . w'ritirlgi :fhe .complllsers. of: the 
Vedic_ bymqs w9uld certainly _hal(e · JI!referred; tp 
r~ucfl : ~h~m to, writing if. writing was known .in 
thei_r time. _;,An elaboratc;..~ol;l!liqu~ for· memorising 
the. Yedas" with. the ·proper·. intonatiC!Q, is still 
praotiseS.iri the schools. for· training _purbhits,- but 
itJ is .fast. passing: out of use and: can be 
pre11erved, . only in gra.m9phone noords. _That 
the memorisiqg method persis~d lqng af~r writing: 
l:lecame ~ommon, . does . rot ' sqow that writing 
Was constdered less permanent as a !heans ot record 
than memory. ' · · ' · · · " · 

. Lord' Roberts in bis ·~Forty-One Years in Jndia'', 
speaks'of the Hiridus'as havhig ousted Mahomedan 

· rule. •1Mahomedans looked bac!c' to the days of theiJ! 
Empire in :Jndia," •he· writes, ''but failed to remembet' 
how completely, until we broke .the Mahratta power,.. 
the Hindus had got tl!.~.I!PPer hand.'' Ia his own 
account of the QilUSe.s of the lndian_Mutiny, however, 
Lord Roberts mentions -the deprivation or the 
Empe~or of, his Sovereign title and ousting )lim 
and hts {amdy fro~ the Palaoe at Delhi by Lord. 
Dalhousie. ·As soon as he arrived in India, Dalhousie 
had obtained the sanciion of the East lndi .. Company 
to the abolition of the title of King which h1d b3Cri 
conferred on. Bahadur Shah, and his Itemoval with 
his famil}' from Delhi, unde;r the impression "that 

; ;Babi.t Bhagv~n Das p~blished sam~: y'e~rs. ~gci. 
a_· book of about 20,000 verses . called ''Prana
vavada"r . ta'ken down to ·'dictation · from a' blind 
Fandi~ Some ten years later· an ancient manuscript df 
·~he w.ork was found in tbe Travanco.-e State Library 
where other ancient manuscripts have since been 
discovered, In a famous essay entitled "Literature 
withOut Letters'' Max Muller showed tb1t there were 
great· literary e~>mposltions before" writing' ·was 
anvented,' There is a · tendency ·to overrate tile 
importance or literacy in modern times. lllitetacy" 
ill regarded as· synonymous with ignorance. It is for.; 
gotten that great E!Dpires were founded by men who 
could neither read nor write. Jesus Christ surprised 
Ilia contemporaries by displaying knowledge of the 
Hebrew scriptures without having learnt t6 read 
and write. Gautama · Buddha was highly educated 
aftet the mimner of· his time but we do not read that 
be 'wrote anything :dwing ·his long ministry.. The 
authorJJ pf _the ~Vedic lmlex" take 500 B. C. as the 
limit separating the Vedic from the later periods bu~ 
evidently writing was not known until a much later 
pe~iod, Also, the spoken word has a power_ ow:hich 

· the Princes of lndi~ and the people> had ·become. 

I 
entirely indifferent to the conditi~n of the King or hi. 
position:• It to:>k two years-for the sanction to .be 

. received. and, meanwhile, balhousie realised that big. 
estimate of the King's hold on the Indian people 
required modification. He 'decided that no action 
!lhould be taken during the lifetime of Bahadur Shah 
lf.nd contented himself with a d09ument, signed an<l 
sealed by the Heir Apparent, that he would have to 
give up the titlt: and leave J?elhi on the deatJ;I of his 
father. Lord Roberts potilts .out that thts Will! 
bound 'to' be rega.rded b'y the family as 'humiliating 
and oppressive. · · ' . · · 

wntten words do not have._ · 

Mr. Munshi's reference to 'the period betweeri thQ 
18th and 15th -~enturies as- a ·tragici ·one ~him.' a 
wave 'of vandahsm '~estroyed hundreds of ltbrartes 
and hundred• <0£. thousands of manuscripts, has 
provoked a mild prot~st from thp, Bombay Chronid.e, 
But _historical facts cannot be . denied and there 
was much Vandalism under the early Ma.homedari 
ttliers who were actuated by zeal for the spread of 
Islam by the destruction of Hindu temples which 
had also often great lfbraries.. With the establishment 
of the .Moghul .Empire . this _intolerance disappeared 
except fo~. a prief b11t a~ute teQI'udescenoe in the 
reign of Aurangze be. Literature and arts were 
patrqnised, S~nskrit · works were . translated into 
Persian. Prince Dara Shikoh himself translated the · 
U panh!bads. Dr. Murray Titus in his sympathetic 
and comprehensive -study •'Indian · Islam", in· the 
~eligious Quest of India series, writes 1 - . 

· With the coming bf Babar ILDd the founding of the 
Moghul Empire thfs hope (Islamization of India) seems 

The Moilsrri Rwisw for April exposes another 
strange misconception · on the part ot the H on. Sir 
Feroze Khan No.on, Labour_ Member of the Govern .. 
ment ,of India and for some years_ High Como 
missioner for India in London. .. In a book in 
t\te · riBritisb ,Commonwealth., Pi9torial Series'' 
Sir Feroze Khan writes that ttl 1757 the defeat 
of the French General, Dupieix, by Clive at Plassey 
made England the paramount trading power in India, 
Dupleix, . the M_ud9NI Rn1o1t0 points out, left India ill 
i754 and the Ni!.wab of Bengal, Siraj-ud-Dowlah, 
was the potentate whpm Clive fought and !iefeate4 
jlt l'lassey . in .1757, T-his should more prop;rly 
be· called a· school boy howler than a h•stortcal 
misconception.' In a ohronological summary, Sir· 
Firoze entirely · op~its the -Mahratta, and Sikh 
movements. This is writing history "with a purpose», 
QQmll!only known ·aa ''propaganda .... --
. · I do not hanker after another life. A series of futile 
lives should be intolerable to those who want another 
life to remedy the futility of this one. I am losing 
·sense of personality, therefore of judgment u~. 
myself. One is prepared _to meet any fate if 
one has · the assurance of baving used bratn and 
heart and limb to their fullest capacity~ That 
assurance uaually fails in retrospeot. ...... B. }. ·PADSHAH. 
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FIFTY YEARS OF SotiTH JNDIAN . ' . 
EPIG~A.PgY ,• ' ' ·, ' .',' __ . 

.(BY S. R.. BAt.ASUBRAHMA»YAN, CHIDAMBAilAM.) 

Rome conquered 'Greece; but :Greek culturi held 
Rome in bondage, : Similarly the tnilitary conquest 
-ot India by the l3ritish was followed by an age of 
European disoovery 'of 1he great ltldian. heritag~ in 
-the realms of literature, ~hilosophy and . art;. and ir;i 
the flush o! the Joy of discovery European scholar' 
laid tlie foundations of a great Renaissance'in' lndi'!o 
and under the fostering care and the unbotmded 
.admiration of wettern aavants:for an ancient·pulture, 
India herself began to diseover ·her :great. 
nell in the past · and at the hour . of ·,despair 
when abe lay prostrate ·at the feet of the foreigner, 
·there came the meaaage of ·.hope-· and the · d.reama 
-of new aspirations. 1 . . . 

1 
·• 

It. was in the· time· of Wai-re~ 'Ha9tings that the 
'flrst steps were taken towards this great enterprise. 
The need to frame a Code. of Laws {or .the oonquered 
-the Hindus and th~ Muslims~ted .to the study 1of 
Sanskrit and Persian literature and their ,Codes. 
In 1784, Sir William, Jones established at Calcutta 
the A~iatic Sciciety of ·Bengal and it was· followed 
·.·n 1828 bY the foundation o( the Royal Asiatic 
Society o( Great· Britain in England· by : Heni-y 
Thomas Cole brooke. By, deciphering · th11 scripts 
in Greek ancl .Brahmi on the . bilingual coin of the 
:Satraps of Sourastra (1887),. 1 ones., himself: l;~id ·. t}le 
,foundation· Clf tbe study, of the ;1Uo~11 ipscripdollJ 
.and there by of .Indian Arohaeology, · , 

'Clemency' Canning-saw .the need for·. 'pre!Jerving 
the ·architectural remains. of· India and· he ' has 
1'eoorded In a minute of 1862 that "it is· imposeiple 
to pass ~hrough any part of th11 British territories· in 
india without being struck py the negleot witb which 
the greaterrortion of the architectural remains ,and 
,the traces o by-gone oivili,;ation, h!Lve been treated, 
oehough many of them are full , Qf. . beauty, ~Lnd 
.interest," · .· , , . , 

Owing to this· urge, the . Government of India 
.appointed Sir. Alexander' Cunningham as the First 
· Archaeological Surveyor and he held this offioe with 
~red it from 1861-65 and again from 187<>.-85, . In 
Jlis Memorandum (1871) Cunningham eta~~ : , . 

During the 100 years of British Dominion in. India, 
:the Government has done little or nothing towards 
1he preservation of Its ancient monuments which In 
the almost total absence of any written · history, .form 

·the only reliable soarces of Information as to the early 
-condition of the c:nmtry. Some of Jthe monuments 
·have already 111dured f~ agel!,. and are likely to Ia.t 
•for agea atill to come, but there are many others 
·which are daUy suffering from the effects of time and 
which must soon 'disappear altoge~her, 11nless preser,r~ 
'by the accurate drawings and faithfl!l descriptions ~f 
the archaoologls~ . . 

'How valuable his work, bow great his ·admiration, 
bow wonderful his knowledge and ·insight-these 
-will be evident from ~is moqumental reports. 

James Fer~rUsson worked on 'the Rock-out Cave 
'Temples of India, Jame,s · lJurgess took up· the 
Arohaeologioal Survey . of W ettern lndi•. . Colonel 

· Colin Mackenzie collected . the legends and copies 
.-of nearly 8,076 Inscriptions of S.putb lndi;~, Sir 
Walter Elliot followed up bis .work and later made a 
etudy of South Indian ooina. Robert .Sewell intro

.cluoed ~he Arohaeolc:~gical S!livey of Southern 

'1, Snbjooi-Indo: flo the Annual llopor• on Sont.h Indian 
Epigraphy (1887·1986) by Rao Babadar O.·D. Kri........,._ 
obar,., Snporin..,.dOill 1.. Epigraph,., Uadroo. 

J. Llal of Inac>riptiona aop~od_ by ilio Odloe of 'be Supor!D\oll• 
• · cl ... , lor .B:plgrapbJ, IIUdJU-(oollealocl ap "' 1988.) · • ' · . 

India and prepared"a.'liit oDaoOient ·ceamns and 
their legendary and epigraphioal riches by a village. 
war survey throughout . the .. Madras Presidency, 
Similar work fo; Mysore· was· done by Wilks and 
Rice; . 

The app(>intment. of Dr. Hult~scli' as the htWt 
of the newly created Epigr•phical 'Department 'fd 
1887 marked an epoch .in South Indian Archaeology:· 
The Epigraphical su~ey of the places of the Mad~ 
Presidency together .w1tb that of some selected places 
in tbe adjoining· ~ates of Mysore, · l'Iydera bada· 
Travanoore; CoChin' and Pudukottai, ha.S 'resulted i 
the couue of hal£ a century, jn the eollec. tic. rtan 
decipherment of .over 24,00\) inscfip~i~~ and ~~ul! 
5~ ~pe~platll gr~ts. " · : · · .: ; · c • ; .' {~ 
: .. HulttschJ\Oli!B.a unique plaoe in· .ln,diaa Aro¥eot 
logy, His vast erudition, his :de:ep, (nten:st;..dflt 
thorou~h mastery . of the teoh~ical· e9ulp~en~ .his 
eltt'eRSIVE\ 1ingUistio k!lowJed~,1pel'ha~ f'Ual!~led 
bnly by· Grierson,· at)ove all' ·the' soundness". of 
his ·judgment, ·have ·left ··a ·.;deep r·'iinpress· _'o~ 
Indian Archaeological1 worlt ~nd' a:fter'his retireme~t 
in' 1903, he was followed by a ' bimd 'of able . lndiau 
scholars, Venkayya, Gopinatba Rao and others·anc!'it 
ill gratifying ·J:Q rll\)tQ tha~. we h:rv,e in these- R~pJ)J'tS 
'Iii- veril;l bll! 'llli!le:o£ inlqrmation' of dynast!o: li~tt, pf 
jtings 1!-ntl their doipgs, the . ."o1111tom~ an!l tpaune.rl 
of tile people .of South Ipdia,....a Vl!~t ~~o~l'-ilOil~. ol 
rij.'\V_·materials of ~u~ll Indian history. · . . vr 

· Tbe golden j~bilee of the South Indian .Epigral 
phioaf Department has' been silently but rightly 
celebrated by the publication of two lists-'-One • 
Subject ~ndqx .in ·which ·the .vast .EP.igrapbjcal 
~naterial is arra.ngec! under each ~\)l&llty ,a11d ~ing• 
and . anpt\ler a ·Jist of inscriptions . coPied by tht 
pffioe up to 1958 arranged ac:.prding to Vi!ljlge, 'J"al~ 
and District, !ogeth~~r with a. list ,~f ,inSOJ"iptionl 
published and a Jist of ;oopper plat~ ,examine~!. W• 
have, no do11bt,. ~he valuable J'oppgraghioal L.iltt Of 
lnsprip~ipns pf!lpare!I .. by .. Mr •. ,V •. Rangachariar. but 
it. st9p' with 1916 and the present. li.sts supply 
a muoh-felt want and will serve~ a Valllal)le wo1k 
pf refei:enoe for years to @()me. ' ·: 

· We \visb . the 'Department issues the alreiuij 
prepared Name-Index \Vithout muc~ ~eiay; ', ; 

The · list of inscriptions. would . .have gainecl 
greater value if full topographical partioula.rs.o.f eaoh 
monument~its location in the • village, and the 
number of monuments in each village and ·the best 
.way of. approach to each by rail . or. road--were 
supplied in the list ae was done by Sewell •.. We 
trust that at least fl new list on ~be lines indicated 
will be )lndertaken in' the near future, 

· Another suggestion that we would like to 
make, is that au. insoriptions already published 
ln a private journal. l!ke ~he Mad~ 
-0/iriatim\ Oollog• · MagMiM to whtch the referenoe 1S 
given in the Index, should be republished b)" 'the 
department-at least the bare text-as it Is found 
difficult to procure odd numbers of these old journals 
for reference. 

We must congratulate Rao Babadur C. .~ 
Krishnamaoharlu, Superintendent for Epigraphy, 
Madras, and his able Bt:ltf on their excellent idea to 
bring out these Invaluable guides and they are 
indirectly a tribute to the indefatigable labours of 
the Department of the Director-General of Archaeo
logy under its present head, Rao Babadur K..N. 
Dikshit-the aeoond Indian to ~upy thia iQJportaQt 
post. 

-
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• LETTERS OF B. J,l'ADSHAH. 
· : (Oopyrighi.)' : 

~ .. ' . , }ANUA):tY 2, J932,, . 
•·· .. · · Oolo11; Panama. 

; I was led away from the ship in a motorcar to Lake 
~~n , '!'here two ships' were ·obligingly waiting to 
g1ve me a chance of seeing them hauled up and down 
the locks by the Panama Canal's power arrangement.; 
~heir waiting at the upper gates till the water in the 
lower filled up to tho ship's level.....:and then the 
chain in front whiob barred the further progress' of 
the ship, sank, the gate in front automatically opened 
and-; the ship pa•sed on. _ -I was alone in the oar. 
Th'e chauffeur told me that one of the gates weighted 
550 tons, that the dam oost 18 million dollars and 
that, therefore, iht golf-links behind it was called the 
18 :million golf-links. • • · ·. . . · 

•, I was given th_;~am~s o(trees, bird~ and lizards 
as we passed., I actually saw ·a lizard six feet with 
tail and allcrossi_ng the_ road. l had been shown many 
on trees but the hzar4's hues and make-up were those 
ot' ~vegetation ~nd I coul~ not dis~nguisb thOSJ fr~"' 
, e gree.n. 1,. 

~- Ainong• the trees I remember the bulrush used for 
matting, the wild date palm whose fruit fall! without 
being gathered 1 because not edibte;· the silk cotton 
t~ ·whose- product is· not. usable, the star-apple 
which the chauffeur' -ate- with gusto because 
J would .· not touoh . anything , , between meals, 
and the · breadfruit which is a :savoury cooked 
pdible, · · ' · · ' · · . 1 

L_ The chauffeur corrected several of my misimpres• 
IIIOns,· I had not seen Panama: oity but Colon, part of 
the Panama Republic; that Colon was a swamp and 
ia now a flourishing oity of houses largely inhabited 
bj' workers on- the Americ!l.n Zone who oame 
:to Colon because ot · the ·insufficiency . of houses 
on the Zone; tha:f hardly· any business was done 
on the Zone· except by· the military, and in relation 
'With the military wba owned all property and ran 
:every concern,- lluoh as hospitals, olubs, dairy 
farms, and leased land to Chinese cultivators to 
graw vegetable~.- for •. the .army; and tllat tbe_ -gold 
and silver 'distinctions baire been 'inherited. from 
the construction· l:imea, being 'originally diStinctions 
between Ainerica.ns and · aliens; coloured people 
!rom J amaioa, and. ·apply only to Canal employees, 
snd at the Cristobal Post Office., because it is run 
by the Canal military. He says there are a good 
man}' Japanese . barbers in Colon but not one in 
,CristobaL 
L )i: J ANUA;&'l ,, 1932, 

. 4fter Oartagma 

t_ .~ ... ~ ... the first po~t of the ~epublio of Colombia: 
,The· ship seemed destined to watch tbe billowing 
,waters-.roar (Ill' evarmore; but a pause oame when 
we ·sighted Colombia a little. before lunch and 

; watched the beautifully coloured waters, with rainbow 
, within, separated by ~ lcmg _narrow stretch , of 
whiteness whioh . I take to be cqral, and the 
greenBess_on the VIsible slopes, We did not see 

. much greenness -on shore, · but houses, streets, 
,·motor-oars, ·,· lorries, a bops, · offices, fortresses, 
'cathedrals, testaurants, parks, places and public 
ebuildings, as in- Spain. - . ' ·. 
' ·The- population -of Cartagena is 85 thousand; ·of 
· Barranquila -(the next port)• 1.60 thousand, It is a 
,'rnixed•• population-Spanisll, Red· Indian, .Negro, 
:hybrid. 'fhere Is a ilprin1ding of Asiatics, -including 
Hindus, but the Cllinese are the most numerous; . 

There are horse-hackney vehicles and donkey
carts as well as buses, taxis and motors I observed 

no traQJs.: ~en and women were smartly !lre~sed a~ 
well as squaltdly; there were~omplaints of business 
depression. There· must be cotton factories about 
for ·cotton from New Orleans •was being unloadeci 
from our ship_ when we. returned. . 

JANUARY 5, 1932, 

• We touched Port· Colombia this mornin<>', · AS 
this is a Spanish-speaking community, the;:'e bas 
been no English paper though there are morning 
and evening papers-the latter' being called The. 
Titnes, · · . · · ' 

. We passed through· a quarter where we noticed 
a· Deutscher Club, a Deutscher Schule and a; 
Kindergarten. It must have been the Germa11 
quarter. Germans ·stay on for years· without a 
holiday home, even intermarry here. 

. JANUARY 6, 1932~ ) 

At Banta Marta,.. 

My last port . in the cruise. We sail at midnight 
for Kingston. All day the ship has been loadinJ; 
bananas. 

- ' 
· , Tht~sea 'and sky are the biuest of blues •. For-
the rest, the . population .is 25,000 oompositli
(Foreign, Sp~nish, Red Indian, Mixed, Negro). · 

·The ship's dootor· has· been a goOd companioil 
all day. He could discus~ South American politic!, 
explained . to me that · Honduras lies between 
Gua.tameta• and Nicaragua J all ·three have the same 
character of population, with the governing olass 
almost entirely of Spanish descent, yet · preferring to 
keep separate States, Honduras being lhe make,. 
weight, giving l?reponderance noiv to one, now the 
!'th~r. · ·· · · · ' 

'He quoted Father Kelly;a fellow-passenger, as 
having said that the Catholic Church is sometimes 
unwisely led,· ·. I suggested that Father Kelly was 
S.J., and that Jthe:So.,iety of Jesus and the Churcb. 
sometimes went different ways, · . · . . i 

, _ l' JANUARY 8,1932. 
,,_ · ' . ' ·. ·, .. · , Kingston,. Jamaitil. 

' ·The GifiJiur of 'today had coluinn~ of telegrams 
from In4ia full of detail, and the opinion of London on
the Viceroy's action [Lord Willingdon's suppression of 
.tile Civil Disobedience movement] and the apparent 
support in India. of it, judging from the response 
.made by leaders to the .invitation of the Viceroy 
-who .seems to be on firm_ ground .in . basing his 
oalienation of !the Congress· oo the need to clear the 
JWay for the R. T. C. Committees when .they arrive ;. • 
and in not making tbe .arrests. punitive, ever~ 
:pampering the · pJtitioal prisoners, in · Mr. Gandhi's 
-own phrase. · Even . -if· .the Government fails. 
·it is in the interests ·of the country that it should 
give evidence that the Constitution was not a 
concession . to : threat. but a seeking, however
blundering, by a nation wedded to constitutions, t.o
find the appropriate Constitution for . India. And j( 
the Government sucoeeds and then g1ves a Constitu
tion, there could 'be-no pretence to exalt. a polioy of 
'-extortions ; by· menace. Had- there · been no 
occasion to show firmness, the grant of the Cons
'titution would have been like Lloyd GP.orge's surreri-
:der in Ireland ; if events move and prove-
• the worth of Lord Willingdon'l! policy, it wiD be 
tike :the _·free gift -of self-government to South 
Afrioa by· Sir · H. Campbeii-Bannermaa -which 

:proved its value by Genera.l Botna's loyalty in the 
-G~e.at War.. . .-. . - . . 
_ There is a' good article in the Glf/Jner on the 
inana:uv~in~ for . position :becwe_en Hitler and 
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Chancellor Bruning, It seems that Hitler's position 
is stronger than generally assumed, and Bruning is 
even shrewder than he gets credit for. 

JANUARY 9, 1982. 
... the local paper talks of a strange disease, called 

catarrh of the stomach which troubles nearly 
everybody, and which a recent visitor to Jamaica 
hal got over by means of Jamaica rum, It looked to 
me like an advertisement ... The statement was part 
of a letter from London in which great play is made 
of the astuteness of Germany, borrowing more than 
ehe needed, paying reparatiom out of private borrow• 
ing, and, . when the bankers who had borrowed from 
France ·and lent to Government at 2 pe,r cent over, 
expected to burst through their debtors inability to 
pay, they suddenly received a thousand million, 
averting ·panic. 1 The letter says that ·there 11 not 
brain enoufeh in the National Government fo put 
things stratght. 

JANUARY 10, 1982, 
...... in fhe hotel ...... I asked Mr. Fullbrooke. 

a great traveller, what he thought of the proposal 
that England and France should hand over their 
West Indies possessions to the United States in 
return tnr being excused their debts. Ha said that 
England cannot give up Jamaica without the consent 
of its people and the coloured people are too 
well-content to give the consent. I said that I am 
not 110 eure of the consent being ,withheld, seeing 
that the legislature calls for the postponement 
of the annual payment to England of £ 60,000 
a year towards the War. The newspaper 
complains · that England does not care a 
hang to retain' · Jamaica; she hal just now 
withdrawn her trade commission. But the paper does 
not support the demand to· postpone contribution 1 
it cites an Englishman with £800 income paying 
£96 In Income-tax when a Jamaican would pay £il 
Why should a Jamainan complain of the slight 
increase of tax through the war contribution P 
I was told that all the wealth of the coloured folk 
and others was inade during the War and after; 

·the increase of tax arising from the war, is only a 
fraction of the wealtll arising from the war. But 
there it is, people ought not to grumble but they 
do, and if they think England indifferent besides, 
th~y WO!fld give their consent. And then, England 
mtght wtsh to save the £4.6,000,000 a year which, 
at the present dollar rate, she pays to the 
U. S. No, no, said Mr. Fullbrooke, no debtor 
is bound to pay if be bas not the money, 
and If ihe creditor· takes care that he does not 
.!lave it. Germany cannot pay Franoe and England 1 
Franoe cannot pay England. France and En~land 

· cannot pay the U.S.A, That is all there is to at. . 
JANUARY 11, 1982, 

Arter my conversation with Mr. Full brooke I read 
in Natal'• the Presidential Addreis to the Agrlcul· 
tural Section of the British Assoniatinn; it says that 
agriculture bad been prosperous in Britain till 
18901 then on the improvement of transport and 
oonstruotion nf refrigerator ships and agricultural 
machinery dispensing with manpower, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, the U.S. sent to the United 
Kinl!dom, wheat, meat, fruit at prices with wbioh 
the British farmer could nnt compete. ·But activity 
had revived, and prosperity returned before 1910, 
thanks to science l::ieing applied to agriculture-not 
chemistry merely as . before 1898 when Crookes 
predicted starvation for the world before 1982 but 
biology, engineering, manhinery, irrigation and the· 
rest. Then oame the war and the high prices~ 
la!ldlords sold ou~ to get ready money! tenants, not 
wtsbing to be dtspossessed at the time of high 
prices, paid heavily to retain possession; the interest 

. charged exceeded the rents they had been paying, 

. and they had to maintain roads and houses which 
f~rly had been done out of the rent,. and the 
prtcell of cropa fell and the world communication 
introduced pests as well as trade; and British farming 
lost and is losing heavily. · · 

As I read this, I asked, how if Jamaica's prosperity 
went through the same phase P The United Frui~ 
Company heavily · buying banana properties, and 
banana prices being halved, was very much a 
familiar story; · . · · . . 

Mr. Full brooke was exercised about our discussiOD
Iast night about England ceding the West Indies tO 
the U. S.; and he has ·been consulting Jamaicans 
about it,· : ,. : . · · 

, .. ' '1 - ._· ·-. ~' 
FULL-TIME A. R, P. SERVICE IN CALCUTTA. 

The A. R. P. Organization in Calcutta has so 
long been based on a part-time volunteer ataff of 
Chief Wardens, J;'ost Wardens and Deputy Post 
Wardens, These have ·constituted the Officers' 
ranks in the Wardens' service, and under thern 

· have been employed both :volunteers and;. pai~ 
Sector Wardens. . ..... · ~ 

· As the time of danger approaches nearer, it isl. 
' however, being felt that a proper organisation of the 

Wardens' service needs offioer11 who must be able 
to give their full time and energy to the work and be 

· available for duty at every hour of the day or night; 
aays a Preu Note, In order to be really efficient 
the service must function as a well-knit and perfectly 
disoipli!Jed organisation working . under unified 
control. It is obvious that this cannot be achieved 

' with Volunteer Officers, who, in spite of their keen
ness, are necessarily preoccupied with their own 

· employment or professions and who can only give 
their spare time to A. R, P.· work; 

. The question of reorganisation of the Wardens' 
servbe and the replacement of the Volunteer OfficerS 
by a full-time paid staff has been under considera-
tion for ·sometime. After full inquiries the proposals 
were placed before the newly-constituted Central 
A. R. P. Committee, ·which consists of some of the 
leading and representative citizens of Calcutta. 

· After careful -consideration ttie committee aooepted 
the principle of the proposed reorganisation at its 
meeting held on the 80th March last. Government 
now propose to implement the decision of the 
Committee. 

The post nf the . Chief Warden will be abolished 
and ·the Wardens' service will be placed under the 
charge of a full-time paid staff officer in each Sub
Area. The volunteer Post Warderis and Deputy 
Post Wardens will· be · replaced by paid Post 
Wardens. . , . . 

This will still leave considerable scope for citizens 
rendering useful service as volunteer Sector 
Wardens. 

. Government alio· recognise the necessity of close 
collaboration between the services and the puO!io 
and of suggestions, and . assistance in the 
formulation of policy and constructive criticism 
from the representatives of the public. The 
Central A. R, P. Committee will ·serve this very 
useful purpose. Closer contact with local opinion 
will be maintained by the immediate formation of 
Sub-Area Committees, which will oonsist of repre
sentative citizens selected by thei Central A. R. P. 
Committee. · 

Government desire to record their appreciation of 
the eervicea rendered .by Chief Wardens and other 
Volunteer officel'!l, who have belped them in building 
up the organisation in times ot comparative safety 
and who have- to b& :uplaoed by full-time paid 
of!ioers now to meet t= req11i.rement. Qf,the _situation. 
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CENTRAL. BANK OF' INDIA, LIMITED. 
I. Eslabllsbed-Deoember, 1911. 

• 
AUTHOIUSED CAPITAL' ... Rs· 3,50,00,000 
SUBSCQIBED CAPITAL ... Rs· 3,36,26,400 
PAJn-:UP CAPITAL ... : Rs • 1,68,13,200 
RESUVE & OTHEil FUNDS ... Qs; 1,36,42,000 
DEPOSITS AS AT 31-12-41 ... Qs. 41,3J,90,000 

HEAD OFFICB:-Esplanade ll.oad, Fort, BOMBAY; 
155 Branches and Fay·Oflices throughout ~ndia. 

' ' , ' r 

DIRECTOQS. 
Harlda~ ll!ladhavdas; Esq., Chairman, Ardeshlr B, 
Dubash, Esq., Olnshaw D. , Romer Esq., Vlthaldas 
Kanji, Esq., Noormahomed M. Chlnoy, Esq~, Bapujl 
Dadabhoy Lam, Esq.; Dharamsey Mulraj Khatau, Esq.,' 
Sir 1\rdeshlr Da.lal, Kt., H. F. Commissariat, Esq; ., 

. . . .. , . ' 

LONDON AGENTS:-Messrs. Barclay's Bank Limited and 
M....,.. Midland Bank Ltd.· NEW YORK AGENTS>;-The 
~ty Trust Co. of ,New York. . 

· Ba.nlrlni B~ln..;. of every desoription tre.nsaoted on terms 
whioh may be asoertained on application, • 

. ' 

H. 0. CAPTAIN, Managing Diret:tor. 

TRAVANCORE GOVERNMENT. 
CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, 

' . 
KUNDARA, S. I. RY· 

AafJe pleasure in announcing . 

that their show room at Kundara where exquisite 
decorative China Ware for the modern 
drawing roo~s, flower vases and statuettes 
in porcelain are on shaw, is open to public 
·every day. All the exhibits are for sale. 
The Concerns are situated on the 
Ashtamudi lake in a delightful 
locality and are well worth a visit. 

_____ We specialise in-__ ..__ __ _ 

• CHINA CLAY 

for 

Textiles: Paper, 

Pottery, Etc. 

• CROCKERY"and 

STONE WARE 

• ELECTRiCAL INSU· . 
LA TORS 

of all Types 
• LABORATORY 

PORCELAIN, 
Crucibles, Basins, 

Spatulas Etc, 
• SANITARY WARES. 

Acid Containers, Drainage Pipes and 
Refractories for Iron 

Pickle ]'ars, Etc. and Steel Works. 
. ' 

• FIREBRICKS, SILLIMANITE BRICKS, ZIRCON 
BRICKS, FIRE CLAY AND FIRE CEMENT. 

"THE BANK OF BARODA, LTD~ . 
(llulorporate4 In Baroda, The UabWIJ of Hemkro bol"''. Limite«,) 

Under tbe Patronage of. and largely supported by tbe 
Oovemment of H. H. tbe Mabara)a Oaekwar of Baroda, 
• !OAPITAI. AUTHORISSP ~•· R.. :a;4o,oo.aao , 

CAPITAL lSSUED & SUBSCRIBED ,. 1,:ao,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAJP.UP ... • · 6o,oo,ooo 
RE.SERVB FUND " 115,0o,ooo 

Head Offlce,..:..BARODA • 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedaba4 
( Panchkuva ), Amrell, Bhavnagar, Billlmora, 
_Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhol, Dwarka, HariJ'(N, 0.)-, 
Kadl, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Mithapur, Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, 
Sankheda, Sidhpur, Surat, Vlsnagar ( N. 0. ), and 
Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT· 
I 'VAULTS 

AT 

I· AHMEDABAD, 
·BARODA,· 
NA VSARI, ~ , . 

PAT AN. 

LOCKERS OF DIFFE~ENT 
SIZES A YAILABLE 

·--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. • 

• 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATEit 

General Manag-et. 
•• 

T,he following books . can be had from the 

office of Tile Indian Soci'a/ Reformer: 

K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to America" Re. 11-
S. Natarajan's "West of Suez'' .. 

Bombay ll.epresentati:ve Conference 1922 

. .., . 
(being the official report of the unity 

' Conference held in 1922 In Bombay. 

Rs.St

Re. 1!
(Poet free), 

. 
Interest In thls has revlveol as a res.;!& \ 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to tile Jlranag-er. 
' 
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THE BANK. OF INDIA, LTD. 
(EIItabllabed 7tb Septembe• 1908.) 

IJICOIIl'OR4nD u•DBB 'rllB JIIDI&I' OOIIP.I.Ima IJrl 

no•l882. 
• Capital Subscribed ... _ Ra, 2,00,00,000 

, 1,00,00,000 
, 1,18,00,000 

Capital Calle4 up ... -
Reaene Fund - ... 

nBAD OPPICB t 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
• Branches:-

AHMEDABAD ; 
B1w1ta ( MaiA Oflica). 
EJJ;. Bridge. 

Statioa Braacll. 
ANDHERI: 

Noar Bombay. 
SANDRA: 

Noar Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

Bullioa Ezcb•np 
Celaba 
Kalbadevl 
Malabar Hill. 

CALCUTTA: 
Clift Street, (MaiD Oflice) 
Bara BaZar 
Chowringhee 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHL • ' 
NAG PUR: 

Kingsway 
ltwari Buar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT, 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Weotmialter Baak Ltd. 

CURRENT DRPOSIT ACCOUNTS t Interest Is 
allowed on· dally balance~~ from lh, 800 to lis, 1,00,000 
@ lX per annum. Interest on balances In ucess of 
lt1o 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement, No 
eredit wW be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
less than R1o Bi- p.- half year. 

FIXBD DRPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates wblcb may be ucertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on appUcatlgn, 

'f'be Bank acts as Bxecutop and TPUstee 
undeP Wills and Settlements and undertalres 
Trustee Business ~nerally. .Rules may be obtained on 
application. • 

LOANS, OVRi.Di.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS 1 
The Bank grants acc:ommodstlon on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities, . ; 

The Bank undertake' on behalf of Its constituents the 
aafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest· thereon, It also undertalrea the 
aale and pun:base of Government Paper and all descrip
tions of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of -which 
may be bad on application., 

A, G. Gi.AYr 
Managw. 

.. 
THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

Bm VITIULDAS TlUOKEIISEY J.IIDlORUL Bt11LDING, 

9, BUehoaM Lone, B'art. Bc:amlr, 

IIRAliOH:&SI 

Banmatl (ot.trlct Pooaa). Vlnmpm (Diautct AI me. 
lalampur (Diatrlct Satan). llabad)o 
Kanll ' • • ), Db alia (Diatrlct w ... 
Taacaoa I •• • ), 

"baadeab,. 
&a tara c ). Doadalcba ( • u )' • • Nandarbu c ll:lrloa~<arwul ( • • ). • • l 
5blnla c " • f. 5blrpur ( .. n , 
~!:'caoa ~ • •• . 5babada c • • J 
K " "J: 5al<rl 

~ '. • oporcaoa (Diatrlct Abm • 51adkheda . " ) 
Belapur i 

aacar). Malegaoa (Diatrlcl Naalll;) 
fl .. t ll:alwaa ( " " j Raburl fl " Laaalcaoa 

bbBYII:8011 ( ~ " . . • " Naudgaoa II ft l 
Abmedaa1ar ,. " ), Dobad C lotrtct Paaclt 
Bhlwaadl (Diatrlct Tbaaa), • Mabel). 
Palcbar ( • fl ~ Kalol ( U II ~ 
l:aJyaa c H • Aldul (Dietrlct 5bolaPI't) 

DIRE02!0BS, 

B. G. Soraly&, Esq., (Ohalrman), 
Pro!. V. G. X..le. 
G. v. 1adhav, Esq. 
Gordhandu G. Mi>nrjl, Esq. 
B. 0. V.llfehla, Esq. 
Rao Bahadur B. v. Vudobr, 
K. llf. Thakor, Esq. 
G. B Ba.ne, Esq. 

• 
~BABIC O.I.PlTAL 1-

r Fully Paid) -

K. V, Vlohare, Esq. 
D. 1. Zuuj.....,_ Esq. 
D. V. Potdar, Eaq. 
V. S. Buawaual, Esq. 
S. T. llfon, Esq. 
V. P. Varde, Esq. 
Valtun'h L. Mehta, Esq. 

(llfanagins Dlnator, 

I, Dlfi'OIITB 8nd lor one year an4 lhonor 01 loager porlllf 
oro aaoopled. Ba ... a.n4 olher parlloalan maJ H aoaeriam•• 
!rom lho uadenlgao4. 

L OOBBEN'l! AOOOUNTB an opoaed ... IJo.e ... allft 
Boalell• aa4 lu4h14nalo,. IDler_. II allowllcl og 4aUy hiiDIII 
not n:oeedlna Bl. 1.00.000. 

I, 8.1. VINGB BANI: DEPOSITS ore aaoopled aa4 l•lortlt 
paid oil ... ""'" oa minimum lnoalhiJ boltuo-. Bnl• mo' 
'iot obtolallcllrom lho IIDdorolgnocJ, · 

'· Dralle onl•ued oa cllllrlal oa4 olhlr lo,... oa - lD .. 
-orlalaed on applloolloDo 

• 
a. .l.aaoualll IN aa41111Cl qiiAl'llrl1 bJ o 8rm o1 laearporolfl 

.t.aoollD'"nll and yeuty by 1 llpeolal Gotwmneal .l.adllol1 
QurllrlJ llalomeulll o! 8oonolal paollloa an pa~lloMol Ia 1111 
II Bombay 0ofti'DJDIDi Qa--.11 

V ..llB:UNTB L, I!IIIHT .1.1 

,1!'aaoll:lq Dlnelllo 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDRD JN 1880, ) 

Bubscpfptlon Rates. 
Inland ... ... ·- Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). • : 
Foreign ... ... ~·- Rs. 10 (Post Free). · .. 

Single coplu of the current month, If avaDable can be bad at I anuas, current year ' annaa aDd copies more 
than a year old 8 annas each, exclusive of postage. '· 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Four per line, subjeet to a minimum 
~- .. or live lines, or . RUPIJA One Annas Four per lnc!t. 

I . 

For PMti&rJan, Apply to-
THE MAN.\GBR, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY. 20. 
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ANOTHER INDIAN MONUMENT 

~YSORE -f:!-auclal 
SOAP 

· Unrivalled in quality,. 
5mel/. and excellence. 

• 
-

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERll1: - -

COVT. SOAP FACTO'RY, 
·j}ANGALORE. 
vi. • . 

Stocks can he Aarl at :-
.-~ 

THE· 
MYSORE GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIES, 

" Lakshmi Buildings " 
Sir Phirozsbah Mehta ~oad, fort, I 

BOMlUY. ___j 

CHEST COLD 

-
A simple chest eo~d may, if neglected turn. 

into bronchitis ; avoid this by rubbing your 
• . j 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRUTANJAN " 
3rinl[S · Quick Relief Alway~ 

AMRUTANJAN LTD.· 
BOI.V&BA.Y &: MADRAS. 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An Illustrated Journal of International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(Eetablilhld 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all' its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education. News or Buddhist activities all over 
the warld is a special fe~ture. 

CONTRffiUTORS : ' 
Professor N lcholas Roerich, Sir Had Singh Gour,, 

Sri ll.abula Sanskrltyayana, JJr. Dlnesb Obandra Sen, 
Mr, J, F. McKechnie (Bhlkkbu bilacara), Sir S. ll.adba.
krlsbnan, Dr; D. 11., Bbandarlrar, Mr. Arun Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. B. M. Barua, Dr, B. C. Law, M.A., Ph.D., 
B.L., Dr. P. C. Bagchl, Dr, Benoy _ Chandra_ Sen, 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr. N, Dutt, and others. 

Amaual ~aeriptioil. 7_' • Adflertilemmt r11t1, 

India, Ceylon ... ll.s. 4 FuU page (Cover) ••• JI.s. U. . 
Burma ... , J Ditto (Body) ... , 11 
Far Bast ••• Y~ 8 Half page ... , I 
lurope •w tt SblDID!is 

or equivalent · • · · ' Quarter page ... , ' 

America ... 8 DoUars 

4n z11 u '"' Hanag•r, . · .,. ~ 
·~ ' • .. • - • • •· J 

1\iAHA":'BODHI SOCIETY, 
CALCUTTA, .. 

Printed b:y Jal B. Dobaob, Mauger, Tho Oomn>erolal, PriDting,• Preal, 1011, Cowujl Patell, Screel, Fori, Bombay, ud PnblloluMI 1>7 
~amakahl Natarajan lor 'he Proprlotort ol lho "1r.dlaa Soolal lleformu" Limited, at 106, Oowujl Patel Sveol, Fort. Bombay. 
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rl PuBLISHED EVERY SATOROXY. ' · 
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:... · • i · • r 

. ·Editor;-8. NATARAJAN, 
• ' •• • oJ ~ ~ 'J • • • 

; ... f:..> :.~ ,. .., ' . . ..,. ,. . ,.. . 

· . ' '·'t.' ' ; B . . aNY'.:.!S.At'URDA"f ..... Y,:ol~, }!· .. _ql\1; ·: ...... , ,,, .... ,., ... 
:-.........,.·-:--.. ::r:n~.- .1 1 .•. , "' ·..__ • 'J. • '"'·' .• l' '; 1 r,- J 'F 

• ;.1 •Iii 111 a;hrob u trutb, and •• nn~omyromioing u justice ;·J; am in eameot--~iD not equivoeate..-1 ·wm 'aOf 
~ • .,....,,I,w.i!l not,remat 11 ".i!'fle incb7An~ 1 •tlf b• ll•4rtl." . . ~ 1 WIL,LIAM l.p>r':' ?~~~uS<?"' i~ ,..e Lib~~~~~: 
· ns---a•f7~-n·r -r-1' -:;:- ':r..,.. ...... , . , .. 
. '• ~ I .,_ -~ •'t, ' I 'tDOIITEIIJ'S, ' .Is; • . matic representative .in- Japan which is .. .at ·WU 

•J)IplotMtl.e,~tloq;,.t · .~'fheOrippoPIMandt~e,Delht .. with .Russia•s ,Allies, ,Britain and the Uni~d 
ibe Vallc&n. Brea.kdowtJ. _ 

Pondlt l&wab&rlal obr.r ·•; : ' ;Indian Btateo and lndla'a States;,iTurkey which is ·6ritain's Ally, 'has the 
.. ·~SoOJ'ched :Earth.~··: . fll 1 l Unity, • ... redo·,btable Von Papen· a·s Gennany's a·mbas-' 

Allot lite OriPJll Mlyion. ·. · The o ... of Indlu Stales : ~ .,. · · . · · c' 
Pr- Oommonlo.. , • . 11 ' : , : Peopls. . • • . ', ;, · , sador fat ~.Ankara. ·The . A;rchbishop , denieS. 
LordH•lll•l'lntbs.W.S.A, ''· · J.~.PatitonOrematlon. ,, ·· · tha, tio,the ·.action. of .... the, :Vatican .is .due.•
FiDatJo.ia.l Ald to Ev&cuees. · · · ' Soma Stray Thougbtl. · · ·' · - ""' 
Boob OJaool5clatlon.; . ,.,' J . ,ViohJ and Oermu,..·, " '. \ · iressure .from Germany iln!i.ltalj. and sets fortlt 
~ehzn.uruJ B. Dubuh., . , , Let ten of B. J. Pad•haf:tr, .. . · • of t to h th t "t ·· th t -I 
ADII>ld Shankar Dhruv.l. I ' . :rapan &nd the Vatican.- .... 'I 'senes ~ven s . s OW, a '1 IS. e..na ~-
• .. , " . " . . . . . , . , .. , corollaiy. ; of , those events . :in ·., ther relatio.!l!f 
'IP ,; •''"'. '·' NOTES., r:·'. ! . . ,, betweeQ• the· two •States.;; me, ·reprintrr~ 

. ni~lmniA'..:, Repiesent'~fion at 'tlie ~atlhti :-.:-' par.tofbis Statement elsewhe(~ !1' • ; ji r 

Several pbsii'vers h~ve noted.· the growth bf the' : Pandit ~ 'jitwaharlal·· · on . '.'Scorched . Eartli•• iT-. 
catholic' Churc~ In infiueni:e ·~a .significan~ sign; Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru·; whom' 'an English: 
o( • our ·time.: A ·symptom 'of th1s grow'th.JS the newspa:i>er by'' a freak of the printer's ' devil' 
desire or. no~-<;:at~olic 'l~over,n~en~ w~icb.. .';Iotti de5ctibed as. Bandit· Jawa~arlal, in .the course, • 
som;e 1years agd d1d no~ ca~e;~ have. diplom,aficJ of a:·p~ Conference last Sunday at New Delhi· 
reptesentatlves at ~be·''Va'tJcani 'ta ha:ve, su'ch. stated hil!'yiews on' "the scorched earth"'policy~ 
repre.sen,~tid~··Japan_anli. R~ssia.are the l~testto, He said that, i(he were the Natiorial Government,' 
request permiSSIOn·'tq accrecltt representat1ves to'· he w,o1.1td:' have· burnt. ·arid d~stroyed :ev~rything' 
the 'Holy' Se6. 'Russia's request is said to be under that' 'could help the enemyi :nol: canng who5e' 
consideration: that of Japan has been complied' private property it was. But the. British Govern
with;· This has, led to ''!!Ome:adverse criticism. ment, as it is ·. tonstituted to4ay, he feared; it' 
The Roman ~atholic Archbishop of Madras~· it adopted that' policy, woul!J Mrry jt out in ~ 
a statement' published. in· the . New Leatler perverted way, hampering' partlythe enemy and' 
refutes the criticisms.·· The Archbishop points Iadian industries a great deal more'. He was noi:; 
out that since the' Re(ormation Great Britain' therefore;, prepared. to 'approve of its adopting 
had nodiplomatio~epresent~tive at the. yatiean that policy. In other, words, the' Pandit has no 
untlll914 and that the Vahcan sent a diplomat objection in principle to .the scorched earth 
to i..ondon only ·in 1939: The United Sutes policy. Indeed,' he' approv~~ of it and would. 
likewise was not . represented at·· the Vatican' adopt it if he were the Go~emmeDt: In' 
until the beginning of thrs war when President, parenthesis, it may · be .stated here ··'that 
Roosevelt ·sent • Mr. Philip Myron as his everything in presentday war ·is likely to be1 

personal envoy. ;The Constitution of . the of value· to the enemy. 'The distinction of 
U~ S. A. 'requires the 1appi-oval of the Senate- contraQ.and ; has' ':practically· ceased. It is 
tor all rtominations of Secretaries of State and' difficult to: think 'of' anything 'whichr can not 
AmbasSa.dors but "persOnal representatives'' .. d9 be directly or indirectly·. usef:ul to ·the 'enemy. 
not need 1he Senate's approval. _'If the ~resident Pandit Jawaharlal has not answered· the' 
had sought tl\e sanction of the Senate for an, objection tQ · the scorched. earth policy ·'on 
en~oy to the Vatica~ he could have obtained it the ground of its futility. The destruction 
only with much difficulty. 1 Even' the despatch of of the Dneiper Dam did not prevent· the 
the personal envoy' was strongly.-attacked in the Germans crossing into the , Ukraine where 
Christian Press · as the thin end of the wedge they are still entrenched. The destruction of 
towards Papacy. Another · criticism of the the Singapore granite causeway did not prevent 
Japanese appointment was that the. Vatican never the Japanese occupying the placa a(ter repairing 
exchanged representatives V{ith ·non-Christian it· in a day or two. Military engineeu 
countries. The Archbishop says that there are expect such occurences and !lire ready with 
Apostolic Delegates in all the non-Christian means of meeting them. The policy has been 
countries of ft.s!a an~ Af~ica, one in India sin~ adopted only in cases where the defenders have 
1887 and one m"'Chma smce 1922, and ane Jl}' for the time being lost aJl hope of successfully 
Japan for many years. The Archbishop denies resisting the enemy. The destruction of food 
that the acceptance of a diplomatic representative crops in pursuance of the scorched earth policy 
means that the· Vatican approves of Japan's is, perhaps, more immediately eff~ctive against 
foreign policy. Russia, he points out, has a diplo· the de.fenders than against the enemy who brings .. 
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his· w ~~~ll~s;i ;·~~ ~~~~ who ~ntertaiq. the ' self-determination·· did. ·not ~xtend to • India's 
slig~t~t hope of ''recovering lost ground, . will deciding even at this twelfth hour on taking on 
inddlg~ in this'policy bf destruction. On general the war commitments of Britain, India's right 
grounds also, the destruction of works which had to decide on war or peace was the issue on which 

. engaged human energy for . ~ong periods, ·i~·· the Congress first broke with the Government 
repugnan.!; . ~o . the creative element in human throwing away its position of authority in eight 
nature; flie most valuable in it. provinces. But it was not raised in 'their talks Witlr· 

After the Cripps Mission :-There is a Cripps by Pandit Jawaharlal and the Congress 
personal-side to th~ ~ripps ,Mission-which ha% fr~idj!nt who have thus .. nullified the:Co~gress 
assumed' an undeserved 'fmpoffililce, . 1t Was ag1tat10n of the past two years. And, In thiS res
pathetic to see, before Sir Stafford's arrival in pect, the Cripps Mission has succeeded admirably. 
India; high British ·officials str~ssing his sincerity · · Press Comments :-Chance comments 'in the 
and goodwnl to' India as' though all the other press· ipdicate that much 'of the verbiage let 
Britons who have dealt with this country loose on the public is padding to hide' dissen
were ·nor. 'of":equal sincerity ~nd friendliness: sions within all the camps.· 'fhe Statesman of 
Sit: Stalfor~~.n~i!"J~lf' l~anli ;'-rather'' .. hea..vity Cal~utta after ,,accusing 'lhe ·. bmeaucracy or 
on: b1&" admu•at1on. 1 for., rfrid1a ·rtd. IWniclP he' dupmg Cripps, suggests that enough considera-; 
harked back ·repeatedly in Iii\; pronolin~metlts~ tion was not shown . to the Viceroy; · adding. 
All• ·thes"; ·~o.\\te.ver, ~:ar~ .fike-:!;-,~be 1.fto":er~ with naive ~ubtility that Sir,_Mauric& ~wyer 
that -bloom' tti' tb~ .spring.• Equally tonchtngJ would .function very well· as ·Viceroy. Thi," 
wa~-Pandit 1a..waharlars:rfervent! areferences=c::to; Hindustan Times in a thank-God-for-small"' 
r'esil:lt:utcehOl• ag~s5lonfl?.his ;'sy~~thy';.~tof• ·mercies spirit, asks people ~q note, that .~e 
R~ui and·;rfor Ct:Una'"-'And "equally: lrt~levant;., brea~down can not be set down to Az<l.d or
On' the' theory when in'troti\5le •abuse(thei_~pla:in.l Sardar Patel but to:Nelhi'<whose name, it says, 
tiff's attorney, Sir.: Stafford· irl•; his· larewt!lt is sweel<tto Anglo-An\etiC<Lq.. ears •.. The ,T,imes 
bro:'ldca~t .. gave -~: lon~ recital; of,, the .sins pf oTI_ nfitf: ,pelhCc:qrrespop1leqt, :~r~Ja,lts ·Pt~ 1 's,~lie,r 
9t&r,Altl!l. fi_. qw~~s, w))1ch. y;a1k pu~ ., ,~ , p~aqei tra~•tiqllS,_ __; ?.f_.~~t" p()ows __ ,,P_.~J?e_L,~¥'::>~.x_· ~~~~g ;P.i!, 
IQ af; s?-teq:Je~t ?11; ~e failu,re, or'.lus1 JIUSSJ9,~ !\.~~}onaps,~. pt~S ilfl! c;J:i#g!+lg ~t}pps,.w'fP Slil¢f.~·, 

. W.tu:~ ·l:P."td1t J~waliartar, ,Sf!Ys· !hat .Pe .~ •?gJpe Tan~ua~e, ~f,,Atp~lt. i " 11~_;;", h. '·Ji ·', 
~ s~pn~e, . pow .far t9:e Cong~~.'!e~t_to ~et ._t,Ord ft~hfaxJn (hecUr.~rAr twl.ne,presenqe o( 

t:tte. ~.BLISh jlQ.d: :talks:,o~ .the.hp.gulia,M~,htha~ LoJ~ ~~Jj!<1;X. .,1n, W:as)lijilgtop, f:O~ ~ e~erness 
ha;(J ~q',p~~ up ~~~.he . 1s ~ril:ctt~ll~ tl!Jli~g tpe !pau: hi~ cvle.\Vs onJli!' :.W~lfltl: ,!lltuat~~iir;~t this 
Oqr.ern!J,le.y.tr .thilLfWihe~ ~e ,!p~ld ;;no! havtt JunctiJ~1 ~are ,~orth · ~ ihl$ cpu~try ~ore t~an 
earned the Congr;ss . wWt hun. ; . ?•r ~~n~~ hal(, a ,·c;l.ozen , ,~Xpe!1Bn~4 lndiaq pl!b),ichts · 
J;lyat Khan '?cc~p1es an ~)pgo}ls po~nt~n . .q., deputed .!q th~t .~~Ur,J;try t;o tell ~he A.m~icans 
t)le ,Milsi~,League: . ¥tt~r onp WIStful stateme11,~ th_e ~_!'utn, ~bout. !t. , Lord ;Halif'*, i to· b~gin 
commendmg the Cnpp!;i scheme,. he ha~ come tqi wlt~, has, as BntiSh, Ambl,lssador, not. bee'n a 
order under Mr.'Jinn~h •.. l'he. mystery ·man· .. in. c9nspicUO\JS succes.S.;' Whim -lie' laSt came ~0 
thenegotiatici~ ):9 C~lof;.~r, .,Lou~ Jo'1qsori,. ~hs. Bdtain ori~ ·a holiday it w~ ,expe~~ed-:tha(: ~e 
U • .S.i ,Pres1aent's . pe~sonal . _repr~~!ltatlye; would not .,return ~o Wasl}!ngton •. ,But he.iild 
aqd bead of the Amer1can econormc rmss1on to, a~d.that has been,mdeed,.a rare good fqrturie w· 
India:' Apparc;ritly lie did no,t agree with: Si( In~ia:., Ev~cy .time he sl?e.fl~ on I~dia lie~ 1Vei maY, 
Stafford ~~ipps;. There has been .an exc~ange b~;~\'rel m~1tes. th~ !ntell1g~qt .~menc~n _toi 
between S•r. 5tafford and .Congress leaders about cntteal scrutiny of h1s,.(acts so obv1ously Irrecon
t}le part played by Mr. johrison il\ th!l negotia- citable 'with- American,. politicaT anct, economi~. 
tion~. , Sir· Stafford a~cused Ccina-~.sslilen · o( belief&:_ 'The oth~r day he t'!kl th'eD}_tlla~ ·millions 
havmg ·j>Ought . Mr. :Johnson's , a1d, . Both o(lnd1ans , outs1de, the Congress are ready to 
Maulana Abul. · Kalam. Azad; and · ~Pandit enlist in the Indian . Arm)' if eqqipment :was 
J ayvaharla1 ... have. reto.~~ed ·.that. Mr,''. JOhnson' mad~ ava4Jable,' ,:rhe )ntelligent, ~ericiui would. 
iqteryened of his' own .accord and on.· his certamly have.wonderea why .eq\llpi,Ilent cannot 
own -init~v;.> M~. jgh11so~ .has ~ot d~~ed be fo,und fo~ Indiana w~e. it_ is bein~ sent to 
it necessary ,to throw any hght Of\th~ subject. Ru~Sla; ·C~ma and t~~ oth~ (ll~bers ,of the 
though he is ·the only· man ; :who can dQ 1t. Un,tt~ Nations Fron~ ~e .may l:l!so a~ ;why,· 
No doubt he ha&.infgrmed President Roosevelt.. when so . much .. man, power IS available 
In a statement ~~ot Ca#?, ~ir Stafford has sa!~, for, the A.rmy, ~~- has not been,, dur~g 
that, ~e defenee of Indta , IS very soqnd and. the last . century · and a · quarter, enhsted, 111 
that. he cannot say,mofe without giving fuforrna- industi;ial';_ prod"!ction. He '?lust also ask .. 
tion ' useful to ~be enemy; This. is reassuring what th~e -men, millio,ns o~ Jhem who ~can 
and in; the ultimate analysis is .~ore impor,t~nt be.~rawn 111~ tqe At:my if there was ~\lffi.aent 
at tpe' inomen~ ~han any ,.pohtical ,settle~ent. eq~tpment, are . domg at present, m .what 
HiS confidence will be of the greatest value to the gamful occupatton ; they are engaged.. Lor<J 
British War Cabinet. which is . vitally interested Halifa:x;, naively observe4 with reference to the· 
in the military position of India •. It was a lligni- failure o( . the . ~ripp~ mission : ~h.at , it has 
ficant feature· pf ·.the 'Cripps. plan . that,. while demonstrated the smcet~ty of the BntiSh Govern
every ,vitalissue;· inCluding the unity of ~n~ia. menfin pr!'mising s~!f:gover~ment to· .India 
Wall.~ be i;~bmitted to th~ cluinces of a plebiSCite, On ,t~e cess~tl'?ll of h~tihtlllSJ· ~bi~h, ~CO!dmg to 
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President Rodsevelt'i latest. c:orilputatidrt will be I and especially those who require references 
th~ year$ hence. ·The intelligent American c:m frequently, !Dust own their books and see that 
not fail to ask if qffering the States of the Umon they are avatJ:Lble to them at any moment. The 
the option · of remaining in it ot quitting it, irst problem as how ~ preserve the .books '!Vbeq . 
would be an offer which he and his count~men one has got them. The best ~eth~ known 
wou1d regard as an oft'et of self-government. Lord locally seems to be sl.'ray the~ With_ Fbt or some 
l4Jifax implied that the sincerity or the J;Jritlsh substance of the kmd . now and then. Then 
Government was · ;n doubt and had to . be as regards accommodatmg the books. Should 
estab1ished. Aftllr all, the opinion of th~ lead~rs they . be stored in _closed or operi ·· sbelves.?_ A 
of the · J ndian people will · carry ""ith smparttal new problem has artSen on account of war condi
outsiders mord weight than ·the ipse dixit tions. Books ar!l deprecated~ being ~nflall?mable_ 
Of the · British· Ambassador who is una~le and • dangero~ to k~p fro~ th~ Au Ratd Pre· 
to forget that he was once Viceroy o£ Indta, cautionary pomt of vtew. . _ . 
. flnalic:ial Aid to Evacuees :-Following close Tehmurus B •. Dubash :-:We regret to 

Drt the as~urances by the Central Government announce the . d;atb last Sa~urday of Tehm~ 
that there is no discrimination in the treatment B. p~basQ, Asststailt Manager of the Commercial, 
of evacuee!! by officials, t:rtainl~ none on ra~ial :Pnntmg, Press, at the. eaflY, age of 47 after 
grounds, ~mes the dtsq\lietJng' · fnformatton three weeks of a;ute. suft:ermg •. Te~mw:us, ash~; 
from the Nagput' Correspondent of the Hintlu of w~ kq~":~ t_o hts wtde ctrc:le .of, frtenci;i,. was,.~ 
instructions ' issued by ·.Deihl to provincial gental sptrtt.. He took the. ke~11~ mte~es~ 10. 
administratioi1s. The nlessai£~ reads : . the men w~o .worked under .htm lin~ tt !"as m ~e 

a circular le~r. addressed by the Government. o1 press amongst the, men tha! he Wa$ 10 llls efement.; 
lndla, to Provincial ·Governments, suggestint the Even when he lost .. hiS ·temper-and th«r 
1calea of aulstance to be given to different classes of strain of presS work can be verj trying-he 
avac.uees has give11 rlae ·•o: Indignation among the could suddenly turn the gravity of the .. situation 
pubUc her":' Government sugg'll•~ that European . and with a joke and a laugh which it was impossible 
Anglo-Indian evacuees are to be gwen Rs. 85 per head, · . . Th .. • . d"ffi · · I ' h" h h 
the maximum fot dne family being Rs. 600. In· the to restst, . ere was , no 1 cu ty. w IC e 
ea•e of other evacuees, the a11ow11nce ranges between . wou14 !lot overcome, leaving all parties1,satisfied. 
Ra. u and R•. 2~, &ecording to the status of the His death is a sad loss· t~ the .Cciinmerciaf • 
lndlvldllllh All this money· Is · reooverable froal the Printing Press and to this journal..' ' · . · 
·~ac~eeut later ~te. . • , · ' . . ~ Anao4 . Shinkar Dhruva:-The death ; ~f 

Tht!l 19 lantastte and should, tf unt.rile, hav11 Professor Anand' Shankar· Dbruva leaves a. 
been denied promptlyi · The .sugge~tton t~at \'oid in the world of scholarship,. the' depth' 
the money advanced· to. eva~uee~ IS .to be of which those who were ··not perSonally 
recovered at a later date, ts ludu:rous. , .. acquainted wit~ hi!JI and his work cannot. 

Boob Classlflc:atlon ::-Dr. Bhupe'ndra 
1
Nath adequately appredate. 

1 
It is almost incongiuous 

Guha, Public Ubrarlan,AIIahabad read ·a learned to use the word "personal,. in relation to hi~ 
paper' on ."India's Contribution to the Science and his work. The great. and outstandmg 
«>f Classification."' · tn it he referred to various difference between Western and Eastern ·ways 
schemes of awinging books in a large Library. of thinking is the. emphasis on persQnality by the 
The fJa,.gas of the old Sanskrit classical writers former and the total absence of it tn the latter •. 
were not Intended for library purposes. They One may notice this in the prominence which is 
were rather· 1i. cla5Siflcation of the various accorded In word and picturetoEuropeangenerals 
branches of knqwledge •. We are now, having and the .almost. total anonymity of Asiatic 
tnen specially trained for' the function' of commanderswhoareprovingthemselves in every 
Librarians. One · of the ablest Librarians respect equal .in the art and strategy of war. 
we' have' known was the late Mr. Tiverekar Professor .Dhruva's scholarship had more 'width 
of the Library of' .th~ Bombay Braach of the ·and .deptli than that of several others . whose 
·R~yal 'Asiatic Societ~1 . !:fe could not ,only names · are. fo.und more fre9u~ntly': in ne~s
gutde one to where a parttcular book was to papers and revtews. But he· was an authortty 
be found but 'he · could also help one tlj) to whom one turned with perfect confidence 
referenl!e .on many subj~cts displaying a know• for informition. and advice that would be 
ledge of the ex~rioi' as well as the contents oE absolutely. uncoloured ·by bias of any kind. 
tire books. Large Libraries, howeverj can afford His great work during the .latter part of his 
to employ well-paid experts. The most difficult life was . the ·building- up of the Benares 
probletn is th~t of the private owrier who is faced Hindu University. Pandit. Madan · :Mohan 
witlfproble~s relating, riot so much to 'claSsi- Malaviya' as Vice-Chancellor had to atten4 
ticatlon' but to .the shelving and preservation to the replenishing of the resources of a rapidly 
of books at a cost which. is not. ~rohibitiVe to expanding University, It was on Professor 
middle class incomes.· ·A. housll wtthout' books, Dhruva as pro-Vice-Chancellor that the arduous 
some bne has ·said, is ·a body without a soul. duties fell of carrying on the day-to-day wjrk 
To have books in the house is the best "antidote of administration, in addition to his w.Jrk as 
to ennul.and to the tendency to gossip. ·People Principal and Professor of the m:>St · important 
-Nho read one book at a time, may have their College. He . was the emboJiment of Hindll 
needs supplied trom a public library.' But those culture and philosophy of life in its finest 
whose interests' extend beyond a !ew shelves form. 
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THE CRIPPS PLAN AND THE DELHI 
' ' BREAKDOWN. 
: 'There have been, during the week, statement 

and 'counter-statement on the Cripps episode 
at Qelhi. Out of these slowly a picture of 
what 'happened is forming in' men's minds. It 
must be borne in mind that the published letters 
ll:re but footnotes to the prolonged talks which 
went on for ·over . three weeks between the chief 
negotiators. Even so, however, there are some 
points ~ :Which .ani· beyond . reasonable doubt, 
The Crtpps . Plan, · though it was said to be 
one whole aod to be ·considered as such. was. one 
!"'hich naturally fell into three· parts: The most 
unportant was.the plan for the future which was 
to be operative · "unless !P.aders of Indian opinion 
in .the principal communities agreed upon some 
other' fortn''-we quote from the· declaration· 
itself •. The secorid part was the responsibility 
for Defence which Sir Stafford was very definite 
could not be handed over to Indian control during 
the war even if opinion in· India unanimously 
demanded it, and · which must be borne by the 
Commander-in-Chief with the advice of the War 
Cabinet in· Whitehall. Lastly, there were· the 
·proposals for an interim Government of India 
which were left to the ' Governor-General-"we 
have ' not · attempted and should not 
a~tempt to ta~e t~at responsibility out of 
hts bands," satd Str Stafford at a ' Press· 
conference. In . other words the work of 
Sir Stafford Cripps, as the representative of 
the British War Cabinet, was to persuade 
Indians to accept the' first ~lterable part of the 
scheme-the only part to which the 'words 
"just and .final" applied, 

Sir Stafford Cripps was able to manage 
his part of the· job if not satisfactorily at least 
unobtrusively. The Congress leaders who had 
denounced the future plans for India, practically 
consented to waive their objections in vjew of 
what they felt was the immediate necessity of 
arriving at a provisional National Government 
at the C~ntre, losing. sight of Sir Stafford's 
reprated warning that the scheme went a!l a 
whole. the' Muslim League resolution dismisses 
the interim proposals, firstly, on the· ground 
that the scheme stands or falls as a .whole and 
that the League does not accept. the future plan 
and,. secondly, because they are vague. This is 
more realistic. Had Sir Stafford managed to bring 
about an agreement . on the rest o1 .the scheme; 
the Congress;Jor one, could not have dismissed 
the plans .for the future merely. by refusing to 
look at them. From the Indian point of view, 
this would have been most unfortunate. · 

From the point of view of th¢. War Cabinet,. 
the failure of the Congress and other parties to 
accept its "just and final settlement" is no matter 
for congratulation, And Sir . Stafford, while 
gallantly refusing to blame anyone but himself 
for the breakdown, has clearly suggested where 

the · responsibility . for the .failure rested, 
Lord Linlithgow obstinately adhered to the 
~ugust offet. in spite . of the free hand 
giVen him by the War Cabinet to settle the 
details of the; provisional Government · and 
Ge!leral Sir Archibald Wavell as Commander-in
Chief could have adopted a conciliatory attitude 
towards the demand for Indian control over 
Defence, The i1npression given by the. · state
ments, however, is that General Wavell was not 
eve~ prepared fo give the negative support o( 
saymg he would co-operate· with the Indian 
Defence Minister. On the other hand . the 
Congress representatives were· prepared in' effect 
to make over the functions of the War Depart
ment to the . British War Cabinet, the only 
parallel to whtch must be sought in the Japanese 
system. When this . is conceded we are not 
surprised that Sir Stafford should 'say that the 
hitch did not come over Defence. It came over 
the Congress assumption that reservation of war 
issues implied popular control over other 
departments. Sir Stafford felt that this was 
unfair.. He argued · that the assertion of the 
Coi?m~nder-in-Chie~'s authority · did not -mean 
abd1cat10n by the V1ceroy and, to get out-of any 
commitment he might have inadvertantly made 
brought in the inevitable minorities. . ' 

The speeches made by Pandit Jawaha~lal 
Nehr~ ?n the necessity of presenting unrelenting 
opposttion to the aggressor cannot repair the 
damage done to the spirit and morale o(the 
people by • the feeling .. that the civil and the 
military heads stand in , the way of a national 
government. The British War Cabinet has 
shown 3; deplorable want of . foresight in 
perpetuatmg such a state of affa~rs. lf it was 
re!ying on Sir Stafford to. bring about'what the 
Vtceroy and Mr. Amery ,'had failed to do it 
should have given him '.free scope and ·~ot 
tied his hands by leaving the final word on the 
provisional Government with the Viceroy and 
through him, with the Secretary;.of State fo; 
India. . It would have been the part of wisdom 
for .Sir Stafford to have first arrived at some 
agreement with the Governor-General and the 
Commander~in-Chief at D!!lhi which would have 
el!minat~ bringing them. into. the negOtiations• 
w1th Indian' leaders •. _Th1s apparently he did not 
do when he met thern bn his arrival,· Maulana 
Abu! Kalam Azad . in a statement which Sir 
Stafford Cripps has not refuted though he had the 
time and opportunity to .do it at Karachi, cliarges 
Sir Stafford with progressive deterioration in his 
outlook on the relation of the provisional 
Government to the Viceroy and to Mr. Amery. 
Mr. -~mery :'-nd . Lord.· Unlithgow . have' a 
vested 1nterest 10 the August offer. ·When Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru showed himself desperately 
anxious to settle with· the British, that offer 
was instantly revived. ' . . 
. The tone adopted by'SQ:- Stafford. Cripp~ the 
moment he realised that the. position was 
impossible, revealed him as a_ bad negotiator, 
In . his broadcast announcing the breakdown, 
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Sir Stafford sought to·•place the blame; on· the 
c;<>ngressi· ~uggesting: that all other ·p~rties were 
willing to co-Overate. '.This .is incorrect •. Then 
again, the Congr.ess PresidenUn his Jast .letter to 
Sir Stafford gave him an opportunity for reopen
ing the whole :subject.· The Maulana 'pointed 
out that Sir Stafford had for the first. time raised 
the bogey of the "tyranny or the. Jlli!.jority jn, his 
Jeuer withdl:awing; the .British ·offer. - He ~dded 
that, ·had it been raised during_ the talks,- ·the 
Pr-oblem ;would have been met. 1 Su~elf. here was 
an opening to resume the discussions. 1 That Sir 
Stafford should have thought. it a fitting answer 
to, enter on his' return 'jpurney ;ind to indulge in 
easy optimism foqhe {Jit\Jfe a( a press confer, 
ence ·at ~arachi, .means ,either• that. he .had 
himself lostconfidence in his capacity as;a nego·· 
tiator. or that :he feared to contin\Je further 1est a 
united, Indian demand shduld reveal,' publicly and 
more completely the intractability" of tl).e Viceroy: 
All this;,to say the least, is not the ~ttitude o( one, 
who is. anxious to. arrive at, an agreement.. Siv• 
Stafford has been· most vindictive in his depart
ing speeches B.nd has sought to) stir' up 'trouble· 
everywliere.·' The fact is, Sir' Stafford' Cripps'. 
shared with Mr. Amery a~Jd Lord; Linl\thgow ~ · 
partiality for .thti.'opiniQn~ o( the ~usliql ,League, 
Only he ~as less !ltraightforward about it. lo one. 
of his first letters to . the Congress ··.President, he 
referred to "the Hindu Press" which he apologised 
for later 1 and said· he meant the 'Hinaustan 
JYme.r/~~r; •'Jinnah; follchyed .this .up (aith(ully 
by a l'liece 'o{, '·*fldief ~iseourte:;y }0 ;'t!le; 
Ilinllu~~an Ximes . representp)ive at .~I Press 
Cpnference • which . ;had .. been vealled · by: the' 
League,.1 .MrJjinnah has also·1taken his··cue' 
from Sil' Stafford's last interview and lleclared his 
utter dislike 6f the ·Congress sche111e . because .it: 
would tnean the '''tyranny .of.'.the .majority.~·· 
It , would .. be .well if, either, o( them. would 
explain what 1 exactly is the ''tyranny of the• 
majority'' and why and how it is worse than the· 
"tyranny of the· 'minority."·· How, again,' is one 
to avoid both in any system ~;>f ' Government ?, 
We haw not heard the last or the Cripp~ Mission:., 
It is possible th'at in · the. near future a .drasti.c 
change might come ~>Ver Indo-British.· .relations: 

•and a fresh settlement more akin· to the realities 
of the situation might well be reached. Even 
in Moscow, it should be remembered, the Russo: 
British collaboration for which Sir Stafford 
Cripps',had worked,·came finally after he had 
left Russia and wa~. ,made possible by forces. 
beyond his control. .. 

INDlAN'STATES AND tNDIA'S 
... ·. ;. UNITY. 

· The Reforme,. did · not expect that Sit 
Stafford · Cripps would be able to break · 
through the thick crust of ·reaction· which 
surrounds the Indian administration. . But ,it 1 

did . not expect that. he would , succumb to 
surroundings to the extent that . he did in his 
farewdl broadcast, As a matter of fact, 
however, his-mission has been a nota~le success 

in: ·one irriporrant -sand~· unforeseen 'direction; 
It: has· :been' :~he . means of evoking frorn' 
important· Indian: ;Princes and ·administtiltors· 
declarations pledging- thetnsehles · to supportr 
the. scheme, as· they understood: the CrippS' 
scheme to be, of a single Union for the whole' 
country. 'rhe Maharaja of Kashmir gave the lead 
in a: reSounding< statement which was warmly 
welcomed throughout· th& country. His Pr•rnel 
Minister; Sir N. Gopalaswa·mi Aiyangar, i urther 
elucidated it and made an important suggestion 
which would ·bind the States with 'the 'Provinces 
in organic unity. Sir .Gopalaswami. said that 
the ,Cripps' scheme was: for a :single Unioll' 
and: that the ·alternatives. sug~sted 'would 
prove.l!.nworkable. The Dewan of lravancore, 
Sir C. • P. Ramaswami'. Aiyar, :Speaking' at ·a 
largely attended public .meeting in Trivandram on' 
April 8, :used significantly str{)ng. la!lg'uage in 
cot:demnation"of any partition o( India; He said: 

• 1 ' ' ' • ' J - t ' ,: 
I feel the intolerable ignominy of a. !livided, bisected 

and trisected· India and feel that" the e,seQtial unity o( 
: the; country is •a: priceless heritage, improved by the 
settled policy of .EQgland in the past, uame:y, '•Keep, 
l.ndia ~nited.'' .l. allJ sure I.ndia will continue to be 

'united ..... .' ... ! may say without breach. of confidencr 
··that 'the attitude of: ·nio5t· ~ndl4n States, including 
Travancore, has been tha~ ·DO' State would be unwilling' 
to have whole-hearted tran~er of power and dominion 
~n!l: lnfl~ei!C<! to Jgd~ l:lan4S..; I ··;(, : · · : : 1 ·: • 

The Dewan of::B'aroda,l Sir J\f~: 'T;,:Kristl.narln
charya; speaking· lit' a ._:Sttidy ' Ci,r~;te ·on ' th~£ 
lOth Ap~l; 'declared 'tha.f ~l;Iis l HigpneSs t~; 
Gaek,Y(a_r s, 9overnment ·g~vl'l ~he•r w.hol~~hll;~rted. 
support JD:·.the British War Cabinet's proposal. 
for. th411 ,creation. o£.a new ,Indlaa Union.; He> 
deprecated ;the .fear felt. iOJ soma quarters. that 
under the 'Scheme India mlghfbe'·divided 1'into' 
two or morei.mions.: .···tr~ &:ave his rea9ons''ih ~~~' 
Ohara Sabh~ for h1s optl~sm; .• He said ;, ! , • 1 , ; 

In the- first place; there IS the fuiulamenta) cwt~ra• 
unity of India. Through• long- ages, 'India ~'has 1 

evolved a distinctive Cl.llture which. is the joint cre~tioo'· 
,and common heritage of aU r&C!'S and· religions In • lt...l.f' 
Hindu and Muslim,• Christian and.Parsio This is an·, 
'integral part of our lif• SecondlJ,lhe•e is the politicale 

, unity steadily achieved, ill .~lle las~ 160 ye.,rs, which. is: 
Britain's priCeless gift to us. In this· period. ,we. haV<t. 

: evolved a sense of common citi..,nship which I• one ,of 
'the· most powerful . inftuences . peqteqting our 
national life. · Lastly, there are the economic l)nks 
which' bind·: aU· ·parts· of the ·country ine><tricably, 
together. lf · 'is, not merely that we have. .a 

: commod t"aUway • 'system and . single postal ancl 
telegraph . •and< curreocy system•. Provinces and, 
States have evolved ·economic organisations which 

: supplemout one another and are inter-dependent. Th& 
great agricultural provinces, fot example, find markets 
for their surplus produce 1in other provinces. The 
Industrial areas· obtain their raw materials, their Coal;' 

· etc., from other parts of India. ·The. banking ·system' 
: again i~ not lin!ited . by administrative boundariesJ 
Such ties win not be lightly set. aside. ln the future1 
under a p;,licy of inteDSive industrialisation, these links, 
will become yet closer and their cumulative effect will be 
to make every one work for securing the acceptance of, 
arrangements which will enable a single .union to be 
established. ' · · ' 
. . . r· 

No one who bestows serious thought to. the 
question can ·doubt ·for a .moment ·that,· for 
the reasons meqtioned by Sir Krishnamacbarya 
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and many others, the; partition. of India can 
\!ring only disaster to all the parts and to the 
country as a whole. The age of small States is 
past and today only. States which have a . .large 
enough area and p.Jpulation to admit free cultural 
and. commercial intercourse without barriers 
of. any kind, have the best chances of prosperity 
and security. ijqt there are, it must be admitted, 
leaders who are carried aw<~-y by their emotions 
and, notwithstanding the· many practical diffi
c;ulties, they may undertake to work the un
workable alternatives. If His Maj~sty's Govern· 
m~nt had given a firm lead for an India one and. 
indivisible, all the other difficulties would hav~ 
been overcome or overlooked for the time being. 
Sir Akbar Hydari's death has deprived ·the 
country at a critical moment of his powerful 
suppor~ for; Indian unity. We have no doubt 
that His Exalted Highness the Nizam and the 
N!Lwab of. Chattari, his present Prime Minister,. 
will throw their great influence . on the 
same side. It is a: great advantage ;that 
Sir Stafford Cripps has not been able to mention 
the Prfnces of India among those who, he thinks 
gratuitously, will oppose a .national scheme. 
This may be regarded as a result of his mission 
f~ which we may feel grateful. -

THE CASE OF INDIAN STATES PEOPLE, 
Mr. D. V. ·Gundappa of My~ore is an experienced 

and responsible publicist. . His memorandum sub
mitted to Si( Stafford Cripps entitled •• fhe Cas.e of 
the People of the Indian States;• therefore, calls for 
special attention. To lhe average British Indian, 
it seems that the people who speak on behalf 
of the peoples of Indian States, do not appreciate, 
not. at least; suffloiently, the fact that lndianisa
tion of the servioes which as .Yet, after over half .. 
a centurY: ~f agita~ion1 is only partially accomplish· 
ed In' ·British lndra, IS a completely. accomplished 
fact in Iridian States'. In British India, there are 
still a considerable proportion of higher appointments 
in the Civil Services and nearly all of ·them in the 
army, held by · Englishmen. In Indian States they 
are all held by Indians, natives mostly of the States 
ooocerned. If it ill a benefit to have !ill admini
strative and executive appointments filled by 
nationals, as it oertainly is, this advantage is 
already fully enjoyed ·by· the people of the States. 
The ruler is an Indian and his Dewan and ·other 
Ministers are Indians. Here there are all the elements 
of awaraj. The only qualification attaching to it is the 
existence of a Paramount Power, It is this fact that 
detracts from the completeness of swaraj in Indian 
States. One woul~ therefore,, expect; that an Indian 
States publicist who . is an-, ;~.dvooate . ot self
government and not merely good . government, would 
0oncentrate attention on the . mitigation, if not 
elimina,tion, , . of .. this , qualifying . condition,' the 
e]listeoce of a. Paramount Power, that he would plead 
!JOt for the more frequent and· closer exercise of 
rights.of paramountcy •. This, if we understand him 
aright. Mr. Gundappa does not do. .On the oontrary, 
be aeems to blame· the Paramount Power for not 
maki~g more liberal use of its paramountcy, In 
other words, the Paramount Power is blamed tor not 
having taken the internal administration of the State 
more or less dirl'.ctly in its bands. Let us quote 
Mr. Gundappa's word~ : , , ... 

· .. ·So far as the moral and material development of the· 
States' people is concerned, its (the Paraqtount Power's)' 

' policy has generally been the negative obe of promising 

. protection against gross misgovernment. · It is only 
wheo things have beoorne scandalous and cannot In 
decency be passed over that action Is contemplated. 
Maladministration in any degree short Of"that deemed 
gross or gra.ve by the Political Department need receive· 
no attention.. So has it been in practice. Where 

· any degree of progress has been achieved In a State-as 
in Mysore and Cochiu and Phaitan and Aundh-thanks 
are due not to Paramountcy at aU, but entirely to the 
patriotism· and ability of the local administration;. 
and progress even there would ··surely have been ·more 
rapid ancl larger if the .p;illcy. of paramountcy . had 

. behind it the inspiration of an energetic and 
purposeful nationalism. · 

Mr. Gundappa . misconceives the function of: 
Paramountcy, A Paramount Power fulfil• its 
l~gitimate function by abstaining from interfering· 
with the internal administration even for beneficent· 
ends, Under Mr. Gundappa's theory; the States• 
will be exactly in the same position as Provinces of 
British India. . Indeed, rather in a worse one; 
because the provincial· and central functions are 
demarcated by statute while the rights of Paramountcy. 
are left to be determined according to circumstances· 
in each case. Mr. Gundappa, like others who undertake 
to speak on behalf of the people of States generally, 
and not .with particular reference to one or some of 
them, spoih his case by overgeneralisation, Well 
administered States should have and, as a matter of 
fact, have more freedom from the control of Para
mountcy than backward State& where there is no · 
clear demarcation between the public functions of 
the ruler and his private interests, 'British Indialf 
opinion .as a rule has deprecated the interference in 
the affairs of States by the Paramount Power,:. It is, 
therefore, surprising to see_ a responsible States· 
publicist demanding a greater measure .ofinterference,· 
It will be more straightforward to ask for outright 
annexation, which Mr. Gundappa is tar from doing. 
He. wants · the States to be preserved· in their· 
territorial integrity. He wants Indian States' subjects· 
to have identical rights with British Indian• ·in the 
provinces, But there is no sign in this memorandum 
that he does not share the jealousy of Indian St~tes', 
subjects of British Indians holding office or otherwise· 
pursuing a career in the States, · 

· Following' the lead of the Maharaja of Kashmir 
other States have declat"ed their readiness to have the 
right~_ of paramountcy merged in a Central Govern• · 
ment . of India in which they would themselves be· 
represented, This would put behind the - States 
"the inspiration of an energetic and purposeful 
nationalism,'' the want of which, Mr. Gundappa thinks, 
has retarded the pace of progress in the progressive 
States. A well-governed Indian State is a powerful , 
argument in favour of Indian selt-governmenr:. An 
ill-governed. State is a great obstacle.. to it.. 
But it is no use confusing progress with the 
possession of government on any single pattern. 
The Parliamentary system has been rejected by 
Europe as a whole. ·. In Great Britain,·· Mr. 
Winston Churchill is for all praotical purposes ~. 
dictator, The excuse of war, is but a11 excuse.· 
The defects of the system were amply evident 
even in peace time. Irish reform was put off until it 
became a menace to British administration. 
Indian reform is bein~r simitarly debyed. Autocracy 
is· never .a _satisfactory form of government No 
more is a .system whlob involves the· withdrawal: 
of scores of citizens from their. normal vocations 
to sit silently in an Assembly :for days together 
merely to ~ into the right 'lobby when a division· 
is called. Some readjustment between the existing 
systems is urgently needed. Men like Mr. Gundappa 
will be serving not only the States but all India and, 
indeed, the whole world if tbey al!ply-their mindll to 
the task of suoh readjustment. · 
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J. B. PETIT ON CREMATION; 
Mr. Jehangir B. Petit's. pamphlet. eptitled "Scienti-. 

:II'~ Cremation" revive• 'interest Jn an old and rather 
worn out topic. The oa!lll for crem11tion aa again~t 
burial or expo8ure to dispose of dead bodies, needs 
no elaborate advocacy. It does no( encumber tbe 
earth with tombs whiob progressively reduce tbe 
area available for cultivation or re•idenoe to future 
gener~tions . It avoi~s the proo~s ~ decomposition 
CO wh1oh dead bod1es are subject 10 ·burial, and 
the obvious objeotions to exposure methods. I( 
the dispo~al ot 1he dead were not. inextricably 
mixed up with religious beliefs regarding·· the 
future after death, the solution or the problem on a 
purely hygienic basis, will not offer many difficulties. 
As cremation fortunately is the manner preferred by 
the "majority" community-even the Hindu castes 
which bury the dead readily adopting crematio!l as a 
symbol of higher social status-adopting what 
Mr, Petit calls "Scientific Cremation," would not be 
a revolutionary reform, Cremation, scientific and 
unsciencifio, reduces the body to lUbes. The open 
pyre method now followed has the merit of simplicity 
while the "ecientific" method, requiring the' 
production of gas and electricity, is liable to be 
put out of action in. emergenciea like. the presen[ 
war conditions. Even the open method bas beer! 
brought under Government control. on the ground 
that the smoke and flame of burning bodiea may 
be u•ed as landmarks by the enemy. Gas and 
electricity involving the laying of mains and plant 
may be put out of action a11d then the people will 
have to fall baclc on the •raditional firewood 
whe!l the new arrangements have abolishell aU 
facil itiee for open cremation. The people who. 
are least affected by the war conditions . and 
efforts, are those who have,, been· content with 
their primitive arranger(lents. , The wells which. 
wero closed as , breeding-places, of mosquitos, are 
now required to be reopened. in order to. keep tha 
people from dying of thirst . i( enemy action. should 
Intercept the water supply as it did in Hong-kong 
and Singaporo, Th9se who disposed of their 
horse carriages and bullock carts, . in favour of 
motor oare, are feeling that they would have done· 
better ~o have stuck to the old modes of transport. 
India now realizes that she can call nothing her own 
which hal not been achieved by the .sweat and oil 
of her own children, Everything else is liable to be 
taken away from her at the plea9Ure of those from 
whom t~ey wero borrowed, . , 

-· 
SOME STRAY THOUGHTS. 

. ' (BY RECLUSE,) .· 

A friend ends copies 'of the Hln'ninf &ar ao 
!'-nglo-Tamil joum;U .published in Jaffna, 'The 
JOur!lt! says . tllat the. resolution against fixing 
Chr1stmn mi.mages on days considered auspicious 
by Hindus by the Synod of North Ceylon Methodists 
was initiated by Ceylonese ChristianOJ and not by 
foreign missionaries. This is not surprising as the 
!'onve~t is proverb~lly more zealous in demonstrat
!ng h•s. _breach wuh his past than . one born 
1n a rellg•on. . If the Ceylonese Methodists think 
that it is a cardinal . article of their faith that they, 
~hould. ~elect only such days as are considered· 
!nausp1c~ous by t?ose who benightedly continue 
m the f~•th of their forefathers, they are at com- · 
plete hberty to do .sa. But they have no right 
to regard themselves as more enlightened than their 
Hindu kith and kin on that account, As .a matter 
!'f fao~, w~t are called superstitions are found on 
mvestlgatJon to have originated in reasons of conveni
ence, economy and other considerations of a practi. 
cal character. The marriage season, for instance, in 
every country is related to the time of harvest when 
people are likely to have resources in cash or kind to 
spar~ for ~he f~s~ivity. The rainy season is 
considered mauBplctous tor the obvious reason 
t~at a downpour ~ould spell the panda! and decora- · 
t1on~ . bes1des. preventing the taking out · ot 
processtons wh1ch usually form part of Hindu 
marriage festivities. These festivities them·selves 
are means of publicity · to marriages and 
ensure their validity more than any written. 
record which is repugnant to Indian sentiment. ' 
Ch~ist . condemned the Pharisees for a · supposed 
desire to seem to be not ''as their neighbours. 
If the Ceylon Methodists have succeeded in 
following the precepts ot Jesus,· they nee!~ not 
worrt· ·about the days on which their children 
~rry and are given in marriage. As for astrology, 
S1r , Waltef Lawrence's exporienoe which wa1 
mentioned, could be easily multiplied. Th~re is 
a sort of encyclopaedia . in which all poss,ible 
combinations ot. atars and· planets whic;h make 
a ~oroscope are collected. Several people have 
test•fied to the aOQuracy of the narrative attached,· 
to each ot the horoscopes in their own cases, It ill 
not my contt:ntion that astrology should be the 
guiding light ia men's Jives. I think,: oo the , other, 
haQd, that a. man does well not to attempt to pry into, 
the future, being content to do his .best at Ule present. 
moment in the assuraqce that it every moment is well 
used there need be no anxiety as to what the next 
moments may bring. This may be dope· without 
questioning the possibility of there being a relation 
b~tween the cosmic and the indivldu:ll life. 

.. The last few issues of the rJian' Witn""• . the 
American Methodist missionary weekly published in VICHY AND GERMANY. , 
Lucknow, have published accounts of the exodus of ., . . . • L 
missionaries from Burma in anti.,ipation of the The lranSI'adio quotes the German radio as etl!lingi 
advance of the Japanese. All the Americans, men that Laval may . become Chief of State in p14oe of 
and women, fted leaving their Burmese auistants inJ Marshal Petain. A Vichy .despatch s s: .A. 
charge of their evangelic.&) duties. We appreciate government "established on a new basis" co be 
the spirit in which the fugitives endured the priva- constituted. This was announce~ tod .allowing&· 
tion1 of the journey to India. ·But they seem to have conference between Marshal p.,.atn !lrrural Darla~t 
felt hardly any regret at lea~~ing · their . Burmese and M. Pierre Laval. They ar• me g &Jl'ain tomorrow,· 
dependants to faoe the lnvadera. The lnd<a~t Witnaa Since bis last talk with .•Jar l:'etam, M. Laval 
too seems to think that there was nothing to regret or has seeq Admiral Dar•··• mber of times. The 
f!Xpi&ill ill this behaviour of the /reachers of the preaent deci;srtet· outcome of these talks. 
Gospel. We n?te. with: surpriae an some regret that Germany .My se!t· Ap~Uel;ent ~stronglY_ worded 
the evacuee m•as1onanee in some oases were· not nor;r.enensive AIIISwer lar'f !19 e. deadline for a 
above availing the10selvee of the Intervention ofi ""'wardlll complete co-op·C:r 1 ylng V•chy's attitude 
District a~ other officia.la to secure- prefe.,._. I dispa. tch t.o the.'New Y~rk 1r' acc;ording to a Berne 
treatment 1n re1peot of transport and .. ~· : · ., ,. · . •mes, 
veniences over their fellow Jnclian eva,.. • - · · · · · : · · 

' . . . . ., . . . 
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LETTERS. OF, B.],-;P~DSRAI::l •. ; , speaking of ~~l!ident Wil!Jan. i, iDat <jit,:to tlead the 
. 1 ••• 'Ji 1_ ni (Oopyi-tg~.\ , r. . , . 'w . _, -. world •. Jhe .llnly, Since~jty ... worthwl)ile is ,the 

· , · u.. , . i . · ,. • , , · Sincerity of 
1
a'! ppen ,Mi_nd which· tak~ good · care 

., ; 1 ~J A~g.ijl.~y l~-:18,, 932.: , . , , , not to' ·qtt an Open:sewer,_.and t{'kes_ e,qually ~Q?<J: 
. . '· ) , ·:, ·· :Kingston, Jaml.lictf· c~re not. to ~l:ju~ ~~t 1,1f,e ~n4 h~ht.·. ,, : _ _ · ,, •. ,, rl 

lio's'pit~ls ._>alon~;. and 'the- Stat~ 'Medical, In the Times,• Professotl ElliotSmith,'in a -copy•' 
panels; .. brinf ·th~ ,ne~ Medicipe within. ~~ach of· righted articl~1 ·deacribes the Pekingi .man,•his kAOw
tlie' poor.'·It 1s1 urged ·that ~he new m!dJCme and'. ledge of fire,· hislUse ofqollrtz to manufacture tool!J 
surgery ,have l become· so iritricatet~; effective 'that~ and .drinking·cu(ls, and th~; indications tti be gathered 
they have· gone' even' beyond,the ·means-of the·. fromhisskulland·bodyofwhathe ate and- drahk-'
professional · ·oi<isses ~nd · that' ah •exten!iion. of information'" which ' had1 t~ever · i been ~ obtained 
the state ·medical. s~rvice 'to them is ''called for. . before, umd,: which i~·.this: case • praves' the skeleton
If' is' the · 'purp.1se ··af'"Solod''· '. (iri. the Today : to· 1be distinctly< human' and not 111 sub-human 
ana 'I'omorrow . series) to' obtain a sim\lar relief for . Pithecanthropus. r . '" '· c: '• " r , · ' . • · • 1 

th~ :middle cilasses in the matter 'of }tistlce which at'. ·)·wo';~r'veys iri ~V9t,url pn 'psyoh6i~gy of . ~~iig\~ns · 
present' is :costly- beyond· the' means '·even _of the' are distinctly inter~siing._ Profess.orH.aym\:lnd PearL 
average woll-to-do man'.' "Solon'' '(!leads that in the finds 1!- slight, increase- in church rmenibership in 
effort' to' secure··relief from legal oosts and delays,' tbe''U;S; He ·a.tfdbutes 'that .to''the -attractions 
people turn .to expedients 'which can :only aggravate _.:.te~:. p~rtir.s; lectures and,concertS: which.' minis
Mth~. g.,' the fu•ion 'of the· J advocate and ·the. ters_. fay out .t~· i_ncre••e ._thek_ Bock •... Othe_r. r" d.iver-... 
aOlicsitor as in the U.S." A. ';J .· · ~· ~ -,.;< · f. · sions-f.ootba],,' radio "talks;; .etc.,.. have, in . the, 

'dne ofthe interesting 'things one r~d! o •. i's ~he 1 nme ,l?erio'd\,.';increased .: ma,nifold. , . 1 :Anothe~ 
m'arked variability. of species ugder domistbation c survey, ,find~.. ;c~urches" absolutely , 1mpoten~ 
at a tillle when variation in wild .life seems to ·!;lave-, tq :i prevent clime,, . .Y!!t 

1 
another survey -!lives., 

ceased. 4old-fi>h odginallj yellow, then red, is now 1 tliirty ·. thousand. '.ll'ep,ths and .. a· · million injured· 
st,liel-blqe,·. probably. due. to man's• deliberatei 1 througb motor-cars ip' th!j U.S. Yet cars .. are' 
seleotion. With this iri my head,,I turn ~o specimel)s.-. no,w ~~n times,as 'safe a~·· they. used tci -l:le 10 yearS: 
of' negroes Jse~, w•n-built,· tall, strong, and far froJA-.: age), _Gre;\ter,' ,intelligence !nt-he, handling _of traffi.G1 
unintetligent or ··.incompetent. Is it ',tha~- slavery,., and' the_ furth~. development of strength 

1
o( construe;., 

seiecpi only those deemed worthies~ ol good wo~. tif1q; .'!ill, .,e~ip1in~te, ;f9fld ,,latali~s. _altog~~er. 
for master~ i' .. The. ·stave-raider!. haul. whatel(er [Chey ., . Mr~ :i\ullbrooke ·wa~--amazed· at the latest 'figures. of' 
get J>ut. the li}asters save . only the St;J"l(iceabJe . 
and .. vat.abte.. I,, · 11m told. 'that 'r this · s~ength uiremployment-'-"Gerllianyr hae pa&·sea die: 5 ·.milliort' 
had· been .·.noticed .. in the . U. ,S. A. ; .. but their 1 pbint, and the U..:S.rthe tOmillien·point. Mr9.' Pratt~ 
explanation· there, was that only strong-built slave~, a. Mlow ',travei~F, taok"a'·halld in·our' talk, ''said' 
survive\!.' or could' ~urvive ',during'; the .-Passage" the prime Gauslf·of"the world •trouble is thiit'women" 
f · Al:i -· · ' ... ' ' ' · · .. · weN leaving:> homel-work;: despised'·'Iooking.'after 

ra.m._ ,_mea •. , .,,, ·'· . r U:f k' d 'ed h lv . rr·· A h I - , . •. - coo Jng, an 'mix t emse e:s· ul'analr!i, r ny ow, 
Comfort i lind ·.consolation are different things, orie ·' Bh& nc;ed. n<~t·· 'Worry ; . tile :world- ·seems to grow more<' 

is lltrength (fortis...;.strong),1he Othersoftnass; lam· and more id its•<own'_'Way; without regard.to eon"' 
sG •'fuH· rof 'the 1idea that•when rnen· wiri out, it is" trivanoes r of -men' :,or,·· wdtnen'~either, r-1 pointed 'out'! 
throUgh rsorrti! llncontem!plated step,·and'bardly ever: tbatSiJ:rJoeiab Stamp assigns the World's present' 
through tl\eir own · eontrivanGe:, and that all rrteh1 are•' plight to. eighteen causes, anct Jinsists that 'the way· 
liable·ttl-unforeseen mishaps; ·thar-•I would· hate toJ te get out' of it is not neeegsarlly•.the eame ·as the' 
minister· to -anY' one 'the •. Opiate• of ••everj' · 'aloud · way 1 of •gettin!f' into; it, I· 'and· that it -would need a; 
halu silvilr li11ing'~ and· that ;teind <of· slush; but. to · great, . t«>do ' l:leforeL :• normalcy·- :returned.' No· 
urge··men' to· keep self-prepared to ruse: .the lining; single- expedient, however· emphatically• presented! 
when ·,.tt. appears, 'and ' to make the·effort to hunt it as 'the • only, only_-· way! oeao r al:lswer, ' · · ,,. 
O~t thOugh it be invisible. ' I : ; 

1 

: 'fhere 'is~ ~~in offur~~T ~uiseS a~d intervJe~~.....': 
;'wh~ri' a ~ealt~:Y com~unity iii.:e that ~f the united aft · agree • to profess 'wl)fidence ,in . returni~g; 

States of. America .. lapses into. the ~ destitutio~. prosperity to their country, even the Canadians. 
of nearly .10 milliori 'men, , ,it ·means tbat peopl,e . The effect in the U. S. is that businessmen 
bad not 'yet realised that wealth is , not .wealth have refuSed. ·to· .listen 'ito the Administration's 
unless produced or transported . to 'where it is assurances t~at this_. year's. business will be 1~~ < 
wanted and when it .Js .wanted. That requires better than m J9Jl1. .The cry of 'never say d1e 
something more than the policy of drift, . of palls and fails . as' ·effectively' as· the cry · of •wolf.' 
letting Nature ·have: free ·soope, --,of fettermg Meanwhile ·snow and heat alterhate· in' ali climes,. 
Government's power of interferenee. Of course and gales devastate.· I ' ' • 

it is silly to entrust regulation to silly men, 1But • 1 • • · • · · " • r · '· ' · , · 
unregnlated or unwisely regulated . Nature' alike ' Io a. discussion, Mr, F.ullbrooke .urged that .'some 
run into catastrophes. ·The wise Chinese engineers things must.be right or beautiful eternally. · H~
of ola: cbl • nat look to lmpossibly ;bigb,.embank• instanced a Sadhu who had so stiffened bimself.in 
ment!l'tO ou•-.. floods ; they advised br.>adening the an attitude of ,reposing on nails that he could not 
channe~s witfli, low ~~bankmen~s 'On . sid~s .'and get out.' of that ,attitude when he wished, Instinct 
deepemng o tn.. bed by usmg the · limitless tells mankind that this is folly-criminal folly at that;·, 
mall power ot China r"':'nin waste, 011 the. 'job of Did 1 not thi!lk so I' l'l o; . I did not_-. Though I fel~ nG 
deepening.· Success IS -.t to ked for ill every sympathyrwJth that practloe, he m1ght on reflection~ 
venture • it is our goa:lluo ... ~bat t n race has That stiffness is designed se that no perturbation of 
Sllrvived so many ·venture~. · . . r .: . . . , flesq migh~ hinder adventures of spirit. I~ the desi_gn · 
, 5: "ty in the sense of actmg firmlY on 'd should -be. successful, would not Instmct· whJclL 
· h"bberJ ght not to be oooviotionl! taince ~he 1 ls l'-'demns be '\VI'Ong i' : After all, the stiffness. is na. 

w 1 ~ubeen sifted by as much· e:nminauon. a~· on tbln'"'""o we attribute to God or Christ when we.: 
haV!'

1 
nbol ) can only be Misohief. ·If the ~amlkna 1the 1 gathe~oapable of Sin. : ' . c 

ava1 a e • d
4 

b t only on one-trao • • 1 d-the-- wa . . 
be ·diligent al!d eepMx 'j M. Keynes called it in IS an · races of two races on thl!i' 
aingle-traGk mmd, as • • 'tl;ler aborigines nor 

' 
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Jn:liaos, exterminated the others who were agricul
turists. The Caribs were at length mastered by 
Spaniards. When the Spaniards were oonquered, 
their Afrioan slaves retired into the mountains. 
They have a settlement of their own aod are ,known 
as Maroons. In their neighbourhood is the German 
settlement which bas not mingled with the Maroons 
except occasionally. The work on plantations and 
eke out a precarious existence. They are treated 
by the native• as white trash. 

I oould not learn which is the original-the 
Jamaica banana or the East Indian. They may be 
independent. The abeenoe of jungle would account 
for the absence of wild life or even trace• of it. 

All earnings on this island are several times the 
Indian scale •. Yet the impression made on my 
mind is of squalor QOmparable with Indian~bare 
feet, dirty patched garments, mean bulB. Mr. Full
brooke agrees there is squalor but be insists that 
oonditions are much better than what be has seen 
in India. 

Mr1. Pratt who left last· night for Montego Bay, 
did not depart. without last shots about Indian 
servants, religions, meaning of Towers of Silence, 
Miss Mayo's •Mother India"-in which Mr. Fullbrooke 
joined. I severely tried to keep aloof but was drawn 
in by invitations which would not be denied. I 
said that the explanations given by followers of 
primitive creeds • or queer'looking rites leave me 
cold. It i1 not 'difficult to convict them of being 
after-thoughts. I instanced the oase ot the Parsi 
ceren:onial use of cow's urine-a practice . whose 
origin has been attributed. to the discernment of 
Zoroaster finding carbolic acid disinfection, as can 
now, it is stated, be established by chemical analysis. 
Even if it were so,carbolio soap would be preferable 
to the aaored golden water, when the soap oan be 
. bought at Sd a cake; and most probably the analysis 
is mythical. Zoroaster had probably nothing to do 
with the practice which seems ot Hindu origin, 
probably imposed on the boat·load of Parsi immi
grants at Sanjan by the Hindu King. One can see 
any day a cow being tickled in a public street by a 
Hmdu, to wash himself with the water. 

There is more in Catherine Mayo's book than is 
admitted by the accused. That she was paid to 
write the book does not invalidate what she wrote. 
She has written a seoond volume giving oonfirma• 
tiona by Indian witnesse~~o Mr. Full brooke thought 
that "Father India" (by S. Ranga Iyer) was a more 
impressive book.· Primitive practices, appearing 
to us horrible, may have a justification and may even 
be duties at the time they were adopted. I instanced 
this with the human sacrifices which were precursors 
of agriculture which was the parent of Civilisation, 
But that it no reason for continuing human sacrifices 
now when we know that the ideas which once 
justified, and even made imperative, these human 
1aorifioe1 were wholly wrong and misconceived, . 

JAPAN AND THE VATICAN. 

Hia Grace the Archbishop of Madraa in the ooune 
of a statement in the NIW Leade,. of Madras explains 
the recent aooeptanoe by the Vatican of an envoy 
from Japan. He wrltes1 

Here are the face. which very few· remember. 
A first episode of f.u- reaching importance was 
the private audience granted to Foreign Minister 
Mr, Y03uka Matsuoka on April 2nd 19!L Receiving 
newspapermen following the Papal audience, Mat
luoka told them : "The Holy Father had the 
kindness to receive me and to engage me in a long 

and most interesting conversation. Naturally, I unii/JI 
MIUr inU ddaiU o,/our intWflitiD, but you may be aure 
that 1 received the most profound impression from it. 
More than that you can say that it was the deepest 
impression made on me in all my life, and I think 
it will remain so forever." 

The Papal audience was attended with all honours. 
The Japanese Foreign Minister and his 1uite were 
brought from the Villa Madama in three automobilest 
belonging , to the Vatican. The care flew. tho 
Japanese . flag.. · 

. · The solemn audience with Pope Pius lasted 
an hour and five minutes. Following that the 
Japanese Foreign Minister went to visit His 
Eminence Luigi Cardinal Maglione, Papal Secretary 
or State, with whom he conversed for 60 minutes. 

Immediately following the ceremonies at the 
Vatican, Cardinal Ma~lione went to the Villa 
Madama to return the VISit of the Japanese Foreign 
Minister. 

The outcome of suoh a visit was soon knowrL 
On May 19th 1941 the Vatican Radio explained how 
and why the Catholic Church in Japan recently and 
,/or th1 · first tim1 in th1 · liutory of ths m>uiona 
secured oQU;iaZ legal riiJ()gnition. The new law of 
Religions . was passed in 1939. Three previous 
attempts to pass similar measures had to be sllelved 
owing to strong opposition. 

The object of that law is to help the State to over
come difficulties with religious bodies and to give .to 
S\lme of them the support of the State by guarantee• 
ing their juridical existence. 

The law,. said Vatican 'Radio, does not aim at 
liberty of conscience: that is already guaranteed by 
law. All religious bodies, even Sllintoism the 
national religion of Japan, are embraced by that law • 

To seoure for the Catholic Church the benefits 
of legal recognition the Bishops conformed with 
the formalities of the law of 1939, set up a com
mission to prepare civil statutes and formally 
applied to the Minister oC Eduo1tion for formal 
recognition and the approbation of these statutes. 
This the Minister granted on May 4., 194.1. 

Th• Catkoli& Tel1gtapk-Regut,,. of Cinoinna~i, 
stated in it' issue of ·April 25th 194.1 that throu~h 
18 decrees issued by . the Sacred. Congregation ror 
the Propagation of the. Faith between October 194.0 
and Maron 194.1, all ecclesiastical jurisdictions in 
Japan have been . entrusted to. na~ive clergy. It 
giles on to state that 14 native priests have been 
appointed to administer Japanese dio.-eses;· prefectures 
and vicariates. 

Not very long after, the Archbishop of Tokyo 
Dr, T o~tsuo, was given the rank of Imperial 
Appointee. According to a Reuter's dispatch from 
Tokyo, dated September 6th, 1941, the head of 
Christian Churches in Japan will be granted by the 
Japanese Government tbe rank of · Imperial 
Appointee, hitherto conferred only on chief abbots 
of Shinto and Buddhist sects under the Law of 18~ 
Noti!l .. ations of this decision were issued by the 
Ministry of Education on September 6th, 19,1, As 
the Catholic Cburoh is at present the only Cnristian 
body officially recognized in· Japan, however, the 
effect of the New Order· will bC limited to the head 
of that Chutoh who is Archbishop Tatsuo. 

-
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CENTRAL BANK OF INI>IA, LIMITED.~ 

.BstabU•hni Deoem.Der. 19l.1a. 

AUTHORISED CAPlTAL 
SUBSCIUBED CAPITAL 
PAID-UP CAPITAL . 
RESERVE & OTHER FUNDS 
DEPOSITS AS AT 31-12-'41 

-· . Jts. 3,50,00.000 
••• Jts. 3,36.26.400 
••• fl.; J.68.13.200 
••• R:s- L3GA2.000 
••• Rs. 41,31,90,000 

" 

· .liEAD OFFICB:-Ksplallllda Raul, Fort, BOMBAY, 
· 155 Bnuicbes Ud Pay-Offices fhroUgbout India. 

; 

......__ 
I)II[E.CTQRS. 

Haridas Madbavdas, Esq., Cbairman, Ardeshlr B. 
Dubasb, ;Esq.. Dlnshaw:. D. , Romer Rsq.. Vitbaldas 
Kanji, Bsq., . Noonnahomed H. Chino:, Esq., Bapujl 
l>ad&bboy Lam, Bsq., Dharam!l!)' Mulraj Khalali, Bsq., 
Sit Anieshlr Dalal. Kt., B. F. Canm!ssarlat, Esq. 

i.ON'DON AGENTS..-Messn. Ban:la'Y's Bank Llmlted and 
y...,._ Mjd!am! Balik Lid. NEW -YORK AGENTS>-The 
Gaar8llt}' Trust Co. of New Yolk, 

TRAVARCORK GOVKRRMKRT. 
CERAMIC INDUSTRIES, 

· ~NDA RA; . S. I. Jh'. 
lla'06 pleasl#n i'rt amro11wci"C' 

that their show room at Kundara where exquisite 
deoorati~ China Ware for the modem 
,drawing tooms, Bower vases and statuettes ' ·. 

- iri Porcelain are CX1 show, is open to public' 
every day. An the exhibits are for sale. 
Tbe CoocerDs an: situated oo the 

. - ' 
Ashtamudi lake in a delightful 
locality . aod are well wortla a visit. 

· __ . ---~W• spec:lallse Ia. ____ _ 

·~HINA CLAY 
for 

tru:tiles, Paper, 

1'\Jtlsj, Ell;, 

• CROCK~V ani 
STONE WARE 

Acid Cont&inws. 

Pickle Jars, EIIQ. 

• ELECTRICAL INSU
l-ATORS 

cf .n,.,.. 
• LA.BOIU. ~y 

I"'RGELAlN. 
OrucJI,aes, Basins, 

SJ-M.• Ett:. 
•SANITARY WARES. 

Drah.at:e Plres and 
Refn.ceorles for li'Oil 

and &.~ won.s. 
• FIREBRICKS. Slu.&M.ANITE BRICKS, DRCON 

BRICKS, FIRE Cl.A Y AND FmE CEMENT. 

. THE BAlii OV BAROD!,. LTD; 
tJ= o w~a-._ne......,..,_.._t, ,,.J 

lJader die .._.P ol .., lllrzely ...,.... lid by tile 

o~ or H. H. tblllllabaniJa o.kwar o1 s-.. 
CAPITAL AU1'HOR15E!D - lit-. 2,4-.-..:.. 
CAPITAL I.SSUED It SUBSC)liBED • 1,20,...,_ 

CAPITAL PAJD.UP • 6o.oo,ool 
RESERVIl FUND • ss,oo,._. 

Head Offlce:-BARODA, 

Bram:hes :-Ahmeda!wl ( Bhadra). ,\hm""ahad 
( PaachkiiVa )._ Amrell, BhaYnagar, BiiDmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dab hoi,. Dwarka, HariJ (N. 0.), 

. Kacli, Kalol; .. ICapadwanj, KArjan, Mrhs=Mi 
Mlthapur1 Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha. 
Sankhed4, Sidhpur, Sura~ Vlsnagar ( N. 0. ), and 
Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA,_ 

NAVSARI, S 
PATAN.· · 

LOCKERS OF DIFFElreNT . 
SIZES AV..UURI.E 

--co:-

RATES ON APPUCATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPUCAT/ON.' 
W. G. 6R011'CDW!TE1t. 

GeJie1'D/ M~. 
4 

The following books cia be bad £rOO. the 
diice cl. Tile r.r._ Striaf Ref•-: 

E. ~jaB's OOOa- Trip to Amorica• Be. ~ 

S.~'s"'Westoi'Sns'" Rs. s ... 
.,_,..y.._qw tstt.ea.u.n...tm Re. ~ 

• (Pao&~. 

(blllnc tbe of!icla1 R~pCrt or am ardty 

c.o..r-..- be1d ill uu .. Bomlay. 

IDia-est Ia this bas 1edoed as a resu1l 

of tbe-* Sap. Coo.rer-.) 

Afply 14 1M JI~. 



THE( BANJ( .. OF1INDIA; LTD. 
(ERabltehed 7th Saptembel' teoe.> 

Jlf()Oili'ORA'RD IJBDBB 'l'llll IBD~B OOXPA.JIIIII Am 

VI OJ 1881. 
Capital Subllcribed .u-
Capital Calle4 up --
Re.erve Fund -· .. 

Ra. 2,00,00,000 
.. 1,00,00,000 
.. 1,18,00,000 

. 

l$95 .• 

-THE--·.BOMBAY-PROVINCIA.t- -~ 
.. CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD •• 

Bm VITHALDAS TRACKEIISBY HBMOBUL BUlLDING, 
•• 

9, Br.kehoaao L...., lPalt, B<li<B4'f, 

IISAKOBESI 

Baramatl (m.trk:l Pooaa). 
l 

VlrampDI ( DJ.trict Atm .. 
HEAD OFPI~ I 16Jampar (Diatrlct .5atara). · dabad), 

ORIBNTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY~ Karad c • • ). 
Tup .. (,. ~). 

Dbulla (m.trlc& "" ... 
Kbaadub~, 

BJ'Bnches - .5atara c • • ). Doadalcba ( 
Naadarllar 
.5blrpar 
.5babada 
.5akrl 
.51odkbeda 
Malecaoa 
llalwaa 
L&Mipoa 
Naadgaoa 
Dobad 

( 

( 

. . ~· . . ) 
CALCUTTA: ltlrloakarwadl ( • • ). 

&blrala c " ,. ). u • t 
,, 

AHMEDABAD 
Blwlra (Maill Office,, 
Ellia Bri4p. 

Clift Str.t, (l!ofaia Office) ltOfeCOOD ( H n ), 

Bona Bamr !" 81 I .. .. lo ~ : : f 
Statioa Braacb. 

Clurwrlachee ... opercaoa (016trlct Abme<l-
aacar). (Diatrlc:t Nulk~ 

. jAs:;:ltDPUft . '' .~:':,:• i : : 1: 
. 1 JCARACiHJ. f"J"'~ r•J '· ·.&bevcaoa ( • " S. \ ~ : t 

AHDHERIJ•,:;:'•" ·~; . · .'. 
Near Bombar. 

BANDRA'i··• '"1 ' .. ·, 

-~eatB~. •l 
BOMBAY: 

NAGPUR: ,1\bmedaal•r " " ). 
1 ,. ... ~, , 1 11 J< . : ·' Bblwaadl (D .. trlct Tbaaa). 

( DJotrlct Paacll 
Maba'~ / 

---.. Palgbar ( • • ). 
ltwari Bamr. ltal:yaa C ., • ), 

ltalol 
AklaJ 

( It II ~ 

.1Sul.lbm Fsrbehp r;J '-J;Ji '1'ooNA.'·· ...:: · t·f'~£.'.' 

Colaba .. c ;, 
1 

POONA CITY. 
Kalbederi ' ' ~' ' - · . RAJK()'r. ' 
!llolohu HilL SURAT. 

. ~1Ju~x>oic ic:Biirt5~.:·. 
. The Weotn>iasta- Baak Ltd. 

• \· ', "1. , ' • 

· CURJI.ENT DR POSIT, . A~UlilTS 1 Interest Is 
allowed on dally .halancei from Jl.ai. 800 to Jl.s. 1,00,000 
@ ii' per annum. Interest· on balaoces In , JIIIIC•s of 
'R.1o 1,00,000 allowed ooly 'by special arrangement,,' No 
credit .llllll.be givGA. In IICCOWlts1or Interest aiDOilntlng to 
le11 than R1o Bi- per half year. 

FIXRD DRPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periods at rates wblch may be ascertained on 
application. . · • , · • 
·, SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules oa application; • · · 

The Banll acts as Executoio and TPustee 
undeP Wills and Settlements and undertalles · 
Trustee Buslnesa eenerally. Jl.ules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVRJI.Dli.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS: · 
. The Bauk grantl accommodstlon on terms to be arrauged, 
against approved peurltles. · . · . . 

The Banlluudertak" on behalf of Its constituents the 
aafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collectloa of 
dlvldsnds and Interest thereon. It also undertakes the 
sale and purchase of Government Paper aad all descrlp
tlona of Stock at moclemte charges, particular. of wblch 
JDaf be bad oo application. 

.. A. G, Gli.AY, 
Jfanagw. 

· (District 5bolapar) 

DlllE(ITOBS, 

·B. G, Saralya, Esq., (Chairman). 
ProL V. G. Kala • 
G, V. ladhav, Esq. 
Gordhandu G. Morarjl, Esq • 
'B. 0, V. Mehta, Esq • 
Rao Bahadnr B. V. Vaodekar. 

K. V. Vlohare,Esq, 
D.l. Znnjarrao, Eeq, 
D, V, Potdar, Esq. 
V, B. Booawanal, Esq. 
B. T. More, Esq. 
V. P. Vo.rdo, Esq. 

K, M. Thakor, Esq. . • 
G. B Bane, Esq. 

V alknnth L. Mehta, Esq. 
· (Managing ?-tor• 

BRlBIII CAPITAL 1-

( Fully Paid) -
'· DIIIPOSITB Bsod lor one , ••• ana ohoriU •• longer porlat 

an oaoeplod. Ballo 11114 "'bor ponlanlon moJ Dl oiiOirioln•~ 
!rom \bo UDdonlgnod. 

: I. OUBBIIINT ACCOUNtS an opened • too .. Cooeponll" 
Soololl• ond lndlvl4uall. lnlerod II ollowod on doUJ bolo""ll 
not UDoodlnl Bo, 1,00,000, . . . 

. . ' 

8. BAVINGB B.t.Rlt DIIIPOBITS on oaoopto4 and ,. .. ,. 
paid oil per aen\, on mlnlmam mou\hlJ bolo naN. Bill• mat 
llo obtalood lrom \ho andorolgno4, · 

&. Drallo orei•God oa 4lllrloland olb•lowao oa .. ..,. lo llo 
'•oo-lnod on opplloollon, 

I 
a. A.oooanlo on audltod qaa11orly by l llrm ol lnaorporo ... 

A.oooan'"olo ond yearly by a lpeolal Gotwmnont A.udllol, 
QuorlerlJ 11\a\omoolo ol 8oonalol p~ltloa ore pablllbo4 Ia tilt 
u Bombay Gofti'Dmeu.t Gasetlt8.11 

. ' 

'· . 

. ' , . . .. 
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ANOTHER INDIAN MONUMENT 

~~RE 
SOAP 

Unrivalled in quality, 
'imell and excellence. 

AVAILABLE: EVERYWHERE. 
' ' 

• 

COVT. SOAP FACTORY, 
BAN GALORE. 

Stocks can be Aarl at :
THE 

MYSORE GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIES, 
I . 

, " Lakshmf Buildings " 
Sir Phirozshab Mehta ~oad, fort, I 

BOMBAY. __j 

CHEST A COLD. '. 
,. '' 

• . 1 J 

- " ¥ 

. (Re~~:d.) ''>'·''-- '.,._ 
'"''" · .,., ·::. 

1 
.::,. •• ·;.: 1 ::~r,;2 

A simpie _chest c:Old may, if neglected:tura 
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NOTES. 
• 

·The late Dr. It N. · Parmanand :-Or. Ram
krishna Narayan Parmanand passed away 
after several days of weakened strength on 
Tuesday at the age of 76. He was with 
Mrs. Doughty-Wylie, a devoted worker in the 
cause of international fellowship, in the founding 
and development of the well-known Hospital 
which bears her name. Beginning as an 
improvised Plague Hospital in a thatched shed 
in what is . now Chami Road Gardens; it has 
grown to be one of the most popular 
and efficient hospitals in Bombay. This is 
entirely the work. of the late Dr. Parmanand 
whose devotion to . the institution was that of a 
parent to his child. Dr. Parmanand enjoyed 

. a large practice but in . every case he was not 
onfy a. doctor . but a personal friend to his 
f.Ltients. He throughout maintained the noble 

. Ideal of his profession as one of relieving 
· suffering. · Rich and poor, night an4 · day, 
made ·no difference. l'he pecuniary side 
of the profession was never allowed 

.to compete with the ideal. He :and his 
elder brother, Mr. J. N. Pannanand who 
died a few years ago, consistently upheld the 
high tradition of their father, Narayan Mahadev 
Parmanand, who belonged to the group of 
pioneers in religious and social reform which 
counted among its members, R. G. Bhandarkar, 
Ranade, Telang and Chandavarkar. Mr. Par
manand was, indeed, regarded as the friend, 
philosopher and guide by the other members 
of the group. It is one of the most pleasing 
memories that the Reformef had the privilege 
of having Mr. Parmanand 'as one of its first 
contributors, The death of Dr. Parmanand 
leaves a gap In the ranks ot' Bombay's social 
workers. A cruel blow fell on him when his 
only· son, also a doctor, died some years 
ago on the threshold of what promised to be 
a brilliant career. He bore his cross with 
exemplary fortitude. The saying that the 
world knows little of its greatest men, is only 

partially true. Some· . great men were well 
known to the world ·even i11 their time. . It is 
nevertheless also the fact. that a larger number 
of the men and women to whom the 
world owes a debt of ' gratitude, were never 
known much beyond their immediate circles. 
Dr. Parmanand was one of these. We offer 
our deep co11dolences to the family ,in .their 
bereavement. .. t: 

Bombay Governor's Broadcast :-. The Jtassage 
in the broadcast of His Excellency the qbvemor 
of Bombay last Satur(jay, which was heard with 
most satisfaction, was that iri which he assured 
the public ·that Government ~Were taking all 
precautions against 'bad· ·characters taking 
advantage of the black-out and any disturbance 
of normal conditions w~i.ch may arise, and that he 
was himself using .and 'will use his ample powers 
to 'prevent their getting out of hand; The qnly 
remark which seems called for as to this, is that 
the rounding up and expulsion of bad characters 
from Bombay city, will only remove the 
danger a few miles out to the .suburbs. At 
the same time, ·success in -this field will 
depend as much on the discrimination shown 
in identifying really dangerous characters 
without roping in the merely destitute 
and indigent of whom there is bound to be, 
at a time like this, 'a considerable number in 
every important city. As regards food supply, 
the Bombay Government should avoid repeating 
the mistake of prohibiting export of food grains 
from Bombay, which is practically the same as 
prohibiting the import of food grains into the city. 
About 400,000 inhabitants are estimated to have 

.left Bombay. Several boarding houses have been 
closed. The demand for food grains should, 
therefore, have fallen and merchants will 
have reduced their imports into · the city. 
What is needed is to offer inducements to 
them to keep up an adequate stock. His 
Excellency's assurance that Europeans will 
not leave the city is n.Jt in itself important, 
but it gains importance by the implication that 
Government will not place facilities at their 
disposal which are not made equally available 
to the general population, As for the danger 
to Bombay of air raids, there will be 
some disposition to regard His Excellency's 
confidence as. a bit over-optimistic in the 
light of the happenings in other parts of 
Eastern Asia, particularly, Singapore. His 
Exceflency very properly refrained from giving 
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particulars which would be useful to the enemy 
but he might have told the public what is being 
done to prevent the enemy landing at incons
picuous points and trying to terrorise the popu
lation into helping him. Rumours of late have 
been busy in this direction, more than in any 
other. There is nothing cowardly in people leaving 
Bombay but the departure of persons of some 
social position, certainly weakens the courage 
of their less well-situated neighbours. The Indian 
people are not less endowed with fortitude in the 
face of danger than the British people. They may 
be told the truth, however unpleasant, without 
making them lose their presence of mind. Sir 
Reger Lumley would have created even greater 
confidence if he had stressed his warning to · the 
Bombay public that they should be prepared to 
face dangers though at the moment the possibility 
seemed less urgent than in Madras and Colombo. 

.Unity of lndia:-Circumstances are inexorably 
crushing out theories of provincialism and 
communalism as means of promoting Indian 
peace and prosperity. Speaking at the fifth 
Price Control · Conference at New Delhi early 
this week, the Commerce Member of tpe Govern
ment of India, Sir A, Ramaswami Mudaliar, 
observed : "Whatever politicians may say, India 
is economically one, and must be treated as such," 
He explained how provincial opinion had now 
veered round to the view that, unless price 
control was organised on an all-India basis, 
there would be chaos. The premises of his 
colleague, Mr. Sarker, in his address to the 
Food Conference, 'point to the same conclusion 
though Mr. Sarker spoke only of the Govern
ment of India assisting the provinces to 
determine how to increase food production. In 
fact, whenever a serious attempt is made to 
deal with basic issues of Indian economy, 
we arrive at the same bed-rock, namely, that 
only by taking the country as a whole (and 
Ceylon, whenever she realises the necessity of 
linking up her fortunes with those of the main
land) is a permanent and satisfactory solution 
possible. Sir Ramaswami has the boldness to 
state this· self-evident proposition but even he 
shrank from applying it in its full implications. 
For instance, he promised that only the normal 
surplus of each province would be exported to 
other provinces. The distinction which he 
wipes out with one hand, is here reintroduced with 
the other. In fact, the only surplus is the sur
plus which remains after the needs of the country 
as a whole are met. This means that the produc
ing province should pay the same price for its 
produce as it fetches in the most distant 
province, minus the cost of transport which it 
is the duty of Government to reduce to a 
minimum. If Punjab has to pay a little more 
for its wheat, Bombay will pay a little more 
for ite piece-goods because of the free exchange 
of commodities produced in them. So long 
as the Government of India Act of 19M 
is not .repealeJ.and the status of the provinces 
altered to that prior to that Act, the all-India 
outlook will continue to encounter difficulties 

and to cause irritation, Provinces rna y b~ 
redistributed on the linguistic or any other 
principle so long as they are administrative, 
not political units. Sir Ramaswami concluded 
by advising the Indian people to get real\,y 
to revert to the traditional lan1ps burning 
mustard and other oils, as India produced 
only 4 percent of the kerosine oil which 
she needed, and Burma and the Persian Gulf 
which supplied the rest, have been closed to her. 
The oil lamp is a symbol of much else 
for whicli• the country had better prepare. 
Sir Ramaswami a:r-eed to enquire whether the 
All India Spinners Association could use more 
short staple cotton for which Japan was the 
largest consumer. With the oil lamp come the 
handspun yarn and hand-pounded rice. By the 
way, Mr. Sarker may consider whether the 
prohibition of milling rice will not economise the 
use of that grain as less of hand-pounded rice · 
is said to suffice than of milled rice to provide an 
equivalent nourishment. 

President ~oosevelt's Intervention :-The sug
gestion reported in the press as emanating from 
political circles in the United States, that Presi
dent Roosevelt should be asked to intervene in 
Indo-British negotiat~ons, is a most mischievous 
one. We cannot see how Britain will 
permit President Roosevelt to do what British 
statesmen cannot achieve by themselves. Though 
their European policies may agree in the last 
analysis, in Asia Britain and U. S. A. follow 
diverg-ent paths. While British publicists have 
been at pains to point out that the .>American · 
policy towards Indians has been:worsejthan that of 
even the British Dominions,. Col. Johnson in his 
broadcast on Thursday evening spoke of India 
and China in terms no responsible Briton would 
have used, and he spoke on behalf of President 
Roosevelt and the American people.. If Asiatic · 
immigration to the U.S. A. could be put on the, 
same footing as European immigration, the sting· 
of racialism would be removed from American• 
Asiatic relations. We trust Mr. Johnson will 
impress this on his countrymen. As for India's 
internal problem, the Senator who first raised the 
question of a Roosevelt intervention, also tacitly 
assured Britain of support to her Hindu-Muslim '· 
policy, by referring to the historic differences in 
this country. It is true that the dubious tactics ad
opted by Sir Stafford Cripps have made it difficult· 
for any British statesman or public personality 
to negotiate with lndiari3 in aa atmosphere 'free 
from suspicion. We, for our part, would no~ be., 
averse to an international tribunal consisting of 
representatives ol Russia, Turkey, Egy~t, China 
and the United States of America, to consider 
Indo-British relations. But the unity of 
India is not an issue which can be submitted 
to a tribunal and this must be clearly understood. 
We trust that, whatever suggestion is put 
forward, Indian leaders will not again play with 
any scheme which, while · maintaining the unity 

· of India for a particular and immediate purpose, 
coldly contemplates the disruption of it after 
that purpose is served. · 
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Under· whlc:h FJag? .... On· Tuesday the Com
mander-in-Chief in India, Sir Archibald Wavell, 
broadcast a statemeot on India's Defence in 
which he almost casually referred to America 
am2ng the allies after Russia and China. "And 
thee Americans,•• said His Excellency, "of· 
whose determination to .assist India to . the 
utmost of their inexhaustible resources you 
already see such evidence, do they strike 
you as a people , who will let -go once they 
have taken a hand ?•' Mr. Louis Johnson, 
Personal Representative of President Roosevelt 
in India, speaking at a Press Conference at 
New Delhi on Wednesday, d.eclared that it was 
the intention of his country to attack . the 
enemy wherever he was, and added, "It is 
for this reason, it is from this point of view that 
the United States troops are already in India, 
and more will be in India;" and that "the defence 
of India is the concern of the u. S. A." This 
statement was followed by the assurance that 
American military expenditure will be wholly 
borne by America in addition to the Lease and 
Lend help to be extended to India on the same 
terms as to other countries. · It was announced 
this week that American aircraft will defend 
Britain against tqe Nazis. In Colonel John· 
son's talk there was no reference to the. 
British either in India or Britain. He, in fact, 
seemed to take it for granted that this war 
was America's special concern. Both the Com
mander-in-Chief and Colonel Louis Johnson 
appealed to the Indian people for support but 
their tone was different. Sir Archibald Wavell 
was a little apologetic about Singapore and 
Malaya. Colonel Johnson was confident, cordial, 
the very embodiment of the .quality indicated in 
th~ Commander-in-Chief's query: "Do they 
str1ke you as a people who will let go once they 
have taken a hand?" Will the battle of India be 
fought under the Union Jack or under the Stars 
and Stripes? Perhaps under both with the Chinese 
Dragon and the Soviet Hammer and Sickle 
thrown in, While appreciating Colonel Johnson's 
overflowing sympathy, Indian leaders. can not 
forge~ that President Wilson's pledges were 
repudiated by the American Senate. Will Presi
dent Roosevelt's pledges meet a different fate ? 

Raids on Japanese Towns :-The news that 
Tokyo, Yokohama and other Japanese towns 
were bombed last week·end, has been widely 
welcomed in the Allied press. The information 
?!lle through first from the Tokyo radio which 
JS Itself unusual since the practice in this war 
has been for bombed. countries to disguise 
the fact and for the attackers to make the 
~~sclosure~. In · fact under the heading, 
: mformat1on useful to the enemy," is naturally 
mcluded all news concerning enemy raids and 
the extent and area of the damage. The first 
news of the raids was left unconfirmed for a 
day by W asbington, The London Times 
on Monday suggested that "it may be found, 
when the full story is told, that heavy dama~ 
has been done to military objectives by the raids." 
There is here a suggestion of mild reproof 

at the bare reproduction by Allied agencies of 
the Japanese radio's information without 
embellishments of the military objectives affect
ed. Probably American influence must have 
been directed at a purely factual presentation. 
Other press comments in Allied. countries -unre
servedly welcome the raids, whatever bas been 
bombed. This is more in line with the war 
spirit. Tokyo declares that children's schools. 
and hospitals have been damaged in the 
raids on Japan~ towns. No one has 
commented on !Jle irony of the fact that 
the attacks on Japanese cities have only occurred· 
after the fall of those fortifications and posses
sions in the Paci~c .which were intended to. 
facilitate such attacks.;_Singapore, the American· 
fortified areas in the Pacific, America's military ' 
establishment in the Philippines and the Dutch 
bases in the East Indies. . The .bombing of: 
Japan should have occurred with greater effect · 
immediately on the outbreak of war. · ~ 

Ban on Sentinel :-The Bombay Chronic/it ' 
editorially explains, what the GoVernment 
communique fails to do, that the ban which the· 
Government of Bombay has placed on the · 
Sentinel forbidding its publicationfor the next 
thirty days, arises out of a report' of the clash • 
between ·dockyard workers and the police : 
which the Sen#nel published on Tuesday · 
evening. We have seen both the official: 
and the Sentinel reports and the difference 
between the two doe3 not appear to us . to 
be so serious as to warrant a ban on 
publication for . thirty days. . Compelling · a' 
newspaper to close down is the worst way of· 
correcting its error. Police firing on any occasion 
naturally arouses public interest and anxiety. To 
meet the general demand for information with the· 
meagre official communique which was issued, 
and penalise other reports, is to add to the 
anxieties of the situation. As we pointed out in· 
the Matr-ubkumi case, conditions in India make 
the suppression of the press peculiarly ill-advised. 
The action of the Bombay Governn:tent 
appears the more upjustifiable in as much as 
it was done without consulting the Press· 
Advisory Committee. The Defence of India 
Rules under which the action has been taken, 
allow such wide powers to the Glivernment 
that the Editors' Conference had to come 
into being in order to, evolve a machinery 
which would check their arbitary application, 
The importance of the machinery of advisory 
committees is, therefore, greater in provinces_ 
where popular governments are suspended, It· 
is strange that the Bombay Government's 
change to a reactionary policy should occur 
at a time when the mere suggestion of 
suspending a paper in Britain has evoked a 
storm of protest. The Bengal and Punjab Govern•' 
ments have taken similar action against th& 
Y11~t1111ar and the Prtllap respectively. All these 
suspensions coming together have alarmed the 
press of India and requisitions have been sent for 
convening the :Editors' Conference immediately:. 
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FOOD PRODUCTION. 
In his opening address to the Food Produc

tion Conference held at New Delhi on the 5th. 
March, the Hon. Mr. N. R. Sarker, Member of 
the Government C?f India for Education, Health 
and Lands, gave a lucid account of the food 
position in the country and indicated ways in 
which the crisis towards which it is tending, may 
be mitigated since it can not be averted altoge· 
ther. He took the four principal food grains 
consumed in the country : rice, wheat, jowar
bajra and gram, which between them comprise 
over 80 .per cent of the. foodstuffs produced 
in. India. · There is no prospect of a serious 
shortage in the last two articles and so we may 
confine our attention to rice and wheat. In 
normal years India grows about 26· 5 million tons 
of rice. In addition, she has to import, chiefly 
from Burma and occasionally from Australia, 
1•4 million tons that is 6 i percent of the rice 
grown. There is a general impression that 
India imports the larger part of her rice 
requirements from Burma. Mr. Sarker's figures 
show that this is grossly incorrect. The separa
tion of Burma from India enabled the Burmese 
Government to use this small margin of rice 
required for Indian consumption as a bargaining 
item in the trade relations with this country. The 
war has practically put an end to this source 
of supplementing our rice production. If there 
were no further complications, the 5i per cent 
deficiency can be easily made good by internal 
adjustments. But there are complications and· 
Mr. Sarker expects that these would increase. 
There has been a decline of "900,000 tons in the 
internal production of rice in the current year. 
Another complication is that Ceylon which 
normally imports her rice from Burma, 
has ·to be supplied from India notwithstanding 
that India herself has to make good a deficiency 
of 2• 8 rnillion tons. Then there is the certainty 
of large demands for military purposes. As 
for wheat, the normal average production of 
10·16 million tons leaves a surplus for export 
of about a million tons. There has been a 
slight decr'ea.se in production in the current year 
of about 150,000 tons. Mr. Sarker's estimate 
of 350,000 tons includes unforeseeable contin
gencies. The outcry about dearth of wheat in 
some parts of the country was clearly due to the 
short-sighted ban on exports placed by the 
Punjab Government notwithstanding that it had 
a· surplus of over 200,000 tons. It appears, 
therefore, that considered from the production 
point of view, rice, the most extensively 
consumed food grain, presents the most difficult 
problem before Government and the public. 
Even· as regards rice the situation will be less 
intractable but for . the Jack of transport due 
largely to the war,' This can be eased by organis· 
ing pack-bullock and country-tart transport 

'which will impart fresh life to the countryside. 

. · It must be remembered ·that what Mr; Sarker 
calls normal requirement leaves a· cionsider
able section of the population underfed to the 
point of 'bare subsistence. That is the normal 
condition of the food position in India. 'J'he 
people do not get sufficient food in normal times. 
The deficiencies noted by the Education Minister 
reduce still further. the food available to the 
Indian people. The case against sending Indian 
ttoops to fight in Africa and other distant lands, 
is fundamentally that of feeding them from the 
inadequate resources available in normal times. 
Of the one million men under arms, at least a 
proportion would have been producing food. 
Mr. Sarker does not seem to appreciat~ the 
effect of this withdrawal of labour from cultiva· 
tion · as a factor affecting detrimentally the 
production of food. Any Government worth 
the name, national or non-national, pseudo-national 
or anti-national, must first think of providing 
food for the people. The rebellions of the 
belly are the worst, says Bacon. 

The current number of the Political Science 
Quarterly reports the proceedings of the annual 
meeting of the Academy of Political Science in 
November. One of the papers read l;lefore the 
session was headed "Butter, Guns or Both ? " 
by Dr. Stacy May, Chief of the· Bureau of 
Research and Statistics Office of Production 
Management. "It is clear,'.' he said, "that our 
population must ·be maintained at a basic 
standard of health and strength, decency and 
morale, if military production is to be pushed to 
the highest · practicable ·levels and sustained 
there." Mr. Sarker said the same. thing in 
terms which become the Member of a subordi
nate Government. "If an army marches on its 
stomach," he said, "the morale of a nation in war 
depends upon its food supplies; a well considered 
policy in reference to. food production, is· an. 
integral part of successful war effort." In 
the United States there is no food shortage 
in normal times. On the contrary, foodstuffs 
were not long ago destroyed in the mass in order 
to keep up prices. Bonuses are paid to farmers 
to curtail the areas under cultivation. Even· 
there the problem of maintaining the standard 
of life of the population against encroachment" 
from military requirements, is presenting difficul
ties. In a normally underfed population like 
India's, it is bound to be and is, as Mr. Sarker's. 
address shows, practically insoluble. The .means 
suggested by him can at best be palliatives. 
The question is sure to arise at no distant date : 
Should, could . lpdia bear the burden of war 
without having her back broken in the effort?· 
This is as much a· question of strategy as any 
which falls in the pur\riew of the Commander-in· 
Chief. An Indian Minister of Defence is, 
therefore, an indispensable condition of successful 
war . effort, because it is only an Indian who 
can visualise the war problem as a . whole, 
comprehending both civil ·and military require
ments. The compromises suggested by and to 
Sir Stafford Cripps failed to grasp this important 
point and would, had any oE tjtem been accepted, 
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have landed the country in greater difficulties than 
she is facing. The maxim that arms must yield 
to the toga; rests on this incontestable ground, 
namely, that war can not at any time be allowed 
to override the basic necessities of the peoples at 
war, or it can end only in extermination. 

STRAY THOUGHTS. 
(BY RECLUSE.) 

In investigations into the sub-conscious mind, "slips" 
of the tongue and pen play an important part. 
They reveal the complexes and obsessions which 
mould one's nature and which in deliberate con· 
versation or composition one takes pains to repress. 
The chance phrase, "Hindu Press," in Sir Stafford· 
Cripps' letter to Maulana Abut Kalam Azad for 
which he apologised as soon as he was asked what 
ic meant, i1 a slip of this kind. Throughout. the 
transactions, including the War Cabinet's l!tatement, 
no word of communal connotation occurs. It is 
obvious, in the light of the discussions, that this 
auppres~ion of all reference t<J, communal differences 
was calculated and deliberate. Congress, Hindu 
Mahasabha, and the Americana who, after all, were 
the people for whom the whole show was staged, 
were to be led to believe that the Government in· 
not the slightest degree wishes to encourage or 
countenance communalism. The Muslim League, 
however, was to be mollified by the option given 
to provinces tci join or not in one union, to form other 
umons and so on, effective concessions to the demand 
for disuniting India and for facilitating the attainment 
of Pakistan, The slip of the pen gave away the whole 
show, It is clear as Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and 
otpers have pointed out that all the time Sir Stafford 
was thinking of ·Hindul only when he spoke of the 
Congress, in spite of the rather disconcerting fact 
that the spokesman of the Congress was an 
orthodox Muslim divine, while the spokesman 
of the Muslim League was a successful 
barrister like Sir Stlfford himself. The train 
or thought in Sir Stafford's mind may be traced 
eomewhat as follows : . The Congreu means 
Hindus : the Hindus are a majority. Majorities 
are tyrants as in the British Labour Party from 
which he was excluded because of his independence; 
therefore, Hindu ·rule means · majority tyrannr. 
Congress, therefore, stands for majority tyranny and 
the Muslim League is a minority standing out for 
the claim~ of conscience. Sir Stafford as a clever 
advooJLte was using terms not only for their meaning 
but also and chiefly for the assooiations whiob they 
11re likely to awaken In the American mind. The 
Pilgrim Fathers sought the shores of America 
bec•use they were not allowed liberty of consoienoe 
in Britain, Majority to them is a word synonymous 
with trranny, particularly the most odious form of 
It-religious tyranny, Unfortunately, however, Sir 
Stafford forgot that religious toleration was Indla'a 
esta\llished policy from ancient times while Europe 
did not adopt it till the last century, Religious 
Intolerance whiob is Inherent in the European 
mind, bas had a ~ecrudetoenoe In our own time.· 
The treatment of Jews in India and in Europe where 
they went about the same time, by conbast, muat 
impreu every educated man of the truth of this. If 
Sir Stafford would turn the pages of Vincent Smith's 
or any other Indian history, he will see that, while 
the Emperor Aurangzebe, in violation of the policy 
o£ Akbar, was burning Hindu temples by the aoore, 
Shivaji who was fighting against Aurangzebe's 
vandalism, not against the Moghul Empire, was 
protecting mosques which fell into his ·hands. 
Muslim historians themselves attest to this fact. 

Trutll must win in the long ·run and Hindus. 
whatever their other sins, will be vindicated against 
the false charges of tyrannising over minorities, 
particular! y rei igious minoritiell. 

• • • • 
Referring to the exodus of Christian missionaries 

from Burma, I observed last week that the 
Indi11n W"otmu which published the acoounts seemed 
to think that thera was nothing to regret or explain 
in this behaviour of the preachers of the Gospel,. 
That observation was premature. In the current 
issue (Aprill6) the Willlt31 bas an editorial which 
recognises that the matter is not one to be passed 
over in silence, Taking for its cue the reported 
return of a Canadian missionary to China after a 
holiday, while "some missionaries fro;n Burma and 
India are considering returning to America because 
of war conditions," the W".tnns observes that no hard 
and fast rule can be laid down, that each ca•e ehould 
be judged in the light of circumstances, It says 
that all missionaries would agree that the interests 
and needs of the Church and institutions concerned 
are the outstanding poinl$ to consider, The W".tntu 
suggests that the missionaries who left their posts 
did so in the interests ot the Church and its institu
tions as ''tl:te presence of foreign missionaries might 
not help the situation, though in all probability suoh 
missionaries would be interned. "Missionaries left 
Corea because of the Japanese attitude to foreigners,•• 
writes the Witnesa and adds, ''such a situation 
did not arise very acutely in Malaya or Burma." 
It goes on to state, though it does not vouch for its·. 
accuracy, that it understands that some missionaries, 
even in parts of occupied China, have been 
permitted to continue certain types ot educational; 
and medical work. It seems to be certain, the . 
Witnus adds, that the Japanese have jnterned 
certain missionaries while allowing others more or 
less freedom. The undertone .. of the. Witnes1'tt 
comments is one of regret rather than approval of: 
the retreat of the Burma missionaries, . But. it 
hesitates to declare it!!l opinion outright, Speaking 
of American Missionaries in India, the Witneu would. 
leave the question of whether they should remain here; or return to America to be decided by the Metbo-. 
dist Bishops. The Witneu is evidently not prepared 
to make it a matter of the individual's conscience. 
Americans have now so large a share in the defence 
of the British Empire that missionaries o( American .. 
nationality may claim to be under the protection 
of their own national flag in every part of the · 
Empire. • • • • 

Dr. Ambedkar's 50th (49th aocording to the Tim• 
of India) birthday was celebrated on Sunday the 19th 
in Bombay: Herr Hitler's.5Srd birthday was cele.; 
brated the next day, April20 .. th, in Berlin •. lfhe Ri~bt 
Hon. M. R. Jayakar who presided at a public meet1ng 
in honour of Dr. Ambedkar, said that the doctor's 
aim was to raise the status of the scheduled castes. 
by securing political power, Herr Hitler's object. 
was also tlie same but his aim was to raise the 
status not of any particular class of Germans but 
of the German race as a whole, Political power like 
mechanical power can not lift even a small weight 
exoept through machinery. Without the latter 
pclitica.l like mechanical power has only a market 
value. That is to say, it can only be 'sold to 
some-one who bas the political equivalent of 
a motor car or an aeroplane or a boat 01' 
a factory engine but lacks the power to, 
set it in motion, The attempt to raise a nation. 
or class 01' individual by securing the power to vote 
at elections-which is what political power means in· 
the last resort-is like attempting to raise oneself 
by his shoe-strings, as the saying gres. Votes when 
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secured by a class 01 group which has not attained a 
minimum of educational and economic individuality, 
are likely to be sold to the highest bidder and is more 
a danger than a benefit even to the groups concerned, 
Hitler aimed at political power but he did not rest at 
aiming, He seized the machine of the State 
and got . control of the Army and Finance, 
the twin engines which keep it going. The Indian 
is three years younger than the German and he may 
yet perceive the futility of securing sectional repre
sentation which is the nearest equivalent to political 
power at present in India, As a matter of fact, such 
success as Dr .. Ambedkar's bid for political power has 
had, is entirely due, though he will not acknowledge 
it, to the strong support of leading Hindus whom he 
loses no opportunity of holding up as actual and 
potential tyrants. 

* * * * 
The problem of the depressed classes had attrac-

ted the attention of social reformers half a century 
ago. The subject was ventilated in the R•former and 
resolutions passed at several sessions of the 
National Social Conference, The Bombay Prarthana 
Samaj led by Sir Narayan Chandavarkar a~d 
Mr. V, R. Shinde started the Depressed Classes 
Mission, when Dr. Ambedkar was still at College, 
In the ordinary course, this reform would have 
been · quietly accepted by Hindu Society as 

·other reforms relating to women's education and 
redemption from restrictive customs, have come to be. 
Dr. Ambedkar, we are sorry to say, has made no 
constructive contribution, He has ouly embittered 
the feelings of the depressed classes against Hindus, 
including some who have devoted a large part of 
their time and energy to the cause of these classes, 
One of the most ardent of the latter told me not long 
ago that, when hll was going home one evening, he 
overheard a group among whom he was working 
telling each other that they must bring the Hindus 
to their knees in order to raise themselves, My 
friend spoke a little sadly but he has not on that 
.account abated a jot of his activities. Dr. Ambedkar 
reminds me of Macaulay's small boy •ho sitting on 
the shoulders of his grandfather, exolained "Look I 
How muoh taller 1 am than Grandpapa." 

• • • • 
After many months I went to the Victoria 

Terminus station last Saturday to bid goodbye 
to an old friend, The Station which used to 
present a moving picture of Bombay life more 
thrilling than any 'shown in the cinemas, in 
a setting of superb grandeur, had the 
appearance of a cemetery, . It had been walled at 
all openings outside and inside. Platform tioketl 
were to be had only with the special permission of 
.an official whom you approached after threading a 
labyrinth of walled enclosures, After seeing the 
friend of£, we went to do a little shopping. 
A shop of which I have been one· of the oldest 
-customers-ever since it8 starting-and am a 
member too, showed me a notice stating that owing 
to unsettled conditions all purchases must be 
paid for · at the counter. What impressed me 
-even more was the sight of European sailors and 
soldiers moving about the streets and roads. Tbere 
was nothing ferocious about their appearance. There 
were many of them quite small men, almost as small 
as the Japanese. I have never before seen British 
soldiers so small as 'these, They seemed rather to be 
bewildered bv the great buildings and shops of the 
.city, Perhaps they had expected to see only hovels 
ot thatch in jungle surroundings. On the return 
journey I was struck by the size of the crowds which 
awaited every u·ai11. There was tenseness in the air, 

ASHRAMS. 
'
1 ASHRAMA.S : Past and Present" By Messrs. P, 

Chenchiah, V. Chakkarai and A, N. Sudari
saoam. Publishers : Indian Christian Book 
Club, Kllpauk, Madras. 

The word ••Ashram" has r<'.cently attracted a gfeat 
. deal of attention and yet very few people have 
correct information about its origin and connotation. 
As is well known, in. anoi~nt times, Hindu society 
was divided into four Varnas and life was divided 
into four stages, The four Varnas were Brahman, 
Kashatriya, Vaishya and Shudra and the four 
stages of life or •• Ashrams" as they were called 
were those of Brahmachari, Grihastha, Vanaprastha 
and Sanyasi, This arrangement was known as 
the Vamashrama Dharma. How did the word 
"Ashram" acquire this meaning!' The Authors of 
this book take the view that the word ''Ashram" 
primarily signified the forest dwelling of a person 
who devotes his time to religious contemplation and 
austerities: That it denoted the Vanaprastha Ashram 
only but later on it was extended to the other three 
stages of life or orders. 8hra..a, according to this 
book, denotes exertion, intense spiritual endeavour 
j. •· Taptll: Ashrama the hut where tapas takes place 
and thus its later meaning, 

Part I is historical, It is divided into 9 Chapters, 
In the Author's view, originally there were only S 
Ashrams ; the Vana-prastha was the final Ashram 
but when Buddhism gained influence and popularity, 
the ascetic found place as the 4th Ashram. Chapter 
6 is extremely interesting, as it deals with the daily 
life in the hermitage, the ilress, personal appearance 
and food of a Vanaprastha. Alexander Rogers has 
translated a passage from the Memoirs of Jehangir 
which shows in what high este.em the institution was 

i held in early times. · 
. Part ll of the book is critical. Cb. Xlli is 
extremely thought provoking. Non-attachment 
(Asanga) and the conception of religion as realisation 
are the two essential features of Ashram and, in the 
Authors' opinion, these two ideals are the greatest 
need of our national life. Salvation is not a hope 
but something that has to be actualised, The 
Ashram bequeathed its rich heritage of ethical and 
metaphysical principles to the world through the 
gospel of the Gita. "In Gita the doctrine of Asanga 
pljssed into Indian ethics. In the leadership of 
Maliatma Gandhi, the doctrine of Ahimsa passed 
into Indian politics." The system should be 
modified to suit modern conditions by making 
Vanaprastha an effective and permanent source of 
publio utility, in short by neutralising (a) the laok of 
social urge and (b) the failure to utilise the detached 
interest tor social purpose which characterised i'f. 
"We have pointed out that the Ashram covers 
two distinct ideas, If the elements of worth 
pointed out in this Chapter are accepted to 
be of general utility in religious life, Christian 
Ashrams should embody them. When we '.ldopt a 
Hindu Institution, it is our duty to maint .. in· its 
high prestige and true spirit." 

Chapter 14, in part lli, which is called the Context 
.deals with the origin of the Varnas-the will tci 
power regulated the· organisation of society based 
on Caste. Ashram-dharma (particularly the Srd and 
4.th Ashramas) was tacked on to the social polity 
based on Varna as the adventurous spirit yearned 
for more lively and thrilling satisfaction than 
society could provide. Into the frame-work of 
Varna, the Ashrama was introduced to prepare 
the individual for the attainment of the supreme 
goal, viz., spiritual freedom and salvation. Monachism 
in India is the heading of Chapter 15 which gives 
a comparative estimate of the distinguishing 
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features of the Ashrams of Sannyasins, the Buddhist 
Sangha and of Jain 'Monasticism. For national 
~egeneration, the. country needs (1) deep profound 
and realistic thinking, (2) freedom of thought and 
experiment and (S) wherever. aeoessary, wide 
<leparture from tradition. That is why instinctively 
we revert to the Ashram, "Tapas and Yoga to an 
Indian mean an Ashram. We needed and need the 
apirituallife which in merciless selt-examination, 
burns the chaff and leaves the grain; burns the dross 
and leaves the metal," We have to experiment in 
the laboratory of life. According to the Authors, 
Che Ashram idea with its positive contribution owes 
much to the Gandhian stimulus-the twin ideas of 
eaorifice and service are the basis of his public work 
but modern Ashrams do not aim primarily at the 
contemplative life nor at retirement. They are an 
attempt to translate emerging idealism into practical 
.action. Purity of life is tbe other surviving element 
·Of the ancient tradition, Chapters 18-20 contain a 
description among others of the Yoga School of 
Kumbhakonam, c.t Sri Arabindo Aahram, of Rama
nashram, of Adyar, of Shantiniket'ln, Vishwabharati, 
Shriniketan, etc., as also of Christakula Ashram, 
Christa Prema Seva Sangh and several other 
4nstitutions, 

This book is a very able attempt to depict the 
effects of the inborn spiritual craving of the human 
mind and the social organisation, which re~ults. As 
the introduction says, "The Task involved investiga. 
tion into Hindu religious history and literature from the 
Rigveda down to the modern times" and it hall been 
10 well done that the book will be found extremely 
useful by people interested in the eubject, That the 
Authors are not professing Hindu! but Christians 
-only heightens · our reapeot for their patient re
search and sympathetic understanding. The following 
short passage would supply a key to the ·attitude 
of mind and object of the Authors: "We are of the 
·considered opinion that Varna (caste) should go and 
Ashrama should remain in the interest of national 
growth and prosperity, In tbia book, we appeal to 
the Hindu to revive an invaluable heritage, to the 
~hristian to make. it an instrument of a new 
apprehension and propagation of Christ and the 
Christian ideal, and to the world at large to critioally 
.estimate and adopt the Asbrama ideal with such 
.changes as the antecedent historical conditions 
-demand," 

B, G, K, 

"HISTORICAL METHOD."-L 
·(BY S. R..BALASUBRAHMANYAN, CHIDAMBARAM), 

• Very many books have been written in the West 
-on the method and writin~ of history, but almost 
none In India, This Bulletm on Historioal Method• 
is a new venture of Indian Soholarsbip in this com
-paratively negleoted field, and it is a great sucoess. 
1 he subject-matter of this Bulletin formed the basis 

.of a coune of lectures delivered by the author in the 
fear 1938 to the Research students of his department. 
Though no advocate of any narrow provincialism in 
historioal studies, the author believes that the 
time has come for South Indian History being 
recognised as a definite and distinct branch of 
·Indian History, that the nature of the evidence to 
be dealt with in It, has a colour and oharaoter of ita 
·Own and, therefore, it is neoeaaary to recognise it as a 
distinct branoh, 

The making of his!Orf is an aot of creative 
imagination and the bistor1an ·has to sift, select and 

"Hioto<loal Molhod In Relation to ProbloDll ol Soulh Indian 
·ulat.or:r. No. V Bullolln ol tho De~lmonl ol India Hlalory ud 
Arohooology-b:r Pxol0110r X. A, Nilaiwlla Saatrl, · Ullinni~J ol 
M&dru. 

weigh evidence and then use his imagination to get 
behind the sources and seek and expound the under• 
lying situation ~~ected in them. It is pointed out 
that the authonties muat be there, for, without 
them, there can be no history; but there must 
also be the historian with a trained historical mind 
at work on them; or there is no history, The greater 
the maturity of the historian, the greater will be his 
freedom from the shackles of his sources. In short 
be is to state his result instead of his processes: 

Whether history is a science or an art is an old 
question that baa been discussed from different 
angles. Bury held that history is the oldest art 
an? the youngest aspirant to the claim of being a 
SCience, The author holds the view that it is not 
very .useful to seek to establish or repudiate the claim 
of h1story to be a science, but discusses in what 
relation the method of science stands to the histo
rical method. The data of science are present and 
universal wh!le the d~ta of h!story are past, dead and 
gone and umque, H1story aeals with human situa-· 
tions, human actions and movement and no two 
situations are alike. History gives us a certain 
!'"_?wledge of ~eality, but, ~nli~e scien~ific knowledge, 
It 11 not of umversal apphcat1on. Historical know
ledge ia unique in its character and quality, 

~nt.erpretation is the very ·core of history, Its 
Prmc1ple changes from generation to· generation and 
the author illustrates it by a reference to E~gene 
Tarle's history of Napoleon in which, though there is 
no new historical fac!:, the author has tried to view 
the subject against the background of recent Russian 
.socialistic thought and this is a distinct advance, 

The task of the historian is to interpret the past 
for the present, but he is not to ·carry the present 
into the past. If his aim is to write truly scientific 
history, be must avoid some common errors. One 
of them is the didactic error, the error of discovering 
in History the lessons we wish to inculoate. 
Another is the patriotic error-that of discover. 
ing all great and good things in the past 
of our own country, A third is the partisan 
error-the error of · taking sides in b is tori cal 
disputes, And the author rightly points out that in 
our own country the scope for this error is very 
great indeed, La!tly, reference is made to the error 
eloquently labelled "Froude'a disease"-i. ,., a 
constitutional incapacity to keep out of error. 
To illustrate· this, the author quotes Froude's 
.description of Adelaide in Australia: "We saw 
below us in a basin with a river winding through 
it, a city of 150,000 inhabitants; none of whom 
bas ever known or will ever know .one moment's 
.anxiety as to the recurring regularity of his 
three meals a day," fhe author points out that 
Adelaide is built on an eminence, no river runs 
through it; when Froude visited it, its population 
did not exceed 75,000 and at the time, it was 
suffering from a famine. A sound historian has to 
avoid these errors-as historical errors are hard to 
kill. 

One of tho chief branches ot historical evidence 
,is li!era.ry .evidence, We bave to exercise great 
caut1on 10 1ts use. We must guard ourselves in 
the firat instance against deliberate falsification 
of doouments, as in the story of the Blaok Hole of 
.Calcutta, Next we must distinguish between· 
boastfulness and facia of history, as when the 
"Periyapurana" claims the impalement of 8 000 
Jain as at Madura in the presenoe of Sanbandba. 
There is the usual exaggeration of coure-bards whose 
performance must be used by the historian with 
extreme care, Yet another difficulty wbiob the historian 
has to face is the need to sift historioal facts 
from legends and mythology wbioh pass for history. 
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As an illustration of this mention 'may be made of 
the story of the three Tamil Sanghams. 

The evidence of comparative philology is a very 
nluable aid to the historian especially for the 
prehistoric period, 'but, in this field, historians are 
liable to fall a prey to the most dangerous tempta
tions and the wildest guesses, 

General works of literature have yielded to compe
tent historians a considerable volume of historical 
knowledg<l. There are again historical chronicles 
like the •'Keralotpatti" or tha "Kongudesa Rajakkal" 
which contain a grain of historical fact here and· 
there in the midst of considerable chaff. Even 
~nemonic verses in a Kalajnana-work of prophe
ct.es of the fea~ure-generally valueless,, can yield 
y1eld valuable hmts as one such verse IS claimed 
by the author to have given a string of the first 
letters of the names of successive monarchs of the 
first dynasty of Vijayanagar. Among works of 
profe~sed historical_ writing should be mentioned the 
1' Kahngattupparam "-the poem describing the 
conquest of Kalinga by Kulottunga Chola I, the diary 
of Ananda Ranga Pillai, and the works of Muslim 
historians like Barni, Aniir Khusru and Ferishta. 
Among foreign literary sources should be mentioned 
the writings of classical writers of Greece and Rome, 
the works of Heroditus, Megasthenes, Pliny, Ptolemy 
and the Periplus; the works of Arab writers whose 
knowledge oflndia from the 7th to about the 12th 
century A. D. was considerable, as it was based on 
the. existence of an extensive cattying trade of the 
Ind1an Ocean, and above all the Chinese accounts 
ranging from the 8rd Century B. C. to about the 15th 
century-with many gaps no doubt-consisting of 
travels, chronicles and above all the unique Chau-Ju· 
Kua's description (1225 A. D.) of the different 
co1mtries of Asia and their important markets. and 
products •. After the advent of the Europeans, we 
have·· treaties, sanads, reports, proceedings, oonsul· 
tations, diaries, (Indian and foreign-Portuguese 
Dutch, French and English) which have not yet been 
fully explored, listed or publisbecJ. 

LETTERS OF B. J. PADSHAH. 
(Oopyright.) 

JANUARY 19,1932. 
Port Antonio,Jamaiea. , 

Mr. FuUbrooke rejoices that ... America is realising 
that the··people of the West Indies are not for sale, 
and cannot be transfetted to the United States 
.without their consent which at present there is no 
hope of getting. Vt! e were both surprised to read 
in the newspapers that Russia had imported 
American negroes. 

During a tour hours motor ride, I had conversation 
with Percy the chauffeur which puts a modified 
complexion on things. · East Indians (from 
India) are to be found in the west of the 
islat:td-at Montego Bay and Westmoreland where 
they grow rice and split peas, have taught Jamaicans 
to do the same. The Chinese cultivate vegetable& 
in all parts ot the island. In the eastern regions, 
Britons originally cultivated strawbetties and now 
Jamaicans have learnt the trade and do it themselves. 
The wages in the fields are ls. to 6d. with the result 
that Jamaicans who want to be men, generally go to 
Panama or to British Honduras or Cuoa where they 
get high wages; and making money return to buy.plan· 
tation or stores, aod set up for themselves. The Atlantic 
Fruit Co. is already in liquidation; the United 
Fruit Co. is likely to foJiow because its policy was 
to squeeze out small cultivators of bananas who 
have now been organised into a Jamaio!l Fruit Co . 
. with capital. loaned by the Government. They are · 

making so much profit that they have repaid most' 
of the loan. The bulk of the land of the island is 
now in the hands of small-holders. It is a case of 
poor men against .rich. · . 

At St. Margaret's Bay, I engaged a raft made of 
bamboo, constructed by its owner and ~peral:lr 
who rows with thin and long bamboo sticks touching 
the b~ of the river, between two ranges of 
moun tams. 

The Roman Catholics are gainin~t because their 
schools are popular in the big . towns, preferred to
Government schools. The Protestant denominations 
have schools without attractions. There are 6 OOC>
Cbinamen in Kingston ; their children trained in 'the 
Roman Catholic schools, become Christians but do 
not attend Church, The Chinese marry mulatto 
women. 

The Le~islature has a majority of coloured members. 
The Whtte members are all nominated or heads 
of departments or occasionally elected. Govern
ment find no difficulty in carrying through their 
policy as the coloured members are more interested 
in ~unni~g each other down than in presenting a 
sohd anta-Government front. There are no Indians 
or Chinese members, 

Talks with men long resident in Jamaica have 
given a great deal of information, The negroes it is 
said, are showing increasing capacity,' but 
mere . in promise as yet than in performance 
more in passing examinations than in executiv~ 
ability in Government, more in fluent talk than iD 
constructive achievement. The negro is quick to 
pick up what he has been taugbr1 be bas made a 
good thing of the strawberry industry. I asked why 
I had never heard of lynchings on the island, whether 
the difference was that American \'l.ihites were more 
impulsive, or West Indies negroes more. restrained. 
There is apparently reason to think,· both. But' 
there seems to be less assurance among Whites. 
even long resident there, about the salety of White 
women now than some years ago. 

The Weekly Titnu has a very thoughtful artiole 
on the migration of British industry from .·Northern 
England to the South and its invisible consequences. 
One of them is that the Coal and Cotton districts 
have been planned with amenities of civilization
local government, roads, local transport, banks. 
sohool, sanitation-and should industry leave 
these c!istricts, all tbis civilization would be wasted, 
cannot follow industry to the South. In the 
19th Century, population increased 56 per cent 
in 00 years and new industries in new districts 
found workmen in surplus population ; the old indus
trial districts carried on. Now, it is expected 
that the English population will begin to .faU • 
after 194.0. New industries in the South can
only use men from the N ortbern districts left 
derelict by the failure of industries there, and aU 
. the civilising agencies in the South would have to 
be constructed at fresh cost. . 

In Kingston I was ·. pressed to go to · the· 
root of the present world-depression. 1. 
pointed to the excessive equipment of factories 
and excessive training of work-men specialised 
in certain trades as a waste of past wealth· 
which had to be written· down. Men's consuming 
power bas to be backed by their producing power1 
and this producing power bas been crippled by the 
excess of capital and labour in wrong occupations, 
which disables adaptation of effort to more suitable 
oocupations. Fixed improvement, one may generalise •. 
only helps for contingencies for which it was con· 
·trived. lt is a hindrance for contingencies for which 
it is not suitable. And that is true of habits as well 
as lathis ...... When AristQCracies get established. 
Debacle is not far behind. 
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]AIIUARY 21, 1982. 
8. 8 • .Ariguani. 

••• Tbe critical stage of the Manchurian question 
with changing Japanese and Cbinese Governments 
and the American temper as regards Manchuria 
engage attention. I was glad to . ·see from the 
Bp~~Jtatqr of December 26 that tbe statement in tbe 
previous number about the· U. S. A. and Great 
Sritain having given a free band in Manchuria as 
quid pro guo for Japan extinguishing the Anglo
Japanese alliance, bas been shown to be without 
foundation .••••• The hands of the principal powers 
being tied, the League and the U, S. A. could follow 
no other than the wooden policy they have done. 
Had the League appointed Japan to be its mandatory 
to extinguish brigandage, had China acceptt.d such a 
atep provided the troops of other powers were 
associated with the Japanese as in the time of the 
Boxer Rebellion, had Japan consented to such 
association with China paying for the service-the 
League would have taken a real step forward in 
international co-operation. 

JANUARY 22, 1932. 
The head steward and the doctor asked questions 

about the situation in India. They thought Mr. 
Gandhi was an unpractical fanatic ; he should see 
that British troops alone kept the peace between 
Hindus and Muslims, I said that this peace would 
be attained in India, all it has been attained between 
Catholics and Protestants in Southern Ireland. But 
are there any competent ideas behind Swaraj, or 
shall we drift as Chma has been doing since 1911 P 
Tbe doctor said that he could not deny that there 
is a real grievance ; he was once travelling with 
an Indian doctor from Colombo, who complained 
that he had two tickets for reserved seats 
which a military ·officer and his wife occupied 
and declined to vacate, taking as an insult such a 
propoRition to one in the King's uniform. Nor could 
they be persuaded by the Parsi station-master until 
be brought up a policeman to dislodge them, and 
even then after . a deal of argument. The ship'• 
doctor said, he would rebel if eo treated ; the 
steward nid, eo would he ; he had no patience 
with White men to whom coloured folk 
were dirt. I said that the sentiments did 
them credit 1 but such incidents happen rarely, 
have happened even between military in Eng
land and oivilian!l in England, and have happened 
io India for ages between the twice-born and 
untouchables. ·True as the fact is, it is not any 
reason • for an upheaval but an excuse, It ia 
supposed that Britain is weak and soft-headed, and 
that the castes would get back into power, That is 

• the reason. Men consider it a cardinal virtue to 
aspire to power which they wili not know how or 
where to use. 

JANUARY 24-81, 1982. 
Today the wireless gives grave news of the 

Japanese In Shanghai and Lord Selbourne [who i1 
on the boat] came to discuss it with me. He said 
that the Jape pleadthe bandits as an excuse for 
operations, but he agreed when I' suggested that 
tile bandits were more than an excuse, that they were 
a fact and had grown to be a menace. Whatever 
the Intentions, the effect of the clearance is a service. 
If the Powers do not want Japan to profit 
by the service, they ehould associate themselves 
In the service and force on the Chinese the 
oonditions of civilised living. Undiscriminating 
boycott, too, Is no aervlce to right thinking. And I 
cannot iown on Japan for taking aotion to prevent 
her capital eunk In China being extinguiahed by this 
boycott ... The way to secure independence is not to 
let banditry thrive but a momentary condominium by 

the Powers till they could free Cbina from the 
rival ambitions of the Tuchuns, erect a clean 
administration and create a national well-drilled 
Chinese army for defence.. Owing to the 
competing interests of the Powers, the risk of 
"imperialism" would be averted. ,Formulae of 
national independence without conditions of civilised 
joint living have not yet either l!lecured independence 
or promoted civilised life. 

Those of us who cast stones at Japan for 
taking. the law into her own hands, . ought to 
give the · Japs the assuraqce that there is a law 
elsewhere adequate to the situation. If the League 
decide only on the written word, and cry aloud that 
a Pact is a Pact, that would be like saying, all 
Killing is Murder, even in self-defence. If we are 
enjoined to take the straight path, we must not 
fear that the only straight path available is closed 
in advance. The League should be a Court in 
Equity. Moreover China allowed Russia to extort 
from her concessions, and her armies were in Chinese 
territories. It would seem as though Japan wall 
being penalised by China because both . apan and 
and China belonged to the League. 

Another passenger, Mrs .. Alexander, though she 
likes the Chinese, suggested that it would be better 
for the world and China, if China benefited by 
Japanese organization. Together, China and Japan 
might master the world. My comment on this was 
that if the Powers wanted to prevent that, they 
should do China the service the Japanese can give. 

A president of a Committee of the London 
Chamber of Commerce writes to the Timn that the 
Japa are not at all the aggressors even at Shanghai, 
that a Chinese anti·Japaneae Association has been 
formed which not only boycotts Jap gcods, but also 
seizes and confiscates Japanese cargo and 
aells it cheap, restraining by force Chinese 
merchants from dealing in ether Jap gcods. And 
this happens in the International Settlement at 
Shan~bai of which Japan is a joint member with 
Britam and the U.S. A. Japan appealed for redress 
to the Municipal Council which administers the 
Settlement, and recived cold comfort, l don't wonder 
that the Japanese admiral took the law into his own 
hand, The Power with the chastest international 
record which hesitated to atand by its own nationals 
in peril of aecurity to life and property, would be a 
fool. It would have been a different matter if the 
Municipal Council or the League had demonstrated 
that itl! Ia w was effective. , . 

The doctor rejoices that the League of Nations 
has sent a warning to Japan. I protest that- China's 
attitude is that of the non-violent non-oo-operation 
of Mr, Gandhi 1 they both try on, hoping that their 
enemies' arm will be paralysed by their own princi• 
plea-Japan's loyalty to the League, and the British 
repugnance to Force. If the Powers suspect Japan, 
they must offer to do the Police work Japan profe11sea 
to do. You do not allow a tiger to eat me up, and 
enjoin non-resistance on me lest be be my . ancestor of 
a previous incarnation. 

I submitted that, as the Manchus conquered China, 
1 could not treat Manchuria as an integral part of 
China, to separate which would be organic mutilation. 
Manchuria was originally saved for China by ~apan 
and its present development is due mainly to apan. 
All this is not to condone J apan'11 violence ut to 
show that no intervention can claim acceptance which 
does not accept recognition of facts. 
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. · NOTES. 
Late Professor fardunjee. Dastur :-Professor 

Fardunjee Dastur passed awar on Tuesday the 
5th instant at the lordly age of 87. He was for 

· ftveral years Professor of Mathematics in the 
Elphinstone College. H!' was a capable teacher but 
that was not all. He was a friend of his pupils who 
brought not only their mathematical but ~!-lso their 
personal problems to him for solution.. In -a 
-co-educational institution these occasionally took 
the geometrical form pf. a triangle and 
Professor Dastur, who was. a deep_ student of 
sex psychology, found a way : to a solu· 
tion to the satisfactiOQ of . all parties. He 
was a disciplinarian who ruled by love not by 
fear. Although not in, thtrleast inclined to the 
pompousness of the pedagogue, his 'students 
:respected ~im as. muc.h as they loved . him. This 
was strtkmgly allustrated . by the lifelong and 
intimate friendship between . Professor . Dastur 
and Sir Lalubhai Samaldas. Sir Lalubhai was 
Professor Dastur's student at the Samaldas 
College at Bhavnagar, · The contact then made 

'.developed into a close and confidential friendship 
· between them and not a week passed, without Sir 

Lalubhai calling at Professor ·Dastur's place in 
Bandra and spending an hour or two conversing 
()n current events. For many years, Professor 
Dastur held the office of Registrar of the Bombay 
Universitf along with his position in the College. 
l-fJS relations with his; staff· were those of 
members of a. family. He entered into their 
.difficulties and shielded them from the consequen
.ces of their mistakes. Even when feelings in the 
Senate ran high, as during Lord Curzon's Uni· 
versity legislation, Professor Dastur maintained 
his cordial standing with all parties ·and was 
trusted and respected by . them. HiS influence 
over thousands of his students and . colleagues 
\n Elphinslone Coli~ and the University, 
·was a greater force an moulding the academic 
life of the Presidency than: that of many 
others who were more prominently in the 
Jiroelight. In recognition of his services, Govern-

. • • ' • f ' ' 

ment conferred on him the title of Khan Bahadur 
usually reserved for Excise Inspectors and whole
~le grdcers. Professor., Dastur received. the· 
announcement without enthusiasm and his friends 
never ·used the title in · addressing him. , I~ 
was. in connection with this ,episode .in his. 
~;areer that Professor: Dastur lapsed into one of 
his rare , reminiscent moods. He iNtended~ 
a. ,Governor's · levee once at l"boa1.l. - He, 
was in~roduced by the ••Oriental Transla~ ~ 
of the day as . Mr. Byramjee . Muncherjee, 
and, before he could say a word in correctipn, he 
was hustled :out of the reception room, and: 
overheard the next presentee being introduced as 
Professor Fardunjee Muncherjee · Das~ur !
Professor Dastur was a loyal and affectipnate• 
friend. After much pressure. he contributed a 
series of article to: the R~former many Y8anl ago 
on social life in the Bombay Parsi'community. He 
often spoke wistfully or the neighbourly relations 
which . prevailed among Hindus, Muslims and 
Parsees in bygone days. The greatest influence on 
his life was Professor Mirza Hairat, a political 
refugee from Iran, and a profound scholar and 
great gentleman. Professor Dastur speak often of 
him in enthusiastic'praise; Those who had the· 
privilege of Professor Dastur's friendship will 
cherish his memory affectionately. . 

AU India Congress Committee :-The All India 
Congress Committee concluded its session at · 
Allahabad on Saturday last. A day prior to its 
meeting~ the Congress Working Committee met 
and drafted three resolutions for submission to 
the All India Committee. Two of these, as, 
stated. in last Wt'ek's. · Reft»'mer, were by a· 
Gazette Extraordinary of th~; Government o£ 
India, banned publication in newspapers. lhey 
were moved by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in the. 
All India Committee and passed unaniroou~ly, 
The third and main resolution (printed elsewhere) 
drafted by the Working Committee, related to the 
general political situation as affected . by Sir 
Stafford Cripps' negotiations. It was refreshingly 
free from the circumlocution and verbal gymna. 
sties so common in resolutions of that body. The 
r:esolution disclaimed responsibility for the war 
and indicated that if the COilntry had been con• 
suited, it would. have , adopted a course which 
would have prevented its' being involved in it. 
Alternatively, the defence of the country would 
have been organised on a popular basis with a 
national arm)" under national control and leader· 
ship. The· Committee to:>k exception to the 
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introduction of foreign armies into the cou.ntry 
neglecting the 'nexhaustible man power avail
able in India, The Committee directed that 
foreign invasion should be resisted~ This _P~rt 
of the resolution reads as follows : 
• · · Such 're8istati6e ·can only take the form of non

violent non-eo-operation as the British Government 
"lias prevented the organisation of national defence by 

the people in· any other· way. The Committee would, 
·therefore, OJ<pect the people of India to ofter complete 

-c 'Don-violent non-co-operation to the Invading forces and 
• not· to render. any assistance to them. We may not 
. bend the knee to the aggressor nor obey any of his 

orders. We may not look to him for favours nor fall 
to his bribes. If he wishes to ta'<e possession of. our 

':hOmeS and liefds, we will refuse to give them up even 
• :if we ha.ve to die, In the eltort to resist him. . 

Ttte ,reso.iuticin · wel)t on to say that not to put 
inv obstaCles in the way of the British forces, 
wi.ll. often be the only way of demonstratin~ our 
rion-co-operatiott with the invaders. "Judging 
from their attitude the British Government doi 
not need any help from us beyond our non
mterference,'' s.ays the resolution. The reference 
to !)On-violent, npn-co-operation has been · made 
out in some quarters to show Gandhiji's hand. 
But · Gan~hiji holds non-violence as a principle 
to be ob'served under all conditions, The 
~lotion, on ~he contrary, reluctantly elects for 
don-violent non-co-operation as the only course 
left to it owing to the attitude of Government. 
The initiative in non-co-operation proceeds from 
Government, according to the Committee. There 
is, therefore, no option to the Congress but to 
stand aloof where it is not wanted. If Gandhiji 
drafted the resolution, he has taken great care to 
make it consonant with the Committee's non-· 
aceeptance of non-violence as a dogma. 

• Guerilla Tactics:-Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru had 
advocated guerilla tactics to harrass the invader. 
"fhe .All India Congress Committee's ·t:esolu
tion recommends non-violent·. non-co-operation. 
There is an apparent contradiction here. To 
a certain extent. the Pandit inust have resiled 
from' his original position in giving his 
sUpport to the· Committee's resolution. But 
the most effective part of the guerilla method is 
non-co-operation and not violence. The guerilla 
tactics can, therefore, be adopted in ~-non-violent 
form. This; no doubt, is a variant from the form 
observed in Russia of which Mr. Philip Jordan, 
the representative of the Daily News Chronicle 
of London in New Delhi, gave an interesting 

· account on the All India · Radio last Friday, 
Among the activities mentioned, there were 

. several, for instance, giving information regard
ing the enemy's mO\-ements to the regular forces; 
even ·misleading him as to the whereabouts of 
the latter, do· not involve violence. This is an 
iinproved and humane form of guerilla tactics. 
The !ltatesman, as distinguished from the politi
eian who lives for the moment, does not lose 
sight. of peace which must come some day. 
To · foster practices · which · would · have 
to: be put down in peace time among the 
population, is not the policy of statesmen. The 
danger of · the guerilla method, .unless wisely 

' 
guided, · lies · in another direction, even during 
war time. The method may be used not only 
against tht~ invading army but also against peace
ful citizens who are obno~ious to the guerillas. 
In Russia the guerilla operations are conducte<l 
in co-operation with , the national army and the 
danger is negligible. But, when, between the 
guerilla and the regular forces there is no under
standing, the civil population will be subjected 
to serious hardships. Non-violence, in sucb 

. conditions, is an important safe-guard; Guerilla 
war is only a form of the "scorched earth" policy 
on which the All India Congress Committee 
refrained from making any pronouncement. 
In answer to a question. Mr. Govind 
V allabh Pant who · moved the main resolutioo 
contented himself with remarking that the 
question was a difficult one and that the Working 
Committee was considering it. . But nothing 
came out of the consideration and the impression 
might be created that thil' All India Congress 
Committee saw no serious objection to the policy_ 
This is most unfortunate. As we have pointed 
out more than once; the "scorched earth" policy 
is a futile and stupid method which has not 
benefitted those who adopted it in a single case. 
In India, its effects would be most disastrous and 
it will cause considerable resentment. 

National Front :--Mr. Rajagopalacharya 
explained his future programme to Press repre
sentatives at New Delhi on the morrow of his 
Waterloo in Allahabad. He wants to create 
a National Front against the aggressors 
whoever they may be. For that he must have 
a National Army with which the civilian popula
tion must be in close touch. A National Army 
presupposes a National Government. In order 
to have a National Government, the Congres! 

. ,Md the Muslim League must agree on a common 
platform. . His provisional acceptance of 
Pakistan was to get the . League to co-operate 
with the Congress. He intends to carry on an All 
India propaganda to get public opinion to support 
thil; programme. Lord Linlithgow has called 
upon,_the country to form a National Front at 
once. His Excellency does not seem to think that 
a National Army or a National.Government lli-e 
essential to a National Front, that without either 
of them a NatioRal Front can not be created and 

.maintained, The Governor of Bombay agreeing 
with the Viceroy has nominated Vice Chancellor 
R. P. Masani as leader· and has instructed hitn t()
form a National Front for the Bombay Province •. 
Mr •. Masani called the editors of Bombay news-
papers together ·on Tuesday and invited 
their co-operation in- organising the Front 
of which he has been constituted Leader. 
The Vice-Chancellor emphasised at rather
unnecessary length that the Front was entirely 
·non-official. · National Front overleaps all 
barriers . of official and non-official and to 
insist that it is either the one or the other 
is inconsistent · with the very idea. Mr~ 
·Masani defined the objects of the National 
Front to be, among other things, a continuollS' 
war on fifth columnists and scare-mongers 
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sedulously creating panic and def~tist 
men:ality. We have said more than once that 
there are and can be no fifth columnists in the 
sense that they are working for the enemy in. 
this ~untry. We repeat that today. There are 
a large number of people who are legitimately 
dissatisfied, disappointed, irritated, even angry 
at the discriminatory policy evidenced in various 
directions, It is easy to represent this as fifth 
column activity since there is no real fifth 
columnists to carry a continuous war upon. 
As fo~ scare and panic mongers they are to be 
found not among the common people who go 
about their daily task, the co1nmon round, as 
if barbarous Japanese dwelt in another 
planet. They are not in the least panicky 
or scared. It i!l the idle rich who start the 
scares for. want of something better to do and 
if Mr. M asani h11s the courage tp bring these 
to book he will earn the right to 
lead this as well as other fronts, national 
or sectional. As for rumours, it is unwise . 
to disregard them. Neglect of rumours has 
often led to unhappy consequences. An illiterate 
peop:e find vent for . their fancies by 
imagining things and believing that what they 
imagined has actually occurred. Rumours have 
a high administrative value, A wise. Govern
ment will appoint an agency to collect the 
rumours each day, to sift them and show the 
people that they are groundless or to what 
extent they ~re based on fact and what was 
being done to obviate the factual element being 
repeated. A suppressed thought is a dangerous 
thought. Defeatist mentality is the inevitable 
consequence of too many reverses and too few 
victories in the war. It is best countered by 
winning battles in the War Front. 

struggles of our ancestors.'' and comes out with 
a direct contradiction of the "formula of Jesus" 
enunciated by it, by saying of Britain 
and. the U.S.A. "even if they should fail, 
their' aim is jusdfied.'' The ."formula" _is 
taken from Luke 14•31 which reads: "What 
king going to war against another kirig,· sitteth 
not down first, and consulteth whether he be 
able with ten thousand to meet him that cometh 
against him with twenty thousand? or else; 
while th~ other is yet a great way off, he sendeth ' 
an· ambassage, and desireth conditions · of 
peace?" - . 

.. More Cripps: -Whatever else it might or 
might not have achieved, the Lord Privy Seale's 
Missio~ to India has m<1de Cripps a househotd.
word m this country. Every body speaks of. 
Cripps, thinks of Cripps, pe1 haps, dreams of 

· Cripps. Every paper, every magazine which you 
open, thrusts Cripps in to your face. One feels 
almost sick of having too much Cripps in the 
daily bill of fare. The T111(!n/ieth Century' 
for May has an editorial on Cripps, a lengthy 
contribution by Sir Jagadish Prasad on Cripps 
and another contribution by "A Muslim 
Observer" on Cripps. In the editorial Cripps 
figures as a negotiator "more clever than. 
convincing, more breezy than weighty, he lacks 
the dignity of a Lothian and the subtlety of 
a Montagu." Sir Jagadish Prasad accuses 
Sir Stafford of deliberately slighting the 
Governor General's Executive Council, so much 
so that objection was raised by the Congress 
leaders in their final interview "to being 
members of a Government which would still 
go und~r the appellation of an Executive 
Council whose insignificance Sir Stafford 
Cripps had so publicly confirmed." Sir Jagadish 

War and Chrlstiaolty:-The Indian Witness!_,. nevertheless holds .. that the; Congress made 
exposition of Christ's attitude to war ·in a recent a great mistake, threw· away a great opport:mity; 
issue is so novel that we give the article in full on in not accepting !he Cripps scheme. The 
another page. In it the Witness takes the line that "Muslim Observer'' upholds the attitude of 
Christ approved of war, provided the king, or the Congress. Referring to Sir Stafford's 
nation, who entered on it, was reasonably confi- remark that Parliament could not have passed 
dent of victory. More, according to the Witness, the necessary legislation to effect a real 
.Christ, less concerned with ethics in this transfer of power, he says: "Here Sir Stafford 
case than with military strategy, would was even legally inaccurate, since he was 
seem to have supported aggression by denying the competence of the British Parlia· 
strong ·nations on the weak, and to have ment which can enact anything promptly."· 
sternly discountenanced useless resistance. The But did the Congress .representatives insisting. 
resistance of the British Empire and America is on immediate legislation? · It does not appear 
justified, by this "formula of Jesus," because that they did. Pending the end of tile war, they 
they can defend themselves whilst the submission wanted a convention that the Viceroy would act 
of continental Europe comes also within the as a constitutional ruler on the advice of his 
formula. We should have thought that, Ministers. The Viceroy apparently would not 
having lhus reduced Jesus Christ to twentieth agree. Here was the necessity which the 
century opportunism, . the Witness would Rejonnel' urged immediately on the announce.. 
end up on the note that "what is good ment of Sir Stafford's mission, that he should 
enough for Jesus, should be good enough for come clothed with the authority of the Secretary 
Christians." However, even the Wuness feels of State for India. 
that the attitude indicated by the "formula" 
is not a very worth)' attitude to · take 
and it adds at the end a full measure of 
"representative institutions,'' "religious liberty,"_ 
"national rights and privileges," · ''sacrifices and 
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RAJAGOPALACHARYA'S RESOLUTION. 

The All India Congress Committee rejected by 
an 9verwhelming majority (120 to 15) Mr. Raja.
gopalacharya's resolution to acknowledge the 
Muslim League's claim to have India divided 
into a Muslim and a non-Muslim section. The 
resolution, it may be recalled, was passed by the 
group of Madras Legislators at a· meeting held a 
few days before the Working Committee 
meeting which preceded the session of the All 
India Congress Committee in Allahabad. It 
was placed before thtl Working Committee 
which rejected it. As the Working Committee 
is the Cabinet of the Congress President, Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya resigned his membership of 
it and brought the resolution before the All 
India Congress Committee. Mr •. Rajagopala
charya made a clever speet;h. He argued that 
unpopular measures often proved beneficial 
and came to be accepted as beneficial by the 
public. This is a point with which we are in 
entire ·agreement; The history of the social 
reform movement during the last seventy years 
conclusively proves it. The two instances 
which be cited, however, "were both political 
and both unfortunate. One of them, namely, 
his temple entry legislation, is· regretted not the 
least by those who believe and have laboured 
much longer than he in the field of social reform 
for the amelioration of the condition of the 
.depressed classes. The Hindu community is 
never impervious to reason and humanity and it 
would have gladly accepted the reform if Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya had stuck to his first declared 
intention to take the conservative general body 
with him in securing accept!lnce of the reform. 
He is right in saying' that the reform is accepted 
by all as good but. he is wrong in suggesting 
that his method in bringing it about, has the 
approval of all who do so. His other point 
was the Khilafat movement. No one who has 
followed the cottrse of events in connection with 
the abolition of. the. Khilaf at by Kemal Ataturk, 
will accept Mr; · Rajagopalacharya's dictum that 
it strengthened the Indian Muslim cause either 
in India or in Turkey. The Ghazi al!_olished 
the Sultanate but hesitated to deal in the same 
drastic way with the Caliphate. Indian Muslim 
agitation for its preservation presented him with 
the opportunity to do away with the Caliphate 
also as being a centre of foreign intrigue. 
Indian Muslims have since come round to 
acknowledge Kemal Ataturk as a far-seeing 
'statesman, as was demonstrated by the encomiums 
passed by both Congress and the Muslim league 
at his death. Every· unpopular movement is 
not · necessarily right any more than every 
popular movement. At the same • time, we 
gladly acknowledge the courage exhibited by 
Mr. Rajagopalacharya in moving his ill-con
ceived resolution, knowing that it' will evoke 
strong opposition from practically the whole 

' 

politically·minded population, except the section 
comprised in the Muslim League. . 

We wonder how many even of the Muslim 
Leaguers approve of his action after re.-ding 
his speech in moving the resolution. He left 
no doubt of his own belief that Pakistan 
was an illusion. "Let us give to Muslims 
what they have been asking. It is a mere 
shadow. They will themselves say they do 
not want it, if you do not keep it in your 
pJcket but throw it on the table." The 
implication is unmistakable that the leaders of 
the Muslim League are children who can not 
be argued with but should be humoured. We 
are surprised that some leaders of the Muslim 
League and their professed friends have come 
forward to express their appreciation of this 
contemptuous concession which Mr. Rajago
palacharya would throw at them. Sometime back 
Mr. Rajag.Jp!llacharya offered through a London 
journal that Mr. Jinnah should be made Prime 
Minister of India and that he (Rajagopalacharya) 
would get the Congress to support him in the· 
Legislature. That was a straightforwarJ offer 
and perfectly consistent with the sentiment of 
Indian unity. If he had now said "Let the 
Muslim League take over the Whole country 
without dividing it and the others stand aside'' 
he would have acted like the real mother, in th~ 
Solomon legend,. who was prepared to hand 

• over her child to the impostor rather than see 
it killed and divided between them. It would 
have shown a high measure of patriotism. 
But to offer to have the country cut up in 
order to de?lonstrate to t~e Muslim League 
that what 1t was hankenng after, was an·. 
illusion, may be 'an adroit political move but 
it is devoid of any other merit. · Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya · did not stop there. He 
exhorted the All India Congress. Com!Jlittee, 
even if it threvr out his resolution, not to 
pass· another sponsored by Mr. J agat Narain 
and ·50 other members, laying down that 
any scheme of partition was repugnant 
to ,the Congress Party. He said that 
it would irrevocably close the door to. 
negotiation with the Muslim League. He 
characterised it as a most dangerous propo
sition. The resol u~ion nevertheless was carried by 
a large majority, put the size of the majority wao;' 
less than tha.t against Mr. Rajagopalacharya's 
resolution ( 92 to 11 );. This shows that · Mr. 
Jagat Narain's resolution was not by any 
means supererogatory. As we remarked .· last 
week in the · leading article and as Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya showed by quoting previous 
pronouncements of · Congress leaders, the 
Congress has not been very definite against 
the idea of dividing· up India. Mr. Jagat 
Narain's resolution for, the time being at least 
will. operate to . discourage attempts like 
Mr. Rajagopalacharya's. 

Mr. Rajagopalacharya quoted from the Delhi 
resolution of the _Working Committee and from· 
Mr. Gandhi's article in-the fi,arij'an in support 
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of his claim that he was making no new 
departure from accepted Congress policy. 
The Delhi resolution said that the Working 
Committee could not think in terms of 
compelling people in a territorial unit to 
remain in the Indian Union against their declared 
and established will. Gandhiji had declared 
that if a vast majority of Muslims regard 
themselves as a separate nation, no power on 
earth could compel them to think otherwise, 
Gandhiji's observation has no bearing on 
Mr. Rajagopalacharya's resolution. The Scotch 
and the Welsh regard themselves as constituting 
separate nationalities from the English but 
that does not lead them to demand that the 
country should be partitioned into three parts 
and if it did, neither Mr. Winston Churchill 
nor even Mr. Amery, would accept the claim. 
There are several other instances, . It does not 
appear that Gandhiji intended tO' support a 
demand for partition on the ground of a 
subjective notion •. As for the Congress Working 
Committee's resolution passed at Delhi, it does 
certainly favour the idea of a partition and Mr. 
Rajagopalacharya was justified in claiming it 
as supporting his point of view. But that only 
shows that both the Working Committee and 
he himself are in the wrong. The classic 
precedent is the American Civil War. According 
to the Working Committee and Mr. Raja
gopalacharya, President Lincoln should have 
left the Southern States to secede from the 
Union on the issue of slavery. The British 
Government of the time was inclined to support 
the, Soutli in its demand to be left' out of the 
Union. If that view had prevailed the United 
States today would not be helping Britain 
against her enemies. · If any section of 
a population long domiciled in a country; 
feels dissatisfied with . it, emigration is the 
obvious and time-honoured tourse to adopt. 
It cannot claim to carry away a part 
of the country with it. Millions of people 
emigrated to the United States from 
Europe because they were discontented with 
,their lot, either political or economic. There 
is no question of compelling anybody to remain 
in the geographical area where he was born. 
· fhe right of domicile accrues with his birth·. 
He may renounce it by changing to another 
domicile but he can not remain in the same 
country and llrrogate for himself a different 
domicile; much less can he demand a division of 
the country to gratify his desire. 

THE ROOTS OF DEMOCRACY. 
The contents of Christianity at the present dav 

when compared with the teaching~ of the Founder 
and still more with those of St. Paul reveal 
enormous differences. ·Like every living religion 
Christianity bas assimilated many new ideas 
from many sources and discarded some as being 
flagrantly incompatible with new conditions in 
its world wide environment. Its attitude towards 
war is a contempoquy instance. Another 

1nstance is the claim put for'ward in so many 
quarters that democracy is a Christian concept. 
The most recent, as well as the most absolute, 
pronouncement of this characte! is published in 
the Cl•oaie,.s Quarterly for january in an 
article with the heading "Can we get the fruits of 
democracy without the roots?'' by Dr. Gordon 
Poteat of the Crozier Theological Seminary. 
Naturally Dr. Poteat has to define at the outset 
what democracy is. To ten men out of eleven, 
democracy means simply the rule of the 
majority, If you get the electorates by hook 
or by crook to send a majority to the Legislature 
or Municipal or Academic Council, who accept 
your leadership, you can get anything- passed 
which catches your fancy. You can confiscate the 
property, suppress the journals, imprison the 
persons, of those who oppose your proposals. 
For the time being, you may claim and enforce 
the claim to be the sole patriotic party, to be the 
only sensible judge of what is good for . the 
people. This view obtains in some countries 
where democratic institutions are of recent intro· 
duction. In older demoi:ratic countries, however, 
this crude conception of democracy has been left 
behind. We say "conception" because the 
actual practice maY. be just the same as under 
the cruder conception. Political thinkers have 
discarded the definition of democracy as the 
rule of the majority. "The gceatest good of 
the greatest number,'' the old utilitarian formula, 
is condemned by every decent writer as the goal 
of good government. Minority rights, even 
where the minority is only a single individual, . 
are insisted upon as the essential of civilised 
government. Democracy has thus acquired an 
ethical significance not to be derived from mere 
numbers. It is pointed out that the masses in 
Jerusalem voted for the rele;1se. of Barabbas in 
preference . to Jesus Christ when Pilate wanted 
to know which of them he should release in 
accordance with Roman custom at the festival 
of the Jews. In passing, modern researches 
tend to prove that Barabbas was not a robber. 
He was the leader of a political and patriotic 
movement against Roman rule· and as usual 
was officially classed as a bandit: · Even a 
Jerusalem mob would not like to have a 
robber set free to continue his depredations~ In 
voting for Barabbas, it was voting for a popular 
leader whom it believed to b~; fighting for its 
freedom from foreign rule. 

Dr. Poteat begins by quoting from a book 
written by an American journalist who entertained 
high notions of the Soviet .regime. before he 
visited Russia. On return, Eugene Lyons 
published his famous book "Assignment io 
Utopia.'' Dr. Poteat quotes his concluding 
remarks as under : 

I left Russia convinced that man's greatest task is 
to defend the basic concepts of freedom and respect 
for life ......... No plan for .economic salvation can be 
accepted if it is diseased with disdain for life. 
Ultimately, abe Russian experience will be judged, not 
by the fi!oal of 11o full belly, l>ut by how much freedom. 
self-respect, justice, truth aud human kindness, It 
brought Into the world. 
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Dr. Poteat takes hold of the phrase "basic 
concepts of freed om and respect for life," and 
questions if the term "basic" is rightly applied 
to the two ideas, freedom and respect for life. 
He thinks not. " They are,'' he maintains, "in· 
ferences from certain fundamental Christian 
convictions about life as a whole. I am con· 
vinced that apart from these Christian convic
tions the concepts of freedom and respect for 
life, are rootless, and if they are separated from 
their roots they will wither away and die." 
Dr. Poteat proceeds to develop this theme on 
abstract grounds. Without entering into a 
theological controversy, it occurs to us that Dr. 
Poteat's claim is not in keeping with historical 
fact.· Respect for life, .. was taught as a 
cardinal religious principle in ancient India 
from at least the time of Gautama Buddha. 
Ahimsa is a word which Gandhiji has 
made familiar to the modern world. Though 
animal sacrifices were prevalent in the Jerusalem 
Temple where he worshipped, Jesus never spoke 
against them and even ,bade his followers go 
and ·offer sacrifices at the ·Temple. Even 
limiting respect for life to human life 
the principle was recognised in India be£ ore 
the Christian revelation. · Then, as regards 
freedom, surely, freedom of religion was a 
cardinal principle of government in India 
centuries before Christian nations came to 
accept it. The claim. that the two are rooted in 
Christianity, is untenable. Eugene Lyons· is 
right in attributing them to the Justice which is 
inherent in a moral universe. • 

THE LATE MAHAMAHOPADHYAYA 
. SWAMINATH AIYAR. 

Mahamahopadhya V. Swaminatha Aiyar whose 
death took place on the 29th April, laid the founda
tions and raised the walls of the superstructure 
which has now developed into a distinctive school of 
the early history of South India. Venkataraman, 
which was the name which his parents gave 
him at the naming ceremony, was horn of 
a very poor ,Brahmin family. His father eked 
out a precarious livelihood by reading and 
reciting the Hindu puranas in the villages round 
about his home. V enkataraman, like other Brahmin 
young men in similar circumstances, was pressed by 
his parents to learn Sanskrit as became a. Brahmin 
boy. In his early days, about eighty years ago, 
Sanskrit learning was a passport to social and econo
mic advancement. Venkataraman tried to learn 
Sanskrit but gave it up as it did not interest him. 
His friends next advised him to learn English 
as many Brahmin young men were doing. English 
was then the open sesame to an official career 
to Indian boys. Venkataraman was not attracted 
by English either. He wanted to learn Tamil and 

. become a scholar in that language though the 
openings for one even then were scanty. The Tamil 
Saiva Mutts were rich and patronised Tamil learning. 
The young Brahmin boy found his way to one of 
them and attracted the notice of . the head of the 
Mutt by his intelligence and industry. One of the 
first things suggested to him by his patron was to 

·change his name froni Venkataraman to· Swami· 
nathan. The reason given was that the place was a 

· Saivite centre and, though the Saivism, of the Saiva 
· Siddbanta: was not inimical as the Saivism of the 
Lingayats or Veerasaivas to Vishnu worshiP, still a 

purely Saivite name would be more appropriate to 
a scholar attached to· the Mutt than Venkataraman 
which was a Vaishnavite designation of the 
Supreme, The Abbot suggested 'Swaminathan' as 
a suitable substitute and, with the approval oi his 
parents, the young Brahmin scholar adopted 
that name and became famous under it. Swami
natha Aiyar remained several years in the place 
and became one of the Professors in the Tamil 
College conducted by the Mutt, 

In his autobiographical articles in the Tamil 
weekly, the Ananda Vokattm, Swaminatha Aiyar gives 
a vivid description of the routine and discipline 
of the Mutt and its head, Tamil was the 
principal object of study but Sanskrit was also 
provided for. The Head of the Mutt was a non
Brahmin hut his way of life was that of a 
Sanyasin. He was learned both in the Sanskrit 
and Tamil languages and equally at borne in both. 
At the same time, he carried on the administration 
of the large estates of the Mutt which had branches 
in some other places in the Tamil country and in 
important sacred places like Benares. From four 
in the morning when he got out of bed until at 
about ten at night, the Abbot attended to his duties, 
a largEo part ot the time being given to study and 
conversation with visiting scholars. Swaminatha 
Aiyar became closely associated with all these 
activities but the remuneration permissible to the 
officials of this establishment was· small. The 
necessity of providing for his family which 
included· his old parents, obliged him with much 
reluctance to accept the post of Tamil Pandit in the 
Kumbhakonam College. A short. time after his 
appointment to the post, he came in contact with 
Salem Ramaswami Mudaliyar who was then a 
District Munsiff in that town. Ramaswami Mudaliar 
was one of the delegates who first went to England 
to plead the cause of Imlia, Sir Narayan Chandavarkar 
was another. Ramaswami Mudaliar it was who put 
Swaminath Aiyar in the way of recovering, editing 
and publishing the Tamil classics of the pre
Sanskritic era. Tbe Mutt authorities were astonished 
when they were told by Swaminatha Aiyar that there 
were Tamil works of higher antiquity than those 
studied in the Mutt, preserved in by old families 
in the Tamil country, which had inherited a tradition 
for sc;holarship. lri several houses, he was saddened 
by being told that they had floated heaps of such 
manuscripts along the river as no one seemed likely 
to want them or understand them, English education 
had caught on and led to the destruction of old 
precious manuscripts far more than the iconoclasm of 
Islam, · 

Swaminatha Aiyar made his way to Jain families 
who lived their own 'life in a separate quarter of Kum
bhakonam. They were surprised to see this young 
Brahmin coming to them and greatly helped him in 
his search for old manuscripts. The oldest works in 
Tamil were written by Jainas and Swaminatha 
Aiyar obtained some fragments of them from his 
Jaina friends witl! directions as to where he might 
look for more. In liis account of his intercourse with 
Jains, ,a prosperous class of. merch~nts, he was 
surprised to be referred for tnformation about the 
old literature to the lady of the family whom he 
found well posted in the Jain classics. The publica
tion of a critical edition of the Chintamani, one 
of the recovered books, brought Swaminatha 
Aiyar to the notice of European scholars, One 
of them, Julian Vinson, sent. him a copy of an old 
Tamil work from the Par1s Museum. But to the 
rest of India Swaminatha Aiyar remained an 
unknown figure. Swamina,tha Aiyar's work 
stimulated .the .interest of other. scholars who have 
worked and are· working to elucidate the history 
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of the South from the earliest time&, The romance 
of India, it has been said, lies buried in the South 
and we are daily getting fre11b .glimpses 
of it in the works ot devoted researchers, 
Sw'aminatha Aiyar died at Tirukalikundram, the 
&acred bill where from ancient times two Brahmini 
kitel, supposed to be the incarnations of ancient 
rishis, are fed at an appointed hour by the 
temple priests. Mr. B1Jasubrahmania Aiyar of 
Chidambaram has published a monograph on the 
inscriptions in this ancient temple. One of these, 
he observes, contains the oldest reference to a temple 
found in any South Indian inscription published 
hitherto. A great and gracious career bas found its 
close in a place hallowed by the memory ot some of 
the greatest Saiva saints. Swaminatha Aiyar's 
devotion to his parents was extremely touching. 
When he received his first month's salary from the 
College be took it straight to his mother, placed 
it in her bands and prostrated himself at her 
feet. The autobiographical chapters end in 
this week's magazine with the purchase of a 
house for himself. Swaminatba Aiyar says tbat 
this waa the great ambition of his father but 
he bad not the good fortune to have it fulfilled 
in his lifetime.. \Ve do not know if the whole of 
the autobiography was completed before Swami
natha Aiyar's death. It is one of the best 
autobiographies by an Indian scholar that we have 
come across. As a picture of a social and cultural 
aystem which has all but passed away, the work is 
of entrancing interest, 

TWENTY-FOUR UPANISHADS. 
Th• l!ama11ya Y•ilanta ll panishai!.s : 
English translation by Shrl T. R. Srinivasa 
Ayyangar, B.A., L.T. The Adyar Library, 1941. 

The Upanishads are difficult to understand without 
proper guidance, That is the reason why there is so 
much misapprehension a bout their philosophy. 
What is the nature ot the Absolute? Do the 
Upanishads teach that the objective world is an 
illusion P Do they teach Pantheism ? A deep and 
patient study under proper guidance alone can enable 
one to understand their true significance. Sir S. 
Radhakrishnan has laid the English-reading public 
under a great debt of gratitude by throwing consider• 
able light on these abstruse questions in his 
"Philosophy of the Upanishads". The present· 
volume IS the second of the translation series pub
lished by the Adyar Library-the first having 
appeared in 1988, The Adyar Library bad planned 
the publication of the 108 Upanishads with the 
commentary of Shri Upanishad-Brahma-Yogin 
which had not yet been published. Tbis volume 
contains the English translation of 24. Upanishads. 
"I have almost reached the end of the tenure of my 
labours as well as of my life and fervently hope to 
derive the supreme satisfaction ot having discharged 
mY duties to the full and see the work published 
befOre I seek refuge In the lotus-teet of the Lord and 
attain Kaivalya through his grace,'' says the transla
tor in his preface. What more or better could any one 
hope for P His work is so well done; the translation 
is so lucid-that he deserves the thanks of all 
seeker! after the wisdom of the Upanishads, who can 
not underst:~ond the original text or commentary. 
Even to a casual reader, there is so much that is 
interesting and worth learning. The 41 queries in 
the Niralambopanishad, for example, cont'lin such 
queetion!l as (1) what is Jati or division based on 
birth P (2) what is happiness P (8) what is heaven 
{Swarga)? and very fine answers are given. There 
•• a prefatory note at the head of eaoh Upanishad 
nplainlng what its taf!k is,. of what Veda it for1ns 

part and its brief contents. The table of contents is 
so full that it gives a very good idea of all the topics 
dealt with and is well suited for reference. The 
following are the names of some of the Upanishads 
of which translations appear in this volume, flia : 
Adhyatmopanisbad, Atma-bodhopanishad, M udgalo
panishad, Subalopanishad, · Shuka-Rahasyopanishad 
and Ska.ndopanishad. 

B. G. K. 

LETTERS OF B. J. PADSHAH. 
( Oopyright. ) 

& & Oorfu. 
FEBRUARY 8, 1932, 

The name of the fraud I so far called a J ap, is 
Shaw, he is a relative of Bernard Shaw. His 
father emigrated to the Far East without a penny 
years ago, and is now well off as an export and 
import agent and agent of steamships in Man• 
cburia ..... Yesterday he had evaded my question 
why his or any Japanese name was not in the list 
of passengers, by 'pleading that he had booked late. 
Today no evasive answer could be trumped up to 
my question whether there were "two races in Japan
one as fair as himself, the other dark. That brought 
out the truth. There was nothing Japanese about· 
him except his stature and his eyes. He is 
sensitive to jokes; he takes a point and is merry over 
it but he does not laugh pointlessly as I have seen 
a Jap consul in Bombay do. · ' 

FEBRUARY 13, 1932. 
There was a party sitting opposite me at tea and 

the lady in it started conversation, She is looking 
forward to Malta. She was wondering about the 
politics of Malta, did not know about the Rllport of 
the Commission until I told her, and of its strictures 
on Lord Strickland and its recommendation of the 
restoration of the constitution ......... Though I would 
have liked to see the antique temples in the interior, 
they were too far away ...... Yet it proved a mistake 
[not to have landed]; it was carnival time and 
excitable Malta was worth seeing under those 
circumstances ...... Two. Maltese had come on board. 
I had talked with one who had told me of the carnival 
and the excitable Maltese disapproval of the Com· 
mission's Report though it restored to Malta her 
constitution, and was severe on Lord Strickland, 
her Prime Minister, Lord Strickland, he said, strove 
to be popular and was popular with tbe upper grade 
of the Maltese. 

The doctor warns that we mistake when we 
identify abnormal appearance, like the erect head 
with aristocracy or character, or ears jammed 
against tbe cranium with beauty. Abnormality,' he 
says, is degeneration. It seems too sweeping. 

FEBRUARY 19, 1932. 
A missionary lady sat by me this evening for a 

whole hour. She said I must be a thinker seeing 
my preoccupation witb unceasing reading. . Do I 
know the Bible-the Book of Books I' A little, I 
said, and sometimes, like Old Harry, I even quote it. 
For example, Be ye perfect, even as your mother, 
the Corfu, is perfect. Sbe agreed that ours was . a 
fine sbip 1 but Life and Light and Love are finer 
than alii and who gave tbem .p I S'lid I was not 
interested and would not be till I knew more how 
1ife and light and love worked. But if I imperil 
all eternity with my neglect? Well, I did not 
look for or to a Hereafter. Then did the Son die 
in vain P Not for me, anyhow. I don't feel any 
need. In 1884., visiting Prof. Simpson, when he 
started on the discussion of the need for Atone-

~ ment because of f!IY Original Sin! I had frankly 
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explained that I had . felt no sense of Sin, and I I 
do not feel it now. She talked of the work of 
St. Paul and his martyrdom. I said she doubtless 
knew more than I, but George Moore had given, 
in his book called ''The Brook Kerith," another 
version of the Resurrection·· and of St. Paul's vision 
.which satisfied the little interest I felt in the subject. 
Still she spoke on and on, and of. her thirty-five years 
in China and the sheep she had brought to the fold, 
first one and then others whom the converts brought 
in. 

FEBRUARY 2l, 1982. 
There are three Civil Servants from Malaya on the 

ship and they all hate the new proposed recruitment 
by nomination for the services, I asked what would 
happen if the very numerous and prosperous Chinese 
in Malaya threatened a boycott unless Britain was 
definitely pro.Chinese. They woilld have no hope, 
said one, of them. I pointed out that Indian 
Mohamedans were successful in winning over Lord 
Chelmsford and Mr. Montagu, and Mr, Lloyd George 
fell on this question, · 

FEBRUARY 24, 1982, 
Another· more or .less perfect day, Not only 

perfection irks, it weakens the human fibre ; there is 
nothing to react against; one misses the joy of effort 
in the attainment of effortless comfort. 

fhe missionary lady was walking from the 
opposite side as 1 was taking my constitutional, I 
prepared myself to hear, "Get t bee behind me, 
Satan," but with smiles- and grace, she discussed the 
Universe with me, President Wilson wanted to 
make the world safe for Democracy; some present
day hermit wants to make the Universe safe for a 
soul; and I thought this lady would wish to make 
table-talk secure for more sheep. Instead, she 
bewailed the fate of China. I explained my 
provisional attitude to understand and forgive Japan. 
China was a huge hulking bulk, with a loose nervous 
system and no brain in the shape of a Central 
Government; whales are said to require three minutes 
before a stimulus reaches their brain ; China requires 
years. ·True, she said, but is it not marvellous that 
in spite of bulk and numbers, China has achieved a 
national unity? I expressed my surprise ; the 
absence of sectional conflict would only argue the 
absence of consciousness-the condition · of the 
French peasant before the Revolution-too ground 
down to cast down his burden, And I am not sure of 
the absence of sectional feeling and contention
Canton, Nanking and Peking are in conflict and, may 
be, some difference of race qualities may underlie 
that conflict. And we both resumed our walks~in 
opposite directions, At tea, a lady proceeding to 
Hong-Kong discussed the same subject again, with 
the same result-but a different fOute. 

Another faded reputation, as a man, is Goethe's, 
I like the delineation of his aloofness from Beethoven 
and his character generally as arising from a 
"panicky" soul ; he who preached the gospel of 
Serenity, was like Carlyle who preached, as Morley 
said, the gospel of Silence in forty volumes and to the 
scream of "Thou fool." (1 told Mr. Shaw to look up 
the derivation of "silly." It originally meant 
"serene.") Rousseau also is depreciated; but 
Rousseau's deprecittion is done by F. W, Bain, a 
Professor at Deccan College, brought from Oxford 
and the Fellowship of All Souls, where, as a student, 
he had the reputation of a promise of genius, He 
was brought to mind lately by the Charles ll exhibi
tion in London which is helping . to ·restore the 
reputation of that lovable monarch whom even the 
sedate Hallam denounced. F. W, Bain had in the 
90's surprised historians by characterising Charles 
ll a1 the Patriot King, the conceiver and contriver of 

England's naval supremacy. In the article on 
Rousseau there are-aome fine plums, such as that 
virtue, like modesty, in approving itself, loses 'itself 
though the virtuous aelf-approvers don't know it. ' 

So you see, reputations are not only being lost !lut 
gaine~ .or regained. ~ast!ereigh has been definitely 
rehabdatated ; the Kaaser as being forgotten, Games 
at girls' schools are being held out as a model for 
boys, inspite of sex-perversion being ascribed to the 
masculinity of mothers which is traced to games, 
Perhaps the greatest reputation has been made by 
the chronology of the Bible; British officials in Zion 
lind time to identify places, events and monuments. 

FEBRUARY 26, 1982. 
(There is an article) in "Current History'' on the 

ambition ot the Cantonese to dominate China, and on 
the pacific penetration of Pacific lands and Burma 
and the Indies by Chinamen (chiefly Cantonese who 
send money from overseas to Canton organizations to 
prosecute pro-Canton campaigns). · 

,Mr. Shaw wanted to know, if I wanted to grow, 
why I took no interest in individual stars, their 
identification, and why I troubled about mathematical 
astronomy and the Quantum Theory, I used his 
frequent remark that Life is short, and also my own 
that my purse is not long. Therefore, I may not d<> · 
anything that promises any good but economise time 
and cost. Mathematical Astronomy helps me to 
discuss White Australia but knowing the name of 
stars does not promise any help any more than 
memorising the winners ot the Derby. If life were 
limitless, .everything would have its use to a 
sufficiently intelligent man; if there were no cost, 
everything should be acquired tor the chance of 
usefulness even in a short life. Culture is the 
possession of knowledge in a usable way, so general 
that any new information gets linked to it so as to 
become usable, and so particular. that it is real and 
deep, not superficial. To economise time and cost, 
the would-be-really-cultured man selects the informa
tion he adds to his mind, and prescribes its mode of 
entrancP ... 

I 

ALL INDIA CONGRESS COMMITT~i:E 
• RESOLUTION. 

''In view of the imminent peril of invasion that 
confronts India and the attitude of the British 
Government as shown again in the recent proposals 
sponsored by Sir Stafford Cripps, the All-India 
Congress Committee has to declare afresh .India's 
policy and to ad vise the people in regard to the 
action to be undertaken in the emergencies that may 
arise in the immediate future. 

The proposal of the British Government and their 
subsequent elucidation by Sir Stafford Cripps have led 
to greater bitterness and distrust of that Government 
and the spirit of non-co-operation with Britain has 

· grown. 
They have demonstrate~ that even in this hour of 

danger not only to India but to the cause of 'the 
United Nations the British Government functions as 
an Imperialist Govemment and refuses to recognise' 
the independence of India or to part with any real 
power, . . 

India's participation in the war was a purely 
British act imposed upon 'the Indian people without 
the consent of their representatives, While India 
has no quarrel with the people of any country she 
ha!l repeatedly declared her antipathy to Nazism and 
Fascism as to Imperialism. If India were free, she 
would have determined her own policy and might 
have kept out ot the war, though her sympathies. 
would in any event have been with the victims of 
aggression. If, however, circumstances had Jed 
her to join the war, she would have done so 
as a free country fighting for.' freedom and her 
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-defence would have been organised on a popular 
basi11 with a national army under national control and 
leadership and with ir'ltimate contf~Cts with the 
people. A Free India would know how to defend 
hel'lelf in the event of any aggressor attacking 
her. ' 

The pr~nt Indian army is In fact an offshot of the 
British army and has been maintained till now mainly 
to hold India in sul>jection. It bas been completely 
segregated from the general population who can in no 
&ense regard It a• thetr own. . 

FOREIGN AR)IIES IN INDIA, 

The essential differences between the imperialist 
and the popular conceptions of defence is demon· 
11trated by the fact that while foreign armies are 
invited to India for that defence, the vast manpower 
of India herself is not utilised for the purpose. 
ttndia's past experience teaches her that it is 
llarmful to her interest and dangerous to her 
~auae of freedom to introduce foreign armies in 
India. It ia significant and extraordinary that 
India'• inexhaustible manpower should remain 
~ntapped, while India develops . into a battle 
ground between foreign armies fighting on her soil 
'r her frontiers, and her defence is not supposed to 
be a au bjeot fit for popular control. 

India resents this treatment of her people as chattels 
to be disposed of by foreign authority. · 

The A. L C. C. is convinced that India will attain 
her freedom through her own strength and will 
retain it likewise. The present crisis as well as the 
experience of the negotiations with Sir Stafford 
Cripps make it impossible for the Congress to 
'ons1der any schemes or proposals which retain even 
in a partial measure British control and authority in 
India. Not only the interests of India but also 
Britain's safety and world peace and freedom demand 
that Britain must abandon her hold on India. It is 
on the basis of independence alone that India can 
~eat with Britain or other nations, 

The Committee repudiates the idea that freedom 
Jan come to India through interference or invasion 
by any foreign nation, whatever the professions of 
~hat nation may be. In case an invasion takes place 
it must be resisted. Such resistance can only take 
~he form of non-violent non-co-operation as the British 
Government has prevented the organisation of national 
~efence by the people in any other way. The Com
mittee would, therefore, expect the people of India to 
offer complete non-violent non-co.operation to the 
!Pvading forces and not to render any assistance to 
them. 

We may not bend the knee to the aggressor nor obey 
~ny of his orders. We may not look to him for favours 
nor fall to his bribes. 1f he wishes to ta'<e possession of 
)ur homes, and our fields we will refuse to give \hem up 
1ven If we have to die In the IOlfort to resist them. 

In places wherein the British and the invading 
roro'es are fighting our non·CO·Operation will be 
fruitless al'ld unnecessary, Not to put any obstacle, 
In the way of British force1 will olten be the only 
way of demonstrating our non-co operation with the 
Invader. Judging . from their attitude the British 
Government do not need any help from us beyond 
)Ur non-interference. 

The suooess of such a policy of non-co-operation 
and non-violent resistance to the invader will largely 
depend on the intensive working out of the Congress 
oonstructive programme and more especially the pro· 
gramme of self-sufficiency and self-protection in all 
parts of the country, . . . -

THE "INDIAN WITNESS" AND THE 
PRESENT WAR. 

The question of the right or wrong of war does 
not arise. One might -. well discuss the right 
or wrong of a cholera epidemic. But given a 
state of· war or a cholera epidemic, the question 
does arise as to what is to be done about it. 
Am~g. Christians there has beo;n . a growing 
conviCtion that a world ordered by ChriStian principles 
would be free from war, There is still general 
agreement on this point. But when the world is 
not ordered by Christian principles, it is futile to 
condemn war, War is aU around us, writes the 
Indian Witll88a, and we must decide what we are 
to do. 

The authority of Jesus bas been often cited to· 
show that a Christian cannot engage in war, We 
are told that the Christian disciple was instructed to 

. turn the other cheek if he was struck, He was told 
: to give his cloak to on& who had forcibly taken his 
, coat away from him, It always bas been the rule in 
, an ordered society that the individual is not to take 
1 the law in his own hand. Questions of self-defence 

are to some extent mixed up in this issue, but 
evidently the cases which Jesus cites relate more 
to rowdyism or to petty theft than to situations in 
which one's life is endangered, No question is 
here raised regarding the defence of those who are 
entrusted to our care, No advice is given to the 
father or husband who is called upon to witness a 
violent assault upon his wile and children. 

At one time Jesus made reference to war. He 
tells of a king who is going to make war against 
another king. Nothing is suggested regarding the right 
or wrong of such a war, but Jesus does say that in 
such a case the king would be foolish to attempt 
a war if he did not feel reasonably certain that 
his position was stronger than that of his opponent. 
This is in the case of a king who initiates a war. 
What about the kiag on the other side P Is he 
supposed meekly to surrender just beoau~e a 
neighbouring king has declared war ·upon him ? 
According to the formula which Jesus here has 
given, it would seem reasonable to conclude that a 
king whose country has been invaded, should also 
decide whether it is worth while to resist. 

In the present world war, some of the smaller coun
tries in Europe were over·run without any opposition. 
Opposition was impossible. But we pass on to the 
cases of the British Empire and America. According 
to the formula of Jesus, have these countries any 
reason to hope that they may be able to defend their 
national heritage against the onslaughts of the Axis 
Powers P We believe they are justified in thinking 
that they can defend themselves; that they can 
secure for their own peoples the continuation of 
representative government and religious liberty and 
that there by they can also guarantee these privileges 
to the other nations of the world. And this is what 
they are fighting lor to-day. 

The course of the Christian people within the 
United Nations seems clear. They are called upon 
to defend their national rights and privileges. These 
rights have come to them through the sacrifices and 
struggles of their ancestors and they would not be 
worthy of these possessions if they let them slip from 
their hands. They fight because there is no option 
for them unless they surrender all that is dear to 
them and their heirs. They fight with the hope and 

, belief that war is not in keeping with the principles 
of Jesus Christ and it is their plan and purpose 
to so organize society throughout the world that 
war cannot again assail the · world. This . is their 
aim, 'but even· if they should fail, the aim is 
justified, and their · children or their children's 
children will make' it a reality, · · 
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NOTES. 
Mysore Maharaja's. Second Marriage :-It is 

not jn the least exaggerating to describe our 
feeling about the second marriage of His 
Highness the Maharaja of Mysore as pain and 
anguish. When we first saw the news in the 
Times of India of the.· 8th May we could 

. scarcely believe. our eyes. It was, we thought, 
an obvious mistake of a careless sub-editor. Was 
the Maharaja married when he succeeded 
to the gadi or has our memory been playing 
false ? That was another alternative which 
occurred. Every possible way of escaping the 
thought that the Maharaja had married a second 
time when his first wife was living, were 
attempted. Such an ·event in the case of a 
private individual . would have -evoked 
condemnation. The Rej1rnu1' has been de. 
ploring the tendency among educated Indians to 
marry second wives. Resolutions have been passed 
at Women's Conferences condemning it in strong 
terms. Legislation has been introduced to make 
such marriages null and void or at least a valid 
ground f:>r the superseded wife to seek divorce. 
The strong public feeling' among Hindus against 
t~olygamous marriages was voiced in the. Rau 
Committee's Report on Hindu marriages; and 
recently the Baroda Legislature has passed a 
law, to which the Maharaj~'s assent has ·been 
announced, declaring marriages among Hindus 
monogamous. Mysore has held the proud 
position of a model State not the least because of 
her· pioneering measures for the .education of 
women, restriction of child marriages and in 
promoting women's civll and prope(ty rights. No 
institution is more .detrimental to the status 
of women than polygamous marriages. The
Maharaja is a young man yet in -his twenties. 
He was educated ·and brought up under the 
direct care of the late Maharaja whose high 
personal standard of life contributed even more 
than his great administrative genius to the 
reputation of Mysoi'e as the Model Indian 
State. The most violent denunciator of Indian 
States drew breath and paused in the midst 
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" take the children away fr0111 the beneficial 
guardianship of their parents, Wise leaders of 
nations will not fail to hearken l:o this appeal-not 
out of weakne..o:;s but out of wisdom." Particularly, 
children should not be deprived or their mothers' 
care. We have not been able to understand what 
the adv,ocates of evacuating children to safe 
places, intend to do with the children when their. 
pareqts are lost to them·. Orphanages are 
no adequate substitutes for homes.. Even in 
the poorest hom~s which may not afford as 
good food and training as well-conducted 
orphanages -which are by no means the rule'
children . derive more happiness "than in the 
best conducte4 orphanages. That was one 
reason why : ~e. . disapproved . of . bring~ 
i'ng I:'olish orphans into this . country where 
E.uropeans in 'their infancy are dangerously 
l.iable to . incruee prejudices which ·overshadow 
them ·all their lives. ' His Holiness prefaced this 
admonition witb . a solemn warning . to all the 
nations not .to seduce the people from their higher 
calls of duty. His Holiness concluded, 

We well known how ·in the ·state of things · 
· today there would be little probability of success 

in formulating . detailed proposals for a just and 
· honowable peace. Rather, every time we · utter . the 

word of peace we run the risk of offending one 
or the other side. Whilst one side places his hopes 

- on results achieved,~the other ·side places' hopes on 
the out-eome of future events. While there is no 
Immediate hope of peace the destruction caused by 
war is for ever accumulating. 

Polish IMugee Children :-Tbe Government of 
India have at last condescended to explain· 
to the Indian public the circumstances in which 
Polish refugee childreQ.are being brought to this 
country from Russia, to the number of about five 
hundred, When the Germans invaded Russian 
Poland, one gathers, these children were moved 
into adjoining Russian territory ; but the 
Germans followed them there and the question of 
their further destination had to be solved. India 
readily occurred as the most suitable place for 
the kids, and "India" agreed. So about a 
hundred and twenty. of them, the· first batch, 
eame to Bombay last week and are housed in 
Bandra. Thtly are all prphans of between 5 and 
15 years, India has always welcomed refugees 
and no one will grudge these little ones the 
exten5ion of . this traditipnal privilege.. His 
Holiness ~he Pope has, it was stated, undertaken 
to maintain the children. 
. ·Government and the Press :-The Standigg 

Committee of the All India Editors' Conference 
has- during itS seven meetings so of len been 
confronted before its session with a Government 
·memocandum threatening· withdrawal of the 
system evolved and developed in consultation 
with the Editors, that the letter addressed by 
Sir Richard Tottenham on May 4, two days 
before the Standing Committee w~s to meet; was 
not a very great surprise. Members realised 
that the heavy charge-sheet they had against 
provincial go~ernments, would have to be put 
aside whilst they persuaded Government of the 
very real advantages arising out of the system, 

What was surpri~ing was that the usual 
accusation Qf not having worked the agreement 
was dropped~ The Editors were told that 
the agreement had been worked, that objection
able writings . had diminished and that the 
general tone of the press was good, bnt-possibly 
in explanation of breaches of the agreement 
by several provincial governments-that the 
war situation and the need for maintaining 
public morale had made the Government some
what apprehensive of their ability to maintain -
the system intact. It speaks volumes for the 
Sense of restraint and responsibility of the Stand· 
ing Committee that the macbinery still stands to
day. In a natural anxiety to instil confidence into 
the public, Governments, whether national or 
non-national, tend to resort to actions which 
result in dissipating it, It was the experience 
in France, Any opportunity they may get 
to think twice before acting, is to be 
welcomed and the press advising system 
is designed to help second thoughts prevail 
over first reactions. The periodic anxiety of the 
Government to shake itself free from the system 
is itself evidence· of the necessity of it, both from 
the point of view of Government and the public. 
There have been cases where Government have 
repented of· not consulting their Committees but·. 
we can think of none where Government felt" 
sorry for seeking their views. The gist of the 
correspondence is, briefly, that -the press has 
assured !he Government that it is against 
. the spread of alarmist rumours and 
defeatist propaganda, Government for their part 
having asserted a right to act free of the advisory 
committee system, have voluntarily agreed, for 
the time being at any rate, to keep within 
the agreement. Government ought by now at 
least to realize that, however nervous they might 
be, these frequent reassqrances ought not to be 
sought. Moreover if they have the least inkling 
of the rumours afloat from time to time which 
are beyond the_ wildest stories · of the most 
sensational newspaper, the. Government would 
see the ab~~dity of asking to be assured of the· 
sobriety of the press. The official attitude has 
not been exactly helpful ~nd it would be well if 
more mature · minds · in New Delhi applied,. 
themselves to Government's relations with the 
Press, if the Government of India have the least 
desire to 111aintain any relations with the press. 

National 'and Official :-. We are ·unable to 
understand the distinction between officials and· · 
nationals which is made by organisers of' ·what · 
is called the _National Front. Surely the official 
is as much a member of the nation as the non• 
official. A he>use divided against itself can not· 
stand. Where official and national are under· 
stood as antagonistic -or indifferent to each other 
you have the exact analogy of the house divided 
against itself. Those who are not able to think 

. of officials and non-officials as members of one 
nation, have hardly grasped the idea underlying . 
a national front. Confused thinking is the 
inveterate _enemy of effective action. Those 
who postulate a national govern!Ilen,t as 
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:being indispensable to a national front, have 
clearly grasped the idea. Mr. Rajagopalacharya's 
mistake is very similar. , He wants a national 
government and, in order to get it, he is willing 
to atree that the peoples of India are not one but 
two1 possibly more, nations I 

Pakistan and TwG Nations :-Pakistan, as 
expounded by its advocates, rests on the idea of 
Hindus and Muslims being two different nations. 
Granting it, which is as much as to grant that 
two communities are two nations, it does not 
follow that there should be a division of India on 
that account, British statesmen who play with 
the idea,• may be reminded of the examples of 
Canada and South Africa. The French and 
British in Canada are indubitably two different 
nations; so are the Boers and British in South 
Africa. Each of these countries forms a single 
political unit. There is no preferential franchise 
or separate electorates in ~;ither of the countries. 
Both countries are jealous of their independence 
and freedom to steer their own course in external 
as well as internal,, affairs. The Canadian 
French are not clamouring for a Frenchistan 
nor the British in South Africa for an 
Anglistan. We· commend these parallels t.o 
Mr. Rajagopalacharya. We are puzzled 
by the attitude of some Congress Muslim 
nationalists to Mr. Rajagopalacbarya's move. 
They say that they are dead opposed to 
Pakistan and will opp:>se it tooth and nail 
when it is proposed but meanwhile they want 
the Congress to concede the right of Muslims 
to secede if they want to. This is playing 
with fire. If Pakistan is a fiction there is no 
use conceding it. It is like paying a debt in 
counterfeit coins knowing them to be faked. 

Relief for Burma E'vacuees :-The Sri Rama
krishna Mission was one of the organizations 
which were referred to with appreciation for its 
work among evacuees in Pandit Hridayanath 
Kunzru's recent report after his visit· to the 
camps in the Assam border, .We publish 
elsewhere an appeal tor funds by the Mission 
for work among the evacuees. The position 
.must be now much worse since the Government 
of Burma has moved to India and civil govern
ment has ceased to exist in Burma. We cordially 
support the appeal. ·· 

Amery-Azad Controversy:'-Readers of 1'/te 
Rejonner are aware that two resolutions of 
the All India Congress Committee. were banned. 
publication by the Government of India. The 
Secretary of State for India, Mr. Amery, was 
asked in the House of Commons to place the 
resolutions before the House for the information 
of members. He refused on the ground that the 
resolutions were passed on a gross misrepresenta· 
tion of facts and without adequate investigation 
by the All India Congress Committee and that h 
fully trusted the Government of India's discre.Jici 
in the matter. Maulana Abu! KalamA1a to 
has requested the Government of .. • in the 
inform him what parts or pa~· JJii"""Pre-' 
resolutions were based on,~-, · 

sentation, offering, should it be found that 
Mr. Amery was right, to withdraw and 
apologise for them. The Maulana declared 
at the same time that the resolutions were 
passed after prolonged and most careful 
invest~ation· by the All India Congress 
Commtttee. So fa:r we have not seen any 
response of the Government of India to this 
reasonable request. If, in, the course of the 
next few days, the Government o£ India does 
not give a satisfactory reply ,or repudiate Mr. 
Amery's imputationS on the Congress Committee, 
we trust some member of the House of Commons 
will press the Secretary of State to withdraw 
publicly his allegations against the Conaress 
Committee. It is high time that the practic'e of 
lightly impugning the • good faith of Indian 
leaders was given up. If Mr. Amery does not 
make the a ... enfle k?norable,, India and the world 
will know what importance to attach to official 
statements about India in Parliament. 

The War and India:-E:vents during the lasi: 
ten days or a fortnight have to an appreciable 
extent lightened the menace of war to lndia. 
The bombing of Tokio and other Japanese 
towns was acknowledged this week by the United 
States to have been by Amencans. It has put 
Japan on her guard against excessive confidence 
in her home security. The naval battle in the 
Coral Sea north of Australia, though not so 
completely smashing a victory for the Amedcan 
Australian fleet as reported at first, has yet been a 
serious setback to the Japanese. In Burma, 
although the Governor · and his Ministers have 
transferred themsdves to this country which a 
year ago they treated with scant courtesy, and 
General Alexander is withdrawing steadily 
towards the Assam frontier, the Chinese are 
tenaciously standing up to the Japanese advance, 
The two air-raids on Chittagong and an unnamed 
As..o;amese town have so far apparently only a 
nuisance value. More than all, the monsoon is 
hardly three weeks off. The south-westerly wind 
has already· begun to blow. The sea shows 
signs of being ruffied. These factors enable· India 
to expect a cessation of the. menace of aggression 
for sometime, Meanwhile it is to be hoped 
that the deadlock between Government and politi~ 
cally-minded India will be solved . or· will 
solve itself. On the Russian front, though there 
is. little definite news and , much confusion, it 
is evident t.hat Rus~ian resistance continues as 
dogged and d~term10ed as ever. Early ·this 
week, ·the press had reports of an impending 
offensive by Gelli"'0Y with tremendous reinforce 
ments in .mP• and material. But, after having-
got ove~ .ne first element of surprise So · 

· seems , d f • vtet l{uS"p ' ,•repare or protracted warfare 
)r~ o~ s ~essage which we notice in anothe; 
and G~;,ijt !h~h ~ rally the forces of Peace 
~hadowed by material ~~r::. mT~~nt are oyer
IS to maintain our faith . • . ~ thmg 
ultimate triumph of Righ ummpatred ta· the 
over Falsehood fJ . t over Wrong, Truth 

' 0 usuce ov~r Oppression. 
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T}iE VICEROY'S BROADCAST. 
When it was announced that his Excellency 

'the Viceroy would broadcast to the country 
on Thursday · last week (7th May), we fully 
expected that he would take the' ·Indian 
people into his confidence regarding· the circum

. stances which have led to the present serious 
war situation for India. India has a popula
-tion nearly five times as large as that of Japan. 
·Her material ·resources are ·-perhaps ten times 
as great as those of Japan. India has. been 
.under British rule for nearly two hundred 
years. Japan has had only seventy years at 
the most to learn the technique of Western 
military, naval, industrial and commercial 
organisation. How does it happen then that 
Japan has the audacity to bring the war 
to the doors of India? This is a question 
which hits even a casual observer in the face. 
A satisfactory explanation of it is a necessary 
preliminary to finding a satisfactory solution to 
the problem of Indian defence. A doctor called 
upon to treat a patient cannot go far to find and 
prescribe the proper medicine unless he first 
diagnoses what the disease is. This, it has been 
said, is no time to enter into recrimination. But 
this is not recrimination. It is merely research 
into Indian conditions in order to discover 
the causes with a view to find the right remedy. 

We have the enemy at our doors, it is said, 
and the immediate question is how to keep him 
from entering the house; His Excellency suggest
ed that this is the responsibility predominantly 
of the civil population: That they have no 
arms and are not trair.ed to handle them, 
Lord Linlithgow maintained, was no excuse. His 
Excellency argued that no people in ·any country 
have arms and yet they have ·been holding up the 
enemy. We venture respectfully to point out that, 
in the countries of Europe, the population had to 
undergo compulsory military training and that, 
though they' may not have· arms in their 
actual possession, they 'are able to use them 
and are to' some extent acquainted with the 
elem~;nts of ~nilitary action. Great Britain, it 
is true, w~s an exception, Many of her 
leaders seem to think that she is ·at a dis-~ 
advantage because she has not provU;Led military 
training fol'-h=-pop"latlon Even in England jll' 
has never been an offence to p::>ssess a gun and 
the majority of ~nglishmen -~ _accust'?med to 
shoot birds, rabb1ts and other a als m sp;:~rt 
or for food. We do not sa¥ t . e Indian 
population is incapable of offermt re~tst _ but 
the form in which they can ouer It, mu 
sha ed and conditioned by the fact that t~e 
mil~ rely mostly on lathis; stones a:nd . km~es 
which have only a limited fi~htmg . va ue 
against guns and rifles. The chief reststa~~e 
a ainst the enemy must come from e 
g lar army. With a strong army the people 
~IT~ be in the best frame of inind to hamper the 

operations o£ ·the enemv. An assurance from 
His Excellency_ t~ the effect that our army "is 
strong enough to · repel invasion would greatly 
strengthen the capacity and the will of the 
people to stand up against any aggressor.' 

We are afraid that the stress which' is being 
laid on fifth columnists, scare-mongers and 
people with defeatist mentality, conveys ~ 
outsiders, not to speak of the . enemy, an 
altogether wrong impression, which cannot. but 
be harmful to Indian de(ence. No intelligent 
•person is deceived• by the. slogan of "Asia for 
Asiatics." He knows that the Asiatic is not the 
·mao born in Asia but the man who is 
inspired by the pacific ideals of Asia. To be 
born in a stable does npt make one a_ horse. 
The Governor· of Surma who has now come 
with his Government to India, though o~r. tr_oops 
and the Chinese are still put~ing up_ a "igorous 
fight in that land, has repudiated the story, 
which fouod. credence even in Parliament; that 
the Burmese were pro-Japanese almost to a lllan. 
His explicit declaration knocks the bottom 0 ut of 
this outrageous allegation. BIJt it also adds to 
the responsibility of the authorities, both civil 
and military, for leaving the byal Bijrmese to 
the ·tender mercies of :the invaders.· If the 
collapse of Burma be not due to the indifference 
or worse of the Burmese people, the blaflle for it 
rests wholly upon the British Government. The 
Viceroy gave General Alexandtlr credit for kee~ 
ing the enemy at bay for four months. Have we 

· used these four months tQ good purpose? Not 
certainly in the political field. ·Here the situatiol) 
has worsened. Speaking generally, Bacon's 
observation holds true: "Occasion (as itis in the 
com[I)On verse) turneth a bald noddle after she 
hath presented her locks in front, and no 
hold taken ; or, at the least, turneth the handle 
of· the. bottle first - to be received, and 
after,· the belly, which is hard to clasp." 
Mr •. Winston Churchill said after Dunkirk and 
His Excellency repeated in his broadcast tha~ 
masterly withdrawals cannot win wars. Our 
troops, British and Indian, have· been fighting 
heroically . against heavy . odds. They are 
qutnumbered and _ have not been . sufficiently 
supported with reinforcemen-ts from the home 
base. Even now _His Exoellericy can only say 
that "the· position is that tlie expansion of the 
regular army proceeds apace." It is hard!)" 
fair to shift_ the responsibility for the consequences 
cf the tardiness of th'ose in authority on to the 
shoulders of the people of India who have not been, 
and are not; allowed more than an inkling-if. 
so much-into the organisation and management 
of the defence of t~eir own country. Indian 
resou;ce;; in men_ and ~aterial, if ~r~~nised solely 
or pnnctpally· wtth a vtew to lndta s defence, are 

mple to 1·epel the Japanese, even with the help 
co ermany and Italy. The cost too would be 
have ·ably ·Iess. One advantage the Japanese 
of rice t -their ·soldiers fight on a handful 
under ;imi Indian soldiers will do the same 
~inpon ..... ad ~s,_ thus __ neutralising this 

-_. -~enemy.· We· are 
.1 ··- ' 
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urging this point of view not in a spirit of 
recrimination but as a constructive solution 
to the deadlock· in which we find ourselves. 
Make the defence of India the concern of 
the .Indian people. The National Front 
will come into being· automatically and at 
a nominal cost That is the straight way 
of going about the business. The Indian 
people are not given to panic. Their very 
fatalism makes them immune from the sudden 
emotional disturbances to which the European 
proletariat is liable, An Indian friend promi. 
nently connected with the organisation of civil 
defence in another province, was passing through 
Bombay last week and he said that in his 
experience those most prone to panic are Euro
peans including some high officials, Even a 
second-rate Indian . could have managed the 
business of Indian Defence much better and at 
much less cost than the Ministers at present in 
charge of the war. The National Front implies 
and is inseparable from a National Government 
and a National Army. India can have all together 
if British statesmen have but the will and the 
courage and. the confidence to agree to 
the unanimous demand of all parties includ· 
ing Indian Liberals. Demonstrate to India 
and the world that you regard her people as 
one nation and have endowed her with the 
attributes of nationality, a national government 
and a national army. Thert' is at once the 
national front and Japan will not dare to think 
of invading India any more than a cat will think 
of attacking a tiger. 

CABINET BY CONVENTION. 
Apropos of Maulana Abut Kalam Azad's state

ment that Sir Stafford. Cripps at the first interview 
said that the soheme which he had brought with 
him from the British War Cabinet, contemplated the 
functioning of the Viceroy as the representative of 
a constitutional sovereign, it may be noted that the 
British Cabinet itself has no statutory status and is 
purely a creature of convention. In an interesting tract 
entitled "The Conventions of the Indian Constitution" 
which C. Jinajarajadasa published nine years ago, 
he pointed out that the first reference to the Cabinet 
ip a record of tbe House of Commons, ooourred when 
an amendment to the Address was moved on 
December 10, 190Q 1 "We humbly express our 
re~t at the advice given to your Majesty by the 
Pnme Minister In recommending the appointment of 
10 many of his own family to offices in the Cabinet.P 
Some one recently said that, while nepotism is 
considered a vice in England, in India it was oon
side~;ed a virtue in an administrator. He had not 
perhaps come across this amendment. It should be 
borne in mind, however, that conventions must grow 
up and cannot be created. All the conventions of 
the British Constitution- most of it is conventional 
-grew up under the force of oiroumstanoes, A 
created convention bas no life and is apt to be 
broken by the authority which oreated it. There 
was a convention some ye!ll's ago in India that the 
Secretary of State should not overrule a financial 
proposition on which the Government of India was in 
agreement with the Indian Legislatui'Oe This was 
countered by another convention that the Government 
of India should not agree to a financial proposition 
with the Legislature without the previous approval 
of the Secretary of State I · 

-EDUCATION, EMPLOYMEST AND YOUTH 
IN THE U. S. A. 

The recent report by the Educational Policies 
Commission on the federal youth agencies-the 
Civilian Conservation Corps and the NatioMI Youth 
Administration-in relation to aohools has made 
articulate a growing concern on the part ot many 
educators in the U. S. A. over the extension of 
government control to educational functions. 

The background of this discussion is the more 
or less settled · policy in American education 
in aooord with which the public schools are 
controlled by local and state authorities, The 
present report makes much ot this, citing two 
documents by two national advisory educational 
bodies issued during recent years. The first of 
these is the report of the National Advisory 
Committee on Education appointed by President 
Hoover, which was issued in 1981 
· The p~ssage· cited reads; "It is particularly 
unwise to centralize in the federal government the 
power of determining the social purposes to be served 
by educational institutions or of establishing the 
techniques of eduo>tional procedure ...... A system of 
decentralized school management is best adapted to 
a democratic nation of wide geographical expanse 
and varied economic, social and other human 
oonditions ...... Education is of too intimate concern 
to the American parents to be brought under a far
removed civil administration which tends toward!! 
relative inflexibility." 

The second is the report of President Roosevelt's 
Advisory Committee on Education, issued in 1988, 
This was the document, which precipitated a sharp 
controversy by recommending that where state 
policy permits the use of public funds for 

' certain services to non-public as well as public 
school pupils, federal funds granted in aid of 
education should not be withheld from such use, 
The' passage cited is as foUows: "Local controls in 
government, and especially in education, have values 
that we should do our utmost to retain ...... Despite 
its obvious inefficiencies and limitations, local freedom 
helps to assure experimentation, healthy rivalry 
between localities, popular interest in pu blio 
questions, and that diversity of form and 
method which tends to prevent sudden dis· 
ruption of the social order ...... In order that 
local initiative and responsibility may be mlintained, 
all federal action should reserve explicitly to state 
and local auspices the general administration of 
schools, control over the processes of education, and 
the determination of the best uses of the allotments 
of federal funds within the types of expenditure for 
which federal funds may be made available. The 
federal government should in no case attempt to 
control the curriculums of the schools or the 
methods of teaching to be employed in them ...... 
Federal grants should be used to build up and 
strengthen existing educational agencies and 
institutions." 

The Educatio~al Policies Commission in the report 
under review summarizes the issue raised by the 
continuance of the Civilian Conservation Corps and 
the National Youth Administration, in these words 1 
"When educational needs arise which affect .the 
national welfare, out across the bounds of states, 
and appear to be beyond the unaided powers of 
states to meet, should the federal government operate 
and control educational programs intended to meei: 
these needs P Or should the federal government 
undertake to meet these needs by working through 
the state-and-local educational systems, strength
ening these established agenoies, supplying leader· 
ship and financial aid, but not exercising control over 
processes of education~'?" · 
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-Many educators· who are committed to the- prin
ciple of local control of education-under · state 
regulation-see vast significance in the issue here 
raised, Few Ameri~ans realize the contrast between 
the traditional American pattern and the prevailing 
European pattern of school control. Tbe Enl'(lisb 
system is decentralized but, in general, continental 
~ountries have vested control of education in 
their central governments, In the United Stites 
the policy of de~ntralized control is reinforced 
by the fact that it is a federation of common· 
wealths, Thus public education, while a state 
function and governed by law, has been as far 
removed as possible from the federal government.. In 
a time when totalitarian regimes are spreading 
themselves over the earth,- the principle of 
non-interference in education by the national 
government is thrown into sharp relief. With the 
U. S, A. the federal Government has had no facilities, 
assuming it had any such desire, for using 
education as an "instrument of national policy." 
A totalitarian regime turns· at once to education 
to !mplement its purposes and instil its philosophy. 
It IS noteworthy that as early as 1931, before 
the Nazi regime bad arisen, the National Advisory 
Committee on Education, in the report above 
quoted, said 1 '' ... A decentralized national system 
.of schools, uniform in all essential respects because 
of the common response of all its units to the 
common soul of America, can never be completely 
captured. _ 

• Our highly decentralized school system is a 
peculiar and effective American obaracteristio, 
We alone among the democracies possess this 
'final safeguard against a class or individual 
dichtorship which might usurp a central government 
and by decrees indoctrinate the young with partial-
and prejudiced teachings .... " · 

This is, of course, the negative aspect of the 
jnatter. Educators who stress the principle of lo:Jal 
contl'ol, see in it' positive democr3tic values. The 
schools are kept close to the community and the 
very process of planning, supporting and directing 
them through local boards is an educational experience 
on the adult level. Says the Educational Policies 
Commission's report:' . 
. "More than one hundred years of publio education 
in the -United States have demonstrated that state· 
and-local control results in more satisfactory adapta
tion of education to local needs and in greater and 
more productive experimentation than centralized 
control is likely to produce. The publio scbouls of 
the United States are distinguished, among the 
school systems of the world, by their ability to adapt 
their programs and services to changing social 
conditions and needs. The remarkable educational 
progress which this nation bas achieved, has been 
due in large part to the decentralized control of 
llducation, which has encouraged local initiative and 
ha!l permitted experimentation, demonstration, and 
advancement," 

The basic facts in regard to the two youth 
agencies concerned may be set down. 

The Civilian Conservation Corps was established 
by executive order on Apri15, 1933. It was originally 
named Emergency Conservation Work. The enabling 
1\ct, -which had been signed by the President :five 
da;rs earlier, had the express purpose ••of relieving 
the acute condition of widespread distress and un
-employment now existing in the United States, and 
in order to provide for the restoration of the country's 
depleted natural resources and the advancement of 
. an ordedy program of useful public works." Neither 
the·· Act nor· the executive order said anything 
about training or education. Within· a few 

months, bowev~,. pursuant in P!'-rt to efforts by 
the U. S. CommiSSioner ·of EduQat1on, an educational 
program was begu11. The new departure was regu
larised by statutory action in 1937 when Congress 
established the Corps as a separate' agency. The Act 
stated. that this was done "for the purpose of 
provldmg employment, as well as vocational training 
for youthful citizens of the United States who ar~ 
unemployed and in need of employment." It speci
fied ten hours a w.:ek as a minimum for "general · 
educational and vocational training." 

As of July 1, 1939, the President transferred the 
Corps to the newly created Federal Security Agency. 

The National Youth Administration was estab
lished by executive order on June 26, 1935, under 
the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of that year, 
The President defined its purposes as follows 1 "To 
initiate and administer a program of approved projects 
which shall provide relief, work relief, and employ
ment for persons between the ages of si]!:teen and 
twenty-five years who are no longer in regular 
attendance at a school requiring full time, and who 
are not regularly engaged in remunerative employ
ment." It was nominally a part of WPA. An 
amendment to the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act, adopted in 1938, included "training" among its 
functions, and so, like the Corps, the Administration 
embarked on an educational program. 
· Along with the Corps, the Administration was 
transferred as of July J, 1939, to the Federal Security 
Agency. Here again the President recognized 
explicitly the addition or educational functions. 

MISSIONARIES AND THE WAR. 
The Editor, 

The Indian 8ooial Reformer. 
Sir, 

May I refer to two subjects recently discussed 
by you, 

Your submission that Missonaries should 
stick to their posts in invasion. The general 
view is that .the Japanese immediately intern 
Missionaries wh:> are enemy nationals. What 
profit is it therefore to remain behind for immediat_e 
and certain internment? Where mention has been 
made of prisoners of war being helped by 
Missionaries (as at Hong-Kong) one may be 
sure such Missionaries are probably Swedish, 
Swiss or some other neutrals. No Missionary 
would dream of leaving his work if he thought 
he would be allowed to stay and work with his 
people but reliable reports ·in the present war 
indicate certain internment. "If he gets away he 
can and does work elswhere. 

War and Christianity. I suggest that the real 
sense of the passage quoted by you in your May 
9th issue is only seen if, at least the verses inclusive·, 
from 27to33 of the Uth Chapter of St. Luke, are read. 
Verse 33 clearly indicates that reference to "the 
building of a tower and the going of a King into 
battle is illustrative. of the counting of the cost 
before deciding to become a disciple of Christ. 
I suggest the passage· has nothing to do with Christa 
attitude to war as such, He merely indicates the 
common /aat of counting the cost, The Christian 
cost is forsaking all if be would follow Cbtist. 

Bombay l Yours eto., 

May 10, 1942, S E. 1:-1. S. 
[ Oould not Jesus have taken some paoi1lo illaatraliion, for 

example, holding a feasl ?-Editor.] 

-. 
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LETTERS OF B. Jo PADSHAH. 
(r.Jopgrighl.) · 

}ANUARY 28, 1982, 
8. lJ. Oarfu. 

· f!Jurr•nJ Imtory gives very concise historical 
sequences of great events. For example, in dealing 
with the Gold Standard, it emphasizes the difference 
between the present state and that of previous 
collapsee in that mere reform of Money will 
not re-establish the balance of trades which have 
gone astray for other reasons than aberrations of 
Money; or in dealing with the Sino-] apanse situation 
it traces it to the aftermath of the Sino-Japanese 
War when all the pawers, large aud small, carved 
out spheres of influence in China. The American 
policy today is the same as that formulated by Mr. 
Hay in 1895-independence of China and the Open 
Door. The identity of American foreign policy 
methode, as with the Monroe Doctrine, or the Open 
Door In China, or with the Hoover Moratorium is 
vindicated. I agree also that the Twen~-one de
mands which Japan made on and extorted from China 
1915, taking advantage of the pre-occupation of 
the European powers with the Great War, raises 
suspicions about Japan's ultimate intentions and it 
appears that, at the Council of war at Tokio. 
ministers and warlords agreed to use the unredressed 
murder of a Japanese officer by Chinese soldiers, 
as the occas1on to obtain redress of 8~0 grievan
ces, to teach China to despise Japan less. But that 
should incite the Powers to guarantee redress to 

Iapan, and to obtain the consent of China to that. 
f my debtor be on the edge of successfully transferr

ing his wealth beyond my reach, would I not be a 
fool to await the uncertain and tardy prooesses of 
the law, abutting the stable-door after the steed is 
stolen, if I can prevent, even by violence.. that 
transfer to my detriment!' 

MARCH 1, 1982, 
Articles in Ourrlnt History continue to give extra

ordinary information. The South of the U. S, A. 
bas been greatly changed by industrialization with 
northern oapital-new and better schools, harder 
.-oads, the hum of plant, prosperity and variety of 
earning-yet the change is not so great and old 
prejudices survive. They will not vanish till the 
negro exodus, In full force since the Armistice, 
compels the Southern Whites to do manual work 
and forget that they are an aristocratio caste, Again, 
thirty years' legislation restricting ·industrial and 
trade uombinationa has proved futile, the Courts can 
not enforce restriction 1 at the trials, Interpretation 
of words ·of the Acts consumes time ; and 
recently combines and mergers in banks, stores 
(one corporation for selling groceries does 250 crores 
of annual business alone), steel, copper, sugar, 
tobacco, have been aJhieved wholesale and unohal· 
lenged. They have done great services but they 
have not stlbilised employment; they have cheapened 
costs, but prices have been cheapened less 1 on the 
whole more regulation seems necessary. The exports 
of the U.S. A. are ttn per cent of total production, 
though the U. S. A. IS the first exporting country 
in the world. Tariffs, therefore, oan hardly 
afteot people very much; and the last and worst 
tariff bas diminished exports less than imports; and 
the Imports of tariff-burdened goods have fallen 
less than the Imports of goods en the free list. 

The most astonishing romance is the effect on 
the love literature of Russia, of the Five Year 
Plan in Four; and practice follows literature or 
reflects it. Their heroes are the tractor and the 
electric moto11 their literature scoffed at love, and 
glorified parents who lefc their dying child at 
the summons of the telephone to th~ rescue of 

a factory on fire. Very inhuman, says the 
missionary lady.. We should not be so sure. 
As Christianity dethroned Pagan moralities, as 
medieval ideals gave· place to the Renascence, 
as these ·tast were retiring before the new 
Cosmic outlook, as this itself will yield to a 
more firmly founded view, so even LOve might 
hide its head before the new propaganda. 

MARCH 5, 1982. 
.A.ftw 8ingapor& 

Singapore has no horse vehicles ; there were no 
horses except racing walers, and they have a 
racecourse of course. I drove through High Street 
and Arab Street (not the Arab quarter; the shops 
here are Indian and Chinese, and the Mohammedan 
Malays probably call tbemselvea Arabs ), the 
Bazaar, on the Johore Road, through the Bota
nical Gardens and Rubber plantations, and 
mangostein cultivation, and the Gap. The place 
is humming. My driver is from the Punjab and 
has been here foc nine years. There are lots of 
Sikhs and Hindus, serving as -chowkidars in the. 
Police and on the railways, but not in private offices 
or godowns, or as Ramosees, as they did at Manila 
and Hong-Kong in 1914. Station-masters and 
guards and railway clerks are obtained from India on 
handsome salaries-from three hundred to five hundred 
dollars (Rs. 4.50 to 750). The Malay peons draw 
seventeen dollars (Rs. 25). There are three Parsis, all 
flourishing. They do not, like the Hyderabadi 
jewellers and silk merchants, live above their offices, 
but in handsome bungalows, and have fine motor 
cars, though two of them run soda-water plants and 
the third is an accountant, The Indian ·merchants 
are very prosperous and the Chinese run almost 
everytbing-ru bber factories, plantations, shops of 
every kind including pharmacies, hotels, eating-houses 
(one quite huge), cinemas, 1 thought that the Euro
peans bad been beaten out of trade; that is what the 
Chinese "peaceful penetration" everywhere amounts 
to. But that would be a mistake. The two biggest 
stores are British ; the best engineering works 
are British. I understand that the principal motor 
works is a Chinese affair; the best hotels and 
cinemas are still in British hands. Facing the 
Gap, is the mansion house of an Indian Mohammedan 
called Bombay House. He died recently having 
made money in properties held at J ohore. Quite 
a volume of American, European and Indian oapital 
is invested at Johore, chiefly in rubber plantations, 
and European and Chinese ladies ·like to live 
there, probably because it is cooler. · 

The Sultan of Johore is a very interesting person 1 
his mother was an Italian; his first European wife 
died ; he has four times visited Europe and has three 
months ago brought out an English wile. His 
officers and personal guard are English. My 
chauffeur showed me a photograph of the present 
Highness. In it he looked like a sporting Indian 
Prince. Jobore is 17 miles out of Singapore and on 
my return voyage, I might visit it. 

MARCH 7, 1982. 
8. lJ. (Jqr fu. 

About 10 a. m, a gentleman, bespectacled and 
not inconsequential, walking from the opposite 
direction to me, asked me what was my destination. I 
said, ''London." He had joined us at Singapore; 
he preferred to do one region at a time and in bulk. 
When later he came up to the chair where I was 
reading Dirac and I saw his eyes stealthily wander
in~ to the book, I asked him whether he was in the 
sh1pping line. No, he eaid,he had never before travelled 
further East than Benares. Benaresl' I had never heard 
of it as a landmark towiuds the East. Had he worked 
in IndiaP. Yes, f~ ~years. Could I know his 
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name I' Lambert I' Of the United Provinces P 
Was he the Finance Member P. The eame, he 
accepted rather curtly. 

·-
VAISAKHA MAHABODHL 

· 'The Vaishaka number of Makabodki, the "journal 
of the Mahabodhi Society, is a very interesting 
one. It opens with a learned article by His 
Excellency Tai Chi Tao on the cultural relationship 
-betweebn India and Ceylon. It is an English trans
lation of an address delivered to the Mahabodhi 
Society at Sarnath by the Chinese scholar who came 
to this country a~ the head of a Goodwill Mission 
two years ago. "Saints came from India to China" 
he said, "and set theit: supreme principles into the 
heart ~f m~n. and ~eave~. They came with the 
Buddhist rehg1on, bemg h1ghly respected by kings 
and the people. Countless Indian saints, for exam
ple, Bodhidharma, to the Emperor Wu of 
Liang, KQmarajiva to the state of Yao China, and so 
on, were eternally worshipped by the Chinese for 

. their enlightenment that gave light to the hearts of 
others." His Excellency spoke in high terms of 
Amoka whose followers in China numbered millions 
and who was made . a Minister of State, So great 
was Amoka, he contmued, that one of his disciples 
c:u:i_ed _his missio!l to Japan to create the Japanese 
CIV1hsat1on. Chmese scholars came to India in 
large numbers to study in the great Buddhist 
universities, The Chinese Envoy quoted from a 
Chinese poem referring to them as follows ; 

Away from Chiang-An monks go West to learn 
Out of a hundred, there are not ten do r~turn. 

The Indian missionaries, however, never returned 
from the country which they went to serve. 
They identified themselves completely with the 
people, learnt their language, lived and taught in 
their monasteries and always worked to conserve 
all that was good in the native culture, The way 
of these Buddhist missionaries was th'it followed by 
the early Christians. In an interesting article in the 
Croziers's Quarterly headed "Mission Finance in the 
Apostolic Age," Professor F. M. Derwalter observes · 
"Early missionary effort was, so far as wecan &'athe; 
from the records, on the basis of self-support 10 the 
sense that the itinerant worker went out with his gospel 
trusting that it was such good news that he would 
find a hospitable welcome among the people to 
wbom h!' wa~t ... The. element in ~he missionary set
up which 1s conspicuous by 1ts absence in the 
apostolic age, is organised support from a financial 
home base.'' 

RELIEF WORK FOR BURMA EVACUEES. 
!he public is fu!IY awa~ _of the relief activities 

wh1ch .the Ramakrishna M1ss1on has been rendering 
to the evacuees from Burma ever since the Japanese 
invasion into the land. The workers of the Rama
krishna Mission, Branch centre at Rangoon, had left 
no atone unturned to render all possible help to 
thousands of helpless and homeless evacuees leaving 
for Ind~ As the situation grew more serious and 
grave With the fall of Rangoon· the Ramakrishna 
Mission Headquarters at J3elur Math (Howrah) took 
the earliest opportunity of opening several relief 
centres for the destitute evacuees from Burma at 
Dimapur (Manipore Road) and also .at Pandn and 
Silchar on the Assam Bengal Railways. The work 
is still going on with all vigour and enthusiasm as 
there is·no abatement of the influx of the evacuees. 

The Mission, therefore, appeals fervently to the 
generous public their help to succour the helpless 
millions. Any contribution sent to President, Sri 
Ramakrishna Ashram, Khar, Bombay 21, or The 
Secretary, Ramakrishna Mission, Belul' · Math 
Howrah, will be most thank(ully· accepted,·· ' 

GOVERNMENT AND 'l'HE PRESS. 
. Ex~racts from letter dated 4th May 1942 from 

S1r R1chard Tottenham,· Additional Secretary to the 
Government of India, to Mr. K. Srinivasan 
the President All-India Newspapers Editors~ 
Conferenct;l :- . 

......... The Government of India have given the 
most careful consideration to your letter of March 
51st, as also to the replies from Provincial Presa 
Advisory Committees ...... They ...... welcome the 
general repudiation of "defeatism'' contained 
in those replies and also the realization in certain of 
them that the time has come for the Press to take up 
a m~re positive attitude in support of the war and, 
particularly, the defence of India. They note also 
the generally expressed claim of the Press to be 
al~O:W~d full freedom in the matter of political 
ont1c1sm, 

...... The liberty ~f the Press, which they [ the 
Government of Ind1a ] are so anxious to maintain 
!lnd uphold, is inevitably limited, in India as 
10 all other countries, by the objections to the 
publication of matter punishable under the law 
of the; land;_ ~nd in war time in every country 
certa10 restrictions on the complete freedom of the 
Press as o~ the individual to do or ·to say what 
they may w1sh have proved unavoidable, however 
j;reat may be the regret with which they are 
1m posed. 

fhe Government of India have noted with much 
satisfaction. the views expressed by the Press Advi
so~y Comm1~ees and the>: regret all the more, given 
'thiS expression o_f respons1ble Press opinion, to find 
...... that a sect1on of the Press still continues 
both by the manner in which it presents wa; 
news and gives publicity to alarmist rumours, 
and also by its editorial comments, to encourage 
the feeling of a possible enemy victory and to 
support and emphasize the view that India 
cannot be defended by its present Government and 
that, therefore, the people of India themselves are in 
no posit~o!l to resist a~y possible hostile aggression. 
...... Wratmgs of th1s nature ...... are defeatist in 
the ordinary acceptance of the term, and thus essen
tially and vitally contrary to the true interests of 
India and her citizens. The test must ...... be whether 
particular statements are calculated to cause 
fear and alarm to the public and to undermine 
confidence in the Government in time of war • and 
the argument that the individual contributor i~ not 
aiming at helping the enemy but advocating a new 
form of Government is one which will not stand 
close sorutiny, 

The Government of India have also most care
fully ?onsidered the position in regard to politicat 
criticism the effect of which will in their judgment 
be defeatist, but in regard to which there may be 
differences of opinion between the A. I. N, E. C. 
~nd t~e~selves, They ars confident, however, that 
10 th1s ddlioult matter they· can look for the over
whelming support of responsible editors for the terms
adopted to describe what the N atiooal War 
Front stands, · · 

I~ follo'Ys that, in suoh·oir'?umstaocc;s an.d subject 
to d1scuss1on a~ the forthoom10g meetmg, 1t will no
longer be poss1ble for Government to maintain in full 
the procedure which was the subject of their under· 
standings with the A.I.N.E.C. 
• .. ~.the Government of India have always considered. 
and still hold, that the main value of the advisory sys
tem lies in the opportunities it provides for personal 
contacts between editors and representatives of 
Government ... they believe that Advisory Committees 
provide an excellent forum for the discussion of 
general matters aft:ecting the relations betweeD 
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Government and the Preas. It is the tendencies 
of an Editor, or of a number of Editors, rather 
than their particular writings, that a Government 
can most usefully bring to the notice of its Advisory 
Complittee in the hope of inducing it to exert its 
influence. Similarly, the value of the system from the 
Prell point of view should lie more in the opportunities 
it affords for Advisory Committees to make represen· 
Cations to Government on matters of ~eneral policy 
than in questioning their action agamst individual 
newspapers • 

••• the Government of India are most anxious to 
maintain the friendly relations that have existed 
between themselves and the great majority of 
the Press since the beginning of the war ...... 
they believe that the kind of writing of which they 
complain is confined ro a diminishinl: section of 
the Press ; and they trust that the Editors Con
ference will recognize that their policy ...... is one 
framed in the interests of the Preu and the country 
as a whole. 

EDITORs' REPLY. 

From letter of the President of AU-India Editors 
Conference to Sir Richard Tottenham: 

The Committee must confess to considerable 
surprise on going through the contents of the letter, 
Government handsom~ly acknowledge the services 
rendered by the Committee and are arJXious, they 
note, to maintain friendly relations with the 
Jlrees, It is also relevant to point out that 
Government concede that tho kind of writing 
which they complain of is confine<! to a diminishing 
section of the preu, 

Again•t this background, it is difficult to under
stand how Government have come to the present 
conclusion that the machinery devised and the 
procedure evolved can no longer be adhered. 
to in full. Except that the war has come nearer 
India and the need for emergency action, as and 
when occasion arises, is indicated, nothing has 
happened during the past fifteen months to 
warrant any revision of the arrangements that have 
been evolved out of experience for the continued main
tenance of friendly relations between the Government 
and the press, The critical times that lie ahead 
of us all call for a sll'engthening of the ties that 
have steadily been built up and not a weakening 
of them. If Government are only exercised in their 
mind over the need to f'ear up the machinery to 
meet emergency conditions, surely this is not the 
line of a pproaoh to aecure the continued goodwill 
and co-operation of the press. 

• The presain this oountry, the Committee desire to 
make it clear, Is aa anxious as the Government to 
maintain/ublio morale and make sure that nothing 
oaloulate to weaken it finds ready or willing 
publicity, The personnel ot the Press Advisory 
Committees bas been so devised that they could be 
summoned to meet at a few hours' notice and if even 
this much delay Is on occasions to be avoided, the 
convention has come to be · recognised whereby 
Government may take emergency action and place 
the pa per• relating to auoh action before the Press 
Advisory Committee for review. The Committee are 
prepared to recommend a general adoJ!tion of the 
course agreed to between the Bombay Government 
and the Local Press Advisory Committee, viz., 
that In oases of emergency Government would 
endeavour to prevent the publication of objectionable 
reports by suitable orders and reserve all penal action 
action till the Committee baa been consulted, 

\Vhat is, however, now proposed by Government is 
not merely a suspension of the procedure we have 
ewlved but, if recent acts of suppression and pre
censorship of newspaper! in various Provinces 
provide any index, a drastic overhauling of the 

procedure, normally laid down in respect of offending 
news-papers, The Committee must strongly protest 
at the growing tendency to invoke the provisions of 
Section 41 (1) of the Defence of India Rules on the 
smallest provocation. 

From President's Jetter dated 8th May to Sir Ricbard 
Tottenham :-

With reference to our discussion with the Hon'ble 
the Home Member this morning,· the Standing 
Committee of the All-India Newsp~per Editors' 
Conference has, at its meeting to-day, agreed that 1 
should send the following oircular to the various 
Provincial Press Advisory Committees for . their 
guidance in the present eme.rgency :'-· . , 

The Standing Committee is satisfied with the manner 
in which Press Advisory Committees have generally 
functioned in accordance with the spirit of the under
standinf arrived at between the All-India Newspaper 
Editors Conference an:l the Government. · · 

The Standing Committee, recognising, however, thd 
In the critical conditions now developing in the country, 
the· Press Advisory System should be worked In such 
a way as to meet emergency requirements, recommends 
to all Press Advisory Committees to , take proper 
and adequate steps to discourage the spread of 3larmost 
rumours and writings tending to undermine the 
publlc morale or to weake~ ti:te spirit of resistance to 
the enemy. 

Press Advisory Committees are also requested to set 
a limit to the number of warnings to newspapers before 
penal action i,S taken provided that these warnings 
have been formally given for serious and repeated 
offences, 

Press Advisory Committees, the Standing Com
mittee feels sure, will continue to deal with cases 
placed before them on merits;·and where warnings have 
not had the desired effecr, they will not stand in the 
way of further action being taken by the Government 
provided that such action does not overstep the limits 
prescribed under the Indian Press (Emergency Powers) 
A~ . 
I shall feel grateful if the Government of India on 

their part will reciprocate by seeing to it that they 
and the Provincial Governments implement in actual 
practice the spirit of the understanding on which tha 
present Advisory System is based, 

GOVERNMENT'S REPLY. 

From the letter from Sir Richard Tottenham to the 
President, All-India Newspaper Editors' Con
ference dated 11th May 1942 : 

Thia resolution has received the most careful 
consideration of the Government oflndia and although, 
perhaps, it does not go quite so far as they could 
have wished, they readily recognise the helpful spirit 
in which it was passed. This being so, and being 
anxious as the All-India . Newspaper Editors' 
Conference themselves to retairi the Advisory System, 
the Government of India have decided not to pursue, 
at any rate for the time .being, their suggestion 
that Governments should be. under no obligation in 
future to consult their Advisory Comnlittees in indi
vidual cases and they are prepared to recommend a 
continuance of that practice in the hope that the 
instructions to be issued to. Provincial Pre11s 
Advisory COmmittees by the All-India Newspaper 
Editors' Conference will enable the system to 
function to the satisfaction of both parties, 

The Government of India feel that when the point 
has been reached at which it becomes necessary to 
take definite action against a newspaper it is 
impossible that their discretion should be fettered as 
tD the precise form which that action should ta)!:e, 

Although ciroumstances may arise · in which 
such action may be justified or even necessary, they 
will try to secure that it is not taken except on the 
fullest justification and, if possible, after previous 
warnings.· ' 
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·NOTES. 
Intercommunal Marriages :-The engagement 

of the daughter of Dr. Khan Sahib,· ex-Premier 
of the Frontier Province, to an Indian Christian, 
Kunwar Jaswant Singh, has led to a. major 
political crisis among the Pathans, necessitating 
the retirement of Dr. Khan Sahib from public 
life, Dr. Khan Sahib in a statement says that 
his daughter was entitled to make her own choice 
of a life partner and that he, as father; had no 
right to prevent her from exercising her right, 
and, since this attitude of his has exposed him 
to adverse criticism in his community, he has 
no option but to resign his leadership and 
retire from public · life. He makes it clear 
that his distinguished brother, Khan Abdul 
Ghaffur ·Khan,. known as the Frontier Gandhi, 
has no responsibility 'for either · Miss Khan 
Sahib's choice or Dr. Khan Sahib's approval 
of it. Incidentally, Miss Khan Sahib's mother 
is a Scottish lady. In contrast: to this is the 
small fuss which has been made over Pandit 
Jawatiarlal's daughter's marriage with a Parsi1 
Mr. Gandhi.· The Parsi community not many. 
y!llars ago was greaily excited by mixed marriages 

· and there was protracted litigation. on the 
question of their validity. Mr. ·Gandhi's 
marriage has not only passed without creating 
even a ripple on the .surface of Parsi society 
but it would seem :to have evoked even some 
appreciation as linking the community with 
a family of All India :repute. The Kashmiri 
Brahmin community to c which the Nehrus 
belong, has also accepted the alliance as involving 
no .. break in its normal life.c The Hindu 
.community as a whole has for many years past 
become accustomed to intercommunal marriages. 
The rathans, as shown iri Dr. Khan Sahib's 
own case, do not object .tl) their · men marrying 
foreign wives . but they are yet . unprepared 
to see theic .daughters marrying ; mer1 of 
other communities. ; This is an· ancient prejudice, 
rooted :perhaps in· biological reasons. ' While 
intercommunal maqiages are. being. assimilated 
nto Indian custom, they have, it would 

seem, : become an acute problem · among 
Catholic and Protestant Christians in South 
Africa and other countries~ Bishop ·Henne
mann of Cape Town in his Lenten Pastoral 
has called attention . to the "appalling ana 
continuous lealt:age," as shown by the Census 
of 1936.. There was a fall of 20 per cent in 
European 'Catholics and of 12 per cent · in' 
coloured Catholics in South Africa. · . He had 'no 
doubt that the very great number of mixed' 
marriages contracted, is responsible for the evil. 
In hi~ own vicarate, 70.per cent of the total 
marriages. in 1938, ·73 per cent in 1939, and· 
74 per cent in 1940, were mixed marriages.' 
Dispensations are given for mixed marriages, but 
Bishop Henneman thinkS that they have been 
given without adequate: caution. · He has notified~ 
his congregation that, , f ro~IJ )he 1st October:. 
of this year,: he will grant': dispensation .for' 
mixed· marriages only. to- cduple3 who have· 
attended six instructions given' ta them by ·a 
priest before the proclamation of the banns. 

' j ·' 

Guerilla War :--The talk among . politicians 
and others about the importance of guerilla: 
methods in Russia and China, and the need for 
their adoption . in· the event of invasion in this. 
cquntry, is already rhaving effect. ·Early. this; 
week .the mail· tram • from Karachi to Peshawar. 
was held up by a band of some 200 Hurs who 
had removed part of the track and cut the 
telegraph and telephone wires. They fired at 
the first and second class passengers. Among· 
the killed were the sons of the Home Member of 
the Sind Government, · Sir Ghulamhuseiri. 
Hidayatulla .. who has beim ·adOpting :strong. 
measures · to introduce . respect for . law 
and order among the wild tribes of Sind, and 
his Under-Secretary. The Revenue Member 
of the Sind Governmeot who was also in the 
train~· escaped· asSasination by getting under. 
the berth on which he slept. The band systema
tically looted the train, after:, killing. about 20: 
passengers and injuring thirty others. · So great 
was the terror inspired by this flagrant defiance of 
constituted authority that. the railway announced. 
that all night trains on the line were ca ocelled~; 
This was a mistake, calculated to embolden the· 
Hurs. Trains should.bave continued to be sent 
as usual, with armed escorts. l'he head . o£ the· 
Hur se~t is in prison .and the Sind Prime) 
Minister, .Mr. Allah Bux,· warned ~e H~ :last. 
.w~ek that no,Govemment wor.th ~~ name:wocld·. 
release Pir Pagaro if that was the object 
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• of their lawlessness. The Hurs make no dis~ 
tinction between Hindus and Muslims or, .for 
that matter, between Indians and Europeans. It 
is evident that they are acting under expert 
guerilla leadership. Unfortunately, instead of 
exercising th11ir talents against the enemy when 
he comes, they are practising it on their 
own co:mtrymen. Strong measures will 
have to be taken to put them down and 
we trust that the Sind Government will 
vindicate the ability of an Indian Government 
to uphold law and order, On Thursday news 
came of a Hur raid on a bus killing thirteen 
persons. . 

The National Front in Bombay :-Last 
week-end a public meeting and a radio broadca•t 
by Sir Cowasji Jehangirushered in the National 
Front in Bombay. The speeches made at 
the meeting s!towed plainly the lack of initiative 
which the Cripps Mission has left behind it in the 
dfficial and unofficial mind in Indian. Speakers. 
stressed the non-political nature of the Front. 
Having failed to bring about unity between 
political parties in the country, an effort 
i;; now made to avoid politics altogether. 
As a result, the National Front has been the 
loser. The National Front must be big enough to 
take in all points of ·view and without evasion of 
differences of opinion. For that it must be led by 
men "who have power,. and who assume 
the responsibility f()r bringing all men together. 
Mr. R. P. Masani is not the obivous 
j:hoice of the province for the position of leader. 
Even with t]lings as they are, we would have 
much prefered to see the leadership taken up by 
the Governor 'who could directly •lnd more 
effectively give the people those assurances which 
Mr. Masani has thought fit at public meetings to 
dechre he had received from His Excellency be
fore taking up his duties. We do not see the need 
to interpose another person between the chief 
ex~utive authority in the province and the 
public, particularly in a National War Front, 
Here, again, the_ distinction. between . official 
and non-official looms large m the mmds of 
those responsible for. organising the National 
Front. It is an unfortunate obsession. One 
cannot, for example, think of a national 
front in Britain or the U.S. A. without 
Mr. Churchill or President Roosevelt at the 
h~ad. So long as the constitution is suspended 
in the provinces, the ·Governors should· take 
the !earl. Even ·if Mr. R. P. ·Masani were 
made - the chief of a panel of non-official 
advisers to the Governor, the position would 
remain _unchanged. 

Sir Cowasji's Lead :-If the s~hes made last 
Saturday sounded· more like inaugural addresses 
for an Institute of Counter-propaganda, Sir 
Cowasji Jehangir's broadcast was even worse. 
His appeal to the public to join the National Front 
was mainly an appeal· to their baser feelings. 
They were told that they need do nothing out of 
their ordinary way of living and thinking. "This 
Front,'' he said, "is entirely non-politicaland non
communal, and it does not ask for subscriptions.'' 

The first half leaves people ·untouched in their 
prejudices, and the end is in the best traditions 
of commercial advertising, "Send no Mon,ey-No 
obligations." Sir Cowasji's description of the 
type of men whom the National Front has' to 
counter, shows a woeful lack of knowledge of 
things as they are, He professed to have met 
gentlemen who are always convinced of the 
invincibility of the Axis and to whom every 
success of the enemy is proof of it and their defeats 
no more than tactical and local reverses; and out 
of his experience Sir Cowasji asked his hearers to 
confront th~:se gentlemen with the' Battle of 
Britain, and the resistance of Russia. So 
far as we can see, the difficulties of the 
average ·man are quite the reverse. Nobody, 
outside the Axis countries, contemplates with 
any degree of calm the possibilities of the 
Allies losing the war and, like all distasteful 
ideas, tlie thought is ·banished from the minds of 
all, except morbid fifth-column hunters, But there 
is a certain disgust at the manner in which. 
public speakers, the most prominent of them. 
commence every utterance and every comment 
on bad news with a profession of their earnest 
faith in ultimate victory.. . The public can 
take bad news, any amount of it < but these 
elementary tactics create a doubt whether those 
who would encourage us, do not stand them
selves in need of encouragement. The common 
man is· not unfamiliar with adversity· and 
certainly he . does not feel .that submissive awe 
which lack of contact with it has bred elsewhere. 
The encouragement ·of evacuation of "un
necessary" persons from the city was a first-class 
mistake. It accentuated the differences between 
the workers and the leisured, at a time whe11 the 
sense of solidarity had to be assiduously fostered 
and nourished in the cities. The newspapers 
report that the exodus ·has given way to a 
reverse influx into the city. This is a good 
sign: 

Lessons from Air ~aids : -A curious message 
has been put out by the Associated Press on 
the lessons of the raids on April 6th o.'l 
Vizagapatam and Coconada. The most striking 
obser_vation is that, for four days after the raid. 
no food was on sale at Vizagapatam and the 
district magistrate ·had to commandeer stocks 
and establish eating-houses. He had, it appears •. 
assumed full control of the situation. .. The 
voluntary section of the A. R. P. services was 
not very efficient and it.is suggested that paid 
personnel should. replace it everywhere. The 
Japanese attack was confined to ptilitary ·objec
tives, and the main part of the town was unaffect
ed. The inference whiCh the press message draws 
from this, is well-meant. "The general experi
ence is that this is' what they do (confine their 
bombing to militl!-ry objectives), unless they see 

. coll~tions of people in the . open," reads the 
message: "If, therefore, town-dwellers take cover 
during an air raid, they are not likely to be 
attacked at all and have little to fear." Obviously 
this is intended to reassure the, public and allay 
panic. But it is an extremely childish method 
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and It is unfortunate that meSsages purporting 
to give an account of what actually happen
~d, shcfuld be interspersed with such trivial 
"bservations. It is absurd to tell a people in 
a country · at war that "they have .little to 
fear" and that on the strength of experience 
gained · in two chance raids. An even rriore 
naive comment is offered on the fact that out of 
75.000 ia Vizagapatam nearly two-thirds of 
the population had left before the raid. 
The A. P. message tells us: · 

No explanation Is av•ilable of how the· population 
In the two towns foresaw the raids and ltft their 
homes in anticipation of them. It is pointed out that 
without a radio detectot which can detect approaching 
<1nemy aircraft about 100 miles away, no adequate 
previous warning is possible In coastal towns. Some 
detectors of this kind are now available In India and 
more are expected. 

The public in Vizagapatam and Coconada had 
"bviously no detector, except the general feeling 
in those and other towns, situated in similar 
-proximity to the enemy-occupied Andamans, 
which led them to leave, The New Delhi 
.correspondent of the A. P, who sent this 
message out, surely· knows this as well as 
any other member of ·t~e Indian . public. 
What then is the point in inserting this 
paragraph in his message ? · · 

Congress Wilbbliug : ....o..Not the least important 
t"eason for the wide publicity which Mr. 
Rajagopalachari, is getting, is the fact that 
be is the only Congressman who seems to 
know his own mind. Though the A, I. C, C. 
passed a resolution for tha unity of India, there 
is no counter-propaganda worth the name to the 
Madras ex-premier's tub-thumping; The party 
·has spent these two years of war in vacillating 
between nationalism and pacifism. It is pacifist 
when it is not allowed to be anything else~ 
Like Mr. Churchill, Gandhiji can well say that 
he is the leader because there is no competitor 
for the job. Whenever the party leaders feel 
that they have a chance of making up with 
tbe Government, they _retire Gandhiji. When 
the peace move fails, they fall back on Gandhiji 
and his pacific teachings. As the resolutions 
passed periojically in . support of armed 
resistance are as fully supported as the 
"ther resolutions for non-violence, one can 
"nly conclude that Congre3S leaders are not 
prepared to do without both. That probably 
~xplains the strength of the Gandhiites in the 
absence of Government coming to an agreement· 
with the Congress, The Congress as an insti· 
tution has, however, suffered and pacifism has 
not gained in any way from the doubtful support 
it gets oc:c:asionally from the party, . In the 
4istracted mood in which the party stands today, 
it is liable, when it moves, to. be caught by any · 
passing fancy, · _ . . 

Untimely Communalism :-Whep Indians of all 
races and creeds are giving their lives in the 
.defence of the country, that is, of all cqmmunities, 
it is egregiously incongruous tQ organise relief. 
JLnd protection. measures pn c?mm~nal lines. 

It was announced last week that shelters have 
been provided for Parsees by the leaders of the 
community in particular buildings in different 
parts of the city. If a bcimb falls in the vicinity, 
every shelter or first aid station in the locality, 
must be open to every one injured, irrespective 
of race or creed. If one of the Parsee shelters is 
the nearest available, it will perforce have to admit 
every case in need of help. To refuse admission 
on the score of colour, caste or religion will be 
inhuman even if it did not lead to a breach 
of , the peace. The same remark applies 
to Hindu and Muslim organisations.. There 
is no objection to such institutions being 
set up by different communities for the benefit 
of their members but if should be di&1inctly 
understood that each such institution will be 
open to injured persons of all communities. 
lf there are institutions available in the same 
neighbourhood for members of any particular 
community, injured persons from it will themselves 
resort to them. Whether they do so 
or not, it will be incumbent on every unit 
to administer relief to every case without 
reference to creed or caste. Under the Defence 
of India Rules, it is incumbent on every 
householder to admit persons seeking shelter 
during air raids into their homes, It can 

· not be less an offence for a · relief 
centre to deny admission to those who are 
injured, There are overwhelming reasons why 
al~ relief in wartime should be organised on 
Red Cross principles. The most important of 
them is that a community ·which "cares selfishly 
for its own,. will incur the resentment of others 
who might have less resources but whose services 
are not less essential to the normal life. of the 
city, Sacrifices should be according to the 
capacity of each individual and class or com
munity. Those who have much, must sacrifice 
most; those who. have least, should not be called 
upon to do more than their normal service to· 
the city. The redeeming feature of war is that 
it is a great leveller. · 

The Commons Debate :-Though it has been 
decided that it would not be wise to hold an 
inquiry into the loss of Singapore, Malaya and 
the withdrawal from Burma, the debate last 
Wednesday in the House of Commons throws. 
some light. on the hardships encountered by 
British and Indian forces in the Burma. 
campaign. Mr. Hore-Belisha. said that "General 
Alexander's men were sh:>rt of food and 
water, their transport was destroyed, their 
ammunition dumps were blown up.''. They had, 
he told .the House, "to wade up to their necks 
through swamps, harassed by serpents and 
mosquitoes and living on unripe limes." 
Mr. Helisha's statements were not COn'radicted 
and neither Mr. Attlee nor Sir Stafford Cripps 
was able to give a satisfactory answer to this 
indictment.. General Alexande' and bis mea are 
entitled to the fullest sympathy and admiration 
of Indians. But messages. such as we have 
had, minimising the. hardships endured, reduce 
-a tragic tale to almost a farce. 
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GANDHiji ON THE. WAR. 
· Gandhiji was in Bombay last week to collect 

subscriptions for the memorial which he projected 
so.on after Mr. C. F. Andrews' death. Before 
leaving Bombay, he was met by some journalists 
who asked him questions about his views 
relating to the war. Gandhiji, perhaps, expect
ed that the Censor c.Juld. not . refrain from 
'Using his blue penCJ1 on the material and 
some of his observations were evidently meant 
for his benefit. But that functionary has 
refrained from interfering with the report of 
the Pressmen's talk with Gandhiji. The result 
is somewhat like that which would be felt 
if a champion boxer entered the ring and found 
nobody there to box with. For this contre· 
temps, the Editors' Conference must bear 
the chief responsibility. It does not appear that 
the journalists had submitted the•r questions in 
writing to Gandhiji and that the answers had 
been · framed . beforehand. That might also 
explain the airy tone of some of his observations. 
Asked to which of the two sides in the war India 
should give her moral support, Gandhiji said 
that, if he could convert India to his view, there 
would be no aid or support given to either side. 
But his sympathies, he added, were with China 
and Russia. As China and Russia are . on· 
the same side and that, the side of Gn;at 
Britain and the United States-the two integers 
at the head of twenty-four cyphers-it follows 
that Gandhiji's sympathies are with ·the Allies. 
Sympathy without support, is salt without its 
savour. The cause of Russia and China are 
interlocked with that cf Britain and the United 
States. Gandhiji's distinction between the 
Allies is, therefore, entirely fancifuL Without 
the support of Britain and the Unit~d States, 
especially the latter, China cannot maintain her 
struggle against Japan. Japan was· ready to 
part with the Axis powers if the United States 
did not insist on her withdrawing fr.:~m occupied 
China. America did not enter the war, as 
Gandhiji thinks. It was Japan that declared 
war. The incident of Pearl Harbour clearly 
proves that America was not seriously thinking 
of war with Japan as a possibility. Madame 
Chiang Kai Shek bitterly complained just 
before the outbreak of the war that America, 
while expressin~ prOfuse sympathy for China, 
has been all along supplying oil anj other war 
materials to Japan. There were, indeed, Ameri
can publicists who recognised that Japan had a 
difficult problem on her hands with a fast grow
ing population and the restrictions imposed on 
Japanese emigration and trade by the United 
States and the British Dominions, and were 
applying their minds to a solution of it on a 
peaceful and friendly footing. America was not 
immediately menaced by Japan. Mr. Kuruso's 
eleventh hour mission to Washington was 
intended to avert war which Japan had good 
reasons to avoid. Gandhiji's indictment of 

America is based on a misreading of recent 
history, 

As regards Britain, Gandhiji said tnat his 
mOI"l'\1 support had. been with Britain but 
that "Mr. Amery's performances and the Cripps 
mission" had made Britain morally wrong-. 
Both these factors . were in line with the 
policy of the Government of India Act, the 
m~Zff"""' opus of Sir Samuel Hoare. Alm.JSt 
alone among Indian-we should say British 
Indian -representatives at the Round Table 
Conference, Gandhiji has praised Sir Samuel 
Hoare:for his many virtues.. The creation of 
autonomous provinces in British India by the 
Act, was clearly the second stage in the foment
ing- of the separatist influence which found 
expression in Sir Stafford Cripps' draft scheme 
the first being the communal electora~ 
Mr. Amery, until Sir Stafford returned empty• 
h_anded to ~ndon, IJ:ld been repeatedly emphasi
smg the umty of ln:lm as the great achievement 
of British rule. And the idea of autonomous 
provinc~ was accepted and demands for its 
further extension supported by the Congress with 
Gandhiji's imprimatur. Mr. Rajagopalacharya 
is not without justification when he pleads 
that . his resolution which was thrown out 
by the All India Congress Committee, merely 
carried forward the Congress policy to its logical 
issue. If Gandhiji's moral support was with 
Great Britain before the Cripps mission the 
latter does not furnish good ground' for 
its being revoked. Tlu Reformer from the 
first deprecated hopes being entertained of 
the results of Sir Stafford Cripps' mission. 
Its suggestion that Sir Stafford was being sent 
here for his own edification, has been confirmed 
by several circumstances. What was surprising
to us about Sir Stafford Cripps' behaviour 
was the sudden turn from professed friend to 
declared opponent of Indian nationalism. But 
th1t is hardly a reason for withholdina moral 
sympathy after, if there was reason for giving it 
before, the Mission from Britain. 

" One who is opposed to all wars, can have 
no moral sympathy for any belligerent. The 
war against Germany was initiated by Britain. 
Britain, therefore, was technically the aggressor. 
In the last phase of the war, not Britain 
but Japan was the aggressor. It ·is 
unfortunate that ·. Gandhiji's attitude might 
lead to the impression that his moral support 
has been ·withdrawn just when the Allies had 
suffered several reverses in Asia. After the 
fall of Singapore, Tlu Reformer observed that· 
there was a strange-turn in the feeling of Indians 
towards Britain. It wa5 one of sympathy on the 
part of those who thought that Great Britain 
with her world-wide responsibilities, had nO' 
right to involve herself in a European quarrel, 
her interests in Europe being- small and mostly 
financial. Indian troops, we felt, should not have 
been transported beyond the borders of India. 
Within these borders it was the duty of Indians, 
civil and military, to fight against invasion. 
What have we gained by sending our troops to 
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Iraq and Iran; E'gypt and · Eritrea? G3iried 
time, we are told. Lost time, we think ·and 
much else. with time. · Gandhiji said that .real 
heart unity is ·impossible unless British. power 
is withdrawn and no other power takes its place. 
Heart• unity 1s not necessary" for politiCal 
cooperation. It does not exist even in many 
families which nevertheless manage to cexist 
and prosper. Indeed, ; without occasional 
differences there can not be heart unity, just ··as 
purity cannot,. be predicated of . a . passionless 
heart.. Some tension, according to. Keyserling; 
is a necessary ingredient of • even conjugal 
harmony. . Then, again, even if Britain ·is 
to withdraw from India, it is too much to ask 
her to guarantee that no other power will step 
in her place. lt i_s, indeed, the fear that some 
~ther power, presently Japan, is sure to. step 
into her place that makes Britain-at least so 
they say-hesitate to leave India to shift for 
)lerself. Except· Pandit Jawaharlal and some 
oth~rs, the fear seems to be shared by many 
Jnd1ans also. · 

As one of Gandhiji's two ·conditions is, there
fore, unlikely to be achieved, we may think of an 
alter~ative to Britain's withdrawal which may 
pronuse a reasonable amount o€ heart unity. 
There is one. It is closer co-operation between 
India and Britain. The present relation between 
the two, all agree, is intolerable. It is becoming 
more and more humiliating to both countries every· 
day,"Sir Jagdis~ Prasad, late Member of , the 
Viceroy's Executive . Councial, . wdtes in the 
course of an article in the Twentieth Ce11tury. 
that "there·. is more anti-British feeling in the 
country than is either good for Britain or India,'' 
India is a very large country and it is risky to 
genetalise. · A very prominent Indian in 
Madras has assured his English friends that if 
they .felt any · apprehension of hooliganism 
he would guarantee . them welcome and 
complete safety in his home and those 
of his friends, The relations between the 
Britisl\ and Indian communities is strikingly 
friendly in Madras where the leader of the 
European ~roup has voluntered their support 
to Mr. RaJagopalacharya if the latter should 
take· office. It is more or less the same in 
Bombay, and we have no ·doubt that the 
European · community here will be equally 
~illing to give their support to . Mr. Kher 
1f he should take office, We do not, there
fore, agree with Sir Jagadish Prasad's sweeping 
geqeralisation, But, as we said, the present 
arrangement for the government of the country is 
becoming intolerable to Indians and to English· 
men whose interest in the Empire is not limited 
to their pocket books. We can not now explain 
iri detail how ~loser union may be brought about. 
We can just •observe that it would involve 
mal_dn~ Indians partn~rs in the ~icy-framing 
inst1tut1ons of the Emp1re aod lnd1ans will then 
feel that they are \vorking and fighting for their 
own m?therland and not for a Bl,'itish possession. 

Mr. RAJAGOPALACHARI AND 
THE CONGRESS. 

• J\.!r. C. Rajagopahcharr has been campaign
mg m the Madras Presidency· for his · scheme 
for . allowing the Muslim · · League· the righ~ 
to separate Muslim majority ·provinceS from 
India. He has gone even further. He told 
~is audie_nce at a Y. M. C. A. meeting that, 
1f the Ony&S and Mahatashtrians wanted · to 
sece~e and form a separate State, the ideology' 
of m~ependence · shoul_d grant it· to titemo 
It is d1fficult. to apprec1ate his concessions to. 
ev~ry communal and provincial cry. ·It is at\ 
the. more strange when one recalls the. suspicion~ 
wh1ch advocates of• an 'Andhra' Province 
en~rtain~, , of ~is~ _sabotaging their plans: 
dur1og h1s · prem1ership of Madras •. · If it'"is 
intended ~orally every.sectionalist .to an. attac~ 
?n the ~mty of India, the ~ongress . ex-Premietl 
lS playmg ' with · fire; ·There is in none · of his 
speeches any direct answer to' the arguments 
advanced for maintaining Indian . unity futact.. 

. But he bolsters up his scheme by threatening dire 
consequences .if it is opposed. For instance, he hilll 
the a?dacity to .tell a Mahasabha if!terrupte~ 
that,_ 1f the Maha~abha opposed the RaJagopata ... 
chan _plan. wh1ch_ the All India Congress 
Commtttee Itself reJected by ail overwhelminl( 
majority, the result' would be disaster, He told his. 
audience again that ·••such areas where Muslims'. 
predominated existed only in the north-~est and' 
north-east of India,''. betraying. accidentally the· 
cOnsideration which probably weighed most wiih
him. · · : · · · 
· An~~her ~ line . of reasoning which. he 'is 
exploiting, 1s that hts opponents. are few' wlj.ile 
his supporters are many though they d~ not at,, 
the momen( come .forward. . Mr. Rajagopala." 
chari mentioned that there w~ nothing in his 
scheme which c»nflicted with the past policy of 
the Congress and cited weighty a.uthority from, 
G.andhiji t~ the Frontier Gandhi in support of_ 
h1s contention. " The present suggestion,'' .he 
said, " was but a corollary to the basic princi-. 
pies they had been following in the Congress." 
Why then did. the Congress not accept ~is plan, 
when he put It before them SO dramatically at. 
Allahabad ~ . Mr. Rajagopalachari does not face 
this question squarely. We agree with him 
that the Congress:has been ready, even before his 
experiment, to negotiate on a basis other 
than Indian unity. How .otherwise could the 
Cripps talks have been carried on? But the prt'SS 
comm~!lt on the Cripps plans and the general. 
oppqs1tton to the . proposals for divjding India 
had · warned the . Congress leaders that the 
country would not be with them .in any 
division. Mr. Rajagopalachari realises this only 
too · well. · That is why he put out a tentative 
feele( at a Gokhale Hall meeting, and promptly 
withdrew it. by asking, "If the A. I. C, C. had. 
accepted his resolution, would not the people at 
large have rejoiced? Would they have then 
said that the A. I. C. C. was wrong in deciding 
to ~ced~ the principle of Pakistan ? 11 

-
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. ; ·:. NO:J'ES BY 1'H;!"; WAy, 
. . (BY RECLUS!!:) ; 

Som~ five years. ago,· .I had· a.~elephone !ll~•age 
~ a lawyef fri~11d . that he would like to see 
me immediately. 1 asked him to come along, · He 
came and . with him' a middle-aged lady . who 
waa introduced as a Maharani; I' apologised to the 
Iaiiy fur receiving'. her informally, 1 had not been 
to)q that my friend wa!! brinf.ing so exalted a visitor, 
Minec was. a working man a home and was not 
ecluipped to receive a,Maharani.: The-lady was 
accompanied by •. male .relative, brother or cousin. 
She did llot waste words on preliminares but plunged 
straight· into her subjeot. She handed me some 
papers. to r~d. It is not relevant here to go into the 
subject matter of the talk.and the papers. I handed 
the ·papers baok· . to J!.er with the remark that I 
did · not aee that .I .could do anything · in the 
matter. 'At this the lady turned to me and said that 
she had heard that I was interested in the relief of 
wome11'~ grieva111le8 and had, therefore, oome to me. I 
replied that it was true that I have been trying to get 
women's disabilitill!l alleviated but it was the poor and 
midqle class women about wbom I was Concerned. 
The lady placed a hand on my shoulder and said, 
~My . friend, if you, . only knew I. The. lot of· us 
Maharanis Is many, times worse than that of the 
poor and middl(l class women.'~ I was toucbe(l 
by her manner · and ·her 'Words, I do not agree 
with those: who . hold that the only thing to 
do with 'the Princely Order is to makQ a clean 
sweep of it. The. social reformer never favoprs 
Clean- sweeps.. He believes. that there is. in every_ 
institution and Individual a 90re of good and, if 
the accretions which have grown round them are 
Dleared, the inner soul will .oome into free pl'l'Y 
and make the institutio.n and individual of. serviqe 
to bumanity. Many of the forces at .work. In our 
day are inimical to 'the institution of monarchy 
and the only ·chance o£ .any specimen of it surviving, 
is for ¢e mqnarch to . display, the highest type 
of character, Polygamy . and' its adjunct, the 
zenana environment, arc the .two g_reat~st obstacles. 
to the most necessary desideratum. 

a: •· • 

The· Act· validadng the remarriage of ·Hindu 
widows was· passed against ·bitter opposition from 
orthodox, at tbe time, the great majority of, Hindus, 
in 1851, For long it remained a dead letter, Its 
doughty promoter, the learned Pandit Is war Chandra 
Vidyasagar, died . broken-hearted at the callous
ness of his countrymen to the cruelty to child widows 
who at the time numbered several thousands more 
than at· the present tlay, Pandit Veerasilingani 
Pantutu· who devoted his life to the promotion of this 
reform in the . Madras Presidency, 'and Dewan 
Bahadur Raghoonath Rao who did muoh to prove 
that the remarriage of Hindu widows was in 
entire oonsonance· with the S!Lstras, had ·not· a 
much mare encouraging experience, The former, 
indeed,· had to face• calumny ·and · even danger for 
hill enthusiasm in bringing about remarriages. of 
child ·widows,; 11'1 ·Bombay and Western India, too, 
the . reform made slow progress, · Thirty years ago 
it was still ;lliffioul~ to speak of i~ as having become 
acceptable to the mass of the Hindus, But the 
seed sown has been ·silently growing; A. Press 
message 'to. the Hmdu•tan Times ·from Luoknow 
dated· May 15, reports• the celebration of twelve 
widow remariiages: ·in a single day in that l_lrovince, 
the 'most conservative in. India in sooial matters. 
Ttlll mes~~&ge nm~ : . 
· M11-y 11 was a peak day for wid.ow marriages amoilg 
·· Hindus, as twelve marriages, the largest number in a. 

single day, were solemniaed, on that ·date among the 

·~--

various castes of Bindus.i~ the cbfferent districts of 
fhe Vnited Provinces;. :·~eparts received so 'far go tO 
show that all such marriages were very well attended 
particularly by elderly ladies and gentlemen, 'ana a good 

. deal of enthusiasm prevailed on the occasion every. 
wher«!o ., ·, · · 

• .. . . • ' · I rang tip tha Bombay Stadon on Saturday at 5 p.m. 
~ ask if t~ey were br.oadcaating the Governor'a. apeec!J 
anaugurating the Nattonal Front. They said they wer~ 
not. .I was d~sappo!nted, ~ir Roger Lumley has a 
pleasmg radto votoe wbtch · fluts the listenei
on the best · of terms · wi~h himself ai' well as 
the speaker, Quite apart · from the ' subject 
matter, one feels through, and at the end of, 
Sir Roger's broRdcasts, disposed to think '\Yell of the 
~orld in which one's lot is DaS!- · W~y, I speculated, 
dtd ~he ~vernor d!'ny the tl!dto pubhc the pleasure 
of hstenmg t? hul! i' It can Only · be, I ~bought, 
because he dtd not Intend to make any contribution 
of importance. As a matter of fact when I read 
his speech in the Sunday Ulwonid•; I felt that the 
judgment not to broadcast it was right. Sir Roger 
was in a light mood. He had framed his remarks on 
the model of Bunyan's ·Pilgrim's Progress, He had 
personified the four principal enemies· which the Front 
had to convert or destroy: Mr, Faint· Heart who 
is oppressed by our reverses and. who can see 
no ray of light in the cllouds ; Mr. Bolt Fast 
•ho Is talking of running away before ever a· bomb 
has fallen within . seven hundred miles of the sea; 
Mr. Easily Fooledj and Messrs; RumOut'·Monger 
and 'Company who · operate' the: share' markets. 
I do not Intend to go out · of .Bandra aml 
have advised all who sought my advice not to 
leave· their homeli, I bave no illusions as to the 
Japanese being a ·nation of saints. I have not been a 
-stookholder in Rumours Limited. ButJ confess that 
my· feeling was not one of elation when the newll 
came in suo0easion of the surrender of Singapore, 
Rangoon and Mandalay, . This week's debate. in 
the two Houses of Parliament shows that there· are 
many Englishmen who fall. In Sir. Roger's category 
of. Faint HearL Nor I c<infess~ · am · I able to 
share the satisfaction which our .Chinese Allies seem 
to feel when Japan moves forward, on the ground 
that she is thereby lengthening her lines of =nlmu• 
nication and exposing herself to the danger .of their 
being cut, Why not be as frank wit!:! the. people 
of India as the British Prime Minister. is with the 
British people? I am aure it will inspire more 
confidence. It will pay, Mercifully, the Governor 
did not mention fifth columnists. · 

• • • 
Talking of fifth:cotumnists, the Cliriotian E'IJQ1Jgeliii 

of.March 5 bas a forceful editorial on the alarming 
Increase in the consumption of: liquor and spread 
of . venereal , disease in . the United, States, 
·"The most d.angerouil fifth . colutru;i in America," 
it declares, '' is Booze I'' France, observes the organ 
of the Disciples Mission, d'trusted her security to the · 
Maginot Line but- learned too ·late that alooliol had 
gone too . far to weaken the . moral and .physical 
stamina oj the aation, bot!J. oiviliaJJ and soldier:" 
The same thing-can happen In America, it warns. 
As illustrating the dominance which the liquor 
business. has .attained. in the. United .States, thQ 
ENng~lilt refers to the is,ue of tyres- to brewers 
and liquor trucks . at · a time that important 
buslnessea are being restrioted; to the rationing 
of sugar .·while the : manufacture .of . intoxicants 
consumes tons of ,it. ~trong drink ia being 
literally. · tbrust down the throats of American 
youth, it asserts, by the advertising campaign of 
the· manufacturers. Alcoholism has enormously 
inoreased and "in olose relationship, ia the spread 
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of d~ which has become a majqr pcoblelll_ ill 
American life.'.''- More than._ GO,ooQ · of .,very one 
million men examine4 for selective- service- were 
rejected becauae · of eypbilis. or gonorrhea, th~ 
reeult mostly of commercialised . prostitution., :The 
Evang1U.t concludes, . there are - thousands_ . of 
mothers in America who fear that their , boys are 
in more daoger from whisky than from t!Je bl!llets 
~~ the enemy. That these observatiom are n~ 
without appl~ion IX? India, is shown- by th~ bad 
base of stabbang whaoh came before_ the Bombay 
Coroner thil week. Four mea, it was deposed, 
llad drunk 20 bpttles of J;>eer _ and 29 pegs of 
whisky_ in.!' single t;vening. - . ' .-· - ' 

• ~ •••• J ••• " •••• •··· 

.' Gandhijl in hia t.ilk. to Pressf!l8n. in B~bay a~i~ 
that the late Bishop F1sber had mvated bam to VISit 
t.he. ·united States. I stayed with the: Bishop .tor 
two daya in August 1938, and he most earnestly 
deprecated Gandbiji'• visiting the States- on the 
identical gro~nd~ ~hich Gandhiji gaye for his not 
400epting the mvttationa elrtended- to. h1111,. A further 
(eferenOI! to Gandhiji ~y Bi~hop Fisher w~ when .l 
told .all Anll ArbOr mterv1ewer that, whtle lndJa 
appreciated their goodwill, she did not need and did 
aot expect anythinJ more from the American people, 
At that, Bishop F1sher who was 11tanding at a little 
distanoe, turned aharply round and remarked that it 
was strange that Gandhijl had said the same thing in. 
a letter whioh he had received a few days previously. 
Noither GandhiJi nor Biahop Fisher nor I could have 
dreamt at the t1me that the defenoe of India would 
be claimed t1:1 be the concern ot America, as has 
been done recently. --UNEMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATION 

. . _ IN THE U.S.A. 
The American Youth CommisSion was established 

in 193!5 by the American Council on ·Education. 
Newton D. · Baker wall the first chairman. The 
~esent chairrilan Is Owen D. Young~ · The director 
11 Floyd W. Reeves. · 
· The Commission hal Issued fi-om time· to time a 

number of reports. In Its final report• it sets forth~ 
programme for yout~ taking aooount of all th~. facts 
disclosed in its studaea. · _ 

The Commission. recalls that, · wheil it was 
~stabliahed, ••tbousandr of youth weril roaming the 
country as destitute young tramps." There was an 
enormous Influx of students Into high scl!ools but 
fOlir millions or more were bbtjl ou~ of school and out 
of work. · The Commission waS" "startled and shock
ed" by the findings cfits Maryland Youth Survey 
(1986) but hoped that· the "general processes of 
'eoonomio recovery", would simpli~ the · pro~lem, It 
proceeded with a etudy of oocupattonal readJustmenc 
but 1oon found itself ''meeting the economic situation 
at -every. turn," The Maryland survey showed the 
percentages of unemployed youth ranging . from 66 
for age 16 to 20 fer age 24. · 

Underlying the present report are a- number of 
general assumptions inoluding these' that current 
change• In the structure of the.economio system "will 
not present insuperable barrien co the &ohievement 
of peacetime full employment!" that, neyertheless, for 
aome time •fter the war, "substantial programmes of 
public work for the unemployed" will be necessarY, 1 
that, both during and after the war, the trend wil 
continue "toward &1\ inc»'C&sing use of government 
to regulate economic affairs and in particular thst 
government will be Riven increaaing resp001ibility 
for the peacetime etimUiatlcn of a balanced expansion 
of productive activity in the basic industries produOoo 

' 'For thiJ u4 lor tho oummary publiahod ID \he lut" luue ,.. 
anludoblod \o U. Informaliou Senloo of \he Amorioau Peder .. 
liiOD ot ebarob-. 

ing for ,interstate ilCimineiooe ;." tbal, · .liunder a 
democratic JtOVernmen.t and wit)Jout giving up tho 
liberties we prize," the ~oan people can have a 
rising standard of living. • · • 
· The prospect for yout4 employment is boun!l u~ 
with that of general employment..However, the_ rate Of_ 
unemployed is higher among those under 2~ and i!f_ 
especially high for those under 2L "Uoless we can. 
Bn:l and adopt more efl"eotive policies to promote full~ 
employment than those. tried experimentally· daring 
the 1980's.· a piling-up o( several million jobless,: 
inexperienced, new workers seems~ very likely · tel 
happen in the oomjng years after the war." !\ 
characteristic -of ·economic development · in teoent 
years is "the drastic decline ·in ·opportunities fot . 
self-employment:" .The _ depend~~ce of the -~~ss 
of the . populatton • on _ '\fage~ • · IS .,11: . oondatt?rl: 
Mmucb ICu conducive lo stabahty · m the soq1al_ 
order tban was the· situation which prevailed 
a ·hundred· years- ago.'• · Even· more tba,n sooial 
and educational factors, the, ·economic situation· 
seems responsible ~or )'outh unemploy~ent;. Evidence 
o( this is found 10 the fact that, 1n sptte of. the 
inadequacies of ·education or lack of a disoiplin·e of 
work, youth has moved into war industt'tea · at a· 
rapid rate. · ' . . . 

The problem is especially acllte for farm youth, 
particularly "young people growing up in the farm 
families dependent upon publio relief, the youth 
id the families or· migratory farm. laborers, and 
the - youth who live · in the cutover; eroded 
and generally submarginal-rural areas.'' . · 

· The Commission note!! that economic adjustment 
is more than a present oPportunity to 'get a job, 
"The care, energy, 'skill, and foresight-of suooessful 
workers are habitS,- _Like all habits, they can ~best 
be learned by a oons1derable. -am~nt- of !CiatiVely 
unbroken practice.• ·From thli!l pomt of Vlew_many 
of the depression ·jobs were · little better than none 
at all. · 

••Under ·the spur' of ·this situation, -few young" 
people fail to make vigorous efforts to seoure· 
employment during the initial period · out of 
school. Under depression conditions, those ·eJ!orta 
necessarily . wnt not· be successful for a obnlldei'• 
able number. ' As time wears on and all of 
the possibilities are exhausted, further search 
seems .futile and the aense of failure increases.'' 
The broader implications of the whole proble~ are 
suggested in a reference to recent European h11tory. 
"The revolutionary youth movements of Europe 
during the last twenty years found their spearhead 
and leadership, nOC in the unemployed youth of the 
masses, but in the · unemployed graduates o~ .tbe 
universities who·_ had looked forward to brtlhanf' 
careers in the law,·: in medicine, in governmental_ 
service, and in the other profession.'' These young 
people experienced frustration. _ - _ · _ 

The Commission notes that financial teasons have 
been largely responsible for young people dropping 
out of scnool. Many, on tho other band, COJ1tinue full 
time achcol or college beyond the point of net_ benefit 
and these ahould be encouraged to fiad their way into 
employment, It should be poseible wheQ the war t;n~s 
to avoid great chronic unemploymen~ .·Befort; th1~ ts 
achieved; however, ••i t will be ~sential to prov!do 
a programme of public work for young people wh1cb 
ean ba contracted and expanded in aooordance with 
the extent of the need. In conjunction with attend• 
ance at school and with employment in, private 
industry and in the regular branobea of government, 
the programme of pul:ilio work for unemploy~ youth 
should be sufficiently e:artensive at all times .to 
make it pouible for all young people to be oonstruc. 
tively occupied up co the age of 21.'' -
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_ . LEJ'TERS OF B. J. PADSHAii• , . 
· . ; r: • (Oopgright.) . '· 

. I MAi.CH 12, 1982. ' .. 
. . . IJ, IJ, Oor fu. 

M~. 'Shaw . earnestly asked me 'if I bad any feeling 
against. his putting questions. I said the question 
ought tO have been superftuou9; a wise lad like him 
would kriow that, if there bad been · any feeling, a 
spank would have settled it. But I am interested 
to be put wise by growing · youth; t~ more 
unsophisticated the better;· how my . views strike a, 
contemporary or posterity · would. · be instructive. 
Mr. Shaw laughed uproariously; he .did not know. 
how the spank would have been received, But bow 
can one stick to those hieroglyphics all the timeP 
Don't 1 feel lonely 1' What pleasure do 1 find in life of 
this . sort P. Is it not just a· pose, to .be able to do. 
something· wbioh ordinary people. can't? I wa11 
expounding to him the vitamin virtues of variety in 
food; why do I forget variety in mental food ? Is there 
no mental indigestion ? I expressed Culture as the 
store of usable mental ·material and I &corned to 
know the mountain Fuji in Japan. What use did 
I think I wae going to make of these damnable dry
as-dusts? I was not to think Mr. Shaw was trying to 
Sl!-Ve me pr teach me, _ · 

. • . . MARCH 18, 1932. . . 
Shanghai. 

· [A passenger] says that there were no shots about 
but the end of the trouble had not come. fhe cause. 
of all the trou bl!= is the fact that the highly-educated 
Chinese-they make very good engineere-could not 
gc::t jobs from their own countrymen. The Peking 
Syndicate and European firma took as many as they. 
could; but. the Chinese firms would not; and the 
jobless are apt .to fish in troubled waters. The man 
who· assasinated Mr, Innouye, was a jobless one 
out for limelight ; beginning as a Socialist, he had 
ended as a Nationalist assassin ...... Mr. Curle in "foday 
and Tomorrow" says that women who at home 
cannot secure limelight, run into :missions; they are 
mostly devoid ot beauty. . .·. 
, Before lunch an American came up to me ...... eaict 

he had been in India. N otioing his Americanisms, l 
asked and found he was from Virginia. So I had an 
opportunity of testing the Ourrml; History article on the 
South; I consulted him on the present feeling of the 
South ; were they glad that their effort to secede bad 
failed i' No; they still think they had the legal right 
on their side ; but, in this world, might wins. Five 
million northerq conscripts had overcome half a 
million volunteers of the South by methods of 
barbarism, by burning their farms and grains and 
starving them. He saia, "Might won the PhilipPines 
for the U.S. and an Empire for Britain." I set him 
right about India which was chaotic, the ruling 
princes acted capriciously, and English traders had 
to resist them or they would have been squeezed out, 

MARCH U, 1932, 
Today I ventured out on land "for ·sight-seeing, 

When I was in the Broadway, no motor-oars on hire 
were visible. I tried a garage indicated to me and 
asked for a car with an English-knowing driver ; 
there ·wu none, So I walked . on and on along 
Broadway in the hope of seeing' Cook's office and 
obtaining the most satisfactory, though not the 
oheapest, conveyance, The Sikh ohowkidars had 
never heard the name of Cook ; a white man who 
turned out to have an un-English aooent, assured me 
I was on the right road and within a short distance of 
Cook's-: and watching shops I noticed a signboard' 
with ' the name, J. Hormusji, Silk Merchants ... The 
good owners, two. brothers named Shroff, telephoned 
to the Ford Hiring Co, for a oar, and the younger 
brother agreed to show me. round, I had a pretty 

nearly. two hour!' drive ... We'emerged into Chap~i 
where we beheld the ravages of war. In Cbapei, there 
was a 'Sikh temple· which was expressly spared bY: . 
the bombers and we· bad a minute's exchange of 
words ·with two· Sikhs outside the temple. When 
Japanese guards asked for our pass, for no one was 
allowed to visit ·without a pass, Mr. Shroff ~bowed 
great presence of mind,' said be· wanted to worship. at 
tile Sikh temple. The uncomprehending Jap, in 
despair. at our incomprehension and continued talk, 
let us proceed, · . ' ·.: · · " 

The whole intricacy and splendour of Greater 
Shanghai and the other Shanghais, with vast and 
varied populations and administrations, with ·their' 
magnificent · hotels, banks, offices, wharves, 
engineering and electric works,: fine metalled roads, 
crowded : tramways and buses, picturesque rick-" 
abaws, · theatres, cinemas, : eating-houses · and· 
restaurants, schools, colleges, residences and parks'-' 
all burst -upon me .•• I asked to be .shown ·the pagoda 
but visit there was not allowed ; an . Austrian who 
had ventured there three days ago, in spite · of 
regulations, was fatally shot by the Chinese at sight. 
After: all, the pagoda would be like the one I had 
seen at Rangoon 11 years ago. · : . . .. · 

Mr. Shroff said that there were 20 Parsi families 
in Shanghai and mentioned ·Mr. Bezanji Tata who 
bas succeeded to R. D. Tata's business here. I 
requested to be . taken: to him ... ; .. At 5 p. m. we 
trammed to the French Settlement where Mr. Tata'a 
office is ...... He corrected my impressions on several. 
points. The Japanese methods at Shanghai were 
barbarou!J, whole families having been exterminated, 
From a missionary's aooount from Mukden in the 
Tim,, he gathers that the Chinese population in 
Manchuria bas always been very important, . that it 
has no more than doqbl!ld during tbe present century, 
and. that Japan oontrols a sm'lll portion of the 
Manchuria area, nor bas Japan exclusively developed 
Manchuria. If Japan were less violent, she would 
find the Chinese willing to be her allies, and togethet 
they might dominate the world, 

Several kharwas have talked to me. · ·They are 
Mohammedans from Goga near Bbavnagar, They 
are sometimes ealled kharwas, but Kharwas are 
Hindus from near Surat, doing work on boats 
hereditarily. Why they are called kharwas is not 
known; but the English word "crew" is not the 
parent of the name, kharwa. Though they are· well 
paid by the .P, and 0 , yet their pr09peots are not 
brilliant; their final will. not be more than Rs. 82. 
So they look out for other openings for their 
young ones. · 

MARCH 15, 1932. . 
0 

. Mr. Shaw finds Shanghai filthy, but was neverthe
less glad to have slept two nights ashore in the 
house of his aunt who dwells at Shanghai. She has 
assured him that a pl!f.n had been made· to cut the 
throat of every foreigner; a plan which would have 
been carried out but for the Japanese forces coming 
in three days too soon. .Mr. Bezanji Tata had. tola 
me yesterday that in 1927- the Cantonese forces had 
been prevented from oommitting atrocities only by 
the presence of British troops . sent by Sir Austen 
Chamberlain. The-Commission presided over by 
Lord Lytton bas been welcomed and will report, the 
Japs assert, the truth· about the above plan of 
massacre. ' • · 

MARCH 18J 1932, 
Nara, Japan. 

Nara · is the most ancient capital ofJapan, was so 
established for 75 years in the VIII century A. D. 
I have been directed to it by the Japanese Tourist 
Bureau. My early call at the Bureau enabled me to 
see Kobe for two hours after 10 -its park, its zoo. 
its waterfall, ascent up its hills for view ·of 
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the sea and . town at their feet, shop 
quarter&, amU&ement quarters, shrines (for Shinto 
worship, the name 'shrine' is used, the name 
•temple' is reserved for the Buddha's), their monies 
and nuns and ima~s and worshippers, Japanese 
women, girls and children. with their very lively faces 
and rouge on cheeks and clean coloured flowing silk 
costumes, make a picture in streets, shrines or on 
railway trains, The population seem! whiter than 
I had imagined. ' The chauffeur said that rouge 
gave that complexion but men have the same 
ruddiness and fair faces. In a long compartment on 
the train all full, I did not see A single dark face 
though for an hour I looked for one. We drove past 
their primary, secondary, girls', ju-jut!ui training 
echools, splendid bank buildings, and Government 
and Munic1pal offices, The tramways looking fresh 
with new paint on them, owned by the City as opposed 
to the railways owned by the Japanese Empire, 
and to buses 10metimes owned by the city and 
sometimes by wealthy proprietors, We passed by 
the residences of the rich and the noble-1 remember 
Baron Kawamura's name owning one in particular, 

1 was taken to .Hotel Oriental for lunch. It is a 
model hotel where I saw the dining-room' blazing 
with cherry blossoms which, however, my guide 
from the Bureau considered artificial as no cherry 
blono:na will appear before the middle of next month, 
I was put on the train at Kyoto, a bureau represent
ative .. ,. .. giving me wisdom while we waited for the 
train, Th' Japl whom I knew, he said, have died or 
fallen out of recognition, The widow of Suzuki had 
to resign her immense wealth to the creditors of 
Suzuki firm and lives in poverty at Kobe. 
Station-masters in Japan get 150 yen per month (Rs. 
1!00) u against lnd1an station-masters in Penang who 
draw 800 to 500 dollars (Rs. 4.50 to 750). 

The Nara Hotel is picturesquely situated, The 
dining-room is m'de picturesque by waitresses in 
costume and their amiles. Osaka, with a population or 
two and a half millions, the wealthiest city in this 
Empire, reports :first, that there is a rush this year for 
entrance into secondary schools ; and second, that 
juvenile crime is greatly increasing, with the result 
that boys are robbed or taken revenge upon, and 
girl• are seduced which the Magistrate attributes to 
the smiles of the girls, 

MARCH 19, 1982, 
I had a very good rickshawman who conducted 

me through two square miles of Nara Park with 
800 tame deer asking to eat out of one's hand. On 
the ground women sell biscuits for visitors to feed 
deer with, He took me into Buddhist temples, 
Shinto shrines, museums of commercial products of 
the Nara Province, a museum exhibiting paintings of 
over a thousand years and sculptures of coloured 

· wood ; he indicated on the way remarkable trees
one three hundred years old, wrapt round by seven 
other trees (a maple, an oak, etc.,); another tree outside 
a shrine, probably a thoueand years old, bent in 

· twenty directions and kept standing only by bent 
parts being supported on stakes outside, I had also 
the opportunity of seeing children returning home 
from school-mainly in uniform which was of the 
European pattern •• Where the old co,tume was not 
discarded and I observed girts running, I thought 1 
saw European frocks underneath the out-side flowing 
robes. The old footwear and headwear are also 
giving place to boot• and shoes and hats, Will the 
old costume outlast this genetationP 

Whl\n -Japane&e m~n and women laugh loudly 
enough to call attention, they show gold teeth, so 
many that they m~ke an uglinen of their pictures
queneu. I remember feeling the same thing on the 
Corfu the first week; the mea and women at a table 
near mine, betrayed their very bad teeth by their 

exultant laughs. · 
My rickshawman is a Roman Catholic. Buddhists 

are in a majority in Japan; but the Emperor is the 
head of the Shinto cult. 1 

There is an annual deer festival. The horns of. 
deer are cut-1 saw a red blotch on the upper sur..: 
face of what was left- and their products are on 
sale at the fare after I a representative of the Mikado 
attendS the celebration and procession. The pro
ceeds of the horn cut buy foo:l for the deer. With 
800 about, one is not surprised to see young ones 
among them. . Near sundown the deer are parked 
in a garden : they rush to the summons by a bug!~ 
bec:ause it is a summons to their square meaL · 

Some Shinto g.x!s are worshipped for the water 
they send to farmers. I was shown a belt 48 tons in 
weight, audible for four miles o~round, very useful to 
announce time twice a day when clocks did 
not exist. The Great Buddha of Osaka is 50 feet 
high, The temple had been burnt down and rebuilt 
only recently; but the image was only discoloured. 
It subsists in the state in which it survived the fire, 

"UNREGISTERED " BRAHMO MARRIAGES. 
(BY KOPERGAUM RAMAMURTI, AsKA) 

The Inliian Socia! Rsform•r dated 15th November 
· 1941 caused so:ne surprise by stating in its editorial 
note on Dr, Deshmukh's Special Marriage Amend· 
ment Bill that the Brahmos of Maharashtra who are 
known as Prarthana Sam•jists, do not in many oases 
register their marriages under the Special Marriage 
Act (111 of 1872) but are content with ''the expur
gated Hindu 'ritual formulated by the late Dr. Sir · 
Kamakrishna Bhandarkar.'' 

A similar tendency to rest satisfied with some 
improvised ritual, authorized or unauthorized, and 
qeg!ect Act Ill of 1872 at Brahmo marriages, has 
been ob3erved previously in many cases in the 
Andhra diatri.-ts of the east coast, but they were 
thought to be stray aberrations from the general rule 
of registration believed to be strictly enjoined by the 
Sadharan Brahmo Samaj of Calcutta to which the 
parties professed allegiance. 

The grave problems arising from this new 
practice bave pointed out and discussed in the 
Reformsr of llth to 27th September 194.1 and 
in the monthly organ of the Sadharan Brahmo Samaj 
of Calcutta, the Inliia11 MB&sB>&gsr of O.::tober and 
November 1941 and Aprill9!2, and in the last issue 
of 8adha111J, the organ of the Andbra Sadhanasram, 
Cocanada, An earnest appeal has also been made 
to the governing bodies of all Brahmo Samajes in 
India to give an authoritative guidance to members 
on the question whether the solemnization of a civil 
marriage under Act III of 1872 is essential f"!' the 
validity of marriage between Brahmos and, 1f so, 
whether it should precede the religio~s ceremony or 
may be postponed to a later date. 

No indication has yet been received of the 
opinio~ of the Sadharan Brahmo Samaj of Calcutta 
and its branches, But it is a matter of great relief 
and thankfulness to thoae wtlo are interested in 
seeing a wholesome and uniform practice esta. blished 
for all Brahmo1 so that they may form a real com
munity instead of being an amorphous group of 
self-sufficient, uninformed and unguided individuals, 
that the Managing Committee of the Prarthana 
Samaj of Bombay has been pleased to issue and 
communicate the following .Resolution under date 
22nd April 1942~ 

Resolved that the Secretary, So::lal Welfant 
Associatioo, Aska, be Informed that the Bombay 
Prarthana Samaj recommends registration of • 
marrlag• under Act III of 1872 before perfon:ning 
the Marriage Ceremooy according to. the Brahmo r1tes. 
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CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, LIMITED. 

Eslablished-Deoember, 1911, 

AUTHORISED CAPITAL 
:SUBSCI{IBED CAPITAL 
PAID-UP CAPITAL 
RESERVE ~ OTHElt FUND; 
DEPOSITS AS AT 31-1 Z-41 

... l{s- 3,50,00,000 
Its• 3,36,Z6,400 
Rs. 1,68,13,ZOO 
Rs· 1,36,4Z,(l00 
lb· 41,31,90,000 ,. 

HEAD OFFICR:-Esp~nade Rciad, Fort, BOMBAY,. 
· , l55 Branche~ a~H'ay-Office~ throughout India. 

Dli{ECTOR i. 
Harldi.s Madhavdas, · Esq., Chalr!Dl!'n, Ardeshlr B; 
Dubash,. Esq .• Dlnshaw -u Romer Esq., Vithai<Ja;; 
Kanji, Esq., Noormahomed M. Chinoy, Esq., llapujf 
Dadabhoy J,a.m, Esq., Dharamsey Muiraj Khatau, Esq., 
Sir Ar<leshlr Dalal, Kt., R F. Commissariat, Esq. 

LONDON AGENTS :-Messrs. Barclav's Bank .Limited and 
Messro. Miclland Bank Ltd. NEW YORK AGENTSo-Tbe 
Guaraul)- Trust Co. of New York. 

B.anking BusineBB of every des~ription tra~saC~d on terms 
which may be ucertAined on application. -

H. o. OAPTAIN, Managing Director. 

fOR A HOLIDAY THAT. IS DIFFERENT 

COME TO TRA VAN CORE 
Tbe Land of Hills and FoPests, 

Lagoon & Sea. 
TRIVANDRUM, the capital affords modern ame

nities of City Life. See the ~useum, the 
Zoological Gardens, the Aquarlllmj the Art 
Gallery Sr1 Chitratayam. . 

·: . ·A terminus of the South Indian Railway, 
Trivandrum . is connected . by air with 
Bombay Madras and Colombo. It's just 
.seven a~d a half hours by air from Bombay• 

While at Trivandrum stay at THE MA.SCOT HOTEL. 
Eleven single rooms and six double rooms
All with Bathrooms attached. Hot and 
Cold Water. Modern sanitation. Com-
fortable furniture. Excellent cuisine, • 

ALSO VISIT- The Royal Game Sanctuary on 
the shores of the Periyar Lake, where you 
can see wild animals in their natural habitat. 

DO NOT MISS the most enjoyable ride along 45 
miles of dustless, smooth concrete road, 
tbe longest in all India,. from Trivandrum 
to lape Comorin. 

View sunset and sunrise on the sea from 
CAPE CO MORIN, the Land's End of India, 

While at the Cape Stay at THB CA.PE HOTEL-
. Run by the Government- Faces the Sea-
. Has Sea- fed Bathing Pool 

THE BANK .OF BARODA, LTD. 
(heorporateoHa Buoda, Tb~ llabWty '•r M.,.._ b .... LI!Ute4.) 

Under the Patronage 111 alld largely •upporte~l by tlie• 
Oovemment or H •. H. the Maharaja Oaekwar or Baroda, 

CAPITAl.· AUTHOitiS@D _... Ita• ll,,fo.oo,ooo 
CAPITAL ISSUED 1: SUBSCRIBED ,; i,:oo,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP .,. , ·• 6o,oo,oo' 
RESERVB FUND • $5,oo,ooo 

Head Offi,e:-BARODA. 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), Ahmedabad 
( Panchkuva )0 Amreli, Bhavnagar, BiiUmora, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Dabhoi, Dwarka, Harlj (N, 0.), 

.Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mehsana, 
Mithapur, Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okha, 
Sankheda, Sidhpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0,), and 
Vyara, 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, & 
.PAT AN. 

-:o:-

LOCKERS OF DIFFE~ENT 
' 

SIZES A. VA.IUBLE 

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

I 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. , 
W. G._ G.ROUNOWATE!l, 

General Manare,.., 

The following books .. can be had from the 

.office of The /nai'an Social Refonnel": 

K. Natarajan's·"0ur Trip to America" Re. 1/• 

S. Na.tara.jan's "West' of Suez'' Rs. 3!

Bomba.y Representative Conference 192.2 Re. 1!
(Post free), 

(being the official report of the unity 

Conference held in l922 In Bombay, 

Interest In this has revived as a result 

orthe recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the Man~re,.., 
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THE BANK OF. INDIA, LTD. 
(Eetabllehed 7th SeptembeP 1906,) 

lltCioaPoaAT&D URDBB I'IB IIIDIAII 0011[PABUII AOI 

VJ or 188S, 
Capital Subecribed ..... , 1l.a. 2,00,00,000 

" 1,00,00,000 
" 1,18,00,000 
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MadrBJ Governor. Letters of B. J. Padsbah. 
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and Mu~liJlUI,.., ! ! . i · ~rade pnion· i~ ~~~~a. :·r 
Urdu In Hydera.,ad, ' 

· i. · NOTES. . '·; · ·, 
' The' Hur Menace. :~PrOf.' 'Ghanashyam' : has 

submitted ·a report , tb.' Gandhiji , which " 
published· in a • .. condensed summary_ .. · in the 
Han'jan 'of. May' 24 •.. The picture painted by 
the. Pl'olessor }s one ·o~ ·hooliganism, organised 
and not . Without arms, . ,terrprising · ~ind. 
Non~~urs ; and ~urs · ha~ combined, 'says 
the wnter, in a m1ghty current .. At first the 
activities of these law-breakers were Confined· to 
the.· §:i9vernment .and those, who. ~pposed the 
Pir of Pagaro, but it' appears they have 
changed their· tactics and attack everybody. 
The normal · functiobing 'of ' the Government' 
machinery, it is· pointed out, ·has· ceased. The 
Pir is in jail at N atl'pur. )lnder the . Defence of 
India Rules an~ an thi!il campaign of lawlessness 
is believed to be aiined at securing his release; 
~he Governor of . Sihd, in a conference after the 
Lahore Mail murders, .explained that Goverli~ 
ment is determined to put down the menace and' 

oto restor~ law· 'and . order in Sind. His Ex•. 
cellenc;v gave a short. history of the. Pir, almost 
charging. him With instigating ·the 'murder of 
his ·cousin. There }Vas the invitable reference 
to the war· effort which is :likely to Convey the' 
impression that 'the Government ·of Sind and 
the Central · .Government are now resolved to 
take, drastic action because 'such activities will 
indirectiJ hampc;i' ,the war ~ffort. Sir Hugh 
Dow, moreover, made rather ill-ad.villed 
use of martial terminology 'when.. he said,. 
"W~en an arm! :wants. to, take action. against 
the . enemy, 1t poes not announce· tts plan· 
of, operations ',in advaQce," Is it· civil- war in 
Sind that the. Governor talks of the Hurs· as 
"the enemy'' P. Secrecy is necessary in war· but,' 
in 'putting down lawlessnesS, ·the' citizen must 
be ·given something' more :substantial than . ai, 
verbal assurance that the situat;iori: is: in hand;' 
especially,'as 'the cooperatlcin"of'the publiC' is 
~ecessary to the suc~ss of G6vernment action. It 
as essential that law 'and order 'sh6uld be restored 
but it is equally necessary that the public should 

. . ~' . . ' ., 

know thai: secu~ity, is'being estabJisbed:· If th~! 
responsibility c. of ·the Pir. is. ,clear, it should be 
pressed home. J'he. Gc;>vernment, ought ,never 
to: have allowed, things .to . go· thus far. · The 
~ ind D_bserver urges. that the, mill tary . be called 
m. , It. IS obvious that the Government will have 
Sind public· support. ii it decides to 'do, so,' 
As t~e ~it~ation ha$:got out, of 'civiliari.,controi/ 
drastic action seems called for. · 
·The Plr. and N~iVioience:-It is. unfortunate 

that at such a juncture ·suggestions should be·. 
~ade from le:'ders outsid~ the proyi_nce, for .sen.d~ 
mg a delegation to the Ptr, presuma w1th -a· 
view to enlisting his cooperation in putting 1vn ~ 
the Hur menace. This is in itself a tnischievous~
sug-gestion which will~. if-: possible, aggravate 
Sind's troubles.r ,It, is made worse by Gandbijj's · 
invitation to the Sind Cabin~t to tesign atld:; 
"make room for those who think ,they can .. 
deal withe the grave: sitQ"tjon.with bette~ .~;f(ec~" 
Resignation c:ail only mean now the breakdown 
of the.' civil, administra.tion and a consequent 
worsenmg of the atmosphere.: Sind is tone ·of 
the·. few provinCes; where·, 'a popular ministry 

·still functionsN: Even ~ if , the. military is1 
called in,' ·:order ,·Call., be restored · bette( b)l 1 

main,aining the present' contacts with public·, 
opinion in the province. , As :for the fantastic:. 
pcoposa~ that a: pea.ce ~rigade s~ould be formed 
to reform the Hurs, It , seems · no . more tha!l. a l 
grim a.nd I inopportune ~joke. CiaQdhiji .wants a 
delegation of persons" known to tbe fir'' to . b~ 
sent to . visit bim, pres~ably; in the, detention; 
camp. : It.; is surely strange that the leading, 
expone!lt ~ of ·. n?ri;violence should, lie ready: 
to constder negottating with · a . known. followeru 
of violent .methods .. while·· maintaining no~: 
cooperation with other ·peaceful· bodies in .the,:; 
country. · .The Congress. made 'the. qu~tion 'of,· 
Defence thei centre· of its negotiations .. with; 
Sir Stafford ~ripps. Gandhiji's suggestionS; 
for ensuring mternal order will not persuade; 
th~ who regard the Congress and Gandhiji as. 
one, of the justness of that .insistence, But it 
niust be borne in , mind . that Congress Govern
ments· in ·the~provinces,"itotably in Bombay0: 
were not prone to deal with.violent·outbreaksr 
non-violently. The wave of Sind anarchy must· 
be put down and no amount of ta.lks with the Pilt. 
is likely to achieve this result,·. ·· . 1 • ; . • .c · ;;. 

. Tbe ·~National 'Herald.>! 1-The · :Na#oMalr 
iieraltlo£ Lucknow which had paid securitieS' 
to the. Government of the United Provinces to 
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the extent of Rs.· 6,000, bas had these amounts 
confiscated 'on account . of articles published by 
during a period of four months and, if it is to 
continue publication, it will have to deposit fresh 
securities. The U. P. Government has had a 
bad record in the history of Government-Press 
relations and it has always looked with suspicion 
on efforts made by the Editors' Conference to set 
up workihg' relations betweernhe press .and the . 
administration. Failure to start on the Advisory 
Committee system with a clean slate tended to 
acerbate public feeling. The questron has beeri 
further complicated in the U. P. by the absence 
ofanx sense. of ~:onfidence .in each other, in the 
per!l"rialiti'd involved; The Advisbry Committee 
was' very: likely not· Consulted, as iri tpe past · 
Mr,.Rama R'ao, the editor of. the H¢,-alcl1 ha9' 
generally .carried the Committee with him; -ancf 
also because to indict a paper on 'th~ ~trength of. 
articles written over'four .months seemS t.o suggesj: . 
that no objection had been raised on .those 
specific writings immediately they ;1ppeared. 
It would be well if, in provinces' 'where the 
Advisory Committees are not heeded consistently 
and deliberately, the Editors' Conference with
draws these co 'ttees altogether. The United 
Provin ' a civilian administered. pravince. · 
.'f vemment of India can surely press for. 
a less reactionary policy; Mr. Rama Rao's 
reactions spring more from the heart than the 
head. For that very reason, a P.Olicy of toler~ 
ance is more likely to have results than one of 
repression. · · · · · · · 

The National front and the Madras Governor: ....... 
Of all provincial governors, Sir Arther Hope of 
Madras has been the• ·quickest to react to the 
war. Under bini the aclministration was dis
persed all over the Province a few· weeks back.· 
There was some surprise felt al his promptnesS 
in evacuating . Madras. Lord Linlithgow paid a 
visit to Madras· probably wit.h the · object of 
encouraging the·, Government which had. been 
brought back to. Madras,. to remain in that city. 
With characteristic fervour now, Sir Arthur 
Hope has put himself at the head ' of the 
National Front in Madras. He has done 
the right thing in taking the readership himself. 
In · Bombay Mr. R •. p, Masani the ]4adet has 
asked to be relieved of the Vice-chahc_ellorship 
of Bombay University that he might concentrate . 
his efforts on the National Front. Mr. Masani's 
earnestness in the cause is commendable.· Never.. 
'theless, it would ·have been of more effect if the 
Governor had taken the leadership' here too. 
Probably Sir Roger Lumley .hesitated as his 
term of office as Governor was due to expire. , 
Now that it has been renewed, he should recon
sider the point. The speech which ~ir Arthur 
Hope delivered in inaugurating the Front1 showed 
that · the Madras Governor has, a direct mind; 
unburdened by ·the complexitieS of, war aims and 
peace aims. He- wanted to ffuish the !Nazis• 
and Fascists so that there might be no' wao .for-; 
generations to come, and he believedln th~: final. 
victory ot. thE!_ ,Allied N ~tions because ~hey , were 
·~united_ and evezybodJr Jq, thellL was .. ll!l~ted,1' 

' ' 

He, therefore, asked the people of Madras to be 
united. Even on the question of· joining the 
Forces, his advice was simplicity itself. We 
cannot all join, said His Excellency, but vie can 
help by advising the public to join the Forces. 
We hope this does not mean that the National 
Front is reserved for those who cannot or do not 
join. From a practical point of view. only a 
governor could speak in this way · without 
perplexing the people. 
• Japanese and War Prisoners :-When Mr. 
Antony Eden made his famous statement in 
the House of Commons on Japanese atrocities 
on prisoners of war, on the strength, as was 
lat~r stated, of the allegations of an English 
woman civil serv:ant, :we felt that the British 
Foreign Minister had overshot. his mark. 
Subsequent references to Japanese treatment of 
prisoners have been more cautious and apprec~
tive. The Red Cross ,Society's report on the 
results of investigation by its representatives 
was published on Monday morning in the 
newspapers. It was as follows:__; .. 

The ll.ed Cross org;r.nisation has received reassuring 
reports regarding Japanese treatm~nt of British and 
United States nationals 'interned in the. Far ·East. 
Fifteen-hundred Americans and an unllnown number or . 
.British reported to be interned In Manila, feed on rice, 
·native fruits and vegetables, A number of Britlsll it~o the.' 
Philippines• are not interned but confined to their· own 
homes. There are no reports of bad treatment by the · 
Japanese from' 'Shaughai. Foreign factories in. 
Tientsin are operating. ·· Staffs of at least two business 
co1>cerns are receiving , C<!nsiderate treatment. Tho· 
British In Canton have been. interned sinr-" March. 2l . 
in Victoria Hotel where , they · raceive · reasonable · 
treatment and are allowed to draw funds from banks. ' 

The Red Cro.SS is an' essentially European and 
Christian organisation (its report relates only to ' 
the treatment of Brito~ and Americans) and 
there is naturally i;l suspicion that its reports. 
about non-European· and non-Christian nations 
may be affected by the racial and religious bias , 
against them ... The· report on the 'treatment by,' 
the Japanese of prisoners of war will go far to 
remove this suspicion and establish confid!Jnce .in_ 
the impartiality of the Red Cross investigators. · 
As for the Japanese, it exonerates· them from l 

the worst''allegations made agai~t them. It ' 
cannot be said that the Japanese have never ' 
been guilty of atro~itles, but the Red Cross : 
Society's report shows at least that they are not . 
practising them as a system~ Unhappily we ' 
are at war with the. Japanese but there is no 
need to vituperate them;. c rhe wise advice Jhat ' 
we should conduct ourselv:es'to our enemy as if' 
he was one day to: be our friend, is applicaqle--· 
to individual!:~ and n~tions equally. ·The' Red' 
Cross investigators'' "\'~11, ·perhaps, extend their 
enquiries to ~he treat(rten~ of Indian prisoners of' 
war. The result wiU lie awaited .with interest ill · 
lnd~. : . ; .• ·. ·. i ·; - ,_. ~- . . ' . '. : 
. · Brahnto Marriages·. and'.· ~egistratlon i.,.}V~; 

p,ublishi!d last wee~ a letter from Me. Ramamurl;i 
communica~ng . ~he_ .resolutitm: of,. the Bombay, 
Prar~haqa Sam~ recommending ~ .its members, 
tb~ .-registrliltioq. ~nder the-, ./\ct Pf:l81.a of, 
marriag~ ~rfoc!lltl4 [}l<;cord!QK , 1_9 , #lte · .theistic;i 
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form , pi~ the Hindui. ·rite' adopted· _by: it.·: Ia 
IIJlOther letter ·which:: we publisb. this week, 
Mr. ~amurti points out. that,. iLBrahma 
JJWTiages are not registered, they .do not give 
effect to the. principleS .o{ monogamy and; non
recognition oi caste and. communal :distinctions 
implicit ; in. th~ :: Brahmo. ideal ·:of: !'larriage. 
In p~ssmg_'we. may refer to the opmton of_the 
Legal' Advisers of the Crowri in favour '!(;the 
title of the second Lord Sinha to sit_in the Hou~. 
Of Lords, on the ground that Brahmo _lParriages 
are monogamous and that the ·late Lord Sinha 
wa.S a Brahino; The position now i9 as follows, 
If both parties are Hindu!t, whether they are 
members 'Of thil Brahmo Sainaj 0r not,· they can· 
register their marriages und~r the. <?our Act, 
which is a part o( the Spec1aJ Mamage Act,' 
without the declaration repudiating the professioq 
of' any of the established religionS, required· 
by 1.th~ latter· in· its original· form.~'which 
also · remains ·part of the·' Act.' As most' 
Brahinos are Hindus, this cours~ i~ open to 
them. In · the . odd · cases where members ·of' 
the Brahino · Samaj who were born in other 
religions, wish to contract a legal marriage, they' 
should make the declaration and marry under' 
the original ;Act: as theyi wo)lld: have; ;:had. 
ther not' been enrolled as:·members' ·of 'the 
Brahmo Samaj. Brahmos, as· such, _have ·.llt)! 

marriage act exclusively for themselves.· The: 
administrative hardship which · Mr.• Ramamurti
mentions; can be easily avoided by Constituting: 
Sub-Registrars Matriage Registrars, instead ot. 
keeping the function solely In the •hands of the 
District . Magistrate, · In well-organised' Samajas 
the_ President ot' Secretary· may· ~e appointe~ 
Marriage Registrar~ · As Mr;;_Ramamurti knows,• 
it' will 'be· ·-i:Jangeroils to confer :this power 
on all' Samajas 'without ·discrimination, In: 
the Berhampore· . case, the· Secretary was also 
Marriage Registrar, but: he did· not know that 
polygamous rnarfuages ·ate repugnant alike: to' 
the fl'jnclples o~ the JiSrahmo ~amaj and the 
Spec1al Marriage'•Act.1 ''A· separate- marriage 
act' would, of i colirse; be the best solution of the 
problem;: B1,1t the· tendency· at: present is ·for: 
Brahmos;··as for Aryas, :to ~merge in Hindu 
Society whereas In· Keshab Chandra Sen's time 
they insisted on being a distinct sect.- In Bombay 
the Prarthana Samajists have always retained· 
their affiliation . to Hinduism; ' The few Muslim· 
members Of the Prarthana Samaj have adopted 
the . Hindu way of life, retaining only their 
Muslim names. : If., J::iipdu marriages. are made 
monogamous ·by .law, the Brahmo problem will 
find its natural solution· " · : · · ' · · ' ... . 

) .. ·'' 
The ~ajagopatacharl Scheme and Muslims :

At every stage of his ·campaign, in the best 
demagogic tradition, Mr. Rajagopala'<har~ seeks 
to. discredit his. opponents. He began: by saying 
that they are governed by old slogans; '· He has 
gone , even so far as ,to ch~rge those wh~ do f!Ot 
support him, Wlth not wanting to oppose .Japan, 
and of accusing his. erstwhile Congress co~eagu~ 
oJ ,communa}is~~ . T~t:f! bas. bee~ . ~ ~-. .~. ... 

. ' 
• 

measure 'of support .to · the Rajagopalachari 
scheme from Nationalist Muslims. · Mr. 
]innah whose voice might add some force 
to.· Mr •. Rajagopalacbari's appeals,.bas kept 
studiously silent. Bur_ be has totJ 'the leader' of 
the Khaksars in effect-' that there can be no 
alliance with :Mr. Rajagopalachari. Mr. Jinriah 
has always . insisted :. 01)1 those. . who . would 
negotiate . with: him1;. being men who ·could .Carry 
the HinduS with ~them. : Apparently . he is not 
under any illusion. that Mr.. Rajagopalacha6 
will pass that test. ' . . . . . ; 

·.Urdu' in' .. Hyderabad ~The . Pre~iderii ·. o~ 
H; E; H. the Nitam's ExecUtive Council has: 
isSued a cii-cular to all Departments' of the adthi-' 
nistration. insisting ·on. their using only Urdu' 
as . their · medium. · The President : ~pecially 
criticises l the Osmania l,Jniversity for_,' using 
English to ~arry o~ the work of; th.e_ l!niversit.)" 
as being in direct' conflict .witq' 'the- ·in!!~itution·s· 
ideal& , Gandhlji solne time back :mad~ a. 
similar complaint about the non-observance -by 
CongreSS': of its ' resolution· .. to have . Hiiadi . as: 
the mediuni'.of i!S ,transacti~t1S •.• Wliy~ t:arino~ 
these· authomi~ draw the plain ·inference front: 
these departures· from' 'authorised policy,, tlfaf, 
English . has a 1Jlitnral appeal to a~l .clas~. and 
tha~ 'rules ·and_·regulations which· r.Qntra~ene .ic 
afe fated to be disregarded jl The kttempt td 
force Hindi ·and' 'Urda ,in 'place· of English' 
has '_failed 'in spitd' o£ . ~he fa~~ 'that Jt wali 
sponsored by· powerful patrons· e.ven , m 'the~ 
lifetime; _rTher4!is. no chance of )ts · ~ucceerung 
under other auspices;· As India !s. drawn .in de_eJ?!l~ 
and deeper into the vortex of international life; the; 
great~r and ;deeper will the nee~ and the hold o; 
Engh~h beco.me on, the _I ndla':l' people a.n~ .. 
especually the1r front rank leaders.· · · · - -

• • , • , • , 1 ' ! i• I ' J ' f_ :. ; • f • t, : • 

· . Sir ~oger Lumley's .. Extension : -.. Tuesday• a 
papers · annoqnced ·.the extension. by six; months; 
of, ;Sir: . Roger:. I...umley'$. term. :as. Governor. JJ£ 
Bombay. This is ;_one of: the· ·few ·.acts. of 
tbe Amery :regime; on· which :it may; be, 
congratulated. • Bombay .is not a :difficult prati 
vince to·govem in the ~me sense 1!-S the Punjab> 
Qri Sind. , But in ;auoUter: and more. baffling. 
sen&& it :is ·.the. most diffieult·,in; the :who!~ 
of IncJia. · "The Bomba)". public;,wants. ,above 
all :~, tQ ,_be -·left .·,alone to · puraue .itS 
own ends·_. in its own .way. ,Sir Roger 
LumleY's. influence ·is largely due to his 
understan_ding .of .. this Bombay .temper. Sir 
Roger has gained. his. ' ends . by. suggestion: 
mostly. The only people .who .. have. shown 
dissatisfaction with him, are. the .small groap. 
who,, believed il). !'martial law and, no damned. 
nonsense.". There have .heel\ one . .or two 
indications that Sir Roger was wavering .a little. 
in,the face of this group, l-lis Excellency. may. 
bear in mind, if thl!te is such a temptation, Lord.. 
Mil)to's pregnant. saying, that the~ truly, strong: 
ruler ¥?he wh9 is nQt afraid tQ tM, ~lied. weak.; 
.~.i ."J~: 

.~.: -. ,. 
.. . -.. 
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-M~ N. R. SARKER ON THE ECONOMIC 
· '~ • I . 1 ' , 

. I .. POSITIO~. i ; 

' It has beeri a puzzle how the- Government of 
India is finding the enormous sums. of. money 
which ·are being spent on the war. Compared 
to the expenditurE: of the United States and 
Great Britain, these sums," of course, dwindle to 
insignificance. In relation to Indian standards, 
however, they may be j!lStly described as enor
mous. Again and' again the Government of 
India has· rejected proposals of social service, 
such as elementary · education, as beyond its 
mt:ans. , ·Such a necessity of life as common salt· 
bas to be heavily taxed in order to balance the. 
~dian budget. Todaf, thEl Government of India 
seems 'tO: have a bottomii)SS purse· for. purpqses 
of the. war. How· is this· miraclil-in its" 
way' a$ remarkaple· as the biblical one of the 
two .loaves and ·five fishes-.:.-to be . explained ? 
The Hon. - Mr. · · Nalini Ranjaq Sarker 
attempted"im explanation in a statement made at 
a l'res9· -Conference at his home tOwn, Calcutta, 
where" he had gone on a short yisit~ Mr. Sarker is 
Membe~; of the Executive Council of the Gover~: 
nor-G~nera~ balding the portfolios o( Education,' 
~ea1th. ··and Lands. Finance does not fall 
within any of these ·Departments: If the LOrd 
:President· of. the Council in the Brjtish ·Govern· 
ment makes a publi!=- statement either at ·a Press 
Conference or ·at . ·a public ·meeting on the. 
budgetary position, it will be ·reasonably · inferred· 
that he expects at an early date to be made 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. If English· 
preCedents may .be applied to. {ndian Members of' 
Government, it may be reasonably inferred from 
Mr. Sarker's statement that he is not without the 
ambition of becoming the ' first · Indian Finance 
Member of the Government of India. Mr. Sarker1 
however,· explained his excursiOn into the · 
province of a colleague on the ground that he 
had been· asked by several' anxious · friends 
what• 'was going tG :happen to theit pre
~nt' investments' and 'What .. they: should do 
with their new. incomes.' -His friends were 
anxious lest ''the dreaded:' inflation'' of . currency 
bring in its train the inevitable economic slump." 
The ·class to which this group of enquirers 
belongs, is a . very small • one. The 
overwhelming majority :have no incomes to 
invest, old or new. In .the! last budget,- the 
taxable. minimum of income was brought 
down toRs. 1,000 or about 300 dollars a year in 
American currency.· Somewhat ironically those 
with incomes of · between Rs •. 1,000 and 
Rs. 1,500 have recently been offered 
exemption Jf they depositt;d certain sums in 
the·, Post Office · from their non-existent 
s;1vingsl Incomes.even.in Government services 
and large. firms which grant war allowances, · 
have not kept pace with the mounting prices. 
Government by means of control is striving hard 
to keep prices d~wn but the controlling process has 

ccintiruiously to be stiffened in: order to prevent 
a: breakdown. Mr. Sark~~t touched. lightly on 
~-aspect of the economic situation.:. 

0 

"During this 'Wat," he said, ."there· has been no 
· doubt SCIDie lnftatlon as the Increasing volume of notes 
· issued and the rising. p-ice level would show, It 
c should, however, be noted that the expansion ~f 
currency has taken place In the usual course of things 
mainly as a result of an expanding balance of trade ~ 
our favour." . , · : 

The . expansion of the note issue of the. 
Res~ !3an~, of which figures are published 
from ~me to time, does . not exhaust the entire. 
field. The. other day the Bombay Police, it 
was. reported in ·the P,ress, · recovered some 
thousands· of forged one rupee notes from a, 
railway passengerr sh~wing that the illicit; 
manufacture ofthesenotes (which are issued by. 
the Government and not by the· R~ve Bank)." 
must l>e r~koned as a not altogether negligibl6' 
factor i~ ·stimulating inflation. Mr. Sarkei 
himself,. in: an earlier speech, noticed in these 
columns, dwelt at length on th~ insufficiency of 
food g"':ain. which is a more direct cause fc£ 
raising, prices than th~ printing of· currency 
notes. 
;, The thr~e questions whicb.M.r.·S~k~r ~t· 

himself to answer, are, first; how the war expendi-. 
ture of the Government is being tnet ; $!CQndly, 
the, public debt. position;:',and, thirdly~ _th., 
currency position. The,, ,first question covers: 
the .other two; ·The war expenditure is met 
and .can be met only by taxation and. by 
borrowing. The cut:rency positio~ is incidental 
and only 9f secondary importance. Mr. Sarker' 
furthe~ explained that the Indian war expenditure, 
il!®t met !llltirely or in large part by India. 1'he 
B(itish Exchequer is making large contributions, 
tpwards it, . Thi!i · is ·<~on. Jldmisslon ·,that India 
cannot afford to ~un the war , and js !Lls.o pee·! 
h;Lp$ the reason why the· British Government~ 
will not ·hand oyer .Defence to an Indian 
Meinblll: of ,Government. Ogr· opinion, stated 
!!lOre th;m once, is that, tb4; war being an Imperial. 
war, the whole cost of it. must be bpme by tM, 
British Exchequer. The British. Government, 
ill. contrii;JUting partly toward.s the cost _of war. 
to India is . not , indulging • in any generosity,. 
This singl!l .fact leaves any optimistiq ~Still\llte; 
of the financial pQ!?i tion . untenable except . as art 
act of faith. That tltt: investing public does not 
share his optimism was admitted. by Mr. ~arker 
himself, l-Ie said : · · · . · . · · · 

It appears from the. latest bank statistics that a 
considerable proportion of the money in the hands. 
of the public has either disappeared, .lot<> panicky 
hoarding or Is befog kept with banks as short-term 
deposits ...... That banlt deposits have lagged so much 
behind currency expansion would tend to indicate that 
the public fs not only carrying more cash than before 
which is to be upected under present conditions, but· 
what would appear harmful, is also resorting to hoar• 
ding on a fairly large scale. 

Mr. Sarker is perhaps old enough to re. 
member Lord Willingdon's · observations in' 
praise of hoarding by way of meeting criticisms· 
of · the- Government : poli.cy of allowing the 

• 
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free export of gold fronf India when all-othet! 
countries had· prohibited it; Public ·confidence 
is npt testored by calling its _reactions panicky. 
To.' do so only adds to the panic by inducing 
people whO have not caughttpe panic.;to do i~ 
at once, .. A Finance Minister should take the 
p1ood · of 'the public as a barometer· indicating 
the state of the political weather which has an 
important influence on national finance. This, 

. p~h.aps, is what. Mr. Sarker- wished to. convey 
to S1r Jeremy Ra!Sman. . · . . . "' ... 
· Mr. Sarker spoke of the so-called ~•repatria
tion'' of sterling debt as a great achievement of 
Government, It has made· India free of 
foreign debt, so, that she like the_ Village 
BlaCksmith, can look the whole . world 
in the (ace, Interest is saved. From another 
point· of view, may if . ·not be described· 
as the flight of British' capital from this 

. country ? Was it wise, politic, patriotic, for_ 
Jlritish investors to give this signal proof of 
their lack of confidence in India a~ this juncture? 
}dr. Sarker, while. congratulating the country on 
getting rid of its sterling debt, remarked that it 
had raised the credit of India in- the London 
market, How is this of account unless Govern· 
ment is thinking of resorting fo th<~t 
market for new loans in the near future? 
lf that be .so, where · is the merit in 
f'repatriating" the old. d~bt ? . . Mr •. Sarker's: 
revelation that . the ' Defence of India 
loans to which people have contributed in 
the belief that they were to be used for the 
defence of their hearths and homes, have for 
\he most part ~en utilised in carrying out the 
first " repatriation scheme," is one of the ·most 
surprising in his · statement. While we have 
been busy repa.triating the sterling loans, we 
have been accumulating to an indefinite extent 
obligations to the United States ul)der the 
:Lease and Lend Scheme. There . is mordaat 
humour in Mr. Sarker's. comment on the Lease 
and Lend operations. He . said in another 
statement to the Press two days later : • 
' lndla'has also been· admlttedlnto the Land-Lease 
; arrangement. But, unfortunately., this bas created 
· the mlsapprehenslen In certain quarters that It may 

···, Involve the danger oflndla's economic future being 
· mortgaged to America, The Act Itself does not contain 

any·. speclfia provisions as . to when and how 
repayments 1hould be made to ·America by the debtor 
countries. Moreqver, If the mea•ure Is viewed against 
the objective conditions of Its genesis, there should 
be no misgivings about America's Intentions. 
Besides, after h• experience In the last war when •h• bad to write oil' a fairly large proportion of war 
loans granted to ·.the belllgerent countries, It is 
difficult to believe that she would regard the 
Lease-Lend facilities as a C)Olii!DII!'cialinvestment or a 

• bargaining pro!J9sltlon. .- . 

. India's dependenCE~ on foreign countries for her 
Defence, both financial and military, to the mind 
of the layman, is becoming more, not_ less, 
marked. · Mr. Sarker's appeal to investors not 
to hoard their surplus cash but to invest. them 
in war .loans, is under the circumstances the be$t 
that cart be made. As for their investing them 
in fresh industrial enterprises, his- appeal ·would 

• 

have been fortified if ·he': had accompanied it 
with a categorical assurance ·that the . "scorched: 
earth" method would under rio :circumstances be 
resorted to. 

·THE WAR IN BURMA. 

, The Times.of lntlia on May 20 suggeSted 
that. the wal,' .in ·Burma was unfavourable ~ 
Britain becaqse China did. not send enough 
reinforcemen.ts. Th(ee. days later -.General 
Wavel!J, told . a special correspondent of a 
London daily that his early hope of holding 
North Burma was shattered because of the 
Chinese retreat beyond Lashio.. Both statements 
which can be taken.to represent the offiCial view, 
agree in attributi!lg the reverses to failure on the 
Chinese side to do its part. Another four 
days later, General Alexander interviewed 'by 
another special correspondent, gave as the reason 
for the difficulties ·facing his army in Burma, 
the collapse of . the civilian social . 'structure ht~ 
that country. "Number! of the local population 
on whom we depended,'' he said, "packed ue 
and went back to their homes in the jungle.! 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in one of his speeches 
on the Cripps mission gave a curious account of· 
the discussions which took place between him and
Maulana Abu! Kalam Azad; on the one side, 
and Sir Stafford Cripps, representing the British_ 
Wat Cabinet on the other.' 'The account has· 
not been SCf far contt:adicted. lt.read i. ,, ............ ' 

. He (Sir Stafford) .went into a long· disquisition·. 
as to bow tho Indian Army bad become what 
It was, under whose control it was. He 'made it 
clear that . this was; not an Indian· Army at S.U. 
but an outgrowth and offshoot of the British Army f. 
entirely controlled b7 the Imperial Staff in . England.
whose agent . the Commander-iti-Ohief is. I tried 
to point out to him that it was ·quite essential, so 
far as the lndiau Army was ·. concerned, that it; 
must be looked upon by · the. lndlan people a5 a 
National Army. '· ·' · ' 

. . ; . t ··' . .. 

There must be· complete identification between 
civilian and : military interests, Apparently 
men of practical experience like General 
Alexander are appreciating· it sooner than" 
armchair politicians like Sir Stafford. We, 
do not suppose that the people of Burma;, 
any more than others, · live habitually ;~ the 
"jungle," though General Alexander's statement. 
seems to suggest it. Incidentally this settles the· 
earlier dispute as to whether the Burmans were' 
hostile to the Allied forces or loyal to the Allied 
cause. Whilst even in Parliament it · was said· 
that the Hurmans were hostile to the Allies,· the. 
Governor of Burma stated categorically that 
there were no Burman quislings, The Burmans · 
were neither; they simply .disappeared, General 
Alexander ·expressed the feeling that the 
Burmese did 'not react to raids as .. the 
English had done, 'and went · on to say that
from the fall of Rangoon il: was clear to thef 
army . authorities that they should have to 
cease fighting in the heart of Burma itself, 
'Jbe rest of the campaign· was a delaying action 
and extrication of General Alexander's men. 
W., do not -understand· what useful purpose is 
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served by these interviews,· presS conferences and 
statements. Their cumulative effect is to impress 
ori the, public mind that there is nobody ready 
to bear the responsibility for the misfortunes that 
have befallen us in the war in Burma. The 
War Cabinet in London pursues a most unhelpful 
policy by attempting to evade all . criticism, 
leave aside demands for inquiries. If inquiries 
are not advisable, surely inquests and fault• 
finding are even more out of place. Charging the 
Burma reverses to the account of Burma or 
Chungking does not help the further prosecution 
Of the war. · 

LETTERS OF B. J. PADSHAH, 
( Oo:pyright.) 

MARCH 20, 1982. 
Kttoto,Ja:pan. 

, A bit of wisdom I learnt from my Bureau guide ·at 
Kobe was that my complaint about mosquitoes in. 
July at the Impenal Hotel, Tokio, is out of date. 
What was possible in 19a is no longer possible 
aince reconstruction after earthquakes whicb baa 
made it impossible for mosquitoes to live anywhere in 
Tokio· · . . . 
· Here a guide waa necessary to me on both my 

motor excursions· today. Seeing the Paper of 
Information about Kyoto. I might have despaired 
of its evoking any interest; palace and shrine and 
temple and then temple and shrine and palace, and 
then again tbe same. But under good guidance, the 
interest came. The names of periocfs were unintelligi
ble and unmeaning to me; so too tbe names of the 
artiste of alleged great fame. But there were the 
extensive parks of the palaces, the drives and 
walks- through, the landscape, the high bills ( one 
said ·to be 2,800 ), the green, the variety of pine 
and cedar and plum, and the colour-red of railings, 
variety of· flowers, green of trees and fields, the 
transparency of waters and of their waterfalls, the 
yellow of. gold foil covering assortments of hundreds 
of wooden-carVed images, the multi·CO(oured costumes 
of women-worshippers without any obtrusive stoutness 
of men or women-the effect of crowds at worship 
or waiting for hours before service could commence, 
the silver and golden pavilions of two Shoguns 
(grandfather and grandson ), witb charming garden 
walks, one o( them with a sandflat to make the 
meditative Buddhist Shogun get an impression o( 
the sea without going to it, and another sandheap 
on which h~ could sit to drink in the delights of the 
moon; the garden of a wealthy silk merchant who 
had constructed it so that the fields he cultivated 
appeared to adjoin the distant hills which looked an 
annex of his garden, and, at the end o( it all, an 
bour's ride in the countryside; and throughout, the 
guide's talk threading the sights he showed. 
. My guide was a bespectacled old man, full of 
observation and information, and of curiosity about 
India. I gathered that the Japanese are of various 
origins but now unified by intermarriage. They 
appear to have oome from Mongolia and Korea (the 
Koreans are themselves· of Mongolian origin ) and 
Malaya and found in tho islands tbe aboriginal 
Inoea. wbo have now retreated into the nortbem 
mountains, Once noted warriors, the Inoes have 
now dl:generated; they· don't rise out or the lowly 
vocations to which they confine themselvee. There 
is also another section of tha people who do not 
intermarry with the rest; they are called the Eastern 
Jews-:;just. wby is not. obvious, beca. use their faith 
ill not Jewish and · their worship il! the same as pf 

the> others, There · are three religions-the original 
Shinto represented by· the Royal Family, the Hud
dhist, adopted by the Shoguns, and a sprinkliqg of 
Christians. The bulk. of the people are -both 
Buddhist and Shinto; there are no Mohammedans or 
Jews, except as foreign traders, · 

The Shoguns were a family of Ministers who, like 
our Peishwas, usurped· executive government and 
relegated 'the rightful ruler to religious headship; 
much as Ankara in our time deposed the Sultan anc! 
confined him to Califship, In Buddbist temples, one 
sees images of Shinto deities. The explanation ·is· 
that the first Buddhist missionaries could make no 
headway in Japan; their successors, to win over. by 
conciliation, compromised. In one temple, there is 
even an erection to the cult of phallic worship which 
still exists. 

Of course, the guide said, with 300 dialects in 
India, there is no unified race. I observed that a 
common education appears tO surmount the obstaole 
of dill:erence of stock, · He agreed and said his view 
was that the British deliberately withheld th~ 
education. I dissented; the country is poor, 
the rich are unwilling to be taxed, and 
compulsory education 9f a population of S00 
millions costs heaps of money. .Where is it to 
come from P I pointed out that Indians resident 
outside India gave a most unfair account of British 
work in India. Yesterday's Japa11 Chronicle had an 
article from an Indian. That paper bad praised 
Mussolini's policy of reducing imports, so as to givei 
bread to Italian workers. Mr. S- says that 
thousands of Indians have been gaoled for advoca• 
ting just that policy, and that it is hopeless to exp.ect 
the industries of a nation to progress under a fore1gno 
domination. Now this is an untruth. Messrs. Ganllbi 
and Co. do not want Industry, they consider it a 
plague of Western civilization. when they sugges~ 
boycott of British goods, they put no bread into any 
mouths ; they are jailed for burning foreign goods, 
taking bread coinpulsorily out of the mouth of 
importers, and compelling by force people not. to 
usa suitable articles where no substitutes extst. 
The guide agreed ; . said that Japan faced a similar 
situation in Korea. The guide: •• showed Korean 
maidens and men in Kyo to streets, making a better 
living than . they ~ould in their native land, wher~ 
Chinese land-owners starved them of wa~s. The 
guide could not understand the 'lpsychology" ·Of 
Chinamen • there is a cruel strain in their blood, 
And yet Koreans shoJJV spite against Japanese. 
Japan, perhaps, has committed mistakes, imposes' 
unwelcome hygienic regulations. re.pu~nant t.o ~ere" 
ditary custom, and perhaps Br1tam In lnd1a 18 up 
against the same consequence of foreign benevolence. 
I suggested there waa more t~an that. Br!ti~h 
eduoation had made popular crude 1deas of patnot1c 
resistance to foreigners ; and why not resistance. to 
British wbon they are .. foreigners P In educ;ataon, 
industrial adyanoe, institutions of self-govemm~nt, 
famine relief, municipal privileges, campaigns agam~t 
cholera and plague, all that India knows is of .British 
ori~Pn; 588 Indian·princes have not added one adea; a 
national government tamorrow would not add one 
more. 

Was it the same resistance to progress that kept 
Japanese women to inconvenient sandals P The 
guide said thac sandals are cheaper than shoes, 
Moreover old Japanese houses do not permit entry to 
people with boots and shoes, So sandals are tl!.e 
more convenient. . . . 
· · There are a lot of Chinese in Kobe and fewer at 
Kyoto • both the chauffeur at Kobe and the guide at 
Kyoto ~roudly said that Chinamen feel safe in Japan. 
Today's pal?ers talk of further attacks and killing 
of Japanese an China. ' 
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. Lest I forget I had better eet down the guide's 
reason. for the scarcity of stoutness in Japan ; no beer 
i• ·drunk, only sakt from rice ; little fatty food is 
&aken. Wben Japs go abroad, and oontract foreign 
habits, they bring back stoutness. · The late Baron 
Shibueawa was fat. Business, he said, has been and 
it bad. The Kawasaki docks (our steel company's 
largest customers).recklessly expanded a prosperous 
businets, were once in great danger of failing, and 
have now been reduced to very small proportions ••• 
Mitsui are apparently safe; but their head-clerk had 
been auassinated some · time ago. Mitsui had 
invested large auma in American dollars to the 
detriment of the yen ; and the murdered man was 
accused of advising and carrying out this unpatriotic 
policy. Agriculturists in Japan cannot live od 
farmmg, Their average holding is two acres ; their 
proceeds in better days . were annually 3>0 yen 
(Rs. 400) ; but now to bring their revenue to this 
point they have to. go in for side-trades, The un
skilled factory-band earns a yen a day and works for 
teven dayt in a week (Rs. 9 a week). ·The earning' 
of a good carpenter is the same as that of a junior 
teacher in a primary school (Rs, 120 a month) which 
indicates, aooording to an American. standard, that 
civilization is progressing. In primitive communities 
a skilled manual, worker earns and is esteemed mor~ 
than a domino. . · · 

I bad a drive for an hour ·and a half through the 
Imperial Palace grounds, through narrower streets 
where fierce bull-driven carts may be encountered, 
through farms and fields adjoining water where one' 
law ·middle-aged women wrinkfed and unlike the, 
youn~er women's picturesque, alert, fairy-like. 
hoppmg gait 1 through a small but attractive count
trifled town' through . bamboo-land plantation 1 
back through Kyoto where, I suspect, it Is a public 
holiday, worshippers going to. and from shrines, 
crowd• thronging the streets. 

. MARCH 24., 19gg, 
Yokohama. 

· A smiling red-eapped efficient porter took charge 
of my bag and put me and it into a taxi, regardless 
of my protelilt that l could no! accept an:r vehicle 
other than that of the Tounst Bureau. Nobody 
understood En~lish ; one who professed to, said 
that the taxi watting was the taxi of the Tourist 
Bureau. 1 went to the ship all right and the cabman 
lind po~ter a~epted my, card iri lieu of payment. · 

• The train journey from Kyoto was not dull, Th11 
Expre11 was on the American-Canadian plan of 
observation and drawing-room car where we all sat 
reading; The bulk in th~t. oar were white people 
with three Japa, We all found ourselves watching 
at a unset for Mount Fuji, and we would all have 
missed It . but for my asking the conductor wbo 
showed It to us at 7•85, a dome of white crystals 
risin~ alone and above a tremendous range of ordinary 
hills anvislble In the dark. . I pave met Fuji over 
and over again, at Miyanishota, In the motor excursion 
to a Japanese Inn with the Japanese wife of the 
innkeeper, near Lake Hakone, in the bus from th\1 
Inn to Y okohama ...... For the rest, though Spring is 
beginning in Japan, there is not enough verdure 
during a trip to be acenioally satisfying. One 
Imagined what it would ba like in late Spring 
and Summer, and one is helped in imagination 
by pictures one now see• in Art Galleries in 
Tokyo, or on Shrine and Temple walls everywhere. 
Tokyo. however, with its parks, palace-wounds, 
gardens (Rook or Landscape or Botanical), ts greep 
enough evea now for walks or rides. 
: Elsewhere 1 did not find a forest th~h I often 
!XIkcd for one ; a cluster of trees, when in v1ew, ,if a 

forest, must ,be a very thin f<lrest. I was told there 
ara no jungles anywhere in the Japanese ·Empire', 
exoepr in Korea, where tigers, in Nature, are even 
now to be found, 1look foe things and don't alwaya 
~nd. . I have seen only one horse-oarri,lge and thac 
tn the country 1 pnly one troop of ~ga also in tbe 
country ; and one dog following his knicker-bookllt'ed 
master i no street.-doga ; and ·only one hospital, 
probably connected with the Univeraity ' 1 have 
looked for bare-footed Japanese and seen none t the 
cbauffeut tells me there are still some but very r...-e., 
I look for tall 'Japanese ; the chauffeur tells ino 
there are none. But I doubt it ; Iseem .to have a 
recollection . that Admiral Togo was tall, The 
Japanese seem to me to be a white race tliinly mixed, 
and, if the white race was at llll tall, then Meudelism 
would require the emergence of tallness, just as 
ditferenoe in colour of bair · or difference of form 
persistently appears among the Japs. . 

In France and Italy, there is a visible change of 
type from the Southern Gauls or Mediterraneans too 
the Northern Teuton•; the present-day Greeks, either 
of the mainland or the islands, bear.no resemblance 
to the classical Hellenes; they are the progeny of; 
mating' with the Levantiae!i, There is, l understand, 
no American type; just as British conscripts proved· 
mainly CS, so American conscripts· were physical' 
deteriorates; and, what was more disconcerting, their 
intelligence showed, by Bertillon's tests, the mentality' 
of 12 years, though their .real average age must :have~ 
been 25 • . This is not to deny that there .are broad. 
racial differences; only these ditfe.rences are not 
merely geographical but also in time .in the same 
geographical areas. I greatly doub~ till' alleged, 
unity of race in China or Japan. . . . · · . , 

''UNREGISTERED" BRAHMO MARRIAGES:. 
, , ' I 

(~ KOPER.GAM RAMAMURTJ, AsKA) 
The following reply, dated 15th May, 19~ WaS 

received from the Secretary, . Sadharan BrahiiM) 
Samaj, ·Calcutta 'to 'the request from Aska, that 
the managing body cfthe Samaj may be pleased to 
issue a pronouncement on the question "whether tha• 
solemnization of a civil marriage under Act III of; 
1872 is essential to the validity of marriage ·between • 
Brahmos and, if so, whether it should precede the1 
religious ceremony or may be postponed to a later 
date'', and also to consider and make known whether 
or not n uniform procedure is · to be observed at 
marriages by all members of the Samaj and its. 
branches in India and, if so, what that procedure 
should · be in ·order to conserve the religious and 
social principles of the Samaj including Monogamy 
and the freedom of interoaste and· intercommunal 
marriages :-

Thanks for your letter dated 'loth Instant. I haw 
also gone through the Article• In The Indian Jla1mger. 

· It Is most surprising to fiud that &ODie persons should 
be so blind as not to - a very simple thing. · 

It has always been our considered opicion ancf 
uniform practice to combine the religious ceremony and 
the 11 eglstratton, or at least to have than on the same 
day. Though a marriage publicly solemulzed according 
to our religious rites without ;Registration Is socially 
valid in our eyes, we are not a" yet quite sure whether 
it would be legaUy recognized as such before a court of 
law. It is for this reason that we Insist on Registra.
tion as an additional safegl!&l'd. It ca~ easily be 
understood that under such circumstances the l<eglstra;. 
tlon should not be postponed to a later date, beeause 
If that be the only criterion of ftlldity before a court of 
. Law, It will surely be held to begin from the date of 
B.eglstratlon. So It cannot at aU be advisable to post
pone tbe B.eglsntlon to a later data, and If any one 
fooUshly does so It must be at a ftQ' gnat risk. · 

~. ' '. , ' ' ~ 
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· :This rmessage of 'the :learned ;Secretary of' the 
Samaj is highly welcome as it states most emphati•. 
tally what has ''always beeri the considered opinion 
and· uniform praotioe" of the Samaj in Calcutta and 
should serve as an authoritative guidance to Brabmos 
in other parts oflndia as welL It is to be only hoped 
thac:the reasons giving by him. may not weaken the 
force of the practical . example presented ·by the 
leading Samaj which is the fountain-head of Brahmo 
inspiration to the whole country, . 
• It ·the question were to depend on one's indivi
dual• opinion of the : validity· or otherwise of a 
marriage with Brahmo ritual · alone, there are 
quite a number of Brabmos in the mofussil who 
will readily declare in favour of its validity and 
eschew Act 'Ill of 1872 whether the marrying 
parties came into. ·the Brahmo fold from . the same 
caste and community or from different communities. 
They will even claim .that the late Justice Sir 
N, G, Cbandavarkar himse,lf IJ.ad expressed . his 
regret somewhere that Keshub Chunder Sen and 
his associates. bad tied themselves to , the apron
strings of Act· Ill .of 1872 in an unnecessarily, 
panicky mood •. · . 

If the Brahmo Samaj as a body could only 
persuade itself to believe, as the learned Pandits 
and Advocate-General · Cowie consulted by Keshub 
Cbunder Sen' did in 1866, that its ritual bas no 
legal force, -it would be in a stronger position to 
direct and maintain a. uniform practice in favour 
of the Act, But religious sentiment and self-respect' 
have dictated a dignified attitude of judicious doubt 
which ha& induced ah·insurmountable reluctance. to 
recognise frankly and decisively even within Brabmo 
circles that resort to Act 111 of.1872 is an absolute 
legal necessity for the Brahmo Samaj, Hence the 
apologetic explanat~o.n that Registration is insisf:ed 
on onfy as ·an "add•t•onal safeguardp' coupled with 
the tremulous .warning that they will be taking 
•a v~ry :g~t risk'' i if they . "foolishly'" postpone 
the Registration evc;n by a day after the religious. 
()eremony, The. m~ndatory moral force of the' 
wholesome precept and prudent · example of the 
central Samaj-is thus frittered away, an adventurous 
reliance is encouraged on the mysterious fundamental 
or primary safeguard the existence of which , is 
tantalisingly implied in the precept, and the SO· 
called_ "additional safeguard", which ia the only real 
safeguard, is thrown.· overboard. • It. may 
be called . foolish,. It may be . nsky. But 
whj:n the t~kers of the . risk, namely the bride
groom and : some self-confident mofussil secretary 
or other unordained lay member posing as 
priest for the time being, are not the actual sufferers 
of the risk which falls entirely on the innocent 
bride, it will be no wonder if any amount of risk is 
taken. by buoyant hopeful spirits who are encouraged 
by the judicious doubts and politio precepts ·of the 
parent Samaj to hug the belief that the validity of a 
ritual marriage .is not' beyond the pale of practical 
certainty •. · · · · 

•. No decent individual or community in India will 
take pleasure ,in harping on the possible invalidity 
of Brahmo marriages, They will, on the other band, 
~ladly recognise them as valid, .it their recognition 
IS of any help. But, valid under. what law? This 
is the question which· Brahmos themselves must 
answer,' There can be no doubt that those who 
love ·to toy with . the pleasing possibility that 
such marriages, even without the "additional 
safeguard" of Act III of . 1872, may be held 
valid . hi 'law, 'have only the · Hindu law in 
view· and are glad to think that Brahmo marriages 
are valid Hindu marriages. But how does that 
subserve and ensure the two most important cardinal 
principles of the· Brahmo Sa.maj as a social commu-

nity-namely, Mollllgamy -and. the freedom of 
!ntermarriage I' .• Will th.e Sa.paj depend ~clely upon 
1ts power of socta.l excommumcatlon ·to prevent •the 
possible .'exercise by the bridegroom of the l'tght of 
polygamy conceded to him by: Hindu law, with no 
legal authority to get ·him punished for bigamy. 
Will the Sadharan Brahmo .Samaj eschew intermar
riages .like .the Adi Brahmo Samaj from which it 
seceded through its reforming zeal P It is only 
Registration under the Act that can . prevent the 
mischief that will accrue to these two great principles 
of the Brabmo'.Samaj by hugging too closely the 
desir.e to pass off Brahmo marriages as v~lid Hindu, 
marnages. • 

Why not the Brahmo Sarbaj, therefore, without 
casting wistful glances at Hindu law and dreaming 
of the millennium .when some~court may possibly 
hold its marriages valid under that law, take a firm 
sta!ld on the princi pie of Monogamy and, · for its · 
sake alone, insist ooldly and implacably upon• all 
Brahmos without exception registering their marri· 
ages under the Act irrespective of every other 
consideration P The present anarchy and progressive 
disruption oi the Bratimo Samaj into groups of 
Brahmos marrying within their own respective castes 
without registration, · and other groups comprising 
heterogeneous couples married mostly under the 
Act, will then perhaps come · to an end and all carl 
claim to belong really to a single community. · . 

There is then another question which the message 
from Calcutta 'has answered but perfunctorily. ·It 
is whether registratiqn is to precede the religious 
ceremony or. may be done later, The practice iri 
Calcutta is stated to be to combine both functions; 
"or at least to have them on the same day," but 
Registration is · not to be postponed to a later date. 
The reason given for this distinction is that the 
courts may possibly bold the date of registration 'aS 
the date of marriage artd it is desirable in order to 
avoid risks, that the date of registration· should 
coincide with the date of the religious ceremony, ' 

Obviously the Samaj does not favour the idea that 
registration should precede the religious ceremony, 
It can only permit .a combination of the two as a 
single function but bas no objection to the. Registra
tion ceremony being ~one through after the religious 
ceremony provided it 1s done on the same day, ' 

Whether a Bra\lmo who accepts his ritual marriag~ 
as .legally valid under Hindu law, or at leas~ 
as socially valid, can thereafter-be it a 
few , minutes . later~go before a· Marriage· 
Registrar to declare· that be is "at the present • 
moment unmarried," and whether section 15 of 
the Act will not make the subsequent . marriage 
registration void, are· questions · which 1 have 
apparently not been considered by the Samaj, · ·; 

But since the Samaj is willing to allow and 
in faot expects, the parties to have the. religiou!l 
ceremony first, accepting it as socially ·valid by 
itself while treating it practically as 'no marriage 
in law for purposes of later registration, where 
is the necessity to hurry with the registration 
that. very day? , Further delay entails no social 
opprobrium and rio question nf legitimacy of 
children can possibly · arise for several months 
to come. . · 

Those who have personal· knowledge ot the 
practical difficulties and vexatious disappnintment!l 
which humble folk of moderate means have to 
undergo for marriage registration in the mofuui~ 
districts, can alone appreciate how impossible it is. 
to get the Registration done on the same day 
after the religious ceremony. Brahmos in Calcutta 
are perhaps specially. lucky in · having · been 
provided with plenty · of easily available ·and 
obliging Marriage-Registrars to. attend '.at their 
homes at reasona b!EI expense or w•thout expense at 
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aU and perform the n:ligious and legal functions in a 
combined form or do the registration subsequently 
on the lame day. · But in the Mofuesil, where an 
exalted P. C. S. officer like tbe District Collector, 
who is burdened with innumerable administrative 
depanment1 entailing frequent tours and crowded 
engagements, beaides being distracted constantly 
by A. R. P. and other emergency duties in wanime. 
il the only Marriage-Registrar for tbe whole district, 
be ba1 to be reaobed at his official Headquarters 
from long distanoes and awaited for hours 
at a stretch on more days than one, to 
1uit hi1 convenience· by tbe bridegroom and bride 
and at least one female and one male relation of 
hers and three "credible~'witnesles. It is altogether 
a 1ickeni~ job in all contcienoe for which no set 
time-limit 11 suitable. •If the Samaj chooses to insist 
upon or permit precedence being given to the 
rcligioul ceremony, no l:lrahmo of ordinary means 
and energy re1iding in the Mofussil can be blamed if 
be takes a few weeks or a few months. thereafter to 
olear the burdle1 aoros1 his path to Registration. If 
on the other band, 'this travail is gone through first 
before the religious oermony is performed, no legal 
risk oan arise even if their dates do not coi~mide and 
no case of con10ience or question of law arises when 
the parties are oalled . upon to declare before the 
Marriage-Registrar that they are "at the present time 
unmarried," · · 

: ''' ,......-~,: ;'; . 
GANDHI]I ON' WEALTH·ANO EDUCATION. 

Gandhiji who was. in;' Bombay on a work of 
collcoting money,' has come out with a number of 
extraordinary statements which Ani being revealed 
by ••M. D." in the eolumne or the Barijtm. One of 
theae Ia a curious attoblpt tq estimate the relative 
worth of Santinike'tan and the Bangalore Research 
Inatitutc. Thia ia the first · time. that Gandhiji 
baa placed the humanities above the essentially 
pract1oaL We do not know whether one must thank 
Gandhiji's dislike for lar~soale industries with 
whloh the Institute at Bangalore . is coming 
into closer contact ot late, or his aversion to 
everything scientific, for this tribute which be has 
paid to a non-utilitarian· Institution. On the other 
band, there is another change indicated· in the 
press interview which is not less significant. 
In anawering a question on "scorohed · earth policy," 
the cbampfon . ot the ·charka clearly extended his 
disapproval or that policy to cover textile mills, thus 
far abating his aversion to large-BC&Ie industry, 
Some yeare ago be had declared that the Swadeshi 
movement did not extend to large-scale industries. 
If theae are 1ymptoms of a broader basis for hia 
phil010phy, they may be welcomed even in the crude 
rorm In which they have found expreuion. 

In hl1 talk with pressmen in Bombay, Gandhiji 
had oooaalon to 1tlgmatlse the Americans aa a 
people who, "after aU is said and done, are worship
pen of Mammon." "The Poet Tagare," he said 
"ha4 been there 1 Vivekanand bad been there, and 
hi• followers are still there. But the soul of America 
Is untouched becauae of her worship of the golden 
calf." This gratuitoua opinion was given in explana· 
tion of his not visiting the United States of America. 
One would have thought that Indiana, themselves so 
greatly the victims of generalisations, would be more 
oare(ul In their language and least of all does one 
expect Gandhiji to indulge in ·glib judgment. It 
was Particularly out of place at an interview during 
a visit to Bombay for a purpoae which showed 
that Gandhijl Ia not exaotly blind to the many 
beneficent uaea to which money can be put. The 
diatinctlon that divides the man who persuades 
himself and others that be ha! harnessed Mammon 
to bia chariot, and one who is accused of 
wonhlpping him, Ia but a difference in degree. .1 

Nor is the worshipper alway1 the one most 
enslaved by the object of worship. Gandhiji's 
reference to Vivekananda is not in the best 
of tas.te. It is certainly not oaloulated to be-lp 
the fifteen Ramakrishna Mission centres in the 
U.S.A. which· are carrying on their work on a 
basis of self-support, appreciated by the people 
among whpm they have cast their lot. 

TRADE UNIONS IN RUSSIA. 
·Trade unions in Russia, according to an article br 

Leon Kiril in the Bpldator (Loncfon) of January 9, 
have very different functions from ~e in oapitalist 
countries. They are organized by industries, not by 
crafts, and include the administrative and technical 
staffs as well as factory workers. Indeed, the 
Russian term would be better translated as 
"profeasional union: than as the usual trade union. 
The question of wagea is of relative! y little 
importance to Soviet unions. The State Planning 
Commission plana the rotal sum to be used f<i" 
wages in relation to the amount of goods 
and services to be made available to• the .consuming 
public in order to maintain "equilibrium between 
eupply and effective demand .at constant prices.• 
Therefore, an increase in ·money wages would' 
only result in an increaee in retail prices. But the 
trade. unions have an important place in drawing up. 
wage schedules "M order to differentiate aa equitably. 
as possible between tbe earninga of skilled and. 
unskilled labour and b!'~een heavy, arduous or 
dangerous · employment and relatively light and 
agreeable toiL" The whole production of wealth 
in Soviet Russia ·"accrues to the benefit of the 
population as a whole," directly or indirectly, so that 
the unions are not ooncerned for special benefits for 
their own members as they are in capitalist oountries. 

Among their most important taeks is "raising the 
worktrs' skill and technical efficiency .throujth impro,. . 
ving technical education and training, .,, raismg indus· 
trial efficiency by improving factory-organization .•• 
and ... inculoating discipline and promoting •ecoialist 
competition,' which means pitting one factory or shop 
against another in friendly rivalry to increase output 
and improve quality." The methods used to increase 
output are frequently similar .to .those employed ~; 
"speeding-up" in capitalist countrie_..uncompromi
llingly condemned and combatted by capitalist trade 
unions." But in the latt~ oase it is a means of 
getting more work done in order to increase dividends 
and profits. In Russia the speed-up· is for the 
benefit of the wholb populatbm, not ~ any ~rtioular 
group. . , . 

The greatest difference between Russian uniona 
and thoae in Oa.pitalist oountries is that the former 
are government organa. As such they must aee to 
it that labour lawa and deorees are observed and 
enforoed. While the interesta of the industrial workers 
may not alwaya be precisely those of the rest of the 
population, the government must give equal attention 
to the claims and interests of each eection. Although 
the trade uniona are primarily industrial organizations, 
"they have certain duties towards the . rest of the 
population; and Jt would be oontrary to . the 
principles of Soviet . Sooialism if they were to 
advance the interests of their own membera at the 
expense of the rest of rbe people." 

Soviet unions are also in charge of a great deal of 
social welfare work. They administer the aooial 
insurance system, which includes sickness benefits, 
invalid and old age pensions, and control "a great 
majority" of the rest-homes, as well ·aa clubs, 
libraries, factory restaurants, and in aome plaoea 
cootrol even housing, They spend about twO 
thousand million rubles a year on social welfare. 
Most of this ls contributed by the employing 
enterpriaes. 
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, AHM~13A.D,:.r 
, .•. ,-: B~R,<)DA, u:11 ;~ 
.~ ~NAVSARI, &·. 

. PATAN~ ··, . 
·1_ c.. ' j . . . - ._ . 

. ·.LOCKER$ 0~ ,_DlFFER-aNT .. ' ,; 

SIZES. AVAILABLE. · ;' 
.. :- - ' 1 f 

•. ~:o:-:-- ·:. 

RATES ON 4-PPUCAT.ibN •. i 
' . .... 

. • . - . •.. . . ; > ·~ "":-

GENERAL BANKlNG ~U'SINE;SSi 
,, .TRAN.S~C'!-:E?• ·, :, :~··•i~ 

'RULES ON APPLICATION;.·.:~, 
. W. G. G~OUNDWATER, -:'~ 

, ... 

. ' .. 
,I ;'.J. 

, ' ' - ' •.. • .. I . 1 

· · .. · General Manag-er-;, 

. . 
j ;: r -: f • -' ·: _ ·,o· • • f! • 

. 'The folfo.wing books can be had from the:, 
• • ' - . l, . --· !"1 

office of Tile. Ititlian§ocial. Reformer: · '·' , ;; 
I t • : 

00 

•. _K. Natarajan's "Our Trip to~~,; Be. ~- :: 

S, Natarajan's "West of Suez'' : :. Bs; SF E.'-
- ; : '· ~- :. • _J 

• Bombay Representative Conference 182' Be.1J- • 
,_ . • · . (Pen free).','-

· (being the official report o( tho unJty - . . - ' .. . . 
. Conference· held in 1922 · in. Bombay, 

Interest in this has revived as a resull .. 

of t!te iecent Sapru ConfeaUce.} .:· • : 
. r ~- •r ' ' ' • ~ - J·; 

. Apply to the Manaren; j 

, , ~ ~ t '/ . · .,1" I ~ .1 1 
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THE" BANX ,OF 1INDIA; 1 TO. 
(E8tabllabed 'ltb septembeP 1908.) 

IJIClOil1'0lAnu D•DBB THB DID~ OOIIP.LJIIBII Am 

VI orl88!. 

Capital Subscribed "·-· Rs. 2,00,00,000' 
" 1,00,00,000 
" 1,18,00,000 

Capital Called up ... -
R-..ve Fund •••••• 

HBAD OPPICB I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
BJ"'lllChes l-

AHMEDABAD 
Blwlra (Malll Offioel). 
Ellie Bridp. 

Statioa Brancb. 
ANDHE.RI: , 

Noar Bomba,.. 
SANDRA: . 
.Noar Bombay. 

BOMBAY: , 
Bullioa Eschuge . 
Colaba 
Kalbaclni 
Mplpbg HilL 

jj 

.: i 

CALCUTTA: 
en..., Street, (MaiD Oflice) 
Beta Bazar 
Chowringhee 
Squue. .. 

JAMSHE.DPUR. 
KARACHI. 'J· 
NAG PUR: 

Killgowar 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA.CITY. 

'RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

' 
LONDON AGENTS: 

The w~ Beak: Ltd. 

CURII.ENT DR POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed on daDy balances from J.s. 1!00 to Jl.s. 1,00,000 
@ i% per· annum. Interest on balances In excess of 
li1o 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
cndit will be given In IICI!OUnts for Interest amounting to 
leu than :Rs. D/• per half yeaz. 

FIXltD DRPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
1horter perioda at rates which may be ascartained on 
appllcatloDo 

SAYINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opaned on favourable 
term• Rules on appUcatlon, 

The Bank act1 as Executop and Tpustee 
undep Willa and Settlements and unclertalres 
Trustee Business &"t'nerally. .Rules may be obtained on 
application. ' · · 

LOANS, OVRII.DII.AFTS AND CASH CREDITS 1 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. · · 

The Bank undertakes on behal£ of Its constituents the 
1afe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividends and Interest thereon, It also. undertakes the 
1ale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrlpo 
tlonl of Stock at moderate char&1'9, particulars of which 
IIIII)' be had on application• · ' , • 

A. G. GII.AY, 
Manager. 

-THE. BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD. 

Bm VITHALDAS TIUOKEIISEY MEMOBIAL BUILDING, 

9, Bakeboaae Lo.ne, li'Grt, BoiiBU, 

IIBAJIIOHBBI 
' . 
Baramatl (OI.strlct Pooaa). 
l.olampar (Oiatrlct 5atara). 

Vlramtram (Dlatrlet At me. 

Karad . .( • • )o Dbulla 
dabad), 

(DJ~ Weot 
Kbaadoall.o Tutraoa ( ,, • ), 

5atara ( • • ). 
l(lrloakanrlldl ( • • · ). 
5blrala ( ., • ). 
lloreaaoa ( n It ), 

~al ( n 11 J: 
aopertraoa (D"'trlct Abm 
I aatrar). 
Belapar ( , • ~· Raburl ( n ., • 
~bnaaoa ( 11 ,. , 

Abmedaapr u " ), 
Bblwaadl (D .. trlet Tbaaa), 

Dcnodalcba 
Nandurbar 
5blrpnr 
5babada 
5akrl 
51adkbeda 
Malegaoa 
Kalwa a 
LUalgaoa 
Naadgaoa 
Dobad 

( • • )I 
( • • l 
( .. " 
( H • I 
( . . ) 
( 0 H ) 

~D··~ ... Nr-~ 
C b.otrtet Paaclt 

Palgbar ( • , ). l(alol 
ltalyaa ( , n ), AkluJ 

• Mabal), 
( II II ' 

(Dialrtct 5bolaparJ 

DIBEOTOBS, 

B. G. Saralya, Esq., (Chairman), 
Prof. V. G. lUJ.a. 
G. V, 1adbav, Esq. 
Gordbandu G, Morarjl, Eoq, 
B. a. v. Mehta, Esq. 

K. V. Vlohara, Esq. 
D. 1. Zunjarrao, Eaq, 
D. V. Potdar, Esq. 
V. B. B ... waual, Esq. 

Bao Babadur R. V. VIUidobr. 
K. M. Tbakor, Esq. 
G. B Sana, Esq. 

8. T. More, Esq. · 
V. P. Varda, Eaq, 
Vallnmth L.KAihta, Esq. 

IM""aslnB Dlream, 

81UBJI CAPITAL t

{ Pully Paid) 

lo DJIPOIIITB llsod lor Olll JOII and lborler ot loDIOI porlaa 
an aooopled. Baler 11114 "'bor parllelllan maf at a..-Jaot 
11om lbo IJ!Idmlgne4. ·. 

I, OOBBJINT AOOOUNTB ... opo....S ... CJo.e-*" 
lool- and ludh1daall. lulerlll. II olio- Gil AaU, hlaaooo 
llOI omoodlng Ill. 1,00,000. · 

I, SA VINGB BANK DJll'OBlTS are aoooplod aa4 lalaool 
paid al 1 potoonl, on mlnlmnm moalbiJ baloao-. BQJ• ma' 
. loo obtaiDod IIOJD lbo andonlaaod. 

'· Drslllani•'IIAICI oil lllllrlolallCI olbor lo- oa lertdl lo '' 
-erlalnod on applloalloll. 

lo AOOOilDII IH aadllod qllarllrl' bJ I 111m ol laoorpora• 
A.ooonnlln'" aad Jllrl' bJ a 8!*11&1 G<nwnmoal l.nclllolo 
QDA-IJ otatemenlo ol llaanolal '(IOilllop 110 pablllllod Ia lloo 
" Bombay Go~ant Ga~RMt 

. VAIKUNTB L, AIIIIBT.I., 

11&111 &InC Dlrle•"' 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDRD IN 1880. ) .. 

SubscPIPtlon Rates • 
. Io.lanc:l ... ... • ••• Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). 
Fo:relgn .•. ... ••• Rs. to (Post Free). 

Single coplu of the curoent month, If available can be had at I annas, current year & an.nas and copies DIOn 
tllan a year old 8 annas each, ezcluslve . of postage. 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted 'at Annas_ Four. per line, subJCct to· .I inlnllllUD\ 
ol live lines, or Rup~ One Annas four per .In'!~. 

Fo,. PMtil:tdan,A}ply ~ ., 
THB MANAGBR; ,. . '", 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 

: '. '~ ~ 
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ANOTHER INDIAN MONUMENT 

~YSORE 
-s~ 

SOAP 
Unrivalled 
'imell 'and 

in qua~ity, 
excellence. 

AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE. 

c 0 V.T I s 0 A p FA c T 0 R y ' 
• BANGALORE. 

Stocks can be 1zatl al :-.. 

I THE 
MYSORE GOVERNMENT ·INDUSTRIES,· 

" Lakshmi Buildings " · · ' . · · · 
Sir Phirozshah Mehta Road, Fort,, - I 

BOMBAY. _I 

CHEST COLD .. 
. -.I., ··L , (I ·i , t 

., 

,, 

L 

· (lle&-doJ _, - ". ) ,· .. ,,' . 

A simple chest• cold may, if neglecte4 ~ur~ 

into bronci~it!sc; avcld this by rubbing yoiir 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its pe~et~ting 
- ; . ._,. j,'. ~ i 

warmth goeS deep d()wn into the _cP,est, )QOSens 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. cc' '· J 
0 .i. ' ~- ~ 

AMR0TANJAN .·~ :: '"·• 1 

· 3ringr · Quick ·Relief Always 

... : : ·. ·, ~MRl1T J\N~AN L Tp; u~; '" : , 

BOMBAY• , " "& · .,,,; ·'"' "M.DRAS. 
·. 't '"; .-· f._, ' ,. !,' • .l . 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
' An Illustrated Joumal of International' 

.. Buddhist Brotherhood. -~-~--

,.- (E•talililhsd 189/l,) .·'. ·· • 
~-~, _; .· ; . . 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and> 
with ltistory; Art, Philosophy; 'Arcllaeology and 

. . .. .. ' -· '1 :• 

e4ucatiori. News of Buddhist. ac~vities all ove' 
&e world is a special fea~e. . 

; J CONTRIBUTORS : '• . 
. 'P~otes.;,r Nicholas R.oerich, Sir Hari :Slngb Gour,. 

oSrl ll.abula Sanskrltyayana, Dz:. Dlnesb Obandra Sen,. 
Mr. J, F. McKechnie (Bblkkbu Sllacara), Sir S. ll.adba. 
krisbnan; Dr~ D. 11., Bbandarkar, Mr. Anm Sen, B.A. 
(Cantab), Dr. B. M.llarua, Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., Ph.D., 
B.L., Dr. P. C. Bagcbl, Dr. Benoy . Chandra ~ .. 
Dr. Kalldas Nag, Dr. N. Dutt, and others, 
1 ··Annual B~&Dri;uim. 1 

.: . ~ Ad111rtil~, rat,, 

lndJa, Ceylon ... ll.s. 4 Full page (Cover) ••• li.S: U 
Burma • .... ,. 5 Ditto (Body) ... ,. 1J 
Far Bast" · ... Yen $ Half page "' ... , a: 
&arope . . • .. 8-SbiJ!Ings · ') 

or equivalent • ·· ' Ouartar p.ge . ~ • '-
America . ;~.s Donars ~--:---::-,·' 

l • ' : ~ i' : ' ,. - tl. ~ • "· ~': !..,. -: -~ 
A_nly to th•' Jfanag•r;' · 

1
,; · · · ... • 

.r I ~• ' '• ,, . , I ... 

.lVl AHA-BOD,~ ~~~.O.OlE TY~··. 
CALCUTTA.- • ' . .< . 

_ rr : . . ·· r 
' l 4 l l •• ~~ .. 

Printed b 1 1 B. DubiOb, Manager :r11e Commerolal, frlntlnfl, .Pre.., 1011, Cowaajl Fatell, Blroet, Fori, Bombay, and l'abllBiuld b1 

Xamakabt' N:tarajan lor the Proprle:Oro of lho "lLdlan Social Reformer" Limited, a6 lOG, Cowaajll'alel Street, Fori, Bombay, 
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The Press and the U. P, Governm~nt ·-Fresh 
securities amounting to R,.l2,000/~.have.been 
demanded from the Natirmal Herald p£ Lllck
now and ·l'andit, Jawaharlal Nehru. ha!f llS~Ild 
the COimtry'. to aubscribe fot ,this ILitlOunt to. 
enable 'the HeralJ/ 11tp keep going., . The ,ques" 
tion is, b it worth d~Jing thil!, ri!O long ;ijl, t~ 
menace of thll U, . P ~ Government, hangs Ovetj· 
the· :Press? · When, ,~he, firs~, securities,_ were 
demanded, the Herald-was able to boast, ito!' 
did it lose the opw~tunlty w that it bad collected 
more tha!l double .·the , amojlnt, needed';" The 
subEcriber !las ,had this consolation that 
hll hacl a. fair run o£ . over eighteen mo!}ths 
for his ·money/ But the ch~n~ today are 
that· the securities will not Ue i\lle very iong. 
Under the Hallet regime only a radical !=hange 
in· tha. policy 1, p£ · the Herald will. enable 
it. to, coptinu11 functioning. and, , i( it is 
~han~ing its policy, ,it is absurcl tQ · askj for 
contnQ)ltions on the ·li~ength pf its . past 
writings. The .U. P, Government has consistently 
flout~d the Editors' .,Conferen~ and it is. an 
ubfortunate· fact that . the Government of India 
hJS found itself unable to· ;ISSert' its authority 
over wbat is. virtually not so much.a suOO,dlnate 
·government 11.8 .an administrative agent or the 
Centre, undel", the Defen\:e of India, Rules.u . In 
its action in forfeiting the H,rald securities and 
demanding. fresh securities, the H.allet l'llg'ime 
has put itself completely in the wrong. Public 
opinion in tl;le COI!ntry has declared itself against 
these acts an4 tbe press~ a whole ha,s condemned 
them, Further it has been ·.pointed out that the
U. P. Advisory CQmmittee of the Editors' Con
ference had seen the articles on the basis of which 
action was taken, and had ll!lallimously decla'l"ed 
them to be not • obiectionable ; and that., ~he 
forfeiture of securities was decided on by the 
Government . on its O'\Vn ,responsibjlity aftef 
knowin~ this opinion of the Committee. . In 
these ciJ'cumstances, it 11hould nQt be diffic1,1lt to 
arrive at SODUI united action to bring pressure on 
the U. P. Government and to make the Govern-

tnent of l~dia refllise . that tt has .h6re. t6 g.am,' &i 
exercising its powers 9f c:ontrol than by alloWing 
tht(.Ur P. ·a~ministratipn .to run amolc.: ~~ 
t;nost effective· we . can' think of, is to. aeny 
publicity ~n the U. P. .press . to official· material 
tn any shape .and from ·any source, and' for ~h~ 
press of India as a Whole' tO Ignore U. P. offieial 
communiques:··;,:: ~ ·11 •• : • · .. r 'J '".'>'J .. c<:< 
· •• f1, __ ·,;:i:: .. ~ r ... 1 :;• ,~-~ ,1 :J 

·The Maharaja oLindore's r,Ogen:. Letter~-:-1-JJ. 
Hlghness the Maharaja of Indore published las' 
week an ~·Open. Letter'' to President Roosev!illC 
invoking his intervention, in: cooperation with t!tl! 
Chinese. Generalissimo and , the Soviet : J;>I;iml! 
Minister, to arbitrate between Britain, andr Jndia. 
Incidentally, His Highness. declar~ that he would 
withoqt question abi@ by:!ln}' decisioq 'reg:!.rding 
his own iSta.te ''~rriyed r:JI.~, .bl' the, ArbitratiQIIJ 
:ijoard 110 constituted, no m4tter wha,t the QOnse"' 

. quences ,of . sqch .. decision. migh,t be. · ••F or:' 
· added the. Mahqraja, "th.ougll \>y pirth l · a~ 

a ,ruling Prin~_, ·.1. a,m by ~victiciQ.._ an. 
iotemationallst;. anc\ . a ~em~at. · and, ~eLc;hie( 
a,rti,ct.} o( my f~it!lls ,~qat t9el'l! is: no ·llleetinij"l 
ground between.-· IJ.Utocracy 11.nd democracy. ' 
The Reforflferdo~s not faVOU(' the:.interv~!)t~~ 
~fany foreign fower a,pd that generally seems ~ 
be the, view of, many others., The ~ritisp rGovem"': 
ment, too, held tbe same vie'\V; ~ cillustrated by, 
the Jate !\h".l\-fontag~'!J falling foul. o( the .l,ate Sir 
Subrahmanya Aiyar · fo~\ 4ddr~ing Ja. ~i!DiliJ.Jl 
appeal to President Wil.son during ,the -last, war; 
Circums~nces, howeye~, bave obliged t,he British, 
Government no~ only,I:O put ~p witb~biJI;, acti.vely, 
to·invok~ forei~ intt~rvention, es~ciajly .tha~1 :of, 
the ~n(ted State$, for 1ht; Defence,of IncJ4a all well 
as.~" exploitation of·, Indian resource!~ for w~ 
purposes. lndian opinion ~}ali rather. resented th~ 
departure from established· policy; , Solution by 
foreign interventiop of the Indq-Britis\1 problem, 
is not favopre~ • by responsible ~pinion, , India~ 
are confident of ~eir ow11 i:apacity. unaided 
by foreign pressure to bring, ;Lbout ,th~ right 
~lution .of the Indio-British of any otheJ; 
problem. India has in the past transformed wild 
races who came to. plunder and oppress, into 
peaceful communities taking pride in their. new 
affiliation. .. 'l'hat knack . has not deserted her: 
It is bY. no means certain that. the A-merican will 
be more favourable to ln4ian aspirations than 
the Englishman. ~heodort; Roosevelt's . views 
01\! Colonial Govel,'llment were deeply infiiiCDCed 
by ,:the philo~ophy of ,Rudyard Kipling,,.-~ 
President Franklin Roosevelt's are unknown. 
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Th~~n'ler~.V d~teri6'rates .-~or" rapidly than he seems to say that a long campaigtt ·was not 
th · $"ppeaD m India. . The Maharaja's appeal, ~xpected by military experts in Burma. The 
therefore, · will p!eet ·. witli little appreciation. army marched in without essential supplies of 
As for. his own Stat~, if His Highness is arms and ammunition ; spare parts and reinfor
a convin~d believe{ in democracy,· as an·. cements were not lo be had.,_ The mechanised 
:•autocrat", he. is .. 'in the best position tO army which wru; sent, he said, was .. ·trained and 
introduce democratic institutions in his State equipped for the type of ·warfare· expecteJ 
without waiting for the art,itration of anybody, in Continental Europe. This is a most 
He may·htmself fuhcti<irl as :f\deindcratic Ieadet'ilstoimding proposition. Had, 'the> Army 
by virt~e of t~e autocr~tic powers ve.~ting in him to go and fight in Japan,•.this would ·per
as a rulmg prmcc: b~ btfth. , I( .h~ ·IS power!~, haps, be uild~rstandable, ,Particularly . as the 
to do so, he cantbdtcate and appqmt.htmself. as Japanese have _been very, secretive .about all 
leader of a Pebple's Party. No one is obliged . things relating to their country. But that Burma 
tc?ib.ti~avli:l!J; ~IMV.~~f~ttho.~~\\-.l)~J~,borj\1, ~'?.r~ which formed part p£ India:_ not more than seven 
~;adl.: ·~. ·d . , ;• •-.,, ·r,:> r., . ,., • ; .. , ' ·_·, .; , years a~o, and.where not tmprobably. some o£ 
;: 1 ;~he -~1\rr:-;~Jllce 1 t~e, , outb,r~ak, .,of, fht;1 wa~ · the Indtaq army .have f<?ugh,t tq the recent• past, 
t.tl,.~939 1 thereJ, hll,s· J?r<;>}?~bl~,. o:~·l,lo,, mor~ 'should;,_present ~uc~ d1fliculties' to· the .Allied 
\J,opeful we~k ·l~an ~~e . P~.t . Qn.e, ~ ~torf7! o( . f?rces 1s !1: g~a,v~ md1c~ment of the arm~ ~~tlt~
r_epe,ted .Wltbdr;~.wals, ,al\4 ,s~enders-J>etlluse ties. It 1s creditable, tf not altogether· wJSe. on· 
~K;l~ck, ~air l:llfppor~, ,~d ~fin~ed}c,>,d,a!DP me.n~s • their. part,. 'to,: the . army authorities t!tat they 
spm.ts and to many 1t was a gro:w1ng feeling :allow GeneralAlexand~r the fullest freedom of 
tha~, instead of promises of future ultimate" expressioa,' But we are !)OW reaping the evil fruit 
vict~ry·; , 'a -few i~ inin~ sdccesses · immedia;tely ' of having kept defence 1;1nd "ar'!ly questions a 
would~ not :be •<lilt ~f 1 placeJ ·' · The week's ·news dosed book to Indians, .. · · · . : :> <- '·; ·' ~. ''J 
provides ample tonk.for the dispiri.ted. · Ort the f) Mr. :s.avarkar's Ontburst:.-Mr; W D •. Savarkar, 
Russian (ront; a oolossa!Jstruggle has ended iil ~resident \(>f. the ·Hindu Mahasabha, has made 
heavy l!'Jsses on ~th sides 'l?ut with the Russians· hiniself.rather ridiculous by :his angry ·outburst 
mW ht· ~ntrolr •ot:; the.i." situation.• In Libya, ag:ainsf the ChinesetMiislim Mission.headed by' 
Pe-s~ ' experience - has brought I on ; i:aution Mt.:. w oo~wha holds an iinp6rtant' position i~ 
bdth ~-in., repotting -•the ~nga$'ement: and in the Kuorttiittang:'':!fhe· despatch of this mission 
·bOildmg up hOpe ftom' the- news.. Yet;it is clear a:tniost immediately ; after the!_ return·· of the 
that· the first round 'has 'gone agains~ ·General GeneralissimO'' and 'Madame Chiang'· Kai:Shek. 
RomnieL -'British raids :On ·Getman towns from·1heif Indidri visit, was··no :doubt 'intend• 

' - .r ' ' '' ' . ' . 
during the week have b.eeil. bn an unpreCedented ed ro J:!.COniote an 1 understancli~tg .:between- the 
$t:alei'-: 'Oil r two nights, over a :thousand planes. Congress and the Mus1im 'League. LTo suspect 
raided-· ~ologne and Essen · inflicting heavy• sih,ister interitio~s· Qn' the part of the Chinese 
~mage and casualtiesJfhe first-'raid is repo',rted leaders, . is ' proof 1 only of.J the ' distrustful 
to '.have left '20_;000 killed and '50.,080 wolinde_d; nature: 6f :~e·.,)uspecters.• M~: Woe;. first 
Mr.:Churchill1n,the- Hoilse ofCominons assured called" on . the Congress ·,;PiesidEtrit, · Maillana 
his people that thi~ strength would be maintained Abul K&;1am' Ataa:, 1and has _ silbsequeritly been 
although it was not' possible t'o say_ whether raids vi!litiilg .qtP,er; Muslims. . He naturally- :Couldl not 
ori • this, giganti~ . Sc:ale wo~ld be 1. persis~ed ·in. •· o!hit: pay~ .his respec~ t~ the foremo~t l~dian 
That 'Would .dep~nd • on·. ·ctrcllq!StanceS: ~· · The Muslim;· 1-{is · ·Exalted ' Highness ·-the. NJzam, 
Minister;.for' Ail:,· ~owevet';'1 'forecast a:_· vast There was 'nothing more e~t_rao_rdinaryin.this 
increase ·even iil these· humbers and looked to a· than · in · the ' Hindu · Sabha's complimentS to. the 
tiJ;ne when:4poo 'planeS woidd raid enemy terri- rul¢r of Nepal as- 'the only . irideirendent Hindu 
tory.• . On :our side;·· affairs . bear ·a blacker· poten'tate. LAfter his . visit to rHiS; Exal~ 
complexion•', .~Generalissimo·· chiang: Kai-?hek' Highness, Mr. Woo is said .~o have. ls.sued a:n 
has appealed to· the~ United States. in I terms appeal tci Indian Mahomedans. We have not seen 
whicli recii!P th~ Fr~nch P~emier, M. Reynaud's this dodyn'lent. ReferenceS to 'the' religioUs 
last frantic cry' for· help' across the Atlantic. community of ~ 1 Ch_inese. an4 :Jndian ·Muslims 
The Chinese leader 'needs 'planes. and· need~ were inevitable• .in· >such ·an· • appeal~ Why 
them urgently~ -The news' oi- the aenal attacks Mr ~· Savarkar should see! in them an insidious · 
on' Germany .. by', the R. A: F, · tnust :have endeavouti. to.spread the Pakisran ·idea, we ~an· 
rerttoved • any' misgivings• he must h'ave. basi nr>t understand. Even' "if' Mr: Woo's words 
after 'the · Burmit '' campaign in which • his could bear su~ an implication, it is surely absurd 
Chinese soldiers participated under the American to raise a hue and cry · tlgainst_ the distinguished· 
General Stillwell, about the • adequa(!y of Allied visitor. and to call upon· Hindus to refrain from 
supplies of aircraft: ·h.· is evident, however, showing, him' the courtesy. and hospitality "to 
even· to' the' lay mind, that the British and which every' such visitor is entitled, irrespective 
their· Allies have been: nursing this ·air-force of his political opinions. In his ~ddress, in many 
in pursuit · of ·a· long-term, policy ~hich has ways ·a· memorable one, to hiS re?Pie on the 
involved' them · JIP to' now in· 'the _loss of twentieth .anniversary ~f the . ~oundmg of. the 

r. reciouS possessions in AsiL . _ . . • . . • .· Czechoslovak . Republic~ · Prestden~ M~ryk 
'Wrong Training :-General·· Alexander~ h'as exhorted' them to · cult1vate ~an mternat1?nal • 

~i~e~·ye~, ~no~h~f! outsp~~en ;~~~~iew. in w~i~ outl~~:=: ~his ad~ce i~ , needed· by Indtans j 
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SUI. welt We mu~ ··resolutely set, ourselves I Islamic Countries aild··Inaia :-:.one of the 
to get rid of the . habit, which • our position lesser lights ot the, ¥uslim League, Chaudbri 
as a subject people engenders, of ··looking Khaliquzzarriaq, in a s~ech .. over the week~nd 
·with suspicion at. . everything and everybody felt inspired by the <?Vertures made by Mr. 
who ·A& not . of ®r. caste, sect or · political Rajagopalachari to the League to 'ieclare that 
party. This can be easily done U: only we base Pakistan . ..was not the goat b~only a means of 
our own convictions on. principles of trutbr- and reaching a federation with other. Islamic States. 
justice, . Pakistan is such a flimsy idea that no It is only ·a provincial politiciail who finds 
one who has the least insight into the play of. himself by force of -circumstance ·th{ust en to 
interiaatimal forces, can for &"'Jloment feel any a larger pJatform,' who would indulge in this 
apprehension as regards its materializing, form of idle mischief·making:_ So far as we CaD 
Mr. Savarkar sees in .the appointmen,t o£ Sir r~ the· inte{national situatiorl, the problemS 
Mahomed Zaffarullah as India's Agent-General which confront t tq,e Islamic 'States ·are no 
in Chunking a dee~laid plao '\o 6r~ani1;e different from :those which we .iB India 
Chinese Muslims against Hindus t If that was face., If th,e Chaudhri Saheb and others of 
the object, Sir Mahomed is the last person to his ya)l of ' thinking are seeking. . Pakis, 
have been chosen for the job. He belongs.to a tan in '<Qeaer to arrive at. some understand
small sect considered heretical by the bulk of ing -witil- the · lslamic nations,·. they may 
Indian Muslims. The Chinese Mu51ims them• equally 'hegotiate such an'agreement on behalf of 
eelves are far from conforming to the .• standards all India. · Tbi~J, however, is looking f~ ahead. 
of. IndiaB- ·orthodoxy. • .SOme of . them are At the tnoment· .neither: India nor any Islamic 
adherents of the Soviet. Union and are.among country is in .a. position to .stand unaided; 
its enthusiastic partisans. ·Sir Mahomed, more. leave alone sign any agreeme~ which is worth 
over, will be returning to the Federal Court io the paper on which it is·· printed~. Meanwhile, 
about six months when theJitigation about the what is T~rkey about?: 'She has just coqcluded 
Quadiqn sect o( which he is the JilOSt. prominent an .agreement with Germany· for _the . supply' of 
representative, would have been dispofoed of.. ~ms. · ·:,': . , : .. · .' 
China herself is in .. a bad way: and has this . Strike en!ls: Jn Bomba,y :.-The bus-and,tram 
week issued an S. 0. S. to the United States strike which . was . entered. Oil' last week-end in 
to send her war machines and materials to enable Bombay, has been_ given up on the setting up ofi 
her to continue her stubborn resistance which has ~~on~bitration "floard. This. is.a. welcome si~ 
extorted the admiration of the world.· The evil of ·reasonablenel)s which wiU.have its effect on 
of such outbursts as that .of the President ~('the public opinion in the city; ;5o muc!i• ~ been 
Mahasabha,js t.bat it creates a false im9reSsion . said by industrialists and dthers oa the pe>Ssibi
among the Muslim public oflthe attitude of the !i,ties·o.h:naking money in wartime that it is not 
great majority of Hindus. ~ho do not belong to surprising. if the workers also desire tp share in 
the Mahasabha and who indeed believe that the the prosperity. It was reported in the press that 
Mahasabha under Mr. Savark~ is only adding refugees hadogivtm thei~ .services .in order that. 
to the general confusion, ·: the city's transport might not suffer during the 

• • . strike, This is not a preceded!: we should like 
St~ange Envoy:-W_hen Lord Lmhth~w ~as to see repeated, .A, guest soon becomes a heavy 

appom7ed to. the Vl~eroyal~y, the '~~erican liability when he .is brought in to intervene in 
mag~zme T•me descr1bed h1m as havmg the domestie disputes,· _ • , .. 
physiogn~my of half dr~mer, • half ctank. Huri In Sind :-Martial law ba~ been-declared 
That ~I~. E.xcellency. IS neither. but . a in the Hur country in Sind, · aceording to a 
deep politiCian IS shown br the way 1~ which communique from New D'elhi. · The Central 
he has managed_ to spl!t the ~artles and Government has stepped in to assist the prO-· 
carry fo~ward his own 1deas ~Jthout the vincial administration. The communique issued 
co-op~rat1on .of any of them. H1s ~oves are on the sub:ject declares, that over a hundred 
sometimes mscrutable as, for • ms'f~nce, crimes have been.· committed in 'Sind since the 
the d~~atch ~f Mr. Sargent, Educa.tional beginning of this year. If' there has been any 
Co!'lmiSSIOner w1th the Governmen~ of India, to error, it f!as been on the side of misplaced 
Ch_ma for the purpose of _promoting . c~ltur.al tolerance. ".11\.s a .l1)atter, of fact the. weakness 
umty between the two countnes: Lord. Lmhthgow of the local administration is not soillething 
not ~nly st~tch.es the. term In~Ian to mcluge tbe which was revealed in January-May 1942 but 
Eng~1sh offic1alm lnd1a! but H!flEX~ellency s~ems liad been shown io the Sukkur riots a year 
at times ~o confin~ lnd1~~ nationality e~clus!vel~ ago. Sir • Laacelot Grahan:r, then Governor 
to En~hs_h offiwals m ~ew Delhi. . T~e of Sind, had ~ublicly stated that what Simi 
Generalls.sJm~ tactfulJ.y declined to recogmse th1s needed was not 80 m)Jch popular ministries as 
strange Identlficauore That, perhaps,• was ~he the enforcement of Jaw and order and the. 
reason why Mr. S!l!'gent was ~nt to Chunking instilling of a proper r~pect for these essentials 
as the ~epresentative of l~d1an cultu~ an~ as of civilised life, There are weloome indications 
~sttu~hfied to make the. Chmese apprec1ate 1t- tha tthe Government will not rest oontent with 
he hmese who have known lndl'a for two half-measures now. Probab1y the delay • in 

thousand '1ears. and have had scholars throughout acting was due to a desire to get publi~ opinion 
t~e centuries gomg from one country to the other.· unmistakably behind it. • 
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subjects of. stU<ly in Urdu schools. He . was 
'all in favout of Urdu as the com.mon: language 
'Of Muslims. But, he would urge, Muslims had 

· SIR i lBRAHIM; RAHIMTOOLA~: .'' everywhere to do business with Hindus and, if 
. ~ ·, ·· • Muslim young men knew only Urdu, they will 

By the death of Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola which inevitably be hampered in their business connec. 
.took place on Monday night, another, perhaps the tionS';. The same line of reasoning led him to 
;last remaining, link between the Bombay of formulate his scheme Which he published last 
<today and,the Bombay of the spacious days of -year, for a unified India under a si.ngle central 
Sir Pherozeshah Mehta, whom Sir Ibrahim Government and· a single c~ntral · Legislature 
sometimes claimed as his political guru, is making laws for the whole country. He would 
broken. Sir Ibrahim was by ,education ·Qlld not even.agree to the central government by 
training a. . "businessmart'' • During Lord devolution entrqsting provincial legislatures with 
Sydenham's regime a determined ·effort was exclusive powers in provincial subjects. That 
made to ·transfer political leadersl}ip from the would, he said, lead to disruption, i_n the 
hands of the professional classes !o those of circumstances· . of India. He held up the 
~·businessmen." . The professional classes re• Hindu· joint family. as the model for the 
presented by Sir Pherozeshah Mehta, ·were Indian constitution, in a quite different sense 
inspired . by political" theory and· were· not from that in which Mr. C. Rajagopalacharya 
easily amenable to official influence. The has recently_ done the same. To Sir Ibrahim 
"businessmen," on the other hand,' it was it was the enormous !Rrength of the joint family 
thought, by habit and training could •not in its relation· to • the world outside,· which 
resist the oppJrtunity of a deal. Thts' constituted its essential feature and ItS great merit.' 
estimate of the relative qualities 0f the two To ·Mr •. Rajag'opillacharya,. on the other hand,• 
cta:sses, was unreal as was soon perceived by those it is the right of a member bf a· joint family· to 
who counted on it, The businessman ·was demand partition-a right which did not 
found, if anything, a harder . nut to crack originally belong to it and is certainly not the 
than the politician. ,The Ind'tan businessman essence of it-that makes the joint family an 
seeS in British rule· the standing obstacle· to his argument in ravour of his c.oncedmg the rignt of 
interests while the Indian politicia!l is on common separation to the Muslim League. The SOcial 
ground with :it in respect at least' of political importance of marriage, on this analogy; · is 
ideology. However that may be, the .campaign in the right to divorce, and marriages whlch are 
against Sir J'herozeshah Mehta and his group in · indissoluble would have ·no social value. · 
the : Sydenham regime. gave businessmen. the Sir lbtahim was a staunch nai.i.on!J.IiSt at heart 
opportunity of political leadership. ·Sir .Ibrahim ·and never failed to have it· in mind in all the 
grasped ,it with both hands. · He used to measures he formqlated or helped to ·carry 
say that his trump card with British officials, through. His nationalism, like that of the 
including his Secretaries when he '!"as a memb~r Nati'?~al CongriiSS and the Muslim League, 
of the Bombay Government, waS his status as a failelf: to take account of the tremendous 
buSinessman. lie would listen pati!!ntl y to their revolution which two centuries of British rule 
arguments against his prOposals and, when· has wrought hi Indian thought. and life. The 
they had finished, he would say that he appre-; British period is as much an integral part of 
ciated the force of all t~eir arguments bUt, ~as a · Indiag. history as the Hindu and the Muslim 
businessman,'' beielt that his proposals were the periods. Western culture .. isan important strand 
only ones which w:ould prove workable. That without which Indian culture would be incom
settled· the matter. Nd Englishman would dare plete. Christian influence must also have a pat; 
to' stand up against a proposal emanadng from in the future Indian ethos as much as the Hindu 
a successful "businessman,'' which Sir Ibrahim · and Muslim influence. We.stern science and 
certainly was. westera organization are the cement which can 
· :Sir :Ibrahim· was fond of explaining to hold tog;:ther the various elements in the 

younger · men how· he gained a name as an Indian population. 'fhe world is coming closer 
effective speaker. He joined several. debating· and. closer together. All important problems are 
societies· and made it a -{>Oint ·'to speak ·tending to become ·.International problems in 
·there as often as possible. He thus developed our day and they will tend more in the saroe 
a techniqu of• his own, which he explained. dil"ection in the coming years. The solution of 
as. followsl, If he. spoke for an hour, he .the Indian problem ,nust solve not only the 
finished all •that he had to urgi! iri the first Hindu-Muslim but also the Euro-Asian issue. 
twenty minutes; the next· forty -1\e devoted Sir .Ibrahim's grasp of questions was firm but hjs 
to rubbing · in the same arguments from conception of the questioas themselves, was 
-different angles and in different forms. He was limited. He had a clear view' rather than a broad 
a devoutly religious . ffii!.n and had the interests view of hum:~.n virtues and failing~ He had an 
-of his co-religionists close to his heart. But he open and growing mind, At one time he held that, 
-clearly realised that theif interests were as b'etween. boys and girls, the education of 
iRIIXtricably b:Jund up with those of their 'Hindu the former was more important than that of 
neighboms. This was illustrated by his efforts to the latter. Later in life he became a convert 
get tjle local languages made compulsory· to the other view, namely, that the education 

' 
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of a girl ~manently removes illiteracy from 
a family. An educated mother. would never let 
her children run about flying kites when they 
ought to be attending school. . The education 
of 6oys alone ..has comparatively only an 
ephemeral effect on the family in relation to its 
cultural status, . Although weakened by age and 
111 health from taking active part in public 
affairs, Sir Ibrahim took a keen interest in, 
and kept himself in . touch with, public 
movements. He was a stauncn· friend and 
wise counsellor, · ·-- .• 

HINDU WOMEN'S STATUS. 
The two Bills drafted by the Rau Committee 

which the Government of India have, circu
lated for opinion, singly and together 
constitute the crown· and consummation of 
the labours of three - generations of Hindu 
reformers beginning with the abolition of suttee 
with the powerful support of Raja Ram Mohan 
Roy. One of the two Bills relates to marriage. 
As we have repeatedly insisted and as the bulk of 
Hindu opinion gathered bf. the Rau Committee 
confirmed, Hindu society 1s ripe for the adoption 
of monogamy as the basis of Hindu Jnarriage. 
The Committee accordingly have . provided 
that all marriages performed according tc Hindu 
rites, shall have attached to them the incidents 
and . obligations of monogamy.. This, as the 
P,mmittee point out, is but the application in 
practice of the highest ideal of Hindu marriage 
from ancic;nt ~imes and it is necessary 1 to use 
the Committee's felicitous language, to establi!lh 
the status of the mothers of_ the. race on its 
proper foundation. A polygamous marriage,. 
that is . a marriage which leaves the hu.sband 
free, whether. he exercises his· freedom gr not, 
to marry a second or a third wife is incompatible 
with the high reverence in which motherhood 
bas always been held in Jndiij. Evl!n according 
to later codes, second marriages wer~ made 
conditional on several factors but the actmini· 
stration of British Indian Courts haw altogether 
ignored the conditions. There will be an 
'alternative civil marriage ·open to Hindus as at 
present but the Committee rightly ·omits the 
section in the Gour Act which altered the law o( 
succession of those married under the Act to the 
Indian Succession Act. This has been a stumbling 
block· to many who, would otherwise have 
availed themselves of the G9ur ·Act. 
The text of the .·Bill is not yet avail
able and it is to be seen whether the 
other incidents of the Gour Act,. namely, 
the compulsory dissolution of the joint family 
and so on, .are retained in it. The Committee 
seems to have sho'!n ingenuity in dealing with 
the question of inter-marriages with persons of 
other religions.· Such marriages, if · contracted, 
'would be valid but may be stopped by an injunc
tion obtained prior to their celebration from a 
Court of Law. In other words, the onus of 
preventing them is laid upon the dissenting 
~pservatives. l)le Bill fC?r re~a~ng- int~state 

succession among Hindus carries the same· 
principle of equality between the sexes into the: 
economic status of Hindu women. It gives them 
the same rights of succession as to men and does 
away with the ·anomaly of women's limited.: 
proprietorship.. The Rau Committee deserves
the highest praise for the effective manner 
in which it has dealt with these two important 
branches of Hindu law. The enactment- or: 
the two Bills \\"ill release Hindu society from 
the gravest- hindrances to its moral;:social and' 
economic: progress. We may add that it :will: 
greatly facilitate~ the political evclution of th~ 
community. A retrograde social system, that 
is, a system in which one half of its members' 
are. discriminated against, cannot sustain free: 
institutions. The equalising of the status of 
the sexes is an indispensable step· in ·the 
establishment and successful working o£ 
democr~cy. _ . 

-- ' 

. MR. RAJAGOPALACHARI AND PAKISTAN.-

Mr. C. Rajagopalacharya is not a man to._ be 
intimidated by abuse or threat of violence or 
even expulsion from the Congress, from pursu1ng the· 
course which he has convinced himself is ·the right 
cour3e in the pu blio interests, If he has any personal: 
ambitions, I am sure that he is not himself conscious· 
of them, He may not be exempt from ''the ·great 
infirmity of noble minds," love of fame, . He may· 
be obsessed by fear of danger to his own' province.~ 
The interests of his provinoe are: m~re · to him: 
than those of the whole country,:·· He is,"perhaps,' 
the one contemporary Indian with the largestr 
measure of politioal courage. ·.He oarries it almo8f 
to the -point of audacity. At the Gaya Congress· 
he scandalised the audience ·and call~ on himself' 
the stern ·rebuke of Mr. C. R, Das and · Pandjt~ 
Motilal N eh.ru, then at the height of their power, 
by oalmly enunciating the doctrine,_ since adopted·' 
by the most financially• ortllodox nations of 
the world, that the first duty of a Government is to. 
ensure the livelihood and· essential amenities of its 
own people, aod that, if it can not pay its debts except_ 
at the sacrifice of this paramount duty, it is entitled to 
suspend repayment of its debts, _or to repudiate th~m · 
altogether if there was no reasonaole possibility ,of 
its resuming it. A bilmb thrown in its midst· 
would not have startled the Congress _more. Both 
Mr. Das · and Pandit Motilal severely castigated 
Mr. Rajagopalaoharya, . just emerging from the' 
obscurity of the back-benches, for his ten!erity~: 
He did not llinoh. · He must hiive chuckled when· 
a few years later BritaiQ, · the high priest of con· · 
tractual sanctity, calmly withheld payment of her· 
instahuents to tbe United States;_ Wbat was then. a· 
horrible heresy is · now an aooepted 'canon· of 
international transaction, Every nation which lends 
to another, does so on the implicit condition that th& 

· latter is under no obligation·. to repay unleu and 
until it' can maintain its own population in efficient 
health and strength. The Hon. Mr. Nalini Ranjan 
Sarker indicated this in a recent statement to the 
Pres1 on the extension of Lease . and Lend bene11ti 
to India. - · - -

\ . 
. Although be himself' will ilot be intimidated0 
Mr. Rajagopalaoharya is not above intimidating 
othen. A friend in whose judgment I have oomplete 
confidence writes that many who dislike his 110heme 
in South India, are afraid to come out openly against' 
him. This is really strange. Mr. Rajagopalac:bary4 
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is n" lot!ger; Prime Mirilster. His resolution was SOII\e of his recent .observations suggest I that b6-
thrOWR out by the All India Congress Committee ·by had all along been aware· Of the short-comingS -of the 
a large majority and there is talk of taking disci- Congress though be continued to tolerate them.- As· 
plinary action against him £or carrying on an agitation a revolter from the barren .creed of non-cooperation, 
against'. the. deoisio!l of. • tha( .~mmittee.. .The Mr. Rajagopalacharya _baa my ·whole-hearted 
chances of has becommg Prame Minaster, agam, are- sympathy . and · appreciatibo; But his offer of 
therefore not numerous. Why then are those who Pakistan' as the price for · Hindu-Muslim ·unity; 
are-opposed to his schem~ afraid to speak out P shocks and saddens me. -The unity of India is no" 
TbD Hindu-Muslim problem affect& South India the: a political iasue. It is inwoven in the deepest fibres 
least.· The Muslims there are an· influential though of my being. If there can be no Hindu-Muslim unity 
numerically a amall minority. The Prime Minister of witboLlt aacrificing it, I prefer to do without Hindu-
Bengal, .. Mr. Fazlul Huq, while yet a prominent ¥u~_lin'l unity, . · . . ·: · . - · 
member of the Muslim League, told Madras MuslimS, ·As a matter of· fact, the very idea of 
that, though a small minority, their position wa& Pakistan is a downright denial not only of Hindu
much superior to that of Bengal Muslims, who are a Muslim unity· but ot the exi•tenoe of any common 
majority in that province. South Indian Muslims will -ground on which a tHotiUII oitlln.ii carr be established 
to a man resist any attempt to expatriate them to.1he between the two communities, A thousand years. ot 
Punjab or . the Frontier Province which is implicit Indian history cries out against the basic principle 
in the · Pakistan_ idea. . The Muslim~ of South Of Palcistan~ There has been and still is mucli greater 
India have ftom ·early times' been. marked b1 a· community of ideas and mOdes ollife between Hindus 
distinctive nationalistic mentality from · .. the and Muslimt than1·f01' instance!; betweel1 French and 
Northerner. Hence. the ·repeated attempt~ of British canadians.IfQuebeo,.nevertbeless, is content 
the Moghul Emperors to absorb the MahO' to remain a (irovince ot Canada, It is absurd to declare' 
medan principalities ,of_ the Pe!linsula. In that Indian· Muslims :cannot constitute a single 
cffering to agree to Pakistan, Mr. RaJagopalachar:y:a nationality · with; Hindus. The great majority of 
is:olfe-rlng something which iloes not affect. ~as Indian Muslims are racially' identical with -Hindus. 
province. It is like Sir Sikandar Hay at Khan olferang The Canadian French and · the Canadian British 
Di:avldastaii to Periyaver Ramaswami. Naicker1 are not. Hin.dus anll Muslims speak the same 
leader of the Self-Respect Movement ·now mergea· vernaculars, eat and dress in the same way over 
in tlie Justice or non-Hrahinim r.arty, ~hi:! the greater' ,Part of the country. Mr. Jinnah has 
attended orie of Mr. Rajagopalacharya'll meetmg!t' made a great point of the · dhoti and the pyjamas 
and was greeted by the ex-Premier as a long-lost· as the frontier line- between Hindus and Muslim!. If 
frie'nd: Mr. Rajagopalacharya is being generous at he will gc:i into the villages, be ·will find Muslim& 
the expense of other3. Why does he do 'this P His. wearing dboti aa. their daily .wear •. ( agree with 
reasons -on this point bave not been clearly Htated. 

1 
· Gandbiji tbat1 if, nevertheless, the Muslims of India 

It, may be that he d?es not :w~nt to involve his_ ~rO' · regard themselves as ll separate nation, no human 
vmoe In the confUsion of sbaftang Congress pohcaes; power can prevent their doing so. But I do not at all 
He might have had a better chance Viith the 'All see that it follows -that they are entitled to claim any 
India Congress Committee h:l.d. he . left Pakistarl _out part of India as their eXclusive homeland. In no part 
and confined .his resolution to a demand for or India have Muslims dwelt for a longer period- than 
exemption of Madras fi-om the ban on acceptance ·of Hindus. By conversion and migration some patts o£ 
office. Certainly, his action would not have evoked the country have come to _ haw more · Muslims 
such indignant- protest as it has owing. to the thaii. Hindus. But , tbt!re · are !!till l:lindus; · 
Pakistan· factor in it; In fact, there would have and_ in no inconsiderable numbers, in those 
been eupport for the exclusion or Madras from many areas, President. Wilson ~imself had . bu~ a . vague 
who bave all along felt that South India bas been cold- idea · of "the right of self-determmataon" when 
shouldered by the Congress, No South Indian has be includ-.d · it ·among his fourteen points.. The · 
been elected to· the Presidentship for over twenty British Empire and ·the 'United St:ateli aS: also ihe 
years; Srinivasa Aiyangar who presided at Gauhati, · countries in alliance with them were excluded fi-om 
retired- fi-om the Congreu in disgust The ideology the scope or this principle. : Only Germany and the 
of the Gandhian Congress ha9 few points of appeal Austro-Hungarian Empire were to have its benefits 
and many ·of repulsion to the South Indian~ which time has proved to be illu•ory. But it was 
mind. The' ·attitude to British l'ule in South certainly aii :integral part of President Wilson's, 
India; too, Is· free from the acrimony· which the idea that the · tight ot self'-determlnation should 
Congress High Command affects in its lndepen:lence · belong w the minorities ana not to- the majorities in 
Oedlaration. ·Curious-ly,- althdugh there has ··been a , given . area. The; Pakistan ·'scheme' has never 
less liaocial' intercourse· in respect 'of 'eating · been defined, . The only thing clear iS t\lat. the righc 
and' drinking· between Indians ·and ·Englishmen·_ belongs to the majority or population ~n ~ giv~n are~ 
in Southern -India, there has always been a better· . The prov'inCC\1 where Muslims are • maJority, are to 
understanding and appreciation of eaoh other in· that go '. intd Pakistan, without the minorities in ·them ' 
part .of :the ·country- .t~ab ~n, any other, ln:lian liaving any stly in "the Qfatter,' This surely· fil no~ 
influence ·on -the · admmaatrataon also bas been far. wba~ President -Wilsoit; or any rea9onable person f~ 
more effective· thari'in any other part of the country.: that matter,_ tsnderstoo:l by that phrase. Mn. RaJa. 
Mr; Rajagopafaoharya · ·'himself· is·· ail iidmiret '_of g<!palacharya, .ho~wr, expressly declar7s. ~be ~ight 
English · cultu_re,' cba~cter. and institution_s.: '9ne_ of self-'<letermanauon -to r belong ·to DliiJilntaes . ..m a 
of the complamts agamst ham 'was that', as · Prame. rovinoe · · ' · · 
'' h -'- d d · < E' li h p ' ·' · ·' _rr.,_·., A'1'ARA,J"•, Manaster; e' .. uowe un ue pre.erenoe . to ng s no ., A"' 

aver ' indian - officials. 'He. wrote some years . ago , ~ -
apropos Of something in tbe Re/orme~tbachewa~ . ,-. . 1 "., •·,• ~- • . · · -· · • • 

one of the few who agreed that Indians· 1eatn( . RELIGIQJ]S, TOLERANCE lN HYDER,ABAD, , 
Englls~ for its qultu~l value. Some years ~·.Mr. : IJgdirtJbai Injormatitm, ·the_ offic~l Pu~li~itlf journal 
Rajagopalac<harya twatted ' me for - not ·. goang .. to or the Niz~m'e Government, pubhsbes !n ats current 
priso11 &II a non~cooperator. That w:as in Allahabad issue an artiole by Rani Saheba of Bhoom Samasthan 
a' the hQm~ of a oommJn friend.. Today, he is the pn ••Religious Tolerari~ und.er . the Auf Jabs.~ 
disillusioned critic, of the Congress. · l'ed1aps, the Three items ill ller long last of anatanoes are conspa
w~rd, '~disillusiona;d~~.is not 9ujte &l)propriv.te, .51l0f<lllle cuous.· Cows are ·not-· kuted ·on Bakt-Id · in tho 
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Nizam'• Dominiona. · Thill is the Ia, and it is also 
the sentiment ·of.tho Muslim, populatioa.. Man1 
Muslim religious endowments have beeo plaoed, in 
-perpetuity'· under · the control of Hindus, who 
JuJmitiifter them through Muslim Naibs appointed by 
1:hemselvea, Hindu employees of the State are allow
ed sirmonths' leaVe With full pay in advance if they 
-wieh to \lndertake a pilgrimage to t'beir holy places. 

·LETTERS OFi &·J, PADSHAH. 
c (}oP!Jrlght ,. · · 

.. MARCH ~s; J982 •. _ 
. Niklcq, . 

j h'd a two houra' esour8i0n here , to waterfall, 
'temples, wood• with splendid «yptomeria .treea and 
t~ine• looking over_ and down_. on .. the temples. · The 
eites, woods, trees, .people_ in crowda were as enjoy• 
.able aa tho templea, Jlllgodas and tbe imagee therein; 
•nd tbe image• of their attendant meBBengers (a fOXi, 
a bull,, or a more (erooioua beast), the gatea. of. gold, 
-copper, lacquer, jloora ,and ceilings and walls of 
Jacque!", picture• on walls and ceilings, the innumera
blll' atpne_ or ooppe.r lanterne which.ar.e never lighted, 
heavy time-bella- all was interesting until a thought 
-came, 'Temple, temple everywhere; but not a drop of 
(aith to lee.' · · · - , · · · 

The shop.quarter Ia equally pictureeque for' a town 
"f two thousand inhabitants, Nikko is 91 miles only 
from Tokyo, the coldest town of Japan so far. I have 
t>een an all to expect people going barefooted in this 
weather ... ln tho hotels , • one hal to- leave one's 
shoes outside the bouse ana one' I . slippers outside 
-one'• rDilm.. There are three stove• going· iii the 
C'OOm and charooal is being b11111t. , , ' ' 

MARCH 27, 1982, . ' .. 
A five mitea~· wa1k was called . for .by tho fact that 

'the excursion was planned for a lake and waterfall& 
4lp a mountain whose peak ill 8,200 feet and ths 
motorway up II! unller repair, So 1 went and started 
<the walk on snoW under foot and on either side. Still 
the murmurs of a river reminded that there waa· Row
-ing water 1 and where the slopes did not· interfere, 
.the sum warmed; for •nowfall had oeaaed. It was a 
·delightful aacent until we came to tho firet two water• 
falls ; woodland scenery-cr_yptomeria treeB, and pine 
and bamboo, and stumps Without foliage of plu .. and 
"berry and maple-was about us ... The maplel which 
i!how rioh thick green in ]une, then gradually< redden, 
11ntl1 thei all redden; ;., Auguit, were , now mere 
,etumps, cold the chauffeur I would go up no furthee 
and .then kept ,ruiming down wherever snow-free 
tround permattell 1 an4 used muoh of the time 1aved 
,n the ioing-up in a drive for miles in the. Cryptomeria 
Avenue which is.fam<?ul for ita lo(t, ,sbaded, wood-

. land, beauty, . In, ~··~ drive : we : pa511edi through 
v1llag~s ancf I mall tow~•· the chief alt':"'tivo. feature 
of whiC?h was the .ahoppmg qu,rter, ra.daart.t in colour-. 
the)r atgn-boarda ant coloured cloth buntings on which 
-wh1te or other coloured oharaotera are Inscribed-their 
-wpmen Jn dohly·colour-ed eilk ooetumes, theirchildren 
"whether in the b&gB behind ~hei~ mothers' back oi in 
1he street or on tiny· blcyole1, flamed in red sandals 
.and red anoka, aometimea in red kimonol. · · . i _ 

. MARCH !81 1982; 
' . (: ' ) l_ 

, . , . . . . . • . , YoKo~A'*'f 
The Im_perlal . Hotoi at . Tokyo was . tbo IIIDit 

•plendid,ofalland.very _lfifferent- in, structure from 
what it .wu in. 1914. wbeq I lived t})ere; and from 
hotels In ~eraL • .leaw i. &emplo clanoe ·in Kyoto 
whlob diq ·not eem to interea£ the.worsbippers; a 
-dance was offered for .x~e. epooially,by temple Jadie• 
at Nara wiJi~ • declined, nmemllering our ezpe.. 
C'ienele of the g1psy dance at Grana411ol . . . 

us . 

- There was a great deal to see in Y okohaaa ltll1 
shopping quarter·( called the Belltendori~ its gaiety'. 
quarter, its oflioe and hotel quarters, the Foreign; 
Quarter with ita raoeoourse and churches (all ben~; 
owners are foreign, all j().jkeya ara Jap ; tbe aigbto 
Beers and betters come from all classes, but betcing 
is aid to be restricted to 20 yen), tbe · Quholio 
Church cbiefiy ministering to the French .Consulato. 
and French residents. burnt down by eartbquakll! Jlll!l, 
not .rebuilt ; tbe Bund, tbe Bluff, tbe Parks, th~t, 
chance , of sighting Fuji among . tbe hills .ringing 
Yokohama round, the · magnificent beac~his itt 
what I was shown in the. morning; yesterday. 

', . . ' ~ - . . . ~ 
foday I started motoring at !I and came an JUS_t ad: 

time fotluncb.. I had a guide whel spoke very . good 
English. He p:>inted out on the_ way wheat-fieldS 
so freshly green, ·and rice-fields; ·and manur!l-tasq 
under a tap making a liquidised llow ·for fertilisaticm; 
the pine young and old, flowers of the peach and 
plum, the white radish arid the yellow. rape and th~ 
red cameria from all of which oil ill extracted, ancJ th~ 
water"wheel furniahing power to rioe-c:rushing -milia 
•nd the plantl!.tion in the sea. of the sea-weed, whose 
preparataon servea as food for- the. poor, and _the. 
chimney over the house where the. housebpld. fef~l!l 
is burnt, which·burning generates 700, h. p> wh1olJ 
runs the city's tramways, and t!:le Library 700. year' 
old containing books in old Chineae cllaractors. ·HQ 
walked me through the grounds of. tbe . Ml!l:'ino 
BiologicaL Station, showing me viewa, and boat!l 
picking up sea-vegetation for analysis and ~x~ 
mentation" . Our motor passed through the pnncapal 
Naval Dockyard town of Japan with 120,900 
inhabitants,. and to the monument to. Admiral 
Peary . who,-- under threat of hie guns, opene4 
Japan to foreign in_fluenoes,, !he, mqnum«:_nt ~ 
by the Japanese who recogmze, the .servlce_of 
Peary's guns in rousing them out of their slutilbet1 
We drove through Hyamo; the winter residence or 
Imperial princea and the nobles; and ZushL W~ 
halted at Musakl to see the land-and-sea-sGape. ~ 

My guide explained' t~t Japan had .to. import 
wheat from Canada; Australia and the United · ptatelj 
to supplement her own production •. 'fhougb it~ wai 
a rice-consuming country :y7t e_ven the poorea' 
needed wheat-llout for thetr own Japanese cakea. 
Kobe;· he said, is a biP-ger · and wealthiet' plane 
than Yokohama. Kobes population, · 750,000; 
is all her own; Yokoham:~.•a · 670,000 is the ·•result 
of amalgamation wi.th three neighbouri~g town81 
Both. ve the creattons ·of Peary's policy; 1hey 
have emerged sinGe 1866' when ·.they ·and Nagasaki 
were thrown open to foretgn _· trade.· : Osaka 
is aJII ancient town and was thrown open1 much: later. 
So that, I noted, ia the reason wiry Osakhrith its-two 
and a half mill ions, surpasses all other to~in:wealtll 
and trade. When we passed througb. q u1et tow&, hd 
remarked that their hotels had prospered·- • when 
flourishing · bustle . made people .long' _ for ·, ~a 
refreshment of oooas1onal quiet. ·. But when trade •• 
depressed, people have cat home all the quiet . tlley 
want. - ·- · · · · · , 

The new Grand Hotel at Yokohama i>ullt cltt'the 
site of the original GrBind demolished by earthquake, 
is the property of a new Japan-owned oompaoy, ~ith 
only. a Swiss chef, The tramways belong tO tha 
City; tliey too were destro>:ed by ~he eartbq~ake a~ 
they are charged with anterest on the double 
capital-naturally they do not pay. The 'Srate 
Railways used to show somd small profit but fast 
year they showed a little losB.- (Australiad railwa}'IJ 
serving a sman population lost. 10 million stedingy 
U .s, A. railways were reduoed 110 'such .straits-.thaC. 
th~y purobaae only 60 per cent of what they did. • 
year ago\ British tail ways do not .know whio)l way t4 
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tum in presence of the combined operation of business 
slump and lorry competition.) The Japanese silk 
industry is Buffering cruelly from a sl~mp in American 
prices-their best market, Japanese silk in the U, S. 
market today sells cheaper than rayon or artificial 
llilk. ' . 
~ Back on board ship the Chief Steward exchanged 

with ·me impresaions about Japan. He told me 
a tale about Japanese sensitiveness. How yeara 
ago when the harbours were wooden jetties and the 
British Fleet appeared in these waters, Japan, young 
and old, was at the jetty to size it up. There was a 
little fellow, looking particularly earnest. A foreigner 
diKed a stamp on the little one's forehead and made 
as if to pick him as if he were an envelope to 
be pushed into the adjoining letter-box. You 
should see the dignity of the mocli:ed boy-his silence 
and ereot defiance. · · 

· The Chief Steward told me that no aheep are 
raised in Japan; somethin~ in the soil disagrees with 
them, Their meats are Imported from Korea; all 
other meats have to pay very heavy duties. He 
bimaelf, to oblige the P. and O. agent, once carried 
aahore a leg of mutton, not knowing it was dutiable, 
He was treated at the Customs House through 
which he had to pass as a smuggler, was mocked 
through streets-himself carrying the leg of mutton 
Uncovered, between two gendarmes with drawn 
swords, He was kept in a look-up overnight till 
the Consul and the· Agent explained and obtained 
his release. The Customs people, he says, have 
become very expert in finding out from the looks 
and the fuse made by passengers if they were 
anxious to. conceal anythmg. Private watcher!! are 
about to study faces and overhear talks and observe 
ptovements; smugglers are up against science. 

' The Chief Steward thinks Japanese women are 
lovely· in kimonos but dowdy in frock and blouse. 
My one-fellow passenger bas had dances with 
Japanese professional dancP.rs whom he considers 
ileoent women not open to be walked away with. 
He bas met an English married girl, born in Japan, 
who speaks but cannot read Japanese; she cannot 
stand the English of the Japanese talking to her. 
He has also met a Japanese girl talking perfect 
American English, trained in the U, S. A., who 
find• difficulty in understanding Japanese. 

; During yesterday's drive I wa! shown a tulip-pa.tch; · 
the tulip is not indigenous to Japan but grows 
beautifully. The guide told me the story of Japa.
bese marriages, Divorces are easy but by consent 
with the added consent of parents if the couple are 
70ung. · A , petition to a Registrar accomplishes the 
desired result. If parties do not agree, a judicial 
verdict .has to be obtained. The Buddbiat Church 
disoourages divorce without mutual consent. Wives' 
infidelities exist, but proportionately are less than in 
Europe. . The Japanese people eat very little meaq 
fish, vegetables, cereals are their au pport. Before 
1868 tbey had the Buddhist abstention from meats 
but, 'since the W esternisation, the compunction 1:\as 
[!llSSed. away. 

.MARCH 81, 1982, 

' We ~rrived at Kobe yesterday a little before 
t ~ m. I wa.s instantly taken hold of by Mr. Davar 
to whom I had a letter of introduction from Mr! 
Bezanji Tata. · 
, ·I' explained that I had planned to take a oar to see 
Osaka and that I would .discus!! no other sight-seeing 
till this was fulfilled. Mr. Davar and his daughter
in-law joined me in tbe trip. On our return I was 
takeil by .Mr. Davar for an hour's. drive through 
KDQe·. by :night-the Main (shopping) Street, the 

Theatre Street, and ·the in aide of a Japanese! 
restaurant with the clientele, occasional foreigners 
like us two. and arrangements for auoh a orowd. · 

· Today Mr. Davar ·came to the· ship at 9-30 iri 
the morning. We went by oar to the failway 
station and electric cable train running to Rokke) 
Zan. These have been running only for a month. 
Rokko is like Matheran, a wooded elevation, about 
2,000 feet, and serves as a health resort and summer
residence~ is connected with Kobe by rail, wire-rope 
railway, by a motor road and· motor service and by 
a walking pa.th, , There was snow on the sides anilo 
one of the lakes we saw serves for skating; the 
road was new and ·muddy, and slippery, both 
avoided slips through care and the help of our 
walking sticks but the road afforded beautiful view• 
or views with the promise of beauty in later epring 
and summer. For the slopes were often bare and 
the trees were sometimes mere stumps; but rich 
fr. esh foliage had already emerged in many places, not 
too early, for tomorrow on All Fools' Day, Japan 
heralds in Spring by · a grand celebration in 
town and country .. ;The gorges with indifferent 
foliage were grand .. After lunch we took the 
wire-rope train to Kobe. · 

At 6 p. m. we left' Japanese land amid the noise 
of leave-taking and atreamer-tuggings (aa in 
Australia); but not before Mr; Davar ha.d given 
his history. and other peoete'a and .corrected severa~ 
of my impressions about Japan. ·, . · 

·Yokohama :was much .the bigger place than 
Koba before the -earthquake whiobJ for the time 
being. ruined Y okobama. Many ot its . ·merchants 
emigrated· to Kobe to repair their losses--among 
these Mr. Davar himself.- He had gone to Yokohama. 
25 years ago as Manager for a firm in. India and had 
then set up for himself fearing that such a connection 
might be precarious ; . shetjis· bring in their own 
relations. elf their own growing children 11nd replace 
their managers when business looks promising, 

Mr. Davar ~aye that K~be is full ~f Chinamen wh~ 
have their own business and properties and olu b ; a 
great many left Japan during the recent altercation • 
fearing reprisals, and their going away has seriously 
handicapped Japan. Japan's not molesting China
men in Japan is a oounsel of wisdom and interest .for 
Japan. ·rr .. ·.. . .. . · . 
. Mr. Davar and Mrs; Davar say thaf the oostume of 
Japanese ladies has ohanged; it adopts many colours 
and unknown forms. · Their. new life has added t~ 
the· Japanese. girls' stature within ·a generatioq. 
In .the Stores I was shown the novelties unknowm 
before. Wheri. some European Stores first pre
sented .them~ ··the Japs ,would· no~ patronise them. 
compelled· them to De bought· out, and now, under 
Japanese ownership,' foreign designs skilfully 
imitated in Japan , are the attraction. · 

-· - ,.. . I I J 

·.~-- I • I • 

THE RAU COMMIUEE'S BILL> ON HINDU 
. MARRIAGE; . . ' 

The biOad piS:~· of the Bill, writes the Rau 
Committee in an . explanatory note that has been. 
published along 'witli· the · Bill to codify the law 
relatin{t to Hindu Marriage in, the ••Ga~tte of India,•• 
is to distinguish two forms of Hindu ·marnage; the 
sacramental marriage and the oivil marriage. Thes~ 
already . exist, although perhaps not ·'!nder • thes~ 
names. Briefly, the· sacramental marr1age IS the 
marriage . solemnized according to Hindu rites and 
the civil maaiage is the marriage contracted befo_re 
the Registrar in the manner laid. down in the Spec1ai 
Marriage Ant, 1872. · · .· . . 
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A. regards the Sac:ramental marriage, the Bill 
makes a change in the traditional law in one vety 
important respect, namely, that it proposes to abolish 
polygamy. But, although this ia a change from the 
Jaw 'US administered at present, it is in truth a 
restoration of the anoient law at its best. The 
well-known text of Manu (IX, 107) enjoins mutual 
fidelity until death as the highest duty of husband 
and wife l and indeed, in practice, the vast 
majority of Hindu marriages are monogamous. The 
emmeot Madras laoryer responsible for the latest 
edition of Mayne's Hmdu Law bad occasion to write 

-on this eu bjeot a few months before his death, 
While deprecating any violent break with . the past, 
be observed 1 , . 

The time has certainly come for the Hindu Society 
to discard polygamy as a rule of Hindu Law. According 
to early Hindu Law monogamy was the approved rule 
and polygamy was atJ exceptional provision ...... The 
right to take more than one wife In former days 
1'equlred legal justlficatlon ; but the present rule of 
Hindu Law that a husband Is not restricted as to the 
number of his wives and may marry again without 
the wife's consent or any justifica&lon, Is fap worse ...... 
In these days when equality of women must be 
-recognized, at least In this connection, It would be 
folly to postpone this reform ...... Marrlages contracted 
between Hindus under, the Special Marriage Act are 
monogamous and surprisingly enough the marriages 
-of those who are· governed by the J.l!larumalrathayam 
Law of Malabar have become monogamous by a reoent 
statute, while the general Hindu society still clings to 
polygamy. {Madras Law Journal, Golden Jubilee 
Number, 1941). 

. ' I 

In answer to the questionnaire which we issued . 
last year, the majority of our correspondents declared 1 

themselvem in favour of the abolition of polygamy. 
We oureelvea teel that no law of marriage can 
be looked upon as eatisfactory unless it does 
justioe to the mothers of the raoe. We have, 
therefore, made monogamy obligatory in the Bill 
even as regards sacramental marriage~~. 

the proh!.bited degrees ......... Her re-marriage 
however, JS nowhere. allowed even though the 
repudiation takes place before conaummatioo. 
The doctrine of the Hindu Law .Is that the 
girl is blemished by the mere ceremony of 
marriage and if married again, the reproach of beibg 
a twice-married woman (puna..Mu) would attach to 
her, even if abe be a flirgo intadtJ., · This is hardly 
just. Even the virgin widow, has one consolatiOn 
for her hard lot, that it is due to a cause which no 
human foresight could prevent. ·But the oonditiOn 
of the repudiated virgim wife, .. who ia condemned 
to a life -of . virtual widowhood for the· error of a 
reckless guardian, is truly pitiable.'' (Sir Gurudaa 
Baneljee's Hindu Law of Marriage and Stridhaoa, 
4th edition, p. 222.) 

The solution which we have proposed in the Bill is 
to extend the /adum w~t rule to such marriage"; 
That is to say, their validity is not to be called in 
question after they have been oompleted. This rule 
is constantly applied by the Courts to cure various 
infraotioos of the strict Hindu Law. · 

We shall quote a few instances from Sir Gurudas 
Banerjee'~ Lectures: • · ' 

(1) A text of the Matsya Sukta, cited in the Udva.
hatattwa, says, "The marriage with a girl of equal 
pravara!l' or with the daughter of a pupil or of the guru 
whoJnstructs in. the Vedas is prohibited." AU thres 
i>rohibitions are In the ume terms, but as regards the 
last two, Banerjee thinks It very doubtful whether a 
Court would consider them as anything more than 
moral injunctions. In other words, Courts would 
apply the doctrine otfactum va!Bt to validate a marriage 
with the daughter of a pupil or a preceptor, once It 
has actuall):' taken _place. . 

(2}. Again, In the very verse In which Yajoavalkya 
enJOIDs marriage with a. girl of different gotra and 
pravara, he also lays down in the same terms thst she 
should be younger than the husband ancl shorter in 
stature, and should have a brother living. But It can 
hardly be expected . tljat the violation of these other 
injunctions would ·nullify a marriage already 
celebrated. 

(8). A man Is likewise prohibited to marry a. girl 
who bears the same name as his mother. Thi• rule is 
so Imperative that, if one inadvertently marries in 

· .violation of it, he is required to forsake the wife entirely 
and perform penance. But it is doubtful whether, after 
marriaga has taken place, a Court would regard this 
rule as Imperative. 

, Thus in all these oases, Courts would apply the 
doctrine of /adum vaW to cure the infraction, once 

A. regarda the oivil marriage, we have retained 
most of the provisions of the Special Marria~e 
Aot, but have attempted to remove one of Jts 
moat glaring anomalies, That Act, as amended in 1928, 
providea intsr alia (a) for the marriage of persons 
neither ol whom profess the Hindu religion, and (b) 
for the marriage of persons both of whom profess 
the Hindu religion, The Courts have held that 
when l:lrahmos marry under provision (a) with a 
declaration disclaiming the Hindu religion, they are 
'bone the less governed- in matters of succeesion by 
the Hindu Law, the deolaratioo being regarded as 
merely for purposes of marriage 1 but when Hindus 
inarry under provision (b) of the Act with a declara
tion professing the Hindu religion, they are, ,by virtue 
of eection 24., governed in matters of sucoessioo not 
by the Hindu Law but by the Indian Suoocssion Act. 

. the prohibited marriage has actually been celebrated. 
We propose "to extend the doctrine to marriages 
which (it may be by the inadvertence or recklessness 
of the guardans concerned) have been Celebrated 
between parties of different castes or of the·same 
got'ra. Suoh marriages, in the sacramental form, 
are riot likely to be many, but if they do take place, 
the wife would be in an impossible position unless 
they are validated. Merely to allow her to marry 
again would hardly be an adequate remedy, for no 
one is likely to want to marry her in the circumstances. 
We have aooor<tingly provided that the validity of 
auoh marriages is not to be questioned after they 
have been oompleted although in proper cases they 
may be prohibited by injunction before they are 
performed, 

We have anxiously oonsidered the question of 
int~r-oaete and sagotra marriages. Even from the 
point of view of the orthodox who believe in caste 
and gotra restrictions, there is a problem to be solved, 
The position of the girl who has, by mistake or fault 
of her father or other guardian, been married accord
ing to Hindu rites to a hue band of the same gotra or 
of a different ca9te, Imperatively calls for eome 
remedy, 

We cannot do better In this connection than quote 
Sir Gurudu Banerjee 1 .,The position of the women 
whose marriage Is void al initio seems to be 
singularly unfortunate under the Hindu Law, The 
cauaes whioh render a marriage void al initi are, 
first, differenoe of caste In the oontracting parties : 
and second, identity of gotNA or relationship within 

These are the maio priooiples of the Bill. 
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NOTES.-
Hindu Monogamy Blll :-The Bill drafted by 

the Rau Committee proceeds on very cautious 
lines. A«epting the ruling of the Privy Council, 
the Bill makes marriages within the four main 
Hindu castes legal, ignoring- the customs which 
may exist in respect of sub-castes. As ·regards 
the restrictions about g-otra and praf!ara the Bill, 
while recognizing them, makes marriages valid 
once they have been contracted but leaves 
it open to any interested person to mave a Court 
of Law for an injunction, at the risk of being 
fined Rs. 1,000 if he fails to get one. The part 
of the Bill relating to sacramental marriages 
is short as compared with .that on Civil 
Marriages. It- lays down that .neither of. the 
parties must have a. husband or wife living at 
the time of marriage, that they must belong to 
the same main caste, that they should not belong 
to the same gotra or pravara, that they should 
not be sapindas (related by blood within certain.. 
limits), and that, if the bride he less than 16 
years, "her guardian in marriage'' must consent 
to the, marriage, Two ~ ceremonies, namely, 

, invocation before the , sacred fire and 
saptapaai (seven steps round it) are essential to 
complete a sacramental marriage. Violation 
of these conditions will be punishable under 
the bigamy sections of the Indian. Penal 
Code, Customary forms are recognised 
in the case of the castes who have practised 
them. The Bombay CAronicl1 criticises the 
absence of a provision for divorce which, it 
aays, is an indispensable incident of a mono
gamous marriage. Surely, it forgets the Roman 
Catholic sacrament which admits of no divorce. 
Even among Protestants, divorce has no 
religious sanction. It is lhe essence of a 
sacrament that no human power ~n revoke 
it. Those who contemplate divorce at the 
time of marriage, may marry under the 
Civil part of the Bill · which gets rid of 
the irrelevant sections in Gour's Act 
relating to succession, adoption and other 
incidentals. The Bill provides that it will come 
into force four years hence. The reasons given 

for this interval in the case of the Bill o~ Hindu 
Intestate Succession, do not apply in the case of 
the Marriage Bill. The first reason is that the 
Provinces should have time to legislate in order 
to bring agricultural property within the scope of 
the principle of equal rights of property for men 
and women. This has no relevance to marriage. 
Public opinion is ripe for' making Hindu 
marriages monogamous without undue delay. 

Democracy and Majority Rule :-We have ofteq 
regretted the paucity of well:conducted ·.English 
journals representing the Indian Mushm .view
point. We welcome, therefore, the appearance 
of a weekly English journal named the Onwar~ 
edited by.Dr. N, Jaffri, Bar-at-Law, Allahabad, 
In the second issue of the Onwarf/, the Editor 
contributes an article on Pakistan. This is the 

. first attempt at a detailed ·exposition of the 
scheme by a leading Muslim publicist that we 
have come across. In the course of the article 
Dr. Jaffri lays down the basic principle of 
Pakistan in these terms : 

The Idea Is that lo our "homelands", that ls, where 
we are In a majority we should have .our sovereign 
state, and where the Hindus are in a majority they 
should have theirs. The rights of m!norltie• in each 
such state will be based on codified prlncl pies based 
on justice, equity and good conscience. · 

Now India is one whole geographically, histor~· ·· 
cally, politically. Hindus are the overwhebning· ' 
majority of the population and it canriot .Pe ·· · 
denied that India is the homeland of the fli,ndust' 
that is, they have been in the countfy longer. tP;ll) 
other communities. According to Pr. J affrfs owil • 
doctrine, Hindus sltould be sovereign in India, the 
minorities including Muslims having theiuights, 
safeguarded by codified principle$- . based. O'!. 
justice, equity and good conscience, "' Pakistan Is, 
therefore, a repudiation of' :or. 'Jaffii's own 
theory. But that theory itself in OIU' opinion is 
based on a perverted· view of the State. The art 
of government has been discussed since the days 
of Plato but the identification of democracy 'with 
majority rule belongs 9nly to .the seventeenth · 
and eighteenth centuries. In the nineteent;Q and 
during the twentieth centuries, political scienca 
has tended to reject majority democracy and 
to interpret democracy · as the rule of law 
resting on an ethical foundation. T. H. Green 
in combating Locke's majoritarian doctrine 
maintained that it is not majority support but 
"the function which it serves in maintaining 
those conditions of freedom which are conditions 
of the moral life,'' which gives a government its 
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title to obedience. No reformer can be an 
advocate of majority rule in any other sense, but 
every reformer will accept democracy as defined 
by Green as the ideal form of Government. In 
moral, as distinguished from majoritarian, 
democracy, there is and can be no distinction of 
majority and minority. Even Locke, by his 
doctrine of Natural Law, excluded from the 
sphere of his majoritarian State, a large section 
of social life. For instance, he held that the 
majority had no right to legislate that men 
should aot tell the truth. or forbidding them to 
honour their parents, or legalisi.9g plunder. 

Anglo-American .Trade Agreement :-Contrary 
to the expectation of Mr. N. R. Sarker, the 
Lease-Lend arrangements are, so far at least as 
Britain and .the United States are concerned, to 
be not without mutual material benefits, though 
not in the sense familiar to nineteenth century 
economists. Britain will not repay the huge 
amounts involved in the transactions. Neither 
will the United States remain without adequate 
return. The clause bearing on this question 
runs as follows:-.:. · 

In the final detenninatlon· of the benefits to be 
provided to the United Stetes of America by the United 
Kingdom Government, In return for the aid furnished 
under the Act of Congress, March LL, l94l, the terms 
and conditions thereof shall be such as not to be a 
burden to the commerce between th~r two countries, but 
to promote mutually advantageous economic relations 
between them and the betterment of world-wide 
economic relations. To that end, they shall include 
a provision for agreed action by the United States of 
America and U nlted Kingdom, open to participation 
by aU other countries of like mind, directed to the ex
pansion by appropriate International and domestic 
measures of production, employment and exchange and 
consumption of goods, which are the material founda. 
tion of liberty and welfare of all peoples; to eliminate 
all forms of discriminatory treatment In international 
commerce and to the reduction of tariffs and other trade 
barriers and In general, to the attainment of all 
economic objectives set forth in the joint declaration, 
made on August 12, 1941, by the President, U.S. A, 
and the Prime Minister of United Kingdom. · 

Stript of its grandiose ·verbiage about world 
benefits, this means that Britain will after 
the war be precluded from entering into Imperial 
preference arrangements which exclude ·the 
United ·States from their benefits and that the 
United States will have the same right to exploit 
the British possessions and Colonies as Britain 
may have. The implied condition is that the United 
States will, in consequence of her joint interest 
in the colonies and possessions, help, 13ritain to 
hold them under her control, The plain signi
ficance of it all is that the United States becomes 
in association with Britain an imperialistic power. 
We have grave doubts if the American public will, 
when it recovers from the war fever, support 
this grandiose scheme. An ex-Moderator of 
the Church of Scotland who returned from a 
tour of the States, recently broadcasting his 
impi'essions, expressed the apprehension felt in 
American -circles that Isolationism may, as 
after the last war, gain the ascendancy in 
American politics. India, of course, will object to 
be made a pawn in the British-American game 
to share between themselves the material benefits 

of civilization and insist on its moral basis 
being given precedence. Civilization based on 

. material wealth has proved itself a dead sea
apple and we do not want to have the disastrous 
experiment repeated. ' 

Lord Selborne's Scheme :-The scheme for an 
Imperial Council and an Imperial Cabinet 
outlined by Lord Selborne is based on the right 
principle of closer cooperation between different 
parts of the British Commonwealth. So far as 
India is concerned, however, it means little. 
Lord Selborne hopes that India will be 
included but adds that in any case she will 
be represented. He means, no doubt, that she 
will be represented by the Secretary of State 
for India. Apart from this ·what will be the 
position or prospects of the Indian representative 
~is-a-vis the Dominion 'representatives, par
!Jcularly the South African, whose main 
preoccupation is to keep down the non-European 
elements to fetch and carry for the white man? 
One other item in the scheme is of interest to 
India. Cape Town is suggested by Lord 
Selborne as the most suitable locale for the 
Imperial contraption. We presume this is on 
the assumption that ·the Mediterranean route 
if not actually closed, will no longer be . ; 

· safe or certain highway between Britain and 
the Indian Ocean. If the assumption is correct, 
the future of the Commonwealth will be very 
different from its past. It · will not be the 
same Commowealth except in name. If, however, 
the Suez Canal will be open to British ships 
as before the war, India, not South Africa is 
the obvious centre of the Commonwealth. The 
Selborne scheme .is self-stultifying if Cape Town 
is to. be the heart of the Empire. South Africa 
is a chronic sufferer from he art disease. 

The Servants of India Society:--The annual report 
of the Servants of India Society for 1941 has 
just been issued. The Society has a member-ship 

-of twenty-seven and the report gives a detailed 
account of the work carried on by these members 
throughout the year. It might be prejudice but 
somehow one feels that in a society like the 
Servants of India th~emphasis should be more • 
on the work done than on personalities and the 
enumeration bf each man's ··contribution to the 
Society's tasks strikes a jarring note. We 
congratulate the Society on its successful hand
ling of the financial side in converting an expected 
deficit into a surplu!l in a particularly difficult · 
year. The Society duiing the year has :done 
excellent work in its various spheres, in labour, 
in education, iq yillage reconstruction and in 
journalism. It has made a distinct contribution · 
to national life in the·past thirty-five years and 
deserves a more generous measure of public 
-support, It is unfortunate that it has pot been 
able to expand its activities and particularly to 
revive its weekly journal, the Servant of India, 
which it had to close down on the outbreak of 
war. · This is a loss to Indian journalism which 
the other journalistic activities of the Society 
cannot make good. It is unfortunate that the 
meagre remuneration of its m~mbers has had to 
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be -·cut down ,by 2() per cent and we hope that 
the 'cut .wilL be, restored .. in ihe ensuing year. 
With its distinguished record of work·. in' the 
field of,· Indian Labour, the Society should not 
find t\self forced to. cut dow11 the .income of· its 
members .when everywh~ else the agitatiolli is 
for~ighei&ealespf,pay •. , __ . -.: _ ,_ . 

· - future of :The-' Far East :.!...Commenting oii 
General Wavell's statement that Burma' will be 
reconquered,' thefnaian Witness, organ of the 
Americal'l Methodist Mission, published in 
Luck now, observes : · · · , · ' , 
· - But ·that' delis 'not get'~ very far just now. Burma 
already was- elamouting for fuller independence and 

: in _this day It . will scan:eiy be h• keeping-with world 
demand• for Burma to be retaken for , tbe purpose' of 
inalliug It a permanent part of the British. Empire, 
When Japan Is finally defeated as we believe she will 
be, there will -natural~ be a readjustment of Burma 
affair~~ and the commerctal interests of those who have 
Investments In that land wlll be given consideration, 
But the old days wlll never return. • , 

In the next paragraph, however, the Witness 
!lSsumes that Holland will retain Netherland 
Indies whicq. it- suggests as a suitable place 
for 1 settling European, . Anglo-Burman and 
Anglo-Indian _evacuees. Australia is also 
mentioned for ;~is purppse. - There has been 
a nationalist movement in Netherland Indies 
also and Holland has Ito~ made, from the 
point of view of the people, beneficial use of 
1ts domination of the large areas constituting 
its Empire in the Pacific, . Certainly the futurl! 
government. of Java i!nd . the rest of that 
territory, will have to , be considered and s_ettle4 
on moral principles at the end of• the war, 
Holland has nq more" right than Japan to be 
there.. If the te~ritpry is not immediately ready 
for , self -gov~rnment, ~t . should be placed uo:'der 
international ! guardianship with a mandate to 
prepare ft to govern itself in the shortest 
period possible. , . . ' 

"Constructive . Statesmanship and Nebulous 
Fancles":-Mr. · Rajagopalachari bas won a 
strange champion for his case in the Times 
~f Inaiti. The Times in defending Mr. Raja
gopalachari askl! ~hose who,.oppose him to shl!t 
up. It writes: · · ' ' · · 

Many may not agree with Mr. Raja~opalacharl;s 
formula for communal unity. Bu~ Mr. Ra.JagOpalacharl 
Ia -on tile right traclr, since india's great need to-day 
is. constructive statesmanship; Instead of nebulous 
fancies. The obvious duty of those who do not agree 
with Mr. Rajagopalacharl's unity formula, Is to provide 
a better plan; they have no right to criticise him unless 
th'y can do so, 

The Times by calling it a unity formula does 
not make the Rajagopalachari scheme actually 
one. To take the case of the Times itself, if 
the Rajagopalachari scheme develops in the only 
way in which it can develop, there will have to 
be a Times of PallislaH and a Ti111es of 
Hi11austaH in place of the present Titnes of 
lt~tlia. Then, again, what is constructive 
statesmanship and what a nebulous fancr? If 
Mr. Rajagopalachari's scheme were a construc
tive act, there would be no need to do all the . . 

~ 

propaganda which the Madras leader is doing for 
it, the sole purpose .. of which is to convert a 
"nebulous fancy" into what' he hopes will be a 
constructive act. Who, moreover, is to iu~ge 
what is a better plan?~ ·,The Times Of'lnaitJ? 
Mr. Rajagopalachari?' • J'he'ease with which the 
Times slipped into · tonfused thinking the 
moment a ·new idea came .up/.Shows· .. how 
feeble is its grasp of the Indian 'political situatiom. 
The greatest disservice . it , can . ·1lo r.to the 
Madras ex.,Preniier y.'ho .certainly :has no need 
of any outside help, -il! to try to: coerce .into 
silence all opposition to hini•- It is· Mr~ Raja~ 
gopatachari who is rebelling against the CongreSS 
not those who oppose him, and. it ·.is, rebels ~ wh6 
are usually put down. It is possible the Timeg, 
in this as in other matters, is expressing • official 
reactions. This would be even worse from Mr. 
Rajagopalachari's point of view._ In this'connec
tion, it is not without . interest to mention, 
what the press reports omitted, that at the 
Salem meeting two hundred policemen were 
in . the vicinity while the piDCeedings .. were in 
progress.- · , .· 

''Religion in the U.S. S; R.'',:~ln contrast to 
the official attitude as : declared _by the British 
Prime Minister in. the House of, .Commons 
shortly after Russia was attacked by Germany 
that the Allies were · not concerned about, the 
internal administration Land tM institutions , of 
Russia, the "Friends of . the· Soviet Union" 
are putting out a series of pamphlets explaining 
Soviet ideals to the lndian public, Appropriately, 
~he first pamphlet explains the Russian attitude to 
r~ligion- as· this is tbe subject on . which the 
greatest amount of confusion prevails :outside 
R~J~~Sia. .Mr. Wilfred C. Smith has ~iven ·.a 
cgmpreiJ,ensive ac;count (Fref;l India .Publications, 
~a_hore, "2as.). '(here _are, _~one , ; !Jr. . :.two 
observations_ which rather-:ove(Step. the mark 
but the_ me~it of . th\l · pamphl~t , is .. that 
its: defects . are obvious ;md will not get past 

· the ordinary reader. -for- example, this • a_bout 
old Russia: "Even Totemism persisted in some 
!Iegree. '(here are -parts of Russia where 
still today th~ , he-goa_t is ~-. mascot., •..• And 
the symbolism of, •the bear' as r~presenting 
the Russian nation· survives in: the parlance 
of our . own newspapers.": His .. partisanship 
is even more glaring when ,he -describes .the 
,Church in Soviet Russia ali occupying' a pla_ce 
similar to that occupied by -religious organisa
tions in Ca.'nada1 the U. S. A., -France, etc. 
He writes: "The State was not going to 
support. expensive and gorgeous religious 
services at public expense for a few people who 
were not themselves willing to pay for it.'' This 
is not the position in , other countries. To 
expect the people to have only _the form of 
religion for which they can pay, is to introduce 
a nc::w interpretation of the relations subsisting 
between Church and State in non-socialist States. 
With all its defects, Mr. Smith'_s pamphlet is a 
useful survey ol the weaknesses inherent ·in a 
religious system . in which the: priestho.xl is 
illiterate and uncultured. . . . 
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.- .Sir M. Visvesvaraya issued -last inonth a 
snemorandum calling.the attention of the Grady 
Mission from the United States, to the fact that, 
despite India's immense possibilities for war 
production, her war output in large-scale heavy 
in~ustries is insignificant compared with countries 
like Canada and Australia whose -population is 
less than S per cent of , that. of lndia. This, he 
:went on to say i ' • 

· wia du~ to the fact that, since the beginning of the wari 
. the Goverll!1leo.t hav~~; made no attempt to mobilise 

.. lndian busiuess enterprise for co-ordinated war effort 
by placing their orders for heavy mechanical equipment 

· 1 with Indian firms. Onr industrial leaders were never 
' even calllld into consliltation by . the Government before 

i!lecid.iui. their plans fot heavy war material, 
This is not all. High -t;overnmei¢ officials have 
been making pr9nouncements calculated to 
discourage. Inilian' industrialists from even con
teinplating the • possibility· of ·'their :supplyirtg 
ther .. requirements' of the country as· regards 
l,Jlaterial and machines required for the defence 
of the -country. · As an instailcej Sir Moksha~ 
gundam• ·quoted . from ra rspeech made by. His 
'Excellency· the · Viceroy, · two months' · ago. 
Lord Unlithgow· said : · "India is, and for a 
long time is likely to be; tn~inly im · agricultural 
country, and her prosperity will greatly depend on 
the oatil and forethought which she devoted tCI 
her major industry:''. This ~san ~ld commonplace 
JWhich th~ war, we should think, bas blown to 
tatters. Sir . Mokshagundam demanded · aQ 
authoritative declaration from Government that, 
:without reservation ·of any kind, · repre
sentative Indians in. commerce and finance, 
will be taken into their confidence. Referring 
.specifically to the steel, shipping and automobile ·· 
industries, Sir Mokshagundam, showed that 
the Government attitude 'towards each · of 
them has been adverse tCI Indian enterprise. It 
was recently disclosed, he said, that, instead of 
increasing the production of pig-iron and steel in 
India, some quantities of pig-iron were "allowed" 
to be exported to the United Kingdom to be 
converted there into steel and got back to 
India in spite of freight risks; and that it 
.was only the preoccupation of English factories 
and the closing of. the Mediterranean· route 
.that persuaded the Indian Railway Board to 
place· some new orders with 'the Tatas. · Sir 
-Mokshagundam is himself a director of the 
Tata •.Iron and Steel Company and his facts, 
'therefore, may be accepted as correct. Only the 
word "allowed'' seems to be an unintended 
·euphemism for "required,". for it is inconceivable 
that the Tata Company· would have of their own 
motion adopted · the ridiculous device of sending 
-pig~iron to· Britain to be made into steel and 
-retrirned to India when they have themselves all 
the appliances necessary to effed the conversion 

at• .Jamshedptic. We· believe. that· this pre~ 
po~rous arrangement' with India was: "aboul: 
the only achievement of the--Ottawa ConferetJce, 
the Dominions having exacted their pciund of 
fleSh from the mother country. . ·' · · 
· In the matter of the ship-building industry 

likewise, the attitude of· Goverrlment has. been 
llnhelpful. , They pr~ferred to get ships built in 
Austt;llia . foJ: .. India. , "All that the Indian 
p1,1blic was treated to \Va& the news · th'ilt, on the 
~mpletion . of the first ship, , the Viceroy of 
India cabled congratulation!! to the Australian 
ship-builders.'' , The aqtomobile industry which, 
after .long .study · and preparation, was ·on the 
point of being started, was for similarly unjustifi
able reasons,· frowned upon ·and had practically 
to b~ dropped. ' These are not the only instances 
of Lord Linlithgow's predi.tec~ion for assuming .to 
himself the right .to· do things in ' the· name 
of · India without 'letting · India have ·any 
inkling. of his reasons.· It is only after repeated 
protests in ti1e' Press that the Government of 
India condescended to explain, even that ·per-' 
functorily, why hundreds of Polish . orphans 
were being brought to India, · It appeared· from 
the official· ~ommunique that "India" had 
offered to r~ive· them; Evidendy no · other 
country did so. In the same spirit His E;x:cellency 
sent a liberal donation with his congratulations 
to the Netherland IndieS ·which.- refused tc) 
allow Indian refugees from Malaya ·to land iri 
their territory. N_o Viceroy has used the c:Onven-" 
tion to speak ' • on " behalf . of India • more 
libera11y than · Lord · Linllthgow and', we 
may add, with 1ess justification. . It · is i!J 
the same· spitit that His . Excellency has 
decreed that India must reinain for ·a long 'time 
to come an agricultural country. But India dces 
not accept this fiat and she will find a way out 
of it. · · 

II. 

The Grady ·Mission has independently come 
to the same conclusions as Sir Mokshagundam 
on the main points of the .· inadequacy of 
India's contribution to the war effort, Their 
report has not been~published ; only an official 
and, appare!ltly, bowdlerised summary prepared 
by the Government of India has been issued. 
On the basis of. that summary an interesting 
conversation took place last week in New 
Delhi between Sir Homi Modi, Member oC 
the Government of India in charge of Supplies~ 
and Indian and American press representatives. 
After acknowledging the advance made during 
the last year, the- .Grady Mission in their report 
express the opinion. that ·what has been done fell· 
far short of what hall to be done and what can be 
done ina country with India's material resources 
and almost inexhaustible man-power. Of the 
latter the Mission expressed themselves impressed 
by its good qualityand excellent ' potentialities~ 
"The Indian is skilful with his hands," they 
observed, "and, given satisfactory working con
ditions anJ security of employment, is dependable 
and industrious.'• The Mission suggested four-
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alternatives stated- as (ollows in the Goveininent 
CJf India summary ~ --' 
· . ; {ill • A · hlgh-pciw~(l ' C:ontrol Independent of 
esta~lled. tiovel'lldlellt agenclu on the . American 
modd.; r.: . ., 

{b) 'l'he ••patatlon ·of "Production" and "Supply" 
.. ~nd_ the •ta!>Ushmen~ ~fa D!'_W department for the 

. 1otmer. · 
: ·: {c) The divlolo'k of the S~pp1y Department Into two 
·'parts. one dealing with "Production" and the other 

with ~'Supply." • 
(i) The esta'bllshment of a· War Cabinet with 

a strong Secretariat to control war production In all 
. Its phases. This War Cabinet should consist of 

members responsl~ for Production, Transportation 
. and Coinmunlcations, Defence and Finance. 

'the. Grady Mission indicated their own preference 
ror the' last, namely, the constituticrl of a war 
Cabinet. The creation pf a separate Department 
of Production which- iSilow included in the 
Department'o£SuppJy•of which Sit Homi MoJi 
is in charge, is, however, pivotal .-in the 
Mission's scheme. The memorandum on the 
Mission's report which' the Supply Member 
presented at the Press Conference, was s11ch 
as to evoke a. prptestr !rem . the American 
journalists who attehded the, .Conference, on 
-the groun•l of .its being • inspired by a 
defeatist mentality. Sir Homi, of course, 
wo11ld ·not ~dmit this bat it is evident from 
his :statement· that the Government of India 
are ilot enthusiastic about giving effect to the 
Mission's . advice: .The Mission, it must be 
temembered; :was· appointed on President Roose
velt's peroonallnitiative .without consultation with 
New Delhi though the latter could not help 
according the Mission as warm a welcome as it 
could offer in the circumstances. The Indian 
bureaucracy does not take kindly to outside advice 
even from people who are born and bred in this 
country and know considerably more about its 
conditions than the bureaucrats. As might be 
expected, its reaction to the Mission's proposals 
are analogous to what may be expected from 
the owner of a China shop when a bull pays a 
surrrise visit to his show-room, the American 
J>ul in the British' China shop! • The · biographer 
of Sir Pherozeshah Mehta who iri his non-official 
days was, lil_(e Sir Pherozeshah, a stem critic of 
the over-weening self-sufficiency of the Indian 
bureaucracy, is now the mouth-piece of that 
bureaucracy. He fastened on the phrase "on the 
American model" in the Grady report and 
preached a long sermon on the impossibility of 
.transplanting the institutions of one country iri 
another, As a matter of fact, in the war efforts 
adopted in this country there is not a single 
original idea, All of them are borrowed blindly 
from the practice, some of which have been dis· 
carded, In Britain. Even the men to work them 
are imported from that country. ·Sir Homi's glib 
objections to having a high powered agency in
dependent of the Government to co-ordinate war 
efforts, are misfireS. The Viceroy of India today has 
more powers than the President of the United 
States. So numerous bave been the ordinances 
which have been issued forbidding people 'to do 
certain things aml req~ them to do certain 

other things- that we· ·ate impelled to •suggest 
that a single Short • ordinance may be--issued 
stating briefly the things one may dO without 
coming under one clause or anothell of the 
Defence of India Rules.: •The Viceroy is himself 
the most high-powered Control in the world 
and his powers include the power to create 
other high-powered ·controls.-
. . The Mission. is keen on a separate Department 
of Production and Sir Homi Modi is as keenly 
against it, He says that it is a mistake to 
suppose that the Supply Department confineS 
its purchases · to the existing industries. · · The 
conclusive answer to that is furnished by 
Sir M. Visvesvaraya's memorandum which gives 
Specific instances of production ·projects ,which 
ha'Ve been sterilised . by the unsympathetic 
attitude of the Governmend>f India. • Not 'only 
does the Supply Department confine its patronage 
in all · essential matters . to . the . . .existing 
factories. but it has not raised . its little 
fingex- to aid the lnaian industrialists 
who have been· trying c hard to · exp;lnd 
existing ·and to establish new· . industries 
which would materially add to the · Iadiart 
contribution to the war. A ·separate Production 
Department with a Member in special . charge 
of it, would surely not have indulged in . this 
unhelpful attitude.: Sir Homi made much of the 
ignorance, illiteracy and immobility of the Indian 
masses. He knows from his experience of the 
Tata Industries that Indian labour, in spite of its 
illiteracy; . has responded remarkably well td 
new conditions and has proved itself ·to possesS 
the qualities ·which the Grady ~Mission found 
in it. We surely expected Sir Homi Modi tO' 
take a more helpful attitude towards the recom
mendations of the Mission. The Americans; 
however, are oot likely to take things lying' 
down, We· may expect that they will make 
further help to Indian defence conditional 
on the Government of India showing itself 
more adaptable than .it" has been so fari 
The Grady Mission had only a single aim 
before it. It was to make the fullest use oflndia's 
man-power and material. resources for the success~ 
ful prosecution of the war. · While the Govern
ment of India also has this desire, it has also the 
desire that. India should not develop into an 
industrial country and cease to supply Britain 
with raw materials for her consumption. Success 
in the war, with India ceasing tO be the producer 
of raw materials, will mean much less to Britain 
than to the United States. India must be within 
the Commonwealth and remain an agricultural 
country as His Excellency the Viceroy said in 
his remark quoted by Sir M. Visvesvaraya. 

Dr. Grady had reported to President Roosevelt 
on his return to the U.S. A. and has given 
a Press interview. The summary of the 
latter does not tally with the summary published 
of his report in this country. While the Indian 
summary emphasised his Mission's eagerness 
to start industries, the Washington summary 
represents him as laying most stress on the 
enrolment of Indian soldiers. There· is ne-
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do~bt -a point · of ~:Qntact between . the. two 
versions but, without the full text of Dt. Grady' Iii 
report before us, it is . not easy to discover 
where and what it is. .Simultaneously comes 
the announcement that the ·Viceroy has created 
a War Resources· Committee of himself, the 
Commander~in-Chief,, the Supply,, Finance, 
Commerce and Communications Members pf 
the present Executive Council, which will be 
supreme in matters. affecting the conduct {){ 
the. war, Thjs is said to be a measure to 
give . effect . to · the recommendations of the 
Grady Mission. It may be so . superficially, 
Since no Production portfolio has been created 
as distinct from the Supply, the fundamental 
recommendation of the Mission is ignored and 
the War Committee. is oilly the Executive 
Council minus some of its more effective 
elements. · · 

PROHIBITION IN BOMBAY. 

n~ighbouring districts, . :The Government Note 
frankly acknowledges that. a large part, 9f 
this increase was. due w. smuggling ,-into the 
Prohibition· areas and the manufacture of illicit 
liquor, The other reason given is the increase 
in· the· purchasing' power of the ryot due to 
higher prices. ·An "three are teasons which the 
Government cannot view. with any d~gree ··of 
"complacency. The oom,munique does not refer.to 
the Federal COurt decision ·or give any indication 
of impending reversion to Prohibition, If on no 
other ground, Government · should repeal its 
amendments. and restore the. original law as a 
war-time measure. Control of the liquor trade is 
a war-time measurfil and in ,Bombay its .need is 
emphasised by the influx of troops from foreign 
countries. · 

0 

BURMA AND .INDIAI.'IIS, 
The Editor, 

Not . ~ day toO' soon Dr, B. H. Raja- T~s Indian 8>eia!_ Reformtr. · 
dhya\tsha has given notice of ~ resolution Sir

1 

to be moved at the next meetmg of the In a recent commenton·thequestion of evacuation 
Bombay Municipal Corporation inviting the from Burma you. have. asked whether European 
Government . to reintroduce Prohibition in evacuees have been taken out of Mr. Aney's portfolio, 
Bombay. The Federal Court recently decided The answer is that Mr. Aney'• portfolio is "Indiam 
that· Prohibition legislation was not outside the overseas," and Europeans never came under it. 
legal capacity of provincia~· legislatures and About the racial discrimination in . :Burma. It is 
specifically overruled the JUdgment of the oftentimes forgotten that Burma oeased to be part of 
Bombay.· High Court to the effect that it was. India since 1987, The Burma Government was ·as 
The main ground of the Bombay judgment was,· good as a foreign governm~nt to the Government of 
that the •Abkari Act was an Act for raising lndia. A~l that ~ew Delhi could do, therefore} was 
revenue and not for controlling the consumption to make d1plomat1o protests, It was stated 1n ~he 
f 1. T.'L R .r. · t th t' · t d Assembly that such protests were made. and w1th o tquor; ,., e1 ormer a e tme pom e good effect. 

out that this was contrary to the oft-repeated . 
formula describing the policy · of the Indian Delhi · 1 · Yours etc., 
Government as "maximum of revenue with the June 8, 1942. 5 B. BANERJI, 
minimum of consumption'' and that the object Does Mr, Banerji mean that Mr. Aney was given 
of the Abkari Act was the control of consump· this explanation when the question was raised or 

b h I · f l\1 h that he never raised the question P We trust that 
tion Y t e regu atton ° revenue. · uc Mr. Aney's responsibility for Indians at least is fully 
on the same ground the Federal Court has accepted by Mr. Banerji and, more important, by 
maintained the right of provincial legislatures to Mr. Aney, Then. we might be vouchsafed . an 
adopt Prohibition. The Bombay Government, it explanation, for which we are still waiting, why 
was stated at the time, intended to appeal against Indian .evacuees are to be given allowances of from 
the judgment of the High Court holding that Ra. 15 to Rs; 25 while European and Angi~India6 
its Prohibition law exceeded the competence of refugees are to be allowed Rs. 85. Also whether 

Le • Ia f · ffi d Anglo-Indians are Indians under Mr. Aney or, as 
the Provincial g1s ture so ar as I~ a ecte their sharing European privileges would show, 
foreign liquor. It did not do so but by means of Europeans under _Sir Reginald Maxwel~ The 
a Governor's Act-the'Governor carries on the independence of. the Burma Government 1s an old 
Executive Government as well as functions as the story. Sir Girja Shankar Bajpai mentioned it to 
Legislature since the Congress Ministry resigned explairi the difficulties he had to face in negotiating. 
office~accepted the High Court's decision and the Indo-Burma Agreement. . Sir Girja went further. 

He even asserted that no Indian troops were sent. for 
released foreign liquor from all restrictions while the defence of Burma •. This was some time before 
tightening . thoSe on country liquor. The the Burma campaign, about ten days before. troopa 
Reformer foretold the disastrous effects likely were actually sen~ . We are surprised that any 
i:o flow from this one-sided policy, Its anticipa- responsible Indian should lend his voice to the 
tions have come true, Drunkenness and ·crime practice of taking one's stand on the independence of 
has enormously increased, · According to a a neighbouring territory when it is to India's dis• 

N 1 d h E · R advantage, and, when . the Occasion forces a 
Press ote recent y issue t e Xctse eve~ue change of view, then asking a~ject~y ~or generosio/ 
last year was l 0 per cent in. excess. of that of from India on the strength of h1stor1o ttes, eta. It 1s 
the previous. year,, and this was ~due_ to the significant that, whetber in the Assembly or ~utside, 
ptodified Exctse Pohcy. The revenue on country others justify the unjustifiable, Mr. Aney himself, 
liquor .decreased in the Prohibition areas of it would appear, ~as the discretion to keep silent,
Bombay, Bombay Suburban District and ]i)ilitor. 
Ahmeda).:>ad, bu~ "increased correspondingly in -
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1 ait to write out impression• from the U apaltese] 

11ewepapera.; Art article in the Jap"" Timil eays that 
} a pan hal no territorial ambitions in Manchuria ; she 
.. there for the detence ef her immense. investments 
and the protection of ·the persona ot those who 
develop Manchuria. The present population of 50 
millions there is entirely due to Japanese work. 
Manchuria bad no connection with China, the Great 
Wall of Peking ended outside Manchuria. Chinese 
administrator• and their extortions have created a 
national feeling whioh hu given birth to the Manohu-
4"ian Republic. Japan will not recognize it but, like 
all subatantial lnterestl in Manchuria,. sympathises 
with it. · 

Thi1 is also the substance of the reply Of the 
Japaneae Govemmeni to Chinese inquiry. · 

The writer goes on 'o develop a parallel between 
Japan in Manchuria and France Jn Morocco, 
l<ranoe did not want Morocoo ; but Algiera had 
'been a part of France for a century. Algeria was 
harassed unceasingly by evildoer• from Morocco 
whose Government was unable or unwilling to 
restrain them, France could not protect Algeria 
unless ehe acquired a footing In Morocco ; and step 
by etep, in spite of opposition from Europe itself, 
she made Morocco her protectorate, 

It Is a mischievous delusion that the ·cloak of 
11ationalism can give a charter to evil-doing, 

The Japanese writer alleges that, though Japan's 
position as quite obvious, yet none so blind as those 
who will not eee. The Powers, especially the U, 5, A., 
will not 'lee because the 'Rising Tide ot Colour. ie 
their present obsession1 and they attribute the new ' 
cooklne!a of Colour to Japan's triumph over Russia, 
That seems to be the -purport of the thirty books 
on the Colour Problem the writer professes to have 
read. So Japan is to be restrained and her natural 
ambition curbed, .. 

Two European writers-Mr, Eastwood in the 
Japan Timll; and Col. Hunter-Fraaer,oocupying eight 
columns of small print-are even more aggressively 
pro-Japanese. They consider, that the present 
apparent world opinion adverse to the Japanese 
has been ayatematioally manufactured by toreign 
press correspondents· in Shanghai; and that the 
League's attempt at asking l a pan to justify her 
aots, Is a usurpation. China s action in asking for 
.the League'• intervention was the aooustomed act of 
Chine1e friends getting furious about trifles, in the 
•ure expectation of some friendly intervener compos
ing the differenoea and "saving the face" !If both. 
Moreover, there is no Chirta aoting1 a suooession of 
impotent Nanking Governments, unable to keep with
in their own lines in face of students and boycotting 
.associations, the North against the South and 
Nanking against Canton, the War-lord of Manchuria 
.making Peking his headquarters, and unable to 
carry authorit:y within Manchuria-What Chirta'a 
Independence 11 Interesting the League P 

So much Is Chiang against students and boy
cotters that, I am tola, the Chinese suspect him of 
having a aeoret 'understanding with Japan; the 
ereaen t War-lord of Manchuria has reversed his 
f•ther's (Chang Tso-Lin's) polioy of getting on with 
Japan. , . . . 

The preaen~ quarrel ia between Chinese factions 
.and 1tudents. ]apan was the excuse. The League 
was Invoked In the. hope that it might ••speak the 
'll'orda" of a friendly intervener and save the face of 
.chiang in tho act of retiring from a position forced on 

him and hie; the League -did not understand the io,. 
vocation',. appeared to. put Japan in ~he. !'rong .an4 
made. the desired retirement- of China unposs•ble. 
:Why ehould the League ask China to retire1' Beoa~ 
Manohuria · was never Chinese; · It ball bejln the 
private estate of . the Manchu· rulers of · Chirul. 
It had been ceded to Japan' by the Treaty of 
ShimoWIBki i . Rusia backed :by Frano" . and !he; 
Kaiser, compelled Japan to return it t~; Cha~ 
and then obtained secretly a lease over. at. 
When events gave Japan a victory over _Russia, 
America intervened, compe~ed Japan to accept the 
Russian Lease in beu of the indemnity which Japan 
badly needed, There were 5 million Manchus and 
no Chinese in Manchuria ; Japan's development 
lured 25 million Cbiuese to escape from the 
nightmare in their own country, and they becam!l 
prosperous, In their prosperity Manchuria . became 
an inviting market, . invited not only the 
Japanese · who were politically. intereeted, but 
also Americans and British. They fear that any 
political expansion of Japan in that region might 
mean the shutting of. the Open Door. American 
Industry has for years reached a point o~ "mass. 
production'' where h~r own market does not suffice; 
the U. S. will forcably keep ~ther markets open, 
though her own mig~t be. closed to fore~gne~a. • And 
it is the U. S, whach as the present msparataon of 
the League. .But Japan's reasons are of life · and 
death; her already overcrowded island (60 millions) 
has to support annually 900 thousand more mouths 
or hands; immigration int;o • California or Australia 
is closed to Asiatica l the Manchurian climate is too 
severe for the Japanese, but new markets might be a 
solution of the Overpopulation Problem, from other 
solutiona of which Japan is debarred. Coo fronting the 
jealousy of the Powers, she patiently waited her 
time till the war in 1915 gave Japan her chanoe; 
she m•de twenty-one demands. and extorted 
concessions, one of which was the extension of the 
period of the Russian Lease. . 

Manchuria, then, was never Chinese; it was ] apan'a 
by the right of Conquest and Treaties. Is the League 
out to compel every claimant under a Treaty to 
prove the justice of the claim alaoi' These creaties 
oame into existence before the League; the holdera 
of Manila or Cyprus or Tripoli oannot prellend to see 
any injustice of which they themselves are not guilty, 
And whoever is wronged, China is not. . 

The papers bring anxious information from the 
'outside world, Two storms. at Alabama 1 the 
Japanese killing and being kiUed by ba~dits ; the 
attack on the Japanese Embassy at Washmgton, by 
Communists ; the Russian concordat with Japan but 
clear indication that Russia expects Japan and the 
U, S. A. to weaken and perhaps destroy each other 
in 'the strug_gle for predominance in the Pacific ; the 
arrest of a Japanese peer's son and of an ex-professor 
and his learned wile for promoting Communism in 
Japan; the alleged .threat of.Jap;m to leave the 
League of Nations. 

There is news in the Japanese press which I do 
not get easily elsewhere, l learn for the first time 
that the Russian production of gold was of the value 
of seven million sterling a year before the War and 
was in 1980 within 2 per cent of this amount; chiefly 
obtained from river-dredging, it now goes to 
Germany. I also learn that there are swindlers in 
Japan, a farmer murders his son who ecole his 
f•ther'• 1000 yen; no session of the Diet passes 
without mutual violence among members; Japanese 
propaganda makes out a great case but omits to eay 
that bandits in China are only the disbanded 
soldiery who are putting up good resistance, and that 
Japanese troops are far outaide the area of their 
JUrisdiction, very much to the north of their last 



~rminu\s .ori the South Manchurian Rail~ay. • T. alsO 
i:liaoover · that there are· -Jap3nese .L1berals ·who 
disapprove! of this policy-bOth ill Manchuria and in 
Shanghai; ;and thtt there are Japanese Communistil 
and an Assassins' League; ., •• '. · · ,' ' · 
·''The! Lo.nd01 'l'imlt, sympathetic to Japan before, 
'says 'Shanghai'!};t!l set the. w'orld against Japan; the 
Mayor hail '.promised l-oompliance with Japanese 
demandS', nevertheless, 'the Japanese admiral att.acked 
itnmediately.· ' ' ' ' · . · · . · 
• Mr; Eastwood bas· somethink to sayeori this. The 
Chinese Mayor invited the settlement to celebrate 
lin . ~overwhelming Chinese victory" which · n:ver 
exfsted, and declared . that he was not responsible 
for what the 19th At.my might do to the Settlement; 
'and presently the Cantonese Army of 70 thousand 
which had quietly been mustered (and whom Chiang 
would not help ol' recognize) began to snipe. ·The 
sniping wa~ also done by civilians and ~ld men and 
bhildren; The Japanese, bad at guer11la "!arfare, 
i'e!iorted to frightfulnesS; ' Japal! had. the r1ght of 
herself' 'protecting her.· nationals 111 one of· the three 
Defence Area.a-the one spllCifioally' assijl'iu!d to 
her, "''Hel' national~ .were undoubtedly· in . da!Jger, 
il.! i:lie murder of the monk attests.' Japan's armies, 
lanaed· ·for'· protection·~ on the. Japanese Sector of 
Defence, were· fired· oii by th~ Cantone~e. So far 
·from thi! Japs·using the Settlement· for aggression, 
they only ~etim~ed. from "their ·own t:n:ito~y a 6re 
intended to mtim1date them back to the1r sh1ps or to 
annihilate them. ' · · ' . 
. Thi!l defence might carry 'Conviction if thete. had 
no changes of 'ministers, .. if 'there had not . been 
violence every session in th'e Diet, if there had been 
no ''J apanc!se Assassin"' League", and if there had 
not been once again an outbreak of ambitions !n the . 
triumphant political party and one more revelahon of 
corrupticin in Ministers, Directors, Membe_rs · ~ 
the Diet, Contractors. Apparently the . D1et 1s 
losing public confidence. There is even a slight 
tendency to Fascism. ·Business depression has led 
to the c!dsing of schools • and jobless schoolmasters 
are apt to hatch mischief. Impeccable righteousness 
and undeviating straight policy cannot emanate from 
lluch politichns and .people. • . . . · · 

But what interests ine most 1s the chlld1shness of 
the mentality bebind their Boshida-mistaking 
external marks as the only essentials of. holiness. f!'. 
Major leads. an attack, cannot hold h1s ground, 1s 
shot through the ~ead; · his re~eating soldiers, · 
finding him unconscious, take h1m for dead and 
hurrieuly bury him. The Chinese returnin~; to reco
vered ground disinter and find the Major ~bve, take 
him to hospital and are able to return . h1m to the 
Japanese at Shanghai. · B1;1t a Japane.se m.u~t n?t 
be ·caught alive, so he tr1es to oomm1.t sUI~nde, 1~ 
prevented, reported to the COmmanjer-m-Ch1ef '!ho 
studies his work and personally calls at the ~osp1tal 
to assure him that no blame ·• atta~hes to h1m. In 
vain, "'hen discharged a'}d 1n h1s ow;n r~m, he 
carries . through. When mformecl of It, h1s father 
declares that the son's surviving his disgrace had 
been a burden on his {the father's) mind, now 
removed. Or again, a girl throws herself before an 
engine because her fiance at • the yvars must be 
11rorrylng about her. She comm1ts. thts aot. to enable 
fiance to neglect no duty. They wdl meet m heaven. -':.The National Hepald :-The securities de
manded by the U. 1'. Government of the NatioMl Bsrald 
·haV~ been P"ld up within a week. The appeal made by 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru has met with a splendid response. 
Th• Bsrald must be congratulated on being thus able to 
:demonstrate a second time to the U. P. Government that 
ft has• the: public behind It in its controversy with the 
·administration. · There is only one precedent and that is 
·the J!rBB Pr681 of· In<iia'• paying Rs. 53,000 securities. 
But that was not from P'tblic subscription. 

l Jline' 1s 

CHINA'S IN'oUSTRlAL COOPERATIVES. 
The advance of rapanese ttoops on the Burm~ 

Road, places yet a ·heavier -rilsponsibility upon the 
young ·llhoulders of China's industrial cooperatiO'es~ 
~ays· Mr. Devere Allen's WBrlcWvfir· :PrHi .. "' Although 
these . amall· machine·:. shops, -chemical · plants~ 
1111d :textile mills.•oahnot, be.· expected. to turn 
out the heavy implements of war that would be 
needed by a modern army for a full-dress . campaign~ 
they, could, nevertheless, if sufficiently expanded iD 
time, render the Chinese people immune ta Japane•e 
economic pr,essure and penetration by making them 
self-sufficient in all vital necessities of life. . . · 
_ When Japan invaded ·:China's coastal provinces. 
she· destroyed or took _over 9(} per cent of China'& 
modern industries, deprived China of direct access
to the sea, and drove sixty million refugees into the 
undeveioped interior. Out of the dire need. nf this
situation grew· the Chinese Industrial Cooperative 
movement. • ·With . mao)linerf, . salvaged. from the 
poa~t, .arid.· 'with .. local resources, little. sh~ps wer~ 
erected in caves, 111 abandoned temples, a!ld m remotec 
districts <.which. were safe from bombmg attacfG. 
Operated tin cooperative principles,, the shops se~ to 
work, to make use of. j.vhat ·resources. lay at han~. 
New· machinery w:a~ built, )ooqts were constructed 
for textile.' .weaving, a~d .a chemical. indus~ry 
developed..· These ,shops .help to prov1da .Chm~ 
~itb vitally needed. Jight ma?hinery, clothi'!g, and 
medicines and at the same t•m!l they offer JObs to
·refugees 'and ·disabled soldiers. . ~n _ext~nsive 
educational programme has · beencar~1ed out s1de by 
side with the· industrial work, both to teach better 
·teclinieal ·methods ' and to' spread 'an· understanding 
of democratic principl£-s. ·· · '· · · 

At present there are about 8,000 local cooperative 
factories. It has been estimated tha~, if thi& 
number could be increased to 30,000, China would 
'be independent ot smuggle~. Ja~anese. goods and 
would be in a strong po~ltJoo.to res~st ~apan~se 
efforts af economic subjugation. L1ttle cap1tal 
is required to start cooperative factories, and they 
are able to operate on a slender margin of profit 
an<l under conditions of danger that would 
discourage. private enterpris~ · Today, with a 
total capitalization io American dollars . of not 
more·: than 670,000, ·the· · Co-ops a~ turmng out 
over .half-a-million dollars worth ·of consumer, 
capital medical and military · goods monthly. 
Aside 'from the immunity to' Japanese economie 
penetration which a further expansic;m of t!te Co
ops would bring, ·the · movem~nt 1s helpm!l'. to <' 
unify the Chinese ·people ·behmd a-. ·non-poh~lcal 
programme of demoorat1e> reconstruction.. W1dely 
11cattered as these cooperative factories are, and wen 
hidden it 1'1ould be practically impossible for Japanese 
b.>mbe~s to inflict any· serious damage t? the"!- ~ven 
an invading army would be hard put to 1t to ehmmat~ 
them for they can be moved from place to Place 1f ' 
the ~eed arises. With· the ·course of the w_ar now 
running so heavily in Japanese fa~our, Ch1n.a may 
find her~elf leaning oil these democratic enterpnses of 
self· help more heavi.ly than any of the Co-op founders 
oould have imagined. · · 

· Censopshlp :-Tw-o-. -en_e_m~ies- 1Jdped France to its 
downfall. Hitler was only one. . The o~her ~-s 
censorship.· Most people connected with jOUI'nahsm 

·were aware, when in France just prior to the war, and 
·later during wartime, of the scandals that had Infested 
even the Cabinet itself. But nothing ~d be go~ ~t. 
·Wheo. one Frenchman asked another; so a sat1ncal 
cartoon had it, whether he had heard anything about 
''the scandals," the reply was, "No, of COt,tfS'I not ; I can't 
read English.'.' Only the paper~ outside France could 
ten the truth. But against the stupidities and the venality 
of censorship in those days no voice was wiser, clearer, 
more courageous than that of Blum-Worr.iotlsr N IIIIS. 
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AS AN ENGLISHWOMAN SEES US. 
Last night (March 14) the B. B. C. told us that the 

euspected atrocities at Hong-kong are found to be 
fact, .concurrently with. the Japanese Commandefs 
aasurances at Singapore that we need have no 
mis&'ivings regarding their treatment of prisoners-of.; 
war, as they followed the order of Boshido, and 
quoted from its chivalrous precepts, Their un-
speakable oonduot is on! y consistent with that in 
Nanking, and the Chinese war generally. With the 
Godless Nazi, these Japanese who claim to represent 
the Asiatic, are shown to be at . botrom . mere 
barbariana with a veneer of · weatern ·oivilizatioo, 
the · proof of tbia is, . as with· the Nazis, 
tha~ theee. outbreaks . or atroc:ity . are not 
acc~denta or the work of. irreeponsible. madmen, but 
'frightfuloess" il part oftheir military policy. · Wbat 
we have to fear from the Nazis, India bas now 
to fear from tbese-creaturea. God help the 
men-and the women-of the land overrun by them! 

But will there not be m India some who will try to 
palliate, to exonerate, their enormities, some to whom 
the losses and distresses .of "Britlsh Imperialism," 
must be affording a deep satisfaction P- We may 
aseume they think-Are- ~he Japanese not Asiatics, 
part of the Axis P. It i~ the Allie&J pre-eminently the 
Great Democracies, who have taken on •the fashion 
of pretending a certain idealism", of course they are 
hypocrites: and their democracies are ;m,utter failure 
and their Cbristial)ity '- 'dead,.. tllere i!' not the 
elightest 'dou~t abou~ ,thi.s, ror have- not we 
pronounced then; d00q1 ! , .... ,; ., .. _ 

It is to be <Doted that, whereas wbe11 America was 
oeutral, alllthe anti-British' criticisms from America 
were carefully hunt~ up. and .used a3 missiles for 
the Nationalist palltime .ot Britain and Christianity 
baiting; since America has come in wholeheartedly 
as an Ally, she has lost her usefulness for any really 
effective missiles to throw· and ·1natead has . to be 
re~rarded as a Co-object ot baiting with Britain, and 
m1ssilea must now be found to throw at her too 1 the 
bunting for these must be an arduous task, but 
peraevere I there must be lots of mud chat bas been 
overlooked, 

Above all there muse be no giving way. to the 
weakness ot allowing any kind of generous good-will 
good fellowship and brotherliness towards Britain 
to creep in : to "for~ive and forget," to ~ive up the 
cherishing of past mjuries, grudges, ghevano1es to 
"let bygones be bygones," no, no, no, cling to them 
througb thick and thin 1 ... 11 not man his own mast;r? 
bia own aalvatlon P hia own heavenP his own helll 
What il greater than Man P Are not the worshippers . 
of Mammon, self-conquering the world?... . 

Thia from the Timn- (December 19,1) quoted from 
memory, ''Recently, after a certain Naval Action, 
and during' bitter winter weather, about a dozen 
sailors, half of whom were Indians, found themselves 
shipwrecked In an open boat, with aoarcely any food 
or drink freezing with cold. they continued for · 
aeveral days; the Englishmen, knowing the Indiana 
felt· the oold more tban they did, gave up the few 
blankets they had to cover the Indians, but when a 
reacuing ahip picked them up at last-only one of 
them waa left ahve." 

In euoh a oataoly sm as this ia which we are 
living, not only does the worst in human nature 
find an outlet, but the highest-most Christlike 
qualities find opportunity of expression, and the 
older generation can look fOrWard through the 
war towards ••chat one far-off divine event-to which 
the whale creation moves.,. 

In addition to the laolc of eyesight with regard 
to the underlying implications of tho war, we are 
now getting advice from India as to what the 

New Order should be: as .this ia a problem of tho 
m~~ apPalling di.flil;ulty, we should. be ·glad of any 
ongmal suggestion : « further ligb~ upon )be patb 
~.nveloped i!l ~lmesl!! as it is, and ye& the tou~ 
tions of wh1~h m the !lbstraot, are already Jaid f 
the rout~ wh1ch the path b!'l' to go, is what we want 
to know. We are 1old...1hill and that, admonished. 
warne<!, castigaee_d·. with ·_thi~ and · t11at, with great 
~lemmty, and as •f Jt were some new knowledge, ori· 
ginating in India; whereas these admonitions and 
fulminations bave.been for some time past and 'still 
"going strong'' in every paper, and in every pulpit iD 
every church, in this country. ; As for there being no 

· moral progresa, that is sheer nonsense ; compare the 
standard set up fat; our New Order with anything, 
that has gone before 1 and the mere. fact that there 
is not one thinking J'erson -in this oountry who· is, 

' not deep! y concerne that more moral aod material 
progress do not go as closely band in hand as they, 
ought to do, ia a proof that the moral conscience ia, 
much more-in fact, enormously, more-alive now, 
than it bas ever been before. . ' . ' 

• c ' ' . . • 

. Although yoo gibe at cur: sporting phrases ani!, 
even what they stand for, I am going to ma,ke a plea,. 
using these phrases.- Will you not "play the game" .l: 
Should you "kick a manl when be is down" I'_ Should; 
you-"throw stonea at the mao at the bel~ P .••.•• l'~ 
belittle this man now, to pick holes in his cbaraoter..,.,.; 
~~ even his;praise of the great Ge'?• ,Chiang Kai-Sbek1 
18 Jeered at, to run down America JUSt because -abet, 
is now our Ally, to . omit everything . that ri!!, 
faVourable tO• Ul, tlO -drag •Up. OUt or the past 
anything unfavourable to :us, or: our Allies, ·making 

' out we •are · only fighting to- keep a hold. on, our 
possessions, td harp on arid on ·about the :wicked 
whitea 'llDd the "big bad wolf" "British. Imperialism,'' 
to discredit gerterally all you can, could !anything·. be 
meaner, a~d more .ma,licious? Let alone unpatriotic P 

' 1 ;.. J J : ' • - : :; ' ' "l 

. The lover of India isi sick at heart,. if the (utUre 
rulere oflodia are men of thilll balibre of mind-there 
is no chance that India will beoome •a ' great nation, 
(or there is no gteatneS!I in them, they are mere 
groundling!. - • ' •· ' ' . '·- · ·' ' · ·: ·' · 

But I believe there are some great aoul&--:true soriil 
of Mother lnd ia, on ~hem ,her futu~ depends; as yet_ 
they can get no he.armg. · , - . · ·" - · 

I find I cannot keep silence after taking' in theT 
article "Mr. C. F. Andrews' Legacy." This ''legacf• 
may be likened to a pot of pure hooey into which 
I' drop of tasteless poison has been inaerted. Here' 
we get to the root of the now prevailing insensate 
suspioioo and ill-will toward~ the British Government. 
What a farcical irony was these good people's ide<\ 
of •reconciliation I" Why I they could not have bit 
upon a surer way of preventing "reconciliation" than 
that contained in the message of one so beloved 
revered and trusted as Deeriabbando. ''The heart of 
England is still sound, but it is more difficult to speak 
for politicians." Here's the drop of poison! what 
does this insinuation meaa in straightforward words, 
here it i11-"the. heart .ot England is sound" sound 
means honest, honourable, trustworthy,"but it is more 
difficult to apeak for politicians," means the British 
Government is not honest nor honourable nor to be 
trusted: in stronger words for .che same thing,-King, 
Parliament, Cabinet are a body of liars andhypoorite-. 
Here we have standing out with great clarity that 
most pernicious and in itll ell'eats most disastrous of 
.political mistakes, so common amongst superficial 
thinkers, of ditferentiating between the British. People 
and the British Government, ignoring the faot that 
the ·Gcwemment is compoaed of- the -same varioue 
kinds of British people as are outside it,. who do not 
throw off their inherent characteristics of honesty, 
honourableneae, trustworthineas- when they .become 
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Membef!l 'of Parliament. This' appallingly' ··wrong· 
idea has worked ''like poison in the body politic." It 
is ' the very devil;- · And alae I we have a tragic 
instance. of what s terrible amount of mischief can 
be done by ·a misguided saint. ' 
' · ' . • ' . . . L J. PITT; 
"fJ 1 · ·,~..~c. ; ::; :'- _.:._! r ~:·1 ~· _. 

3 ' RAM MOHAN ROY 'ANd AMERICA. ' 
: This is· the tide of ·a very' timely book bringing 
6ut the keen interest which intellectual' America has 
taken irt~ th~ progressive thought ·of India sinoe the 
dllys of RaJa Ram Mohan Roy, the founder of the 
Brahmo Samaj. · It is written' by' Miss Adrienne 
Moore wh<;i- · presented · it ·as· her thesis for 
the degree·: of Master of Arts, in ·Columbia 
lJniyersitj •. ' The thesis· is' now published in book' 
fowi by the Sadaran Brahmo Samaj' of Calcutta::· 
Dr,. Arthur • Christie of Columbia University was 
investigating the origins of American Transcendental· 
ism which blossomed suddenly in· New England in 
the beginning of the· last century, New England 
Puritanism which was preoccupied with Sin, was a' 
totally unsuitable soil for the growth of this luxuriant 
p~ilosophy, Professor Christie came across a letter 
to Emerson while yet at College. from an aunt who 
had sent . her nephew some literature connected with 
Ram Mohan Roy and she wrote to asl!: whether he 
had 1ooked into the · · material.. Professor Christie 
felt that' this might provide ·a •clue to the origin 
of American Transcendentalism. Miss Adrienne 
concludes that this was the' case. She writes : 

The dual impact of Romanticism from England and' 
more especially from·,Germany,· and Oriental thought 
.the first -consciousness of which, I feel certain, was 
.stirred unwittingly and imperceptibly by Ram Mohan, 
· Roy ••• produced the ftower which ' is known as. 
American Transcendentalism. Whereas England 

. pl'Qduced Romanticists like, Shelley and Byron, New 
England, always ten years behind the new trends of 
EUrope, , produced a Romanticism peculiar to herself. 
New England, sobered by Puritanism, responded most 
c:Ompletely .in ·the philosophic, field ... The inspiration: 
·of Romanticism cam' from the West but the ne¢ed. 
intellectual food certainly came from the East. 

Thee book-- is: profusely, and carefully doc"!pented, 
c:very 11crap pf writing bearing on the subjec~ 
being utilised, Gandhiji, by the way, wrote on a 
ceoen~ occasion that. &wami, Vivekananda • produced 
no,'lmpression Oil America. A friend conneq~ed with 
the·-• Rainkrishna Mission commented on that remark' 
that it wil,s strange that there are today all over thtl 
Statl'S. riot. less. than :fifteen Ramakrishna. centres 1 
every one of them is self-supporting. "Ram Mohal'l 
Roy and America" is priced Rs. 2! and can b¢ had 
from the Sadaran )3rahmo Samaj, 211, Cornwallis 
Street, Calcutta. , . '. · .. _ . · . . ' . 
: Jotnt League-Congpess Defence com, 
mlttee: -With a view to forming- a joint Congress 
Muslim League Civil Defence Committee, the members oF 
the. Muslim League Defence Committee in Bihar met 
Or.' Rajendra Prasad and had a long discussion with 
him on,the subjece It is understood that certain 
proposals were evolved, which would be placed before the 
Provincial Committees of the respective bodies· and 
'Sanction obtained. It is stated that in all likelihood, a 
'final agreement will be reached between the two political 
organisations and thus a definite lead ".;u be given to 
the country. 

Duke of GloucesteP in India :-His Royal 
Highness the Duke of Gloucesrer has arrived In India, 
says a Press Note. This visit of his younger brother is 
'being made at the behest of His Majesty the King
·Emperor, who has not himself had an opportunity to · 
greet the Princes, peoples and fighting forces of India 
-directly on Indian soiL His Roya.l Highness came by 
.air from Cairo where he had just concluded a tour of the 
Middle East Command. 
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' . TRANSACTED.·:·' : · 

~~ < • • t ' ' I_ i '"! _, '•, , . • . , - ') 
• · RULES ,ON APPLICATION. ·· 

' ' '' . ,W: ~: ~R9UNDW~TE_R;' j 

'i · Genera/ Manager! .. . . t! ,' ··: : -:;;...-: i• , . 

.• .. !-~ :.",.-,~ ;, -~ ~-) 

,The following b(,oks cari be had·_ from the 

office of TM {ntlian $oci'al Reformer: 

. K. Natara}an•s "Oui .Trip tO America" Re:' 1!-

S. Natarajan's "West of Suez" Rs. St-. · 

Bombay RepreSentative Conference U22 Re. 1{
(Poai; free), 

(being the ofiiclal_ report of the unity 

Conferenc:e held in 1922 In Bombay, 

Interest In this has revived as a result . 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to the /IEanager • 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
. (Eatabllabed 'ltb septembel' 1906.) 

. "'IAT~ IIBDBB l'llB IBDI.LB OOIIPAJIIBII j.(1l 

• · nor 1881. 
Capital Subecribe4 ..... . Rs, 2,00,00,000 

" 1.00,00,000 
" 1,18,00,000 

Capital Calle4 up ... -
Reserve Fund ·.. .-... • nEAD OPPICB I 

ORUlNTAL BUILDINGS. BOMBAY. 
Branches:-

AHMEDABAD 
Bb&dta (Mails Ofli<e). 
I!Jiia Bridge. 

Statioll Bruch. 
·ANDHERI: 

NIU' Bombay. 
SANDRA: 

NIU' Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

Bullioa E!zd!••p 
Colal>a' 
Ka1badevl 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Maio Ol&ce) 
Bar& Bazar 
Chowringhee 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHI. 
NAG PUR: 

Kingsway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA, 
POONA CITY, 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS 1 
The Weatmiastet Bank Ltd. 

CURllENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS 1 Interest Is 
aUowed on dally balances from lls. 800 tolls. 1,00,000 
@ l% per annum. Interest on lalaoces In excess of 
ll• 1,00,000 aUowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit wW be given In aocounts for Interest amounting to 
le11 than Rs. Bt- per half year. 

FIXED DEPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
aborter periodl at ratea which may be ascertained on 
application. 

So\ VINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application, 

The Bank acts a• Executop and Tpustee. 
undeP Wllls and Settlements and underta!res 
Trustee Business generally.· ll.ules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVEllDllAFTS AND CASH CREDITS: 
'l'he Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved aecurltles. 

The Bank undertake• on behalf of Its constituents the 
aafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dividendo and Interest thereon, It also under1akes the 
aale and pu>'Chase of Government Paper and all descriP" 
tll!n• of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of which 
may be had on appllca~on. 

A, G, GllAY, 
AIIIMgw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK. LTD • 

Bm Vl'lBALDJ.S TRAOKE~ HEMOBIA.L BUILDING, 

9, B&kehouso Lue, l'ort, s...a..r, 

BBABOBBIII 

Baramatl (Diatrlcl Pooaa). Vlnm1am' (DIRrlc& AI me. 
!$lam pur (Diftrlct 5atsra). . ...... , 
Karad ( • ). Db alia (DIRrlc& Weel • ltbudeall,, ru1aoa ( •• •• ). Doadalcba ( &a tara ( ). • H ) .. • Naadarllar ( ) ltlrloakanrlldl ( • • ). • • 
5blrala ( ., ,. ). 5blrpur ( .. " I:.Ore&AOD ~ 11 11 ), 5babada ( • • l 
Wal ., "J· &akrl ~ "' • ) 
ll:oper1aoa (D .. trlct Abm • 51ndkbeda • • I 
Bola pur i 

aqar). Malel•"" (Diatrlct NUIIIJ .. .. l: 
IJ:alwaa l . .. ) Raburl .. • Luaii80U • .. l 

~bev1a0D ( • .. NllDdgaon n " ') Abmednaaar n ,. ), Do bad ( etrlct PaDCII 
Bblwaadl (D .. trlc:t Tbana), Mabal), 
Pal1bar ( • a ~ ll:alol ( .. .. 
ll:alyaa c .. .. AlduJ (D .. trlct 5bolapur) 

DIBEOTOBS, 

B. G. Saralya, Esq., (Qbalrm&n), 
Prot. V. G. Kale. • 
G, V, Jodhav, Esq, 
Gordhand01 G. :Morarjl, Esq. 
B. 0, V, Mehta, Esq. 
Bao Babadm R, V, Vandekar, 
K. M. Thakor, Esq. 
G. B Bane, Esq, 

SRABII OAl'lTAL t

( fully Paid) -

K. V. Vlohare,Esq. 
D. 'J, Zunjarrao, Esq. 
D. V, Potdar, Esq. 
V. B. BuawanaJ, Esq. 
S. T. More, Esq. · 
V. P. Varde, Esq, 
Valtnn~ L. Mehta, Esq. 

~ -

(Managing Dlreotoro 

R., 12,pp,sso 

I, Dli:POIJITB !bed lor ODI Jear ancl oilortor or longor por1o1 
an r.oaeplecl. Batoo and oihor pantoalan maJ H a-lad 
from \be nadenlined. 

I, OOBBENT AOOOONTB ar1 opened 1ur Oooeperall., 
Boale\lor and lncllvlduall. ln\eren II allowed oa daiiJ bataaotl 
alii nooedln& Bl. 1,00,000. 

I, BA VINGB BANK DEPOBITB are r.oaepMa aa4 l•••r 
~ at 1 per aon•. on minimum moulblJ balauo-. BalM maJ 
Ill obtolnedlrom lbe11114enlped. 

&, Drat• are loruad oa 4111rlol aDd otbor *'>WDI oa '"""" la •• 
uaertalaed on appllotlloa. 

t. Aaoonu• are au4llo4 q1lafllrly bJ 1 111m ol laeorpora* 
AaaonnV.nll ancl J'llfly bJ 1 Bpolal Goftramon• Au41*or 1 
QuanoriJ ototomonto ol 8aanalal poollloa are pgblllhed Ia lilt 
•• Bombav Governmeut o.--.u 

VAIKONTB L. I!IIIBTA, 
Managing Direotor, 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDED IN 1880, ) 

Subscplptlon Rates. 
Inland ... ... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post Free). 
Foreign ... ... ••• Rs. 10 (Post Free). 

Single ooplu or tha QII'O'Int month, If available can be had at I annas, current year ' anDBS and copies -. 
than a yuz old 1 annas each, exclusive or postage. 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Four per line, subject to a minimum 
of five lines, or ~upee One Annas Four per incfo. 

Fo,. PMiiet~la,.s, Apply lo
THB MANAGER, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20, 
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CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, LIMITED. 

Esta.blished-Deoembar, 1911, 

AUTHORISED CAPITAL 
SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL 
PAID-UP CAPITAL 
RESEQVE & OTHEQ FUNDS 
DEPOSITS AS AT 31-12-41 

... Rs• 3,50,00,000 
... Ra· 3.36,26.400 
... Rs. 1,68,13,200 

Rs· 1,36A2,000 
... Rs· 41,31,90,000 

BEAD OFFICB:-Rsplanads lload, Fort, BOMBAY. 
155 Branches and Pay-Offices throughout India, 

• -
DIRECTOQ>. 

Barldas Madhavdas, Esq., Chairman, Ardeshir B. 
Dubash, Esq., Dlnsbaw D. Romer Esq., Vithaldas 
Kanji, Esq., Noormahomed M. Chlnoy, Esq., Bapuji 
Dadabhoy Lam, Esq., Dbaramsey Mulraj Kbatat1, Esq., 
Sir Ar4eshir Dalal, Kt., R F. Commissariat, Esq. 

LONDON AGENTS:-MesSfs. Barclay's Bank Limited and 
Ill...,.. Midland Bank Ltd. NEW YORK AGENTS~The 
Gwuadty Trust Co. of New York. 

Banking BusinemJ of every desoription transacted on terms 
whioh may be 111108rtained on appliostion, 

H. 0. OAPTAIN, Managing I>iredor. 

Travaneore State Life Insurance 
PUBLIC BRANCH 

Open to all TPavaneoPeans 

-:o:-

Guaranteed and managed by the Government 

LOW RATES OF PREMIA-LOWEST 
EXPENSE RATIO 

Profits distributed at the very first valuation

Government do not wish to profit 

by the concern 

IlPPY lo:-

THE ACCOUNTANT GENERAL, 

TRIV ANDRUJtt. 

CHEST COLD 

( tc eg-c:t. 1 • 

A simple chest cold may, it" neglected turn 

into bronchitis; avoi4 this by nibbing · your 

chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its· penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 
,# 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. "' ., 
. 

AMRUTANJAN 
Brin~ Quick Relief AlwayJ 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY & MADRAS. 

9 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An lllustrated Journal ol International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. 
(E•talJlillllfl 1892,) 

Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects and 
with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology and 
education. News of Buddhist activities all over 
Lhe world is a special feature. 

CONTRIBUTORS : 
Professor Nicholas lloerich, Sir Barf Singh G&W' • 

Sri llahula Sanskrityayana, Dr. Dlnesh Ohandra Sen, 
Mr. J, F. McKechnie (Bhlkkhu Silacara), Sir s. ll.adha- ' 
krishnan, Dr, D. ll, Bhandarli:ar, Mr. Arun Sen, B.A.: 
(Cantab), Dr, II.. M. Barua, Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., l'h.D., 
ll.L., Dr. P, C. Bagchl, Dr. Benoy Chandra Sen,' 
Dr. Kalidas Nag, Dr, N. Dutt, and others, , 

Annual BulJaeription. AIWwtitMIII!Il rat1, . , 

India, Ceylon ••• lls. 4 · Full page (Cover) ... lil.s. 25 
Burma ... , S Ditto . (Body) ... ;, lS . 
Far Bast · .. ;Yen 8 Half page .,, , . 8 

Europe ·-8 Shillings 
or equivalent Quarter page _ • ' 

America ••• 1 DoDars 

Applg to 1111 Man~~g•r, 

MAHA-BODHI SOCIETY, 
CALCUTTA. 

Printed bJ lal J!, Dubuh, 14anapr, :rho Oommorolal, Prlntins, Pre-. 1011, Oowr.ejt Palell, 8-t, ~t, Bombay, and Publlalle4 bj 
X..makahl Natarajan lor $he Proprietor• of the '·Indian llotlal Belonner" Limited, a& 1011, Oowujl Pa&elll.-t. Fort, Bombay, 
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1Ate br. z: 'B&ghlwoD4~• :a.a; ·MIICflroete4 Econ.,;,;, 
Lat-. PrLno!J>tOI 8.1!1 Da\16. Mr. ilanab ou Palrinaa. 
'l'he II: las'• ifeuago, · . . WLvoo and lbe Nalloualll'rou'-
:Brii&La end India, · · -· · 'l'be Anglo-Bovln Treaty. 
Paadt•l•waherlall'lebra't China Bullde lor DemooriiOJ.· 

Mlolako. · · 'l'bo Tiger Blrlkeo. · . · 
:Dr. Khea llahe-.; ' Coutomporaey Hloloty. 
.Arnwi .. n Boldljoro all! . -• Lott-.ro ol B; 1. P&dahab, 

:M&Irbnon7. · . , , , • ' ,' . : ,Sir Ibrahim: Br.hi":'~Ja, . 
-""""""-' ...,..-'-"""''-''--'-......;,_. --"--

.. ~· -, .. ". - . NO'l'ES, 
-~ . _. ' . ' . 
' Late Dr. B. Ragbavendra' Raa;-The death of 
Dr. E. Raghavendra Rau. at the-early age of 52 
baa ~ t.ragic el~ll}ent in it. r {\ man of strong. 
convictions, he JOllied the NatJortal Congress and 
threw hi~lf heart and.soul into the movement, 
But he found, ·as other men of ability did, that. 
there was no room in the movement for per· 
tons 1 :whp th!>ught for themselves. He 
left the CQng~ss but: stuck t1> his oatiooalist 
convictions.. 1 He, became • a,> member of. 
tbe ~xecutive Council · .o( · the Central Pro
vinces and from .all ~counts made his mark 
as a capable administrator. . He acted for some 
time as Governor of: the C. P1 His. acceptance 
in the prime of lifo of the non-descript office 
~f Adviser . to. the Secretary .of .Sta~ 
an London, was a surprise, . But it proved, 
as in th~ case of· Sir RaOliLswami Mudaliar, 
a steppmg-stone ;to . a membership of 
the Executive Council of. the Governor-General 
~he portfolio of Civil Defence was assigned ~ 
lum but he returned to India as a .sick man. 
His Excellency the, Vicetoy in, a personal .. letter; 
~. ¥ts. Rau, .~ked. by .deep. feeling, bore 
testimony to the unportant . contnbution of her 
husband to the . organization of. the neW: 

, ~epartm~:nt,· notWithstanding .. t\le .handicap ·of 
all-health, It was broadly rumoured that Mr. 
Rau'a Interview: with: . Si~ , Stafford Cripps at 
New Delhi was a stormy one .... Within twelve 
months of its expansion. the Executive Council 
has· lost two prominent members bx. death
Sir .Akbar ~ydari and Dr •. E.. Raghavendra 
Rau. · Tbm'e lS talk of further expansion. , The 
two vacant seats in. the. Council. will .have to be 
-tilled-that of_ the Ministllr, of Information has 
r~mained vacant since S~ ~bar Hydari's death 
SIX m!'nths ago,; ~rd.Linltthgow will, perhJaPSf 
l>e gwded in his cho1ce more by. considerations o£ 
~presentation of; communities than b)" those ci 
~lltellec\ual capacity, and moral calibre. · If there 
are five capable Muslims or J-Iindus, faur must be 
left out In favour of men of some other caste or 
~mrnunity though of inferior calibre. There 

.,, 

may be ten Sikhs of toWering personantt; bllt 
nine must be prevented· from · serving- • theifl 
country as- members of j Government because: 
the Sikh- quota ean not on any accOunt bi 
eXceeded; the same as regards· the schedUled' 
castes. Charactedind capacity'are not ~ .teSt! 
for office. In the circumstances' a·· strong :and 
competent Council is impossible) ·. · ' -· .. i 
· Late Principal s: K. Datta ~Pdncipal · s: k..1 

Datta whose death at the age of 63 was re~ 
on.Monday, was an uncompromising Natio!J&list' 
W1th the late K, T. P~l, he exerted himself in1 

many ways to instil into the Indiart Christia.( 
community a sense of ·complete ·identity · with' 
the other Indian communities in working fot the; 
fulfilment of India's high destiny. 'At the Round~ 
Table Conference he made a fervent plea for· 
according Indi~ full freedom. His independence 
brought on him the censure bf some · of his' 
co-religionists who believe in rationing . of seats 
in_ the Legislature and jobs irt the public' 
services according to religious . beliefs, and he 
was not again called to the Conference. . Even' 
in the All-India Christian · Conferences- his' 
voice was seldom heard ot late years. Ai 
Principal . of' the Forman Christian College·' 
Lahore, Dr, Datta maintained a high standard 
of academic detachment. Lord Lytton, . whe~ 
he came out as Governor of Bengal, wasi 
so much impressed by the personality of Dr.' 
Datta, a fellow passenger on the same boat, that' 
he wished to have him as his Private Secretary~ 
Dr. Datta himself was so sure of the appointment
that he told his friends of it. · But lord Lyttott 
on· tM ship- was'not''the 'same ·inan :as· thi 
Governor of Bengal.· Nothing came out or· tht 
generous departure contemplated from ·time~· 
honoured custom of ·having only 'EngliShmeti 
as Secretaries of Governors,. Dr. Datta's death' 
is a- sad loss to the harmonious growt~t 
I~dian Nationalis~ His frien~ will remember'· 
him as a warm·hearted · upholder · . of . high' 
principles in public and in private life. ·It would· 
be too inuch to say that the course of Benga~ 
administration would have been materially 
different with Mr. Datta as Lord Lytton's secre-' 
tarr, . But it may ~ safely said that somethings; 
whtch happened mrght· not have happened, or' 
have happened differently.· · · 

.- Tba lUng's. Message.:-The King's Messa~ 
broadcast from New Delhi by, the Puke . 9{ 
Gloucester, on the same evenin~ as he arrived 
at the capital of India from Karachi, was a 

• 
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colourless Colripo~on~ ; It was made depressing' temporarily, gone.out of 'British protection ·· A 
by "itsj vague and weary reception through_ the · Chinese communique on Monday declared that it 
etller,li iQWing/ li to ~ the' outbre~~. ..of · ,the JIIUSt_ be distinctly. understood that China . is 
monsoon simultaneously in Bombay. Except a beseiged country. Russia has got Britain aud 
for the reference to "your ,,Ki,ng-E~ror;~ ... Ame!ica , tq .agree to open a second front in 
there was ·not a single point 'Of- aCtual or ·-EtirOpe." ~As for the United States so far from 
attetnpted conract. bet~een the King's mind and relyin~ 'on: British · presence , in' India,< . the, 
~he mmds of the . Indian. people whom . he. _was . Amer1C:ans haVI! proclaimed that the defence of 
addre~Qg. _It is a standin~- tradltiQn of ,Bri~i:;;_h )!ldia is. their particular concern. . . --- , ·· . - • · 
sovere~gns, that, whenever ·they ·address the1r · ·) Pand1t Jawabarlal Nehru's .Mistake ;:...-Pandit 
Indian subjects, there should ·in the deliverance Jawaharlal Nehru"is the only lndian leader witb 
be:: eyid~ce,, -,clear, and pnmistakable, .. o( the ,ll., c:~.msiderable popl.llar. following· who clearly 
constitutional·: .fact that they· are above ·reahses and never· hes1tates to declare that 
politics. There was no such evidence in the the Indo-British problem at the stage which it 
~ng'~;JD~age, -Mr, .J\.111ery.might have broad-. has reached, is a rWOrld problem and can be 
ca§t it f~9J;D. I,ohdon~, ;TI,te, Duk~'s _visit Wa!!, solved only by means which primarily facilitate
~ gte?-t qpportunjty,; ro, ~;onvey,thrpugh .pne ~ tqe solution of the world problem. ,. Morbid con..: 
c;:losa;: to the . S9vereign, -~m~ thought . which. centr<!otion. on the narrow and restricted Indian 
qll.ghP;tave !ltirted the imagin"'tion_of the Jndian, problem is responsible for such wild schemes u· 
peopl~1 ,SuciJ. a.message would at· no .. -,time . Pakistan and such unprincipled compromises as. 
!}ave been more opportune than now. . ·. .. . ,_ that advocated . by the ex-Premier of Madras;,: 

Britain and l.ndia :-:-The ~eformer has more, Where, in our opinion, the Pandit fails is in 
than Onfe of .late had occasion .to point out that conceiving a separation from Britain as neces
the 'presenr'.telation;betweeri Britain and India sary ro reach a righf solution of the Indian 
is becoming increasingly intolerable and ' humi- problem. He knows well that a larger 'union 
~ating i,ri the tight of world events ; · closer. union· of .nations offers . tha true key'. to international 
or .. a clean-cut; these a!'t! , tlie .only alternatives cooperation In which the' Indian problem wilt 
facing .·the two i:ountries. ·we'noticed last .week dissolve itself. Isolation from our single point 
!L suggestion by Lord 'Selborne · wlio is a of.: contact · at · present with ... international 
member .of the present British ~overnment, life,. is scarcely a happy way of bringing about 
havi!lg for its basis close~ uniol) betW~n different cooperation .. in a larger. sphere. . Force· of 
P.artS ·of the Commonwealth. The scheme circumstances has led to Britai11 having to 
outlined . by :him was unsatisfactory but its associate other nations with her for the defence 
principle wa;; sound. It formed the subject of an of hei" interests- and that is -an opportunity
interpellation in· the· :House of Commons and also· for. India to extend her influence. It' 
Lord Selbome · was unceremoniously thrown may be regarded' as ridiculous,.. perhaps as' 
overboard by the . Deputy Prime Minister,· M(, impertinent, f6r an Indian w say that he is more' 
Attlee, and even rebuked by him . for making concerped about the ·future of Britain than the 
such a suggestion without the concurrence of his future of his own country but it is hevertheless 
colleagues. Mr. Attlee said that Lord Selborne true that many thoughtful: Indians: view with' 
in making the .suggestion . was speaking for. reahmxiety the bare possibility of' Britain -not 
ltimself alone and, when he was asked whether· coming ·Out victorious in : the present strug
the .War Cabinet would eonvey to Lord Selbome gle in· Europe; The Asiatic struggle is 
the inadvisability of mqking statements of' this of far less interest to them. Closer unioli 
c'haracter which are subsequently disavowed, the with Britain will be primarily a source of strength 
Deputy Prime Minister replied that he entirely. to Britain and will incidentally and automatically
agreed and that the point would be fully noted. release Indo-British relqtions · from . the. taint of 
~o far as regards .closer .union, As regards' suspicion and some degree even of bitterness at 
withdrawal from India; as· suggested ·by present discernible in them; Not separatio11 but' 
Gandhiji and Pandit. Jawaharlal .Nehru; Sir closer union, therefore, is the line of approach
Stafford Cripps declared at a Press Conference which is of most promise to Britain, lnd~ anct 
that they- were ·not· going t" walk out of India the world. 
right in the middle of· war.:· The Lord Privy - Dr •. Khan Sabeb :-The Frontier Provinett. 
S~added that the British remain in India not Congress Committee_has declined to acctlpt Dr •. 
for any imperialist reason but because ''strategi. Khan Saheb's resignation on the ground that· 
cally India is too · vital' for our own and our private aqsl family· affairs should not affect· a
Allies' efforts against the Axis Powers to take man's political.career. It may be recalled that the 
any such step without jeopar~ising the future of Khan Saheb . '?ffe.red his resi~ation because hEJ 
China, Russia and the· Umted States, to say resented the cnt1cwns by h1s fellow Pathans. 
npthing of India hersel~.'' The old' ar~ume!lt ~ his action in not vetoin~ .the engagement .of 
used to be that India was a necessary hnk · m h1s daughter to a Chnst1an. The Frontier
the line of imperial communications with Burma, Congress Committee further affirmed its full 
Malaya and Australia so long as these were con.fid~ce in Dr. Khan Sah~b's leadership. 
British concerns. Australia has now been taken Th1s ts good news so far as 1t goes. But we 
in row: by the United States, and Malaya, cannot unreservedly accept the general proposi
Burma' · and Hongkong have, at any rate tion that a man's private and family matters-

• 
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do not touch his political career. Life does not 
CDilsist of watertight compartments. Private 
and family matters have a tremendous determin
ing influence on a man's character, and 
chatacter is an important factor in a man's 
capacity for· forming sound judgments and 
taking a straight course in public affairs. HAn 
unclouded heart: is a basic necessity for men 
in responsible positioos. Nothing so conduces 
to it as an integrated home and personal 
life. It would be wrong to pry into a public 
man's affairs but, when they attain "notoriety, it 
is folly to ignore them. The private life 
of a public man has an important bearing on 
his public life. The revelations about French 
public men after the collapse of France, came as 
an eye-opener. As Bryce truly says, it you 
wish to cast the horoscore of a nation follow 
its leaders across th; threshold of their homes. 
As for Dr. Khan Saheb, he has stood up for 
a caruinal principlet namely, the right of a 
woman to choose her parmer in life, and such 

·a man merits public confidence more than men 
who are guided by expediency. 

American Soldiers aod Matrimony,-It was 
reported some time back that American soldiers 
wl1o arrivedin Australia to fight against invaders, 
were busy getting married to Australian women. 
The Roman Catholic Bishop issued a stern war
ning against hasty marriages as calculated to 
ruin the salvation of the parties concerned. A 
similar cry now comes from Ulster, Here also it 
is a Roman Catholic Bishop who has taken the 
lead with the support of the authorities of the 
American Expeditionary Force. They have issued 
a joint statement with the warning, "Do not 
marry U.S. soldiers.'' The girls will be further 
warned that marriage to American soldiers does 
not confer IJ. S. A, citizenship, and that theJ5 will 
not receive any separation allowance. So it is 
the separation allowance, not romance, which is 
at the bottom. Ulster citizenship does not seem 
to have a stronghold on the girls of the 
province. The abstention of the Protestant 
Church from joining in the protest is significant, 
specially in view of the strong Orange tint of 
Ulster politics as well as patriotism. . 

• Misdirected Economy:-A Bombay Government 
Press Note announces that Government has 
directed that no grant should be allowed to 
Backward Class Hostels in respect of inmates 
who receive scholarships the amount of which, 
after deducting school fees, it' they pay any, 
exceeds or is equal to the prescribed monthly 
rate of the capitation grant, The sum saved 
by what we cannot help regarding as a petty 
economy, cannot be large. The scholarships 
given to Backward Classes stud.ents are in 
recognition of their industry and an incentive to 
do better and should not be made an excuse for 
effecting a saving to the State. The Hostels should 
not be required to appropriate the scholarships in 
place of the grants now withheld by Government, 
A Backward Class boy or girl who earns a 
scholarship, should be encouraged to pursue 
studies to a higher stage. When money flows 

like water for war purposes, real and remote, 
it is false economy to reduce the grants made 
to educational institutions specially intended 
for backward classes. Economies which affect 
education, are economies at the expense 
of posterity. · · 

Mr. Jionab· on Pakistan :-In an interview to 
an American press correspondent·, Mr. Jinnah, 
President of the Muslim League, explained how 
he would have looked at the Pakistan demand 
had he been a Hindu leader. "Let us get this 
chap Jinriah to sign his proposition quick,'' was 
what he would have said, "then we will have a 
tremendous Hindu country without a minority 
problem which otherwise prevents national unity 
always.'' At first reading we thought that 
Mr. Jirinah was offering to take over all Indian 
minorities into his Pakistan in the exchange of 
populations which must inevitably take place once 
Hindu and Muslim lndias are set up. · In no 
other sense can the Hindus be told that they would 
have a country without a minority problem. 
Mr; Jinnah, however, not only does not do this 
but he does not even contemplate exchange of' 
populations between "the Hindus and Muslim. 
States which he wants to see set up. We fait 
to understand the anxiety for an Islamic State 
which can rule in accordance with the laws of 
Islam, unaccompanied by the desire to rid it of 
all non-Muslims who must impede the observance 
of the Islamic law in Its pristine purity. Nor 
is there any reason in the decision to exclude 
from the benefits of living under such a Govern• 
ment the Muslims whose misfortune it may be 
to be born outside the areas to be moulded into 
Mr. Jinnah's State. 

Wives and the National front: -The National 
Front is lecturing in the districts but Bombay is 
not left unnoticed. From June 1 there has 
been a crop of "India's War Front" adveD, 
tisements in the local press which have struck 
new notes in rousing the war spirit. A particu
larly notable line is the emphasis which the 
National Front-for we presume the Front is 
responsible for this campaign of publicity-lays 
on wives. On June 1 in the Times of lnditt and 
two days later in other dailies, we were warned : 
"It is no good giving in to the Japanese if you 
want to keep a whole skin and a wife who is 
wholly yours-as the Chinese found out.'' This 
seemed rather unfair to the Chinese. who have 
certainly not given in to the· Japanese, whatever 
might be the state of their skin today. On June 
15, the National Front struck another blow for 
wives when it asked: •· Your wife is beautiful. .. 
Who would not be a Japanese soldier if he 
could get into India without a fight I" Really, 
Mr. Masani! This implies that the gentleman 
who drew up the advertisement, and the Japanese 
soldier are brothers under the skin. The high 
command of the National Front is apparently too 
busy to interest itself in these trivialities and 
newspapers naturally l!lo not exercise the 
degree of caution which they would in the case 
of.. private advertising. -
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THE ANGLO-SOVIET TREATY. 
The great event of last week-end was the 

publication of the Treaty between Britain and 
Soviet Russia and the Agreement between 
Soviet Russia and the United States concluded 
last month. Mr. Molotov, the Soviet Foreign 
Minister, travelled to London and Washington. In 
London he was entertained by the Prime Minister 
and was received by the King. In Washington, 
he was an honoured guest at the White House 
during the greater part of his visit. These 
personal incidents are of greater significance than 
the conclusion of the Treaty and the Agree
ment in view of the previous relations 
betw~en the three systems, Britain and the 
United States representing the capitalistic and 
Soviet Russia, the Communist or Bolshevik 
ideologies. The fact that M. Molotov had to 
travel under assumed names in the two 
countries was not, at any rate in the United 
States, wholly due to the risk of his airplane 
being intercepted by Nazis. There is still a 
strong antipathy among an influential class 
against the Soviet regime in the United States. 
Mr. 'Winston Churchill, when he announced 
in the House of Commons Britain's support 
of Russia against invasion by Germany, 
thought it necessary to declare that he had not 
changed his opinion of Bolshevik principles 
which he had. denounced for over a quarter 
of a century. He does not seem to have 
reiterated this declaration on the present occasion.· 
Perhaps, after seeing M. Molotov at close 
quarters, he' realised that the Bolshevik statesman 
is after all not very different from a British 
statesman, that he is not a cannibal but a rational 
being like himself. It must be acknowledged at 
the same time that M. Stalin is not Lenin and 
that the new Sovietism approximates more to 
Capitalism than the original Bolshevism. Still, 
the two systems are not identical. This fact is 
recognised in the provision m the Anglo-Soviet 
Treaty, that the high contfa~ting partie~ should 
not interfere in each other s mternal affatrs. 

The Treaty with Britain confirms the Agree
ment made at: the outbreak of the war. There 
is no treaty with America, only an Agreement 
The inference is that the United Stat!)s has not 
accepted Soviet Russia as an equal so completely 
as has Britain, The second point to note is 
that the Treaty concerns only Nazi aggression 
in Europe •• It does not extend to Japan~se 
·aggression . m the Far East. The contractt~g 
parties agree not to make a separate peace wtth 
Germany or her allies unless there is a 
Government in Berlin which repudiates 
Hitlerism root and branch. There is no corres
ponding condition about Fascism. Russia and 
Britain are presumably free to make peace wtth 

.Italy even if Fascism continues to be the basic 
principle of the Italian Government, The Trea.ty 
extends to a period of twenty years after 

the conclusion of peace with Germany and 
her allies. Those who have seen what immense 
changes have come over men's ideas and 
the relations between nations during the las~ 
twenty;years, will envy the optimism of the 
framers of the Treaty in making plans for twenty 
years after the end of the war. No doubt, they 
contemplate an early termination. of the Hitler 
regime in Germany. Anyhow twenty years is 
a long time and no one can say what transfor
mations will hapyen in the interval in the Euro
pean kaleidoScope. Just two years ago, Germany 
and Russia swore eternal friendship to each 
other, Britain having rejected the preferred 
hand of friendship of the latter. Poland 
refused to allow Soviet troopa to cross 
her borders while she was willing to 
accept Soviet help in material. She bitterly 
complained of having beell stabbed in the back 
by Russia with which she had a ten year 
non-aggression pact Today Poles are enrolled in 
the Russian Army and are fighting in the Soviet 
ranks. If such things can happen in two 
years, what cannot happen in twenty ? We do 
not, therefore, attach much importance to the 

' terms of the treaty relating to the post-war period 
of twenty years. The immediate point of interest is 
that M. Molotov has been able to get the London 
and Washington Governments to agree to open a 
second front against Germany. The very idea has 
been recently flouted by British Ministers. This 

, is an a~thievement on which the Soviet envoy may 
congratulate himself. How soon this promise 
will materialize depends to some extent on 
Japan's movements in the Northern Pacific. It 
seems to be clear that invasion of enemy country 
by air-craft alone is not practicable. British raids 
on the European continent under German 
occupation have been frequent and devastating, as 
were the German raids on Britain last year, but 
neither has been able to land troops and attempt 
the occupation of the other's territory. The 
British Foreign Secretary assured the House of 
Commons that there were no secret provisions in 
the Treaty. The assurance should be accepted 
in the same measure as other similar assurances 
by Foreign Ministers all the world over. The 
American Agreement is but . a watered version' 
of the British Treaty. The one concrete fact 
is that it also pledges the United States to 
start a second front in Europe. 

Some Indian publicists have expressed disa~ 
pointment about the ·absence of any reference to 
India in these documents. One of them has gqne 
so far as suggest to that the clause about non
interference with the internal affairs of the. 
contracting parties implies that Russia guarantees 
the security of India. as a British depeRdency. It 
is quite possible that India might be considered 
"an internal affair'' 'of . Great Britain, 
though it is rather a big affair-
a veritable whale in the interior of a prophet. 
Assuming this . to be the case, there is no 
occasion for any one in India to be sorry for it. 
India is well out of the constantly shifting 
entanglements of European diplomacy. If she 
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is sure of what she wants and pursues that with 
unwavering constancy, no power on earth can 
come in the way of her attaining it. Though 
it may surprise many, it is the fact that India 
today holds a strong position in the international 
worJd and she must win if she only keeps her 
head cool and does not lose her immemorial 
patience. 

CHINA BUILDS FOR DEMOCRACY. 
(BY V, L. MEHTA, ANDHERL) .. 

Much has been written recently about the quiet 
revolution in economic life that has been wrought in 
China by the newly organized Chinese Industrial Co
operatives. This has been done on the basis of 
scattered material available in tracts, pamphlets, 
bulletins and brochures published by the Committee 
that was aet up to organize and guide the co-opera· 
tives and to establish contacts with other countries. 
For the first time, however, a connected account of 
the origin of the movenoent, its early atruggles, its 
growth and ita difficulties and defecu is avail
able in an interesting and informative book• by 
an American author who has first-band knowledge 
of the movement and writes . with insight and 
sympathy. 

We get, first, in the opening chapter an idea of 
the background against which the movement deve
loped-the lop.sided growth of industrialization in 
the coastal areas, the threat that this presented to 
Japan and to other countries, the break-up of this 
andustrial atructure as a result of the invasion, tho 
taking over of industrial plants by the invader, the 
orippfing of economic life in the invaded regions and 
itt effects on the interior, the swelling of the refugees 
and the problem of their employment. The \tar-time 
problema were undoubtedly there, but it is worth 
while remembering that the sponsors ot the movement 
were building not merely for the emergency which 
faced China but also for the future. They built deli
berately with the intention of re-orderin~ China's 
economic life ao ·that it did not follow Imperialist 
or capitalist lines but .was to be on a basis such as 
would prevent the accumulation of capital and wealth 
in the hands of a few individuals and would dispei"Je 
these widely. ' . 

Dr, Kung, one of the pillars of the Chinese admi
nistration and a leader of the movement, has described 
its objecta in the following words :-

F lrst, It provided a way for China to mobilize Its 
economln and Industrial resources so as to Increase 

· her power of resistance. Secondly, It created a new 
basis for China's economic structure by giving rise to 

• domestic Industries. Thirdly, It provided work: for the 
refugees who had been thrown out of employment in 
consequence of the Industrial plants having fallen 
Into the hands of the enemy •. Fourthly, It helped to 
salvage from the threatened areas the machinery and 
transplant It to the laterlor where the work could be 
revived. , 
Through the movement, not only would China'• 

economic resources be mobilized to off-set the 
loll In the oooupied areas, he emphasised, but 
also a foundation would be laid for the new 
economic order of the futureJ more In consonance 
with Chincao life and freo rrom the evils which 
inevitably aooompanied induatrialization of the 
aooepted pattern, Generaliaaimc Chiang' Kai..Shek 
In commending the co-operatives as pare of tho 
New Lifa Movement expressed his desire whole
heartedly "to encourag_e this kind of industrial 
organi•ation, which is s1mple to set up and fulfils 

' Oblno Bulldo lor Demooraor-.t. Blory ol Oo-operati .. Indua
trJ b7 N:rm Woleo (Modarn Age Booka, Ino,, New~ork). 

production requirement~ in a quick direct fashion 
without requiring large amount8 of capitaL'' 
The co-operatives constituted a movement far 
securing a healthy balance between agriculture 
and industries; they also represented a lj()mmcn. 
meeting-grouna between the Communists and the 
Kuomintang. All agreed in recommending that 
a common co-operative programme should be 
adopted to level the existing barriers and provide 
a base for a true democratic unification~ 
. The formation of a Preparatory ·Committee for the 
Promotion of Industrial Co-operatives in China, 
composed of a few ardent and enthusiastic workers, 
on 8rd April 1988 may be said to mark the 
commencement of the movement. It was faoed, at 
the outset, with numerous difficulties, the principal 
of which·were the lack of capital and the absence of 
a favourable responso from Government. The latter 
moved only when Madame Chiang Kai..Shek actively 
bestirred herself in securing support; and it was 
when this support was forthcoming that an actual 
start was finally made. Simultaneously, . contacts 
were established with banking circles and a loan was 
negotiated in Hongkong. 1'be Committee also got 
into touch with co-operative organizations in 
Europe and Amerioa and an international auxiliary 
was set up to secure both ·moral. and financial 
support for the cause. The subsequent history of 
the beginnings of the movement is one of the most 
fascinating chapters in the annals of co-operation. 
There was no field of industrial effort to which the 
organizers did not tum their bands. The variety of 
these industries is amazing : blacksmiths' foundries, 
stocking knitting, soap-and-candle-making, printing 
presses, were among the earliest enterprises; 
The list of articles produced is equally varied: 
malleable iron, glass, pottery, thermos bottles, 
torchlights, leather goods of all descriptions, prin
ters' ink, paper, writing brushes, oils from seeds, 
surgical cotton and gauze, umbrellas, hand-carts, 
bricks, agricultural implements, industrial machinery, 
confectionery, flour, starch, hats, . sugar, furniture, 
industrial alcohol and cloth, woollen, silk and cotton. 
Hand-spinning and weaving seem to' provide the 
most popular among the industries. · · 
' There are two or threo notable features in all this 

development which deserve more than a passing 
reference. The first is the soirit of identification 
with the movement evinced by· those who participate 
in it. This is well illustrated by the remark of one 
of the workers : "Even if you give me no money and 
only food to eat, I will give myself to the movement.'' 
As the author observes, this exemplifies the ardour 
and earnestness of those in the movement who carry 
out in practice the co-operative slogan of "one for all 
and all for one." The next is the spirit of enterprise 
exhibited everywhere, Improvisation of a high ordet 
indicates both tho adaptability and the ' grit of the 
workers. This has been particularly noticeable 
when the newly established units had to move on or 
to adjust themselves in the face of bombing. Last 
comes the spirit of true economy; It is this that 
distinguishes production by the cottage worker from 
that in factories or mills. lndusco leaders have 
estimated that a dollar in co-operative industry is 
worth a hundred dollars in private production. 
Lastly, there has grown. up ~,degree of c;:o-ordi
nation and cohesion in . the movement which 
carries it to SUij()eSIJ despite the · general 
poverty of its rosouroes. Supply, prcxfuction,. 
marketing-all constitute an. integrated whole that 
stands well togetiAer. One slogan popularized by 
Rewi Alley, one of the founders of the movement, is: 
"A few ~perativea cannot stand-thousands can.,. 
This corresponds to M. Luigi Luzzatti'a dictum
a -oo-operative society shoulli ever strive to be 
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independent, but should never remain isolated, 
As the author puts it : ''In the case of the 
individual co.-operatives the only guarantee 
that they can maintain their true co-operative 
character . is that they can expand and federate 
quickly enough to gain the strength necessary to hold 
their own. Any small model experiments are bound 
to fail." 

The movement has spread in all the provinces and 
the citation of a few statistics regarding its progress 
till the spring of 1940 will give an idea of the achieve-
ments. ' • · 

No. of Mombera. Shere Total Monthly Total No. 
atya. . ,- o•pital. Funds. production. of workers 

1688 22,740 · I 881.888 S,5So,192 6,898,958 64,000 

(by tho end of the ye•r 19'1 the number of oooiotiea had inor .. BBd 
to 8,600) 

Of the total number of societies, over 600 were 
for the textile industry, Funds allotted by Govern
ment, the whole of which were not drawn, amounted 
to $11,060,000, Bank credits amounted to$ 5,300,000 
while special funds· obtained from international 
souroes and through Madame Chiang Kai-Shek for 
work among women and children stood at the 
figure of $ 1,890,000. 

What have been the principal difficulties that 
have been encountered by the movement P The 
first among these has been the uncertainty of 
financial backing. There was lack of capital for 
running expenses at the start, but even after banks 
came to recognize that the on-operatives were not 
a negligible field for the investment of some portion 
qf their funds, the. supply of such funds was not· 
~ways regular nor could reliance be pta.,ed 
on its being ccmtinued. Next came the 
~ok of trained personnel. There was no 
field here for adventurers and opportunists; hence 
it was often found that workers were not forthcoming 
in enough numbers for the detailed work of manage
ment, both on its business and its technical sides, 
l'his. need the C. I. C, ,organization ha$ . tried to 
meet by al'l'llnging. for the opening ot technical 
schools and the holding of classes in co-operative 
theory and, practice, It is training in. self-help 
and self-government . that these improvised 
educational institutions impart-education in and 
for democracy. The third difficulty is the lack of 
equipment. As the author says, it is far easier to 
build a new industry than to impro:ve an existing 
indigenous one, Tools and appliances of the 
customary type stand in need of renovation 11nd 
the task of bringing about this change ·has, it 
can be well imagined, not been a simple one. Lastly, 
there has been a certain amount of conflict with 
vested interests ·particularly among the rank' of th~ 
bureaucracy, the civil as well as tne military, who 
have been the principal customers of the oo-operativey, 
'l'here was, the author notes, occasionally a 
tendency to try to run ·the naturally decentralized 
movement as if it was part of the government 
machine controlled from Chungking. Field work 
everywhere was blcioked and held up and the 
technical staff felt their time wasted and their 
opportunities lost at crucial moments, 
•• J ' ' 

It is, undoubtedly, true that the expectations of the 
pro~oters of the movement have not yet been fully 
reahsed ; but what has been accomplished so far 
justifies the hope that there have been laid in China 
·through the industrial co-operatives the permanent 
foundations of a new society) To quote the 
author : •tThe C. I. C. are teaching. the people 
the ·methods of democratic government, It is 
the bu~lding of. a new democracy on the . old 
foundation. It has created the basis of demoofa:tio 

oontrol and liberty under state-controlled industry" 
Although the ~nitial impulse may have be;n 
from the Commtttee for the Promotion of the 
C.'!- C, and it is the Committee that' inspires and 
~utdes. the_ movement to-day, judging by the way 
m whtoh 1_ts efforts have evoked an enthusiastic 
!esponse, It need not be doubted that there 
!s .se!f-help and spontaneity behind it. 111 that sense 
1t IS •a people's popular movement." Again it has 
been indepe~dent of the State except as 'to the 
source of capt tal, Even at· the Central Committee 
not one individual draws any salary from Govern
ment, nor does any local committee derive any 
subvention, 

A few details of the system and methods of 
wor\dng _will b_e ofinteres; especially to co-operative 
workers IU lndta. The obJects of the societies are 
defined in the model constitution as under : 

(1) To assist the members in the manufacture 
and sale of...... · 

(2) To provide an organization to make possi
ble the arrangement and execution ·of collective 
contracts for labour, 

(3) To arrange for the transportation of 
passengers or goods for hire. · · 

(4) To supp!y raw materials, machinery and 
tools and acqutre such land and buildings as 
may be necessary therefor, 

(5) To make available the. funds necessary 
for these purposes in accordance with this 
constitution, · 

· (6) To unite with co-operative societies for 
the promotion of their common interests. . 

.Among the, qualifications for membership it is 
latd down that the applicant should have capacity 
to earn in fhe business of the society and shouli:l 
possess honesty and good character and be free. 
from b_ad habits, t, g~ opium smoking, use of drugs, 
gambhng, etc, Members assume multiple liability 
limited to so many times the nominal value of the 
shares subscribed, Provision is made for the 
appointment of a board of supervisors who are 
to exercise a general supervision over the work' 
of the directors and in particular to conduct an 
audit of the financial statements prepared by 
the directors and to furnish a report thereon to 
be submitted to the general meeting. They. 
have also the' authority to conduct investigations 
into the affairs of the society or to examine com
plaints against directors. · The division of profits 
according to the model constitution is more or less 
on the usual lines; the special feature being the 
provision for the distribution of bonus among the' 
members and non-member workers in proportion to the 
wages earned from the society during the previous 
year, Two-fifths of .the bonus is to be distributed in 
the form of additional shares until the paid-up capital 
and reserves constitute one half of the total capital; 
The rest can be paid in kind, Lastly, reference 
may be made to the attempts made to populadze the 
aims of the movement by diverse methods ·of 
publicity. One of these was the pasting on the walls, 
of slogans defining the objects and aspirations of the· 
C. (, C. Some of the samples of these J~logans are 
worth reproducing;- · .. . 

1. Industrial Co-operatives are really the 
workers' shops. . 

2. Encourage mutual discussion and mutual 
help. 

3, Develop self-government and self-reliance. 
' 4. We share alike both benefits and hardships. 
5. To strengthen our work is to help national 

resis tanoe, 
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6, Industrial Co-operatives are the most effec-
tive method of boycotting enemy goods. . 

1. Aboli•h sel6shness, 
8. Cleanliness is health and good health means 

better work. · 
9. Industrial Co-operatives help to realize the 

"Livelihood" principle of the San Min Chu L 
10. Industrial Co-operatives help to exploit our 

national resources. 
11. Industrial Co-operatives are the backbone 

of our Eoonomio Defence. 
1:1. Industrial Co-operatives encourage the spirit 

of research, 
lS. Only those who work shall eat. 
14.. Our soldiers shed blood in the battle-fields; 

we sweat to support them. 
15. Workers of the whole nation, awake and 

mobilize, 

THE TifER STRIKES. 

This is an attractively got up little book published 
under the authority of the Government of India by 
the Director of Public Relations, His Excellency 
the Commander-in·Chief in India in a.briefForeword 
describes it as a short record of the exploits of troops 
from India, Indian and British, in the theatres of war 
of the Middle East during 1940-4.1. One settles one
self down to study the reoord with the seriousness 
that the subject demands. But criticism which 
is appreciation both of merits and shortcomings, is 
deprecated by the author · who warns the reader a few 
pages later that the book . does not claim to be either 
military history or the whole story. It Is a collection of 
incident& which reflect most credit on the General and 
the troops In the course of the nine months ·covered 
by the story. And they reflect much credit, on both. 
General Wavell who was· commanding the British 
Army, was under the supreme command of the 
French General W eygand and the main land 
strength was formed by the French Colonial troops. 
With the collapse of France and the entry of Italy into' 
the war, General Wave II had to face a critical situation. 
AI usual, India was the first to be drawn upon. 
Recent revelation11 about Malaya and Burma shocked 
India by the disclosure of the ill-equipped, imperfectly 
trained and insufficient number of the troops sent 
from India to these theatres of war, It was no better 
In the case· or the Middle East, says the author : 

The fourth I~dlan Dlvislo~ when it went. overseat, 
had no modern equipment. None of the officers or 

. men bad ever handled an aotl-tanlr rifle or a mortar. 
t There were no motor vehicles and no trained drivers. ... 

Desert warfare is very different from mountain warfare, 
and yet these men showed astonishing quiclrness in 
picldng up the new tactics, knowledge .of che new weapo 
ons, and driving a~d mainteoan~e of motor vehicles. 

It 11 the same old story as twenty-six years ago 
when F. E. Smith, attached to tbe Indian Expedi· 
tlon~ry Force as an official reporter, wrote: ' 

The Indians are behaving splendidly now. They 
are getting used to it. Poor wretches, they were 
marched •tralghc from motor omnibuses Into a style 
of warfare of which they knew nothing, and many 
of them shoved folD trench111 too deep for them, so 
that they could not even fire from them, and, so handi· 
capped, they were exposed to the hideous eoncentra· 
tlon of shell fire. · 

A few days earlier he had writtem 

"All these thlngto In the papers about the Indian 
troops ar. lies. They are not doing very well (rather 
the contrary) and we are very anxious about them. 

This, of course, is most deeply secret ...... _.Today we 
motored through a vWage half dasboyed by shells. 
The streets were littered with the corpses of horses and 
Hindus," (Birkenhead-the Last Phase). 

The author disposes of a wrong impression persis
tently created by the representation of Italians u 
being more agile in retreat than brave in attack. He 
observes, "During the summer of 194.0--4.1 in North 
and East Africa it was suggested in many quarters 
that the Italians had not their heart in the war and 
that they were poor fighters, That was far from the 
oase." He gives 'several instance11 of Italian soldiers 
holding out against desperate odds. 

Indians for the first time experienced dive-bombing 
during the fighting in British Somaliland; It first 
rather a hook them, we are told, but in a. very short 
time they realised that noise does not kill and that a 
trench is very good protection. 

It is clear from the narrative that the brunt of the 
war in several cases fell upon Indians, The British 
and other troops went into battle after the. Indians 
had made the way c:lear, The only two Victoria 
Crosses in the campaign wenc to. Indians, Captain 
Premendra Singh o( the Bombay Sappers and Miners 
and posthumously to Subedar Richpal rRam pf 
the 6th Rajputana Rifles, · 

CON'TEMPORARY HISTORY. 
Dr. Benoy Kumar Sarkar's books are like those of 

no other writer, There is always very much that is 
topical in his writings. What is more there is much 
that the reader, even the more careful journalistic 
reader, of newspapers has missed which Dr. Sarkar 
digs. up and comments on. -And it must M 
admitted that he brings his book .astonishingly 
up-to-date, In · "The Political Philosphies since 
1905-Volll, Part II", which has just been published 
(Messrs Motilal Banarsidas, Lahore. Price Rs. 12/-) 
Dr, Sarkar deals with events up to May 18, 19~. 
What is equally surprising is that, like John Dunne's 
Time, Dr. Sarkar's' volumes run back as well as 
forward. Part Ill of this publication (Rs. 8(-) wu 
publ!shed , a month earlier, And, in spite of the 
publishers note at the commencement, one is not 
quite C:0IlVince!l of the necessity of adopting this 
ec:c:entrto practice. 

Dr. Sarkar has made wide use of his command 
over many languages to present his public with news 
a~~ views cl!lled- from the world press. Even. his 
cumg of English ~oouments and English views will 
oome as a surprtse to many who have not followed 
events as closely. For example, he gives the text 
of the Tokyo Agreement between Japan and Britain' 
concluded so recently as July 22, 1939 the first 
sentence of which read : ' 

His Majesty's Government In the United Kingdom 
fully recognize the actual situation in China, where 
hostilities on a large scale are In progress. and note 
that, as long as that state of affairs continue to exist 
the Japanese forces In China have special requlremenb 

. for the- ,Purposes of ~eguardl.ng their own security 
and Dl&IIItaJDing pubhc order Ill regions under their 

· COntrol, and that they have to suppress or remove such 
any acts or .causes as will obstruct theai or benefit 
the enenv· . 

He follows up this agreement with extracts 
from the British Press · references which are 
mainly favourable to and even enthusiastic in 
support of the Agreement.· . · 

Dr. Sarkar in his ''Sociology of Races, Cultures 
and Human Progress" (Chuckervertty, Chatterjee 
and Co., Price Rs, .7/-) traced the growth of 
Asiatic Nationalism in this oencury, He has in that 
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work done a great service in uprooting rriany popular 
misconceptions about Asiatic nations. What seems 
peculiarly significant is that Dr. Sarkar who was then 
(1989) able to conceive of Indian nationalism as one 
movement, had three years later oome to regard 
Bengal Nationalism as a force apart from it, with 
a parallel in its influence on world thought to the 
the progress. of Japanese imperialism, Dr. Sarkar, 
by his writings and speeches and by the 
several associations he has founded, has been 
greatly instrumental in rousing a Bengal conscious
ness, the latest phase of which appears to be a' move 
on the part of Mr. Fazlul Huq to work for Bangistan 
or a Bengal State. It was, therefore, all the more 
welcome· a surprise to read in "Political Theories" 
Part II, Vol II, Dr, Sarkar's denunciation of the 
Cripps' scheme for attempting to Balkanise India. · 

One of the many interesting questions discussed 
is the slogan, ''Asia for the Asiatics," This, says 
the author, might mean the driving out of Europe 
and America from Asia but it does not necessarily 
follow that every nation in Asia will rule itself. The 
victories of Japan in East Asia might be good news 
to peoples living in Western Asia, out of the 
Japanese sphere of influence; just as Turkish 
triumphs were sympathised in by East Asia which 
is out of its influence, But the nations directly 
concerned with these conquests, will not be as 
happy in a victory which means a new master, and 
no greater measure of freedom, He refers to the 
Japanese control of the Dutch· Indies as a new 
factor in world politics, Since the capture of 
Constantinople in 1458 by the Turks, he writes, so 
many Europeans have· not been brought under 
subjection by Asians, In the chapters dealing with' 
Asia and "Eur-America" in his books, Dr, Sarkar has 
a· startling manner of presenting parallels, For 
example, writing of the British ''View of the Japanese· 
offer of Independence to India," Dr. Sarkar quotes a' 
leader. from the Daily Tslograpli and· immediately 
follows .it up with a quotation of what Field 
Marshal Smuts had to say of the Cripps scheme and 
its effect on the position of Indians in the South 
African Union, in the Union Assembly. 

There are some interesting references to Russia 
and her foreign policy. The author traces the 
transition from a policy of sympathy with backward 
peoples which caught the imagination of nationalists 
JD Asia, to the policy of non-interference in the 
internal policies of other countries which reached its,. 
peak in the recent agreements concluded with 
Britain and the U. S. A. · 

. As befits a student of affairs, Dr, Sarkar, general
ly speaking, is perfectly detached in his outlook. 
But he has indicated his belief, ·"as a layman," in 
Axis victories being temporary both in· Europe and 
Asia, His faith in . Europe rests large!}"- in . the 
resistance of Russia, or rather tile failure of Germany 
to recover from the ·winter reverses for over five 
months, He states the issues thus: 

For political science a very interesting case Is on 
hand .. It consists in the study as to whether 
the ideological antithesis, communist vs. bJurgeios, 
Is less a.ntlthetic tha.n the raciological antithesis, 
white vs. yellow. More concretely, the question is 
as follows: Oan Germany, In spite of her 
abhorrence of the Japanese "yellow peril", honestly 
'and loyally cooperate with Ja.pan against the white 
enemies to the sa.me extent that Russia, in spite 
of. her repugnance to capitalism, can w1th the 
anti-communistic bourgeois powers ?,.,It seems, for 
the time befog, that Russia is bent on utilizing the 
Anglo-American . bourgeoisie until the war is over. 
It remains to be seen ·whether Germany Is capable 
of utilizing Japan to the same extent. · 

Dr. Sarkar's books are a valuable contribution to the 
interpretation of events round us, besides being 
veritable storehouses of faots, It is unfortunate that 
his tendency to coin words makes his writing some
what self.consoious, One never is allowed to forget the 
medium in which he expresses his ideas. Could there 
not be less cumbrous substitutes for "Japanification,'' 
"Albinocracy"i' Once the difficulty of style is 
mastered, the reader will find much that is worth while 
in Dr. Sarkar's writings. They are essential to an 
understanding of modern developments, We would 
suggest the inclusion of a few necessary maps in 
latter volumes,_ or better still a separate companion 
volume of maps, The author's books are always 
enriched by a very useful index, not usually 
proyided in Indian books, · 

. 
LETTERSOF B. J,PADSHAH. 

Oopyriglit. 
[ We regret that owing to oversight Jagt week's 

Jeter appeared under date April 1, 1942 instead of 
Aprii1 1 1982.~Editor,] · 0 

APRIL. 2, 1982, 
IJ, 1]. Oor /u. 

A Japanese newspaper stated that a · pilot of an 
aeronautic: company, slighted by a· waitress at a 
banquet, made to "look small" in company, revenged 
himself on her by persuading her to accept· thrills on 
his airship, fastened himself securely but not her 
and then practised stunts which threw· her down 
2,000 feet, He is now on trial for murder, · 

The telegrams had congratulated . Greece on her 
splendid position of being- the only power that 
reduced taxes and yet balanced the budget; it was 
said to be the result of the achievement of Venizelos 
in composing the ageloog quarrel of Greece with 
Turkey, Then one read of the impending resignation 
of Venizelos aver,ted only by a financial Greek friend 
coming to the rescue of Greek finance. Today the 
wireless reports the findings of a League Commission· 
that the financial state of Austria, Bulgaria and Greece 
is "serious," Just in the same way, there is the· 
report of Shanghai .having resumed normalcy yes
terday and of · the gloomy expectation that 
the decisive Sino-] apanese .Conference convened 
for today will fail. There is .another paragraph: 
that on one point Tokyo has cabled Shanghai 
instructions to yield to China. So I oan form no 
anticipation of ·the troubles or calm awaiting our 
arrival at Shanghai and permitting or prohibiting a 
visit to Nanking or Foochow or Hangchow. 

. ' . 

. ~It seems- the . Chinese dislike milk and have a 
positive aversion to ghee; their diet is chiefly rice !I 
which would miss the required fats and proteins; they 
survive because of soya beans which is 20 per cent 
protein, easily grown,- easily harvested and digested, 
and easily marketed,' because it is raw material for 
soaps, candles and other oily products, The Japanese · 
too grow and use it ; but their national food ·is rice 
mixed with a fish decoction. One would think the 
Indian peasant might be more profitably interested tn 
soya beans than in fish. 

I was settling ~yself down. on a cushioned c~ir -
wiping my glasses, when I heard from the ·sofa 
near a question, It was· the shortest'lady on the ship 
who asked me if we were due in Shanghai rather 
early ... And so our tongues got wagging; she told 
me of what she had seen in Japan or New Zealand 
and which I had not notioed ... She thought there is 
a negroid strain in the Japs-she judges that from 
the form of some jaws-under white skins ... We 
a~eed that neither of us knew anything of the Sino
Japanese question. 
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APRIL 5, 1982, . f sin .••••• ~i~ is _gradually changing its costume and 
lfhanghas. Europeanasang at; Eur~pean bat and fcot'WI:al" are 

I called on April 8 at Mr. J. Hormusji's, brought his oommon. Of course, an the oountryside one may 
brother, Mr, K. H. Shroff, to the ship and we aee bare!ooted men, women and boys. Where they 
toge}her took. the first train at II p. m. for Hangohow dl orgamse, they do ~c;ll. Ha~g~how is a show· 
where we arraved at 8-00 p. m. and dined and slept P lCe and to attract vas1tor11 Ch1nese Governments 
a~ the. Lake Vie'!' Hotel which has the best position, M:·n out new quarter~ with spacious. roads; and the 
satuallon and vaew, got up next morning at 6, and 10 Strc:et hum11 w1th ~ustle and nckshaws, and 
the Hotel started us on a motor on nine excursions in blaze~~ wath colour of stgns and costumes; public 
the lt'.orning and several in the afternoon after lunch. gardens-chiefly. rock-are tastefully constructed 
At ~ we took a local train for an intermediate shops and pu bhc offices and hotels make a g;;;d 
station at Ka Shin; slept the night at a Chinese show; the Ame!ioan missionaries have built a fine 
ho.tel and thie mornin~t took another train with only ~liege and res1den.:es ?n an elevation with a fine 
thl~ olassee at 6-80 from the Ka Shin station, Vljw of the _Lake,- qUite .transparent, reflecting 
arnved at 11-80 instead of 9 at Shanghai •• We had al above It-houses, VIllas, tree~~, mountain 
been 4.5 minutes late in arrival at Hanghow the ~lopes, the n;_d ball of the rising sun, islands 
delay was due to the railway being run on si~gle 10 the lake 1tself, pagodas, the mansion of a 
tracks except near ltations where there might be prosperous fortune-teller. The countryside is green 
do~blc or even tr~le tracks. But tbe delays were and yell~w (soyabean fi:lds). and beflowered; cherrr 
mamly due to soldaera getting on and off at various trees am!d them and m the yards of temples arui 
etation~ with their equipments, which' made long pagodas, m publi~ and private gardens, and reflected 
pauses. For Shanghai 1!nd its neighbourhood are in ln the lake from ats islands. 
a state of military preparedness ; barricades of 
timber and gunny-bags are to be eeen at Nautas 
(the old Chinese town between the Bund and 
Shanghai South) 1 though the Japs say there will be 
no renewal of fighting unless the Chineee attack. 
Yet the Peace Conference is at a deadlock and we saw 
a Japanese plane flying over our train this morning. 
Military preparations always delay_ traffio. 

APRIL 6, 1982, 
1J. 8. ClurJu. 

We were able to steam away at 9 hours this 
morning from our 'position on the Yangtsepoo down 
the river Whangpoo from the month of which we 
emerged into the open eea (though turbid water) 
about lunch time. We paned not only houses, 
faetories, wharfs, offices, green fields, but also the 
demolished forts at W oosun. 

In correspondence and in extracts, the North Ohinn 
Dail!l Nswa gives space to both anti-Chineee and 
pro-Chinese views 1 in its editorial, its policy is 
impartial but noc neutrid. Its view is that China 
is not a State, but the League elected it as a 
State, and Japan congratulated China on the eleo· 
tion, China IS no lesa a State now than when the 
Covenant and the Nine Powers Pact and the 
Kellogg Pact were signed, and when the signatories 
must have known what to expect! Japan cannot 
but lose by flouting the wishes and even the preju• 
dices of the civilised world. Japan, as well as the 
world, must gain by giving China a chance ot lining 
tp with the praotioes of the powers that constitute 
the League, by whose intervention alone China can be 
saved, I aee a great deal of force in this, Irl 
another column the North Ohi11a Newa quotes the 
statement that the effective control of Manchuria 
by China Including Cbina under the Man~bus, 
()annot In the aggregate have esoeeded fifty years, 

I . may now giv:e auoh impreuions as I have 
formed of the Chma I have seen. The Chinese 
railwaya are unpunotual1 their carriages seem 
ramshackle) the passengers are dirty in their use 
both or the lavatories and the floors of the carriages; 
the oonduoton seem competent but are not highly 
paid! the paasengen are not orderly as in Japanese 
train•; men and women lau~h and shout, just as we 
would do in India) a kitchen 111 provided in the traina 
but meal• are served and tea at tables provided at 
seatlll as in the race-train to Poona. The average 
ai•e of Chinese men and women is smaller than 
European, but larger than Japanese. 

In sever.\1. matters the Chinese, like the Japs, are 
"innocent"! they do things without any sense of 

We motored for eight hours at Hangobow, 

APRIL 10, 1982. 

& & Ooriu. 
Two new co~versations broke the monotony of 

walks and readmg. Mr. and Mrs. Staires joined 
the ship at Kobe; they are proceeding to London 
and thence to Germany. As we were sitting on deck 
two ladies in Chinese costume gave us greetings · 
Mr11. Staires thought the elder was European. But 
abe might be mistaken. She said Hongkong 
Chinese ladies looked free from the unseemly Chinese 
features. I suggested that it was like breeas of 
domesticated animals whose features we varied and 
oalled additions to beauty, To the still wild members 
of their species they appeared monstrosities. Mrs 
Staires' judgment was of a European, Chinamerl 
would have other views . of this freedom from 
"ungainly" features. 

Mr. Lanning is in business in Shanghai, says the 
feelin~ of the foreign colony, except the Americans ' 
is antt-Chinese, explains the attitude of the Manchu/,;. 
GUf!r~ia" in calling .for ~tion a_gainst Japan as due 
to tts correspondent tn Chana being ad American. I 
explained my perplexity in the midst of conflicting 
reports and put forward a provisional suggestion 
that since Manchuria was neither Japanese nor 
Chinese, since the ministers of the new Govern• 
ment were "Chinamen," since other Powers have 
treaty interests-if the J ;apanese interest be twenty 
times the American, on the other hand, the Japanese 
population in Manchuria is only 1 per cent of 
the whole and the Japanese area of jurisdiction is 
le~~s than l per . cent of the whole-it ough' to be 
advisable to create an International Settlement of 
Manchuria on the pattern of Shan~bai, The resident 
Chinese would, as in Shangha1, have voioe and 
power ; the official Chinese elsewhere could not 
obstruct, and Japan could not keep out other 
countries from the Open Door. 

APRIL 18, 1982, 
Singapore. 

We arrived ar noon. My chauffeur, the same 
Punjabi who had seen me throu~ last month, met 
me on my return from Cook's and offered to carry me 
to Johore and Malacca whioh he knows very well ...... 
I pinked up a Singapore paper and aeleoted items 
appealed to me. Ooly 20 per cent of Japanese land 
is oultivated. China bad a multitude of languages 
and races; the Pekinger and the Cantone~~e, unable 
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to understand each other's talk, have also a different 
outlook. Only 3 per cent of the Chinese are 
interested in politics and these are largely inspired by 
students in Europe and America. The Japanese 
have given a great attention of late to the 
Philippines, many have entered clandestinely, and 
Japanese ownership' of land and trade threatens to 
put the islands into their hands if and when Ameri
cans withdraw, as is not impossible if the Bill 
recently passed by the House of Representatives 
becomes law. 

SIR. IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA 

The Editor, 

The .IIlliian Bollia I, RBformBr. 

Sir, 
. ) 

. Apropos of your remarks in the leading article 
on Sir Ibrahim Rahimtoola ·of political leadership 
by professional and business men, the following 
brings out 'the difference between the respective 
approaches of the t,wo to political questions, The 
pay and privileges of certain Services are placed 
by-Act of Parliament exclusively under the control 
of the Secretary of State. It was the same in the 
D!arohy regime. Sir Ibrahim used to maintain, that 
tb1s can be got round. fhe pay of tbe Secretary, 
let us say, cannot be touched by the Minister in 
the Transferred Department. Sir Ibrahim argued, 
the Secretary himself cannot discharge his 
functions. He would require furniture, typists, 
ohaprassis and several other things. These 
were not excluded by Act of Parliament from the 
jurisdiction of the Minister and of the Legislature, 
'By · refusing grants for these necessaries, the 
Legislature can make the provision of the Secretary 
of State's control over the appointment of null 
effect. I think some member acting on this idea 
brought forward a motion to out down certain grants 
to a new Department. Sir Narayan Chandavarker· 
who was President at the time, ruled the motion out 
of order basing himself on the ruling of a British 
Chancellor that power to appoint to an offioe implies 
power to provide all the requisites for the officer to 
fulfil his duties. 

The businessman, when he becomes a minister, 
remains a businessman. The professional man, 
when he becomes a minister, regards himself as a 
custodian of the constitution. 

' Bombay, ~ 
June 17, 194.2. S 

Yours etc., 
OBSERVER, 

-
Defence of lndla Rules and "J::Poops :

The Timl8 o/ Inilia special correspondent wires from New 
Delhi uuder date June L7 : 'An important amendment has 
been made in Rule 84- of the Defence of India Rules 
bringing within the operation of the Rule acts "to bring 
into hatred or contempt or excite disaffection towards 
His Majesty's forces or any section thereof." 
It may be expected that the authorities will take 
steps to have immediate -inquiry conducted into any 
incidents brought to theit notice, and that only such 
accounts of the incidents would be published as are 
Issued from authoritative sources. Whetever the 
allegation· i~ proved and punishment is awarded to 
off~uders, such Ji'Unlshment would be made known/ 

-
' 
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NOTES. 
Indian Unity 1-Hindu-Muslim Unity as con

ceived by the Congress and1 following it, other 
political bodies and individuals is, it is not 
generally realised, as antagonistic to Indian Unity 
as the Pakistan of the Muslim League. Hindus 
and Muslims, it is true, constitute a bout ninety 
per cent of the population but the remaining ten 
percent is also aq integral part of the Indian 
populatiollt who are entitled to be considered and 
certainly cannot be left ·.out. of any rational 
scheme of Indian Unity, No one talked of 
Hindu-Muslim Unity until 1915. The Morley
Minto reform scheme first introduced the 
communal principle into the Indian constitution. 
Once the principle of a single citizenship, 
irrespective of caste or creed, was abandoned, 
the downward course could not be stopped and 
it has now resulted in its logical sequel of 
Pakistan. Pakistan is the reductio ad absurdum 
of the Minto doctrine of the importance of 
recognising religious beliefs in the Indian franchise 
and, notwithstanding Mr. Rajagopalacharya's 
gallant advocacy, it stands ·discredited • on 
the most elementary consideration's. The 
Congress· recipe for Hindu-Muslim t1nity does 
not hold better promise. Hindu-Muslim Unity 
is not Indian Unity. It leaves out Christians, 
Parsis, Jews, domiciled · Europeans and Anglo
Indians. Experience, the latest being the 
exchange of populations between Turkey and 
Greece, shows that . Christians ·and Muslims 
cannot unite in a single State. · Palestine shows 
that Jews and Muslims cannot do it either. Even 
Shias -and Sunnis cannot unite to form one 
State. · Parsis, of course, found. it impossible 
centuries ago. It is the fundamental 
tolerance of the Hindu people that has 
made it possible for all these religions to live in 
neighbourly relations in this country. Indian Unity 
must embrace all communities-the smallest as 
well as the largest. It can do this only on the 
b~s of absolute equality between man and man, 
because they are both human beings whether 

they profess this or :that , ~ligion. We must 
plan, therefore, for Ind~ Unity, must 
dream of it, must think of it in our waking 
hours. This was the idea of the founders.of 
the Indian National . Congress. They were 
IndiiUJS first and Hindus, Muslims, Chiistians, 
Anglo-Indians a long way afterwards. We 
must , recapture this ideal Jlnd wi>rk for it 
aggressively, if need be, against all lesser unities. 
Indian Unity will include all these, Hindu-Muslim 
unity among them. . . . , 

6andhiji and British Rule ~In the ,Harijan 
of June 21 which marks a. high-water mark of 
inconsistency, there . are a number of points 
cleared up by Gi1ndhiji directly as well as 
indirectly through M. D. whose report of an 
interview between Gandhiji and an American 
correspondent may be· considered as authentic. 
First, Gandhiji explains what he i"@BIIY meant 
when he asked the British to withdraw bag and 
baggage from India. He points out in several 
contributions that what. he wanted and is now 
making clear is that the British authority should 
end but he "recognizes their military necessity," 
and, later, he would "tolerate their presence 
in India not in any sense as rulers but as 
Allies of free India," and, still further down, 
"the national policy (in a free India) will 
incline towards militarism of a modified charac
ter.'' The sum total of all this is that1 qespite 
Congress opposition to British rule in India 
and Gandhiji's pacifism, a simple transfer of 
power by Britain will ensure the continuance 
of present pqlicies and, in addition, a mobilising 
of India's resources for help- to China, defence of 
India, etc. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru who has 
been designated by Gandhiji as his ''legal heir" 
whatever that may mean, has expressed his 
entire agreement with this view, adding in a 
characteristic.flourish a threat or offer to fight 
Japan with "the sword." Maulana Abul 
Kalam Azad, the present Congress President, 
has declared his general satisfaction at GandhiJi's 
recognition of the large support in the country 
to armed defence. The Congress trinity, 
therefore, is one on this issue. To clinch the 
matter further, Gandhiji has emphatically stated 
that prevention of Japanese occupation is 
common cause between Britain and "us.'' 
AU this must remove many wrong notions 
which have arisen out of the excessive 
verbosity of Congressmen of all ranks. 
In fact, M. D. himself does not seem to 
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have quite caught the Gandhian angle, 
for, in his report of the interview, he quotes 
Gandhiji as ·saying, ••India has no heart 
in the War; in· fact she has her eyes on 
Japan." There is another point on which, 
however, M. D.'s words will be reassuring. 
These are on the "new movement" which 
Gandhiji was said to be contemplating ever 
since his visit to Bombay. There is a strong 
suggestion that it is no more than watching 
reactions to his proposal that "the British 
Government in India should end today." This 
proposal itself has been explained into something 
very like the old plea for a change of heart. 

The Muslim League:-· Mr.Jinnah whose silence 
has, according to reports, .been more distressing -
to the Government · than the garrulities of . 
Congressmen, has been unable to _contain 
himself on· Seeing Gandhiji's declarations. On 
the strength of Gandhiji's demand for · with
drawal, he charges the Congress with wanting to 
have the supPQrt of the British Government and 
of British bayonets. This seems so paradoxical 
a proposition that one is surprised to find Mr. 
Jinnah making it. What Mr. Jinnah might with 
greater profit have done is to study the Muslim 
League itself. In spite of his declaration that it 
is ''untrue" to say that the League stands for 
continuance of British rule which incidentally 
is not the same thing as asserting that it wants 
that rule to end, the League's policy seems 
to be influenced by that of the Congress. Even 
after Gandhjji's writings, Mr. Jinnah is able · 
to observe with a lot of fulminations thrown in 
that the Muslim League wilt watch developments 
and its Working Committee will decide how 
tO meet any new situation. Mr. Jinnah has 
declared that the party and the community 
will not. be- deterred from Pakistan. But 
there are signs out of Bengal and the Punjab 
that, so far as Indian politics are concerned, 
Mr. Jinnah's Pakistan is· going the way of 
Gandhiji's Pacifism. 

The Punjab Concordat ~Three predominently 
Muslim provinces, Bengal, Sind and the 
Punjab, have achieved a sort of national 
Government without making any pledges for 
Pakistan while Mr. Rajagopalacharya has 
created a futile and unnecessary fuss by 
inviting the Congress to agree to the 
vivisection of his country. Not only have 
these provinces made 'no pledges about Pakistan 
but they have definitely set themselves against 
the idea of dividing the country on communal 
tines. The Bengal Premier has gone further. 
He~h39 inaugurated a movement with the 
Nawab of Dacca as leader to overthrow 
the Muslim League· as being un·Islamic, 
Shelley wrote a Jfreat poem with for theme "the 
Revolt of Islam. ' Pakistan is the Retreat of 
Islam" from a world influence into a petty 
national State formed out of scraps gathered 
from the garbage of a dead imperialism. The 
Punjab achievement is in some respects more · 
noteworthy than the Bengal concordat, ·The 
latter concerned only broad political issues. The 

Punjab problem was complicated by differences 
Oller medium of instruction in primary schools 
and.the mode of killing meat for consumption 
by Muslims and Sikhs. It would seem that Urdu 
is the medium of instruction in all Punjab schools. 
The Hindus wanted Hindi and the Sikhs 
Gurtnukhi substituted for their children, Sir 
Sikandar Hyat Khan has agreed, when finances 
permit and teachers are available, to allow Hindi 
and Gurmukhi taught as a second language for 
Hindu and Sikh children. This is what we 
gather from the letters which passed between the 
Punjab Premier and Sardar Baldev Singh, leader 
of the Akali Sikhs, This is hardly a satisfactory 
solution of the question from an educational 
point of view. This, perhaps, is not the 
entire settlement but we cannot gather anything 
more from the letters, The meat question pre
sented more difficulties as it' had a religious back
ground, The Muslims have to get their mutton 
butchered in a particular way while the Sikhs are 
under a religions obligation to have meat killed 
in another way. So far as the sheep is coneer. 
ned, it is all the same whether its throat is cut 
from below or from· above. . From the humani
tarian point of view, there is nothing to choose 
between the two methods. The Premier said that 
in Government boarding institutions hardly any 
meat was eaten and that he found no difficulty in 
meeting the Sikhs in this matter. Another diffi. 
culty was about beef. Only the poorest Muslims 
use beef· and the Punjab Prime Minister was 
evidently able to satisfy Hindu and Sikb 
sentiment about it. The resulting settlement 
is said to have given satisfaction to all 
communities. And this settlement has been 
possible without conceding Pakistan. 

Police Torture :-Police torture for extorting 
confessions was a recognised method of old-time 
crime investigation in India as in other countries. 
It still survives in a modernised form under the 
name of "third degree." An accused subjected 
to ·third degree methods is not allowed food or 
rest until he has answered, to the satisfaction of 
the investigator, questions rained on him inces
santly from a number of detectives. A very crude 
form of this method as practised by some police.' 
men, was the occasion of some severe strictures 
by Mr. Justice Munir of the Lahore High Court, 
when the accused persons appealed against the 
sentences passed on them by the lower Court. 
The forms of tort~e to which three personS' 
suspected of a murder were subjected, are thus· 
summarised in the report in the Lahore Tribune: 

The suspected persons were, it was alleged, beaten 
with sticks and sh.oes. Tbey were handcuffed and 
tied by chains to the ceiling and left to hang In ' 
space. At times their hands were tied behind their 
backs to an unstrung charpoy, their legs stretched 
across its arms and their toes tiecl to its legs, • 
On the night of the Jnd of May last their moth.er's 
garments were removed and stark naked she was tied 
face to face with h.er son, Amlr Chand, whose cloth.es, 
were also removed. The suspects, after beating, were 
then removed to various wells (sic) till they were 
rescued by one Sultan Mohd., the son of aD 
honorary magistrate. 

High praise is due to . Sultan Mahomed. 
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son of an honorary Magistrate, for humanity in communities who are against co-education. It might 

rescuing the tortured persons from the well.s be mentioned that recently a movement for starting a 
women's college was launched by those who believed 

into which they· had been thrown after thetr that C<>education was not conducive to welfare of the 
or4ea1s. But for his public spirit this most dis· fair sex. The Government also aPPOinted a committee 
graceful incident would not have seen the light to report on the advisabUity of starting a Girls' College, 
of day, The scoundrels who practised these but owing to the war the scheme appeal'!l to have been 
horrible and obscene tortures, would have held In abeyance tiU b"tter times prevaiL 
been left undisturbed to ply their nefarious The war-time objection has been overcome or 
trade on poor victims in the Punj.1b country· overruled and the Sind Women's College will 
side. Apatt from the horror created by the begin work next month. It is strange that now. 
tortures, one deplores the depravity of mind when more than ever women are required to 
which invented them and the chance which take over functions hitherto exclusively per-

• • 1:1 • h · · · f tecto formed by men and when, therefore, education 
placed the cnmma 1 

10 t e pOSitiOn ° pro rs in 'the same institutions was most needed, Sind 
Of. the public, t is obvious that these should have chosen to pen education for men and 
men did not resort to these methods for the 
first time. They were evidently old hands with a women in separate .watertight compartments. 
perfected technique, Heaven knows how many The Kolbapur Succession: It is announced 
innocent souls have Qad to endure imprisonment, that the Maharani of Kolhapur has been 
perhaps death by hanging, as the result of appointed Regent during the minority of the 
detective methods of ruffians of this sort. infant boy whom, it was stated some months 
Nor, we are afraid, is it possible to be sure before, she had agreed to adopt.. According t() 
that these are the only specimens of the kind Mahratta custom, females were entitled to 
in the P .-,lice. The superior officers, too, cannot succeed their husbands and fathers to the gadi~ 
be absolved from responsibility for the prevalence Dalhousie . i~ored this ancient; custom. in the 
of this state ·of things. If they did not know case of TanJore where the ruling house was the 
what their underlings were up to, they are unfit same Bh.onsles as in Kolhapur. Lord Linlithgow. 
to hold their positions. It is many years since a has followed the same retrograde policy., 
Police Commission enquired into the conditions Tobruk:..;.. The outstanding event of the week 
of service in the Indian Police. The Lahore is: the fall of Tobruk, which has aroused in 
case shows that it is time for another. Commission Britain feelings everi more acute than those on 
to be set up. While the conduct of the police- the fall of Singapore. One reason, no doubt, is 
men is condemned, we can riot lose sight of the that Tobruk is much nearer than Singapore. 
fact that it is the conditions of service which In both cases the · world had been led to 
produce good or bad policemen and these think that the enemy, Japan in one case and 
conditions must be improved in order to make Germany in the other, was not strong enough 
sure that instances of this gross kind at least will to overcome the defences prepared· at great 
not recur. Mr. Justice Munir, in dismissing the expense and with great care. In the case of 
appeal of the convicted policeme11, is reported Tobruk when the Libyan campaign· reopened in 
to have observed that "so long as the law is November last, there was complete cOnfidence in 
what it is at present, namely, that, however the British Press that the German Army would 
serious the oftence, a police officer shall not be trapped. As a matter of fact, it was trapped 
confine a person without· arresting him or cause but the trapping process exhausted the trappers 
physical violence to him or adopt third degree also so that they could not take advantage o~ 
methods to obtain a confession or other informa· their success. Other reasons put forward are 
tion, it is impossible to look with indulgence or that the Australian contingent which had been 
indifference at offences of the kind which have trained in desert war, was withdrawn by the 

• been proved in this case." The sentence de>es Commonwealth Government· earlier this year, 
not seem to be happily worded, His lordship, and that tanks and other machines which should 
of course, did not want the law changed so as to have gone to· reinforce the Army in Africa, werec 
cover such atrocities. . - diverted to Russia. There is, for the' first 

Set·Back to· Co·educatlon :-Co-education in time, talk of .a vote of nO-confidence in the' 
collegiate institutions. has been the rule in' the Prime Minister sponsored -by two ex~War 
Bombay University until within twenty years ago. Ministers, Messrs Hore-Belisha and Greenwood, 
Sind which was a part ·of Bombay Presidency Mr. Winston Churchill whose presence in the 
had, under the jurisdiction of Bombay University, United States was revealed last week, will no 
continued it even aftel' it had been broken doubt come back to face Parliament with a fresh 
by Professor Karve's Women's University and expression of faith in ultimate Allied victory 
more recently by Jesuit enterprise. It would have and in Mr, Churchill as the one Englishman who 

• been 'surprising if Sind had been able to persevere can coo~rate most effectively with Mr. Roosevelt 
with co-education in the face of these defections. to achieve that end. The· fall olfobruk has 
The Simi Obs""" announces the starting of a brought the danger to Egypt very near. The. 

· separate Women's College under Government Egyptian Government cannot be content with 
auspices. It writes: · being mere onlookers when their territory is 

The new Medressab Board has decided upon starting invaded, The situation in Sebastopol has been 
a Girls' College and a Blgh School In Karachi from be · · · 1 b h R • figh · 
July next. The entire steff of the proposed Institutions .commg C:111ca ut t e u~ns are tmg 
will consist or ladies with foreign, as also high Indian, I Wtth all their strength to prevent 1t from succum• 
qualification, They will be open to members of a\\ bing to enemy attacks. 
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INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER 
BOMBAY, .Tum :n, 1942. 

MORE DEFENCE OF INDIA RULES. 
The Government of India this week has 

added a new rule to the ah;eady voluminous 
mass of Defence of India Rules making it 
an offence to bring the Army into hatred 
and contempt. It has long been an offenee 
to bring Government into contempt. The 
judges are protected . by the comprehens!ve 
power given to the Htgh Courts to pumsh 
contempt. It Is not clear why it has been 
thought necess:~.ry to add this rule about soldiers 
at this particular juncture. Some two or 
three months ago, there was much commo· 
tion in Bombay about the alleged misbehaviour 
of some soldiers. The Government of 
Bombay promptly issued some instructions 
restricting the movement of. soldier~ i? the city t_o 
specified areas and otherwtse provtdmg for thetr 
control and guidance. The agitation stopped at 
once and, so far as we know, there has been no 
revival of it in Bombay or any other part of the 
country. This is mainly due to the fact that in 
some cases Government had the offenders 
prosecuted and those foul!d ~ilty were 
duly punished after publtc trtals. The 
relations between soldiers and the people 
have been normally friendly. The incidents 
which caused the commo~ion some time bapk, 
were occasioned by the temporary presence 
~of troops in transit unaccustomed to Indian 
ways of life. The new .rule is likely to 
convey the misleading impression that there 
have been and are numerous and serious 
delinquencies on the part of soldiers or 
that for some reason the Indian public 
and the · Pres$ are interested in bringing the 
troops into contempt. We need hardly say 
that the effect of such an impression, if it went 
abroad, would not be advantageous to Empire 
interests. Equally unfortunate would il be if 
the new rule has the effect of preventing the 
Press from bringing to light instances of 
misbehaviour on the part of evilly disposed 
men merely because they happen to wear 
a uniform. The duty of the Press to 
expo~ misbehaviour is difficult enough. An 
elementary knowledge of the working of the law 
courts will confirm the common saying that the 
most. difficult to prove are facts which are 
notorious. 

The Indian Press has been from the first 
looked upon with dislike by Indian officialdom. 
Even so sympathetic an administrator as Sir 
Thomas Munro held that a free press in India 
was incompatible with the smooth 1rorking 1>f 
the.administration •. Among the reasons for the 
Indian Mutiny, Lord Roberts mentioned the 
freedom of the Indian Press, though at the 
'time there was no Press to speak of, With a 
brief interval during Lord Ripon's administra
tion, the Indian Press has been constantly 
harassed by laws restricting its freedom. This 

has become chronic during the last three 
decades, The Indian Press is the ready 
scapegoat for the blunders of the administration, 
The bureaucracy is always ready to impilte 
to the Press the consequences of its own 
mistakes. We are supposed to have a free 
Press and are among the nations fighting to 
establish freedom among all nations. Yet 
we have the most odious form of Press 
control against which Milton protested, that 
of licensing. The Indian Press, as a rule, is 
conducted by men who have no interest in 
creating dissension. It has, se to speak, a vested 
interest in letting sleeping dogs lie. Violent 
language in some journals is just the expression 
of the feeling of helplessness which they feel 
owing to the restraints which, like Damocles' 
sword, are always hanging cr;er their heads. The 
disposition of Governments at the centre and 
in some provinces to take the Press into their 
confidence is a good sign. It has already 
borne fruit in better refations between the 
Governments concerned and the Press. This 
policy should be extended. As a rule it may be 
said that no one can bring another into contempt, 
whether it be government, judge or soldier, 
unless that other himself afforded some excuse 
for his being brought into contempt. This new 
rule added to the Defence of India Rules should 
have been submitted to the Editors' Conference 
before it was promulgated. If .it had been, it 
would certainly have been founJ that its 
promulgation was unnecessary and is likely1 as 
we said, to give the outside world a r alse 
impression. 

Two other orders have been issued by the 
Go"'rnment of India, in connection with the 
Defence of India Rules. The first of these 
concerns the two resolutions adopted by the 
Congress Working Committee on April 28th 
which were believed generally to have been 
already Suppressed by Gazette Extraordinary. 
Apparently this belief was wrong and further 
action has been adopted in banning their publica
tion, sale or distribution. This means that the 
first order was badly drafted, The only object ~ 
served by this reference to what the Congress did 
on April 28th, is to revive public memories on 
subjects which have. been discussed threadbare. 
The other order is an amendment to the Defence 
of India Rules so as to permit of action being· · 
taken against any organisation, working in the · 
interests of the enemy, whose activities Govern· 
ment hold to be prejudicial to the defence of 
British India or· the efficient prosecution of the. 
war, The reason for this order which is given 
by the Press Note announcing this amendment, 
is that "Government already possess ...... powers • 
to proceed against associations which, in their 
opinion, interfere with the administration of 
Ia w and order or constitute a danger to the · 
public peace, Government have not hitherto 
possessed similar powers to proceed against 
etc., etc.'' It is apparently an aesthetic desire to 
round off its Defence Rules rather than any urgen
cy which has dictated this action. The Forward 
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Bloc which bas been rounded off, could have 
been equally acted against under the Criminal 
Law Amendment Act. Even if there can be 
~ opinions on whether an association working 
in the interests of the enemy constitutes a 
danger to public peace-and it is curious that 
the Government of India should by implication 
suggest that it may not-the phl'a.Se, 
"in their opinion," safeguarded Govenment's 
position effectively. We should have 
thought that, if two courses of action were 
open to a wartime Government, one of 
which might con~y the faintest suggestion that 
enemy influence was present in the country, a 
wise administration would choose the other ; 
and that, when penal action has to be taken, it 
is more prudent to do it under the existing law 
than to frame new superfluous orders. But 
evidently these views are out-of-date so far as 
the Government of India is concerned. 

COMMUNAL SWIMMING POOL. 
There has been a slight ripple in 

Bombay's civic ·life by the opening this 
week of a Hindu swimming pool by 
Sardar Valabhbhai Patel, Even those who 
do not object to a . member of any com· 
munity restricting his philanthropy to his 
co-religionists alone, think that Sardar Patel, 
as a leading Congressman, should not play 
a prominent part in such functions, This is 
a somewhat curious attitude, the more so 
since the Sardar of all persons is concerned, 
Sardar Patel has earned in the past five years, 
rightly or wrongly, a reputation of being 
intensely communal and provincial in his outlook. 
If after all this, Sardar Patel is now attacked 
for officiating at a Hindu function, it must 
be because other factors are at work, Even 
otherwise, a Congressman does not cease to belong 
to his community once he joins his party. 
The agitation which arose out of the function, 
is to be praised as a healthy instinct towards 
nationalism; but one wishes that it had been 
guided more by the head. There are half a 
dozen communal activities which have been 
started in connection with aid to possible victims 
from air-raids which have provoked little 
comment; there are, and have for years been in 
existence, communal institutions which are more 
than acquiesced in; there are on the railways 
which are now government-owned, most of them, 
the Hindu Tea and Muslim Tea Stalls, standing 
monuments to communalism. We should like very 
much to see a movemenHo wipeout communalism 
in place of the present sporadic agitation. 
But the starting-point is · in . working for 
withdrawal of State aid from communal institu· 
tions and for the removal of distinctions in the 
eating-houses which touch the general public 
more than swimming pools. There are talks 
of collecting signatures to an appeal to the 
donor to throw open the baths to all and 
from other quarters to have it open to soldiers 
of all Indian communities. The idea is that 
these steps will impress ·on the persons 

responsi~le the strength of public . opinion on 
the subject. ' These are petty persecutions 
which wiU prove ineffectual, The Mafatlal 
swimming-pool is not the only one in Bombay 
to be run on a basis of exclusiveness. 

The Simla Hold-up :-The Simla hold- up of 
the Kalka-Simla motor train and the shooting 
of several passengers last Saturday, is the 
most daring crime of · the kind in recent 
years. The authorities at first seemed disposed 
to regard it as a dacoity with no more sinister 
object than loot but later information shows 
that it was much more than that. Military 
officers in the train are said to have been 
picked out after the other passengers had been 
ordered to get off. Except the driver, all the 
five men killed were British military officers. 
The crude propaganda . against Gandhiji's 
"Non-Violence'' is apparently having its effect 
in a way quite different· from what the 
propagandists intended.· 

President · Roosevelt's Unity Prayer :-The 
Indian Witness publishes the text of the prayer 
which President Roosevelt used in concluding his 
oration on Unity Day. The following passage 
is taken from it : · 

Our earth is but a small star in the great universe, 
yet of it we can make, If we choose, a planet unvexed 
by war, untroubled by hunger or fear, undivided by 
senseless distinctions of race or colour theory. · 

Mr. President, if you think you can, why haven't 
you made a beginning by repealing the 
immigration laws which are based on "the 
senseless distinctions of race and colour," not 
to speak of Jim-crow laws in your own 
country ? Don't you know that God expects 
those who pray to Him to do so with. a humble 
and contrite heart, and with 'clean hands? 

WIVES AND THE WAR FRONT. 
The Editor, 

Ths Indian Social &formrr. 
Sir, 

I doubt if you are right in suggesting that the 
Bombay Provincial Leader had a hand in drafting 
the advertisements putting wives forward as the 
main reason for resisting the Jap invader. No one 
with a spark of Indian feeling would have thought of 
this device. The vast majority of Indians choose 
wives not for "beauty" but for caste, family, horo
scope. Certainly, few would consider it polite oftheir 
friends, let alone strangers, to expatiate on the beauty 
of their wives, I am inclined to think that the 
advertisements are the handiwork of a non·lndian, 
one of the not very estimable type whioh pretends 
to know all about Indians but, as a matter of fact, 
only projects its own low mentality into what it 
presents to a credulous world as Indian, A male 
Miss Mayo, in fact. Much of the war propaganda 
carried on under such auspices is sheer vulgarity, 
does mere harm than good to the cause which it 
professes to serve. Besides the advertisements 
have appeared throughout htdia. 

Bombay, } 
June 24., 194.2. 

-
Yours eto. 

Observer. 
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, f\.RMED ~IGHT ,~D MORA~ POWER. .. · 
,Messrs, G, A. N atesaa of Madras )lave· brough.t 

out in their well known . series of selections from the 
Sanskrit classics a volume entitled "Upakyanamala 
or A Garlahd of Stories'~ from different sources. These 
are not really stories but episodes from · Indian epics 
which the great mass -of Hindus believe to be true 
-history, '!h~ text in t~is a!l"ies is. -printed . in 
De~anagar1 w1th a translatiOn m Ertgl1sh appended 
to 1t .. The first flower in this garland. has a 
topical interest. It is the struggle 'between ·armed 
might and moral power illustrated by the rivalry 
between King Visvamitra .and the Brahman Sage 
Vasishta, The Brahman lived in ·a . hermita~~ 
irt ·the forest with his household consisting of h1s 
family and students. The King visits the hermitage 
and. is entertained. by the ·. Sa~e. When thB 
King is about to depart, the Sage insists on 
entertaining his large entourage also. The King 
politely deprecates the idea, fearing that the 
Sage's supplies might be exhausted by the large drafts 
that would have to be made on them. But the Sage 
would not be denied and the King agrees with some 
curiosity not U!Jmixed with anxiety. The Sage therjl
upon calls his Wishing Cow, Kamadhenu, which )las 
the power of supplying him ;with anything and every· 
thing, The Sage requests it to provide a banquet 
for the King's following ami it does so in such 
profusion that the King begins to covet the Cow. ·He 
requests. his ~ost to make a present of this wonder
ful Cow tO' h1m. The Sage declines on the ground 
that he is not the owner of the Cow which hail 
attached itself to him of her own free will, The 
King thereupon tries to take away the animal by 
force, sending a large atmy for the purpose. Tb e 
Co~ appeals to the 5age for protection but t~«; Sage 
rephes that she should protect herself by ra1smg ari 
army larger and more powerful than that King's. 

. T~e C9w doe~ eo. an~. the_ King is foiled. He 
tr1es to vanquish the Sage by personal attackS on 
bini with . various missiles ' but· they· all ·recoil 
from thll Sage without tloing him the least little 
harm. King Visvamitra then throws away his arms 
exclaiming: "Fie on the might of arms, moral power 
is the supreme power," He gives up his thro~ and. 
enters on severe spiritual exercises in order to 
acquire the Sage's moral power. The gods ar.e 
pleased and endow hint with the nam& and power of 
a Brahma Rishi. Pleased, but not satisfied, Visvamitra 
wants that his new statue should be acknowledged 
by Vasishta, · 

It is obvious that the story is an allegory to 
illustrate the eternal struggle between moral power 
and physical force. Vasishta is a popular leader who, 
himself owning little, has in the willing service of his 
popular following an exhaustible supply of everything: 
he ~ants, This is the great milch oow which enables·· 
the poor house-painter· or son of a blacksmith, 
to overthrow great governments which have mighty 
armies under their command. In India the popular 
leader is always a religious man. The slogans 
which rouse European mobs, have no appeal to 
the Indian masses, But a man_of religion can sway 
them at his will. An ·Indian crowd would think 
nothing of facing bullets i( its religious sentiment 
is hurt as it may be by, to the western mind, such 
trifling things as shooting a peacock or a pigeon, 
cutting down the branch of a peepul tree, or the sight 
of a cow led to the slaughter-house,' The same crowd 
wo11ld lie down and -die by the wayside it it has 
nothing to eat, consoling itself with . the thought 
that it is God's judgment for its past sins. The foun
ders of the British Indian Empire fully knew this 
and were most careful to respect Indian sentiment. 
British soldiers of the East India COmpany were 
liable to severe corporal punishment if they got 

Into trouble with an. Indian crowd' by disregarding 
their ~eli_gi~us a.nd socia1:-soruples. : The spread of 
mater1ahs~1c : V1ews has : undermin~ the spiriC 
of the lnd1an masses but .even now nothing· is easier 
than to throw them into a frem•y by the cry of ''Reli
gion in Danger.'' .. The wisdom and forbeafanoe 
of I~dian leaders in_ ~he faoe. ,of frequent taunts 
ment · more appreciation tltail It receives at the 
hands of British statesmen. The lesson . of the 
Vasishta-Visvamitra story i11 inustrated today by 
the Chinese and Russian mass resistance to Japanese 
and German mass aggression and, to a less extent by 
the influence which Gandhiji wields on the Indian 
masses. 

RUSSIA'S SECRET, 
The Anglo-Soviet Treaty confines itself to pled~ 

gin~ ~utual supp?rt against aggression in Europe, 
As1a u not even d1stantly referred to. The omission is 
of course, deliberate. Russia cis more interested i~ 
Asia th_:1n in Europe, t:he cent;e of Soviet power and 
production has been qutetly shifted to Siberia during 
the last ten years. German ignorance of this 
important achievement to effect which the Second 

_ Five "year P!an was temporarily suspended, is, 
· accordmg to P1erre Van Passen, the cause of the 
severe setbacks the Nazis have experienced in Russia. 
"As far back as 1906," writes Van Passen 
in the Protestant Digest, "the great ecientist ' Dmitri 
lvanovitch Mendelyew, had advanced th~ theory 
that, in view uf the possibilitieS of settlement in the 
Siberian Continent, the centre of population of 
Greater ·Russia ought to be in the neighbourhood of 
Omsk (in Siberia), The possibilities for. the execution 
of this scheme were not realized until the October 
Revolution. When the Germans occupied the 
Ukraine in 1918, Lenin pointed to the East, and it 
was under his administration that a beginning was 
made with the exploitation of the first coal and metal 
basin in Siberia, the so-oalled Ural Kusnitz 
Kombinat.'' The. iirst Five Year Plan had been so 
successful .that it enabled the Soviet Government to 
possess the necessary equipment for the industrializa
tion -of Siberia. That Plan, it may be remembered, 
was to make '''machines ·to make machines ... · An 
All-Union Commission for the Division· of Produc
tion was··· set up at Leningrad in 198& This 
Commission, . is · still functioning. It · divided the 
yast , territories of ~e Soviet. Union into eight 
mdependent geo-chemical or mdustrial areas, of 
which only two are situated in Europe, one in 
the North . and the other · in the Donetz: The 
other six, representing' ·"two-thirds of - Greater 
Russia's total· industrial capacity, -are '·llituated 
beyond the Urals in Asia, that is, out of reach 
of both Nazi and. J'!pauese bombing squadrons. 
There, adds . the writer, you • have the whole 
secret of Russia's victorious resistance to the Nazi 
blitzkrieg. There,· it m'!Y be added, is also. the 
secret of the 'apparent nonchalance with which the 
Russians' for six months· after the Nazi invasion·. 
withdrew methodically, scorching their earth, extricat
ing the• major part· of their material after each 
engagement, falling back without excitement or panic, 
paying not the sliglltest heed to all the swivelled stra
tegists. Afte~ six months' of retreating, the Russians 
suC!denly halted, dug in, brought up their reserves and 
launched their counter-offensive. · · · '-

The Siberian masses who were set to do this 
task, were not less illiterate, not less superstitiou9r 
not less conservative than the Indian masses: Sir 
H. P, Mody, ifh.a had been consulted, would perhaps 
havll advised that the Soviet industrialization campa· 
ign was a huge and costly joke, that. it was a pitiful, 
pathetic thing tq . set swarms of . ilnciouth moujiks 

~.. . '. . - " 

' 
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fresh from · the sOil to play ·with intricate ·and 
expensive machines. It is clea; that ·the ''scorched 
earth~' policy does not ·by itself account· fur the 
Russian resistance as is generally assumed. It 
lt 1he planned foresight of the Soviet leaders 
providing beforehand the means of efficient resistance 
10 an inaccessible region, which encouraged and 
enabled them to adopt the policy without hesitation~ 
In India we catch hold of isolated facts and adopt 
them without regard to Indian conditions and expect 
the public to acquietce in it. The Indian people are 
exhorted to emulate tbe Runian people. Should not 
the Indian Government show the way by emulating 
the Russian Government i' 

• 
CHINA'S INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATIVES. 

(BV V. L. MEHTA, ANDHEiu). 

(This article, with the one published last week, is 
based on Nym Wales' NChina Builds for Democracy:• 
Nym Wales is Mrs. Edgar Snow.--Editor.] · 

\Vhat have been· the achievements ot the 
Chinese Industrial Co-operative movement eo far 1 
Those ·who have watched it grow and have 
studied it, are full of praise and enthusiasm. 
Madame Sun Yat Sen who is not connected witb the 
present administration in China, has expressed thd 
view that no aocial movement in China was more 
timely and significant than the Chinese Industrial 
Co.operatives which stood for human habilitation, 
eoonomio progress •nd democratic education. In the 
midst of war and disruption, it has provided a 
machinery for rehabilitation and invigoration.· The 
method that bas been tried, was .successful because 
It was the one that rested on the most. solid of aU 
foundations-the peoples• livelihood. The character 
of the Chinese agriculturist and artisan has, however 
played no insignificant part in making for suooess: 
The outstanding qualiues of the Chinese farmer are 
described by Nym Wales in "China Builds for 
~mocracy," as being his honesty, his commonsense, 
h1s fitneSI for understanding simple business 
and, lastly,hia community spirit. So goo:l baa been 
the response that in· the province of. Shensi the 
industrial co-operative movement is reported ·to 
have revolutionalized the · sooial and economic life 
of aeveral 'v!llage~. c. l. c. 'stepped in ' at the 
appropriate t1me mto the gap or void created 
by th~ paralysis of organized. l~rge scale industry, 
As will be 1een from the descr1pt1on given last week, 
Jhe movement has laid the broad base of diversified 
mdustry. Figures show· that in 194.0 the C. L C. 
(lroduoed monthly more than the yearly output of 
Government factories. 

It has the advantage, the' author observes; of 
being a type of production that can build its own 
supple~cntary . basis in agriculture, supply and 
marketmg, keepmg down costs througlt oo·operative . 
meth~d_s· It has been built, again, on. the principle ~· 
of maxunum of decentralization. The development 
is altogether counter to the industrialization that 
went on in China till the outbreak of the ·war 
with ] apa~, particularly in the ports and in 
coastal regtons. That represented concentration 
of wealth and indusrry. The C. L C., on the contrary 
represents a movement in which there is the minimuO: 
waste of capital and the fullest utiliution of 
labour~power. Under conditions as they obtain 
now In fbina-as in India-it is undoubtedly sounder I 
eco~omtOJ to, use more labour .power and less I 
oapatal. l:lesadea, through retummg as much in 
wages to the consumer as possible, the movement 1 

h~lps in buil~ing up of the purchasing power over : 
wade areas 1n the countryside. Abundance of : 

Ia bout and' the ·scarcity and narrow diffusion' of 
~pital. create .con?itions in whiob the form of 
mdustr1al orgamzalton through small units that China 
has adopted, re_preserits the right course of action 
from .the point of view of national economy. 

The logic of history,. the author sums up, points 
to OO·Operative production and distribution. as a. 
democratic base for transformation into -some 
socialized form of society. That view' is amplified 
in the: following quotation from a statement issue<t 
by one of the supporters of tbe movement; . 

Our hope is 'that the method may remake the 
entird economy of China, lifting the level of living 
·for the people; utilizing · great untouched natural 
resources that can be made available and helping to 
relieve the combined horrors of homelessness · and 
lack of worlr. The iudustrial co-operatives are China's 
adjustment to a new situation. They are directly. in 
line with promotion in China of democracy on a grand 
scale. Every co.operative worker is an owner and 
therefore a. leader in his new task; a· new soeial con~ 
sciousness Is evident Jn the vicinity of each . unit. 
In the face of a world of destructive energy the 
dramatic quality of the work of industrial co-opera
tives in China is fascinating, especially when we can 

~ share in promoting it. The movement Is epic In Its 
possibilities. To save millions from poverty, disease, 
despair and death as a tesult of their own efforts is a 
masterly way to prove the power of ·creative enterprise 
•••••• The local co. operatives are self-managing and 
therefore democratic. The first actual experience in 
democracy can easily prove the needed transition step 
for China's advance towards the republican form of 
government. 

What are the prospects before the movement I' 
The needs of the future are well summed up by 
the author. In order .to expand the movement 
it is necessary to get large amounts of capital.. . 
quickly. Next it is necessary to increase the < 
manufacture and purchase of machinery so a8 to 
meohaniz~ industrial process where neoesaary and to 
build up a good trartsportation.systell\ and to recruit 
all the available engineers, technicians, skilleq 
la~ur, teachers, doctors, nurses and organizers, 
lt IS· necessary, lastly, to keep good co-operators 
in the leadership and to expand educational work 
amon~ the members as well as to build new 
techntcal schools for quick training in industrial 
processes. Further, as Rewi Alley has remarked, 
"the future of industrial oo.operation in China 
will be tied in with consumers and rural 
co-operators in a oommon programme for tpe 
regeneration of agriculture ·and the building ·of 
modem industry. Resouroea and technique must bft 
developed everywhere and the benefits distributed 
equitably among the .. producers and consumers ·so 
that the mass of tbe people may reaoh a.new level of 
civilization.'' 

VISITORS TO KASHMIR. 

A Kashmir Government Press Note says, Visitors. 
to Kashmir arc informed that if they travel in their 
own cars, the State Rationing Authority canuot 
guarantee to. supply supplementary coupons to enable 
them to return to the plains unless the journey to 
Kashmir wall made in their own carl with the 
approval • of the Provincial Rationing Authority, 
l,;ahore, or the Provincial Rationing Authority, 
Peshawar, and by obtaining supplementary ooupo119 
from one of those two authorities. 
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.. INDIANS OVERSEAS AND -.RACIALISM.- , 

The Editor, . 
, The Indian Socia! Rejormsr. · 

Sir, 
I have carefully read your comment on my letter 

regarding evacuation from Burma. I am afraid the 
extreme brevity of my letter has created misunder· 
standing. I did not mean to say that any· racial 
discrimination that there might have been or may be 
should not be condemned, V\1hat I wanted to drive 
at was that the proper authorities responsible for the 
discrimination should be condemned. I am sure you' 
will agree with me that criticism · being levelled 
at the wrong person loses much of its force, I simply 
wanted to tell you that the Indians Overseas Depart
ment, in the very nature of things, could not be 
responsible for this discrimination. 

You have asked for an explanation as to why 
Indian evacuees are paid allowances at a lower rate 
than the Europeans. The fact is that His Majesty's 
Government in England pays the Europeans (through 
the Home Department) and the Indian G\lvernment 
pays the Indians. If the British Government pays 
at a rate which the poorer Indian Government 
cannot afford for hundreds of thousands of refugees 
and thus creates racial discrimination, then it is 
obvious where the target of criticism is. 

About Anglo-Indian refugees. They certainly 
come under the category of Indians. But, if the 
British Government pays them money as Europeans 
and they decide to seek help from the British 
Government rather than from the Indian Government, 
how can the Indians Overseas Department help it P 
Once again, it is the British Government that is res
ponsible for this vicious racial discrimination. I can 
understand that, in a feeling of indignation over the 
fate of our countrymen in Burma, it is difficult to keep 

- the balance. But T.'u Reformer is a thoughtful 
weekly and I expect from it balanced judgment. 

I referred to the "independence" of Burma in 
connection with the racial discrimination in Burma, 
i, e., discrimination about roads, transport, eto, 
Discrimination in the rates of allowance to the 
refugees ~ccurs in India and not in Burma, Your 
comment on this aspect of the case bas been based 
on a misunderstanding, which was no doubt created 
by my statement being made very cryptic. 

Delhi, 1 Yours etc., 
June 17, 1942, 5 B, BANERJI. 

[ Mr. Banerji is attempting to sidetrack the 
argument,• In his last letter, he said that Mr. Aney 
must 'not be blamed for what happens in Burma, 
implying that everything was rosy in India; Now 
he objects to our reference to conditions in India 
because ke only spoke of Burma. Mr. Aney is, or' 
ought to be in accordance with his political past, 
at least responsive • to public opinion. If he finds 
that nothing can be done by him in his !?resent 
position, the remedy is obvious, Mr. Banerj1 seems 
satisfied with the explanation that the higher rates 
of allowance are paid by another Government. Even 
if India had no connection at all with Britain, this 
would be poor consolation, But it could then at least 
have been represented that India cannot play host 
beyond her capacity even if she is asked to take 
in guests on a paying basis, If Mr. Banerji thinks 
bia attitude is one of "keeping his balance," all that 
we oan do is to wonder where his centre of gravity 
is. When these distinguished countrymen of 
ours assumed office, they were an· very profuse on 
the service they would render to the country, 
Apparently, at least if the Indiana Overseas Depart
ment ia a fair sample, they have been convinced that 
on all .important matters their most valuable contri-

bution is their signatures. Worse, they and their 
champions now advocate a ((eneral attitude of supine 
acceptance of these conditions. Mr. Banerji talks 
glibly of placing responsibility where it belongs, 
Who, if not our own Indi!lnB in office, can be expeeted 
to look after India's interests P As for India's poverty, 
she is· spending 80 lakbs a day on the war, 
according to a recent report.-Editor.] 

LETTERS OF B. J, PADSHAH. 
((Jopgright.) 

APRIL 12, 1932. 
., 8. 8. (Jor ju. 

Mrs. Staires coming from deok-tennis could dis
cern my pre-occupation with Dirac. I told her that 
deck-tennis, too, might be a pre-occupation, Had 
she seen and felt today's sunset? Oh, yes, she bad 
for a moment seen a baby-sun, all flame, sink with 
distinction. And on the oppo!ite side ? No, she had 
not turned that way, she had missed the long 
shining three-dimensioned cylinder of light I told her 
of. The Chief Steward had also missed it though he 
had been striding east and west ; he must have 
been preoccupie<f with his thoughts, . and some
what with the wide splash of rose on the Western 
horizon. I told him of the young crescent moon I 
have been seeing for three nights, with her 
attendant evening-star at increasing distances, and of 
the sunrise, a little red sun peeping from out clouds, 
to which I was awakened this morning by a splash 
of water through the port-hole; but no reflection in 
the sea was visible as on the Lake at Hangchow. 
Such luck bad not been the Chief Steward's; yet he 
was sure sunrise is a greater effect than sunset ; 

· only in bed, we do not wish to pay the price of 
enjoying it. · 

APRIL 13-15, 1932. 
Singapore. 

. The journey to Malacca worked out well ...... I bad 
the stimulating experience of passing through an 
unfederated Malay State, Johore, observing its 
splendours and squalors. [In Singapore, I saw] 
men at work at or near plantations-rubber, 
pine-apple, cocoanut, timber-sometimes pure 
jungle where tiger or cheetah is supposed still 
to -linger ; women in procession and gay costume 
approaching from opposite villages probably 
for some marriage; and children in various degrees 
of clothing playing across the road ; palaces, 
masjids, schools, shops of different degrees of dignity • 
and allurement, residences of Malay officers and 
plantation officials, huts of fishermen; the dominance of 
the Chinaman in all walks, of the Malay in numbers
our Sikh chowkidars among Malay chowkidars; many 
Indian representatives among jailbirds ; large estates 
owned by a Persian Mohammedan called Namazi, and 
managed by Indian .engineers 1 green and. red leaf, 
green grass and rice fields cultivated by Malayans, and 
wheatflelds, young rubber, burnt down rubber tr.ees, 
wastes interrupting shade-giving stretches of road, 
two rivers (and· a "Overhanging mountain) across which 
our motor was ferried, villages · and towns (Batu · 
Pabat was the biggest and Maura went after), 
interesting areas of plantations. 1 noticed signboards 
of banks at all big towns and of Japanese photo
grapher and Japanese dentist in a Chinese quarter 
at Malacca. When we left the Singapore island, we 
entered Johore, a Malay State, a Customs station and 
examination impressed . that fact; another Customs 
station marked our passage from Maura to Malacca. 

I find that Hollanders are specially mentioned here, 
There are Hollander quarters, owned by Chinamen 
and rented to the Dutch, Singapore is the jumping-off 
station from Europe to the Dutch East Indies. 
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APRIL 16, 1982. 
P1f111719. 

Mr. Rusk who bad left us on the way out at 
Pe11$ng to proceed to Bangkok to join the opening 
ceremony of a bridge he biui built for the King of 
Siam, planted himself squarely in a deck chair next 
to mme and discu88ed the world for two hours. I was 
glad of his conversation, though not eo much as "by 
your leave" had preceded ir. Mr. Rusk spoke of the 
Japanese at Penang being put out of business by 
the Chinese, without protection from authority; at 
Bangkok, the authorities bad succeeded in putting 
down the movement in 48 hours, and it was the 
Chinese leaders who were deported. Mr. Rusk is quite 
clear that China shoufd have nothing to do with Man
churia, but that Japan's aim is to squeeze out Europe 
from that region. He thinks the League ia impotent 
because it cannot tell what Britain and America 
want; they apparentll disagree. The United States 
probably suspect Br1tajp of working in concert with 
Japan to share I apan'11 privileged position. 

APRIL 17, 1982, 
IJ, 8. Oor fu. 

1 have noted quite a number of tall men and tall 
and slim-waisted, and tall and broad, women on our 
steamer-not "mountains of flesh" as a "cynical 
bachelor" in the 8traita Esho would call them. He 
disouued the failure of Marriage, and confidently 
ascribes it to men not being free to dismiss wives 
who prove inefficient mothers or housekeepers. 

A Straits Chinaman In another article rejoices over 
the progress of his people in education, professions 
as well as money-making, But be says parents have 
a great deal to answer for the character of un
reliability which It is now the fashion to 
give Chinamen in the Straits. He thinks that 
parents Impress on children that money-making 
11 the aim of life and even gamble in the presence of 
children. Police court reports show that Straits 
Chinamen not only develop, and Chinawomen adorn 
the country. They oan do housebreakin~, led by a 
bobbed woman; an ex-Johore detcct1VC can be 
caught smuggling tobaooo ; a bandit can murder a 
Sikh constable. 

[On board sbi p] women in general, tall as well as 
short, mothers and others alike, exhibit self· 
consciousness 1 minds hardened to the notions which 
even when hew are standardised, and that most 
standardised emptiness, emile, laugh or giggle, 
Mra. Stairs sees a different thing-a second-class 
woman-passenger with a white mark on forehead and 
Qnother under chin, making vacuous grimaces wbioh 
scare Mrs, Stairs as thoae of a manian. Inquiry 
reveal• her to be a Tamil mammy in charge of a 
eeocnd-claaa passenger baby, the white marks 
being caste-marks. 

APRIL 21, 1982, 
Oor/fl. 

Our ship bad to change plans. Instead of 
starting today neon, on the faith of which I 
had motored to Nuvara Eliya, abe was ordered 
to proceed to Bombay and carry thence the 
regular mail which, in due courae, would have 
been carried by the Mantua on her way from 
Australia, The Corfu was ordered to leave port 
at 11 p.m. yesterday and the change was decided 
on In the afternoon when my motor-oar was on 
the road between villages on either eide overhung 
by moimtainl and waterfalls. In the valleys and 
on the slopes and peaks nestled tea-~ena with 
Indian ooolles and women working, and tea 
factories with pretty iron fronts, frOm both of 
which came the perfUme of green and black tea 
respectively, After tea at the Grand Hotel, and a 

view of the race-course and lakes, I turned to come 
back by another route ; and without a breakdown, I 
reached the ship at midnight. The pilot was on 
board, and my baggage bad been packed and 
brought to the gangway to ba taken ashore ... But 
they could not start to time, my arrival made things 
ea!y, The Captain made a handsome apology for 
planning to go away without me but I deprecated any 
expressions of regret; no one was at fault, not even L 
... If I bad been left, I would have taken train for 
Bombay and hoped to catch back the Corfu. But I 
have not been left, and I would see my sister in 
Bombay ... At Bombay I cannot leave ship even if I 
wished to, and I have no such wish ... Wbere there 
bas to be a meeting of many with one, it is best for 
the one to be fixed. 

APRIL 221 1982. 
Another day and yet another change ... We are not 

calling at Bombay but resuming our way direct to 
Aden ... Fellow passengers expressed sympathy ancl 
oongratulations that I had escaped being left in Ceylon t 
and one of them, Mr.Thomas of Tientsin-a gentleman 
with a Welsh name but bailing from Ireland-expr-, 

. sed sympathy for reversal of course and cancelment. 
of our meeting. Then be asked whether London is 
my dwelling-place. I explained in the usual way
no home, no business, no country, etc, the madness 
everywhere, the possibility of escaping infection only 
by a continual move-on. He said be was much in 
the same position 1 be bad put in 18 years of work 
in China; was returning to Ireland after 9 years, and 
cables showed madness raging there, too. 

I greatly enjoyed the trip to Nuvara Etiya and the 
chauffeurs were very instructive. They pointed 
rice-fields, hibiscus, white bell-like flowers pendant 
from trees with the scent of lilies, wild roses, 
waterfalls, may-trees sometimes called raintrees 
making a splendid shade, pepper·trees, bread-fruit 
trees, pine-apples; rubber estates were there, buf 
closed down, for the present price could not pay, 
Tea is the only thing that now prospers on the 
island-the London Timu says Java tea is supplant• 
ing Empire tea in London. State railways are not 
paying, wages are everywhere being reduced and. 
men turned out J the new Constitution is unpopular, 
and a League of Youth denounoea native ministers 
as substituting a sham in the name of Democracy. 

. The population is .under six million, there are no 
Native States, and village schoolmasters get Rs. sa 
a month, -

RAMAYANA POLITY. 
Indian women are no longer content with working 

for a pass degree in Arts. They are taking to re
search work. At the last Indian Science Congress no 
less than twenty papers on highly technical subjects 
were contributed b;y Indian women, In . the more 
difficult field of h1storioal research, also, they are 
making their mark. The monograph on the Pallava 
rules of South India by the late Dr. Minakshi was 
published by the Arobaeological Department of the. 
Government oflndia. Dr, P. C. Dharma of the Benares 
Hindu University bas publiabed her thesis for the 
Doctorate in the University of Madras on "Ramayana 
Polity" with an introduction by the Right Hon. V.S. 
Srinivasa Sastry. "Miss Dharma claims~' writes 
Mr. Sastry, ''that the JXllity disolosed by Valmiki and 
the material orgamsation of his day, mark. an. 
advanced stage of development, not muob inferior to. 
though widely different from, \he institutiOil!l of our 
own epoch." Tbe Ramayana period is much later 
than the lndus valley civilisation -which, as the 
excavations at Mohenjo-dharo show, bad reached a 
high leveL The Ramayanaepooh lnberitedtbeaobiev· 
emeatl of older civilisation and improved on it. The 
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direct inheritors of the Indus Valley civilisation were 
perhaps the people of the land ruled by Ravana who, 
though described as a rakshasa, was yet the head ot 
a St~te whicl! Valmiki himself describes as one of 
great splendour. There is, therefore, no difficulty in 
believing that the kingdom of Ayodhya was 
not less endowed with the institutions of mate
rial civilisation. But the Ramayana polity was 
undoubtedly one of decadence, · When a, King at 
the . behest of a viras-o wife, yields in a mom~Jnt Qf 
intoxication or infatuatton or of bothp so far as to 
banish his son and heir, and the Mmisters and the 
Mahajan of the country sheepishly accept this 
idiotic decision, it is impossible to maintain that the 
Aryan polity was at .its best at the time of the 
Ramayana, By contrast with the somewhat riotous 
Court of Dasaratha .. shines .out the lofcy, philo
sophical . temper of King }anaka of Mithila, 
the philosopher-king; whose daughter by a strange 
fatality became the wife of the heir to the throne 
of Ayodhya. Rama was an Imperialist who . claimed 
that, by declaration of his forefathers, the whole oflndia 
had become the patrimony of his House. By 
that right he demanded the submission of ·the 
chiefs of various parts of the country and declared 
war on such as would not admit his suzerainty, 
Sita pleads with her husband against his aggressive 
policy, · She argues . that, as they were in the land 
of the native people, they should observe their laws 
and not undertake to subjugate them at the instance 
of the Rishis or missionaries of the Vedic religion 
who had set up their ashramas in the forests· beyond 
the Aryan territories, · 

In those days, as in our ow-n, religious mission
aries led the way to political domination. History 
shows that conquering nations were nearly always 
less civilised than the conquered. Rome was less 
civilised than Greece, the Gauls were less civilised 
than· Rome when they· overran it; the Turks, 
Arabs and Moghuls were far less civilised than 
the Persians who were conquered ·by · them. The 
history ot South America proves the same truth, 
The British, when they came to India, were not 
more civilised than the Indians. . If civilisation 
were to become a matter ·of exchange, Sir Thomas 
Munro told a Committee of the House ·of 
Commons, this country (England) would gain 
by the import cargo from India. Some time back 
a writer in an English review observed that, when 
Lord William Bentinck abolished suttee in India, 
conjugal fidelity was a rare virtue in Britain. 

· To return to .the ~amayana. The Ar~a!l~ w~re 
undoubtedly less advanced in the scale of ctvtltsallon 
than the Rakshasas whom they conquered, The 
polity described in the Ramayana was either an ideal 
conceived in the brain of Valmiki or a reproduction 
in essentials of the institutions of the Rakshasas, 
Ravana'a ten heads were ten departmental heads, 
Dasaratha's ten .chariots, on the other hand, were only 
perhaps ten roads leading out of Ayodhya~ The very 
names show that Valmiki was drawing largely on his 
imagination in order to exalt th~ invading over the 
indigenous races. "Ramayanl!, Poljty" is ~ ~ful :"~d 
painstaking effort but tacks the· crtttcal 8ptrtt, 
Mr Sastry demurs to the rendering of the term 
Raiakritr by Dr. Dharma as king-maker, ''The 
king-maker in English history," he remarks, ''is .not 
known' to the law or the constitution." But the 
term «Royal Commissioner" is known t<? b?th and I 
suggest with diffidence that the RaJakrttr .. of the 
Ramayana was a Royal Commissioner wh<? executed 
the commissions entrusted to him by the kmg. 

N. 
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NOTES. 
Back to Barter :-More interesting than the 

military vicissitudes o£ the war, are the subtle 
changes which are taking plac:e in social and 
econoiJ!iC: ideas among the nations. The text· 
books of fifty years ago are as much out-of-date 
as the code of Hammurabj or the ornaments on 
the mummified corpse. of Tutankamen, The 
very basis of the economic: system has been .. 
revolutionised, Most prominently notic:eabl~ ,is 
the gradual replacement of the mechanism of 
exchange from cash to kind, from gold to b;1rter, 
The process was initiated by Nazi· Gemta:ny in 
order to get over the difficulty of its being 
excluded · from world· markets owing to her 
lack of. gold to pay for them. Even when the 
United States was neutral, the "cash and carry'' 
arrangement effectually prevented Germany 
from getting goods from America. The Lease 
and Lend Act promulgated before America .. 
entered the war, was at first intended to ~et 
round the law against lending to nations whtch 
had not paid their debts incurred during the last 
war. There was nothing in it to show that the 
nations who are accorded the benefits of the Act, 
were not required to pay for their purchases, It 

; was recently announced that this was to be 
the case so far as Britain was concerned. 
In return . for the service rendered under 
the Act, Britain was to make certain 
trade concessions besides supplying commodi~ 
ties which America needs .. and which are 
produced in the British Empire. This principle 
has· now been extended to all the .. allied nations, 
presumably including India. This means that 
mter-allied trade will be henceforth on a barter 
basis. Behind the apparent element of generosity 
in this arrangement there is an element of 
inexorable necessity, Commenting on the clause 
in the Atlantic Charter relating to equal access 
to raw materials for all nations, TAe Reformer' 
pointed out that this was meaningless so long as 
all nations had ·not equal ac:c:ess to gold with 
which to effect their access, and suggested that 
the United States which had the largest quantity 
of the world's gold, should make it accessible to 

all nations, The adoption o£ the barter system, 
under the name of Lease and Lend obviates the. 
use of gold in inter-allied transactions. In faCt,_ 
it deprives gold of its international value. The 
belligerent nations are locked in mortal combat. 
Nevertheless, there is a growing apprqximation .. 
in economic ideas between all nations, . friends 
and foes. , 

Reporting the Wai in Libya :-Th~ fall of 
Tobruk last week saw the Allied forces back 
at Mersa Matruh guarding the way · to 
Alexandria, Cairo and the Suez. Mersa Matruh• . 
fell early this week. These defeats woutd' be· 
less difficult for the public: to bear if they were 
not preceded by all sorts of messages and, 
reports apparently intended to encourage the . 
public:. The course of events makes these: 
optimistic forecasts ridiculous. We were all, 
told, for instance, that Rommel was practically 
':.:.,ished, with only the alternatives of "annihila· 
tion or surrender" before him. Ten days later 
he had broken through the trap. Again, an 
ingenious commentator remarked that it was 
thought better to retreat straight off to Mersa 
Matruh than to· offer useless resistance between1 

Tobruk and Mersa and then have to with· 
draw in disorderly fashion ·. to. Mersa,.. O~he~s 
kept on telling us of a mam battle wtthin 
twenty-four hours which would decide the future, 
· o1 the battle having been joined. and then spent' 
the rest of the week explaining that the main 
battle had not been joined. Who is responsible for ,.. 
all this confusion ?·As usual, the press'is blamed' 
and war correspondents have ·come in for much· 
criticism, even from their colleagues at the home 

·base, But is it all their fault? In modern 
warfare,· news comes in only through official , 
sources. If anyone believes that these war 
despatches are sent from ·anywhere near the. 
scene of actual fighting, he bas not understood .. 
what modern war is. The difference bet
ween the man who writes up the -th week 
of war survey, and the man who gives a 
day-to-day account of the war, is a difference 
which may appear later in war diaries but today 
will not come out in the newspapers. Both get 
their news from the same source. When the 
official source is also military headquarters, 
it is not difficult to realise that criticism is • 
not appreciated and hopeful forecasts are 
the order of the day. If anything is to blame 
for this woeful state of things, it is the 
notion that the public insists on detailed 
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descriptions of every development. The Russian 
commuQiques are examples of how things 
should be done. For example, when matters 
go wrong or a crisis is on, _the_ reports are 
silent on questions relating to that particular 
front, In Britain, :on the other band, loquacious 
generals and the army censor make the Press ex· 
tremely restive and it communicates its nervous· 
ness to Parliament,· It is manifestly tmfair ·to 
expect the army authorities in Egypt and North 
Africa to prosecute the. war and at .the same 
time provide a running commentary on events. 
Naturally, it would not be wise to allow reports 
uncontrolled by the military requirements of the 
campaign to be broadcast. The only solution to,. 
the difficulties of war-reporting is . to restrict 
all war news to army headquarters communiques 
dealing with facts, What we are now having 
is a suppression of anything authoritative and 
the wide diffusion of irresponsible reports. · 
Mr. Attlee the Deputy Premier in the House. 
of Commons said that . Goverment were not 
responsible for · what war correspondents wrote. 
Surely he knows better than to believe this. 

Suppressing Reports :-When on the fall of 
Malaya, Singapore and Rangoon, the. Prime 
Minister was pressed in Parliament to place 
before it the truth about the unexpected collapse 
of BritiSh defence, he said that he could not 
do so as he had not all the facts and that he 
was directing General Sir Archibald Wavell who 
was in supreme command, to submit a report on 
the opera,tions. If Sir Archibald was too, busy, he 
would, the Prime Minister added, get someone 
else to draw up the report. On Tuesday, the 
question was repeated in the House of Commons 
and .Mr. Churchill said that he had received 
General Wavell's reports but that Government 
would not publish them as "they clearly would 
cause a great deal of illwill throughout the 
British Empire." What would cause illwill is 
not the publication of the reports but the 
happenings which they record and which are no 
doubt known and appreciated by the authorities in 

'~\Australia and elsewhere. The public even in India 
where Government operations are more shrouded 
in mystery than in Australia, is not without 
some suspicion of the incidents which the Prime 
Minister considers not suitable for publication. 
Suppression of unpleasant truths is the.bane of 
British statesmanship and to it in large measure is 
attributable the persistent series of misfortunes 
which has been dogging its course,· Whatever 
may be the .verdict of Parliament on the 
no-confidence motion now in debate, we can 
not help feeling that the haphazard methods 
of the Prime Minister, relieved by visits to 
the United States when he should be consulting 
with his constitutional· advisers at the seat of 
Government, are not conducive to a speedy 
turn in the tide of war. Mr. Churchill has been 
ex~edingly unlucky in the course of events 
<during his Prime Ministership. The debate on 
the· no-confidence motion, so far as it has gone, 
rev~als parliamentary discussion in no very 
favourable light. The mover, Sir J. Wardlaw-

Milne, a retire . and 
his seconder Adiiil o-Indtan merchant, h 
which diffe;ed on the ey~s, mfadethsepe;rcir: 
M. . , . rf . t 0 

tmster s . m.te erence Wit Generals-the 
former asserbng and the latter · it The 
first c;>fficial sp?k~man natur'!lly ng the mo5t 
of thiS contradiction as knocking the ·m of 
tae motion, The question, however, is at 
the defects are in the conduct- ·of the' 
and how they may be quickly and effectively 
obviated. . 

Bombay House Collapse :-The Bombay public 
learnt with a shock on Monlfay morning of the 
collapse of a fivt>Storeyed house under constru~
tion on the Church Gate ~latilation ground, on 
the preceding Sunday. The reports stated that 
about three hundred workers were on the job and 
that the topmost floor was being built when the 
accident occurred. It was suggested that the 
cause of the accident was 'roo hasty building 
of the fifth floor before the cement on the 
fourth had set and that the heavy rains 
wers: . partially responsible for the grim tragedy •. 
It is said that the. building has been under: 
construction for the past eight months.' 
Tributes were paid _by the Mayor and the press 
to the rescue work done by soldiers stationed 
in the city and the general impression 
was that there was the closest co-operation. 
between the various volunteer organisations of 
the city. By their ready help, the troops in 
Bombay. have established infinitely better and· 
more cordial relations with the public than . all 
the regulations issued by the 'Government. 'But·' 
it is unfortunate that, as time wears on, the first 
reports of co-operation have been conttadicted, 
In a statement the Mayor expressed his'dissa
tisfaction at the pace of rescue work and, after . 
four days and nights of clearing the debris, there 
is a general feeling that much room is left for 
improvement. When we read that a largo:: group 
of spectators were cordoned off and kept 
at .a distance, ·we thought that there was · 
something wrong .with a method which allowed 
idle sightseeing at a scene of horrible destruction 
where human lives were waiting to be pulled 
out of a cruel death. No one who had no 
business in th.e work of r~cue, should have 
been allowed to remain in the vicinity, if all 
who were present could not be made qse of. 
The usual reason for keeping out the general 
public is that danger of loot should be reduced.·' 
Here, with a building under construction, that was · 
absent. The defect of help being more enthu!!i~ 
astic than considered could have been obviated by 
introducing some ·discipline among the workers •. 
There has . been a. demand for an enquiry 
which must be pressed vigorously. When a 
building collapses like a pack of ·cards, the 
explanation that the fifth storey was hastily 
taken up for construction is woefully inadequate. 
The flaw appears to be in the foundation. 
itself or in the weakness of the ground-floor 
structure and its inability to support the edifice 
built over it. It should not be difficult to trace 
the cause. The seriousness of the disaster 
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should be brought .home to all those responsible I gopalacharya's meeting more than it· would 
for it. It haS•taken a heavy toll of human otherwise have secured. Exhibitions of this kind 
lives, q,e latest figute.after four days of clearing have exactly an effect contrary to that intended. 
being 40 dead and several injured, · If any meaning is to be attache4 tq the Dadar 

Rajajl In ·Bombay :-Mr~ Rajagopalacharya, incident it is that the proposed compromise on 
after finishing his whirlwind t~ . in Southern Pakistan is resented ·the more· because its 
India to secure popular support far. his Pakistan sponsor is one who was" expected to be the most 
compromise, visited · W ardha where . he had doughty champion of India one and indivisible. 
interviews with Gandhiji.· From Wardha he came Unity or Freedom ?-At one of his Bombay 
to Bombay where he had:three long interviews meetings Mr.· Rajagopalacharya is reported to 
with Mr. Jinnah, President of the Muslim League, have said that he . preferred Freedom in a 
one of which lasted five mortal hours. He went divided India to Unity under foreign rule. 
back to W ardha evidently to report tO Gandhiji The ex-Premier of Madras has a knack of 
the purport of his negotiations with· Mr. Jinnah. throwing off· such plausible sentiments· in bis 
These goings to ~nd fro· cannot but give the public speeches. They catch the popular ear. 
impression to the outside world that Mr. Raja- But a moment's reflection will show that there 
gopalacharya has received some encouragement is far less chance of Freedom if India is divided 
from Gandhiji but this may be wrong since the than if its integrity is maintained even under 
latter has declared that he will no longer carry on foreign rule. Foreign rule is nei:essarily temporary. 
a public controversy•with Rajaji. However· that But the unity temporarily produced may lead, 
may be, there are grounds for thinking that and it has often led to, a permanent union even if 
Mr. Jinnah is now in . a more agreeable this was not originally present. A broken limb is 
mood owing -. to · developments in Bengal held together by a splint which helps it to grow 
and the Punjab. In Bengal, Mr. Fazlul together again. The habit of unity formed under 
Huq,' the Premier, has raised the standard the pressure of foreign·rute may become inte· 
of revolt publicly against the League. In grated into a nation's being. As for freedom in a 
the Punjab, Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan has . divided India~ Mr. Rajagopalacharya has merely 
come to a settlement with the Sikhs. indepen- to reread Indian history to realise that ·it is an 
dently of the League. Sardar Tara Singh, idle fancy. For. a thousand years, Indian 
leader of ·the party supporting the settlement, rulers have had for their aim· the extension 
has stated in an. interview with the. Tribune of their rule to cover the whole country:-to bring 
representative that the settlement in no· way the land from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin 
affects his uncompromising opposition to under one umbrella. We have the testimony 
Pakistan. Sir Sikandar himself has' expressed of historians that the country was secured from 
his personal opinion that the Bengal Premier foreign invasion and enjoyed internal prosperity 
would )lave done well to work from within when there was a strong· Central GOvernment 
the League instead of openly declaring war on it. holding together the several provinces. The 
A minor incident during Mr. Rajagopalacharya's Muslim League does not want a strong Central 
visit to Bombay was the throwing of a Government.. We are· not sure that it wants a 
paper-ball filled with fluid tar at him by a Central• Government at all. With a Central 
member of the audience when he arrived at a Government in which residual powers are vested, 
meeting which he was to address at Dadar. it will not matter into how many administrative 
The paper ball burst and spilled its contents on dio;tricts the country is divided on cultural and 
the face and shirtfront of Mr. Rajagopalacharya. linguistic lines. Indeed, such a division may 
Rowdy . behaviour at public meetings was .conduce to efficient provincial governments. They · 
a common occurrence in the early days of the will all derive their powers by devolution from 

•Non-Co-operation movement. Persons like the Centre which willhave power to enforce its 
Dr. Besant and Mr. Srinivas Sastry were mandates in matters of more than provincial 

. prevented · from addressing audiences by pre~ importance •. Mr. Rajagopalacharya in his public 
arranged interruptions. Mr. Rajagopalacharya speeches evades the reaiJSSues and relies chiefly 
himself said that, when he began his political on glib analogies to get his hearers to approve of 
career in 1920, he was struck by a harder missile his compromise. He does not make a secret of his 
which stunned him- when he attempted to own disbelief in Pakistan. He probably thinks 
address a public· meeting. He proceeded, with that· it. will collapse. This is hardly what we 
his address at Dadat witb the tar still on his face should expect of a responsible statesman. There 
and shirt, This is what was. to be _expected are many Indian Muslims of education and 
but what was not expected from him was the ability who know ·that the scheme 'is incap
!luggestion that the conduct of the tar. slinger able of realisation and, if forced. on the 
reflected on Indian capacity for self-government. country,. will lead to . its permanent .. ruin. 
If we are fit in other ways for self-rule, the There are, many more who .. are. open to convic
throwing . of a missile at a· speaker cannot tion by means . of argument of ·the. futility 
seriously detract from our capacity •. The other of Pakistan. _Those -who actually and hooestly 
day a bomb was thrown at a speaker at an believe in the proposed division, are perhapS a • 
American. meeting. .Fortunately, it did not small minority. Mt. Rajagopalacharya by. his 
explode or it may be that it was a harmless dramatic change of front has embarrassed the 
imitation. The tar slinger without intending it, Nationalist Muslims more than nationalists of 
of course, focused public attention on Mr. Raja- I other communities. 
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EGYPT AND' TURKEY •. 

. During the Jast few Weeks, almost days, the 
interest of :the· w~l" l;las !!hift~ from ·the Fat 
E.ast to the Middle East, The .renew~h of the 
campaign lasl Novllmber ill Libya .was expected 
confidently. to result in a speedy collapse of the 
Axis Powers. · The unexpected has happened. 
The Axis Powers have · swept· th1:1· Allies· out 
of Libya. ~ot only that. "They have carried 
the .war into Egypt, They have penetrated 
over a hundred miles into that country and at the 
time of writing are said to have brought AleX• 
andria within range of ~eir planes. Our troops 
are fighting v;ithOilt r.est and. withou~ help from 
the Egyptian~ whose coQntry is invaded by the 
.enemy. Thill anomalous positicm was not foreseen 
lWhen the 1'\nglo-Egyptian Treaty was entered 
into six . year!!·. ago. J3ritain renounced hilt 
J?rotectorate of Egypt;,ln 1922, eight years 
after it had. been proclaimed at Ute beg-inning of 
the last World: War.. l11 1936 Egypt was 
granted "independen~." .Both. Britain . and 
Egypt realised . th~t Mussolini's invasion· of 
Ethiopia introduced a· new factor which required 
them to come to a settlement immediately. The 
Anglo-Egyptian Treaty provided .that the British 
Air ·Force even in peace-time was free to range 
all ovet Egypt and not only ove.: .the Canal Zone 
whiclt ·was.· Britain's special' interest; that the 
British Navy in Mediterranean waters would 
have the use of the harbour of . Alexandria 
for a period of years; and that the British Army 
in Emt was assured of being able to command 
the technical means of depioying, at a moment's 
notice, from its narrow peacetime quarters in the 
Canal Zone over the remainder of the territory 
of Egypt, right up to . Mersah Matrub 
in the North-East, about . halfway between 
Alexandria and· the .Egypt-Italian . frontier, 
Pierre Crabites, ; for twenty-five year!i Judge 
of the Cairo Mixed Tribunal on behalf of 
the United States; in an illuminating article 
in Foreign Affairs Cot :July last year, .with 
the title "Britain's Debt.to King Faruq,'' points 
out that, though. Bri~n . considered the safety 
of the Suez Canal . wa5 . vital to. her interests, 
she in no way called upon Egypt to help her 
fight to maintain ·its inviolability.. "What she 
asked was to be given elbow-room in Egyptian 
territory for tlui defence oblmperial commWli· 
cations. The· role · thus dictated tp .. Egypt 
as the price 6£. Egyptian independence ,was deli~ 
berately .that of a passive ally." Nahas Pashat 
the present Egyptian .Premier;-who concluded the 
Treaty has declared his intention while carrying 
out strictly the treaty· terms not to bring Egypt 
otherwise .into the .. war. Although General 

• Rommel's army has occupied . Mersah Ma~rub 
and advanced to within seventy miles of 
Alexandri~, the Egyptian · Army_ bas not been 
mobilised. Nahas Pasha, like his predecessor, 
seems to hold that the war is one between two 

sets of European Powers in which-, although it 
is fought on Egyptian soil, Egy-pt has no . inter• 
est. 'This is really a poski.on which has never 
before a risen t6 confound international jurists. 

Turkey is another.c:ountry which presents an 
equally baffiill[l' .· international problem. In a 
Treaty with T.nrkey in 1939,_Britain and France 
gave ulicanditional pledges of support against 
aggression from any quarter. "In return,'' says 
the report of the Foreign Policy Association of 
December, 1939, "it (Turkey) agreed to assist 
the Allies if aggression by any Power led to 
war in the Mediterranean· or if . they ·were 
compelled to carry out their pledges to protect 
Rumania and Greece frord attack." Large 
sums of money and credit ·were given to 
Turkey by Britain. But Turkey · has not 
intervened to protect Rumania and Greece wP,en 
they were being defended by Britain. At 
the time when :the Treaty was concluded, 
Russia was in, alliance . with Germany and 
Turkey had .Stipulated that on no account 
would .she participate in a war against Russia 
but for whose timely and generous assistance 
there would have been no Turkey as she is 
today. The situation now is entirely changed. 
R11ssia and Germany are no longer Allies. 
.They are bitter enemies. The initial Sl!ccesse~ 
of Germany .were. stopped and ·Russia for 
over six months has been ousting Germany 
from. · the positions she had gained. Within 
the last .two months, however, Germany . has 
resumed. the offensive and at the time of 
writing the fall of Sebastapol has been 
announced. Two incidents during the 
last few days are of sinister significance. 
.Turkey· concluded a treaty with Germany 
for supplying her arms and quite recently 
the Russian Ambassador at Ankara was 
reported to have left for Moscow with his 
staff and their families. The Germans at 
Sebastapol will be a serious menace to the 
seeurity of Russia which is now in close alliance 
with Britain. The Turkish Army, of about two 
million men, if supplied with sufficient equip
ment, will be a formidable asset to any side on 
which they fight. It will be rank ingratitud~ 
the blackest, perhaps, in history-if Turkey 
joined Germany in the war against Russia. But 
there· is "no gratitude among nations. Faced 
with imminent danger to her own security 1 
Turkey may be unable to avoid adher.~nce t~ 
Russia'!1 bitterest enemy.·· ·That would Seal her 
own fate because she would. have .forfeited -the 
cbnfidence of every nation in her integrity. If 
she can deceiVe"Russia, her great ally, at a time. 
of dire · need, the ·Nazis would argue, she can 
deceive them also. -Breach with Britain, after 
having received liberal help and protection from 
Italian aggression, would be a violation of her 
pledged word b1-1t there would not be the element 
of ingratitude, not at any rate to the same extent, 
as breach with Russia, as the British attitude 
to Turkey in the last war and afterwards at the 
Peace negotiations was not helpful. 
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. ' •. · :INDIANS IN SOUTH .AFRICA.--.: • - · .· . 
· The Broome COmmission's Report on tbe-ex(ent of 

penetration bY Indians iato predominantty ·European 
area• sinoe 192? wal pu31isbed IIOIIUI months baok 
and copiea are now coming imo India.· '!'be Commi~ 
11011 which wae appointed in May194.0, w• restriCted' 
in ite inquiry to the two province. of Natal and 
Tranevaal. AI nlgardfl the Transvaal; the Commis_, 
eion :6nde1 that the extent of penetration aince'1927 
doe& not appl!ar- to- be alarming· or· evert slhprising; 
In Natal,· outside Durban, 1the position><dc:les.·not: 
appear to be eerioust · The Commiseion's ·treatment' 
of Durban is thorougbly uriSatisfactory. Evidently theJ 
fact that the member• of the Commission all belonged 
to one racial element in South Africa has influenced 
toward• timidity · ··~: approach •to · the •·subject. 
The Durban Counoipo begin'' withr was ~or. rabl& 
to· present adequate-' data a&J other ate'al chd. · .'•No 
information wu offered," ays tbe RepOrt,- "as to• the• 
occupation by Indians since 192? of sites in EuropeanJ 
ownership• Nor ·wae the Counod prepared to make• 
any submiulon 'a& ' eo.· what' portiod ·of· the> •added 
areiu-that is; the "new·: areae brought within · the• 
municipal boundaries in 1982-'ought to be regarded: 
ae having been·predomihantly European in 1927,·&t to 
furnish any data which ·might enable us to, form •an· 
opinion ourselves.'" Yet th4 Commission goes on •.to 
compliment the Durban Council for doirig all in 'ita' 
power to furnish it with all pouible information; 
and for the great effort made to do so, IIUrpassing all 
other centres jo the two provinces,·and· the industry 
and ability shown. in collecting 1and presenting 
material. The two. t;Lke9. togethe~. oan only mean 
that the Pur bali Counoil was not prepared to accept 
the limit of 1927' set to the Commission's findings 
ancl·' that it has forced· its; prejudice ori the Com~: 
miuion. In another matter 'too,' the' Commissioril 
goea out of its way to Etbaolve the Council of r~ 
ponsibillty-in regard to the conditions of life into' ' 
which Indians in Durban are forced. "In the course ·of 
our toura of Inspection,'' says the Report ''in various, 
parts of the city, we. visited some, predomina~tly 
Indian areas in which ·.the standard of civic ameni· 
tieN was cle(llorably low, and we oan well understand 
that the anbabitants of those areas would go 
elsewhere if they· could. When we come; to 
weigh :UP the reasons . for penetration, .we shall 
give due regard to this factor. But, while we 
.accept the .absenOfl of amenities in these areas 
as a fact, we do not propose to apportion the 
blame for that atate o( affaire. Deliberate neglect 
by the Cou~1cil of the needs of the Indian community 
was not proved." In another 'place, the Commission is 
(~lore explicit. ·"In Durban the predominantly Indian 
areas," it says, , "are closely . settled, Many of 
them lack the ordinarr oivio amenities of 
good, roads, drainage,, hghta and even water." 
When the Commission considers the reasons for 
penetration In the whole of Natal, It places, In what 
at admittedly regards as their order of importance, 
this consideration at the head of Its list. Yet in 
regard to Durban It oannot find its way to makin&: iS 
the main reason. Other reasons for Indians tryang 
to get out of the slums in which they have been 
oonflned, include · the . improvement in · Indian 
standards of living and of'eduoation since the Cape 
Town Agreement of 1927, the acceptance by Indians 
of Western standards of livin~ with the breakdown of 
the jcint family and the res1denoo-oum-shop of the 
Indian trader. Much ofthis, however, is due to Indian 
efforts with very little assistance from the South 
African Government. or publio bodies. And the 
Saatrl College is a notable contribution to this 
development. The Commission's reasoning is at 
timea quaint and it flxes on unessential a as when it 
sa;ya that "even among the poorer classes (in Natal), 

tile, ~~t ;complete disappearanOfl oL betelnut 
chewmg_ts ~ II(,IDP~Ill of_ the; ge~ral l't~ss. ~ 
WestermzatiOn. , .. . . 
. :T~ ~mission make~ a aignifi,Ca.nt thOOgb halting' 
contribution to the establishment of healthier relatiOm 
between J)outh ,Afdoan r~s when. it observes that 
there is no evidence ·~ sbgw that' the· sale of 
projlerty to Indians 'towers the value of othe~ 
properties in the .area. We wish, however,. that· the 
Commission could have read some ' of · ltg · own 
observatiotla or! the subject of penetration'~ 'collected 
t}'{\ethet; for ~ve?ience somewhat as foll~s: . ·, · · 

~~almost every, c;entre In Natal . .and the Transvaai 
, , where penetration 'ps .' complained of, the allegation 
' 'was made that the acquisition ·o~ · occuP,.tlon 'of sites' 
· by Indians' depreciated the value ' of surroundinlt 

property. ' , We regarded 'this . matter as faillng outside 
,our te.rms of reference and ;have made no finding' 
· on It;· We feel •bound . to say however< that the 
;'_allegation·· was not established. ·-European· witnesses 
· assunied Its t111th'.·but when ' inVIted to' give specific 
· •,Instances were unable or unwilling to do so. . (Page.'·) 
e The tnith of 'the niatter probably .is fhat, w~lle the 
'[assertion may: be true, Its truth'-·'i'S". incapable::o£ 
• demonstration owing to the many ··6thel') inCa.lculable 
~'factors affecting property values.•, (Page ~) •. •,. , , . ·I 
· : Dr. Burrows, head of the Department of Economics 

In the' Natal. University College, furnlshecJ us wltb 
·, a Jnluable m(\!DOrandum ... A& he says, ~·In a European 
! ·district :whall causes the first ji;uropean to, .;ell; to a>r 
-lndianl· He cobv!o~y ha~ ,not..Lthe1 excu;;e.}hat 
, subsequent J seUers may i &avo, .,that. th~ , locah ty ~ 
: !leteriQrated ,bec;ause', of t1te . penetration. o£;.JndillnS.. 
.. [t isl• theref9re, possible; that. .. t.he>distrlct '!Day~ have 
, deter orated prloHp the Initial'~. , 'due ~o the nqn.,al 

' population , llow. , Tho .. appeal. bf anothel' , locality 
j /olio wed ' Jiy a !'tlgh ,J>Id by an . In_dlan , purchaser; com
,,Piet~ the first ·s~a~ l

1
n penetratlotj.;'. (.Pa~ 1~5.);.: 

, , 1~:~. Johannesburg we find that ~0 ou( o( the llt 
1 ca'l""· of penetrp.tlon have occurred ln'Doornfol'nteln; 

This townsblp;;,has according' to Dr. Burrows, "in 
, .a score of years undergone a thorough degeneration 
·from the ' town's , elite to a concentrated lower 
·middle . class ·cornniunity with a Considerable hnpreg-' 
nation 'of· commercial'. and · Industrial activity and 
not a little actual and potential· slum· area. ·.The 
original population carried . out what may be termed 
an evacuation, eastward and then; northward, as a 
piecemeal, unit by unit, withdrawal as the.dlstriQt .lost 

·its tone or as the residents accumulated the necessary 
funds for the purcha• of new hou·se.~ .... ,.There was 

, no cry of penetration ~ugh there might well have 
, been, for the incoming, population was largely Central· 
European, racially ·and culturally different from that 
whose eJace it toolr." (Page 42). · . · · " · , 

- • ' - . J 
Mr. Q. E. Mitchell who did .not appear before WI as 

: a 'OOmplalnant' but who gave us the benefit of opinions 
: base<l upon . long experienCl' and close Impartial 
obser~t!OD, said, "In my capacity as ·sworn valuator, 

1I 1!4ve been many times astounded at the price a Hind11 
Is prepared to pay for land, far In excess of anything a 

, European wou1d pay for lt." (Page 9). · · ' 
' The Maglmate, New Hanover/N~tal, reported as 
. follows, "l , consider that Indians· have been able 
to acquire properties· b;r reason of the fact that the 
owners migrated elsewhere and It has been difficult ·to 
dispose. of the properties to Buropeans." (Page 5'). 

The Magistrate, .Umzuinbl Rural Areas, reported. 
· " A good many' Indians have acquired small holdings, 

A number of farms or portions of farms 'originally 
belonging to Bupropeans have been cut up and sold to 
Indians who gTOW bananag, pines, vegetables. . There 
Is a considerable dentand "by Europeans" for vegetables 
a net fruit which are J.rgely produced and sold by the 
lndla11,. community." 'Page 59). 
Now what is the effect of all these paragraphs on 

the mind of any impartial student of affairs l Tbat 
much · of the wblte agitation in South Africa is 
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~othitig' mhr!' tban prejudice against 'the}ndian'1H 
SOuth Africa; which is not · strong flnough or' wide' 
11pread enough ~ keep the Indian out· 'of "'predomi4 

nabtly 'J:1:1J!Opean a~as" or.-tO exclude him from trade 
in rurar area~, and tha.t often the.·. deterioration' of' a' 
lodality' 1 due · tci' eoonbmil:•causes. is· set'·'ilo.wri· tc)i 

~~l:;~~~s~!~tlfoh' :det~~o~~o~,i~i~~~~; to~~ t~e~ 
, ~n oo)lsiderinidvhether an area vias VredominanUy' 

l!:uropean in 1~27, the· .Commission has. considered 
occupation ~o be the main test,' "though" ownership· 
must not b~ altoge.ther .disregarded." ··Yet' in' consi
dering whether penetr;~tiOn has taken effect in .any 
ar~ tp~,, Coinnu!IS~On ohan_ge, 'I~ , ~;~ndard. ·and 
adll!Jts, ,oa,se11 . ot . ,owne,rah•p, .J'f,;l!o .. very . lib!?t,al 
t;legree !'~~then q<>ncl~de!Uha~~~· Qlily ~0 'P:er cent 
ot aoqu1s1tion by ¥!d1ans of property. m European 
area'. wM liCQQropanied with, oocqpatiori; it Ca.nnot 'Qe 
contended ,that inore~se .iJJ po.Pillation.~r' a desire to 
tesid' in better Butroundings :'W!IS,t)J.e,geqeraJ,pbj(lpt 
Of t~a puoohases.:,Then1,again1· il:l Dufb<m fu!l trQll· 
bill ·ar.o~~e_jn full Council ~eotiug 1tbe, Commission's 
fJe&t cOf OOOUpaQ<in and ;insistiM' 0 90-.~ Owqersbip 
test.. And the problem, It must, be porne. in ~ind. 
has been shown as most acute in Qur biiln. . .Jf must 
be :rremembered also that the Coun~ij ~ules ou~ the 
hypothesis of a Vllst area of non-European, non-lpdian 
land; 'WIIa! has happened appatentl}'l,!> then;. is ·that 
localities in' 'Which' Europeans owned: property and 
let it out td Indians,, have passed into lndi;~n ' hands. 
If the ·Commission's ·test is applied,·· theser areas 
would . under occupation. test appear as Indian both 
il! 1927 and in 194.Q.; if the Council's is applied; there 
is colossal penetration.· The Ccriunission; however, 
has .. not shown much clarity of thought.in dealing 
wit)llhi8, .the only complex problem of itS. work.· It 
observes that "t~e great majority ot Indian 
owned properties ' in the areas contiguous to 
the. areas demarcated by the Council ''were in .1927 
in European oooupation.~' If this were so, why, in 
the name of all that is reasonable, does the :Durban 
Council insist on 'making ownership the teat of·raoial 
character in al! area ii1Dd why do the Indian represen
tatives insist, on oocupation P Ownership standards 
will reduqe, · aooording to the Commission, the 
European areas 1· occupation · tests, will. increase. it. 
We find from a reference to the Natal Congress 
representations that the attitudes of the Council 
and of the Congres& are correctly described 
by the Commissiono' · The ' only inference is 
that the premises oti·'whioh ,tho!Je positions were 
taken, have · been. inadequately appreciated by 
the Commission, To consider ·'whether there has 
been penetratiol'l intO :European areas, · wbat is 
necessary is to deeido' what 'Were·· European areas in 
1927. What the Council of. Durban has done is. to 
foroe 'the Commission· ·to ·aooept· eertain• area& iiiB 
Indian · and· then to consider· whether the Indian 
bommunity ha!J spread beyond the11e' limits.· The 
whole Durban ·question will have to be taken up 
again and dealt with more efli:otivelyi ' · · 

Outside Durban, tb.e Commission's. :findings are 
.favourable to, lndians. It • dismises iiiB illusory 
the suggesti~ that . Indian encroachment arises 
(rom a desire on lhe. part of Indi;~ns to aBSert 
lheir equality and it accepts tbe Indian ease that 
:as a rule Indians, like . every oilier society, 
.prefer to live among , their own people. It · also 
:records. the strong sentiment among Indians 
against .any discriminatory lr.gjslation and points 
.out ·that by voluntary agreement arrangements 
may be arrived at by· whicb. Indians.and Europeans 
,Jive . apart;. The South Afiica.n policy hitherto 
bas been wrongly conceived. If all sections 
of the people receive equal • facilities, Indi;~ns 
will natur;~Jly live among themselves. If 

civio .• amenities '1 are· wltllneld'!on · Vraoial basis 
bitterqeu is bound ti> en~eo. :Th~mmission weakly 
pleads for the. present · pSllfc)y of African. Ill uni
oipalitiea ,, when it sayljt 'tha• they . have not 
a. bottomle!ill .purse. ·• i\fter all,,. municipal corpora
tion owe&,_Jts fir!'t ~<l.l!ty tQ b~U>kward communities. 
~he sol.ut1on "ID~!ikiYell aris~ ou~,of gr11nting civil 
r1ghts t.o _all&ebtlona ·of the,: community• A striking 
observa~lori. of thll Commissioq is that; tbe Indian 
QOmmulllty IS, moro. public-spirited, •than. the.. .Euro
pean.• !•Exoep~ in the oase of Purbandhere .was a: 
r:ema.rkabl~ Jack of pubiJo ll)terest in ~he' sittings o( 
the CommJSsiop on the part-of. th«> .. European. public 

' in both provioeee.,, Even in Durban .. the attendance 
' of Euro);leans other ·than. &hose actually·• giving evi
'denc;e was :Jower than., was ,ex~eoted,· The .Indian 
oommunity•maar~e•hllweverj present . i}l force every· 

. public sitting·-in both. provi~;~ees.'' '· ,And .this in spite 
o£ a m_ove by .Indians ~ boycot~ the CoJWDission and, 
tllD ·"!des~~ hOil·liO®ptan~e ~f racial, . seg~gation, 
on·wb1ab pttnQ1P,le tl!itCommiSsloB· was workmg •. the 
C:om!Wssion lDOfll: tlla'! ~ugge!f-ts that th(f,tendency to~ 
~ure: prope~·ras an inv~tmeot, 0.11; th~;part of 
Indliilns C!Ln •beJOV.e~comeebN r;giving. ~~m gre11t~. 
opportQnlt!ea: p( developmenlj, in;AIIhl\f.. spbere11· of. 
nationaUife, .We:,iJopeJ Fh;ld-M~sbaloSmuts :who-, 
has llpoken a great ileal·: of. pgst-wat:.: reconsiruction,: 
~ill taktUhe hint and, .initiate,.. wisq, PC?licies imiDe• 
dsately~ • · .,; :· .r' ,, .''!J ~,, , 1.,i ·r:1 

-~,. ·~c .. t, oJ--1----1.'.' .. ':;:··· !··· _1.,. 

. "EUROPEAN RESISTANCE STRUGGLES . ,, 
' . ., 'TOWARD A FUTURE. ' . ; :. 

• " . ''.;(l3v: JtOtAND, ~~io-.r.j ,. ' 'I ~;' .. 

'[Mr. Elliott is Exeeutive Secretary of tb~; National 
Student Y, M. C, A. He; returned to the U. S. A.. 
from a two months' trip .in Europe. · The following 
artiola oomes through Mr. Devere Allen's Worldover 
Pt-ess,) 

To understand :Europe -today one needs a vivid 
realization 'of three basiC' factors: the increasingly 
serious· shortage· and ·diversion of food 1 the steady 
strengthening of- · ll ·positive spiritual ·movement 
which is the antithesis of Nazism, and, the new 
situation created by Japan's a ttaok on the U. S. A. 
and America's entry into the war, 
1 

"Food is the capital question." Only after 10 ilays 
in France, having·money that was absolutely useless 
to buy meat or eggs or milk because the shops . had' 
none, did I begtn to know what tb;~t meant. To be 
hungry and oold, without the possibility of a 
satisfying meal ol" a fire; o4\'as a new. experienCe for 
me.· I now have a tiny glimmering of understanding 
of what it means for mothers to b;~ve children witi: 
polds that don't get well, with· outs and bruises that 
will not heal beOiiluse there is no nourishing food ; 
pt for students who cannot write in unheated rooms 
and who have diffioulty with eyes and concentration 
because they laOk vitamins. The adult and infant 
mortality rate has increased by over 4.0 per ·cent in 
the oooupied and dominated zones. And, as the 
realization has grown that this distress is caused 
by the expropriation of France's ·own resources, 
propaganda about the terrible :{:lritisb blockade has 
become a · stark joke. ''It is' lhe blockade," omi 
hears the Frenoh: say-of their "minute_ · milk 
rations, or ot the total · absence· of olive oil, or 
of the drastic rationing of their own predous winee, 
in order that the Germans ·may distil alcohol for war 
purpose&, "But we want no shipments of food to 
feed the Germans I " That is a unanimous verdict, 
At the same time it Ia clear that relief through 
);lrivate a~enoies which. administer their own dJS. 
tribution 1s trusted and is effective; its political as 
well as humanitarian results are enormous. That 
rations in Germany ;~re at least twice those in ocou· 
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pied areal II' not · ~rloolted. A ten \)e!lt Ame~ 
hamburger bas as much. bread a1 the French get 10 
a day, more meat than they get In a week, and more 
butter than many g~ IO a.,ear. AI the war continues 
the toll in bealtb will mount and it1 effects will be 
f'l!t !or thr~e gentratjons 9t more! . . 

" We must DOt owy be Christian 1 we 'must be, 
Christian ciJ;izeDt.":lt was'amazing to me to disooyeJ; 
bow widespread in Europe, among secular as well ·aS' 
religious leaders, is aa-insi~tenoe upon theimperative 
necessity of rebuilding the spiritual ba_ sie of societ~ 
on basic Cbriatiap conviction• aj:>out ·.the. .nature. o~ 
God and of . man. . ·''V,ou cannoe IJ!lderstan4 Europe 
unleaa, you , understand -ttlis, ,' Ic ; i• .. not J?ietis!ll• 
It is not a return to ol4 ideas •. I- It is;,.rather, a. new 
aesertion of fhe spl.ri;utd values, the !lisappearanc~ 
or weakenmg .. or , which are responsible· tor tbf! 
rise :or .l:'Jl!Zisai . which . is . 'the· aenial of _these 
J?asie .. spiri~ua( values::·. ,That :~s a .~uot11ti~~ fro?!
my _notes of a t11lk wiili, ~ ~rman now)ivmg ~q 
Germany who was.trying to help me underetand ,the 
growing · oppoeitlon. ,nov!lme,jt. iin Germ~py. , uit is 
not a politiOII!l movc:ml!nt. ,It aa a religious movement 
with political donsequenoes.:' . In- thf! .church (both. 
CatholiQ and P~otestant),. ~ labour, ia+ industry, and 
In the army thi• inoveme,1:\t ~ , gaining ~trength. It 
goes forward"jmder ,its owq., mpmentum,, Qut it is 
affected by the qpursl' o( ~ilitarY, events, Thus the; 
dis_ regard of human sacrifices 1_ and the oampaijl'n· 
of ''besti~ity" on• ~b", eastern front (along wath 
evidenoee ot Hitler •. fallibilit~j . have aocelerat~:d 
the growth of ,this: positive rea1stance. . No one oan 
forecast . next · st!lps. ·,No ·one promieea a time 
echedule, although time. itself ia Important· There 
11 no hint of appeasement, bot thera is an earnest 
desire for understanding, and for cooperation when 
internal obangee have been madC~ •. ·I cannot profess 
to know all the facts, but I am oonvinoed that -«he 
eviden0e 1 have seen is genuine, and that this is
one alternative Amerioa should keep in mind to 
encourage and to recognize ahould it oome to pau. 

From numeroue independent sources I have learned 
that lack of oonfldenoe in Hitler is general and is 
growing. The lilt ot hi1 mistakes lungthens, · He 
stopped his ·general staff from invasion of England. 
By his policy of dividing and exploiting France he 
lost all chance of her collaboration. He demanded 
Mosoow when hie general staff laid it was impossible. 
He and the Party have pursued toward Russia a 
policy of ''bestiality" which · has outraged the se!)se 
of ethiol of the army, His alliance with Japan is 
deeply resented. _ But aQ<>ve all, bia attempt to build 
world domination for Germany on an anti-Christian 
policy filled with hatred has tardily but really resulted 
in a reassertion of the very values he has · sought to 
exterminate 1 be represents a philosophy of life the 
real Germany oannot. Even those who believe that 
the control of the Gestapo i1 unehaken, lay that a 
clear majority of Germans are anti-Hitler. 

Apart from these deepe,~: factors there is growing 
the praotioal view-ed terror-that the Nazi war 
macihine Is Frankenstein which, whether it suooeeds 
or fail1 on the battlefield, will bring "anarchy and 
bolshevization" to Europe, The only alternative ia 
eeen as a federated Europe in which Germany would 
take Its pTaoe as one cultural unit not dominating 
other cultures but uniting with them economioally 
and politically,· It Is a real question whether the 
forces now emerging oan become powerful enough 
In time. 

The nature of Japan's inauguration of the war 
and the fact of America's entry have strengthened 
the spirit of resistance ancf confidence In all occupied 
c:ountriea. Where there was lack of confidence 
in Britain'• role in the war and in the peaoe, many 

.leaden~ oommon pe<?Pie (I t_alkecf with both) f!:el 
~t Amenca and. Bruaan oonstitute a new "cheinical 
POmbination'' in which. they· oail have Confidence. 
ln Vacby I ..,.. told. I?Y .inside sourc.es . that the 
stiffening or attitUde is very . real~s in . the· talks 
with Goering, who ..wanted .North African· bases 
and the French Navy. 'To Petaio's reiterated. "No," 
Goering finally replied, "Buf you forget, you ·are, a 
conquered pc:ol?le.". And .. Petain ~~&id. "J. ._do not 
forget. The, ,.ituation. bas c~~ng~ an~, n0 body 
koows that as \Veil as :Y9~ kn~ at.7 ... · , · _ . .~ , ., 

· · r ~ ·! · • 1~.· _ ,. .t r. 1 

, .. $TRA'i(j!¥o~G~'fk . ~ . '· .~.-
. .Sir Cbilll&nlal Setahrad in:a·letter" to the f';rnst.,oj 
Inditl . protests . agaihst. :the oontemplated appoint. 
meat of a Judge of the lata Burma.~igh Courc to the 
vacancy cr.eated in the Bench of the Boinbay High 
Court by the death of Mr. Justice Somji. If the 
Jud~:e is· aa ·IDflianh- there ·is some-justification for 
nOminating him: 'T e objeotion . on the score.~ 
ignorance of Indian Ia\\' and custolD would not apply 
to him. Speaking generally, Indian · evaou~il' 
from Burma . have a claim . on .~he ·mOther
country for relief_ but_ European~ 'Mve, rio claim 
whatever. The complaints about · the appolnc,.l 
ments of ·Europeans who have · lost ·their .lobs 
in Burma 'owing to enemy action, being appofnte,f 
to high paid post!! under rhe Jpdi~n Gover~mertt; 
are we8 founded. BtlrQ!a· was dehberatety · sepa
rate~· from India five· years 'ago.' Indians were· 
subjected· under 'the new regime to- all' sorts ·of 
restrictions, while Eur~peans enjoyed special ·privile-· 
ges under the Government of Burma Act., The other 
aay,'a correspondent wrote in Tlte Refor"'" that the 
British Government have taken upon themselves the 
responsibility for relieving Europeans,· Anglo-· 
Bu!'!lans and Anglo-Indians. It is but right that the 
Br1t1sh Government should also· provid11 these' 
classes wi.th jobs. I~ is· the height of injUstice _to 
make Indaa a dumpan~-ground for Europeans an1f. 
their descendants of maxed parentage. · . 

•• .. fl .. ·•· ··, 
An upoountry correspondent is responsible· for> 

the following tragic story. . An . accomplished . girl 
had passed her examinations while her ,husband' 
failed in,hi& The youth, writes our oorreepondent, 
could not bear the taunta of his relations and friends; 
at hill' failure and. this provoked· him to ·stab his' 
young wife. . Our correspondent ' gives names 
of the · persons , ooncerned and . : the place of 
ooourrence of thie alleged orime, but we are unable 
to believe that any .man would be so stupid as 
to take away a humalt lifu for suoh a petty reason 
and we, therefore0 give the bare outline of thi~ 
story. If there is any truth in it, it should be a 
warning to parent!l not tb marry their intelligent 
daughters to dullarde. It should also be a warning 
to foolish friends and relativee not to taunt sensitive 
young men on their failure at examination• in 
contrast to the sucoe11 of their wives. 

• • • • 
In a report of a ·Coroner's inquest on a blind 

beggar in a black-out area who was run over by 
a motor oar, it was stated that the driver; after going 
round hie car and finding no trace of a human 
body, told his master that it was a stone 
which • oaused the bump whiob the latter had 
called the driver's attention to. The effects 
produoed by oollision wilh a stone and a humau 
body, are not exactly the, same. The difference, 
one would think, was too patent to deceive any 
one. The Coroner's inqueet is a relic from the 
middle agea and the office bu been abolished in 
other Presidenlly Towns where it had been in 

... 



11exi~teilo~ 8in~ .. 'tli~ 1 ~~r~{ days bf)he E.as(lndia 
Cbmpany, ~xeep~,that 1t provides a certam amount 
:of publicitr, 1here is nothing to make It preferable to 
an inquest being conducted by a''responsible Police 
'Officer·~: .. n.~ .... -· 1. .... ··I 'I_~ ,. ~·' ~- :·'dlr' . . r.. .··. , . , . L . 
r ("J·I , ~~~ ~;.:• ;j··-u •• -,:1~ -.-. ,--,-.,.' • -~ .-...; , , , 

", ·'i:be : fuif 'Jaie . of : thlf sufferings 'urid~gone' by 
~ndmn 1evacueea··from :. Blirma hall. not' been told, 
It "may ~erhaps be rtever. told,'· But 'here: is' oml 
which 'cannot''but touc!h' the hea.rta of the most 
oalloua. A couple ' with six children started on the 
long and dangerous trek to-the Indian border. The 
parents died at . an early stage. , The eldest of the 
.ohild~en, a boy of fifteen, too~ ~barge uf his brothers 
and Sisters, one of the latter-allm~t.ce. He carried· ··her 
in"i his· arms •aU.·the way,·<<'l'heo: boy's:(S'ense of 
responsibility ·ought to ahame many older ·men.>J ·, ~ 

,.,.._. lff . .r';,: ·: 1 : 'rl'" . .-· · ... · ·. · ·:ltEctUsE • . , 
• .. .~~ I • =rr.~.<< 'J. :: ~· - • j- r;.-

~'- '' 'COMMUNAL'SWYMMING POOL .. >f 
TheEditor,.'1 '·' , .. ,, ' · · ·.' • :'·, .. ·, 

S
'i ~ ~~ Jndillli ~Diti!1 ,J1s.fbrmBr.' I r ' : ,r 1 

. 1 r, . , . , ' . ~ , . , . . , . ·-·. 
1 Ce~tai~ fact~ iri' regard to the pommurla! ~wimnilng1 

tlool opened in Bombay have apparently escaped your' 
at'tentio11 in commenting last' week~. Whilst no one 
will quarrerwitll y9u about your remarks on''Sardar 
~allabhbhai J'9tel: and ,the absurdity of ~xpecting' 
him, now after callmg h1m a rankcommunahst, to oo· 
national in. his 'outlook-1' believe 'he once made a 
speech ' jn: Bombar, to !findu voters . in a joint: 
electorate, ···asking·.· -them how they ·' IJ(iuld ··be 
aaequately' represented ·by the' candidate. of a rival' 
party who had !'beef in his belly" -this· does not 
explain . why the Government 'should have given the" 
land o~t to Mr. Mafatlal without imposing a j:Ondition · 
that 1t . should be ,Df · benefit to all · sections 
of the Indian community. . On the other hand, 
I :understand that . Mr. : Mafatlal 1nsisted that he 
wduld 'only purob11se the land if he could set up a 
Hindu swimmiog-pool and it was agreed to by .the · 
Government. At the time it was not a foreign J 

bureaucracy, anxious to exploit differences, but our 
own Congress .ministry. · . ·.. ·. , ',. 

.1 learn ,also that some of the Congress leaders in 
this _province defend the sale by the faot that for six 
months no offers were made .for the site and,. there-, 
fore, Mr. Mafatlal had things his way. It seems that 
several Congressmen who have expressed themselves 
strongly against communal cricket and had even 
organised pick!lting at .last year's function; were . 
present at the opening ceremony and are .members, 
of the Club. These are the persons to be blamed 
rather than the Sardar who .has not, 110 far. as I can 
remember, .claimed to be non·opmmunal ~n hie 
outlook..·· ·,: .. ' · ... L 

A friend of mine, when ! asked him ·why the agita•' 
tion had not started at the time when the project was. 
first mooted or at least when the Sardar laid the 
foundation-stone, a~ked · indignantly how I expected: 
anybody to know that· the thing waa going to be 
worth agitating for then; now that it is there, a really 
impressive ins~itution, naturally the desire of . the 
excluded ones IS roused. · , · · · . 

Institutions like this, which concern the recreation 
ofthe public in this 'llity, should be run by the 
Municipality· aa ·is done in other towns.· Drastic 
changes' have taken place owing to the war ill' the 
gymkhanas l the press reported that the Parsi and' 
Islam and Hindu gymkhanas had been taken. over; 
I hope that, after the war; all such communal 
bodies will be handed over to the Municipal Corpora. 
tion to run, so as to provide facilities for all. - .. 

BOMBAY. .1 · · Yours etc., · 
June 29, 194,2. j · . • · "CITIZEN," 

[July '~4 
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,A fello'! . ~a~senger' begari'\vith' tb~ us:r.t 
casualness lnqull'm~ whether · I kqew ~h!"'."'exoellent, 
l;~~ng Lady Jehang'! whom sh~ h~d·.met 'on a voyage: 
...... Was},~ Pa.tsl too, who;' hke .the Jews;·keep· 
aloof from the rest? I . . gently · · correctell her' 
impression liere: She went 'on to say· she "dislikes' 
women ·dootors.; .... J llubmitted 'that ' what ' she 
m~nt. WB;S th~t . ,women", '!Vere. ·' disqulllified by1 

~he!r past ~,vocation, to' show· ,the requ}.r~ ql.tali£1:. 
oat1on of·. doctors; 1 but ·the· past·· 18 • not · 80 
rigid, ' women have- iri all direirtions' riseo above' 
the past of their sex. , No, hu~iln!llltute wa9 all••ays' 
the, same, 'she ·was;' sure., .1. 'was'·~not. •uThis' 
very day; I ,oha~ 're~a · ·the .·· otibble ' pficl{ed · of 
J?emocraoles. ~emg ."mherehtly · liable ."to" oorrup..· 
t1on ,of the1r officers ... But· ·she· 'was" surfl'·the' 
assertion . was true; it·wail no I::Ji..Jbble.' ''Democracies' 
are bad, did I'hot think soP' We!P,· Democracies 
were bbtb bad ancf good,:· and''they"'were' neither~ 
U:nder . the_ ·Czars, under '_the· great Peter' himself.. 
corruptiOn :was ,s~. obviously ~ampitnt; i:liar Pete;• 
thrashed. one of ·h1s owlf' Councillors,·: ·Louis XV' 
wli!'. detected • in' ·a' scandal- of eorru[ition { LOuis; 
Phil1ppe published ·.false ·t"eports · Of' his· healtlt and· 
speculated in the' Funds' which fluctuated with the' 
reports. There would have been· no Russo-Japanese 
War but for the Imperial Family's interest iti timber 
threa~eneq . by '] ~panese . policies. The I reeord of
English ar1stoorat!o' office-holders in. the• XVIU 
century was "exposed by Parliamentary· Committee 
w~ose report oan still ·be referred · to, · Corruption~ 
arises from other ·caus.es than ·democratic consti-' 
tutions. · : .. . ·- ~ ·, - • "'>. 

' • , . • r: 'A~rUL :.2S, 1982; . . , . 
Today, I have· been taken in h~nd by SiC Rob~rt 

Ho.Tun~ and his daughter, Last night as a politeness 
I had sa1d to Lady Ho-Tung . that the Spect.ator had 
an article on Mr. Yen's · system of education in' 
C?ina. Lady Ho-Tung said she did not re;~1 English" 
w1th ease, but her daughter did. · That was before" 
dinner." After dinner, th~ daughter. sought me out,: 
~ook th~. -?pectatol' and m ~hree im':lutes dug . ouf 
mformatlon a bout my vocation, family, plans · the 
Am&Zon. trip in _view, the Mathematics I was ·p;,..ing 
over. Th1a mormng before breakf~t, as ~ was ·writing, 
1. found her at the desk opposite nune, and she 
wished to know my views about· Mr. Gandhi. 
When I said I was out of politics . and religion, she 
said. I was very olever. Then, as· after breakfast I 
had" settled · down. to the History o{ post-War 

. Philosophy in the Outli~e11 of Knowlec!ge, Sir Robert 
and daughter drew ohalfll on eaoh s1de of me and' 
plunged in JiiBdiar rBa, • . . . . . ; . "' 

The father said he . was. born in 1862, therefore .. 
nearly two years "older t~an 1 t he was slightly. taller 
than I, and. much slimmer ; was suffering from 
gastritis (or was it gas i'); weighed oaly 95 lbs, To 
him I looked a picture of force, health and vitality, 
How did I do it P What did I do P Retired. . But 
what was 1 before retirement P Connected with 
Tatas. A great firm ; 'in what department P Did I 
agree with Mr. Gandhi's politics? . No, But I 
acknowledged his patriotism and unselfishness? 0, 
1 was at fundamental variance with his politics, ancl 
his charkha outlook; his fasting. and quotation of 
Tolstoi gave him the lead of men always ready to be 
led by ...... wonder-workers .who spoke of the Golden 
Age which lay in the past, and amon~ the more 
intelligent acquired prestige by concessions by an 
Empire-weary country tired of t~e burdens, There 
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wu one thing I valued above all othel'S, freedom to 
form and carry out views, a freedom which · oeitber 
Gandhi nor Gandbiitee could understand or- permit. 
When, aa eeems inevitable, Britain does retire from 
India, I would have to reoonaider my relations with 
cquntry and countrymen, if 1 be then alive. ~~ 
af my band, Sir Robert ~~aid my line ~ life . 
120 year e. 0, 1 did not believe in palmist!)' P 
They are impostora, are not they P An lnd1an 
astrologer once had put a fee of R11, 500, and Sir 
Robert bad retired from consultation. But aurely 
l1hould lead my countrymen I' No nonsense about 
my lacking the eifts of leadership, Liberators of 
countries usually come upon consequenoea which · 
they themselves loathe, Revolution• usually swallow 
their children. ' 

Then we fell to d'isouiBing Chinese affairs 1 he said 
he bad made it his life-work to bring peace to 
diatracted China. Then 1 replied hie life-work wu 
out out for him. Did he trust present-day Cantonese 
leaders P Perhaps not entirely, he granted ; · and 
Feng the Christian G9neral P 0, he is atill in China; 
hie army Is not die banded but aoattered, difficult to 
bring rapidly together, He had been appointed 
Home Minister but he bad soon resigned, nobody 
knowe why, And. . the model Tuokun 1 He is 
still in China. Biding hia time P Perhaps. But where 
did 1 get this surprising acquaintance for an 
Indian with the Inner af£aira of China P Simple old 
man I· 1 gave,. him. the ·Novem~ number of 
Currmt Bi1torg, · · . ' . · · , . 

APRU, 27, 1982. 
Sir Ho-Tung bas had further conversation with me, 

He is concerned a bout his weight and asked me to 
coneult Dr. · Corbett whether . injection of insulin 
could improve his weight coo.· ,Dr. Corbett doe1 
not see the conneetion.; He told me what he was 
read in~ today ' he found the article on the Gold 
Crisis 10 the OUITmt Ililtorg 1 gave bim, rather hard 
reading. 

Sir Robert found poetry beyond his education' he 
wu enjoying a Chinese book by the preaent Prime 
Minister of China. Who Ia he, 1 asked P Mr. Wang. Did · 
he mean, 1 persisted, the President of the Executive 
Yuan P Yes, but how do I know all these names · 
and positions P 1 bad read at Shanghai an interview 

· with him when the Bo1111 had oome to Shanghai 
and resided in the French Concession. But could he, 
Sir Robert, put me wise about the unity of China, 
the uniformity of its raoe, religion, language, 
stature, colour of skin and hair P He apparently 
had not investigated! thet dialects were certainly 
pninllclligible exoepc to people in proper localities. 

""But China will be um:fled.'' 1 was not inquiring 
about prospects but facts, and these I did not get, 

' He aaked why 1 took China tea instead of Indian• 
1 replied that two years ago 1 bad been reproved. by 
an Australian for this anti-national aot, and I had to 
remind. him that Lifo is not far Trade, but 
Trade has to be In service of Life. Was not 
China too big to make uoi:floatlon desirable P To my 
surprise he favoured local freedoms, and federation 
ae the goal and climax I Yesllcrday, I had said 
that 1 had to be past fifty before I could under
atand that the mere existence of an emotion waa 
not Ita juati:floation any mol'lt than the existence 
of a sensation pve guarantee of Its cause- being 
reaL Patriotic unpulse might be as illusory as 
the Will-of-the-Wisp, and an emotion, unless 
re.gulated by Reason, might lead. to tilts at 
Wind-mills. · 

APRIL 28, 198j, 
Sir Robert Ho-Tung'a curiosity continues. How 

much do 1 walk on abip 1 how much on shore 1 how 

muph do 1 read of th_e_ periodicals ; could 1 keep 
bial · id touch. with articles. on China, or any 
other topic of interest 1' 1 do not know what interests 
him. More than China, I am intereste4 in the case 
of a Hindu in orders with several successive livings 
in England now ,before a commission charged 
by hia, Bishop with improper 'eonduct in the pulpit; 
or of ' anoth~ Vicar, charged · with immorality j 
or of the horses from Argentina imported into 
France and' trained to Paris for slaughter, inhumanly 
treated on water and train· ·and ·during dis• 
embarkation; or the· discovery by French l savants 
of the breeding grounds of locusts; or the discoverY. 
thai the c:ariea of teeth arise~~ from insufficiency of 
vitamin D in diet -(whioh vitamin if presen~ is 
antagonised by the anti-vitamin in cereals chiefly 
in. wheat) thus .demonstrating that a sweet tooth- is 
not in itself responsible for caries; or the most recent 
experiments and observations on degenerate& bring 
to light the greater effectiveness of tbe environment 
oa the genesis of the mentally weak and, therefore, 
calling for a revision of . the. eugenist billa founded 
on the view that mental feebleness is hereditary, 
AB for China,· the most reoent bulletin• announce 
and confirm probable signature of a truce between 
Japan ·and China.:rio .. But if Japan again change her 

·mind, asked Miss. Ho-Tungl Well, well, we all 
have second and third and fourth thoughts. 

; After bieakfast· Mr; Stansfield, the P. & 0. ·mad 
transferred from China, ascending-there is no lift on 
this ship and no one misses it-the stairs, offered me 
a· cigarette · whioh 1 declined;' explained· 1 was · a 
Parsi; 'Other e<eplanations followed; he was surprised 
to be told that so distinotive ·a' thing as the Parsi 
tutban in B~mbay was of local J:Iindu origin imposed 
upon all restdents, . . · 

, He . underst?Dd wliy Par~ is oo~ld, though_ a 
ama¥ -c,omm~n•ty, make so . muoh headway, they 
had no objection to Kalapani an!l · no caste 
res:rictions kept them ·from ·plunging' into the 
Chma trade, Mr, Stansfield had asked a North 
.India man to give him his candid opinion · of 
the. British, which turned out' to be, ''We . hate 
them." What Is mine? Nothing like it; no one 
in ·our family· would ·complain of my statement 
that India is better governed than the U. S,- by 
Hoover, There may be members to whom Indepen
dence may be a compelling aim in itself to whioh 
everything is to be sacrificed, as before the. Car of 
}uggernaut, but even they would not subsoribe to the 
diotum that the British Government is satanic. · 
. • APRI~ 29, 1982~ .. 

• The Outline& have considerably· enriched . my 
mind 1 the• information about races In China and 
Japan whioh 1 had have' been· seeking from oral 
•nquirf, is .all there so far as anything definite is 
known. There are two easily distinguishable types 
In· Japan-the five-feet two-inches Aimos and the 

·five feet aevea to ten Daimos, the aristocratic caste. 
There are Moslem1 in China t th~ lewa have become 
a matter of History; been assimi ated. The hook
nose is not the cbaraoteristio of the Jew but of the 
Hittite or Hyksos In whose train so many Jewa went 
to Egypt. · 

Miss Ho-Tung ia to give me another sitting where 
I can expound to. her the dramatic history of the 
p~u from the olaSBioal tbeoriee to the standpoint 
of relativity, Her father was particularly anxious to 
re·diaouss with me tha Sino-Japanese problem. Tha 
wireleas has given him the bad news of· Korean 

·outrages on Japanese! it upsets all his programme 
(11 work for China, which would be the crown of hie 
career. His house in Hongkong has been the rendea
voua of Sun Y at-Sen and other distinguished Chinese 
eaders and he knowa so muoh of all points of viewt 
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that he has been ~sked to pu b)ish his .hemo~ie~ ; he 
has no 'time; his work in Hongkong takes up all of it. 
Sun Y at-Sen would have been deported from 
Hongkong but for his intervention, · ' . · 

Therefore, they all trust him, but how in face 
of this outra~e to bring Japan to see that her 
interest . ,too as in . working with . China P He 
greatly appreciates . ·Mr. ·Bland's . artiole in 
Ourrmt. !&tory. He has known Mr. Bland himself 
but whatd!! I think P ·· · · · · · · . · · 

Well, I do not trust Japanese statesmen from what . 
I .read of them; from their not being able to conciliate 
Korea; from their barbarity. at Shanghar, but 1 do 
not want Manchuria to go back to China. During 
the 50 years that r effective Chinese administration 
has held Manchuria, China has done nothing for 
the province. She never conquered it; she. constructed 
the Great Wall to· keep the Manchus out: 
there is no ethnic .. affinity, When the ·Manchu 
dyn~sty was expelled . from Peking, the Chinese 
proceeded to . massacre . the Manchus ·in China. 
Even if Manchuria had. originally been a Chinese 
province that ·would have been no more reason 
for .its return to China, than to recognise the claim 
of '!ild beasts to ru~ over a jungle which · bas been 
thear beat. ·There as ·no tiLie to ·rule, unless rule 
has been a task well performed, · Japan's Treaty 
right to her concessaon should be recognised, 
Japan has done well there. But Japan. shoul4 
recognise the obligation ,to the Open Door, which 
John Hay, America's, foreign .Minister (Seoretary 
of State), persuaded the powers to recognise 
(in 1895 P). 1f Japan .wants an extension of her leas.e, 
that should also be granted subject to the Open Door, 
Japan hall not availed herself of the opportunity . w 
set_tle her citizens in Manchuria. Tbey cannot stand 
its long winters; she is right .in. claiming that it .is 
a matter ot life and death to her to get all the trade 
she ought, But the U, S, also need a great outlet, 
they are economically in a most· painful position as 
only yesterday's wireless revealed; they are right not 
to satisfy Japan without a guarantee that Japan will 
not use her position of privilege to bolt the door 
on ' all trade other than her own. ·The only 
satisfactory guarantee would be not to give her a 
position to abuse. And as Manchuria must have a 
government, as it should not be China's and ought 
not to be Japan's direot or puppet, or any single 
power's, why not make it an International Settlement 
under the League's Mandate? · China would· never 
agree ·to it, said Sir Robert; she hates Japan 
too much. It Is ·up to Sir Robert to persuade 
Cb ina. If the Chinese delegate at the League 
Assembly proposed it himself, Japan's ambitions 
would be non-plussed. Yet Japan would find it 
to her interest to agree. Tlie military operations 
have entailed expense and cost of life, and Japan 
is not happy, The constitution · is on trial, 
Faoists,- communists, republicans ; all are itohinl;! 
to give it another turn. · It is everywhere realiseil 
that politicians today are not of the old . type . of 
whom it could be truthfully aaid, theirs but to 
do and die for their country, It would be the rightest 
way out for everybody, Sir Robert said. finally, 
''It is a good \dea." • • . 
. Miss Ho-Tung · is professor , ot . the Theory of 

Education · at , the Canton · University, ·. originally 
founded by Americans, to which· .American :money 
is. still available, and which has been ,taken over by 
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f NOTES. 
Help to Burma Evacuees :-·Speakillfl at a 

• Press Conference at Allahabad during his recent 
tour of evacuee camps in the United Provinces, 
the Hon. Mr. M. S. Aney, Member of the 

· Governm~nt of India for Indians Overseas, 
clarified the position as regards the help given 
'by Government to evacuees from Burma. The 
following is from the repert in the Leade,.: 

He (Nr. Aney) referred to the criticism that bad been 
bde .abou~ discrepancy In the rates of payments made 
to Indians and Anglo-Indian, Anglo-Burman and 
European evacuees and opined that a sum of Rs. 20 a 
month was quite sufficient for ao Indian labourer. Most 
of the evacuees, he •ld, were of the labouring classes 
but the district authorities had been given discretion 
to sanction higher amounts io deserving cases. He 
had also seen the accounts of expenditure incurred here 
for the Anglo-Indian, Anglo-Burman and European 
evacuees here and though the rate allowed for them 
was Rs. 80 per head. the average, he noticed, tcame to 
about Rs. 40 per head. The expenditure • on these 
classes of evacuees was Incurred by his Majesty's 
Government. 

The information that the British Government 
is paying for Anglo-In.dian, Anglo-Burman and 
European evacuees was given in The Re{o1'me1' 
by Mr. Banerji of New Delhi. This is the first 
time that the British Government has recog
nised Anglo-Indians to be primarily a British 
responsibility, and we welcome the recogni
tion. Justifying the allowance of Rs. 20 a month 
for Indians, Mr. Aney argued that the Indian 
evacuees were mostly of the labouring class 
anc:\ that this amount was quite enough for them. 
Labouring class is a general term. 
Skilled labourers are invariably paid larger 
salaries than clerks and others of 
the white-clad class aild they are entitled 
to consideration, The pew provision for the 

'payment of higher allowances in 'accordance with 
their pre-war status, is an improvement which 
will be appreciated. If, as we presume, the 
allowance or advance is based on the family and 
not on the individual, the Indian maximum is 
quite . inadequate. The European and Anglo
Indian family consists only of a man's wife and 

children. The Indian's family obligations extend 
over a wider circle, The Indian Btandard of life 
rises slowly because of this feature of the Indian 
family constitution. It is this which has enabled 
the Government to do without the social 
services which nowadays are an essential 
feature of every civilised administration, and . it 
is not to the interest of Government, now 
especially, itself to accelerate the brealdown 
of the Indian social system which provides for 
the care of its aged, halt, maimed and blind 
without the assistance of a poor law. 

Another Job :-A New Delhi message dated 
July 3 says that Sir Evelyn Wrench has been 
appointed American Relations Officer. Sir 
Evelyn was editor for many years of the 
London Spectator and, as its Managing Director, 
has been lately touring for six months in Irxlia. 
His interviews -with Mr. Jinnah and Gan'dhij[ .. 
were published in the S pecta.to1'. There was 
nothing particularly original in them. On the 
strength of this experience, he has evidently 
impressed the Government of India as the most 
suitable fi\11Q for the job of American Relations 
Officer. This is another of the wartime jobs 
of which there have been far too many of late. 
If there was real need for an American Relations 
Officer at New Delhi, someone whose knowledge 
of the country was less casual, would obviously 
have answered better. As a matter of fact, 
Americans make contacts in India more readily 
than many Englishmen, and they are more 
likely to enlighten Sir Evelyn on Indian 
conditions than Sir Evelyn them. 

Billetting in India :-The Government of 
India have made a new rule under the Defence 
of India Act empowering themselves to 
introduce the billetting system in this country 
in view of considerable reinforcements for 
the Defence Services and the influx of refugees 
from the Far East causing a shortage of 
accommodation. This difficulty is wholly 
due to the importation of foreign troops 
instead of relying on the inexhaustible man
power of India for the· defence of the country. 
Nor are Indian refugees a major factor 
in causing this shortage. They will soon 
find accommodation with their relations in 
their villages. The Indian family system 
and caste in such emergencies show their real 
value and vindicate 'the wisdom of their founderS.: 
Foreigners, evacuees and men of the Defenoe 
Services will not fit into the Indian social and 
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family system and the attempt to force them on 
it will conflict with the basis of British rule 
in this country, non-interference with the reli
gious and family life of the people. Even 
in England, billetting has provoked complaints 
from householders. 1 he position o£ women 
·in Indian homes is not the same as in Europe 
even,. 'in provinces where purdah is not 
observed. The billetting system, again, is suitable 
only in countries where the average standard 
9f life is somewhat higher than'the standard 
of the army barracks. In India ·it is much 
lower, one reason why recruits are forthcoming 
in embarrassing abundance. The vast majority of 
the population is housed in hovels and not · an 
insignificant section has not even a thatched roof 
over its head •. These are fundamental facts of 
Indian life. To issue rules and orders in 
complete disregard of them is to court disaffe~ 
tion which may lead to serious consequences; 
The more the Government is Indianised, the less 
seems to be its disposition . to pay regard to 
Indian sentiments. · · 

Mr. S11rker on Women's Role :-The address 
which the l-Ion. N. R. Sarker delivered at 
the annual convocation of the Hindu Women's 
University, was a little out of tune with 
conditions in Western India. The graduates 
of that University are by no means the 
vanguard of educated womanhood. Women 
had taken degrees in Arts and the professions 
for at least half a century before the Women's 
University was thought of. They have been 
attending the same institutions as men students, 
pursuing the samt: courses of study, and working 
up to the same standards; and there has been 
no evidence of any deterioration in their physical 
or moral make-up. t:Jf the idea behind~ women's 
university was merely to build a purdah 
institution, with all that the purdah meant," 
said Mr. Sarker, "I seriously doubt its utility." 
There was never any danger of a purdah 
university finding support in this province. 
Owing to historical causes the two main divisions, 
Gujarat and Maharashtra, had eluded the purdah; 
Gujarat as a commercial community with 
far-flung trade connections and Maharashtra as a 
political and military power entailing expeditions 
to and administration of nearly every part of 
India. The Parsis, too, we•e an influence 
against purdahism in Bombay. The idea that 
women have a different kind of brains from 
men and different functions from' men, is at the 
root of purdahism as well as of a separate 
Women's Univer&ity. There is one function and 
only one 'Nhich nature has specifically assigned 
to females of every species including the human, 
and this does not require to be safeguarded by 
institutions. Nature, as Haldane said, may 
be left to .set the limits consequent on this 
natural· function, The periods of history when 
women were elevated on a pedestal have been as 
disastrous-if not more-as periods when they 
were regarded as chattel. The days of chivalry 
in Europe and the cult of Shaktas in India are 
outstanding illustrations. Domestic service 

• 

should be shared eq•1ally by men and women and 
in practice it is so shared in millions of middle
class homes. The differentiation between the 
bread winner and the bread-maker is the direct 
consequence of a faulty functional system. Mocl!!rn 
developments in war and peace are breaking down 
this system. Bombs do not distinguish men from 
women. Social trends similarly point to the 

: equalisation of rights and duties, irrespective of 
sex. By all means reform the educational •• 
system where it is faulty. But it is better that 
men and women should be reared in the same 
faulty system than in two separate faulty 
systems or even in two s}'Sems, one perfect 
and one imperfect. After all as among men, 
so among women, there are differences of 
natural gifts and aptitudes. Some men are 
gentle, some women are rough. The goal to 
which the race is tendir!g, is typified by the 
Ardhanarisvara to which Mr. Sarker referred. 
A similar vision inspired in Tennyson the idea 
of "manhood fused with f~male grace," 

In such a sort, the child would twine 
A trustful hand, unask:'d in thin•, 
And find his comfort in thy face. 

Judicilll Loquacity:---Wide publicity has be~n 
given to the remarks of Mr. Justice Din Mahomed 
of the Allahabad High Court in ordering certain 
passages in the judgment of Mr. K. D. Rogers, 
Sub-Divisional Magistrate of Pindi Dadau Khan,. 
expunged on the score of their being irrelevant and 
offensive to the people of India. The District Judge 
who has · a supervisory jurisdiction over the 
subordinate courts, recommended to the High 
Court that one passage in Mr. Rogers' judgment 
might be expunged; Mr. Justice Din Mahomed 
of his own motion detected another passage in 
the same judgment which also he ordered to be 
expunged. The passage recommended by the 
District Judge ran thus, 

Admittedly Indians are remarkably sensitive, if, 
one sa much as looks twice at their womenfolk. 
But they should· learn more esprit de corp• in this 
conilection. 

Apart from the reflection on Indian sensitiveness, 
the passage deserves .:xpunction as being 
atrocious French. Esprit de corps has no sense, 
in this context. Mr. Justice Din Mahomed's 
observations were caustic. His lordship said : 

He (the Sub-Magistrate) should have known that 
the ideas 'imbibe<! by him in his own country were 
·altogether foreign to this soil and that his advice that 
Indians should "learn more esprit de corps" so as not'' 

.. to resep.t the conduc~ of those people who stare at . 
their womenfolk with 'an immoral object, would be 
treated ·as a sheer insult. Indians treat their women· 
folk-'mothers, daughters, wives and sisters-a,. saered 
objects and cannot be blamed, therefore, if they do not. 
brook their profanation in any manner, and it is not 
within the province of courts of law to teach them to 
give up their time-honoured notions, which have been 
ingrained in their blood for centuries past. 

In fairness to Mr. Rogers,:the words, "with an 
immoral object," do not seem to be his. 
Even in England, if that is the country 
where Mr. Rogers qails from, a man who 
persistently stares at a respectable woman will, 
we think, · attract the attention of passers-by, 
if not the Police. Good manners, as distin• 

' 
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guished froin etiquette, spring from the heart 
and are the same all over the world. Mr. 
Rogers did not evidently mean that kind of 
staring. One cannot help turning to look at a 
stri~ng face, beautiful or ugly, whether in men or 
women whom one may chance to pass, without 
any evil intention, just because it is singular. All 
the same, Mr. Rogers had no business to load his 
judgment with his generalisations about India and 
,her people and he well deserved the rather 
ponderous homily which his wandering fancy 
called forth from his lordship, Mr. Justice Din 
Mahomed. 

The Princes lq. Council:-The Standing . 
Committee of the Princes Chamber met in 
Bombay under the Chairmanship of . the 
Chancellor the Jam Saheb. There has been no · 
official report of the proceedings to make up 
for the exclusion of tpe Press from the sittings. ' 
As usual, however, there has been leakage. 
The Bombay Chronicle has been publishing an 
account of the Princes' doings from one who 
professes to have inside knowledge. It may be 
merely, however, an intelligent attempt at gues· 
sing. The only thing which seems clear is that 
there is some, perhaps considerable, trepidation 
among some of the Princes. And there may 

· well be. But they do not seem to be 
conscious of the real cause of their presenti· 
ments. It is not, as they think, the Indian 
politica I parties who are causing them concern. 
Both the Congress and ·, the Muslim League 
are, torn from top to bottom, bow to stern, 
and the recent nominations to the Executive 
Council are a bold challenge to their influence 
and integrity. The real · danger to the 
Princely Order comes from outside. All the three 
great Allies of Britain in this war are nations 
which have risen ·against their hereditary 
rulers and set up non-monarchical .forms of 
fiOVemment, The Chinese dropped their Emperor 
some thirty years ago and, whatever happens, 
they are not likely to revert to the imperial 
regime. The end of the Russian Romanoffs 
in an obscure Siberian town twenty-five years 
ago put im end to all hopes of the restoration of 
&"hereditary monarchy in Russia. The United 
States a hundred and fifty years ago bade good· 
bye to monarchy. Outside the Allied group, 

· Germany,Austria, Turkey,Spain, have renounced 
monarchy. The monarchic form of government is 
clearly out-of-date. The Princes represent this ob
solescent system not in its most refulgent form. 
Th!l Maharaja of Indore saw the handwriting on 
the wall and bastened to avow his faith in popular 
government . notwithstanding that he was born to 
and is at present occupying a gadi. The 
outstanding personalities whose hold on Indian 
opinion ensured the safety of the States for fifty 
years, have quitted the scene. No Prince has so 
far established himself in their place in the 
respect of the Indian people. The course of 
some of the younger rulers has disturbed friends 
of the States who regard them as inheritors of 
Indian tradition. Here is ample cause for 
anxiety. 

Congress-The Next Step :-The Congress 
Working Committee which is meeting at W ardha, 
is acoording to all reports considering the next 
step. The Bombay Chronicle correspondent in 
a sapient paragraph informs its readers that all 
are agreed on the necessity of the "next step''; 
but there is a difference about the when and how 
of it. He would have done even better as a 
political prophet had he written of the "inevi
tability" instead of "necessity" of the next step. 
Among the forecasts of probable developments, 
the. most reasoned seems to be that of the' 
Forum, a new journal which is being is
sued from Nagpur. I~ proximity to the 
hub of the Congress political machinery also 
gives its forecast same authority1 The Forum 
observes' that the new campaign ·will have for 
its motive power five issues : Behaviour of 
troops ; shortage of salt ; control of food 
grain supplies ; evacuation of civilians for the 
accommodation of the Army; racial discrimina
tion between Europeans, Anglo-Indians and 
Anglo-Indians and Indians.: If these are all 
the differences, surely the Congress could have 
settled them by taking office even under the 
present scheme. None of them are large enough 
issues. · Meanwhile Mr. C. Rajagopalachari has 
left the Congress in order to preserve his 
freedom. · · 

Sales Tax in the Punjab:-It is reported that 
Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan the Punjab Premier 
has agreed to repeal the Sales Tax and to refund 
the ·money collected under it · for 1941-U in 
pursuance of his unity· programme; and that 
the traders' association had entered into a pact 
with his Government for the duration. The 
Federal Court had recently decided that the 
collection of sales tax for the period 1941-42 was 
illegal for 'the Punjab Government and it is not 
clear whether Sir Sikandar was moved by that 
decision or by a desire to placate tne traders. 
The sacrifice, financially speaking, is one which 
the Punjab can afford in the prosperity which the 
war has brought her. 

Nationality in Viceroys :-The most reactionary 
and imperialistic Indian Viceroys have usually 
been either Scotsmen-themselves a conquered 
race-or descendants of. English Protestants 
planted in Catholic Ireland by Oliver Cromwell. 
Philip Guedala's "The DUke'' throws revealing 
light on Anglo-Irish surroundings generally 
and the mentality in particular of the Marquis 
of Wellesley (originally Wesley). As a rule 
English Viceroys have shown greater sense of 
justice in their dealings with Indians-Canning, 
Ripon, Hardin,.ae at once spring to memory. 
Curzon was an imperialist but his imperialism 
was based on a high regard for the country's 
enduring interests-he was virtually dismissed
and was altogether different in kind and not 
only in degree from that of Wellesley and 
Dalhousie, of Lansdowne, Oufferin and Minto. 
An intereSting volume may be written on the 
contributions o£ British Indian Viceroys according 
to their race and nationality. -
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SECOND COUNCIL EXPANSION, 
When he found that he could not get 

the Congress leaders to agree to his proposals, 
Sir Stafford Cripps· in obvious huff declared 
that the proposals were withdrawn. As a 
matter of fact, however, they still hold the 
field. Repl1ing to a representation from 
Glasgow a ~ew days ago, the Secretary. of 
State for India, Mr. Amery, stated that the 
British Government was prepared to accept 
any sugg~ions for brin~ng t~e Government 
in India mto closer relat10ns w1th the people 
within the framework of those prorosals. Soon 
after this statement, the Government of India 
announced the addition of six more members to 
the Viceroy's Executive Council. These are Sit 
C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar for Information; 
Sir Mahomed Oosman for the Postal Department 
and Civil Aviation; Sir Jwala Srivastava, Civil 
DefenCe· Dr. B: R. Ambedkar, Labour; Sir 
EdwarlBenthall, War Transport; and Sardar Sir 
Jogendra Singh,. Education, Health a~d J-.a~ds. 
That there is an element of communal distnbution 
in the choice of the new ·members, does not detract 
from the merits of the selections. On the. other 
hand, it is a distinct advantage that, while 
not ignoring communal. aspirations, Government 
have been able to secure the services of men of 
;~.bility,- · administrative · experience ·and . wide 
()Utlook. With the exception of Dr, Ambedkar, 
none of the new members has been inspired by 
pronounced communalism in his past career. And 
even Dr. Ambedkar has given proof of his ability 
to rise above narrow communal interests on broad 
national issues. The inclusion of Sir Edward 
Benthall may seem out of place in an avowed 
policy of lndian:isation but The Refomze1" has 
always recognised the English element of the 
population as a factor in the evolution of 
future India. The days when an English
man can hope to exercise dominating influence 
in this country on the· strength of "a stiff upper 
lip " have passed never to return. At the same 
ti~e, bis opportunities for being a factor in . our 
public life through service, have bet;n consider
ably increased. In these days of rap1d transport, 
the doctrine that a man cannot have two 
domiciles . loses much of its old importance. If 
Sif Edward Benthall can regard India in the 
identical spirit in which he would the land of his 
origin he will not only vindicate the justice of his 
choic~ but will establish the right of Englishmen 
who have made their homes in India for a 
considerable portion of their lives, to share the 
rights . and duties of Indian citizenship. 
If he fails to do this, he will be creating 
a permanent barrier to the possession of Indian 
citizenship rights by Englishmen who have not 
made their homes permanently and brough,t up 
families in this country. 
• The addition of these members does not. alter 

the status of India. She is still only a Dependen-

cy, a British Po.ssession. Even the _ram Saheb's 
and Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar's nomination to 
the War Council in London is not an innovation. 
The Maharajah of Bikaner was a member of the 
War Cabinet during the last War and ~His 
Highness and Lord Sinha signed the Treat}' of 
Versailles on behalf of India. Mr. Srinivasa 
Sastry was a member of the Conference which 
met at Washington shortly after the signing of 
the Peace Treaty. All that has been done1 
therefore, is in accord with precedent. It has 
all been done within the framework of the existing 
constitution, though a cage meant for five 
tame parrots, is bound to Q.e prove insufficient 
to hold a dozen peacocks in their pride, in 
addition. What has been done falls short of 
what was understood to .be conceded by 
Sir Stafford Cripps. There is much uncertainty 
as . to what it was whifh led to the .failure. 
of the . Cripps Mission. But it seems to ~ 
common ground that the appointment of an: 
Indian as Defence Member was the crucial 
difference. The appointment of Indians as 
Finance and Home Members was evidently 
conceded. These two important· Departments 
are left with English, Indian Civil . Service, 
members. A Defence Member has been created 
but the duties assigned to him are of the vaguest 
character. Army affairs will be under . the 
control of the Commander-in-Chief who is to 
be designated War Member. Civil Defence 
will be under a special· member, Sir Jwala 
Srivastava. What does not fall within these two 
portfolios are to be administered by Sir Feroze 
Khan Noon who has been • shifted from the 
charge of Labour to make room for Dr. Ainbed-. 
kar. His designation as Defence Member is, 
therefore, misleading. Sir Stafford's opposition 
to the appointment of an Indian . as Defence 
Member has· been virtually upheld. An Indian 
has been designated Defence Member but the 
essentials of l,)efence remain in English hands. 
Another noteworthy omission in . the new 
arrangements is the failure to create a Production. 
Member which . the Grady Mission strongly 
recommended. Sir . Horni Modi's "bjections 
to the proposal were flimsy and unconvincing. 
Indian production requires. special care and 
attention and we trust the enlarged Council 
will press for the creation of a Production 
portfolio. The absence of an Indian. Christian 
among the new nominees, would not call fdl' 
comment if all other minorlties had not been: 
provided for. It can not be said that there i& no 
Jndian Christian who can compare in ability with 
every one of the six gentlemen who figure in the 
list. This has a lesson for our Christian country-· 
men. They will nev.er be recognised as a distinct 
Indian community so long as they hang on to 
foreign missionaries as their patrons... We 
mean no reflection on the latter but it is obvious 
that their relation to their converts, past 
and prospective, constitutes a serious bar 
to Indian <;:hristians enjoying the same status 
as other communities which do not depend upon 
foreign agencies. We regret that · the 
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Government of India have not seen fit to have 
at least one woman in its Executive Council. 
We can think of several Indian women who would 
have proved not less efficient in the administration 
of tJJeir Department than tke men members. 
Sir Jogindra Singh's portfolio, Education, Health 
and Lands, is an unwieldy group. A separate 
Health Member is urgently called for by the 
rapid development of Health administration, 
nutrition, maternity, child welfare, besides the 
routine ones of maintaining hospitals. This 
would be the tttost appropriate portfolio for a 
woman member. 

There bas been 16 persistent demand for a 
National Government. If the Viceroy and the 
Secretary of State permit the expanded Executive 
Council to function without interference, that is 
to aay, accept the ·decisions of the Council as 
binding on them, and all important questions of 
policy are decided by the Council as a whole, 
even though the Act may not be changed 
immediately, the Council will be as good a 
national Government as, in some respects better 
perhaps than, a Cabinet constituted in the 
orthodox parliamentary fashion. As a matter 
of fact, as things stand, there is no possibility 
of a Ministry on the true parliamentary pattern 
being formed at present, The co1mtry cannot 
waste precious time in ploughing the sands of 
Pakistan with Mr. Jinnah or in indulging in 
aimless flights with Gandhiji in the empyrean of 
absolute non-violence. 

. ~· -
Government and PrlvateShops :-There have of 

late been serious complaints about the inadequacy 
of Government shops to cope with the public 
demand. In Bandra, the1-e is a great deal of 
hardship imposed on the public by the peculiar 
hours which the official shop observes. This 
also seems to be true of other suburbs, One or 
tfle major services the institution is rendering is 
to inculcate the queuing habit among the people 
who have often to wait long hours for their 
turn. The belie£ was that the setting up of 
model institutions like these would influence 
local trade, but experience has shown that it is 
a~out as effective as it could have been expected 
to be by men not unversed in shops and shopping. 
.ways. The 11 black market '' is widespread and 
no one complains to the authorities against 
contravention of the fixed prices for the simple 
reason that one has to depend after aU on the 
grocer even though one might avoid conflict 
with· officials and the police. Some of the 
regulations have had the effect of creating 
artificial scarcities.· To a certain extent the 
retail shopkeeper, too, tries his hand at working 
up prices. It has been SUforgested that the Govern
ment should leave off all attempt to interfere 
with prices and supplies. This might be better 
than the present condition; on the other band, it 
might be worse. The simplest way is for the 
Government to commandeer stocks as the 
District Magistrate at Vizagapatam did when 
he found trade paralysed. This would lead 
to a hue and cry from the merchant class. 

There is another solution which may be found 
effective and is less drastic, The National 
Front has formed itself into a network spreading 
throughout the province and for the moment it 
is doing little more than delivering speeches 
which, we fear, draw little attention. The mem• 
bers might well be put on to the job of checking 
up on shops and prices. Particularly useful 
in this connection will be the services of 
women, wives of officials, who, in view of their 
inherited, if not personal, experience in dealing: 
with foodstuffs, are also specially equipped to 
look to the quality of the material supplied. They 
may fairly be expected to be free from the. 
temptations which will naturally assail men· 
engaged in this work, because they have not 
had in the past to bother about money. It wUt 
have the added merit of bringing in~ nationaf. 
work manpower which is idle or llJ.effect\vely 
employed at present. We trust the National 
Front will consider developing this very 
necessary ·kind of work. · . : · 
· Voluntary or OHic:lal?-When the National: 
War Front was inaugurated in Bombay, much_:' 
in 0ur opinion, unne~ry~ess was laid. qn, 
the non-official and voluntary character .or thel 
contemplated organization. In a statement at a 
Press Conference on Monday, Mr. R. P. Masani01 

the Provincial Leader, outlined a' scheme 
for organising village organizations to supple.. 
ment the military and police in case of. 
emergencies. Sir ~oger J.umley .io ma .last' 
broadcast · as8ured the public that poll~. 
and military services have been expanded so. 
as to provide complete security throughout 
the province. Mr. Masani's statement is, there
fore, somewhat surprising. The weapon of 
the members or these village guardians will, he' 
said, be lathis. We hope it is not intended t:Q. 
prohibit the carrying of lathis by citizens wha 
have not ' enrolled in the organization, Mr. 
Masani went on 1 . · 

The National War Front intends to asll those 
people In villages who possess anns licenses, to join 
their defence parties. If they refuse, the Front propo
to ask whether they may be given retainers for their 

. weapon• from among D181Dbers of the guards ·and, in 
cases where such a step is considered n~ry, the 
Front proposes to recommend to Government the 
cancellation of the licenses so that the weapons may be 
transferred to the bands of a person who Is prepared to, 
join the guards. · 

We hope Mr. Masani C&fefully considered 
the implications of this proposal .and . bow 
it fits in with the protestations of the 
voluntary and non-official character or the 
Front. It will be less liable to misunder
standing and may be regarded as a wartime 
measure if Government declare aU arms licenses 
revokea and the· arms confiscated. Several 
Indian non-official leaders have been clamouring 
for distribution of arms-rifles, hand grenades, 
machine guns-to the population to enable it 
effectively to cooperate in national defence, 
But their demand has not commended itself sa 
far to the authorities. Mr. Masani's proposal iS 
the very opposite of that of the unofficial leaders. 
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NOTES BY THE WAY. 

• · Reform ~.ithin the framework of ~n existing system 
IS the trad1t1onal method of reform 1n India. It is the 
surest means of. main~aining continuity which is the. 
keynote of Ind1a11 hi! tory. The religion of. the 
Vedas is remote from the Vedic religion of today but 
b~th are H}nduism. Even within the last fifty years 
Hmdu Soo1ety has undergone revolutionary changes, 
Reforms which were bitterly opposed thirty years 
ago, do not now oause a ripple on the surface of sooial 
life. They have been assimilated into the structure 
of society, The only Hindu in recent times who threa
tened to apostatize and get into a different faith if his 
refo~ms '!ere ~ot instantly adopted, has seen fit tQ 
mod1fy his attitude and there is no chance now of his 
~erting to his old intransigence. Of course, the re
volutionary and the root-and-branch radioal cannot be 
expected to favour this method of reform from within 
the system to be reformed. But revolutions 
are short-lived and are followed by counter-revolutions 
either from within the frame of the revolution as in 
Soviet Russia or as ,in the restoration of the 
Empire , after the . French Revolution, In fact, 
it may be predicated of all revolutions that they 
will be followed by reactionary movements as 
the night follows the day, The method of reform 
within a framework is the most effective way of 
reforming the framework itself. Pouring new wine 
into old bottles, bursts the bottles if the bottles 
dQ not react suitably to the process of fermentation 
which the new wine develops, 

• • • • 
. The seoond expansion of the Governor-General's 

Legislative Council announced last weekend, bas been 
criticised from many sides. Criticism is of the 
essence of the British politioal system. The old lrtdian 
Kings bad a system of espionage to ascertain grievan• 
~ of the people. Except in flagrant oases of 
qnsgovernment, the peoplethemselvesnevergotupan. 
org!l':lised agitation demanding redress. But in the 
British system, unless the people clamour for relief, 
breaking windows and heads, if need be, itlia assumed 
that the people have no grievances and no changes 
are needed in the statUI guo. The Sandeman policy of 
dealing with frontier tribes summed up in the 
phrase "a big stick and a bag of gold" is only a 
special application of this tl;aditional British 
method. The political "agitator" is abused, despised, 
punished, but this is followed by cautious moves to 
antroduce reforms to meet the demands of the 
agitator, The Parliamentary opposition is as much 
a part of the British system as the Treasury Bench. 
Therefore, criticism of the second expansion is 
necessary, Criticisms such as those of Sir Tej 
Babadur Sapru and the Liberals relate to the 
total elimination of the non-Indian residue and are 
in the line of the policy now in force, This 
is bound to come soon. The British Government 
are fighting a rearguard action in Indian constitu• 
tional reform and there can be no doubt as to 
the ultimate result. Gandhiji's demand for complete 
withdrawal has had to be explained more than 
once, and wbat is left is not very different from the 
Sapru-Liberal demand for comJ:llete lndianisation. 
The most preposterO'.IS criticism of the expansion is 
that . of Dr, Moonje. He asserts that it ia 
unmistakable evidence of a secret pact between 
the British Government and the Muslim League. 
On ~ contrary, the selection of members is 
unmistakable proof that. the British Government 
is effecting a strategic retreat from the policy 
of communal citizenship to which it was committed 
thirty-five years ago by the improvidence of Lord 
Minto, If they had the least bias for Pakistan, .four 
out of the five new men would have been disqualified 
for addition to the Executive CounciL The fifth is 

an uncertain quantity. He has written a book whio b 
son;te readers take to be a plea for Pakistan but 
whi~b h~ hin;tself W?uld seem to maintain is a pi ea 
agamst tt. Smce this was written the Bombay 8slliinel 
has published an interview with Dr. Ambepkar. 
He explains that, while accepting in principle 
Mr. Jinnah's Pakistan, be holds that not the 
majority but the minority in the areas proposed 
to be partitioned should decide by its votes whether 
or not it would be Pakistaned. This is an ingenious· 
way of sabotaging the Muslim Le~ue's demand 
whilct expressing approval of it in pnnciple. 0 ur 
objection ia to the. principle itself. The ullity. of 
India is not a question to be determined by Vote9. 
The Bsntinsl states that tbe interview was given 
before Dr. Ambedkar was nom,nated a Member of 
the Executive Council. It could not have been a 
long time before that event, 

• • • • 
It must be a real wrench to Sir C. P, Ramaswami 

Aiyar to leave Travancore. , When he was appoint· 
ed Dewan seven years ago, the Maharaja's choice, 
to put it mildly, was not popular, The late Lord 
Salis bury warned Mr. Balfour, then on the threshold 
of his political career, against attemptinf to be 
one of those of whom all men speak wei Such 
a warning 'P'Ould have been superfluous in the 
oase of Sir Ramaswami. He has taken his own 
line in the varied phases of his public career and his 
detractors were at least as many as his admirers. 
His devotion and services to Travancore have 
won over comple_ tely all classes of people,; The 
several measures for the development ofthe State 
culturally, materially and socially, which he bas 
initiated are in the stage of flowering. His. fostering 
care would have been very Valuable in 
bringing · them- to fruition. · · · There· will, 
no doubt, be men trained by him who will 
see to it that his schemes progress on the 
lines intended. A noteworthy feature of Sir 
C. P, Ramaswami'a regime is that, while keeping 
in the forefront the Hindu traditions . of the 
State, he has demonstrated to the satisfaction of 
all communities that tradition is the best 
safeguard for the protection of religious minoritiel!l 
and their secular interest. In ·the larger sphere 
to which he is now called, the qualities 
which have stood him in such good stead in 
Travanoore, is sure to be of the highest service. 
To Indian States particularly his inolusidn in the 
Central Government should be a matter of 
satisfaction. He is not for them an apologist merely 
but a convinced' champion of their right and fitne!;a, 
under wise and liberal guidance, to play a construc-
tive part in the making of greater India. . 

• • • • • • 

Writing in the July number of the Aryan Path, 
Mr. S. C. Guha ooserves that the time may not be 
distant when the term, Brahmana, will denote. a maQ 
of culture as such and ·that the evils of caste will 
then be eliminated, Mr. Guha thinks that tllese 
evils are the requJt of corruptions which have crept in 
with the passage· of time. The most generally quoted 
authority on tile origin of oaste is the verse in ·the 
Bhagvad Gita where ~ri Krishna says that it was 
created by him aooordi~ to the qualities and 
behaviour of men. The G1ta goes on to define the 
special functions of the oastes: the Brahman's to study 
and teach ; the Kshatriya's to rule according to the 
Dharma and protect the people against enemies 
foreign and native 1 the Vaisya's to maintain the 
prosperity of society and the State by promoting 
industries and trade 1 and the Sudra's to do manual 
service. This division of functions exists in every 
society. It is oalled "caste" in some and ''class" 
in others, Caste is avowedly based on birth 
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but: 10 in praotico is clast though theoretically 
itallowa of the rising of a manofoneclass into a higher 
c:lau and in exceptional cases such changes do take 
place. In the light of oontemporary developments, it 
as diflioult to say whether the evils of caste are worse 
than thole of class. If the alternative to caste was 
clast only, a prudent man may well hesitate before 
cboosin~. An earlier theory of the origin of caste is 
found an the Brabadaranyaka Upanishad. It is not 
necessarily inconsietent with the Gita theory. It 
brings out more clearly the prooess of the evolution 
of the four castes and suggests the speoifio for 
tnaintainiog hariDOIIY among tbem. Aooording to the 
!!panilbad, there were oidy Brahmins originally. 
They did not Bourish, the Ksbatriyas were created to 
protect them 1 even 'hlen sooiety did not flourish, 
Yaisyas were created to look after the eoonomic 
well-being of society; even this did not improve 
matters, Sudras were created to perform the 
necessary manual work ; even this did not meet the 
aituatioo, then Dharma - was created and society 
flourished; · It is Dharml which harmonise& different 
interests and divisions, as much among castes as 
among classes. 

• • • 
What is Dharma P Dharma is the due apportion

ment of rights and duties between individuals and 
group1. When one man or one group mono
polilel the rights and leaves the duties to be 
performed by others, whether in a family, society 
or State, the equilibrium which is Dharma, is 
disturbed and decadence sets in. This Is 
amply borne out by what is happenioi in the 
contemporary world. The word ''Brahman ' denotes 
any person, the oentre of whose faith is the 
Cosmio Principle. There are few suoh men 
among ·ut-that il to sar. men who not only 
profess faith in the Cosm1o Principle but strive 
to live it in all its lmpl!catlons. There was only one 
Christian, observed a witty French writer, and he 
died upon the Croes, We do n()t stone or oruoify 
prophets in India and the last of the Brahmins would 
have died a peaceful death in the bosom of hie 
family. In the strict Sense, therefore, the speoies1 
"Brahmin," bas become eztlnot. But in a broaa 
aense all those who profesa the Cosmic Principle 
aa the heart of religion, may be called Brahmins. 
All Hindus, whatever their sect, profesa this. 
Therefore, the most appropriate designation for 
them i1 Brahmins. The word Hindu bas no meaning 
as the name of a religious community. The 
term Hinduism does not occur anywhere in the 
aored or clasaioal works of India. We should reverse 
the process of the Upanishad and call all who are 
classed as Hindus, Brahmins. We shall have to 
Include many who were not born in India but who, 
nevertheless, are believers in the Cosmic Principle 
in a truer sense than many of ua. That will be 
the true solution not only of the caste problem 
but also of the economic class and political nation 
problem. It will pave the wa:f to the 
religlon of humanity. In passing, at may be 
observed that Mr. S. K. George who wants a new 
Gita in the same number of the Aryan Path, 
bas miased the central teaching of the Gita. 
This Is directed to explaining how a man may 
do his dutiee without Injury to his soul, Buddhism 
makes karma Inexorable. The Gita ahows that 
the karma which is inexorable, is the action 
done with a self-regarding motive. The mere 
_&c:t is nothing : the motive Ia everything. 

RECL'Qi&. 

-

LETTERS OF B. J. P ADSHAH. 
(Oopgright.) 

MAY 1,1982. 
8. & Corj'u. 

The wireless indicatea Japan's resolve to carry the 
peace negotiations through in spite of the Korean's 
outrage at Shanghai, and Sir Robert avows gladness 
at that. 

I now oonsider that Chang-Tso-Lin had good 
reason to refuse Japanese demands -for oonoessioos 
which the Japanese were not unlikely to use politically 
They bad refused to carry Chang's troops on the 
Japanese railway line in Manchuria, though that 
transport was essential to Chang to crush a mutinous 
General. It is true an agreement extorted from China 
requires ooncessioos preferential to I apan, but if no 
oonoessions are traded to anybody, the question of 
strictness of engagement does not arise. Sir Robert 
would have been glad to hear this modification of 
view from my own rips. The insecurity of Japan's 
position, her finances and prosperity depending on 
two marketa and two commodities for export, has 
never been so lucidly yet concisely explained be.fore 
as in a recent BpeDtator article. 

Mr; Lanning looked in ·upon me for an hour ...... He 
frankly avoweil himself to be a .pro-J aJI• the Chinese 
pay no heed to treaties and the Kuommtang hates all 
foreigners ( w hioh is ungrateful because the 
Kuomintang is the creation of Sun Y at-Sen who 
had been kidnapped into the Chinese Legation in 
1895, to be deported to China, and an English 
doctor, Chamber, got Lord Salisbury to make 
a peremptory demand for release which was 
obtained.. But ,POiitioians .. have shor~ mfl.I;IJp~, 
say1 Mr. Larinmg.) · I -asked Mr. Lanning why 
Shanghai permitted the anti-foreign text-books 
in schools. He laid, education is ultimately 
controlled by the Conauls' Conference, and each 
oonaul bas his own particular axe to grind and 
all are in competition for the favour of the 
Chinese. So no one moves to prevent, 

MAY 8,1982. 
The "Outlines" says that Singapore is a Sanskrit 

word meaning the Lion City. It remarks that not 
man:y years ago, . the Asiatic population in the 
Straits bad been one-third Malay, one-third 
Indian, one-third Chinese, now the Chineae have 
been trebled, so ·that- the Chinese form 60% of 
the whole. 

The "Outlines" adds myateriously that the agri
cultural development of Manchuria by Japanese 
capital ie resisted by the Japanese farmer f that the 
Japanese do not ;:are to populate their own Norther
most island of the arohipelago which is Japan. They 
have repugnance to tong wintera and bot temperatures. 

• • • 
MAY 4, 1982. 

I had read the 8p1daiQr and picked plums. The 
modem athletios-orazed woman longs to prolong her 
girlhood 1 deck-tennis ia 10 much eaaier' than respon
sibility with husband) children or servants. The 
modern girl's craze tor cigarettes, stuffs her with 
niootioe (as cigars and pipes do not) which is as 
noxious as spirit between meals, as the statistics 
for oanoer and turberole ahow. The LaMSt is 
oited as the authority. Nalur1 gives experimental 
results to show that the migratory movemlmts of 
birds are due to physical conditione, assignable and 
not mysterious. Naturi reviews the latest book of 

l Mr. H. G. Wells where he brings out that the woes 
of the world are primanly due to men not thinking, 
despising thinking and thinkers, and taking mer~ 
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names such as 'patriotism' or 'France' as mystic 
realities beyond the obvious,. 

A mathematician sars that people invent tbe 
objects of their emotion, just to gratify that emotion 
outside penonal relationships. 

MAY 10, 1982, 
Finished anthropology and ran back to psyoho

analysis to seek out reterenoes to phobias started by 
accident, and to aublimations of primitive reactions 
as explained in anthropology, One of these reactions, 
it states to be the rudeness into which ahy men, 
endeavouring to overcome shynesa, &tumble, and 
another ia the · prudery of · old maids detecting 
objectionable reterenoes to sex in innocent talk 
because oftheir ·need to reinforce resistance to sex 
impulse cruelly repressed. I have spent the greater 
part of the day on the article on sex which is full of 
meat for me. It applies familiar Mendelian doctrine 
to explain familiar observations suoh aa the infer• 
tility of crosses · between two species or the bar on 
marriage& inside a kindred group. The unfamiliarity 
ia in the application of the familiar to explain familiar, 
The last hours have been spent on the explanation of 
(a) the differenoe in the fertilised eggs which will 
become a male or female individual; and (b) the 
origin of this difference. This varied reading has not 
only the interest of the subiect-matter ; the novelty 
of results and methode and the· encirmous number 
ot steps in the ladder of ascent and the provisionality 
of many euoh ascents, compel a "hiver as to how 
mankind in the mass, their leaders and common clay, 
have been S'\Vayed by the plausible, and been dog
matic in the laying down ot rules-for example, 
on sex, when sex cannot be defined, its conjunction 
with Reproduction is not a necessity, and when 
priestly repugnances i:an be shown to be pathological, ·· 
And it all compels a fresh self-critioism and though 
the result is very unflattering yet it is not aooom
panied by any chagrin or depression, It is true I am 
losing individuality for myself, I have ·Sunk to be 
just an element of Nature to mysel£ I am strippin~ 
myself of that protective colouration which 11 
Romance, Do not think the cold I wrote you of baa 
anything to do with it;' the cold iteelf was never much 
and it has nearly vanished, an~ .the self-;sc;aroh~ng !s 
older than the cold. The Br1tisb admm1strat1on m 
Papua and with Nagas in Assam had ingeniously 
recognised sacrifices to gods if the victims be pigs 
instead of men. 

JIIAY 11, 1982, 
My reading bas been Nature with meals and 

"Outlines" otherwise. I have finished the article 
on sex, and been delighted that I had the opportunity, 
The sex of living thinga can be altered at will 
by the injection of the proper sex-hormone. 
This was the most valuable part of the researehes 
of Steinaoh in Vienna. (There is no reference thro
ughout the "Outlines" to Voronoff rejuvenation, or 
birth control,) Even the hermaphrodite state oan be 
chemically induced. In Man, the inversion of sex is 
not easy. The chemical action has to be applied 
to the fertilised ovum which alters the initial 
tendency of the soma (body) to assume sex-charac
ters ; but after birth the characters have 
already been assumed, On · the other hand, hens 
can be made to crow, and mioe females to lose 
their femininity, The theory also aooounta for the 
Inter-sex made so romantic by Ed. Carpenter's 
book and by Mary Webb's novels and strips the 
whole state of the romantic hues, Femaleness is 
present in both eggs; in the male, however, this is 
compensated for oy maleness of varying strengths 
operating at different periods after fertilisation. · A 
girl or a she-~oat may develop male oh!lraotera, 

because the egg had a compo~ition of maleness, 
only not in sufficient strength at that period to 
overwhelm the femaleness; when the maleness so 
retarded, gathers strength then it apPears to confound 
our old romance and to start Ed, Carpenter and 
Mary Webb on new. • 

I have looked up the article on Psychology and am 
also completing Biology. I have also been interested 
in the article by Delisle Burns explaining how since 
the War the world has been economically unified with 
politicians and citizens recognising the unity, Our 
facts are in advance of our obsolete ideas, the world 
is in danger, unless ·. it cultivates the international 
mind. ' 

MAY 251 1932, 

London. 
I received two letters directed bv you at Singapore 

and redirected thence here. One enclosed the 
cutting from Indian ll'inance, a paper I do not know ; 
the Eavesdropper might bS> Natarajan who, twenty 
years ago, was greatly struck by Lord Crewe'a 
exclamation, ••They say-they eay what--let them 
say," which exclamation is repeated in this article. 
Whoever writes it has, of course, my gratification, if 
not gratitude, that such things could be written of 
me as are in the article ; but they do .·me no service. 
I know now how low I have been in the soale of 
values, I wish to discover some reason for self-esteem 
in my self-knowledge; and that would be prevented 
by Eavesdroper's appreciation. 

-
THE OVERSEAS DEPARTMENT. 

The Editor, _ 
The Indian Social &former. 

Sir, 
If I beg of you to give me a further little spane in 

The Reformer, it is to state that you have be.."'l wrong 
to draw the implication that things are roey in India 
from my statement that for racial discrimination 
in Burma, the ••indetJendent'' Burmese Govern
ment was responsible. In fact, if you would 
kindly refer to any of my lettere YO!J would 
find that I had first dealt with the question of 
Overseas Department's responsibility for racial 
diserimination in India and then to its responsibility 
for a similar thing in Burma, and that I had left 
nothing to implication. 

My object in writing to you was simply to poi2,t 
out that, as a matter of incontestable fact, tlie 
Overseas Department had not!ling to do with racial 
discrimination either in India or in Burma, ·and that 
criticism of it on that score was misplaced, What is 
the remedy for this situation is, of course, a matter of 
opinion wbieh I had no intention of disoussiog, Bill 
now that you have raised the question, I beg 
respectfully to express my disagreement With your 
suggestion as to the "obvious remedy." We have. far 
too ion~; followed the negative policy. My bumble 
opinion IS that, situated as we are, we must have meg 
of Mr. Aney's type in_harness in the hope that they 
can make something out of even a helpless situation, 
With my greatest respect for The R1/ormn'• views, I 
must say that the obvious remedy is not always the 
beat remedy and sometimes perhaps is a mere 
quack's remedy, 

New Delhi, t Yours etc., 
June 30, 1942. S B, BANERJI. 

If Mr. Banerji had said at the outset that every 
other consideration should be sacrificed to the prime 
necessity of keeping Mr. Aney in office, then there 
would have been no disousaion. But be bad 
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reduc:ad the Overseas Department and the duties 
of the Member in Charge to 10 petty a functi~n, that 
one might well ask. what the country gams by 
putting so big a man on so small a 
job, In the circumstances, it is strange to 
6nd o~r correspondent talking of ''negative _POlicies" 
and ''quack remedies." Hie whole attitude IS one ~f 
"giving up the ghost"-the Overseas Department IS 
not responsible 1 the British Government is the only 
power that could set things right·; etc., etc. The 
fact that Mr. Aney has done something, disproves 
Mr~ Banerji'e ''positive policy". and, shall we say, 
"scientific remedy"· of taking thmgs as tbey happen 
witlloul protest. •. We are si~oe~ely glad ~t the 
Executive Councillors are wmnmg a followmg but 
well might Mr. Aney say, God save us from such 
friends. Mr. Banerji h\s made his position quite 
clear and we do not think this subject need be 
pureued any further,-Editor. 

BUILDING ON THE VILLAGE SYSTEM. 
Grami.lm by ,Bamrai. N110 Book (Jo,, Hornby Road, 
Bombay. Prio1 R.I. 10(-. 

The interlinguistic title ••Gram ism", is an attempt 
to meet the several ideologies that are current in 
India, in the language of i~ms, and to draw the 
attention of all types of soc1al workers to the pro
blems of the peculiar instituti?D, the Indian village, 
and its -importance, The envuonment, the culture, 
and the peculiar religious tra~itions of · t~e ln~ian 
village demand a different handhng and an 1sm au1ted 
to those traditions and training. Gramism is. a 
sincere attempt to flU that need, It is an elaborate 
argument in favour or a village state and the complete 
autonomy of that state, Mr. Rai, having the advantage 
of the knowledge of Jaw, gives out in scientific detail, 
all the elements that make up the constitution of 
that village state, It will be an extremely 
powerful thing it those ideals r.each ~e villag~r 
in his language and make h1m thmk or h1s 
freedom not only from foreign domination but 
also from internal domination from towns and 
cities. Then the ·support and the vote of the 
villager, on which the: whole democratic politics 
Ia ba.sed, demand a new ·set of qualifications and 
a new kind of candidates who know the village 
and who etand by the unqualified freedom of the 
villager, The shackles of capitalism and centralised 
monopoly will automatically go, for they can have· 
no place In the collective interest .of a lit:Je 
village community. The ~ntral All-l~d1a authonty 
is virtually a. umon of VIllage repubhes and t~at 
authority will look to the defence queat1on 
aral foreign affairs. But no olear demarcation 
is drawn by Mr. Rai between the functions of the 
•:entral federal state and the small village state, 
. Mr. Rai advocates "a true socialism suited to the 
genius of the Indian peoples," but he does not speak 
of the elimination of the capitalist or private owner
ship but advocates the principle of Mahatma Gandhi's 
Social Trusteeshi!l fixing a socialist maximum o£ 
income, "the Congress standard of Rs. 500/- or even 
more'aocording to the needs of the situation.'' 

Gramism Is not merely an exhortation to the 
general social worker, but a wamin~ to the 
Congressman whose movement till now ts only on 
the paved roads and whose flag flew over 
the topftoor of city mansions. The meaning of 
Gramlsm i1 that the soul of India is the Indian 
village1 that, if any movement has to suooeed, It oan 
do 10 only through the villagef) and that, in order to 
move him from his aP&thl, and callousness, you 
must go to him with a new 1deal which includes his 
freedom and not the freedom of the city-dweller and 
the great millowner, 

M. N. RAo. 

MARRIAGES ARE MADE IN . • 
~e years ago Th• ~!'". publish~ an .article 

drawmg attention to the ms1dious way m whtch the 
press was beginning to intrude in social matters by 
way of the advertisement columns of daily newapapers. 
Since that time the matrimonial advertisement has 
attacked the citadel of Bombay and with some suo
cess. It was one of the features of the Bombay newa
paper that it was willing to allow you to offe~ or seek 
companionship, hobbies, romance, etc., but 1t ~ad no 
desire to take you across the threshold of matnmony, 
But· the Bombay Ohronicl• has of recent months 
been- showing all-round tendencies to depart from 
journalistic tradition and its zeal for. change was 
shown also in . the advertising columns when a 
young man with one wife advertised for a second.: 
One does not look for the greatest development in 
the field in newspapers which are but newcomers' 
there.. To get the pick of the lot one has .to turn to 
the more mature items of the North Ind1an press. 
Where all are equally enterprising! it '!Vould be 
invidious to mention names ; but the 1mpart1al reader 
must necessarily give the palm to the Tribuns. 

What does a ·young man look for in a wife ? What 
does a young woman seek in a husband I' Even 
a Gallup poll cannot ·give the answer as well. as 
these advertisements would. For here the advertiser 
is putting his fate to the touch, When one sees 
the words " quick marriage," "early ~arriage," 
and other similar phrases of desperation, one 
cannot but appreciate that having .thought at 
leisure long years over the question-some ar6 over 
forty-they want to marry in haste. One advertiser 
actually tells his would-be applicants to affix 3as, 6ps. 
on the envelope, a proper ca'!tion seeing he is ~ettled 
abroad, The emphasis now IS gradually changmg so 
far .as men .are a~ncerl!2d.-Tbey bave not yet reac;hed 
the wisdom of the Vicar of Wakefield who chose 
his wife ''as she did her gown not for a · fine 
glossy surface but for qualities that wore well.'' 
But now at least they do not ask for dowry' 
but for a sweet temper or a sweet temperament. 

' One man· says "perfect girl needed" which· 
shows that romance is not missing from the minds 
of these practical-minded me., The ladies, alas, 
have not yet started doing their advertising, 
Without recognising this, the unwary reader may 
infer that, even· if our men should turn back on 
Government jobs, our women would not allow it. 
Landed property and medicine figure · next. 
Absent are lawyers and journalists, Behind 
the women's section of this valuable portion 
of the newspaper, one sees lurking the guardian's 
hand, even when tbe girt is educated. Both adverti
sing sexes, therefore, reflect thl!vie!s held by.men on 
marriage. The great revelation IS that still they 
are eo trustful as l? rely on t!tB oth~r party's w?rd 
for qualities wh1oh are mcreasmgly becommg 
more dependant on personal likes and d1slikes. T~ 
U. S. A., with1 all its frc:edo!D in soc;iety, thought !t 
neoeuary to experiment m tr1al marriages_ to eradi
cate inoompatability, The Punjab wittl 1ts purdah 
tradition allows the other party to the contract-for 
marria~e by advertising is essentially contractual-to 
bear w1tness on so important a matter as sweetness 
of temper, "Every man buys his wife in a sack," 
Thus Spake Zarathustra. Let trusting advertisers 
beware. 

It is shocking that the prees aUows these things 
to go unchecked. For applicants, there should be 
fixed fonns to ensure security and guarantee aatisfac:
tion. How otherwise oan one claim, as newspapers 
do, ·time and again, that advertised goods are top 
quality I' 1 hope the various associations connected 
with the press will take up this point. 1 particularly 
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appeal to the Newspaper Proprietors' Association 
which looks after the busilljlss interests of the press, 
failing the presence of a readers' organisation. 

X. 

THE TATA IRON AND STEEL COMPANY. 
The Directors of the · Tata Iron and Steel Com

pany in their report of the working of the Company 
for 1114.1-4.2 propose to adopt a novel feature for the 
payment of dividends on ordinary and deferred 
shares, Of Rs. 27 per ordinary share and Rs. 168 
per deferred share, Rs. 12 and Rs. 86 respectively 
are to be satisfied by issue of bearer • deposit certi· 
ficates with interest at 8 per cent per annum redeem
able at the Company's option within three years. 
In explanation of this arrangement, the Directors 
observe: · 

As a result of recent developments in the war situation' 
andtl;eproxlmiryofthe nearest theatre of war, the 
situation i• fraught with serious possibilities, which if 
they materialised even partially, would imperatively 
necessitate the conservation of the Company's financial 
resources to the maximum possible extent. Apart from 
this factor, transport difficulties, A. R. P. measures and 
various restrictions consequent on the war have begun 
to interfere. considerably with the transport of raw 
materials and finished goods and. production. If the 
situation were to become woroe in the· future, even 
though, as Is earnestly hoped, the more serious circulll:l
tances mentioned above do not arise, the position of 
the Company would be seriously affected, In the face 
of such uncertainties it Is the duty of the Company to 
prepare itself for a possible emergency by conserving 
its re50UI"ces and by keeping its borrowing powers 
unimpaired, 

NATIONAL WAR FRONT LEADERS. 
We have received a list of names and addresses of 

leaders and direotors of the National War Front in 
the districts. Gentlemen in ·the district list are 
known as leaders and those in the city list as 
directors. There are twenty-five district leaders~ 
two for Ahmedabad,,. three for Ahmednagar, two for 
Belgaum, two for Thana, and one for eloh of the other 
districts. Bombay city bas ten office-holders 
besides the provincial leader, Mr. R. P. Masani. 
Citizens desiring to help are requested to commu. 
nicate direct with the leaders or directors of their 
respective areas. 

Baekwal"d Classes Hostel :-Grants-in-aid 
of Rs. '1,912 . for the current year and Rs. 6,840 for 
every subsequent year have been sanctioned by the 
Bombay Government fer the opening of a new hostel 
for backward class students receiving collegiate and 
technical education in Bombay. The Hostel wiU be 
opened by the Provincial Board of the Harijan Sevak 
Sangh in collaboration with the Depressed Class 
Mission Society, Bombay, and the existing hostel run 
by this Society will merge into the new hostel. 

OxfoPd Pamphlets on Indian Affalps ,_ 
The Oxford University Press announce the publication 
this month of the first four titles in a new series of 
pamphlets on Indian Affairs, which aim at providing a 
background to the many problems which have soon to be 
faced and solved. No. 1. "The Cultural Problem," is 
made up of five contributions from members of th~ major 
communities of the country. No.2. "The Economic Back
ground'' also contains contributions from five 
economists. The other two titles announced are "Indian 
States," by Sardar K.. M. Panjkar and "Democracy in 
India" by Dr. A, Appadorai. No, 2· "The Position of 
Women:' by Vijayalakshml Pandit, and many other titles 
are In preparation. Single pamphlets, S2pp. 4 annas 
each. Double pamphlets, Upp. 8 annas each. 

THK RANK OF BARODA, LTD, . 
(lD.Gorporated lm Barod, The Uabllit)' of llemben being Limitecl.) 

Uoder tbe Patronage of and largely aupported by th• 
Oovemment of H. H. the MabaraJa Oaekwar of Borqda. 

CAPITAl. AUTHORISED . _ . Ita, :o,4o.oo,ooe 
CAPITAL ISSUED .t SUBSCR.IBED ,. l,llo,oo,ooo 
CAPITAL PAID-UP • 6o,oo,Ooo 
RESERVE! FUND ., ss.oo,ooo 

Head Offlce.-BARODA, 

Branches :-Ahmedabad ( Bhadra ), AbmedabaO 
( Panc:bkuva )1 Amrell, Bbavnagar, Billimor~, 

Bombay, Calcutta, Dabboi, Dwarka, Harij (N, 0.), • Kadi, Kalol, Kapadwanj, Karjan, Mebsana, 
Mitbapur, Navsarl, Patan, Petlad, Port Okba, 
Sankbeda, Sidbpur, Surat, Visnagar ( N. 0. ), and 
Vyara. 

SAFE DEPOSIT 
VAULTS 

AT 

AHMEDABAD, 
BARODA, 

NAVSARI, & 
PAT AN. 

-:o:--

LOCKE~S OF DIFFE~ENT 
SIZES AVAILABLE 

--:o:-

RATES ON APPLICATION. 

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED. 

RULES ON APPLICATION. 
W. G. GROUNDWATER, 

General Manai/e,., 

The following books can be had from the 

office of Tlze Intlian Social Reformer: . . \ 
K. Natarajan's "01ir Trip to AIIIerlca" Be. it

S. Natarajan's "West of Suez" Bs. 3/-.. 
Bombay li.epresentative Conference 1922 Be. 1t

(Posfi free). 

(being the official report of the unit, 

C11nference pelcl in 1921 in Bombay, 

Interest In this has revived as a result 

of the recent Sapru Conference.) 

Apply to Ike Manare,, 
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THE BANK OF INDIA, LTD. 
(Ee,abllebed nb sep~mbeP 1906•) 

Jlf(X)RPORATIID UBDBII Tim IBDIUI OOIIPAIIDI AJJ'I 

91 or 1881. 

Capital' SubBcribed ···- Rs. 2,00,00,000 
" 1,00,00,000 
.. 1,18,00,000 

Capital Calle4 up ... -
Reaene Punct •••••• 

neAD omce • 
ORIBNTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 

Branches:-

AHMEDABAD 
Bhadra (Main Ollice"J. 
!!Ilia Briclp. . 

StatioD BI'IIICh. 
l'oNDHERI: 

Nut Bombay. 
SANDRA: 

Near Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

Bullion Ezchallge 

Colaba 
Kalbadevi 
Malabar HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Main Office) 
Bar& Bazar 
Cbowringhee 
Squa.re. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARAC.HI. 
NAG PUR: 
• Kingsway 

ltwari BUIU. 
POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT. 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Westminster Baok Ltcl. 

CURII.ENT DR POSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed on daily balances from lila. 800 to lils, 1,00,000 
@ i% per annum. Interest on balances In ezcess of 
Ra. 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement:. No 
credit will be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
1>11 than Rs. SJ- per half year. 

FIDD DRPOSITS are received for one year, or for 
sbortea periods at rates whlch may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
terms. Rules on application, 

The Bank acts as Bxecutop and Tpustee 
undeP Wills and Settlement!J arid undertakes 
Trustee Business generally. Rules may be obtained on 
application. 

LOANS, OVRII.DllAFTS AND CASH CllEDITS: 
The Bank grants accommodation on terms to be arranged, 
against approved securities. 

The Bank undertake• on behalf of Its constituents the 
aafe custody of Shares and Securities and the collection of 
dlvldeuds and Interest thereon, It also undertakes the 
•ale and purchase of Government Paper and all descrlpo 
tlon~ of Stock at moderate charges, particulars of which 
may be had on application. 

A. G. GII.AY, 
!JaMgw. 

THE BOMBAY PROVINCIAL 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK; LTD. 

Bm VITHALDAB TlllOKEBSlllY MEIIIOBIAL BUILDING, 

9, Bekehoase L ..... ll'oft, BOIIBAY, 

Baramatl (Diatrlct l'ooaa). 
IJIIampur (Diarlct 5atara). 
Karad ( • .). 
Ta•caoa 1 11 ,, ). 

5atara ( • • ). 
ltlrloakanrlldl ( a " ), 
&blrala ( " ,, ). 
l:orecaoa { 11 11 ). 

Wal ( ., ., J, 
ltopercaoa (Diatrlct Abmed. 

D8Jii&f). 

l:~_:r \ :: : l: 
&bevcaoa ( .. ,. ~. 
A.bmedDBIAr t1 " ), 
Bblwudl (DiatriCI Tbaaa). 
Palcbar C ., .. ). 
l:alyaa ( •• " ), 

Vlram,am (Diatrtq Atme. 
dabad), 

Dbulla (DUtrlct W eat 
Kbaade•IIJ• 

Doadalcba ( • 11 ~. 

Nudarbar 
5blrpar 
5babada 
Sakrl 
Sladkbeda 
Malegaoa 
Kalwan 
Lualgaon 
Naadgaoa 
Do bad 

( . . ~ 
• 

<·~ .... 
( . . 
~ : : )~ 
(Diatrlcl Nut•;• 

I :: : . 
C Dletrlct Paacll• 

Maba•),• 
J[aiOf ( tl II I 

Aklul (Oiatrlct 5bolapar)• 

DlBEO!OBS, 

R. G. Saralya, Esq., (Chairman), 
ProL V, G. Kale, 
G, V.ladhav, Esq. 
Gordhand .. G. Morarjl, Esq. 
B. C. V. Mohla, Esq. 
R&o Bahadur R. V, Vaudekar, 
K. M. Tbakor, Esq. 
G, B Sane, Esq. 

• 
9HABIC OAl'l!.aL t

r Fully Paid) 

K. V. Vloh ... ,Esq. 
D. 1. Znnjarrao, Esq. 
D, V, Potdar, Esq: 
·V, B. Br.sawoual, Esq. 
B. T. More, Esq. 
V. P. Varde, Eeq, 
Vaiknuth L. lllohta, Esq. 

(Manoging Director, 

-
J, Dl!lPOSITB Bzo41or oue '""' an4 ahonor or Joosor 11"1"" 

on aaoopled. BaMI 11114 olhor poHiaulan may ea aaaerialaot 
!rom tho undonlguo4, 

I, OUBBENT AOOOUNTB an tpened lor Oo4poratl" 
&alotl• and lndl91duaill. lo ... eol lo •llo"A4 oa 4aUJ baloDOot 
nol omoodlng Ba. 1,00,000, 

B, SAVINGS BANK DICPOBI:J:S are aaooplo4 aliA t••••· 
~d all por aenl, on mlolmam monlhiJ balaoaea. Bal• maJ 
Ill obtolalll.lrom lhe ana-gno4. 

&. Oralio areluoed on dlloarloo •ad o\h• loWIIII oa florb1l lo .,. 
IIIDirialued on appllo•Mou.. 

1. Aooountl are •udtMicl qU&I'IerlJ bJ • firm oJ 1DGQ1'P01allli 
Aaaounlaolll oud yearly b' a Spoalal Gooorumool Aadllol, 
Qurlorly nolameolo ol 6naDOial poollloa oro pvblltllo41• lbt 
u Bomba v Gc'f8nlm.eut; Garene." 

V&IKUNTB r.. !>IEBT.l 

Managing r lreotor,o 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORME}l. 
( FOUNDRD IN 1880. ) 

Subscplptlon Rates. 
Inland ... ... ... Rs. 7-8 (Post FPee). 
FoPeign ... ... ... Rs. 10 (Post Fl'ee). 

Single coplel of the current montb, If available can be had at 2 annas, current JUr .& annas and copies 11ore 
than a year old I annas each, exclusive. of postage. 

Casual Advertisements will be Inserted at Annas Four per line, subject to a minimum 
ol live lines, or Rupee One Annas Four per loeb. 

;-or Putict~lan, Apply to-
TaB MANAGER, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 
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THE 
CENTRAL BANK OF INI>IA, LIMITED. 

Esto.bllshed,--Dooember, 1911, 

AUTHOIUSED CAPITAL 
SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL 
PAID-UP CAPITAL 
RESERVE & OTHEil FUNDS 
DEPOSITS AS AT 31-12-41 

... Rs· 3,50,00,000 
lls· 3.36.26.400 
Its. 1,68,13.200 
Rs· 1,36,42,000 
Rs· 41,31 ,90,000 

HEAD OFFlCR:--Rsplanade Road, Fort, BOMBAY, 
155 Branches and J'ay·OIIices throughout India. 

-
DllECTOR;;. 

. Harldas Madhavdas, Esq., Chairman, Ardesh!r B. 

. Dubash, Esq., Dlnshaw D. Romer Esq., Vithaldas 
' Kanji, :S:sq., Noormahomed M. Chlnoy, :S:sq., Bapujl 

Dadabhoy Lam, Esq., Dharamsey Mulraj Khatau, :S:sq,, 
Sir Ar<leshlr 1Jalal, Kt., H. F. Commissariat, :S:sq. 

LONDON AGENTS :-Messrs. Barclay's Bank Limited and 
lllessno. Midland Bank Ltd. NEW YORK AGENTS:-Tbe 

,Guar.urty Trust Co. of New York. 

Banking Business of every description tranaaoted on terms 
which may be ascertained on &]Wlioation. 

H. 0. OAPTAIN, Managing Director. 

Travaneore State Life Insurance 
PUBLIC BRANCH 

Open to all Troavaneopeans 

-:o:~ 

Guaranteed and managed by the Government 

tOW RATES OF PREMIA-LOWEST 
EXPENSE RATIO 

' .. 
Profits distributed at the very first valuation-

Government do not wish to profit 

by the concern 

Apply to:-

THE ACCOUNTANT GENERAL, 

TRIV AND RUM. 

CHEST COLD 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 

into bronchitis; avoid this by rubbing your 

chest With AMRUT~JAN. Its penetrating 

warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 

the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

. AMRUTANJAN 
Bl'ing-s Quick Relief Alway~ 

AMRUTANJAN LTD. 
BOMBAY & MADRAS 

THE MAHA-BODHI 
An lllustrated Journal of International 

Buddhist Brotherhood. . . 
Deals with Buddhism in all its aspects anc 

with History, Art, Philosophy, Archaeology anc 
education, .News of Buddhist activities all ove1 

·the world is a S"""ial feature. rr- . 
CONTRillUTORS : 

Professor Nicholas R.oerlch, Sir Harl Singb pour 
Sri Rahula Sans!rrityayana, Dr. Dinesh Ohandra Sen 
Mr. J, F. McKechnie (Bhlklrhu bllacara), Sir S, Radha 
krishnan, Dr. D. 'II., Bhand&rlrar, Mr. Arun Sen, B.A 
(Cantab), Dr, B. M.Barua, Dr. B. C. Law, M.A., Ph.D, 
B.L, Dr, P. C.· Bagchi, Dr. Benoy Chandra Sen 
Dr. Kalidas Nag, Dr, N. Dutt, and others. , . 

AnniUJI 8ullsoriJ>tion.. 4~'!'.,.tiummt rat1, . . 

India, Ceylon ... ll.s. · 4 · Full Iilge (Cover) ... lb. U 
Burma ... ,. 5 Ditto· (Body) .. ,', 11 

Far East · •· .. Yen 8 Half page ,., ,. .. 8j 
Europe ... 8 Shillings f 

or equivalent Quarter page ,., ,. ' 
America ... 8 Dollars 

Applg to t111 Manager, 

MAHA-BODHI SOCIETY, 
CALCUTTA, 

Printed by Jal B, Dabaob, Muager, no Oommorolal,. PrlntiDS• 1'reaa, 106, Cowaajl Patell, Slreot, Fort, Bombay, and Pnbll8he4 
Xamakahl Nalaraju lor the l'loprlelou of the "l'ndiu Boolal Reformer" Limited, at 106, Cowaojl Palel Streel, Fort, llombay, 
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oeN'ti!NTS, 
Need 1m a Long View, 
Mr. Amery'o lliiulon. 
Tbo Oongreu Booolulfoa, 
Ullllllf!!OilO Doololou 1 
Dr, B. B. Ambedk&r. 
Evaou .. Allowanoea. 
Polyoodry In Bomboy, e 
'.rho Breakdown of U>e Oololll&l 

s,nom. 

The Government, the Soldier 
and U>el'r-. 

Con of Ll'ring. 
The Looae.Lend Tangle, . 
Sir A, Ramaswamy MadaU..r. 
ClOD>mllD61 Swimming-Pool, 
Lellere of B. J. PadebAb. 
IDdlauto In Durbaa, 

.. NOTES • 
Need for a Long View :-When the war with 

Germany started three years ago, the Viceroy 
might have believed with good reason that be 
~uld manage the Indian situation without the 
co-operation of Indian leaders, His Excellency 
might have held the same view even when Japan 
entered the field because the Japanese were not 
expected to make a stand against the combined 
might of the. United States and Great·~Britain,·· 
But events have shown that the original optimism 
in both cases was based · on ignoranc~ of . 
conditions in the enemy countries. In conse
quence the effects of the war are beginning to be 
felt in layers of Indian society and psychology 
to which the Viceroy has no access and about 
which the Government in New Delhi has nevet 
shown muCh concern. Orders have been and are 
being issued almost every day impinging on the 
intimate life of the people. Last week we 
had some comments on • the order about 
billetting. There are other orders about taking 
over landP.d property and residential property. 
Necessities of life, such as salt, food grains and 
k~rosine oil, are not obtainable by the poor in 
'Parts of the country. The assumption seems to 
.be that the Government of India is in the same 
relation to the Indian people as the British 
·Government is to the people of the British Isles. 
A little reflection will show that this assumption 
does not rest 0f1 a factual foundation. The 
British Government is continuous with British 
Society and the forces which act on British 
society, also operate on the British Govern· 
ment. Mr. Winston · Churchill and His 
Majesty the King himself are constantly under 
the blaze of British public opinion. In India, 
Lord Unlithgow, the Governors of provinces 
and the high officials are entirely out of touch 
with the daily life of the people, their hopes and 
fears. Recent instances may be mentioned to 
show how complete is the gulf which divides them 
from the people whom they rule over, What is 
worse is that they are ignorant of their Ignorance. 

·The public is asked to do this and to do that and 
the people obey because obedience to authority is 
Ingrained in the Indian character. It is quite 
another matter when people are told to think 
this way and that way, to believe this 
and not to believe that. A man's thoughts 
and beliefs are not controlled by his 
will, much less by the will of others, 
The conditions must be there which spon~ 
neously create the belief or plant the 
idea in men's. minds. Mere intellectual ·assent 
which is all that authority can exact, does foot 
govern conduct. Neitber. can. fear, of . pumsb, 
ment. whether by an existing or a foreign power, 
lead to anYthing more than- simulation or 
dissimulation. The sentiments of the people are. J, 
as important as the conclusions of reason. Tht;· 
latter, indeed, seldom influence the conduct eve~ 
of.most .. educated.. .men. ... Conclusions .of r~ason 
would show that war, any war, is the most 
irrational proceeding in which intelligent 
beings can engage. Every people are entitled 
to cherish , their own sentiments and no 
people should attempt to foist their senti· 
ments on other peoples. The present situation 
demands deep thinking. The usual methods 
of Indian administration, to take new powers 
whenever confronted by a new situation, can no 
longer be retied upon. The crucial point is, bow 
much trust there is between the British and 
the Indian peoples. The true policy is strenu
ously to work to augment this trust and to avoid 
every step which might diminish it. Is this 
being realised sufficiently? . 

Mr. Amery's llluslon:-Mr •. Amery may lay 
the flattering unction as thick as he pleases to 
his soul that be is controlling the working of the 
Indian political machine on the lines of his own 
deliberate choice. But this is far from being 
the case. Every day new forces are coming 
into play and not the framework only but the 
foundation of the Indian system is yielding to 
the enormous pressure exerted on it by cir
cumstances as much beyond Mr. Amery's 
control as the motions of the planets. He is 
merely the fly on the wheel, which imagines that 
it is the driving force. One single fact alone 
has implications which should be obvious even 
to a smugly self .complacent being like Mr. 
Amery, The defence of India is no longet a 
jealously guarded privilege of Britain. Foreign 
aid has had to be invoked and secured 
on the understanding that it is forthcoming 
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because the defence of India concerns the 
United States and . China and the twenty-four 
other Allied nations as much as Great 
Britain. Some time bal:k the Netherlands 
Indies representative in W ashington• confided to 
·Washington pressmen that he was considering 
whether the expedition to reconquer the lost 
territories should start from India or Australia 
as its base. Twenty-five Allied nations seem 
to regard the twenty-sixth as being at 
their disposal so far at least as the present 
war is ·concerned. That sentiment is likely to 
affect the future of India much beyond the 
Conclusion of· hostilities. Every <1-ction ·has its 
reaction and the reactions of the cooperation of: 
foreign powers in the defence of India during the 
war will be profound and far-reaching. 

·The Congress· Resolution: ...... The resolution of 
the Congress Working Committee which was 
released to the press on Wednesday, is a demand 
for independence as a condition for support to 
the war effort. It is addressed at the British 
Government, to the United Nations and the All 
India Congress Committee which is to meet on 
August 7. It seems to suggest a further step 
to be taken by the A. I. C. C. The demand is 
an ultimatum but there is no time-limit attached 
to it, The resolution asks for the withdrawal 
of the British power from control in India, 
offering in return the full co-operation of this 
country; it declares Congress anxiety not to come 
in the way of the United Nations though it is 
impatient for national freedom; it tells Britain 
that with all the goodwill in the world it is 
unable to pursue longer its declared policy of 
non-embarrassment. This policy, it declares, had 
been adopted in the hope that its bona fides 
would be appreciated and "real power transferred 
to popular representatives;'' that "nothing 
would be done to tighten Britain's stranglehold 
on India." This was not why Gandhiji 
advocated the adoption of a policy of non. 
embarrassment, though it might be the cause for 
now giving it up. Non-embarrassment was 
advocated because it was not considered proper 
for a satyagrahi to strike his adversary when he 
was in difficulties. There is nothing in the 
resolution itself to show that Britain is "tighten
ing her stranglehold" unless the statement that 
she was not relaxing her hold might be 
considered equivalent to tightening. It is obvious 
that this resolution is the fruit of the Cripps 
Mission from which a section of the Congress 
evidently hoped for much and was grievously 
disappointed. But the suggestion that the 
people of India are now feeling "a growing 
satisfaction at the success of Japanese arms'' 
is a piece of political jugglery unworthy of 
men with any claim to leadership. The 
Working Committee has the affrontery to 
suggest that, because of this development, it 
is considering action. It has been said that 
Pandit Nehru and the Congress President 
who were both closely involved in the Cripps 
negotiations, were working with Gandhiji to 
~:hange; . the qriginal draft as presented by him. 

There is little to show their hand but it is 
not unfair to conclude that this clause owes its 
presen~ t? them. It is an unfortunate inclusion. 
fhe hmt 1s. thrown out that a mass agitation 
will ensue if the demands are not granted. When 
a section of the Congress pressed desperate!) for 
mass action in 1940, Gandhiji declared himself 
opposed to it and was resolute in his determina
tion to keep the agitation symbolic. · What has 
happened now to change him? First, from the 
British point of view, never was Britain more 
hard-pressed than now and, if, at any period 
satyagraha dictated non-embarrassment to th: 
Government, surely that moment is now. From the 
point of view oflndia, there is the menace of japan 
and, with the present phase of the battle in 
Russia, increasing stress on the West. Internally 
there is the recrudescence of violence, in Sind 
on an organised scale from the Hurs and in the 
ominous Simla train daco[ty; there is otherwise 
also considerable hardship with rising prices. 
From the Congress point of view, the party 
has been shaken by the Rajagopalachari agita
tion, the Munshj defection, and the retirement 
of .a. few lea~ers for reasons . of health fro~ 
poht1cs. Mr. ]lnnah has been ne1ther satisfied nor 
coerced into silence; V{hatever his difficulties, they 
arise from outside the Congress. Even as a party 
decision, the contemplated. agitation is ill-timed 
and out of place. The circumstances which 
worked against mass movements in 1940 are 
?lore ~cutely present :oday. , Only "!le ch~nge 
1s ev1dent, the V1ceroy's expans1on ·of his 
Executive Council. And national considerations 
should rather work to persuade Congressmen to 
stay their hand and give these men the same 
chance they were willing to give the old system, 
The anxiety to act now shown cannot but convey 
the impression that the Congress High Comman4 
fears that otherwise it will be left out of the 
political field for the next few years. If this is 
so, let it be openly admitted, instead of seeking 
shelter behind the pretence of averting the 
corruption of the Indian people. · 

Unanimous Decision?-Maulana Abu! Kalani 
Azad, the Congress President, in an interview tO 
the press has declared that the resolution of the 
Working Committee was U(lanimously adopted. 
He denied that it was an ultimatum. Gandhiji, 
however, has said that there is no room for 
negotiation as it was open rebellion. The 
resolution itself is too lengthy to be consistent 
and it bears on its face the signs of acute 
differences. The Maulana claimed the credit 
of impressing . on Gandhiji the importance of 
accepting armed resistance to aggression as 
Congress official policy. Gandhiji still speaks 
the language of nen-violence. Can it be that 
once again ~ere is grave and fundamental mis
understanding among Congress leaders? The 
last time it was Rajaji whose interpretation held 
the field against Gandhiji who had .framed the 
resolution. Today Rajaji is out of Congress 
politics. 

Dr. JJ. R· Ambedkar :-Speaking at a demon· 
,stration in honour of his appointment as a 
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Member of the Governor-Generars Expanded 
Executive Council, Dr. B. R. Ambedkar 
observed, that his appointment was the 
.result of organised political agitation and that 
the J)epressed Classes should not relax their 
struggle for a share of political power in the 
government of the country. But for political 
agitation there would have been no expansion 
of the Executive Council and, if there were 
no . expansion, Dr. Ambedkar would not 
have been nominated. It is evident that the 
larger political agitation had at least as much 
to do with his appointment as, perhaps more 
than, the feeble mowment among the Depressed 
Classes only. If the national movement collapses 
owing to the mistakes of its leaders or owing to. 
the Jntransigence of groups intent on advancing 
their own special interests, the Depressed 
Classes by themsel¥es will not be able ·to 
sustain the position which they have gained. 
The best thing which they can do in their 
own interest, is to recognize that they are 
no longer Depressed · Classes and work for the 
progress of the country as Indians. Dr. 
Ambedkar said that much was expected of him 
but much of what he could accomplish depended 
on his colleagues in the Council. His colleagues 
are most unlikely to oppose any well-considered 
proposal which he may bring forward for the 
advancement of the depressed classes, provided it 
does not involve any hardship or diSadvantage to 
the general population. On the contrary, he will 
have their warm support. Among his colleagues 
is the man who, by a stroke of his pen, 
removed the ban on the entry of the 
Depressed Classes into Hindu temples in the 
most conservative Hindu State in the country. 
Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar did this not as 
a departure from but as the perfect fulfilment 
of the spirit of the Hindu religion. Dr. Ambedkar 
in his earlier career was a5 keen on temple entry· 
as the more religious-minded representatives of 
the Depressed Classes. He may not be so keen 
about it now, But all the same, it remains a 
magnificent gesture on the part of Hinduism 
l'{hich has so for been the major theme of 
IJr. Ambedkar's oratory, and denunciation 
of Hindus is likely to fall flat on a 

·Council which numbers Sir Ramaswami Aiyar as 
one of its members. The other members, too, 
are sure to support Dr. Ambedkar's proposals. 
for the betterment of the condition of .the 
masses. It is necessary to say this because of 
Dr. Ambedkar's remark which is calculated to 
throw by anticipation the blame for failure on his 
part on his colleagues. Dr. Ambedkar starts on 
his office with the goodwill of all classes· of his 
countrymen and it is for him to respond to it 
worthily, , 

Evacuee Allowances :-We commented last 
week on the statement made by the Hon. Mr. 
Aney at a Press Conference during his recent 
visit to Allahabad touching on complaints of 
discrimination among evacuees from ·Burma 
b;lsed on racial origin. Since his return 
to New Delhi, a further statement has 

l 
been issued. According to this, henceforth 
advances to be made to evacuees will be 
proportionate to their economic status in Burma 
before they migrated from the country, irrespec
tive of racial origin 'or descent. . The European 
will get even under this rule more than the Indian 
because all the higher-paid jobs in Burma were 
monopolised by them. Many of them seem to 
enjoy what is almost a preferential right to fill 
up vacancies or newly-created posts under the 
Government of India. Nevertheless, the new 
rule is distinctly better than the discriminatory 
arrangements which prevailed until now. One 
sentence in the communique rather puzzles us. 
It is stated that "the trutb is that allowances 
payable to European refugees from war areas 
had been fixed by His Majesty's Government 
long before any question of Indian refugees 
arose." Does this mean that His Majesty's 
Government hoped, wished .or intended that 
Indians in war areas would continue to remain 
there under the · Japanese regime and that 
only Europeans would have to leave the 
enemy-occupied country ? 

Polyandry io Bombay :-The Reformer has 
repeatedly called attention to the dangerously 
unsatisfactory nature of the Arya Marriage Act, 
Beyond defining the Aryas as a class of Hindus, 
the Act leaves the question whether a particular 
person marrying under the Act is a bona fide 
member of the Arya Samaj or has only assumed· 
that character for the purpose of availing himself 
or herself of the sanction of the Act for a
marriage which cannot be lawfully contracted 
under other existing laws. Bigamous marriages 
have been contracted under the Arya Marriage 
Act many of which could not be valid if 
contracted tmder the Hindu Law or any pf the 
Special Marriage Acts. In a recent case which 
came before the Additional Presidency Magist
rate, Mr. Kantilal Thakore, a polyandrous 
marriage was accidentally averted when the Arya 
rites were about to be. performed, by a casual· 
visitor who knew that the woman was already 
married, · The President of the Bombay Arya 
Samaj deposed that the marriage did not take 
place by the timely recognition of the bride as a 
married woman. He thereupon told the parties 
that he would not solemnise such a marriage as 
it was illegal and against the .canons of morality, 
There is no statutory form but the Arya Samaj, 
it seems, has a form which the parties have to 
fill up. The President of the Arya Samaj said 
that the woman when questioned by him declared 
that she was unmarried. It is high time that 
the Act was amended so as to make it impossible 
for similar incidents. Apart from the Arya 
Samaj, polyandrous marriages seem to be a 
sort of trade. The same Magistrate had another 
case before him in which a woman was alleged 
to have been married to four husbands. 
Commercialism has reduced the sacrament of 
marriage to a marketable commodity, 
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THE BREAKOOW.N OF THE 
COLONIAL SYSTEM. • 

The events which . occurred just prior to the 
fall of Malaya and Burma, such'"" of them 
as are generally known, have given serious 
cause for reflection to all thoughtful students of 
political institutions in the British Empire. In 
South Africa; speaking at a Rotary-lunch- at 
Durban; the centre of racialism, Mr, Justice 
Broome who presided· over the. Commission on 
Indian penetration in Transvaal and Natal, drew 
the following striking conclusions : 

The time bas come for us to face the fact thab a very 
large proportion of our population bas no say at all in, 
the way the country Is run. We must give these people 
a stake in the country if we are to rely on them. 
Unless the Indian population of South Africa is given 
a stake In tho country, the Union is faced with grave 
danger. The danger is that where there were a people 
in a country who lived there without any ties, such as a 
hand In the government, such people became indifferent 
as to who were their masters. 'l'o them one master was 
as good as another. This lesson had been learnt in 

· Malaya and In Burma. The Indian question, though 
confined principally to Natal, was actually a national 
one. 

The Ficture is completed by "P. T. B." in an 
illuminating article on "The Fall of Malaya,"' 
in the Political Quarterly, London, where he 
observes: 

In the Netherlands East Indies, a Eurasian actually 
became Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces which 
have since proved no less successful against the 
Japanese than did the British troops. It is certain 
that nobody ever considered even the possibility of a 
Eurasian rising to high military rank In Malaya. The 
first French •olonial possession to join General 
de Gaulle was Chad, the Governor of which was I 00 
per cent African, a fact, which has never been unduly 
stressed in Britain, much less in Malaya, 

This is exactly what the Congress Working 
Committee resolution which has been released 
this week and is awaiting acceptance by the All 
India Congress Committee on August 7, intends 
to say on the positive side, in its maze 
of 1,700 words. That, in effect, is what 
the national demand boils down to. Unfortu
nately, several side-issues have distracted 
leaders from a direct statement of the case, not 
the least being vacillation between violence 
and non-violence, and the necessity of impres
sing on nervous officials the determination and 
anxiety of India as a whole to fight the Naz:is, 
the Fascists, the Japanese, etc. The coloma! 
system has broken down at the first touch, 
What is to take its place or are we to continue 
with the old methods? To get a clear idea of 
what is needed, it is useful to fix attention on 
what was lacking. And "P.T.B.", in spite of 
his defence of the Malayan planter, of the 
Malayan bureaucrat, and his distrust of the 
Indian, has given a clear presentation of the 
position. 

The most serious defect was the Jack of 
contact between various sections of the 
population an.d between most of them and the 

Government. To explain it in familiar terms, 
a system of caste had developed in Malaya, 
Sir Edward Blunt says in his Castes of 
Northern India that men know very little about 
castes other than the ones in which they , find 
themselves. Whether this is true of India 
or not, in Malaya a position had arisen in 
which it was possible for a statement to be 
issued suggesting that "British soldiers 
experienced great difficulty in distinguishing 
the Japanese from the Tamils, Malayas and 
the local Chinese." This could only be possible 
if something not very different from the Nazi 
race theory was existent in Malaya, "P. T. B." 
says the Australian altitude was, if 
anything, worse. In three spheres this 
situation showed tragic consequences. . In 
the field of recruitment, the Straits Settle. 
ments Volunteer For~ was thrown open 
only in October 1941 to non-Europeans, and 
then, "several days after the original request 
for volunteers was made, only one volunteer 
offered his services.'' During 1940 and 1941 
Europeans of military age were called up fo; 
military training and ' commercial firms put in 
very frequent applications for exemption of their 
employees." "P. T. B.'' says that a good 
number of these applications were refused but 
invariably after protracted negotiation. Then 
in the business world, the two prosperous 
commercial communities, the Whites and the 
Chinese, both opposed all attempts to impose
direct taxation. Eventually an Income-Tax 
of 8 per cent on the highest incomes was levied. 
In the matter of the ·•scorched earth'' policy 
failure to discuss and carefully plan actio~ 
with the aid of "the more enlightened elements 
of the business world'' made preparations in
adequate. "In all its dealings with business 
the Government exhibited a lamentable lack of 
firmness.'' Last but not least comes labour, 
The construction of fortifications, shelters and 
the like could easily have been carried out with 
the vast amount of labour available. Even if 
the Asiatic population of Malaya was ignored
and "P. T. B." asserts that there was Q,O 

reason to do so since they were not 
hostile to the Government-Java, with 
the increasingly friendly attitude of the 
Netherlands Indies, could have made good the 
shortage. Government in demanding the services 
of: European employees of commercial firms could. 
have asked the firms to substitute Asiatics 
for Europeans, even though British rule'· in 
Malaya was ~'P-articularly defective in the failure 
to admit non-Europeans to executive and admi". 
nistrative posts.'' ·up, T. B." who urges the 
association of Asiatics in responsible positions 
with Government, himself reveals the mind which 
prevents this association. He shares the fear 
that employment of Asiatics might bring in the 
danger of fifth column activities, Why should 
this fear exist? As Mr. Broome has pointed 
out in the paragraph quoted at the outset, the 
best guarantee against defeatism is to confer 
responsibility and share p.ower. The general 
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trend of "P. T. B.'s" article is also in this direc
tion. The writer obviously knows Malaya. Does 
the prejudi~ he shows against Indians, prevail 
generally there among the ruling race? We 
remember that Mr. Mallal observed in Bombay 
that ~ir Shinton Thomas, the Governor, refused 
to allow Indians to form a volunteer force even 
after other non-Europeans had been permitted to 
do so. And "P. T. B." shows greater trust in 
the Chinese. 

There is another defect which "P. T.B."touches 
on, which is equally serious : That is the tend
ency to over-optimism and bluff on the part of the 
bureaucracy, its confidence in its ability to handle 
any situation and its suspicion of all criticism. 
He gives a representative but by no means 
exhaustive selection of the various statements 
made on Malaya by high-placed officials which 
were falsified on the first attack. He mentions 
that one reason for the business community's 
slow response to the needs of the situation was 
that it accepted the assurances of the Govern
ment. Then he goes on to discuss the dailr, 
communiques, "The standards of the Command, ' 
he writes, "were also reflected in the daily 
communiques, which reached the lowest level 
attained even during the present war, and 
their confused and misleading nature only served 
to discredit those responsible for them. The 
statements of the Singapore spokesman were 
also worse in every respect even than those 
of his colleague · or colleagues_ in Cairo.'' 
"P. T. B." somewhat ingenuously remarks 
that the Administration was not inefficient ; 
he praises the junior offices for theil," ability 
and places the blame on m!n in the higher 
and highest posts. By implication this sug
gests that a few changes at the top would 
remedy the trouble. We are not so confident. 
There were occasions in several places in 
Malaya where any young official who had the 
initiative, could have asserted himself. That 
the Civil Service was efficient and honest, does 
not imply that it was capable of bearing the 
heavy burden that the war put on it. The truth 
i!j,. that the system controlled from mains 
wbich are thousands of miles away, kills 
initiative. How efficient or informed that 

-centre is, is revealed by "P. T. B.'s'' quotation of 
the Deputy Leader's reference to Malaya in the 
House of Commons as covering a vast area. 
As a matter of fact, it is less than Great 
Britain, The only certain remedy is to give 
greater power to the units of the Empire. Nothing 
can be a more damning condemnation of the 
present system than the following paragraph : 

Local condltlons should have provided some relief 
from tho wor.t effects of Inferiority In tho alr. In 
Malaya, and especially In Northern Malaya, the ground 
afforded, or should have afforded, a substantial measure 
of cover and of opportunities for camouflage. This 
potential advantage, however, never materialised, as 
apparently tho Japanese knew tho country far better 
than their opponents ...... Tho · dense jungle forests 
and, to a less extent, the Iorge areas planted with 
rubber offered much opportunity for skilful concealment 
from alr attack, wliUe tho Innumerable rivers and 
creeks of Western Mala,a, together with substantial 

areas of swamp, restricted the use of armoured vehicles 
to cerlain well-defined areas, thus simplifying the task 
of the defendlng foroes ...... lll actual fact the 
defenders seemed to confine themselves to the main 
road, while the 1 apanese made full use of estate roads 
and jungle paths, . • 

• 

The Government, the Soldier and the Press :
'fhe letter which the Government of India 
have sent to the President of the Editors' 
Conference in reply to the resolution of the 
Conference on the behaviour of troops, has 
been published, There is a misunderstanding 
on one point and that is where Government 
"appreciate the. call to Editors for moderation 
in the views they express regarding such 
incidents.'' We hope that there is no difference 
in view between even the Government of India 
and the press on this subject. There can be 
moderation in reporting. Surely the matter of 
comment might be left to Editors themselves. 
It is not the function of the Editors' 
Conference to control opinion. As for the 
action Government propose, curiously it 
proceds right. through on the assumption that 
the reports will be wrong and the Press to 
blame ; and tells the President solemnly that 
they will take action first to check publication of 
"irresponsible stories and allegations'' by amend
ing the Defence of India Rules which has been 
done, and, secondly, if investigation by the 
military authorities assisted by a civil official 
proves the allegation false, the Government will 
proceed against the newspaper. This assurance 
was .unnecessary as it was to be expected. The 
Bombay Government showed a much more 
responsible attitude when it assured the public 
by making known the measures it was taking to 
ensure good behaviour among the troops. 

Cost of Living :-The figures given in the 
June number of the Labour Gazette for the rise 
in the,cost of living for working classes in 
Bombay City make interesting reading, AU 
food grains, except wheat, showed a rise in 
June over May's figures from (patni rice) twenty
five points to (jowari) two points. Wheat fell 
by four points. Milk and the cooking oils 
(sweet and cocoanut) rose by twenty to 
twenty-five points. It is noteworthy that, while 
the price of the commodity, tea, went up 
by twenty-seven points, the beverage tea 
remained at same level. Betel-nut unaccountably 
shot up sixty· points. Bidis have been steady. 
Some articles are more affected in their crude 
form than in the more refined state, like 
sugar.· What is' called raw sugar is jaggery 
which is quite a different commodity to the 
sugar in general use. Only · dire straits can 
make one do service for the other. The basic 
price (100) is taken for the year July 1933 to 
June 1934; and in comparison to the figures 
prevailing then, the cost_ of living today for 
the working classes ia the city shows a 
tremendous rise. 

-
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' · ' THE LEASE-LEND- TANGLE. . 
' · It is announced that Sir· Jeremr Raisman, Finance 
Member of the Government o . India, bas left on a 
short visit to England . to discuss certain problems 
arising out of the working of the financial settlement 
relating to war expenditure. With him has left · 
Sir T. Gregory who bas written, in association with 
Mr. M. W, M. Yeatts, an illuminating pamphlet 
describing the provisions of Lease-Lefid and their 
'working. This lends colour to the surmise of the 
New Delhi correspondent of the Hindu that India's 
position under the Lease-Lend _Agreement might 

, require reconsideration during the Finance Member's , 
. visit to London, "as also the whole arrangement 
between the War Office and the Government oflndia 

·regarding the allocation of war expenditure incurred 
by the Government of India," The correspondent 
also foreshadowed the possibility of Sir Jeremy 

. Raisman being appointed Financial Adviser to 

. watch the interest.q. of His Majesty's Government 
·if the Government of India should become completely 
· Indianised. The Government of India has not 
become completely ·Indianised and the contingency 

·of the Finance Member of the Government of India 
being appointed to watch the interests of His 
Majesty's Government, does · not arise immediately, 
It may arise later, though to set an erstwhile 
guardian of India's Finance to watch the interests of 
'His Majesty's Government when an Indian becomes 
Finance Member, is decidedly intriguing, An ·ex
Finance Minister would be more appropriately 
employed to watch Indian interests in London. 
Perhaps the Hindu correspondent has got mixed 
up in his attempt at an intelligent anticipation 
of events. Both the arrangement with the War 
Office and the vagueness ·of the obligations of 
India ·. und~r . the "Lease Lend Act" (Americans. 

·prefer· to call it 1'Lend Lease") were briefly 
· but clearly indicated by the Hon. N, R. Sarker 
in a speech in Calcutta some time back. The 
. arrangement involved His Majesty's Government 
. contributing about two-thirds. of India's war 
expenditure. ·What India's war expenditure should 
be was left uncertain, We suggested that the 
whole of India's expenditure minus her normal 
expenditure on . the Army should be borne by the 
British Government. If Sir. Jeremy should succeed 
in presuading the British Government to do this, he 
will be making the financial position of lndi~ in more 

'rational accord with the conditions in which the war 
'broke out and those in which it is being conducted. 
As regards the Lease and Lend Agreement referred to 
by the Hindu correspondent, it is evidently the Agree
ment between Britain and the United States signed 
recently. India pas no special Agreement and ' 
is at present conducting her Lease~Lend operations 
under the British-American Agreement. In the 

·circumstances, it. is necessary to ensure either 
by a separate Agreement with the United States or by 
definite arrangements with the British Government 
that the Lease-Lend benefits accruing in respect 
·of India's requirements, should be credited to India. 

Indian and British milituy administration has 
been a perennial source of confusion. This has 

·been aggravated by Sir Stafford C:ripps' •recent 
argument that the. Indian. Army is organised and 
.maintained as a part of the British Army and 
that it has no independent existence. The Lord 
Privy Seal put this forward as a reason why the 
cpntrol of Army affairs in India should not be 
entrusted to an Indian Defence · Member. · The 
appointment of a Defence Member, though in a 
.restdcted sphere, cuts the ground from beneath 
Sir Stafford Cripps' argument, lt ahows that. the 
authorities in Britain have not seen their way to . 
accept it wholly, for the rea~on, among others, that it 

may lead to a fresh ·agitation On , behalf of Indian 
army expenditure being more largely, if.not entirely 
borne by . the overburdene4 .British tax-payer: 
The Lease-Lend transactions are a new complication, 

The Lease-Lend idea itselfinvolves a contradiction. 
''We !lr~ not:• ~ecl~ed President Franklin Roo!jevelt, 
"furn1shmg th1s aul as an act of charity or 
aympathy but as a means of defending America." 
The fundamental purpose of the Act is to 
help countries whose .defence the President deems 
vital to the defence of the United States, . In 
other words, Lease-Lend is a part of the Defence 
system of the United States. It would follow 
that the financial involvements of it should be a charge 
on the United States, This is not,. however,. the 
case. The Act provides (or the return ·by the 
countries taking advantage of the Lease-Lend 
arrangements or the benefits received in such 
manner and at such time as the President may 
prescribe. The President may altogether excuse 
any partitular country at his discretion.• If a 
private individual incure a debt, the amount 
and term of repayment is fixed and beyond these 
he incurs no obligations, But the Lend-Lease 
policy leaves everything to the discretion of the 
Presid~nt. Even if a khaki elettion gives Mr. 
Franklm Roosevelt a fourth term, public opinion 
in the States is as. m~h. aut;>.ieot to the swing or the 
pendulum as pubht opmton·ID other countries, It is 
almost an axiom resting on an exact appreciation of 
the laws governing the working of the mass mind 
that the head of a Government -which wages eve~ 
a successful war; is cast aside at the end 
of it. Mr. Lloyd George and · President Wilson 
are outstanding instantes, The Lease-Lend 
arrangements are sure to involve much great~ 
confusion and bitterness than the American War 
loans in the last War, But that is not what should 
cause most anxiety to Indian leaders at present, The 
immediate question is whether the United Staters can 
require, and Great Britain undertake to oblige 
India to provide· raw materials in return f0: 
the benefits of th~ Lease-Lend operations. . Both 
the United States and Great Britain , are pre
dominantly industrial tountries and their manuf<~ctures 
are nearly in the same lines. Great Britain needs raw 
materials herself from Asia, Africa and ·Australasia. 
If she bas to repay Lease-Lend aids in raw materials, 
she will have to require her colonies and possessiona 
to intensify their agriculture at the expense 
of their own industrial requirements. How can 
this situation be avoided P India. would expect 
Sir Jeremy Raisman to discuss this question with 
the British Government and, if posoible, to arrive 
at a definite decision, The official view at present 
seems to be that India will' have to pay every pie 
.of the price of the Lease-Lend aid which may be 
extended to bet, either to the United States 
or to Britain through which India gets it. This 
t!,ctically means that India is as much out of the 

se-Lend as of the Atlantic Charter,' · Let us 
know where .we stand; · 

The Bank of India Limited :-The transac· 
tiQns of the past six month~ have resulted in a profit Of 
Rs. 11,70,417-4-8 froin which sum has to be deduc:tecl 
Rs, 2,00,000/- for Income Tax and Super Tax, leaving a 
net 'profit of Rs. 9,70,417.;.4-3 for tile half year ended 
'80th June 19&2. To this amount has to· be added 
Rs. 9,41,655-1-0 brought forward from the last account 
making a total of Rs. 19,12,072-$-3, This sum the 
.Dlrctetors have disposed of a8 follows :-In payment of 
an ad-interim dividend at the rate of eleven pen:ent per 
.annum .(Rs. 2/12/~ per ~bare) free of Income Tax, on the 
paid. up capitaj of ll.upees one CI'QI'Il for the• half year 
.ended .80th June 1942 which will absorb. ll.s. . 5,50.0001 · 
carried forward to the next a~1111t 11.5. 11,62,072~8. 
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SIR A. RAMASW_AM1 MUDAlJAR. , 

· Though rumour had anticipated Sit Ramaswami 
Mudaliar'• nomination to the War Cabinet in London, 
it was with eome surpriae that I received the official 
announcement of it. One of the cruellest calamities 
which can befall a Hindu parent bad recently fallen 
to hia lot, He would naturally have felt the utmost 
reluctance to leave his family without the solace of 
his presence, which nothing else can provide. 
Family ties eit loose on the Britiah and they are, 

· therefore, unable to understand the hold which they 
have on their · Indian fellow-su bjec:ts. The novel 
arra~ement by which Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar 
remams a Member of the Executive Council while 
being absent in London as a Member of the War 
Cabinet, I suspect, is Lord Linlithgow's way of 
softening the pang of separation from his family to 
his colleague. For, whatever else may be lacking 
in the Vioerof, consideration for the sentiments, 
even vanitie11, o his c:olleagues, is not one of them. 
Wht was it necessary to send Sir Ramaswami 
Mudaliar and him alooe to the War Cabinet i' He 
is not an expert in military strategy. Sir Feroze 
Khan Noon Or Sardar Jogendra Singh would have 
done quite as well as members of the War Cabinet 
as of the Executive Council, and they would as 
ecion11 of "martial races" have inspired some awe 
among their colleagues from the Dominion a. 

Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar is perhaps tbe keenest 
mind among the E:!fecutive Councillors, and his 
departure will be a distinct loss to Government 
both in administrative capacity .and debating power. 
During three year9, Sir Ramaswami, · as he 
claimed with . juatice in one of his farewell 
speeches in Madras the other day, has mastered 
the complexities of the Commerce Department, 
established contaotll with industrialists in all parts 
of the country and formulated a programme 
which would have fully covered the remaining 
two years of his tenure of Commerce Membership 
and might have even necessitated an extension, 
The advisory oommittee11 which he has created are 
to numerous ·that one involuntarily thinks of the 
old rhyme, · · 

· There was an old woman who lived In a shoe, 
She had so many children she did not 

know what to do, 
She gaw them some broth without any 

bread . ' 
A1lcl whipped them all soundly, and sent them to bed. 

How would they fare withouf their parent P The 
more one thinks of it, the more Is one puzzled why 
Sir Ramaswaml Mudaliar should have been selected 
lor the War Cabinet. Perhaps, suggests a wag, 
it wu felt that there would be no room for two 
Ramaswami's even In the much expanded Cabinet. 
Two South Indians would be .too many for the 
comfort of other provinces, although two Central 
Provinces men were tolerated and two mountainoua 
Punjab turbans will be conspic:uoull in future 
meetings of the Executive CounciL · . 

Sir Rarnaswami Mudaliar in his Madras speech 
naturally spoke of his new office as the highest in 
status anll of itll responsibilities as overwhelming, 
Membership of the War Cabinet was oonoeded 
during the last war to India and there were two 
Indians, aa now a Maharaja and an eminent British 
Indian, In tho War Cabinet of the day, The present 
War Cabinet is a . much more compact body 
but, I doubt, if the Indian Members will have any 
more influence In it than the Indian mem bera of 
thelatt War Cabinet. It may be recalled that the 
Prir_ne Minister's response to the suggestion of an 
Ind111n repreeentative at the War Cabinet this time 
was mere grudging than eager. If the Government 
of India chose to aend a representative they may do 

eo, was aU that he said, He, ic is clear, did not think 
tbat, without an Indian· representative. the Waz 
Cabinet would be BeriOUllly hampered in its work. · 

Then there is the Secretary of State for India. 
Sir Ramaswami's old boss, who will naturally expect 
that the Indian member, onoe his adviser, should 
now be advised by him. The expectation will 
be difficult to resist, and if it is resisted, Mr. 
Amery has ·simply .. to send a eable to' the 
yioeroy to instruct the Indian delegate to adopt 
a certain position on any particular · issue. It 
is most unlikely that matters will be allowed to 
come to that point, The Prime Minister as the 
Chairman of the Cabinet has ample powers which he 
will exercise, with the support of the Dominion 
representatives, to snub the Indian Oliver Twist if he 
dares to ask for more than the crumbs which rau 
from the Cabinet table. There are no doubt twelve 
Indian members in the Executive COuncil but · wiU 
they stand up for Sir Ramawami against the Vioeroy 
and the Secretary of State P 
. S..r Ramaswami Mudaliar bad a warm reception in· 
Madras, with whose public activities he. has been 
closely associated for many years. His defeat at 
the first General Elections for the Indian Legislative 
Assembly under the Government of India Aot of 1955 
by Mr. Satyamurtlli was a bitter blow but failures are 
often ~tepping,stones to greater success, Sir Rama. 
swama would •DOt . have accepted the non·descript 
post of Adviser to the Secretary of. State for lndi11 
and expatriated himself from the scene of his life
work but for the dejection consequent on the. failare 
to get into the Legislative Assembly where. he 
was sure of a brilliant political career. But the 
Advisorsbip led to his being nominated a Member of 
the Viceroy's Executive Coun,cil and friends and 
opponents acknowledge that his work there has been 
distinguished by considerable . ability and grasp of 
complicated questions. Madras baa good reason to be 
proud of him, . 

Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar also elljoyed being in the 
midst of his boyhood scenes and among friends and in 
reply to the addresses presented to him spoke of his 
work in the Council without undue modesty. There 
was one subject, however, which he would have done 
well to avoid as highly controversial and· unsuitable 
for ventilation on an occasion when the goodwill of all 
classe11 was needed to support him irt his new career. 
It is his attitude to the automobile industry. In the 
opening sentences, Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar indulged 
in the sententious observation that it was oppor• 
tunity that made a man. Opportunity also unmade a 
man. If, as Sir Ramaswami remarked, the line 
between success and failure was . very thin, that 
between cpportul!ity and temptation was even thinner. 
Opportunity by itself can neither make nor 
unmake a man. It is the ·man who must . decide 
whether what comes in his way is an opportunity 
he should grasp or a temptation which be should 
resist. ] esus,' had he yielded to the temptations 
which assailed him in the wilderness, or Buddha, 
to those which Mara offered what time be ~at 
under the Bodhi tree determined to discover the 
cauae of human misery and the means of avoiding 
it, might have had what the contemporary world 
would . have called success but they would not have 
had the larger suooeea of being revered by after-
generations as saviours of humanity. . 

To return to Sir Ramaswam~l apologia about the 
automobile industry. Owing to Sir M. Visvesvaraya'a 
oourtesy, 1 was in touob from the firsc up to 
the time of its taking shape as a practical project 
with the various phases of its incubation. And 
I may say that 1 never knew a project planned 
with gNBter care and after ·longer preparation 
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than .Sir VJSvesvaraya's scheme. He travelled 
all over the world visiting the important automobile 
factories. He spent days and nights over 
the information he bad collected. His original 
scheme was revised and re-revised several 
times in the light of new information and 
the suggestions of friends. Sir Ra.maswami's 
description of it in the light of what I know of 
th: labours which had gone to make the scheme, 
strikes me as a travesty. Of course, it was not a 
full-fledged scheme tor manufacturing motor vehicles 
by the thousands. If I remember, the promoters 
were con6dent of being able to manufacture most 
parts with the important exception of engines. They 
wished to make a start with such materials as were 
available in the country. From the first, my one 
objection was that, unless they were sure of the 
backing of a nationally-minded stable government, the 
whole scheme would have to be scrapped. Sa 
Visvesvaraya was con6dent of Government support. 
He had spoken to high personages in England and 
they bad expressed themselves sympathetically, 
Great personages in England change their opinions 
when they have been some time in India. The 
scheme, as I have said, was incomplete. It could not 
be complete in the circumstances. The shipPing 
industry in Germany and the &eel ioduslry 
in the United States, were both started by 
Government with the co-operatioa of German and 
American industrialists. Wben at the end of the 
Franco-German war, the shipowners wanted to build 
their ships in Britain as being cheaper and mare dur
able, Bismarck thumped his table and said be would 
be hanged if they did not place their onlers in 
Hamburg. Sir Ramaswami practically condemns the 
soheme as a fraud upoo the tupayers. Oo two 
points Sir Ramaswami's remarks have to be 
corrected. It is not true that the detaila of the 
aoheme were not published. They were. And the 
Bombay Government, presumably after careful 
consideration of it, had undertalrell to guarantee the 
interest on a large share or the capital If Sir Rama
awami found it was not as satisfactory as it might be, 
it was his duty to point out to the promoters how and 
in what respect it m~t be impcoved. When the 
full atory of the fate of the automobile project comes 
bo told, Sir Ramaswami, I am afraid, will not came 
out aa lightly as his audienoe might have gathered 
from his observations. I am aure that his BU00e8101', 
lllr. N, R. Sarker, will take an altogether different 
view of his duties. Sir Ramaswami's 11peeah only 
con6nn1 the urgent need for a Member for Production. 

REcLus&. 

COMMUNAL SWIMMING-POOL. 
The Editor, 

Tll Illlliao& &Qal Rl/,_, 
Sir, 

la your oolumns of July 4, •<:itiaen" has oritim-1 
the swimming pool recently opened in Bombay and 
be hopei that It will be handed over to the Municipal 
Corporation after the war. So far 110 I:QOd, but what 
ahould 01111 prosume for the Towers of'Silenoe, grave 

:v-N• and the cremation grounds! Are these ~lane~~ 
that are oonneoted with communal ~em of any 
len oonaequcnoe than the recreation grounds or the 

_city roads P 
When in B. C. 327, Alexander the Great had come 

to Invade us, there did not exist other reli,.oioo!l 
like Islam and Christianity but all of .us were 
Hindu• in Hindustan. The timo bas oome where 
all the peoplo of Hindustan whose fOrefathers were 
Hindul abould be proud enough to oaU tbemllelves 
Hindus of Hinduatan, in spite of their individual 

faith and try to purify this land and her children 
with the help of aoience and to create good citizens 
for our future Municipal Corporationl. 

RAJKOT, } 
July 8, 1942. 

Yours eta., 
c. TEJPAL. 

LETTERS OF B. J. P ADSHAH. 
((Jopgrigbl). 

}UNE 81 198!, 

The dreaded event has happened; Dorab Tata ia 
dead. 

I sail tomorrow far Brazil. I shall be taken ashore 
at Lisbon and Madeira again, and thence I shall 
write to you again. • 

The ending of the Lindbergh baby tragedy 
is indicative not 110 much of the world being 
upside down-all the tragedie11 which appeal to 
Ull have always been, only no one is discerning 
enougb to record them-as of men's conceit in 
thinking that science and cod'rage make them secure 
masters of our planet and its events. A machine 
may run for a while without intelligent guidance; 
with the greateBt intelligence if unremitting watch
fulnesll is absent, there will be disastrous surprises. 
The politioa.l and economic machines 11how that very 
clearly. Otherwise, events in Germany or the (]. S. 
oollapse of the bubble that poverty had been finally 
conquered, need not a trike us as tragic out of the 
onlinary. I am not concerning myself with these. 
Where one is not able to help, one should not join in 
creating an atmosphere that will hinder. Beauty
spota and the new light on the Quantum Theory 
keep me well occupied. 

Mrs. P. began by oalling for the distinction between 
modest and humble. I Dad not thought about it at 
all; but 11uggested that modesty might be the 
"DCOIIIICiousness of a merit, humility might be the 
COD!Iciousness of a defect. Both may cease to be 
virtue~~ if feigned; mock-modesty and mock-humility 

· deBerVe no appreciation. Why then ill humility 
even when genuine disparaged P 11he asked. I 
pre11umed that was because the Western!! prize 
self-help; total helpfulness is increased if eaoh put 
forth all the effort possible and reasonably directed. 
But this effort to self-help may become irksome 
to people not ova fi<nving with lltrength ; and 
diffidence may become a means to be excused 
frc:m elfurt. Over4lllfidence is undoubtedly to 
be deprecaled; but over-diflidmce is even more to be 
dilll:slll:ellled 1011. irderd, to be looked down on as a 
veil (01' lasioe:sa. VJrtue lies, Dot indeed, in the meaa 
that Arilltode pwtntated, but in proportionalitr, 
011a• odidmoe and overdiffidenoe without reason are 
alike ilntinnaL I instanced the case of fear and 
fi:oulc "*"' Fear, when rational, is a warning 
against danga"-dis:aetiw is the~ part or valour, 
but it sbould 111ir to etf.xt to avert danger-effort of 
body, miad and will. Fear ill a de!lpioable Vice when 
it paral:yBeS eHort. Feacl , exemption. fum 
irrational fears. is a vinue ; it can becane a vice also 
de!lpicable. - -

Jm.'ll: u. 1982. 
R. J[. & Hilary. 

The ice being broken, owversations with fellow 
A!QR110Qianll enlivened our campanionship home. 
Mrs. Smmenescu a Roumanian (whose cast is 
British. but whoBC eyes have a 1\loogalian turn, and 
h« name or oowse, is non-British) sat, after break
fallt and beJiJn ex-oursion, in the musio-room opposite 
my seat where I was reading Dirac. After the 
oustomary pointlessoesses, she ~Bkf:d for my boo!' 
and ~ surprille at my reading at. I called at 
my refUge fnxn a chaotia world. 
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I warned the Wedding Guest to beware of 
the Ancient Mariner, She understood, but there 
was no need of the warning since we were 
called to depart for the day's excursion. 
We discussed the fate of the Roumanian Queen. I 
blun~Jered with the question bow Roumanian women 
have endured the outrage on Carmen Sylvia and 
was kindly answered that Carmen Sylvia died years 
ago that ex-Queen Helena wanted to be divorced 
by her husband, and the women of Roumania cannot 
resent as an outrage what she herself asked for; 
that her son who had been dethroned by Carol, 
will continue to be heir-apparent and under his 
father's care, 

The name of the English fellow Amazonian who 
has his seat by me iEJ the care, is Mr. Brodrick. 
He offered me a cigarette ; I declined and explained 
my original Parsi reason, and subsequent reason 
for economy. I asked if he was connected 
with Lord Middleton (once Mr. Brodrick, 
Secretary of State for India.) I understood they 
were cousins, that l.Qrd Middleton is 76 and 
had been requested by Government to· confer 
with De Valera from whom he could get nothing, 
No one could, I urged; a straight conscientious 
man who had clear-out deliverances from his con
science-what lever ie there to move that rigidity 1' 

That started us on the Irish question; it was a 
pity, Mr. Brodrick thought, that John Redmond had 
died prematurely ; a greater pity was, I suggested, 
the divorce of Mrs. O'Shea which sent Parnell 
out of politics. Had Parnell stayed, Gi~dstone's 
campaign would have been won, and Ireland been 
saved from De Valera, And the fellow is not 
Irish, Mr. Brodrick exclaimed, but a Spaniard, 
No, Portu~uese. 

Ireland IS dogged by ill-luok ever, said Mr. 
Brodrick, on the heels of Cosgrave, De Valera, 

When I accounted for de Valer'l's stiff attitudes 
by plending his Portuguese origin and lack of Irish 
humour, I apologised also with the statement that 
distinguished Irishmen like Bernard Shaw laugh at 
Englishmen for belief in Irish humour. That is 
true, said Mr. Brodrick; but Bernard Shaw is a 
clown I 

JUNE 16, 1932, 
After Madeira, we are said to enter the region of 

Trade Winds and Doldrums, the same as during my 
trip to the West Indies ; the Trades oool as we 
near the Equator, the Doldrums are still waters, and 
in old days used to bar the progress of sailing ships, 
as if acme Ancient Mariner on them had killed the 
aU:latross with his cross-bow, New Portuguese 
have also joined the ship, even the first saloon, 
proceeding I suppose to Brazil, The barber aays 
.75 % of the passengers he meets on the line, are 
Portuguese, 

There Is more animation in the other class ; there 
are more of them in smaller space, and of a race to 
whom oompa.nionablenesa is instinct. 

JUNE 24, 1932. 
Para, Brazil. 

So I am today In the newest world for me, 
Last night.. I told a passenger, Mrs. Foster-Smith, 

on the autbonty of the barber and of H. E. Tomlinson 
("Seas and Jungles") that life at Para is full of risks, 
Madame Stamenesou. confirms that today ; she has 
seen ao many cemeter~e•. On the other hand Faster
Smith and barber hold that these things' were 20 
years a~o, but are no longer. Why P Is it that the 
Republic suooeeding the empire of Don Pedro has 
paid more attention to Sanitation P Not a bit ~aya 
the barber. It Ia the Carnegie or Rockefeller 'Trust. 
They have purified tbe water and cleared the place 
of noxious insects. 

JUNE 25, 1982. 
I . Para, Ptwt. 

Today we have been out and seen the city of 
Belem which is the capital of Para which is only a 
province of Brazil, Two Cathedrals, one of 
which was built 22 years ago by Government with 
slave labour, the other (Nazareth) commenced twenty 
years ago and being constructed by private sub
aoription, both Roman Catholic and with the usual 
fulness of stained glass and images, and wealth of 
spacious ceiling and marbled floor. They not only 
rewarded our visit, but also brought out the devout 
worship of some passengers. The Governor's Palace 
and Seoreteriat, a primitive forest preserved as 
Bo~que Park, the Zoological Gardens, with new 
kinds of coloured birds and monkeys and alligators, 
We did our trip in a reserved tramway oar which 
caters for tourist parties. 

We lunched at the Grand Hotel, thenoe adjourned 
to a commercial Museum where uninteresting things 
are interestingly housed, saw the monument to the 
new Republic, and thence motored back to ship. 
The chaplain of the English Church has the 
reputation of being a distinguished collector whose 
powerful electric lights attract oolleotion-worthy 
butterflies, We returned to the doctor, his "History 
of Philosophy," passed on the newest wireless to our 
guide, Mr. da Costa. 

JUNE 26, 1982. 
I was looking even here for monuments of Bolivar 

which had tired me so in Colombia and Venezuela; 
I was feeling him the eternal bore that Mark Twain 
pretended to find in Michaelangelo, But no 
monuments to Bolivar in Brazill Why I' The guide 
said Brazil was a Portuguese settlement, and Bolivar 
liberated Spanish America. It was my stupidity 
more than his wisdom; but I prcfitted all the same, 

When I went for treatment to Doctor yesterday 
evening I reported my impression. Doctor said the 
curl in his hair as well as his dark colour showed a 
strong negro strain in da Costa; he was very intelligent 
and may have Portuguese blood in his veins, 
Wherever the Portuguese settled there they led an 
army, and expected their men to find wives in the 
country whose children afterwards became Portuguese 
citizens-as in Goa, eo in Brazil I Brazil is as 
cosmopolitan a country as any other ; traders from 
Germany and Europe, Egypt and Syria mix with 
Portuguese, Spaniards and Italians, The barber tells 
me, Italians make excellent citizens in Brazil; quite 
a few passengers on this ship were Italians, They 
are despised in the U. S. as "dagos," or were till the 
glamour of Mussolini caused them to be respected too, 
There are the native Indians who seem to hold 
their own, and there are the liberated slaves, chiefly 
negro, as in the West Indies, Portuguese blood has 
mixed with all these alien blood ; no distinction of 
ra001 or oolour embarrasses social cohesion. The 
doctor says the liberation of slaves has been quietly 
effected 1 unwilling as they were to be free, to find 
their own living, the race has adapted itself well to 
the new situation. 44 years after liberation there 
lingers no hankering for slavery. Da Costa says 
life is cheap ............ yet wages are high. 

JUNE 27, 1982. 
On th1 Amaz1111o 

The forests interest more than I thought they 
wou!J but I cannot communicate the charm. 

The temperature is no higher but today feels 
warmer, unless one is under tbe fans. Walks have 
been pleasant and full; the river's presence and the 
forests' are felt. For some days one haa bathed io 
river water, reassured by tbe bathman, unblutfed 
by its very yellow colour; one has passed from the 
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Narrows into wider waters, though for the greater 
part of the time, one at least of the two banks is ne&r, 

We' have passed today two towns, Santarem and 
Obidos, the lights of the latter were the only thing 
seen from the dining-room portholes as we were 
finishing dinner; lawns, blue waters of some tributary 
with a clear line between sheep, thatched huts, 
gigantic trees were visible a\1 along the way; the 
Captain was pointing out four parrots; the day was 
full of interest, though I agree with the Captain who 
tells me a forest from the riverside is a, ·slow 
affair, it should. be done by motor oar. If only 
there were roads ot paths, Two huts, separated 
by a hundred yards, cannot communicate except 
by the waterway which is very dangerous; the 
peril is from passing ships whose neighbourhood 
wrecks ·native craft, and from' alligators who infest 
the river, who see to it that the human thrown 
overboard never returns to tell a tale, 

Rubber seeds were taken from Brazil to start 
plantation rubber, until the price of Para rubber does 
not pay the cost of .cultivation; not even Manaos. 
Brazilian rubber is a speciality; nevertheless, it is or 
seems dead. The barber knew times before the 
war when sitting over gingerade or orangeade, one 
could watch from the Grand Hotel, Para crowds in 
gorgeous costume and colour, men showing diamonds 
and women pearl, making a promenade parade and 
nowi' 

INDIANS IN DURBAN. 
We mentioned in reviewing the Broome Commis

sion's report last week on Indian penetration in South 
Africa that its conclusions were much more hesitant 
than the premises' warranted, particularly with 
~eference to the '{iew ~h.at property values depreciated 
1n areas -when lndmns · bought " property ·there; 
Mr. Justice Broome bas, according to a report in 
Indian ViBWs of Durban, made ample amend• in a 
speech at a ,Rotary lunch in Durban on May 12. 
He said: 

Some people actually believed that Indians were 
Increasing so rapidly that the White race "'[Ould be 
swamped. This was not true. In l92l Indians in 
Natal actually outnumbered the European population. 
Today there were 215,500 Europeans as against 

• 202,000 Indians. · T.here were several other popular 
misconceptions regarding Indians which would have 
to be put aside before the Indian problem could be 

,. Investigated. One of them was that in areas where 
Europeans were gradually leaving and Indians taking 
their place, the Indians were causing the exodu• of the 
Europeans. Another . misconseption was that where 
an Indian bought a bouse, the a:ljolning property 
which might be owned by a European, depreciated in 
value. · Although this ·accusation had been deeply 
investigated, no proof of Its truth had ever been 
obtained. 
·Indian f/iews gives two other instances which show 

that there i~ a growing tendency to challenge the 
prejudices of the Durban Council. An attempt to get 
legislation passed to restrict occupation to persons of 
a particular race or class through registration of 
servitude upon private properties, was postponed and 
three Councillors were deputed to approach the 
provincial Executive at Maritzberg to secure· an 
ordinance. The Executive refused to meet the 
deputation and, in a letter' to the Town Clerk of 
Durban, explained that it was not prepared to 
IIUlet the members who sought powers to restrict 
the oooupation of private property to people of a 
particular race, or to take steps in the matter at the 
present session of the Council. The second incident 
IS the contesting b)' an Indian bus company in the 
Chief Magistrate's Court of the right of the Durban 
Corporation to restrict the route to be followed by 
their buses. 

THE BANK:·oF BARODA, LTD~ 
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. I 
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NOTES. 
Economic Solidarity without Political Union :

Professor J. S. Ponniah writing in the July 
Indian Review on Japan's New Order for Asia, 
observes ~ "This is an ingeniously novel and a 
daringly original scheme inasmuch as the 
economic unity of Asia is to be organised within 
the existing framework of political sovereignties." 
As Japan has as a preliminary upset political 
sovereignties in the Far East, the phrase, 
"within the existing · framework of political 
sovereignties," is not in accord with the 
actualities of today. What the Professor bas 
in mind, evidently, is Japan's promise to 
guarantee existing national (not political) 
boundaries and the independence of the nations 
within those boundaries. There is nothing novel 
in this, Several attempts to form economic 
blocks of politically iqdependent countries 
have been made in the past. The zollverein of 
the German States, the Latin Union with 
currencies on a common basis; the sterling area 
and the dollar area arc instances of attempts at 
more or less the same end. In nearly all cases, 
fhe members of the blocks became also 
politi~lly affiliated more or less to the most 

. important country of their · own group,' 
Japan has not many original ideas. She is a free 
borrower from all sides-from Britallt · ill naval, 
from German in military, and from the United 
States in industrial, tnatters. Even as regards a 

,·,common planning for the whole order, it,is not 
as new as it seems. Though there has been no 
deliberate planning 1 COuntries in all SUCa QOmbi
natiOn9 tlj.nd to l!volve as complements supplying 
raw materials to the manufacturing countries ot 
the group. This, in fact, is the main and only · 
object of the economic combidati<'n. · No 
modem State wants political control over another 
except for economic or strategic reasons. . The 
strategic, too, has economic control as its under· 
lying motive. Communications ·.With countries 
which are economi~y desirable, often pass 
through arid territgri~ aftd these have to be held 
for strategic reasons. Today, u·of old, nations 

fight only to satisfy animal needs under the 
disguise of high-sounding phrases. Japan's 
New Order js in ·fact but a very old one 
garnisheq in fine' phrases. On the same lines 
more or less are · the various schemes of 
World Order put' fo~ard by 
American writers. • 

Monarchical ~eaction 1-There ~;~ Jwetl'-.~ 
steady drift away from 
in many lands during the last 
China, Turkey, Germany, 
off their monarchical institutions. 
ning a swing back towards mcma:rchy~-et~ 
are agreed that there is a revival religion and 
that the authoritarian Roman Church is gaining 
in numbers and influence as against Protestantism. 
with its stress on the rights of the individual's 
conscience. It will not be surprising if a religious 
revival is -aceompanied or followed by_ a revival 
of political sentiment in favout ofhereditary 
monarchy. These . remarks are prompted by 
the, .news this week that Oeneral Franco, the 
Spanish Dictator, is contemplating the restoration 
of the monarchy and has sought.the blessings 
of the Holy See for his project. He has decreed, 
the rest9ration of the Spanish rfational Anthem 
of the monarchy, which had been discarded 
by the short-lived Republic. Hungary . may 
follow. Admiral Horthy rules· as Regent for 
the vacant throne. 

Too ~oseate Picture :-Sir Shanmukham 
Chetty's article on India's fightin~ strength 
in the April Fore•'ffn Affairs, rather errs. on the 
side of presenting too I'Qileate a picture of the 
actual state of. things. Sir Shanmukhani gives 
the following as the main factors in the military 

· strength 'of a country : man-power ; supply of . 
food; resources ui raw materials; and industrial 
capacity. He tells the readers of FotYfcn 
4tfair.r that India in all . four respects is ·very 
well-off:· _ Sir Shaomukham since his return 
woul~ li~~e ~vised hi:!· opinion of · India's 
position as1egasds the supply of food. "Fortu
nately," he observes in hi!i Article, "India is in a 
•strong position on· thia score. . Not mer.ely is 
India• self.•sufficient for feeding the civ1lian popu
lation in Wartime but it haJi surplus food capacity 
tG maintain its.. armies abroad.'' Even in 
.peace-tima.. India depeaded. tQ somt extent on 
imports of .!ice from Burma. Today rigid 
measure11 of control have not kept prices within 
the means pf t4e -rn11.SSes. On Monday ~ 
Bombay Magi.strate .finecl a grocer Rs. 60a . .. "' ~ . 
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for selling a pay lee of rice a few annas over the 
controlled price ; in ~n9ther case, the same 
day, he remarked that heavy fines have 
failed to put down profiteering. It was necessary 

'to send offenders to prison. The Hon. Mr. 
N. R. Sarker has just warned the country that 
it should be prepared for a serious shortage in 
rice and wheat in the coming months. ' There 
are some other points in the article which may 
convey to Americans erroneous ideas of the 
situation in India. Fortunately, in another article 
in the same Journal there is a corrective. 
Writing of Eastern Asia, Mr. Nathaniel Pfeffer 
devotes a few sentences incidentally to India in 
order to explain .his view of the future of Burma 
on the conclusion of the war. That, he thinks, 
will depend very much on the situation in India, 
It is interesting to . note the different estimates 
of the Indian and the American writers of the 
visit of Generalissimo Chiang-Kai-Shek. To 
Sir Shanmukham it gave a powerful indication 
of India's strategic importance in the conflict, 
Mr. Pfeffer observes: "The visit of Chiang 
Kai-Shek to India, . and his assumption of the 
role of intermediary between the British and the 
Indians, is sure to have an enormous influence." 

Bau on Communist Party Lifted :-The removal 
of the ban on the Communist Party by. the 
Government of India which was announced on 
Thursday morning, removes one of the many 
anomalies of war time India. The reason given, 
that that Party had changed its policy, is a very 
thin one, though it explains the belated reaction 
of Delhi to international. developments. The 
Government communique makes out that, as the 
Party had declared its intention of throwing 
itself into the war effort, "if permitted," the 
Government has made up its mind to give 
the Party a chance to prove its worth. 
The decision would have come with better 
grace, had the Government based it on the 
broader principle of the futility of keeping in 
jail a man who can be more usefully employed 
elsewhere. Mr. R. S. Nimbkar, himself a Com
mllllist once, now .Laboin- Welfare Officer to the 
Government, has added a commentary to the 
communique. He hop~s that the release which 
is "timely," will counter Gandhiji's move. There 
is other evidence too that the Government is 
collecting all possible support for meeting 
<;ongress dev~lopments. The National Front 
has suddenly declare4 its inability any longer to 
remain non-political, asserting that it has been 
forced to this decision by the Congress contem~ 
plating action on a !llass scale ; a "section of the 
Civic Guards" are to be armed, beginning with. 
those who are already trained · to use arms; 
the War Front itself has been through peculiar 
changes, from National :front .to India's Front 
and back for the time to National< Front : 
whilst ideologically it ~ms . to be tending 
towards a pro-Government Front aiming at 
creating a new pa~ty~ It is !j.ll interesting devO, 
lopmept and the process by which Communists, 
Capitalists, Labour Leaders, edqcationists ar~ 
brought under one flag, should pro_ve quite dari~ 

for a bureaucracy to attempt. It is significant 
that this has come about from fear neither of 
external attack nor of division of the country 
from wi\}1in. 

Food Problem In Baroda r-In his opening 
address at the Budget session of the Ohara 
Sabha, the Dewan of Baroda, Sir V. T. 
Krishnamacharya, analysed the agricultural 
position of the State. Farming, he s:1id, can be 
classed as "self -sufficing" and "commercial." 
India has as a whole belonged to the "self
sufficing'' type. But· Baroda belonged to the 
"commercial.'' The Dewan brought out the. 
significance of this differehce in a · few terse 
sentences. He said : 

We are, in fact, one of the least self-sufficing areas 
of India as can be seen from the large tonnage of 
food grains we import even when monsoon conditions 
are completely normal. THe self-sufficing farmer 
providing what he requires and as a rule disposing of 
his sma!J surplus, usually a mixed collection of grains 
for which demand is definite, is in an advantageous 
position. In the case of the commercial fanner 
specializing in a certain commodity, it. may happen 

. that this industrial commodity is not in active ilemand. ... 
Recovery in his case largely dep>nds on his ability to 
switch over to an alternative form of cropping. 

The co~mercial crops in Baroda are cotton, 
tobacco, oil seeds . (ground-nut and . castor) and 
possibly sugar-cane. The alternate crops now 
in active demand are the food grains. It seems 
that in Baroda rice is grown as an interline crop 
with cotton. It is, therefore, ·comparatively 
easy for the farmer to curtail the cotton ana 
i0crea,se the paddy production in hid fields by 
extending the interline space. But as a general 
policy every State should regulate farming 
even in normal times so as to ensure food 
supply by restricting the area under cash crops. 
The Food Front must be permanently secured. 
It is the first front without which the strongest 
war front will qollapse as it did in Germany in 
191-8. The German Army was not defeated. 
It was intact. But the cutting off of the food of 
the people by the British blockade, made the 
continuance of the war impossible. Not only 
Baroda but the rest of India as well has need to,. 
make its Food Front secure in order to make the 
War Front strong. · 

Executive Councillors and Ministers :-It seems 
necessary to.. remind members of the Governor· 
General's E]tecutive Council that they are not as' 
yet in the same p(>sition . ..a. Ministers in a· 
British Cabinet, Even the latter recognise .an 
obligation as iJ;nJ?liC~t in their position, to exer-. 
cise more. restralll,t in their platform speeches 
that1 they 'would hav·e to in the greater freedom 
and less responsibility of a mere M. P. A 
Member of the Viceroy'.~! Council by provocative 
speeches prejudi~ the public mind not only 
against himself and his measures bul also 
agaijlst the whole Government and all its. 
!lleasures. . Concerted ·action· and joint res
ponsibility ar'e meaningless, if every member 
is free to express what comes uppermost 
to. his lips . from ~oment to moment. 
The times call for ;wqrds' which heal and 
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not for words which hurt. We doubt if the 
statement such as that recently issued by the 
Hon. Sir Feroze Khan Noon on the Congress 
resolution does anybody any good. Apart from 
its propriety, there is the practical objection that 
no •effective reply to it is possible without 
conveying information which the enemy might 
find usefuL The absence of a reply, therefore, 
should not be understood to mean that no reply 
is possible, Sir Feroze has not dealt with 
the Indian problem or even the Congress 
resolution in all its aspects, as a member or a 
Government not responsible to a representative 
legislature, is bound in honour to do. 

All India Nationalist League :-The second 
session of the All India Nationalist League is to 
meet in Poona at the end of this month. The 
League, it is explained, has been · started to 
afford a platform for a large number or 
Congressmen who · 1\ave increasingly felt it 
difficult to accept the orientation of Congress 
policy under Gandhiji's guidance. The Congress, 
intended to be a political body working for 
political ends, "is now more a spiritual and 
metaphysical conclave, dealing with matters un• 
connected with India's political freedom." Gokhale 
wished to "spiritualize politics'' and we think 
ourselves that politics without spiritual inspiration 
Is plain ditchwater, The term "spiritual'' in 
connection with present Congress policy is a 
misnomer. Metaphysical, of course, it is not 
except in a very superficial sense. "Non-violence" 
is as much a material concept as violence, just 
as gas is as much matter as granite, Spirit is 
positive not negative. Its manifestations are 
not to be judged by the amount of violence or 
non-violence they involve but from their effects 
on our moral as well as material environment. 
Gandhiji himself put forward non-violence 
with the specific object of countering the 
political revolutionary movement which used 
bombs and revolvers as its principal weapons. 
He succeeded in overcoming that movement. 
Not content with this he has since elevated non
violence to the position of a dogma which Cong• 
ressmen are ex~ted at least outwardly to 
lccept. Many Qlngressmen have accepted it 
without seriously thinking of carrying it out in 
practice. We want politics to be spiritualised; 
which is the only means of keeping it c;lean, 
But to load it with a number of scrupulosities 
which have no inward significance, as dis
tinguished from scruples which have their roots 
in the rnoral consciousness, is to weaken it, to 
make it unspiritual. The All India Nationalist 
League by rejecting spiritual influences as being 
outside pplitics, is making · politics worse, . not 
better. The strength or the Gandhian Congress 
Is just this notion that it is a spiritual movemel\t. 
And speaking for ourselves, we are not pre. 
disposed in favour of a movement which writes 
itself down as nonoSpiritual and amoral, PolitiC$ 
is a branch of Ethics and the primary cause of 
the world's woes is that both - politics and 
economics have escaped the control or Ethics 
and have become anarchic influences. 

• 

Congress Paradox :-A friend writes: "The 
Congress Working Committees resolution asks 
for the withdrawal of British rule but does not 
want the withdrawal or Britons. I wonder if the 
Working Committee members carefully consider
ed whether and how far the two aims are 
compatible with each other. Withdrawal of 
British _rule without withdrawal of Britons 
will be only a paper withdrawal~ Whenever 
an Englishman is within view, testified a 
young Indian Army officer before the Skeen 
Committee,' the Indian tends to take the 
second place as a matter or course. If he 
did not, the Englishmen would insist on hiS 
doing so. Anyhow the ·physical presence of 
Britons after the withdrawal of · the British 
Government, will create serious complications 
of which it is difficult to foresee the limit1 
Every Briton. will become a centre of disaffection 
and intrigue and the country will quickly resume 
the.state which it had in the eighteenth century, 
of Indians fighting under English leadership 
against each other. This will not be the worst. 
Mr. Amery's frequent taunt that Indians a.re not 
united, is made without thought of the possibility 
of Indians uniting with the slogan of 'Down with 
the White Man.' Mr• Amery knows or should 
know that it is the high sense of moral responsi
bility of Indian, including Congress, leaders which 
stands in the way or raising a slogan which once 
raised will spread like a prairie. fire, especially at 
this time when the prestige of the White man is 
at the lowest ebb it has been in for three hundred· 
years. So long as Gandhiji is at the )lead or 
the national movement, he may be depended 
upon to keep it at least, nOI)-violent. Much ~ 
one may differ from Congress policy, it is no 
service to Britain or to India to seek to undermine 
his moral influence which is by no means limited 
to adherents of the pqlitical methods of th~ 
Congress, If the Congress desires, for its part, 
the physical . presence of Britons in India,, 
it must put up with the presence of the 
Government of India until such time
much nearer than· might be thought-as an 
agreement can be reached whereby Indians 
can peacefully take and the British 
willingly hand over the•· helm of the State,· 
Precipitancy on either .$ide is fraught with 
grave dangers to both.'' · 

The War lo Russia :-As in North Atrica so 
in Russia1 the War seems to be . more 
spectacular · on the defensive than on the 
offensive side. After ten days in which 
German soldiers seemed on the point of victory 
in the Don valley, Russian resistance appears 
to have triumphed. V oronej has got over 
the crisis it faced and several bridges in that 
area have been wrested· from the enemy. In 
Egypt, more encouraging than the reports 
that ·the • Allied forces are at an advantage 
during the present lull, is the subdued tone 
of greater responsibUity in which the commu
niques and reports are couched. 
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DUCAL IMPRESSIONS. 

The onlooker, it is said, often sees more of a 
~me than the players who are engrossed each 
m his own hand. The farewell J:>roadcast of the 
Duke of Gloucester on the termination of his 
strenuous tour of over a month in this country, is a 
good illustration of the saying. After referring to 
the extent of his travel through "the entire length 
and l:>readth of India and Ceylon from Karachi to 
Calcutta, from Colombo to the Khyber Pass,'' 
and . his meeting with men a~d women of all 
classes and communities, His Royal Highness 
stated his impressions in simple straightforward 
language. The Duke gave the first place among 
them to his impression of the fundamental unity 
of the country. Said His Royal Highness ;-

The first thing that struck me was that India Is a 
· coun~ fashioned by nature to be united ••• While uni· 

formity is not to be expected In such a vast country, 
where there Is room for llifferenoes of race, religion, 
language and custom, unity Is a necessity, and it seemed 
io me that already there are strong Influences at work 
breaking down the barriers of division and empha
sising the fundamental unity of the country. 

It is, indeed, gratifying that His Royal Highness 
should have seen through the smoke-screen of 
current political controversy and grasped the 
fact missed by many who have spent long 
years in India. To some extent this insight is the 
consequence of the position of the Royal Family 
high above all communal and party differences, 
which enables its members to view problems as 
a whole. Differences in the landscape merge in a 
single picture t() the man who views them from 
the mountain-top. The eye, as has been said, 
sees what it brings with it the means of seeing. 
Those who come to India with their mind's eye 
darkened by reports of disunity and discord, see 
only difference and disunity here. There are 
also people interested in not seeing anything else. 
The Duke belongs to neither of these groups. 
Coming at a time when the controversy 
over Pakistan has been fanned into a flame by 
the astonishing · manreuvre of Mr. C. Raja
gopalacharya, the Duke's emphatic assertion of 
the unity of India, one .might have expected, 
would have been seized upon by either side as a. 
weapon putinto its hands for attack or defence. 
As a fact, however, the Indian Press and public 
have studiously refrained from bringing His . 
Royal Highness into the rough and tumble of 
political controversy. 

' Of the .influences at work breaking down 
barriers, His ·Royal Highness mentioned the 
war as the strongest. In one .sense, this is true, 
The· pressure of war and its 'economic and other 
consequences, are certainly exerting on nations 
and classes an intense external pressure which 
imparts to them a semblance of unity.· But 
this mechanical unity differs from the unity born 
of inwardly shared · convictions and beliefs as 
the comradeship of men in a crowded railway 

carriage from that of men inspired by a single 
faith and a single hope. The temporary character 
of war-time comradeship is illustrated by the 
alignment of nations in the last war as compared 
with their alignment in the present. Italy in the 
last war was with Britain and France, and bad 
broken her Treaty with Germany to join them. 
Turkey which had thrown in her lot with 
Germany, is now in theory_ an ally of the Allies, 
in practice a neutral or non-belligerent, Japan 
was a powerful ally in the last war and in this is 
a powerful enemy of Great Britain. War-time 
friendships are evanescent and can not be made 
a foundation of abiding unity. Elaborating his 
impression of the unifying ihfluence of war, His 
Royal Highness testified that the people whom 
he met, were all firmly convinced about their 
duty and the result of the war, though they 
were not vocal as the few who were afraid and 
doubtful. The many wi.RJ were confident, the 
Duke thought, were much too absorbed in 
their war effort to find time or energy to 
talk about it. Our impression is rather· the 
other way. In the first place, those who 
are afraid and are in doubt, are largely to be 
found in the ranks of war propagandists as is 
evident in some of the advertisements drafted 
by them , and published in the newspapers. 
Their. almost invariable appeal is to the fear 
motive, fear for their homes, their wives, their 
property, Not ~ single speech, not a single 
poster points to the promised land overflowing 
with milk and honey, which is the prize of 
Victory. There are really few or none in this 
country who wish the success of the Axis 
Powers. That, to them, will brj.ng no pleasure 
or profit. The overwh!llming sentiment is in 
favour of the Allies but slightly qualified by the 
hope that a few hard blows will do only goocl 
by knocking out of their heads the conceit 
which . a century of power and prosperity had 
implanted in them. The responsibility for this 
lies largely with the British community in the 
East which had an influence far beyond anything 
that its numbers or public spirit warrant on 
government policy, India, surely, is not afraid. 

His Royal Highness's assurance that front 
what he has seen of our defence arrangements 
he is confident that India can suuccessfuly 
resist enemy invasion and take a decisive share 
in his complete rout, is welcome as coming from. 
an independent and disinterested observer. who is. 
exceptionally competent to pronounce on the 
subject. In view of what has happened so far, 
similar assurances by local authorities did not 
carry unquestioning acceptance. His Royal 
Highness's visit has shown that members of 
the British Royal fariilly are far from being of the 
type of Princes ''whose business is to breathe." 
His Royal Highness during the month's stay in 
this country in the hot weather has given proof 
of endurance beyond the average of high 
British officials in this country who, it may be 
hoped, will profit by the royal example. 
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THE CONGRESS. RESOLUTION. trodden upon too' heavily. If the pressure upon 
The resolution of the Congress Working Commit.. the people is not . relieved and if things are 

tee demands the withdrawal of British rule in order allowed to drift as at present, it is difficult to see 
to enable India to feel the glow of freedom which ill how a serious internal revolution can be averted 
necessary for her to give her full measure of help to even if the enemy does not succeed • in landing 
the Allies to defend China and to destroy Nazism, on our shores. The British Government may not 
FaKism and Imperialilm, The withdrawal of be in a· position just now to think of anything 
~ritith rule, it is explained, does not mean the which does not immediately concern the prosecution 
physical withdrawal of all Britons from India, of the War. But no Indian Government, national; 
Simultaneoutly with the withdrawal of British rule a pseudo-national, or even anti-national, which is 
i<stable provisional Government" will set itself up not utterly ·blind to the plain warning of events, 
which will call a Constituent Assembly and settle the can take such a short 'view.· The Independence 
future constitution. Just as in Eire the British which the resolution wants, is but a shadow. It is 
offi,;iale withdrew and tbe Irish leaders entered Dublin not the substance of Independence which Gandhiji, 
Cattle, Indian leaders of all parties and commu· baa repeatedly declared, would alone satisfy bitq• 
nitiea will enter Viceroy's House in New Delhi The Independence, which the resolution demands,1 

at ~e same time !QS Lord Linlith_gow and. hi~ would not come up to the standard of lQdepend. 
entourage departed from it in oeremou1al prooessio111. ence of Egypt which, with the battle raging . on her. 
This formalit)' will satisfy the central . demand of territory, can, without infringing the terma of the. 
the Working Committee resolution. ' Treaty of Independence; remain firm in her determi., 

Independence is an object of national endeavour nation to take no part in the war which she regards, 
which the British Government, engaged in 4 as an affair of some great Powen; It is inucb less the, 
life-and-death struggl• for its own and the Independence which Eire mainta.ins against strong 
Allied nations' independence, can not resist with pressure. 
decency. Much less can the Americans who ·. The present relation between india and Britain iii 
with far les1 reasdn averthrew British rule which admittedly untenable and humilating u. both 
was the rule of their own people and declared their countries. . Obviously it can not be allowed to. 
independence. The British Government last week sent continue. The alternatives are close~ union or a clean· 
their ' warmest congratulatiollll to the ·President of cut. . The latter alternative ia complicated by the fact 
the United States on the anniversary of its eviction. that the present relation has lasted long and bas 
Nor can ally Indian declare that be is 'opposed to worked itself into the national life. . The farmer, 
his country's Independence without incurring the therefore, .iS more immediately· 'practicable. The 
contempt of the Allies who are all fighting fot recent expansion of the Viceroy's . Executive 
it. Even Engliahmen. who profess to regard the Countlil, even if it· waa intended only as an 
demand as treason, feel in their heart of hearts, emergency · measure and ' not·. as a deliberate 
respect for those who suffer and 1aorifice for national attempt at el01er bnlon, may, be . converted into, 
freedom. The following statement in Guedala's ''Mr. · the latter if Indian leaders are determined to do so. 
Churchill" is profoundly significant: ''Mr. Churchill The nominations to the War Cabinet may be macje, 
1poke with warm admiration of an Indian who had · more significant from the Indian point of view i( 
recently been executed for a political auassination." &be post of Secretary of State for India be abolished. 
This is the first time that this incident bas bem Mr. Amery as Secretary of State for Burma will 
recorded in print. Mr. Churchill was Home Secretary ' have enough to do . for the . rest of his life.; 
when Dhin~ra was· banged in a London prison for Indian leaders have already pressed for this and 
the aseassmation of C)lrzon Wylie. The Indian should eontinue to pren for it. At .the same time, 
Preas and platform were resounding at the time they ahauld do all they can to remove from mind~ 
with denunciation• of the dastardly murder, wheq of high officials like the Governor of the United 
the British Home Secretary. made this remark at a Provinces, the feeling that Indians have a desire to 
dinner-table shortly after the execution. En~lishmen, undermine the foundations of tbe existing system i 
however barf)· boiled by service or trade m . India, and to replace this impression with the conviction 
cannot but · feel like Mr. Churchill.· By placing that they only want to stren~en the system and 
Independence at the forefront of its demand, to regularise the ties which bmd Britain, and India. 
Congress hai made dissent disreputable in the eyes We want to serve the cause of humanity, and of the 
bf nations which are free ail well as thoae which Empj~, as an instrument for that service. 
b,fve been recently deprived of their freedom. . It will be idle to deny that there is .room for 

But ia the Independence which .the resolution pessimism regarding the. attitude of the present 
postulates, true Independence ? . The .demand . for British Government towards India's political emanci• 
Independence in the resolution is accomyanied by pation. The Prime Minister is a determined opponent 
undertakings which deprive it of all trace o freedom. of Indian freedom, both on theoretical and practical 
The mast onerous of these. undertakin~s is to grounds. He told Mr. M, R. Jayakar in the course of 
associate India more deeply with the Albea in the his examination before tbe Round Table Conference 
prosecution of the war, to take on her shoulders that, in his . opinion,. representative, . responsible 
nearly. the whole burden of the war in Asia. On this Government was suitable only for Anglo-Saxon 
point the resolution1 in apite of a casual reference at people, It had failed in Continental Europe and 
the tail-end to non-v•olenoe, is clear and emphatio. It Mr. Churchill was sure that it would fail in Asia and 
may be doubted if the framers of the resolution had a in India. That is the theoretical ethnic argument. 
clear view of the implication to the people oflndia of · Mr. Churchill's practical argument against Indian 
thla tremendous undertaking. The atandard of life in freedom, was-the quotation is, again, from Mr. Philip 
Britain and the United States and in mast of the Guedala's recent book, "Mr. Cburohill,"-lndia "was 
allied natione, except China, is higher, much higher in the moat . truly bright and precious jewel in the 
some, than the atandard in India and there is a crown of the King, which more than all our other 
margin, larger or smaller, for sacrifice. In India, Dominions and Dependencies constitutes the glory 
however, there is no margin at all or but a negative and etrengtb of the British Empire.'' These very 
margin. The hardships which are already wearing words, Mr. Guedala · _points out. had been used 
down the Indian masses. are heavy enough lo all by his father before h1m when be was Secretary of 
conscienoe. The Indian masses, are a patient, State for India with "Queen" in the place of "King.'' 
law-abiding lot. But even the worm will turn if Lord Randolph Churchill bad added that "the posses-
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sion of whie~h (India), more than that of all your 
colonial dominions, (there were no self-governing 
Dominions then) has raised in power, in resouroe, 
in wealth and in authority this small island home 
of ours far abDVe the level of the majority of nations 
and States." That explains Mr. Churchill's as well as 
Mr. Amery's stolid refusal to part with power. Where 
would Britain be but for India? Dr. Besant used 
to urge as an argument for giving India Home 
Rule that without India Britain would be reduced 
to a third class Power like Holland, But both 
Mr. Churchill and Mr, Amery have radically changed 
their views under pressure of necessity: Mr. Churchill 
in respect of Soviet Russia ; Mr. Amery in respect . 
of Japan. Mr, Churchill's metamorphosis:is wellk-nown 
but lesa known is the fact that Mr. Amery waa not 
long ago the stoutest champion of Japan among 
British statesmen. He concluded a fervent plea in 
defence of Japan in the House of Commons in 1938 
with the asseveration "our whole policy in lildia, our 
whole policy in Egypt, stand condemned if we 
condemn Japan.'' A fanatical adhereooe to opinions 
once expressed, is, happily, not a British failing, 
There is, therefore, no reason to despair of even the 
present British Government changing its attitude to 
Indian emancipation. They are already doing so. 
The movement is imperceptible but nonetheless 
it · can be said with certainty, in the words 
of Galileo, "It moves." 

REcLUSE, 

THE HON. DR. AMBEDKAR, 

The country as a whole received the news of 
Dr, Ambedkar's elevation to the Viceroy's Executive 
Council with genuine pleasure. That he was a 
member of the scheduled castes counted for little 
because educated Indians have long ceased to . 
think of him and men of his calibre in terms of 
caste. As a man of culture and wide reading he, 
it was felt, well merited the high position to which 
he has been called. . But he does not seem willing to 
respond in the same spirit. Sir Robert Bell, who 
was a Member of the Bombay Governor's Executive 
Council, remarked in the course of a debate in the 
old Provincial Legislative Council that some leaders 
of the Depressecf Classes seemed more intent on 
exploiting their disabilities than on gettinf them 
redressecf, From the social reform point o view, 
the elimination of the term and the thing 'untouchable' 
is the great object to be achieved. Dr. Ambedkar's 
presidential address at the All-India Depressed 
Classes Conference at Nagpur, power, placed before 
these classes a programme which will eternally and 
inalienably perpetuate their depressed status and 
character, The creation of a special territory for 
them out of the waste lands of India away 
from the polluting contact of Hindus, is but a 
pale imitation of the Muslim League demand 
for a separate ret:n inhabited exclusively by 
members of the gue and their triends and 
followers. One would have expected more originality 
from the new Labour Member. A few days prior 
to this, Dr, Ambedkar rebuked the Marathas for 
having dissolved their non-Brahmin movement. He 
would, he intimated to them, have been glad to 
help them if they had kept up the non-Brahmin 
Party. . It does not require a very profound 
knowledge of the organisation and working of 
Hindu societY to see that the Depressed Classes 
movement touches more immediately the sentiments 
and interests of non-Brahmins than those of 
Brahmins, The few incidents which have of late 
occurred in outlyipg villages, have been between 
non-Brahmins-11ometimes Muelims-and the 
Depressed Classes and not between Brahmins and 

these olasees. Christian Missionaries report that 
their Brahmin converts mix more readily and 
easily with the converts from the depressed 
clasees than converts from one depressed caste 
with those from another depressed caste. The 
fact is that the depressed classes of India are 
a vast and varied conglomeration of groups 
each of which looks upon itself as superia; to 
all others, The only common factor about them 
is that they are all regarded as outside the 
four Hinju castes. Hindu reformers, when Dr. 
Ambedkar was at sohool, were impressed by the 
need for doing away with untouchability as a 
measure urgently needed to consolidate and to 
remove the blot on Hindu society, In his first 
speech after his· nomination was announced, he 
told his friends that it was the "culmination" of 
their political agitation anlf' exhorted them to 
keep it up, While Dr. Ambedkar's appointment is 
a happy ohoioe welcomed by all classes, it is 
not by any means the culmination of the social 
reform movement for the abolition of untouchability. 
In the last analysis, it is really quite inelevant even 
as an episode to that movement. 

-
THE RAU COMMITTEE'S BILL ON HINDU 

SUCCESSION. 
(BY K. B. GA]ENDRAGADKAR, SATARA.) 

I 
The Hindu Law Committee in their Report have 

stated at the end, "The recommendation which we 
like to stress most strongly is that relating to the 
preparation in gradual stages of a complete Code of 
Hindu Law." 
· The Government of India accepted this recommen

dation of the Committee and the Committee were 
asked to prepare a draft Bill first on the Law of 
Inheritance and then on the Law of Marriage. 

· The two Billa prepared by the Committee were 
sent to the Legislative Department of the Govern
ment of India. These are now published in the 
Gazette for the information of the public. In due 
course these Bills will be moved in the Central 
Legislative Assembly by the Law Member of the 
Government of India. 

The Bill on the Hindu law of Intestate Sucoeesion 
oan be said to be the first part of the contemplated 
Hindu Code. In it, the Ia w relating to intestate 
succession has been amended and codified. 

In the first place, it must be remembered that the 
rules given in this Bill are meant only to apply in 
oases of intestacy so that anyone who has property 
to leave and wishes to depart from the rules ca'11 
conveniently do so by making· a wilL 

The notion of a will does not at all exist in the 
ancient legal literature of the Hindus and the right 
to make a will did not form a part of their customary 
law. Wills were unknown to Hindu Jurisprudence, 
and, in fact, they appear to be opposed to dle spirit 
of the laws of the Hindus, The reason appears to be 
that the Law of Succession and Inheritance being 
believed by Hjndus to be founded on divine ordinance 
it would be irreligious to disturb the divine rule of 
devolution of property by disposing it in a different' 
manner. . . 

Further, it must be noted that the Law of 
Inheritance oaa by no means be so framed as to 
suit the feelings of all persons of a community. It 
is, therefore, always supplemented in every civilized 
country by ·the Law of Testamentary Succession. 
Those who think that the Law of Inheritance is 
unsuited to their feelings, are no longer fettered 
by its rules. For this purpose the law Of wills must 
be universally made known. 
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The main feature~ of the new Bill on the Law of 
inheritance are :-

(1) It embodies a common Jaw of intestate 
euccession for all Hindus in British India, irrespective 
of the tact that they are governed by the Dayabhag 
or Mitakshara or any aut>division of the Mitakshara, 
like,the Mayukha, etc. This is certainly praiseworthy. 
It will, no doubt, give an impetus to the idea of 
nationality amon~st the Hindus. In these rules a 
laudable attempt IS made at a oompromise between 
the Dayabhag and Mitakshara Schools. 

· (2) It removes the sez disqualification by which 
Hindu women, in general, have hitherto been preclud.. 
ed from Inheriting property in varioue parts of 
India. The 1ex disqualification against women 
Inheriting property will have really few defenders in 
these enlightened dlye of the equality of aexes. 
Nevertheleu, over a large part of India women with 
few exceptions are stilf debarred irom inheriting 
property, In Bengal, for instance, a sister oannot 
Inherit to her brother even if there are no other heirs, 

(3) It abolishes tile Hindu woman's limited 
estate. In the explanatory note attached to the Bill 
a1 well a11 In the fourth memorandum prepared by 
the Committee, etrong and convincing ground• are 
given why it is neoeuary to make the woman's 
estate abeolute and to do away altogether with the 
limited eetate, otherwise known as widow'• estate. It 
Is not far from truth to eay that, as far as Smriti 
authority goea, there ie very little of it to aupport the 
thecry of tbe limited estate of women in inherited 
property. This dootrine 1eem1 to be a pure creation 
by JUdicial deciaiona unsupported by ancient Sbastra. 
In India Mualim, Christian, Parsi, Jaina women, 
in faot women of all the communitie1 but the 
Wndu, take a full estate. It Ia difficult to maintain 
that Hindu women alone are inoompetent to enjoy ! 
full rights, Whatever may have been the· case in 
the past a general disability of this kind oan hardly 
be defended at the present day when we have 
women legislators, women lawyen and even women 
miniatera, · 

The Aot ie intended to apply to all heritable 
property except agricultural land, This ia deemed 
neoeuary in view of the finding of the Federal Court 
that the Central Legislature Is not competent to 
make aotl pertaining to agricultural lands. This Bill 
is not Intended to apply to impartible estates also. 
The aubject ot impartible eatatel constitutes a 
separate branoh of Hindu Law and will have to be 
dealt .with separately. This Aot is intended to come 
Into force on 1st January 194.6, 
• Thia Ia necessary In order to give sufficient time 
for the community to adjust itself to the proposed 
ohangea, to give sufficient opportunity to GOvernor's 
agricultural Provinces to pasalegislation in respeot of 
land, and, further, to give the Central Legislature 
euffioient time to codify other branchea of Hindu 
Law so that there may be an entire Code from 
January 194.6. 

This Act ia conoemed with Allritalll• proptrtg which 
inoludes all property governed by the Dayabhag 
Sohool, and the self-acquired property of the Hindus 
~verned by the Mitaksbara SchooL · The interest 
of an undivided coparcener is not 'heritable property' 
since It psssea not to his heirs but to his aurviving 
coparoeners, 

The poaition eeems to have been aomewhat 
chanJZed by the Deshmukh Aot but thi1 question is 
not diaoueaed in thia BilL This will be dealt with 
when the· Mitakshara Joint Family comes. into 
consideration. In my opinion, this is not proper, The 
question of tho Mitaksbara Joint Family should be 

considered ia thie very Bill; and, just as the rules 
of succession are made applicable to all Hindus 
throughout British India, there should be uniform 
Dayabhag Joint Family throughout British India. 
The Mitakshara Joint Family ehould be abolished 
and the Dayabbag Joint Family must be substituted 
for it. 

The Deshmukh Aot baa to a certain eztent made 
woman the coparcener ia the M:itakshara Joint 
Family. So practically it has adopted the principle 
of Dayabbag system. 

The law of succession must then be the same 
whether the deceased was at the time of death-joint, 
separate or whether the property left by him is self
acquired or joint family property. In other words, 
euoeession by survivorship must be a bolisbed 
altogether, 

· Further, the right-by-birth theory must also be 
abolished. The father must be the absolute owner 
of all the property, ancestral or self-acquired. At 
~e , most, the rigllt of bequeathing or alienating 
ancestral property shold be limited. The root-cause 
of the whole evil in the joint family law ia the right, 
by-birth in the Mitaksbara Joint Family. 

The diatinotion between an adopted son and a 
natural-born son (born after the adoption) is al~ther 
abolished. At present when a son is actually born 
after the adoption, he, 4 ,., the after-hom son, usually 
gets the larger share of the father's property, the 
relative shares of the two sons being different under 
the different aohools' of Law. Under this new Act 
both the sona would get .equal ahares, It must be 
remembered that an adopted son loses all his future 
rights in. the family in which he was born. as a 
consequence of the adoption and it eeems hardly 
fair that he should ever count as anything less than 
the natural-born son in the family of the adoption,· 

THE WARDHA RESOLUTION, 

The Editor, · .. 
Tlls Indian &Dial B•/orrrur. 

Sir, 

Let me· congratulate you on the very realistic 
view you have taken of the Wardha Resolution, 
You are absolutely in the right when you say 
that nothing has happened recently to warrant 
a change in the attitude of the Congresa towards 
the war. Nobody will question the justice of 
the demand of Indians for freedom to manage their 
affairs t~emselves even · if they were likeJy to 
blunder •n the conduct of atate business. · But 
at this hour, when we · are paSBing through 
a cri1is unparalleled in history since the days of 
Kurukshetra, to start a mass movement likely, 
as the author of the resolution himself has 
admitted, to throw the country into the vortez of 
anarchy, ia, to say the least, a stupendous folly and it 
is strange that a responsible body like the Congress; 
Working Committee should coun.tenaooe the proposal 
May we hope that between now and the time when 
the A. L C. C. meets, wiser counsels will prevail and 
the projected idea of a 'final mass struggle' will be 
given up P If it is not, it will be the sacred duty of 
every one who loves his or her country not only to 
keep away from the movement, but also to oppose 
it by every means that oaa be employed. · · 

Kbar, l 
·20th July 194..2, ~ 

., Yours eto., 

. VEERBAL H. MEHTA. 
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LETTERS OF B, J. PADSHAH. 
( Uopgright.) 

JUNE 29, 1932, 
On th• Amazon. 

Wild Nature, even though it be on th!l swiftest and 
'biggest river in the Universe, ''tires after a while 
unless one is an entomologist or a Naturalist or a 
Tomlinson 1 the perenniel charm of England is that 
Man has tar_ned Natu~e by cultivation and enhanced 
her Beauty m the tammg 1t. Here, the Forest and Rivet 
are ma.sters; as Dog eats Dog, ·so Tree strangles 
Tree! and the alligator is not far to give a taste of 
the rwer. Today we passed more human habitations, 
a settlement where they celebrate a scO'~t's day 
i~ colourful. costume .clothing chocolate-skins; one 
aaw canoes and babies and cows and dogs, In the 
evening we passed Itacoatura, the third large 
intervening settlement between Para and Manaos · 
after dinner, though we are still 70 miles from Manaos' 
we ·are passing villas on the banks. We have see~ 
floating planks covered with green but no floating 
islands torn off fr«?"! the ~crest banks in masses by 
the flood of the ·tJsmg r1ver ; at sunset the sky 
looked blood-stained in patches with delicate blue 
surrounding; all day, we have seen green within two 
or three !Jtone-tbrows. But at Manaos, I may see 
interesting guides, a newer town, ,a new race of 
)lumans in process of milnufacture by the admix
ture of old strains. Tbe doctor says, the English 
themselves in Manaos are different-they act as one 
family-unlike tbe English in Para who act in cliques. 
And the forest it!!elf is said to be more alluring. 

JuNE SO, 1&32, 
Manaos, Brazil. 

Arriving at aunrise, as expected, we found the 
river water a:\1 black. The Amazon is fed by many 
cributaties, and one of them is Rio Negri, which 
gets its name from the 'black-soil · of the river bed 
which gives the water its. colour and pours it into 
the Amazon in such volume that the colour of the 
river here at Manaos is also black. But the floor of 
the water here is said to be white sand. The waters 
are said to be tbe purest about ; and the place 
to be healthy, in spite of malaria and influenza 
which appear to rage just at this time. But last 
night, before going to bed, I discovered mosquitoes 
under my brown hat and skull-cap I As I Jay in 
bed reading, the outside of my ear felt a tickle, and I 
saw a deep black tiny creeping thing run out. The 
only way was to try the effect of putting out lights ; 
I fell into a deep sleep, and knew no more of the 
tiny or shiny creeping things, till to·night at dinner ••• 
the lights attracted them again, and not them 
only; grasshoppers were arrayed on . white walls, 
every lamp showed moths in thousands, my silk 
suit had some of these tenants, the Portuguese doctor 
has been ·driving them off his face with a running 
II ick of his handkerchief. ' 

Only the cruiser-passengers remain on board ; 
we were all fUrnishell with our six days' programme. 
I separated from the six arid from the guide with them, 
because I had to await bandaging and the others were 
anxious to get away before 9; so I started on 
my own at to, To-day was not a programme-day; 

. but ·interesting things to spend time on were 
· indicated clearly. While the others shopped and 
visited the Market, I .had taken a round on tbe 
Circular Road in a tram-which took up an bourJ· 
what I saw was fi"oni the tram, including a dea 
h001e stretched on the road. When I returned 
to the starting-point, I met the six and their guide 
preparing to board a circular tram ;I walked and 
came back to the ehip. • . . 

At B-30 we were invited to proceed to the British· 
athletic club and bathe and swim in its pools there 

and have tea. Again six of us went. Madame 
Stamenescu preferring to tram the same way and 
walk in the forest. . 

J J • : 

Of the s.ix, four entered 'kalaoany' sw~m ·and 
revelled; two, Mr. Brodrick and I, mtch~d. 
. We trammed · back to the ship-a ride of 45 
minutes along Flores Road. Manaos has 75 thoumnci 
inhabitams; is the capital of a larger district, has two 
quarters, Old & New. After dinner revealed an 
illuminated building, the· doctor said it was a 
successful brewery which also makes ice. Another 
officer said the illumination was in honour of a 
saint. 

JULY 1, 1932. 
' I bave.just returned from the first organised trip 
having taken tea and lunch,.on a launch which 
carr!ed us to the beginning of creeks whence boats 
carried us through narrow lanes, sometimes not wide 
enough f~r more than one, through the dark-blue 
water wh1ch the forest continued to adjoin. · 

A passenger, Mr. Clovelly-Price by name, has been 
in diplomatic service in these parts and even two 
thousand miles higher up the river; was once nearly 
drowned; at another time, a companion was drowned 
and himself lost gun, ammunition and all clothing 
This fellow with tales to tell such as Othello narrated 
to Desdem«?na, is to sail with us to Liverpool, joined 
our, excursron to-day, and helped . to entertain 
lad1e~ and Mr. . Brodrick: with his adventures, 
He IS posted as Secretary to the Legation in 
Rommania, and may, therefore, interest Madame 
Stamenescu. Glimpses of the .English colony are 
already meeting us. 
. Yesterday morning I saw a young lady while 
I was being shaved, trying to make ·purchases lri 
.the barber's shop, and not succeeding. I saw her 
this morning again; she looked for' a bow which 
I readily gave. She had been trying to coax: 
the barber into quoting lower prices ; and was 
apparently making funny remarks, and making· eyes 
at me to Indicate tbat she was speaking only in fun. 
The barber say~ society ladies visit shops. in ships 
when they amve to get odds and ends m fashion 
which would not be in stock at local shops ; he had 
quoted sh. 4/- for a necktie, its price in a London 
shop, and she had been repelled ; afterwards, her 
husband came to look for her, and she bad told 
hill) that the barber was a harrl/f.IIJI and the barber 
!lxplained to me the meaning of this idiomatic 
expression, also that the bus band is the Manaos 
agent of the Booth Line; that sbe is a Brazilian
born girl educated in London and rtwried to an 
Englishman, therefore, now English. It is of interest. 
to me that, when I inquired at l'ara about the size of 
the British Colony, I was given the figure 150 
all told, including the "Barbadese.'' Tomlinson 
also mentions the "Barbadese negress." 

Why this special mentioil 1' Emigrants i' No, the• 
Barbadese cooks . had onoe been imported •. A. 
counterpart of it was today when the man who led us 
round the local waterworks (of which they think a 
great deal) said be had been British 4.5 years age. 

The excursion· that we made today was to the 
Taruma Falls. · 

Jur.. v 2, 1932. 
To-day our programme was changed. One of our 

fellow passengers, Mr. Forbes, who heads tha 
tramways here and Mr. Grant, an American CO• 

resident in their cbummer1, invited the seven of us 
survivors to a picnic in their own launch, and the 
function proved of interest. We returned to s late 
lunob, sinoe have been left to ourselves; though a 
guide is in attendance to show us the sights of the 
town, apparently no body is free from fatigue. -' 
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The launch took us the same way as yeaterday, 
but the road a1forded more interest because the 
apace in the launch was scanty far 10 many, yet the 
launch was equipped with a kitchen with all things 
handyJ the river was spraying all the time through 
high wind. · 
Tw~ boats, in charge of a very smart and ll!lal"tly• 

dreaaed lad, were roPed to our launch-once they 
broke loose and they and the boy bad to be brought 
back. When we stopped, the bOats took the bulk of 
us aebore to the sands and nook& to batbe ...... this 
gave an opportunity far conversation between Madame 
Stameneacu and me, 

It may be that more is called for than the extinc
tion of publio debts ; a general moratoripm may 
become necessary, Nbt that abe loves Germany, 
she hal strong memories of the occupation; 
a French writer bas shown that Germany's 
pretence of want is companioned by extra
vagance. Frankfort has ~built a market which 
cannot be afforded by London or Paris and has 
built houee1 for wor~n compared with whioh 
Paris workmen live in squalor, On a German boat, 
she and an. Englilh lady. were treated by G~~n 
passenger~ as pariahs, Madame showed her d1adam 
of the German attitude and the cowards then ehowed 
her respect. The English lady ·felt intolerable the 
indignities to which her German cabin· mate exposed 
her; ehe waa too proud to complain and accepted the 
hospitality of a Russia.'l lady who offered her the 
floor of her cabin to sleep on on which the English· 
woman fetching her bedstead from her cabin, spread 
it herself. Then we passed to other subjects; we dis· 
cussed yesterday's trip, 

SCOTS WHA HAEI 

The Editor, 
Th1 Indi1J11 8ooial Rsformw. 

Sir, 

In the note entitled "Nationality in Viceroys," 
which appeared in your· iseue of Saturday, July 11, 
you make a completely untrue statement about the 
Scottish people. You refer to Scotsmen as ''them
aelves a conquered race." It· is true that Scotland 
was overrun by England in the time of King Edward I 
and that a puppet king was Installed in the country. 
But the Scottish people, under Kirig Robert the 
Bruoe, reonvered their independence at the Battle of 
Bannockburn in 1314, b}' decisively defeating King 
Edward li of England and the independence of 
ScjJtJand was never afterwards seriously challenged 
by the English people, although there were frequent 
wara between the two peoplea. It was, indeed, a 
Soottieh king-King Jamea VI-who became King 
of Great Britain at the union of the Crowns J the 
union of the Parliaments oame later, based on 
equality between the two nationa.. l am astonished 
that a usually well-informed paper like Th• Inlian 
&Dial R4form,. should have committed so gi'Olls a 
pervera !on of historical facts. 

Bombay, l Yours eto., 
July 16,1942. S SCOTsMAN. 

[Our oorresponden~ forgets Flodden Field two 
centuries after Bannook15urn 1 Glenooe another 
century later, As regards the choioe of King 
James Vl-"the most learned fool in Christendom"
as King ] ames I, the English in their attempts 
to remedy the error, beheaded his son 
and suoneuor, and with • foreign (Dutch) aid 
drove out bis grandsOIL The English have not 
been partioular about the choioe of Kings. They 

cboee later .a German. "Scotsman" would have 
been nearer the point bad be mentioned the 
present advantageous position occupied by his 
countrymen in the Empire, But even then it would 
surely not be the first time that the victories of Mars 
were reversed in Peace.-Editor-] 

RACE DISCRIMINATION AND. EVACUEES. 
' . 

The Editor, 
TM Indian &Dial R1,jfmnw, 

Sir, 
l am more reluctant to take up any portion of your 

valuable spaoe than you are perhaps to give it. But 
I consider that the Indian Press has not been in full 
possession of or has not fully appreciated facts· 
about the evacuee question and in consequence a 
glaring Injustice bas gone unnoticed, 

The British Government have been paying at the 
minimum rate of. Rs. 85 per month (the maximum ' 
paid is, I understand, several timea higher) to all' 
European evacuees in India whether they have come1 

from Burma, Poland, or any other part of enemy
occupied territory, or whether they are British sub
jects or not. The British Government have not made· 
any arrangements for payment to Indian evacuees •. 
Hwlir& lia th• big diaoriminatim, th1 glaring injuotiu, tb 
whioh thB Indian Prill ha. not giwn any attmtion. I · 
brought the matter to the attention of Th1 Rsformw' 
so that it might give the necessary lead, and for· 
doing this seryioe J had only abuses heaped on my 
devoted bead, 

An Indian in Burma was a Burmese citizen or a 
Burmese National as muob as a European. If be 
evacuated Burma because the British Government 
oould not prevent the country from falling into 
enemy's bands, the responsibility for maintaining 
him was that of the British Government alona. The 
British Government acoepted the responsibility in 
the case of others, but not in that of Indians, 
Morally and legally the British Government should 
have maintained the Indian evacuees In the lame 
standard as the non-Indian evacuees. 

When the stream of evacuation began, the Indian 
Government came to the rescue and shouldered a 
responsibility whioh was really not theirs. They 
undertook the liability for orores of rupees in order 
to give immediate suooour to the tens of thousands 
of evacuees trekking into India. There evidently 
was no time to settle terms with the British 
Government. Is it so difficult to understand who 
was the real inspiration behind the Government of 
India's patriotic move P 

When I informed Th• R1/urmsr about the British 
Government having taken up. the responsibility for 
European evacuees, l fully expected it to follow up 
with the question : Why not responsible for Indian 
evacuees ? It was an acute disappointment to me 
that it missed the point altogether and went off at a 
tan~nt. As l write, I have a Preas Note before me 
statmg that among the questions that India's Finance 
Member will discuss with the British Government 
are "certain financial matters connected with the 
European evacuees for whom His Majesty's Govern
ment is responsible.'' On what principle does an 
Indian evacuee stand on a .different footing from a 
European evacuee 11i~t-a-w British Government P 
Why should not the British Government be liable 
to repay crores that the Indian Government has 
spent on the Indian evacuees from Burma, whioh 
really should have been spent on behalf of the 
British Government P 

The Indian Press and publio opinion have gone on 
the wrong scent and the Britisb Exchequer reaps a 
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substantial benefit out of this folly. Is it now too 
late to take up th~ matter I' 1 think not. 

Delhi, } Yours etc., · 
July 19, 124.21 B, BANERJI, 
, [We fail to see why the British Government should 

be made to pay for Indian evacuees. It is only natural, 
when people who are residing abroad are driven 
out of their countries of adoption, that they should 
look premarily to their countries of birth .for help. 
Britain bas had to bear . the burden for European 
countries outside her imperial system because they 
are her allies and their Governments, speaking 
generally, have at the moment neither territory nor . 
exohequer, If the Government of India cannot do · 
even .the little which bas been done, it would have 
made a laughing stock of itself in the eyes of the 
most unpolitical sections of the world. Does . 
Mr. Banerji forget that, so far were Indians from 
being recognized as Burmans that negotiations were. 
afoot soaroe three years ago for conditions in which 
they would be tolerated in Burma P Or that many 
Indians have had to face the unrestrained wrath .of 
Burmans before fleeing the . country i' We are· 
astounded at the attempt, soaroely veiled in this 
letter, to represent prevaling conditions as a great 
act of generosity on the part of the Government of 
India. We must say that Mr. Banerji's letters are 
as ill-informed as they are shifting. He said with an 
air of authority, that the British Government bore tbe 
relief expenaes of Anglo-India and Anglo-Burmans, 
But he was merely repeating apparently a widespread 
rumour. We learn from a reliable source that the 

report quoted in the Rs/ormlf' from the Lsarl1r of Mr. 
Aney's conversation with representatives of the Press 
is substantially Correct except in one partioula~. He 

. did not say that expenditure on behalf of Anglo
Indians and Anglo-Burmans would be met by His 

, Majesty's Government. That Government is respon• 
sible for expenditure incurred on behalf of EurolWlans, 
The Burma Government is responsible for expen
diture incurred on behalf of Burmans and Anglo
Burmans, Anglo-Indians are classed as Indians .and 
expenditure on their behalf is debitable to Indian 
revenues.-Editor,] 

, The Bank of India Limited :-The transac
tions of the past six months have resulted in a profit of 
ll.s. 11,70,417-4-8 from which s~in bas to be deducted 
Rs, 2,00,000/- for Income Tax and Super Tax, •leaving a 
net profit of R1. 9,70,U7-4-3 for the half year ended 
80tll June 1942. To this amount has to be added 
Rs. 9,41,655-1-<1 brought forward from the last account 
making a total of lts. 18,12,072-,-3, This sum the 
Directors have disposed of a' follows :-In payment of 
an ad-interim dividend at the rate of eleven percent per 
annum (Rs. 'J./12/- per share) fres of Income Tax, on tile 
paid up capital of Rupees one crore for tlle•balf year 
ended 80tll June 1942 whicll ·will absorb Rs. 5,50,000/-; 
carried forward to tile next account .ll.s. 18,52,072-5-8~ 

-
f•o. 

Thlt·ye4• 

Mtthlitlt.! 

I 

RAVEl IWIIICUIAA! A!OH. DIR£Croll. WSrfDII'S 81JREAI/, SIIINACM, OR FROM lOURIST AGENCIES 
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6, Oralio 1181Uuad OD cllalrlol oDd olbOI loWIIII OD - ~ ~~ 
110-lnod on opplloollon. 

a. Aaoounlo on oudllod qllll'IIIIJ bJ o 111m o1 IMOIPOIO ... 
&aao1111lonlo on4 JIOIIJ bJ o Bpoolal GomDmonl Aadllor1 
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VAIKON~ r., .ll'SBT., · 
Managlug Director, 

THE INDIAN SOCIAL REFORMER. 
( FOUNDKD IN 1110,) 
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THB MANAGER, 

Kamakshi House, 
BOMBAY, 20. 
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TRIVANDRUM. 

CHEST COLD 

... 

• 
(Regd,J 

A simple chest cold may, if neglected turn 
into bronchitis; avoid this by rubbing your 
chest with AMRUfANJAN. Its penetrating 
warmth goes deep down into the chest, loosens 
the phlegm and brings quick relief. 

AMRU'(ANJAN 
Brinp Quick Relief Always 

AMRUTANJAN L TO. 
BOMBAY & MADRAS. 
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·------------------~ 
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BARODA~ 
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• 
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Mr. Kelka.r'1 Balance-Sheet. 
Tba Oongreu Reaolution. 
Bihar Load1, 
Sir A. ~ora on Indian 

Produo,ton. 
l'o1t-War Reoonstruotioa. 
Empire Foreign Policy. 
A Oontra.a*- • 

The Beoond Front. 
Optimiom. 
Equal Acoeu to !law Material&. 
Cripps Spea.kl to Americ .. 
Coupland on Orippa. 
Dnya.neahwar, · 
Notes by lbe Wa.y. 
The Ba.u Committee's Bill oD 

Hindu SuoceBBion. 
Letters of B, l. Padsbab. 

NOTES. 
Expanded Counclllors ;-There seems to be 

some misconception on the part of some of the 
members of the Viceroy's Council about the 
duties they are called upon to fulfil. Sir Feroze 
Khan Noon started the trouble with a most 
intemperate attack on the Congress; Dr. B. R. 
Ambedkar has followed up with a series of state· 
ments which are as out of place as they are in bad 
tast~;; an4, ~r. M. ~· Aney has capped it with 31 

reeoglme~;~datory speech at Nagpur on the Cripps 
scheme. Dr, Ambedkar at least has the excuse 
that he is new to his job ; but the other two gentle
men have been long enough in office to realise 
that they need not take over the past mistakes 
of the Government of India; that in their 
official careers the real strug-gle lies not in 
fighting old political opponents but in tackling 
their departments, Sir Jogindra Singh, another 
of the new members, in a conciliatory speech 
observed that he regarded the present COuncil 
as already a National Government. To each 
of the members this, we presume, is the justjfica. 
tion for accepting office. It does no good to 
the country to ignore this very proper sentiment. 
:eut a government • can be deemed national, 
only on its policies ~ot on its personnel. 
And a general presumption that members 
have taken office ior reasons of national 
welfare, naturally takes away any special credit 
from in~ividuals affirming this outlook, Attack· 
ing the Congress or any othi!r party in India 
does not call for any particular courage at the 
moment.' IS" or do the men who have agre!ild to 
serve in the Viceroy's Council, need to prove 
their political cour~ by such ~ottacks, What 
is needed is a conciliatory policy and words that 
will bring Indians together and not further 
divide them, The Expanded Council can prove 
successful from the country's point of view only 
in so far as it achieves the l)bject of assuring 
the public that their interests are as secure under 
the care o£ the Council as they would be under a 
responsible government. It is not helpful to 
this end when Dr, Ambedkar talks of the 

• 

uselessness of having an Indian Defence Member: 
However eminent the men now in office may be, 
it is foolhardy to seek to convert a unanimous 
demand for greater power into enthusiasm for 
the present system. 
· The Tllak School :-The Hon. Mr. M.S. ·Aney, 

speaking at Nagpur this week, avowed himself 
a follower of the Tilak doctrine of taking what 
was given and asking for more, and cond !mned 
the rejection by the Congress. party of Sir 
Stafford Cripps' proposals. Tke Re} ormer has 
been throughout opposed· to the Tilak method 
which is nothing but opportunism without a 
single thread of principle to give it the semblance 
of continuity, Its most notable achievement 
in the political · field is the Lucknow Pact 
which has been a millstone round the 
neck of every reformer since it was 
concluded in 1916 when the Lok:~manya had 
stepped into the shoes of Sir Pheroze shah 
Mehta. The acceptance of the Cripps scheme 
would have been another colossal blunder, 
perhaps a worse one. The grounds on which 
the Congress and the Muslim League rejected 
the proposals, are still the subject ,of controversy. 
Whatever they were, whether they are all such as 
would commend themselves to acceptance or not, 
we are convinced that the rejection itself was 
right in the highest interests of the country. 
The provision for the division of the country 
which was tacked on to the proposals, it may be 
when it came to be worked out, might have 
proved an insuperable obstacle to division. 
That is to say, it offered to separationists, just 
as Mr. Rajagopalacharya offered to the Muslim 
League, a Dea4 Sea apple, knowing and wishing 
that it would prove to be ashes when tasted. 
This may be clever but it is not honest politics. 
The question of India's unity is not and never 
can be an open question. The Congress, we 
know, was rather vague and indefinite on this 
point, Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad used 
words which conceded the principle and other 
Nationalist Muslims, except from South India, 
have spoken in the same equivocal tone. That, 
hoW&ver, does not affect the issue. If the Cripps 
scheme had been accepted, the interval before 
the armistice would have been utilised by the 
parties to prepare the ground for a favourable 
verdict at the proposed plebiscite in the provin
ces. Mr. Jinnah, whatever he is, is not a fool, 
and he would have unhesitatingly rejected a 
verdict which did not favour Pakistan. The . ' 
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position at the end of the war would have been 
ten times worse than it would be now that the 
scheme has ceased to count in Indian politics. 

Mr. Kelkar's Balance-Sheet :-Striking a 
balance between the advantages of Civil Disobe
dience and joining the army, the distinguished 
Maratha publicist, Mr. N. C. Kelkar, judges 
that those of the latter outweigh those of the 
former. .Civil Disobedience, he argues, is one
sided whereas sending of men to the Army may 
possibly be turned into a two-sided affair. In 
Civil Disobedience people will learn only to court 
imprisonment ; joining the Army, on the other 
hand, will give them military training which they 
may tum to patriotic account on their return 
from war, "not necessarily by means of an 
armed revolt.'' Moreover, a man who has 
fought for the British Government might hope to 
receive a more sympathetic response from that 
Government to his prayer for self-government 
for his country. The argument is ingenious 
but superficial. Going to prison in Civil 
Disobedience is only symbolic of more severe 
penalties if imprisonment does not have a 
deterrent effect. Sir Stafford Cripps' broadcast 
to America shows that only a doubt about the 
Washington Government's reactions stand in the 
way of the adoption of more stringent measures. 
The doubt i~ unnecessary, America produced 
Abraham Lincoln but it also produced the 
assassin of Lincoln. It is . besides the home 
of the Ku Klux Klan. Gandhiji well knows that 
the prison may not be the end. It may lead to 
the gallows. As for the training in the Army 
being useful for post-war reforms, Mr. Kelkar 
surely knows what happened at the end of the 
last war. A victorious war has the effect of 
attaching the rank and file more closely than 
ever to their generals who in the case of the 
Indian Army are all British or Australians. 
Moral courage is a rarer virtue than physical 
courage and Civil Disobedience, whether one 
likes it or not, gives more scope for the former 
than the battl~field. We need not muddle our 
reason in order to find arguments for a course of 
conduct which we have adopted as best in our 
circumstances. 

The Congress ~esolotion:-All the various 
explanations and elucidations issued by Congress 
leaders on the Wardh~ Resolution of the 
Working Committee make it clear that what 
is demanded is nothing more than some concrete 
action which will irrevocably establish the 
independence of India. This is something 
which Indians cannot but support. The 
several statements made by non-Congressmen 
do not reject this demand but suggest that a 
better method than direct action which . the 
Congress contemplates, would be to summon 
a. Round Table Conference of all parties. Much 
as we dislike the thought of Civil l>isobedience, 
we are unable to commend with any honesty the 
Conference method as a better way. There is no 
time for such delaying tactics. Whatever may 
be said against the decision at Wardha, it has 
to be admitted that it has focussed world 

attention on India as nothing else has done. 
The statements of non-Congress leaders, cajoling 
or threatening, are pathetic. The traditional 
British policy of repression and conciliation in 
alternation leaves no room for any but extre· 
mists. However, it may be desired today, it is 
too late to think of interposing a new set' of 
leaders between the Government and the Con. 
gress as buffers. On the other hand, some 
Congress leaders have a very airy attitude 
towards the contemplated movement. Maulana 
Abu! Kalam Azad says that the resolution is 
an appeal to the 26 nations. This would be 
calamitous, Of the four leading powers, Russia 
and China are in sore straits. ii'he other 22 are all 
under obligation to Britain and the U. S. A. and 
dare not offend them. In an optimistic forecast at 
Bombay Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel asserted that 
the struggle would be over in a week's time. Of 
course, if it is not as short,. nobody will be there 
to call to account-certainly not the Sardar-as 
all Congress leaders will be serving long terms 
of imprisonment. Anyone who joins the move
ment relying on such statements, is in for 
disillusionment, 

Bihar Leads :-It may be recalled that the 
Federal Court of India held that the right 
to legislate about agricultural land belonged 
under the Government of India Act to 
Provincial Legislatures and that the latter 
sbould recognise the right of women to inherit 
agricultural land. The Bihar Governor who at 
present is also the provincial Legislature, has 
promulgated a law removing the defect in the 
Hindu Women's Property Act pointed out by the 
Federal Court. The effect of the Bihar Act will 
be to give widows the full measure of the benefit 
which the framers of the Hindu Women's Right 
to Property Act (1937 and 1938) contemplated, 
to avoid a multiplicity of rules of succession, 
and, most of all, to protect transactions already 
en_tered into ·on the faith of the Act. It 
is surprising that these considerations have 
not moved all other provinces, those in which 
Legislatures are functioning and those in whicb 
they are not, to pass a similar law. 

Sir A. ~ogers oli Indian Production :-T~ 
Hitedu in an editorial · in a recent issue 
quoted some passages· from a statement made 
by Sir Alexander Rogers, head of the Ministry 
of Supply Far Eastern Mission, who was 
sometime back in· this country. Contrasting. 
war · productiori iri Australia and India, Sir 
Alexander was quoted as having said : · 

~stralians had an intense national con'Sciousness 
thafthey were working and fighting tor their own, 
country. In India; on the other hand, the British 
official, an employee, tended to have regard first 
tor his pay, and then for his pension on which 
he would retire from the country. There was not 
in the direction of India'S' industry, the intense 
national feeling there was in Australia. 

Mr. Percy MacQueen (retired I. C. S.) in a letter 
to the Hindu protests against this statement on 
curiously contradictory grounds. He first argues 
that there is nothing wrong in the British Indian 
official who is as a rule nc:ither a capitalist nor 
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landowner, thinking of the wherewithal to pro- I no need to wear the white cloth of penitence. 
vide for himself and for his family. He The time will come when India will be 
concludes by saying- that he could hardly think proud of her membership of the Commonwealth 
that a man in Sir Alexander's responsible of Nations.'' It is something that Lord Elibank 
position would have given public utterance to did not declare that after two hundred years 
the remarks attributed to him. Mr. MacQueen India is at present proud of h"r membership 
decktred that the Hindr?s information was in- of the Commonwealth to nearly all parts of 
correct. The Editor in a footnote gave as which she is barred entrance. The pose of 
his authority the World's Press News for infallibility is only for India. British !!tatesmen 
March 19, 1942 which stated that the Conference are free to confess that they had blundered 
at which Sir Alexander made his statement, was elsewhere. In the course of another debate the 
held in the Empire Division of the Ministry of next day Lord Chancellor Simon said with 
Information, London, on Friday, March 13. We reference to international debt, that Government 
agree with Mr. MacQueen that a British member was determined that the tragic errors of the last 
of the Indian Cifil Service is entitled to war shall not be repeated. The use of the 
think of the means of livelihood of himself words Empire and Commonwealth as if they 
and of his family but-and that is the were interchangeable, is misleading. There is, 
point of Sir Alexander's remarks-he is not of course, no British Empire without India. 
entitled to regard India as existing for that A Contrast :-Mr. Nathaniel Peffer to whose 
purpose. Sir Alexander was slightly wrong article on ''South Eastern Asia" in Foreig-n 
in saying that the~e was not in India the Affairs we made a passing- reference last 
same intense nationalist spirit in, the direction week, contrasts the resistance which China 
of India's industry as in Australia. The spirit has offered to Japanese aggression for five years 
is there all right but its manifestation is checked with little resources and without foreign 
at every point by the spirit of the Indian Civil assistance, with Britain's failure even with, 
Service working through white or brown bodies. China's help to hold Burma for three months 

Post-War neconstructioo :-The subject of against the Japanese. The explanation is 
post-war reconstruction has within the last few obvious. The Chinese are fighting to defend 
weeks suddenly shot forward to a central place their own country while in Burma the British 
in the world Press and Parliaments, It may be were fighting only to hold a possession. When 
inferred that in many quarters there is a feeling their own country was in danger from Nazi 
that the war is nearing its end. The discouraging air-raids, British fortitude, determination and 
feature about this preparation for peace, is that courage evoked the admiration of the who!~ 
Europe and European interests again bulk largely world. When everything is said, Britain has 
in the discussions and there seems to be a necessarily the first call on the armed might of 
tacit assumption that Europe will again the British people, just as China has upon the 
dominate Asia. ·No Asiatic country can of endurance and fortitude of the Chinese. 
course accept this position, If European domi- The Second Front :-It was understood that 
nation is to be the goal of the endeavour of the M. Molotov had, during his visit to London and 
Allied nations under the cloak of freedom and Washington last month, secured American and 
democracy, the slogan "Asia for the Asiatics" British promises to open a second front in Europe 
will inevitably acquire a · strength of appeal to divert German attack on Russia. Russia 
which it does not so far possess, which is now hard-pressed, is demanding the 

Empire Foreign Policy :-In the course of a fulfilment of the promise, There is considerable 
debate in .the House of Lords last week on the opposition to the idea in Britain, an important 
desirability of having a common foreign policy member of Government, Mr. Bevin, going se> 
approved by the component parts of the British far as to accuse people who ask for it of 
l!mpire, Viscount Bennett, former Prime Minister "feeding" Hitter and Goebbels and playing the 
pf Canada, said that the Dominions did not fully enemy's game. Some authorities hold that the 
realise that Article 4 of the recent Anglo-Soviet recent devastating British air raids on Cologne 
Treaty mtght involve Britain in another war, and Hamburg, are the second war-front but 
and, if that happened, the attitude of certain these have not had any effect on the steady 
Dominions would not be pleasaQt. Lord Cran· German push into the heart of Russia. The 
bourne speaking for Government assured the United States, it is said, is building a new 
House that the AngJo.Soviet Treaty was between gigantic airship which will carry armaments 
the United Kingdom and Russia and did not !'ithout interruption by German U. boats te> 
bind the Dominions but the Dominion Govern- Russia. This is expected to be ready by the 
ments were consulted at· every stage. and the autumn. As Mr. T. R. Venkatarama Sastry 
treaty had their full, whole-hearted and unquali- naively asks, if the Nazis get to the Caucasus 
lied approval, The question was raised on the by September, what will become of us? 
publication of the Treaty, whether and how far Optimism :-From Mr. Amery's speech in the 
India would be bound by its terms. No satis- House of Commons on Thursday, it would 
factory answer has so far been given to it. In appear that the British Cabinet hope to counter 
the Lords debate, Lord Elibank who opened it, any Congress movement with the obsolete 
solemnly declared that they had given India Cripps' scheme. 
internal peace for over two centuries, "We have 
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BOMBAY, A.ug~Rt 1, 1912. 

EQUAL ACCESS TO RAW 
MATERIALS. 

One of the terms of the Atlantic Charter is 
equal access to raw materials. The Reformer, 
from the. first, has pointed out that this has no 
meaning unless all countries have equal access 
to gold with which to pay for their purchases. 
For equal access does not mean that all raw 
materials will be collected at a central place and 
every nation can take as much of them as it 
needs, Even if this were the case, inequalities 
will not be long in manifesting themselves. The 
country which has more airplanes, will get at the 
raw materials depot sooner than the country 
which has only ships. The country which has 
swifter ships, will get there before the 
country which has slower ships. As between 
countries which are equally placed in 
respect of transport, there will be a 
scramble. This will develop into war. The 
world will again be plunged in the same kind of 
struggle as it is now in. Equal access to raw 
materials only means that no tariff barriers will 
be raised against some countries while others 
are left either free or enjoy preference in 
respect of imports and exports. It, of course, 
means that the coentries which wish to have 
raw materials, should pay for them. Gold 
is still the standard of values and the country 
which has most gold will have the most 
access to raw materials. The United States 
of America has the largest proportion of the 
world's gold. Countries which wish to have 
access to raw materials, must, therefore, first 
secure by purchase, borrowing, force or fraud, 
enough gold to pay for the raw materials they 
need. Without gold they will have no access to 
them, except by force. Tke Reformer, 
therefore, urged that the United States, if 
the term "equal access to raw materials" is to 
have meaning, should first give the countries of 
the world equal access to its gold hoards. The 
American people will not consent to the free 
distribution of their gold among the nations. 
Democracies can not face straight issues. The 
American democracy lost a considerable part of 
its wealth in the last war owing to the countries 
to which she made loans not having repaid them. 
In the present war, to avoid such an unpleasant 
contingency, President Roosevelt has devised the 
Lease-Lend policy which leaves entirely in his 
discretion whether a debtor nation should be 
required to repay or not, and, if it is required to 
repay, in what for~ and at what time: The 
President under th1s plan can avmd the 
unpleasantness of repudiation by declaring that 
the debt due was waived. The Lease-Lend and 
other plans are merely ways of getting rid of the 
embarrassing American hoards while letting the 
Americans think that full value will be secured 
for every cent advanced to every nation in one 
form or another. 

The April number of the American quarterly 
journal Forei~n Affairs publishes an article by 
Andre Istel on this provision of the Atlantic 
Charter, The writer begins by saying 
that "access'' would be worthless if it meant 
merely the right to purchase raw materials 
free from export prohibitions or discriminatory 
export taxes. "It must also include the means 
of making the purchase." Mr. lstel offers a plan 
to this end within the frame-work of the present 
international, system of finance or, we should say 
the one which is passing away. He postulat~ 
the existence of, or the return to, a world of 
different nations with different political institu
tions and different currencies

1 
The raw materials 

he chooses as typical, are tin' and rubber which 
America does not produce and which it badly 
wants. Underlying the article is also the 
assumption that the United States will have the 
largest say in the New Order. Mr. lstel's 
thesis breaks down the·&oment we think of 
count~ies like Great ~ritain and Japan, whose 
most Important needs m raw materials are food 
stuffs and to whom machine fodder is needed 
primarliy to earn the means of purchasing them. 
Mr. Istel admits that countries should manufac
ture articles for which they have raw materials 

-.$lid other facilities. India grows cotton, has an 
inexhaustible labour supply, large resources of 
water-power, and a ready market for cotton 
goods. Great Britain has none of these 
Would Britain sacrifiC<l' ,Lancashire to lnd~ 
as she sacrificed India to Lancashire sixty 
years ago? Mr. Istel's scheme is positively 
dangerous to countries like India which can 
grow their own raw materials both for 
the human and the factory machine. "Equal 
access'' to them would mean that Indian 
nationals will have no priority in the consump· 
tion of the raw materials which they produce. 
The scheme, in short, is pooling of the economic 
resources of all countries on the· model of the 
Anglo-French agreement of 1939 whose aim 
was to pool all the raw material resources of 
the two empires and to establish monetary 
stability. between the two currencies. The 
British and French statesmen who concluded the 
agreement, meant it to be much more than l 
war arrangement. They dreamed of its becom
ing the model of ·a world agreement 

When the war drum throbs no longer and the 
battle Bags are furlecl . . . 

In the Parlia~oent of Man, the Federation of the 
World. 

Mr. Istel thip;:~kS that this worked successfully. 
It is also permissible to hold: that it contributed. 
to the collapse of France within six months of its 
adoption. On. the night of the French surrender, 
Mr. Winston Churchill proposed a still closer 
union-in fact the merging of the French and 
the British Empires into a single unit. The 
proposal elicited no response. Mr. Istel's article 
is somewhat technical but the purpose of his 
scheme is to afford equal financial facilities to 
countries which have, and to countries which 
have not, colonies. We ~re afraid this paper 
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scheme will rtot work. The countries which 
have colonies, will • have an advantage over 
those which have· them, not even under a 
system of absolute free trade. The common 
orconnected curri!ncy of the mother country and 
its colonies will inevitably weight the scale 
ag!linst colonyless nations. There is no hope of 
any satisfactory solution of the problem unless 
the colonial system is abolished root and branch 
and every country is free to look first after her 
own needs before thinking of profiting· by those 
of others. 

-
Cripps Speaks to America :-Sir Stafford 

Cripps in a speci11 broadcast to the United 
States of America justified himself and con
founded ali his apologists who had almost 
made a fetioh of his sincerity, attributing his 
failure to sinister intrigues. This has been not 
only amongst lndi<lhs. Even so exalted a 
personage as Lord Linlithgow seemed to be over
whelmed by Sir Staff{)l'd's sincerity. Sir Stafford 
told his hearers that Britain had offered India an 
Executive similar to the American Executive. 
His whole speech is one misrepresentation from 
beginning to end, revealing the man for what 
he is. He began with a long sentimentllJ,. 
preface of his sincerity-methinks, the lady 
doth protest too much-and, as proof of this, 
he mentioned his "20,000 miles" journey to India 
and back, as though it was as arduous art 
exertion as the .Pilgrim's Progress. Whilst 
here he told his public that the scheme 
was to be taken or rejected as a whole, now 
it was apparently without "rigidity." His 
scheme was "not · accepted ;" nor, he lam~nted, 
was any agreed alternative put forward. In 
other words, if any British proposal which is 
condemned by all sections of Indian opinion, is 
to be supplanted, it must be by a unanimous 
scheme from Indians. Finaiiy, he argued that in 
putting down any agitation in. India the ·British 
are serving democracy and the United Nations. 
This, of course, is Britain's reply to the Congress 
resolution linking India's cause with that of the 
United Nations. Britain must have a very uneasy 
feeling to launch such an appeal at America. 
,Sir Stafford Cripps concluded ominously : 

I am sure that we In this country (Britain) can rely 
on you to give us your uuderstanchng, your help and 
your support in doing whatever Is necessary to main· 
tain Intact the front of the United Nations in India 
and to reopen the lifeline of out gallant allies the 
ohio••• 

What does this mean? Is the Government of 
India the United Nat ions' "front in India"? 
Are American troops to be used to quell a 
civil disobedience movement in this country ? 
Only passing mention is made of defending 
India in Sir Stafforlil's speech. The reason for 
this is obvious. We have no desire to rub 
in unpleasant facts; but when British roliticians 
talk of their "duty" and "responsibilities'' to 
peoples whom they govern, it must be pointed 
out that so far they have failed in these. As 
P. T. B. observes in his article in the Political 

Qumterly on Malaya, ''when · Britain was 
first called upon to fulfil her obligation to 
defend the Malaya States against all comers, 
she was unable to honour the pledge." The 
concentration, therefore, is on using India as 
a base to attack Japan, on helping China, on 
keeping up the struggle on behalf of the United 
Nations. The . only charitable conclusion one 
ean draw from the Cripps performance is that 
he is an embittered man, overrated by him
self and his friends, who, having seen his 
gamble fail, hits out blindly at everybody. And 
it requires a great deal of charity to reach this 
conclusion. We suppose the usual selection from 
the American press will be cabled out applaud
ing Sir Stafford's statesmanship and abusing 
Indians. All these are signs of weakness in a 
Government-that it should seek to bolster up 
its position by dubious tactics, miscalled 
propaganda. That Cripps was put up to speak 
to America shows that American opinion 'is not 
all as favourable to Britain as we are told. 
Government ·might control the flow of news l.ri 
both directions, whether through the press or by 
radio but there were American correspondents at 
Delhi during the Cripps Mission and few 
British adventures in India have had the publi
city which that Mission had in the United States 
of America. · 

COUPLAND ON CRIPPS. 
Professor R. Coupland, as he tells readers in thd 

preface to his pamphlet on the "Cripps Mission" 
(Oxford University Press: 12 as.), was on a four 
months' study tour of Indian constitutional problems 
when Sir Stafford Cripps came to India. He was 
to have gone back to write his report, Sir Stafford 
invited him to join his staff, Mr. Coupland agreed. 
What work he did, we are not told, But this little 
attempt to justify the ways of Cripps to men is 
the result. 

One cannot but admire the self-possession' o£ 
a man . who, after close association with a futile 
mission, coolly sits down to apportion praise 
or blame and expects his exoneration of the chief 
negotiator to be accepted, Mr. Coupland might 
have at least had the good sense . to give as 
an appendix ' the correspondence exchanged 
between Sir Stafford Cripps and Congress leaders. 
Indians especially and impartial readers generally 
who read Mr. Coupland's booklet, cannot find serioua 
fault with Gandhiji for avoiding nej:otiations with 
Britain, When every word one utters as torn from its 
context and promptly used against one, it is best to 
keep to oneself. The circumstances in wbioh Mr. 
Coupland found himself should have made him 
desist from writing on Cripps. What he bas done 
is not different from playing Goebbels to Sir 
Stafford's Hitler, 

Mr. Coupland adheres . to the reiterated Cripps 
view that the negotiations broke down because the 
Congress suddenly sprang a demand for a national 
government though Sir Stafford Cripps had made it 
clear that nothing of the sort could be granted during 
the War. And to convince people of this, be, like 
his leader, begins by saying that it is not correct to 
argue that the quarrel was over defence. Nobody 
said it was. Anyone who has taken the trouble t~ 
read the letters exchanged between Cripps, on the 
one hand, and Nehru and And, on the other, cannot 
but carry away the impression that Sir Stafford 
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whether he was fed up or ill or believed that the War 
Cabinet's object bad been served, broke off negotia
tions just when be could have usefully carried 
them further if he bad come ·tO India with 
the intention of overcoming the dead-lock, 
Maulana Azad said in his last letter, " You 
have put forward an argument in your letter 
which at no time during our talk was mentioned by 
you ... Had you raised this question, we would have 
discussed it and found a satisfactory solution." That 
Sir Stafford's reply to this should have been to 
pack up his luggage, means only that his attempt 
was to induce Indians to acoept the discredited 
August offer of Executive Council expansion.· It 
might be that Indians are not intelligent enough 
to understand the l:lritish mind, but when Sir Stafford 
said that Defence could in no circumstances be 
transferred to Indian bands implying thereby that 
all other portfolios would; and went on to 
add in his interviews temp~ing allusions to a 
Cabinet sy~tem and a National Government-which 
are discreetly omitted in Mr. Coupland's booklet
any normal person would have inferred that power 
was to be transferred to Indians in all save Defence, 

The fact is, the Congress negotiators were much 
too ready to come to terms to scrutinise the War 
Cabinet scheme closely, and there were words there 
which might have meant anything. Sir Stafford in a 
moment of candour admitted at Karachi that had he 
come out with only the proposals for the present 
without the padding about the future, no one would 
have looked at his scheme. He kept on gilding 
the pill until be could do it no longer. 

Even assuming that the Cripps position is right, 
that it was for the Viceroy to discuss the fine 
question of responsibilities and powers in the interim 
Government and for the Commander-in-Chief to 
ensure that his troops bad a sufficiency of material
Malaya and Burma provide a peculiar commentary 
on this insistence-we cannot understand bow 
Sir Stafford could exonerate both these dignitaries 
from responsibility for the breakdown of his Mission. 
Neither made any attempt to conciliate Indian opinion 
in any way, Incidentally, we would urge th'lt an Indian 
Defence Minister is more likely to see that Indian 
troops abroad would have the equipment necessary 
for tbe job they have to do, than a Commander
in-Chief under control of the British War Cabinet. 
For no Indian could turn round and tell hi1 
countrymen that territories neighbouring India bad 
to be given up because Russia needed munitions, 
or Libya tanks. The Indian public, moreover, will 
not be as apathetic to developments on the doorstep 
of India as they are now. While Burma, Malaya 
and Singapore shook distant Britain, in nearby 
India no demand for inquiry ruffied the placidity of 
the Government. Yet Indian troops were involved 
and, in Parliamentary debates and in interviews 
given by generals, it was freely mentioned that they 
were ill-equipped. 

Professor Coupland discusses why Congress pressed 
its claim for a National Government which, he 
says, it knew in advance could not be granted. 
He begins with a discussion on what the Congress 
actually wanted, for which he is incompetent 
since Sir Stafford refused to cross the threshold of 
discovery when he wound u·p his Mission. That fact 
itself suggests that further scrutiny was feared 
a11 likely to bring out revelations adverse to 
Britain. Professor Coupland in saying why the 
demand could not be granted mentions the Civil 
Service in addition to the troop•, as a very important 
factor. In considering why the Congress pressed 
for the demand, Coupland's cloven foot is revealed. 
The Congress leaders were afraid of Gandhiji wbo 

was against a settlement; Congress policy in the 
past was too strong to allow of a change over from 
non-co-operation; and ''now that the enemy were in 
sight, it might well seem too late." These are his 
insinuations and they are unworthy of one who bas 
the least claim to possess the detached mind of a 
student. 

Professor Coupland throws no new light on"the 
negotiations in spite of his close association with Sir 
Stafford; he manages to shade quite a number of 
points. One wonders why this book was published 
in India when it was so obviously meant for consump. 
tion abroad, For Mr. Coupland writes for 
the benefit of "a wider public not so familiar as 
the Congress leaders with the facts 'of the 
constitutional situation in India." He concludes 
_with a note on Sir Stafford <(,ripps and expresses 
his confidence that the personal impression made 
by Sir Stafford "will not be forgotten." We 
agree but not in the sense Mr. Coupland apparently 
means when he goes on to talk of "future dealings 
between Britain and India being different" implying 
improvement. The future • is rapidly unfolding 
itself-only neither Sir Stafford nor his satellites 
will be here to face the music. Anyone who 
talks in the circumstances of an improvement in 
Indo-British relations after the Cripps Mission, is 
living in a paradise of his own making, 
Mr. Rajagopalacbari's manoeuvre is applauded as 
a touch of "realism" inspired by Sir Stafford. And 
the reader is told with great wisdom that forbidden 
fruit is always tempting and that, if Muslims are 
allowed to separate, they will elect to remain. Why 
did Sir Stafford's scheme insist on postponing the 
decision till after the war-i. '~ till Britain's need 
for a united India was satisfied P And why was not 
this political wisdom applied to the issue of India's 
entering the war itself P· 

DNY ANESHW AR. 
The Rev. J. F. Edwards bas given to his 

volume on Dnyanesbwar in the Poet-Saints of India 
Series begun by the late Dr. Justin Abbott, 
a title which reveals the bias of the Christian 
Missionary against the social system of which 
Dnyaneshwar himself was not only a product but 
an ardent apologist. It is ''Dnyaneshwar, the 
O!ltcaste Brahmin." This is like calling a book 
on Martin Luther, •'Luther, the U nfrockeil Monk." 
The sainthood of Dnyaneshwar was neither the 
cause nor the efteot of his being an outcaste 
Brahmin. The unfrocking of the monk Luther 
was both. Yet a book on "Luther, the 
Unfrocked Monk" can be the work only of lr· 
bigoted Roman Catholic. No Protestant Christian 
would think of emphasising the deprivation of tha 
monastic garb as the essence of the life or 
doctrines of Martin Luther. Dr. Abbott in the nine 
volumes which he contributed to this series of which 
Mr. Edward's is the \.weltth, was so sympa"thetic ill 
his presentation 8f the Mabarasb tra saints that a 
Hindu scholar suggested that be was a Mabarashtrian 
Hindu in his previous birth. No one can say that 
of the author of "Dnyaneshwar, the Outca.s't!l 
Brahmin." Every one who reads the book while 
appreciating the 'Careful scholarship of the 
author, will not fail to note that his purpose in 
writing it, over and beyond the exposition of the 
teachings of the saint, was to fling a small stone at 
the Hindu socio-religious system. Dnyanesbwar, 
the Hindu saint, is used to discredit tbe Hindu 
system. 

Dnyaneshwar's father, Vithalpant, who was a 
married man, bad the vows of sanyas administered 
to him by an eminent Sanyasi without informing 

• 
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the latter of his civil condition. The Guru 
in )lis wanderings-a sanyasi is forbidden 
to prolong his stay in one village for more than 
a few day1-came to Dnyaneshwar's village and 
came to know the truth, Thereupon he ordered his 
di~eiple to return to his family ae it was 
against the ordinance of the Shastras, that a man 
ca~~not become a sanyasi-renounoe the world-until 
after he had fulfilled the o~Jations of a householder 
4Jr grihastha, Vithalpant no option but to obey. 
When a man becomes a sanyasi, he ceases to 
be bound by the rules of caste. He has no caste, 
Vithalpant's castemen, therefore, refused to recognise 
him and his family as of their caste as he had incurred 
the double heresy of renouncing the world without 
discharging hie obligations to it and then resuming 
his family life. Such playing fast and loose with 
a deliberate and solt!mn decision, was unprecedented, 
It is easy to see that, if entry and exit from Banyas 
became u simple as entry and exit into a theatre, 
sanyas would cease to be the solemn affair which it 
has always been in Hindu life. Hindu ideology 
does not favour acting in haste and repenting at 
leisure, It insists on lleliberation before action and 
on a man abiding by the consequences of his action 
once it is taken. . 

Dnyaneshwar himself bad no grievance against his 
castemen for acting according to precedent and the 
ordinances of varnashrama. The Bhagavad Gita 
deprecates unsettling of the mass mind in order to 
effect any reform. The masses, it says, follow the 
example of good men, Example is the only effective 
propaganda, Precept may follow but not precede 
example. Every Hindu reformer has from ancient 
times followed this method. Shankaracharya wrote 
the first great commentary on the Bhagavad Gita. 
Dnyaneahwar some four centuries later produced his 
commentary In Marathi. Sbankara too bad broken 
the rule of Sanyas having become a sanyasi as a 
bachelor without passing through the third stage 
4lf householder, He too was put out of caste. 
He could not get his ·caste fellows, to carry his 
mother's corpse to the burning-ground, He 
cremated the body in the compound of her house. 
His oastemen eventually accepted this mode of 
sepulture as their custom, Every refonner begins 
ae a diasenter,. If his example commends itself to 
the community, it adopts it as a custom. Hindus 
who joined another fold as a protest against customs 
which did not commend themselves to their 
consoienoe or convenience, forfeited their right to 
influence It and ceased to do so. The acceptance of 
an existing order even though it is faulty, and 
t~ndeavouring to reform It without destroying It, is 
the essence of the constitutional temper which is 
<Jcngenial to the Hindu mind. No Hindu 
thinks of Shanksra or Dnyaneshwar as an out
caste. In fact, caste and outcaste have no meaning 
as applied to souls. Even antyajas when they 
assumed the religious mantle were relieved of the 
bonds of oaste. Right in the mi4dle of the sixty and 
odd .Sa.iva aaints In the great Chidambaram temple, 
is the figure of Nanda the Pariah saint. 

A word about the Hhagavad Dharma of which 
Dnyaneshwar wu an Illustrious exponent. Some 
of the writen quoted by Mr. Edwards would seem to 
suggest that Dnyaneshwar wa! the founder of 
Dhagavad Dharma, That dhanna i!!l much older 
than the thirteenth century. It is probably as old 
as the Vedas. It was evolved as an alternative to 
the philosophioal religion whioh was much above 
the understanding of the average man. In the 
Gita itself, Sri Krishna admits the pre-eminence 
of the latter -the worship of the Unmanifested
but recommends the Bhakti form as more easy and 
within the competence of the mass ot humanity. 

The Hindu has a passion for worship. Whatever 
he may believe of the Soul and the Spirit, be must 
have some form of worship to satisfy this craving. 
Even Shankara the apostle of Absolute Monism had 
his moods of intense devotion. 

-
NOTES BY THE WAY. 

An angry American commentator on the Wardha 
resolution threatens that not a single dollar will be 
lend-leased to India. That will be the best thiug that 
can happen to this country. The influx of dollars 
into any country does it no real good. The dollar 
is the negation of America's highest ideals. After 
all, the dollars are lease-lent to the Government 
of India whioh is an alias for the British Government. 
Another American threatens to use force to coerce 
Indiana into acquiescing in the present system, If 
that system were applied to the United States, with 
the Congress and the President and his Secretaries of 
State and Judges of the Supreme Federal Court, 
chosen on a quota basis according Co the different 
nationalities and races which compose the highly 
composite American population, the States will not 
last as a single unit for three years. One is tempted 
to reply to the threat of force in the words of Robert 
Clive when, in a qUllrrel over a game of cards, one of 
the players levelled a pistol at him, "Shoot and be 
damned," It will be a glorious sequel to the Declaration 
of the Rights of Man in the American Constitution, 
No one who has been even a short· time in the 
United States, will recognise the excerpts sent out 
to India, perhaps at the instance of Mr. Josselyn 
Hennesy, the Press agent of the Government of India 
at Washington, as typical of the sentiments of the 
American people on Indian Independence. 

• • • 
Samuel Gonsalves complains in the IIomlJfZ!J 81fltint1l 

that, while in two Catholic orphanages in 
Bandra, Indian children are given· only black tea 
and rice and dhal, th~; Polish refugee children get 
the best of everything available regardless of cost. 
Mr. Gonsalves is wrong in laying the blame for this 
on the Government of India. The Polish refugees 
are maintained in Bandra by the Holy See and 
the Roman · Catholic Archbishop of Bombay as its 
agent is in charge of them. The Government of 
India has allowed the children to be accommodated 
in India. All the ~ame the provision of supplies for 
Polish children affects the market for vegetables and 
other foodstuffs and entails considerable hardship to 
the inhabitants, The detention in India of a large 
number of Italian prisoners of war has a similar 
effect, besides being a potential danger in case of 
eventualities. Mr. Gonsalves should approach the 
Archbishop to do away with di~erimination between 
Indian and Polish orphans. · 

• • • • 
The Guardian of Madras has completely misunder· 

stood the point of the Rsformll'l"a observations 
on the omission to include an Indian Christian among 
the recently appointed Members of the Governor
General's Executive Council. The Rsformer said 
that the omission could not have been due to lack of 
competent men in the community, It affirmed that 
there were Indian Christiana quite as able and as 
public-spirited as any of those nominated. If the 
communal principle had been altogether ignored, the 
&formw remarked, the omission would not 
oall for comment. But since the principle 
was observed in the case of other minorities, it 
should have been extended to Indian Christians 
also. The Reformer suggested that the only 
explanation which might be thought of 
as having led to the omission, was that 
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Indian Christians are already' a protected community 
as foreign Missions did muob for their education 
and empfoyment. The Guardian says that this is an 
insult to Indian Christians. It is difficult to see 
where the insult comes in. The Guardia~! does not 
suggest any other explanation for the absence in the 
list of a member of the Indian Christian community 
which is the second largest minority, while Sikhs 
and Parsis, smaller and more localised. minorities, find 
representation in the Executive Council. 

• • • 

Now, . the daughter is given the same status. 
Only the share of the daughter is made half· that 
of the son, · The distinction between · married and 
unmarried daughters or between rich and poor 
is altogether 'done away with. On the whole, the 
enumeration appears to be quite in consonance 
with nattital affection and reason, and, it can be well 
supported on grounds of equity and justice al!lo. 
Marriage is no longer a necessity in the life of every 
woman, A class of educated women is coming 

• Into existence who, owing to desire . of social 

r service or through the force Of circumstances, do not 
The . Illliian. W:itness, t~e organ ° the American get married. Such women, be it noted, used to get 

Methodist MISSIOn, thmks that, Dr. Ambed~ar a share in the family property of the father in Vedic 
rna~ b7 expected to look after the Interests of Indian .. times. The Smriti authority is also definite in favour 
~hnsllans as. wei~ as. !he Depressed 9asses. The · · of giving a share to the daughter though it is not 
1dea un.derlymg Its VIew, apparently, IS that .m~ss quite clear on the point of the extent of the share. 
co!lv!lrs10ns are made la.rgely from the l~tter. Chnstla_n It will certainly not be again~t Hindu sentiment 
M1ss1ons have ~n thts g~ound claimed f<?r thelt and Aryan culture if this right of the daughter 
con~erts the spe01al educational and economic con· is revived in these enlightened times when there 
cess10ns granted to the uncon!erted D~pressed .is a demand by . women fot equality of status 
classes. J?t:• Ambed~r at one t1me bad hmte~ at with men, This recommendation in the Bill must, 
the probability of getting th.e depr!lsse~ classes mto therefore, find general suppprt. fThere is some 
some fol~ ?nco!lne~ted ~lth HmdUJsm " 1 mam. confusion here. The writer conveys the lmpressioB 
Perhaps, 1t IS t~1s hmt wh1ch has led t~e .Witne!' • to · that the Bill raises the unmarried daughter to the 
entrust • the ~nterests of the Indian Chnstlan same level as the married daughter whilst it is really 
commumty to h1s care. the other way about. Today the unmarried daughter 

RECLUSE, excludes the married,-Eaitor.] 

THE RAU COMMITTEE'S BILL 
ON HINDU SUCCESSION. 

(BY K. B. GAJENDRAGADKAR, SA TARA,) 

IL 
In this Bill, the rules of intestate succession are 

made as simple as possible, As remarked before, 
variations to meet individual cases may well be left 
to the individual owner to make by will. When, as 
in ancient law, wills were unknown, it might have 
been necessary to insist upon every shade of difference 
between one sort of heir and another. But now that 
wills have become a recognized part of Hindu Law 
it is possible to simplify the rules of intestate 
succession without hardship to anybody. 

Clause 5 of the Bill is the most important section 
in the whole Act. In that section, heirs are 
enumerated under 5 classes. They are :-
OZass I.-Simultaneous heirs ~~ 

(1) Widow, son, daughter, son of a pre._ 
deceased son, and son of a pre-deceased 
son of a pre· deceased son. 

(2) Daughter's son. 
(3) Son's daughter. 
( 4) Daughter's daughter. 

Ola11 II.-Motber, father and his descendants:
(1) Mother. 
(2) Father, 
(3) Brother. 
( 4) Brother's son. 
(5) Brother's son's son. 
(6) Sister. 
(7) Sister's son. 

Olan IIL-Father's mother, father's father and 
his descendants, 

Class IV.-Father's father's mother, father's father's 
father and his descendants. 
. 0/ass V.-Mother's mother, mother's father and 

his descendants, 
In all 29 heirs in order of seniority are given. 

The list appears to be quite exhaustive. 
The most important change made is that 

the daughter i! made the heir along with the 
son and the widow, By the Desbmukh Aot, the 
widow is already made the heir along with the son, 

It will be remembered that the widowed daughter• 
in-law, under the Deshmukh Act, gets a share 
equally with the son and the widow. In this BiU 
provision is now made for her in her father's 
family. Obviously it seems unnecessary to provide 
for her in the family of her father-in-law. She will. 
of course, continue to take a share in the bus band'~ 
property as his widow. 

The rules regarding the order of succession 
between Gotrajas or agnates and Bandbus or 
cognates, other than enumerated heirs are simple 
and clear. Even the layman, unfamiliar with tecbni· 
calities oflaw, would, it is hoped, be able to find out 
where be can be by applying these rules. But 
efforts are, indeed, made to clarify the meaning of 
these rules by giving appropriate and clear illustra
tions. In this r<!spect the present law is not quite 
clear and definite. Even the Privy Council decisions 
are not quite consistent arid unanimous. All this 
confusion is now satisfactorily removed in this Bill~ 
by giving very clear 11nd definite rules of succession 
amongst agna.tes and cognates. 

In Clause 17 of the Bill by a roundabout way 
anuloma marriages are recognized. as v;alid, ?ucb. 
marriages are put on the same footmg w1th ordmaryc; 
legal marriages. If the marriage is legally valid thel) 
it should entail no legal disabilities either · to the 
parties or to the · children. Merely because the 
parents have entered into an anuloma union it is 
hardly just to punish their children by depriving' 
them of their ordinary 'rights of inheritance. · · · • 

Clause 18 deals with the unchastity qualifioa· 
tions of the wicjows. Broadly speaking, the cla?se 
asserts that the chastity of a Hindu woman dunng 
her husband's lifetime shall not be questioned after· 
his death, except in. certain special circumstances. 
Those are (1) the existence of a will by the husba!ld 
disinheriting the wife on the .ground of u~chast1ty 
and (2) the existence of.a findmg of unchastity by a 
Court, in a proceeding to which both bus?and and 
wife are parties and in which the question of h~r 
chastity was in issue. This is necessary, the B1ll 
says, for the purpose of preventing W:idows 
being black mailed by unscrupulous revers1'?Ders. 
This is not fair, it is submitted. . It is p_ract1cally 
putting a premium on uncpast1ty. Tb1s clause 
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must be totally amended and it be enacted that 
uncbal tity would be a good ground for exclusion 
from inheritance in . the case .Pf widows, [This is 
extravagant language. We agree with the Rau 
Committee.-Editor.) ·# 

Stridhan is very competently dealt with 
in the Bill, In Clauses 12 to 1'- The 
aiLpervading Mitaksbara definition of Stridban bas 
been accepted, and all sorts of distinctions like 
the technical and non-technical or Soudayik and 
non-Soudayik or under different Smritis are dispensed 
with. It is certainly a step in the right direction. 
So also the Mitakshara order of ilevolution is 
.accepted almost with very slight variation. There 
alao it is suggested that there stJould be a 
uniform rule of aucceasion to all kinds of Stridhan 
and not two sets of rules-one for Stridhan inherited 
by a woman from het>husband and one for all other 
kmd1 of Stridnan. This appears to be cumbrous 
and there would be two sets• of heirs to the 
property of one deceased woman. Further, it 
11 a matter of very serious consideration 
also whether there should 'be at all a different 
set of rules for the bei~ of.Stridhan. When a woman 
get& a share in the property of the father and wheJl 
she further get& a share in the property---6f her 
hua band as his widow and when bel' estate is consi· 
dered as an absolute estate, it ia not known why 
there should be a different set of rules for the 
Stridhan of women to that for the property of the 
male. It i1 embodied in the Bill that there ahould 
be no distinction due to ae11:. Therefore, it is humbly 
suggested that the heira should be one and the 
aame for the Stridhan of the woman as well as 
property of the male. 

It will thus be seen that this part of the Hindu 
Code is, s-enerally speaking, a blend of the finest 
elements m the various schools of Hindu Law, and 
quite simple in language. It should command the 
approval of all, 

LETTER~ OF B, J. PADSHAlL 
((Jopgright.) 

]UL'l S, 1982, 
Manaor, Brazil. 

We returned at 6 &om our excursion today. We 
started at 9 a. m. on the same launch as two 
mornings ago1 aa before canoes accompanied the 
steamer and we had lunch and tea on the launch. 

The programme was an excursion to the river 
Solimoes "nd village of Careiro. 

Here Is the official description of what was to 
have been expeoted today. Another river and forest 
'expedition takes the traveller to Terra Nova island 
with its native village and rubber, cocoa and mandi

. oca plantations and to fields of the Victoria Regina 
waterlily, For some distanoe1 the river steamer 
threads her way through lanes of twilit water, 
flanked by the amazing growth of the Tropios. 
Treea festooned with the h;lnging nests of 
birda (Doctor did not Jet these esoape us), ourious 
lianas and orohids, giant ants nest9, brilliantly coloured 
birds and butterflies may be seen in the forest 
aisles. Tben the little vessel ties up to the bank, and 
a lew minutes' walk (we were taken in two parties 
in a canoe) brings the travellers to a lagoon with 
its surface covered by the broad leaves of the 
V, R. waterlily, the glory of the Amazonian flora, 
The fields of the Negro-Solimoes are among the 
most beautiful yet discovered, The saucerlike leaves 
of thi!l waterflower, which often measures six or 
seven feet in diameter, are oapa ble of aupporting the 
weight of a ohild, The flower i!l not less marvellou!l 
than the leave!!, \Vhen fully expanded, · the 
bloom mea!lures U to 15 inohes aoross. It 

bas numerous petals and when the bud first opens, 
tbe colour is pure white, changing during its 
brief existence of three days to crimson. It exhales 
a very pleasant perfume. 

Doctor got out. one of the saucer leaves to carry 
with us, and also a flower which be out open on our 
beat revealing both the white and the crimson within, 

JULY 4, 1982, 
There were two excursions today-the first by 

motor oar starting before 9 a. m, for Lake Aleixos. 
returning at noon, for lunch on the ship ; the second 
also by motor starting after tea to see the old town 
of Manaos, through experimental farms and planta
tions of rubber, coffee, cocoa, ·banana, terminated so 
as tq bring us back on the ship at 6-45 p, m. They 
saw a little bird carrying away in the air a little 
snake; a fair-sized monkey was observed but that 
was on a river boat ; yesterday on the river banks we 
had seen some of the native industries-timber 
out, !)OWS milked, shacks of rubber-gatherers, 
canoes and steam boats being loaded with planks 
and milk-cans and nuts .. The load!ng operation on. 
this ship conducted with feiU"ful noise shows the, 
produce for-expd/:1:-the bulk of it is Brazil nuts. Our 

~ship is on a ·wharf separated from the town by water 
on which canoes ply, and tbe company .has boata 
running flying-flags to keep touch with the 
town; the goods brought by the. ship are 
unloaded on the town wharf by a wire on which 
a crane effects the necessary transit ot articles 
from ship to town ; the loading of nuts is made by 
boatfuls of them alongside of the ship from whjch by 
spade-digging,· basketfuls are shovelled into iron
baskets dropped into boata and picked up .by cranes 
and emptied into the ship's bold. There is nothing 
novel about all this. American practice in iron ores 
bas considerably cheapened the transit of ores from 
mines to furnaces. . · · 

Today going into the' old town situated on an eleva
tion above the river, and looking interesting in the 
situation, we saw the most squalid quarters inhabited 
by fair and dark men, women and children. Some 
children even with paunches protru berant as in rice. 
fed countries, I wondered what these people were 
living on, bare feet and patched garments were so 
conspic:uoua, I understood that they are ohiefly canoe 
men and, may be, some of them are workmen at 
the new town, ferried to their work from their 
old but dear habitations. 

Wherever a building looked promising, the 
sign-beard showed it was a parochial sohool 
or a municipal dispensary. Yesterday from the 
river we. bad sighted even a Lepers Asylum
apparently lepers abound in the Tropics, and 
therefore asylums for them are there seen and shown. 
Hut squalor or splendour made no difference to my 
comrades to whom interest· arose from fitness as 
material for the Camera. They filmed these back
ward elements of the population with as much zest 
as they had filmed in the morning the beautiful blue 
waters of Lake Aleixos fringed all round by a thick 
forest beyond which again the Amazon flowed. 
Our road lay through paths through the jungle on 
which we had for days been gazing as our ahip 
made its way up the river, the roads had steep 
ascents and descents and the roads looked soft, 
but the motors felt no difficulty, Yesterday at tbe 
water-lily village I was surrounded by women and 
children who wondered at my goggles, and were 
pleased to be enabled to see through them; there was 
no means of mutual understanding. One blonder than 
the rest, and with gold hail\ was persistently talking 
and from his energy I suspected he expected bakb
aheesb though that was not the word be uttered, 
Other children were glad to go up and 
down the gangway into the river-boat from which 
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we had landed. The plank was narrow but that 
added to"their ·zest and Drought out their agility. We 
had at last sampled the humans who had conquered 
a bit of the wild. . 

JULY 5TH, 1982. 
Today is the last of many days at Manaos. 
It is warm, nevertheless Mr. Grant (senior) 

remarked yesterday, passing the plantations, that the 
beat felt here was le88 a tax on one than .jn India ; 
of course, the reason is the Trade Winds, the 
river breezes, the frequency of rains (we have seen 
hardly any) and storms. The effort of an English
men for 30 years from the Liverpool School of 
Tropical Medicine has cleared the place of Yellow 
Fever. Malaria exists, but does not seem to kill 
many. The clerk of the ship gave me as 7 per 
week as the average mortality of Manaos, which. 
would be half the rate ot London ; and that seems 
incredible. · 

The doctor of the ship and Mme. Stamenescu · 
found themselves arguing this morning which one 
would, prefet'-the London slum in the heart · of 
civillsation, or the jangle at the equator. The doctor 
bad no hesitation to declare for clvillzatiQn even in 
slumdom; Madame for the jungle even if without 
civilization. When Madame referred to · me, r 
suggested that the question was not correctly 
posed ; the answer would depend on what one is 
prepared to make of a situation, the Oxford graduate, 
trained to declaim Aeschylus, simply perished on 
the way when he joined the rush for the gold
fields ~ one would prefer to be a real Adam Bede to 

acting the part of a King on the stage ; the son of 
God chose to be a Carpenter and Jew when he came 
to redeem the world. All the ozone in Amazonia would" 
not keep slum-dwellers from starving if dumped in 
millions without preparation; all the comfort of 
white life in the villas on this river would not 
compensate the .· slum-dweller if he had to give 
up Love in the slums. But Madame wauta 

. a bask in the Sun for ever, . and Tagore's 
lectures in Romania have put her in love with 
Tagore's ideals. She would rather have no use 
for civilization and is out· of humour that her 
affairs in Rom&nia require her personal supervision 
and return. Still she enjoys the trip more than aU 
others; even now she has started out for a walk 
after a full morning's programme of a visit to the 
Rubber Factory and the Nut Factory, and the Opera 
House. The Rubber Factor:f has only 4.4 men at 
work in better times it bad 800. 

Madame and the Grants and Mr. Beyermann have 
been in Rio-de Janeiro and Buenos-Aires, so 
to them all they see 'On the Amazon ought to 
look provincial; yet they all .drink in every bit of it 
and film it and variegate their impressions by nights 

·on shor~· by visits to clubs, by call on Mr Forbes. 
-The :first four nights, the Grants dined in the town> 
they make friends U they go. Mr. Beyermann 
thinks Borneo (English) the most beautiful place ill 
those regions, even though he has seen Buitenzorg 
(th~ great experimental gardens of Java). 

• 

o. 

m•·r.·· . II 
To wander through valleys filled wilh the music 
of running waters and !he song of a choir 
cl birds, 10 gaze al mountain lops half 1een 
through the feathery branches of fir lrees is ro 
find romance worthy of !he land of !he Lotua. -t1. 

TRAVfL PARTICULARS FROM: OIRfCTOR. VISITOR'S 8UR£AU. SNNAGAA. OR FIIOM TOURISJ AGI:N""'· 
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Another C·illferenc:e :-Tke Reformer has frllm 

the first ·<~ken the view that, ·as India's 
involve~ :j• in . th6 war 1s a consequence of 
her polit1cal status as a British possession, 
her co-operation in its prosecution should, 
under the direction of the Governor-General, be 
what can be legitimately expected of a p:>ssesSion. 
A subject people, so long as they remain 
subjects, should carry out orders of the rulers 
as far as lay within their power to do so There
fore, Tile Rejorme,. advocated the Viceroy 
being the sole and supreme director. _of India's 
war effort. The first expansion of the Executive 
Council has not appreciably contributed to 
intensifying of ttie war effort. It had, on 
the contrary, given rise to many complaints 
especially of discrimination between Europeans 
and non-Europ~ans. Lord Lin Iithgow, a friend 
remonstrated, is blamed for the appointment of 
Britishers .to all important jobs created -'in 
connection with the war. What can he do, 
he asked, when an Indian Member of his 
Council practically insists on such an appoint· 
ment jl The second batch of nominations 
seemed to forecast.· a distinct change of policy 
and Tile Reformel' pleaded that a fair trial 
Lhould be given to the twice-expanded Council 
befQre agitating· for further. measures. In 
doing so, it · relied on Gandhiji's innate 
chivalry on such occasions shown more 
than once in his career in South Africa and in 
India.. To our disappointment.ind surprise, the 
new members have themselves made this difficult. 
lmmediatell on the publication of the Working 

· Committee s resolution they got into their state 
saloons and started-oft in different direc
tions denouncing the Congress and Gandhiji. 
Some of_ these pronouncements suggest a hasty 
reference to a Dictionary· of Phrase and Fable 
in search or the most opprobrious epithets to 
hurl at the Congress and its leaders. 
The influence on public opinion of 
such . effusions has been no greater than 
that of lhe effusions of a schoolboy. One 
member outstripped all others in his incoherent 

'invective. One day he denounced Gandhiji as 
insane and the next day appealed to this very 
mad man. to' convene .a cqnference of leaders 
including no doubt himself. Gandhiji is foo big 
a man to be affected by such peurilities. Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru bas expressed himself. in 
favour~f a Conference provided the lndependen~ 
demand is conceded beforeh1.nd.. This is not 
a fair condition. There should be, there is, 
an alternative which should also be placed 
before the Conference, namely. tbat. of 
closer union with Britain. If Britain concedes 
to India, not in the future but immediately, the 
right to collab.Jr-ate with her on equal terms in 
the formulation of policies, according her res
ponsible positions in . the Empire Cabinet, 
besides giving her complete freedom to mould 
her own internal administration, India :may well 

· be satisfied to remain and function as a~ integral 
part of, an Indo-Briysh Commonwealth. . -This 
will be .. no innovation. It· will be merely the 
return of the Congress no less than of ijritain 
to their old moorings. The present position, we 
repeat, . is intolerable and humiliating to both 
countries. 

Tbe Congress Resolution :--The CongresS 
W orkirig Committee has published the resolution 
which it has drafted for the All India ·Congress 
Committee this · week-end. It is, as usual. a 
lengthy statement on world and Indian affairs, 
expressing sympathy for Russia and China and 
outlining its programme for India's future. It 
is unhappily worded in the section relating to 
the future position of Japanese-occupied territo· 
ries like the Dutch Indies, Indo-.:hina, Malaya 
and Burma which, it says,'-should not be put 
under the control of any. other Colonial Power. 
This is not, as it reads, a demand for perp~tua
tion of Japanese domination but for complete 
freedom for these countries. The resolution 
assures immediately that a free India will throw 
herself into the fight a~ainst Fascism, Nazism' 
and Imperialism and for the future suggests a 
World Federation which India will j:>in. This is 
looking too far ahead at the moment. On the 
Indian constitution, it commits_ the Congress tQ a 

·federal system of government with the fullest 
powers to the units and residuary powers vesting 
in the units. We cannot understand the light
hearted way in which decisions are taken 0:1 vital 
issues by the Working Committee. The excessive 
strengthening of federating units will prove 
no more successful in India than it has 
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done. etsewhere ana. the re8uit will be a 1 to the po~ition or his people in the event of 
prolonged tussle till equilibrium is attained. I invasion, since to him and them the question of 
Whatever that might be, the future constitution concentrating on Ceylon .and ignoring India does 
of India is a large issue and the Congress not arise. The draft resolution was logical and 
should have left it to a later date instead of - consistent with the philosophy of life which -is 
incorporating its views on it now in an omnibus Gandhiji's, even the part relating to negotiations •. 
resolution-. The subjects covered b;r the resolu- It should have surprised no one and certainly it 
tion are so varied that i.t is unfair to the is not news. A man of peace will not excln.Je 
A. I. C, C. to get it to vote on all of them in a the possibility of negotiation. Readers wiii not 
sing!~ vote, It would be proper to divide it· by forget that the fact that Gandhiji regarded 
subjtcts into several resolutions so that one the British Government as Satanic did not 
might really consider the large issues i!Jvolved.. prevent him from carrying on protracted negotia-

Minutes of the Congress Dfstussions :.....:. The tions with representatives of that Government. 
Government of India have released for publica- . Independence and foreign Policy :-The· only 
tion · the draft report of a discussion which took question is whether it is proper for one who 
place in ·April at Allahabad on a resolution contemplates Indian freedom, to think of 
drawn up by Gandhiji for the All India Congress diplomatic relations for free 'India with countries 
Committee. · The notes were seized during a with which today we as part of .the Empire 
recent raid on the A. I. C. C. offices at Allahabad. are at war. Naturally the views of those who 
The object of pubiication apparently is·: to cannot think of India as completely free, must 
discredit the Congr~s and particularly Gandhiji. differ from the opinion of _men who look 
.13ut it ·is propaganda in its cheapest; crudest forward _to independence.' But without the 
and most ineffective form. The broad facts right to • decide foreign policy, there can be 
are that two resolutions were placed before no, real independence. We have protested 
the house by · the President, one drafted frequently agai101st.,negotiators from the Congress 
by Gandhiji and the other by Pandit J awaharlal declaring ·.that they would pl~ge the country to 
Nehru. The first was accepted by a majority full support to the Allies if :independence: were 
but, on the personal appeal of the Maulana, the granted, for th.e unreality of their position. The 
earlier .decision was dropped and Pandit Nehru's draft moves away from that position and asserts 
resolution was. adopted unanimously. The the right of India to decide her own policy. Even 
main difference between the two is that Gandhiji those who ard~tly desire that ·Britain's friends 
had some sentences relating to Japan which said should also be the. friends of India, caimot find 
that Japan had no quarr.el with. India but· with anything . ethically, wrong in this .. attitude. 
the British. Empire; that "if India were freed_ Gandhiji's draft resolution merely pointed out a 
he( first step would probably be to negotiate contingency. So much fpr the resolution itself. 
with Japan." The. fact that the .Government What are the likely reactions in India and abroad? 
of India ·have merely released these notes for Here is :first-class propaganda material for the: 
publication-. incidentally .had the Congress itself Axis powers, for one thing. ·.Secondly, public 
wanted to publish them, a Gazette Extraordinary confidence in . the Government and . the Allies. 
would probably .Pave banned them as prejudicial will be greatly weakened, if the notes : are 
to the conduct of the war-and not ·treated accepted at the value at which the Government 
Gandhiji as they did U .Saw of Burma, shows hope them to be •.. For the natural reaction 
that they do not . 'regard . it as a very serious o~ thinking Gandhiji is pro-Axis and sure of 
matter themselves: · The public, particularly that an Axis victory will pe that there might be 
section which takes its cue from the Anglo-Indian something in his point of view, and every Axis 
press, need not be shacked by these disclosures. triumph, will shake the public mind further. 
And it would be well to bear in mind that it was In the Allied countries, much abuse has been 
a· resolution drafted at a time when Japanese hurled at the Congress and accusations of 
invasion was a yery real threat. The Governor of betrllying China and Rus8ia in ·particular arl! 
Madras had scattered his Government to the four freely made. I.t is strange that the press of 
corners of the Presidency; the American Consul Britain and America should lead this hunt for a 
in South India, it is an open secret, had advised scapegoat jn India. The cause in China and 
U. S. nationals to leave that area; Burma ·was Russia is more likely to suffer through iRadequate 
going the way of Malaya; General Wavell had in l;lelp from. these·, two countries than from the 
a broadcast mentioned the difficulties of guarding most lengthy resolutions of the Congress. It is 
a long coastline; there had been, it. is true, one of t)le evils we have to endure that persons 
statements to the eff~t that, determined resist- and groups abrolld from whom we have had a 
ance would be. put up . in India, but this h~d grea~ deal of emotional sympathy and nothing 
also been the ·case with Malaya and I:Jurma. else in the past, shoulcl_now pompously threaten 
If _this was the position ~ lndia1.in the United us with the withdrawal ~f th~t support,· lndi_a 
States there seems to have been a feeling about had never any need of this asststance and she IS 

the same· time (New Republic, May 18) thaJ; well rid of it novr. There. is nothing more 
"the British hope to hold Ceylon no matter what nauseating than to hear persons in this cou.ntry, 
may 1\appen to India itself, being encouraged themselves Indians and but yesterday nattona
perhaps by their experienc~ with .Malta.'' An lists, ta~king . of :India's "~trayal" of the 
Indian leader could not but gtve ser1ous thought twenty~s1x .na\tons. 
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The Metropolitan's Intervention :-The Secre
tary of State tor . India made a statement on 
the W ardha resolution in the House of Commons 
last week, which was noteworthy in three 
particulars. Mr. Amery declared definitely, 
though Sir Staffor~ Cripps . bef~e .leaving 
Il.ldia after the failure of hts mtsston had 
declared that the proposals he had brought with 
him were withdrawn, that they were still on 
offer in their "broad principles." (The Cripps' 
scheme was avowedly a emergency mea,sure 
and it did not represent any principles.) The 
second particular was the suggestion that, ·while 
no safeguards would be inserred in the future 
constitution of India for the protection of 
European commlrcial interests; they would 
be made secure by treaties with the future 
Indian Government. The Hindu promptly 
called attention to this serious departure from 
Sir Stafford Cripps' assurance at a Press 
Conference in Ne\f Delhi that there would 
be no safeguards either in the Constitution 
or through subsequent treaties. The third impor
tant feature of Mr. Amery's statement W<~S his 
solemn warning that the Government of India will 
not flinch from their duty to take every possible 
step to meet the situation. Note the word 
"possible,'' which can only mean that they will 
stop at nothing. This threat has drawn forth a 
protest from the Right Rev. Dr. Foss-Westcott, 
the Metropolitan of India. Dr. W)lstcott says 
~hat he read with profound regret Mr •. Amery's 
statement. He deplored the Wardha resolution 
as it departed from the principle of conference to 
settle disputes between men of goodwill and 
adopted the threat of coercive action to enforce 
Congress views upon those with whom they were 
in controversy. Dr. Westcott asks: 

Is It the method of peace· to answer threats of 
coercion with similar threats 1 Among determined 
men that may lead to war and the danger has arisen 
that two ~reat nations wiU be engaged in a struggle 
which wiU exceed In bitterness and agony anything 
that had gone before. 

The Metropolitan sorrowfully asks if ''the 
meaning of the Cross which we Christians claim 
to follow is to be lost upon .us and the way of 

• redemption through sacrifice is to be dis
. regarded." Mr. Amery would perhaps answer 
that Great Britain has already made plenty of 
sacrifices, that, if that be the way to redemption, 
she has earned it many times over. He may say 
that the Metropolitan must direct his ~xhortation 
to f ndia which, though trot a professedly 
Christian countrr, has from time immemorial 
proclaimed renunciation as the sole and certain 
path to Peace. And Mr. Amery will not be far 
wrong. Does not the Metropolitan err in thinking 
that the Wardha resolution is a threat of coercive 
action ? If it coerces anyone, it coerces those 
who adopted it and may adopt it at the forth
coming All India Congress Committee meeting. 
Calvary has exerted an enormous influence over 
mankind for centuries, but would it be right 
to call it coercive? India highly appreciates, 
all the same, the Metropolitan's generous 

intervention but it is becoming · increasingly 
apparent that she must suffer more than any 
other nation has done to secure redemption. She 
has no friends outside and has many enemies 
in her own household. Individuals in that 
situation have often experienced an astonishing 
volume of unsuspected strength descending on 
them. And so it may be with nations. In such 
moments one realizes the truth of the old 
aphorism, "Never less alone than when alone," 
iQ all its profundity,. 

Sir' Tej · Bahadur · Sa pro's · Lead :.;;;..Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru in his statements on the 
present situation has suggested that Gandhiji, 
Mr. Jinnah and others should call a Conference 
for negotiating an agreement. This is a surprising 
advice and the more so since Sir Tej himself some 
months ago rejected the same suggestion when 
it was·made to him by Mr. Amery. In April 
1941, Sir Tej Bahadur observed: "Mr. Amery 
has appealed to me and my friends not to cease 
from our efforts to concentrate first and foremost 
on bringing contending elements together ••• 1 
shall be absolutely frank. I believe Mr. Amery's 
indiscreet and unfortunate speeches on this 
subject have done the worst service to us, 
and he has no business to make that 
pious appeal to us when he himself 
has done nothing to promote unity among 
the contending elements in India, ... 1 shall 
be very ·glad if those in· India who parrotliklil 
repeat Mr. Amery's pious_ sentiments, w\11 do 
something to show that they are in earnest 
about it." What has happened to make 
Sir Tej Bahadur modify his attitude ? The 
political situation has not improved. · Nor. has 
Mr. Amery shown any great tendency to keep 
quiet, let alone be helpful. As:a matter of fact, 
so much has the situation deteriorated that Sir 
Tej who had addressed conciliatory remarks on 
the first expansion of the Viceroy's Council, had 
nothing to commend in the second which at least 
strengthens the Indian element more· ·than the 
first one did. The Conference suggestion, 
however, has greater vatue coming from Sir Tej 
Bahadur than from others because with him it is 
not merely an attempt to mark time and avoid 
trouble. But is there any guarantee that the 
decisions of the Conference will be respected any 
more than the decisions of the Sapru Conferences 
of 194.1 and 1942? What, again, is to be done 
if, leaders who are invited, use the occasion to 
assert their independence by refusing·to attend? 
Granted the Conference is agreed to, who should 
convene it? Sir Tej wishes .the, Congress to take 
the lead. This would lead to futile recrimina
tions; Mr. J innah who could not tolerate the 
Sapr11 Conferences because he felt they were 
inspired by the Congress, will certainly look with 
even less favour on a Congress-convoked session. 
Besides, the Congress has fixed its goal . and ·its 
path. It is for those who would divert it, to 
call the Conference. · 

-
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INDIA AND THE· WAR CABINET. 

· of the manhood of his great country. We soon found 
that he was one of "the wise men who came from the 
East." More and more we came to rely on his advice 
especially in all questions that affe:ted India. ' 

It is true, as Sir Ramaswami says, that 
Sir· A. Ramaswami Mudaliar was at some m?ch depends on a representative's personality, 

pains in the statement which he made at a Press H1s reference to General Smuts, however, Js 
Conference in New Delhi on Sunday, to explain rather unfortunate because the General, according 
that his position in tbe Imperial War Cabinet to Mr. Lloyd George, was under the spell of 
was different from that of the Maharaja of ~eneral Head.-qua!ters and completely mis
Bikaner and the late Lord Sinh'l in the War Judged the Situation at the time of the 
Cabinet during the last war •. These two Indian Armistice, In fact, the General's advice 
representatives, he said, were "mere advisers" ~ha~ "the British Empire .should not pursue 
to the Secretary of . State for India who was a JUStice at the expense of 1ts own legitimate 
member of the British War Cabinet, and were future'' is characterised by tl!e British ex-Premier· 
selected by him. They were not members of the as "a little cynical." ·•But Mr. 'Smuts, doubtless,'' 
War Cabinet, In contrast to that, S1r Mr. Lloyd George adds, ';had in mind the 
Ramaswami and the Jam Sahib will be full advice of Ecclesiastes: 'Be not righteous 
members of the War Cabinet and the Pacific overmuch ... why should'st thou destroy thyself?" 
War Council. Sir Ramaswami insisted that he We should not wish any Indian representative 
had been selected by the Governor-General-in- to earn such a rebuke. Sir Ramswami would do 
Council, and that there had been no consultation well to choose a better modeL Incidentally, 
in the matter with the Secretary of State who, there is a not very complimentary reference to 
moreover, was not a member of the War General Smuts in the extracts from Padshah's 
Cabinet. The representatives of the Dominions letters in this issue of the Reformer. 
and India had been invited to sit on the War Sir Ramaswami says he will be responsible 
Cabinet and were selected by their own Govern- only to the Government of India. But what is 
ments. Sir Ramaswami continued : the Government of India? When did it become 

I will be placing the viewpoint of the Government of independent of the Secretary of State? [f Sir 
·India before these two bodies, if 1 had any mandate on Ramaswami is responsible to the Government of 

any specific point. In the absence of any such man- I d' d 'f h G f I 
.date, I will place my own views before the two bodies, n 1a an I t e overnment o ndia is respon-
views formulated from the knowledg• [ have acquired sible to the Secretary of State, it follows that Sir 
of the working of the Government of India during the Ramaswami, who is also a ·member of the 
last three years. In short, 1 shall be entirely free to Government of India, is responsible to the Secre
express my views independently of the Secretary of tary of State for India, thou

0
oh in a roundab;:,ut 

State. I, however, see no reason why the views I will 
express will not be the vhws of the Secretary of State. way, Sir Ramaswami tried to get out of this 
I will be responsible to, and will be guided by the tangle by his last observation that he saw no 
instructions from, the Government of India. reason why his views sh:mld not be the views of 

It is true that the Maharaja of Bikaner and Mr. Amery. Indeed, there is· every reason why 
Lord Sinha were technically Assessors to assist they should be identical with those of Mr. Amery. 
the Secretary of State for India in the last War When the personal correspondence between 
Cabinet. The selection in both cases was Lord Linlithgow and Mr. Amery comes to be 
made "with the advice of the Governor-General- published, we shall know with certainty whether 
in-Council'' by the ~ecretary of State-. In or not the latter had been consulted about the 
the present case, there is recognition of a direct appointment of an Indian representative to the 
status of the Indian representative, in the case of War Cabint:t and about the person whom the 
Sir Ramaswami, and of the Government of India, Government of India should recommend, From 
and the Princes' Chamber. But it amounts to his three years' experience of the inner working 

1 

very little. 'lhe · Indian A&sessors as they of the Government of India, Sir Ramaswami 
were officially known, were practically recognised doubtless knoiVs that there is a weekly exchange 
and spoken of as Indian Members of the War of letters between the Viceroy and the Secretary 
Cabinet. Mr. Lloyd George in his "War of State the contents of which are not disclosed 
Memoirs'' writes of meetings of the War Cabinet to members of -tlie Executive Council except 
"at which the representatives of the Dominions when the Viceroy chooses to take them into his 
and of India joined with the British Cabinet confidence.-- Lord Morley's ·'Recollections" 
to handle the daily administrative Cabinet reveal that the views expressed by the two 
problems, and also to decide on executive eminent authorities in their private correspondence : 
measures for the Imperial conduct of the are not always identical with those expressed by · 
war." Though technically Assessors, the them in their public speeches. Gokhale's friends ' 
Indian representatives were not precluded from I were surprised at reading in one of the letters 
participating directly in the proceedings of the l of Lor~ _Morley to Lord Minto, a ~eference to an . 
War Cabinet. Mr. Lloyd George's fervent ! admomt10n conveyed by the V1ceroy to Lord 
tribute to the Maharaja of Bikaner makes that ; Morley, not to attach too much importance to 
cl~ar. He writes, I what he-Gokhale-told him. Gokhaie had a. 

"Bikanor" as he was f~miliarly and aJNctionately . high a! most personal reg:Ud for ~ord Min~o an.d 
called-the Indian Prince-was a magoificent specimen J he believed that Lord ~lmto reciprocated 1t. SIT 
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Rarnaswami said that be was not taking any one 
from India and that ·-he would select· his 
secretariat • in 'London: Sir Jeremy Raisman, 
however, has preceded him and he will no dc,JUbt 
help his colleague. Has" Sir Ramaswami reeeiv
ed any assurance that Mr,. Amery's preseni:e will 
n,.12t be. found tQ be necessary t?~ assist the War 
Cabinet with his advice? • 

A BANDRA DIARY. ,. 
. It •truck me suddenly one morning iaet ,.,.;ec;k-to 

be exact on Friday July 81 at 9 a. m,-that Bandra 
is an ideal_plaoe to write a diary from io this part of 
India, To begin with, it baa a population in which 
all the communities in the . country are harmoniously 
btended---,Hindua. Mualims, Christians. Indian l&nd 
European, PArsis. , When. communal troubles 
rage in Bombay: and·. scores· are,. killed -.daily; 
Bandra ·:Citizens , are absolu!ely , .u~touched -,by 
the frenzy. The Creek .wh1cll i11V1des Banilra 
from Bombay, seems to~ have a bactricidal 
effect on the commul?at'bacillus.as Ganges water is 
said to have on tiJe cholera bacillus. This may be due 
at least partly to. the (act ~bat English ;in Ba~dra is 
almost a vernacular, Bandra-Engheh bemg as 
distinctive a dialect as American-E ngtish. Wherever, 
you go in any part or the world you can recognise a 
Bandra man by the inflection of his voice; There is 
a mystic fellowship too between Bandra:~bred people 
which knits one Bandra·man to another in an instan• 
taneous touch' in • most distant lands, ·although 
they may net have'·exchanged a sipgle word in 
Bandra itself.· ' Then, there is the great advantage 
for writin-g a diary, tha~~Bandra is neither too near to 
nor too· far from a ~ great centre of . commerce, 
industry, ambitions lullllled and unfulfilled, of class 
rivalries and official muddleheadedness, '· ' · 

• •• • • 
India, aooording to r~porta in this morninl!'s papers 

figured in both Houses or Parliament. In the House 
of Commons,. the Secretary of State -for India· and' 
l::lurma made a statement on the Congress resolution, 
J am not concerned here with · the contents 
of the . statement. J . , am only.. . . concerqed 
with the generaL impression which the tone lef~ 
on me. It seemed to me that Mr. Amery had been 
suddenly aroused from a· long sleep extel)dirig 
over three years in order to' make his statement.·· He 
did not seem to know th~t there was a war going on, 
that the greater part of Europe was under enemy 
occupation. He seemed to think that things were 
atandin~ atill'in Asia, that Malaya was still a British 

•poasessaon, that. Singapore was still' an impregnable 
Jl&Val base, that his writ was still running in Burma 
and that Rangoon was. still a. British · O&pital. 
His tone towards India w•s as supercilious as· it bas" 
bAen since he became . Secretary of State for India 
ami Burma. He did not seem to know that there 
have been two expansions of the. Viceroy's Legisla
tive Council and that there were twelve Indians 
and only four Engli~hmen in it. He did not apparently 
contemplate the possibilitf of Indian! having minds 
or their own and applymg them to matters closely' 
concerning Internal peaoe and order. And I was 
1urprlsed •. In reply to a question\ Mr. Amery 'said 
that there would be no safeguard m the future consti· 
tuclon of India for British commercial interests but 
these would be protected by speoial treaties, 
The House of Lords took up this point for 
debato. A number or peers Insisted en inserting 
safeguards in the constitution. I was pained at the 
exceptionally virulent · note of Lord Hardinge's· 
remarb. He ia one of the good Viceroys India has 
had and he has atway1 spoken on · Indian questio na 

both in India and: England with· the restraint of a 
piplomat which be is by profession •. - It may be age 
and the . strain of the W<U" on battered nerves; which 
Jed him to. accuse Congress of "blackmailing''. Britain 
at a- time of . war. If Congress does ! not retort, as 
ic may, that Britain is blaokmaiting it taking advaDo 
tage of the. war, it. will be becaullC-Jodians wilL. not 
forget that at ·a critical "Stage gf .the Sauth African 
struggle Lord Hardinge upheld the Indian cause in a 
famous speech at Madras. . Lord Hailey was the 
other Anglo, Indian speaker. He protested, rather 
late in-the day, agaiast the grant to India-of Dominion 
Statue as it would provide no safeguanl for European 
vested. interests. Jndia does· not .want Dominion 
Status, .It wants either the closest association with 
Britain in the formulation ·of· policies fir a., olean 
separation.' Lord Hailey was the :man who, . aa -a 
member of the Viceroy's Executive Council, put 
forward the ingenious objection that the Declaration 
of ·August .1917 did not mean Dominion .Status,.il 
meant ont y . election of mem bere .of the LegislatUre 
by ballot.. The controversy.whiob be started,:ran ita 
eourse for ten years .when at last .it was settled by 
the declaration of Lord Irwin (now Lord Halifax}. 
on· behalf of the .. Baldwin Government that the 
Deolaratioar meant Dominion Status and• nothing 
but~ Dominion· Status, By ·that time .botb India and 
Dominion Status had acquired new meanings.; , ·Lord: 
Hailey evidently does not mean· to let ~he •evening 
of his pensioned lire pass without •* fast -disservice: 
to this country. !·But India is. no longer :within> 
range of his genius for casuistry. ' : . 

• . . •• .~ . 1. 3 

One of the peers demanded that Britons· sbouldi 
have the same rights in India as Indians have in 
Britain. That is a fair ..4emand. That is exactly 
what I am suggesting as an altemative. -to :COmplete 
separation: But let us understand what it: implies. 
It implies' that Indians must be' eligible for "!the 
British Civil Service in ,the same degree;·as. · Bcitons 
lot the Indian Civil Service, It implies- that Indians· 
must have adequate representation, in Parliament; . inl 
the Cabinet, that they should• be equally eligible for 
Colonial and Indian Governships,- that the road must> 

· be open·to an Indian to the Indian· Viceroyalty, and 
to the l::lritiah Premiership; This will be honest 
reciprocity and 1, for one, would . be~ .cdntent wltli 
that. But the. right -of,the lndiari in Britain· at 
present ,. is . the right only to spend hili money mostly< 
on. purposeless pastimes; . . ·: · 

•· • ·~ . •• ·• ~ r:r 

'R.eformerll as distinguished ftom revolutionari~s' 
have a rooted antipathy to mass-movements of all' 
kinds. They have steadily opposed mli.SS proselytising 
religious propaganda. They fear that the mass· 
propaganda · fOr-- war which is :being fostered 
by . officiat and non-official. agcnoie!J, may· lead 
to unforeseen resultS. They· distrust likewise mas8' 
oivU disobedience.· · Mass movements· are like! 
an avalanche which destroys ,good and bad 
indiscriminately, The masses· can never grasp a 
principle, . whether religious, moral· or politicat,
whio11 requires .. some .mental abstraction. The; 
right· of theo individual-· to obey the dictates' 
of his conscience .is fundamental to civilisation. 
But masses as such have no conscience. They can 
only blindly follow. The negation of the rules. of 
morality in war (euphemistically called morale) is 
calculated to , undermine respect for them in time!!l 
of peace ; oivil disobedience can easily degenerate· 
into lawlessness owing to the lna88-mind cbeing 
unable to fix itl. attention on the purpose for 
whicib redress is sought. Religious propaganda, 
therefore, should be limited to carefully chosen 
individuals; training and discipline are absolutely 
essential in armies; and individuals "ho feel an 
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overwhelming conviction • regarding a new truth ate 
alone entitled to. disregard an established order. 
The right to rebel, it has· been · well said, is the 
. right· to seek a higher law •. The civil disobedience 
movement of 1930, was a tremendous success because 
almost every man and woman who took aotive part in 
it, were fully conscious of what they wanted and 
what the limits of their action were. In 1932 
it failed because it let dnto the •movement a 
large number .who were completely ignorant of 
and indifferent to the ethics of the movement. · 
At ·the present time the danger of undesirable 
elements crowding into the movement and ruijling 
it, •are far tgreater than at. any previous· ttme. 
There is widespread public disquiet over many 
things.. The rules under the Defence of India are 
legion and afford oountless openings for violation. 
Although industrialists are making large fortunes, the 
mass of the people is put to great hardship in getting 
their daily necessities. ·Taxation is high and the 
middle classes are feeling the strain. All these 
are causes of discontent unconnected with politics 
but when a movement to disobey authority is 
started, they will all inevita bty coalesce witb it 
and swell the flood. The inauguration of such 
a movement would be undesirable at any time 
but now it is especially so. Mass appeals and mass 
action, however, are the chosen instrument of modern 
government, demooraoy as well · as dictatorship, 
and it does not lie in the mouths of those who 
derided and despised the Indian National Congress 
for thirty years as a microscopic minority without 
contact with the masses to condemn it for resorting 
~ i~ in she!lr despera~ion. 

RECLUSE, 

-
A GREAT INDIAN SCHOLAR. 

(BY S. R. 8ALAS~RAHMANIAM1 CHIDAMBARAM.) 

Dr. V.- Swaminatha Aiyar, one ·of the greatest 
scholars of South India, passed away at Tirukkalu· 
kunran on 28th April last at the ripe age of 87. He 
started life as a teacher of Tamil in 1880 first at the 
Government College, Kumbakonam, and then at 
the Presidency College, Madras. After retirement 
from Government aervice, he served from 
1924 to 1927 as the Principal of the Sri 
Minakshi Tamil College, since incorporated in 

. the Annamalai University. During all these years 
of his life as a teacher, he was further engaged 
in the assiduous work of rescuing, deciphering, 
editing and publishing the great classics of _:tbe 
Golden Age of Tamil literature. . . 

Wheli Mr. Swaminatha Aiyar began his studies, 
there were 110 established public schools. Sanskrit 
was practised in pata.aalaa mostly maintained by the 
Nagarathar community. . English held the pride o_f 
place. Tamil was patronised by Mutts and Tamd 
learning oentred round a few outstanding scholars. 
Printed Tamil books were unkq.ow~, Moat of.the 
literary. works were writte11 on cadjan teaves1 and 
some literary giants carried everyt~ng t~ey 
'learnt in their heads. and carried theJl'. learmng 
lightly too. Unlike ours it was .an age when 

. pupila had ~ run after th~i~ guru, attend 
on him wa1t for the propitious hour and 
learn oniy when the guru was· disposed to. teaoh. 
Local puranu and works of Saiva Siddhanta and 
Vaishnavite hymns were mostly .taught and learnt. 
The existence of Tamil classics .had by then 
become almost· forgotten or they su~ered 
neglect to such an extent that they were oons~gned 
to the uncared-for heaps of cadjan leaves in the 
families which. oould claim in their lineage 
scholars of high repute. But the unlettered 
sucoessors of this rich heritage · invariably allowed . . . 

these treasure• · to decay and die by making them 
the prey of white .ants; or they occasionally carried 
th~;m with much ·gusto only to throw them away 
into some flood during flood-festivities celebrated 
evl)ry yea,r in South ll!cfia, 
. It WaS at this . age that Mr. Aiyar b~gan 

his life-long devotion to Tamil and hia unceas. 
ing efforts to rescue the classics . from oblivi:n 
and utter destruction. Tbe patient search for 
manuscripts, the long journeya all over the land, 
the frequent rebuffs and oocaaional successes 
that attended his efforts, the patient deciphering of 
the texts, their restoration and their elucidation-the 
struggle for finding the· means to publish his 
critical editions....;.these have been described by him in 
hia own inimitable style. Sometimea the original text 
of a poem had to be restored only from the notes of 
commentators. How arduous this work is, can be 
appreciated ·only by those who bave worked in the 
field or at least seen a cadjail lea£ · 

Tamil has had a hoary past.· Its earlieat literatu~ 
is known by the n,ame of the Sangam works, 

· According to a .tater traditic;m, almost fabulous in 
conception, there were three Sangams. Most of the 
kings and authors of the first two Sangams are 
highly mythical and fabulous and, except a few 
extracts of the so-called early .Agqttigam, no work 
of this period is extant. . . . · . 

The worka attributed to the "Third Sangam' 
are the oldest Tamil wqrks now extant, . and our 
knowledge of the earliest period of the Tamil Civili
zation has to be gleaned only from these works. 
They are, ·in addition to tbe grammar called 
Tolkappigam, the Pattupattu-the Teo Idylls, a group 
of ten poems-and eight anthologies-Narrinas, 
Kuruntogai1 .Aingurunuru, Pail.irrupattu, Paripadali 
·Kalithagai,·.Aiumanuru and Purananuru. ·To this group 
is sometimes added another group of eighteen 
anthologies, but of them all only the sacrea Kural 
can with certainty be assigned to this age. · 

Closely allied to this group of the earliest extant 
Tamil literature are the five great Tamil 
Kavga.-epics.-:alled /i'IJakachinatamani,liilapparlikaram, 
.Maniflllkhalai, YalaigaptUi and Kundalakm. 

It is necessary at this stage to mention that this 
whole body of the earliest Tamil literature now 
e:~~:tant, represents a period when there ha_d been a free 
intermixture of the two great cultural Influences of 
South· India generally expressed by the terms 
Aryan and Dravidian. That Tamil was a 
pre-Sanskritio language admits ·of no doubt. 
But whatever pre-Sanskritic Tamil literature 
might have existed, it has not y~t come to

1 light. The third Sangam works which alone are 
the earliest Tamil works now available, are the 
product of an age when Tamil language and literature 
were deeply influenced by Aryan language a~d 
culture. Also it should be mentioned that it is only 
from this·. very soilrce that we have fo gather 
laboriously but critically the pre-Sanskritic (ex: pre
Aryan) elements of the great Dravidian civili
zation that has left its indelible marks on the histo_ry 
of South India, 

When Mr Ai~r started his life as a teacher 
the great Sa.;g.m works were unknown to Tamil 
scholars-except the Kural and the Tolkappigam
Beginning with Ghintamani in 1887, his life was 
one long dedication to Tamil research and 
publication. , . 
· Among the Tamil works he has published must 

be mentioned the Sangam olassios, the Pattupattu 1 

Pail.>rruppattu, Purananuru, · A!"u!"'unuo:u, P~riadal 
and Kurunthogai ; among the ep1cs the B•lafPail.>karam 
.and the .Manimekhalai 1 and t)le grammatical work, 
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consideflltion, of. those q110stioDs must· be ppstponed far a declaratory decree tha~ qnd~ tbt~ MobamDIRdan 
UDtU a IDIXe suitable occatloD arises. Jaw her. previOUS marriage was dissolved by her 
Witb these OoJl!(ortlng wOrds, to which no convennon and she. was competent to marrying 

exoeptloil ban be taken, tbe Full . Bench of the again." • · . 
Higll CouPt of l'alcutta shelved in June 1942 In a similar ease of Islamic conversion and 
those verY'' questions• of far-reaching importanoe, tbe remarriage without notice to the Hindu husband, 
final solution of which seemed to them of 10 much Justices BeniOn and Sadniva Aiyar adjudged 
ur,enoy in April that they decided to take further tbe offspri~ to be . ille~tlmate, boldigg 
evidence and ordtred tbe Petitioner to attend With that under Huidu"'Law, wbtch •• tbe. Jaw to l)e 
his ·additional witnesoes on 21st May 1942. applied to determine whether the lint marriage 

We wish, in the public interest, that the tte subsieted, and under Mellem law which prohibited 
Hon'ble High Collft had stuck to · tbeir original remarriage to a woman while the previous marriage 
resofve and decided those questioM in this very 1tras sutisisting, tbe seCond marriage, tbougb after 
cue, inatead of abandoning them at the last conversion, wa• clearly bigamous.' But at tbe same 
moment an.d leaving it to chance to provide some time, Justice Sadasiva Aiyer went out of his way to 
"more suitable occasion" iti the nebulous future, quote a passage from Amtr Ali's .Mohammadan Law 
.There are indeed- weighty reasons why the ptibll.o (Vol. ~1, ge 4.27) in which was embodied tbe ruling 
ahould wish to b&ve an early solution of these as to ri t procedure oontained,in 18 Calcutta 2641 
'question•. ·' · as it ~ by implication that Islamic conver-

Firstly, as is. well kn'own, tbere are several Hindu sion, i£ folloWed up by the procedure laid down 
and Brahmo ciouples and Samajas who hav.e acted therein, would aurely entitle the oonvert to snap the 
and are ·acting, in spite of warnings, in the belie! that previous marriage tie. {Vide A, I, R. 191' Madra& 
the benefits Of Act Ill of 1872, which prohibits 192- 26 M. L. J. 260). . ' 
polygamy .and petmitl divorce aCcord. ing. to the Justice Suleiman of tbe. Al~bad High Court 
lndtan DiliOI'ce Act, can be secured even if resOrt to went a atep furtber. aQd emphaatsed the authority 
it is poatponed till sometime aft~ the customary of the a£oresaid Calcutta decision of 1891 more 
religious ceremony qf marria~e is performed, If positively and held that, though a ·woman's first 
.such belief is really a. deluaton, the sooner a clear marriage is not automatically diilaohted by reason of 
verdict to that effect is had £rom the Full Bench of a her conversion to Islam, she acquires the right to 
High · Court tbe better foe the communities obtain a divorce through a Cour-t after her husband 
~ned.·. has refu1ed to embraoelllam. It was owing to "the 

"----dl· • f absence of lllOb authorized, and legal dissolution" 
~· .Y. it Ill a. ma~ter 0 common knowledge that he was constrained to hold the convert's seoond 

and concern to social workez:s that· the abaolute 
den.ial .or ~livoroe under Hindu law. even to deaerted marriage ille"al in thecate be£ore him, {A.I.R. 1925 
Hindu wives whose bus bands have married again, Allahabad ' '~) · 
!Jas oreated .a. situation of great hardship which Added to theBe pronouncements in favour of tbe 
11 apparently trremedlabie. One can· only watoh IslamiC law, ciontained: in .rullag'S in wbloh the 
helplesely ·the misfOrtunes of the ¥.ocent victim• particular claim of tbe female converfln question was 
al well as tbe desperate shifts 'to which some of however negatived, thpe have been numerOI!a oases; 
them are driven by the cruel indifference of custom- like that of Musamrliat Ayesba Bibi in 1929 (38 
ridden society and the Jegialatures. One SI!Cming Calcutta Weekly Notes, Page C. L. XXIX), in 
remedy which appeals to some sufferers most by which the Calcutta Hi~h Court. pasaed, . wit!lout 
its apparent simplicity, ia to accept the lllamio demur, decrees of dissolution ofmarnage applied ·ror 
faith and marry again in tbe M .. bammadan fold , by Hindu converts to lalam. · . 
. or. come back· to .Hinduism after three montbs But Mr. Justice Edgley, as the latest judicial' 
and marry. a .Hindu, It is believed that the exponent of Angi9-Mohammadan law on tbia head, 
Islamic oanvers.ion by itself, or coupled with an has delivered in No0r J ehan Begum's case, reported 
im~iate notice to the Hindu husband either by in A. I, R. 1941 Calcutta 582, a slashing and tearing 
.the convert her8Eil£ or tbrcugh a Kazi, bas tbe legal judgment in minute detail on tbe pretensions of this 
effect . of. dissolving the Hil)du marriage and 

1 

medieval law of the Islamic States of old to govern 
freeing the oanvert after .three months' waiting, to mOdern Indian courts. Not an inch of room has he 
marry a second . time. It this belief is wrong the left for any delusion hereafter, that a Hindu or 
sooner the highest courrs of law pronounce a Christian or o.tber non-Moslem marriage contracted 
clear warning abollt it, the kinder it wnt be to Hindu in India or elaewbere can be dissolved by the Islamic 
Society . as well .l\S to the unfortunate~ who are. rule ofconversion in the 20th century. He brushed 
likely in their pre$ent igQoranoe to· jump . fr\llll tbe aside aa uncalled-for tbe observations found in 18 
frying pan into fire. The oase-law on. tbe subject, Calcutta 26,, and the stress laid on· tbem by other 
however, has been mcist ·dubious and illOODdusive, High . Court~ as without authoritl in the circum
if not positively mialeading, · · stances of each case. The posttive decrees of 

In 1891 (L L. R. 18 C.aloutta 26,), Ram Kumari dissolution created by tbe Calcutta High Court itself 
was convicted of bigamy, but not _on the ground in many previous oasp were disposed of as equally 
that . the Islamic .law upon wbioh she relied for valueless as they were all undefended ··oases and 

. breaking the prel(ious marriage tie bad no legal "consequently the judgment contains no discussion 
force in British India. She was punished 'simply of the legal principles which should be applied." 
beoau!le she failed to conform to the details or This decisive and· clear pronouncement was • 
procedure prel!cribed by that Jaw and in fact certainly a great relief to minds distracted by doubt 
married a second time without giving notice at or prejudioe. But the public were not left in peace 
all to her Hindu bus band and perhaps without of mind even a£ter this, The case went up in appeal 
even waitlog for . three monthly periods afur before a Special Bench of the Calcutta High Court 
conversion, as the . Moslem law required. Their , comprising the Chief Justice and two Moslem 
Lordships even went cut ot tbeir way to indicate 1 Judges. They all agreed tn upbolding Mr. Edgley'a 
the procedure she should have followed. According I iudgm~nt only so far as it dismis.ed Noor Jehan to them, she might have, before marrying again, Begum's auit on the ground tbat she and her 
aouljl'ht the intervention. of the law courts "by 1 husband being both of Russian domicile, the Russian 
inttltuting a . suit, after notice to tbe husband, Courts alone are competent to dissolve her Christian 
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marriage, But as regards his excursions on 
other questions, ·such as whether the Islamic 
law relied on by her is obsolete and opposed to 
public poliCy or a living part of the law of India 
wb ich the British Courts here are bound to 
administer to citizens of India, whether Hindu or 
Christian or other non-Moslem converts to Islam, and 
if-. what exactly is the prooedure to be expected of 
them-all these have been resented by the two 
Moslem judges, especially by Mr. Nasim Ali J., who 
has left a strong note of protest that Mr. Edgley 
went beyond the requirements of the case before him 
in passing judgment, which is, therefore, without 
authority, on those points. (Vide A. I. R. 1942 C. 
825 S. B.) 

We are thus left without any reliable guidance in 
this matter at present. This has created a situation 
which calls loudly fo1 a final verdict fi'om the highest 
legal authority of at least one Province, The Full 
Bench of the Calcutta High Court were, of course, 
perfectly within their rights in Surendra's case in 
disposing of Malati's contentions by the short-cut of 
estoppel, but in doing so they let slip a valuable 
opportunity to servec the interests of all Indian 
communities with a timely quietus to their painful 
suspense. 

LETTERS OF B. J. PADSHAH. 
(Copyright.) 

JULY 61 1982, 
Manao•, Brazil. 

The barber says women are all for the romantic 
and the new ; see them pushing into air-flights ; men 
are more staid, I said, one interpretation of women's 
new craving for sports is that they do not wish to 
feel adult and responsible ; they wish to forget 
husband, children, home-cares. "That is true, too," 
he observed, But I said, "Not of women only. India 
is being lost because her administrators do not wish 
to grow beyond Eton values." 

JULY 8, 1982. 
R. M. 8. lh'lary, 

...... tlris jungle whose peculiarity is that, unlike other 
jungles, it does not harbour the larger quadrupeds, 
and the erect ape and limits the activity ot man. The 
explanation is that-the growth is too dense, the green 
cover bars out light, the large trees shoot 100 ft. 
overhead and make the verdant canopy, only by 
murdering smaller trees, and are themselves 
strangled by creepers and lived on by leaf-bugs and 
other parasites. There is too .much undergrowth, 
and too much mutual preying ; hence the larger 
mammals, the erect ape and man have no chance 
until the White Man brings iron. Thus, the Heavens 
declare the glory of Jehovah red in tooth and claw, 

JuLY 9, 1932. 
We took the launch at 9, to go on shore 

accompanied by our guide ; Mr. Brodrick kept on the 
ship. The sun was hot, and some passengers wanted 
to buy curios, and some were inte•ested in filming, and 
some in looking up acquaintances. So Madame Stamen
escu and I and the guide were left to return to ship. 
Madame spoke of the Banyan trees on the road £rain 
Agra to Fatehpur Sikri, They have conie here too, 
The avenues here rejoice in the shade of mango-trees . 
... Madame recurred to her Jove of Tagore's poetry and 
of Sarojini Naidu. I did not disguise the scantiness of 
my knowledge of both and the moderation ot my 
agreement with either. There must be something 
competent to have earned the Nobel Prize by one, 
and general fame by the other, but, I am conscious of 
the thinness of their air and their inability to breathe 
any otl:\er. They are arrives ...... for me, resting on 
achievement is cessation of growth and, where growth 
ceases, decay steps in. 

Returning for lunch we were informed that a 
Japanese boat had arrived just then, landing 
passengers mainly' Japanese, who are forming a 
settlement on the River Para (under the lluspices of a 
Japanese Colonising Co.) who make splendid 
agriculturists growing rice, vegetables and fruit. 

JULY 10, 1932. 
I was surprised to see that the ship is unloading 

today-Brazil nuts and planks. Mr. Beyermann 
explained that they will be put into another steamer 
for New York. The products of the Amazon must 
travel only by water-way. If no direct transport is 
available, they have to be transhipped at 
Para; the cost of transhipment is a trifle com. 
pared to the whole cost, the region near Para 
cannot meet world-requirement and this ship brings 
cargo not from Manaos alone, but also, froni ltacoa
tura and Sr. Michael. 

On the way we passed Pinheiro which we had not 
time enough on Saturday to reach by motor. There 
were many phases of interest. It is an island with 
a thousand inhabitants ordinarily but in the season 
which begins in August it makes a popular hot 
weather sea-side resort and then makes ten thousand 
inhabitants. It is studded with fine villas, has a new 
garden and a market, a tramway run by mules 
and a motor bus (petrol) running on .other roads not 
frequented by oars to give a view of the dense 
neighbouring jungle in which the resort seems to 
have been hewed out. The tramways originally 
belonged to a company which failed for want of 
traffic, but they are kept running by lhe Municipality 
with a subsidy ; the bus service is owned by a 
private company still. The seats were bare planks 
and the state of the road• gave many· jolts. 

Our trip consisted of three parties-the four 
bathers were put in the bus and we three non-bathers 
intO. the mule tram. 

Mr. DaCosta l<ept me company. We walked long. 
The United States of Brazil are 21 States; they 

have a flag like the one of the U. S. and they had a 
constitution before the Revolution of 1980 gave it 
the go-by, and that constitution had been like that 
of the U. S. There had been a revolution in 1924.. 
In 1930 the outgoing president had conducted the 
elections in the interest of a nominee of his own 
whom the people disliked, and gave no chance to 
the popular favourite to run, 

The new President was overthrown by a revolution 
headed by the militarist,, and he is now taking it easy 
in Paris. The popular favourite was installed and the 
(".Onstitution waich permitted such tricks, came to be 
suspended, and each of the 21 States is adminiS· 
tered by a Governor sent out by the ruler 
at Rio de Janeiro. Now there is disaffection 
again, the southern rubber and coffee states 
are suffering economically, foreign capital afraid 
of trusting a regime not founded on popular vote, 
is jittery and there is a general demand for a new 
election by which the President should stand or 
fall, Mr, Da Costa showed me cane and caserina 
cultivation. 

JULY 12, 1982, 
There was some rain to indicate that the taste 

of the equatorial region was still there despite 
the fact that pests had disappeared before Para 
and that today the wire screen at the porthole 
was removed, and the porthole thrown open and 
the fans in the public rooms had been stopped, and 
only resumed on request before tea, for the rooms 
were feeling warm without fans. 

Brazil fruit still comes to table-the Mawao 
(Melon), the long fat-yellow banana, the "emerald
green" and orange pine-apple which has been called 
the fruit of Parailise, 
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- NOTES. 

Tide oa the Turn :-Scarcely . three days 
passed since the round up of Congress leaders 
which it applauded; and the Times (London) 
began preaching a homily to the British Govern. 
ment on the futility of repression as a method 
of world' uplift, taking for its text the Indian 
situation. That is the British way, First 
the blg atick; .next, 'the bag 'Of gold. No~ 
body wh6 bas knowledge of British history, 
doubts that the next step in constitutional 
reform in India is not far off and that 
it will be a sweeping step. . It was so in Ireland : 
it will be so in India. Those who hope to oust 
the Congress in the affections of the people and 
take its place themselves, will havt: to make 
haste, If within the next two or three months 
they are not able to make good their undertaking, 
they will lose the chance of a lifetime. Gandhiji 
is the country's most trusted leader .not only 
because. of his complete lack of self-interest but 
also and perhaps more because he is . the only 
Indian leader w.ho understands the paradoxical 
British temper and can play upon it with easy. 
mastery. He knows that the English mind 
must be roused to red-hot anger before it can 
be got to concede something to reason which 
it generally despises. He knows that it 
requires to be caressed in the intervals of being 
inflamed, The wholesale arrests of Congress 
leaders, including an invalid likt! Babu Rajendra 
Prasad who diet not even attend the All India 

·Congress Committee meet4Jg, and Mr, A. B. 
Latthe who has never been an aggressive pro
pagandist, are the best augury for the substantial 
transfer of power . to . Indian hands before the 
year is out. The officials entrusted with the 
task of arrest must be themselves wondering how 
long it will be before their prisoners are Ministers 
sitting in the seats of authority. 

Sir Shadl Lal on the Situation :-The Secretary 
of State ·for India has been assuring the 

• 

British public and the 26 Allies that the arr'est. 
of Gandhiji and Congress leaders has had no 
effect on the smooth working of · the Indiarf 
Administration. Whether the authorities in· 
India are · keeping him ·in the dark or he· 
himself is making sparing use of the informatioq· 
at his disposal, people in this country who have 
been surprised at the virulence and extent of 
violence which has followed the removal of 
the restraining hand of Gandhiji, ·are not 
able to take so complacent a view, Typical of 
their mind is the statement of Sir Shadi La!, · 
ex-Chief Justice of the Punjab High· Court and 
member of the judicial Committee of the Privy· 
Coun,cil in London for some years, His 
statement is the more remarkable because since 
he retired from the Privy Council he has seldom· 
expressed any opinion in public on political 
affairs. , Sir Shadi Lal observes.: · . · 

' .. 
· · Government have no' realised the-. serious eonse. 
quences of their action In arre.tlng Gandhijl and 
other members of the Congress Working Committee. 
There can be no doubt that Indians, high or low, 
realise the racial distinction between Europeans and 
Indians and feel that the Indians are treated as Inferior 
persons. The arrests now made won't Improve the. 
political situation In the slightest degree and the action 
of the Governmeut cannot but bring into prominence 

· racial discrimination, · 

This is a very correct estimate. A friend 
who two months ago spoke with some pride 
of the . excellent relations between Indians and 
Britons in his part of the country, · is surprised' 
at their rapid deterioration in the last few days. 
He also attributes this to racial discrimination. 
This aspect of .the consequences of official 
acts does .not strike those who control 
Government policy. The latest is the news of 
the arrival of eighty firemen from Brita;n in 
India as volunteers for ~mbating fires during 
air raids, The allowances of the volunteers 
could have been used to employ ten times that. 
numbe~ of Indians on the j:Jb, We had thought 
fire-fighting was part of the A. R. P. training, 

National Front Advertising :-By one of those 
incalculable mental twists which have inspired 
much of the official and ~.mi-official publicity· 
campaigns, the press all · over the counrry 
carried, during the week preceding the All 
India Congress Committee's meeting in Bombay,. 
excellent propaganda for th~ ideas underlying' 
the Congress resolutiol'l, in bold type promi
nently displayed. · A minimum of· matter· 
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shown In much space posed questions which 
apparently were meant to provide readers with 
material for thought and for coAvincing friends. 
The questions were designed , to admit of 
one answer only and nothing was said of what 
was proposed if either the reader or his friends 

. had unexpected reactions. ll was a relief from 
the usual material about wives which had been an 
early obsession with the National Front but it was 
equally ill-advised. Under the guise of ridicule, 
it kept the Congress resolution constantly before 
the· public and questions like "What are 
you prepared to do to stop the Japanese 
frqm occupying ·India?" . could not but create 
a, vague uneasiness when addressed to a 
people ignorant of the higher strategy 
of war instead of to the Government . of India 
and our War , Member in the Executive 
Council. There was also some'reference to the 
Cripps scheme which brought back to the pubiic. · 
mind an unpleasant episode in Indo-British 
relations. We would not attach much importance 
to such fatuity whi~h serves a useful purpJse in 
keeping officialdom occupied in a comparatively 
harmless pursuit, but for the fact that ~his is not 
the ti!Jle for it. 

Indian Defence Member :-'-It is interesting to 
note that Government's publication of the . 
Corigress draft minutes led the Times of /nd'ia to 
the curious conclusion that, though it is opposed 
to the policy of· not allowing Indians to hold the 
Defence portfolio, -these revelations, in its 
opinion, make such a policy understandable. 
This is the political application of Dunne's 
experiments with Time, to make a later event 
the cause of something that preceded it.. In 
effect, it insinuates that the British did not trust 
Indians so far and here at last they have 
found something to support their suspicions. 
This is a strange charge to come from the Times 
of Inrlia of all quarters. As a matter of fact, we 
had recently come across a· perfectly rational 
explanation of British reluctance to hand over 
military control to Indians, in an article on 
the "War Office'' in the Political Qual'ltlrly by 
Mr. Tom Wintringham. If the article were 
widely read, it would rel!love a s?w:ce 
of bitterness between Indta and Bntam. 
Mr. Wintringham ·has shown at· great length 
that Parliament. has had a long and arduous 
struggle to get itself heard in· Army matters.· 
In 1833, the Duke of Wellington took the 
attitude that '·it has been hitherto understood 
that the Army once voted, Parliament ought not 
to interfere with its arrangements.'' These 
words say!i Wintringham, represent the practice, 
if not the theory, of those who control the . 
British Army today. The practice of appoint
ing the Commander,in-Chief from the Royal 
House was not very. successful from the point 
of view of efficiency-of particular interest 
in the light of Sir John Wardlaw-Milne's 
suggestion that the Duke of Gloucester should 
b.e made Commander-in-Chief. The struggle for 

parliamentary control, says Mr. Wintringham, 
has nominally ended. Yet even today spokes
men of the War Office are intolerant of 
criticism. Mr. Wintringham neatly answers 
the objection against changing hor~s while · 
crossing a stream, with the remark that it is no 
use trying . to cross a stream on a dead ho:se. 
The Army, he observes and proves conclusively, 
has been at its best when Parliament took a 
hand. Reform, he says, has never come from 
within the War Office. The lesson is obvious 
but Indians can scarcely accuse the British of 
sinister motives in not applying this ·wisdom to 
India when in Britain itself the knowledge is but 
newly, and that too not yet,Jully, gained. 

· Whyte-Rajagopalacharya Episode:-Tlie most 
distressing feature of the Indo-British behaviour 
under the stress of war, is. the revelation that 
well-meaning British friends recomm.,nd as· 
quite honourable to lndiatfs conduct which they 
would regard as despicable in their own 
countrymen. A glaring instance is the sugges
.tion to Mr. Rajagopalacharya by Sir Frederick 
Whyte, an ex-President of the Indian Legislative· 
Assembly, th'lt the arrest of Gandhiji and 
other Congress leaders, is an opportunity for· 
him to advance his own propaganda of com
promise. -Mr. . Rajagopalacharya's !X)urteous 
retort that Sir Frederick does not understand 
individual or mass psychology, should have 
made him desist from his ill·timed 'intervention~· 
Sir Frederick quite understands both mass and · 
individual psychology. Only he understands 
them differently in the case of his own people 
and in the case of Indians. As a matter of fact, 
however, men everywhere feel in the same way 
to persons who treat the misfortunes of those 
with whom they were closely associated in a 
public cause, as an opportunity for them to push 
themselves to the front, There is a strong feel· 
ing that Mr;Rajagopalacharya's split with his 
party was the originating cause of the Wardha 
resoluti9n, its ~ endorsement by· the Bombay 
Conference and the subsequent · developments. · 
Sir Frederick thinks th'lt Mr. Rajagopalacharya 
has a considerable ·following. We are afraid 
that this is far from being the case. If he" 
had, he would 11ot have allowed the violence 
which has followed the recent arrests to 
begin or at least would have stopped . it 
promptly instead . of helplessly wringing his 
hands as he ,_ is doing. In any case, 
Mr. Rajagopalacharya is the last man·· at 
the present ·moment who is fitted to play the 
role of a bridge which Sir Frederick assigns to 
him. Sir Fredericlj: may remember that Indians 
toO have a sense of honour which is not different 
from that of Englishmen in such matters. 

The Editors' Conference :--The new rules put 
into force by the Government of lnJia to cope 
with the situation arising out of the Congress . 
aqests, might prove the last straw. For. some i 
months now, the Government of India .hasj 

' . 
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excused itself from enforcing the Delhi Agree
ment . in all provinces on the ground that 
under autonomy the India Government was 
unable to enforce its decisions on the provincial 
governments. This excuse was advanced both 
for ministerial and civilian-administered pro· 
vif\ces· The effect of it was that the writ of 
ti\e Government of India ran in Delhi Pro
vince and in such other areas as were willing to 
observe the Delhi Agreement.' The Delhi Agree· 
ment was really a Delhi Agreement. liJow 
the Government of india have evidently resolved 
that ·it bas served its purpose so far as they 
are concerned and have proceeded to lay down 
what provisions exactly they are prepared to 
observe. The Pre!!11 Advisory Committees, s~ys 
the communique in effect, are to be l~ft htgh 
and dry Publication ol factual news ts to be 
checked' on the ground that such publication 
might be more inflammatory than comment. If 
this is so the fault i1 not in the news but in the 
fact rep~ted itself. Is it absolutely necessary 
for Government to act in a way calculated 
to inflame opinion ? The Editor of a 
newspaper, we are told, who supports or 
encourages the mass movement sponsored by 
the bodies, etc., or who ·opposes the measures 
taken by Government to avert or suppress 
that movement, will be guilty of an offence 
against the law. Nothing could be clearer. 
The restrictions on criticism of Government 
excesses rnakes it difficult for conscientious 
newspapers to condemn public misbehaviour. 
There is further provision for the "voluntary 
registration" of press correspondents with dire 
consequences on. failure to r~gister. E~itors are 
also suavely remtnded ofthctr undertakings under 

· the Delhi Agreement •. We cannot but ad~ire the 
assurance of the Government in expectmg the 
Editors' Conference to be waiting for them what· 
ever put of the' Delhi Agreement the Govern· 
ment might repudiate. A session of. the open 
Conference of the All India Editors' Conference 
is ton~ overdue and the changed circumstances 
prevatting today make. it the. mo.re necessary. 
The Conference came mto bemg tn November 
1940 as a result of Government restrictions on 

, press reporting o~ sat~agraha: news; the PC?Sition 
. confronting lndtan JOurnaltsts today. IS not 

different in this regard, Where the d1fference 
arises is in the attitudo of those who would 
launch satyagraha now. The Congress on 
this occasion does not propose to follow a 
policy of non-embarrassme~t which was . its 
main pre-occupation in 1940. In fact, speakmg 
at the open session them, Mr. Mahadeo Desai 
made pointed referenco to the . supp~ion of 
news relating to the war effort of officmls by 
Gandhiji and himselF in pursuance. of the 
non-embarrassment policy. In view of that dis
closure it was surprising to read Gandhiji's 
comment in the Harijan ~ondemning the Indian 
press for submitting to any restrictions from the 
British Censor. The press in the next few days is 
likely to encounter many difficulties and it certain 
that it will find few friends outside unless it can 

take a concerted stand. An open session should 
be a source of great strength to the President 
in his fight for the liberty of the press. 

New Delhi's foreign Policy :-There is a 
curious passage in Sir Frederick Puckle's confi· 
dential circular which Gandhiji made public. It 
is the paragraph which tells the official to stress 
the fact that Japan is waiting to see whether she 
should drive north against Russia or south against 
.India and that, if Indians are found divided, 
she would surely tum south. The hint seems 
to be in abominable taste io view of the urgent 
Russian demands for a second front in Europe 
a8 well as in the light of frequent semi-official 
attacks on the Congress for letting down Russia 
by ·embarrassing the Government now. It is 
surprising that, after Sir Frederick's warning 
to officialdom to remind India of the advisability 
of diverting Japan to Russia, the Government 
should have rushed into action likely to create 
all the conditions he wished to avoid. This is 
probably due to the new members of the Viceroy's 
Council. It is a common experience in learning 
to drive that the learner finds himself irresistably 
drawn towards some obstacle which he bas set 
his mind on avoiding. 

"Closer Unioo":-Referring to our plan of 
closer union • as an alternative to separation 
between Britain and India; the Dnyanot!aya, the 
organ of Christian Missions in . Western India, 
observes that millions of Englishmen will endorse 
it. As a matter of fact, the idea1s not new.· 'As 
Dadabhai Naoroji was never tired of pointing 
out it was the original idea as expressed in 
the Royal. Charter· given to· Bombay on its 
acquisition by the . Briti~h Cr?wn a?d re
peated any number of ttme~ 10 Parltamen
tary statutes and· summed 'up. in the 
famous Queen's Proclamation. For thirty years 
the · Indian National Congress had · only this 
aim of equal treatment of British and Indian 
subjects. It was the bitter disappointment caused 
by the failure to induce the British Government 
to act up to its professions that led Dadabhai 
Naoroji in his last address to the Indian National 
Congress thirty-six years ago to "be united, per• 
severe, and achieve self-Government so that 
the millions Qow pershing by poverty, famine 
and plague, and the scores of millions that are 
starving on scanty subsistence may' be saved and 
India may once · more -occupy her proud 
position or yore among the greatest and 
civilized nations of the world." The Riformer 
does not represent any party and in putting 
forward this old idea of closer union, it has · no 
assurance that it will find support · from any 
qua1ter at the present day. But we do believe 
that the good of both Britain 11nd India would be 
best served by their closer union and we are not 
without hope that some sudden tum of events 
may incline the leaders in both countries, perhaps 
after trying other doors, to knock at this and 
find entrance into a haven of peace, security and 
good will. 

-
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THE A. I, C. C. AND AFTER. 
The All India Congress Committee's meeting 

last week-end in Bombay was something which 
will be long remembered. It was not that the 
level of. oratory was high, for this definitely it 
was· not. Nor can it be considered as remark
able for any surprise decision, for the objective 
had been before the country since the resolution 
adopted by the Working Committee on July 
14th at Wardha. What made it notable 
was that, by the action taken by the Government 
within seven hours of the session being 
dissolved, the Congress was transformed from 
a political to a revolutionary party. One result 
of this is that, while in previous agitations 
there was always some detail, some political 
issue on which negotiations could proceed, now 
there is. only one issue and that, the freedom of 
the country. This, as we have remarked before, 
was only remotely the result of the Congress 
decision though every one of those who 
voted for the resolution, · must have had 
it in mind. The Govemmen~ completed the 
transformation, by its swift, actiOn in arresting 
the leaders without waiting for Gandhiji to 
approach the-Viceroy.. The situation prevailing 
today in the country,. the rapid deterioration in 
the political position, can only be understood if 
one bears in mind that the Congress is now a 
fevolution!lry party. Mr. Amery and British 
commentators. have congratulated the Govern
ment of India on their quick action. This is an 
illusion, . If the Government of India had decided 
on action,.it should have b!lllned the publication 
of the ;·resolution and prevented the Congress 
from taking its decision last week. Its failure 
~o do this can be attributed in fairness to 
vacillation alone. There was the official hope 
that the A. I. C. C. would not adopt the lead of 
the Working Committee, But for this the 
Government of India would have proceeded 
against the Congress even before July 14 when 
the first link in the chain of events leading to 
the Congress stand at Bombay was, forged. In 
other words,· it looked to Mr. Rajagopalachari 
and the Communists to reverse the Working 
Committee's lead. This, to any student o( Indian 
politics, was a forlorn hope. There was, again, the 
action of the Government during the three weeks 
preceding tlJe A. I. C. C. meeting calculated not 
to. achieve any strengthening of the moderating 
elements. of the Congress. There was in the 
first place, the circular issued by Sir Frederick 
Puckle carrying instructions on combatting the 
Congress movement. Arising out of it were 
National Front speeches and posters were pasted 
on walls in Bombay picturing a Congressman 
sitting with folded hands on ,India while a 
ferocious Japanese was looming over him with 
the flag of Nippon, Then there · were the 
intemperate speeches of some Executive 
Councillors. And, to cap it all, on the eve 

of the· A. I, C. C. meeting,· the Government let 
loose the seized documents of the Allahabad raid. 
One can · only · conclude that the Government 
was not of one mind in its desire to see ConQTess 
modifying theW ardha resolution. " 

Those who attended the AU India Congress 
Committee's meetings in Bombay on Augusf dJ 
and 8, must have been struck by the tendency 
towards moderation on the part of Maulana 
Abut Kalam Azad and Gandhiji. In the one 
outstanding speech of the Session, the Maulana 
Saheb set forth the demand of the Congress' 
as a demand for civil .control by the provi
sional government, with military power reserved 
to Britain. He said tqp.t the Congress 
did not for a second contemplate a state of 
anarchy in the country. Gandhiji in his con
cluding addresses seemed almost to be looking 
forward to negotiations with the Viceroy, 
Even .before the .se~io~.. however, Gandhiji 
had g1ven clear md1cation that ·· his slogan 
"Quit India,'' meant little more than a demand 
for so.m.e concr~te, immediate, irrevocable step 
recogmzmg the mdependence of India, Unfortu
nately that slogan and the phrase, "open 
rebellion,'' used by him in an interview on the 
Working Committee resolution of July 14 .have 
caught the imagination of a section of the public 
it may be only the hooligan element, on the on~ 
hand, and of t~ Government' of India and the 
British Government, on the other. Except that 
the Government had allowed itself to be carried 
away by its emotional reaction to this, there is no 
explanation for its action.. The emphasis that is 
being l~id on the I!l~ian members of the Viceroy's 
Executive Council ts one that might have mis
chievous consequences in India, though quite 
useful for foreign propaganda, It is making 
their position in the country extremely difficult. 
It marks them out as men who alone are opposed 
to further reforms being granted to India. We 
know Dr. B. R. Ambedkar bas declared himself 
convinced of the unwisdom of an Indian member 
being put in charge of Defence ; but there must 
b7 few even among his colleagues who share his 
VIews. 

There is an impression ·abroad that timely • 
action by the Government has averted any 
concerted, organised, movement on the part of 
the Congress. Mass Civil Disobedience ha.s 
been, we are told. nipped in the bull. One 
B. B. C. commentator has in fact gone so far 
as to assure his listeners that, but for the quick 
arrest of the.le!lding Congressmen, what we are 
witnessing now would have been intensified a. 
hundredfold. · Wha'tever one might think of civil 
disobedience, everydrte who has had the least 
experience of it, will attest that this is a gross 
perversion of facts. Mass civil disobedience has 
often degenerated towards its end into violence; 
it has never been preceded by it. The reason 
why the present occasion is marked by mob 
violence and arson and destruction of municipal 
property, :is owing partly to a misunderstanding 
of the Gandhian slogan of ~" Quit India " by a 
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section of the public, similar to the misunder
standing on the part of the Government or 
India. The arrests by the Government have had 
the result of preventing the modified attitude or 
the Congress leaders from getting to the public •. 
It is but inevitable that the incidents or the 
last few days in Bombay and some other 
ci~es should attract attention abroad. That 
is because much publicity has been given in 
the past two years to sabotage and pillage and 
arson in Axis-occupied countries in the 
Allied press, and .the reader who sees the news 
of arson in Bombay in justaposition to a report 
of arson in Czechoslovakia, is likely to regard 
both as symbols of the same feeling. 
When Mr. Amer)' said that the police and 
the Courts can control any situation that arose 
out of civil disobedience in India, he tried in his 
own way to point out the difference. But the 
difference is not in the power of the controlling 
authority or even on tlle measure or the support 
it has from the public, but in the· nature of the 
Indian movement, led by Gandhiji. The agita
tion that has expressed it~lf in several cities all 
over the country, is not, according to a com
munique issued by the India Office, a mass 
movement. It is the spontaneous expression 
of general resentment against the arrest of 
the Congress leaders. We are glad that the 
authorities recognize this vital fact. Unfortu
nately, such recognition is not consistent and it 
is absent from the lesser supporters of official 
policy.· We see no reason for the frequently 
reiterated observation in the press that the Con
gress mass movement has already degenerated 
into violence. So far as we are aware the 
Congress has not launched its campaign and, if. 
there is evidence to the contrary, it has 
not been furnished to the public. A large 
number of Congressmen, be it remembered, 
are non-violent from expediency. Nothing 
bas happened to alter circumstances. If any· 
thing, the forces at the command of Government 
are more today than ever with foreign troops 
present in the country. 

One element of unreality in the attitude of 
the Congress . discussions must have struck the 

'observer: That is the complete absence of any 
, reference in the discussions to the position of 
Soviet Russia and of China. A purely national 
organisation could afford to ignore the sore 
straits in which these two nations were in 
A. I. C. C. week, But the Congress, as the 
resolution and the speecheS\ showed, claimed 
to be even more interested in fighting the 
Axis than were the Government of India. And 
we do n.:>t think that there is room for doubt 
of the desire of men like Nehru and Azad 
and Gandhiji to strengthen the spirit of resis
tance to the Axis Powers. Yet the inadvis
ability of starting a movement immediately 
did'not receive due consideration, It is true 
that Pandit Nehfll. and other speakers did 
ask bow the granting of the Congress demand 
would weaken the United Nations and asserted 
that rather would it strengthen them, Here 

they built an unanswerable case for India. 
But that was another question. Failing Britain's 
response, would not mass civil disobedience 
by the Congress inconvenience the Allied 
cause ? The one hint of Congress realisation 
of this was Gandhiji's decision to proceed 
with the launching of the movement in a 
deliberate unhurrying mannilr. It is unfortunate 
that there was ,no other sign of Congress 
recognizing the gravity of the international 
situation. · But, if it was so with the Congress, 
it was even worse with the Government of 
India which, with the opportunity of three 
weeks' quiet in the country, took precipitate 
action on what it regarded as a challenge to 
its authority. Three weeks, as time goes in 
these days, is a long time and it might have 
seen a turn in the tide both in India and in 
Russia and China, 

A BANDRA DIARY. 
When some three ~onths ago-1 am not exact 

about the date-the All India Congress Committee 
Office in Allahabad was raided by the Police and its 
papers seized, I did not expect anything more to be 
heard of it. John Bright warned the British people 
long ago that . they should expect the mentality and . 
the methods of British Indian administration to 
permeate in course of time their own country and 
their own mentality. Three-quarters of a century· 
have passed and the infiltration of Anglo-Indian 
ideas into English life has been proceeding 
steadily and apace. The English people do not 
now think in terms of freedom but in terms of 
power. It was, therefore, a pleasant surprise to read 
that a Member of Parliament asked the Secretary 
of State tor India for an explanation for .raiding 
the offices and seizing the papers of a lawful organi
zation, Mr. Amery coolly replied that the operation 
was in the normal course-a mere matter of routine, 
so to speak. This was rather hard on the Indian admini· 
stratio)n. It has developed many features which would 
have stirred Bright and Cobden and Henry Fawcett 
to indignant protest. But raiding a lawfulinstitution aa 
a matter of routine is not one of them, not as yetl even 
in the United Provinces, Mr. Amery's reply wou d not 
have satisfied his questioner and the Government of 
India would have been pressed to produce some more 
plausible excuse for a course of action so flagrantly 
un-English. Communications, nowadays, take months 
where they took a week in pre-war days, The 
notes of the discussion at the last All India Congress 
Committee's meeting at Allahabad, were probably 
chosen as the worst document in the papers seized; 
But, doubting their efficacy, it would seem the 
Government ot India had appended its own commen
tary to the copies despatched to London. The Indian 
Government's expectation that the British Press 
would hail this document as a complete justification 
of the raid, was only partially fulfilled. There was an 
undertone in the comments indicating that the writers 
would have wished for something worse on which 
they oould support the action of Government. It 
was even more pronounced in America. The NIW 
York Timn actually went out of its way to declare 
that Gandhiji emerged with his moral character 
untarnished from these disclosures. This is as much 
as saying that the morality of the raid itself required 
further justification. It was a slap in the face of New 
Delhi to which the moral reputation of Gandhiji ijl 
a St\lmbling-block.. · 

• • • • 
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. The point which most interested me in the 
Allahabad exhibits was the difference· between the 
viewpoints of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and Gandhiji 
on the war, The Pandit favours going "all out"-1 
do not understand what exactly this means but I 
like to be up-to-date-while Gandhiji counsels 
conciliation in a spirit · of friendliness to all 
mankind, Men's opinions are, more than they like to 
admit, the result of early training and environment · 
rather than of a judicial consideration of all the facts 
of a subject. Panditji's opinion is tile pugnacity of the 
English Public School boy. An amusing instance 
of this is given by Guadala in his "Mr. Churchill." 
Mr. Churchill and Mr. Amery were at Harrow together. 
Pandit Jawaharlal also wore the ~ome school-tie in 
his boyhood, I quote from Guadala: "He (young 
Churchill) committed the grave error of precipitating 
from behind into the swimming-bath someone who 
looked small. enough to render his assault rewarding 
and secure, But when the victim· turned out to be a 
boy named Amery of immense strength and vast 
athletic eminence, young Churchill was reduced to 
nervous propitiation, 'I am very sorry,' he remarked, 
'I mistook you for a fourth form boy. You are 
so small. My father who is a great man, is also 
small: " That is the spirit fostered in the English 
Public School, persecuting sm!!.ller and weaker 
fellows. The classic exposition of Public School 
morality is "Tom Brown's School Days." Pandit 
Jawaharlal's pugnacity is one of the more conspicuous 
traits which distinguish him from many Indians of 
his age and educ--ation. Gandbiji, on the other hand, is 
a ohild of the Gita. I recently read somewhere his 
saying that he lost his mother at an early age, but 
the Bhagavad Gita to · him has always been more 
than a mother. The Gita is a synthesis of all the 
principal Indian philosophies, When Arjuna, be
wildered by their variety, demands his friend and 
preceptor to tell him definitely how he himself should 
act, the answer invariably is "equal to friend and 
foe, equanimoul in prosperity and adversity, in 
honour and dishonour." 

• • • 
Indian Polity allows forJr alternatives in dealing 

with an enemy. These are first peaceful negotiation; 
secondly, gifts, bribery; thirdly, creating differences 
between allies; and lastly, punitive measures. These 
alternatives are obviously available only to one who 
is strong enough in the last resort to beat down his 
opponent. If be is not able to do this, all the other 
alternatives are useless. This is what the 
Gandhian polity misses. Friendly . negotiations 
are most likely to be fruitful when backed by 
the strength to defend your rights. Even from 
Gandhiji's point of view a strong Indian Army will 
be the best aid to peaceful 9ettlement with aggres· 
sor nations, The saint, as Sri Ramakrishn~!o'S 
parable, told the cobra which pleaded that by 
following his precept not to bite, it had been 
reduced to a state of perpetual hunger and privation, 
"I told you not to bite but I did not tell you 
not to hiss." But even to hiss with effect there 
must be fangs. Not the most timid urchin will be 
frightened by the hiss of a toothless serpent. 

• • • • 
. .Gandhiji countered the Allahabad. mare's ne~t by 
producing a smaller one of his one at Fnday's 
meeting of the Bombay Conference. It purported 
to be a confidential circular issued over the 
signature of Sir Frederick Puokle, a Secretary of 
the Government of India, to district officials 
containing naive suggestions as to how to oarry 
on propaganda against the Wardha resolution. 
Official pr~paganda of this kind is no _new. thing. 
Sir Freder1ck need not have made h1s o1roular 
confidential, suggesting thereby that he wanted 

district officials not to disclose their part and to work 
behind the scenes so as to make it appear that the 
resultant activities, such as they were, were all 
spontaneous. What most ·interested me in the 
circular is the nice distinction drawn between 

·morality and expediency. Sir· Frederick begins by . 
assuring his officials that what he is asking them 
to do is in no way immoral: it is only a ml!otter 
of expediency. It is to Sir Frederick's cre!Sit 
that he recognises that morality has a plaoe even 
in wartime propaganda. In passing, I was pained 
by Gandhiji's thrust at Mr. Das, Secretary to the 
Orissa Government to whom the copy which came 
to Gandhiji's hands was addressed and who 
circulated it in Orissa. Ghandhiji remarked in effect 
that Mr. Das might find other means of earning his 
livelihood. This is quite unlike Gandhiji's habitual 
charity towards weaker bretl:jren. There must be 
hundreds of officials who received Sir Frederick's 
circular and acted upon it. Why bold up to obloquy 
this one Das before the ten thousand people 
assembled on the Gowalia Tank maidanP There have 
been men who in similar circumstances have thrown 
up their jobs but they have qeen a handful compared 
with those· who did not feel strongly enough to 
quarrel with their bread and butter on such an 
issue. After all, if one Mr. Das resigned there will 
be twenty others to take his place. 

• • • • Origins of history are sacred. That is the only 
reason why I refer to a statement of Mr. M. A. Jinnah 
in the course of one of his many recent allocu
tions. It seems that Gandhiji had said that he 
would be glad if. the Government of India were 
handed to the Muslim League, Mr. Jinnab's comment 
was that he would be glad to see this done as it 
would be an atonement of the action of the British 
Government in depriving Muslims of their Indian 
empire. Field-Marshall Lord Roberts has, by long 
anticipation, given an answer to Mr. Jinnah in his 
"Forty-One Years in India." Lord Roberts says: 
''Mahomcdans looked back to the days of their Empire 
in India but failed to remember how completely, until 
we broke the Mahratta power, the Hindus had got 
the upper hand .... The Hindus bad not forgotten 
that they had ousted the Mahomedans, and they 
fancied that the fate of the British raj might also 
be at their mercy." A writer in the Catholic 
New R6'11ieW for July, Mr. J, G. Demetras, thus 
describes the state of the country on the eve 
of the third battle of Panipat: India "was 
at this period (middle of the eighteenth century) to 
all intents and purposes a great Hindu. Empire, 
with Poona directing its destinies,'' 

• • • • Some of the speakers at the All India Congress • 
Committee meeting expressed a fear lest the free 
institutions of tb.e United Stat.es may suffer 
ship-wreck on Indian soiL 

The Mayflower which carried the Pilgrim Fathers 
to New England, floundered off Masulipatam on the· 
East Coast oflndia,. · 

. . ., . . 
Last week I indicated my antipathy to mass 

appeals, whether for religion, war effort or civil 
disobedience. It does not require thousands or 
even hundreds to evoke the mass mentality. The 
last time I met the late Mr. Lakhmidas Tairsee-on 
the great stairway of the Bombay Municipal Corpora
tion-he remarked in connection with something, "If 
you meet an Englishman by himself, he will taik to 
you as m1n to man but if you meet him irf the 
company of another Englishman he will be a 
different person altogether." This shows t~t 
everi two to~ether can conjure up the ma~s ~e~~hty. 
Reason wh1ch claims the chief place m mdrv1dual 
thinking, abdicates in favour qf emotion in the mass. 
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ApPeaiB to the ma!ISell are effective in proportion to 
the amount of emotion put into them, Gandbiji 
knows this very welt. He bas nEver launched a mass 
movement unless be was sure in· his own mind that 
it could be carried through without violence. When 
as has happened, be found that his belief was mistaken, 
he at once called it off, often in opposition to his 
close11t associates, I speak with some experience. 
Wfien riots broke out in Bombay some twenty years 
ago in connection with the visit of the 
Prince of Wales (Duke of Windsor) Gandhiji went 
on a fast which he broke only on receiving 
an assurance from the late K. T, Paul and myself 
(we went round tbe affected districts in a lorry) 
that quiet was completely restored. If I remember, 
Mr. Sherwood Eddy also went round with us. Then, 
again, after the mob violence at Chauri Chowljl, 
Pandit Madan Mohal_l, Malaviya, Mr. M. R, Jayakar 
and myself were invited to express our views at the 
Conference at Bardoli, where Gandhiji decided to 
call off the second Civil Disobedience Movement. I 
have not been in touch with Gandhiji 
for eome years now, but I am sure that, if he had 
been a free man he • would not have allowed the 
deplorable outbreaks in Bombay city. It is 
forgotten that the sole object with which Gandhiji 
started Civil Disobedience was to wean away the 
violent revolutionaries from criminal outrages by pro
viding a peaceful and harmless outlet for their dis
content. That he succeeded in effecting this was 
repeatedly acknowledged by L. Rush brook Williams 
in successive annual reviews of the Indian Admini· 
stration. Extraots from them are printed below. 
Mr. Amery was as usual talking nonsense when 
he said that, if Gandhiji had not been arrested, 
there would have been far more violence than there 
bas been in Bombay and other parts of India, 

RECLUSE, 

DR. RUSHBROOK WILLIAMS ON 
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE. 

The experience of 1919 seems to have taught him 
(Gandhiji) one thin~ and one thing only, namely, that the 
rock upon which h1s scheme was in gravest danger of 
ilplitting was the readiness of the masses of his 
countrymen, when stirred by deep emotion, tq resort 
to brutal and unreasoning violence. Accordingly, 
between the aummer of 1919 and the autumn of 
1920, he devoted himself to the ceaseless inouJoa. 
tion, among all those to whom his influence 
could penetrate, of the doctrine of non-violence. 
Only when he allowed himself to be convinced, 
again at the opinion of the wisest and most prudent 
in India, that this work was accomplished, did. he 

, prepare to launch out upon the movement of 
national regeneration which be bad for so long 

· oontemplated.-/ndia in 192l..Sil. · 
During 1922 as throughout 1921 anarchical orime 

waa noticeable for its absence. It would be 
premature to conclude that the old party of anarchy 
in Bengal has either disappeared or has abandoned 
ita !fesigns. But the spirit o\ modern India is 
changing, and young idealists can now find an 
cutlet for their energies in directions more profit
able both for their country and for themselves 
than the organi.ation of anarchical outrage. The 
idealism characterising some aspects of Mr, Gandhi's 
movement must certainly not be deprived of its 
1hare of the oredit for the achievement ofthis state 
-of aftairs.-IndUJ in 191lU8. 

The earlier stagea of tho non-co-operation move
ment, with itt emphasis on non-violence, placed a 
.considerable obstacle in their (terrorists') way. Mr. 
Gandhi's ideals and personality captured the imsgi· 
nation of the emot1onal middle class youth ....... . 
to whom the terrorists have always looked for their 
t'eorults.-.liulia i11 191l4-sl5. · 

INDIA AND THE UNITED NATIONS. 
To our Friends of India, America and Britain : 
This is a special period of crisis for the United 

Nations. We are winning or losing in these days. 
Realising the tremendous sacrifice many are making 
on the "Front", it comes to Ull in wowing measure 
that we have also a vital coutn bution to make, 
The enemy is not only at our boundaries. He is 
also within! The battle might well be won on the 
frontiers and the war lost by the people "at home"! 

Our own home owell an enormous debt to 
America, Britain and now to India. These nations 
particularly- symbolise for us the "Way of True 
Community Life," We have dear friends in all these 
countries. We cherish 1he best for which these 
nations have stood. We rejoice in President Roose
velt's leadership in solving some of the p_roblems 
of America, such as the race problem, We have 
been encouraged by such movements as that of the 
Community Movement and that represented by the 
Christian News-Letter in Britain, We, in India, are 
greatly indebted to those thousands of silent workers 
who are attacking the problems of communalism, 
injustice, eto. There is urgent need that such 
followers of the Way of Truth and Suffering Love 
join hearts and striving for the New Order that must 
be won if we are to finally win the warl 

We view with deep concern the growing bitter. 
ness, discontent and sense of frustration in India. 
Perhap1 the _weatest battle of justice to be won is 
that in India ltselt. That problem rests primarily 
with America and Britain, the leaders of the United 
Nations, They mu~t take. the leadership in facing 
the problem of the essential freedom of. India. Both 
have been subject nations, They know the sweet 
joys of liberty. They must cultivate their irnagina· 
lion and strengthen their courage as they make 
special effort in the realisation of India's freedom, ' 

This is no more an academi~ question, if it ever 
was. Nearly 4.00 millions of people, a great nation 
of natural resources_, is at our doors to co-operate if 
we but give ~hat nati~n a chance •. We all know that 
to-day India IS not w1th us. Even worse than that 
our very morale ia shattered, our own nations are 
divided, as we leave unsolved this urgent problem. 

Truly we are In grave danger of not only losing 
the Victory but also the war, We need every 
resource that we can muster. In Britain and in 
America we have learned how we need the good 
wiiJ and silent co-operation of those of the non-violent 
way of life. India, violent and non-violent, is ready 
to give her best in this strife for world freedom. 
But her hands must be untied. Her heart must 
be freed. 

May we lift our feeble voioe in calling our brother· 
citizens of America and Britain, especially those 
here in India : 

1. To be penitent of past faults and injustice. 
To rid our hearts of all bitterness, suspicion. 
hatred, misunderstanding and prejudice, · 

2. To be concerned for our common good; not 
for vanishing vested interests or empires. 
To cling fast to those things alone which 
are everlasting. 

S. To be generous to a fault. To have the 
spirit of the "Second Mile." To give beyond 
all asking, especially ourselves. 

4.. To trust India. No nation will respond so 
quickly and so fully. 

5, To remember that -lndia is asking for 
notWng but her own 1 she makes 110 demanda 
upon other nations. 
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6, To encourage every group or movement in 
India which is working for those things for 
which we claim to be fighting. 

May we repeat 1 our hearts ·go out to every 
earnest individual and group who is giving his 
or its best for the Way of Truth and Suffering 
Love, no matter in what nation they may find 
themselves, They are our true allies. And these 
are days when all such need to give their very 
best in this life-struggle for freedom. More than 
anything else we need India by our side, That 
tremendous ally we may have merely for the 
performance towards her of those very virtues for 
which we claim to be fighting. May we give India 
her own and thereby save our own souls and cause. 

Bangalore, I MILDRED McKIE KEITHAHN, 
August 8, 194.2. S RALPH RICHARD. KEITHAHN, 

"THE ONLY EFFECTIVE MARRIAGE." 
(BY KOPARGAM RAMAMURTI, ASKA.) 

A full report of the judgment of the Calcutta 
High Court in the Divorce suit of Surendranath 
Dutt against his second wife, Malati, which was 
dealt with in the previous issue of the Roformor 
under the heading "Hindu Marriages and Islamic 
Law of Dissolution," is now available in (194.2) 
4.6 Calcutta Weekly Notes at page 790. One 
question which incidentally arose in that case, 
is of spe.Jial interest to Hindus and Brahmos 
who have made a persistent habit, in spite 
of frequent warnings in Th• Reformer of 
solemnising their marriages first with a religious 
ceremony and sometime later again under Act Ill of 
1872, in the hope that the later alone will take effect 
and ensure the rights of monogamy and divorce to 
the par:ties which they are denied under Hindu Law, 
. In th1s Calcutta case too, Surendra married lndubala 

first with Hindu rites in 1919, and then again in 1920 
the . same couple got their marriages solemnised 
under Act Ill of 1872. The question was whether 
the law governing the first marriage would prevail 
or Act lil of 1872, when the wife later sought a 
divorce from her husband. 

The Court did not make a formal pronouncement 
on the question, as indeed there was no need since 
the point of law was obvious to the Bench as well ss 
the Bar. The Court pro.:leeded only on the footing 
that the legal consequences ol the earlier marriage 
would prevail if it satisfied in all respects the 
conditions ot a valid marriage under Hindu 
Law, and asked for further evidence only 
to establish, beyond doubt, the facts of the 
first marriage. Mr. Surita, Advocate for the 
petitioner, contended for the same view as was urged 
by his opponent, Mr. Choudhary, "although his client 
and his first wife had gone through a second form of 
marriage in 1920 under the provisions of Act Ill 
of 1872, nevertheless, t4s only •ff•ctivs mat'riags 
between them was that which had been contracted 
in 1919." Mr. S. M. Bose also, as amicuo ourias, 
expressed the same opinion though he maintained 
that, "on the evidence as it stood, it was difficult 
to come to a clear finding on the question whether 
Surendra Nath Dutt and Indubala Das had been 
lawfully married in 1919 aooording to Hindu rites." 

This unanimity of opinion between the Bench and 
the Bar of the Calcutta High Court should he an 
eye-opener, at least now, not only to the Hindus and 
Brahmos of the Andhra Country but even to the 
learned Secretary of the Sadbaran Brahrna Sarnaj 
who regards Act Ill of 1872 as only an ''additional 
safeguard" and would not allow it precedence before 
the Brahmo religious ceremony of marriage is 
·performed wbioh he believes to be valid by itself 
under the Hindu law as modified by established 
Brahmo custom, 

< 

. LETTERS OF B. J, PADSHAH, 
-. (Oopyright.) 

AUGUST 15, 1982, 
R, M. 8. K snilworth Oosth, 

~r; Mar~ha]l i~ k~en on discuss!ng races of men, 
thmks my hspmg IS hke Mr. Gandhi's, I might be 
of the same race; then he thinks I mil(ht be a Jew. 
~e has a bad memory for faces, is unable to rec'og
mse women even after several meetings, 

Another Scotchman returning to Durban, Natal 
where he has been settled for SO years asked me hoV: 
far I was going, whether the Cape was' my home, etc. ; 
and, when he gathered what I was, we discussed -
the s.tate of parties in S. Africa, and the next general 
eleot1on there, and the growing Centralization, and 
the gorge of the British settlers rising against it • 
an~ the centralization in Scotland, a great city lik~ 
E~tn)'urgh unable to improve itself without per
mtsslon of the !Jffice of Works in London, This 
cannot last, he satd, 

I thought he was ungrateful; the English monarchy 
is geneologically Stuart and four Scotch Prime 
Ministers !uVe _ruled the EEOpire in my lifetime, 
Sootch ed1tors m London lay down policies and 
Scotch bankers (e. g., Mr. McKenna) run the Empire 
Banks. What is there to grouse about? Ah ! Hut, 
I said, I had omitted something else, too. Without 
centralization or central inspection local bodies 
become dud 1 their theatre is too smati to attract any 
but the smallest and interested workers, chiefly 
aspirants after contracts and banquets. On the 
other hand, I agreed that central authority, unless 
frequently shaken, is prone to be pompous, vain
glorious and empty, 

I gather from Trevelyan's History of England, 
that the Star Chamber was, in origin, exercising a 
useful super_vis?t"Y function, that th~ country _gentry 
resented th1s mterferenoe and the1r denunciations 
were as muoh the result of beneficent central activity 
as the follies of the Stuarts. 

AUGUST 16, 1932. 
T~e annual winning of ~old is about four millions 

sterhng, total cost of wmning a million and a half. 
profit 2! millons out of which the Government shar~ 
is 1'4 millions and the group's share is 1.1 millions, 
This prosperity has created extravagance in. cost 
which is capable of being cut down by 25 per cent, 
l:lut ·the formula is so awkward that if a saving of a 
third of a million be made, Government's share 
would be a bout 280 thousand and the group's share 
would be only 60 thousand ; if now it could be 
doubled, the group would find the saving worthwhile 
and would make it. The effect of the formula is that 
5[6th of the cost falls upon, Government share, 
Therefore, Government shoulder five-sixth of the 
burden of extravagance ; why should the group 
bother to reduce waste when the group benefits only 
to the extent of a sixth ot the extra profit whicll. 
their skill alone call produ::oe ? I sugges~ed that. 
cost should· be standardised at the present figure; 
then a correction to lhe formula be made that, if .the 
costs should fall below this standard, Government 
should get two:-tbirds of this saving and the group 
one-third, This comes in oonfliot with the facts , 
of gold mining. In India we would provide that 
the Mining Inspector could vary the formula to 
encourage genuine saving. Ab I Mr. Marshall 
protests, every man bas his price and he does not 
want to pay it. 

AUGUST 17, 1932. 
I asked Mr. Marshall if he had any interest in the 

diamonds of South Africa, He was glad he had 
now. But diamond was being produced in such large 
quantities, it was bound to go down in price, diamond 
has had its day. I suggested ,that since the beauty 
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of imitation· diamond is indistinguishable from that 
of the real, that alone should tumble down the price. 
No, Sir, he simply did not believe that dictum. 
But he ahould, I persuaded, it is within my know
ledge that experts cannot distinguish between real 
and artificial pearl and prices of pearl have been 
demoralised. Pearl is pearl ; that is different. Why 
then~ I asked, do people deposit jewellery at banks, 
an;! go into society with imitation stuff? Mr. Marshall 
bad read that in story-books, but is that true P 
Why not? That led to a discussion of the present 
ruin of all prices 1 silver is an 80th of its value in 
1870, rubber which once had touched 12/6, now can 
sell for three ha'penoe, copper, wool, cotton, wheat 
are all tumblinm it is the result of over-production 
and reduced demand and the usual alternations of 
boom and depression, and tariffs interfering 
with circulation of .goods, Why bring . in j:'Old 
scarcity? Sir Robert Horne and the American 
advocates of Bimetallism have their own axes to 
irind1 they want to bolster up their silver. 

AUGUST 19, 1932, 
He gave me some good advice about travel in 

South Africa. I shoutd travel only first; natives 
travel third1 the Dutch travel second. At home, 
he travels third .. I should not fail to tip on the 
railways If it liuys comfort; he once asked for a 
coupe, one was refused because the only one had 
an old lady in it, but the official quickly procured it 
(turning out the old lady?) When Mr. Marshall said 
that it was worth 5 shillings, I said in England bribing 
an official, even of a private firm, was a criminal 
aot, He said that England was too much burdened 
with euperftuous law; he had heard of no prosecutions 
under that law. Why did I tip P • A customary tip 
is a legitimate fee with the knowledge and acquies
cence of principals; they are expressly recognised 
by Cooks. Mr. Marshall remarked that our days 
together bad been very pleasant but my talk had 
made him understand a thing or two in the Bible: 
one was "&training at a gnat, and swallowing a 
eamel." 

AUGUST 20, 1932. 
The Ottawa ConferenCe is coming to aq agreement, 

but does not come, The danger anticipated by 
Sir A, Salter In his article in the 8p1ctator, is very 
real! they will patch up something to show that the 
Conference has not failed! that will tie the hands of 
Great Britain in bargaiuing for freer trade by 
concessions whioh Ottawa may fetter Great Britain 
not to make, Ottawa might reveal that behind the 
ehouted geature of fraternity, Canada had been out 
to diddle the mother-country. 

AUGUSt 22, 1932. 
Oap• Town. 

Motoring Into the country, paued the busy parts 
of Cape Town, passed ita factories, passed its three
mile long Cemetery, its auburbs, Into the country, 
Into the wonderful Dutoh town of Paarl, prosperous 
lookl,ng and comfortable with\ elegance with a 
population perhaps of 5,000, yet with several churches 
of the Dutoh Reformed Church, with very tidy 
and coloured ahop1, with a Main Street extend
ing over five mile1. Returning from Paarl by 
another route, I had .•. a view frOm an as6ent of 
Paarl below with the vineyards and waterworks and 
quiet ~ople, chiefty coloured, nestled between the hill 
on wh•oh we atood and the mountains on the other 
side, slope• and Oats alike being multicoloured with 
yellow and red and muddy grey soils clad with vines, 
wheat or the richest green grass aud piebald cattle. 
Descending Into the route by whioh we had entered 
Paarl, we diverged again to another place ai familiar 
land, Stellenbosoll of educational fame, with a 

University, Hospital, and school and church and 
another countryside. We at last returned' to the 
route ... and observed the mountaina near Cape "J'own, 
the Devil's Peak and the famous Table' Mountains 
with the beautiful and many Coloured Table Bay at 
its foot-looking like a table of rich water, and today 
decora,ted by a rainbow. · · · 

AuGUST 28, 1932. 
I have had an excellent drive today in Cape Town 

and its suburbs and added to what I gathered last 
night walking on the streets, I know more of the 
city itself. As I stood today at Groot Scheer (the 
residence of Mr. Cecil Rhodes presented for the 
residence of Union Prime Ministers) and bad a view 
of bays on either side with proper points, and heard 
that one was called False Point, because the ahip 
that made for Cape Town bad turned eastwards into 
the Indian Ocean, whereas Cape Town is to the 
west in the Atlantic Ocean to which the ship had to 
return, I realised for the first time what is obvious 
when pointed out, that the Cape is the junction of two 
oce'lns, like Darien, 

The pilgrimage to Groot Scheer (Great shear or 
cut) was made along a beautiful route called the 
De Waal Drive (De Waal was the administrator who 
designed it like Arthur Crawford had planned most 
of the improvements in Bombay, hence the ·name 
,"the Crawford Market")· with a white structure fi'om 
the terrace of which . Rhodes was used to gaze on 
the flat low-lying lands below every evening, through 
bushes. · 

Passing grazing grounds and zebras and sheep 
grazing and occasionally a goat, passing the LabO: 
ratories and main buildings. of the University of South 
Africa, and afterwards driving through its groilnds 
and rock-gardens, passing the Rhodes Memorial to 
which 1 ascended on steps. 

Groot Scheer was originally a barn transformed 
into a ·residence ; another house not far waa a 
brewery with five blue windowo, now transformed 
into the residence of an artist. The barn belonged 
to van Rebeikar who landed at Cape Point in 1552. 
~he natural beauty bas struck many observers 
smce. 

And it is on this enticing view of mountains, 
village, forests, bays, botanical gardens, the 
University buildings, tbat Rhodes' house, Groot 
Scheer, and the Rhodes Memorial have been 
erected. Groot Scheer, as the re.,idence of Prime 
Ministers, has been the centre of entertainments. 
The Union Parliament sits for six months in the 
Summer Season at Cape Town, oooupying the 
old house of the old Cape Parliament. Cape Town 
is necessarily gay as London is during Parliamentary 
sessions, And it is said that nature itself, parti
cularly the Table Mountains· are olad with corres
ponding gaiety. WhJI visit now, said the house
keeper to me, December is the month ; look, those 
heights are all blue then. I understand the blueness 
is not of air or sky, but the colour of a flower whioh 
grows luxuriantly then. I passed Parliament House 
and Government House on the way to Groot 
Scheer, 

I have seen a great deal of Cape Town during 
walks, noted the preponderant coloured walkers, 
Indians in fez, Indian ladies in sari, So prepon. 
derant they seemed, that I trusted the chauffeur's 
statement that the coloured were four to one Euro
pean, until I saw a printed statement, that both 
Europeans and coloured at Capetown were in the 
neighbourhood of 120,000 eaoh, the European~ being 
perhaps 10,000 more numerou!l, The coloured folk 
might be in the pro_portion surmised by the chauffeur 
in Cape Province, for they seem to monopolise agri-
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cultural labour. The coloured Africans seem to 
be distinguished under 8 denominations-the Kaflirs, 
the Bantus and the Cape coloured, These last are 
of lighter· colour, supposed . to be of mixed blood, 
and are credited with a treacherous and thievish 
disposition; nevertheless, they are getting on, they 
monopolise labour even in certain factories, And 
they are also getting on professionally. I saw no 
trace of coloured students. on the. grounds of ~he 
.University of SOuth· ·Africa; .or the .University of 
.Stellenbosch 1 they . have their own college called 
Lovedale, and its graduates finish their education at 
Oxford or Cambridge, nevertheless, the future of 
the coloured is an- anxious problem attested by a 
conference . at ' Lovedale on the da~ of 'IDY arrival 
as is the problem of the Poor. Whites.· The Indians 
are chiefly general dealers, and there are some in 
the professions ; the name. one· hears is that of 
Dr. Abdul Rahman, whb lives in a house of his 
owit in · the Garden Quarter where Europeans reside. 
He had a Scotch wife by whom he bas children ; I 
have not been told of a succes$or ;. he is said to be 
held in great respect by Europeans, A French 
colony· in Cape Town comes to one's notice, their 
separate quarters were shown to me on the way to 
Paarl; they are Huguenots who settled a hundred years 
age; their furniture work in some particular wood is 
shown among Rhodes Memorial treasures. The Dutch 
and the English intermarry and socially interminji:le; 
still old animosities are kept· alive on. political 
questions, 

1•THE TlLAK SCHOOL;" 

The Editor, · · 
Th8 Indian 4oeial Rsjormsr, 

Sir, . 

. Frankly speaking, I have bee·n not a bit puzzled 
by your .note on "The 'I'ilak School." ·. 

. There are three ~ain schools of political thought 
in our country-viz., the Tilak School, the Gandhi 
School and the School of Revolutionary Thought 
which believes in violent revolution, 

I should like to· know to what school Ths Indian 
8oain! RoformBr belong, Your note' on Tilak School 
would lead your readers to conclude that you do 
not belong to any of these three schools of political 
thought. .. 

I am not unmindful of the existence of various 
other bodies; but I have fixed my eye on the ideology 
and not on the communal character of these bodies, 
I believe ultimately these can be classed in one or 
other of the three groups mentioned above. 

I shall be obliged if yo~ 'will" clear the point I 
have raised, 

Khar, 
August 6, 1942, 

Yours etc., 
VEERBHAL H, MEHTA, 

[ Mr, Veerbhal Mehta is correct. Tli• R1jormrr does 
not belong to any of the three sohools.-Eiiitor.] 

m--·ur.··· . . 
' . 

" ' 
' > 

Opend your holiday in a houJe hoaiJDith th• looeli-· 
nes.J of· CJ(aJhmir all around tDhpre gou can 
picnic on a carpel of gaily colour~d jlorDerJ. 'Ghe 
hourJ, the days IDill sefllll all too Jhorl, sptmf in this 
haoen BIDB!J from the careJ of the : outside IDOrld. 

Travet Particulars from: Director, Vi.rito,.•s Burtau. Sri-nagar, or from Poufflt .Ag~ea. 
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THE ;iANK OF INDIA, rro. 
~bllehed 7th eeptembeP 1906.) 

.-\JCOoRPORATIID URDU 'flU DID.IAJI OOIIP.A.IIUII ~ 
,- VI OJ 1881, • 

Capital Subscribed ...... Rs. 2,00,00,000 
, Capital Calle4 up ... - · , 1,00,00,000 
RMene Fund ...... , 1,18,00,000 

nBAD OPPICB I 

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS, BOMBAY. 
. Branchea.:-

. AHMEDABAD 
Bbadra (Mila Oflit:e), 
Ellia Bridga 

St:alioD BruciL 
ANDHERI: 

Near Bombay, 
BANDRA: 

Neat Bombay. 
BOMBAY: 

BullioD Ezrhengf 

Colaba 
Kalbade9l 
Me'e"ar HilL 

CALCUTTA: 
Clive Street, (Mila Ollit:e) 
Ban& Bazar 
Chowrioghes 
Square. 

JAMSHEDPUR. 
KARACHI. 

- NAGPUR: 
Killgaway 
ltwari Bazar. 

POONA. 
POONA CITY. 
RAJKOT, 
SURAT. 

LONDON AGENTS: 
The Weotminster Bank Ltd. 

CURRENT DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS: Interest Is 
allowed on dally balances from R.s, 800 to ll.s, 1,00,000 
@I i)( per annum. Interest on balanoes In excess of 
R... 1,00,000 allowed only by special arrangement. No 
credit will be given In accounts for Interest amounting to 
le11 than Rs. Di- per half year. 

FIXED DR POSITS are received for one year, or for
ohorter periods at rateo which may be ascertained on 
application. 

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened on favourable 
-term• Rules on application, -

The B1mll acts ·as Exeoutop and Tpustee 
undep Wllls and Eiiettlements and undertalles 
Trustee Business reneraUy. Rules may be obtained on 
application. · 

LOANS, OVRII.Dli.AFTS AND CASB CREDITS: 
The Bank grants a.ccommodatlon 011 terms to be arranged, 
against approved securltles, 
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NOTES. 
Muslim. League Resoiutlon :-The Working 

Committee of the Muslim League met for four 
days last week and adopted a resolution reiterat· 
ing its demand for Pakistan and expressing its 
readiness and willingness to negotiate with any 
party, on equal terms, for establishing a pro
visional Government to mobilise the resources 
of the country for the defence of India and the 
successful prosecution of the war. Three 
fourths .of the long resolution consists of a 
criticism and condemnation of the Congress as 
having for its object the establishment of a 
Hindu Raj. Both at the beginning and at the 
end the Muslim League resolution lays its lash 
on the Congress. Now that the Congress is an 
unlawful body and cannot function until the ban 
is lifted, the Muslim League will be greatly 
hampered in its own functioning. The operative 
part of the resolution is contained in two .out 
of about twenty paragraphs. 

The Working Committee are definitely of the 
opinion that If the Mu.llm masses are to be roused to 
Intensify the war effort with all the sacrifices that are 
Involved in It, It Is only possible, provided they are 
assured that It would lead to the realisation of the 
Inspiring goal of Pakistan. l'he Muslim League, 
therefore, calls upon the British Government to come 
forward without any further delay with an unequivocal 
declaration guaranteeing to the Mussalmans the right 
of self-determination an4 to pledge themselves that 
they would abide by the ve~lct of the plebiscite of 
Mussalmans and give effect to the Paklslf,n scheme 
In consonance with the basic principles laid down 
br the Lahore resolution or the All-India Muslim 
League passed In March 1940, 

Labou,. Resea,.cn, published by the Labour 
Research Department, in its June number 
analyses the demand for Pakistan in the course 
of an article on the Defence of India. It says :-

There are four provinces In India with Moslem 
majorltieo. The North-west frontier province has for 
long boen pro-Congress, Allah Baksh, Premier of Sind, 
recently broke from the Moslem League and is now 
President of the All India Moslem Azad Conference 
whose mombera l'avour Congress policy. Fazlul Ha.q: 
Premier of Bangal, also resigned from the Moslem 
League some months ago and Is now a member of the 
Aoad Conference. Of the three Moslem Premiers only 
Sir Sllrandar Hyat Khan remains In the Moslem 

League, and he is In open opposition to Jinnah's pet 
policy of Pakistan, No wonder then that Indians 
regard the oft repeated British assertions or Indian 
dis-unity as evidence ei~her of British ignorance or 
British Insincerity. - . · 

Similar- views as the above in the British Labour 
publication, are expressed in_ the New Statesman 
by H. N. Brailsford, The leaders of the League 
will do well to remember that they have now to 
deal with an informed foreign public and to give 
concreteness to their scheme. Then, there. is 
the criticism by the Hyderabad Muslim publicist, 
that Pakistan leaves out the Muslim minorities' 
in seven provinces where, if anywhere, they need 
protection, and offers protection to Muslim 
majorities in provinces where they can take good 

.care of themselves. Also, Dr. Ambedkar's point 
that it is the minorities in the Muslim provinces 
who should decide whether they want Pakistan 
and whether · their interests would be safe under 
Pakistan. Minority rights which the · Muslim 
League claims for Muslims, it must freely accord 
to other communities where they are a minority 
in relatioB to Muslims. And is the plebescite to 
be of all the Mahomedans of India, or· only of 
Mahomedans in the four provinces ? And 
why have a plebescite, since the resolution 
anticipates its result by insisting on the British 
Government giving effect to the League's Lahore 
demand for . Pakistan? It. is noteworthy that 
while there is not a single mention of the 
Muslim League in the Congress resolutions, the 
League's resolutions nearly always hinge upon 
Congress activities and statements. Sir Stafford 
Cripps noted that the Muslim League's rejection 
of his scheme was noL adopted until the Congress 
decision was published. · , . 

Sir C. P. Ramaswaml Alyar's Resignation:~ 
The announcement, in last Saturdays morning 
papers, of the resignation by Sir C. P. Rama
swami Aiyar of the office of Member for 
Information 1n the Executive Council of the 
Governor-General, which he assumed a fortnight 
previously, was received with much surprise. So 
strong, in:leed, was Sir Ram3swami's position 
thought to be, that he was freely mentioned as 
Sir Reginald Maxwell's successor · at the Home 
Department, The reasons given in his letter 
of resignation to the Viceroy, are obviously 
inadequate, and far-fetched at that. Sir C. P. 
Ramaswami Aiyar accepts a full share of 
responsibility for the policy of the Government 
of India, promulgated barely two days 
after he joined it, declaring the Congress an 
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unlawful body, 'detaining Gandhiji and other 
leaders without any judicial proceedings under 
the Defence of India Rules, and, presumably, 
also the restrictions on the Press which have led 
to many newspapers closing down . of their 
own ·accord, and_ .others bein~ closed down by 
Government order, GandhiJi's Hanjqn and 
its Hindi and Gujara:ti editions, being among 
the· latter. The principal reason assigned 
for his sudden resignation, is the imminent 
danger to Indian States which, _Sir Ramaswami 
imagines, is involved in the stat~ent in a 
letter from Gandhiji to a correspondent, to 
the effect that Congress.: would , hand over 
the Government of the country, including the 
States, to .the Muslim League if the- League 
accepted and undertook to carry out the 
Congress policy and 'programme for the attain
ment of Swaraj. In other words, the Muslim 
League must first accept .the Congress 'platform 
and then Congress would put the League in the 
saddle. The . League would enjoy_ .power 
on· sufferance. and may be chucked out the 
moment Congress thought fit to send the 
-puppet. Government .about its business. The 
position would essentially be identical with that 
of the first British Labour Government with 
the support of the Liberals. No one, least of 
all the League itself, -attached any importance 
to this communication to a gentleman· who · 
had no credentials to speak. on behalf of the 
League and who had taken it upon .hVt1sel(. to 
mediate. be.tween that body _aQd'. the Congress. 
We are sure that· the Indian. Princes did not 
forego their mid-day nap .for fear that Gandhiji's 
statement threatened their existence. Sir C. P; 
Ramaswami must have been in a highly nervous 
state of mind to hav!l apprehended the 
extinction of the States as a consequence 
of Gandhiji's declaration. Even if there was 
ground for his fears,- his .remaining . in 
the. Executive Councij. would have enabled 
him · better to counteract the dan~r than 
.returning to the Dewanship of lravancore, 
where his opportunities for jnfluencing . opinion 
and policy in. India and in Britain_ will be 
much more limited. This reason wh~h is given, 
the front place in the letter of resignation 
verge's on the quixotic. The other reason is 
that Sir C. P. Ramaswami is anxious to 
organise a counter movement to mass action •. 
This ignores the initial difficulty, namely, that on! y 
mass action is nowadays accepted as the effective 
method of achieving victory in war ami security in 
peace~ Governments want mass support as 
much as public bodies, the Congress and the 
Muslim League as much as the Hindu Mahasabha. 
Whether they have it or not, all of them profess 
to. represent and apeak in the name of .the masses, 
Any one who is opl?osed to mass moveme'!ts, 
ruos the risk of bemg branded as ~ Fascist, 
though the· Fascist and the Nazi both also claim 
to speak for the masses. Sir· }{amasw~mi him
self will have to promote a mass movement to 
counteract other mass movemen~. 

~nother. Resignation? :-<?n , the day on 
which Sir Ramaswamt Atyar's resignation 
was announced,. another Member of. the 
Governor-General's Executive Council the 
Hon. Dr, B. R •• Ambedkar, declared'"'at a 
public ·gathering of scheduled castes, that 
he did not love office and that if he could 
not, as · a • member of the Government, give 
effect to his plans for the uplift of the 
depressed classes, he would resign and go &ack 
to his work. ·That very little can be done 
by a Member of the ,Executive Council in the 
way of ameliorating · soG:al conditions, haS 
been testified to by more · than · one Indian 

· who has held that office. Between the upper 
and nether millstones of the Governor-General 
and the Secretaries who have independent access 
to the former, the 'Hon, Member is under 
constant pressure to let sleeping dogs lie, If he 
has the temerity to give one of them even a 
slight push with his little toe, he will find 
himself in a predicament from which he can 
extricate himself . only by resigning himself 
to subservience to the bureaucratic machine or 
resigning office-resignation either way is the 
only way out for him. Dr. Ambedkar before 
he shifted to New Delhi had asked his followers 
in. Bombay to demand the creation ·of a 
Harijanstan out of the waste lands in the country 
for their exclusive use. This ambitious plan 
which can be carried out only with the consent 
or. by coerciop of the.,s~veral provinces,. ,wiU 
require several,years to put through if it can be 
put through at all. Dr •. Ambedkar believes 
in political power as. the best instrument for 
raising the condition of the depressed classes. 
He asked for equal rights with the Muslims. 
As the latter are understood to demand 50 
per cent of all offices and membership. of 
statutory bodies, the depressed classes should 
also have the same proportion. There will 
be nothing left for the other minorities, not 
to:,speak of the majority community· which, of 
course, should be glad to do without any voice in 
the control pf its affairs. · The Government of 
India has or should have a.; wholly non-communal 
outlook, If each member is intent . only on 
grabbing the utmost he can for his own clru;s,. 
sect or community, ~e Central Government will 
become even more of fl ghost than the most 
ardent Muslim ~.,?aguer would desire it to be
in his wildest dreams. - A man with a missioo' 
is often but an euphe-nilsni for' one . with an 
axe to grind. • . . 

Sir Feroze Khan Noon's Scheme :-Sir Fer~ 
Khan Noon, Defence Member of the .Govern
ment of ·l_ndia, outlined a schem~ _ for the 
political umty of X:ndia _which, he said, was a 
great aim every Indian should ,have in view, 
'fhis great aim of Indian political 1111ity is to. be 
secured by dividing India into five Dominions. 
sending delegates. to a Central Government 
which .. will be in charge of . Defence, Customs, 
Foreign Relations and ~urrency. The Domi-
nions will have the right to secede. whenever 
differences arise between them and the Central 
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Government and to return when the.-,difference~~ 
are composed. . The five Dominions are to be : 
(I) Bengal and Assam, (2) the Central Province!!, 
the United Provinces and Bihar, (3) Madras 
(Dra~tidian) (4) Bombay (Mahratta) and (5) the 
Punjab, Baluchistan, Sind and North Western 
Frontier. Sir Feroze does 'not seem to know if 
the existence of Gujrat in ·Bombay, Andhra in 
Madras; and the Kanarese districts of Madras 
and Bombay. ·The whole scheme is perfunctory 
and seems devised with the single 'object of 
stcuring two Dominions for the· Muslims. Sir 
Feroze said that he wa9· glad that the Congress 
has agreed to l~ve residual. powers with the 
provinces. As we remarked in commenting on 
the Congress resolution, the trends of modem 
politics will make this condition illusory. Modern 
transport and communications have deprived the 
old arguments for. deeentralisation of all their 
force and the economic and defence advantages 
of .having a large block of territory under 
a single administration, are overwhelming. 
.The liberty ·to provinces to come and go as 
they please into the federation, makes the 
whole scheme farcical. In order to avoid 

-Pakistan, the country is to be split up into five 
Dominions. Neither administrative convenience 
nor political unity nor economic solidarity, has 
entered into Sir F eroze's conceptien of his 
plan of uniting India by dividing it, The only 
redeeming feature of the .Noon scheme is that 
it is brought forward by a Punjab Muslim and 
that it professes to secure the unity of India. 
It also recognises the need of a Central Govern
ment which Pakistan does not. Sir Feroze 
observed that his plan would remove the fears 
of Muslims of a Hindu Raj but he failed to see 
that it will arouse the fear of Hindus of a 
Muslim Raj. The question must be decided and 
will be ultimately decided not with the object 
of removing the fears often self-induced, of 
this or that community but of promoting the 
permanent goo:i of the whole population. . 

Sir Stafford Cripps Snubbed :-The English· 
man has his share of human weaknesses and 

' somewhat more than his share. But vindictive
ness, speaking generally, is not usually one of 
them are thinking particularly of English public 
men. We who have attained some pubt:c pro· 

. minence. In relation to India, the English public 
man, whether he comes out as Governor for a 
period of years or on spel\lal missions, has 
generally acted as a corrective of the prejudices 
of the Indo-Englishman in public service or 
trade· and commerce, Sir John Simon and 
his colleagues did not allow the black flag 
demonstrations against them to disturb their 
equanimity and . their report shows no trace 
of resentment against . the popular bodies 
which were prominent in getting up these 
demonstrations, Sir Stafford Cripps, bow 
ever, is a notable exception to this general 
experience. He has been pi,ued by the rejection 
of his proposals by the Congress which be 
had counted upon winning over, and even before 
he left India be showed that he would not . . 

6lq 
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forgive it for its st~fast adherence to its maul 
demand. Since returning to England he has in 
and out of Parliament done his worst to blacken 
the Congress and we, for one, can not help 
discerning his hand, in . concert, . of course; 
with others nearer home, in the · measures 
recently idopted against ·that body. · But· in 
his eagerneSs to avenge the rejection.- or . his 
overtures, he has, as often happens,'over-reache4 
himself •. His recent allocution to· America io 
justification of these measures, has been met 
by a chilling · snub by, of all journals, . tM 
New York. Times,· the .:most pro-British 
organ in the United States. In a vein of. delicious 
irony it remarks that Sir Stafford's essayba$ 

.·made clear · many -things, first of all, his . own 
position in the Indian problem. He does not, i~ 
goes on1 question the competence of Indians to' 
govern themselves. He is only concerned about 
the danger to the States and the advantage Jo. 
Japan of a British withdrawal from lndia at 
this juncture. .The Times, in effect, asks hill) 
to mind his own business and: leave America 
to look after hers. For the first ·time, Mr~ 
Cordell Hull told a press conference . that the 
American Government has advised the British 
Government and .. Indian nationalists ·to c:Ome 
to an early understanding. ) 

Wen~ell Willkie :-The time ·and object of 
Mr. Wendell Willkie's visit to Europe and th11 
Near East, since extended. to .China; via India, 
have a special significanCe in view of · the 
Congressional elections due in November.. Mt:. 
Willkie was adopted as its candidate by the 
Republican .Party to . contest the . presidential 
election for a third term with Mr.· Franklin 
Roosevelt. He had no _ previous · political 
record worth mentioning. .Mr. Roosevelt won; 
and since then Mr, WiUkie has been one of the 
most ardent.supporters ·of President Roosevelt's 
-foreign policy. He has in consequence estranged 
many members of his own p,arty •. The New 
.Repu6lit: in a recent issue said that he had . only 
a handful of supporters in the House ot Repre
sentatives and doubted if he would in the· 
new Ho~ command one half of the total 
Republican membership. President Roosevelt's
description of Mr, Willkie's position as "titula(' 
leader of the Republican Party, was not, :tnere 
fore, a slip or the tongue. Mr. Willkie evidently 
thinks that his presence id ·the United. States _is 
not likely. to be of much advantage to his Party 
in the furious electoral campatgn which is . in 
progress. · The object with which he is embark· 
ing on this roving· mission, namely, to assure 
the countries which he visits that there is no 
truth in the prevailing belief that war . pro
duction in the States is being seriously impeded . 
by strikes, · is more calculated to advertise the 
admitted slowing dawn of production than to 
convince the world that strikes are not ils 
principal cause, The . simple explanation . of 
the retardation of Pre..ident's Roosevelt's 
scaedule is that the American public is at 

. present and bas been .tor some months pre
occupied · with the elections. 
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ETHICS AND POLITICS. 
: · Has morality a place in politics ? This is the 
question· which Dorothy Fosdick discusses with 
much display of dialectical skill in the June 
Political &z"ence Quarterly under the heading 
!'Ethical Standards and Political Strategies." 
Miss (or Mrs.) Fosdick says 'that there are today 
two types of men, :. those who presuppose a~d 
those who deny the extstence of an absolute ethtc, 
adding that thereby t~e.y both ~i~qualify them
selves for making political dec1s1ons. One of 
the two is the .man who is confident that cate• 

· gorical rules of right behavi~ur can be _followe:J 
and so insists on literal obedtence to them.. The 
other is the man who is convinced that such 
rules cannot be followed, and so advocates 
thllt they be completely ignored. .To the· first 
group, the writer assign.s . Mahatm!l Gandhi, 
George Lansbury and Wilham Jenmngs Bryan. • 
To this school which she calls monks and quasi 
menks,. are opposed the Machiavellia~s and 
Neo-Machiavellians. Hitler and Mussoltni are 
consigned to this . category. The difference 
'between· the Machiavellian and the Neo-Machi
·avellian, is that while the former denies outright 
that considerations of right and wrong have 
·any place .-in · politics, the latter substitutes 
·the goal of · social justice or order for the 
·Machiavellian . principle of power. This will 
'include not only . Hitler and Mussolini but 
also Toj0 and Stalin and possibly Chiang 
Kai Shek also. Miss Fosdick iseerns to be 
:a' close:: student .of · Gandhiji's' movements. 
She allows that although he falls in . the group 
•of monks and quasi monks in her classification, 
he is not attoge.ther· an absolutist. She recalls 
that ·while he ·called off the first Civil Disobe
dien~ campaign, Gandhiji refused to caU off the 
second Civil Disobedience campaign when spora.
. die acts of violence occurred among his followers. 
George Lansbury was ·uncompromising in 
his ethical standards. When Stanley Jones 
asked him what he 'thought of the application 
of the Gandhi method to Japan, the method 
of non-violent, . non-co-operation, the ·moral 
equivalent of war, Lansb~ry, retorte.i "J:Io~ 
·can you have a ·moral equtvalent of an evtl ? ' 
Bryan resigned his office of Secretary of State 
·under Pre.•ident Wilson when the United States 
.entered the last War. Miss Fosdick evidently 
holds that Bryan was wrong and Wilson was 
·right; But the revel~tions s!nce P.ubli~hed of 
:the circumstances whtch- led .Amertca .mto the 
!War,· have made historians gravely doubt the 
, wisdoi:n of Wilson's decisiom Taking.a long view 
.of history,. it would appear that the upholder~ 
of an absolute standard ·of ethics have served 
humanity and saved it while the Machiavellians' 
triumphs have always :been short lived oand 
attended by disastrous consequences to humanity. 

John Morley who was not opposed to War as 

[ A!lg.i 2t 

t;uch and: whose idealism did .·riot , derive · from 
Christianity, resigned his position in the Asquith 
Government when Great Britain declared war 
on Germany in 1914 because the latter violated 
the neutrality of Belgium. Morley thoug~. and 
he claimed to be supported by the high authority 
of Mr. Gladstone, that Britain was 11nder no · 
obligation to defend the neutrality of Belgium 
by armed force. In any case, he with his 
historicar insight foresaw that no good would 
come to Britain from the war and he refused to 
be a party to it. Who, can say that he was 
wrong in the light of what followed in the twenty 
years after the Peace Tre .. ty? Miss Fosdick's 
mistake lies in thinking that absolutes are 
evolved out of the inner consciousne5S of 
individuals without reference to the world outside. 
Theories are but the crystallised experience of 
·mankind through the a~es. They are an 
unfailing guide to right conduct and by following 
ideals no one ever comes to grief although from 
the purely utilitarian point ·of view he may 
appear to be the loser. Who can say. with 
certainty that the present war will put an end to 
all wars more than the last war did ? 

Gandhiji is the only outstanding figure today 
who may be said to belong to Miss Fosdick's 
monkish and quasi-monkish school. But, as she 
rightly p(fu}ts out, he is by no means an absolutist 
even as regards non-violence which he holds as 
a dogma. ·lbere is a good deal of the relativist 
in him. He himself avows repeatedly his love of 
compromise. :In the resolution passed at the.Jast 
meeting of the All-India Congress Committee, 
he, with his approval, is charged with the duty 
of leading a . Civil Disobedience movement if 
the British Government do not -accept the offer 
.of the Congress to organise the .country for 
total war, provided it' is·. allowed to form a 
national Government. An absolutist would t?-Ot 
undertake a: duty under such·circumstances. · _He 
would have refused to have anything to do with 
a movement which is willing and anxious to orga;. 
-nlze the country for war and requires his guidance 
only if its offer ?e rejected. . The fact i~ that, 
.there is not a smgle absolutiSt anywhere m the 
sense of Miss Fosdick among present-day leaders 
:whether among the Allies Or . the Axis Powers. 
'They are all, if not Machiavellians, certainly·Neo
Machiavellians looking to the goal of greater 
social justice or a new world order. Miss 
Fosdick repudiat.d the existence of an abs:>lute 
ethic and she Shrinks from the Machiavellian 
view that there iS" -no ethic at all, but . only 
expediencies. She holds that there is · · an 
ethic but ,it . is only relative. And this, she 
maintains, :applies. as n;tuch 1:o. personal. as ~o 
public affatrs. "~here IS no dtfference · II! t?ts 
respect" ~he ·argues ':bet":een a ma~ .. dectding 
which of two girls he 1s gomg to ask ·to marry 
him and a statesman deciding between alternate 
strategies." We should think that, whether 
in the East or the West, a statesmen-. that 
much abused word !-does not make his choice 
of a bride on the same considerations ol" class 

· of ·considerations · as he chooses " his 1 allies. 
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Otherwise we would be landed in very vexatious 
reflections, France until a certain day two 
years ago was an Ally of the Allies. A day 
later she fell a victim to the ~azi Power and 
beca·rfie by her misfortune an enemy of the 
Allies. Her cities became targets of attack for 
her very recent Ally. An important difference 
between choosing 1J bride and choosing · a 
strategy, which Miss Fosdick overlooks, is that, 
whiie a wife is meant to be a companion for 
life strategy in the nature of things must be 
capable. of being- changed from time to time 
according to changing conditions. Miss Fosdick 
lands herself in absurdity by trying to oversimplify 
a problem as ancient as it is complex. The 
truth is just the oppos.ite of what she conceives 
it to be. · Hindu ethics fully recognises 
the relativity of human standards, but it 
also holds passionat~ly Jo the Absolute at 
the heart of the universe as the sole source 
of happiness and peace, There is only one· 
ethic and that is absolute. The aspiration and 
striving towards this, constitutes the motive force 
of civilization, the escape of man from the ape 
and tiger in him. The constant failures 
exprrienced in this endeavour only' indicate the 
need for ever more strenuous striving. If Miss 
Fosdick's 1heory that there is only a relative 
ethic, be universally. accepted, moral progress 
would be . at an end and mankind will slide 
rapidly to the state of savagery. Men and 
women who urge us not to be discouraged by 
failures and to renew 'the strugl.(le upwards 
every time. we fail, are the beacon lights of 
humanity. They are the salt of the earth and 
though we may find it hard-the spirit is willing 
but the flesh is w~ak-to live up to the best we 
know, let us not permit ourselves to be deluded 
into the ~elief that what is possible is the ideal. 
"If a man's reach does not exceed his grasp, 
what is Heaven for?" 

-
Duke of Kent's Death :--Deep sympathy is 

felt with the IJritish Royal F amity, particularly 
1 the·Queen Mother, at the death in active service 
of her youngest son, the Duke of Kent in an 
accident to the air plane in which he had 
embarked to join the British Forces in Iceland. 

. Most of the crowned heads of the world have 
toppled down but the British monarchy is 
entrenched firmly in the affecl\ons of the British 
people because it has . completely identified 
itself with the nations sufferings and sorrows and 
members of the royal family taken their 
full share of the . hardships and dang~rs of 
war. So long as these featul'es prevail, the 
monarchy has a distinct advantage over an elc:cted 
president in shaping the political future of a 
nation. It saves the nation from the periodical 
excitement of electoral conflicts and ensures a 
continuity of tradition which minimises the risk 
of national collapse in the face of unforeseen 
dangers. It lends stability to the national 
character and history. 

-

A SANDRA DIARY. 
Hate is but the mask of love, says P .. racebus in 

I Browning's poem. This obrervation, a pro!otmd 
1 one, came to my mind on seeing the beading of an 
1 article in the August Vedtlnta. Ke•ari, the journal 
I of the Ramakri~hna Mossion in Madras, "Towards 

God through Hatred." · Legends of how men who 
made a point of reviling the Deity every day attained 
salvation, are familiar to every Hindu. .But this is 
the first attempt which I have come across to 
find a psychological exphnation of the equation 
of love with bate• The editor takes. for his Jext 
the verse of the Bhagavad .Gita: '·The 
Supreme accepts us a'l·we are, no, matter bow 
we approach Him, for ,all paths in which . we 
may wander are His." L have gone over . this 
verse innumerable times but it never occurred to 111e 
that it referred to the state ol mind of the individual. 
I always understood it to mean that whatever be the 
form in which one worshiP" God, that is t9 
say, whatever the religion in which one was brough,t 
up, it makes no difference to his ultimate destiny. 
Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, Jain, Vais!tnavite or 
Saivite or even atheist, pro)fided he is a .convinced 
one and is faithful to his creed, is sure ot salvation. 
It is not the form but the sincerity of one's faith that 
matters. The editorial in the V etianta K63ari pre
sentS the question in a different light. Love and 
Hate are botll violent emotions fdt towards a person 

. wbo interests one more intensdy than others, From 
the psychological standpoint both imply d.evotion 
to the person loved or hated. . Indifference is 
negativea in both·cases. The Hindu p~yohologist 
holda that . the mind assumes the shape of the things 
on which it meditates. Since both love and hate 
involve concentration on a particular person or 
object, the ·mind .. ot the, lover .. and hater undergo 
identical transformation in either case. We, 
grow like unto .not only what we . love but 
also like unto what we hate. This is illustrated 
by the common current experience that those· .who 
hate the Bolsheviks· or the Nazis most; almost 
invariably tend to assimilate their methods closely. 
Fascism is possible in the United States,. observed 
a shrt:wd American politician, but it will come i.n the 
gui•e of anti-Fascism. The T(sdanta Kssari sums up the 
philosophy of this paradox thus :. "Hindu thought 
ia aQxious to forge a umty between opposites and .to 
conceive them as converging to empty themselves into 
Reality," In simpler terms, Hinduiam condemns no 
one, not even the worst sinnt:r, to hell fire. The'e is 
not only hope but there is the cert;l.inty of salvation 
for all. No one can escape God's compelling grace. 
Like the sun which shines for the just and the 
unjust, like the rain which falls for the righteous 
and the wicked, G.x!'s grace know• no discrimination . 
There is a story of Abraham having entertained 
unawares a gutst who was· a murderer. When he 
came to know of the fact from the conversation of 
his guest, Abraham retired to his chamber and 
prayed for guidance as to what he should 
do to obey the law of righteousness without 
infringing the law of hospitality. God's answer 
w .. s, "Abraham, I have tolerattd this man for 
eighty years (the man was an octogenarian); you 
can surely tolerate him for a day in your dwelling.'' 
As Sri l{amkrishna used to say of mystics "AU the 
jackals howl to the same tune." The intolerance of 
organised churches comes not from God but from 
human trailty. 

• • • • 
The reasons given by Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar 

in his letter of resignation interest me far le!l!t than 
some casual expressions which he let fall before 
he left New · Delhi.· The firs• of these 
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is his avowal that he had come with the 
purpose of bringing together all parties and he 
had failed. The second is, his· ;~.cknowledgment 
that he had been of recent years out of touch 
with British Indian politics. The third-this is 
not casual-his reference in his letter to the 
Viceroy of the latter's "friendly candour." As 
for the first, Sir Ramaswami evidently intended 
to bring together all except the Congress party 
which had been declared illegal. His being 
out of touch with the trends of British Indian 
politics, explains how he came to entertain 
this purees e. I was Joint Secretary with 
Messrs. Jinnah and Jayakar of the Malaviya 
Conference held some tw'enty years ago to come 
to a settlement with Lord Reading in connection 
with the visit of the. Prince of Wales, now Duke 
of Windsor. Under much pressure Gandhiji was 
persuaded to attend the Conference over which Sir 
Sankaran Nair presided, The first question which 
oame up at the opening of the Conference was the 
"release of the Khilafat prisoners. Lord Reading 
agreed simultaneously with the calling off of the 
Civil Disobedience movement, to release the 
'prisoners, all except two, the Ali brothers, Gandhiji 
msisted that these two also should be released. 
Sir Sankaran Nair was furious, The horrors of 
the Mopla rebellion in his native Malabar had 
burnt themselves into his mind. He attributed them 
to the Khilafat movement. He raced out of the 
Conference, The Conference broke up. If Sir C. P. 
Ramaswami Aiyar had been able to persuade non
Congress leaders to attend a Conference, the same 

"experience would have been repeattd. Except perhaps 
Muslim Leaguers, who would probably not have 
attended it, all others would have united in the demand 
for the release of the men arrested on the 9th August 
and the following days, as a preliminary to .further 
negotiation. This they would have been obliged 
to do, not because they were all convinced that 
the arrests were wrong, but because they would have 
felt" the arrested men, including Mahadev Desai, like 
Banquo's -ghost, occupying the chairs intended for 
them. The Conference would not have moved 
a" step further until the resolution was carried for 
the immediate release of the prisoners. Sir Rama
swami has declared that he fully agreed with 

"Government in the measures taken. What would 
"have been his position vis avis this demand? No 
wonder he was not able to-get a sufficient number 

·of non-Congressmen together for the purpose for 
which he accepted the Executive Council Member
ship. As to the Viceroy's role ·of candid frie!"d 
it is better to leave the march of events to unfold ats 
purport. 

• • • • 
I had a presentiment that something like what has 

happened would happen when .Sir C. P. Ramaswami 
·accepted the invitation of the Viceroy. I had a 
similar presentiment but of a different kind when 
Sir. Akbar Hydari joined the CounciL Taking ad van-· 
tage of my forty years of friendship, I as~ed 

. Sir Akbar in the course of a long conversation 

. befor.e he left for' Simla why he, who had all 
that he could desire, !ilhould now accept a 

. place where he could be only an ornamental 
figurehead except so far as . his personal 
character carried weight. Sir Akbar eaid that the 
Viceroy's invitation was very pressing. He offered 
to show me the letter. I did not want to see it. 
One of the first things I learnt in my journalistic 
career was never to invite· or accept confidences. The 

. value of "inside information" to a journalist is 
illusory. "Inside information" is nearly always deeply 
coloured and the journalist who· has it is much 
embarrassed when he comes to know the faots. 

This has no reference to the Viceroy's letter 
but only explains a habit of lon~:tatanding of 
dr.olining confidences. Sir Akbar looked steadily 
at me for a minute and said that he did not 
expect to be long in the office. I understood him to 
mean that he W<luld resign and devote hin;self to 
working for Hindu-Muslim unity, Sir Akbar's. 
devotion to Sri Aurobindo Ghose is well-known. He 
·wrote to me in May 19'0 that Sri Aurobindo Ghose 
(whose "Life Divine" he was then reading) had 
told him ''through Mother" that his (Hydari'g) work 
in future "should be concentrated on fixing Hindu· 
Muslim unity on a much higher and transoendenta I 
basis of ultimate unity of the whole," 
. Unhappily, H ydaris words proved prophetic in· a 
'wholly unexpected sense. • In the case of Sir 
Ramaswami, my pre'3entiment was due to his leaving 
half-finished the good work he had taken in 
hand in Travancore. Also, as in the case of 
Hydari, I had my doubts as. to how after 
his experience of more or .less personal 
administration in an lndi'ion State, he would fit 
into the iron framework of the British Indian 
bureaucracy. The arrest of Gandhiji and others a 
few days after he joined the Council, created the 
impression that he forced the hands of Government 
which bad so far shown no undue haste in taking 
action. His frank avowal of his approval of the 
measure, rather confirms that impression. When 
Sir Sankaran Nair resigned he made no secret of 
his reasons and I fancy that Sir Ramaswami would 
have been equally frank but for his position in 
Travancore with the Political Department of the 
Government ot India in the background. 

• • • •• 
There is one sentence in Sir Ramaswami's state

ment at a Press Conference before he lett New Delhi 
which as a theoretical or factual proposition I can not 
pass over, He spoke of "programmes, whatever the 
intention of their originators were, have.produced, and 
could not but produce, violent demonstrations of mass 
feeling and an orgy of purposeless destruction." I 
recall that a eimilar, almost identical, argument was 
commonly urged against social reformers when social 
reform was strugglin~ not s.o !"luoh a_gain~ orthodo.x 
opposition as agatnst mdafferenttsts who dad 
not want their peace of mind to be disturbed 
by uncomfortable q\!estiQnings. They objected 
to social reformers because tbey played into the hand 
of Christian missionaries. They were against social 
reform . propaganda "~?ecause once the avera~ .man 
is encouraged to dasregard customary restn?ttonaJ 
he will inevitably throw overboard moral restramts as 
well As a matter of fact, one of the greatest 
diffi~ulties of early reformers was to disabu•e the 
public of the impression that social reform, all 
Padshah put it to Ranade, was nothing but ''eating 
meat and gallivanting with wo~en." Ranadc;'s reply 
may well stand fort~.-eply to Sar Ramaswam1 today. 
••Those things", said Ranade · "are not in our 
programme." Factua!Jy, 'I qu~ted ~o weeks ago ~rom 
Rush brook Williams' three successave annual revaew11 
testimony to the effect that Gan~hiji:s :\'on:Viblent, 
Non-Co-operatioJl had the effeo~, whtch at was mtend~d 
to have, of drawing young lndaa away _from anarch10. 
violence. The men· whose method Sar Ramaswama 
attacked are not fre& to answer his indictment, and 
this lays a special responsibility. on _tbose who ar
in a position to do so, not to remam silent. 

RECLUSl 

-
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THE RAU COMMITTEE'S BILL ON 
HINDU' MARRIAGE. 

(BY K. B. GA]ENDRAGADICAR, SATARA CITY.) 

The Bill published by the Rao Committee on 
Hindu Man-iage, contains only the first chapter of 
the Oomprehen~ive law of marriage.. dealing m!'-inly 
with the 1uhject of the celebration of marnage. 
The topics of the rights and duties arising out 
of nullity of marriage and divorce, etc., will be dealt 
with, it il promised, in subsequent chapters. 

The broad plan of the Bill is to distinguish two 
forma of Hindu marriage. The sacramental 
marriage is the marria~e aolemnised. according to 
Hindu rites, and the ctvil marriage is the marria~ 
contracted before a ~egistrar in the manner la1d 
down in the Special Marriage Act of 1872. 

The whole Bill contains 26 clauses. The :first 
three clauses 11re preliminary. The definitions are 
given in clause 2. In clause 2 the Sapinda relation
ship is defined. It follows the text of Yajnyavalkya, 
Vishnu, Narad, and Vashistha and in olause 2 (d) 
it Is stated that "two persons are said to be within 
the degrees of relationship prohibited by this Aot,'' 
If they are related by blood to each other lineally or 
aa brother and sister or as uncle and niece or as 
aunt and nephew. The expression "related to each 
other lineally'' i1 not quite clear. 

It is not definitely known what relations are 
prohibited exactly in the Act. Relying on an 
obscure Vedic passage or two, 1t is stated 
in the explanatory note that the Committee have 
,QOt thought it necessary to go so far as to prohibit 
marriages between first cousins which are no doubt 
considered as legal on the strength of custom and 
usage. This is not proper. 

The Aot rightly adopts the Sapinda relationship of 
the ancient Smritis. It must also adopt .the 
prohibitions enjoined by those Smritis, and it must 
be enaoted that the wite to be married must be 
beyond the fifth and seventh degree from the mother 
and the father of the husband. Even the Special 
Marriage Act which rightly allows the marriages of 
the persons belonging to the same Gotra, correctly 
impose• strictly the. restriction of the Sapinda 
relationship upon the man and woman who marry 
under that Aot, Clause 2 (d) which gives the degrees 
of relationship prohibited by the Act, must be 
suitably amended in the manner stated above. 

This definition given in the clause comes in 
conflict with claus~ 4o (d) of the very Act, Clauses 4 
to 7 refer to sacramental marriages. Clauses 8 to 22 
refer to civil marriage and clauses 23 to 26 are 
general, applying to both kinds of marriages. 

As regards the sacramental marriage, the Bill 
makes a change in one very important respect, 
uil,, it proposes to abolish polygamy altogether. 
In clause 4o (a) it is stated that neither party 
must have a husband or wif~ivinl'( at the time of 
marriage. Thia is in truth a res . !ation of the ancient 
law at its best. There oan be 1ttle doubt that the 
practice of polygamy greatly weakens the legal 
po~ition of women and places her at the mercy of the 
over-bearing husband. Any assertion on her part of 
her right to equal or favourable treatment, is apt to 
be met by the taking of another wife on whom more 
favour Is bestowed than upon the superseded wife. 

A polygamous marriage, that is, a marria~ which 
leaves a huabami free, whether he exero1ses his 
freedom or not, to marry a second wife when the 
first is alive, is incompatible with the high 
reverence in which motherhood has always been 
held in India. Even aooording to Smritis, second 
marriages were made oonditiona1 on several factors 1 
but the administration of British Courts have 

1 already ignored those conditions. This is a step in 
the right direction.. . 

The Bill prohibits all polygamous marriag~. 
Some exception should be made. For instance, 
polygamy should be allowed in exceptional 
circumstances such as, if the wife is hopelessly 
barren or if she is suffering from incurable disease or 
is incapable of performing marital duties. 

(This, to us, seems a most mischievous suggestion, 
altogether incompatible with the lofty sentiments 
avowed in earlier paragraphs. It reVeals how 
strongly the notion persists that polygamy is 
permissible to men.-Eiiitor.] 

In clause (4.) (d) emphasis is laid on the fact 
that parties must not be Sapindas of eaoh other. 
Clause 5 gives the two requisite and essential 
conditions of a valid marriage. These conditions 
must be proved before the marriage is declared 
to be valid. Clause 6 makes marriages according 
to custom valid. This clau~e should be altogether 
deleted. Customs, howsoever ancient which ·ate 
positwely against positive enactments, 'must not 
now be recognised. No custom which violates any 
of these rules of this Act should be considered 
valid, In the last part of the proviso after the word 
clause A of section 4. and clause. II of section 4 must 
be inserted to avoid ambiguity. 

Clause 7 extends the factum valet pdnoiple to 
Sagotra marriages and marriages between persona of 
different castes. That is to say their validity is not 
to be called in ·question after they have been com
pleted. The Act says that in proper oases they 
rna)' be prohibited b}' injunction before they are 
performed. This is far-fetched indeed, The Act does 
not throw any light on what are proper oase!l in which 
injunction from Court should be sought. Further this 
clause is against the provision in olause 4 (b) and (o) 
of this Act which says that parties to the marriage 
must belong to the same caste and they must not 
belong to the same Gotra or have a common Pravara. 
This appears strange. 

The Committee is evidently not correct when it 
thinks that the texts prohibiting Sagotra .marriages 
are only recommendatory. On the contrary, the 
Smriti texts prohibiting Sagotra marriages are 
considered as absolutely mandatory and they cannot 
certainly invoke the aid of the principle of factum 
valet to consider such marriages as valid. The 
remarks of Justice Mohamed in this respect are 
worth- noting. He says "where· a fact has been 
accomplished, in other words, where an act has been 
done and finally completed, though it may be in 
contravention with a hundred directory texts the faot 
will stand and the aot would be deemed to be legal 
and bindin~. It is otherwise where an act is done in 
contravention to texts which are in their nature 
mandatory." (9 Allahabad 253). · 

It is a matter of sincere regret that the Committee 
·should take such a conservative view of the matter. 
They should really and boldly assert that all Sagotra 
marriages are valid. In this connection there is 
already a '•Bill to remove legal disabilities under 
Hindu Law" in respect of-marriages between Hindus 
(L.A. Bill No.5 of 194.1) introduoed by Mr. G. V. 
Deshmukh of Nagpur. A clause like the one in that 
must be inserted in this Bill. For instance,· the 
following clause should be inserted :-"Notwith· 
standing any custom, rule or interpretation of the 
Hindu Law a marriage which is otherwise valid shall 
not be invalid reoause it is between Hindus belong
ing to the same Gotra or Pravara provided such 
marriage does not violate the rule of prohibition 
based upon Sapinda relationship between the partie1 
to a marriage." · 
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The ·provision of Sagotra and Sapravara marriage·s 
· does not go back to a period· much earlier than 
600 B. C. and is probably due to tb e influence of a 
c?stom rrev.ailing amongst non-Aryans which inter• 
dtcted marnages amongst worshippers of the same 
t?tem. The proyision first appears in Grihyasutra 
hterature and IS· accepted by later writers. ·A 
Sagotra marriage· was very seriously viewed by 
Smriti and N ibaoda writers who could never think of 
valid'!oting it by. applying the principle of factum 
Valet. There is, however, no point in continuing this 
ban now. Gotras were originally mere surnames 
and members of the same Gotrll have no real tie of 
consanguinity and even if we suppose .that there 
originally existed such a 'tie, it would be hardly 
rational or eugenic now to prohibit marriages on that 
ac~o~nt. For. members of any. 'particular .Gotra 
extsttng to-day are removed by many generations 
from the Original founder I · 

On the question of anuloma marriages,· it can be 
safel:y ·asserted that the prohibition of intercaste 
marr~ages · was certainly a reform in th& right 
direction when it was first introduced. The cultural 
disparity which was its main cause, is, however 
much diminished owing to the widespread of ~ 
homogeneous culture and edu•~ation, If we consider 
the question of intercaste marriages in modern 
Hindu society from the· cultural and sociological 
-point of view as distinguished from· the theological 
one, we shall have to concede that their revival 
would not be against the spirit of Hinduism, if the 
parties contracting them are of .the ·same cultural 
level and outlook. · 

The few intercaste marri.&~es · that are taking 
place nowadays, usually sattsfy this condition. 
They cannot certainly become more frequent until 
the cultural diff~rences between different castes 
disappear, There is·, therefore, no harm in inserting 
a specific clause in the Bill that no Hindu Marriage 

. shall be deemP.d to be invalid merely on the ground 
-that the parties belong to different castes.; This 
will only be a permissive clause. Otherwise as we 
notice nowadays suoh marriages do take plaoe but 
the parties have to take recourse to the Special 
Marriage Act, Then ~hy not allow ·them to marry 
under sacramental form P 

Clauses 8 to 22 of the Bill substantially reproduce 
. the existing provisions of the Speoial Marriage 
Act. When at present the Sa~otra and intercaste 
marriages are not allowed directly under the 
sacramental . form even in the present Bill, there 
appears some necessity for this contractual form of 
marriage. For persons of the same Gotra or 

,different castes wishing to marry will have to take 
recourse ,necessarily to this form of marriage. It 

. is good that two glaring anomalies of the Special 
Marriage Act are removed •. Under that Act, one 
who says that he is a Hindu, is to be governed by 
the Indian Succession Aot and one who says that he 
is not a Hindu is to be governed by the Hindu Law, 

·The Bill seeks to remove. this anomaly by not 
reproducing in this Bill the provisions of this section 
in the Special Marriage Act, Now persons marrying 
under civil marriages will be governed by the 
Hindu Law. . 

Under clause 21 of this Bill, the Indian Divorce 
./\ct is made applicable to all oivil marriages con
tracted under this Aot. This provision would be 
redundant when the subject of divorce· will be dealt 
with in a separate part of the Marriage Bill. In fact, 
there should be absolutely no necessity for. Hindus 
i:o have resort to this form of marriage. All advan
ta~es which are available to' persons marrying under 
_ th1s form, must be made available to couples marrying 
·under the sacramental form, The Hindu marriage is 
considered as a sacrament and not a contract. And, 
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if a woman mairying urider t}lis Hindu marriage of 
.sacrament, gets all the adviuitages which she would 
have got by marrying under the contractual system 
there should be· no necessity indeed to preserv; 
th~ contractual system at all, There should be one 
umform system of sacramental marriage. • 

It .is a hap_py sign that sections 22 to 26 of the 
SJ?eo1al ~amage ~t a~e not incorporated in this 
H~IL It IS sheer IOJUStloe that a Hindu marrying a 
Hmdu should be treated almost as an outcaste merely 
because he has entered into a civil marriage rather 
than a sacramental one. Why should he be supposed 
to be lo~t to his family allowing his father to adopt a 
son to. h•m l' Wh~ should he not be allowed to adopt 
a aon .Jf he so des1res \' There restrictions are now 
removed, These are, in short, the provisions of this 
Bill of Hindu marriage. The enactment of this Hill 
~nd of the Succession Bill noticed in previous 
I•sues of Tke Reformer, will release Hindq Society 
from the· gravest hindrances to . its moral sooiat 
and ec::~nomic pr~gress, U. will gr~atly f~cilitate 
the.pohtlcal evoluuon.of the commu~ity. ~retrograde 
soc~al system,· that 1s, a system m wh1ch one half 
of us members are discriminated against cannot 
sustain free institutions, Tbe equalising of the 
status of the sexes is an indispensible step in 
the establishment an.cl successful working of 
democracy. 

!'GUARDIANS IN MARRIAGE." 
Mr. Kopargam .Ramamurti, Aska, has· sent the 

following letter to the Government of Orissa on the 
Rau Committee's Bills on Hindu Law :-' 

"As one personally interested in the provisions of 
these Bills, I take the liberty to make a single 
recommendation over and above those already 
co~Dmunic•ted ]py me as . Secretary of, the Social 
Welfare Association of Aska published in Ja~t 
week's Reformer. The point was inadvertently over
looked br 'the Association, but I have cause to 
regard it as of sufficient practical Importance to be 
earnestly urged bdore the Legislature .. 

In the propc~ed Hindu Code Part II (Marriage), 
under Section 23 Clause (1) are enumerated seven 
persons as authorized •guardians in marriage' whose 
consenf should be sought in the prescribed order 
when the bride is below 16 in a sacramental marriage, 
and when either party is not fully 21 years old in a 
civil marriage. They are (1) father, (2) mother, 
(3) paternal grandfather, (4) brother, (5) any other 
agnatic rehtion, {6) maternal grandfather, and (7) , 
maternal uncle. No mere guardian as such is includ
ed in this list. Act III of 1872 mentions only "father 
or guardian" which is more simple and satisfactory 
for a civil marriage. . . . 

If the proposed elaborate list is considered un
avoidable even for Givil marriages, my proposal is t<> 
speciry the paternal . uncle as· No.5 in place of the 
vagu.e and vast cat~ry ot indifferent "agnatic male 
relations," and ada' as No. 8 the mother's paternal 
unole, and as No. 9 an~ other de facto guardian. ·' 

My reason for pressing this recommendation is that 
I happen to know a case in which a Hindu girl of 2() 
years of age, entirely brought up, and educated up 
to the B. A. Class, by her mother's paternal uncle, · 
has been deterred fiom contracting a Civil marriage 
as she and her guardian wished, thrl)ugh the hostility 
of her tather who never in his life gave her any help 
or protection. Clause 2 of Section 23 can be helpful 
in such cases only if "the mother's paternal uncle'' 
and ''any other de facto guardian". be included .in the 
list under Clause 1. We have besides to provule for 

'the boys and girls in Hindu Orphanages for whom 
·the superintendent of -.the orphanage- is the only 
· parent, relation and guardian. · 



LETTEKS OF B. J. J?ADSfiAH. , . 
5EPTDIBER 11, 1932~ 

, KMiibotWth (JtUtll. 

Mr, Mariball, ·when retiring from South Africa, 
bu:l ~nt 18 months at the Cape, · He could not but 
.appreciate its scenio beauties, and got disgusted 
:with the moral rot in the communities there. The 
Cape coloured, a mongrel breed, were rotten at the 
<Ore, sexually and in dependableneas of interrelation
ahip; they were not averse to common thieving. 

The Europeana were not dominated in business thea 
1>y_ Jew-he cannot uphold the statement that now 

·"'75% of bualness, even of big bueinees, at the Cape 
it In the ·hands of Jews, Jf hil wife bought shoes 
-what was aent to her .~wail a pair which she bad 
'•l'ejected as burst tat another shop, when he showed 
·eagerness to buy some article, the originally 
·.quoted price was disowned and raised, He warned 
.me not to . eonfound coloured and Natives. 
. The former inclqded Chinese, Malays, Indians, 
-and particularly half-<".astes of half-white origin, 
'The Cape coloured J:>elonged to tbia last stock. The 
Natives are of pure African ancestry though they 
may be very varioua-Ban~, Basutos, Bechuana11, 
.Matabeles, Swazis, Zulus, Congolese. 

· The Cape coloured and the Natives keep aloof, 
,-each from the other; and the different Native races 
odo not recognise any mutuat· kinship and are of 
,..different graiies of culture. 

A Commission has reported upon Native education 
. -and baa .condemned the present system; Mr. Vlcek 
did not approve of the Presbyterians and other 

. miasion1 turning out .college-bred Natives, Critics 
aak if so many trained white men are starving, will 
anything be gained by trained Natives also-to 
.. tarve I' The Minister of Education insists that 
farmers have improved the condition of Natives far 

:more than Colleges, Missionaries and Humanitarians. 
SEPTEMBER 12, 1982, 

The bulk of passengers not in the Musical 
Revue group are stud'ents from South Africa 
Teturn lng to colleges and schools after vacation. 
I wanted to know more of these returning scholars 
.and bad my chance today. There was a sports 
·meeting in the Smoking Room at 10 and when 
the Smoking Room began to fill I vaoated my 
·11eat for one in the Musio Room. There I 
·found a young man with a badge on his chest, 
. and I oaaually asked him of what tribe the 
. device on his breast was the badge. Lincoln 
·<:ollege, Oxford, wat the anawer, Later I shouted 
a further question across the room; was be- a 

'Rhodes scbolarP No, be was just a atudent. 
Then he walked across and sat by my side to 

·talk. 1 told him l was from Bombay, India, a 
Parsi, He wat a German born in Johannesburg, 

· had graduated there, was reading Law in Oxford. 
Hia name was Sohniers a word to which be 
could give no meaning, He <'{d not ~o to a German 
University because bis lot ~ould be cast with 
British. ' 

.1 bad been awakened to de Valera'a side of the 
oaae which I · bad not believed existed, and the 
•eriouanesa of the secession movement in Natal 
which Mr, Schniers did not credit, which the Grants 
on the Amazon trip had told me not to credit, and 
which advice I had followed because when in South 
Africa I read that the leader of the movement waa 
in the Insolvency court and could not account for 
his debts. 

. SEPTEMBER 18, 1982, 
Persons were discussed with (Mr. & Mrs. Marshall), 

a young lady sitting opposite them at table, with 
hair like a man'a, with the upper costume a man's 

· (shirt and aU), and now proceeding to Cambridge, 

.age lL~~t 24.. ·. I said I should .like to ma!<e her 
'acq uamtarice tor the benefit of these letters, The 
C- E- who is more· visible with 
ladies t~n he need be was set down as an ass; but 
some invisible attractiveness was admitted, as on 
voyages both ways, he had been popular with 
ladies, old and young, 

SEPTEMBER 14, 1982. 
The Marshalls have discussed the South African 

articles in the lJp«tator and thrown new light on 
them. About Natal'.s secession, they do not 'believe 
in it. 1t i.e true that Natal has been given the 
assurance of the equality of English and Dutch 
in that Province; but Natal could not have avoided 
joining the · Union. The port of Durban is . the 
natural transport outlet for the Transvaal and the 
Or~nge Free State, if Natal had not joined the 
Umon, all that trade would have been diverted to 
the Cape. Natal is aggrieve:!, but needs the Union, 
South Africa is in distress, ·but there is not the least 
e~ide~ce; that not going off gold has anything to do 
Wl\h It, . 

The fact is that mine-owners reside in· London and 
would like South African currency to be linked 'with 
sterling. They have transferred large amounts Cilf 
money to Europe, hoping to make profit when. South 
Africa goes off gold, ·and they would return the 
money then, To accelerate the profit-taking, they 

· are campaigning to drive South Africa out of gold. : 
. SEPTEMBER 15, 1982 • 

Mr. Marshall favoured me with a discussion of 
South Africa, and today the subject was the Death 
nte and I found .his corrections instructive aq,d 
interesting. Health statistics in South Africa are 
not well kept, and coloured statistics are always 
disputable, His own .impression is of worse health, 
and more deaths among Europeans there than at 
their homes. In particular Johannesburg suffers 
from a rage for suicide. He could at once name 50 
from his acquaintance and the very various causes; 
loss of wife, down in I uck, shock, loss of the last 
slender resources, designs on insurance money to 
settle on widow. The altitude of Johannesburg bas 
much to do with this rage, it weakens the heart and 
presses on the mind; Mr. Marshall does not think 
the usual mentality of gold·bunters can be made 
responsible for this result, 

SEPTEMBER 18, 1932 • 
The Moral Law is a good guide but a bad Master; 

rigid loyalty to it is to convert Life into Mechanism. 
Living Morality is necessarily experimental ; they 
who refuse experiment deny · growth to the 
community. Take gambling, In 1!106, I was in 
England to help obtain capital for the Steel and 
Hydro.electrio Companies, We had a broker in 
Paris who had gambled away his own fortune and 
was in the way to lose his· wife's. I invited him to 
a casual discussion on stock-exchange gamble. He 
said I who bad never gambled could not understand 
his experience, Life would be vapid to him if he 
refrained. Life however ruinous, was a fuller and 
higher life while he kept his course. I recognised the 
complete validity of his position, and withdrew from 
discussion, Today, I have no desire to protect 
people, when they do not wish to be protected. 
If a few million men perish, there are plenty 
more left; and the race oan improve in quality 
only by experimentation. The fallacy is to suppose 
that finality of wisdom bas been found to be enforced 
all round. 

SEPTEMBER 19, 1932, 
They are all occupied. with the Fancy Dress 

display. I c'ln here and there see style and idea. 
1 feel no enjoyment in this overwhelming display 
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?or carefree youth; girl~ pursuing; lads 'n'ot unwiOing . 
to j!e pursued. · . · · · · · : 
. . SEPTE14BER 200 .1932. . . 

. The Spedator had shown that Gen~r~l Hertzog 
,, was introducing Dutch influence into Natal, a purell 
British Colony, which appeared to account for Natal s 
desire to secede. Now a fellow-passenger brings 
before me a law which requires all Union officials 

'to be bi-lingual, a law honoured by' the. British 
·more in the breach than in the observance. General 
Hertzog appoints Dutchmen because they alone 
~ci qualify themselves, Again about the . Gold 

:standard, Holland a11d Netherland . Indies have not 
• gone off gold, and they too have suffered, they made 
an adjustment by lowering gold wages and priceit 
which affects, in Java, the planters and their. Malay 

. coolies alike.· But the South African Britisher has 
contempt for the Dutch and the Dutch . Prime 

·Minister. · · · · 
· I thanked him for setting me right but begged him 
to remember that the British conquered in the war, 
and yet gave self-government with both hands, • so 
profusely tbat the Union .has bad only Dutch Prime 
Ministers. I know no case in history of suob generous 
enlightenment .•••• _ 

Mr. Marshall asked me ifl am going on Eillore at 
Madeira; I am not. he again approves. ·The two 

·_principal industries of the town are prostitution and 
begging. Every citizen seems to be · a beggar. 
Anyway the Portugue~e are the scum of the Earth. 

· Did I think the same? He had formed that impres-
. sion at J?elagoa Bay. I could not endorse this view · 
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by a Brftalri of ' Britain's ·most ancient aUy, but the
boo~, "Today. ~~d • :romorrQ~' . _auggests that 
.admixture of .blood lui~ degenerated the splendi" 
stock from wh1ch Vasco deGama sprang. l · 

. Mr~ Vander W. discussed with rile.the present day 
disillusionment with democracy, about whit.h Sir 
Norman Angell has written in the SperJ.ator. He· 
quoted the late Dutch Professor Treub's. utteranoe
_that a man has no heart who is not a demoorat at 20;. 
he who remains a democrat at 40, is lacking in 
brains, 

SEPTEMBER 22; 1932, 
. #tBI' Jlaltira.. 

I have been struck .. with the varieties of the 
colour question-in India, lrtJo-<;hina, the Malayas,. 
Dutch Indies, West Indies, Shanghai, Central and 
South Africa, -the U. · S., Morocco, Madagascar,. 
Port Said, South Africa, Rhodesia. In some places
the whites are permanent residents ; in' some they 
intermarry with the ·coloured ; in . some they do
actual· manual work> iff some again they are 
just a handfu( '_in numbers; in some there is. 
no difference Qf language or religion or both (iB 
Jamaica, for example); and the levels of intelligence 
and unity of the coloured are everywhere different, 
Mr. Marshall says the Latins have 'a greater 
tendency to , mix ; Anglo-Saxons and Northem 
Europeans feel repugnance for· colour. In: Soutb 
Africa, the white man' would not do manual 
work, must always depend on the · Native, ought 
not to wish for . dominance and cannot keep it. 

'•· 

visit 
I 

Kashmir- .. 
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